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Preface

This is an academic book on power system protection. It was prepared to serve as an intro-
ductory text in power system protection for graduate students in Electric Power Systems. The
present edition is the outgrowth of previous editions that have been used by several universities
for 25 years.

There is a fundamental problem in developing a graduate course in power system pro-
tection at a university. Most faculty members are not experts at relaying, and very few practice
this art on a regular basis. Without consistent contact with the field, it is difficult to keep
up-to-date, particularly with respect to new relay hardware. But there is a more fundamental
problem in this regard. One has to question whether the teaching of protection hardware and
relay settings is appropriate material for academic study. Therefore, I chose to concentrate
on the analytical techniques that are useful in system protection, with very little emphasis on
the hardware that is used to implement a protective scheme. Analysis is one subject that the
university professor can teach with authority, and is one that many practicing engineers need
to understand more thoroughly. Therefore, it is hoped that this book will be of value to both
the graduate student and the practicing protection engineer.

In writing a book such as this, the writer stands on the shoulders of giants. I was greatly
influenced in the preparation of this work by the excellent texts that have been available for
some time. The fine book by Mason stands as a classic in this field and is a necessary reference.
The excellent books of Warrington are recommended as references, particularly because of
their thorough coverage of relay hardware, a subject that is purposely omitted here. The fine
book by Atabekov is recommended for its excellent analytical treatment. The excellent work of
Horowitz and Phadke provides an authoritative treatment of the subject that is recommended.
Finally, the manufacturers all publish very good material on relays and relay applications.
Several of these documents are referenced throughout the book.

The treatment of the subject is presented at the graduate level; that is, it is assumed
that the reader has a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering. Moreover, it is assumed that
the reader has mastered those power system fundamentals that are covered in the excellent
introductory books of Stevenson and Grainger, Gross, Neuenswander, Gonen, and El-Hawary.

xxi
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These fundamentals are not reviewed here. It is also presumed that the reader is familiar with
symmetrical components and with the mathematical principles of functions of a complex vari-
able. We also assume that the reader is familiar with computers and computer programming,
such that the computer can be used as a tool in problem solving.

This book-has been under development for at least 25 y~prs. The author taught this
subject for many years and shared his notes with professors from other universities. The
comments were gratifying, and encouraged the development of a full textbook on the subject
of system protection. There is no doubt that protection is one of the most demanding technical
subjects in power systems, and protection engineers are a breed apart. The author shares an
intense interest. in the subject with these masters of the art and science of protection. Most of
the engineers who practice power system protection learn this craft by practical application-
the author included. There is an opportunity, however, for the academic pursuit of protection
as a science in its own right. Therefore, I hope this book assists those who make this study
their life's work-a noble pursuit and one that I enthusiastically recommend.

A family ofcomputer programs is included as an attachment to the book. These programs
are briefly described as follows:

STUFLT A student fault program that includes a feature for finding the fault equivalent
for any network branch, as described in Chapter 5.
RELAY A small computer program used to compute the fault current and apparent
impedance for a three-phase fault placed at any location along a -series compensated
transmission line. See Chapter 15 for examples.
PWRMAT A program developed by the power faculty at Iowa State University to perform
complex matrix analysis typical of power system problems. A maximum of 30 complex
matrices of up to 400 elements can be stored and manipulated.
FREQ A program used to compute the frequency trajectory as a function of time fol-
lowing the islanding of a portion of a power system, where the island has an imbalance
between generation and load. Problems of this type are described in Chapter 20, and
this program was used for the computations of frequency vs. time found in that chapter.

Once data files are constructed as text files and named, the user simply double-clicks on
the program icon and identifies the data file by name in order to launch the computation and
view the results. Typical data files are provided for all programs so that the reader can duplicate
text computations or produce results for similar problems of interest. Briefdescriptive manuals
are provided for all of the programs.

P. M. Anderson
Power Math Associates,lnc.
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List of Symbols

The general rules used for symbols in this book are as follows. Letter symbols for units of
physical quantities (unit symbol abbreviations) are given in Roman or Greek typeface, e.g., A
for amperes, VA for voltamperes, or Q for ohms. Mathematical variables are always given in
italic typeface, and may be either Roman or Greek, e.g., v for instantaneous voltage, V for rms
phasor voltage magnitude, or A for failure rate of a component. Complex numbers, such as
phasors, are given in bold italic typeface, e.g., I for current and V for voltage. Matrices are
specified by bold Roman typeface, e.g., Z for an impedance matrix. The following tabulations
give specific examples of symbols used in this book.

I. CAPITALS

A ampere; unit symbol abbreviation for current
A complex two-port network transmission parameter
B =ImY, susceptance
B complex two-port transmission parameter
C capacitance
CTI coordination time interval
C complex two-port transmission parameter
D damping constant
D complex two-port transmission parameter
E source emf; voltage
Es source voltage. relay equivalent circuit
Eu source voltage, relay equivalent circuit
F failure probability
F farad; unit syrnbol abbreviation for capacitance
C; =Re Y,conductance
H inertia constant
H henry, unit symbol abbreviation for inductance
Hz hertz. unit symbol abbreviation for frequency

xxv
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I
I
K
L
LL
LN
M
M
Moe
N
P
Pn
Q
R
S
5B
SIL
T
V
V
V
VA
VAR
W
W
x
y
Yc
y
y
Z
ZR
ZE
Zs
Zu
ZF
Z
Z

rms current magnitude
rms phasor current
spring constant; controller gain
inductance
line-to-line
line-to-neutral
=106, mega, a prefix
matrix defining relay voltage and current
minimum operating current, overcurrent relay
newton, unit symbol abbreviation for force
average real power
natural power of a transmission line, SIL
average reactive power, unavailability
=ReZ, resistance
=P+jQ, complex apparent power
base complex or apparent power, VA
surge impedance loading of a transmission line
time constant
rms voltage magnitude
rms phasor voltage
volt, unit symbol abbreviation for voltage
volt-ampere, unit symbol abbreviation for apparent power
volt-ampere, reactive, unit symbol abbreviation for var
number of failures in a specified time period
watt, unit symbol abbreviation for active power
=IrnZ, reactance
=G + jB, complex admittance
characteristic admittance of a transmission line + l/Zc
admittance magnitude
admittance matrix
= R + jX, complex impedance
impedance seen at the relay at R
external system impedance of a network equivalent
source impedance of a network equivalent
source impedance of a network equivalent
fault impedance
impedance magnitude
impedance matrix

2. LOWERCASE

List of Symbols

ac alternating current
a-b-c phase designation of three phase currents or voltages
b =oic, line susceptance per unit length
c capacitance per unit length
de direct current
det determinant of a matrix
e base for natural logarithms
f frequency
h distance measurement parameter
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.i
k
k
I
t
In, log
m
m
pu
p
r
s

v
var
\1;'

x
y

instantaneous current designation
~- I, a 90° operator
= 103, kilo, an mks prefix
degree of series compensation
inductance per unit length
length of a transmission line
natural (base e) logarithm, base 10 logarithm
= 10-3, milli ... , an mks prefix
mutual inductance per unit length
per unit
instantaneous power; Maxwell's coefficient
apparatus resistance
distance along a transmission line
time
instantaneous voltage
voltampere reactive, when used as a noun or adjective
frequency of fai1ure
line reactance per unit length; apparatus reactance
line shunt admittance per unit length
line impedance per unit length

3. UPPERCASE GREEK

xxvii

~ delta connection; determinant (of a matrix)
L summation notation
fl ohm, unit symbol abbreviation for impedance

4. LOWERCASE GREEK

y propagation constant of a transmission line
8 voltage phase angle
~ magnitude of impedance
e phase angle of voltage or current, angle of impedance
A item failure in reliability calculations
J.1 = 10-6, micro, an mks prefix
rc pi
p resistivity, magnitude of admittance
r time constant
l/J phase angle of voltage or current, angle of admittance
to radian frequency

5. SUBSCRIPTS

a phase a
A phase a
b phase b
B phase b
B base quantity
c phase c
C phase c
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LN
LL-
max
min
R
S
u

line-to-neutral
line- to-line
maximum
minimum
receiving end, of a transmission line
sending end, of a transmission line
per unit, sometimes used for clarity
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( ) t transpose (of a matrix)
( ) -1 inverse (of a matrix)
A tilde, distinguishing mark for various quantities
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Introduction

1.1 POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION

The purpose of this book is to present an introductory treatment of power system protection.
This includes a study of common types of abnormal occurrences, such as faults, that can lead to
power system failure, and the methods for detecting and clearing these abnormalities to restore
normal operation. The method of detecting and clearing faults requires the use of special
hardware, which is designed for this purpose. This book does not emphasize the hardware, as
this requires timely information concerning the products marketed by various manufacturers.
Instead, the emphasis will be on analytical techniques that are needed to compute the system
conditions at the point ofdetection and the methods ofmaking detection fast and effective. Most
of these techniques are applicable to protective devices of any manufacturer and, therefore,
constitute general methods for protective system analysis.

The treatment of the subject of system protection is intended primarily for the engineer
or student who is learning the subject. This does not mean, however, that the presentation is
elementary. It is presumed that the reader has mastered the usual requirements of the bachelors
degree in electrical engineering and is familiar with the use of digital computers. It is also
presumed that the reader has a working knowledge of symmetrical components, as presented
in [1].1

System protection has evolved, over the years, from relatively primitive devices with lim-
ited capability, to complex systems that involve extensive hardware. These modern protective
systems are more selective in their detection and operation, and often require greater analytical
effort in their application. This book is concerned with this analytical effort. We begin with
a review of the basic equipment arrangements that provide the protective equipment with its
raw data. We then progress to the computation of protective system quantities, beginning with
simple circuit arrangements and progressing to more complex situations. This involves a treat-
ment of the Thevenin impedance seen by the protective device at the point of application. This

INumbered references, shown in brackets [ ], are provided at the end of every chapter.
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4 Chapter 1 • Introduction

concept is examined in settings designed to protect lines, generators, transformers, and bus
structures. Finally, we examine some special topics, including system aspects of protection,
and protective system reliability.

1.2 PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF SYSTEM FAILURE

Most of the failure modes in a power system can be controlled to limit damage and thereby
enhance reliability. Mechanical failures are controlled by designing the system to withstand
all but the unusually severe mechanical loads such as extensive ice buildup, hurricanes, and
tornadoes. This is done in a way that tends to minimize the total transport cost of energy, which
requires a balance between initial cost and maintenance. Insulation design is coordinated to
minimize damage to expensive equipment due to electrical surges. Since it is not economical
to design a system to withstand all possible system failures, the alternative is to design a
protective system that can quickly detect abnormal conditions and take appropriate action.
The type of action taken depends on the protective device and on the environmental condition
that is observed by that device. The two basic types of protective systems are defined in this
book as follows:

1. Reactionary devices These devices are designed to recognize a certain hazard in the
power system environment and to take predetermined action to remove that hazard.
In most cases, the hazard is related to an abnormal system operating condition that
would eventually cause failure of one or more system components. Therefore, the
action is usually to isolate that portion of the system experiencing the hazard so that
the rest of the system can operate normally.

2. Safeguard devices These devices are designed to recognize a certain hazard in the
power system environment and to take predetermined action to change that environ-
ment to a less hazardous condition.

Each type of device will be discussed briefly.

1.2.1 Reactionary Devices

Reactionary devices are designed to detect a specific system hazard, such as a short
circuit, on a system component and to remove that hazard. The power system is not designed
to operate continually in the presence of hazards such as short circuits. The protective system
action restores the system to the best possible operating condition under the circumstances. In
many cases, after testing or inspection, the failed component can often be restored to operation.
This may not be true, however, if the failed component were to continue to operate for a long
time under the influence of the hazard.

The protection of the system against total failure must be adaptive in the sense that it
must operate in an acceptable manner for any kind of abnormal occurrence in a reliable manner.
The protective system is required to make decisions quickly, typically in a few milliseconds,
and usually on the basis of limited information as to the history and state of the system at a
given point of observation.

The condition of the electrical system as it experiences and recovers from a major fault
or failure may be characterized in terms of a set of unique system states. Thus, we say that
the system is in the normal state when all items of equipment that should be in operation are
actually working and are operating within normal design limits. When an event occurs that
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causes the operation of any system component to exceed its normal operating limits, we say
that the system has entered an abnormal state, which implies that something must be done
to relieve the abnormality before a serious failure occurs. Abnormalities can be transient in
nature, and, depending on the nature of the condition, it may be prudent to wait a bit before
taking any action to see if the abnormality clears itself. If not, we enter an action state, in which
certain prescribed actions must be taken, usually without further intentional delay. Following
this action the system is in an outage state, in which the faulted device is removed from service.
Since this state is not the desired operating condition, the system is usually caused to enter a
restorative state, wherein any required inspections or other repair actions are taken in order to
again reach the normal state. This process is depicted in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Operative states of a protection
system.

Time
Constraint

Normal State

From Figure 1.1, it is apparent that two conditions must be met in order to remove a
component from normal service.

To trip the device:
1. Violate the inequality constraint, x > Xm , and
2. Violate the time constraint, t > Tm .

It is also convenient to think of this process in terms of a decision flow chart, which
might be implemented in a computer control system. Such a flow chart is shown in Figure 1.2.
Usually the system is in the normal state, and the protective device is set to assume that the
normal state prevails at startup. As time is incremented, the protective device checks the
observed system variables, represented by x in the flow chart, to determine if any variable
exceeds its threshold value. If not, time is incremented to observe the next measured value. If
the threshold is exceeded, the time threshold is checked and tripping action is withheld until the
time threshold expires. When both the quantity and time thresholds are exceeded, the circuit
is tripped. This type of logic is designed to prevent tripping for short, temporary disturbances
that might be observed. Such disturbances are often a part of the normal operating condition
of the network, and tripping should not be initiated for such events.

In some protective systems, automatic restoration is begun following a preset time de-
lay. This concept has proven valuable since most power system disturbances are temporary,
including short circuits. Once the circuit is de-energized, the abnormal condition clears itself,
and the circuit can be successfully restored. If this is not a part of the programmed response
of the device, the circuit is "locked out" and remains in the outage state until repair personnel
can determine the cause of the outage and take appropriate action. This state is shown at the
bottom of the flow chart, where the system is in the outage state with no automatic escape.
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N

N

Figure 1.2 Flow chart of the tripping decision process.

1.2.2 Safeguard Devices

Safeguard devices are different from reactionary devices, since safeguards are designed
to change the environmental conditions that are the cause of the emergency. Examples of
safeguard devices are fire sprinkler systems, apparatus supplementary cooling systems, and
detectors that monitor unbalanced currents or voltages in equipment. These systems are de-
signed to change the operating environment when protective sensors detect a specified haz-
ardous condition. Thus, the fire sprinkler puts out the fire and the apparatus supplementary
cooling system withdraws additional heat from the operating machine to restore a normal
working environment. Some safeguards are designed to alarm the operator, who makes a de-
cision as to the severity of the hazard and may take preemptive action, such as shutting down
a facility that is experiencing a hazardous condition. Other safeguards are designed to take
action, which may include removing of equipment from service if other remedial actions are
not effective.

Some safeguard devices are extremely important in power systems. A good example is
the emergency core cooling system of a nuclear reactor, which has the capability of preventing
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core meltdown following a dangerous reactor failure or accident. Such safeguards must be
carefully designed for very high reliability and security because of the high cost of failure.

For the most part, this book deals with reactionary protective systems, although many
features of these systems are shared by safeguards as well.

1.2.3 Protective Device Operation

The protective device usually consists of several elements that are arranged to test the
system condition, make decisions regarding the normality of observed variables, and take
action as required. These elements are depicted graphically in Figure 1.3.

Threshold
Quantity

Metered
Quantity

Comparison
Element

Decision
Element

Action
Element

Figure 1.3 Protective device functional elements.

The protective system always measures certain system quantities, such as voltages and
currents, and compares these system quantities, or some combination of these quantities,
against a threshold setting that is computed by the protection engineer and is set into the
device. If this comparison indicates an alert condition, a decision element is triggered. This
may involve a timing element, to determine the permanence of the condition, and may require
other checks on the system at other points in the network. Finally, if all checks are satisfied, an
action element is released to operate, which usually means that circuit breakers are instructed
to open and isolate a section of the network.

The time required to take any necessary corrective action is called the clearing time and
is defined as follows:

(1.1)

where T; = clearing time
Tp = comparison time
Td = decision time
T, = action time, including circuit breaker operating time.

The clearing time is very important since other protective systems in the network may
be time-coordinated with this protective device in order to ensure that only the necessary
portions of the network are interrupted. There is an important message here, namely, that
many protective devices will observe a given disturbance and many of them will find that
disturbance to exceed their threshold settings. Each device should have some kind of restraint
to allow those closest to the disturbance to trip first. Time is one kind of restraint that is often
used. Other restraint mechanisms will be discussed later.

Clearing time is also important because some disturbances, such as short circuits, must
be cleared promptly in order to preserve system stability. This depends on many factors,
including the location and type of disturbance. However, it is a general rule that abnormal
system conditions must be corrected, and speed of correction is always important.
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A protective system should be designed to recognize certain system abnormalities which,
if undetected, could lead to damage of equipment or extended loss of service. The design
and specification of the system components is an important part of the protective strategy, and
power systems are designed to withstand the usual operating contingencies that accompany load
changes and line switching operation. The coordination of insulation is an important design
consideration, and protective devices are commonly installed to protect expensive apparatus
from damaging over voltages. These problems, although a part of the overall system protection,
are outside the scope of this book. Our concern here is the detection, clearing, and restoration
of circuits from damaging abnormal conditions, which we usually callfaults. This requires a
knowledge of the types of faults that are likely to be experienced and the kinds of protective
devices that can be used to recognize faults and initiate action to clear the fault from the
system. The protective system designer must develop a strategy to accomplish this within the
framework of available protective equipment while optimizing the restoration of the system to
the normal state.

There are several design considerations that must be weighed against cost in devising a
protection strategy. We have mentioned an optimum restoration, but this does not necessarily
imply the fastest possible restoration. For example, if the protective system intelligence deter-
mines that a fault is permanent, there is no point in repeating the reclosing of the circuit before
a repair crew has located and repaired the difficulty. Only then can the circuit be restored to
its normal state. Thus every occurrence has a unique optimum pattern for returning to normal
following a disturbance and this may involve human intervention, such as a physical repair.
Normally, there is no human intervention in the protective system action, however, as this
would cause the abnormal condition to persist for an extended time. In cases where this is
feasible, the protective system issues an alarm, following which the operator can analyze the
situation and manually take any action that is required.

The protective system should also be designedfor minimum loss-of-load, There is no
need, usually, to de-energize the entire system because of an isolated fault. The system should
have selectivity to isolate the fault such that the minimum interruption occurs. Often this
requires automatic reclosing following a circuit opening, since experience has shown that the
large majority of faults are temporary and that reclosures are very often successful. Minimum
loss-of-load may also require that alternate circuits be available to serve important loads. For
example, bulk transmission systems usually have the capability of serving all load with one or
more major circuit components out of service.

The protective system should also be designed with due regard for its own unreliability.
This means that backup protective systems should be installed to operate in case of primary
protective equipment failure so that system damage can be minimized and restoration of normal
service can be achieved quickly.

It is also important that the protective system be designed such that the system can
perform under normal operating conditions. The protective equipment senses system voltages
and currents and from these measurements computes a relaying quantity which is compared
to a threshold or trip value. This threshold must not be set too low or the protected circuit may
be interrupted unnecessarily. Furthermore, threshold values must be periodically reviewed to
make certain that these settings are satisfactory for current system loading conditions. This is
an operating as well as a design problem.

The operation of protective equipment must be accurate and fast. Bulk power system
reliability standards require that systems survive severe fault conditions without causing a
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system collapse. This in tum requires fast, reliable protective system operation. Thus, there is
a direct dependency upon the protective system to achieve a given level of system reliability.
This adds to the challenge of designing an effective protective system and a reliable power
delivery system.

1.4 DEFINITIONS USED IN SYSTEM PROTECTION

In this section we define certain terms which are used in system protection engineering. Other,
more specific terms, will be introduced later, as required.

Protective relaying is the term used to signify the science as well as the operation
of protective devices, within a controlled strategy, to maximize service continuity and
minimize damage to property and personnel due to system abnormal behavior. The
strategy is not so much that of protecting the equipment from faults, as this is a design
function, but rather to protect the normal system and environment from the effect of a
system component which has become faulted.
Reliability of a protective system is defined as the probability that the system will
function correctly when required to act. This reliability has two aspects: first, the
system must operate in the presence of a fault that is within its zone of protection and,
second, it must refrain from operating unnecessarily for faults outside its protective zone
or in the absence of a fault [2].
Security in protective systems is a term sometimes used to indicate the ability of a system
or device to refrain from unnecessary operations. Often we use security as a generic
term to indicate that the system is operating correctly, whereas reliability is usually taken
to be a quantifiable variable.
Sensitivity in protective systems is the ability of the system to identify an abnormal con-
dition that exceeds a nominal "pickup" or detection threshold value and which initiates
protective action when the sensed quantities exceed that threshold.
Selectivity in a protective system refers to the overall design of protective strategy
wherein only those protective devices closest to a fault will operate to remove the faulted
component. This implies a grading of protective device threshold, timing, or operating
characteristics to obtain the desired selective operation. This restricts interruptions to
only those components that are faulted.
Protection zones (primary protection zones) are regions of primary sensitivity. Fig-
ure 1.4 shows a small segment of a power system with protection zones enclosed by
dashed lines.
Coordination of protective devices is the determination of graded settings to achieve
selectivity.
Primary relays (primary sensitivity) are relays within a given protection zone that
should operate for prescribed abnormalities within that zone. In Figure 1.4, for example,
consider a fault on line JK. For this condition, relays supervising breakers J and K should
trip before any others and these relays are called primary relays.
Backup relays are relays outside a given primary protection zone, located in an adjacent
zone, which are set to operate for prescribed abnormalities within the given primary
protection zone and independently of the primary relays. For example, suppose a fault
on line JK of Figure 1.4 cannot be cleared by breaker J due to relay or breaker J malfunc-
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Figure 1.4 One line diagram of a system showing primary protection zones [3].

tion. Assume that breaker K operates normally leaving the fault connected to the bus
terminated by breakers lIM. Backup relays at locations I and M should be set to operate
for the fault on line JK, but only after a suitable delay that would allow breaker J to open
first, if possible.
Local backup relays are an alternate set of relays in a primary protection zone that
operate under prescribed conditions in that protection zone. Often such local backup
relays are a duplicate set of primary relays set to operate independently for the same
conditions as the primary set. This constitutes an OR logic trip scheme and is an effective
safeguard against relay failures.
Undesired tripping (false tripping) results when a relay trips unnecessarily for a fault
outside its protection zone or when there is no fault at all. This can occur when the pro-
tective system is set with too high a sensitivity. Such operation may cause an unnecessary
load outage, for example, on a radial circuit, or may cause overloading of adjacent lines
of a network. Thus, in some cases, unnecessary tripping is merely an inconvenience,
which, although undesirable, may not cause serious damage or overloading. In other
cases, where an important line is falsely tripped, it can lead to cascading outages and
very serious consequences.
Failure to trip is a protective system malfunction in which the protective system fails to
take appropriate action when a condition exists for which action is required. This type
of failure may result in extensive damage to the faulted component if not rectified by
backup protection.

Other definitions used in system protection are given in [2], which is a standard for such
definitions in the United States. Many of these definitions will be introduced as needed for
clarity and precision.

A summary of several important terms and definitions is also given in Appendix A.
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The disturbances that occur on electric networks are varied in both magnitude and character.
In this section we examine the nature of disturbances and attempt to identify those disturbances
for which protective system deployment is feasible and/or necessary.

A disturbance is defined as follows by the IEEE [4].

Disturbance (General). An undesired variable applied to a system that tends to affect adversely
the value of a controlled variable.

Clearly, what appears as a disturbance to one kind of apparatus may be of little conse-
quence to another type, irrespective of the magnitude of the disturbance. Our classification
is general, to begin with, and from this general classification we shall speculate on which
disturbance classes may require special protective system applications.

There are many possible ways to categorize disturbance types and characteristics. One
reference divides disturbances into two major categories, load disturbances and event distur-
bances [5]. These are defined as follows:

Load disturbances: Small random fluctuations superimposed on slowly varying loads.
Event disturbances:
(a) Faults on transmission lines due to equipment malfunctions or natural phenomena

such as lightning.
(b) Cascading events due to protective relay action following severe overloads or

violation of operating limits.
(c) Generation outages due to loss of synchronism or malfunction.

As defined in [5], load disturbances are a part of the system normal operating conditions.
In an operating power system, frequency and voltage are always in a state of change due to load
disturbances. Any departure from normal frequency and voltage, due to a load disturbance, is
usually small and requires no explicit power plant or protective system response. Occasionally,
however, major load disturbances do occur. These major disturbances are usually caused by
important transmission or generation outages, and are characterized by low, high, or widely
varying frequency and voltage on the power system.

Small event disturbances are also a part of the normal power system operating environ-
ment. Event disturbances, however, imply a need for rapid response by the protective systems
and can lead to larger upsets if this action fails or is delayed. Large event disturbances always
require fast protective system action and may lead to complete system failure if this action is
not correct and fast.

Disturbances, both large and small, may be classified as shown in Table 1.1 [6]. Usually,
the system protection engineer is interested in small disturbances from the standpoint that the
protective system should not act for this type of disturbance, since such action would usually
make the situation worse. Indeed, for this type of disturbance the removal of additional system
components is likely to make the situation worse.

The large disturbances, on the other hand, will often require correct response by the pro-
tective system. This means that the protective system should act promptly to remove damaged
or faulted components, and should not act except in carefully defined conditions. Usually,
it is the system disturbances that require protective system action, for example, transmission
line faults or other destructive natural phenomena, or random failure of system components.
The protective system must be carefully designed to trip only for those load disturbances that
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TABLE 1.1 Disturbance Cause and Effect Matrix

Type of disturbance

Cause EtTect Cause EtTect

Daily load cycle Frequency error Load trips Slight over
Frequency

Small overload Voltage .Equipment outage Possible load
deviation Shedding

Random load Spontaneous Large load Sustained system
fluctuation oscillation Variation Oscillations

Generation Frequency error Network faults Loss of network
overload elements

Winter power Time error Plant outages Load shedding
plant
freeze up

Inadequate Low voltage Line outages Unit tripping
reserves

Circuit Loss of plant Destructive Cascading!
overloads auxiliaries natural events separation!

islanding

Plant trips Instability

Line trips Blackouts

Event
Magnitude

Small

Large

Load disturbance System disturbance

would lead to permanent equipment damage and possible sustained outage. The table entries
are not exhaustive and do not describe fully the conditions under which system protection
must act, or refrain from action. The intent of the table is simply to note that there are many
types of disturbances for which normal protective system action is not the proper corrective
action. Normal protective action is required in response to system component failures, where
the prompt removal of the failed element is necessary for continued system operation. Failure
of the protective systems, or improper protective system response, may lead to serious system
operating conditions. There are other types of systems that are designed to respond to some
of the large disturbances mentioned in Table 1.1, but these are not what we would usually call
"normal" protections. These schemes are designed to recognize a particular stressed system
condition and to take remedial action. Such schemes are sometimes called special protection
schemes, or remedial action schemes, and their function is often to prevent instability or the
cascading of outages that may lead to blackout.

1.6 THE BOOK CONTENTS

The contents of this book are divided into logical units of study, and these logical units are
designated as "parts" each with a defined objective.
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Part 1, Protective Devices and Controls, provides very basic information as to the con-
nection and intrinsic operation of system controls that are designed to remove a severe distur-
bance, such as a short circuit, from the operating power system. This requires the operation
of some type of device that will separate the fault from the system in an timely and effective
manner. The separation device may be a fuse, a circuit breaker, or other device designed for
a particular application and with a given rating. The interruption of short circuits provides a
severe test to the interruption device, and this will be the subject of study in this initial part
of the book. The final portion of Part 1 investigates the mathematical characteristics of the
power system under faulted conditions and provides analytical techniques for the analysis of
any type of fault condition.

Part 2, Protection Concepts, investigates mathematics of the power system under faulted
conditions. Faults on radial feeders, such as those usually found in distribution systems,
are presented in Chapter 6. This introduces the problems associated with the coordination
of time-current devices, such as fuses or circuit reclosers. These studies are applicable to
most distribution protective systems and their study introduces basic concepts regarding the
necessity of recognizing faulted conditions, and clearing the fault in a timely manner, based
solely on the magnitude of the fault current.

The detection of faults on transmission systems, introduced in Chapter 7, is more complex
because the system is usually meshed, as opposed to the radial systems examined in Chapter
6. This means that the protective logic must be more sophisticated as the direction of current
flow is dependent on the fault location. Many schemes have been devised for the protection
of transmission elements, and some of these concepts are introduced here.

The remainder of Part 2 examines how a faulted condition can be viewed in the impedance
or admittance planes, as functions of a complex variable. Some protective devices use mea-
surements of both voltage and current that can be interpreted as loci in the Z or Y planes, with
trip zones set as regions of those planes. This is an important concept for certain types of relays.

Part 3, Transmission Protection, concentrates on transmission systems, beginning with
an analysis of distance protection, which utilizes Z plane loci as a measurement of distance
from the relay to the fault. The mutual induction of fault currents flowing in lines parallel to
the faulted lines is presented in Chapter 12. This concept can complicate fault detection and
clearing involving zero sequence currents.

Pilot protection schemes are commonly used on high-voltage transmission lines to pro-
vide fast, dependable operation. Commonly used pilot schemes are described in Chapter 13.
Chapter 14 investigates several topics that add complexity to transmission protection, and
describes methods of overcoming these complexities. One important form of complexity in
transmission is the use of series compensation, which is the subject of Chapter 15.

Part 4, Apparatus Protection, is investigated in Chapters 16 through 19. This includes
the protection of buses, transformers, generators, and motors. This type of protection is
different than line protection since all terminals of the protected device are available to the
protection equipment without need for communication. Apparatus protection can also take
advantage of the nature of the item being protected and its unique requirements. Also, since
repair of items such as large transformers or generators can require weeks or even months to
complete, multiple special protective schemes are often used to limit damage of the equipment
by fast recognition of a particular hazard.

Part 5, System Aspects oj Protection, examines disturbance conditions that have wide-
spread effects. This includes underfrequency protection, out-of-step conditions that may lead
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to instability, HVDC disturbances that inject abnormal effects at all terminals of the de system,
and subsynchronous oscillations that can affect one or more generators on the interconnected
system.

Finally, Part 6 of the book examines the Reliability ofProtective Systems. The subject
is introduced in an elementary manner such that all required basic concepts are presented in
Chapters 24 and 25 prior to their use in reliability calculations that follow. The application
of reliability concepts is demonstrated through elementary examples first, and is then used
in the analysis of typical protection equipment. Emphasis is on the fault tree methods and
Markov modeling for the study of complex systems. This leads to the reliability modeling
of typical protective systems and the opitimization of the scheduling of protection equipment
inspections, based on probabilistic techniques.
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PROBLEMS

1.1 A transmission line 100 Ian long is being designed as part of high reliability bulk power trans-
mission system. Suppose that the basic line cost is $80,0001km and you are to evaluate the
economics of adding two overhead ground wires which will increase the cost by 20%. How-
ever, the overhead ground wires are expected to reduce the incidence of lightning flashovers
from 20 per year to 1 per year. Discuss the alternatives involved and decide whether you
would recommend the added expense of the ground wires.

1.2 List all the reasonably probable abnormal occurrences you can think of that would lead to
protective system operation together with your estimate of the probability of occurrence of
each, in connection with the following system components:
(a) transmission line
(b) transformer
(c) generator

1~3 Distinguish among the terms power system reliability, security, and service continuity.
1.4 Consider the system portion shown in Figure Pl.4.

(a) Sketch the zones of protection.
(b) Describe a possible backup scheme for failure of breaker 7 for a fault on line BC. Is load

1 interrupted? load 2?
(c) Describe ameans of clearing a fault on line Bewithout amomentary interruption of load 1.
(d) Make any commentyou would like about the system shown in Figure Pl.4.
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Load 1

c

Figure P1.4

1.5 The system of Figure PI.4 is rearranged as shown in Figure PI.5 where the bus arrangement
at B has been changed to a ring bus arrangement.
(a) Compare the cost of the two systems
(b) Compare the operation of the two systems for when a fault occurs on line BC with

1. A failure of breaker 7.
2. A failure of breaker 6.

(c) Sketch zones of protection.

B 7

Load 1

c

Load 2

Figure Pl.5

1.6 Consider a power system with several optional designs for all of its components, with the more
reliable and fault resistant components having higher cost, but lower outage rates. However,
the use of the lower cost components will require more investment in protective equipment in
order to assure prompt removal of faulted equipment. Is it possible to find an optimum solution
of this problem, where the cost of both components and their protection is a minimum?
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This chapter presents some basic control configurations for protective systems. The method of
connecting protective devices into the power system are presented, and some of the problems
of making accurate observations of system conditions will be explored. We also investigate the
methods by which circuit breakers are controlled, both for manual and automatic operation.
Finally, we present some basic information on instrument transformers, which represent the
interface between the protective system and the power system.

2.1 GRAPHIC SYMBOLS AND DEVICE IDENTIFICATION

Graphic symbols are important in communicating protective system information. As an intro-
duction to the basic relaying circuits, we review briefly the IEEE standards for graphic symbols
that are used in this book.

The symbols commonly used in protection engineering are IEEE standards, and many
of them have also been adopted by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) [1J.
The symbols most used in protective systems are those shown in Figure 2.1.

The first two symbols show the correct graphical symbol for electrical contacts. The
"a" contact is a normally-open contact and is always depicted in drawings in the open position
even though, in a particular application, the contact may be nearly always closed. This permits
us to distinguish immediately that this contact is one that is open when no current flows in its
operating coil. The a contact is sometimes called a "front contact."

The second contact, or "b" contact, is always illustrated in the closed position, since it
always returns to this position when there is no current in its operating coil. The b contact is
also referred to as a "back contact." The operating coils that are associated with relay contacts
and with the circuit breakers are depicted as shown in Figure 2.1 (older diagrams may show
operating coils as circles, but this practice is depreciated).

The graphic symbols for current and potential transformers are also illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.1. Note that these transformers are shown with polarity dots to clarify the phase rela-

17
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--L * ~T
Front or Back or Operating

"a" Contact "b" Contact Coil

Current et= ~Transformers

Voltage or • •
Potential 3E :3t: Figure 2.1 Graphic symbols used in protective

Transformers relaying [1].

tionship of the currents and voltages. The IEEE standards note that the potential transformer
may also be referred to as a "voltage transformer." In practice, the more common terms are
current transformer, or CT, and potential transformer, or PT (or voltage transformer, VT) [2].
These terms are used in this book.

Protective relays have two circuits or sets of circuits, one for ac and one for de quantities.
The ac circuits are replicas of the ac quantities in the actual power system, which are transformed
to suitable magnitudes by current and potential transformers. The de circuit controls the
tripping of the circuit breaker by permitting current to flow through the breaker trip coil under
control of one or more relays. The relays provide the control intelligence and a suitable set of
contacts to control the flow of current in the de trip circuit of the circuit breakers.

Protective system control drawings also use a formal system of device function number-
ing to clearly identify objects that are used in graphic displays. These numbers conform to
ANSIIIEEEStandardC37 .2, which defines the devices and their function, and gives each device
a function number for use in drawings, diagrams, manuals, and other publications. A partial
listing of these standard device function numbers is given in Appendix B. The ANSIIIEEE
Standard should be consulted for more complete information [3].

Using device numbers, each relay coil or contact may be identified as to the type or
function of the device to which that item belongs. This provides a shorthand notation for use
on drawings and other media that is brief and is readily understood.

2.2 TYPICAL RELAY CONNECTIONS

As an introduction to relay and circuit breaker connections, consider the system shown in
Figure 2.2, where a radial line is protected by time-overcurrent relays (51) in each phase.
Only the connection in one phase is illustrated for simplicity. The circuit breaker (52) control
circuit consists of a battery that is connected through the circuit breaker auxiliary contacts (52a)
and the circuit breaker trip coil (52TC), and finally to the relay contact (51). During normal
operation, the circuit breaker is closed and load currents are flowing (downward in the figure).
The circuit breaker front contacts (52a) are closed under this condition. Think of the "a" in
52a as meaning in agreement with the circuit breaker main contacts. 1 If a fault is detected
such that the current in the relay coil exceeds a given preset threshold value, the relay will
close its contacts in a measured time, which depends on the magnitude of the current and on
the relay characteristics. This will cause current to flow in the circuit breaker trip coil (52TC),

IThere may be other contacts in a relay control scheme that use the letter "a" in the contact identification, but
such contacts are not part of the circuit breaker and their open/close position is independent of the circuit breaker state.
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tripping the circuit breaker main contacts and also the auxiliary contacts. Tripping the main
contacts removes the fault from the system and allows the relay to reset itself in a short time,
which depends on the relay design. Tripping the auxiliary contacts opens the control circuit
and interrupts the flow of current in that circuit.

-e--------------A
- .....--..---------- B Bus

-+---.....--~.....------C

Battery -=-
52 52 52

+

Figure 2.2 ~ simple relay and circuit breaker Protective
control circuit. Line

Circuit
Breaker

The control circuit of Figure 2.2 is simpler than that found in most practical applications.
A practical circuit would include a relay for each phase conductor and may have a fourth relay
to measure ground currents. Also, since most faults are temporary, it may be desirable to
include a means of automatically reclosing the circuit breaker after allowing time for the fault
to deionize. These additional features will be introduced later. Finally, we note that this is a
special case, being a radial line, making a simple overcurrent relay adequate to provide the
necessary selectivity and control required. Most transmission lines are not operated radially
and require more elaborate relay protection. Figure 2.3 shows a typical ac connection for a
relay that requires both current and potential supplies. The connection of Figure 2.3 is typical
of that used for a directional relay. Note that relay element 1 sees current fa and voltage Vbc ,
and that these quantities are nearly in phase for a transmission line fault, which usually has the
current lagging the phase voltage by nearly 90 degrees. One reason the connection of Figure 2.3
has been popular goes back to a principle of electromechanical relays, where having the relay
current and voltage in phase on a wattmeter type element produces maximum torque on the relay
element. Obviously, other connections of the current and voltage transformers are possible.

The de circuit of the relay is the circuit breaker tripping circuit, as shown in Figure 2.4,
which shows a tripping circuit that could be used with the relay connections of Figure 2.3.
This de trip circuit incorporates a holding coil or "seal-in" relay labeled "5" in the figure. The
operation is as follows. If one of the relay elements detects a fault condition, the corresponding
relay contact R is closed by the relay logic. Since the breaker auxiliary relay "a" contacts are
closed (note that the breaker is still closed) closing R causes current to flow in the circuit breaker
trip coil (TC). In many cases, the relay contacts are not designed for the relative severe duty
of interrupting the trip circuit, hence the R contacts are paralleled by the seal-in relay contacts
S, which remain closed throughout the breaker operation even though the relay contacts may
drop out. When the circuit breaker main contacts open, the breaker auxiliary contacts "a"
also open, interrupting the current flow in the de control circuit. This interruption also causes
the seal-in relay to drop out and the circuit is ready for reclosing and for tripping the next
fault.
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Figure 2.3 Typical ac relay connection showing both the current and voltage supplies
(90 degree connection).
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Figure 2.4 Typical dc trip circuit connection.

In small stations, where a battery supply cannot be justified, the battery can be replaced
by a capacitor that is kept charged from the ac line by a rectifier. The capacitor is sized to have
sufficient energy to trip the circuit breaker.

Another method of arranging the trip circuit is the series trip connection shown in Fig-
ure 2.5. Here, the circuit breaker must be equipped with three trip coils, labeled TC, rather
than the one coil used in the shunt trip circuit. Series trip is convenient at locations where it is
impractical to have a battery supply, such as small remote breaker locations. An arrangement
similar in philosophy is used in low-cost, distribution system oil circuit "reclosers," where the
actual line current is sometimes used as the tripping current. This saves the expense of current
transformers, but requires a trip circuit capable of handling fault current magnitudes. These
devices will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.5 A series trip coil arrangement.

2.3 CIRCUIT BREAKER CONTROL CIRCUITS

The circuit breaker control circuits shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 are simplified and do not
illustrate typical circuits that are found in the industry. One shortcoming of these circuits is
that they have no means ofmanual operation of the breaker, either for opening or closing. Other
features are required in a practical system. These features will be discussed in connection with
the description of a typical control circuit.

Consider the control circuit shown in Figure 2.6, which is a complete tripping and closing
circuit for a circuit breaker. Here, the protective relay contacts are shown as a single contact
labeled "R" and this should be understood to include as many contacts as are actually available
from the various relays at a given installation.

+

52
X

52
Y 52

C

Figure 2.6 Typical circuit breaker control circuit.

This control circuit, which is often called the X-Y control scheme, is designed to provide
several unique safeguards, as follows:
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1. The control is electrically trip free.

2. The control includes an anti-pumping feature.

3. A provision for reclosing is provided.

First, we examine the general concepts of the control scheme. Then we shall examine
the above special features. Contacts in Figure 2.6 labeled 101 are manual control switches.
There are three of these switches:

IDle: Manual closing contact

101T: Manual tripping contact

IOISC: Manual slip contact

First, assume that the breaker is open, and the green light is on, indicating a non-energized
breaker. The operator now wishes to manually close the breaker. This is accomplished by
manually closing contact IOIC. Since the breaker is initially open, contacts 52a and 52aa are
both open. Similarly, contacts 52b are closed. Closing IOIC momentarily energizes coils 52X
since 52Y "b" contacts are closed. Coil52X picks up its respective contacts in the close circuit
causing current to flow through the circuit breaker closing coil 52C, thereby closing the circuit
breaker. Another 52X contact (to the left of IOIC) seals in the closing contact IOlC.

Now, when the breaker main contacts close, the 52 auxiliary contacts change their
open/close status. Thus, 52aa closes, which picks up coil 52Y, thereby opening the 52X
coil and de-energizing the closing coil 52C. Note that 52b opens, which assures that the IOIC
circuit remains open. Contact 52Y is used for anti-pumping and is discussed below. Thus, by
momentarily depressing IOIC, the operator puts in motion a number of control features. The
end result is that the breaker is closed, the red light is on and the green light is off. The lamp
current flows through 52T, but the current magnitude is much too small to operate the breaker.

To manually trip the breaker, the operator closes contacts 101T, which causes current to
flow through the trip coil 52T, thereby tripping the circuit breaker, turning off the red light;
and energizing the green light.

Now, suppose the operator manually closes IOIC and closes the breaker when there is
a permanent fault on the line. Moreover, suppose the operator stubbornly holds the IOIC
contacts closed. Should this occur, the first reaction after closing will be the pick up of the
relay contacts because of the fault, which trips the breaker. However, the initial breaker closure
also picks up 52aa. This energizes coil 52Y, the anti-pumping coil, which is held closed by
contacts 52Y as long as IOIC is depressed. At the same time, coil52Y also opens the circuit
of closing auxiliary coil 52X, preventing further closing of the breaker. Thus the breaker is
closed, but opens immediately and remains open, even if the operator holds 101C in the closed
position.

The reclosing feature uses contact 52LC, a latching contact, not shown in Figure 2.6.
After the breaker is tripped, the mechanical breaker closing mechanism is latched to permit
closing. This breaker action closes contacts 52LC. These contacts can be connected to a
reclosing relay, which can apply positive potential to coil 52X, initiating the automatic reclosure
of the line.

Note that it is essential that the trip circuit be energized from the battery supply, since
the ac line or bus voltage may be badly depressed during a fault condition. The breaker closing
voltage may be supplied from the ac bus, however. In this case, the control circuit is the same
except that 52X, 52Y, and 52C are connected to an ac supply.
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Protective systems for power systems are designed as system control components with the
inherent intelligence to perform the required control functions. Most of the relay equipment
involved in this function is relatively small and is mounted on low-voltage relay panels in a
control building. This makes the relay equipment convenient and safe to work with for cali-
bration and testing. It also requires that the currents and voltages used in the relays themselves
must be transformed from transmission levels to appropriate lower voltage levels for safety
and convenience of personnel. This transformation is accomplished by means of current trans-
formers (CT's) and potential or voltage transformers (VT's), which are collectively referred
to as "instrument transformers." These transformers are insulated for the appropriate primary
voltage level of the system and with secondary currents and voltages that match the rated values
of the relay apparatus. In North America, these secondary standard ratings are 5 amperes and
120 volts nns at 60 hertz, for CT's and VT's, respectively.

There are two concerns in applying instrument transformers; transformer selection for
accuracy and transformer connections.

2.4.1 Instrument Transformer Selection

Many instrument transformers are iron-core transformers that are designed to give sec-
ondary currents or voltages that are accurate replicas of the primary quantities. The protection
engineermust select the appropriate transformers based on the relays to be used in the protection
scheme and the connection (e.g., wye or delta) of the relays and transformers to be used [41.

For current transformers, an important criterion in selecting the correct transformation is
the maximum load current. The CT secondary current, under normal conditions, will represent
the load on the protected power system circuit and this load current will flow through the relay
circuits all the time. The relay is designed for a given maximum load current, and this value
must not be exceeded. Most relays are designed for a 5 ampere rated current, hence the CT
should be selected to provide about 5 amperes at normal load conditions.

For voltage transformers, the transformation ratio is seldom a problem, since both the
secondaries and relays are designed for 120 volt continuous service. In some applications, the
VT primaries are connected line-to-line and the secondaries line-to-neutral and this must be
taken into account.

Since many instrument transformers are iron core transformers, the quality of the iron
and its saturation characteristics are important. This is especially true for current transformers,
which might be expected to saturate when carrying fault currents. This mayor may not be a
problem, depending on the application, since even badly saturated transformers may still give
the correct tripping signal to the relays. Generally speaking, the transformers used should
be of as high quality as possible, as this tends to reduce problems and to provide better relay
accuracy. Transformer accuracy is especially important in differential relaying schemes, where
the relay sees the difference in currents.

Saturation of the current transformer can be estimated by anyone of three methods [4]:

1. The excitation (saturation) curve method
2. The formula method
3. The computer simulation method
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In all cases, we represent the current transformer by the equivalent circuit, shown in
Figure 2.7. The primary current is transformed through the ideal transformer with ratio 1 : N.
The equivalent circuit parameters are defined as follows:

ZH = primary leakage impedance
Zs = secondary leakage impedance
RM = core loss component of the excitation branch
XM = excitation component of the excitation branch

The basic equivalent circuit is simplified as shown in Figure 2.7(b). Here the primary
leakage impedance and core loss elements are neglected. The exciting current, flowing through
the shunt excitation branch is defined as shown.

l:N ZHN 2 Zs e

JrRm~ ~xm
c::::J

: ~ZL
f

(a)

IH~ l:N IH/N~
Is~

e

J[ Ie! ~Xm
c:=::J

: ~ZL
Zs=Rs+jXs

f
(b)

(c)

Figure 2.7 Equivalent circuit and phasor diagram of a current transformer.

The current transformer is evaluated by computing the accuracy by which it transforms
the primary current to the secondary current delivered to the relay. This is determined by
finding the highest secondary voltage the transformer can produce without saturation. High
secondary current makes the excitation current very large, which reduces the accuracy of the
current transformation.

From Figure 2.7(b), we define the secondary voltage as follows:

Vcd = Vs = Is{Zs +ZL) = IsZB (2.1)

where Vs = secondary voltage, (V)
Is = maximum secondary current, (A)
Zs = secondary leakage impedance, (O)
ZL = the external impedance or "burden," (0)
ZB = the secondary burden, (0)
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In most applications, the maximum secondary current can be estimated by dividing the
known fault current by the transformation ratio of the CT.

2.4.1.1 ANSI Standard CT Accuracy Classes. The ANSI relaying accuracy classes
are specified in ANSI Standard C57.13-1993 [5J. These standards use a letter designation and
voltage rating to define the capability of the current transformer. The letter designation code
is given as follows:

Code C-Indicates that the transformer ratio can be calculated
Code T-Indicates that the ratio must be determined by test

The C classification covers most bushing current transformers with uniformly distributed
windings and any other transformers whose core leakage flux has negligible effect on the ratio,
within the defined limits. The T classification covers most wound-type current transformers
and any others whose core leakage flux affects the ratio appreciably.

An ANSI Accuracy Standard Chart for Class C current transformers is shown in Fig-
ure 2.8. Here, the transformer secondary voltage capability is plotted as a function of secondary
current for various Class C transformers. This chart gives a limit (10%) in the ratio of the CT
with a given accuracy class and a given burden. For example, for a burden of 4 ohms, the
curves specify that the ratio error for class C400 will not exceed 10% between one and 20
times normal secondary current. This computation is checked as follows:

Vs == (4Q)(5 x 20A) == 400V
The relaying accuracy class of a given current transformer can be obtained from the manufac-
turer. For T-class current transformers, the manufacturer can supply typical overcurrent ratio
curves, such as the one shown in Figure 2.9 [4]. As implied by the class name, data for these
curves must be determined by test on the actual transformer,
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Figure 2.8 ANSI Accuracy Standard Chart for
Class C current transformers.
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2.4.1.2 Excitation Curve Method. This method requires the use of an excitation curve
for the current transformers to be used. Such curves are available from the manufacturers. As
a substitute, a typical set of curves could be used, such as the curves shown in [4], which are
reproduced here as Figure 2.10. These curves represent data obtained by applying nns sec-
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Figure 2.9 Typical overcurrent ratio curves for a
T-class current transformer [5].
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Figure 2.10 Excitation curves for a multiratio bushing CT with an ANSI accuracy classi-
fication of CIOO[4].

ondary voltages to the current transformer with the primary circuit open, and give approximate
exciting current requirements for the CT for a given secondary voltage.

These curves can be used very simply to determine if the CT becomes saturated at
any given fault current. From (2.1), given the fault current and CT ratio, one can determine
the secondary voltage. From Figure 2.8, for the computed voltage, one can readily see if
the operating point is in the saturated region without making any further computation. This
method, including several examples, is discussed further in [4].

2.4.1.3 The Formula Method. An excellent method estimating the CT performance
is based on a knowledge of CT design principles. Table 2.1 shows the relationship between
the standard secondary burden of the C Class of current transformers and the rated secondary
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voltage. The rated voltage is based on voltage the CT will support across a standard burden
with 20 times rated current without exceeding 10% ratio correction.

TABLE 2.1 Standard Burden and Rated Voltage
of C Class CT's

C Class Standard ZB (1) Rated Voltage (2)

CIOO IQ 100V
C200 2Q 200 V
C400 4Q 400 V
C800 8Q 800 V

(1) Assumed impedance angle of 60°
(2) Computed as 20 x 5A secondary current = A

(2.2)v

The secondary voltage is a function of the CT secondary fault current 1F and the total
secondary burden ZB. We may write this voltage as

v == N d¢
dt

(2.3)

where N is the number of secondary turns and ¢ is the core flux in webers. Rearranging, we
compute the total flux in terms of the flux density as

N¢ =NBA = l' vdt

(2.4)

For a fully offset voltage this becomes

N¢ = NBA = l' ZBiF(e~R'/L - coswt) dt

= ZBi F [~(l -e~R'/L) - Sinwt]

Using the maximum value of the expression in square brackets, we write

NBAw = ZBi F (~ + 1) (2.5)

Now, the secondary voltage rating of the CT is the voltage that the C'l' will support across a
standard burden with 20 times rated current, without exceeding a 10% ratio error. Thus, we
can write

(2.6)

where the burden is in per unit based on the standard CT burden and the fault current is in
per unit based on the CT rated current. Since we use an extreme value of the quantity in
parentheses, this will yield a conservatively small value of the maximum tolerable secondary
burden [6].

For example, for a transmission line with XIR of 12 and a maximum fault current of
four times rated current of a C800 CT, saturation will be avoided when ZB is less than 0.38
per unit of the standard 8 ohm burden, or about 3 ohms.
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2.4.1.4 The Simulation Method. The ANSI accuracy charts, such as Figures 2.8 and
2.9, do not provide an accurate insight as to the waveform distortion that occurs when a
large primary current drives the current transformer into saturation. This problem has been
addressed and results published to show the type of distortion that may occur, especially
from fully offset primary currents of large magnitude [7], [8]. These publications show that
substantial waveform distortion is likely with high primary currents, especially if the current
is fully offset. A computer simulation has been prepared to permit the engineer to examine
any case of interest [8].

EXAMPLE 2.1
An example of a current transformer simulation is to be run for a current transformer of the C400 accuracy
class and with 40,000 amperes rms primary current, fully offset. Specifications for the current transformer
are shown in Table 2.2.

TABLE 2.2 Data for C400 Current Transformer
Calculation

CTratio
CT relaying accuracy class
Core cross-section area
Length of magnetic path
Secondary winding resistance
Secondary burden
CT secondary cable resistance
Frequency
Primary current
Incident angle
Primary current time constant

15015
C400
43.1 in.2

24 in.
0.10
0.1 +j on
0.10
60Hz
40,000 A rms
0 0 (fully offset)
0.1 sec

Solution
The results of the computer simulation are shown in Figure 2.11, where the primary current is fully
offset with a typical decrement time constant. 2 The secondary current has an initial high pulse that
persists for less than 4 milliseconds in each half cycle. The performance of conventional overcurrent
relays is not specified when confronted with such currents. The relay will be affected by saturation in the
armature circuit and will have eddy currents induced due to the fast current rise. Note that this example
is determined for a CT that is operating at over 266 times its rating, but such a condition can occur in
power systems, depending on the availability of fault currents of high magnitude. The simulation method
is flexible since any transformer operating under any specified condition can be studied. •

Since the performance of relays under the conditions described in the example are not
predictable, laboratory testing of the relay is advised to determine the relay behavior [8].

2.4.2 Instrument Transformer Types and Connections

Instrument transformers are available in a number of types and can be connected in a
number of different ways to provide the required relay quantities.

2.4.2.1 Current Transformers. Current transformers are available primarily in two
types: bushing CT's and wound CT's. Bushing CT's are usually less expensive than wound

2The author is indebted to W. C. Kotheimer of Kotheimer Associates for information regarding the saturation
of current transformers and for the plot data for Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11 Example ofCT secondary saturation due to large. fully offset primary curren\.

CT's, but they have lower accura cy. They are often used for relaying because of their favorable
cost and because their accuracy is often adequate for relay applications. Moreover, bushing
CT's are convenientl y located in the bushing s of transformers and circuit breakers. and therefore
take up no appreciable space in the substation.

Bushing CT's are designed with a core encircling an insulating bushing. through which
the primary current lead of the bushing passes. This means that the diamet er of the core is
relati vely large , giving a large mean magnetic path length compared to other types. The bushing
CT also has only one primary turn. namely, the metallic connection through the center of the
bushing . To compensate for the long path length and minimum primary tum conditi on, the
cross-sectional area of iron is increased . Thi s has the advantage for relaying that the bushing
CT tends to be more accurate than wound CT's at large multiples of secondary current rating .
The bushing CT, however, is less accurate at low currents because of its large exciting current.
This makes the bushing CT a poor choice for applic ations. such as metering, which require
good accuracy at normal currents.

Current transformers are labeled with termin al markings to ensure correct polarity of a
given connection. The markings label the primary winding H and the secondary windin g X.
each with appropriate subscripts, as shown in Figure 2.12. The usual practic e is to indicate

Figure 2.12 Polarity convention for current transformers [91.
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polarity by dots, as shown in the two right-hand illustrations in Figure 2.12. Polarity marks are
essential where two or more current transformers are connected together so that the resulting
current definition can be clearly determined. For the bushing CT on the right in Figure 2.12,
the polarity designation can be omitted since the primary current is, by definition, assumed to
be flowing toward the breaker from the system.

Figure 2.13 shows a wye connection of current transformers, where the phasor primary
and secondary currents in each phase are exactly in phase, but differ by the magnitude of the
turns ratio.

Figure 2.13 Wye connection of current trans-
formers [9].
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The delta connection of CT's can be made in two ways, and these are shown in Fig-
ure 2.14, together with the resulting phasor diagrams for each connection. It can be easily
shown that the output secondary currents for these connections contain no zero sequence
component. Note that delta connection B is the reverse of connection A.

The delta connection of current transformers is important for distance relaying". The
subject is explored in Chapter 11.

(2.7)

2.4.2.2 Voltage (Potential) Transformers. Two types of voltage measuring devices
are used in protective relaying: These are the instrument potential transformer, which is a
two-winding transformer, and the capacitance potential device or coupling capacitor voltage
transformer (CCVT), which is a capacitive voltage divider.

The wound potential transformer is much like a conventional transformer except that it
is designed for a small constant load and hence cooling is not as important as accuracy.

The capacitance potential devices in commonuse are of two types: the coupling-capacitor
device and the bushing device. These are shown in Figure 2.15. The coupling capacitor device
is a series stack of capacitors with the secondary tap taken from the last unit, which is called
the auxiliary capacitor. Bushing voltage dividers are constructed from capacitance bushings,
where a particular level is tapped as a secondary voltage.

The equivalent circuit of a capacitance potential device is shown in Figure 2.16. The
equivalent reactance of this circuit is defined by the equation

XCIXC2X L = - - - -
XCI + XC2

This reactance is adjusted to make the applied voltage and the tapped voltage in phase, in
which case the device is called a resonant potential device. Since the bottom capacitor is much
larger than the top capacitor

XC2 « XCI (2.8)
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Figure 2.14 Delta connection of current transformers and the phasor diagrams for balanced
three-phase currents [9).
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R

Figure 2.16 Equivalent circuit of a capacitor po-
tential device [9].

which means that, practically

(2.9)

Potential transformers (or capacitance devices) are connected Y-Y, ~-~, y-~, or ~-Y, as
required for particular applications. In many applications the open delta connection is used so
that one potential device can be saved and the three-phase voltages can still be provided.

CCVT's are usually designed to reduce the transmission voltage to a safe metering level
by a capacitive voltage divider, although a magnetic core transformer may be needed to further
reduce the voltage to relay voltages, usually 67 volts line-to-neutral (115 Y line-to-line).

2.4.2.3 OpticalCurrentand Voltage Transducers. The foregoing discussion indicates
that there are problems associated with the accurate acquisition of system currents and voltages
due to faulted system conditions. This is especially a problem in capturing the transient
currents and voltages that are required to correctly analyze the faulted system conditions.
Current transformers tend to saturate, and voltage transformers, especially CCYT's, suffer
from transient errors, especially for faults causing significant voltage collapse [10-16].

A new type of current and voltage transducer has been introduced, which solves many
of the problems cited for ferromagnetic transducers. The principle of optical devices is based
on a measurement of the magnetic field in the vicinity of the current-carrying conductor. The
measurement is based on optical modulation and demodulation of the Faraday effect [11],
[12]. Using this technique it is possible, in principle, to measure even de current. Some of the
advantages of this new method are the following:

1. The signal obtained from the current carrying conductor is transmitted to electronic
processing equipment using fiber optic cables, which have the advantage of electrical
insulation and rejection of electromagnetic induction noise.

2. The dynamic range of the optical devices are projected to be greatly superior to
electromagnetic transformers.

3. The transducers should be compact and lightweight devices.

A simplified view of this type of optical current transducer (OCT) implementation is
shown in Figure 2.17. The principal elements of the system are the sensor assembly, where
the field measurements in the vicinity of the conductors are made, the fiber-optic cable that
transmits the measured signals, and the signal processing unit, which consists of an optical
interface and a computer.

Several devices of this type have been introduced [13-18], and others are sure to follow.
All proposed systems use fiber optics to isoiate the grounded parts from the high-voltage parts
of the system, as shown in Figure 2.17.

Considerable effort has been concentrated in producing an optical current transducer
(OCT). These devices are not current transformers, but optical electronic measurement systems.
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Figure 2.17 Typical arrangement of an optical
current transducer 11 61 .
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(2.10)

There are several different methods that can be used to design an OCT, and most of the methods
explored are not based on transformer principles. The power level of the signal availabl e for
ground-based processing is weak, being typically in the microwatt range. Th is is in contras t to
the signal level of ordinary current transformers, which is at a level of several watts . The OCT
has severa l advantages over conventional CT's. The OCT is light in weight, being much lighter
than an oi l-filled CT of similar rating, which result s in savings in installation cos t. Optica l
systems are immune from electrical noise. They provide safe ty advantages due to the natural
insulating qual ity of the optica l transmission fibers. The optical systems are also less likely to
fail catastrophically than conventional curren t transformers.

Optical current measurements have been investigated since the late I960 s, but were
not extensive ly developed until the late 1970s and ear ly 1980s. As a result of extensive
research, several different approaches have been explored. Most of the systems under active
development employ some techn ique to measure the magnet ic field associated with the current
in the conductor of interest. Thi s is an application of Ampere 's law, which can be written as

1= f H« dl

where I is the current, H is the magneti c field intensity, and dl is the closed path of integra tion.
The path of integrati on is optional and is accomplished in different ways by the developers.
using circular, square, or other path configura tions. Other methods can be used , but the
conversion from magnetic to optical signals is currently the most common. Th is type of
conversion is usually refe rred to as the "Faraday effect" or the "magneto-optic effect" in
the techn ical literature. In practice, transparent glasses or crys tals are used to construct the
Faraday effect devices. These glasses have the property that the value of the refractive index
depends on the direct ion of propagation and the polarization of the light and the refract ive
index has different values for two mutually orthogo nal polarizations of the light wave . The
plane of polarization is proport ional to the magnetic field in the mater ial and is measured by
the rotation of the plane of polarization using various methods.

The physical devices that have been developed can be clas sified into five different types
r18], as shown in Figure 2.18. Type I uses an ordinary current transformer with an added
insulated optica l transducer added. Type 2 uses a magnetic circuit around the conductor and
measures the field inside the magnetic co re optica lly in an air gap. Type 3 uses an optical
path in a block of optica lly active material . with the light path enclosi ng the current in the
conductor exac tly once, which is an optica l implementation of a conventional CT. Type 4 uses
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an optical path inside a fiber that is wound around the conductor any number of times. Type
5 measures the magnetic field at a point near the conductor, and is therefore not considered a
true current transducer. The devices shown in Figure 2.18 represent the state of the art in the
mid-1990s. Additional transducers are anticipated as the technology matures and refinements
are implemented by developers.

Current
Transformer

Magnetic
Core

(4)

Input Output
Fiber Fiber

(2)

Sensing
Optics

~----....../

Output
Fiber

(3)

Input Output
Fiber Fiber
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Figure 2.18 Types of optical current transducers [181. (I) Conventional CT with optical
readout. (2) Magnetic concentrator with optical measurement. (3) OCT using
bulk optics . (4) Fiber optics based current measurement. (5) Witness sensor.

2.5 RELAY CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS

As a final topic .on relay control, we consider the many ways in which system data can be
monitored and transmitted to relays . Consider the relay connections in Figure 2.19, which
might be considered the maximum practical redundancy in relay connections. Note that there
are two independent relay systems, each of which could contain several relays to detect phase
and ground faults on the protected line section.

This system is made very reliable by the use of completely independent systems for

• de power supply (batteries)
• potential supply to each relay system
• current monitoring for each relay system
• dual trip coils in the circuit breaker
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Figure 2.19 Transmission line protection with
redundant relay systems and independent system
data gathering systems [4].
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Dual communications systems to the remote end of the line can also be provided. The
two systems are designated the "primary" and the "backup" systems, although they could,
in fact, be identical systems. In the illustration, the secondary system is "supervised" by an
overcurrent device (50) so that it will function only when an overcurrent is detected. This
supervision is optional, but it may be used to ensure that the primary relay operates first, for
example, where the primary system has superior selectivity. The overcurrent device (50) is
often connected in series with transmission line distance relays to prevent false tripping on
loss of potential due to blown fuses or other causes that result in loss of voltage measurement
to the relay.

The redundancy in Figure 2.19 is not uncommon, except for the redundant battery, which
is seldom specified. Note that all system functions are duplicated except the circuit breaker.
It would be possible to place redundant circuit breakers in series and have them controlled by
independent relays. This would be very costly, and would probably not even be considered
except for a circuit that is considered very important for some reason.

Figure 2.20 shows control configurations that are commonly used in power system pro-
tection. Part (1) has redundancy only in the relays and the two relay systems share the same
battery and the same instrument transformers.

In part (2), the system is made ITIOre reliable by duplicating the instrument transformers,
giving each relay its own independent supply. This leaves the circuit breaker trip coil and
breaker mechanism as the most vulnerable to failure of the protective system. Part (3) of
Figure 2.20 uses duplicate trip coils and has each relay connected to its own trip coil. Since
the added trip coil can be obtained at quite a reasonable cost, this is often considered to be
prudent, especially for the higher voltage circuits that carry large amounts of power. On these
circuits, failure to properly clear a fault can have very high cost, hence greater redundancy is
readily justified. Part (4) of Figure 2.20 uses redundancy in all subsystems except the circuit
breaker mechanism, which would be very expensive to duplicate. This arrangement would be
used at stations where high reliability is very important.

Obviously, other control configurations can be devised. It is not likely that a utility
would use the same configuration for all applications, since the protected circuits are not
equally important to the integrity of the entire system. Generally, the high voltage bulk power
transmission lines will be protected by highly redundant protective systems, since these lines
carry large amounts of power and high availability is essential.
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(2)

(4)

Figure 2.20 Block diagram of typical control configurations. (1) Redundant relays. (2)
Redundant instrument transforms and relays. (3) Redundant instrument trans-
forms, relays, and trip coils. (4) Redundant instrument transforms, relays, trip
coils, and batteries.

2.6 OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS

One of the most difficult technologies in power system protection is that of communications.
In many types of protection, control, and measurement, the information must be transmitted
from one location to another, where the data transmitter and receiver may be a great distance
apart. Moreover, both the sending and receiving end of the transmission are often at high-
voltage switching stations, where power frequency electromagnetic interference (EMI), radio
frequency interference (RFI), switching transients, and even lightning are a part of the operating
environment. These environmental problems have plagued protection engineers for years and
have often been the source of numerous false trips of transmission lines and otherprotected com-
ponents. This problem has become even more difficult with the advent ofdigital systems, which
generate tremendous amounts of data that must be transmitted without error to remote points.

Fortunately, a solution to these communications problems has emerged in the form of
an optical waveguide or optical fiber, in which light propagates along the fiber by total internal
reflection. The optical fiber consists of a core material that has a refractive index higher than
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that of the cladding material surrounding the fiber. Transmission with this type of optical
waveguide has many advantages over wire communications and makes it possible to transmit
large volumes of data from point to point with high reliability and low error rate. The high
data rate is possible because of the high bandwidth and low loss of the fiber. Moreover, this
medium is immune to outside electromagnetic fields, which pose such a difficult problem for
wire communications. especially in the environment of high-voltage substations.

There are three basic types of light guides that are usually identified according to fiber
design :

(a) Multimode, stepped refractive index profile
(b) Multimode. graded index
(c) Single mode, stepped index

The basic differences in the three modes are illustrated in Figure 2.21. Multimode,
stepped refractive index profile fibers, (a) in Figure 2.21, are often used for image transmission
and short distance data transmission. The number of rays or modes of light that can be guided
by this type of fiber depend on the core size and on the difference in refractive index between
the core and the cladding. A transmitted pulse flattens out as it travels down the fiber because
the higher angle modes have a greater distance to travel than the low angle modes. This limits
the data transmission rate and the distance because it determines how close the pulses can be
spaced without creating overlap at the receiving end.

Cross
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Figure 2.21 Types of optical fiber transmission .
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In the graded index multimode fiber, (h) in Figure 2.21, the refractive index decreases
with radial distance from the center. This tends to minimize pulse broadening due to the mode
dispersion since the light rays travel more slowly near the center of the fiber. This type of fiber
is used for medium distance, intermediate rate transmission.

High rate transmission systems use the single mode fiber, (c) in Figure 2.21. These
fibers have low refractive index difference and a small core size, which tends to eliminate
pulse dispersion since only one mode is transmitted. This type of fiber is useful for long
distance, high data rate transmission systems.

The wavelength of light transmitted is a critical parameter in determining the attenuation
ofthe signal. Experience has shown that the lowest attenuation occurs with infrared frequencies
of 850, 1300, and 1500 nanometers (nm) . The 850 nm wavelength , commonly used for utility
applications, is available from light-emitting diodes (LED) or laser diodes (LD) . Use of the
higher frequencies is spreading rapidly, however.
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Splicing of fiber cables has proven to be rather easy in spite of the small size of the fibers.
Almost lossless splices may be fabricated in the field and have proven to be quite reliable. A
number of splicing techniques have been developed, some of which are mechanical while
others depend on fusing or welding the glass ends together. Splicing is important since some
applications link stations that are many kilometers apart. The physical arrangement employs
transmission static wires that incorporate fiber-optic cables in several optional configurations.
Testing has also been performed in constructing high-voltage phase conductors that incorporate
fiber-optic strands for communications [19].

Utility applications for fiber-optic data transmission are growing rapidly. The need for
data acquisition and communications for supervision, control, and protection are the primary
applications. In the past, these needs were met using a variety of communications media,
such as microwave, power line carrier, and hard-wired circuits. Optical systems, however,
offer an almost ideal replacement for these media due to three major advantages: immunity to
high electromagnetic fields, wide bandwidth, and the nonconducting characteristic of the fiber
cables. The fiber systems offer excellent tolerance to vibration, no cross-talk with adjacent
cables, immunity to EMI and RFI, no spark or fire hazard, no short-circuit loading, no ringing
or echoes, and no contact discontinuity [19]. Moreover, test installations show that the cost is
often competitive.

One application that is attractive is interstation communications, control, and protection.
Interstation links are typically from a few hundred meters to a few tens of kilometers. Repeater
stations are required at about 15 km intervals, but this is a function of the attenuation and will
improve with future development.

Intrastation applications are also being tested with excellent results. Here, the fiber-optic
alternative is attractive because of its freedom from interference problems and because of the
insulation characteristics of the fiber cables themselves. Signals from transducers and circuit
breakers are converted to digital form and transmitted to a control room, where they are fed to
microcomputers for processing. These microcomputers work with low-voltage input signals
and would be damaged by transients. Here, the use of fiber cables is an ideal solution, since
the cable isolates the sensitive equipment from the high-voltage equipment and shields the
transmitted data from any type of outside interference. Applications in generating stations are
also growing rapidly, due to the distributed controls now being used in power plants. Here, fiber
optics eliminates such problems as ground loops and interference, and also requires much less
space than the older equipment. Fiber-optic systems are even being placed inside light-water
nuclear reactors to gather data on the reactor operating conditions.

The actual measurement of power system parameters is critical to any communications
and control system. The measurement of voltage, current, temperature, pressure, and other
physical parameters is the heart of any control and protection system. The potential of optical
devices as sensors provides important new opportunities, as noted in Section 2.4.2.3. The ideal
sensor for utility applications should have the following characteristics [19]:

• Nonmagnetic-impervious to external influence
• Passive-self-powered
• Fully dielectric-no need for insulating support structures
• Accurate--capable of precision measurement

New optics-based sensors promise benefits in all of these areas. One type, the "Pockels"
voltage sensor, is promising. It is based on a characteristic of lithium niobate (LiNb03)
crystal. When exposed to an electric field, the index of refraction of one of its axes changes in
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proportion to the strength of the field, a characteristic called birefringence. The shift of axis
can be analyzed by passing a beam of polarized light through the crystal, permitting accurate
calculation of the voltage producing the field. Present sensors are accurate to 0.50/0, but 0.1%
should be possible [20]. These devices do not need to contact the high-voltage conductor,
but can be located a few feet off the ground under the substation bus structure, where the bus
electric field can be sensed.

Optical current sensors use a Faraday glass material that rotates its polarization under
the influence of a magnetic field. Several such sensors are under development. Sensors for
temperature and other physical quantities are also under development.

The development of optical sensors, together with optical data transmission systems,
promise to provide new methods of data acquisition and transmission that will eliminate prob-
lems that have always been difficult for the protection engineer. Future protection and control
systems should have the benefit of cleaner signals, uncorrupted by outside interference. More-
over, the optical concept meshes perfectly with the low-voltage ratings of digital devices that
will be the heart of future protective systems.
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PROBLEMS

2.1 The 90 degree connection of system ac voltages and currents to a set of phase relays, as
shown in Figure 2.3, is sometimes altered by inserting a resistor R in series with each of the
potential coils of the relay. This has the effect of making the relay voltage lead the line-to-line
voltage applied to the relay and brings the relay voltage and current more nearly in phase.
Sketch this connection and its phasor diagram.

2.2 Sketch an ac relay connection similar to the 90 degree connection of Figure 2.3, but one that
results in a 30 degree phase relationship between the relay voltage and current at unity power
factor.

2.3 What is meant by the term electrically trip free? What is meant by the term mechanically
trip free?

2.4 Distinguish between dropout and reset of a relay. Consult the definitions of Appendix A.
2.5 Calculate the secondary phase and sequence currents flowing in the phase relays and in the

ground relay for the wye connection of Figure 2.13 for the following fault conditions:
(a) A three-phase fault
(b) A one-line-to-ground fault
(c) A line-to-line fault

2.6 Calculate the secondary phase currents for the two delta connections of Figure 2.14 for the
. following conditions:

(a) A three-phase fault
(b) A one-line-to-ground fault
(c) A line-to-line fault

2.7 Devise a current transformer connection scheme that permits only positive sequence currents
in the phase relays and only zero sequence currents in the ground relay.

2.8 Derive (2.1).
2.9 Estimate the primary current that will just saturate a current transformer of high permeability

silicon steel, with a cross section of 0.00 17 square meters. The total secondary burden is 2.7
ohms, and the CT ratio is 2000:5.

2.10 Consider the application of a bushing current transformer with a 1500:5 turns ratio. This
CT is to be used in a circuit with a maximum fault current of 25,000 A. The relay burden is
2.0 ohms, including the secondary leakage and the lead impedance. The current transformer
iron circuit has a cross section of 0.002 square meters, and it saturates at 1.5 Tesla. Use the
formula method to find out if the current transformer will saturate under the given conditions.
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2.11 Repeat problem 2.10 using a CT ratio of 1000:5.
2.12 A radial circuit is protected by overcurrent relays that should be adjusted to operate for a

fault at the extreme end of the radial line, giving a fault current of 60 A. The circuit breaker
has multiple ratio bushing CT's, with ratios as shown in Figure 2.8. The relay has available
tap settings by which the minimum relay pickup current may be adjusted. However, each tap
setting of the relay results in a different relay burden, which we approximate by the formula

ZB == 10/tap

Taps available are given as 3, 6, 9, and 12 A, where the tap value is taken as the minimum
pickup current of the relay. Use the excitation curves of Figure 2.8 to determine a suitable
tap and CT ratio, assuming we wish to keep the excitation current to less than 3% of the total
primary current.

2.13 Figure P2.13 shows the bus connection at Station X and the lines leading to adjacent stations
R, S, T,U, V, and W. Sketch the voltage and current transformer connections for the protection
of line XS.

Figure P2.13 Bus arrangement of Station X.

2.14 In computing the total impedance of a given fault on an overhead line, it is often important
to estimate the resistance of the arcing fault. Warrington [21] gives the following formula
for the arc resistance.

8750(s + ut)
Rare == 11.4

where Rare == arc resistance, ohms
s == conductor spacing, ft
u == wind velocity, mile/hr
I == fault current, Arms
t == time, sec

Suppose that the following impedance values are given:
Source: Zs == 0 + j25Q
Line: ZL == 11 + j22Q
(a) Determine the fault impedance, both with and without arc resistance, when the line is

radial from the source.
(b) Repeat (a) for a fault at the sending end of the line.
(c) Plot the results of (a) and (b) in the complex R-X plane.



Protective Device
Characteristics

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we introduce a number of different devices that are important in the study of
power system protection. The treatment of device characteristics is brief and somewhat super-
ficial. The reason for this is that this book places its emphasis on analysis, rather than hardware.
As an academic subject, protection is challenging because of the analytical techniques that are
required. These techniques form the core of this text. Still, techniques require the applica-
tion of hardware items, many of which are complex and interesting in their own right. Our
purpose here is to discuss those device characteristics that are important to the understanding
of protective system analysis. One who intends to pursue protection professionally will find
experienced application engineers and manufacturers who can explain the characteristics of
any given device. Indeed, this is the only way to obtain up-to-date information on hardware
items that are in a constant state of change and improvement.

Our discussion begins with the characteristics of fuses, which are the simplest and most
basic of hardware items used in system protection. This will include a discussion of fuse types
and the way in which fuse performance can be specified and displayed for analysis.

The second item for discussion is relays. Relays are available in many types and are
designed for many different purposes, as noted in the tabulations of Appendix A. Our approach
is to separate the relays into distinct types as a general classification, and to discuss the general
characteristics of each type. This will provide an overview of relays and an appreciation of
the many options open to the protective system designer.

Power circuit breakers will be discussed only briefly. The purpose of this section is not
to treat arc interruption as a scientific study, but to present the definitions and ratings used for
power circuit breakers that are important to the study of protective system analysis.

The chapter closes with a discussion of automatic circuit reclosers and sectionalizers.
These devices are used on lower voltages, particularly 25 kV and below, for the protection of
radial distribution lines. They form a special class of equipment that must be understood in
order to coordinate with other protective system equipment.

43
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Any fault protective device must be selected with regard to three different ratings: the
voltage rating, the continuous (load) current rating, and the interrupting rating. The voltage
rating must be high enough to withstand voltages normally experienced in system operation.
The continuous current rating must be adequate for the normal load current that is expected to
flow in the circuit of application. This current rating is often chosen to exceed the maximum
load current by a margin of 30% or so, at the time of installation, in order to allow for future
load growth. The interrupting rating refers to the highest current the device will be called upon
to interrupt at rated voltage. This rating is often expressed in MVA. These and other ratings
will be discussed in connection with the various protective devices.

3.2 FUSE CHARACTERISTICS

The simplest of all circuit interrupting devices is the fuse. Nearly everyone is familiar with
household socket-type fuses and the fact that they are available in different current ratings,
which correspond to the maximum allowable continuous current. These small fuses are in-
stalled in series with the supply service lines and, ifproperly installed, carry normal load current
without interruption. If the circuit load exceeds the fuse rating or ifa fault develops in the wiring
or a connected appliance, the fuse melts and creates an open circuit at the service entrance.

A fuse is an "overcurrent protective device with a circuit-opening fusible part that is
heated and severed by the passage of overcurrent through it" [1]. For circuits operating at
600 volts and above, fuses are called "power fuses," although the standards make a distinction
between a "distribution cutout" and a "power fuse" [2]. Both devices are defined to include an
assembly that acts as a fuse support and fuse holder, and mayor may not include the fusible
link as well. Fuses designed for use at high voltages, in the range from about 2 kV to 200 kV,
are of two general types: distribution fuse cutouts and power fuses.

3.2.1 Distribution Fuse Cutouts

Distribution cutouts are primarily for use on power distribution circuits, are designed
for typical distribution voltages (say, 35 kV' and below), and are often designed for pole or
cross-arm mounting that are common for overhead distribution lines. Power fuses are also
designed for transmission and subtransmission voltage levels, and for station or substation
mounting. Both devices usually include a fuse link, which is a "replaceable part or assembly,
comprised entirely or principally of the conducting element, required to be replaced after
each circuit interruption to restore the fuse to operating condition" [2]. Fuse links are usually
made of tin, lead, or silver in various alloys or combinations, to achieve a desired time-current
characteristic.

A typical cutout design is shown in Figure 3.1, which shows both substation and pole-top
types. The fuse is contained in a long tube called the fuse link holder, which is usually made
of a fiber insulating material. The holder is designed for easy removal by a hot stick. The
operator inserts a hook at the end of the hot stick into the hookeye and pulls. This disengages
the locked top of the fuse link holder and allows it to swing down, suspended from the lower
hinged mechanism. The hot stick can now be used to lift the holder out of the mechanism,
completely freeing the holder. The cutout serves both as a fusible element and a manual switch,
which allows repair personnel to open a circuit manually. Where the load to be interrupted is
great, load-break cutouts can be used that have a special load break mechanism to extinguish
the arc created when the cutout is opened.
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Figure 3.1 Typical cutouts for substation and pole-top installat ion. (a) Substation type.
(b) Pole-top type.

Cutouts of the type described above are called open cutouts . Many cutouts are designed
such that the fuse link holder is unlatched at the top when a fault current is interrupted. This
makes it easy to locate the blown fuse since the holder of the blown fuse hangs down from the
lift out mechanism and is clearly visible from the ground. It is also noted that a circuit can
be opened for repair by opening cutouts, and the opened cutouts provide visual proof that the
circuit has been de-energized. This is a valuable safety feature for the repair crew.

The fuse replacement elements are designed to fit inside the fuse link holder. A typical
fuse link and holder are shown in Figure 3.2. The spent fuse link is removed by unscrewing
the screw cap and removing the fuse link assembly. The fuse link contains one or more fusible
elements, as shown in Figure 3.2, and may contain a spring to aid in separating the melted
elements under low short circuit conditions. The fuse link is inserted in the holder, flexible
leader first, and is pulled down until the button is tight against the top of the fuse link holder.
The flexible leader is then attached to a bolted connector at the bottom of the holder, so that
good metallic contact is made with the hinged mechanism , and the screw cap is replaced to
hold the button head in place and form a good electrical connection .
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Figure 3.2 A typical fuse link with cutaway of fusible element.
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3.2.2 FuseTypes

Fuses are designed for many different applications and with a wide variety of character-
istics to meet the requirements both routine and special situations. Only the general types of
fuses are described here, but the engineer with either routine or special fuse requirements will
find useful application data from the fuse manufacturers.

3.2.2.1 Standard Zero-Current-Clearing Fuses. The most common fuse can be de-
scribed as a zero-current-clearing device, since the fuse must wait until the current passes
through zero before successful clearing is accomplished [3]. No special design of the fuse
is required to ensure this type of behavior, since that is the point on the current wave when
the current will naturally be interrupted as the fusible element increases its impedance. On a
60 hertz system, a natural zero crossing occurs every 8.33 ms, which represents the maximum
time that clearing will be delayed. This type of fuse is very common and finds useful applica-
tion in many different situations. Examples include distribution transformer primary fusing,
distribution branch feeder protection, motor protection, and industrial load protection. Some
of these applications may have special requirements, however, which will require special fuse
characteristics, and fuses are available to satisfy many different special needs.

Fuse units used in distribution systemapplications are usually one of two types: expulsion
or filled fuse units [2]. An expulsion fuse unit is a vented fuse unit, with provision for escape
of arc gases, in which an expulsion effect of gases produced by the arc and the lining of the
fuse holder, either alone or aided by a spring, stretches, cools, and eventually extinguishes the
arc by blasting the high-pressure gases out of the fuse link holder. The filled fuse unit is one
in which the arc is drawn through a filling material, which may be a granular, liquid, or solid
material, and the filling aids the arc extinction. Fuses generally operate by melting the fusible
material, which creates an arc. The fuse designer uses one of the above principles to lengthen
and cool the arc, so that the current can be interrupted safely. Some of the energy created by
the arc creates pressure, which is also used to unlatch the top of the fuse holder and cause it to
swing down and thereby provide visual evidence of the blown fuse. One of the advantages of
the expulsion type of fuse is that the cutout can be reloaded following fault interruption with a
relatively inexpensive fuse link. These links also come in a large variety of sizes and ratings,
making coordination possible with many different devices.

The oil fuse cutout is another type of expulsion fuse. In this device, the expulsion gases
consist of the products produced by the breakdown of oil that surrounds the fusible element.

Another type of fuse is the vacuum fuse. This type is similar in design and operation to
the expulsion fuse, and it has a similar time-current characteristic. The major difference is that
the vacuum link is a completely sealed unit, which utilizes no expulsion action. Interruption
takes place because of the rapid dielectric buildup that occurs in a vacuum after a current zero
is reached.

3.2.2.2 Current Limiting Fuses. Another type of fuse sometimes used in power ap~
plications is the current-limiting fuse. This fuse is defined as "a fuse that, when it is melted by
a current within its specified current-limiting range, abruptly introduces a high arc voltage to
reduce the current magnitude and duration." This type of fuse is basically different from the
current zero waiting types. Here the principle is called current limiting or energy limiting. It
does this by introducing a high resistance into the circuit. This limits the current, but it also
improves the power factor, making the current more in phase with the voltage. Figure 3.3
shows a fault current that is completely offset, in which case the magnitude is very high and
the first current zero is delayed. The current-limiting fuse, however, causes the current to fall
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to zero as the voltage goes to zero, thereby limiting the maximum current to an amount called
the "let-through current."
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Figure 3.3 Current limiting of an offset fault current.

There are three basic types of current limiting fuses [3J. The first type is the backup
current-limiting/ use. This fuse is very effective at high fault currents, but is not able to interrupt
low currents, hence it must always be used with a conventional overcurrent device to react to
low fault currents. The second type is the general purpose current-limitingfu se that, accordin g
to ANSI standard, is a current-limiting fuse that can interrupt a current that causes the fuse to
operate in one hour or less. The third type is afu ll range fuse, which is designed to interrupt
any current that causes its fusible element to melt under normal fusing conditions.

The best way to show the effectiveness ofthe current-limiting fuse is by computing the so-
called 12l factor, which is the current time integral. This factor represents the heating that can
occur per increment of resistance . Therefore, it is proportion al to the allowable energy in the
circuit [31. There are two parts of the 121 factor . The first part is the melting 12t . which can be
determined by calculation [3]. The second part of the 12t factor is that which occur s after arcing
begins and continues until full current interruption occurs. This part must be determined by test.

The first requirement of any fuse is to extingui sh the arc. The second requirement is that
the cutout must be able to withstand the normal full rated voltage across the open fuse link.
This usually involves a high frequenc y transient that rapidly damp s out, followed by the normal
power frequency voltage , which will be applied across the open cutout. The third requirement
of the fuse design is that it must be capable of being coordinated with other fuses or other
devices, so that the outage caused by the fault is restricted to the minimum protective zone.

3.2.2.3 Special Fuses. As noted above, special fuses are available to satisfy a variety
of different system conditions. A few of these are described below.

One application that sometimes require s special treatment is the fusing of capacitor banks.
In some installations, changes in the supply system may cause the available fault current to
increase, requiring a change in the capacitor bank fuses. In some cases, it may not be possible
to change from a fuse to a more expensive circuit breaker because of space limitations in the
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existing installation, even though a circuit breaker could be selected with more than adequate
interrupting rating. One solution that has been developed for such an application is a special
type of current-limiting fuse that has an unusually large interrupting rating [4]. Capacitor
bank fusing is also complicated by having a high-frequency inrush current when the bank is
energized, which may cause problems in the fuse application.

Another problem situation sometimes encountered is that of the continuous current rating
of the fuse for a given application. For satisfactory service, the fuse must have the correct
voltage rating, full load current rating, and be able to sustain repeated overloads. In most
cases, it is not recommended that fuses be placed in parallel in order to increase current rating,
as there is no assurance that the two parallel fuses will melt and clear the circuit at exactly the
same time, whether of current-limiting or zero current clearing types. Special parallel fuse
cutouts have been developed and are approved for application where increased current ratings
are required. It must be emphasized that this is a special fusing device that is designed for
this purpose and has been tested and approved for parallel current interruption. Paralleling
common fuse cutouts is not recommended.

Another special type of fuse is the "electronic fuse" [5]. This fuse uses integrated
electronic circuitry to provide current sensing, the time-current (TC) characteristic, and the
control ofthe fuse performance. The advantage of this fuse is that the time-current characteristic
can be provided in several different types, making it possible to select the characteristic that
best fits a particular application. The fuse design includes a control module that uses a current
transformer for current sensing, for input power to the electronic circuits, and to provide
energy to operate the interrupting module. The control module also provides the time-current
characteristic that controls circuit interruption. The interrupting module is controlled by the
control module to provide current interruption. This is accomplished by signaling a gas-
generating power cartridge to move an insulating piston, thereby shunting the fault current to
fusible elements. After fault clearing, the interrupting module is replaced.

The special fuses mentioned here are examples of the ingenuity of fuse manufacturers
in developing new fuses to meet the varied needs of the protection engineer. The descriptions
are by no means complete, and the engineer should consult the manufacturers and suppliers
for fuses that may be required for special system protection applications.

3.2.3 Fuse Time-Current Characteristics

Fuse links are manufactured for interchangeability with standard dimensions and with
time-current (TC) characteristics designed to meet particular qualifications. One class of
power fuses are identified by the letter "E" to signify that their TC characteristics conform to
the interchangeability requirements given in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1 Melting Time-Current Characteristics of E Rated
Links [6]

Line Current Reading

100amperes and below
Above 100 amperes

Melting Time

300 sec
600 sec

Continuous Current

200-240% of rating
220-264% of rating

Power fuses are available with rated continuous current ratings of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10,
15, 20, 30,40,50, 65, 80, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250, 300, and 400 amperes. Rated nominal and
maximum voltages are specified in Table 3.2.
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TABLE 3.2 Rated Voltages for E Rated
Power Fuses [6)

49

Rated Nominal
Voltage in kV

2.4*
4.8*
7.2
13.8*
14.4
23,0

34.5
46.0
69.0
92.0
115.0
138.0
161.0

Rated Maximum
Voltage in kV

2.75*
5.50*
8.25
15.00*
15.50
25.80
38.00
48.30
72.50
**

121.00
145.00
169.00

* For indoor power fuses only
** Not specified

Power fuses are used at installations where the cost of an oil circuit breaker and all of its
associated equipment is not considered economical. There are several factors that influence
the decision to use a fuse rather than a more elaborate installation, for example, the anticipated
frequency of operation, the required speed of restoration of service following a fault, and the
return on the required investment.

Power fuses of the E rated type are applied in many different situations, such as

• Potential transformer protection
• Power transformer protection
• Capacitor bank protection
• High-voltage feeder circuits

Power fuses are available for both indoor and outdoor, and in expulsion or current limiting
types. The choice depends on the location and ratings available. For example, expulsion types
should be installed outdoors where there is ample room. Indoor installation will often favor
current-limiting types.

The E rated fuse is a 100% current fuse; that is, the rating must be equal to or greater than
the maximum continuous load current. Overloads that persist for the duration of the melting
time may damage the fusible element and change its characteristic. Therefore, in selecting a
fuse for installation, consideration must be given to the likelihood of long duration overloads,
such as starting currents of large motors. A rule of thumb is to select a fuse with current rating
at least as high as the value of current anticipated for 5 seconds. For magnetizing inrush of large
power transformers, the exciting current should not exceed 75% of the fuse melting current.
Moreover, the power fuse for transformers should be able to carry at least 12 times the rated
transformer primary current for one-tenth of a second, as shown by the fuse melting time curve.

At distribution voltages, fuses are often used for feeder circuit protection, especially for
relatively short lengths of line supplying a small number of customers. These situations do
not usually merit more elaborate protective systems, and fuses have proven quite beneficial in
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these applications, since proper coordination of fuses restricts the outage due to a fault to a
small portion of the affected feeder. For circuit protection, the coordination of the fuses is a
primary concern. Figure 3.4 shows several applications of fuses on distribution circuits.

High Side
Transformer

Fuset Breaker

Substation

Figure 3.4 Applications of fuses on distribution circuits.

Distribution fuse links are manufactured for interchangeability in two types, designated
K and T. The difference in these types is in the relative melting time, which is measured by a
variable called the speed ratio, and which is defined as follows:

Melting current at 0.1 s
Speed ratio = . (3.1)

Melting current at 300 or 600 s
The denominator of (3.1) uses 300 seconds as the time value for fuse links rated 100 amperes or
less, and 600 seconds for fuse links rated 140 amperes and 200 amperes. The specified melting
currents of Types K and T links are given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 (see pages 51 and 52), respec-
tively. Note that the speed ratio of the type K links is in the range of6.0 to 8.1, whereas the type
T links have speed ratios of 10.0 to 13.0. The reason for stating certain ratings to be "preferred"
is that, by rule of thumb, one can be reasonably sure that any fuse in the series will protect the
next higher rating in that series. The "intermediate ratings" fall between the preferred ratings
and will also coordinate by rule of thumb with other fuses in the intermediate series.

Fuse TC curves are available from the manufacturer in two forms: minimum melting and
total (or maximum) clearing time. Typical examples of log-log plots of time versus current,
are shown in Figure 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. The minimum melting curve is an average melting time
measured in low voltage tests where arcing does not occur. Thus, for a given current value,
the time for the fuse to open the circuit represents the melting time, which must fall within the
tolerances given by the standards of Tables 3.3 and 3.4. A second test.run at several thousand
volts (typically 7200 V), provides a measure of the total time to clear the circuit at a given
current, including the melting time and the arcing time. These two curves represent the range
of clearing times that might be expected for a given fault current. The total clearing curve
should be used in coordinating against the minimum melting characteristic of a larger fuse,
located toward the power source. Similarly, the minimum melting curve should be used in
coordinating with the total clearing of a smaller fuse, located on the load side. Figure 3.5
compares the minimum melting time-current characteristics of the Type K and Type T fuses.
Figure 3.6 compares the characteristic shapes of minimum melting and total clearing curves
for Type K fuses of the same rating. Much longer times are required to interrupt current for
the Type T rating (note the log scale). Figure 3.7 shows an entire family of curves, in this case
the Type K minimum melting curves.

Note that the minimum melting current of all links is about twice the fuse nominal
current rating. For any current above the minimum pickup, the T link melts more slowly than
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TABLE 3.3 Melting Currents for Type K (Fast) Fuse Links [3]

300 or 600 sec 10 sec .01 sec
Rated Melting Current* Melting Current Melting Current

Continuous Speed
Current Min Max Min Max Min Max Ratio

Preferred Ratings

6 12.0 14.4 13.5 20.5 72.0 86.0 6.0
10 J9.5 23.4 22.5 34.0 128.0 ]54.0 6.6
15 31.0 37.2 37.0 55.0 215.0 258.0 6.9
25 50.0 60.0 60.0 90.0 350.0 420.0 7.0
40 80.0 96.0 98.0 146.0 565.0 680.0 7.1
65 128.0 ]53.0 159.0 237.0 918.0 1100.0 7.2
]00 200.0 240.0 258.0 388.0 1520.0 ]820.0 7.6
140 310.0 372.0 430.0 650.0 2470.0 2970.0 8.0
200 480.0 576.0 760.0 1150.0 3880.0 4650.0 8.1

Intermediate Ratings

8 15.0 18.0 18.0 27.0 97.0 116.0 6.5
12 25.0 30.0 29.5 44.0 166.0 199.0 6.6
20 39.0 47.0 48.0 71.0 273.0 328.0 7.0
30 63.0 76.0 77.5 115.0 447.0 546.0 7.1
50 101.0 121.0 126.0 188.0 719.0 862.0 7.1
80 160.0 192.0 205.0 307.0 1180.0 J420.0 7.4

Ratings Below6 Amperes

1 2.0 2.4 t JO.O t 58.0
2 4.0 4.8 t 10.0 t 58.0
3 6.0 7.2 t 10.0 t 58.0

* 300 s for fuse links rated 100 A or less; 600 s for fuse links rated 140 A and 200 A.
t No minimum value indicated since the standard requirement is that 1, 2, or 3 A ratings shall
coordinate with the 6 A rating but not necessarily with each other.

the K link. This difference in fuse characteristic can be used to advantage in a coordination
study, with the choice of fuse type used depending on the kind of protective devices with which
coordination is required and on the available fault current.

Distribution fuse links are given voltage ratings of 7.2, 14.4, and 17 kV nominal, or 7.8,
15, and 18 kV maximum for use in open-link cutouts. Links for use in enclosed and open
cutouts are rated 14.4 and 25 kV nominal or 15 and 27 kV maximum,

3.2.4 Fuse Coordination Charts

Referring again to Figures 3.5 to 3.7, it is apparent that fuses of a given type have a
similar shape and coordinate well together, whereas a mixture of T and K fuses may make co-
ordination difficult and the rule of thumb coordination for adjacent sizes would be impossible.
It is true that fuses of a given type do coordinate well with other fuses of that same type. How-
ever, because of the arcing time, which must be included in the total clearing time to determine
the source side coordination, there is a maximum current for safe coordination, even for fuses of
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TABLE 3.4 Melting Currents for Type T (Slow) Fuse Links [3]

300 or 600 sec 10 sec .01 sec
Rated Melting Current* Melting Current Melting Current

Continuous Speed
Current Min Max Min Max Min Max Ratio

Preferred Ratings

6 12.0 14.4 15.3 23.0 120.0 144.0 10.0
10 19.5 23.4 26.5 40.0 244.0 269.0 11.5
15 31.0 37.2 44.5 67.0' 388.0 466.0 12.5
25 50.0 60.0 73.5 109.0 635.0 762.0 12.7
40 80.0 96.0 120.0 178.0 1040.0 1240.0 13.0
65 128.0 153.0 195.0 291.0 1650.0 1975.0 12.9
100 200.0 240.0 319.0 475.0 2620.0 3150.0 13.1
140 310.0 372.0 520.0 775.0 4000.0 4800.0 12.9
200 480.0 576.0 850.0 1275.0 6250.0 7470.0 13.0

Intermediate Ratings

8 15.0 18.0 20.5 31.0 166.0 199.0 11.]
12 25.0 30.0 34.5 52.0 296.0 355.0 11.8
20 39.0 47.0 57.0 85.0 496.0 595.0 12.7
30 63.0 76.0 93.0 138.0 812.0 975.0 12.9
50 101.0 121.0 152.0 226.0 1310.0 1570.0 13.0
80 160.0 192.0 248.0 370.0 2080.0 2500.0 13.0

Ratings Below 6 Amperes

1 2.0 2.4 t 11.0 t 100.0
2 4.0 4.8 t 11.0 t 100.0
3 6.0 7.2 t 11.0 t 100.0

* 300 s for fuse links rated 100 A or less; 600 s for fuse links rated 140 A and 200 A.
t No minimum value indicated since the standard requirement is that 1, 2, or 3 A ratings shall
coordinate with the 6 A rating but not necessarily with each other.

the same type. This coordination limit is a function of the type of cutout used, as this may affect
the arcing time slightly. Manufacturers often provide coordination charts similar to those given
in Tables 3.5 and 3.61 to indicate the recommended coordination limits that are recommended
for use with specified cutouts. In these tables, reference is made to the "protected link" and
the "protecting link." These terms are clarified in Figure 3.8.

The logic in these designations is as follows. When a short circuit appears on the load
side of the downstream protecting links, that link should clear, thereby removing the fault and
making it unnecessary for the upstream protected link to clear. The protected link must have a
higher rating and be properly coordinated with the protecting link to assure proper operation.

An essential rule of coordination requires that the maximum clearing time of the pro-
tecting link shall not be greater than 75% of the minimum melting time of the protected
link. This ensures that the protecting link will operate fast enough to prevent damage of the

"Iables 3.5 to 3.7 show maximum values of fault current at which EEI-NEMA Type K and T fuse links will
coordinate with each other. These tables are based on maximum clearing time curves for protecting links and 75%
of minimum melting time curves for protected links. Preferred ratings are shown in bold typeface and nonpreferred
ratings in italics. [Tables provided by McGraw-Edison Power Systems, Cooper Industries.]
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TABLE 3.5 Coordination between EEI-NEMA Type K Fuse Links

Protecting Protected link rating (amperes)

Fuse Link 8K 10K 12K 15K 20K 25K 30K 40K SOK 65K 80K 100 140 200

Rating, A Maximum fault current at which B will protect A (amperes)

6K 190 350 510 650 840 1060 1340 1700 2200 2800 3900 5800 9200
8K 210 440 650 840 1060 1340 1700 2200 2800 3900 5800 9200
10K 300 540 840 1060 1340 1700 2200 2800 3900 5800 9200
12K 320 710 1050 1340 1700 2200 2800 3900 5800 9200
15K 430 870 1340 1700 2200 2800 3900 5800 9200
20K 500 1100 1700 2200 2800 3900 5800 9200
2SK 660 1350 2200 2800 3900 5800 9200
30K 850 1700 2800 3900 5800 9200
40K 1100 2200 3900 5800 9200
50K 1450 3500 5800 9200
6SK 2400 5800 9200
80K 4500 9200
lOOK 2000 9100
140K 4000

TABLE 3.6 Coordination between EEI-NEMA Type T Fuse Links

Protecting Protected link rating (amperes)

Fuse Link 8T lOT 12T 1ST 20T 2ST 30T 40T SOT 6ST 80T 100 140 200

Rating, A Maximum fault current at which B will protect A (amperes)

6T 350 600 920 1200 1500 2000 2540 3200 4100 5000 6100 9700 15.2
BT 375 800 1200 1500 2000 2540 3200 4100 5000 6100 9700 15.2
lOT 530 1100 1500 2000 2540 3200 4100 5000 6100 9700 15.2
12T 680 1280 2000 2540 3200 4100 5000 6100 9700 15.2
1ST 730 1700 2500 3200 4100 5000 6100 9700 15.2
20T 990 2100 3200 4100 5000 6100 9700 15.2
2ST 1400 2600 4100 5000 6100 9700 15.2
30T 1500 3100 5000 6100 9700 15.2
40T 1700 3800 6100 9700 15.2
50T 1750 4400 9700 15.2
6ST 2200 9700 15.2
BOT 7200 15.2
lOOT 4000 13.8
140T 7.5

Source
A

Protected
Link

B

B
.---~Load

Protecting
Links

Load
Figure 3.8 Definition of protected and protecting
links.
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protected link due to partial melting. The 750/0 factor compensates for operating variables,
such as preloading, ambient temperatures, and the like.

In addition to the fuse coordination values, the application engineer also needs to know
the continuous current capability of each fuse rating. These values are given in Table 3.7.

TABLE 3.7 Continuous Current-Carrying Capacity of EEI-NEMA Fuse Links

EEI-NEMA Continuous EEI-NEMA Continuous EEI-NEMA Continuous
KorT Current KorT Current KorT Current
Rating (amperes) Rating (amperes) Rating (amperes)

6 9 20 30 65 95
8 12 25 38 80 120t
10 15 30 45 100 150t
12 18 40 60* 140 190
15 23 50 75* 200 200

* Only when used in a 100 or 200 ampere cutout.

t Only when used in a 200ampere cutout.

Coordination tables, such as Tables 3.5 and 3.6, provide a very convenient method of
coordinating fuse links. Use of the tables assumes that the links are operated within their
continuous current ratings and are used in a cutout that is designed for the selected link. The
tables list the protected link, the protecting link, and the maximum fault current for which
proper coordination of the protected and protecting links are assured.

EXAMPLE 3.1
Consider the radial distribution line shown in Figure 3.9, where customers are served all along the length
of the feeders. Fuse A is the main feeder protection, and Fuses Band C are installed on lateral feeders
to limit the outage due to remote faults, for example, for faults beyond B or C.

Figure 3.9 Distribution system fuse data.

rl~gl
1
16301105 A

Source ~ 570

A B

36At
21 A
~

1~515001 c

The maximum and minimum available fault currents, in amperes, at each location are shown in
the boxes. Also shown is the normal load current flowing through each fuse. Check the coordination of
the fuses. Select fuse ratings for A, B, and C that will coordinate properly.
Solution
As a first trial, let fuse C be a 15T fuse. The load current is 21 A, but the 15T is capable of 23 A, according
to Table 3.7. Therefore this fuse is of adequate rating, although there is little room for load growth. From
Table 3.6 for T links, we see that the 15T will coordinate with the 25T fuse at location B for currents up
to 730 A. but the maximum fault current is 1550 A. Therefore, we select the 30T fuse for location B.
The 30T can carry 45 A continuously (OK) and, from Table 3.6, win coordinate with the) 5T protecting
fuse up to 1700 A. This is a good choice.
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The 30T must coordinate with A for fault currents up to 1800 A. To carry the load current at A, we
must selectthe 80T fuse, which can carry 120 A. The 80T will coordinate with the 30T for fault currents
up to 5000 A, and this system has only 1800 A available. Thus, a workable solution is 80T at A, 30T at
B, and 1ST at C. The engineer may wish to allow for a greater load growth at C, depending on the nature
of the load served and its likelihood for growth. This would require a larger fuse at C, which will then
require that all fuse selections be reconsidered. •

3.3 RELAY CHARACTERISTICS

This section presents a broad overview of relay characteristics. The intent is to summarize
briefly the various characteristics of devices used in power system protection. More detailed
treatment of particular devices will be introduced later as required for clarification in a particular
application. Relays are available in many different types, serving a host of different purposes
and having different design characteristics. The treatment here is a very limited sampling of
the many devices that are available commercially. The intent is not to favor any particular
type, but simply to describe a limited number of quite different devices, such that the student
of relaying will understand that the choice of relaying devices is great, and that there are often
many different choices for performing a given protective function.

3.3.1 RelayTypes

For the purpose of system protection, we may classify relays according to the following
functional descriptions [1]:

Overcurrent relay A relay that operates or picks up when its current exceeds a pre-
determined value.

Overcurrent relays can be instantaneous, that is, with no intentional time delay [8]. Figure 3.10
shows the general operating characteristic of a time-overcurrent relay. Note the inverse nature
of the characteristic, i.e., the higher the current, the smaller the operating time. Overcurrent
relays are the simplest of all relaying devices. Only one system variable, the current, needs to
be measured to operate an overcurrent relay. However, simple as this seems, there are many
different types of relay characteristics that can be developed with only the variables current
and time. The choice as to the type of relay characteristic depends on the application, and on
the need for coordination with other types of devices, such as fuses or other relays.

Overcurrent relays are not inherently directional. Measuring a current gives no indication
of the current direction, which requires some other variable to provide a sense of "polarization,"
i.e., to provide a reference against which the measured current can be compared. This is
sometimes provided by measuring the voltage along with the current using a wattmeter element
to determine the direction of power flow.

One application of nondirectional overcurrent relays is on radial distribution systems,
where the direction of current flow is always known. In this application the relays must
coordinate with a variety of other types of devices, such as fuses and circuit reclosers. The
extremely inverse characteristic is not unlike a fuse time-current characteristic, and this type is
often used on distribution feeders where the laterals and load centers are protected by fuses. At
the other extreme, the definite time-overcurrent relay is useful in cases where the system fault
current varies widely between maximum and minimum system conditions. With this relay
characteristic, the time is nearly constant over a wide range of conditions. This type of relay
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Figure 3.10 General operating characteristic of various inverse time relays [7J.

can also be used in combination with another type, such as a very inverse type, to gain higher
speed clearing at high fault currents, with the definite time characteristic predominating the
lower current ranges.

The inverse characteristic is between the two extremes. This characteristic is suitable in
cases where there is a substantial reduction in available fault current as the distance from the
source is increased, as on a radial transmission system.

Differential relay A relay that, by its design or application is intended to respond
to the difference between incoming and outgoing electrical quantities associated with
protective apparatus [8].

Figure 3.11 shows several typical applications of differential protection to buses, gener-
ators, and transformers.

Directional relay A relay that responds to the relative phase position of a current with
respect to another current or voltage reference [8].

Consider, for example, the high-voltage transmission lines in Figure 3.11. The relays at
the ends of these lines could use directional relays since fault currents on these lines can be
supplied from generators at both ends of the system. Knowing the direction of current flow
helps in designing a protective scheme that is selective and less likely to act incorrectly.

Distance relay A generic term covering those forms of protective relays in which the
response to the input quantities is primarily a function of the electrical circuit distance
between the relay location and the fault point [81.

Distance relays are designed to respond to current, voltage, and the phase angle between
the current and voltage. These quantities can be used to compute the impedance seen by the
relay. which is proportional to the distance to the fault.
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Figure 3.11 A typical power system showing zones of protection.

Distance relays are usually characterized by their impedance plotted in the complex R -X
plane, as shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. Note that it is possible to design a distance relay
that is inherently directional, as shown by the characteristics of Figure 3.13.

Pilot protection A form of line protection that uses a communication channel as a
means of comparing electrical quantities at the terminals of the line [8].

x

--+-----t-----Jl~--.....~--~R
Figure 3.12 General operating characteristics of
distance relays.

Pilot relaying is often named for the communication medium used in the application.
Thus we speak of wire pilot, carrier pilot, microwave pilot, and fiber-optic pilot protection
systems. Figure 3.14 shows the equipment arrangement for a power line carrier (PLC) pilot
system, where the communications signal is coupled to the power line as a high-frequency
carrier by means of a coupling capacitor or CVT. The coupling capacitor presents a high
impedance to the power line frequency, but is practically a short circuit to the communications
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Figure 3.13 General operating characteristics of
distance relays that are inherently directional .

x

Conductance
Relay
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frequency carrier. A hybrid coil (HYB) is used to match the impedance of the electronic
equipment to that of the CVT. PLC is a common type of pilot scheme for transmission line
relaying. Pilot protection provides more information concerning the observed disturbance than
systems that are limited only to local information. Information from the two ends of the line
are compared to determine the location of the fault. Pilot relaying is discussed in detail in
Chapter 13.

Figure 3.14 Directional comparison carrier-pilot relay system.

Finally, we note that relays are often classified according to the physical technology
of their construction. Hence, we speak of electromechanical relays, static relays, and digital
relays, for example . Indeed, this classification is convenient in a discussion of relay charac-
teristics and will be used in the following sections .

3.3.2 Electromechanical Relay Characteristics

The characteristics of electromechanical relays have been exhaustively treated in the
literature [8]. Excerpts of a rather famous paper [9] are given here to provide a few examples
of the wide variety of relay characteristics that can be devised from electromechanical devices.
These characteristics are shown in a series of figures. Note that the characteristics of all relay
types, described in the previous section, can be identified in these figures.
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Electromechanical relays represent a mature technology for protective devices that have
been widely used for many years and are still applied for many purposes. These devices have
been proven to be sturdy and reliable and are often favored by protection engineers for many
applications because of their reliable performance and low cost.

Figure 3.15 illustrates two of simplest forms of electromechanical devices. Relay (1)
is a simple solenoid. For current above the threshold 10 the force developed by the solenoid
plunger overcomes the force of gravity and closes the open contacts. The solenoid relay is
often referred to as an "instantaneous relay," a somewhat ambiguous term that generally is
meant to mean "fast," or at least to operate without intentional delay. The speed of this type of
relay actually depends on the magnitude of current flowing in the solenoid, and if the current
is large the relay will trip in about one cycle.
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Figure 3.t5 Solenoid and induction disk overcurrent relays. (1) Solenoid instantaneous
unit. (2) Induction disk inverse time overcurrent unit.

Figure 3.15 (2) illustrates one of the simplest applications of the induction disk in pro-
tective relaying. The disk can be caused to rotate due to eddy currents that flow in the disk, the
currents being induced due to the fields established by the poles. There are many ingenious
forms of induction disk relays. This one measures only the current, but the shape of the relay
time-current characteristic can be changed to represent the various generic types described in
Figure 3.10. The time required to trip for a given current depends on the angle of rotation re-
quired to cause the movable contact to reach the fixed contact. This angle, and hence the time to
trip, is adjustable by the "time lever" or dial setting, whereby the fixed contact can be adjusted
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to a desired angular displacement. This simple feature makes the relay very flexible in its ap-
plication and provides a valuable characteristic for coordination with other protective devices.

Typical overcurrent relay characteristics for a family of similar relays of the same man-
ufacturer are shown in Figure 3.16, which distinguishes qualitatively between characteristic
shapes from definite time (bottom curve) to extremely inverse time (top curve). Most relay
manufacturers offer these various characteristics in electromechanical relays of the same basic
type of induction disk devices.

1

0.2

Time of Operation at Twice Pickup Current

CO-6 Definite Minimum Time 0.33 s

CO-7 Moderately Inverse 0.75 s

CO-8 Inverse 2.5 s

CO-9 Very Inverse 3.0 s

CO-I1 Extremely Inverse 10.0 s

Multiple of Pickup Current 20

Figure 3.16 Type CO curve shape comparison [9].

The induction disk relay can be analyzed by summing the torques acting on the disk.
The current flowing in the poles develops a flux that creates eddy currents in the induction
disk. These currents interact with the flux to produce torque that tends to rotate the disk. The
spring creates a retarding torque. A damping torque is also produced that is proportional to
the angular velocity of rotation. We can summarize these torques as follows:

T[ - Ts - TD == 0

where T[ == torque due to current in the coil
Ts == retarding torque due to the spring
TD == damping torque

(3.2)

The driving torque is proportional to the square of the current in the current coil, the
spring torque is a constant retarding torque, and the damping torque is proportional to the
angular velocity. Therefore, we may write (3.2) as follows [10-13]:

kQI 2 - Ts == kDu) (3.3)

where appropriate constants of proportionality have been introduced. We can determine the
first constant by means of a simple experiment. If the disk is at rest, the right-hand side of (3.3) is
zero. If we slowly increase the current until the disk begins to rotate, this establishes the thresh-
old value of current, which is usually called the "pickup" current. Thus we have the relation

kQ I,; == Ts (3.4)

where In == Pickup current
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Substituting (3.4) into (3.3), we have

2 dOTs(M - 1) = kDw = kD-dt

where M = .i.=Multiple of pickup current
lp

o= Angle or disk rotation

Then the total angle of disk rotation for a given time is computed as

T 1t
o= 00 + --.!.. (M2 - 1) dt

kd 0

where 00 = Initial (rest) position of disk

(3.5)

(3.6)

It is reasonable to ignore the initial acceleration of the disk, since the disk is very light
and accelerated quickly to its final constant velocity. If this simplification is introduced, we
approximate (3.5) as

~ = Ts (M2 _ 1) (3.7)
t kD

for any current greater than pickup. As long as this current continues to flow, the disk rotates at
constant velocity until the contacts close. If we designate the angle of travel required to make
these contacts as Op we can find the time required for pickup. From (3.7), this time is given by

tp= (k~:p) M2~ 1 = M;~ 1 (3.8)

where t p is the time to pickup. Note that the coefficient in the numerator on the right-hand side
has the dimensions of seconds, and is therefore recognized as the time constant TI. This time
constant is a relay design parameter and will have different values depending on the shape of
relay characteristic curve that is desired.

The foregoing ignores the saturation of the magnetic circuit. Large currents, correspond-
ing to large values ofM, cause the electromagnet to saturate. This causes the flux to reach a
limiting value, which produces a constant operating time, which we designate as T2• However,
large values of M caus~ (3.8) to approach zero. Therefore, the effect of saturation is to add a
constant T2 to (3.8). Equation (3.8) also fails to account for the fact that some relay designs
require different exponents of the variable M. We can account for these additional concepts
as follows. Let

TI
tp = MP _ 1 + T2 (3.9)

where we have added a second time constant to account for saturation and have changed the
exponent on M to a variable p that can be changed according to the relay design. Commercially
available induction disk relays have values of the exponent p that vary over a rather wide
range. This flexibility, in addition to being able to select the two time constants in (3.9) makes
it possible to develop relays with many different characteristics.

Table 3.8 shows values of the various design parameters for three common relay designs,
where the time to pickup is given for the same multiple M of pickup current.

One might question the reason for expressing the operating characteristic of the induc-
tion disk relay by an equation, when the actual characteristic of the device can be measured
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TABLE 3.8 Typical Values of Inverse Overcurrent Relay Parameters

Relay Type M p Ip 1'. 1'2 1')/1'2

Modified inverse 5 om 3.00 o.osz 0.149 0.46
Very inverse 5 2.00 1.28 18.92 0.492 38.50
Extremely inverse 5 2.00 UO 28.08 0.130 216.00
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experimentally. One reason for interest in the equation is to facilitate the design of digital over-
current relays that will have similar characteristics to the induction disk, and will coordinate
well with induction disk relays that are already in service [14-20].

Equation (3.9) implies that the induction disk relay responds to the true rms value of the
input current. In fact, this is not the case, as the induction disk relay has a poor frequency
response. This has proven to be a valuable asset , since the induction disk relay does not respond
to harmonic frequencies that are often found in industrial applications. Indeed, a relay that
would respond to harmonic frequencies may be quite useless in certain industrial applications.
This suggests that future digital overcurrent relays will probably have input filters to limit the
frequency response, in addition to a time-current relationship similar to (3.9).

Figure 3.17 gives a semi logarithmic plot of TC characteristics for an inverse relay to
illustrate the many choices of time dial settings that are usually available on devices of this
type . As noted in Figure 3.15, the various time dial or lever settings provide a means of
adjusting the angle traveled by the rotating contact in order to reach the fixed contact. The
various curves shown in Figure 3.17 correspond to distinct settings of the time dial or lever
setting. The relay used for the illustration has an inverse characteristic that corresponds to one
of the steeper curves shown in Figure 3.10 . The adjective "inverse" is a relative term . Thus
we see inverse, moderately inverse . very inverse, and many other names used to distinguish
the various characteristics.

Figure 3.17 Inverse overcurrent time-currcnt
characteristic curves.
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Figure 3.18 illustrates two other common electromechanical relays that have been widely
used. Device (3) is another variation of the induction disk, but this time with electromagnets
for both current and voltage. This makes the relay perform as a power measuring device, and
hence makes it directional. If the current phasor has a component in the same direction as the
voltage phasor, the relay will have a torque in the operate direction. Otherwise the torque is
negative and the relay is restrained from operation. The lag loop produces the necessary phase
lag to facilitate the rotation of the disk.

~-............

Lag

~p~~
Lower Pole

Disk

Damping _ Reference
Magnet _

~ ...~~~~i"n} Operate
Torque = kEf cos (J

(3)

Rear Front

~ ~It~
a
~

- +
E

(4)

Figure 3.18 Directional overcurrent and balanced beam distance relays. (3) Induction disk
directional element. (4) Balanced beam impedance element.

Clearly, the direction sensing capability is very important as it provides the relay with
greater selectivity.

Device (4) in Figure 3.18 is called a balanced beam relay. In this device, two electro-
magnets cause forces that tend to tilt the beam in one direction or the other. If the current is
large enough, the current force prevails and the contacts are caused to close. The characteristic
is best described in the R-X plane, where the trip zone is that area inside a circle with the
center at the origin. This relay is very fast, but does not have the directional sensitivity of
device (3). Hence, the balanced beam impedance relay is usually used in connection with a
directional relay in order to provide the directional selectivity. The relay operating threshold
is sometimes called the balance point.

Figure 3.19 shows two more electromechanical relays that are based on the principle of
the induction cup or cylinder. These devices utilize the principle of the induction motor to
produce torque on the rotating element in response to magnetic fields set up by currents and
voltages in the stator windings. The rotor is a hollow cylinder and, in some cases, includes
rotor windings. These structures have been adapted to many different relay types that have
been widely used for many years. Two of these types are illustrated in Figure 3.19.
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Polarizing
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Contacts close for Z
inside unit
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Polarizing

Polarizing
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Figure 3.19 Examples of induction cup relays. (5) Induction cylinder mho unit. (6)
Induction cylinder directional starting unit (blinder).

Device (5) is an induction cylinder "mho" unit. The relay characteristic is best described
in the R -X plane, where it is represented as a circle that may be offset from the origin. The
maximum torque line is along a radial in the first quadrant that is represented by the adjustable
angle ¢. Since the circle is offset into the first quadrant, the relay provides directional sensing.

One problem with either the impedance relay of (4) or the mho relay of (5) is that the trip
region tends to be much larger than the impedance region of the fault along the line. One way
to narrow the trip region is to add relays that narrow the trip zone. These relays are often called
blinders, and one such device is shown in Figure 3.19(6). Picture this relay characteristic
overlaying that of (4) or (5) to narrow the impedance of the trip zone.

The induction cylinder is a product type relay, where the torque is proportional to VI
products.i The vertical poles provide a vertical polarizing flux, which induces a current in the
cylinder perpendicular to the plane of the paper. The current in the operating pole thus acts
to produce a torque proportional to [2, in a direction to close the contacts. The current in the

2See the article in [8], "Application of the Ohm and Mho Principles to Protective Relays:' by A. R. van
C. Warrington, pp. 77-85.
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cylinder near the E pole produces a restraining torque, tending to prevent the contacts from
closing. Since the torque is the product of the polarizing flux and the fluxes from the 1 and E
poles, the basic equilibrium equation for the device is

E[l cos(4) - 0) - K'E] = 0 (3.10)

where K' is a winding constant, 4> is the phase angle of the protected circuit, and 0 is the
relay characteristic (maximum torque) angle. Dividing (3.10) by E2 we get the admittance
characteristic

y cos(<P - 0) = K' (3.11)

which is a straight line in the admittance plane, hence the name "mho" characteristic. Solving
for the inverse of this admittance, we have the impedance representation

Z = (~/) cos(4J - 0) (3.12)

(3.14)

(3.13)

This is a circle in the impedance plane with diameter 1/K' and which passes through the origin.
The general form of the torque equation is usually written as

K12 - K' E2 + EI cos(<P - 0) = 0

Dividing by K' [2 and rearranging, we get

2 Z cos(<P - 0) (1)2 1+ 4KK'
Z - K' + 2K' = (2K')2

This is the polar form of the equation of a circle with the following parameters:

(3.15)

Radius:

Center:

Jl +4KK'
2K'
1

R = -cos<p
2K'
1

X = - sinc/J
2K'

Note that the radius is larger than the distance from the origin to the center of the circle, so
that the origin falls within the trip zone. The induction cylinder is capable of being configured
to represent several different types of useful relay characteristics, two of which are shown in
Figure 3.19.

3.3.3 Static Relay Characteristics

Static relays were introduced in the early 1960s and have been growing in popularity
ever since [8]. For the purpose of this discussion, we limit the definition of a static relay to the
following [21]:

Static relay A relay or relay unit in which there is no armature or other moving
element, the designed response being developed by electronic, solid-state, magnetic, or
other components without mechanical motion [21].

The introduction of static relays has resulted in devices that have improved sensitivity,
speed, and repeatability over the electromechanical designs. Nearly all static relays are more
shockproof than electromechanical designs, and most are very fast in their operation. The
reset time is much shorter than most electromechanical designs since there is no mechanical
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(3.16)

travel required as with parting contacts. This allows closer coordination. The static designs
have lower maintenance, lower (VA) burden, and smaller size, all of which are favorable.

A major disadvantage of static relays is their susceptibility to transients of even small
magnitude, causing them to require more care for shielding the installation. Also, static designs
are more temperature sensitive, and therefore operate over a narrower temperature range than
electromagnetic devices.

Functionally, static relays can be designed for almost all relay applications. They are
widely used for EHV transmission protection and for generator differential, timing, distance,
phase and direction comparison, and overcurrent applications.

The solid-state overcurrent relay of one manufacturer provides, in a single device, all
the characteristics usually needed for overcurrent devices, such as the family of curves in
Figures 3.20-3.23. Table 3.9 lists the TC characteristics, which are all described by the
manufacturer using the following equation [22].

aD
t==--+bD+KIn - C

where t == time to trip, in seconds
a == a constant, in seconds
C == 1 for standard relays
n == an exponent
b == a constant, in seconds
D == time dial setting
K == a constant == 0.01 seconds for standard relays
I == operating current, expressed in Multiples of Pickup (the equation is valid for

I > 1)

TABLE 3.9 Typical Overcurrent Relay Characteristics [221

Unique Characteristic of ApplicationName Area of Application

Definite Subtransmission lines
time Distribution feeders

Moderately Subtransmission lines
inverse Distribution feeders

Short Differential protection
time Buses and transformers

Modified Subtransmission lines
inverse Distribution feeders

Inverse Subtransmission lines
Distribution feeders

Modified Subtransmission lines
very Distribution feeders
inverse

Very Subtransmission lines
inverse Distribution feeders

Extremely Subtransmission lines
inverse Distribution feeders

Use if source impedance is subject to wide
variations and selectively depends on relay time.

Use if source impedance is subject to moderate
variations and for parallel line protection.

Use for differential protection of transformers or
buses where restraint windings are not used.

Use for phase and ground fault protection where
a wide range of characteristics is needed to
ensure selective operation with forward relays,
line reclosers, and sectionalizers.

Where source impedance is nearly constant,
advantage can be taken of a greater degree of
inverseness to minimize the tripping time.

Excellent characteristic for use in ground
overcurrent relaying for transmission Jines.

Use on distribution feeders where relays must
coordinate with main and branch sectionalizing
fuses or on feeders with high initial load
following extended outages.
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Relay parameters a, b, and n determine the curve shape. The two other relay parameters
select the pickup current and characteristic curve family. The parameter D selects the member
of any curve family which is to be used and is set by adjusting the "Time Dial" setting.

The values of a, b, and n are determined by the type ofTC characteristic used. D is the
time dial setting and may have any value from 0.5 to 11, as shown in Figures 3.20 through
3.23, which are drawn by solving (3.16). Most of the curves can be obtained with n = 1, but
the inverse, very inverse, and extremely inverse characteristics require n = 2. The exponent n
is varied by changing an inexpensive module in the relay. Table 3.10 gives values of a, b, and
n for the different characteristic shapes.

TABLE 3.10 Constants for Tripping Time
Equation (3.16) [22]

Characteristic Curves a b n

Definite time 0.20 0.180 1
Moderately inverse time 0.55 0.180 1
Short time 0.20 0.015 1
Modified inverse time 1.35 0.055 1
Modified very inverse time 1.35 0.015 1
Inverse time 5.40 0.180 2
Very inverse time 5.40 0.110 2
Extremely inverse time 5.40 0.030 2

Definite time relays have an almost constant time of response for any current exceeding
about 10 times minimum pickup. This feature makes this type of relay a good choice where
there is a large difference between the fault currents at maximum versus minimum generation.
The characteristic shape is greatly different from that of fuses or other devices, but at least the
time of pickup will be known for widely varying values of fault currents.

Inverse overcurrent relays coordinate better with fuses than definite time-overcurrent re-
lays. The more inverse characteristic provides a better coordination with fuses than the definite
time characteristic. In many cases, this characteristic also provides the same coordination time
between adjacent relays but with faster tripping.

Very inverse time-overcurrent relays are a good choice for coordination with fuses and
reclosers on distribution lines and are also used in subtransmission circuits where a wide range
of characteristics is required to provide for selectivity. This characteristic offers faster tripping
than the more definite type, for those cases where the fault current is nearly constant.

Extremely inverse relays are a good choice for providing fast tripping with good time
coordination margins between adjacent relays, especially when there is a considerable drop in
fault current from one relay location to the next.

The formulas used to compute the relay characteristics are those provided by the man-
ufacturer [22]. These are not the only possible formulas for overcurrent relay characteristics.
An IEEE Committee Report [17] provides other formulas that have been tried. One type of ex-
pression is an exponential equation similar to (3.16). The other approach is to use a polynomial
expression such as

(3.17)

where aji, m, n, and k are constants.
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Other approaches and other equations are also suggested in [17]. None of these ap-
proaches seems to be universally accepted as the best method, but research on computer
representation of overcurrent relays continues.

3.3.4 Differential Relays

The relays considered in the foregoing sections, with the exception of pilot relays, have
been devices that use measurements of system quantities at a particular location in the power
system and act according to these measurements. For some relays, the measured quantity is
current, in others' both current and voltage are used by the relay to determine the requirement
for tripping.

Another important type of relay uses measurements at two or more points in the network
as a means of determining the presence of a fault in the region defined by the measurement
locations. Such relays are called differential relays, since they measure the difference between
the currents at two different points of measurement. A typical connection is shown in Fig-
ure 3.24. Since there is no fault on the protected element, the current entering that element
is exactly the same as the current leaving and the difference current, which flows through the
relay, is zero. The protected element could be a line or apparatus that has terminals as shown
such that the currents entering (or leaving) the device can be measured. The relay, therefore,
is a current differential device.

Differential
Relay

PROTECTED
ELEMENT

..

Figure 3.24 A typical differential relay connection.

The principle of the current differential relay is based on Kirchhoff's current law, which
states that the sum of currents entering a point must be zero. For the device pictured in
Figure 3.24, the currents entering at the two terminals must be zero unless there is an internal
fault, in which case a net current must flow to the fault point, as shown in Figure 3.25.

Differential
Relay Figure 3.25 Trip condition for the current differ-

ential relay.
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In many types of equipment, the fault develops as a short circuit to ground, as shown in
Figure 3.25. This type of fault is readily detected by the differential relay if there are no CT
errors. Practical current transformers are subject to various errors, even if they are of the same
type and rating. The errors may be due to manufacturing differences, differences in prefault
loading, and differences in saturation, for example. These differences may require that the
relay threshold be set higher than zero, and this reduces the relay sensitivity.

The solution to this problem is to design the relay with two types of windings, called
the operating and restraining windings, as shown in Figure 3.26. Currents in the operating
winding tend to cause tripping, whereas those in the restraint windings prevent tripping. This
is often done in a magnetic circuit, for example, such that the ampere-turns of the operate and
restraint windings are arranged to oppose each other. Relays of this type are called percentage
differential relays.

Figure 3.26 Schematic of the percentage differ-
ential relay. RESTRAINT

The reason for the term percentage differential is that the current in the operating coil is
a fixed fraction of the total current in the restraining coils. This gives a tripping characteristic
as shown in Figure 3.27. With this arrangement, the current required to trip the relay increases
as the fault current increases. Usually, the ratings of the percentage differential relays are
designed to trip at given values, such as 10% or 25%, with these values expressing the percent
unbalance current required to operate the relay, expressed in terms of the smallest current
required for operation [17].

Figure 3.27 Operating characteristic of the per-
centage differential relay.

l
Operating

Characteristic

3.3.5 Digital Relays

Static relays have been described as the first and second generations of the application
of electronic technology to power system protection [19].

Electronic systems were not widely used in protective systems during the vacuum tube
era. With the advent of solid-state devices, however, protective relays have increasingly be-
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come dependent on solid-state electronic devices rather than the traditional electromechanical
designs. The first generation in this trend utilized the transistor in discrete component designs.
The second generation introduced the integrated circuits and operational amplifiers into relay
designs.

Digital relaying was the next step in the application of electronic technologies to protec-
tive relaying [19], [23]. The first development is represented by the early digital devices, many
of which were applied as experiments, sometimes utilizing small mainframe computers and
small minicomputers. The development of the microprocessor, however, provided significant
computational power at low cost that provided a new emphasis on digital protection.

3.3.5.1 Historical Perspective ofDigitalRelaying. Digital relaying has been the sub-
ject of research by the universities and manufacturers for many years. One of the earliest
concepts proposed for performing protective functions using digital devices was described in
Rockefeller's 1969 technical paper [23]. The approach described in the paper was to pro-
vide a digital computer that would provide all of the necessary relay protection for an entire
substation. This was probably motivated by the high cost of digital computers at that time,
which made it necessary to utilize the computer for many different tasks in order to justify
the high investment in the computer. The digital computers of that era were not fast enough
to perform all protective functions, so the idea was not extensively pursued. Rockefeller's
paper, however, provided a thoughtful description of several protection algorithms that are
still studied and discussed. Other investigators soon pursued the concept of digital protection
[23-25], which signaled the beginning of a host of other investigations. For the most part,
these ideas had to wait for the advent of less expensive computer equipment. The wait was
not nearly as long as most thought it would be, as the cost of computers began a remarkable
downward spiral in price, coupled with an equally remarkable increase in the speed of per-
formance. The cost of memory, which is required for some types of protection, also followed
a steep downward trend. These factors, coupled with the advantages of digital technology,
have made the computer relay a viable competitor in power system protection. Many digital
relays are now available commercially, and the future will almost certainly be dominated by
digital devices. Digital systems are now available as overcurrent relays [18], [26-29] and
as full transmission system protection systems [30], and in many other types and configura-
tions.

Digital relaying has several possible advantages over analog protective devices, since the
digital computer has the capability of monitoring its own behavior. This is a distinct advantage
in a protection environment, where the relay is required towork only on rare occasions, although
it continues to monitor the system condition. It would be a great improvement in reliability if
the protection engineer could be assured that, although not taking specific action, the relay is
indeed functional. The digital computer relay, if properly designed and programmed, has this
capability, at least to a limited extent.

The digital devices available are more versatile than other relay designs. One feature is
the programmable nature of these devices. For example, the overcurrent relays are capable of
being set for any of a wide variety of time-current characteristic curves and these settings are
easily changed in the field without changing the physical device. Many of the digital relays are
almost insensitive to de offset of the fault current, which improves the relay selectivity. They
also present a high burden to the instrument transformers, which is essential for ground fault
relaying in high impedance or ungrounded systems.

The evolution of protective relays has been described by four "generations" of equipment
designs, which are defined as follows [30-33]:
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1. Electromechanical relays
2. Discrete solid-state relays (static relays)
3. Rack-mounted, integrated solid-state equipment, packaged for multiple protective

functions.
4. All digital microprocessor-based relays that measure currents and voltages by sam-

pling the waveforms.

The first generation equipment is the traditional method of relaying, with many different
electromechanical devices of widely different designs that perform many different relaying
functions. The second generation systems were introduced in the early 1960s and represented
a natural step in the evolution of protective equipment. These relays employ discrete solid-
state electronic components and are often referred to as "static" relays due to the absence
of any mechanical or moving element. The third generation equipment is typical of devices
introduced in the 1970s, which utilize integrated circuits. These systems are more complex
and often perform many different functions for logic and control.

The fourth generation is represented by equipment generally available in the 1980s and
is quite different from the previous technologies in their use of entirely digital equipment.
These systems are characterized by devices that are self-checking and programmable. They
can perform the usual protective functions and also save the digital records of the event for later
analysis by the engineer. There is also the prospect that the digital relays will offer adaptive
settings that can be changed as system conditions change, probably occurring first as manual
intervention and eventually as automatic action of the relay system.

Adaptive relaying is defined as follows [34-38]: "Adaptive Protection is a protection
philosophy which permits and seeks to make adjustments to various protection functions in
order to make them more attuned to prevailing power system conditions." The important fea-
ture is that the protective system is capable of observing changes in the power system caused
by changing loads, switching, or other patterns, and making changes in its threshold or other
settings in response to these observations.

The future of protective relaying will probably be dominated by digital devices. The
application of microprocessors provides hardware that will see greater standardization since
the devices are capable of great flexibility; therefore, it will probably not be necessary to have
so many different types of devices. Perhaps only the software will require change rather than
complete redesign of the hardware system.

The future of digital protection seems to be headed toward the fifth generation: the com-
bination or integration of protection, metering, control, and communications into an integrated
control and protection system for a complete substation [31], [39], [40]. This implies the
application of not just a few microprocessors, but many processors in a distributed processing
environment with central control and surveillance.

Another advancement in the state-of-the-art in power system protection is that of syn-
chronized sampling of the power system through phasor measurements, which can be used for
relaying or control functions ('41], [501. Phasor measurements are made by using highly accu-
rate clocks at the points of measurement and noting the time from a waveform zero crossing
with respect to a sampling instant or marker. It has been noted that a clock accuracy of a few
microseconds is needed for these measurements [441 and accuracies of this order of magni-
tude are apparently within reach of the current technology [50]. Several uses of phase angle
measurement have been discussed, and all applications are digital. An early application was in
the measurements for static-state estimation of the power system [48],149], where the phasor
measurements were available from the symmetrical component distance relays (SCDR) [42],
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[45]. Phasor measurements on transmission lines have been reported in the literature using
radio receivers tuned to WWV or to satellite systems [43]-[47]. The application of phase angle
measurements in an advanced adaptive relay has also been investigated [50].

One of the problems in using accurate satellite data is the high cost ofreceivers. However,
if the receiver can be used for several different functions, this choice of time synchronization
becomes attractive. It is also possible to link nearby substations using fiber-optic communi-
cations links, but these alternatives are also expensive unless required for several functions.
It has been noted that accuracies of 1 millisecond are adequate for time-tagging data or me-
ter readings, but this corresponds to an error of 21.6 degrees on a 60 hertz waveform. For
phasor measurements, the accuracy of measurements should be in the neighborhood of a few
microseconds.

Phasor measurements show a great deal of promise for relaying and for other functions,
such as stability enhancement. It is also very important for synchronizing measurements made
by monitors that may be located throughout the power system to record large disturbances for
later study. The future will almost surely see an increase in the use of phasor meaurements,
especially as accurate time measurements become available throughout the power system.

3.3.5.2 DigitalRelayConfiguration. The digital protective system interfaces with the
power system, and to the protected element, in the same way as analog relays. The performance
of the protected element is determined by measurements obtained from current and voltage
transformers attached directly to the high-voltage conductors. Other input data are obtained
by monitoring the status of contacts in the power system. The output of the protective device
is also a contact status, as it is in all relay equipment.

A simplified functional block diagram of a digital protective system is shown in Fig-
ure 3.28 [32]. The inputs to the relay are analog signals derived from current and voltage
transformers. These are primarily 60 hertz signals, but are usually corrupted by harmonics
when a fault is present.

Power System Signals

--~-----------------------------------_/

Figure 3.28 Functional block diagram of a digital relay [32J.

There may be a large number of analog input signals, for example, a bus protection with
five circuits connected to the bus will have 15 current inputs to the relay. In most cases there
will be between three and 30 inputs. The raw input signals are measured in kiloamperes and
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kilovolts, but are reduced to 5 ampere and 67 volt (line-to-neutral) levels. These levels are
still too high for digital devices, which require only voltage inputs in the range of ± 10 volts
maximum. This means that the current inputs must be fed to low resistance shunts and the
voltage signals must be further reduced.

The digital input subsystem provides the relay with any contact position or voltage
sensing information that the relay requires. The number of these digital inputs is on the order
of five to 10. These signals may also contain transient voltages that must be buffered to protect
the digital equipment.

The digital relay output subsystem provides for a maximum of about 10 digital signals,
which are low-level signals that must also be buffered.

The input analog data is sampled by an analog-to-digital (AID) converter. Sampling
rates vary between about 240 hertz and 2000 hertz. The samples are entered into computer
memory, either through program control or through a direct access channel. These data are
retained in the scratch pad random access memory (RAM), and are readily available to the
CPU for processing. The raw data are also stored in an historical data file as a record of
the transient. Such event snapshots are usually moved to another file after the transient is
complete.

The digital filter is required to process the raw data, which is almost always corrupted by
noise. Much of the noise is not pertinent to the relay decision-making function and is therefore
removed by the digital filter.

The relay logic is a program that runs on the central processor. It emulates the desired
protective function by examining the input data and computing secondary quantities. For
example, a transmission line distance relay function will compute the impedance seen by the
relay, which can be compared against the relay threshold settings, which is usually a region of
the R-X plane that is stored as a relay setting.

A more detailed view of a digital relay system is shown in Figure 3.29 [31]. The
central processor is the focal point of the system. The CPU executes the protective programs
and also performs various communications and maintenance functions. The input sampled
data are deposited in RAM, which also acts as a scratch pad during the relaying algorithm
execution. The read-only memory (ROM) or programmable read only memory (PROM) is
used for permanent program storage, and some programs may execute directly from ROM if
it is fast enough. In other cases, the programs are read from ROM to RAM for execution. The
erasable ROM (EROM) is required for storing the relay parameters, which may have to be
changed occasionally.

A detailed discussion of the design parameters of the digital relay equipment is beyond
the scope of this book. Details are available in a number of excellent references (31-34].

3.3.5.3 The Substation Computer Hierarchy. Another concept that has received con-
sideration is that of a hierarchy of digital computers that monitor and control the protective
function of the power system. Figure 3.30 shows the basic structure of such a system. The
digital computer is ideally suited to such an integrated system, with each level performing
certain tasks, and with communications between levels. Such a structure would be difficult to
achieve using analog equipment.

The relaying computers and their data acquisition systems are at the lowest end of the
hierarchy. These computers communicate with the local switching station through their data
acquisition system and their control outputs. Since the relays have control capability over the
circuit breakers, they can also be used as links in a control chain where control commands
are passed from the central computer requiring the operation of the breakers for reasons other
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Figure 3.29 The subsystems of a relaying computer.
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Figure 3.30 A system-wide hierarchical computer system [31].

than fault removal. The communications chain can also be used for passing historical records
of faults or other disturbances up to the substation computer and then to the control center,
thereby acting as a data accumulation and reporting medium.

The substation computer provides an interface between the control center and the in-
dividual relays. The substation relays information regarding the protective system settings,
calibration, interrogation, and diagnostic or maintenance functions. The substation computer
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can also be a storage system to maintain sequence-of-events records for all relays that report
to that station.

3.3.5.4 Summary. The digital computer is a very flexible device for control, record
keeping, and communications of events. The same relay computer can be used for many
different relaying functions, given the availability of input quantities,' since the protective
function is simply a program. Moreover, as digital hardware evolves, the same program can
be passed on from one generation of hardware to another, thus maintaining the reliability of
thoroughly tested relay algorithms.

The digital environment is also ideal for the recording of events as they occur on the
power system. The older analog methods of starting an oscillograph, were limited to the
amount of paper in the oscillograph and the preset scaling of the measured quantities. In
digital storage, there may still be a limit in storage, but memory is relatively cheap and long
records are clearly possible to store in high-speed RAM, and later download to more permanent
and less expensive storage. These records are ideal for the engineer to examine. The scaling
of the waveforms can be changed at will, since the data is digital and not waveforms recorded
permanently on paper or tHITI. This provides a valuable tool for post-fault analysis that is far
superior to the oscillographic methods of the past.

The many advantages of digital systems will probably make these devices the preferred
choice for future protective systems. However, there are still many installations of analog
equipment that are performing quite adequately. This suggests that there will be a long period
in which both systems will be in service, with digital equipment eventually becoming the
predominant protective equipment,

3.4 POWER CIRCUIT BREAKERS

The power circuit breaker is the predominant member of the family of devices that is designed
to interrupt an electric circuit. A power circuit breaker is defined as a device for closing,
carrying, and interrupting a circuit by parting separable contacts under either load or fault
conditions. For the most part we are only concerned with high-voltage circuit breakers in
power system protection engineering. These are defined to be circuit breakers that are rated at
least 1000 volts.

Circuit breakers are often identified in terms of the physical mechanism used to aid
in the circuit interruption. Thus, we speak of oil circuit breakers, for example, wherein the
arc extinction occurs, and is aided by, a surrounding medium of oil. Other common types
include air circuit breakers, air blast circuit breakers, sulfur hexaflouride (SF6) circuit breakers,
and vacuum circuit breakers. In this book we are not directly concerned with the physical
phenomenon of arc extinction, but we shall be concerned with the interrupting time required
for the breaker to complete its function.

3.4.1 Circuit Breaker Definitions

There are many formally defined terms used in the manufacture and application of power
circuit breakers. We are concerned with those terms and definitions that are needed for clarity
and understanding in protection studies. Other definitions can be found in the standards [54].

The first set of circuit breaker definitions deal with circuit breaker voltages that the device
must withstand under various system conditions.
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Operating voltage The nns line-to-line voltage of the system on which the circuit
breaker is operated.
Recovery voltage The voltage that occurs across the terminals of the ac circuit-
interrupting device upon interruption of the current.
Restrike voltage The voltage that occurs at the resumption of current between the
contacts of the interrupting device during an opening operation. This voltage is usually
specified at a given maximum interval, such as 1/4 cycle, after the establishment of zero
current.

The second set of definitions pertains to currents.

Symmetrical component of current The ac component of a short circuit current at
normal system frequency, shown in Figure 3.31.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.31 Short circuit current waves of one phase. (a) Symmetrical waveform. (b)
Asymmetrical waveform.

DC 'component of current That component of current in a short circuit that offsets
the current wave from its normal zero axis, shown in Figure 3.31.
Asymmetrical current (total current) The combination of the symmetrical and de
components of a short-circuit current, also shown in Figure 3.31.
Making current The rms value of total current, measured from the envelope of the
current wave at the time of its first major peak, when a circuit breaker is closed on a
short circuit.
Latching current The making current during a closing operation in which the circuit
breaker latches.
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At any instant of time the total nns current may be computed as

ltotal = j l:e + IJe (3.18)

It should be apparent that the difference between the maximum symmetrical and asymmetrical
current can be large for maximum de offset, and can approach about 2.8, neglecting the current
decay from zero time to the time of the peak.

Another set of definitions refers to various operating characteristics of a circuit breaker.

Reignition The resumption of current between the contacts of a switching device
during an opening operation after an interval of zero current of less than 1/4 cycle at
normal frequency.
Restrike A resumption of current between the contacts of a switching device during
an opening operation after an interval of zero current of 1/4 cycle at normal frequency
or longer.
Operating time The operating time of a circuit breaker involves a number of carefully
defined time intervals, some of which are shown in Figure 3.32.

Other circuit breaker definitions of interest are given in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.32 Circuit breaker operating times.

3.4.2 Circuit Breaker Ratings

The ratings of circuit breakers are very complex and detailed. Many of the ratings are
devised to clarify the performance of the manufactured product and are not of interest here.
Some ratings are important to the protection design process and these will be discussed briefly.

Prior to the 1950s, circuit breakers in North America were rated on a total current basis.
In 1951, industry committees began the process of changing the rating standards from a total
current basis to a symmetrical current basis. Several reasons for doing this were:

1. To simplify application of fast circuit breakers for high-speed relaying applications.
2. To bring the ANSI standards in agreement with the lEe standards, which were on a

symmetrical basis.
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3. To require that circuit breakers be proven to demonstrate a definite relationship be-
tween symmetrical capability and asymmetrical short-circuit ratings.

Industry committees developed standards for the symmetrical ratings and, since about
1960, the ANSI standards are given in terms of both the old (asymmetrical) and the new
(symmetrical) bases. Eventually all circuit breakers will be rated on the symmetrical basis and
the asymmetrical ratings can then be retired. In the meantime, there exist breakers that were
manufactured and rated on the older system, and these must be understood and respected.

Circuit breakers are rated on many operating conditions, all of which are defined in ANSI
37.04. Some of the more important ratings are given in Table 3.11. Most of the quantities
listed require no further definition and the need for such ratings is fairly obvious. The voltage
range factor does require a more formal definition:

Rated voltage range factor (K) The ratio of the rated maximum voltage to the lower
limit of the range of operating voltages in which the required symmetrical and asym-
metrical interrupting capabilities vary in inverse proportion to the operating voltage.

TABLE 3.11 Quantities by Which Circuit Breakers Are Rated

Maximum voltage
Continuous current
Standard operating duty
Interrupting time
Dielectric strength
Transient recovery voltage rate
Shunt reactor current switching
Line charging current switching

Frequency
Short-circuit current
Permissible tripping current
Reclosing time .
Control voltage
Load current switching and life
Capacitor switching current
Excitation current 'switching
Voltage range factor (K)

The application of the K factor is shown graphically in Figure 3.33. The rated maximum
voltage is the highest voltage, above the nominal system voltage, for which the breaker is
designed, and is the upper limit for operation. This maximum voltage, divided by K, defines
the voltage at which the circuit breaker must be able to interrupt K times its rated short-circuit
current.

v
Rated

Maximum V ~---""""lI
Voltage

I
I
I

V/K -- __ ..L _
I
I
I
I
I
I KI

Rated Short
Circuit Current

Figure 3.33 Relationship between applied volt-
age and required symmetrical current for circuit
breakers [54].
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To compute the asymmetrical capability, the ratings must take into account the time
delay between the inception of the fault and the actual time of contact separation, since the
current envelope decays as the de component returns to zero, as shown in Figure 3.34. This is
determined by a defined ratio"S" called the asymmetry factor, which is defined as

Required asymmetrical current rating
S == (3.19)

Required symmetrical current rating
Figure 3.34 gives the required value of S in terms of the circuit breaker operating time. For
example, a three cycle breaker must be able to interrupt at least 1.2 times the symmetrical
interrupting rating. Note that the slope of the curve in Figure 3.34 depends on the XI R ratio
of the system feeding the fault, which is taken to be approximately 16 to 17 for the purpose of
this definition.
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Figure 3.34 Asymmetry factor S as determined by interrupting time rating for circuit
breakers rated on a symmetrical basis.

Another important rating of circuit breakers is that of the circuit breaker duty cycle. This
is defined as follows:

Standard operating duty The standard operating duty of acircuit breaker is two unit
operations with 15 seconds between the operations.

This is often abbreviated CO-15s-CO, where CO is taken to mean "Close-Open."
The total rms short-circuit current through a circuit breaker over any period T is computed,

by definition, as

(3.20)

where i == instantaneous current in amperes
t == time in seconds

This rms current enters into the definition of permissible delays in breaker operation.
The time delay between the energizing of the breaker trip coil and the actual parting of the

breaker main contacts is another important rated value. Two ratings apply to the tripping delay.
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Rated permissible tripping delay (Y) The permissible tripping delay of a circuit
breaker is designated Y seconds and is the maximum time for which the circuit breaker
is required to carry K times rated short-circuit current after closing on this current and
before interrupting.
Permissible tripping delay (T) Tripping of the circuit breakermay be delayed beyond
the rated permissible tripping delay at lower values of current in accordance with the
relationship:

(
K (rated short-circuit current) ) 2T=Y

Short-circuit current through breaker
The total tripping delay on all operations within any 30-minute period must not exceed
the time obtained by computing T.

3.4.3 Circuit Breaker Design

The basic function of a circuit breaker is to insert an insulating medium in a circuit to
stop the flow ofcurrent and maintain a permanent isolation between the two network elements
connected to the breaker. This requires that the circuit breaker be able to interrupt even very
high currents that are expected to flow during short circuits and that the device be capable of
establishing the' insulating barrier very quickly. This is accomplished by having contacts. in
the circuit breaker, at least one of which can be moved quickly away from the other contact,
thereby establishing a separation that is adequate to serve as a permanent insulation barrier.

As the contacts are moved apart, an arc is drawn between them that must be extinguished
by some means. The contacts are placed in a fluid medium that will aid in extinguishing the
arc and also provide the insulation required for permanent isolation of the two breaker contacts
and between the breaker contacts and ground. Arc extinction is a science in its own right
and is beyond the scope of this book, but is highly recommended for study by the protection
engineer. The fluid medium surrounding the contacts is selected to aid the arc extinction. This
is assisted by elongating and cooling the arc by some means to hasten the interruption.

The breaker mechanism used to separate the contacts must be fast and reliable. Usually
speed is most important in separating the contacts, for example, when interrupting a fault
current, but there are occasions when fast closing is more important. Common operating
mechanisms include impulse coils, solenoids, spring-motor-pneumatic and hydraulic schemes.

3.4.3.1 Circuit Breaker Fluids. The fluid medium commonly used in circuit breakers
depends on the type and rating of the breaker, but will usually be one of the following [55]:

Air at atmospheric pressure
Compressed air
Mineral oil
Ultra-high vacuum
Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6)

These fluids vary widely in their relative dielectric strengths, which are summarized in Ta-
ble 3.12.

Oil has the capability of interrupting an arc due to the formation of a hydrogen bubble,
which cools the arc and assists in extinction. Therefore, oil does not require the assistance
of external energy from the operating mechanism in order to accomplish extinction. Other
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TABLE 3.12 Relative Dielectric Strengths of Gases [56]
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Gas
Dielectric Constant

20°C, 1 atm

1.000536
1.000547
1.000921
1.000065
1.000517
1.000254
1.002084

Relative Dielectric
Strength, rms Voltst

0.95
1.0
0.9
0.14
0.28
0.57
2.3-2.5

t For a 0.1 in. gap

fluids do require outside energy in order to operate. Compressed air and SF6 operate under high
pressure or are required to deliver a blast of gas to elongate and cool the arc during interruption.

Oil has a high dielectric strength, which varies considerably with the state of purity of
the oil. If moisture or particulate matter are permitted to enter the oil, the dielectric strength
can be greatly reduced. The measured dielectric strength also varies significantly due to
the method of its experimental measurement. For example, measured dielectric strength be-
tween two needles is given as about 50 kV for a 1 em spacing between the needles, but
increases to about 110 kV between 1 em spheres and to 160 kV between 25 em spheres. It
has also been shown that the dielectric strength cannot be maintained indefinitely due to ox-
idation and the interruption of high currents will eventually introduce particulate matter into
the oil.

3.4.3.2 Oil Circuit Breakers. There are two types of oil circuit breakers; dead-tank
and live-tank designs. A dead-tank breaker has a steel tank that is partly filled with insulating
fluid. Porcelain bushings are mounted on the top of the tank to provide insulation from line
voltage to the grounded tank and to permit the connection of the high-voltage elements to the
interrupting mechanism, which is submerged in the oil. The contacts are typically bridged by
a crosshead that can be moved by a connecting rod, using either linear or rotational motion, to
separate the crosshead from the stationary contacts. In some designs the two bushings and one
crosshead can be arranged to provide two, four, six, or more breaks per pole, thereby limiting
the required separation distance per break. Many oil circuit breakers are of "oil tight" design,
which means that the gases generated by the fault can be permitted to escape to the atmosphere,
but the oil is not allowed to escape. Escaping oil can be a serious fire hazard. Many modern oil
breakers have incorporated arc control devices, using various ingenious design concepts. All
oil breakers make use of the oil pressure generated by the gas created by the arc to force fresh
oil through the arc. This provides the means of establishing full insulation at the first current
zero and prevents restrike of the arc, thereby interrupting the circuit. Some oil breakers use an
oil-blast feature to improve the interrupting action.

3.4.3.3 Oilless Circuit Breakers. Oilless circuit breakers are almost universally used
for indoor breaker installations and are the only breakers available for the extra high volt-
age applications. There are three primary types of oilless circuit breakers; magnetic-air,
compressed-air, and SF6 designs. A vacuum circuit breaker is also manufactured for lower
voltage applications, but may eventually become available at higher voltages.
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The magnetic-air breakers usually employ a stored-energy mechanism to operate the
interrupter with the assistance of a strong magnetic field. The magnetic field is used to force
the arc into a specially designed arc chute, which cools and lengthens the arc, thereby assisting
extinction. Some designs employ a "puffer" to assist in the interruption of small currents, such
as load pickup, which do not provide adequate current to create a large magnetic field. The
puffer blows a blast of air across the arc, thereby forcing it into the arc chute.

Compressed-air breakers are available for use in high-voltage applications, and are com-
monly used for indoor installation in the 14.4-34.5 kV range of voltages. Outdoor designs are
available in 34.5-765 kV ratings. These breakers use compressed air to operate the breaker
as well as to assist in arc extinguishing. A blast of air is directed at the arc, forcing it into a
special arc chute to provide the cooling and deionization required for interruption.

Live-tank oilless circuit breakers also employ compressed air for arc interruption, with
the air exhausted to the atmosphere. The supporting columns house current transformers and
are filled with SF6 for insulation.

Both dead-tank and live-tank oilless SF6 breakers are also available. These breakers use
SF6 as an interrupting medium and have been applied at EHV levels of 345, 500, and 765 kV.

3.5 AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT RECLOSERS

Automatic circuit reclosers are defined as "self-controlled devices for automatically interrupt-
ing and reclosing an alternating-current circuit with a predetermined sequence of opening and
reclosing followed by resetting, hold closed, or lockout" [1]. Reclosers, as they are usually
called, are popular circuit interrupting devices for distribution systems in which the magnitudes
of fault currents are limited. Reclosers have time-current characteristics that make them easy
to coordinate with other reclosers, at least of the same manufacture, and with other devices,
such as relays and fuses.

The most useful feature of reclosers, from a coordination viewpoint, is their flexibility.
Most reclosers are designed for several operations in a fixed sequence, and the TC characteris-
tics of the operations can be selected from a given family of characteristics. These range from
instantaneous tripping or fast interrupting operation to various time-delayed tripping choices.
Thus, for a temporary fault, one or more fast operations may give the fault adequate time to
deionize such that a subsequent reclosure will restore the circuit to normal without any per-
manent outages to loads served along the feeder. Semipermanent faults may be made to clear,
or bum clear, with a time-delayed opening and reclosure. Permanent faults will operate the
recloser to lockout or to a hold closed condition, which gives a protected fuse the opportunity
to clear.

Figure 3.35 provides a definition of the various operating times associated with a tripping
and reclosing operation. The actual times involved depend on the recloser design and must be
obtained from the manufacturer. This sequence for detecting a fault and interrupting a circuit,
followed by a reclosure, is called a unit operation.

Note that the recloser is similar to a circuit breaker although designed for lighter inter-
rupting duty and for use on lower voltage circuits. One type of recloser is a self-contained unit
that employs a series trip mechanism and is intended for pole mounting. Such units require
no external batteries or other accessories for normal operation. Other reclosers are more like
circuit breakers, with parallel tripping and generally higher interrupting ratings for substation
applications. All reclosers have a fault interrupting capability, which may employ an oil or
vacuum interrupter.
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Figure 3.35 Recloser operating time from fault initiation to reclosure (a unit operation).

3.5.1 Recloser Ratings

Reclosers have ratings specified for maximum voltage, frequency, continuous current,
minimum tripping current (series trip coil models), symmetrical current interruption, making
current, and impulse withstand voltage. Rated frequency is normal power frequency in all cases
(60 hertz in North America). Rated maximum voltage is 15 kV on many models, but ranges
up to 72 kV. Rated continuous currents can be selected from a wide range, from five to over
1000 amperes. The minimum trip current is always twice the continuous rated current (with a
10% tolerance) for series trip reclosers, but it is variable for shunt trip models. Symmetrical
interrupting ratings are generally below 15,000 amperes, and are graded depending on the
continuous current rating. Rated making current is the rms current against which the recloser
is required to close and is the same as the rated interrupting current in all cases.

3.5.2 Recloser Time-Current Characteristics

Modem automatic circuit reclosers are available in several control configurations that
provide a variety of TC characteristics. The simplest control scheme is the series trip coil
arrangement shown in Figure 3.36. The series trip coil is connected in series with the recloser
main contacts and are rated to carry full line current. When a current greater than the minimum
trip current flows, a solenoid plunger is drawn into the trip coil. This plunger trips a latch, which
releases the charged opening springs for fast contact separation. Closing energy, plus energy
to recharge the opening springs, is supplied by a high voltage closing solenoid connected phase
to ground.

Another series trip scheme works in the opposite sense to that just described. In this
scheme, the series trip solenoid plunger is directly attached to the main contacts. Opening
the contacts also charges a closing spring, which is merely toggled to effect the closing when
required.

Typical series trip TC characteristics are shown in Figures 3.37 and 3.38. Note the differ-
ence in the characteristics. Actually many other different characteristic shapes are available,
as well as many ratings other than those illustrated. In many cases, the recloser is programmed
for four operations, which might typically include two fast operations (curve A) and two
time-delayed operations (curve B or C). Many other operating sequences are possible.
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Figure 3.36 Series trip coil arrangement for re-
closers. [Courtesy McGraw-Edison Power Sys-
tems.]
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Figure 3.37 Typical TC characteristics for a recloser with hydraulic control. [Courtesy
McGraw-Edison.]
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Another important type of recloser control uses an electronic control. A block diagram
for an electronic control system is shown in Figure 3.39 and is explained as follows. The
sensing CT's provide basic ac current level information on each phase. Signals are generated
that are proportional to these currents and are presented to a level detection and timing circuit.

Here, any current in excess of the minimum trip is detected and the trip circuit timing
circuit is activated. Current magnitude and time then integrate the timing circuit to match
tripping with a preselected TC characteristic shape. After timing, the trip signal is amplified
and the trip solenoid is energized. Action of the trip solenoid releases the precharged trip
springs, opening the main contacts. After tripping, the reclose timing circuits are energized to
sequence the reclosing circuit at the appropriate time.

One advantage of the electronic control is the variety of TC characteristic shapes avail-
able. The characteristics in Figure 3.40 are an example, but several others are available.
Figure 3.41 shows another family of TC characteristics available from another manufacturer.

Electronic controls for reclosers offer several advantages. These controls are simple to
adjust and are accurate. Probably the 010st important advantage to the protection engineer is
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Figure 3.39 Block diagram of an electronic recloser control system. [Courtesy McGraw-
Edison.]
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their flexibility. One manufacturer offers a choice of 18 TC characteristics for phase faults and
14 for ground faults. This simplifies coordinating the recloser with other devices. Moreover,
the timing between reclosers is variable, which allows controlling the melting of fuses in the
same circuits.

3.6 AUTOMATIC LINE SECTIONALIZERS

Another protective device that is often used in conjunction with reclosers on distribution
circuits to optimize the protective scheme is the automatic line sectionalizer. The automatic
line sectionalizer, which is usually called simply the "sectionalizer," is a self-contained circuit-
opening device that opens the main electrical circuit while it is disconnected from the source
of power. The circuit opening action takes place after the device has sensed and responded to
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a predetermined number of successive main-circuit impulses of a predetermined magnitude.
Sectionalizers also have a provision for manual operation to interrupt load currents.

Sectionalizers are available in a wide range of ratings and are chosen to work in conjunc-
tion with reclosers or circuit breakers. The sectionalizer functions as a counter of the backup
recloser or circuit breaker operations. After a predetermined number of circuit interruptions,
it can be programmed to open while the recloser has the circuit de-energized. This means that
the sectionalizer contacts do not need to interrupt fault currents and can be of simpler, and
less expensive, design. The sectionalizer is essentially a fault detector (to determine when to
count), a counter, and a switch. Usually, the switch contacts are immersed in oil and are rated
to interrupt load current by manual means. This makes the device a convenient manual circuit
switcher as well as a sectionalizer.

Sectionalizers provide a convenient method of providing protection to branch lines on a
distribution system, thereby protecting the main feeder from branch line faults. Sectionalizers
are often installed on poles on overhead distribution circuits.

Two examples of sectionalizer application are shown in Figure 3.42. In (a) the recloser
R is set for two fast and two retarded operations. For a fault at P, the fuse would ordinarily clear
during the third operation of R, i.e., the first retarded operation. If sectionalizer S is set for
two counting operations, it will lock out before the third recloser operation, thereby ensuring
service continuity to all loads beyond F except for those served through S. In part (b), the fuse
F will blow on the second recloser operation, but S will not lock out. Therefore, S must be set
for three operations.

F

2 Counting
Operations

S 3 Counting
Operations

S

(a)

p F

(b)

p

Figure 3.42 Examples of sectionalizer application.

Sectionalizers should not be installed in series between two reclosers. However, two
sectionalizers can be used in series downstream from a recloser with the one farthest from the
source and set for fewer count operations than the one closer to the source. Since sectionalizers
are much cheaper than reclosers, this may be a good investment as the coordination with the
backup recloser is more certain than with fuses.

3.7 CIRCUIT SWITCHERS

The circuit switcher is a device that looks and operates much like an air-break switch, but has
fault current interruption capability. Therefore, it finds a place in many protective schemes
where the cost of a circuit breaker is not warranted, but fault interruption is required. Moreover,
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the open blade switch has the benefit of visual confirmation of the switch position, i.e., whether
open or closed.

A typical circuit switcher consists of an SF6 interrupter and a motor-driven disconnect
switch. The operation of the device is as follows. On opening, the disconnect blade begins to
move toward the open position, but before the blade leaves the jaw, a stored- energy spring trips
the interrupter to open the circuit. The blade then leaves the jaw, but before reaching its fully
open position, the interrupter recloses and the tripping spring energy is restored. Therefore,
after the blade is fully open, the interrupter is closed and ready for the next trip operation. The
circuit switcher can be equipped with a shunt trip device which provides current interruption
in from five to eight cycles [57].

One of the advantages of the circuit switcher is its low cost, compared to a circuit breaker.
One report gives the cost as less than 40% of the cost of a circuit breaker and disconnects [58).
The circuit switcher also costs less to install, and it requires less space in the substation. The
disadvantage is that the circuit switcher has a lower interrupting rating than a circuit breaker.
Thus, the circuit switcher occupies a position between a breaker and fuse-plus-open switch
protection, with a cost and space requirement that is attractive. It can be controlled by relays in
any desired configuration such as transfer trip schemes to clear other devices on fault detection.
Circuit switchers are often favored for the protection of transformers, capacitor banks, shunt
reactors, and line or cable switching.

3.8 DIGITAL FAULT RECORDERS

The digital fault recorder is not a protective device, but rather a monitoring and data collection
system. However, it plays such an important role in power system protection that it deserves
consideration in this chapter, which treats various types of protective equipment.

The traditional method of recording fault currents on the power system has been the
cathode ray oscillograph. The oscillograph uses mirrors to focus a beam of light on a moving
strip of photo-sensitive paper. The mirror deflection is made proportional to the current or
other quantity being recorded so that, with the light-sensitive paper moving at a constant rate,
a steady-state alternating current traces a sine wave on the paper. For many years, this has
been a common method for capturing fault data on the power system and many substations
have been equipped with oscillographs.

There are obvious drawbacks to the use of the cathode ray oscillograph. The devices are
costly, so that their installation is usually reserved for only a few very important lines. They
require careful calibration and regular cleaning and maintenance. Following the recording of a
fault, it is often necessary to install a new paper roll, so that the next fault can be recorded. This
means that the device is a problem to maintain at nonattended stations. Moreover, the basic
concept of recording the fault information on a strip of paper is not the best choice, since a
prolonged period of fault activity causes the device to run out of paper, and after which all fault
data is lost. In some cases, this may result in the loss of the most important fault information,
depending on the sequence of fault events.

The oscillographic record also presents several problems. The early devices had no
means of storing information, so the recorder was triggered after the fault began. This means
that the prefault condition was not recorded and, in some cases, the exact sequence of early
events was Jost. Later devices incorporated a storage mechanism that largely solved this
problem. However, the oscillographic record has another serious flaw in the permanent nature
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of the recording. It is not possible to change the scale of the waveforms, either for magnification
or reduction, nor is it possible to change the time axis to examine more closely the exact
sequence of events. All of these problems have been solved by the introduction of digital fault
recording devices.

A typical digital fault recorder configuration is shown in Figure 3.43. The heart of the
substation installation is the central processor unit (CPU). To note the exact time of all events,
an antenna is aimed at a navigation satellite, which is backed up by a crystal clock. This gives a
nearly exact time synchronization across the power system, which is important for disturbances
that cause widespread relay operation and helps the engineer understand the exact sequence of
events. Analog events are processed through isolators (Iso) and analog-to-digital converters
(AID) to provide the "channel" inputs to the CPU. Digital events are processed through isolators
and signal conditioners (S/C) to provide "event" inputs to the CPU. A recording is started by
a "start" signal, which may be due to any of the following conditions:

• Over or under voltage
• Over or under frequency
• Over current

• Negative sequence voltage
• Zero sequence voltage
• Manual trigger

Other connections to the CPU include the keyboard, display, plotter, and data storage through
floppy disks and tapes.

OverlUnder V
OverlUnder f
Over! ---~
Neg Seq V
Zero Seq V
Manual Trigger

Alarms

Substation : Remote
~I~

Communications
Medium

Figure 3.43 Typical digital fault recorder configuration.

Outputs from the substation CPU are fed through a high-speed modulator/demodulator
(MODEM) through a communications medium to a similar modem at the Master Station Com-
puter, which is usually located in the protection engineer's office. Fault events are transferred
to the Master Station immediately following their occurrence, 24 hours a day. At the Master
Station, the engineer can view the time records of the fault on the display and can plot for a
permanent record. Magnetic storage is also provided for a digital record of the event. The
viewed or plotted record can be scaled as required for convenient and accurate viewing of the
event.
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An interesting extension of the concept of the digital fault recorder is now provided
relay manufacturers. These protective systems are designed for digital line relaying, but also
incorporate digital fault recording features. This permits oscillographic viewing of the fault
event and remote monitoring of the fault data through a data link frOITI any personal computer,
through a suitable communications channel, to the digital relay. This is an example of the flex-
ibility of digitally recording information, which allows the basic data to be transmitted to any
location. as required. This concept will probably to emulated in many future protective devices.
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PROBLEMS

3.1 What is a fuse link and what is its purpose? How are fuse links used?

3.2 What arc the components of a fuse link and what are their purposes?

3.3 Explain what a fuse link is designed to do.

3.4 Explain what is meant by the minimum melting time of a fuse link.

3.5 Explain what is meant by the total clearing time of a fuse link.
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3.6 What factors govern the time-current characteristic of a fuse link?
3.7 Where are fuse links applied in the power system?
3.8 Explain what is meant by "fuse coordination."
3.9 Think of yourself as a design engineer for a 15 kV. cutout, which is to be marketed for

use on distribution systems. Clearly, the continuous current rating of the design will be
important, and the maximum fault current that can be interrupted must be determined. What
other features should be considered in the design, if it is to meet the requirements of the
distribution engineer?

3.10 What kinds of electrical tests can you think of that will ensure proper operation of the design
considered in the previous problem.

3.11 In example 3.1, it was noted that the selection of a 15T fuse at location C gives very little
room for load growth on the feeder beyond C. Suppose that we select a 20T fuse at C rather
than the 15T. Determine the correct fuses to install at A and B, under these new conditions.



Relay Logic

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the logic of protective relaying and to illustrate the
development of this logic through many advances in the science of system protection. The
very concept of protective relaying is based on logic, in particular, that type of logic that can
be represented using electrical or electronic circuits. The term logic has a specific meaning in
this context r11.

Logic (]) The result of planning a data-processing system or of synthesizing a network of logic
elements to perform a specified function. (2) Pertaining to the type or physical realization of logic
elements used, for example, diode logic, AND logic.

Clearly, protective relaying is a logic function and the relay itself is a device consisting of logical
elements. The protective relay purpose is to recognize a particular abnormal system condition
and to initiate a preplanned responsive action. All relays, from the simplest to the most complex,
consist of logic elements. In the simplest of relays, this may be only one element, for example, a
simple overcurrent device that will recognize a current in excess of a given amount. In complex
relays, many logic elements are required to analyze the incoming information regarding the
system condition and to determine the appropriate action that is required. This often involves
making comparisons of electrical quantities, noting the time duration or repetition of the
quantities, and finally making a decision regarding the observed characteristics.

However, relays also have the capability of initiating a particular action in response to
the decision of the logic elernenus). This action is always a go-no go decision, which is clearly
a digital logic action. For example, we could set "trip" be a logical 1 and "no trip" be a logical
0, defining a binary logic in the decision element. All protective relays have this type of digital
logic in their decision element. The logic elements themselves can be either analog or digital,
but the resulting action is always digital.

This chapter reviews the logic of different types of relays. The purpose is to observe how
relays conform to a logic structure, irrespective of the type of electrical or electronic circuits

97
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making up the relay hardware. This helps us understand that a relay is a type of computer that
has been designed with the capability for analysis and for decision making. In some cases, the
logic is simple, but in many cases the logic is very complex.

4.2 ELECTROMECHANICAL RELAY LOGIC

It may seem a bit unusual to think of an electromechanical relay as a logic device. Functionally,
however, electromechanical relays are designed to recognize a particular system characteristic
and to take appropriate action if that characteristic persists longer than a specified time. There
is a logic in this activity that is unmistakable. The relay designer may not have thought of the
device in terms of its logic. The specifications were likely spelled out in terms of currents,
voltages, and time durations. The logic is built into the relay design, and is the product of
the creativity of the inventor. Many electromechanical relays are based on the rotation of the
induction disk, if sufficient torque is available to overcome the restraining spring. This design
cleverly makes use of the fact that fault currents are usually high currents that will provide high
torque if applied to the induction disk. The disk rotation itself is used as the timer, so the fault
must exceed a given current for a given time in order to require tripping of the circuit. Some
electromechanical relays are capable of performing quite difficult tasks, where selectivity is
finely tuned to a specific type of condition.

4.2.1 The Overcurrent Relay

Consider an induction disk overcurrent relay. It has been noted that these relays can be
designed with a wide variety of time-current characteristics, such that coordination between
the relays and other devices is practical. In terms of the logical operations of an instantaneous
overcurrent relay, the following summary is suggested.

1. Current measurement and filtering out high frequencies.
2. Comparison of measured current to a trip threshold value.
3. Timing of overcurrent according to prescribed time-current pickup characteristic.
4. Logic output in form of current through a relay coil, which picks up the relay contacts.

These functions can be performed in many different ways, and various inventors of elec-
tromechanical relays found ingenious 'methods of performing the desired task with relatively
simple devices that have proved their value over many years of service.

4.2.2 The Distance Relay

In the electromechanical distance relay, the relationship between the observed voltage
and current is measured to determine if the total impedance seen by the relay corresponds to a
trip region of the complex R-X plane. A good example of this is illustrated in Figure 3.19 (5),
which shows an induction cylinder type of unit, often called an offset mho relay. The inter-
action between the measured voltage and current are displayed in the R -X plane as a circle
that either goes through the origin or is offset from passing through the origin by a prescribed
amount. The measured quantities literally compute the impedance seen from the relay to the
fault, which constitutes a distance measurement. In terms of a logic operations of the distance
relay, the operation can be described as follows:
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l , Current measurement and filtering out high frequencies.
2. Computation of impedance from relay to fault.
3. Comparison of computed impedance against relay circular offset mho characteristic

to determine if measured impedance is inside the circle.
4. Timed delay of trip action, if fault is in second or third zone.
5. Logic output in form of current through a relay coil, which picks up the relay contacts.

All of these separate logic and decision functions are performed by the one relay hardware
system. However, these operations can be performed by other methods, either electromechan-
ical or electronic.

4.3 ELECTRONIC LOGIC CIRCUITS

The early designs for electronic relays were vacuum tube devices, which were introduced
in the 1930s. These systems required considerable maintenance and were not as reliable as
electromechanical systems, hence their applications were limited [2]. In the early 1950s tran-
sistors became available and immediately showed promise for providing the reliable electronic
devices required for protective relaying. Still it was not until the mid-I 960s that electronic
protective equipment began to appear in quantity. These early transistor relays were largely
analog devices, except for the digital final stage, which is always digital.

Digital relays were first discussed in 1969 as an application of a digital computer to
perform protective functions for an entire substation. An early paper by George Rockefeller is
often cited as the first comprehensive proposal for a digital relaying application [3]. This was
followed by a large number of new research reports on digital relaying, but little was done in
terms of industrial applications. It was not until the microprocessor was introduced that digital
relaying began rapid development [4] and because of the many advantages provided by the
microprocessor, the future of system protection will probably be largely digital.

The relay hardware for electronic relays consists of both analog and digital devices.
The input signals are analog and require, at the very minimum, a conversion to digital form.
Therefore, the relays design is often a mixture of analog electronic devices and digital hardware.
The goa] here is to become familiar with the important electronic modules that are commonly
used in electronic relays of all types. The emphasis is on the electronic devices only. The relays
may also contain transformers or other components that are also found in electromagnetic and
electromechanical protective devices.

4.3.1 Analog Logic Circuits

Certainly the most common of all analog logic devices is the operational amplifier, or op
amp as it is often called. The op amp is an integrated circuit device that usually contains 20 or
more transistors, arranged to provide a stable gain A of 104 or more at low frequencies. The
op amp is usually depicted simply as an amplifier, shown by the triangular box of Figure 4.1,
where the triangle represents the high-gain amplifier [5].

The amplifier can have any number of active states with total gain A, and with an output
voltage that is inverted with respect to the input. The resistor Rf provides shunt feedback
around the gain element, which stabilizes the gain and lowers the output resistance. The
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+
v.

~

Figure 4.1 The operational amplifier.

internal gain of the op amp is defined as
VoA=-
V.'I

(4.1)

Since the output voltage is not large, say 10 volts or less, the input voltage to the operational
amplifier is very small, and we can approximate this voltage as zero, in which case we can also
approximate the input current Ii to the amplifier as being approximately zero. This permits us
to write the currents shown in Figure 4.1 as follows.

Vi
11 = - (4.2)

RI
Vo12 = - (4.3)Rf

But these currents sum to zero. Therefore, equating (4.2) and (4.3), we can compute the output
voltage as a function of the input voltage, as follows.

RfVo=--Vj (4.4)R}
This equation is the basic gain equation of the op amp. Note that the output voltage is always
inverted with respect to the input, as noted by the minus sign. It is also interesting that the gain
equation is not a function of the true amplifier gain, A, but does depend on the requirement
that A be a very large number. The effective gain of the device is noted as

A' = - Rf (4.5)
R}

The op amp is used in many different configurations, some of which are reviewed briefly as
follows.

4.3.1.1 The Isolator. The first application of the op amp is the isolator, which is shown
in Figure 4.2(a). This is a unity-gain device that is useful for isolating one circuit from another,
for example, where one circuit may have changes in loading that can disturb the operation of
the other circuit.

For the isolator, we can write the following equation.

Vo = Vi + ~' ~ Vi (4.6)

The isolator output voltage follows the input voltage, without a phase reversal. Also, since the
output impedance is low, there is ample current to drive the following circuit. This arrangement
is sometimes referred to as a "buffer" amplifier or a noninverting voltage follower [5].

4.3.1.2 The Comparatoror LevelDetector. In relaying there is often a need to compare
ameasured quantity against some reference value. This function can be performed by an op amp
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Figure 4.2 Op amp applications: (a) The isolator. (b) The comparator.

arranged as shown in Figure 4.2(b). This is a basic circuit for digital computer applications.
When the input voltage is greater than the reference voltage, the output voltage goes into
saturation and remains at this value as long as the input voltage is applied. When the input
voltage goes below the reference, the output voltage goes into negative saturation. Note that
the reference voltage need not be considered a constant, but can be varying. If this is the case,
the comparator simply determines the larger of the two voltages.

The IEEE defines a comparator as follows [6]:

1. A circuit for performing amplitude selection between either two variables or between
a variable and a constant.

2. A device capable of comparing a measured value with predetermined limits to .deter-
mine if the value is within these limits.

3. A circuit, having only two logic output states, for comparing the relative amplitudes of
two analog variables, or of a variable and a constant, such that the logic signal output
of the comparator uniquely determines which variable is the larger at all times.

Our use of the term is most often in the sense of definition (3).
The comparator circuit can be analyzed in a direct way to determine that the output

voltage is a function of the two input voltages l7].

Va == K 2V2 - K IVI (4.7)

where K I == R2/ R1

(R 1+ R2)R4K 2 == -----
(R3 + R4)R1

(4.8)

(4.9)

It can be shown that, to be physically realizable, we require that K 1+ 1 > K2•

The ideal model of an analog comparator is shown in Figure 4.3, where the output is
given by the expression

{
V+

V)==
c V--- if Vi < V2

The practical characteristic of the comparator is shown in Figure 4.3(c), where it is
noted that the difference voltage must exceed some small value before switching to saturation
occurs. This minimum difference is called the resolution or sensitivity of the comparator. This
resolution is a function of the gain, which is the slope of the transfer characteristic in moving
from negative to positive saturation.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.3 Comparator representation and circuit characteristics. (a) Symbolic represen-
tation. (b) Ideal characteristic. (c) Practical characteristic.

The comparator is useful in relay circuits. Consider a relay that generates a voltage ramp
during the time that a fault condition is observed to exist. If such a ramp is used as the input,
the output will remain low until the input ramp reaches the reference level, at which time the
output will go high. The reference can be set to correspond to the time or level at which the
output should go high, which will cause the protected circuit to trip.

4.3.1.3 The Summer. In many circuits it is necessary to sum several variables, which
are represented by voltages. An op amp circuit to perform this type of operation is shown in
Figure 4.4.

~ --"\/~l/\r...

~ -_.. " .... ,,--

~ --.I\I\I\,~~"""'---I.-:'

Figure 4.4 The op amp as a summer.

Then

Since the two currents are equal and opposite, we can write

Va Vb Vc Vo'-+-+-=--Ra s, Rc Rf
(4.10)

(4.11)(
Va Vb Vc)Vo = - Rf - + - + -s, s, Rc

The output can be thought of as the weighted sum of the input voltages. However, if the input
resistors are set to the same value, the output is simply the sum of the input voltages.

4.3.1.4 The Integrator. The next circuit variation using an op amp is the circuit shown
in Figure 4.5(a). Here, the feedback resistor has been replaced by a capacitor. The currents
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(4.13)

(4.12)

(4.14)

Figure 4.5 The op amp as an integrator. (a) The integrator. (b) Multiple input integrator.

for this case can be written as follows.
Vi

II ==-RI
Vi12 == -II == --
R1

We can also write the voltage across the capacitor as

lit I itVo == - 12 dt == - -- Vi dt
C 0 RIC 0

or the output voltage is the integral of the input voltage with a scale factor of -1/RC. For
example, if we choose R == IMQ and C == IJLF, then the scale factor is -1 second.

Figure 4.5(b) shows a circuit that is a combination of a summer and an integrator. Here,
the output voltage is written as

I it (Va Vb Vc)Vo == - -. - + - + - dtc u s;«, s, s,
If the input resistors are chosen to be of equal value, the integrand is simply the sum of the
voltages and the resistance can be factored out.

4.3.1.5 Active Filters. The op amp can also be configured to represent an active filter
[8]. The general system configuration is shown in Figure 4.6. The op amp filters can be
designed with high Q and adjustable gains and resonant frequencies are readily obtained.

+
V +

~

,,

A,

t; Frequency

Figure 4.6 A band-pass filter unit.
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4.3.1.6 Other Op Amp Applications. There are many other applications that can be
designed using op amp circuits, sometimes in cascaded combinations. Examples include zero
crossing detectors, light (or dark) detectors, hysteresis comparators, window comparators, non-
symmetrical threshold detectors, and many others [9]. Circuits that combine analog and digital
devices may also be designed for special purposes. The opportunities are almost without limit.

4.3.2 Digital Logic Circuits

Many of the new protective relays use logic that is primarily or exclusively digital. The
use of digital logic circuitry exploded in usage during the 30-year period from 1960 to 1990.
The transistorized computer was new in 1960 and flip-flops new devices (see introduction to
[10]). In 1962, the first diode-transistor logic (DTL) circuits became available and transistor-
transistor logic (TTL) devices were to be introduced a year later. The year 1962 saw the
introduction of a new military standard,MIL-STD 806B, Graphic Symbols for Logic Diagrams,
which introduced an entirely new vocabulary and grammar of a symbolic language. In 1973
IEEE published a new standard, IEEE Std 91-1974, Logic Symbols and Diagrams, which was
revised in 1984. In 1986 IEEE published a new standard IEE'EStd 991-1986, IEEE Standard
for Logic Circuit Diagrams. Both IEEE 91 and 991 are now adopted as the military standard,
and these standards have become the symbolic language of logic devices. The discussion here
presents only the very basic symbols and terms of this symbolic language. The interested
reader is encouraged to examine the extensive references available on the subject.

The trend to digital protective devices has followed development and availability of logic
devices that are cheap and reliable components for the design and construction of decision-
making equipment. In the application of digital relays, it is not essential to have the same
understanding of the logic components as the digital system designer, but it is, nonetheless,
useful to understand the basic diagrams of the equipment and to know how it is intended to
work. Indeed, it is useful to be able to compare competitive devices in a meaningful way. This
section presents some of the basic logic devices and introduces the symbolic representation
that is used in the description of digital relays.

4.3.2.1 Boolean Logic Circuits. Boolean logic circuits and integrated circuit (rC) de-
vices are available in many different types, so the circuit designer can select the appropriate
type for a given application. For example, space applications do not have the problem of noise
interference that is found in power system protection and many industrial environments. In
some applications, such as high-speed digital computers, the speed requirement dictates the
use of devices that are free from excessive propagation delays.

There have evolved seven different families ofIC logic circuits that are available commer-
cially. These are: resistor-transistor logic (RTL), diode-transistor logic (DTL), high-threshold
logic (HTL), transistor-transistor logic (TTL), emitter-coupled logic (ECL), metal-oxide semi-
conductor (MOS) logic, and complementary metal-oxide (CMOS) logic circuits. Each of these
has found applications

The terminal of a logic unit has only two states; nooutput, represented by 0 (zero), and
output, represented by 1 (one). There are two different logic conventions in use, which indicate
the voltage associated with the two logic states. In the norma/logic, 0 is equivalent to zero
voltage, and 1 is equivalent to normal voltage. In the reverse logic, 0 is equivalent to normal
voltage, and 1 is equivalent to zero voltage. Power system protective devices usually use the
normal logic convention.

The voltage level is an integral part of the Iedesign and low voltages are very common,
such as 3 to 5 volts. HTL devices employ higher voltages, say in the 15 volt range. Power
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system protective devices typically employ 20 volts as the normal voltage. This higher voltage
is appropriate for the noisy environment of a high voltage substation.

Graphical symbols of logic devices follow two forms, one that employs special graphic
symbols for each special type of gate, and another that displays the device as a box with the
gate name or symbol printed inside the box [10]. In power systems, both types of symbolic
representations are used, with the "box" convention probably being the more common [8].

4.3.2.2 The AND Logic. The AND logic element is shown in Figure 4.7. The circuit
shown in Figure 4.7(a) as a simple representation of an AND logic. When implemented by
resistor and diode elements, the AND gate consists of forward-biased diodes in parallel. If
either A or B is low, the output will be held low. Stated another way, both A AND B inputs
must have voltages greater than the bias voltage before the output will be high.

+V
~~

A~B _ AND

Output A B
B ----1Hr-

(a) (b)

Inputs Output
A B
0 0 0
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

(c)

Figure 4.7 AND logic circuit, symbols, and logic table. (a) Circuit. (h) Symbols. (c)
Logic table.

Part (b) shows three different symbolic representations of the AND gate. The top figure
shows the standard graphic symbol for the AND gate, with rounded sides and a perpendicular
straight line at the input. An alternative symbolic representation is a box with the word AND,
or & [10], is often used. The electromechanical relay equivalent of the AND logic is two relay
contacts in series. Finally, the logic table shows all possible combinations of two input states,
taken two at a time, and the corresponding output states. All of these representations may be
used to symbolize an AND logic, but the graphic symbol is probably the most common. The
logic can be extended to cases with more than two inputs.

There are several variations of the AND logic that are important. Three variations are
shown in Figure 4.8, all of which involve negation of one or more signals [8]. Negation is
represented in logic diagrams by a small open circle, like (0).

A:EJEl A~ A~B AND B AND AND
B

A

-GO- A B A B
Jr Jf ---II Jr

B
(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.8 Variations of the AND logic. (a) Inverse AND. (b) Negation AND. (c) Mixed
AND.
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4.3.2.3 The OR logic. The OR logic element is shown in Figure 4.9, which shows
a diode-resistor implementation of the OR logic. For this gate, if either A or B or both
A and B have a voltage greater than the reference, the output will also have that voltage.
Part (b) shows the usual graphic symbol for the OR logic, the rectangular box symbol, and
the electromechanical relay equivalent. The OR logic table, shown in part (c) of the figure,
completes the description

+V
~~

A~B OR

Output A

B -q~
B

(a) (b)

Inputs Output
A B
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1

(c)

Figure 4.9 OR Logic circuit, symbols, and logic table. (a) Circuit. (b) Symbols. (e) Logic
table.

Three variations of the OR logic are shown in Figure 4.10, representing the inverse OR,
the negation OR, and a mixed OR logic. The OR logic can be extended to cases where there
are more than two input quantities.

A~

B~A~ r+!B OR

A B
)r Jr

(a)

A~-+BOR
B~

A A

-GO- -GO-
B B
(b) (c)

Figure 4.10 Variations of the OR logic. (a) Inverse OR. (b) Negation OR. (e) Mixed OR.

4.3.2.4 The Exclusive OR Logic. An important variation of the OR logic is given a
different symbol and has an entirely different meaning. The exclusive OR logic has an output
if either of the inputs, but not both inputs, is present. This type of logic is shown in Figure 4.11.
Note the slightly different logic symbols from the case shown in Figure 4.9.

(a)

A

(b)

B Inputs Output
A B
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

(c)

Figure 4.11 Exclusive OR logic symbols and logic table. (a) Logic symbols. (b) Elec-
tromechanical equivalent. (e) Logic table.
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The exclusive OR is the same as the OR gate, except that it does not provide an output
when both A and B inputs are present.

4.3.2.5 The Buffer. Most logic circuits can be thought of as two-port networks, with a
port for the input variable and another for the output. If these two-port networks can be designed
such that they do not interact, then the circuits can be designed and tested separately from their
ultimate utilization in a complex circuit. In some applications, however, the loading effect
of one device may affect the neighboring devices. This can often be corrected by inserting a
buffer amplifier between the two interacting networks. The buffer amplifier has a high input
impedance and a low output impedance, with a gain of unity.

The standard logic symbols for the buffer are shown in Figure 4.12 [10]. The triangle
symbol is often used to represent an amplifier, so the buffer symbol needs little explanation.
However, the symbols shown in the figure are IEEE standards [10].

(a)

Input Output
0 0
1 1

(b)

Figure 4.12 The buffer logic symbols. (a) Logic symbols. (b) Logic table.

4.3.2.6 The NOT or Negation Logic. The NOT or negation logic provides a 0 output
if and only if the input is a 1. The negation is often represented by placing a bar over the letter
symbol for that variable, as shown in Figure 4.13. The negation logic is often included in the
symbol for other types of logic by adding a small circle to the variable that should be negated.

Input Output
0 1
1 0

(a) (b)

Figure 4.13 The NOT gate logic symbols and logic table. (a) Logic symbols. (b) Logic
table.

4.3.2.7 The NOR Logic. The NOR logic is equivalent to two normally closed elec-
tromechanical contacts in series. The NOR logic is presented in Figure 4.14. The NOR logic
standard symbols are not always used by the power system protection community, which tends
to favor a symbol with simply the word NOR inside a box. The standard symbol uses an

(a)

A~ IA+~NOR
B

(b)

A B
Jr Jr

(c)

Inputs Output
A B
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 0

(d)

Figure 4.14 NOR logic symbols and logic table. (a) IEEE standard logic symbols. (b)
Unofficial symbol in protection. (c) Electromechanical equivalent. (d) Logic
table.
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up-slanting triangle on the output, which means that an internal 1 state produces the low (L)
or zero level at the output [10]. Note that the output is high if and only if both inputs are low.
This logic can be extended to cases with more than two inputs.

(d)

Inputs Output
A B
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 0

(a)

A~

B~

4.3.2.8 The NAND Logic. The NAND logic is shown in Figure 4.15. The acronym
NAND means "not A and not B" and can be formed from the AND logic by the addition of a
NOT circle on the AND symbols. Occasionally, however, the NAND logic is represented by
a box with the work NAND, as shown in the figure.

A~

B~
(b)
A

-G~
B
(c)

Figure 4.15 The NAND logic symbols and logic table. (a) IEEE standard logic sym-
bols. (b) Unofficial symbol in protection. (c) Electromechanical equivalent.
(d) Logic table.

4.3.2.9 The Time Delay Unit. In protective devices it is often important to carefully
time the switching in order to coordinate with other devices or with apparatus characteristics.
The IEEE standard logic symbols do not depict a time delay unit, so the protection community
has adopted the representation shown in Figure 4.16.

~
(a)

~W-XIY-Z~
(b)

Note: Upper Left Value =On Delay
Lower Right Value = Off Delay

Figure 4.16 Time delay elements. (a) Fixed
timer. (b) Adjustable timer.

For the fixed timer, the X value is the pickup time or the time between the input signal
first being received until the output signal is generated. The Y value is the dropout time, that
is, the time following the disappearance of the input that the output signal goes to zero. This
.is illustrated in Figure 4.17. The adjustable timer can be shown in a similar way. Any of the
timer parameters can be set to zero., indicating no intentional delay.

Figure 4.17 Example of time delay control with
Time the timer unit.
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4.3.2.10 The Flip-Flop. There are two basic types of components in a sequential dig-
ital circuit. These are the logic gates and the binary storage or memory elements [7]. The most
widely used binary storage element is called the flip-flop, which is available in many different
IC forms. There are other types of memory elements, such as magnetic core, magnetic disk, and
IC memory that are used for mass storage. The flip-flop is a different type ofmemory element.

The flip-flop usually has two or more input terminals and two output terminals, as shown
symbolically in Figure 4.18. The logic level of output terminals are the complement of each
other, i.e., if one output is 1, the other output is O. The state of the flip-flop is determined by
the state of these output terminals. Specifically, the state of the flip-flop is said to be a logical-I
state if the Qoutput is high (or 1) and is in a logical-O state if the Qoutput is low (or 0). Once
a given state is established, the flip-flop remains in that state as long as there is no change in
the input logic levels.

Preset

Figure 4.18 Symbolic notation for a typical flip-
flop.

1
SD

A Q

Clock CP FF

B -
Q

RD
Clear T

The inputs labeled A and B are called synchronous or data inputs and they work in
conjunction with the clock, which is labeled CPo The clock input must be at a specific state,
such as high, in order for the data inputs to have any effect on the state of the flip-flop.

The Preset and Clear inputs to the flip-flop are asynchronous and operate independently
of the other inputs. These inputs are normally in their high state. A low input at the clear
terminal clears or resets the flip-flop to a logical-O state, and a low input at the preset terminal
sets the flip-flop to a logical-l state, with these operations being independent of the clock.
These inputs are often used to preset the flip-flop to a known state, before allowing it to accept
data inputs.

There are several types of flip-flops that are used in sequential logic circuits. These are
the R-S flip-flop, the J -K flip-flop, the Toggle flip-flop, and the Delay flip-flop. These devices
have different logic transition tables and are used for different tasks. A detailed analysis of these
devices is beyond the scope of this book. However, it is noted that flip-flops, or combinations
of flip-flops, are useful in the design of many different functional devices, such as storage
registers, shift registers, counters, arithmetic units, code converters, and many other devices.
The flip-flop is a basic building block of a sequential logic system and is used in conjunction
with logic elements of various kinds in order to meet a given specification for a digital system.

4.3.2.11 Sampling ofAnalog Signals. An electromechanical protective system oper-
ates using continuous signals from the power system, obtained through current and voltage
transducers at the point of application. These measured quantities are exact replicas of the
high-voltage system behavior, except for transducer error. These signals are applied to analog
devices that, in the case of electromechanical relays, are tiny machines that respond to the
applied signals by producing forces or torques in response to the applied signals. These forces
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or torques work against preset threshold springs or other restraints to determine if the measured
condition warrants tripping of the protected component.

Electronic analog protective systems operate in a different way, but still receive the
continuous input signals. These systems performelectronic signal conditioning that is designed
to make a binary decision based on the outcome of the signal processing. This processing is
usually performed through a series of operational amplifiers and flip-flops to emulate the same
type of performance as electromagnetic relays. For example, a comparator can be designed to
behave like a distance relay.

Digital protective systems operate in an entirely different manner. The digital system
is provided with a series of samples of the measured signal, spaced timewise according to
a predetermined sampling rate. The digital protective system then evaluates these sampled
quantities using software that is designed to determine the state of the power system condition
based on a limited set of discrete observations. This is a fundamentally different type of
analysis, and it uses a different mathematical structure, based on discrete-time system theory.

Consider the arbitrary sampled signal shown in Figure 4.19. The signal is represented
by a sequence of numbers, represented in the figure by the dots, where each dot represents the
measured value of that signal at that instant. The nth number in this sequence is denoted x(n),
is formally written as

x = {x(n)} <co e n e co (4.15)

and is usually referred to as "the sequence x(n)" [11]. It is important to recognize that the
sequence (4.15) is only defined for integer values of n. It is not correct to consider that the
value of x for nonintegral values of n as being zero; x(n) is simply undefined for nonintegral
values of n. Digital relays are designed to perform a particular kind of analysis on numerical
sequences and to make a trip or no-trip decision on the basis of the analysis.

x(n)

Figure 4.19 An arbitrary sequence.

4.3.2.12 The Analog-to-Digital (AID) Converter. The logic devices discussed in this
section work with signals that can exist in only two states, which we usually call 1 and O. In
this environment, a value is either on or off, and there is no interest in any other values for that
signal. All digital devices work with signals having this property.

In many problems, however, there may be a mixture ofanalog and digital signals. This is
certainly true in power system protection, where the raw input quantities are analog signals that
come from transducers, which are attached to the high voltage circuit. These analog signals
must be converted to a digital representation, similar to Figure 4.19, before being introduced
into the digital relay for analysis. This conversion is performed by a special device called the
analog-to-digital converter, which is often abbreviated as the AID converter.

A detailed explanation of the AID converter is beyond the scope of this book, but an
appreciation of the process can be gained by considering a very simple approach. Consider
the arrangement shown in Figure 4.20, where an analog input VA is to be converted to digital
form. Let us assume that the digital precision required is not great, and that only four discrete
levels or values will suffice to characterize the analog voltage.
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VA -_----1
A (MSB)

1tl

Figure 4.20 AID converter based on the direct
conversion method [7].
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In the direct conversion method, the analog input is simultaneously compared against
three reference values, which are chosen to be 0.75E, 0.5E, and 0.25E. The states of the
comparator output levels, X, Y, and Z depend on the input analog voltage. We can summarize
these values as follows.

{
V-

z== V+

{
V -

y==
V+

{
V-

x== V+

if VA < E/4
if VA ~ E/4

if VA < E/2
otherwise

if VA < 3E/4
if VA ~ 3E/4

(4.16)

(4.17)

The relationship between the comparator outputs and the analog input voltage is shown in
Table 4.].

TABLE 4.1 Comparator Outputs

Range of VA X Y Z

0.75 Eto E 1 1 I
0.5 E to 0.75 E 0 1 1
0.25 E to 0.5 E 0 0 1
oto 0.25 E 0 0 0

Note that three comparators are required in order to divide the analog input voltage into
four distinct levels, which are called quantum levels. In this case, the quantum level is E/4. In
the encoder, two bits is adequate to code these four levels. The encoder must be designed to
convert the outputs of the comparators into this binary number.

The encoder outputs are labeled A and B, where A denotes the most significant bit
(MSB) and B denotes the least significant bit (LSB). A truth table is constructed to relate A
and B to the comparator outputs X, Y, and Z. This is given in Table 4.2.

Mathematically, we can write the encoder output as follows.

A == XYZ + XYZ == YZ
B == XYZ + XYZ

Mitra [7] gives a realization of this logic, as shown in Figure 4.21.
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TABLE 4.2 AIDTruth Table

X y Z A B

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1

z--e----t
y J--.....-----------A

B

Figure 4.21 A realization of the direct method
encoder [7].

The direct method is fast, since the switching time is essentially that of the comparators
plus the propagation times of the gates. However, this type of AID converter usually requires
many comparators. For n bits, requiring 2n levels, this method requires 2n - 1 comparators.
For example, if n = 10, a total of 1,023 comparators would be required. This means that this
method is used only where high speed is required and low resolution is acceptable. Commercial
AID converters are available in many different configurations to meet almost any requirement.
These are usually packaged as integrated circuits, and the system designer can often find a
converter that meets any practical requirement.

4.4 ANALOG RELAY LOGIC

The previous section has presented many of the analog logic functions that are used in the
design of protective systems. The purpose of this section is to examine some electronic relay
designs that use primarily analog logic.

4.4.1 An Instantaneous Overcurrent Relay

The instantaneous overcurrent relay is a good example of the application of using op
amp circuits to practical protective relaying. One analog circuit design for this type of relay is
shown in Figure 4.22 [8].

The input sine wave is first filtered to remove any high-frequency components, since
the relay is designed to trip only due to fundamental frequency overcurrent conditions. The
filtered signal is amplified and then rectified. The integral of the rectified wave is compared
to a threshold setting in a level detector, which gives a trip or no-trip output signal.

4.4.2 Phase Comparison Distance Relay

One type of distance relay is designed to pick up when the ratio of voltage and current,
or the impedance seen by the relay, falls inside a specified area in the complex R-X plane.
Figure 4.23 shows a typical mho relay characteristic. The impedance Z; represents the diameter
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Sine Filtered Amplified Rectified Integrated Logic Output
Wave Sine Wave Sine Wave Sine Wave Rectified (0 or 1)

Sine Wave

¥ ~ -d1r ..,.rr-
o . - - -VJ:T

Figure 4.22 An instantaneous overcurrent unit [8].

of the circle in the complex R-X plane. If the impedance seen by the relay is Z, and that
impedance is exactly on the relay circular threshold, the angle 1/1 is exactly 90°. This is
illustrated by two different impedances in the figure. Clearly, if the impedance seen by the
relay is inside the circle, this angle 1/1 will be greater than 90°. Therefore, tripping can be
determined by comparing the phase angle of the impedance and the difference between this
impedance and the diagonal of the circle, that is,

1/1 ~ angZ - ang(Z - Z,") (4.18)

When the impedance seen by the relay is inside the threshold circle, the angle Vt is greater than
90° and the relay should be caused to trip.

X

--~~=~--------~~R

Figure 4.23 The Mho characteristic.

One way of performing this logic is shown in Figure 4.24 [12]. This logic uses op
amps in saturation to produce a square wave corresponding to the input sinusoidal values.
The square waves of the two inputs are compared in a coincidence detector, which produces a
negative signal during the time both square waves agree in polarity, and a positive signal for
noncoincidence. This results in a square wave of double frequency, with equal positive and
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Trip
Signal

Figure 4.24 Phase comparator to obtain a Mho characteristic.

negative pulses with the input waves have a phase difference of ±90, which corresponds to
the relay threshold. As the impedance seen falls inside the threshold circle, the coincidence is
biased, such that the integrator produces a growing offset that the level detector will eventually
detect, causing a trip.

4.4.3 A Directional Comparison Pilot Relay

Another example of analog logic in relay design is provided by a modem directional
comparison relay system that uses pilot communications as an integral part of the trip logic
[13]. The relay is a general purpose transmission protection system that uses a directional
positive sequence distance relay and a negative sequence directional overcurrent relay, includ-
ing positive, negative, and zero .sequence level detectors, or overcurrent functions. The logic
diagram for the positive sequence directional comparison is shown in Figure 4.25.

RCVRt-----I~---___.

Local Trip and
No Block

Figure 4.25 Positive sequence directional comparison logic [13].

The positive sequence trip function, M, T, is supervised by the positive sequence trip
current II (T). It operates through an AND gate to key the pilot trip channel, and through a
second AND gate to produce a local trip signal. Pilot tripping is supervised by a timer for
added security, which creates an extended trip signal, which ensures that both the pilot and
local trip signals are present. The M, B is a blocking function, which is timed by the 4/50
timer. It blocks local tripping by inhibiting the local trip AND gate and also blocks transmitter
keying through its comparer gate. The M1B blocking function is supervised by a positive
sequence current through a fast reset connection. This means that the 4/50 timer is blocked or
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reset if the /1(B) is not present. The MI B is also supervised, or inhibited, by the M 1T through
a NOT gate, which ensures that the M1B timer is present only if the MIT has no output.

4.4.4 Conclusions Regarding Solid-State Analog Logic

The circuits described above are typical of the solid-state logic that is used in power sys-
tem protection. It is not possible to discuss all of the many devices that have been designed, nor
is that necessary. The protection engineer develops a skill for reading and understanding these
diagrams. The logic symbols become a new language that is both descriptive and powerful,
such that complex circuits can be described almost without the need for words.

4.5 DIGITAL RELAY LOGIC

The logic of an analog relay is that of a comparator. The analog relay uses a transformed
replica of the actual system voltages and currents to operate a relaying device, which is often
like a small motor that generates a small torque or force in response to the system voltages
and currents. In many cases, a threshold of operation is set by the adjustment of a mechanical
restraint and the relay device pushes or pulls or twists against that restraint to determine whether
tripping is to be performed. Electronic analog relays are more sophisticated, but these devices
are still analog machines and use the full spectrum of the input currents and voltages, which
are processed in various ways to electronically reach a trip decision.

The digital relay also operates as a comparator, but the process is entirely different.
First of all, the digital relay does not record the analog signal, but only samples of the signal,
which are spaced in time. Therefore, the relay does not deal with continuous signals. Indeed,
the mathematics of continuous functions does not apply in this digital device. Instead, the
mathematics of discrete signal processing is used [4]. The relay is programmed to apply
various forms of digital signal processing algorithms to the observed samples and, based on
the results of these computations, the decision to trip is made. In Chapter 3, a discussion of the
architecture of a digital protective system is presented. Here, we examine the mathematical
concepts that make up the digital logic. Chapter 3 deals with the hardware system, but here we
consider the software problems of digital relaying. The presentation is brief and omits many
of the details that the serious student of digital relaying must confront. For further study on
the subject, the interested reader is referred to the many excellent references, for example, [5],
[8], [12], [15].

Before examining the mathematics of digital relaying, a few observations can be made
concerning the digital process. There are significant advantages in digital signal processing.
One advantage is due to the hardware and the standards that have evolved for digital systems.
These make it possible to interconnect digital systems and to exchange data between devices
of different manufacturers that are long distances apart, which is often a condition in power
systems. Digital communication conforms to a kind of universal language, which can be used
to advantage in protective systems. Another advantage is the larger inventory of software for
digital signal processing that is useful in relaying as in many other fields. For example, digital
filtering programs have been used to extract phasor components from a sampled signal, with
the filter rejecting the harmonics. This can be applied to transformer protection, for example, to
avoid the false trips that often occur with analog relays due to the transient inrush current [17].

Another advantage of digital systems is the low cost of memory. The stored data provide
very useful information to the protection engineer. Whereas the analog relay is unable to
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remember even its last operation, digital relays can be programmed to display, on command,
their last 10 or 20 operations, giving complete information about each event [17].

Digital systems provide a convenient separation between the hardware and the software
that is also beneficial. Therefore, identical hardware modules can be programmed to perform
different functions, or the same software can be used in different hardware systems, with a
substantial savings in development cost.

4.5.1 Digital Signal Processing

In order to design a completely digital protective system, the first stage in the development
must address processing of the incoming signals into digital sequences. Previous sections
have introduced the analog-to-digital converter, and the concept of representing a signal as a
sequence of numbers has also been presented. Now, we carry this concept a step further, to
provide a more comprehensive description of the mathematics required to analyze sequences
of data.

An extensive mathematics of discrete functions has been developed so that many of the
operations that are common in continuous functions are also possible with discrete functions.
Functions similar, but distinctly different from continuous functions have been defined that can
be used to perform mathematical operations quite similar to those in continuum mathematics.
Some of these functions are shown in Figure 4.26, which will be immediately recognized by the
engineer or mathematician by their similarity to the unit impulse, unit step, and sine function of
continuous functions. The development of these mathematical techniques for discrete variables

x(n)

,
1 4 ~ 4 ~

...
- -

-5

-5

o
(a)

x(n)

o
(b)

x(n)

5

5

10

n
10

(c)

Figure 4.26 Some common discrete sequences.
(a) A unit sample sequence. (b) A unit step se-
quence. (c) A sine sequence.
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is beyond the scope of this book, but is highly recommended for those involved in digital signal
processing and in digital relaying.

4.5.1.1 Linear Transformations. A system is defined as a unique transformation T
that maps the input sequence x(n) into an output sequence yen). This can be expressed
mathematically as

yen) == T[x(n)] (4.19)

The transformation T may be thought of as a transfer function, which is depicted graphically
as shown in Figure 4.27.

yen)
~

x(n)--~3Jr"1 TilFigure 4.27 The transformation mapping x in-
to y.

One class of functions that is useful and interesting to examine is the class of linear,
shift-invariant systems. Linear systems are defined as those that conform to the principal of
superposition, that is, if YI and Y2 are the responses to inputs Xl and X2, respectively, then the
system is linear if and only if

(4.20)

for arbitrary constants a and b.
It is also possible to show that an arbitrary sequence can be represented as the sum of

scaled, delayed unit impulse samples, similar to Figure 4.26(a), but scaled appropriately. That
is, we can write

00

x(n) == L x(k)8(n - k)
k=-oo

(4.21)

Then, the transfer function (4.20) can be expressed as
00 00

yen) == L x(k)T[8(n - k)] == L x(k)hk(n)
k=-oo k=-oo

(4.22)

If only linearity is imposed, then hk (n) will depend on both k and 11, which limits the utility
of (4.22). However, if the system is also shift-invariant a more useful result is obtained.

A shift-invariant system has the property that if y(n) is the response to x (n), then yen - k)
is the response to x (n - k), where k is a posi tive or negative integer. If the parameter n refers
to time, then shift -invariance corresponds to time invariance in continuous functions. If the
system is shift-invariant, this implies that if hen) is the response to 8(n), then the response to
the input 8(n - k) is hen - k). In this case we can write (4.22) as

00

yen) == L x(k)h(n - k)
k=-oo

(4.23)

Thus, any linear shift-invariant system is completely characterized by its unit sample response.
This result is usually called the convolution sum and can be written using the familiar convo-
lution notation

y(n) == x(n)*h(n) (4.24)

Linear shift-invariant systems can be assembled in cascade to form linear shift-invariant systems
with a unit sample response that is the convolution of the two-unit sample responses.

The similarity to linear, time-invariant continuous systems is evident.
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4.5.1.2 Frequency Response. A linear shift-invariant system has a fundamental prop-
erty that the response to a sinusoidal input is a sinusoidal response of the same frequency, with
the amplitude and phase determined by the system characteristics. This is a very important
characteristic, and it is one that makes the representation in the frequency domain so useful.
For a discrete-time system, let the input sequence be the exponential function.

00 00

x(n) = L h(k)ejw(n-k) = ejwn L h(k)e- jwk

k=-oo k=-oo
(4.25)

Now, we define thefrequency response function of the system whose unit-sample response is
hen) as follows.

Then we can write

00

H(jw) = L h(k)e- jwk

k=-oo

yen) = H(jw)ejwn

(4.26)

(4.27)

Note that H(jw) is 'a complex function, which can be expressed in terms of its real and
imaginary parts. A sinusoid can also be expressed as a combination of complex exponentials,
hence the frequency response is related to the system response to a sinusoidal input.

Since H (jw) is periodic with frequency to, it can also be represented by a Fourier series.
Then we can write

where

1 jJr . .hen) = - H(eJW)eJwn dco
2rr -7[

00

H(ejW) = L h(n)e- jwn

n=-oo

(4.28)

(4.29)

Equation (4.28) represents the sequence h(n) as the superposition of exponentials whose
complex amplitudes are given by (4.29). We call (4.28) and (4.29) a "Fourier transform pair,"
for the sequence h(n) and this representation exists in a mathematical sense, if the sequence
converges. This representation can be applied to any sequence if the series (4.29) converges.

4.5.1.3 Periodic Sequences. Consider a sequence x(n) that is periodic of period N.
For this special case we can write

x(n) = x(n + kN) (4.30)

(4.31)

because of the periodic nature of the function. This sequence can be represented by a Fourier
series with frequencies of the terms in the series being integer multiples of the fundamental
frequency 2rr/ N of the periodic sequence. The Fourier series representation of this periodic
sequence has only N complex exponentials of the form

1 N-I
x(n) = - L X (k)e j(2Jr/N)nk

N k=O

where the coefficients X (k) are given by
N-l

X(k) = L x (n)e- j(2rr/N)nk

n=O

(4.32)
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(4.34)

The equations (4.31) and (4.32) are considered a Fourier transform pair. The pair is usu-
ally called a discrete Fourier series (DFS), which represents a periodic function r11]. For
convenience, we simplify the notation, as follows. Let

WN == e- j (2rr/ N ) (4.33)

Then the DFS transform pair can be written as
N-l

X(k) == Lx(n)W~l
n=O

1 N-I

x(n) == - LX(k)WNkfl (4.35)
N k=O

Note the duality of the transform pair. The representation of the periodic sequence in the time
and frequency domain are, essentially, equivalent.

The OFS is important because it can be used as a method of representing finite duration
sequences. Suppose that a finite duration sequence is obtained from a field measurement.
This sequence can be replicated to form a periodic sequence, which can be analyzed using
the transform pair (4.34-35). In fact, only the one period is required to do this. The unique
frequency characteristics of the finite duration sequence will be obtained in this manner. The
Fourier representation obtained in this manner is called the discrete Fourier transform (FDT).
One can readily appreciate the importance of this concept. Indeed, there is never adequate
time to measure a function as an infinite sequence. As a practical matter, every rneasurement
is of finite duration. The properties of the OFT are described in the literature [11] and will
not be repeated here. We simply note that the subject has been thoroughly studied by many
investigators, and it now forms an important part of digital signal analysis, and in the design
of digital signal processing algorithms.

4.5.1.4 The Fast Fourier Transform. Because of the importance of the OFT in pro-
cessing of discrete sequences, there has been considerable interest in devising methods of
computation that are fast and accurate. Most approaches to improving the speed of computa-
tion make use of the fact that the complex variable WN has symmetry of the cosine and sine
terms and the fact that the functions are periodic. The most successful methods to date are based
on a method introduced in 1965 by Cooley and Tukey [14]. This caused an intense interest
in devising new computational methods that are generally called fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithms, All of these algorithms are based on the concept of decomposing the computation
of the DFT of a sequence of length N into successively smaller discrete Fourier transforms.
Two general types of decimation are used; decimation-in-time methods and decimation-in-
frequency methods. Most of these methods require that N be a power of 2. Many computer
programs have been written to perform the FFT signal processing. The methods of program-
ming an FFT algorithm is beyond the scope of this book, but many commercial methods are
available for application.

This method of signal analysis is presented here because it is one method of rapidly ana-
lyzing finite sequences of information, such as that obtained by a digital relay in its observation
of an abnormal signal over a finite time period. Many types of power system disturbances,
such as faults, cause a sudden change in the currents and voltages. This means that the cur-
rent and voltage waveforms immediately after the fault are rich in harmonic content of both
supersynchronous and subsynchronous nature. High-frequency components result from the
traveling waves on the transmission system, and these waves have been used as the basis for
protective relays. Low-frequency components of the signal result from the electromechanical
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oscillations that result from the disturbance, which are important to detect in certain types
of protective systems. The FFf provides a method of extracting the frequency content of a
complex wave. This frequency "signature" is often useful in determining the nature of the
original disturbance and may be used as a variable in the trip logic.

It is important to note that continuous mathematics is not applicable to the problem at
hand, since the information is entirely in the form of sequences of numbers, and is defined
only at the instants of recorded measurement.

4.5.2 The Data Window Method

Many of the digital relay methods that have been proposed make use of the concept of a
moving data window [15]. The following notation will be used to describe this approach [15].

y(t) = instantaneous value of an ac waveform
Yk = the kth sample value of y(t)
Wo = the fundamental power system radian frequency
~t = the fixed interval between samples
() = the fundamental angle between samples, i.e., () = wo~t

Suppose that we assume the form of the continuous waveform to be

y(t) = Yccoswot + Ys sinwot (4.36)

where the coefficients on the right-hand side are real constants. Now assume that three samples
are taken at - 6.t, 0, and +St . We can write the values of Yk as

Y-l =y(-~t)

Yo = y(O)
YI = y(~t)

Then the samples can be related to the coefficients by

[Yy~l ] = [co;o -~~no] [~:]
YI cos () SIne

Then one looks for a solution of (4.38) for the variables Yc and Ys '
The least square solution to (4.38) is given by [15]

y(k) = Yk+l cos ()+ Yk-I sin ()
c 1+ 2cos2 ()

y(k) = Yk+l - Yk-l
s 2 sine

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

based only on samples Yk-l and Yk+ I.
The approach of (4.38) uses three terms as a means of filtering out higher frequency har-

monics or random perturbations in the solution of (4.36). We say that the algorithm described
by this process has a "data window" of three samples. As a new sample becomes available,
the oldest of the original sample set is discarded and the new sample is added to the set. In
this way, each sample is used in three calculations, once as the parameter Yk-l, once as Yk, and
once as Yk+l.

The moving data window is shown in Figure 4.28. Note that each window contains
exactly three samples of data. At the point of the disturbance, window WI has one prefault
sample and two postfault samples.
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Figure 4.28 A moving three-sample window during a disturbance.

Any window that contains three samples of prefault data will produce the correct phasors
using (4.39) and (4.40). Windows, such as W I, however, contain both prefault and postfault
data. These windows will not be fitted to a pure sinusoid and the values computed by the
process described above have no meaning.

Using the windowing process, the computer must complete the evaluation in the time 6.t,
which sets a specification for computer speed that limits the complexity of the computation.
For example, if there are 12 samples per cycle in a 60 hertz system, then 6.t = 1.3889 ms.
Most algorithms use sampling rates of from four to 64 samples per cycle [151. High sampling
rates require very fast computation.

The length of the data window is another important variable in this process. Since there is
a problem associated with the windows that contain both pre-and postfault information, some
processes attempt to determine when this transition is complete. Longer windows, giving
longer sequences of sampled data require a longer time to clear the time period during which
windowed sequences contain a mixture of pre-and postfault data. Faster decisions can be made
using short windows and short data sequences. This means that there is an inverse relationship
between relay speed and accuracy.

4.5.3 The Phasor Method

Another method that has been used for digital relay logic is based on the construction of
phasors from the fundamental frequency measurements at the relay [16], [17J. Ifmeasurements
are taken at a rate corresponding to four measurements per cycle of the fundamental frequency
waves, then the sampling rate is 4 fo, where !C" is the fundamental frequency of the power
system. For 60 hertz systems, this gives a sampling rate of only 240 hertz , which is easily
achieved using existing hardware. The key to this method of sampling is to convert these
measurements into phasor quantities. This is done by combining the values of successive
samples, with the most recent sample being assigned as the real part of the phasor, and the
previous sample being the imaginary part . An example is shown in Figure 4.29, where fictitious
values of current and voltage are shown immediately after the occurrence of a fault. For the
case shown . the voltage is depressed due to the fault and the current is initially quite large, with
significant de offset , then decays exponentially in both the ac and de components. Sampling
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Figure 4.29 Example of quarter-cycle phasor measurements .

instants are shown as the vertical dashed lines, where values of the current and voltage waves
are sampled and stored in computer memory.

To illustrate the phasor method, we can tabulate the data as follows. Let Vp be the real
part of the phasor and VQ the imaginary part, with a similar notation for the current. Then we
tabulate the following records of quarter-cycle measurements of the voltage and current.

FromTable 4.3, we see that the nth sample is always assigned as the real component of the
phasor and sample n - I is always taken as the imaginary part. Since the samples are exactly
one-quarter cycle apart, these measurements will be exactly the same as the instantaneous
phasor values, assuming that the waveform is of constant magnitude and of constant frequency.

TABLE 4.3 Assignment of Measured Quantities to Phasor Components [I]

Sample Real Part Imaginary Part Real Part Imaginary Part
Number of V of V off off

I Vp1 Ip I
2 Vn Vp1 In IPJ
3 Vp3 Vn Ip3 In
4 VN Vp3 IN Ip3

We immediately recognize at least two potential problems with this form ofmeasurement
that requi re investigation; the assumption regarding constant frequency and of constant ampli-
tude . At the onset of a fault, it is known that high-frequency oscillations are usually generated
at the time of discontinuity. These high-frequency components usually damp rapidly, but relay
designers often provide low-pass filters to remove these high-frequency oscillations from the
relay quantities, since it is the fundamental frequency information that is most important. Let
us assume that filtering removes all high -frequency components of the wave, thereby satisfying
the concern that the observations be those of fundamental frequency wave. A passive , low-pass
filter with cutoff frequency of 84 hertz has been shown to work effectively [16] .
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The second concern is that of constant amplitude of the measured waveform. This will
be obtained only if the fault persists long enough to damp any decay in amplitude and any
dc offset. Therefore, it is desirable to have these components also removed, which can be
accomplished by digital filtering r16J. A simple and effective method of performing the digital
filtering uses the addition and subtraction of consecutive samples. If we let X I, X2, X3, and
X4 be the latest four samples of a measured variable P, then the filter is defined as follows:

(4.41 )

If dc offset exists, aJl four samples will have the same value and the filter output is zero. The
filter also eliminates ramps, which can be verified by setting the successive sampled values to
1, 2, 3, and 4, which also results in an output of zero. This eliminates, at least partially, the
troublesome exponential decay that is often present in the raw sampled data.

Since the relay computes phasor values of both current and voltage, these values can be
combined as desired to provide directional sensing, distance measurements, and even metering
during unfaulted conditions. Since the technique is simple, separate relay modules can be
constructed to detect all types of phase and ground faults, initiate clearing, and save data for
transmission to the relay engineer by data transfer using a modem.

4.5.4 Digital Relaying Applications

Digital relaying is a relatively new concept, and new devices, using different algorithms,
are introduced frequently. A few of the developments that have been reported, either as
commercial devices or as products of research and development, will be described.

4.5.4.1 Digital Overcurrent Protection. Considerable work has been performed on
digital overcurrent protection. It has been noted that most of the electromechanical overcur-
rent relays have characteristics based on the performance of the induction disk, making the
characteristic time-current shape difficult to modify. The modern microprocessor-based relay,
on the other hand, can be readily modified to improve coordination for any given condition
[18]. Progress has also been made toward developing an analytic standard for the inverse time
characteristic, and that can be used with microprocessor relays [19]. An IEEE committee has
described the problems of representing overcurrent relay characteristics in digital computer
programs and has recommended methods for digital representation [20 J.

4.5.4.2 Digital Distance Relaying. Distance relaying is widely applied for transmis-
sion protection, and many digital devices have been described that use the distance measure-
ment principle, with these descriptions beginning to appear in the literature in the 1960s [21].
Experimenters have reported on distance relays using a variety of different algorithms for
high-speed distance protection [22-331. Algorithms have been proposed that are based on
simple arithmetic processing of the sequences, symmetrical component computation, differ-
ential equation analysis, least-square error digital filtering, Fourier analysis, Walsh transforms,
and general curve fitting. Others will surely be suggested in the future. Digital distance re-
lays are available from several manufacturers, and have been applied in a large number of
transmission systems with excellent success.

The trend seems to be developing in the direction of providing new digital systems that
can do more than simply recognize and clear faults. For example, some work has been done
on using the digital relays as a part of a state estimation scheme. Others have proposed making
the digital protective system adaptive.
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4.5.4.3 TransformerProtection. Most digital transformerprotective schemes use some
version of the time-tested percentage differential concept [34--45]. This is a natural choice
since all terminals of a transformer are available for measurement and there is no reason not to
make use of information obtained from all transformer terminals. However, differential protec-
tion of transformers is not without problems, such as the inrush current when the transformer
is energized, which appears to the differential relay as an internal fault. Other problems are
associated with overvoltage, underfrequency, and the saturation of the transformer iron core.

Digital protection has been shown to be effective in solving some ofthese problems. Digi-
tal filtering is effective in blocking the detection ofsecond harmonic inrush currents and the fifth
harmonic present due to overexcitation. Several types of digital harmonic restraint have been
used including digital filtering, harmonic identification using DFf, and others. Restraint algo-
rithms have also been devised that are based on voltage rather than current [37], [39], [41], [43].

4.5.4.4 Generator Protection. Generator protection by digital computer has not been
pursued to as great a degree as for lines and transformers. However, several promising digital
algorithms have been proposed [46-49]. One approach, which differs from the usual practice,
is to provide many different types of protection to be programmed in a single digital processing
system [49]. This is in contrast to the usual generator protection, which uses different types
of relays with each protecting against a particular type of hazard. Digital protection offers
the promise of monitoring many different types of problems in a single device. This raises a
question of reliability, since the separate relay systems provide a redundancy that is beneficial,
but there are advantages in the digital approach.

4.5.4.5 Digital Substation Protection. The concept of integrating the protection of in-
dividual station components into a complete digital system has received considerable attention,
beginning in the early 1970s [50-63]. The early systems were based on a central computer of
the minicomputer class, but later systems have been mostly microcomputer based. Functions
such as bus protection can be performed using digital systems, and there are certain advan-
tages offered by the flexibility of software in addressing problems such as current transformer
mismatch. However, there are advantages to the integrated control and protection schemes,
and these may prevail in the future [60], [62].

4.5.4.6 Other Types ofDigital System Protection. Digital protection has been pro-
posed for many other applications, and using new and interesting new methods. Although it is
not possible to discuss all of the proposed devices, a few new concepts should be mentioned.

Digital underfrequency protection has been proposed by some. Different forms of digital
frequency and rate-of-change of frequency are used to determine whether frequency deviations
are large enough to require load shedding [65-67].

Digital directional comparison transmission relaying has been proposed by several in-
vestigators [68]. Digital current differential relaying has also been investigated and field tested
[69], [70].

A digital transmission line thermal overload relay has been developed that is based on a
thermal model that uses direct solar measurements as well as inputs from the line current and
temperature [71].

4.5.4.7 Unique Concepts in Digital Protection. Most of the devices described above
conform to concepts of system protection that have been used for many years, such as overcur-
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rent, distance measurement, and differential protection. It is not surprising that some totally
new concepts have emerged that may change system protection in years to come.

One new concept proposed is the use of Walsh functions for high-speed relaying r15),
[72]. Walsh functions are orthogonal functions on the interval [OJ, [I] that have values of
± 1. They are appealing in applications such as system protection because multiplication by a
Walsh function invol ves only algebraic operations [J 5]. It is not clear what the role of this type
of orthogonal function might be in relaying, but it has been investigated as a research topic.

Kalman filtering is an algorithm for processing discrete measurement data in an opti-
mal manner [73]. Its early application has been in the field of navigation, which is made
difficult by noisy observations. This is not unlike the problems in power system protection.
where unwanted noise and multiple frequency responses tend to obscure the power frequency
response of a disturbance. Applying this powerful technique to power system relaying is a
natural development that has been investigated as a research topic, especially by A. A. Girgis
[74-81 J.

The application of statistical decision theory in fault detection has received only limited
attention [82]. It is based on the concept of recognizing a discriminant value from measure-
ments of currents or voltages, and basing the trip decision on this discriminant exceeding a
threshold value. This bears some similarity to the Kalman filtering method, but the details of
the two concepts are different.

Another new concept that looks promising is that of adaptive relaying [15], [83-86].
Adaptive relaying is a protection philosophy that permits and seeks to make adjustments in
various protective functions automatically, in order to make them more attuned to prevailing
power system conditions [86]. The adaptive concept is probably not possible without digital
relays. The functions to be performed are determined through software and the capability to
alter the software or the resulting commands, perhaps from a remote control center. Some
proposed applications for an adaptive relay are in recognizing load changes, in cold load
pickup, end-of-line transmission protection, transformer protection, and automatic reclosing.

4.5.5 Example of a Digital Relay System

A digital transmission line relay provides an excellent example of a relay utilizing digital
processing. The block diagram of the relay is shown in Figure 4.30 [86J. The characteristic
of the relay is a mho circle in the complex R-X plane, with three zones of protection being
represented. Blinders are provided to narrow the trip zone. The relay finds the sum of positive
and negative sequence currents of each phase, which is used to identify the type of fault. The
relay has capability of using pilot communications with similar relays at the opposite end of the
transmission line. Note that none of these characteristics are evident from the block diagram
of Figure 4.30, since the unique relay logic is contained in the software. not in the hardware.

The relay block diagram shows the major items of hardware. This is a very general
arrangement that could be used for relays having quite different characteristics. The heart of
the system is a microprocessor that operates at a clock rate of 10 MHz. Memory is separate,
and can be easily replaced, if necessary. Random access memory (RAM) is a volatile read-
write memory for working storage. Also included, however, is a nonvolatile RAM, identified
as NOVRAM, which stores settings and targets. The input quantities include both voltages
and currents, which are converted to digital signals of 15 bits dynamic range. The sampling
rate is eight samples per cycle, on a 60 hertz system.
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Figure 4.30 Example of a digital transmission relay.

4.6 HYBRID RELAY LOGIC

Another type of relay logic that is being applied is referred to as "hybrid" logic, since it
combines some of the features of both analog and digital devices, plus some special de-
vices that are programmable. One of the disadvantages of digital logic is the time required
to make the necessary computations, especially if the function to be analyzed is complex.
This can be solved by using faster, or more advanced, digital hardware, but this increases
the cost. Moreover, in some cases it can be argued that there is nothing wrong with analog
logic and it may have certain advantages, for example, in speed of making complex computa-
tions.

Protective relay systems have been designed using a type of integrated circuit called an
"Application Specific Integrated Circuit" (ASIC) which encompasses a family of devices that
include Programmable Logic Devices (PLD). The PLD is a prefabricated integrated circuit
that contains many logic gates, which are manufactured in a generic configuration. The device
user may then program the device to create a specific protective relay application. The relay
systems designed with these devices are sometimes called "hybrid" systems, since they are
programmed, but do not necessarily use discrete samples of current and voltage to provide the
protective function.

The protective relay designer, therefore, has a host of integrated circuit devices to work
with in creating a specific protective relay applications. Thus, we see analog relays, digital
relays, and hybrid relays, each having its own special advantages for specific applications.
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One portion of nearly all relays is digital, however, and that is the portion dealing with relay
monitoring and event recording. The relay monitoring devices perform checks on the hardware
system to detect failures and notify the engineer of problems in a timely way. Event recorders
log the operation of protective relays and can transmit these records to the engineer's office for
analysis. This has become a valuable feature in nearly all modern relay systems. It gives the
engineer timely information, provides a method of checking relay settings, and gives prompt
notification of any failures.

4.7 RELAYS AS COMPARATORS

The preceding sections of this chapter have examined various types of analog and digital logic
that are used in the design of protective systems. We now examine a concept that has been a part
of protective relaying for many years, and remains an important method for the development
of relays and in understanding their performance. The concept is that of the comparator. This
section will examine this idea in greater depth, and show that all relays are, in fact, comparators,
but with differences in purpose and design.

4.7.1 Relay Design

Relays may be classified according to the number of input or metered quantities. We
shall designate relays with one metered quantity as simplex relays and those with two or more
metered quantities as complex relays.

Simplex relays have, by definition, only one metered quantity M, which is usually a
current or a voltage. The reference quantity R is usually a physical or electrical constant,
which is often adjustable. A few examples of simplex relays are shown in Figure 4.31.

R=K
The Spring
Constant

+
E -0 __

Trip
Coil

M = rI
R= Eo

r

R =Gravity =mg

To
Trip
Coil

t M,l

Figure 4.31 Examples of simplex relay design.

Most relays used in power system protection are complex relays and utilize two or more
input quantities for improved selectivity and speed. An example is the differential protection
relay shown in Figures 3.24 and 3.25, which uses current comparison as a means of obtaining
selectivity. Other complex relays use an impedance, admittance, phase comparison, current
ratio, or other relay computations to improve speed and selectivity in a given abnormal system
situation.
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4.7.2 Phase and Amplitude Comparison

Two common relay comparator concepts involve the use of phase and amplitude com-
parison [87]. To show the relationship between these concepts we define two phasor quantities
A and B where!

A = IAle j O
B = IBI e j 4>

First, we note the following interesting properties of the sum and difference phasors
A +B andA-B. If the angle betweenA and B is defined as (4) - 0) then we note that, since
IB - AI = IA - HI and taking Aas the reference (0 = 0)

(i) when 4> ~ 90°, then fA -BI ~ IA +BI
(ii) when 4> =90°, then IA - BI = IA +BI (4.43)
(iii) when 4> :s 90°, then IA - BI :s IA +BI

These relations are shown graphically in Figure 4.32. If we construct a relay for amplitude
comparison a trip signal is sent when

IAI ~ IBI (4.44)

or vice versa. Such a relay is shown in Figure 4.33 and corresponds to a comparator circuit
where both Rand M are metered quantities. We can depict the amplitude comparator by the
schematic of Figure 4.33.

B-A B A+B----------- ----------

B-A B A+B.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
·I·I·I
·I

B-A B A+B

Figure 4.32 Amplitude and phase comparison.

From Figure 4.32 it is apparent that we can determine if the phase difference betweenA
and B is greater than or less than 90 degrees by making an amplitude comparison of IA + BI

INote that "a" defined here is not exp(j2rr/3), the symmetrical component complex a-operator.
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Figure 4.33 Block diagram for an amplitude
comparator.

C
AMP
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(4.45)

(4.49)

(4.48)

and IA - BI. If we supply IA + BI and IA - BI to the amplitude comparator of Figure 4.32 it
becomes a phase comparator and determines the phase error with respect to 90 degrees. If we
first shift B by +90 degrees and then form IA + BI and IA - BI, the phase error is computed
with respect to 0 degrees.

The foregoing discussion shows that there is essentially no difference between phase
and amplitude comparison and the same comparator device can be used to do both. Signal
preparation is necessary, however, to make a phase comparator out of an amplitude comparator.
It should also be noted that the quantities A and Bare phasor quantities. This implies relay
filtering of harmonics so that only the fundamental frequency components are being compared.

4.7.3 The Alpha and Beta Planes

In the previous section, we defined the phasors A and B as follows.

A == IA Ie'" == Ae j e
B == IBI ej 4J == BeJ1>

Then we may define a quantity alpha as follows.

&= :! = ~ej(IJ-t/» = aej(IJ-t/» = a p + jaq (4.46)
B B

Alpha quantities may be plotted in a complex alpha plane.
We may also define complex beta quantities as follows.

g= ~ = ~ej(t/>-IJ) = fJej(t/>-IJ) = fJp + .ifJq (4.47)

which may be plotted in the complex beta plane.
Alpha and beta plane diagrams are useful in describing the behavior of certain comparator

circuits.

4.7.4 The General Comparator Equations

Consider the relay logic configuration shown in Figure 4.34, which consists of two
weighted summers W12 and W34 , and the amplitude comparator CAMP. If we define scalar
constants k l , ... , k4 then we may also define the complex quantities N, and N2 as follows.

N, == klA + k2B
== (k l A cos 8 + k2B cos ¢) + j (k, A sin e+ k2B sin ¢)

N2 == k3A + k4B
== (k3A cose + k4B cos¢) + j(k3A sine + k4B sin e)

A phasor diagram, using arbitrary values of k l , ... , ks, is shown in Figure 4.35. The
amplitude comparator of Figure 4.34 compares inputs N1 and N2 for inequality of the moduli;
i.e., the locus of the relay tripping characteristic in the complex plane is

(4.50)
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Figure 4.34 A general comparator arrangement.

(4.51)

,N2,,,,,,,,,,
--------,,,

____-=-----a.-a....-------:....---.-.;....,- Ref
Figure 4.35 Phasor diagram ofN 1 and N2.

Substituting (4.48) and (4.49) into (4.50) we compute

(k l A cos ()+ k2B cos c/J)2 + (k1A sin ()+ k2B sin c/J)2
::::; (k3A cos ()+ k4B cos l/J)2 + (k3A sin ()+ k4B sin c/J)2

Rearranging, we may write (4.51) in the following form.

(k; - k;)2A2+ 2(k}k2 - k3k4)AB cos(l/J - 0) + (k~ - k~)B2 ~ 0 (4.52)

We now divide through by (k~ -kJ)A2 to write (4.52) in terms of the beta magnitude, f3 = B / A,
with the result

(4.53)

where we have defined
k3k4 -k}k2f30 = k2 _ k2 (4.54)

2 4

Equation (4.53) is a polar form for the equation of a circle in the complex beta plane. To
show this we recall the polar form of a complex variable Z which we may write as

Z = pe!" = p cos 0 + jp sin () (4.55)

Let Z be any point on a circle which has its center at Z; where

Zo = poej 8o = Po cos 00 + j Po sin eo (4.56)

If the radius of the circle is k, then the equation representing the circle and the area within the
circle may be written as

IZ - Zol ::::; k (4.57)

Substituting (4.55) and (4.56) into (4.57) and squaring the result we have

(p cos 8 - Po cos ( 0 )2+ (p sin 8 - Po sin ( 0 )2 ::s k2 (4.58)

Simplifying, we may write this result in the standard polar form for a circle of radius k and
with its center located a distance Po from the origin along radial making an angle ()o the
horizontal [88].

(4.59)
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Obviously (4.53) is also the equation of a circle with center located a distance fJo from the
origin along a radial making the angle eo with the horizontal. Moreover, this circle has radius
k where

2 2 kr - k~ [k1k4- k2k3]2k - fJ -- 0 - k2 _ k2 - k2 _ k2
2 4 2 4

This beta circle is shown in Figure 4.36.

The /) Plane

o

Figure 4.36 The beta circle characteristics.

(4.60)

Referring again to (4.52), we may also divide by (ki - k~)B2 to write the equation in
terms of the alpha magnitude a == A / B with the result

a 2 - 2aao cos(c/> - e) + a~ ::: k2 (4.61)

where

(4.62)

and
k == k)k2 - k3k4

k2 _ k2 (4.63)
) 3

It is clear from the foregoing analysis that the relay characteristics of the comparator INI I ==
IN2 1 is a circle in either the alpha or the beta plane.

EXAMPLE 4.1
Consider the differential current relay of Figure 3.24 where the threshold equation is given as

(4.64)

or

(4.65)

where Qo and QR are the operating and restraint quantities, respectively, and k., and kR are design
parameters. Determine the relay operating characteristic in the alpha plane.
Solution
Since both ko and kR are constants we can write (4.65) as

(4.66)
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where k == kR / ko . Also, from the definition of alpha we can write

.... . 11
a == lale l Y = - (4.67)

12
describes a complex number in the ex plane and where y is the angle by which 11 leads 12•

Substituting (4.67) into (4.66) all variables 12 will cancel with the result

"ex lel Y - 11 = Ik(la lej y+ 1)I (4.68)

This result may be written in terms of the magnitude ex and angle y .

[(ex cos y - 1) + ja sin y]2 == k2[(a cos y + 1) + ja sin y]2 (4.69)

Squaring and simplifying we may write the result as

(4.70)

where

and

r =L:\2]
(4.71)

(4.72)

This is a circle with center on the positive real axis at (ao , 0) and with radius r [89]. This result could
also be obtained by writing alpha in rectangular form and solving in rectangular coordinates. This is left
as an exercise (see problem 4.11).

It is also apparent that the relay threshold characteristic is a circle in the beta plane too. Verification
is left as an exercise. •

4.7.5 The Amplitude Comparator

Suppose we write the threshold equation of the amplitude comparator as follows [90].

Qo ::: QR (4.73)

or

III ~Izl?: III ;Izi (4.74)

(4.76)

(4.75)

where s is a design parameter. Warrington [90] gives values for s in the range of 5% for
generator protection and 10-40% for transformer protection.

In terms of the quantities defined in Section 4.7.3, let

II =A = ae'" = ae jO = Ite jO

12 = B = bejt/> = 12ejt/>

where, since only thedifference l/J - () is needed, we arbitrarily set () = O. Then the comparator
inputs are computed from (4.48) and (4.49) to be

Qo =N, = kIll + k2I2= II -12
S

QR = N2 = k3I I + k4I 2 = -(II +12)2
In terms of the current magnitudes, we write

Qo = k.I, + k2I2 (cos l/J + j sin e)
= I] - l2(cosl/J + j sin e)

(4.77)
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From this relation we determine two equations

k tIt + k212 cos ¢ == I} - 12cos ¢
k2/2 sin ¢ == - 12sin ¢

Then we can solve for k, and k2 with the result

k} == I
k2 == - J

In a like manner we can write
QR == k3I) + k4I2 (cos¢ + j sine)

s I] s12== T + T(COS¢ + j sin¢)

from which we compute
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(4.78)

(4.79)

(4.80)

S
k3 == k4 == - (4.81)- 2

Then the relay characteristic in the beta plane is found from (4.53) and (4.60). The center of
the threshold circle is at (fJo, 0) where

k]k2 - k3k4 4 + s2
fJo == k2 _ k2 == 4 _ 2 (4.82)

2 4 s
and with radius k where

k == k]k4 - k2k3 4s
ki - kl 4 - s2

The tripping characteristic is described by (4.53)

[4+ s2] [4 + s2]2 [4S ]f32 +2 -.' fJcos¢+ -2 ~ -2
4-~ 4-s 4-s

4.7.6 The Phase Comparator

(4.83)

(4.84)

The phase comparator circuit is described schematically by Figure 4.37 where the circuit
is the same as the amplitude comparator except that the last block C¢ compares the phase of
N, and N 2 ratherthan their amplitudes.

A-.........,..--~

B-__-t--~

Figure 4.37 A general phase comparator.

Warrington [881 gives the threshold characteristic for the phase comparator to be

(4.85)

which means that N, has a positive projection on N2. Mathematically (4.85) may be written
as

(4.86)
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Suppose we let

N: = NIe jal

N2 = N2eja2

then (4.86) becomes

Re(NI~) = Re(NtN2ej(al-a2» ~ 0

This expression must hold for N I and Nz nonzero or
Re(ej (a l - a 2» ~ 0

This will be satisfied as long as

(4.87)

(4.88)

(4.89)

0'1 - 0'2 ~ n /2 (4.90)

which determines the relay threshold and operating characteristic.
The threshold characteristic (4.90) may be expressed by taking the tangent of terms on

both sides. Thus, we compute

tan (0'1 - 0'2) ~ tantn/2) = ±oo

or
tan 0'1 - tan 0'2
-----<±oo
1+ tan 0'1 tan 0'2 -

This requires that

1+ tan 0'1 tan 0'2 2:: 0
or

-1
tan 0'1 2:: --

tan 0'2

Thus, we can say that the relay operates when

a; > QR
or

(4.91)

(4.92)

(4.93)

(4.94)

(4.95)

(4.97)

(4.96)

-1
Nt tan oj > ---
. N2 tan 0'2

From the definition of Nt and N2 in (4.48) and (4.49), we compute
kta sinO + k2b sin etan oj = -------
ktacosO + k2bcosl/J
k3a sinO + ksb sin e

tan 0'2 =-------
k3a cos 0 + ksb cos l/J

Substituting into (4.95) we get
kta sin 0 + k2b sin l/J k3a cos 0 + ksb cos 4>
------- > --------
kta cos 0 + k2b cos l/J - k3a sin 0 + k4b sin l/J

which can be easily simplified, by cross-multiplying, to the form

ktk3a2+ k2k4b2+ (ktk4 + k2k3)ab cos(l/J - 0) ~ 0 (4.98)

This expression may be converted to the beta plane by dividing through by k2k4a2 with the
result

(4.99)
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where f3 == b/Q, by definition. Equation (4.99) is easily rearranged into the standard form for
the equation of a circle.

(4.100)

if we define

and

r2 = fJ2 _ k,k3 = [k1k4 - k2k3]2
() k2k4 2k2k4

and the relay tripping characteristic has a circular threshold in the beta plane.

(4.101)

(4.]02)

EXAMPLE 4.2
Find the constants k I, ... , k4 that will give the phase comparator the same characteristic in the beta plane
as the differential amplitude relay characteristic given by (4.84).
Solution
To equate the beta plane characteristics we equate the radii and center parameters.

-(k1k4 + kzk3) -(4 + s)z
flo == 2k

zk4
== 4 _ sZ (4.103)

k1k4 - kzk3 4s
r == . (4.104)

2kzk4 4 - SZ

This gives only two nonlinear constraints among the four unknowns. If these constraints are satisfied we
should be able to make an arbitrary choice of the remaining two constants.

It is helpful to compute
<k, -(s - 2)

fJo + r == - == ---
kz s + 2
-k3 -(s + 2)

f30 - r == - == ---
k4 S - 2

Then let

k I == k4 == S - 2
k2 == k-; == S + 2

and the characteristics are determined.

4.7.7 Distance Relays as Comparators

For a distance relay we write the threshold equation as follows.

IZ - Zol :s; r

(4.105)

(4.106)

(4.107)

•

(4.108)

The choice of Z; determines the type of characteristic. For example, when Z; == 0 we refer to
the characteristic as an "impedance" relay, but when IZo I == r we usually call it a "mho" relay.
These two characteristics are shown in Figure 4.38.

As an amplitude comparator, we write the impedance characteristic (4. ]08) in rectangular
form.

(4.109)
or

(4.110)
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x

(a)

R

(b)

R
Figure 4.38 Two common distance relay charac-
teristics. (a) Impedance characteristic. (b) Mho
characteristic.

(4.111)

This is the equation of a circle in rectangular form. In polar form we have exactly this same
characteristic in (4.57)-(4.59).

Consider the phasor diagram ofFigure 4.39 where VR and I R are the current and voltage
phasors at the relay location. We write these phasor quantities in polar form as follows.

VR = VRe jO

IR = IRejt/J

Then, from (4.48) and (4.49) we have

N} = (k}VRcosO+ k2/R sin e) + itk; VR sinO + k2/R sin e)
N2 = (k3VR cos 0 + k4 IR sin cP) + j (k3VR sin 0 + k4 IR sin </J )

For an amplitude comparator let the trip threshold be given by

INII ~ IN21
or

From (4.51) we write

(kr - k~)V; + (ki - k~)I~ + 2(k}k2 - k3k4 ) VRIRcos 0 ~ 0

and divide by (kf - k~)I~ to write

Z~ - 2ZoZR coso + Z; ::s r2

(4.112)

(4.113)

(4.114)

(4.115)

8=8-q,

~_"",--_....a- Ref Figure 4.39 The distance relay as an amplitude
comparator.
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k3k4 - k1k 2where Z - -o - k2 _ k2
I 3

k1k4 - k2k3
r= ----

k2 - k21 3

This is the general circular characteristic of distance type relays as shown in Figure 4.38.
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(4.117)

EXAMPLE 4.3
Determine the constants k l , ... , k4 that are required to construct the impedance element of Figure 4.38(a)
with a radius r = s .
Solution
For the impedance element we have the constraints

k3k4 -k1k2
2 0 = 2 r2 = 0k1 - k3

k1k4 - k2k3
r = k2 _ k2 = S

I 3

Since 2 0 = 0 we have the constraint

(4.118)

We may also compute

and

(4.119)

kik« - k2k3 + k1k2 - k3k4 k4 + k2
S == r - 2 0 =: 2 2

k} -k3 k1+k3
Since we have only two constraints, we may select two constants arbitrarily.

Let us arbitrarily choose

Then

and if

then

k4 == S = radius

The only design parameter required for this characteristicis the radius.

(4.120)

•
The impedance characteristic may also be obtained by using a phase comparator instead

of the amplitude comparator. This is left as an exercise (see problem 4.19).

4.7.8 General Beta Plane Characteristics

Many of the relay characteristics that are useful in power system protection can be
obtained by using a comparator circuit to define the tripping zone. Since phase and amplitude
comparators are equivalent, either type of circuit can be used to determine a given desired
characteristic.
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Tables 4.4 and 4.5 provide a summary of relay characteristics and their design parameters
for representation in the beta plane.

TABLE 4.4 Comparator Quantities for Beta Plane Characteristics [88]

Relay Type Comparator Quantities to be Compared

Impedance Amplitude IKII Ivl
Phase KI-V KI+V

Mho Amplitude IKII I-KI+2VI
Phase KI-V V

Ohm Amplitude 12KI- vi Ivi
Phase KI K

Balanced Amplitude KI/II 1/21
current Phase KII -/2 KIt +/2

Differential Amplitude KIII - /21 III +/21
current Phase (K - 1)/1 - (K+ 1)12 (K+ 1)/1+ (K - 1)/2

% Differential Amplitude 1/1 - / 21 s II}+/21
current (slope 2s) Phase (I - s)/1 - (1 + s)/2 - (1 + s)1I + (1 - s)12

Circulating I Amplitude IIA- )'IBI KIIA- )'IBI
pilot scheme A Phase (1 - K)IA- (1 + K»)'IB (1 +K)IA- (1 - K»)'IB

Circulating I Amplitude I/A- )'IBI KI/AI
pilot scheme B Phase (1 - K)/A - ylB (1 +K)/A -)'IB

TABLE4.S Design Parameters for Beta Plane Characteristics [88]

Relay Type Comp K1 K2 K3 K4 r s

Impedance Amplitude K 0 0 1 K 0
Phase K -1 K 1 K 0

Mho Amplitude K 0 -K 2 K/2 K/2
Phase K -1 0 1 K/2 K/2

Ohm Amplitude 2K -1 0 1
Phase K 0 K -1

Balanced Amplitude K 0 0 1 K 0
current Phase K -1 K 1 K 0

Differential Amplitude K -K 1 1 2K K2+ 1
K2- 1 K2 - 1

current Phase K-I -(K+ I) K+I -(K -1) 2K K2+ 1
K2 - 1 K2 - 1

% Diff I Amplitude -1 s s s 1+s2
1- s2 1- s2

Slope = 2s Phase l-s l+s -(1 + s) l-s s 1+s2
1 - s2 1- s2

Circ current Amplitude -)' K K)' 2K III I-K2111LI-K2 ~ 1 - K2)' l'

Pilot sernA Phase I-k -(1 + K)1' 1+K -(1 - K)1' 2K III I-
K2

11 /L 11 - K2 :y 1 - K2 l'

Circ current Amplitude -1' K 0 K 1;1 KI~IL -1

PilotscmB Phase l-K 1+K -)' KI;I K 1;IL-1-1'
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Many useful relay characteristics can be constructed from circles or arcs of circles, which
are readily derived from the comparator equations. This forms a powerful methodology for
treating the relay mathematically, and also of realizing the device physically.

A thorough discussion and comparison of relay types, developed in terms of both phase
and amplitude comparators is given by Warrington [88], [90] and these books are highly
recommended for further study.
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PROBLEMS

4.1 The network shown in Figure P4.1 is called a composite sequence current network [8] and
is used as a filter to isolate sequence currents for relaying needs. The network is capable of
performing different functions depending on the position of switches rand s . The network
analysis is usually performed assuming that the VF terminal is open, or that this terminal is

Figure P4.1 A composite sequence network.

+
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loaded into a very high impedance network. The output voltage of the network is a function
of the sequence voltages.
(a) Analyze the network assuming switch r is open and switch s is closed. Also, assume

that K, is negligibly small.
(b) Analyze the network assuming that switch r is closed and switch s is open.

4.2 In some cases, the input to an operational amplifier is modified by the addition of a poten-
tiometer, shown in Figure P4.2, so that the input voltage can be adjusted to a desired value.
However, the potentiometer has a total resistance that is finite, and this causes an error in the
input voltage compared to the potentiometer fractional position, k.
(a) Compute the error in the voltage VI that is due to the finite potentiometer resistance.
(b) Find the percent error if R1 = lOOkQ,R2 =40kQ, and k = 0.4.

Rf

+
Vi

Figure P4.2 Operational amplifier with poten-
tiometer input.

4.3 For theop amp circuit of Figure 4.1, let R1 = 8kQ and R, = lOOkQ.
(a) Find the output voltages corresponding to input voltages of 0.4, 1.0, 2.0, and 2.5 volts.
(b) Assume that the op amp saturates at 15 volts. What limitation does this place on the

range of input voltages?
4.4 An equivalent circuit for an op amp has been suggested that is constructed as shown in

Figure P4.4. We would like to check the accuracy of the equivalent circuit.

Figure P4.4 Equivalent circuit of an op amp.

(a) Determine the transfer function of the equivalent circuit when connected with input
resistance R1 and feedback resistance Rf as shown in Figure 4.1.

(b) Find the limiting values of the -transferfunction with the following limits:
(1) s, ~ 0
(2) R, ~ 00

(3) A ~ 00

4.5 Modify the network of problem 4.4(a) to add a load resistance RL to the output of the op
amp. Write the general solution for this case.

4.6 Consider a digital sequence y(n) where the values of the sequence are obtained by sampling
a 60 hertz sinusoidal voltage signal given in the time domain as

v(t) = Vmax sin(wt + n /6)
and with the sampling specified to occur every n /6 radians or 12 samples per cycle of the
60 hertz waveform.
(a) Write out the numerical values of the sampled waveform, in per unit of the peak voltage,

for one complete cycle. Let a (n) be the value of the sequence at n.
(b) Determine the value of the specified sequence corresponding to the value cot=45°.
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4.7 Define new sequences that are defined in terms of the unit sample. Write out the following
in terms of the value a (n) and the unit sample.
(a) The sequence VI (n), which is defined as the first five samples of the sequence defined in

problem 4.6.
(b) The sequence v2(n), which is defined as only those samples of the sequence of problem

4.6 that represent the maximum and zero values of that sequence.
4.8 Consider a system with unit sample sequence

{
en

hen) == '
0,

n::::O
n<O

Find the response of this system to an input defined in terms of the unit step sequence as

x(n) == u(n) - u(n - 5)

The input sequence is shown in Figure P4.8.

1.0

0.8
~

~0.6
....;
~0.4
l::
~ 0.2

o 2 345
Sample,n

6 7 8

Figure P4.8 Input sequence, x(n).

(a) Plot the exponential system sequence defined in the problem statement.
(b) Plot the response of the system to the input sequence defined in Figure P4.8.

4.9 Given an amplitude comparator that monitors two complex voltages or currents A and B,
and that is set to respond when IA I > IB I.
(a) Define the threshold of operation of the device.
(b) Show how this amplitude comparator can be used as a phase comparator.

4.10 Show that the characteristic of the amplitude comparator with threshold

where k I, ... , k4 are design constants, is a circle in the a plane, where a == A /B.
4.11 Determine the differential current relay characteristic of example 4.1 in rectangular form.
4.12 Verify that the relay characteristic of the differential current relay is a circle in the alpha

plane.
4.13 Given a differential current relay that has operate and restraint quantities

Qo == (II -/2 )
S

QR == - (II +12 )2
and threshold Qo == kQR' Compute the following in terms of k and s if the relay operates as
an amplitude comparator:
(a) The polar equation for the threshold characteristic in the ex plane.
(b) The polar equation for the threshold characteristic' in the f3 plane.
(c) The rectangular equation for the threshold characteristic in the a plane.
(d) The rectangular equation for the threshold characteristic in the f3 plane.
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4.14 Sketch the threshold characteristic computed in problem 4.5 for s = 0.1
(a) In the ex plane.
(b) In the fJ plane,
and verify that the polar and rectangular characteristics give identical results. Let () = o.

4.15 Verify (4.90) 'by writing ej (Ut - U2) in rectangular form.

4.16 Find an expression for the radius and center for the circular characteristic of a phase com-
parator
(a) in the ex plane
(b) in the fJ plane

4.17 Find an expression for the operating quantity Qo and the restraint quantity QR for a phase
comparator.

4.18 Repeat 4.17 if the system is biased to operate only when one measured quantityNz is within
a certain known angle AofNz.

4.19 Compute the values of k I , k2 , k3 , and k4 that must be used in a phase comparator to obtain
exactly the same characteristic in both the alpha and beta planes.

4.20 Compute the necessary coordinates and plot the beta plane characteristic of the phase com-
parator in example 4.2 where s = 3. Compare with the amplitude comparator of problem
4.14.

4.21 Compute a set ofconstants k1, ••• , k4 that may be used to obtain an impedance characteristic
using a phase comparator circuit.

4.22 Compute a set of constants kI, ... , k4 that may be used to obtain a mho characteristic in the
impedance plane with center at Zo using
(a) an amplitude comparator
(b) a phase comparator

4.23 Compute a set of constants kI, ... ,k4 that may be used to obtain a reactance characteristic
in the admittance plane using
(a) an amplitude comparator
(b) a phase comparator

4.24 Verify (4.99).
4.25 Consider the phase comparison logic shown in Figure P4.25, where we define the complex

input signals as
So = The operate signal
SR =The restraint signal

Let these input signals be derived from relay measurements that can be written as

So = k, VR +ZkllR = kie!" VRe jO+ Zklej01 IRe-jf/>R

SR = 12VR + Zk21R = k2e j a2V RejO+ Zk2ej02 I «e jf/>R

where we have let the relay voltage be the phasor reference.
(a) Show that the ratio of the operate to the restraint signal corresponds to a circle in the Z

plane.
(b) Determine the values of the parameters if the desired circular characteristic is that of an

offset mho relay.
(c) Determine the values of the parameters if the desired circular characteristic is that of an

mho relay.
(d) Determine the values of the parameters if the desired circular characteristic is that of an

impedance relay.

s~s: --tJ;-TRIP
Figure P4.25 A phase comparison logic.
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System Characteristics

There are several aspects of power system performance that are important in protective system
design that are dependent on the active and passive components that make up the system, but
are independent of the protective devices themselves. We consider several concepts in this
chapter that are a necessary prerequisite to the analysis of protective systems.

We begin with the characteristics of short-circuit currents themselves, and the way in
which the currents are affected by the synchronous generators and ac motors on the system.
This is a cursory review of this complex subject, and will present only important results that
have an immediate bearing on system protection.

The second system aspect is that of switching station arrangements and how these ar-
rangements affect the reliability and security of the power system. These arrangements also
affect the protective system design directly. The goal here is to present commonly used switch-
ing station arrangements, so that the student of protection will be familiar with the options
available for switching and protection in system design.

Finally, we review the characteristics of the passive transmission and distribution circuits
and the impedance calculations that are necessary in order to solve for fault currents.

5.1 POWER SYSTEM FAULTS

Short circuits on power systems are usually shunt disturbances of one of the following types
(shown along with their common abbreviation):

Three-phase short circuit (3PH)
Phase-to-phase short circuit (L-L)
Two-phase-to-ground short circuit (2LG)
One-phase-to-ground short circuit (lLG)

The total current flowing to the fault depends on the type of fault and the phase in which the
current is measured. It also depends on the location in the system where the fault occurs, since
the Thevenin equivalent impedance seen looking back into the system varies with location,
with the amount of generation in service at the time, and with the branch switching of the
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network. This impedance also varies with load since the generators (and motors) are switched
on and off in the normal course of scheduled activity on the network. All of these variations
can be important, both in determining the exact fault current available at a given place and
time, but also in fixing the critical parameters of the protective system. The total maximum
fault current is important in determining the interrupting rating of devices. Both the maximum
and minimum fault currents and voltages are important for ensuring correct operation of the
protective system over all possible operating conditions.

In some cases it is important to recognize system configurations that are not short circuits,
but still should be considered "faults." These are often grouped together as longitudinal faults,
as opposed to the lateral faults described in (5.1). These faults are described as follows:

One line open (lLO)
Two lines open (2LO) (5.2)
Three lines open (3LO)

The first two of these conditions present unbalanced current flow in the three-phase
system, and may require protective response if the unbalance presents a serious threat to
equipment. The third fault in (5.2) is nothing more than a line being open, which will not
usually require any special protective system action except, perhaps, reclosure.

5.1.1 System Fault Characteristics

Fault currents in a power system depend on the impedance of the system between the
generating sources and the fault location, on the prefault current flowing in a given line con-
tributing to the total fault, and on the point on the sine wave of voltage at which the fault
occurs. Consider the system shown in Figure 5.1 where a fault is applied at some point in a
power system.

R L

t = 0

F

Figure 5.1 Fault applied to a power system.

We shall concentrate only on the contribution to the fault labeled i that is radial from the
source e on the left in Figure 5.1. The power system is represented by the resistance R and the
inductance L, which are Thevenin equivalent parameters of the entire system to the left of the
fault point F. We can write the differential equation of the circuit on the left side as follows.

di . 13) (5 3)L- + Ri = Em sln(wt + .
dt

where Em is the maximum value of the sinusoidal source voltage and 13 represents the angle of
the supply voltage at which the fault is applied. This representation of the system neglects the
shunt susceptances of the transmission lines, but this is often an acceptable assumption in fault
studies since the voltages are severely depressed in the vicinity of the fault. This assumption
needs to be checked, however, for high-voltage systems.
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Solving (5.3) for the fault current, we get

i(t) = i,(1) + it(t)
E [E . ]= ~ sin(wt + f3 - e) + ~ sin(e - f3) + i(O+) e- Rt / l•
Z Z

where Z = JR2 + X2
X = »L

o= tan-I (WRL)
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(5.4)

(5.5)

Note that the total fault current has been divided into two compo nents, a steady -state component
is and a transient component it . The steady-state compo nent has the frequency of the applied
voltage, but shifted in phase by the angle f3 and the constant angle of the system impedance ,
e, and with a magnitude that is determ ined by the magnitude of the applied voltage and of
the system impedance. The transient component has two parts, one that depend s on the angle
f3 on the voltage wave at which the fault is appl ied. The other component is a function of
the prefault current that is flowing at the instant the fault is applied . In many cases , this
prefau lt load current in negligible compared to the larger magnitude of the transient fault
current.

The total fault current can be described as a sinusoidal current with a dc offset that decays
with a time constant 1 = LIR. We can estimate the value of this time constant as follows.

L col: XIR
T = - = - = - (5.6)

R (J)R w
We know that power systems have XI R values of 10 to 20, with the higher ratios being

characteristic of the higher voltage (EHV) systems. The value of the system time constant
for 50 and 60 Hz systems is shown in Figure 5.2. The transient component of current wiII be
reduced to l i ce of its initial value in c time constants . For example, in one time constant, the
transient will be reduced to l ie, or about 36.8% of its initial value. On a low-voltage system
with a system XI R of 8 and time constant of 0.02 seconds , the transient current reaches this
36.8% value in 0.02 seconds or about 1.2 cycles on an 60 Hz system . On low-voltage systems ,
the protection may require a few cycles to complete its operation, so the transient will be
decayed a few time constants before the breaker operates. However, on a high-voltage system
with an XI R of 20, it takes a little over 0.05 seconds for the decay to reach 36.8%, or just over
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Figure 5.2 System time constant for typical power systems.
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three cycles. This is a large difference considering that the protection system on EHV systems
should be much faster than three cycles.

This transient component has its maximum value at t = 0, and this is the value ofgreatest
interest as it represents the maximum current. The maximum positive current offset occurs
under the following conditions:

sin(O - tJ) = +1
i(O+) > 0

(5.7)

where both conditions apply simultaneously. Ignoring the prefault load current, for the mo-
ment, the maximum positive offset occurs when

fJ = () - Jr /2 (5.8)

(5.9)

The maximum negative offset can be similarly computed, but we are not so much con-
cerned by the sign of the offset as its magnitude and rate of decay.

Considering only the maximum condition, but ignoring the prefault load current, we can
write the maximum current as

E
ip(t) = ~[sin(wt +- Jr/2) ± e- t / r ]

Z

= Em (=f cos W( ± e-I / T )
Z

where the choice of sign is determined arbitrarily on whether one is interested in a positive or a
negative de offset. The magnitudes are the same in either case. Also note that the current (5.9)
is subscripted"P" to indicate that this is the current in the primary of the current transformer
of the protective system.

The measurement of the fault current is shown in Figure 5.3, where the secondary current
sees a burden ZB that consists of the relay impedance as well as the impedance of the leads
from the CT secondary to the relay. Since the primary fault current is often very large, there
is always a concern for the saturation of the current transformer. If we ignore the transformer
excitation current, for the moment, we can write the voltage across the burden as

(5.10)

For an ideal transformer, we can write the voltage in terms of the rate ofchange of flux linkages.

d4JvB=n- (5.11)
dt

where n is the turns ratio of the transformer. The flux is then computed by integrating (5.11)

R L

e

Figure 5.3 Measurement of the fault current.
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for a total system impedance of Z [also see (2.4) for review].

11' l'¢= - vRdt=K (e-I /T -coswt)dt
n 0 0

K - at K .= - (I - e ) - - Sm tot Wb = ¢I + ¢,
a w2

where
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(5.12)

K = ZBEm a =~
Zn 2 X/R

and Z is the total impedance seen by the source voltage.
A plot of the primary current and the flux, with arbitrary vertical scaling, is shown in

Figure 5.4. Note that the primary current is completely offset at time zero . The flux also has
a de offset that is relatively large compared to the steady-state component because the time
constant multiplier for the transient term is relatively large compared to the I /wmultiplier of
the steady-state component in (5.12). The transient flux plotted in Figure 5.4 assumes an ideal
transformer and represents an unrealistic condition. Any physical transformer will saturate
with high values of de flux unless the core has a very large cross section. Therefore, a more
realistic picture would be for the flux to level off at some saturated value immediately after zero
time . This would provide very small values of secondary voltage due to the small (saturated)
value of the flux rate of change. This means that the secondary current will be much smaller
than the ideal value shown in the figure until the core saturation reduces to a small value , which
may take quite a long time [ I], [21.

. lp
- $7% [
- - <lJ,.,
. ~. -- 4>tr

....:---

/ f\ -,..(

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

(5.13)

Time in cycles

Figure 5.4 Plot of primary current and transient current transformer flux.

One way to measure the relative magnitude of the severity of the saturation is to integrate
the steady-state peak flux over 0.5-1 .5 cycles and compare this with the transient flux integrated
from zero to infinity . If this is done, we can compute the ratio of the two quantities as

¢t X
- -
¢s R

Using this result, we can write the total flux as

(5.14)
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The multiplier in parentheses is called the "transient factor," which gives ameasure of the degree
of saturation during the current transient. This emphasizes the importance of the system X/ R
ratio in protective system behavior [2].

5.1.2 Fault Currents Near Synchronous Machines

Another important characteristic that affects certain protective system decisions is the
nature of the fault current in close proximity to synchronous generators. This characteristic
is largely due to the way in which fault currents decay with time in the stator windings of the
machine. At the instant the fault occurs, each phase current has a value that depends on the
generator load at that instant. Following the incidence of the fault, the currents in each phase
change rapidly to very high values that depend on the type of fault, its location (severity), and
the generator subtransient reactance, Xd". This very high current begins immediately to decay,
first at a rapid rate determined by the subtransient time constant td", and later at a slower rate
determined by the transient time constant td'. Depending on the speed of the relaying and
circuit breaker action, the large initial current may have to be interrupted. It is important,
therefore, that the protective system designer check the highest possible value that this current
can reach, which would occur for a fault at the maximum generation condition and with no
impedance from the relay location to the fault location, in other words, a close-in fault. Usually
this is done for the three-phase fault with maximum de current offset in one phase.

It may also be important to estimate the contribution to the fault of nearby motors,
particularly large motors. Synchronous motors contribute fault current in exactly the same
way as synchronous generators, since they have their own source of excitation. Induction
motors, however, experience a rapid decay in air gap flux and their contribution to the fault
is usually negligible after two or three cycles. In both cases, the prime mover power for the
motor comes from the shaft load. This load will often have sufficient inertia to cause the motor
to feed the fault for a few cycles.

To estimate the fault current contribution of the synchronous generator, consider a fault
on the terminals of a generator that is initially unloaded. At the instant the fault occurs, the
generator is operating with an open circuit terminal voltage E, which is equal to the rated rms
voltage. The flux in the air gap is maintained by the field excitation system at a value that
will just provide E at the correct value. When the fault strikes, the peak air gap flux will have
some value and this flux will have a given angle with respect to the a-phase stator winding,
which we consider the reference position. This flux is trapped at its prefault value and currents
will flow in the three-phase windings, the field winding, and the damper windings (or solid
rotor body) to try and maintain this trapped flux at its prefault magnitude and angle, according
to Lenz's law. The energy stored in this magnetic field is quickly absorbed by ohmic losses
and the flux begins to decay immediately, and the currents decay as well, finally reaching a
new steady-state condition. The actual stator currents have three types of components, a de
offset, a double frequency component, and a rated frequency component. The rated frequency
component of five to 10 times normal is initially present in the stator and this current decays to
its final value, which depends on the machine synchronous reactance. We are most interested
in this rated frequency component and its rms value.

It is convenient to divide the rated frequency current into three components, as follows
[3], [4]:

(5.15)
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(5.17)

(5.16)1 E
ld <>:

Xd
11 E
ld == Iixd

where E is the rated rms generator phase voltage which is a function of the field CUITent. These
equations give the synchronous, transient, and subtransient components of the symmetrical
ac stator current at time t .== 0+, i.e., immediately following the fault. The transient and
subtransient currents decay, each with its own time constant. These three currents and their
decay pattern are shown in Figure 5.5. Note the different decay time constants of the transient
and subtransient components.

o tJ' Time

Figure 5.5 Decay patterns of transient and subtransient stator currents following a three-
phase fault on an unloaded generator.

Also, the field current can be written as

IF = Ex (I - e-I/r~n)
rp

where Ex == exciter voltage
r p == field winding resistance
IF == field winding current
t~() == open circuit transient time constant

Table 5.1 provides a set of typical generator reactances and time constants.

TABLE 5.1 Machine Reactances and Time Constants

Item Units Turbogenerators Hydrogenerators

xd pu 1.40-1.80 0.90-1. ]0
x;, pu 0.23-0.35 0.25-0.45
x;, pu 0.15-0.23 0.20-0.35
7;/0 2.80-9.20 1.50-9.50
T;, 0.40-1.80 0.50-3.30
T:i 0.02-0.05 0.01-0.05
To 0.04-0.35 0.03-0.30

(5.18)



(5.19)

(5.20)
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We compute the total ac stator current as the sum of the three ac components, as follows.
First we define the following incremental currents.

st' = (I~ - Id)e-t/r~

s:" = (I; - I~)e-t/r;

where

I x~ I
Td = -TdoXd

x"
1:" - -'!!:-T"d - x' do

d

Then the total ac rms symmetrical current is given by

lac = Id + dI' + a!"

(5.21)

(5.22)

The de component of stator current can take on any initial value from zero to I;,and it decays
at its own time constant. This current component is written as

Ide = -J2Ije-t / ra (5.23)

where

(5.24)

Note that the time constant depends on the negative sequence inductance of the generator and
the armature resistance.

Now the total fault current of interest is the rIDS value of the total current, which has both
an ac and de component. We write this total rms current as

Ilotal =J11c + Il
We can compute the total fault current at t "= 0 from (5.22) with the result

(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.28)

The two components of the total current decay at quite different rates. The ac component
decays at a rate determined by the transient and subtransient time constants of the generator.
The de component, however, decays at a rate that depends on the X/ R of the system to which
the generator is connected. In practical situations, it is the de component that will dominate
the total current decay.

To visualize this decay pattern, consider a simple series R -L circuit with a constant de
initial current Ide flowing. If the R-L portion of this circuit is suddenly shorted, the current
will decay as governed by the equation

i (t) = Idee-Rt/L (5.27)

Now, if we think of this as the decaying de component, whose initial value is

Ide = -J2Iae

then we may compute the total current as

I 1=J12 + 212 e-2Rt / L = I .J1+ 2e-2Rt / Ltota ae ae ae (5.29)
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We may write (5.29) as

(5.30)

where we have defined the "asymmetry factor" Fa as

Fa = JI +2e-2Rt ! l. = 1+2exp (-;;:t) (5.31)

Figure 5.6 shows a symmetrical fault current for phase a of the generator and for a fault
on the generator terminals. This will occur only when the phase angle of the voltage is exactly
zero when the fault occurs and with resistance neglected. In this case the fault current is
exactly symmetrical and decays as dictated by (5.22). Note that the rate of decay is much
greater initially, with the decay at a slower rate after the subtransient current has died away.
This case is special because of its symmetry.
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Figure 5.6 Plots of the symmetrical ac component and the total fault current envelope ,
including the de component.

Figure 5.7 shows a plot of the three-phase currents of the generator that corresponds
to the symmetrical phase a current of Figure 5.6. In this case, the other two-phase currents
have de decrements that are equal and opposite, with the phase b decrement being the negative
of the phase c decrement. The actual phase currents are displaced in phase, however, in the
normal manner.

The asymmetry factor takes on its maximum value at t = 1/2 cycle or 1/120 second .
The value of the asymmetry factor at this value of t on a 60 hertz system is given by

Fa(m.x )= (
- 2rr )I +2exp - -
X/R

(5.32)

The de offset is different in each phase, however, so the average offset is not as great as
expressed by (5.31) . We can easily compute an average value of the asymmetry factor, which
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Figure 5.7 Total fault current showing maximum offset.

is given at t = 1/120 seconds as

Fa(ave) = 8 (-21r)1+ -exp --9 X/R
(5.33)

Thus, we see that the de decay depends on the X/ R of the system and values of interest
lie between the average and maximum values of asymmetry as given by (5.32) and (5.33),
respectively. These values of asymmetry factor are plotted in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 Maximum and average asymmetry factors as a function of system XI R.

Using Figure 5.8, one can estimate the maximum asymmetry of the fault current for a
particular system condition. This permits an evaluation of the maximum de component that
can exist for that system. The circuit breaker must be able to interrupt the maximum offset
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current. However, this maximum has a lower probability than the average and this may be an
important factor, dependi ng on how much risk one is willing to take and the cost of reducing
that risk to zero . Figure 5.9 shows another plot of three -phase fault curre nts on an unloaded
gene rator. This is the case of maximum de offset. In this example, the current in phase a fails
to cross zero for the first six cycles, due to the subtransient offset. This makes interrup ting
the current of phase a very difficult, since the moment of current interruption by the circuit
breaker is normally at the normal current zero .
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Figure 5.9 Typical three-pha se fault on an unloaded generator.

The exact value of the zero crossing depend s on the generator parameters and on its
prefault loading [51, [6] . The equation for the stator current of the generator can be written from
the basic generator equations [7]. For a turbogenerator with effective amortisseur windings in
the d and q axes, we write the phase a current following a simultaneous three-phase fault as
follows .

(5.34)

I[_!.. + (~ - ~) e --t / r~ +(~ - ~) e - t / r;;] cos(wt +a)
Xd xd Xd xd xd

.: = - J2vqo () ()- ~ .-!... +.-!... e'!> cos o - ~ .-!... - ~- e- t / r" cos(2wt +a)
2 x;; x~ 2 x;; x~

- [.-!... +(.-!... - .-!... ) e- t / r:,' ] sin(wt +a)
xq x~ -:- J2vdo

+ ~ (~ +.-!... ) e- t / r" sin o - ~ (~ - .-!... ) e--t / r" sins(2wt +- a)
2 xd x~ 2 XI; x:

- [-Ju., cos(wt +a) +J2lqo sin(wt) +a]
where the angle a represents the point on the current wave at which the fault begins .

If there are no current zeros for an extended period , the fault interruption is delayed,
perhaps for a considerable period . This will be especially troublesome for generator circuit
breakers. In pract ice, many faults develop sequentially and sequential interruption of the phase
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currents reduces the severity of the problem. The problem is also less severe when the fault is
farther removed from the generator terminals.

It is possible to estimate the time to the first current zero by solving (5.34) for only the fun-
damental component of current and neglecting the subtransient components and subtransient
saliency. This results in the approximate equation for the time to the first zero, as follows [6].

_ 'C~'Ca [X~Volcos(a-8)1] (5.35)tz -, In" ,'Cd - 'Ca xd(Idoxd+ Vqo)

where Vo is the prefault voltage. This has a maximum when the fault occurs exactly at the
angle a = 8. Clearly, the largest value of (5.35) occurs when the generator is unloaded, when
8 = 0, and Vqo = Vo, which gives

(5.36)

(5.37)

It is possible to compute the exact de offset for each phase by use of the simple three-phase
phasor diagram shown in Figure 5.10. Here we define

fA = initial de component of current Ia
IB = initial de component of current Ib
Ie = initialde component of current Ie

fA Real Axis

Figure 5.10 Device for computing initial de off-
set.

It should be clear from the figure that the initial de component in each phase is the
projection of the phasor current for that phase on the reference real axis. Note that the phasor
diagram is usually drawn for ems currents, in which case each of the initial values in (5.37)
must be multiplied by v'2.

For the case of faults removed from the generator terminals by some distance, the
impedance between the generator and the fault must be added into the computations. For
these cases, we revise the computation as follows. First we define

z, = r, + j x, per unit (5.38)

where this impedance in on the generatorbase. Then we redefine the currents and time constants
as follows:

E
Id=---

Xd +xe
I E1---
d - x~ +xe

(5.39)

(5.40)
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(5.42)

(5.41)

(5.43)

(5.45)

(5.46)

t':»: __E_
d - X~ + Xe

/ X~ + Xe /
Td == ---Tdo

Xd +Xe

II X~ + Xe "
Td == X~ + Xe T

do

X2 +Xe
Ta == (5.44)

(ra + re)wB

The concepts discussed above are accurate enough for most normal circuit breaker ap-
plication guidelines and for preliminary relay settings. In some special cases, however, it may
be considered necessary to make more accurate calculations. For example, if the machine time
constants are unusually long or when one wishes to consider the relay currents a long time
after fault inception, more accurate procedures may be desired. For these cases, the manufac-
turers can furnish accurate decrement curves that can be used for more precise computations.
Even these curves, however, are constructed using a set of assumptions regarding the generator
prefault loading, the effect of excitation, and other simplifying assumptions. Still, this offers
an optional alternate method that may be considered by the protection engineer.

5.1.3 Saturation of Current Transformers

The foregoing sections illustrate the fact that fault currents are likely to have high de
offset in addition to large fundamental frequency components that are likely to cause saturation
of current transformers. Relays are usually designed for fundamental frequency sine wave
operation and the performance of relay may not be specified for other waveforms or for de
components of current. Therefore, the rating and burden of the current transformer should
be specified by the protection engineer in order to ensure undistorted secondary current under
maximum fault conditions. The problem is in the interpretation of the CT standards in terms
of the limiting value of burden that will assure satisfactory performance. We can determine
those limiting values by investigating the flux equation for the current transformer.

From (5.12), we can write the flux due to a fully offset voltage as

nd:=«s», =1t ZBlp(e-Rt/L - coswt)

or, evaluating the integral we get

«es.» = ZBIF [; (I - e Rt/L ) - sinwt]

= ZBh; (~ + I) :::: 20VRated = 20ZBR/PR

In the final computation we take the limiting value of the quantity in square brackets. The
inequality is due to the ANSI standards, which specify that the C-Rated CT support a volt-
age across the standard burden ZBR when carrying 20 times rated fault current I FR without
exceeding a 10% ratio error. Dividing (5.46) by these ratings, gives the simple expression

(5.47)
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where both the burden impedance and the fault current are in per unit on bases determined by
the CT rated values [8].

The final relationship provides the relay engineer with an excellent way to determine
the maximum value of burden. If a given design results in too great a value of burden, this
equation shows how much the impedance must be reduced to avoid exceeding design limits.
In many cases, choosing a larger size of control wiring in the substation will reduce the burden
enough to satisfy (5.47).

CT saturation problems often occur due to limited space for the installation, requiring
the use of low ratio, low accuracy CT's. The larger CT specified by the calculation also adds
to the cost of the installation. Undersized CTs result in a burden requirement that cannot be
achieved. Therefore, the ideal goals set forth in the above procedure are not always achieved in
practice and saturation of the current transformers is possible. This changes the problem to one
of trying to minimize saturation and of determining its effect on the quality of the protection.
See Section 2.4 for additional information on the saturation of current transformers.

5.2 STATIONARRANGEMENTS

An important consideration in the design and implementation of protective systems is the
switching station arrangement. There are many different configurations in use, each of which
has its advantages and disadvantages. First, we shall examine some of the more common
switching station designs and will study the features of each. Then a few of the less common
designs will be presented and some of their unusual features discussed.

5.2.1 Single Bus, Single Breaker Arrangement

The first and simplest of the switching station arrangements is the single bus scheme
shown in Figure 5.11(a). This arrangement is relatively inexpensive and is simple to construct
and operate. It has some obvious disadvantages, however, that limit this design to remote sta-
tions where service continuity can be restricted without affecting large numbers of customers.
For example, the only way a breaker can be maintained is to remove that terminal from ser-
vice. This may cause no problems if the load served by that terminal has an alternate source of
supply, or can be switched to other circuits temporarily. For high-voltage systems in general,
however, it should not be necessary to sacrifice the use of a line or transformer just to perform
maintenance on a circuit breaker. Note that this or any station has several types of equipment:

• circuit breakers
• disconnects
• buses
• terminations for lines or transformers (bus sections)

Of all items, the circuit breaker is the only active component, the rest being passive. This
means that the circuit breakers are generally less reliable and more subject to failure, due to the
existence of moving parts, sometimes with complex mechanisms. The availability of the circuit
breakers are kept at a reasonably high level by routine scheduled maintenance. Hence, the
removal of circuit breakers on a routine basis is a basic requirement for any switching station.
For the single bus, single breaker design of Figure 5:II(a), the breaker can be removed for
servicing by first opening the breaker, and then manually isolating the breaker by opening the
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Figure 5.1t Some common station arrangements. (a) Single bus, single breaker 6 break-
ers, 6 lines 1.0 breakers/line. (b) Main and transfer 7 breakers, 6 lines 1.167
breakers/line. (c) Double bus, single breaker 7 breakers, 6 lines 1.167 break-
ers/line. (d) Double bus, double breaker 12 breakers, 6 lines 2.0 breakers/line.
(e) Ring bus 6 breakers, 6 Jines 1.0 breakers/line. if) Breaker and a half 9
breakers, 6 lines 1.5 breakers/line.

disconnects at both breaker terminals. The disconnects provide maintenance personnel with
visual assurance that the breaker is isolated and safe to work on.

Another weakness of this design is that each outgoing line is served by only one breaker.
Should the mechanism fail in the open position, there is no way to energize that circuit.
Moreover, should the breaker fail to open when there is a fault on the protected branch, then
all breakers on the bus that provides a source of fault current must be opened to clear the fault.

Note that the single bus, single breaker arrangement requires only one breaker per con-
nection, which makes it very economical.

5.2.2 Main and Transfer Arrangement

The main and transfer station arrangement is shown in Figure 5.11(b). The normal
operation of this station would be with each terminal served through its own breaker from the
lower bus and with the bus tie breaker open. To perform maintenance on one of the breakers,
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the bus tie breaker is closed and the disconnect between the breaker to be maintained and the
transfer bus is closed. Then the breaker requiring maintenance is opened and its disconnects
are opened. During maintenance, there is no outage on any terminal, and the terminal served
from the transfer bus is protected through the bus tie breaker.

The advantages of this arrangement are as follows:

1. Low initial cost.
2. Flexible operation.
3. Breaker or line relays can be taken out of service for maintenance with slight modi-

fication of line protection, through the bus tie breaker.
4. Potential devices may be used on the main bus for relaying.

The disadvantages of the main and transfer bus scheme are as follows:

1. Requires an extra breaker for the bus tie.
2. Switchingis somewhat complicated when removing a breaker for maintenance.
3. The protective relaying for the bus tie breaker may be complicated, since it must be

able to substitute for any breaker.
4. Requires a separate bus protection for each bus.
5. Breaker or bus failure takes the entire station out of service until the fault is isolated.

The main and transfer arrangement always requires one more breaker than the total
number of connections. For the case illustrated in Figure 5.11, this equates to 1.167 breakers
per connection. This is only slightly more costly than the single bus, single breaker arrange-
ment and is often considered a good trade-off, offering reasonable cost and effective breaker
maintenance.

5.2.3 Double Bus, Single Breaker Arrangement

The next station arrangement is the single breaker, double bus arrangement shown in
Figure 5.l1(c). This station arrangement also employs two buses with a bus tie breaker con-
necting them. It also associates a circuit breaker with each terminal connection. The difference
is in the connection of the breaker and in the use of a breaker bypass disconnect.

The advantages of this arrangement are:

1. Very flexible arrangement.
2. Breakeror line protective relays can be taken out of service at any time for maintenance

with only a slight modification of the protective relaying scheme.
3. Either main bus may be isolated for maintenance.

The disadvantages of this arrangement are:

1. Requires an extra breaker for the bus tie.
2. Five disconnects are required for each terminal.
3. The switching is complicated for isolating a breaker for maintenance.
4. The protective relaying for the bus tie breaker is complicated since it must be capable

of substituting for any breaker.
5. Requires a separate and complicated bus protective scheme.
6. Greater exposure to bus faults than previous designs.
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7. Line breaker failure takes half of the substation out of service.
8. The failure of the bus tie breaker takes the entire station out of service until the fault

is isolated.

It is noted in Figure 5.11(c) that this arrangement requires one more breaker than the
number of connections served, the same as the main and transfer bus arrangement.

5.2.4 Double Bus, Double Breaker Arrangement

The next switching station arrangement we shall consider is the double bus, double
breaker scheme, shown in Figure 5.11(d). Note that this scheme uses two breakers for each
terminal, hence the designation "double breaker."

The advantages of this switching arrangement are as follows:

1. Flexible operation.
2. High reliability.
3. All switching is done with breakers.
4. Either main bus can be taken out of service at any time for maintenance.
5. Bus failure does not remove any circuit from service.
6. Each connection is served by two breakers, providing greater reliability that a con-

nection can always be made.

The disadvantages of the double bus, double breaker scheme are:

1. Two breakers per circuit raises the cost of the station.
2. The protective relaying must trip two circuit breakers to isolate a faulted line from

the station.
3. Clearing a fault on any connection requires the opening of two circuit breakers, which

increases the probability of failure to clear the fault successfully.

The double bus, double breaker arrangement requires two breakers per connection, which
is the highest cost of any configuration considered so far.

5.2.5 Ring Bus Arrangement

The ring bus station arrangement is shown in Figure 5.l1(e). This bus arrangement is
characterized as having only one breaker per terminal, it serves each connection from two
breakers.

The advantages of this scheme are as follows:

1. Low initial and ultimate cost.
2. Flexible operation for breaker maintenance at any time without interrupting load or

requiring complex switching.
3. No complicated bus protective scheme is required.
4. Requires only one breaker per connection.
5. Breaker failure removes only two circuits from service under normal operating con-

ditions.
6. Each circuit is fed by two breakers.
7. All switching is performed by breakers.
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The disadvantages of the ring bus scheme are:

1. If a fault occurs during the time one line is out of service, the ring can be separated
into two sections.

2. Automatic reclosing circuits are rather complex.
3. If a single set of protective relays is used, the transmission line must be taken out of

service to maintain the relays.
4. Requires voltage devices on all circuits since there. is no definite potential reference

point.

The ring bus arrangement is economical in terms of the number of breakers required per
connection served. However, the power system is placed at risk when a breaker in a ring bus
is being serviced. Whether this risk is acceptable depends on the voltage level, the amount
of power transferred through the station, and the frequency of interruptions that could occur
during maintenance.

5.2.6 Breaker-and-a-Half Arrangement

The next switching station arrangement to be considered is called the breaker-and-a-half
scheme because it uses three breakers for every two circuits.

The advantages of this scheme are as follows:

1. Flexible operation.
2. High reliability.
3. Breaker failure on bus-side breakers removes only one circuit from service.
4. All switching is performed using breakers.
5. Simple operation; no air break disconnect switching required for normal operation.
6. Either main (rack) bus can be taken out of service at any time for maintenance.
7. Bus failure does not remove any circuit from service.

The disadvantages of the breaker-and-a-half scheme are:

1. Requires 1.5 breakers per circuit.
2. Protective relaying is somewhat complicated since the middle breaker must be re-

sponsive to either of its associated circuits.
3. Breaker failure of the center breaker will cause the loss of an unfaulted circuit.

The circuit breaker requirement for the breaker-and-a-half arrangement is midway be-
tween the very inexpensive arrangements and the expensive, but secure, double bus, double
breaker scheme. These factors have made this one of the most favored switching arrangements
for high-voltage and extra-high-voltage stations.

5.2.7 Other SWitching Arrangements

The foregoing represent the most common switching arrangements and provide for flex-
ibility and reliability of varying amounts. They also represent a wide range of choices for ease
of repair, simplicity in relay application, and cost. They do not, however, represent the only
choices. Additional station designs are shown in Figure 5.12.
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(n
Figure 5.12 Other station arrangements. (a) Breaker and a third 8 breakers, 6 lines 1.333

breakerslline. (b) Ring tripod 8 breakers, 6 lines 1.333 breakers/line. (c) Ring
bridge 7 breakers, 6 Jines J.167 breakerslline. (d) Crossed ring 9 breakers, 6
lines 1.5 breakers/ line. (e) 4 x6 network 9 breakers, 6 lines 1.5 breakerslline.
if) Pyramid scheme 10 breakers, 6 lines 1.667 breakers/line.

5.2.7.1 Breaker and a Third Arrangement. The breaker-and-a-third arrangement is
similar to the breaker-and-a-half topology, but it is more economical in terms ofcircuit breaker
cost. The example shown in Figure 5.12(a) is not typical due to the use of only two paths
between the rack buses, making this particular example similar to a ring bus. Usually, the
breaker-and-a-third would have more than two paths.

This arrangement has the same advantages and disadvantage as the breaker-and-a-half
arrangement, but it has one additional disadvantage. A stuck breaker on the center two breakers
will always cause the outage of an unfaulted circuit. This makes the design less reliable than
the breaker-and-a-half, and probably explains the reason that it seems to be favored less often
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than the breaker-and-a-half design. The number of breakers per connection for this design is
low, making this scheme economical.

5.2.7.2 The Ring Tripod Arrangement. The ring tripod is one several arrangements
described in the same technical paper [9]. This arrangement has a favorable index of breakers
per connection. It is unusual in that some connections are served by three circuit breakers
rather than one or two breakers of other, more common designs. This has the advantage that
a breaker that fails to close will have a very low probability of causing outage of a circuit.
However, it has the disadvantage that three breakers must operate successfully to clear afault.

The ring tripod has a difficult crossover of connections at the center of the layout, which
may make it difficult to build.

5.2.7.3 The RingBridge Arrangement. The ring bridge of Figure 5.12(c) has also been
described as a ring bus with bridging breaker [9]. The number of breakers per connection is
low,making this arrangement economical compared to the breaker-and-a-half. Adding another
circuit breaker adds redundancy and makes breaker maintenance of the ring bus breakers less
risky. The bridging breaker would normally be in standby, similar to the bus interconnector in
the main and transfer scheme.

5.2.7.4 The Crossed Ring Arrangement. The crossed ring of Figure 5.12(d) features
three circuit breakers for each connection, but because of the topology the cost is the same as
the breaker-and-a-half scheme. This has both advantages and disadvantages, as noted above.
The crossover of the crossing connections may make this design difficult to build. This station
is operated exactly like a ring bus, with the ring connecting breakers normally open. It is also
possible to operate the station as two partial rings, with the partial rings either separate or
coupled through a breaker.

Arrangements of this type that make three circuit breakers available to each connection
may be favored in cases where there is a very high thermal loading and a need to divide the
load current between several supply breakers.

5.2.7.5 The 4 x 6 Network Arrangement. The 4x6 network arrangement of Fig-
ure 5.12(e) is still another variation of station design that attempt to increase the redundancy
of supply to outgoing circuits [10]. In this case the connections at the comers are served by
three breakers, but the inside connections are served by only two.

5.2.7.6 The Pyramid Station Arrangement. The pyramid station arrangement is quite
different from the others in that it provides two breakers in series for each connection. The
outgoing circuits are divided into groups, in this case illustrated in Figure 5.12(j) having two
circuits per group. Each circuit has its own breaker, but is backed up by another breaker. Should
the first breaker suffer from a stuck breaker condition, the fault can be cleared by the backup
breaker, but at the expense of clearing an unfaulted circuit. A rather complex arrangement,
utilizing a separate breaker, is needed to allow for maintenance of any breaker.

In conclusion, there is no one best switching station arrangement and the arrangement
that is used for a given station depends on many factors, one of which is the protective system.
It is important that the protective system always be available for maintenance and that it not
be unduly complex. For the most part, a protective system can be designed for any switching
station arrangement. Some may require the tripping of multiple breakers in order to clear
certain faults, but this does not create a problem for the relay engineer.
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The final system component that must be described for protection studies is the characteristic
of the lines, particularly the line reactance. The methods of computing line parameters is well
known and well documented [4], [5], [11], [12]. For protective system analysis it is usually
the line series impedance that is required. This reactance, for a transposed three-phase line is
computed as

Dm
XL == 0.07539 In - QjkmDs

Dm== 0.121341n - QjmileDs

(5.48)

where Dm == Geometric mean distance between phase conductors
D, == Geometric mean radius of the phase conductors

(Note that the distances used by North American conductormanufacturers for these calculations
are often in English units.) Values of the geometric mean radius are published by the conductor
manufacturers and are readily available. Also published are tables of the conductor resistance
in ohms per mile. Given these two values we may compute the line impedance as

ZL == rt. + jXL Qjunit length

The actual computation of the line reactance is simplified by writing (5.48) as

XL == Xa + Xd Qjunit length

(5.49)

(5.50)

where Xa == reactance of conductor including flux linkages out to a radius of 1 ft
Xd == reactance spacing factor including effect of flux linkages beyond a 1 ft radius

Using this technique, the first term is due almost entirely to the conductor itself and its
internal flux linkages, as well as the effect of flux linkages within the constant radius of 1 ft.
The second term is a function only of the spacing between conductors.

For distribution circuits it is often more convenient to measure the line length in thousands
of feet, or kft, rather than miles. One may then compute [4]

Xd == 0.12131n o; == 0.27941og10 D~ Qjmile (5.51)

(5.52)

where D~ == Geometric mean distance in feet

For distribution circuits it is more convenient to measure this distance in inches, rather
than feet and to measure the total reactance in ohms per kft. Thus, we compute

0.2794 D~
Xd == 528 loglo 12 Qjkft

where D~ == Geometric mean distance in inches

It can easily be shown that (5.52) may be written as

Xd == -0.0571 +0.05291ogloD~ Qjkft (5.53)
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Values of resistance and reactance factors are tabulated in Appendix C for a wide variety of
conductor types and spacings.

5.4 COMPUTATION OF AVAILABLE FAULT CURRENT

The first requirement of any protective system coordination study is to know the available
fault current at the point of application. This requires that the results of a short-circuit study
be available to the protection engineer. Computer programs are available that can quickly
make the necessary computation. Here, we briefly review the different types of faults and their
computation using the methods of symmetrical components [4].

The maximum fault current condition occurs when the largest number of generators are
in service, which usually occurs at peak load. The fault current available at any point in the
network depends on the Thevenin equivalent impedance seen looking into the network from
the fault point. Maximum generation conditions make the voltage high behind the Thevenin
impedance. Also, because of the heavy loading, the Thevenin impedance will be minimum
because no lines would be on scheduled outage for this condition. For maximum fault condi-
tions we assume that the fault is a "bolted" fault, with zero fault impedance. This maximum
fault current should be computed at every node in the transmission system. Maximum fault
currents are required in order to determine the maximum interrupting rating of circuit breakers
or other fault -current-interrupting devices.

The minimum fault current occurs at off-peak, when the number of generators in service
is small, so that the Thevenin equivalent impedance is high. Often we add fault resistance to
further limit the minimum current, since arc resistance usually exists in some amount. These
minimum currents should also be computed at all nodes in the network as these conditions
are sometimes critical in the coordination of protective equipment. Minimum fault currents
are also important because these currents must be compared with maximum load currents to
make sure that there is no ambiguity between the two values and that faults can be clearly
distinguished from heavy loading conditions.

Four types of faults can be considered; three phase (3PH), double line-to-ground (2LG),
one-line-to-ground (ILG), and line-to-line (L-L). Usually, either the 3PH or ILG is the most
severe and the L-L the least severe.

In most cases, the fault currents are computed in per unit, based on an arbitrarily chosen
volt-ampere base, such as 100 MVA. A possible source of confusion exists in system com-
putations in knowing whether a given algebraic expression or a numerical result is in system
meter-kilogram-second (mks) units (volts, amperes, ohms) or in per unit (pu). We adopt the
convention of adding the subscript "u" where necessary to emphasize "per unit." Usually any
system equations are exactly the same whether written in mks units or in per unit.

Transmission system fault calculations are nearly always performed in per unit, and the
results of these studies are often available in the form of an open circuit driving point and
transfer impedance matrix called the impedance matrix, or the Z matrix. The Z matrix is
defined by the matrix equation

V=ZI (5.54)

where both V and I are n x 1 vectors of voltage and current phasors, and the matrix Z is
an n x n matrix of complex impedances called the driving point and transfer impedances.'

1Note carefully the notation used for (5.54) and (5.55). In this book, vectors and matrices are displayed in
Roman bold typeface, as in (5.54). Phasors and complex numbers are displayed in bold italic typeface, as in (5.55).
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Writing this matrix equation in expanded form, we have

VI Zl1 Zl2

V2 Z2I Z22
==
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(5.55)

V"
where the voltages and currents are defined in Figure 5.13 [4]. From (5.55) the impedance
seen looking into the network at node i may be written as

V·IZii == .:
Ii h=0,i=1,2, ...n,k:;i:i

(5.56)

where we call Zit the driving point impedance. Clearly, from (5.55), Zij is the impedance seen
looking into node i with all other nodes open. For a fault study we usually assume that load
currents are negligible compared to fault currents, or that the load buses are all open. Then
Zii is the Thevenin equivalent impedance seen looking into the transmission network at bus i
when bus i is faulted. The Thevenin equivalent voltage is the open circuit voltage at bus i or
the normal prefault voltage. Usually we take this voltage to be 1.0 per unit, although the value
can be scaled as desired since the network is linear. Impedance Zik is an impedance relating
voltages at a given node i to currents injected at another node (k =I i).

n-Port

Figure 5.13 An n-port network [4]. Node Voltage Reference

The Z matrix of (5.54) or (5.55) is usually available from computer studies for both
the positive and zero sequence networks. Usually we assume that the positive and negative
sequence networks have equal impedances, that is, (ZI == Z2). This is true for transmission
lines but not for machines. This assumption usually leads to negligible error except perhaps
at or very near a generator bus.

Knowing the driving point or Thevenin impedance at any transmission fault bus we
know the sequence network impedances 20,21, and 2 2 == Z, shown in Figure 5.14, where
we usually let the Thevenin voltage VF == 1.0.

Knowing these sequence networks, we can solve for any of the desired fault currents at the
transmission bus. Figure 5.14 defines the various quantities needed to solve for the fault current.

5.4.1 Three-Phase (3PH) Faults

The arrangement of the sequence networks and the derived sequence and phase currents
are shown in Figure 5.15. Obviously there are no negative or zero sequence currents for this
type of fault as it is completely balanced. This means that there is no current through the
ground impedance and it makes no difference if ZG is zero or infinite.
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Zero Positive Negative

Figure 5.14 Sequence networks with defined sequence quantities [4].

Fa-,-----r-........---__----------a
b-t---t-+-----t--- ----b
c .......--t-.......---......--......----4I~C

Figure 5.15 Three-phase fault connection and current equations [4].

The Thevenin equivalent voltage VF completes the fault data necessary for three-phase
faults. This voltage will not usually be known precisely and is usually taken to be between
1.0 and 1.1, with 1.05 a good estimated value. The angle is usually taken to be zero, and this
voltage then becomes the phasor reference for the calculations.

5.4.2 Double Line-la-Ground (2LG) Faults

(5.57)

The faulted phase designation and sequence network connection for the 2LG fault is
shown in Figure 5.16 where is noted that the sequence networks are connected in parallel [4].
The constant "a" in Figure 5.16 is the familiar 120 degree operator, i.e.,

a = ej 21C/ 3 = ej 120" = _!+ j,J3
2 2

There are three currents of interest for this type of fault, the line currents Ib and I., and
the ground current Ib+ lc- The line currents Ib and Ie are not equal and must be calculated
separately.

The positive and negative sequence impedances are exactly equal except for machines,
and equating these sequence impedances is usually a very good approximation.

The zero sequence impedance Zo is very difficult to determine accurately for multi-
grounded systems. Chapter 6 provides a method of estimating this impedance for certain
systems.

Fault impedances ZF and ZGare chosen arbitrarily, or based on data from typical faults.
For simplicity we often let ZF = 0 and give ZG an estimated value.
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Fa-------.....-----a
b--+-,......----t--......---b
C --t--I---r---t---t-~~-C
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Ia == lao +Ial +Ia2
lb == laO + a2Ial + ala2
I, == laO + alaI + a21a2
t, L. == 3lao

VF
I a 1 == ----(Z~2-+-Z-F-)-(Z=-O-+--=Z-F -+----=3::-::Z=--G-:-)

ZI + ZF + ---------
Zo+Z2+ 2ZF + 3ZG

z, +ZF + 3ZG
La == - lal

Zo+ Z2+ 2ZF +3ZG
Z2+ZF10- II

a - Zo+ Z2+ 2ZF + 3ZG a

Figure 5.16 2LG fault connection and current equations [4].

5.4.3 Line-to-Line (L-L) Fault

The faulted phase designation and sequence network connections for the line-to-line fault
are given in Figure 5.17. Usually, the positive and negative sequence impedances are taken to
be equal impedances. No zero sequence current flows for the line-to-line fault since there is no
path to ground. Since the fault is unbalanced and we wish to keep phase a as the symmetrical
phase, this fault is usually represented as a phase b-e fault, as shown in Figure 5.17.

Fa-,......---------a
b-I--~----+-------b
C -I---t-~--_t_-_+_-.. C

I a == 0

Ib == -Ie == - j-J3Ial

FO +
Val

NO

VF
f a l == - - - -

Zt +Z2 +ZF
f a2 == -ts,
La == 0

Figure 5.17 Line-to-line fault connections and current equations [4].

5.4.4 One-Line-to-Ground (1LG) Fault

The 1LG fault configuration and sequence network connections are shown in Figure 5.18.
The comments above regarding the sequence impedances are applicable here, as well. With
phase a as the symmetrical phase, the 1LG fault is usually represented as a fault on phase
a. Sequence currents for this type of fault flow in all three sequence networks and are equal.
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Synthesis of the phase currents from the sequence currents will show that the currents in phases
band c are zero for this fault type.

Fa-....------.....----a
b-olt--..-p-o---......- ....-- b

t; = 3lao
Ib = L; =0

VF1 0-11-12- ------a - a - a - ZO+ZI +Z2+ 3ZF

Figure 5.18 One-line-to-ground fault connections and current equations [4].

5.4.5 Summary of Fault Currents

The foregoing summary provides the basic sequence network connections and the for-
mula used in computing fault currents for common types of fault configurations. Fault current
information is needed in all types of protective system coordination studies. Examples of the
use of fault currents will be given in Chapter 6 and in other chapters. In all coordination studies
it is assumed that these basic fault conditions are known.

5.5 SYSTEM EQUIVALENT FOR PROTECTION STUDIES

Consider a protected transmission line or other longitudinal element that is a component in a
large power system, and for which protection studies are required. The network to which the
component is connected is an active network, containing sources as well as passive branches,
shunt loads, and passive shunt devices such as capacitors and reactors. In many cases, the
network is large, and the number of equations required to describe the network is equal to the
number of external ports that must be retained. The engineer may require information for any
node, requiring the solution of a large number of simultaneous equations to provide the needed
information.

The protection engineer, however, is interested in the effect of the power system on
only the protected component, and would often prefer a reduced network representation to
simplify the calculations for protection studies of that component. Simplifying the network
representation may also have the advantage of providing greater insight into system effects that
might otherwise be masked by the large number of equations. We will consider the protected
element to be a transmission line, although it could be a transformer or other network branch
that connects two nodes. The protected line is shown in Figure 5.19, where relays Rand Q
provide the protection for the line by making current and voltage measurements at the two
terminals of the protected component. These currents and voltages are shown in the figure,
using appropriate subscripts for the relays at each terminal.
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Figure 5.19 The protected element and the active
network.
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Q

(5.58)

Since the protected component is connected to the network at two points, the required
network description is one that measures the network performance as viewed from these two
points. This is called a two-port network description, the treatment of which is exhaustively
treated in the literature [13], [14]. The network described here differs from the ordinary two-
port network only in the sense that it is an active network, containing internal energy sources.
This does not greatly complicate the network representation, however, as the effect of the
internal sources can be easily accommodated by a simple modification of the passive two-port
network equations.

5.5.1 The Open-Circuit Impedance Matrix

The network shown in Figure 5.19 is to be represented by its open-circuit two-port
equations, which may be written as follows [4].

[VI] == [ZI] Z]2] [I]] + [VS ]]
V2 Z21 Z22 /2 VS2

The impedances in the Z matrix are called "open-circuit parameters" because they are defined
with certain network ports open, i.e., with either II or 12 equal to zero. The voltage vector
on the right of (5.58) is the source voltage vector, which represents the effect of the internal
sources in the network. In what follows, we shall examine the two-port representation of the
large network with the protected line in Figure 5.19 disconnected, that is, with both ports 1
and 2 open. The voltages of the ports are defined as voltage drops from nodes 1 and 2 to
reference and the port currents are defined as the currents entering the network. This is the
usual convention for defining two-port parameters [13], [14].

First consider (5.58) when both of the two ports are open. Mathematically, this gives the
following results.

[~~t=/FO - [~:~] (5.59)

Clearly, the source voltage terms in (5.58) represent the open-circuit voltages that appear at
the two' ports when the external connections are removed. These voltages are due to internal
sources, and the effect at the two ports of interest are represented by these open-circuit source
voltages. These sources can be thought of as the two-port Thevenin equivalent voltages, since
their determination is found according to the rules dictated by Thevenin's theorem, namely,
with the two ports open. A power flow solution of the network, with the protected component
removed, will provide these voltages, both in magnitude and angle, for any desired network
loading condition.

Second, consider (5.58) when all internal sources are properly removed. The term
"properly removed" means that all constant voltage sources are replaced by short circuits
and all constant current sources are replaced by open circuits, such that there in no energy
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transferred to the passive network from any internal source. Under this specification, the
source terms on the right of (5.58) become zero, and we are left with the familiar passive
two-port description of the network. Now we can find the two-port parameters of the network,
which is accomplished by injecting a current to the each port in tum. Under this injection
condition, the voltages at both ports can be measured or computed, and compared against the
injected current, with the following results ..

(5.60)

This result is nothing more than the definition of the open-circuit impedance matrix pa-
rameters, dictated by the defining equation (5.58). The easiestway to determine the impedances
is to drive one per unit current into each port, with the two voltages measured for each injection.
This gives the two matrix impedances of either the first or second column of the matrix, as
noted in (5.60).

The important thing to observe is that the two-port impedance representation can be
found irrespective of the size of the power system. Moreover, the fact that the power system
contains internal energy sources can be accommodated in a straightforward manner, as noted
by (5.58).

5.5.2 Computation of the Two-Port Representation

The two-port parameters can be computed from the equations of the entire system, which
is defined as having n nodes [15], [16]. Either the impedance or admittance 'equations can be
used to describe this system, but the admittance equations will be used here. Thus we write

= (5.61)

where the current source term on the right represents the effect of all internal energy sources in
the network flowing into the network nodes when all nodes are shorted, i.e., when all voltages
are set to zero. The currents on the left are defined as current injections at each port. All
voltages are voltage drops from node to reference. Since we are interested only in the ports 1
and 2, we can set all other currents equal to zero, which requires that no external connections
are to be made at these nodes. This reduces (5.61) to the following form.

11 Yll Y I2 Y13 YIn VI t.,
12 Y2I Y22 Y23 Y 2n V2 I s2

0 = Y 31 Y 32 Y33 Y3n V3 + I s3
(5.62)

0 Y nl Yn2 Yn3 Ynn Vn t.;
or, grouping the equations according to the partitions defined in (5.62), we rewrite the matrix
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equation as

175

(5.63)

Note that bold Roman typeface characters represent matrices or vectors that are defined by the
partitions of (5.62). Equation (5.63) can be solved for the injection currents of the two ports
of interest by solving the second equation of (5.63) for the voltage Vb and substituting this
voltage into the first equation. The result can be written as

(5.64)

The current vector I represents the two-port current phasors of interest, and the voltage vector
Va represents the port voltage phasors. Now, (5.64) is the two-port equation for the power
system in admittance form, but it can be solved for the voltage, with the result being an
impedance form, exactly like (5.58). Note that this process can be performed on any network
of any size, as long as the network elements are linear. The result is a simple representation of
the power system in terms of the network open circuit impedance parameters, given by (5.60).

The two-port impedance parameters for any network can be found using (5.64), but with
sources set to zero since the source terms do not affect the matrix quantities. The result is
a network reduction, pivoting on the preserved ports of the original n-port network. This is
possible since the injected currents are always zero in all ports except for those identifying the
protected branch. The resulting admittance matrix for the two-port network is given by

(5.65)

This operation is readily performed in small networks where the computational burden is small.
For large networks, however, this is a more computationally difficult task.

However, there is an alternative. We explore this by writing, not the admittance, but the
impedance matrix representation of the n-port network. We may always write the impedance
equation in the following form, where the voltage sources are ignored for simplicity.

VI Zll Zii z.; z., 11

Vi Zn Z·· Zik Zin t,u

(5.66)
Vk ZkJ z; Zkk s: t,

Vn z., z; z.; z.; In

Now, suppose that the protected branch is that branch connecting nodes i and k. Then the
currents injected into the network are the currents flowing out of the ends of that branch.
These are the currents identified as 11 and 12 in Figure 5. t9. All other injected currents are
zero. If we replace all currents in (5.66) by zero, except for the currents I, and I k then we can
simplify (5.66) to the form

(5.67)

The network with appropriate terminations is shown in Figure 5.20.
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(5.68)

Figure 5.20 Selection of network parameters for the equivalent network.

In the usual two-port notation, we usually write (5.67) as

[~:] = [~:: ~::] [~:]
which is the two port representation for the protected branch i-k. Here, we arbitrarily identify
the node i as node 1 and node k as node 2. Note that (5.67) must be determined from the
impedance matrix computed with the protected branch removed from the network. Since fault
current programs are designed to determine the impedance matrix (5.66), it is much simpler
to employ (5.67), rather than (5.65), to find the two port parameters of the protected branch.
Either method results in exactly the same two-port Z matrix because of the identical assump-
tions regarding the injected currents. Once the Z matrix with the protected line removed is
determined, the desired two-port impedance can simply be read from the appropriate locations
in that matrix.

5.5.3 A Simple Two-Port Equivalent

A simple network equivalent is convenient when solving problems associated with a
single longitudinal protected element, such as a transmission line. The simplest general equiv-
alent is that shown inside the dashed lines of Figure 5.21. There are three nodes in the
two-port equivalent, node 1, node 2, and the reference node. A general equivalent requires

_______________________ t~ _
I

1 ZE 2
+ +

V1=VR V2=VQ
Reference Node

I

------------------------------------------------------~

Figure 5.21 A simple two-port network equivalent.
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three impedances, which are shown in Figure 5.21. The internal sources are related to the open
circuit voltages determined by open-circuit tests of the power system at nodes 1 and 2. The
protected component is pictured as a transmission line, with impedance ZL, with protective
devices Rand Q located at the line terminals.

5.5.4 Tests of the Equivalent Circuit

The equivalent circuit of the two-port will now be tested to determine its two-port pa-
rameters. These tests must be conducted open circuit, i.e., with the protected line ZL removed.

The first test is the measurement of the voltages at the two nodes under the open-circuit
condition. With both ports open, we can compute the current flowing in the clockwise direction,
as follows:

I == _E_s_-_E_u_
ZS+ZE+ZU

where, for convenience we have defined

Es -Eu
ZT

(5.69)

(5.70)

(5.71 )

Knowing the current, we readily compute the two-port voltages, which we write in matrix form
as follows.

[VI] [VR] 1 [ZU+ZE z, ] [Es ]
V2 == VQ == ZT Zu Zs +ZE Eu

Next, we test the equivalent network with the protected line open and with all internal sources
properly removed, which gives the circuit of Figure 5.22.

Figure 5.22 The open-circuited equivalent with
sources removed.

(5.72)

(5.73)

To determine the two-port parameters, we conduct the following two tests on the equiv-
alent network.

1. Let 12 == 0 and I I == 1.0 per unit. This determines the first column of the Z matrix.

VI] VI] Zs(Zu + ZE)Zll ==
11 12=0 1.0 12=0 ZT

Z21 = V2 ] == V2 ] ZsZu
11 12=0 1.0 12=0 ZT

2. Let II == 0 and 12 == 1.0 per unit, to determine the second column of the Z matrix.

VI ] __ VI] ZsZu
Zt2 ==

12 11=0 1.0 1,=0 ZT

Z22 = V2 ] == V2]
12 11=0 1.0 11=0
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The computation of Z12 in part 2 gives a partial check on the calculation of part
1, since it is known that the off diagonal terms are equal, which is required of any
reciprocal network. Equations (5.71)-(5.73) complete the two-port representation of
the equivalent network.

5.5.5 System Equivalent from Two-Port Parameters

The foregoing calculations have determined the two-port parameters of the power system
and of the equivalent network. But these results must be equal. The two-port parameters of
the power system are determined with the entire network represented and calculations made
of the effects observed at the two ports of interest. We can assume that these results are known
numerically, as given by (5.68). The equivalent network has two-port parameters too, and these
have been computed symbolically, as given by (5.72) and (5.73). However, the numerical values
of the equivalent network parameters are not known. To determine the parametric values of
the equivalent network requires that we solve for these equivalent parameters in terms of the
known two-port parameters. This means that we must solve for Es , En, Zs, Zu, and ZE in
terms of VR, VQ' Zll, Z12, Z21, and Z22. There are five equations and five unknowns.

Solving (5.72) and (5.73) for the equivalent parameters is difficult because these equa-
tions are nonlinear. However, this can be accomplished with diligent effort. The results are as
follows.

ZUZ22 - Z12Z21Zs = (5.74)
Z22 - Z21

Zu
-_ Zll Z22 - Z12 Z21 (5.75)

Zll - Z12

ZllZ22 - Z12Z21 ZllZ22 - Zl2Z21ZE = = (5.76)
Z12 Z21

The equivalent source voltages, Esand Eu, can be easily solved in terms of the open-circuit
port voltages VR and VQ because of the linear relat~onship given by (5.71). The result is

[ESJ__1 [ZS+ZE -z, J[VRJ (5.77)
Eu - ZE -z; Zu +ZE VQ

The equivalent source voltages can be expressed in terms of the power system two-port pa-
rameters by substituting (5.74)-(5.76) into (5.77).

5.5.6 Equivalent of a Line with Shunt Faults

The purpose of developing the two-port equivalent is to simplify the examination of
the protected element under faulted conditions. The network for this condition is shown in
Figure 5.23, where the fault is located a fractional distance h from line terminal R. The
representation shown in Figure 5.23 is for the positive sequence network only and applies only
to three-phase faults. The methods of symmetrical components can be applied for unbalanced
faults, using the negative and zero sequence networks, with the fault point at the same place in all
networks [4]. The fault currentI F represents the total fault current flowing toward the reference.

Equation (5.58) applies directly, with the following special constraints on the port cur-
rents.

(5.78)
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Figure 5.23 The two-port network with faulted
line.

V2 - VF
1Q == -/2 == -(I---h)-Z-L
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(5.79)

VF1F == - (5.80)
ZF

Substituting these values into (5.58), gives the following results, which are stated in terms of
the two-port parameters.

[
VSI ] [(Zll+hZL+ZF) (ZI2+ ZF) ] [IR] (5.81)
VS2 - (Z21+ZF) (Z22+(I-h)ZL+ZF) I Q

These equations can be solved for the currents seen at the ends of the protected line, with the
following results.

[IR ] ==_1 [(Z22+(I-h)ZL+ZF) (Z12+ ZF) ] [VS1] (5.82)
IQ Zi (Z2I +ZF) (Zll +hZL +ZF) VS2

where we have defined the determinant as an impedance squared, since it has that dimension.

zi == (ZII + hZL + ZF ) (Z22+ (1 - h)ZL + ZF) - (Z12+ ZF )(Z2I + ZF) (5.83)
The result (5.82) gives the relay currents in terms of the open-circuit two-port source voltages.
Using (5.71), however, the result can be expressed in terms of the equivalent circuit voltages,
if this is desired. The result is given as follows.

[
IR] = ZL +ZE 2 [[(I - h)ZL(F2 - F3) +ZEF3] -[(1 - h)ZL(F2 - r., +ZEF 2]] [Es] (5.84)
lo F 1F3 - F 2 -[hZL(F2 - F3) + ZEF2 1 [hZL(F I - F2) + ZEFd Elf

where, for convenience, we have defined the following complex functions.

F I == (Zs + hZi + ZF )(ZL + ZE) - (hZL)2

F2 == ZF(ZL + ZE) - h(l - h)ZI (5.85)

F 3 == (Zu + (1 - h)ZL + ZF )(ZL + ZE) - (1 - h)2Z1

Clearly, for shunt faults, the expressions are complex when viewed in this form, much more
so than the equations written in terms of the two-port parameters, given by (5.82).

5.5.7 Applications of the Equivalent to Series Faults

For series faults, 2 the network of Figure 5.24 is applicable. For this condition, a very
special relationship exists.

(5.86)

2Series faults are those where one or more lines are open [2].
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From (5.58), we write

(5.87)

Solving for II we get

II
-_ VI - VS I __ VS2 - V2 (5.88)

Zll - ZI2 Z22 - Z2I

An inspection of (5.87) shows that the two ports are completely uncoupled. This means that
the series fault condition for the positive sequence network may be represented as shown in
Figure 5.24.

Figure 5.24 Positive sequence network equiva-
lent for series faults.

This simple result is due entirely to the constraint on connections external to the sequence
network, which ensures equality of the current entering node 1 to that leaving node 2. In terms
of the equivalent circuit parameters, the impedances of Figure 5.24 are

ZSZE
ZIt - ZI2 = -- (5.89)ZT

ZUZE
Z22 - Z21 = -- (5.90)ZT

By inspection of Figure 5.24, for the special case where only ZL is connected external to the
equivalent of Figure 5.24, the relay current is given by

IR
__ VI - V2

(5.91)
ZL

Substituting (5.71), (5.72), and (5.73) into (5.89), we can find the relay current as a function
of the equivalent circuit parameters.

Es -EuIR = . (5.92)rz, +Zu)(l +ZL/ZE) +ZL
This denominator reduces to simply the series impedances between the sources when ZE
becomes large, which is obviously correct.

These equations apply only for those conditions where (5.86) is true. This includes
normal load conditions as well as series fault conditions where the currents at each end of the
line obey (5.86). For unbalanced series faults, the interpretation of ZL must be changed to
include the impedances of all sequence networks, arranged as required to represent the series
unbalance of interest. For a detailed description of the usual cases of interest, see [4].
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EXAMPLE 5.1
The foregoing development is applied to a well-known six bus system first introduced in r17] and fully
described, including all parameters, in [4]. The system is shown in Figure 5.25.

Figure 5.25 A six bus power system. 4

To determine the two-port parameters for any branch, the impedance matrix of the network is
computed with the protected branch open. This yields the two-port parameters, from which the equivalent
network parameters for shunt faults may be computed using (5.73)-(5.75) or the parameters for series
faults using (5.89)-(5.90). Only the equivalent circuit for shunt faults is investigated here.

Solution
The solution to this problem requires the computation of seven impedance matrices, corresponding to
each of the seven branches, but solved with that branch out of service. A computer program is a practical
necessity for this type of calculation. The results are shown in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2 Computed Shunt Fault Equivalent Circuit Parameters Corresponding
to the Seven Branches of the Six Bus Network of Figure 5.25

Line Zit Z12 Z22 Zs Zu ZE Z/,

I 0.02188 0.01442 0.22696 0.02158 0.53088 0.36477 0.24600
(1-6) ~iO.21980 ~iO.12]07 +jO.98368 +jO.23338 +j2.03427 +jl.66840 +jl.03600
2 0.02152 0.01674 0.34256 0.02014 0.79700 0.53810 0.16000
(1-4) +jO.22098 +jO.11328 -i:i1.12841 +jO.23248 +j2.16566 +j2.10486 +jO.74000
3 0.189]8 0.0]252 0.]8519 0.20607 0.19]81 1.54585 0.19400
(4-6) +jO.74096 +jO.15826 -i:iO.82955 +jO.87959 +j1.00890 +j3.62274 +jO.81400
4 0.61099 -0.01303 0.17283 0.59755 0.16425 15.2468 0.00000
(5-6) +jl.70409 +jO.06465 +jO.78756 +)1.85851 +jO.81428 +jI5.9900 +jO.60000
5 0.04689 -0.01303 0.17283 0.04389 0.11895 3.81002 0.56400
(2-5) +jO.42409 +jO.06465 ·t)] .38756 -i:i°.44184 +)1.62326 +j8.14622 +jl.28000
6 0.03744 -0.00083 0.12992 0.03608 0.13497 1.17768 1.44600
(2-3) -i:i0.4]052 +jO.07887 -i:iO.94592 -i:jO.44051 +j1.15303 +j4.77051 +j2.10000
7 1.48344 -0.00083 0.12992 1.59952 0.12417 17.1233 0.00000
(3-4) -i:i2.51051 +)0.07887 -i:iO.67992 +j2.85689 +jO.69595 j18.9404 +jO.26600

The six bus system of Figure 5.25 is not necessarily typical of large power systems, although it has
characteristics that are found in most transmission networks. The computed results for this small system
show that the equivalent impedance Z E can be of the same order of magnitude as that of the protected
line, which is noted by comparing the rightmost two columns of Table 5.2. This suggests that neglecting
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the parallel equivalent impedance ZE may sometimes lead to significant error in the calculations of relay
settings for the protected component. •

The test of any equivalent circuit is the accuracy of the solution found using that equiv-
alent. The proposed equivalent is readily checked by forming the Z matrix of the equivalent
circuit of Figure 5.20 and comparing this matrix' with the appropriate elements from the Z
matrix of the complete network. The test shows that the equivalent form of system represen-
tation is exact. This means that fault currents derived using the equivalent are just as accurate
as those found using the matrix solution for entire network. This test is left as an exercise.

EXAMPLE 5.2
Using the data for the equivalent circuit obtained in Example 5.1, determine the source voltages Eland
E2 to complete the specification of the equivalent. Let the protected line be the transmission line from
bus 1 to bus 6, for which the equivalent impedances are given in the first row of Table 5.2.
Solution
The solution for the equivalent voltages is given by (5.73). To use this expression, it is necessary to
determine the open-circuit port voltages of the network. This requires that the six bus system be solved
to satisfy (5.59), that is, with the protected line open. This requires a power flow solution of the network,
with the computed port voltages found to be the following:

VS1 = 1.05LO°
VS2 = O.672L - 47.51°

This result is substituted into (5.77) to compute the equivalent source voltages.

1 [ 1.941L78.525°
= 1.708L77.667° -2.102L75.374°

[
1.125L3.959° ]

= 1.118L - 105.767

-O.234L84.717] [ 1.05LO° ]
3.809L76.402° 0.672L - 47.51°

In the application of the equivalent circuit to fault studies, the difference in the two-source voltages,
both in terms of magnitude and angle, is often of little interest. The complex source voltage difference
determines the load current flowing through the protected branch. In most cases, this load current can be
neglected in protection studies. Therefore, the source voltages are often combined into a single source,
which will determine the total fault current at the fault point, including contributions from both ends of the
protected line. Since the network is linear, this total fault current will be proportional to the magnitude of
the source voltage. For the system under study, it would be appropriate to use a source voltage magnitude
of about 1.12 per unit. The angle can be set to zero, for convenience. The procedure outlined in this
example helps to determine a suitable magnitude of the source voltage. Setting the source voltage to 1.0,
for example, would result in fault currents that are about 12 percent low. •

5.5.8 Conclusions Regarding Two-Port Equivalents

An equivalent circuit is derived, which can be used in the study of the protection of a
power system component, such as a transmission line. The equivalent is readily derived from
the transmission network equations using active two-port network concepts. Moreover, the
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derived two-port parameters can be related to a simple physical equivalent circuit to provide a
convenient computational framework for the study of the protection of a network component.
No assumptions are required regarding the equivalent circuit, other than the requirement for
linearity of the network equations, although the proposed equivalent is limited to the network
topology assumed in the derivation, and as given in Figure 5.20. The equivalent circuit param-
eters can easily be found from the results of a power system short-circuit study. Indeed, it can
be asserted that the purpose of short-circuit studies is to determine the parameters of the pro-
tection equivalent circuit derived above. This enables the protection engineer to study any type
of fault on the protected component without the need for considering the entire power system.

5.5.9 Multipart Equivalents

The two-port equivalent provides a method of simplifying the power system for the study
of faults on a protected branch of the network. However, there are situations where a protected
line has more than two terminals. This results when lines are tapped, but a full switching station
is not installed at the tap point, resulting in a three-terminal line. This can also occur when
mutually coupled lines must be analyzed. For such cases a multiport equivalent is required.

The general equation for the number of network elements for a multiport network equiv-
alent is given by

ntn + 1)
N== ---

2
(5.93)

where n is the number of ports in the protected system and N is the number of required network
elements in the supply system. In some cases, some of the network elements can be ignored,
for example, if they are extremely large, representing essentially an open circuit between a
pair of nodes. For the system of Figure 5.21, the number n is two, therefore requiring three
elements in the equivalent of the power system. One element is identified in the figure as the
impedance Z E and connects the two line terminals. The other two impedances are associated
with the Thevenin equivalent source voltages, which are connected to each node supplying the
protected system. These sources are arbitrarily identified by the letters Sand U, as shown in
the figure. The power system equivalent is that portion of the diagram inside the dashed lines.
In many cases, it is convenient to ignore the load currents flowing between the nodes, applying
the compensation theorem as described in Section 5.6.

Note that no shunt admittance is shown for the protected line, either from line to ground
or between lines. This is an acceptable simplification for short transmission Jines, but may
not be acceptable for long EHV circuits, where the admittances are quite large. Even for long
lines, however, the external connections would be the same as that of Figure 5.21, but each
line would also have shunt admittance connections to the other line and to the reference node.
The network equivalent will also have shunt admittances, in the general case.

5.5.9.1 The Two-Port System Equivalent. The two-port system equivalent has been
discussed above, and its structure is repeated here for convenience in comparing the various
equivalents. For this case N == 3, resulting in the equivalent shown in Figure 5.26, where the
system equivalent is that portion inside the dashed box.

Figure 5.26 illustrates an important point. There may be more than one transmission
line between the two buses that terminate the system equivalent. In many cases, it is important
to study the protection of the two lines together, for example, when the lines are mutually
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Figure 5.26 The two-port system equivalent.

coupled. However, since the lines terminate at the same two buses, the equivalent is the
same whether there is one protected line or more than one line connecting these terminal
nodes.

5.5.9.2 The Three-Port System Equivalent. The next class of networks is Type 2,
where the transmission lines are bused at only one end. Typical systems having this charac-
teristic are shown in Figure 5.27. A common problem is where a transmission line is tapped
at some midline point, resulting in a three-terminal line, as shown in Figure 5.27(a). Another
common system is the case of a mutually coupled system of lines. This occurs, for example,
where two lines leave a switching station and are located along a common right of way for
some distance, after which they branch off in different directions.

- - - - - - - - - - -,,,,,,

,----------,,,,,

(a)

,-----------,,,,,
(b)

Figure 5.27 Protected lines requiring a three-port system equivalent. (a) Tapped transmis-
sion line. (b) Mutually coupled lines bused with common end bus.

In this case, the number n is three, therefore requiring six network elements connecting
the terminal nodes, as shown in Figure 5.28, which illustrates the case where the protected
lines are mutually coupled. This requires that both lines be represented as mutually coupled
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l'Q QR------1

+e.:,
, I
I .J

Figure 5.28 Three-port equivalent for two lines bused at one end.

lines for a portion of the total line length where they share the common right of way, but as
separate and nonmutually coupled lines for the remainder of their length. Computation of
mutual coupling of parallel lines show that the lines can be separated by quite a large distance
and still have significant mutual coupling. The best practice is to make the computation and
then determine the error that would be introduced by ignoring mutual induction.

The system equivalent results in the delta connection of the nodes R, Q, and T, as shown
in the figure, plus the source impedances. Thevenin equivalent sources are also connected to
each of the system nodes, and are arbitrari ly designated S, U, and V. The entire system
equivalent is enclosed by dashed lines in the figure.

5.5.9.3 The Four-Port System Equivalent. There are other configurations of trans-
mission lines where four ports must be considered in protection studies. One such case is
that involving two mutually coupled transmission lines, where the lines do not terminate at
common nodes, as shown in Figure 5.29.

Figure 5.29 Mutually coupled lines with no common terminations.

For this case, the system equivalent network becomes more complex. The result is shown
in Figure 5.30, where it is noted that the four-port network requires six impedances in a mesh
arrangement, plus the four equivalent sources, for a total of 10 impedances.

In some cases, some of the computed network impedances may be large enough to ignore,
which will simplify the equivalent. Also, it is common practice to apply the compensation
theorem to the positive sequence network, thereby eliminating three of the four sources. This
is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 5.30 A four-port equivalent for two lines not bused at either end.

5.6 THE COMPENSATION THEOREM

The compensation theorem from network theory provides a useful method for examining the
change in the currents and voltages ofa linear network when a change in impedance occurs [18],
[19]. The system is easy to apply for the special case shown in Figure 5.31. The network can be
described in terms of either impedance or admittances. When impedances are used, one would
normally write voltage equations, but using admittances, current equations are usually used.
Either approach is correct, but the admittance approach has certain advantages in this case,
as will be noted more clearly once the solutions are determined. Applying the compensation
theorem, we first examine the network with an arbitrary admittance, Y3, connected from the
point F to the reference, and then, in a second phase of the solution, we solve the same network
with a new admittance added to the original admittance. We examine the process in two steps.
We identify the solution to the first step as that existing before the change in admittance, and
the second step that after the change in Y3 .

Figure 5.31 Two sources supplying a fault cur-.
rent.

5.6.1 NetworkSolution BeforeChanging Y3

For the simple circuit shown in Figure 5.31, the two sources and the network admittances
are all constant system parameters. We seek the network currents and voltages in terms of
these parameters. The network is easily solved by writing the node voltage equation at node
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(5.94)

where we have used the prime notation to indicate that this solution applies before we change
the network admittances. This matrix equation is easily solved, with the result

, Y1E1+ Y2E2VF == (5.95)
Y1 + Y2 + Y3

The current 13 flowing through impedance Y3 can be found from the above voltage, or

I, == Y V' == Y3(Y1E1 + Y2E2) (5 96)
3 3 F Y +Y +Y ,.

1 2 3

This completes the solution of the network in the before state. The source currents can be
found from the above results. This is left as an exercise.

5.6.2 Network Solution After Changing Y3

We now consider the effect of a change in the admittance from point F to the neutral bus,
where the change is represented by ~Y, as shown in Figure 5.32. The increase in admittance
from F to reference will be interpreted as the application of a fault at node F.

Figure 5.32 The network after the change in ad-
mittance.

For this new network condition, we again write the system equations as

(Y t + Y2 + Y3 + ~Y)VF == Y1E1+ Y2E2

Solving for the node F voltage, we have

YtE] + YZE2V F == -------
Yt + Y2 + Y3 + ~Y

We can also solve for the new current leaving node F.

13 == (Y 3 + ~Y)VF

(Y3 + ~Y)(YIEI + Y2E2)
Yt + Y2 + Y3 + ~Y

5.6.3 The Incremental Change in Current and Voltage

The incremental change in current is defined by the equation

I~ == 13 -I;

(5.97)

(5.98)

(5.99)

(5.100)

where the primed notation refers to the prefault case and the double-primed notation denotes
the incremental change in current due to the fault. The unprimed current is the total current,
consisting of the prefault load current and the incremental current added due to the fault.
Substituting the currents from (5.96) and (5.99), we find the incremental change in current as
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follows.

(5.104)

(5.102)

(5.103)

(5.101)

I~ = 13 -I;

= (Y1E1+ Y2E2) ( (Y3 + ~Y) _ Y3 )
Y1·+Y2+ Y3+ ~Y Y1 + Y2+ Y3

~Y(YI + Y2)(Y1EI + Y2E2)=-------------
(Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + ~Y)(YI + Y2 + Y3)

In a similar fashion, we can find the incremental change in voltage at F.

V; = VF - V~

= (Y,E, + Y2E2) (y, + Y2~ Y3 + dY - Y
1
+;2 +yJ

-~Y(YIEI + Y2E2)=-------------
(Y1+ Y2 + Y3 + ~Y)(YI + Y2 + Y3)

Comparing (5.101) and (5.102) with the solution of the original network in Section 5.6.1, we
recognize that the prefault node F voltage (5.95) appears in both of the incremental results.
Substituting (5.95) into (5.101) and (5.102), we can write

I~ = dY(Y, + Y2)V~

Y1+ Y2+ Y3+ ~Y
V" _ -l:1YV~
F - Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + l:1Y

Thus, the incremental change in current and voltage can be written in terms of the incremental
change in admittance and the prefault voltage. On closer examination of (5.103) and (5.104),
we can realize these results in terms of the circuit shown in Figure 5.33, where we define the
source voltage as the prefault voltage at F, i.e.,

E F =V~ (5.105)

The compensation theorem shows how the incremental change in currents and voltages at a
network node can be found by properly removing' all of the original sources and adding a new
source, equal to the prefault voltage, at the node where the admittance is changed.

Figure 5.33 Circuit realization for the incremen-
tal solution.

If the network is solved in terms of impedances, rather than admittances, then the incre-
mental impedance is added in series with the original impedance. In this case, the incremental
solution network is that shown in Figure 5.34. For the impedance method, the prefault voltage
is given as

(5.106)

3Proper source removal should be interpreted as shorting all voltage sources and opening all current sources.
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Figure 5.34 Incremental solution using impedances.
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The impedance method must be used with caution, as the circuit of Figure 5.31 is not correct
if Z3 is infinite. In this case (5.106) can be taken in the limit as Z3 becomes large; however, the
network diagram of Figure 5.34 is no longer applicable. This special case is left as an exercise.

5.6.4 The Compensation Theorem in Fault Studies

The applications of the compensation theorem in fault studies is direct and useful. The
original network of Figure 5.31 can be thought of as the prefault network, where F is the fault
point in that network. In some cases the admittance Y3 might represent a load, a shunt, or other
admittance, or it can be set to zero to represent an open circuit at F prior to the fault. Since the
network is linear, the change in current in moving from the unfaulted condition to the faulted
condition can be solved in terms of the change in admittance ~Y and the prefault voltage V~.,

as given by (5.103) and (5.104). If it is desired to find the load current contribution to the total
currents, this corresponds to the unfaulted network currents plus the incremental change in
currents, as given by (5.99).

The foregoing results are applicable only for problems in which the network of Fig-
ure 5.31 is an accurate equivalent for the power system. In many cases, this is not an adequate
equivalent system. The more general case is examined in the next section.

5.7 COMPENSATION APPLICATIONS IN FAULTSTUDIES

The general case for applications of the compensation theorem follows from the basic concepts
of the previous section with two differences. First, in many cases a more general equivalent
circuit of the power system is required and, second, it is usually not necessary to consider a
fault impedance to exist prior to the fault.

5.7.1 Prefault Conditions

The equivalent circuit of Figure 5.35 provides a suitable network for consideration of
shunt faults at F. Note that the prefault impedance to neutral at F is infinite. This system rep-

Figure 5.35 The prefault system.

+
Eu
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resents the normal system with a prefault power flow existing that depends on the impedances
and the source voltages at both ends of the equivalent.

The prefault system is solved using any type of network analysis, such as loop currents
or node voltages. The resulting network currents are found to be

1' - ZK(Es-Eu)
s-

ZK(ZS +Zu) +ZE(ZR +ZQ)
, (ZR+ZQ)(Es-Ev) (5.107)IE = -----------

ZK(ZS +Zu) +ZE(ZR +ZQ)

I~ = -/~

where we define

ZK = ZR + ZQ + ZE (5.108)

These currents are shown as "primed" quantities to represent the fact that these are prefault
currents. The prefault voltage at the fault point F is

V~ = (ZKZU +ZQZE)Es+ (ZKZS +ZRZE)Eu (5.109)
ZK(ZS +Zu) +ZE(ZR +ZQ)

For this case, the fault current is zero, so to complete the solution for this system, we write

I~ = 0 (5.110)

The foregoing quantities represent one set of conditions. The next system condition of interest
is that of the same system with a shunt fault at the fault point F.

5.7.2 The Faulted Network Condition

When a shunt fault is applied at the fault point, the system is that shown in Figure 5.36,
where the fault is assumed to have impedance ZF. Any type of shunt fault can be applied by
appropriate choice of ZF.

+
Es

+
Eu

Figure 5.36 The faulted system.

This system is readily solved for the network currents and voltages, to get

[ZK(ZU +ZF) +ZQ(ZR +ZE)]Es - (ZKZF +ZRZQ)Eu
Is = DEN

[ZK(ZS +ZF) +ZR(ZQ +ZE)]Eu - (ZKZF +ZRZQ)Es
Iv = DEN

(ZKZU +ZQZE)Es + (ZKZS + ZRZE)EuIF = Is + Iu = ----~---------
DEN

(5.111)

(5.112)
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where the denominator is given by

I(ZKZF +ZRZQ)fZK(ZS +Zu) +ZE(ZR +ZQ)] I
DEN == + (ZKZS + ZRZE)(ZKZU + ZQZE)

ZK
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(5. J 13)

(5.114)

(5.1] 5)

(5.117)

(5.]16)

and where ZK is defined in (5.108).
The various combinations of impedances that appear in the above equations are so

common in these computations that it is convenient to define the following special notation to
represent these complex expressions. This allows the equations to be written more compactly
and simplifies algebraic computation. Therefore, we define the following:

Z~s == ZKZS + ZRZE

Z~u == ZKZU +ZQZE

Z~ F == ZKZF +ZRZQ

Z~ E == ZK(ZS + Zu) + ZE(ZR +ZQ) == Z~s + Z~u

All of these double subscripted terms have the dimensions of impedance squared. Using these
expressions allows us to write the denominator term (5.111) as

Z~FZiE +Z~sZkuDEN == ------
ZK

which can be verified by inspection of (5.113). The DEN quantity is noted to have dimensions
of impedance-cubed. Then the notation of (5.111) to (5.113) can be simplified to the following
form.

(ZiF+ Z7<u )Es - ZiFEu
Is == DEN

(Z7< F + Z~s)Eu - ZiFEs1,/ - ----------
L - DEN

Z7<uEs + Z7<sEu
IF - DEN

ZF(Z~uEs+ Z~sEu)V F - --------
- DEN

The currents given by (5.] 17) are the total current, representing the load component plus the
fault component of currents in the network.

5.7.3 The Fault Conditions Without Load Currents

We can solve for the fault currents and voltages, without the load components of current,
using the compensation theorem. The network is shown in Figure 5.37.

The solution of this network gives only the fault component of the network currents,
ignoring any prefault load currents that may exist. Similarly, the voltages given by this solution
reflect only the effect of the fault, and not of load conditions. The network solution is as follows,
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+
Es

Figure 5.37 Network for the fault-only condi-
tion.

using the short-hand notation of (5.114).

1" _ (ZKZU +ZQZE)EF _ ZkuEF
S - DEN - DEN

1" _ (ZKZS +ZRZE)EF _ ZisEF
U - DEN - DEN

1" _ [ZK<Zs +ZU) +ZE(ZR +ZQ)]EF _ ZkEEF
F - DEN - DEN

V" __ (ZRZQZkE +ZisZku)EF
F- DEN

5.7.4 Summary of Load and Fault Conditions

(5.118)

(5.119)

A summary of the network fault and load conditions are shown in Table 5.3 where the
results are given in two different ways. The upper portion of the table gives all computed
currents and voltages in terms of the phasor source voltages. These are the values discussed
in the preceding sections. The results are also given in the lower part of the table in terms of
the prefault voltage, which provides a convenient way of expressing the system currents under
the faulted system condition. Since, in most cases, the load currents are negligible compared
to the fault currents, these (double-primed) currents are the only ones of interest.

Note that the faulted system is assumed to have a driving voltage of only the prefault
voltage at F, as shown in the rightmost figure in Table 5.3. The solution of this system leads
directly to the currents and voltages of the network expressed in terms ofEF, with the results
given in the lower part of the table. However, the pre-fault voltage can be expressed in terms
of the two equivalent system source voltages, with this result given in the pre-fault portion
of the table. Therefore, the faulted system results can be expressed in terms of these source
voltages, with these results given in the top portion of the table under the "faulted" heading.

Note that shorthand notation is used throughout the table. The bottom portion of the table
provides the definition of certain simplifying impedance expressions. Other defined quantities
of interest are given in (5.114).

For most power systems, the fault currents are much larger than the load currents and the
compensation theorem is used to simplify the fault calculations, using the equivalent system
on the rightmost column of Table 5.3. Since the load currents are small, this sacrifices little in
accuracy. Occasionally, however, a question may arise as to the performance of a relay due to
large prefault load currents, in which case the total solution, prefault plus faulted conditions,
are desired. This requires the solution of the system on the left of Table 5.3. Note that it is
never required that the entire power system be solved, since the fault equivalent provides an
exact solution for any fault point F along the faulted component.
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TABLE 5.3 Solution of the Fault Equivalent for Total, Pre-fault,
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Total = Pre-fault + Faulted

ZkuEs + ZksEuIF = ---- DEN----

ZF(ZkuEs + ZksEu)VF = ---DEN -------

I ZkFEu-(ZkF + Zku)Es+ZkEEF
U = -- ---- -- -DEN------ ---- --

I - ZkE~f
F- DEN

V - ~FZkEEf
F- DEN

Pre-fault

I'r- = 0

I~ =0

vp.= EF
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PROBLEMS

5.1 Consider the power system model shown in Figure 5.1 and the equation for the fault current
given by (5.3). Make a sketch of the applied voltage showing the angle fJ measured with
respect to the point at which the voltage crosses the horizontal axis with a positive slope.
Label the horizontal axis in units of angle as well as time.

5.2 Solve the differential equation (5.3) to verify the solution given by (5.4) and (5.5).
5.3 Determine the condition that leads to maximum positive value of the transient component

of current in problem 5.2 and find the angle of the voltage at switch closing that leads to this
maximum value.

5.4 Determine the condition that leads to maximum negative value of the transient component
of current in problem 5.2 and find the angle of the voltage at switch closing. that leads to this
minimum value.

5.5 A three-phase 50 MVA, 11 kV,60 Hz synchronous generator is subjected to several different
kinds of short circuits while operating at rated voltage and no load. The sustained short-circuit
currents are found to be as follows:
3PH Fault: 2000 A
L-L Fault: 3150 A
lLG Fault: 5240 A
The instantaneous symmetrical three-phase short circuit current is found to be 20 kA. De-
termine the following generator parameters in per unit:

5.6 The de components of current in the three phases of a short-circuited generator are 1416,
1932, and 516 A. In this test, the short circuit occurred at such an instant as not to produce
the maximum asymmetry. Determine the following:
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(a) The maximum possible value of the direct-current component.
(b) The peak value of the alternating-current component
(c) The maximum possible rms total fault current

5.7 The following data are given for a synchronous generator that is rated 991 MVA, 26 kV at
900/0 power factor.

Xd == 1.990 pu
x~ == 0.245 pu
x~ == 0.200 pu

T~o == 4.700 s
T;o == 0.031 s
Ta == 0.230 s

Compute the following currents at times t == 0, 2, 4, and 6 cycles after fault initiation of a
three-phase fault (60 Hz system): lac, Ide, and Itotal.

5.8 Compute the total fault MV~ that the generator circuit breaker must interrupt at full voltage
for each solution of problem 5.7.

5.9 A three-phase fault occurs on a radial 34.5 kV transmission line connected to the generator
of problem 5.5. The distance from the generator terminals to the fault is 10 km, and the line
impedance is

Zline == 0.02 + jO.38Q/krn

The generator step-up transformer has a reactance of 0.07 per unit on the generator base
(negligible resistance).
Compute the asymmetry factors for the maximum and average conditions.

5.10 Assume that the line described in problem 5.9 is connected to the generator described in
problem 5.5, and that the fault is located exactly as described in problem 5.9. Calculate the
following:
(a) The subtransient current
(b) The sustained three-phase fault current
(c) The sustained line-to-line fault current

5.11 Prepare a matrix showing the advantages and disadvantages of the following substation
arrangements.
(a) single bus, single breaker
(b) main and transfer bus
(c) double bus, single breaker
(d) double bus, double breaker
(e) ring bus
(f) breaker-and-a-half

5.12 Tabulate the following for each bus arrangement of the previous problem:
(a) number of breakers
(b) number of breakers for each terminal
(c) number of disconnects
(d) number of disconnects for each terminal
(e) number of special bus protective systems

5.13 Add the crossed ring arrangement to the considerations addressed in problems 5.11 and 5.12.
5.14 Add the ring bridge to the considerations addressed in problems 5.11 and 5.12.
5.15 Compute the impedance in ohms per mile of a 34.5 kV distribution circuit constructed with

an equivalent spacing of 5.0 ft and using 336, 400 em ACSR conductor with 26/7 stranding.
5.16 Compute the impedance per mile of the 500 kV transmission line shown in Figure P5.13. The

phase conductors are twin bundled 2156 kern ACSR (Bluebird) with a stranding of 84/19.
The shield wires are 7#8 alumoweld conductors. The conductor height above the ground is
nominally 90 ft, with tower base extensions used to increase ground clearance where needed.
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Figure PS.13 Configuration of a 500 kV trans-
mission line for problem 5.16.

5.17 Compute the shunt fault equivalent circuit parameters for the system ofFigure 5.25 and using
the data of Example 5.1. Compare your results with those given in Table 5.2.

5.18 Replace Line #1 in Figure 5.25 by a double circuit line, where each of the two lines has
exactly the same impedance as the original line. Then construct a protection equivalent for
one of these parallel lines and make comparison between the equivalent impedance ZE and
that of the protected line ZL .

5.19 Consider the results of Example 5.1, which are given in Table 5.2. Explain why ZE is so large
in the equivalents for branches 4 and 7, when compared to the protected line impedance.

5.20 Derive the equivalent circuit parameters for series faults on the network of Figure 5.25.
5.21 Show that the protection equivalent of Figure 5.20 gives exact solutions for currents flowing

in any of the protected branches of the six bus system of Figure 5.25.
5.22 Verify (5.74), (5.75), and (5.76).
5.23 Verify (5.84).
5.24 Verify (5.88).
5.25 Compute the source currents for the system of Figure 5.31 and check that their sum agrees

with (5.96).
5.26 The results of applying the compensation theorem, given by (5.96) and (5.103) are stated in

terms of the pre-fault voltage at the fault point. However, these results can also be expressed
in terms of the pre-fault current flowing in the impedance Y3 or the pre-fault load current.
Find the expressions for the incremental fault voltage and current, stated in tenus of the
pre-fault load current at F. Is this result still applicable if the prefault load current is zero?

5.27 Apply the compensation theorem, as described in Section 5.6, but write the impedance
equations rather than the admittance equations. Solve these equations for the incremental
change in voltage at node F.

5.28 Explain how to determine the parameters of the three-terminal protection equivalent circuit
shown in Figure P5.28.
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Figure P5.28 A three-terminal line and active
three-port network.
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5.29 Develop the equations for applying the compensation theorem for the circuit of Figure 5.31
using the impedance method of solution rather than the admittance method. Do this for two
conditions:
(a) Z3 finite, and
(b) Z3 infinite.
Note that the solution of case (b) can not be determined directly from case (a) without special
care. For example, solving case (a) and replacing Z3by an infinitely large quantity gives an
open circuit for the center leg, which results in zero current for all conditions.

5.30 Verify the solution of the system of Figure 5.36, given in Section 5.7.2.
5.31 Verify the entries in Table 5.3.
5.32 Verify Figure 5.4.
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Fault Protection
of Radial Lines

This chapter presents methods for the study of fault protection of radial lines and is generally
applicable to radial distribution feeders and radial transmission lines. Radial lines provide
an appropriate introduction to fault protection since there is only one source of supply in a
radial system. This permits one to become familiar with the characteristics and applications
of protective equipment without the distraction and added complexity of loop or network
system configurations. The coordination of fault protective equipment in a radial system is
an interesting and useful study, and it provides a good basis for the study of more complex
problems.

A general observation regarding fault protection of radial lines is that the protective
equipment need only sense current. Directional discrimination is not required, nor is distance
measuring equipment. Therefore, radial circuits can always be protected using overcurrent
relays, reclosers, sectionalizers, and fuses.

6.1 RADIAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

Distribution lines are different from transmission and subtransmission lines in that (1) they
operate at lower voltages than transmission lines, (2) they are usually radial, and (3) they
usually have loads tapped all along the line, not just at the terminals. Devising a protective
strategy, then, involves optimizing the service continuity to the maximum number of users at
the minimum cost. Usually this means applying a combination of circuit breakers, automatic
circuit reclosers, sectionalizers, and fuses to clear temporary faults with fast reclosing, and to
isolate permanent faults by an appropriate switching strategy.

Usually we think of a distribution system as a three-phase main line with lateral branches,
some of which may be one- or two-phase circuits. Usually the system is wye connected with a
ground at the supply transformer and often with multiple additional neutral grounds. Figure 6.1
shows a typical distribution feeder arrangement with a main line and several branches, supply-
ing step-down distribution transformers along both the main line and the branches or laterals.
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~

c1 ..I\r Fuse

~ Distribution
IYr' Transformer
0 Load

Main Feeder

Figure 6.1 One-line diagram of a distribution circuit [1].

The circuit of Figure 6.1 is a small system, but could also represent a larger distribution
feeder if we let each distribution transformer symbol in the figure correspond to several trans-
formers or a given kVAper unit length offeeder. Note that each of the distribution transformers
has a primary or high side fuse. This could be an external fuse, which is usually located on the
high side of the transformer in a fused cutout, or it could be an internal fuse located inside the
transformer tank, if the unit is completely-self-protected (CSP) transformer. In either case, the
purpose of this fuse is to isolate a faulted transformer or secondary main from the distribution
system. Customers served from the secondary main are expected to have their own circuit
protection and would not rely on the transformer high-side fuse for this purpose.

To achieve a reasonable service continuity on distribution feeders it is necessary to
"sectionalize" the feeder. This means that protective devices should be located at strategic
places along the feeder to recognize and clear all faults and to "lockout" or open permanently
only for permanent faults. To achieve this coordination it is sometimes necessary to sectionalize
the main line as shown in Figure 6.2 where a recloser or breaker with reclosing relays is located
at A. This recloser can recognize and clear faults within its protective zone, shown by the dashed
arc anchored to A. Faults beyond the protective zone of recloser A are too small in magnitude
to be cleared by A so a second recloser B must be added which has a smaller minimum pickup
current than A.

It is often advisable to add protection to laterals or branches in addition to the main line
reclosers or breakers. The purpose of branch protection is to isolate permanent branch faults
and permit restoration of normal service on all but the faulted branch. Thus in Figure 6.2 the
lateral branches might be protected by fuses, particularly if the branch is a half-mile or more
long. These fuses must be coordinated both with the main line reclosers and the distribution
transformer fuses. Branch fuses are relatively inexpensive and provide inexpensive protection
for the service continuity of the majority of users supplied by the feeder circuit.

It was pointed out in Chapter 1 that the protective strategy of a system should be devised
to ensure maximum protection at minimum total cost. This includes the cost of restoration,
the customers' good will, and the energy revenues that must be balanced against the protective
equipment cost. Distribution systems often have extensive exposure to faults due to lightning,
trees, traffic accidents, and other natural or human-caused incidents. Single-fuse installations
will clear faults, but since the number of faults may be large and, by their nature, usually
temporary, it may be cheaper in the long term to protect the system against temporary faults
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Figure 6.2 Distribution circuit with protective device [2J.

using reclosers or circuit breakers with reclosing relays. Actually we must protect against both
permanent and temporary faults so we usually use a combination of protective devices.

The suppliers of protective equipment provide excellent technical data to assist the engi-
neer in making fault protection studies. Some of this material is tutorial and is recommended
reading for engineers engaged in fault protection work. Of particular value are the application
manuals on overcurrent protection by General Electric [1] and McGraw Edison [2]. Numer-
ous articles on the subject also appear in distribution magazines and manufacturer's bulletins
periodically, and these are also recommended.

6.2 RADIAL DISTRIBUTION COORDINATION

A radial distribution coordination study requires the use of a considerable amount of informa-
tion concerning the supply system, the substation, the feeders, the loads, and the protective
device characteristics. The purpose of this section is to outline the data requirements and to
suggest an orderly procedure for making a study (from [2]).

6.2.1 Supply System Information

One of the first requirements of a coordination study is the computation of the available
fault current (or MVA) at every point where a protective device might be located. This is
equivalent to computing the Thevenin equivalent impedance at these points. Furthermore, this
must be done for both minimum and maximum generation conditions as these may be quite
different, depending on the location of the generators and their schedules of operation.

It is convenient to consider two separate problems in determining available fault cur-
rent. It would be impractical to compute fault data on large systems for all transmission and
distribution buses. Usually, protection engineers compute faults for all transmission and sub-
transmission voltage buses. Thus, for distribution fault studies, we may assume that fault data
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is available at the high-voltage bus at the distribution substation. These data are taken from
computer studies calledfault studies and are commonly run for both maximum and minimum
generation conditions.

For small systems, such as small utilities or small rural systems, computer fault studies
may not be available but complete representation of the entire supply system is feasible. Fault
studies can be performed on small power systems as well as large ones, and many computer
programs are available for personal computers that will perform this task.

Requirements for both large and small systems are outlined below. (Also see [1] and [2].)

Large system data
1. Line-to-line supply side voltage at the substation.
2. Maximum and minimum three-phase and line-to-ground fault current magnitudes at

supply voltage.
3. Maximum size or rating of high-side fuses specified by transmission relay engineer.
4. Make and type of high-side fuses, if specified by transmission relay engineer.
5. Type of protection, if other than high-side fuse, specified by transmission relay engi-

neer, e.g.,
a. type of relays, if used
b. setting of relays

Small system data
1. Distance between the substation and the power plant.
2. Size and configuration of the circuit between substation and the power plant.
3. Line to line supply voltage.
4. For each generator,

a. rating in kVA
b. direct axis transient reactance in percent
c. direct axis synchronous reactance in percent
d. negative sequence reactance in percent
e. type of prime mover

5. Identification of generators normally running during minimum and maximum loads.
6. Maximum size or rating of substation high-side fuses, if specified by a transmission

relay engineer.
7. Make and type of substation high-side fuse, if specified by transmission relay engineer.
8. Type of protection if other than high-side fuse, specified by transmission relay engi-

neer, e.g.,
a. type of relays used
b. setting of relays

The first task in the study, then, is to assemble the foregoing information. This may
require computer studies to obtain fault current data.

6.2.2 Distribution Substation Information

The following data concerning the step down substation should be known.

1. Schematic diagram showing transformer, connections, protective devices on high-
voltage and low-voltage sides, and outgoing circuit configuration.
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2. Substation transformer capacity, voltage (high and low side) and percent impedance.
3. Substation transformer time-current damage curve. If this curve is not available from

the manufacturer, information from the ANSI standard [3] may be used. This standard
provides a short time overload (following full load current which is stated as "times
rated current" and is based on the equivalent self-cooled rating). This overload data
is given in Table 6.1.

Data in Table 6.1 must be used in conjunction with rated full load currents of transform-
ers. These rated values are given in Table 6.2 for single-phase and Table 6.3 for three-phase
transformers.

TABLE 6.1 Allowable Short Time
Overload Current Following Load for
Oil Immersed Transformers [3J

Overload Time
(s)

2.0
10.0
30.0
60.0
300.0
1800.0

6.2.3 Distribution System Information

Time Rated Current
(pet: unit)

25.00
11.30
6.70
4.75
3.00
2.00

The following data are required for each distribution feeder for which coordination is to
be studied.

1. Circuit diagram (map) of feeder with distance scale.
2. Location of customers or loads for which a lengthy power interruption would be

costly or detrimental.
3. Location and size of large power loads.
4. Location of self-protected transformers larger than 25 kVA.
5. Maximum peak metered load current at the substation and at the tap-off point of each

heavy branch circuit.

6.2.4 Protective Equipment Information

The following data for protective devices contemplated should be available.

1. High-side substation fuse data: manufacturer, type, time-current characteristic curves,
rating.

2. Make and rating of feeder circuit breakers and relays.
3. Automatic circuit reclosers: make, type, table of ratings, and time-current character-

istic curves.
4. Line sectionalizing fuses: make, type, and time-current characteristics; both melting

and total clearing curves
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TABLE6.2 Full Load Currents of Single-Phase Distribution Transformers [3]

kVA Circuit Nominal Voltage

120 240 480 2400 4160 4800 6900 7200 11500 13200

1.5 12.5 6.3 3.1 0.63 0.36 0.31 0.22 0.21 0.13 0.11
2.5 20.8 10.4 5.2 1.04 0.60 0.52 0.36 0.35 0.22 0.19
3.0 25.0 12.5 6.3 1.25 0.72 0.63 0.43 0.42 0.26 0.23
5.0 41.7 20.8 10.4 2.08 1.20 1.04 0.72 0.69 0.43 0.38
7.5 62.5 31.3 15.6 3.13 1.80 1.56 1.09 1.04 0.65 0.57
10.0 83.3 41.7 20.8 4.17 2.40 2.08 1.45 1.39 0.87 0.76
15.0 125.0 62.5 31.3 6.25 3.61 3.13 2.17 2.08 1.30 1.14
25.0 208.3 104.2 52.1 10.42 6.01 5.21 3.62 3.47 2.17 1.89
37.5 312.5 156.3 78.1 15.63 9.01 7.81 5.43 5.21 3.26 2.84
50.0 416.7 208.3 104.2 20.83 12.02 10.42 7.25 6.94 4.35 3.79
75.0 625.0 312.5 156.3 31.25 18.03 15.63 10.87 10.42 6.52 5.68
100.0 833.3 416.7 208.3 41.67 24.04 20.83 14.49 13.89 8.70 7.58
150.0 1250.0 625.0 312.5 62.50 36.06 31.25 21.74 20.83 13.04 11.36
200.0 1666.7 833.3 416.7 83.33 48.08 41.67 28.99 27.78 17.39 15.15
250.0 2083.3 1041.7 520.8 104.17 60.10 52.08 36.23 34.72 21.74 18.94
333.3 2777.5 1388.8 694.4 138.88 80.12 69.44 48.30 46.19 28.98 25.25
500.0 4166.7 2083.3 1041.7 208.33 120.19 104.17 72.46 69.44 43.48 37.88

TABLE6.3 Full Load Currents of Three-Phase Distribution Transformers [3]

kVA Circuit Voltage

208 240 480 2400 4160 4800 7200 12470 13200 33000

4.5 12.5 10.8 5.4 1.08 0.62 0.54 0.36 0.21 0.20 0.08
7.5 20.8 18.0 9.0 1.80 1.04 0.90 0.61 0.35 0.33 0.13
9.0 25.0 21.7 10.8 2.17 1.25 1.08 0.73 0.42 0.39 0.16
10.0 27.7 24.1 12.0 2.41 1.39 1.20 0.80 0.46 0.44 0.17
15.0 41.6 36.1- 18.0 3.61 2.08 1.80 1.20 0.69 0.66 0.26
22.5 62.5 54.1 27.1 5.41 3.12 2.71 1.80 1.04 0.98 0.39
25.0 69.4 60.1 30.1 6.01 3.47 3.01 2.00 1.16 1.09 0.44
30.0 83.3 72.2 36.1 7.22 4.16 3.61 2.41 1.39 1.31 0.52

37.5 104.1 90.2 45.1 9.02 5.20 4.51 3.01 1.74 1.64 0.66
45.0 124.9 108.3 54.1 10.83 6.25 5.41 3.60 2.08 1.97 0.79
50.0 138.8 120.3 60.1 12.03 6.94 6.01 4.01 2.32 2.19 0.87
75.0 208.2 180.4 90.2 18.04 10.41 9.02 6.01 3.47 3.28 1.31

100.0 277.6 240.6 120.3 24.06 13.88 12.03 8.02 4.64 4.37 1.75
112.5 312.3 270.6 135.3 27.06 15.61 13.53 9.02 5.21 4.92 1.97
150.0 416.4 360.08 180.4 36.08 20.82 18.04 12.03 6.94 6.56 2.62
200.0 555.1 481.1 240.6 48.11 27.76 24.06 16.04 9.27 8.75 3.50

225.0 624.5 541.3 270.6 54.13 31.23 27.06 18.04 10.42 9.84 3.94
300.0 832.7 721.7 360.8 72.17 41.64 36.08 24.06 13.89 13.12 5.25
450.0 1249.1 1082.5 541.3 108.25 62.45 54.13 36.08 20.83 19.68 7.87
500.0 1387.9 1202.8 601.4 120.28 69.39 60.14 40.09 23.15 21.87 8.74

600.0 1665.4 1443.4 721.7 144.34 83.27 72.17 48.11 27.78 26.24 10.50
750.0 2081.8 1804.2 902.1 180.42 104.09 90.21 60.14 34.72 32.80 13.12
1000.0 2775.7 2405.6 1202.8 240.56 138.79 120.28 80.19 46.30 43.74 17.50'
1500.0 4163.6 3608.4 1804.2 360.84 208.18 180.42 120.28 69.45 65.61 26.24
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5. Distribution transformer external or internal fuses: make, type, and time-current
characteristic curves.

The manufacturers of fuses, reclosers, and other protective devices are always helpful
in supplying this type of information. The protection engineer should create a library of
information on protective equipment used on the systems to be studied. This will be helpful
in determining the initial studies, and in later follow-up studies in analyzing faults or other
disturbances that occur on the system. Also, as the system changes and loads grow, the same
data will be required for redesign and coordination of the protective system.

6.2.5 Step-by-Step Study Procedure

With all the necessary data at hand the coordination study can proceed. The following
step-by-step ordering of tasks provides a logical procedure to follow [1].

1. Assemble the necessary data described above.
2. Establish tentative locations of sectionalizing devices.
3. Calculate maximum and minimum values of fault currents at each of the tentative

sectionalizing points, and at the end of the main, branch, and lateral circuits. Calculate
line-to-ground, three-phase, and line-to-line currents.

4. Select the devices at the substation to give complete and adequate protection to the
substation transformer from fault currents on the distribution lines.

5. Coordinate the sectionalizing devices from the substation out, or from the ends of the
circuit back to the substation. Revise tentative locations of sectionalizing points if
necessary.

6. Check the selected protective devices for current-carrying capacity, interrupting ca-
pability, and minimum pickup rating.

7. Prepare a circuit diagram to show circuit configuration, maximum and minimum
fault-current values, rating of sectionalizing devices, and other relevant information.

In addition to the above some engineers like to prepare a composite time-current (TC)
characteristic curve showing the coordination of all devices, with curves drawn for a common
base voltage. Since TC curves of most commonly used fuses and reclosers are readily available,
this requires transferring these curves to a separate TC log-log plot (using K & E, number 48
5257 paper). This plot can be filed with the substation records and reviewed as future system
changes take place to see if any protective system changes are required.

6.3 RADIAL LINE FAULTCURRENT CALCULATIONS

The calculation of fault currents on the transmission network are described in Chapter 5. These
calculations apply to any configuration of the power system, which is invariably a meshed
network. For the purpose of this chapter, which considers only radial lines, it is assumed that
the fault currents at the radial system source have been computed using the methods of Chapter
5. There are several problems to be addressed, however, for determining the fault current along
radials from the meshed network. These problems are discussed below. Many of the general
concepts presented in Chapter 5 still apply to the radial line.
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6.3.1 General Considerations for Radial Faults

The determination ofthe sequence networkThevenin impedances ofFigure 5.14 provides
information for computing the fault current at any transmission bus. For distribution feeders
such as Figure 6.1, which are radial from a transmission bus, we simply add incremental
impedances to the Thevenin bus impedance as the fault is moved away from the substation
along the three-phase main feeder. The fault study of the transmission network gives the fault
currents at the high side of the substation transformer. Since the distribution system is radial,
it is a relatively simple matter to .determine the Thevenin impedance, and therefore the fault
currents, at any point along the radial circuit.

Generally there are two types of distribution substation connections of interest; Il - Il
and Il - Y, and these are shown in Figure 6.3. Other connections are possible but these two are
the most common. Connected to the low voltage station bus is a radial three-phase distribution
feeder. If the source is delta connected, this feeder consists of three-phase wires which are
almost always identical conductor sizes. If the feeder is wye-grounded at the transformer, the
neutral wire is nearly always carried along with the phase wires, making a four-wire wye-
connected system. In many cases the neutral wire may be one or two wire sizes smaller
than the phase wires. This is possible since the load is nearly balanced making the neutral
load current small. Also, the neutral is grounded at least at every distribution transformer and
sometimes at every pole, in which case the circuit is described as a multi grounded system. This
provides a neutral (zero sequence) return path of neutral conductor and the earth in parallel.
The impedance of this zero-sequence path in a multigrounded circuit is difficult to determine
accurately and empirical results are often used to estimate the earth impedance.

-fH- Three-Phase Main Line Feeder
-H- Two-Phase Open Wye Branch
-+- Single-Phase (Line + Neutral) Branch

Figure 6.3 Distribution substation and radial feeder.

The branch lines of Figure 6.3 may be three-phase branches but are often single phase.
If served from a delta-connected source the branches can only be three- phase or single-phase
lines and all distribution transfotmers are connected line to line. If served from a wye-grounded
source the branches may be two-phase, three-wire open wye or single-phase, two-wire (one
line plus neutral) with all loads usually connected line to neutral.

6.3.2 Main Line Feeder Faults

By definition, the main feeder is a three-phase circuit. Therefore, faults along the main
line feeder may be any of the four common types; 3PH, 2LG, lLG, or LL.
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6.3.2.1 Three-Phase (3PH) Faults. The sequence network arrangements and currents
are given in Figure 5.15 for the three-phase fault. Using the distribution system impedances
defined in Figure 6.3 we compute

Z)==ZS+ZT+ZL pu (6.1)

(6.2)

where, as noted in Figure 6.3, ZL is a function of the distance along the feeder to the fault point.
The impedances in (6.1) are all positive-sequence impedances. ZL is the positive-sequence
distribution line impedance, defined approximately by the formula [4]

[
Deq ]ZL = SZL = S r i. + jwk In D

s
Q

where s == length of line (kft)
rt. == line resistance (Qlkft)

Deq == equivalent spacing in ft = (D12D23 D31) 1/3

D, = self GMDof conductor (ft) (from tables)
(J) = 2nf == 376.99 radls for f == 60 Hz
cok == 0.12134 for s (miles)

== 0.02298 for s (kft)

Equation (6.2) assumes that the line is completely transposed, which usually is not the case for
distribution circuits. However, the error in making this assumption is considered acceptable
in view of the other variables and uncertainties in these computations.

Dividing (6.2) by the base impedance

V 2 V 2
ZB == B-LN == B-LL (6.3)

SS-I4> SB-34>
gives the impedance ZL in per unit

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.4)

pu for minimum faults

pu for maximum faults

ZL
ZLu == - pu

ZB
The fault impedance Z F needed to compute the fault current is often taken to be 30 to 40 ohms
of resistance for minimum faults and zero for maximum fault conditions. Using the larger
value we define, arbitrarily,

ZF == I~FLT
ZB

where RFLT is the arcing fault resistance in ohms and the fault current is
VF VF

fa == ---
ZI+ZF ZS+ZT+ZL+ZF

The Thevenin equivalent voltage VF completes the fault data necessary for three-phase faults.
This voltage will not usually be known precisely and is usually taken to be between 1.0 and 1.1,
with 1.05 a good estimated value. The angle is usually taken to be zero, and this voltage then
becomes the phasor reference for the calculations to follow. It is important that the protection
engineer understand the normalization process, reviewed above.

6.3.2.2 Double Line-to-Ground (2LG) Faults. The faulted phase designation and se-
quence network connection for the 2LG fault is shown in Figure 5.16. The positive and
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negative sequence impedances are exactly equal except for machines, and equating these se-
quence impedances is a very good approximation when the radial feeder is not electrically
close to a generator. From (6.1) we know that Z I = Z2where these impedances are calculated
exactly as given in (6.1)-(6.4) for the 3PH fault.

The zero sequence impedance Zo is very difficult to determine accurately for multi-
grounded neutral systems, but is usually greater than the positive sequence impedance ZL. If
we assume that Zo is related to ZL by a constant multiplier, we may write

ZLO = kOZL pu (6.7)
where ko depends on the size of the neutral wire compared to the phase wires, the ground
impedance and the current division between neutral wire and earth. If the earth is a perfect
conductor, which may be approached in a system with multiple water-pipe grounds, then
ko = 1.0.. If the earth is a very poor conductor then ko depends entirely on the neutral wire
impedance. Most cases would fall between these two extremes in which case ko must be
estimated. Morrison [5] gives estimated values of between 3.8 and 4.2 with an average of 4.0.
The range of possibilities for ko is given in Table 6.4. The average value of 4.0 is suggested
where exact conditions are not known. Note that (6.7) gives the magnitude of ZLO only. We
often assume that ZLOand ZL have the same impedance angle, although this is hard to defend.
A more rigorous analysis of the impedance in multigrounded lines is given in [6].

TABLE 6.4 Estimated Values of ko

Earth and Ground Wire Conditions

1.0
3.8-4.2
4.0
4.6
4.9

Perfectly conducting earth
Finite earth impedance
Ground wire same size as phase wire
Ground wire one size smaller than phase wire
Ground wire two sizes smaller than phase wire

(6.8)

Using (6.7) for the zero sequence line impedance we may write the total zero sequence
impedance to the fault pointas (see Figure 5.10)

{

(X) delta-connected source
Zo = ZLO +ZT wye-connected source

Fault impedances ZF and ZG are chosen arbitrarily, or based on data from typical faults. Some
set ZF = 0 and give ZG the value computed from (6.5).

6.3.2.3 Line-to-Line(LL~Fault. The faulted phase designation and sequence network
connections for the LL fault are"given in Figure 5.17. The positive and negative sequence
impedance are usually considered equal, taking the value of (6.4). The fault impedance is the
same as computed previously in (6.5).

6.3.2.4 One-Line-to-Ground (lLG) Fault. The lLG fault configuration and sequence
network connections are shown in Figure 5.18. Here again, the sequence impedances are the
same as calculated previously in (6.6) and (6.8).

6.3.2.5 Summary ofMain Feeder Faults. Using the equations given in the preced-
ing discussion for the various fault types, a table of main line feeder fault formulas may be
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constructed. We are interested in determining only the maximum and minimum fault values,
i.e., the values that correspond to maximum and minimum generating conditions, respectively.
Since the 2LG fault is always intermediate between maximum and minimum it is omitted from
the tabulation. Table 6.5 summarizes the previous results for 3PH, LL and lLG faults. Usually
the 3PH fault is the largest, although the ILG fault, with Zs == Z F == °and ko == 1.0, has
exactly the same magnitude. These assumptions are occasionally made.

TABLE 6.5 Fault Currents on a Radial Low-Voltage Feeder

Fault Fault Current Substation
Type Equation Connection

3PH
VF Delta or wye

I = groundeda ZS+ZT+ZL +ZF

LL
-j~VF Delta or wye

lb =-1 = groundedc 2(Zs+ ZT+ ZL) + ZF

lLG la =0 Delta

ILG
3VF Grounded

I =
a 2Zs+ 3ZT + (2 + kO)ZL + 3ZF wye

If the distribution substation is supplied from a very large system, then Zs will be small.
A common assumption, when no exact system data are available, is to set Zs == 0, which is
equivalent to an infinitely large system. This is a good assumption if the substation transformer
is small as this makes ZT so large as to dominate the impedance, irrespective of the power
system strength. Tables of transformer impedances and line impedances are given in the
appendices.

EXAMPLE 6.1
Consider the six-node network shown in Figure 6.4, which shows a small transmission network supplying
loads at nodes 3, 5, and 6. Data for the network lines are given in Table 6.6 with all values specified in
per unit on a 50 MVA base.

4

1
2

7

3

2

5

Figure 6.4 A six-node network [4].
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TABLE 6.6 Six-Node Network with Per Unit Impedances on a 50 MVABase

Self-Impedance Mutual-Impedance

z Z
No. Nodes Z. =Z2

I 1-6 0.123 + jO.518
2 1-4 0.080 + jO.370
3 4-6 0.097 + jO.407
4 5-6 0.000 + jO.300
5 2-5 0.282 + jO.640
6 2-3 0.723 + jl.050
7 3-4 0.000 + jO.133
8 0-4 0.000 - j34.10
9 0-1 0.000 - j29.50
10 0-6 0.000 - j28.50
11 Gen I 0.010 + jO.012
12 Oen2 0.015 + jO.240

0.492 + j 1.042
0.400 + jO.925
0.450 + jl.030
0.000 + jO.300
1.410 + j1.920
1.890 + j2.630
0.000 + jO.133

0.000 + jO.032
0.000 + jO.016

0.250 + j0.475
0.250 + j0.475

Branch

3
2

Using these data the positive- and zero-sequence impedance matrices are computed and these
values are given in Table 6.7 on a 100 MVA base.

TABLE 6.7 Positive- and Zero-Sequence Z Matrices on a 100MVABase [4]

Positive Sequence, per Unit Zero Sequence, per Unit

Bus Bus R X Bus Bus R X

1 1 0.02253 0.21503 1 1 0.36392 1.11336
1 2 -0.00609 0.04974 1 2 0.00000 0.00000
1 3 0.02635 0.16117 1 3 0.00000 0.00000
1 4 0.02254 0.17266 1 4 -0.01120 0.11474
1 5 0.02118 0.12825 1 5 0.00000 0.00000
1 6 0.01831 0.16379 I 6 0.02526 0.34120
2 2 0.04422 0.38094 2 2 0.00000 0.03200
2 3 -0.01594 0.15713 2 3 0.00000 0.03200
2 4 -0.00786 0.13434 2 4 0.00000 0.00000
2 5 -0.00698 0.22306 2 5 0.00000 0.03200
2 6 0.00023 0.15223 2 6 0.00000 0.00000
2 3 0.16244 0.73912 3 3 3.78000 5.29200

3 4 0.14333 0.53368 3 4 0.00000 0.00000
3 5 0.06192 0.27007 3 5 0.00000 0.03200
3 6 0.07295 0.32786 3 6 0.00000 0.00000

4 4 0.13269 0.576~4 4 4 0.00756 0.24138
4 5 0.06506 0.27818 4 5 0.00000 0.00000
4 6 0.06881 0.34726 4 6 -0.01706 0.05554

5 5 0.16569 0.80649 5 5 2.82000 3.87200
5 6 0.13256 0.46538 5 6 0.00000 0.00000
6 6 0.13034 0.61119 6 6 0.03849 0.47472

Consider the load on bus 5 and assume that it consists of a 5000 kVA, delta-wye (grounded) trans-
former bank feeding a 12.47 kV (line-to-line) three-phase, four-wire radial distribution feeder 20,000 ft
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long, consisting of I/O ACSR phase wires and #2 a ACSR neutral wire, with an equivalent three-phase
spacing of 50 in. Assume the subtransmission voltage to be 34.5 kV.

Find the 3PH, 1.1., and 1LG fault currents available at the substation and at the end of the distribution
feeder. Let ko == 4.0.
Solution
First we find the source impedanceZs and express it in per unit on a5000 kVA base (the station transformer
base). From Table 6.7

5000
Z == Zss == (0.16569 + /'0.80649)--.. . 100,000

== 0.0083 + jO.0403 pu

Note that we do not need the zero-sequence source impedance since the zero-sequence network need be
represented only to the transformer. From Appendix D, we estimate the transformer impedance to be

Zr == 0.0 + .iO.07 pu

For the 1/0 ACSR distribution line, we have, from Table C.I, with the equivalent spacing Deq == 50 in:

ZL == r i. + }(Xd + .r.,)

== 0.168 + j (0.124 + 0.052810g JO50 - 0.57) Q/kft

Then

Zr == 0.168 + jO.1567Q/kft

or

ZL == 3.36 + j3.134 Q for 20 kft

and

Zro == 4Z1" == 13.44 + j J2.536 Q

We have set the zero-sequence value arbitrarily to the value noted above.
The base impedance is

vi (12,470)2
2 8 == - == (1 ::::31.IOQ

SB 5 X 10)

Dividing by ZB we get the per unit values

ZL == 0.108 + .i0. ]0] pu

Z LO == 0.432 + jO.403 pu

Finally, we let ZF == 10Q and 30n to learn the effect of fault impedance

RFLT {0.322 pu {]O QZF == -- == for RFLT ==
31. 1 0.965 pu 30 Q

Then using the formulas of Table 6.5, with VF == 1.0, we compute the impedances and currents shown
in Table 6.8.

A careful study of Table 6.8 is instructive. Note that the largest fault currents occur with 1LG
faults. This often the case. It can he explained by comparing the following equations for the fault current
magnitude at F.

3PH:

LL:

I1.G:

V F V FIF = -- ==
ZTOT Zs+Zr+ZL+ZF
VF ~VFI F = -- = ----

ZTOT 2(Zs + ZT + ZL) + ZF
VF VFIF
ZTur 2/3Zs + Zr + 2ZL + ZF

(6.9)

(6.10)

(6. J1)
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TABLE 6.8 Per Unit Impedanceand FaultCurrent for CommonFaultTypes

Location» At Substation At Feeder End

Fault Z&f ZF=O ZF= 10 ZF=30 ZF= O ZF= 10 ZF=30

3PH Zror 0.0083 0.3298 0.9729 0.1163 0.4379 1.0809
+jO.l 103 +jO.1I03 +jO.l103 +jO.2I11 +jO.21I I +jO.21II

fa 9.039 2.875 1.021 4.149 2.057 0.908
-85 .70° -18.49 ° -{i.47° -{i1.l4° -25.74° -11.05°

LL Zror 0.0166 0.3381 0.9812 0.2326 0.5542 1.1973
+jO.2206 +jO.2206 +jO.2206 +jO.4222 +jO.4222 +jO.4222

t, 7.829 4.290 1.722 3.593 2.486 1.364
-175 .70° - 123.13° -102.67° -151.W -127 .30° -109.42°

ILG ZTar 0.0166 0.9812 2.9104 0.6648 1.6294 3.5587
+jO.2906 +jO.2906 +jO.2906 +jO.8953 +jO.8953 +jO.8953

fa 10.305 2.932 1.026 2.690 1.614 0.818
-86.74° - 16.50° -5. 70° -53.40° - 28.79° -14.12 °

where we define IF to be the fault current and Zror as the total impedance seen by VF at the fault point
F for any given fault type. Then. for each fault type. it is simply a matter of dividing VF by Zror to
determine the fault current. The current phase angle can be found. but is not needed for simple overcurrent
protection.

For close in faults . with ZL = O. a careful inspection of these equations shows that the ILG fault
will always be the highest current fault. For end-of-line faults . the minimum fault current depends on
the relative size of Zs and ZL and depends a great deal on ZF . For this example. the end -of-Iine ILG
current decreases in proportion to the other fault types as fault resistance is added. as shown in Figures
6.5 and 6.6.

.... 12
'2 • 3Ph Fault at Station::> 10 • L-L Fault at Station ' 00...
Cl> c lLG Fault st Stationc,
.S 8 -_._- _._-......--......
Cl>-e
E 6 ----..-...................
.~
es 4::E....
I': 2Cl>

~
U 0

o 10 30
Fault Resistance in Ohms

Figure 6.5 Comparisonof fault currentmagnitudesfor substation faults.

For close-in faults . the LL fault is the smallest. For zero fault resistance it is always 0.866 of
the 3PH fault. This relation does not hold as ZF increases since ZF is more important in limiting the
3PH fault. Since it is hard to imagine a 3PH fault with equal fault impedance in each phase. we usually
compute the 3PH fault without ZF to compare against ILG fault to determine the maximum fault. Then
use other fault types with ZF to determine the minimum fault. In this example we are given only one
value of Zs. but usually this impedance changes in going from maximum to minimum conditions. In
some problems. as in this example. ZF is large enough to swamp out any small error in Zs.
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(lLG)
(3PH)

Figure 6.6 Comparison of fault current magnitudes for end-of-line faults.

As a final step in the computation, all per unit currents should be converted to amperes by multi-
plying by the base current

S81</> 5 x 106/3
/8 = -- = = 231.5 A

V8 - LN l2470/J3

We multiply all per unit currents by this base value to convert them into amperes, with the following
results :

The maximum fault is
at substation: / = 2386A
at line end: / = 960A

The minimum fault with ZF = 30n
at substation: / = 236A (3PH)
at line end: / = l89A (lLR)

In most problems. the currents are converted back to mks quantities to compare against equipment
ratings . •

6.3.3 Branch Line Faults

Faults on branch lines are easily computed by considering the branch line as a part of
the fault impedance ZF (or ZG) with the fault location on the main line feeder. This concept
is illustrated in Figure 6.7 where the fault impedance is identified with the branch line. Since

Branch
Fault

}
'Fault

Impedance
ZF

Figure 6.7 Branch line fault configuration .
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branch lines are usually single-phase or two-phase (open wye), faults on the branches are
limited to unbalanced one- and two-phase fault conditions.

Assigning fault impedance values for branch line unbalanced faults is explained with
reference to Figure 6.8 where four common fault configurations are shown and each is identified
as aLL, 1LG, or 2LG faults. For an ungrounded single-phase lateral only the LL fault is possible
as in 6.8(a). A uniground system may have a line-to-neutral fault, in which case ZF depends
upon whether the neutral is the same size as the phase wire or a reduced size. Values for
reduced size cases are averagevalues.

Main Feeder
a-.....-------

Main Feedera---------
b-.......------- b--.....------
c-.......------- c--+-------

n ---- --------

L-L Fault
ZF =RFLT + 2ZLAT

(a)

1LG Fault
ZF == RFLT + (1 + kn)ZLAT

{
(2.0 neutral same size) }

=RFLT + (2.3 neutral red 1 size) ZLAT

(2.6 neutral red 2 sizes)
(b)

Main Feeder Main Feeder
a-.....------- a---------b--+-------- b-.....--------

c---4~~~-----c--+--------

1LG Fault
ZF == RFLT + (1 + kng}ZLAT

R kOZLAT
== FLT+-3-

(c)

2LGFauit
ZF == ZLAT

ZG=::RFLT+t~O+ ~ZLAT

(d)

Figure 6.8 Branch line fault configurations. (a) 14J - 2 Wire Lateral Ungrounded or Line-
to-Line Lateral. (b) I¢ - 2 Wire Lateral Unigrounded. (c) l¢ - 2 Wire Lateral
Multigrounded. (d) 24J - 3 Wire Lateral Multigrounded.

For multigrounded neutral laterals the fault impedance depends on the earth impedance.
For the single-phase lateral the only fault possible is the lLG fault in which case the fault
impedance is related to Zo and depends on ko, given in Table 6.4. If a two-phase, open wye
system the fault is a 2LG fault with ZF = ZL of the lateral and ZG is the neutral-plus-ground
impedance which is related to Zoo

Since only maximum and minimum fault values are required, it is adequate to compute
only the lLG and LL faults on branches. A suitable fault resistance may also be included as
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for RFLT == {o }
30n

a part of ZF or ZG in computing minimum fault conditions. Since it is not clear whether the
LL or 1LG will be the smaller, both must be checked with and without ZF.

EXAMPLE 6.2
Consider the fault point F in Figure 6.7 as that fault for which currents of Example 6.] were computed.
Compute the maximum and minimum fault currents at the end of the two-phase, open wye lateral shown
in Figure 6.7 if the lateral is 15,000 ft long and is constructed of #2 ACSR with 90 in. spacing. Assume
a fault resistance of 30 ohms for minimum conditions. Base quantities are 5 MVA and 12.47 kV.
Solution
Faults for maximum and minimum conditions at the fault point F are already known. We now compute
the maximum fault at the end of the lateral, which we define by the notation ZLAT.

ZLAT == rl..AT + j (Xd + x a )

== 0.267 + j (0.126 + 0.0528 log 10 90 - 0.057)
== 0.267 + jO.172 Q/kft

and for the total 15,000 ft length of the lateral the ohmic value is

ZLAT == 4.005 + j2.58 Q

On the station transformer base, the per unit lateral impedance is

ZLAT == 0.129 + jO.083 pu

The sequence impedances at the fault point are computed as follows.

ZI == Z2 == z; +ZT +ZIJ

Zo == ZT -t-ZLO

lLG Fault: For convenience in finding the 1LG fault currents, we define

ZOI2 == Z\ -+ Z2 + Zo == 2Zs + 3ZT -t- (2 + kO)ZL

== 2(0.1163 + jO.2113) + (0.432 + jO.403)

== 0.6648 + jO.8953 pu

Then with fault resistance assumed to be 30n, the arcing fault resistance is

RFLT == 30n == 0.965 pu

kOZIJAT /0.1717 + .iO.II07 pu
ZF == RFLT + --- ==

3 1.1363+ jO.l107 pu

Then, for the one-line-to-ground fault we can write

{ (
0.1717) }ZTOT == 2 0 12 + 3Z p == 0.6648 + jO.8953 + 3 + jO.1107
1.1363

{
I. ]799} {o n}== + ;1.2275 with RFi T ==
4.0738' J 30 n

Then

VF {0.5873} { 135.97}I/al==-== pu== A
ZTOT 0.2350 54.41

LL fault. From Figure 6.8, we see that for the LL fault

(
0.2576)ZF == RFLT + 2ZLAT == + jO.1661 pu
1.2222
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The total impedance is (see Table6.8 for theLL fault)

Zl +Z2+ZF (0.2830) (0 )Zror = .j3 = 0.8399 + j0,3396pu for RFLT = 30Q

Notethatthefaultresistancein thisexamplemakesa verylargedifference in theresultingtotalimpedance.
Then, for theLL fault,

VF (2.2619) (523 .6) (0 )I - - - - u - A for R -I FI - Zror - 1.1037 P - 255.2 FLT - 30Q

Thus, for this lateral the maximum faults are both line-to-line faults and minimumfaults are both ILG
faults . A comparison of results for the end-of-branch faults is shownin Figure6.9.

2.4 -r--- - --------- --------,....,
'a
::> 2.0...
~
.S 1.6
Ql-eE 1.2
'g,
~ 0.810.4

o 0.0 ......--

• l LG Fault @ End
CI LL Fault @ End

o 30
Fault Resistance in Ohms

Figure 6.9 Comparison of end-of-branch faults for varying fault resistance . •
6.4 RADIAL SYSTEM PROTECTIVE STRATEGY

Most of the faults on distribution systems are temporary or transient in nature. Therefore,
the first requirement of a protective strategy is to deal effectively with temporary faults by
providing a means of fast fault recognition, clearing, and reclosing of the circuit after a brief
pause to allow an arcing fault to deionize. To do this requires either circuit breakers with
overcurrent and reclosing relays or automatic circuit reclosers. In a great many applications
the recloser is adequate but circuit breakers are required in large substations where the available
short circuit currents are beyond the rating of reclosers. This basic function, the fast clearing
of all faults, is the first requirement of radial system protective strategy. Moreover, if the fault
is temporary, a good design will also provide for a method of reclosing, after a brief delay to
allow time for the arc to deionize.

The second requirement ofradial protection is to isolate permanent faults such that (1)
the line section to be isolated is as short as possible and (2) the isolated line is easy to locate.
This will restrict the service interruption to a small group of users and will permit the fastest
possible location and repair of the trouble.

6.4.1 Clearing Temporary Faults

Referring again to Figure 6.2 we have an example of the usual method for clearing
temporary faults . The automatic reclosing device at A will recognize faults along the main
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line to just short of branch 7, although it will not reach to the extreme end of branch 5. Usually
we would set recloser A to trip instantaneously two or three times, using a fast TC curve such
as curve A of Figure 3.37. If the fault is temporary, it will have two or three chances to clear
and the recloser can reset to normal and await the next fault. Since recloser A is not able to
recognize faults at the extreme end of the feeder, a second recloser B is installed as shown in
Figure 6.2. This recloser can reach to the ends of all branches on its load side and provides
temporary fault clearing for the balance of the circuit. Obviously recloser B must have a
smaller minimum pick up than A and it too will be set for two (or three) instantaneous trips
followed by two (or three) time delayed openings.

The two reclosers A and B provide satisfactory temporary fault clearing for the main
feeder of Figure 6.2. If a permanent fault occurs, say on branch 4, it would operate recloser
A through all its instantaneous and time-delayed operations to Jock out. This de-energizes the
entire circuit until the cause of trouble can be located by patrolling the entire feeder and all
branches close to A. This is not an optimum protective scheme as the close in lateral branches
provide hazards that can cause long outages of the entire feeder. Clearly, something more
needs to be done.

6.4.2 Isolating Permanent Faults

For permanent faults on the main feeder, the reclosers stationed along the feeder provide
adequate permanent fault isolation. In Figure 6.2, for example, any permanent fault beyond
recloser B would operate B to lockout and A would continue to serve the region between the
substation and B. For long feeders, three or more reclosers of graded ratings could be used to
confine the main feeder outages to the minimum possible circuit length.

For branch lines it is poor strategy to isolate penrianent faults using the main feeder
reclosers. As pointed out before, such a permanent branch fault could cause an extended
outage of the entire feeder. Adding a recloser, or even a sectionalizer, on every lateral would
be costly and unnecessary. Thus, we often protect these branch lines by fuses which are
coordinated with the main feeder recloser. Such a protective scheme is shown in Figure 6. 10.
Here a fused cutout is installed at the source end of every lateral branch and an additional
cutout is located in the main feeder at 7 to reduce the area of outage for a permanent fault.

r-------- .. _
r----- __

" ",
\
\

,

.
.... ....

~,'
• I , , /

: Zone A _ .:> : r-r- / "
L _ _ - - - - - • - ~ Zone B " .,
--- · T _-",'"

L ._---

Figure 6.10 [solation of permanent faults with fuses [I ].
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Thus a permanent fault X will interrupt only branch 5. Furthermore, the repairman need only
inspect the main feeder to find blown fuse 5, and then patrol branch 5 to find and repair the
trouble.

The fuse on each branch must be able to carry the load current continuously without
melting. Furthermore, it must pick up for minimum faults at the extreme end of the branch. It
must have an adequate voltage rating and its interrupting rating must be adequate for close in
(maximum) faults.

The fuse must also be coordinated with the recloser that backs it up. For instantaneous
recloser operations the fuse should not melt or be damaged, even when there is a temporary
fault beyond it. For a permanent fault the fuse should blow before the recloser locks out.

6.5 COORDINATION OF PROTECTIVE DEVICES

One of the important coordination problems on a radial feeder is the proper selection of
protective devices for correct sequential operation. There are many different ways ofproviding
protection of transmission and distribution lines. A survey of industry practices in the protection
of distribution circuits showed that a large percentage of utilities employ phase and ground
overcurrent protection with instantaneous tripping for temporary faults, with time-delayed
tripping for permanent faults [7]. Nearly all utilities surveyed also use automatic reclosing of
the protective devices, which is a result of the statistics that show most faults to be temporary
in nature. This section examines the problems of selecting and coordinating different devices
in a coordinated protective scheme.

Most radial protective schemes involve the coordination of fuses, reclosers, and relays.
We have already discussed fuse-to-fuse and recloser-to-recloser coordination in Chapter 3.
We now consider the coordination of unlike devices. This is more difficult, generally, because
fuses, reclosers, and relays have TC characteristics of different shape. This means that the
desired coordination is often achieved in only a restricted range of currents.

6.5.1 Recloser-Fuse Coordination

If a recloser with a choice of fast and retarded operations is installed ahead of a fuse as
shown in Figure 6.11 we have a common example of the recloser-fuse coordination problem.
In this situation we want the recloser fast operations to protect the fuse, or fall "below" the
fuse TC characteristic, that is, we want the recloser to clear before the fuse can melt. Curve
A does fall below curve C for currents less than the value corresponding to point b, where
curves A and C cross. If the fault beyond fuse C is permanent, then we want fuse C to totally
clear as the recloser goes through a delayed operation B. This coordination will be correct as
long as the current is greater than the crossing point a. Thus we have found approximately the
coordination range

a</<b (6.12)

This range is approximate because it fails to account for the alternate heating and cooling of the
fuse. To account for the fuse heating and cooling we may write equations that closely estimate
these effects as exponentials. Thus for heating we write an equation for the temperature of the
fuse element, ().

(6.13)
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Figure 6.11 Time-current characteristic curves of recloser R superimposed on fuse
curve [21.

where () == temperature (C)
()f == final steady -state temperature

assuming fuse does not melt (C)
t == time (s)
r == fuse time constant (s)

At the final steady-state temperature a balance is reached between heat input and heat
loss, i.e.,

(6.14)

where K is the heat dissipation constant in watts per degree centigrade (WJOC). If we apply
(6.14) for long periods of melting time, corresponding to melting temperatures of ()m we may
write

I,;'R == ()mK (6.15)

(6.18)

At the lower end of the TC characteristic, for times in the neighborhood of 0.1 second, very
little heat is dissipated. Instead, most of the applied heat energy 12Rt is used to raise the metal
temperature to the melting point. Here we write

12 Rt == c»: J (6.16)

where Chis a median value of heat capacity of the fusible element in jou les per degree centigrade
(J/oC) and ()m is the fuse melting temperature.

If we assume that (6.16) applies at 0.1 second we write
2

2 ImR
O.l/o.t R == Chern == ChT (6.17)

Then we compute

C (/)2':': ==0.1 ~
K t;

We now recognize that (/O. l !1m ) is the fuse speed ratio S and that Ch!K is the fuse time
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constant. Thus , we write

r = 0.IS2 (6.19)

as a convenient approximation to the fuse time constant. We may also write a fuse cooling
equation

e= ({t l r (6.20)

where we assume that heating and cooling occur with the same time constant. Ifwe normalize
(6.13) and (6.20), we may write the per unit temperature equations as follows.

Heating:

pu (6.21)

Cooling:

(6.22)pu!!..- - e - e-tl rOf - u-

These equations are plotted against normalized time tf t in Figure 6.12 as curves A and
B, respectively. Also plotted is a typical sequence of heating and cooling sequences, shown
as curve C, which is pieced together by sections of A and B for appropriate lengths of time.
Each time the fuse is subjected to a fault current, heat accumulates in the fuse metal. When the
recloser opens the circuit, and the current is interrupted, the fuse cools . Both the heating and
cooling action are approximated by exponential function, as shown in Figure 6.12. If enough
heat accumulates, the fuse will melt. The fuse melting is a function of the fuse design melting
time and the total accumulated time the fuse is heated, less the time it is cooled.
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Figure 6.12 Temperature cycle of fuse during reclosure operation [81.

To determine if the fuse will melt during recloser opening and closing cycles, we begin
by finding the total fault current. The corresponding fuse minimum melting time M is then
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taken from the fuse TC characteristic. Opposite the time M in Figure 6.12 is the melting
temperature em.

Obviously curve C must remain below em. To ensure a reasonable margin for safe
coordination it is convenient to define a safe temperature level (}s which corresponds to 0.75
M. Then the alternate heating and cooling cycles can be plotted as curve c. The curve C
plotted in Figure 6.12 shows the fuse temperature just exceeding this safe temperature level,
indicating that the fuse may melt during the four recloser fault cycles illustrated.

One way to check this coordination without plotting a fuse heating-cooling curve is by
use of a fuse damage curve which is defined as 75% of the melting time curve. This is illustrated
in Figure 6.13 where the 750/0 curve is compared against curve A' == 2 x A (in time). Similarly
point a' is found from the more conservative curve B' which includes the recloser operating
times as shown in Figure 6.13. With experience this extra precaution can be omitted by simply
allowing an extra margin in the coordination scheme. This requires experience, however, and
there is no guarantee that the extra margin will always be adequate.

Time

Figure 6.13 Recloser-fuse coordination with the
fuse corrected for heating and cooling [II.

Limits :~
I

~B' = 2 x A + 2 x B in time
B

b

-A' = 2 xA in time
A

....~Fuse Melting

~75%of Melting Curve

Current

6.5.2 Recloser-Relay Coordination

Recloser ratings are usually less than about 400 MVA at rated voltages of 15 kV.Where
available fault currents exceed this value, a power circuit breaker must be used so that greater
interrupting capacity can be provided. If the substation transformer is supplied from an infinite
bus we may compute

or in amperes

VF l.0
lu == - ==

XI' Xr
per unit (6.23)

SB3¢
I F == I u I B == A (6.24)

-J3VBLLXI'
and we compute the three-phase fault volt-amperes SF to be

r: SB3¢SF == v3VBLLIF == -- (6.25)
XI'

If S83¢ is the substation transformer rating, a 400 MVA fault with a 6% transformer reactance
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restricts the rating of the three-phase transformer bank to 2400 kVA. Thus for distribution
substations larger than about 2400 kVA a power circuit breaker will be required.

Usually the relay used in a radial distribution substation is the simple overcurrent relay,
either the traditional electromechanical relay or the newer static or digital devices [9-11]. For
a radial system such as Figure 6.2 it is often necessary to coordinate the relay at A with a
recloser at B. For a fault beyond B the recloser will operate on its first TC characteristic and
open. During this operation the overcurrent relay will also begin to travel in the trip direction,
if an electromechanical device. Furthermore the relay may not completely reset before the
next tripping sequence begins. With four recloser operations to lockout, the electromechanical
relay can accumulate enough angular motion of the induction disk in the trip direction to cause
false tripping. This is not a problem with static relays, as they usually reset instantaneously
after each recloser operation.

EXAMPLE 6.3
Consider the system of Figure 6.14 where a circuit breaker B is controlled by overcurrent relays that must
be set to coordinate with downstream reclosers R rated 35A. The time-current coordination is illustrated
in Figure 6.15, where recloser curves A (instantaneous) and B (retarded) must coordinate with overcurrent
relay characteristic C. It is usually assumed that the angular velocity of the disk for an induction relay
is constant both in the pickup and reset directions. Since the complete pickup time for a given current
is known from the characteristic, any lesser time will provide a proportional fraction of pickup angle.
The total reset time is a constant which depends on the time-dial (lever) setting and this too can be
proportioned according to the reset time available between recloser operations. Referring to Figure 6.15
the relay curve C corresponds to a very inverse overcurrent relay set on the 1.0 time-dial adjustment and
a 4 ampere tap (160 ampere primary with 200/5 current transformer). Assume a permanent fault current
of 500 amperes located at X in Figure 6.14. We assume the following operating times:

Recloser:

Relay:

Instantaneous (curve A)
Time delay (curve B):
Pickup (curve C):
Reset (1/10)(60)

0.036 s
0.250 s
0.650 s
6.000 s

where it is assumed that the reset time for this relay is 60 seconds with a number 10 time-dial setting [1].

Overcurrent
Relay

1---1
r - - _Pu>~cg0.!1 ~~- - -I :
I 35A I
B R I
I r----~
. -------, I

I I
I I
I I
I I
~_.J

Figure 6.14 Coordination of relay at B with re-
closers R.

We compute the relay travel as follows, using (+) for trip direction and (-) for reset direction.
For the instantaneous (curve A) operation we compute

0.036
Closing relay travel = --(100%) = 5.5%

0.650
If the recloser is open for 1 second,

1
Reset relay travel = - - (100%) = -16.67%

6
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Figure 6.15 Time-current coordination curves.

Obviously the relay will completely reset for this operation. Note that it traveled very little in the pickup
direction since the recloser trip time was relatively fast.

For two retarded operations we compute the following travel percentages as follows.
0.25

First retarded trip travel == -- (100) == +38.5%
0.65
-I

Reset travel for 1 second == -6- (100) == -] 6.7% (6.26)

Second retarded trip travel == +38.50/(1
Total net travel == +60.3%

Since the total relay travel is less than 1000/0 the desired coordination is achieved. Usually a 0.15 to
0.20 second margin is considered desirable to guard against variations in published curves and other
errors. •

6.6 RELAY COORDINATION ON RADIAL LINES

The coordination schemes discussed to this point have been applicable to circuits of limited
short circuit capacity. For higher capacity circuits, circuit breakers must be specified to interrupt
the greater fault currents. Circuit breakers do not have their own tripping intelligence and
must be used in conjunction with relays. It is the relays that provide the intelligence and
control logic for tripping the circuit breakers. Since relays are available in a wide variety
of designs, this arrangement is very flexible and can be adapted to a wide variety of system
configurations.

The system configuration of interest here is a radial line on which a series of relays
must be coordinated. Such a system is shown in Figure 6.16. Here, the transmission line
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is connected radially from a transmission substation at bus G and supplies loads at buses G,
H, and R. The line is sectionalized at each load supply point by circuit breakers. Since
the line is radial, the relays that control these breakers must be coordinated so that selective
system protection can be achieved. The relays can be nondirectional, since there is only one
source of power and the current is always flowing from left to right. This may not always
be the case, since some large load centers, such as industrial plants, often have generating
sources of their own, and these generators can contribute to the total fault current. Thus, the
protection engineer must have a knowledge of the load served as well as the transmission
source.

G (5) (4)H
t(3)

(2) Rt(l)
o----tcroftX--~X~, -~X~-oftX-, -X •
z, L,

Source Load Load Load

Figure 6.16 A radial transmission line supplying three loads.

Actually, the line shown can be a part of a loop and proper relay selectivity achieved
if the backfeed from the right in the figure is small. Usually, it is reasonable to consider the
circuit to be radial (from a coordination viewpoint) if the backfeed is less than 25% of the
minimum fault current for which the relay must operate [8].

The relays used at each breaker position can be arranged in many different connection
arrangements and still achieve the desired coordination and selectivity. Usually, there are both
phase and ground relays to coordinate. For simplicity, we will assume a relay configuration
exactly like that shown in Figure 2.3, where we have wye-connected phase relays in phases
a, b, and c and one ground relay located in the neutral connection. This arrangement has the
advantage that anyone relay may be taken out of service for maintenance and the circuit still
has protection for all types of faults.

6.6.1 Coordination Procedure

Consider the radial circuit shown in Figure 6.16. Faults are shown at different locations,
labeled (1) through (5). We now consider the problems of coordinating the relays for proper
selectivity for these different fault locations.

The relay at H should be commanded to trip for any fault on line H -R under any system
condition, from maximum generation to minimum generation, and with any reasonable value
of fault resistance. This coordination is usually achieved without any difficulty.

A more difficult problem is that of ensuring selectivity for a fault at (2), which is near the
end of line H -R, and a fault at (1), which is just beyond breaker R. Since the fault currents are
almost exactly the same for these two faults, there is no way that selectivity can be achieved
on the basis of current magnitude or direction. Even using a more complex relay that could
measure the exact impedance from the relay at H to the fault point could not distinguish
precisely whether the fault is at (1) or at (2). Clearly, some additional concept must be used
for selectivity. The network condition is illustrated by means of an example.

EXAMPLE 6.4
Consider a specific example of the system shown in Figure 6.16. The line is a 34.5 kV subtransmission
circuit with characteristics given as follows:
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Line Section
Length
ACSR conductor
Equivalent spacing

G-H
10 miles
Linnet
5.0 ft

H-R
20 miles
Linnet
5.0 ft

R-End
30 miles
Linnet
5.0 ft
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The fault capability at bus G is known from transmission system fault studies, which provide the
following data:

System Fault Capability
Maximum conditions: 200 MVA
Minimum conditions: 100 MVA

Compute the maximum and minimum three-phase fault currents at each fault location (I) through
(5), shown in Figure 6.] 6.

Solution
We begin by computing the line impedance on an ohm per mile basis. From Table C.2, and assuming a
conductor operating temperature of 50 C, we read the following.

Therefore

fa == 0.294
Xu == 0.4511
Xd == 0.1953

Q/mile
Q/mile
Q/mile

z == r; + j (X a + Xd) == 0.294 + jO.6464

Now, convert to per unit by selecting, arbitrarily, a 100 MVA base.

SB == 100 MVA
VB == 34.5 kV (line-to-line)

Then

Q/mile (6.27)

ZB == 11.9025 Q
I B == 1673.4798 A

The per unit impedance is computed by dividing (6.27) by the base impedance.

z == 0.02470 + jO.0543 1per unit/mile

Then the per unit line impedances are as follows.

Z == 0.247 + jO.543
Z == 0.494 + j] .086
Z == 0.741 + j 1.629

per unit

per unit

per unit

10 miles

20 miles

30 miles

The system impedance may be found as follows:

Maximum condition: 200 MVA:

J3P H == 2.0 pu

Zs == 0 + jO.5 pu
Minimum condition: 100 MVA:

J3P H == 1.0 pu

Z s == 0 + j 1.0 pu

This completes the determination of all system impedances. We may now construct a table of
impedances from the source to all points in the circuit and the three-phase fault currents at each point.
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This is shown in Table 6.9. Obviously, the fault currents at 1 and 2 are identical, as are the currents at 3
and 4. Therefore it is impossible to achieve relay selectivity on the basis of current magnitude alone.

TABLE 6.9 System Impedances in Per Unit and Three-Phase Fault Currents in
per Unit and in Amperes

Two options are available to provide the correct selectivity. The first is to grade the
operating time of the relays, making each relay on the source side somewhat slower than the
next relay on the load (downstream) side. The second option is to use "pilot relaying," which is
a relaying scheme that transmits information from the remote end of the line section to ensure
the correct discrimination between faults internal to the line from those external.

Adding time delay is inexpensive but will cause faults close to the supply substation to
be tripped more slowly, which is not desirable. Pilot relaying does not have this disadvantage,
but it is much more expensive. In many cases time delay is used with quite satisfactory results.

Time delay can be introduced in different ways, depending on the relay time-current
characteristic. As noted in Figures 3.20 to 3.23, relays typically are designed with character-
istics that vary from definite time (for any current) to extremely inverse. Figure 3.16 shows a
specific range of characteristics for one relay manufacturer. Note that the more inverse char-
acteristics cause the relay to operate more slowly for smaller fault currents. This means that
close-in faults are tripped quickly, but remote faults are tripped more slowly. A comparison
between the definite time and inverse time characteristics for the circuit of interest is shown
in Figure 6.17. This figure shows the relay time for relays at R, H, and G if a coordination
time interval (CTI) is used as the required separation between the adjacent relay time-current
characteristic curves. Clearly, the inverse characteristic has the advantage of providing faster
operation of relay G for maximum faults, and probably for minimum faults, although the in-
verse characteristic has an operating time that varies considerably from minimum to maximum
conditions. Usually, this difference can be accommodated in relay applications, and the inverse
type of relay characteristic is often preferred.

We now consider a procedure that can be used to coordinate the relays in a radial circuit.
Obviously, we need to compute the available fault currents at every relay location and this
must be done for both minimum and maximum conditions. We also need to grade the settings
of the relays, applying an appropriate CTI between adjacent settings. We must also determine
the settings of the relay itself so that it will perform as required.

6.6.2 Procedure for Phase and Ground Relays

Relay coordination is often performed graphically, usually using log-log coordinate
paper to show several decades of time and current ranges for each device. Computer aided
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G

~
Source Load

H

t:
Load

R

t:
Load
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Definite Time

Inverse Time

CTI L1------cTI1--
Distance

Min

.......... Max

Distance

Figure 6.17 Comparison between definite and inverse relays.

procedures have been devised for coordination [12]. The procedure here, however assumes that
the engineer is to perform the task manually. In performing the relay coordination, the relays
are considered in pairs, usually starting from the load end (sometimes called the "downstream"
end) of the circuit and progressing back toward the source (upstream). In performing this task it
is helpful to set down an orderly procedure for stepping through the process. Such a procedure
is suggested below.

1. Relay MOe Determine the relay minimum operating current (MOC). There are
several criteria that should be checked in fixing the MOC. These are different for phase and
for ground relays.

Phase Relays
1. Set the MOC at 50% or less than the minimum end-of-line phase-to-phase fault.
2. Check to see that the MOC is 200% or more than the maximum load current.
3. Set the instantaneous trip element at six times the load current or 125% of the max-

imum three-phase fault current at the first downstream protective device, whichever
is greater.

Ground Relays
1. Set the MOC at 330/0 or less than the phase MOC.
2. Set the MOC at 50% or less than the lLG end-of-line fault current.
3. Set the instantaneous trip MOC at 150% of the lLG fault at the first downstream

protective device.

2. Relay tap Relays have tap settings that can be used to adjust the minimum current
in the relay for which the relay will just pick up. This provides great versatility in the relay
application and permits the same relay to be used at many locations. One can think of the relay
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tap as if it were an autotransformer, as shown in Figure 6.18. We analyze the currents in the
system as follows:

Relay.

• Rc

•

Let

------------------------------I

I

Relay
Tap

______________________ 1

Rc =CTratio
Tx = Relay tap

Figure 6.18 Conceptual circuit for the relay tap.

(6.28)

(6.29)

(6.31)

Then we may write

Is = TxIR
Ip = Rcls = RcTxIR

Now define the minimum pickup current for the relay to be

I R = 1.0 (6.30)

Then (6.30) can be used to give the primary current that will just pick up the relay. The
tap that will give pickup at a given primary current, then is

I p
Tx = -

Rc
where

Ip = primary current in A at pickup =MOe

3. Relay critical fault current Relays are coordinated in pairs, with the upstream
relay being adjusted to coordinate properly with the downstream relay. In doing this, there is
always one current value that is critical. For inverse relays this is almost always the maximum
current at the downstream relay. This is always a good choice of critical current to check first.

Once the critical current is selected, convert this ampere value into a multiple of pickup
current, which we shall call XPU (for "times pickup"). This XPU value corresponds to the
horizontal (current) axis of the relay characteristic curves, as shown in Figures 3.20 to 3.23.
From (6.29)

ICRXPUCR = -- (6.32)
TxRc

where I c R is the critical current. It will be necessary, of course, to check later to make
sure that the current chosen for this test is actually the critical current. It may be that some
other value will be critical, depending on the devices being coordinated and the shape of their
characteristics.

4. Relay time dial Relay characteristic curves are always given as a family ofcurves,
as shown in Figure 3.17. Each member of the family corresponds to a different "Time Dial"
setting (sometimes called a "Lever Setting"). We now wish to select the correct time dial
setting that will provide coordination at the critical current.
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We have determined the XPU of the critical current for this relay (the horizontal axis).
The other thing we need to know is the time parameter (the vertical axis) that corresponds to
the critical current. To select the operating time of this relay, we must find the operating time
of the downstream relay at this value of (critical) current, which is the maximum current at
the downstream relay. Therefore, we compute this time at the downstream relay (which we
designate here by the letter"D"). Referring to the relay characteristic of the downstream relay,
we compute the horizontal coordinate as follows.

ID max 33XPUD max == (6. )
TXDRcD

We may then look up the relay operating time of relay D from the published characteristic
curves of the D relay type. We designate this operating time as

tD max == Operating time of relay D at ID max (6.34)

Then, the desired operating time at the relay upstream from D, which is the relay now being
set, we find the operating time by adding a coordination time interval (CTI) to the above time,
as shown in Figure 6.19, where

Then

CTI == relay detection time
+ relay pickup time
+margin for error
~ 0.2 to 0.3 s

fCR ~ tDmax + CTI

(6.35)

(6.36)

This is the vertical axis parameter we need to ensure adequate time coordination. Wenow enter
the relay characteristic curves at the horizontal axis value given by (6.33) and move vertically
at that XPU to find the time (6.36). The required time dial setting should be the next setting
above this critical time.

This is done rather easily using a graphical technique. The maximum current for the
downstream relay should be marked on the plot, and its time coordinate noted. Then the CTI
is added and a point marked on the log-log coordinate paper. This is the critical coordination
point. The time, given by (6.36), must lie above this point.

Some protection engineers like to add a criterion that the time dial be chosen to always
ensure tripping in a given time, such as 2 seconds, for example. This is to prevent allowing
time margins between adjacent relays that are unnecessarily large and to assure reasonably fast
response. This criterion will vary from company to company, but it is a good idea. We shall
arbitrarily adopt 2 seconds as our goal.

5. Check relay reset If the downstream protective device utilizes a reclosing scheme,
the relay upstream from that device will partially pick up on every closing on the fault and will
partially reset on every opening, as discussed in Section 6.5.2. This should be checked if such
reclosing is used on the downstream relay device, which may be a relay or other device.

6. Relay maximum fault Find the maximum fault current for this relay and the relay
operating time corresponding to this current. This value will be needed in coordinating with
the next relay upstream, especially when inverse relays are used. See item #4, above.

7. Repeat the procedure for the next relay upstream The relay that is farthest down-
stream must be set first so that it picks up for a fault at the farthest end of the radial and still has a
pickup current well above maximum load current. Then the next relay upstream is coordinated
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Figure 6.19 Separation of relay characteristics by the CTI.

with this downstreamrelayand the processrepeated,alwaysworkingwithpairsof relays,back
toward the source.

EXAMPLE 6.5
Extend Example 6.4 to coordinate relays G, H, and R. The following additional data are given for the
system of Figure 6.16.

1. Loads. Each of the four loads at buses G, H, R, and the radial line from R is a 3 MVA load
and is projected to grow to 5 MVA. Each load is served by a 5 MVA step-down transformer
that is fused on the 34.5 kV side. The 34.5 kV fuse has the total clearing characteristic shown
in Table 6.10.
It is considered sufficiently accurate to connect these points by straight lines. Relays at G, H,
and R all must coordinate with this fuse type. There is no generation at any of the load sites.
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TABLE 6.10 Step-Down Transformer Fuse Characteristic
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Time (s)
Current (A)

500.0
160

10.0
220

1.0
520

0.]
1600

2. Relays. The relays at G, H, and R are all inverse-time relays with characteristics shown in
Figure 3.17. It is required that the MOC be twice the maximum estimated load current. It is
also required that each relay have a coordination time interval CTI of 0.3 seconds between its
operation and that of the adjacent relay.

3. Current transformers. The current transformer ratios are given as

G: 200/5 H: 200/5 R: 100/5

4. Backup coordination. The relay at G must coordinate with relays on the source side of G that
are also inverse-time types (Figure 3.17) and with the following settings:

CT: 200/5 Tap: 8 TD:4

Completely determine the relay settings so that they coordinate with each other, with the load
transformer fuse, and with the transmission source backup relays. Plot your solution on log-log paper
showing all required data, including critical currents and coordinating time intervals.

Tabulate the result for each relay giving all pertinent data in a clear and logical manner.
Perform this coordination only for the phase relays.

Solution
We begin by coordinating the two relays that are the farthest downstream, i.e., the relays at Rand H.

Relay R Always begin with the relay farthest downstream.

1. MOC. The maximum load current is computed based on the maximum estimated load MVA.
5000kVA

ILdmax == M ~ 80 A
v 3(34.5 kV)

MOC R == 2 x 80 == 160 A

2. Relay tap. The CT ratio is 100:5 or Rc == 20
I p 160

TXR == - == - == 8
Rc 20

3. Critical fault current. The critical fault current at relay R is not known since this re-
lay must coordinate with a downstream fuse. This coordination is best done graphically.

4. Relay time dial setting. Refer to Figure 3.17 for the characteristics of the inverse time relay.
Since this is the last relay in the radial, we must coordinate only with the transformer fuse.
This is done graphically to determine that the time dial should be set at 3 to give the required
separation from the fuse characteristic.

5. Check reset. There is no reclosing device downstream so this requirement is waived for
relay R.

6. Maximumfauit current. The maximum fault current for this relay is found in Table 6.9 to be
742A.

ID max 742
XPURmax == ---- == -- == 4.6

TXDRcD 20 x 8
Then from Figure 3.17, for T D == 3 we read approximately

tRmax == ].3 s
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Relay H

1. MOC. The total load at H is 160 A. Therefore

MOCH = 2 x 160 = 320 A

2. Relay tap. The CT ratio is 200:5 or Rc = 40. Then
320

TXH = - =8
40

3. Critical fault current. For inverse relays, the critical fault current is almost always the max-
imum current of the downstream relay. The maximum current R is known from the relay R
computations to be 742 A (see Table 6.9).

fCRH = 742 A

Then
742

XPUH = -- =2.3
8 x 40

4. Relay time dial setting. For relay R, we found that the operating time at maximum current
was 1.3 seconds.

tRmax = 1.3

CTf =0.3

tCRH ~ 1.3+ 0.3 = 1.6 s
From Figure 3.17, we choose a time dial setting that will give an operating time greater than
1.6 seconds at an XPU = 2.3. We select

TDH =2

Actually, it appears from Figure 3.17 that a time dial of about 1.5 or so would be adequate, but
we will not try to interpolate. The value selected is generous and ultimately safe.

5. Check reset. Relay R has no reclosing capability, hence there is no need to check reset.
6. Maximum fault current. The maximum fault current for relay H is taken from Table 6.9.

IHmax = 1564 A

1564
XPUH max =-- =4.9

8 x 40

tHmax =0.9 s

RelayG

1. MOC.

MOCG = 2 x 240= 480A

2. Relay tap.
480

TXG = - = 12
40

3. Critical fault current.

fCRG = 1564

1564
XPUG = 40 x 12 = 3.26

4. Relay time dial.

tHmax = 0.9
tCRG = 0.9 + 0.3 = 1.2 s
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From Figure 3.17, to exceed 1.2 seconds at 3.26 XPU, we require the time dial setting

TDG =2

5. Check reset. Not required.
6. Maximum fault current. From Table 6.9,

IGmax = 3347 A

3347
X PUG = 40 x 12 ~ 7.0

tGmax = 0.6 s
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Results are summarized in Table 6.11. The relay currents and operating times required for plotting
the results are shown in Table 6.12. The pickup multiples and relay times are taken directly from
Figure 3.17. The currents are computed from the pickup multiples.

The coordination curves, plotted from Table 6.12, are shown in Figure 6.20.

TABLE 6.11 Summary of Example 6.5 Coordination Parameters

Relay Parameter Relay R Relay H RelayG

Max load current, A 80 160 240
MOC,A 160 320 480
CTratio 100/5 200/5 200/5
Relay tap 8 8 12
Critical current, A 742 1564
Critical XPU 2.3 3.26
Critical time, s 1.6 1.1
Time dial 3 2 2
Maximum fault I, A 742 1564 3347
MaximumXPU 4.6 4.9 7.0
Maximum XPU time, S 1.3 0.8 0.6

TABLE 6.12 Inverse Relay Currents and Times for Example 6.5

Relay R Relay H RelayG
Pickup
Multiple IinA tin s IinA tin s IinA tin s

2.0 320 6.2 640 4.0 960 4.0
2.5 400 3.6 800 2.4 1200 2.4
3.0 480 2.6 960 1.65 1440 1.65
4.0 640 1.6 1280 1.05 1920 1.05
5.0 800 1.18 1600 0.77 2400 0.77
6.0 960 1.0 1920 0.65 2880 0.65
7.0 3360 0.58
8.0 3840 0.52 •

6.6.3 Procedure for Instantaneous Relay Settings

A common practice in relaying is to utilize a separate "instantaneous" relay in addition
to the usual phase relays to provide fast tripping for close-in faults. Actually, the instantaneous
capability may be available as a second element in the phase relay, rather than as a completely
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(6.37)

Figure 6.20 Time-current coordination for Example 6.5.

separate relay. The relay logic, then, is an OR logic, which means that the fault will be detected
and tripped by either the phase relay or the instantaneous relay element.

Now, define the following currents:

let =close-in fault current
IFE = far-end fault current

Then if

(6.38)

the instantaneous trip relay addition will probably be worthwhile. If (6.38) is not satisfied,
then there is not enough difference between close-in and remote faults, and it will be difficult
to coordinate the relays so that the instantaneous relay can protect a reasonable fraction of the
line length.

To probe this idea further, suppose that a relay is protecting a line where we can define
the following:

Es = thevenin equivalent open circuit voltage
ZL = impedance of the protected line
ZSR = thevenin source impedance at the relay

Then the close-in and far-end currents are computed as follows .

EsleI=-
ZSR
Es

[FE = ----
ZSR+ZL

(6.39)

(6.40)

(6.41)
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Now define the complex constant
ZSR

KSR= Z
L

(6.42)

Then we may comp ute

(6.45)

(6.44)

(6.43)I FE = - - -:;--l ei
I

1+ -
KSR

Now let the extreme end of the reach of the instantaneous relay be defined in terms of the
fraction "h" of the total line length to be protected by the instantaneous relay, that is,

Extreme end of instantaneous reach = hZ L

The fault current for faults at the end of the reach (ER) is given by
EsfER=-- --

ZSR+ hZ l .

Now define the ratio
IfERI IKsRI + IKI = - = (6.46)
IhEI IKsRI+ h

from which we compute the fraction protected as

h = IKsRI(I - K I ) + I (6.47)
KI

The recommended value of K I is from 1.15 to 1.3. Usually, it is possible to have
instantaneous protection for one-half of the line length , i.e., h ::: 0.5, as shown in Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.21 Fraction of line protected by instantaneous unit.

The criteria for actually setting the instantaneous relays is usually a function of either the
maximum load current "seen " by the relay or the maximum fault current at the next downstream
bus. Mathematically. these criteria may be stated as follows . Let

I I PU = instan taneous unit pickup current
::: 6 x maximum load current (6.48)
::: 1.25 x max far end 3PH fault current

To be safe, choose the larger of these quan tities. These two criteria are taken from references 8
and 12, respec tively. Some utilitie s develop their own setting criteria, based on their experience.
As a general rule, however, the above criteria should be satisfactory.
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EXAMPLE 6.6
Consider the system in Figure 6.16 and Example 6.4, where the following impedances are given.

Source: Zs = 0.0+ jO.5 (max)

= 0.0 + jl.0 (min)

Line GH : ZL =0.247 + jO.543 = 0.597L65.5°

Line HR : ZL = 0.494+ jl.086 = 1.193L65.5°

Compute the fraction of the line protected by the instantaneous relay element, using 1.15 as the criterion
for the current ratio and determine the settings of the instantaneous relays at G and at H.
Solution
The coordination begins at the farthest downstream relay and works back upstream.

ForRelay H,

{
0.247 + jl.043 = 1.072L76.7° (max)

ZSR =
0.247 + jl.543 = 1.563L80.9° (min)

/

1.072L76.7 °
Z 1 3 6

= 0.898Ll1.2 (max)
K
SR

= -.!.!! = .19 L 5.5
ZL 1.563L80.9

1 3 65 = 1.279L 15.4° (min).19 L .5
The above calculations show that the angle of K SR is usually small and can often be considered to be
zero. From the above values we compute

1 - 0.15KsR {0.75 (max)h- -
- 1.15 - 0.70 (min)

Use h = 0.70 to be safe. For this value of h we may compute the actual fault current at the far end of the
relay reach, as follows.

h~L =0.3458 + jO.7602

Then the positive sequence impedance at this value of reach is

{
0.5928 + jl.8322 (max)

Zl = ZSR + hZL = 0.5928 + j2.3032 (min)

Then the 3PH fault currents at relay H for this reach are

{
0.5193 pu = 869 A max

13PH =
0.4205 pu = 704 A min

Finally, we compute the settings and see how they compare with the computed fault currents. From the
criteria of (6.48) we compute

I Ld max = 2 x 80 = 160 A
(1) IIPu=6xI60=960A
(2) II PU = 1.25 x 742 = 927 A

where the 742 A maximum fault current is taken from Table 6.9. The setting should be about 950 A,
which means that the reach will be just short of h = 0.7. Note that the setting criteria do not use the
value of computed h, but the solution is quite close.

ForRelay G,

{
0.5193 pu = 869 A (max)

13PH = 0.4205 pu = 704 A (min)

{
0 .839 (max)

K -
SR - 1.687 (min)
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Then

1 - 0.15KsR {0.76 (max)h- -
- 1.15 - 0.65 (min)

Use a value of h == 0.65 to be safe. Then we compute

hZL == 0.1606 + jO.3530

and we readily compute the three phase fault currents as

{
1.1522 pu == 1928 A max

J,"PH ==
- 0.7340 pu == 1228 A min

ILdmax == 4 x 80 == 320 A
(1) I I PU == 6 x 320 == 1920 A

(2) II PU == 1.25 x 1564 == 1955 A

239

: Maximum:
Faults

Time Zone for Relay H
Minimum Fault

Time Zone for RelayH--~
Maximum Fault

Thus, a setting of about 1940 A would give almost exactly a reach of h = 0.65. This completes the
instantaneous element settings. •

The instantaneous element also modifies the coordination of the phase relays slightly,
as shown in Figure 6.22. Since the critical coordination is often at the high current end of
the time-current characteristic, and the instantaneous element lowers the time at this end, it
improves the coordination time interval. In tight situations, this will be very helpful.

(l)jR (2) (3)jH (4) (5) G
-----lX~- ~'-.llX~---.llX~- ,--.XP---.....X..~

~ Zs
Load Load Load Source

(~) I (31),
Minimum IMinimuln

(~) I, (31) I

M. I I Maxi~um I

ron~urn: (3) I Relay a
I ~~..m I (~) No InstantaneousRelay , lVI-InI urn y, ~~. Trip on Relay H

G: , J.Vaxl~um I

: 'Set Points With
Instantaneous Tn4> Units
I I

U Current
......-.-Instantaneous Protection Zone

.......-------~ Relay H Maximum Faults
~----+---Instantaneous Protection Zone

Relay H Minimum Faults

Figure 6.22 Coordination of line section G- H with instantaneous relays at G.
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PROBLEMS
6.1 Consider the radial distribution system of Figure 6.2. Assume the distribution system is a

72OO/12470Yvoltage system with equivalent spacing of 50 inches. Let the distance between
adjacent lateral taps be 700 ft and assume each lateral to have a length of 2000 ft. Assume
the main feeder and laterals are all three-phase lines, with 3/0 ACSR mains and 1/0 ACSR
laterals. Compute the total line impedance from the substation to the #8 lateral tap and to
the end of that tap in ohms.

6.2 Repeat problem 6.1 but assume a more typically rural arrangement with 1 mile between
laterals and each lateral 4 miles long. Let the main feeder be #2 ACSR and each lateral be
#4 ACSR.

6.3 Referring to Figure 6.2, devise a sectionalizing strategy using a substation recloser and
(a) sectionalizers on all laterals
(b) sectionalizers on laterals and on main feeder

6.4 Assume that recloser B in Figure 6.2 is the 25 ampere recloser whose TC characteristic is
given in Figure 3.37. If all the distribution transformers have primary fuses in the range 3T
to 6T, what size fuse could be used on the laterals to coordinate?
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6.5 Consider a transmission system that is completely specified by its Z matrix. It is desired
to examine the fault protection on a radial line served from a step-down transformer at
transmission bus K, which is a ~-Y connected bank with grounded neutral on the low-
voltage side. The transformer serves a three-phase main feeder, with a lateral feeder tapped
at the main feeder at a point called F. The objective of the study will be to determine fault
currents at the transformer secondary, at the point F on the main feeder, and at the end of
the lateral feeder connected radially at point F.
(a) Sketch the entire system, carefully labeling all components of interest.
(b) Sketch the positive, negative, and zero-sequence networks and clearly identify the point

F, as well as the zero potential bus, on each sequence network.
6.6 Using the sequence networks of the previous problem for a fault on a radial feeder out of a

wye-grounded transformation, sketch the use of the sequence networks to solve a fault on
the radial feeder, where the fault is identified as
(a) a line-to-line fault.
(b) a one-line-to-ground fault.

6.7 Assume that the radial distribution system of problem 6.1 is served from bus 6 of the system
of Figure 6.4 through a 1000 kVA transformer with 6% reactance. Compute the available
three-phase fault current at sectionalizing point #8 and at the extreme end of the #8 lateral.
Use the line data from problem 6.1.

6.8 Assume that the radial distribution system of problem 6.2 is served from bus 3 of the system
of Figure 6.4 through a 3000 kVA transformer with 7% reactance. Compute the available
fault current at every sectionalizing point #8 and at the extreme end of the lateral at point 8.

6.9 A radial distribution system is served from bus 4 of the system of Figure 6.4 through a 10
MVA station transformer with 6% reactance. The station low-voltage rating is 12.47 kV.
Compute the three-phase, line-to-line and one-line-to-ground fault currents along the main
feeder at a distance of 5 miles from the station if the line conductor is 1/0ACSR. Assume
that the parameter ko == 4. Let D eq == 50".

6.10 Consider the fault described in problem 6.9 at the end of the 5 mile main feeder as being the
fault point F for faults along a 10 kft open wye lateral of 1.0 ACSR conductor. Compute the
fault currents at the end of this lateral for conditions of 0 to 30 ohms of fault arc resistance.
Both line-to-line and one-line-to-ground faults are needed.

6.11 For the system described in example 6.1 and Figure 6.4, compute the two-line-to-ground
fault currents for the following conditions:
(a) at the substation and with ZF ==°and ZG == 0, 10 and 30 Q.
(b) at the feeder end and with ZF == 0 and Ze == 0, 10 and 30 Q.

6.12 Investigate the constant koused in Table 6.4 and justify the value 4 used as an average. Hint:
see Morrison [5].

6.13 Compute the line impedance ZL used in calculating positive and zero sequence distribution
line impedance for the three configurations of Figure P6.13 if the conductor is 3/0 ACSR
and the nominal voltage is
(a) 12.74Y/7.2 kV
(b) 24.94Y/14.4 kV
(c) 34.5Y/19.92 kV

6.14 For the substation arrangement of Figure P6.14, let the following data be given:

VI == 69000 volts
V2 == 2400/4160 Y V
V3 == 7200/12470 Y V
Tl :3000 kVA, X == 0.07 pu
T2:1000 kVA, X == 0.06 pu
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Dimensions Nominal Voltare - kV

Inches

A
B
D

Equivalent
Spacing

12.47Yn.2 24.94Y/14.4 34.5Y/19.92

32 40 50
28 44 ~

~ 72 72

32.0 45.4 54.4

(a)

Dimensions Nominal VoltaG - kV

Inches 12.47Yn.2 24.94Y/14.4 34.5Y/19.92

A 24 40 69
B 24 40 69
C 48 80 138
D 24 72 81

Equivalent 30.2 50.4 87.0
Spacing

(b)

Dimensions

Inches

A
B
C
D

Equivalent
Spacing

Nominal Voltare - kV

12.47Yn.2 24.94YI14.4 34.5Y/19.92

29 41 41
59 71 71
88 112 112
44 44 47

53.2 68.9 68.9

(c)

Figure P6.13 Spacing of conductors for use in calculating line reactance of distribution
circuits [6]. (a) Triangular Phase Spacing. (b) Vertical Phase Spacing. (c)
Horizontal Phase Spacing.

[]
T2

~~
-----~ Urban

Distribution

Tl

'--"'--....J ~---...---<.,---....-~ Rural
Distribution

Figure P6.14 Station arrangement for problems 6.14 and 6.15.

System:
Maximum: 500 MVA
Minimum: 300 MVA
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Determine the following for maximum and minimum conditions:
(a) Available three-phase fault current in amperes and in MVA at buses 1,2, and 3.
(b) Ratings of circuit interrupting devices for application to buses I, 2, and 3. Give a voltage,

current, and interrupting rating.
Perform maximum fault calculations with zero fault impedance, but use ZF == 0,5, and 10
ohms of arcing fault impedance for minimum conditions. Use a base MVA of 3.0.

6.15 The rural distribution system connected to bus 3 of Figure P6.14 is shown in Figure P6.15.
Assume the following conductor sizes.

3</J-4W sections: 2/0 ACSR
2</J-3W sections: I/OACSR
I</J-2W sections: 2 ACSR

Fig. P6.13 (c)
Fig. P6.13 (c)
Fig. P6.13 (a)

Deq == 53.2"
Deq == 88.0"
Deq == 93.0"

Compute maximum and minimum fault conditions at all points shown in Figure P6.15.
Assume a multigrounded system with ko == 4. Assume that the arcing fault resistance is 5
ohms to determine the minimum fault current.
Construct a spreadsheet to compute the following:
(a) The maximum and minimum faults at each sectionalizing point along the main feeder

to find the three-phase, line-to-line, and one-line-to-ground fault currents.
(b) The maximum and minimum end-of-lateral one-line-to-ground faults for all seven lat-

erals.
(c) The two-line-to-ground fault currents on lateral #7.
(d) List the one-line-to-ground faults on the following system map:

8.0

~~
Lat #2 Lat #3

-~~-",--""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,",!,,,,,,-...a.-.._--.,II"""'-------t~~ ~atU#4
~Lat

-"....--,lI----,e~U #5

~Lat
r...-..",..,..~U#7

Figure P6.15 System for problem 6.16.

6.16 Repeat problem 6.15 with Z F == 10 ohms for all minimum faults. Note that this should be
quite easy to accomplish if the spreadsheet for the previous problem is properly constructed.

6.17 The 4.16 kV urban distribution system connected to bus 2 of Figure P6.14 is shown in
Figure P6.17. Let ZF == 0 in all cases. Let all three-phase main feeder sections be 3/0
all aluminum and all branches or laterals 1/0 all aluminum. Line spacings are shown in
Figure P6.13(b). Assume a multigrounded system with ko == 4. Compute the fault currents
at the substation and at the end of the longest laterals. Select a recloser from the tabulation
of three-phase units in Table P6.17 that can be used at bus 2.

6.18 Consider the system of example 6.4 with the following tabulations of system data (Tables
P6.l8a and b).
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TABLE P6.17 Tabulation of Recloser Ratings for
problem 6.17

Maximum Continuous Interrupting
No. Current Rating (A) Rating (A)

1 50 1250
2 100 2000
3 200 2000
4 400 4000
5 400 6000
6 560 10000
7 560 12000
8 560 16000
9 1120 16000

500'

0 5001

Figure P6.17 System for problem 6.17.

TABLE P6.18a Line and Load Data

Line Lengths

dGH = 10mi
dHR=20mi
dRend = 5 mi

Loads

SG=5MVA
SH=5MVA
SRend =5 MVA

Line Data

336,400 ACSR
Deq=5.0 ft
Temp =50C

TABLE P6.18b System Data

System Data

Max: 200MVA
Min: lOOMVA

Relay Data

Figure 3.17

CTData

G: 200/5
H: 200/5
R: 200/5

Determine the maximum and minimum fault capability at each relay location. Plot coordi-
nating curves for the three relays using a coordination time interval (CTI) of 0.3 seconds.
Use the inverse relay characteristic of Figure 3.17. Coordinate relay R with a high-voltage
fuse similar to that specified in example 6.4.
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6.19 Consider the line and load configuration of problem 6.18.
(a) Bus G is fed by a 10 MVA. 138-34.5 kV transformer with a reactance of 0.07 per unit.

The system impedance is as follows:

Zmin == .i 1.0 pu
Zmax == .i0.8 pu

(b) Repeat the calculation of problem 6.18 using the very inverse relay characteristics given
in Figure 3.22. Assume that each load is 5 MVA maximum at 900/0 power factor and
60% load factor, and that the daily peak is 8 hours long.

(c) Repeat the calculation of (b) using the extremely inverse relay characteristic given in
Figure 3.23.

6.20 Select a high-voltage power fuse that will remove the step-down transformer of the previ-
ous problem in case of a transformer fault, given the following points (Table P6.20) that
approximate the minimum melting characteristic of two sizes of power fuses.

TABLE P6.20 Approximate Minimum Melting Time of Fuses

125E time (s)
I25E current (A)
100E time (s)
100E current (A)

10.0
650
10.0
380

5.0
860
5.0
500

1.5
1500
2.0
RIO

0.75
2000
1.0
1060

0.6
2360
0.5
1500

6.21 Select a high-voltage power fuse that could be used to protect the load taps in problem
6.19. Allow 0.1 seconds coordination above minimum melting to obtain total clearing time.
Typical minimum melting times for power fuses in ratings corresponding to the load currents
are shown in Table P6.21.

TABLE P6.21 Typical Minimum Melting Time of Fuses

50E time (s) 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.1
50E current A 280 400 570 740 1300
40E time (s) 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.1
40E current A 210 300 440 530 950
30E time (s) 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.1
30E current A 140 200 2R5 375 630
25E time (s) 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.1
25E current A 120 170 235 300 510

6.22 Extend the computations for the radial transmission system of example 6.3 to include a
consideration of ground faults and the setting of the ground relays. Let the zero sequence
line impedance be

ZU) == 0.0494 + jO.1629 pu/mile
Zso == 0.0500 + jO.1500 pu (max and min)

Prepare a table of the total impedances and ground fault currents, similar to Table 6.12. Do
this for both the maximum and minimum conditions.

6.23 Using the table of ground fault currents computed in problem 6.22, determine the settings of
the ground relays at G, H, and R, assuming that the relays have an over-current characteristic
exactly like that of Figure 3.17. Assume a relay connection diagram like that of Figure 2.3.
Use a CTI of 0.3 seconds.
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6.6.4 Time-Current Characteristics for Problem Solving

Time-current characteristic curves for several types of fuses and relays are provided on pages
249 to 250. The characteristics are shown using log-log coordinates, similar to those used
by fuse and relay manufacturers. All curves are exactly to scale, but are plotted in a smaller
size than usually used in order to fit the restrictions of the book page size. However, these
curves are adequate for accurate coordination assessment.

A blank page of log-log graph paper is also provided for the reader to copy in working
the exercises. All of the curves provided can be readily copied, using a copy machine, and
viewed by holding against a window glass to trace the curves of interest onto the graph paper
worksheet.
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Introduction to
Transmission Protection

This chapter presents a description of several methods that are commonly used for the protec-
tion of transmission ·lines. In Chapter 6, we considered the coordination of relays on radial
transmission lines and the coordination between relays and other protective devices on radial
systems. This chapter extends the relay coordination and application to looped transmission
systems, where one may not assume a radial topology.

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Most high-voltage transmission systems are interconnected in a network system of circuit
elements, usually of more than one voltage. The interconnection of many lines presents a new
set of conditions on the coordination of protective devices, since the fault currents may flow to
the fault point from both ends of any meshed line element. This means that overcurrent relays,
which were quite adequate protective devices for radial circuits, are not generally capable of
being properly coordinated for meshed transmission systems. Because of this inadequacy of
overcurrent relays, other types of relays have been devised that are more selective and that have
performance features that make them more applicable to the needs of high voltage transmission
circuits. In this chapter, we consider three types of transmission relays, each of which has its
own application advantage.

The first relay type to be considered for transmission protection is the directional over-
current relay. This is the same overcurrent relay that has been treated previously, except it
has been improved by the addition of a directional element. This added feature makes the
directional overcurrent relay applicable to certain types of transmission protection problems
in meshed networks.

The second relay type to be discussed is the distance relay. This relay is immune to some
of the inadequacies of the overcurrent relay, and variations of distance measuring devices are
widely used for transmission protection.

Third, pilot relays will be discussed and the advantages of this important class of equip-
ment will be explored. Pilot relays add a very important and effective feature to the protective
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system-communication. Pilot relays at one terminal of a protected element have the advantage
of being able to communicate with devices at other terminals. This provides a new dimension
of information, and permits much more intelligent decision making regarding the location of
a disturbance and whether the observed disturbance is one for which the protection should act.

Of the three types, directional overcurrent relays are the simplest and least expensive,
but are the most difficult to apply. Overcurrent relays also have the disadvantage in changing
their coordination characteristics as the network and generation sources change. Thus, these
relays may require periodic readjustment. Overcurrent relays are widely used for ground
protection, however, or at least for backup ground protection. Thus, the overcurrent relay is
still an important device that is widely used on power systems.

Distance relays are often a first choice for replacing overcurrent relays when the over-
current relays are found to be inadequate for an application. Distance relays are very common
in applications for phase and ground protection of transmission lines, where a short time delay
in clearing end-zone faults can be tolerated. Distance relays are not affected nearly as much as
overcurrent devices by changing system conditions. Since distance relays essentially measure
the impedance to the fault from the relay location, they are not greatly affected by the amount
of generation in service. Distance relays are available in a wide variety of characteristics too,
which is an advantage when seeking the best device for a given application.

Finally, pilot relays are considered as the most selective of all kinds of transmission
protection. This relay concept is superior because it combines observations on the network
from both ends of the protected line to provide greater selectivity and greater assurance of
correct tripping. These systems cost more than those with only local intelligence, so they are
usually applied on lines where tripping errors are very costly and where delay or sequential
tripping is inadequate. Practically speaking, almost all EHV systems are protected by pilot
relaying because of the large power transfers commonly carried on these lines, the need for
fast relay action for system stability, and because of the relatively high price that is paid for
protective system error on these systems. Pilot systems are also used on important lower
voltage transmission lines where their application is required to achieve proper selectivity or
is considered a good investment because of the importance of the protected circuit.

7.2 PROTECTION WITH OVERCURRENT RELAYS

Overcurrent relays can be applied successfully on transmission networks under certain condi-
tions. Consider the simple network shown in Figure 7.1, where two parallel transmission lines
interconnect two systems, each of which contains sources of fault current (the double-ended
arrows in the figure indicate that the relays have no directional sensing capability).

Figure 7.1 Parallel transmission lines intercon-
necting two systems with generating sources.

In order to coordinate the relays at the four breaker locations, it is necessary to maintain
a coordinating time interval between adjacent relays. Thus, for a fault on line A-B, we reason,
by inspection, that

(7.1)
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where t is the relay time for a given fault current magnitude and the subscript identifies the
relay location. Similarly, if the fault is on line CD,

(7.2)

for proper coordination. Clearly, it is not possible to satisfy both (7.1) and (7.2) simultaneously.
The simple overcurrent relay does not have adequate selectivity for this application.

One way of improving the selectivity of the overcurrent relay is the addition of a direc-
tional element. This can be done by adding a wattmeter-type element, for example, that senses
whether the current is within 90 degrees of being in phase with the voltage, hence establishing
the positive direction of power flow. This is not particularly complex, but it does require the
addition of voltage transformers in addition to the current transformers, which adds to the cost
of the installation.

Overcurrent relays with current directional sensing are usually depicted as shown in
Figure 7.2, where we use directional arrows to indicate the tripping direction. Using direc-
tional relays will often alleviate the problem described above, simply because the relays have
directional discrimination.

Figure 7.2 Directional overcurrent relays ap-
plied to a system with fault current sources from
both directions.

The criteria for deciding whether directional relays should be required are sometimes
determined by the ratio of currents flowing in relays at the two ends of a line []]. Consider a
portion of a large system depicted in Figure 7.3, where we have numbered three fault locations
and have defined currents in breaker A corresponding to each fauIt.

G ~ILdln

~ILdo/lt

(1)
~I(l)

~I(2)

~I(3)

H R

B C
(2)

Figure 7.3 Criteria for requiring a directional overcurrent relay.

The criteria that have been developed through practice require that a directional relay
be applied at A if any of the following load or fault current conditions exist (numbers in
parentheses refer to fault locations) [1]:

(1)

(2)
(3)

1(0 max ~ 0.25/(2) min

l(l) max ~ 0.25/(3) min

ILdOut > I Ld In

(7.3)

where I Ld In and I Ld Out refer to the maximum load currents flowing in and out of the protected
line at A, respectively.

Both load and fault currents are sensed at the bus G side of breaker A. The need for
directional capability depends, then, on the ratio of currents seen at the breaker, where the
current might be caused to flow in different directions. Fault current for fault (I) flows toward
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a fault "behind" the relay at A, while the faults at (2) and (3) are "in front" of the relay. If
it is possible to have fault or load currents flowing to the left in the figure and those currents
exceed the magnitudes noted, then directional relays are required.

If the load current from H to G (1Ld Out) is greater than that from G to H (1Ld In) the use
of directional relays will permit more sensitive settings. It is assumed that relay A is also used
for remote backup of relay C for faults on line HR.

We now examine two different cases of applying overcurrent directional relays to power
systems, where the protected line or lines are situated such that the fault current can flow in either
direction. The first case is that of a loop system, but where there is only one source of current.
The second case extends the study to networks with more than one source of fault current.

7.2.1 Loops with One Current Source

First, consider the case of a looped transmission system where there is only one source
of fault current, such as the system shown in Figure 7.4~ The source of fault current is to the
left of bus R. Therefore, it is permissible to use nondirectional overcurrent relays at 1 and
10, since a fault on bus R will not cause currents to flow in the transmission loop in either
direction.

R

1

10

G

T

Q

4 5

s

7 6

Figure 7.4 A Transmission loop circuit with only one source of fault current.

Consider that all breakers in the looped system are normally closed and that the relays
are to be coordinated for this normal condition. We note that, should any breaker be normally
open, then we have two radiallines, which can be coordinated as discussed in Chapter 6. We
also note that all relays are directional except those at 1 and 10.

For those relays to the right ofbuses G and T, the normal load current could flow in either
direction, depending on the relative size of the loads, and this should be taken into account in
setting the minimum operating current of all relays in that area. For load that may be tapped
between buses Rand G, the load current could flow in either direction in relay 2, and similarly
for load on line RT and relay 9. Tapped load is not shown in the figure, but should always be
considered as a possible system condition.

Now, consider a fault on line RG. We have already observed that a fault on bus R causes
zero fault current in line RG. As the fault location is moved to the right, the fault current in
relay 2 increases monotonically until it reaches the value for a fault at bus G. Since the limiting
value of current is zero, the relay at 2 can be set very fast, with a very low pickup value that
is set just above the tapped load current, if such load exists. This means that the relay at 2
will be an instantaneous device and need have no intentional time delay. Obviously, the same
conclusion can be reached for relay 9.
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Now, as the fault is moved from R toward G, the fault current at 2 begins to increase
from zero. The current in relay I, however, is at its maximum value for a fault just to the
right of the breaker I location, and this current decreases as the fault moves toward bus G,
as shown in Figure 7.5 . Since the fault current at I is great, this relay will be set to trip first,
thereby opening the loop and creating a counterclockwise radial line from 10 through 2. This
actually increases the fault current in relays 2, 4,6, 8, and 10 (see example 7.1, below). We
then coordinate these relays in exactly the same way as a radial line.

R
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Figure 7.5 Fault current magnitude in breaker I at bus R as the fault is moved clockwise
around the loop.

EXAMPLE 7.1
To illustrate the division of currents in the loop circuit of Figure 7.4, let us assume that all lines have an
impedance of 0.1 per unit (reac tance only). with 0.1 also in the generator equivalent. For this system
condition, compute the total fault currents at buses G and Q, the line contributions to those faults, and
the change in line flows as the nondirectional relays at I or 10 trip.
Solution
We easily compute the values in Table 7. 1. First, consider a fault at bus G . The current in relay I 0 11

line RG would increa se from 4.444 with the loop closed to 5.000 per unit if line RG were to open (at
breaker 3). Also, relay 4 on line GQ would see an increase in current from 1.11 1 to 2.000 if line RG
were to open (at breaker I) . We sec. therefore, that both relays I and 4 see an increa se in fault current
after the loop is broken . •

TABLE 7.1 Computed Fault Currents for Example 7.1

Loop Line I Loop Line I
Faulted Total Total Closed at Open at at
Bus Fault X Fault I (Relay) (Relay) Line (Relay )

G O. IRO 5.555 RG(I ) 4.444 GQ RG(I )=5.00
QG(4) 1.1 I I RG QG(4)=2.00

Q 0.220 4.545 GQ(3) 2.727 SQ GQ(3)=3.33
SQ(6 ) 1.818 GQ SQ(6) =2.50

For inverse-time overcurrent relays. the critical coordination is always at maximum
current. Therefore, the criteria for coordination of overcurrent relays on the single-source
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transmission loop is as follows:

1. Consider maximum conditions.
2. Set the last relay in the loop to trip instantaneously (2 or 9).
3. Open the loop at the extreme end (2 or 9).
4. Compute maximum current at the remote bus (G or T).
5. Coordinate upstream relays as if the line were radial.
6. Repeat, traversing the loop in the opposite direction.

Note that instantaneous trip relays at 2 and 9 cannot overreach, since the fault current
for faults at bus R are zero. Therefore, these relays can be set for a very low minimum pickup,
even below load current of tapped load.

For establishing the minimum operating current (minimum pickup):

1. Compute maximum load and add a safety factor for cold load pickup and load growth.
2. Establish minimum pickup with the loop open.

Since maximumfault current flows at any relay location with the loop open, we coordinate
the relays for this condition, i.e., with the loop open at one end. We do the same for the
minimum operating currents. Coordinating at maximum current conditions will ensure the
greatest coordination time interval(CTI) between adjacent settings. As in a radial system, the
relays are coordinated in pairs. Thus, with breaker 1 open, we coordinate 4 with 2, 6 with
4, 8 with 6, and 10 with 8. A similar pattern would be set up in coordinating the loop in the
opposite direction.

7.2.2 Loops with Multiple Current Sources

For looped transmission systems with multiple sources, the coordination process is much
more complex. Now, all overcurrent relays must be directional and each pair of relays must
be coordinated, moving around the loop in both directions. Moreover, at points where exter-
nal sources are interconnected with the loop, the relays of that interconnection must also be
coordinated with those within the loop.

To illustrate the problems of coordinating overcurrent relays in a system with multiple
current sources, we again consider the system of Figure 7.4, but with the addition of a new
source at bus Q, as shown in Figure 7.6. Considering the same loop impedances as noted
previously, the impedance from R to Q through bus G is jO.2 and that from R to Q through

R

1

10

G

T

Q

H

7 6

Figure 7.6 A loop system with two sources.
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buses T and H is jO .3. Consider the currents only on the branch R-G-Q . The sources at S
and at U are assumed to be equal, each having an impedance of jO.1 per unit. For this system,
the fault currents seen at breakers I and 4 are shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7 Relay currents at Rand Q for faults between Rand Q.

Figure 7.7 shows the fault current seen at relay locations I and 4 as the fault is moved
from R to Q. The current magnitudes are perfectly symmetrical since the sources are identical.
For faults at or near bus G it is impossible to coordinate relays 4 and 2, or I and 3 since they
see the same fault current because bus G is equidistant from the two sources. For faults farther
removed from bus G coordination is possible, since the relays closest to the fault will trip first,
seeing a higher current, thereby making the fault radial from the opposite end .

There is no best starting point for coordinating multiple loop systems. Usually, the
process is cut and try, and it may require several attempts to realize complete coordination.
A good starting point for the process may be at the point where the largest external current
source is connected, if there is one largest source. Computer programs have been prepared for
this cut and try process and these programs may be used to advantage rII.

The cut and try procedure described above is time consuming and tedious. Moreover, it
is not guaranteed to work at all for some systems and may dictate using distance or pilot relays
to achieve correct coordination, or operate the loop with one breaker normally open. This is
surely not recommended , since it negates much of the value of providing a two way feed to
every load bus .

An excellent example of the coordination of a transmission loop that has two sources of
fault current is presented in rII . This system is shown in Figure 7.8 III and is described in
example 7.2.

EXAMPLE 7.2
Consider the looped 23 kV system shown in Figure 7.8. Sources of fault current are available from a
69 kV system on the left and on the right. through identical step-down transformers. The 23 kV loop
serves identical loads at the top and bottom of the figure. Thus, the system is observed to be perfectly
symmetrical. Note also that all overcurrent relays in the loop. labeled A . B , . . . . H, are directional. The
relays looking into the 69 kV system, at I and J , arc also directional.
Solution
Fault locations are noted by the letter "X" and are numbered I through4. The total faultcurrents flowing
for these faults are given in Table 7.2. All faults are three-phase faults with zero fault resistance.
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Figure 7.8 Example of relay currents for a multiple-source transmission loop [1].

TABLE 7.2 Bus Fault Current Magnitudes

Fault
Location

1
2
3
4

MaxIMin Bus
Fault Current,

amperes

3000/1620
2100/1550
3400/1360
1200/850

MaxIMin Source
Contribution

through Breaker I

250011200

MaxIMin Source
Contribution

through Breaker J

300011000

Line current contributions to the various bus faults are given in Table 7.3 for both maximum and
minimum system conditions. For example, consider fault 1 at the 23 kV bus on the left. For this fault,
breakers A, B, C, and D all see 250 Amaximum and 210 A minimum. By symmetry, the same current
will flow through breakers H, G, F, and'E.

TABLE 7.3 Line Currents for Designated Bus Faults

Line Currents, MaxIMin

Fault
Location lA lD lR(l)

1 250/210 420/380
2 1000/750 1100/800
3 200/180
4 550/400 650/450

ls(2)

320/300

(1) Current for a fault at A and Breaker A open.
(2) Current for a fault at D and Breaker D open.
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Now, consider fault] again, but this time place the fault just to the right of breaker A. Obvi-
ously, the total fault current is exactly the same (3000 A). Now, however, breaker A will be set to open
quickly because of the 2750 A flowing through that breaker, and thereby breaking the loop. The current
distribution will now be different, as shown in Figure 7.8 [I].

Again, looking for fault 1 line currents, we see that the current is different than before. Summa-
rizing, for relays Band D:

Before A opens:
After A opens:

IB == II) == 250 A max, 210 A min
IB == II) == 420 A max, 380 A min

Now, consider breaker B. Here, the fault current flowing for a bus fault (fault 2) is greater than
the current flowing for a fault at the far end of the protected line (at breaker A). As a rule of thumb [1],

(7.4)

then a directional element is required at breaker B (the subscript numbers refer to fault numbers, the
letter "A" means "after breaker A opens"). If this inequality is satisfied, the bus fault (fault 2) would be
so small that it could be distinguished entirely by its current magnitude and a nondirectional relay at B
would be satisfactory. Since the bus fault current is large, there is no way that proper coordination can
be achieved except by the use of directional elements. It would appear, however, that a nondirectional
element could be used at D_ •

The procedure for coordinating time-overcurrent relays in a multiple source network is
difficult. Often, this suggests that relays be used that have better selectivity. In the remainder
of this chapter, we discuss two such relay types; distance protection and unit protection.

7.3 DISTANCEPROTECTIONOF LINES

It was noted in the last section that transmission protection using overcurrent relays is difficult
and may not be possible, even if the overcurrent relays are directional. In such cases a more
selective relay is required. The distance relay is often the preferred solution to this problem.

7.3.1 Distance Relay Characteristics

The distance relay operates on the principle of comparing the voltage and current in some
way to obtain a measure of the ratio between these quantities. The method of determining this
ratio varies with the relay design and manufacturers of distance relays have created a number
of devices that can perform this function. We can analyze the basic idea by considering the
relay at station G in Figure 7.9, where the lower line is the protected line of interest. The
upper line in the figure is an equivalent impedance representing the other network connections
between buses G and H. Wewould like the relay at A to trip for phase faults within a fractional
distance hs of the total distance between stations G and H _We call this fraction the "reach
setting" of the distance relay. This means that the relay will trip only with programmed time
delay for faults beyond this reach, but will trip without time delay for faults closer to bus G.

Fault
X

,.1~---hs-----'l1~
Figure 7.9 Distance protection of a line between
G and H.
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The reach thus becomes a "balance point" for the relay at A, or a tripping threshold that is
expressed in distance units.

Now consider a solid three-phase fault at the balance point. For this condition we
compute

(7.5)

where VR = voltage at the relay
IRS = current at the relay
ZL = total line impedance from G to H
hs = fraction of line impedance to balance point

Since the relay measures the ratio of relay voltage to relay current, we compute the relay
apparent impedance, ZRS, which is defined as

VR- = ZRS = hSZL (7.6)
IRS

For this condition, tripping would be marginal, that is, tripping mayormay not occur. However,
if the fault is closer to G, the voltage at the relay will be slightly lower or the current slightly
higher. Then the measured impedance is

ZR s hSZL (7.7)

Equation 7.7 thus expresses the tripping threshold. Clearly, if the fault is farther from G than
the fraction hs, (7.7) will not be satisfied and tripping will not occur.

This method of fault detection is inherently selective. Moreover, the tripping criterion
(7.7) is not dependent on system conditions and is the same for maximum and for minimum
system generation and for different system line switching conditions. It is also noted that
the tripping criterion requires that measurements be made only at the relay location, which is
another advantage. Later, we shall discuss other relay concepts that require the transmission
of system information from remote locations. This can make the relay tripping criteria more
selective, but it requires more hardware and is more expensive.

The tripping criterion (7.7) describes how the relay will perform but does not give any
guidance for setting the relay. Usually, for transmission line protection, the relay is set with a
particular value of hs that is not too close to unity. Clearly, with hs = 1, tripping may occur
for a fault just beyond the bus at H, which must be avoided. It is common practice to set
hs to about 0.8 to 0.9, thus protecting 80% to 90% of the line length. For faults beyond this
balance point the far-end relay will trip first, thereby making the fault radial from G. This
leads to sequential tripping and provides the desired relay coordination and selective fault
detection. Sequential tripping is somewhat slower than simultaneous tripping, and this may
not be considered adequate for some transmission lines.

Consider the equivalent system of Figure 7.10, where the line Z L is protected by distance
relays at points Rand Q. A three-phase fault is located at a fractional distance h along the
length of the line, as shown in the figure. The distance relay at R includes a fault locator that
determines the fault position by measuring the total impedance seen at R. Since the length of
the line is known, the relay can be set to reach a specified fraction of the total line length, say
90%. Faults beyond this fraction should not be tripped immediately, but will be cleared after
the Q relay trips the breaker at Q. Faults closer than the design reach of 90% should be picked
up by the relay at R. The distance measurement at relay R is a function of all the system
parameters, such as the impedances in the network and the prefault angles of the Thevenin
equivalent source voltages, since all of these parameters affect the current and voltage at R.
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Figure 7.10 System equivalent for a protected
line.
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It is convenient to display the fault characteristic for protected line in the complex R-X
plane . If the origin of the Z plane is taken to be the point R in the network, any impedance
measured along the protected line can be represented by a line from the origin to that point.
A plot of the impedance seen by the relay at R is shown in Figure 7.11 for several different
system conditions. Several observations regarding this figure can be made:

1. The line impedance is shown as a heavy black line stretching from the origin to the
point labeled ZL .

2. A mho relay characteristic passing through the origin is set to give the relay a reach
of 90% of the total line length. The diameter of the mho characteristic is plotted as
having exactly the same angle as the transmission line. Therefore, the line from the
origin to 0.9ZL is the diameter of the mho circle .

3. The solid black line that lies just to the right of the line impedance is a plot of the
impedance seen by the relay at R as the fault is moved from h = 0 to h = I . This
line corresponds to a fault resistance of 0.01 per unit, which can be visualized at the
starting end of the line, just to the right of the origin . It is noted in Figure 7.11 that
the measured distance to the fault at the relay threshold is 0.85 rather than the desired
0.9. This is due to several factors including the source impedances and the value of
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Figure 7.11 Z·Planc representation of faults on line section R-Q .
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the external equivalent impedance through which a portion of the total fault current
passes. These impedances are discussed below in greater detail. At this point we
simply note that a fault at a reach of 0.9 will not be picked up by the relay. The
common terminology is to say that the relay underreaches the fault.

4. The dotted line that flares far to the right represents the impedance seen by the relay
for fault resistance value of 0.05, which is five times greater than that for the solid line.
Again, this is easily observed at the h = 0 end of this line, just to the right of the origin.
This line crosses the relay threshold at h = 0.76, which represents a greater error than
that observed for the lower value of fault resistance, represented by the solid line.

5. Two other lines are plotted in Figure 7.11, each representing high values of prefault
system loading. The first is represented by the dashed line that curves sharply to the
right, crossing the relay threshold at h = 0.96. This represents a prefault condition
where the voltage of the sources on the left Es is 1.0 per unit and leading the source
on the right by 60 degrees. The second dashed line, with the long dashes, represents
a case where the source on the right has a voltage of Eu = 1.0 per unit and leading
the source on the left by 60 degrees. This latter case causes the impedance seen by
the relay to cross the relay threshold at a value of h = 0.70, which represents the
largest error of the cases shown in Figure 7.11.

We conclude that the performance of the distance relay, although largely immune from
differences in system conditions, is affected by the system to some extent. Several cases are
compared in Table 7.4, including those shown in Figure 7.11. The value in the rightmost
column, her, is the critical value of h, i.e., the value at the relay threshold. For convenience,
the calculations of Table 7.4 assume that the source impedances are purely inductive reactances
and the fault impedance is purely resistive. If the fault were other than a three-phase fault, the
fault impedance would include parameters from the negative and zero sequence networks.

TABLE 7.4 DistanceRelay PerformanceUnderVarying SystemConditions

Case Os Xs 8u Xu ZE ZF her

a 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.2 + j1.0 0.01 + jO 0.85
b 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.2 + j1.0 0.05 + jO 0.76
c 60° 0.1 0 0.1 0.2 + jl.O 0.05 + jO 0.96
d 0 0.1 60° 0.1 0.2 + j1.0 0.05 + jO 0.70
e 0 1.0 60° 0.1 0.2 + j1.0 0.05 + jO 0.62
f 0 0.1 60° 1.0 0.2 + j1.0 0.05 + jO 0.79
g 0 1.0 60° 0.1 0.4 + j2.0 0.05 + jO 0.60
h 0 1.0 60° 0.1 0.1 + jO.5 0.05 + jO 0.65

From these computed results, we may draw a few conclusions. First, high values of
fault resistance tend to reduce the critical value of h, which is partly due to the movement of
the line locus to the right as well as to the higher value of resistance. Second, a high source
impedance behind the relay' tends to make the relay underreach, as noted in case e. Third, a
high value of the external impedance causes a decrease in the critical value of h, as noted in
case g. If more than one of these conditions occurs simultaneously, as in case g, the error is
quite pronounced. The loading of the system is also important, and the error is greater when
the phase angle of the source on the right leads that of the source on the left. When the source
on the left is leading, the relay tends to overreach, as noted by case c.
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Several types of distance relay characteristics are available from the manufacturers, and
names of the various types have come into common use. Some of these are noted in Chapter
3, Figures 3.12 and 3.13, where the characteristic shapes called impedance relay, reactance
relay, mho relay, and several others are described.

Since we can represent both the transmission line and the relay characteristic as a plot in
the complex Z plane, a natural extension of this concept is to plot both on the same diagram,
thereby showing the protected section of line and the relay trip zone together. Examples of
this idea are shown in Figure 7.12, where the protected zone of the line from G to Hare
shown for several different types of relay characteristic. Several comments concerning these
characteristics are appropriate here.

1. The impedance relay and the modified impedance relay are inherently nondirectional
and must be supervised by a directional element to prevent tripping for faults "behind"
the relay, i.e., in the negative Z direction.

2. The mho Relay is inherently directional.
3. The trip zone for impedance and mho relays is the region inside the circles.
4. The reactance relay provides an exact definition of the relay reach, but will allow

tripping for faults in the reverse direction. Hence this type of relay requires supervi-
sion by another characteristic. Note also that the reactance relay would likely trip for
normal load currents without this added supervision.

R

W---"~_-I-_Forward
Reach

'WoIII~"""-Reverse
Reach

RR

R

t
Directional Unit

(a)
(when used)

(b)

X X X

x

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 7.12 Protection of line G-H using different types of distance relay characteris-
tics. (a) Impedance. (b) Modified impedance or offset mho. (c) Mho. (d)
Reactance. (e) Blinders.
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5. The blinders, shown in Figure 7.12(e), narrow the trip zone very effectively, but
would permit tripping well beyond the desired relay balance point. Hence, the blinder
characteristic also requires supervision by another characteristic type.

The many distance relay types offer a host of possible solutions for any given transmis-
sion protection problem. Note that the calculation of the relay setting is not difficult and that the
coordination between relays, which is such a difficult problem for overcurrent relays, is almost
eliminatedwith distance relays. Theremay bea coordination problem for faults near the end ofa
line where the fault is beyond the reach ofopposite end relays. For this condition, the fault clear-
ing time may be critical and coordination may be necessary with nearby overcurrent devices.

The clearing time of distance relays is usually very fast for any fault within the relay
threshold setting. Nominally, we can consider the relay clearing time to be in the neigh-
borhood of one cycle. The operating time characteristic of high-speed impedance relays are
shown in Figure 7.13 [2]. The curve in Figure 7.13(a) shows a typical operating time as a
function of percent of pickup impedance or threshold impedance. The Figure 7.13(b) shows
an approximation that is often used for simplification.

s
~
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~
~ ....-----~
<V
~o r...-- ~~

o
Impedance in Percent

of Pickup

(a)

Impedance in Percent
of Pickup

(b)

Figure 7.13 Impedancerelay operatingtime versuspercentof thresholdimpedancefor a
typical high-speed unit. (a) Actual characteristic. (b) Approximate character-
istic.

7.3.2 ZonedDistance Relays

It is noted above that a distance relay will trip a faulted line in a very short time as long as
the fault is within the distance threshold. For faults near the far end of the line, just beyond the
threshold, the fault must be cleared by some means. This is done by providing more than one
distance relaying element within the same relay package and setting the different elements to
different thresholds and with different relaying times. Figure 7.14 shows a typical application.
In the system illustrated, the distance relays have three zones. Zone 1 is set to protect about
90% of the line length and to operate with no intentional time delay. Zone 2 is set for 100% of
the protected line plus about 50% of the shortest adjacent line, and is set to operate with time
delay T2. Zone 3 is set to reach through 100% of the impedance of two lines and 25% of the
third line, and to operate the zone 3 element with time delay T3. The application of the timer,
such as T2 , provides a coordination time interval (CTI) for the relay operation in the end zone
of each line. Similarly, T3 is set to provide a CTI with zone 2 relays.

Figure 7.15 shows a family of zoned impedance relay characteristics in the complex Z
plane. This figure also shows the impedance angle of the protected line «(J) and, perpendicular
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Z3(X) Z3(Y)
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Z3(Q) Z3(P)

Figure 7.14 Step time and impedance zones for distance relays.

to f), the tripping characteristic of a directional element (positive torque 1 indicates the trip
direction). Such a relay has a set of relay contacts for each zone and, in addition, a set of
contacts for the time delay for T2 and T3• Note that the time T1 for zone 1 is set to zero.

+X

-R ----~---+---_+.........;~__- ......-_+_--_+_--__3--+ R

Directional Unit
Characteristic

Figure 7.15 Operating characteristics of zoned impedance relays.

The trip circuit connection for a three-zone distance relay is shown in Figure 7.16 [21.
The directional unit supervises all tripping in this circuit. For impedance-type elements, a
fault in a given zone will pick up the appropriate Z contacts. Tripping will not occur, however,
unless the fault is in the tripping direction. Note that zone 3 has the longest reach so that
this element will pick up for any fault from the relay location to the end of the zone 3 reach.
This closes the contacts marked Z3 in Figure 7.16, which starts the timer. If the fault is also
within the reach of the zone 2 element, then contact Z2 also closes, but the zone 2 relay will
not trip until the time reaches T2. If the fault is inside the reach of Z1, tripping is performed
immediately.

IThe term torque refers to the direction perpendicular to the directional unit characteristic. Electromechanical
relays are designed to have maximum torque in this direction. The term torque is used for static relays as well.
however, although there is no torque developed in the strict sense of the word.
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+--.,...---.,...---------

Sea l-in Uni t

Targ et

Sea l-in Unit

Trip Coil Breaker
" Auxil iary

Contact Figure 7.16 Schematic trip circuit connections
for the impedance relays of Figure 7.15 .

For modified impedance relays the three zones might be arranged as shown in Figure 7.17
[2]. This is basically the same scheme as that discussed previously, except for the location of
the circles in the Z plane. Again, note the directional element.

+x

Line

Figure 7.17 Operat ing characteristics of zoned
modified impedance relays .

Z 3,1; .
Z 2,1;
Z l>1i . .

Directional Unit

!
!

-x

-~~~.J_,h"'----------- + R

Finally, for mho-type distance relays , a three-zone relay characteristic is shown in Fig-
ure 7.18. This relay is inherently directional, hence no special directional element is required.
Note, however, that the trip zone extends far to the right of the X axis, which may come

+X

Line

--.....:::::!!lIIf,_~.:::....-------..,.. +R

-x Figure 7.18 Operating characteristics of zoned
mho relays.
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close to a region representing normal load conditions. If this is the case, the illustrated relay
characteristic may have to be supervised by blinders.

7.3 ..3 Effect of Fault Resistance

The impedance of a typical transmission line is highly inductive. Typical impedance
phase angles will be in the range of 65-85 degrees, depending on the conductor size, spacing,
and bundling. This means that the line impedance characteristic in the complex Z plane, which
is inclined at the impedance angle, will usually be oriented as shown in the previous figures.
This impedance, however, does not include the impedance of the fault itself, which is typically
an arcing resistance.

Warrington [3] gives the following formula for the resistance of an arcing fault.
8750(s + ut)

Rare == 11.4 Q (7.8)

where s == conductor spacing (ft)
u == wind velocity (milhr)
t == time (s)
I == rms fault current (A)

Rare == fault arc resistance (Q)
The effect of the arc resistance on distance relaying is to move the end-of-reach impedance

to the right in the Z plane, due to the addition of the arc resistance. This effect is shown in
Figure 7.19. Note that the arc resistance is usually more pronounced at the far end of the reach
because the current is smaller at the greater distance and current appears in the denominator
of (7.8). An example illustrates the point.

+x

-R--........~--------~~ + R

Figure 7.19 Effect of arc resistance on imped-
ance seen by the relay. -x

EXAMPLE 7.3
Consider a radial 69 kV line 30 miles long with an equivalent spacing of 10ft. Let the total impedance
of this line and the source be

ZL == 11+ j22 Q

Zs == () + j 25 Q

Ztotal == 11+ j47 Q == 48.27 [76.83°
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1. End ofline fault
69,000

I = = 825.3 A
48.3J3

8750(10)
Rare = (825.3)1.4 = 7.2Q

2. Close-in fault
69,000

I = = 1593.5 A
25.0J3

8750(10)
Rare = (1593.5)1.4 = 2.9Q

In this case the arc resistance is about 2.5 times greater at the far end of the line due
to the difference in fault current. For very long lines the difference can be great,
especially if the source impedance is small. •

Clearly, the reach of the distance relay is reduced because of the arc resistance. One
might be willing to accept a small reduction in the reach of zone 1, the instantaneous zone.
However, it would not be good practice to have zone 2 fail to reach beyond the far end of the
protected line, because this would mean that line tripping would be delayed for time T3 , which is
considered unacceptable. This should be checked for any given relay application. Warrington
suggests the following method of checking this reduction in reach [4]. Figure 7.20 shows a
typical mho unit protecting a transmission line of impedance Z with the circle illustrated being
that of zone 2. The reach of zone 2 is set as follows.

Reach of zone 2 = ZL + Kz = d (7.9)

This reach corresponds to the diameter, d, of the circle. We may also compute, from Fig-
ure 7.20(a),

(7.10)
where, from the law of cosines

a2 = R;rc + K~ - 2RarcKzcoslf> (7.11)

and, from Figure 7.20
(7.12)

~-~-~-~+R

+X

(a) (b)

Figure 7.20 Loss of reach due to arc resistance with a mho relay characteristic. (a) Normal
orientation. (b) Circle rotated.
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Solving (7.10) for Rare, we compute

Z/ [( Kz )2 4K~ ( Kz ) ]Rare = -t I ~ ZL cos?¢ + Zi =f I - ZL cos¢ (7.13)

This value of arc resistance is the maximum value that will ensure fault clearing time T2 or
less for all line faults on the protected line. For example, with

K z == 0.2 and ljJ == 60° (7.14)

then

or

Rare == 0.29ZL (7.15)

(7. J7)

(7.18)

ZL == 3.45Rare (7. t6)
One method of correcting a difficult situation is to rotate the major diameter of the mho
characteristic in the clockwise direction, as shown in Figure 7.20(b).

The arc resistance on a line that is supplied from both ends is not as simple to COITIpute
as that for a simple radial case. For the more general case, consider a circui t where there is a
source to both the left and right of the faulted line. Let the total impedance, including source
impedance, be defined as follows

2 I == total Z to the left of the fault
2 2 == total Z to the right of the fault

For a fault along the protected line, the total fault current can be defined as

total fault current == I} + 12

where II == contribution from the left source
/2 == contribution from the right source

Then one can compute the total impedance seen by the relay on the left as

VR (ZI)ZR == - == ZL + - + 1 Rare
11 Z2

where ZL == actual line impedance from relay to fault
Z, == ZL +Zs

(7. t 9)

(7.20)

Thus, the apparent arc resistance is increased from its actual value to that corresponding to the
second term of (7.20). Since the source impedance depends on the generation level, the ratio
of impedances in (7.20) will depend on the system conditions, and the apparent arc resistance
will be greatest for faults close to the relay. Note also that the apparent arc resistance may have
an imaginary part since the impedance ratio of the second term of (7.20) may have a phase
angle different from zero.

7.3.4 Summary of Distance Relay Concepts

The introductory analysis of distance relays presented in this section has considered only
the three-phase fault case, which is the simplest case. Although this analysis demonstrates
the concept of distance measurement, it is readily apparent that the problem is not always as
simple as the three-phase case. As noted in (7.4), the impedance seem by the relay for the
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three-phase fault is

(7.21)

Suppose, however, the fault is a line-to-line fault located at the same distance from the relay.
Now the relay sees a total impedance of

(7.22)

Clearly, this is not adequate selectivity. The methods for compensating the" relay to correctly
discriminate for different types of faults is presented in Chapter 11, which treats the subject of
distance relaying in greater detail.

The elementary concepts of distance protection have illustrated the benefit of viewing
the relay characteristic in the R-X plane. This useful concept will be developed more fully in
the next chapter.

7.4 UNIT PROTECTION

This chapter has illustrated the difficulty of protecting transmission systems using overcurrent
relays, even those with directional sensing. These relays are too sensitive to the system
condition and the calculation of graded settings is not always possible. The concept is not
robust and works only under special conditions.

Distance relaying is a considerable improvement over overcurrent relaying. The distance
relay is less sensitive to the system condition and distance measurement is a logical and useful
concept in protection. However, this concept also has weaknesses. It is not possible to
protect the entire circuit by distance relaying because of the ambiguity of fault location in the
neighborhood of the far end of the line. To overcome this deficiency, it is necessary to pull
back the reach setting of the protected zone by 10 to 20% of the line length in order to be sure
that a fault detected in the trip zone is truly on the protected line and not on some other line. If
the protected circuit has a tap at some point along the line, then distance protection becomes
quite difficult and additional compromises must be made. Moreover, distance protection for all
types of faults makes this technique very difficult and the protection calculations are tedious.

The final method of transmission protection that will be addressed is the concept of "unit
protection" of the transmission line [5]. With this concept, the protected line is defined by its
protective zone, as shown in Figure 7.21. The zone of protection includes everything inside
the current transformers where current measurements are made for the protected component.

,
Station: Protected Line

1 :
, B,

c I:
t ' Station

D t ~ 2
_ oJ

Figure 7.21 A protected line and its protective
zone.

For the case illustrated in Figure 7.21, the line has three terminals, but it can have any
number of terminals in the most general case. All faults that occur on the protected line
are monitored at the current transformers that surround the protected zone .. In many cases,
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measurements of voltage at the terminals may also be used, but it is the current transformers
that define the protective zone boundaries.

Figure 7.21 shows each terminal of the protected line to have two circuit breakers. This
is a common arrangement, as noted for the station configurations in Chapter 3. Indeed, for
high-voltage stations, this is probably the most common arrangement. To clear a fault on the
protected line in Figure 7.21, six circuit breakers, A through F, must all clear successfully. If
even one breaker fails to open, the fault is still attached to the system and must be cleared by
backup relays or breaker failure relays on all buses or circuits connected to the failed breaker.

The system of Figure 7.21 is difficult to protect using distance relays. This subject
is explored in Chapter 14. Using overcurrent relays, the task would be almost impossible,
although it may work for a special system configuration. Unit protection, however, can easily
protect the line of Figure 7.21. Unit protection constructs a replica of the protected line and
can readily determine if there is more net current entering the line than leaving it through its
terminals. If this is the case, it can only be due to a ground fault, i.e., a fault that directs some
of the current to ground.

To construct a replica, one must first define the positive direction of current flow. We
arbitrarily designate current entering the protected line to be positive, and that leaving to be
negative. The positive direction of current flow is shown in Figure 7.21. It is noted that distance
relaying is not a unit system, since there is no measurement taken at the remote distance zone
boundary.

A replica for the three-terminal line of Figure 7.21 is shown in Figure 7.22. This is a
circulating current differential scheme. Note that the secondary CT circuit is an exact replica
of the power transmission circuit. For clarity, the power transmission line is shown by a heavy
line and the CT secondary by a lighter line. The CT return circuit is shown dashed, so that the
lines and connections are easier to follow. There is no significance to the dashed lines except
to clarify the current paths.

Protected Line

II relay

I lIE IFl I
I I
L. ---1

I
I
I
f
I

I~ I_______1

eta3tio, tIc+lv
~E F.1.E..

Figure 7.22 Unit tripping scheme for a three-terminal line.

When there is no fault on the transmission lines, the currents in the three terminals add
to zero at their connection node. This is also true of the CT secondary circuit. If the primary
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currents do not add to zero due to a fault, the secondary currents will not add to zero and relay
current will flow.

The circulating current replica is only one of several arrangements that can be used. An-
other arrangement connects the CT secondaries in opposition so that, under normal conditions,
no current flows in the replica circuit under normal conditions.

The circulating current unit is a simple concept, but it represents a powerful tool for the
protection of circuits where other methods are difficult to coordinate. This type of protection
can be applied to a protected element with any number of terminals.

The way in which the circulating current system has been drawn implies a wire pilot
network, where pilot wires are connected to each of the terminals. This makes the unit pro-
tective system expensive for long lines, but it is often used for important lines in urban areas,
where the lines are relatively short. Other means of current comparison are possible. Currents
have both magnitude and phase. Measurements of the magnitude and phase can be made
at each terminal and this information transmitted to one terminal, where the comparison of
the currents is made. It is not a simple matter to transmit all of this information over pilot
channels. It is possible to transmit only the magnitudes, or only the phases of the currents.
Magnitude comparison alone is usually not considered an ideal method of discrimination, but
current direction of phase is adequate, at least on simple two-terminal protected elements.

Pilot systems can make use of any method of transmitting information. The wire pilot
system uses a telephone type of wired network. Other systems use power line carrier, mi-
crowave, or fiber-optic cables to transmit the information. If the utility does not care to invest
in these circuits, they can often be leased from a telephone company or other common carrier.

7.5 GROUND FAULT PROTECTION

An important aspect of transmission line protection is related to the fast detection and clearing
of ground faults on transmission systems that have grounded neutrals. In the protection of
transmission lines, ground faults are given special treatment. Ground faults are detected using
different relays than those used for phase faults, although it is possible that phase relays may
detect and properly clear ground faults. Ground relays, however, take advantage of unique
features of the power system that make it possible to detect grounded conditions very quickly.
These special aspects of ground fault relaying are considered in this section.

7.5.1 Importance of Ground Fault Protection

Most high-voltage and extra-high voltage transmission lines are grounded neutral trans-
mission systems, either solidly grounded or grounded through a resistance or a reactance. It
has been estimated that, on these high-voltage systems, over 90% of all transmission line faults
are ground faults [6], [7]. It has been observed by one protection engineer that, on 500 kV
transmission lines, one-line-to-ground faults "predominate to the extent that on many well
designed circuits, no other type of fault has ever occurred, even after years of service" [8]. It
may be that some faults involve phase-to-phase as well as ground short circuits, but the ground
relays pick up these faults before the phase relays. On the system referenced, the ground relays
are applied on the basis of two principles [8]:

1. Install only those relays that are required to properly protect the line.
2. Provide redundancy in the form of two completely independent relay schemes at each

line terminal.
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The first principle refers to the dependability of the installed systems to properly perform
correct detection and tripping to clear the fault, without unnecessary trips, and with all neces-
sary speed [8]. This means that the relays are not set to operate at the fastest possible speed,
but as fast as is reasonably possible following detection and analysis of the observed system
condition. The redundancy principle guards against the unobserved failure of one relay system
by having a second system installed that is fully capable of performing the ground relaying
function. These principles, or similar ones, are followed by many utilities.

Because of the high incidence of ground faults, it is important that transmission protection
include a well-designed ground relaying system that embraces the two basic principles stated
above. The design and calibration of ground fault relays is different, in many respects, from
phase relays. We now consider some of these differences and discuss ways of taking advantage
of the unique characteristics of ground faults on transmission lines.

7.5.2 Unique Characteristics of Ground Faults

It is assumed here that the transmission has multiple grounding points at wye connected
transformer neutrals, located throughout the system. When this condition is satisfied, any
arcing fault between a phase conductor and the ground will be supplied by zero-sequence
currents originating in the neutral connection of the high-voltage transformer banks. We often
refer to these neutral connections as the "sources" of ground current, since very little current
would flow to the ground fault if there were no grounded neutrals to provide a complete circuit
for the fault current. When there are multiple ground sources, the current flowing to the ground
may be very large.

Any current flowing to the ground contains zero-sequence components and, under
grounded conditions, a zero-sequence voltage will be measured at any nearby relay installa-
tion. Negative-sequence currents and voltages will also be observed, and these are sometimes
used by the protective system. However, most ground relay systems depend on detecting
zero-sequence currents, for this is a sure sign of an abnormal system condition. No significant
zero-sequence currents flow during normal operation of the power system, with those that do
appear being the result of the unbalance in the operating condition of the three phases. These
unbalanced currents are very small compared to fault currents, so it is a good approximation to
think of the normal power system as being free of zero-sequence voltages or currents. This is
the first principle of ground fault relaying, namely, that a unique type of current exists during
a ground fault and the relay needs only to be designed to detect the zero-sequence current in
order to make positive identification of a ground fault.

Zero-sequence currents are confronted by zero-sequence impedances that depend on the
structure of the power system. This structure does not change based on the loading of the power
system, and changes only when switching occurs. Therefore, except for occasional switching,
the zero-sequence impedances are almost constants. The zero-sequence impedance is affected
by the generation and will change slightly as generators are added or removed. However, the
line impedances are more important than the generator impedances for most fault currents. This
situation is quite different from positive-sequence currents, which fluctuate with the loadings
of the lines as they respond to system load and generation changes. This is the second principle
of ground relaying, viz., that the impedance seen by the zero-sequence fault currents are nearly
constant from maximum load to minimum load conditions.

Another characteristic of the zero-sequence network is the magnitude of the impedance
of the transmission lines. Zero-sequence line impedance is two to six times greater than
positive-sequence line impedance. This means that, over the length of a transmission line,
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there will be a large difference in impedance seen by the fault current as the fault is moved
from one end of the line to the other. Figure 7.23 shows the ground fault currents for a 76
mile, 230 kV transmission line [8]. The source behind the high-voltage bus labeled Bonaire
is strong, delivering 21,000 amperes to a Bonaire bus fault. However, if the fault is moved
to the North Tifton bus, 76 miles away, the current delivered from the Bonaire source is only
700 amperes. A similar comparison of fault currents can be made from the source behind the
North Tifton bus, which delivers 19,600 amperes to a bus fault, but only 815 amperes to a fault
at the end of the transmission line.

815A
~

21,815 A
(Total)

Bonaire

230kV

76 miles

700 A 19,600 A
~~

20,300 A
(Total)

North Tifton

Figure 7.23 230 kV fault currents with strong current sources [8].

For the example cited in Figure 7.23, and many other similar situations, the current
supplied to an end-of-line single-line-to-ground fault-will be about the same at both terminals.
Moreover, this is true for a wide range of system conditions [8]. The reason for this similarity
is high zero-sequence impedance of the relatively long line. It should be noted that this may
not be true if the line is mutually coupled with another nearby transmission line. There are
two important points to observe here. First, there is a large difference in the fault current as the
fault is moved from the relay location to the far end of the line. Second, the source impedances
are usually small compared to the line impedance, hence the far-end fault currents are about
the same at both ends.

Another requirement of ground faults is the need to determine the direction of the fault
current. For a radial line, there is no problem in determining the direction of current flow,
but this is not true in other parts of a power system. For this reason, many ground relays are
directional relays. In order to get.a sense of zero-sequence current direction, it is necessary
to have a reference current or voltage against which the actual fault current can be compared.
This type of comparison is called polarization [1], [9], [10]. By means of polarization, it is
possible for the ground relay to determine if the fault is ahead or behind the relay location,
giving the relay a measurement of the current direction as well as its magnitude. This topic is
further explored in the next section.

7.5.3 Polarization of Ground Relays

In order to determine the direction of a fault current from the ground relay location it
is necessary to provide the relay with a reference or polarizing quantity against which the
zero-sequence line (fault) current can be compared, giving the relay a sense of the current
direction. The polarizing quantity can be either a zero-sequence voltage or current. In some
cases, negative-sequence quantities may also be used.

7.5.3.1 Voltage Polarization. Consider the bus in an interconnected transmission sys-
tem with multiple grounded neutrals. The voltage measured at the bus or near the bus, but on
any of the connected lines, will be the same voltage. Now consider the fault current flowing
away from the bus toward a fault on one of the lines. We say that the current flows in a positive
direction toward that fault, or away from the bus.
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Now move the fault to another line and the same convention is true for that line, i.e., the
current has a positive direction away from the bus for that line. However, for this new fault
location, the current direction on the original line is reversed, assuming that the original line
provides a contribution to the new fault location. Clearly, the bus voltage can be used as a
reference for all currents.

For ground faults, the currents of interest are zero-sequence currents. Therefore, it is
necessary to use a zero-sequence voltage as the polarizing quantity. One method of obtaining
the zero-sequence polarizing voltage is shown in Figure 7.24. The connection is wye on the
line side and open delta on the secondary side. The voltage across this open delta is 3VaO and
is a suitable quantity for polarization of the ground current relays.

The voltage across the open delta may be written from symmetrical components theory
as

(7.23)

When the phase voltages are balanced, during normal system conditions, the zero-sequence
voltage measured from this circuit is zero, since the three phase voltages are equal in magnitude
and 120 degrees apart in phase. However, during unbalanced ground faults, the three voltages
will not add to zero and a zero-sequence voltage will appear across the terminals of the circuit
shown in Figure 7.24.

Figure 7.24 Wye to open-delta transformer con-
nection.

7.5.3.2 Current Polarization. Another source of polarization quantity is the current
flowing in the neutral of a power transformer. This source of polarization has the advantage that
it usually requires only one current transformer, whereas voltage polarization requires three
voltage transformers. Current polarization using the neutral of a transformer does not always
provide satisfactory results, however, so this method requires careful study to ensure success.

One way of providing current polarization of the relays is by measuring the zero sequence
current flowing in the neutral of a two winding transformer bank. The possible arrangements are
shown in Figure 7.25. For most ground faults on the wye side of the two winding transformer,
the current flows up the neutral and toward the ground fault. Thus, as in Figure 7.25(a), the
neutral CT measures a current of 3/ao for current polarization. The same is true for the zig-zag
transformer shown in Figure 7.25(d). The wye-wye banks, shown in Figure 7.25(b) and (c)
are not suitable for current polarization. One problem in using the neutral current of the wye-
connected transformer as a polarization reference is where there are mutually coupled lines, a
situation that requires further study by the protection engineer to make sure the coupling does
not cause neutral current reversal [I], [9].

Three winding transformer banks used for polarization are shown in Figure 7.26. In some
cases, both wye windings are grounded. When this is the case, it is necessary to connect parallel
current transformers in both wye neutrals, with inverse ratios in the two current transformers.
For example, if the wye windings are rated 69 kV and 138kV, the current transformers might
be selected as 600/5 and 300/5, respectively.
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Figure 7.25 Polarization with two-winding transformer banks [1]. (a) Delta wye-grounded
transformer bank (suitable for polarization). (b) Wye wye-grounded trans-
former bank (not suitable for polarization). (c) Grounded wye-wye trans-
former bank (not suitable for polarization). (d) Zig-zag transformer (suitable
for polarization).

It should also be noted that the current circulating in the delta can also be used as a
polarization current, which may be convenient where it is not possible to measure both wye
neutrals. If this is done, only one current transformer is required if there is no load connected
to the tertiary. If tertiary load is connected, then three CT's are required, one in each leg of the
delta. This will prevent an unbalanced load or fault from giving incorrect polarization. If the
three CT's are connected in parallel, they will measure 3/ao, a connection which cancels the
balanced load currents.

The third type of transformer that can be used for polarization in some cases is the wye-
grounded autotransformer. However, this application must be examined very carefully, since
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NO
Zero-Sequence Network

(a)

NO
Zero-Sequence Network

(b)

NO
Zero-Sequence Network

(c)

Figure 7.26 Polarization with three-winding transformer banks [1] (suitable for polariza-
tion). (a) Wye delta wye-grounded. (b) Wye-grounded delta wye-grounded.
(c) Wye-grounded delta wye-grounded.

there is a danger of ambiguity in the current direction in the neutral. The autotransformer
circuits are shown in Figure 7.27, where faults are represented first on the high side (a), and
then on the low side (b). Autotransformers that are not grounded or those without a delta
tertiary are unsuitable for polarization.

For ground faults on the high side of the autotransformer, the currents are shown in
Figure 7.27(a). A fraction ho of the total fault current flows through the relay location, with
the remainder feeding in from the other end of the transmission line. This current is divided
between the low-voltage winding and the tertiary, as shown in the figure. From the circuit
arrangement, we can compute the neutral current for the high side fault as follows [11.

(7.24)

From the zero-sequence network, we determine by inspection that

(7.25)
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(b)

Figure 7.27 Polarization with three-winding autotransformers [l]. (a) Ground fault on
high side. (b) Ground fault on low side [1].

Solving for So and substituting into (7.24), we compute the neutral current.

IN = hcln» (1 V_H_Z_r )
VL(ZT + ZH + ZHS)

Clearly, there exists the possibility of neutral current reversal, depending on the magnitude of
the second term in parentheses.

For the fault represented on the low side, as shown in Figure 7.27(b), a similar situation
exists, where the neutral current can be computed as follows.

IN = soILo (1 _ VLZr )
VH(Zr + ZH + ZHS)

As a result of the uncertainty in neutral current direction, the system installation requires
careful study to ensure proper polarizing current direction if the autotransformer neutral current
is to be used as a reference for current direction.

7.5.4 Types of Ground Relays

There are three basic types of relays that are used for ground relaying; overcurrent relays,
distance relays, and pilot relays. Ground relays are almost always completely independent of
phase relays, even though any fault current, including ground fault current, will flow through
one or more of the phase relays. The ground relays, however, can be provided with much
greater sensitivity to the zero-sequence currents by using higher tap settings. This means that
the ground relays will pick up much faster than phase relays for a fault involving the ground.
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Directional or nondirectional overcurrent relays are widely used at most voltage levels
because of their low cost and reliable service record. Many relay engineers prefer an overcurrent
relay with an inverse or very inverse time-current characteristic. This means that the pickup
will be very fast for close-in faults and delayed for faults at the end of the transmission line.
This delay makes coordination with adjacent lines relatively easy because of the rapid change in
fault current for the more remote faults. The ground relay must coordinate with bus differential
relays, as well as ground relays on any outgoing lines at the remote end.

In systems with multiple grounds, which is usually the case, the ground overcurrent
relays will need to be directional relays, using one of the polarizing methods described in the
previous section. The ground relays in a looped system must be coordinated all around the
loop in both directions, in exactly the same way that phase relays are coordinated. This is a
cut and try process. An excellent example of this type of coordination is given in [8] which is
recommended for study.

Instantaneous overcurrent relays are usually applied to supplement the ground fault
protection when overcurrent relays are used. Instantaneous ground relays can reduce the fault
clearing time to about one cycle in many cases, for faults on a large fraction of the line length.

Directional ground distance relays are responsive to impedance or reactance between
the relay and the fault. These relays, although more expensive than overcurrent relays, can
provide almost instantaneous protection for most of the line length. For many years, distance
relays were not widely used for ground protection due to the inherent problem of measuring
zero-sequence impedance or reactance in the presence of a fault. Ground faults usually involve
fault resistance of widely varying magnitude. This may prevent the relay from responding to
a ground fault. Some relay engineers back up ground distance relays with overcurrent relays
to make sure that all faults are recognized in a timely way. Many of the problems associated
with ground distance relays have been solved by newer devices, making this a good alternative
where overcurrent or directional overcurrent coordination is a problem.

Pilot relaying is used for ground protection in special cases where the other methods
are inadequate for reasons of security or dependability. Pilot relays use either directional
comparison or phase comparison to determine if the fault is within the protected zone. This
might be a good solution for a three-terminal line, for example, where other types of relays
are difficult to coordinate. Pilot relaying is sometimes selected on the more important lines
because of the high speed and security offered by the pilot schemes. Some engineers argue that
pilot relays are not required for ground fault protection, but should be used where stability or
other considerations make it necessary to have both terminals of the transmission line tripped
at the same time [8].

7.6 SUMMARY

Transmission protection is one of the most important tasks of the protection engineer. Power
systems havemore transmission lines than any other type of component that requires protection,
which means that transmission protection probably occupies most of the engineer's working
hours. The task is made more interesting due to the fact that the lines are all different and each
presents a new challenge.

It has been noted that transmission protection using nondirectional overcurrent relays is
usually inadequate. Even directional overcurrent relays present problems and require consid-
erable checking of different system conditions to make sure that the settings are robust enough
for all situations that arise. There is great appeal, however, in the simplicity and reliability of
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the overcurrent relay. Many have been installed and have provided excellent service for many
years.

The next step up in relay performance is the distance relay, which is a very popular
relay for transmission line protection at all voltage levels. Many different distance relay
characteristics are available, making it possible to mold the relay characteristic to the protected
line. Distance relays are fast and will clear faults on 80% or so of the line length very quickly.

Pilot protection has been shown to treat the transmission line as a unit, by measuring
the inputs to the line from all terminals. This makes pilot protection valuable for certain
multiterminallines. It is more expensive than other types, but provides fast, secure protection,
even in the most difficult situations. Pilot protection is also important in cases where system
stability may require fast tripping of both ends of a transmission line. The subject of pilot
protection is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 13.

This chapter has also presented an introduction into ground fault relaying. Ground
faults comprise the vast majority of transmission line faults and are a very important aspect of
transmission protection. Ground relays can be made very sensitive because they make use of
the zero-sequence currents that are only available during ground faults. Therefore, most faults
on transmission lines are cleared by the ground relays. Ground faults can be recognized by all
different types of relays used for phase protection, but the simple overcurrent ground relay is
likely the choice of most protection engineers because of its simplicity, reliability, and low cost.
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PROBLEMS

7.1 Consider the system shown in Figure 7.3. The line impedances and loads are exactly as
given in examples 6.3 and 6.4, namely,
G=5MVA
H=5MVA
R = 10 MVA
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all at 95% power factor lagging. The system voltage is 34.5 kV. The generators are set to
the following output conditions:

Pc == 14.4 MW
Qc == 0.3 MVAR
Vc == 1.000 at 0°

PR == 5.0 MW
QR == 6.8 MVAR
VR == 1.000 at - 7.14°

The network solution gives the voltage at H to be 0.984 at -3.23 degrees. Find the line load
currents with a system voltage of 34.5 kV.

7.2 Extend Problem 7.1 to determine the fault currents for faults labeled (I), (2), and (3) in
Figure 7.3. Let the generator impedances be

Zgen == 0 + jO.1 per unit-rnaximum conditions
== 0 + jO.3 per unit-minimum conditions

on a 100 MVA base. Compute the fault contributions from each generator and the line flows,
as well as the total fault currents. Assume each generator has an internal voltage of ) .0 per
unit and neglect any phase angle difference in these voltages.

7.3 Based on the results of problems 7.] and 7.2, are directional relays required at locations A
through D? Explain.

7.4 Prove that, for a transmission loop with only one source of fault current, the fault current
flowing through any relay around the loop is greater with the loop open than with the loop
closed.

7.5 Consider the loop transmission system in Figure 7.4. Let the impedances of the various lines
be as follows

Per Unit Line Impedance
G-H jO.08
H-R .i0.10
R-S jO.06
S-T jO.12
T-G .iO.IO
Source .o.:0
Base Values SB == 100MVA

VB == 34.5 kV
I B == 1673.479 A

Assume a load of 5 MVA at each bus. Coordinate the loop relays using the inverse relay
characteristics given in Figure 3.17. Make your computation assuming available taps of
2,3, .... 12 (all integers) and CT ratios of 10, 20, ... , 120 (in increments of 10).

7.6 Consider the single-source transmission loop of Figure 7.4 with a particular loading condition
specified. The load conditions for the network are given as follows:

Bus G
Bus Q
Bus S
Bus T

5.7MW
3.8MW
4.8MW
1.9MW

1.9 MVAR
1.3 MVAR
1.6MVAR
0.6MVAR

The line impedances are as follows:

Line R-T
Line R-G
LineG-Q
LineQ-S
LineS-T

0.247 + jO.543
0.247 + jO.543
0.494 + j 1.086
0.494 + j 1.086
0.494 + j 1.086
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The bus voltage at the supply bus is 1.0 per unit. Use a power flow program to compute the
line loadings and from this solution determine the find the load current seen by each relay.

7.7 For the system of problem 7.6 let the source impedance be 0+ jO.1 per unit for all conditions
(base MVA= 100, base kV = 34.5). Compute the following fault currents:
(a) The total bus H fault current

1. The contributions in lines G-Hand R-H.
2. The contributions with breaker I open.

(b) The total bus R fault current
1. The contributions in lines H -Rand S-R.
2. The contributions with breaker 3 open.

(c) What can you conclude concerning the magnitude of fault currents at every relay loca-
tion?

7.8 Coordinate the directional overcurrent relays for the system of problems 7.6 and 7.7. Let
the relays all have very inverse characteristics similar to Figure 3.22, assume relay taps of
2, 3, ... , 12 (all integers), and assume multiratio current transformers (see Figure 2.8).

7.9 Complete the relay coordination of example 7.2 for phase time overcurrent relays and in-
stantaneous relays. Assume a relay characteristic exactly like that of Figure 6.18. All lines
have 200:5 current transformers, and the full load current through each breaker may be taken
to be 5 MVA, which corresponds to 125.5 A primary or 3.13 A secondary. Assume relay
taps are available in the range of2 to 12 amperes. Perform the coordination in the following
order:

Coordinate L with M and N. Assume a minimum operating current (MOC) at M or
N based on tap 10, and that the overcurrent relays at M and N are set on time dial 2. Assume
the instantaneous trip on M and N to be 720 A at 7.2 kV.

7.10 Let the impedance seen at a distance relay location be given as
VRZR=-IR

where all quantities are primary, that is, all quantities are in mks units measured at actual
system primary voltage .and current levels. Show that the relay impedance on the secondary
side of the instrument current and voltage transformations is given by

CT ratio
Zsec = ZRVT ratio

7.11 Consider the single-source loop transmission system described in problem 7.6. Determine
the settings, in ohms at the secondary side, for distance relays at each relay location. Assume
the relays are all set to protect 90% of the line length.

7.12 Plot the line impedance and relay characteristic in the complex Z plane for relay G on line
G-H in problem 7.11. The relay is specified as a mho relay with a maximum torque angle
of 60 degrees.

7.13 Repeat the arc resistance calculation of example 7.3 for values of time of

t = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 s

and for a wind velocity of 20 miles per hour. Plot these arc resistances, together with the
line impedance of problem 7.12, in the complex Z plane.

7.14 Verify (7.13).
7.15 Consider the system of problem 7.2, shown in Figure 7.3. An arcing fault at H is to be

considered. Compute the actual arc resistance for a 5 ft arc length (the approximate line
spacing is 5 ft). Then compute the effective arc resistance as seen by relay A at bus G.

7.16 Consider the protective zone identified for the transmission line of Figure 7.17. Describe
the types of failure for which the protection should operate. Look carefully at the protective
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zone. There are more things within this zone thanjust the transmission line. Can you identify
some of those items? In particular, is the circuit breaker a part of the protective system or a
part of the protected system'!

7.17 Carry the question of problem 7.16 a bit further. Identify all the hardware items that should
be considered a part of the protective system for a transmission line.

7.18 Consider a transmission line with only two terminals that is protected by a unit protective
system. Sketch the unit protection replica circuit for a circulating current system.

7.19 Consider a transmission line with only two terminals that is protected by a unit protective
system.
(a) Sketch the unit protective system for the line where the current transformers are connected

with their secondary windings opposed, so that no current flows in the replica circuit
during normal conditions.

(b) What are the advantage of this type of system?
(c) What are the disadvantages?
(d) This arrangement is sometimes called a balanced voltage system. Explain why this name

is appropriate.
7.20 Suppose you set out to design a unit protective system that makes use of high-speed data

transmission, rather than telephone wires, for the transfer of information gathered at the
terminals of the protected element. Assume that current and voltage are to be measured at
each terminal and the protective logic requires data on both the currents and voltages at all
terminals.
(a) How can you describe the currents and voltages prior to their transmission to the central

processor.
(i) The current is in a transient during a fault. Do you need to consider just the

fundamental frequency current or should the transient dc offset be included? How
will you measure the de offset if it is required?

(ii) Fault currents often contain high-frequency transients. Is it important to transmit
data on these high-frequency current components?

(iii) How will you measure the phase angle of the currents and voltages? What will you
use for a reference to measure the phase angle?

(b) Describe the problems of coding the data for transmission, after it has been suitably
processed.

(c) Write a specification for the communications system that will be used to transmit the
data.

(d) Write a specification for the speed of response of the system. To do this. assume the
following:
(i) The system will go unstable following a fault if the fault is not cleared in three

cycles, without reclosing the line.
(ii) The circuit breakers are nominally two cycle breakers.

7.21 Verify (7.20). Note carefully any required assumptions.
7.22 Verify (7.25).



Complex Loci in the Z
and Y Planes

The occurrence of a fault on a power system causes a sudden change in the system currents and
voltages. Since the system is largely inductive, the current cannot change instantaneously, but
currents and voltages of the network will change as they oscillate toward a new steady-state
condition. In the case of a fault, a true steady-state condition will not be reached before fault
clearing occurs, adding another step change in system conditions and prolonging the return to a
steady state. These changes will include high-frequency transient oscillations of both currents
and voltages as the network inductances and capacitances exchange energy during the period of
readjustment. It can also involve subsynchronous frequencies as well, if the network includes
series capacitors, and will usually include de offset in all three phases, but in differing amounts
r1]. The exact solution of the network under these conditions requires a consideration of the
differential equations of the network to find all currents and voltages as functions of time.

The solution of the network differential equations is difficult and costly. As an alternative,
engineers have learned to consider the network in a quasi-static sense and solve the network at. a
particular time as if the system were in the steady state, at least briefly. Since steady-state solu-
tions are easily accomplished in the phasor domain, this provides a time saving method of
network solution. Phasor solutions are commonly applied, even to faulted networks, and the
solutions have been shown through experience to be sufficiently accurate for protective system
design.

Since the phasor domain is so useful in power system analysis, we explore the concepts
of impedance and admittance in this chapter as these are phasor domain quantities. We shall
investigate the concept of the impedance "seen" by the directional protective device as it
"looks" toward its protective zone. For a fault within the protective zone, the relay should
compute an impedance that falls within the trip threshold. This concept is useful for any kind
of protective device but is essential for a distance relay or fault locator. These devices are
very common, especially in transmission line protection. Because of the importance of these
concepts in protection engineering, the next three chapters deal with the general subject of
describing a relay trip characteristic as a region in the complex plane. Many of the ideas in this
chapter come from Atabekov [21 and Churchill f3], both of which are recommended reading
on the subject.

283
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8.1 THE INVERSE Z TRANSFORMATION

Chapter 8 • Complex Loci in the Z and Y Planes

x

The quantities impedance and admittance, designated Z and Y, respectively, are complex
quantities. If the real and imaginary parts of these quantities are variable, then we refer to Z
and Y as complex variables. As complex variables, these familiar quantities obey a number of
interesting and useful rules, one of which is the important 1/Z transformation [3].

We define an impedance in rectangular and polar form by the equations

Z = R + j X = t; e!" (8.1)

where, in mks units (ohms or mhos) or in per unit, we define

R = resistance = Re(Z)
X = reactance = Im(Z)
~ = impedance magnitude = IZI = Z = J R2 + X2

() = impedance angle = tan-I [~]

Note that we write the complex number Z in boldface italic typeface, as is done with
phasor voltages and currents.

Similarly we define admittance by the relation

Y = G + j B = pejfj> (8.2)

where G = conductance = Re(Y)
B = susceptance = Im(Y)
p = admittance magnitude = IYI = y = JG2 + B2

4J = admittance angle = tan-I [~]

The quantities Z and Y are usually plotted in the complex z and Y planes, respectively,
as shown in Figure 8.1 for arbitrary values of Z and Y. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between the ordered pairs of real numbers (R, X) and (G, B) and the complex numbers Z
and Y. Since we are accustomed to representing ordered pairs of numbers such as (R, X) and
(G, B) as points in a plane, the complex planes of Figure 8.1 are a natural and useful way of
representing Z and Y.

B

Z Plane

Z=(R,X)

R

YPlane

Y=(G,B)

Figure 8.1 Representation of Z and Y in Z plane
G and Y plane, respectively.

These two-dimensional plots are called Argand diagrams, or simply complex planes.
Note that the magnitude t; or p of the complex number is the Euclidean distance from the
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(8.3)

origin to the point (R, X) or (G. B) and that the angles (1 or </J are always measured in the
positive (counterclockwise) sense.

Since admittance is the inverse of impedance, we can compute the admittance Y for a
particular value of Z as follows. Write

1 [ l]'f} 'A-f = Z = Z e- I = re"
Then

1
p==- (8.4)

t;
and

</J == -() (8.5)

for this particular transformation. This is an important and useful result. Note that if ( is
outside the unit circle (is greater than unity), as in Figure 8.2, then p is always inside the unit
circle (less than unity) and the angle () is always exactly the negative of the angle </J.

XandB

z

-+------~-........----+-+~1IIo- Rand G

Figure 8.2 Y == I/Z with respect to the unit
circle.

It is convenient to think of the 1/ Z transformation as two successive transformations.
Let

(8.6)

as shown in Figure 8.2. Yt is an inversion about the unit circle with Y 1 taking the inverse of
the magnitude of Z, but with the same angle. Then

Y == Y; (8.7)

is a reflection of Yt about the real axis. The symbol (*) denotes conjugation.
In Cartesian coordinates we compute

1
Y==G+jB==--. R+jX

R-jX
R2+ X 2 (8.8)

Then
R

G== ---
R2+ X2
-X

B == ---
R2+ X 2

(8.9)

(8.10)
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From (8.8) we may also show that

G
R = G2+ B2 (8.11)

-B
X = G2+ B2 (8.12)

Therefore, any impedance can be converted easily to an equivalent admittance and plotted in
the complex admittance plane using the above equations. In many cases it is convenient to
consider the impedance seen by a relay, but in other cases it is more convenient to examine the
admittance seen by the relay. Therefore, both concepts are useful and it is helpful to quickly
visualize changing from impedance to admittance, or vice versa.

8.2 LINE AND CIRCLE MAPPING

The concept of mapping of real variables is familiar to engineers. For example, we define
a function y = f (x) of the real variable x and plot the result in a plane with y plotted as a
measured distance from the x axis.

In a general way it is also possible to form the complex mapping of a complex variable
w = fez) from the complex z plane to the complex w plane, where w is a complex variable
with a defined relationship to Z. In doing so each point (R, X) in the Z plane corresponds
one-to-one to a point in the w plane.

The 1/Z transformation is a special transformation for which a mapping of points from
the Z to the Y plane is often desired. Usually we are interested in a certain locus of points in
one plane or the other with the line and the circle being loci of particular interest in protection
engineering.

A general equation for a line or circle can be written as [3]

a(R2 + X 2 ) + bR + eX + d = 0 (8.13)

where the equation is a circle when a =1= 0 and is a line when a = O. Substituting (8.11) and
(8.12) into the general circle (8.13) we can perform a l/Z transformation with the result

d(G2 + B2) + bG - cB + a = 0 (8.14)

But (8.14) is also a circle or, if d = 0, a line. Since a straight line is the limiting case of a circle,
that is, a circle with infinite radius, we say that the 1/Z transformation always transforms circles
into circles, with lines as the limiting case. A more careful examination of the transformation
from (8.13) to (8.14) or vice versa reveals several interesting and useful results.

1. If a "# 0 and d '# 0, both the Z curve (8.13) and the Y curve (8.14) are circles.
Furthermore,
(i) d =I 0 implies R = X = 0 (Z origin) is not on the Z curve. If we also have
(ii) a =j:. 0, this implies G = B = 0 (Y origin) is not on the Y curve so neither circle

goes through the origin.
Hence we conclude: If a =I 0 and d -# 0, then

Z circles not
through origin

Y circles not
through origin

(8.15)
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2. If a =1= °and d == 0, then R == X == °is a solution to (8.13) and the Z circle goes
through the origin in the Z plane. But when d == 0, (8.14) is a straight line

bG - eB + a == °

where Slope == b [c
B intercept == ale.

Stated compactly, if a f:. °and d == 0, then

(8.16)

Z circle through
Z origin

Straight line
in Y plane

(8.17)

3. If a == 0 and d #- 0, the reverse of (8.17) is true, i.e., if a == 0 and d #- 0, then

[ Straight line +--+ Y circle through (8.18)
in Z plane Y origin

4. If a == d == 0, we have the special case for lines, i.e., both the Z locus and the Y locus
are lines. Furthermore, under this condition, from (8.13)

bR+eX==O

(8.19)

and
bG-eB==O

B = (~) G
(8.20)

Thus the lines (8.19) and (8.20) both go through the origin and have the same slope,
but of opposite sign. Thus, if a == d == 0, then
(i)

Line through
Z origin

Line through
Yorigin (8.21 )

(ii) The Z line slope is the negative of the Y line slope.

There are several special cases of interest in protective systems. Later we shall compute
and plot these special cases as an aid to the solution of more complex problems. Remember
that all cases considered here are examples of the lIZ transformation.

8.2.1 The Half Z Plane: a = c = 0

Consider the half plane

(8.22)

which is shown by the hatched region of Figure 8.3(a) for k1 positive. The line R == k1, under



(8.23)
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the 1IZ transformation, corresponds in the Y plane to

G -k
G2+ B2 - 1

Note that the straight line shown in Figure 8.3(a) is of finite length. The inverse of this line
will not be a complete circle in the Y plane, but will have an arc of the circle near the origin
missing. For the sake of illustration in Figure 8.3, we imagine that the Z plane line illustrated
extends to infinity in both the positive and negative X directions. Such a line of infinite length
gives the complete circle shown in Figure 8.3(b). Hereafter, in this book, lines necessarily
shown of finite length may need to be interpreted as lines of infinite length, unless otherwise
described. Such an infinite line can be thought of as a circle of infinite radius.

x B

o

(a)

R 0

(b)

G

Figure 8.3 l/Z transformation of the half plane R :s kl > O. (a) Z plane. (b) Y plane.

There are two cases of interest-s-e, positive and k, negative.

(i) k1 > O. With k1 > 0 we compute
G

G2+B2 <-- k l
Rearranging and completing the square, (8.24) may be written as

( 2 G 1) 21G--- B<-
k, + 4kf + - 4kf

or

(8.24)

(8.25)

(G__1)2 + B2 < (_1)2 (8.26)
2k1 - 2k1

This is a circle with center at G = 1/2k l and radius 112k], as shown in Figure 8.3(b).
(ii) k1 < O. When k, is negative, the algebraic manipulation with the inequality (8.24)

requires a change in sign. Thus we compute.
G

G2 + B 2 > - (8.27)- k1
which gives the result

(
G __1 )2 + B2 > (_1)2 (8.28)

2k1 - 2k1
as shown in Figure 8.4. Note the origin of the Y circle is in the left halfplane because
the constant k1 is negative.
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Figure 8.4 1/Z transformation of the half plane R .s k, < O. (a) Z plane. (h) Y plane.

8.2.2 The Half Z Plane: R <- k2

The half plane R S -k2 < 0 (k2 > 0) is a corollary of the case shown in Figure 8.3.
For this case, we compute

or

G
--- <-k2G2+ B2 - k2 > 0 (8.29)

Completing the square, we have

(8.30)

(8.31 )

This result is shown in Figure 8.5 The similarity between Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.3 should be
apparent.

x B

Figure 8.5 1/ Z transformation of the half plane
R S -k2 < 0(k2 > 0). (a) Z plane. (h) Y plane. (a)

ORO

(b)

G

There is one more half plane transformation, namely,

R :s -k2 > 0 (8.32)
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where k2 is a negative quantity. This result is the image of Figure 8.4 and is left as an exercise
(see problem 8.8).

8.2.3 The Half Plane: a =b =0

When a = b = 0, the half plane is described by
d

X = -- ~ -k3
C

(8.33)

where the constant parameter k3 can be either positive or negative. This describes a region
above a horizontal straight line in the Z plane, and where that line is below the origin for
positive values ofk3 and above the origin for negative values. Moreover, in the Y plane, the
constraint a = b =0 gives

(8.38)

(8.37)

(8.34)

(8.36)

(8.35)

d(G2 + B2) - cB = 0

or, using only negative values of k3(-k3 > 0), we have

B _ ~ --k
G2+ B2 - C - 3

Let us consider the case where k3 is negative. We can rearrange (8.35) to write

G2+ B2 < B
- k3

Completing the square, this gives the equation for a circle in the form

G2 + (B __1 ) 2 < _1_
2k3 - 4k~

This is the region inside the circle with the following parameters:

Center: (0, 1/2k3)
Radius: 1/2k3

The region of the Y plane corresponding to (8.37) is that region inside the circle, and
this maps into the region above the horizontal line (8.33). Figure 8.6 illustrates these regions.
The straight line characteristic in the Z plane is typical ofprotective devices called ohm relays,
which are often used as one or more zones of a distance relaying scheme.

B

x

o
(a)

R o
(b)

G

Figure 8.6 l/Z transformation of the half plane X ~ -k3 > 0 and k3 < O. (a) Z plane.
(b) Y plane.
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8.2.4 The Half Plane: a =0

291

A more general half plane transformation is that in which a == 0, which gives a line in
the Z plane

Now consider the half plane

or

bR+cX+d==O

bR + eX +d ~ 0

~ mR+k

(8.39)

(8.40)

(8.41)

(8.43)

(8.42)

where we define the line parameters

Slope == m == -hie
Intercept == k == -die

Substituting (8.11) and (8.12) into (8.41), we compute

(C2~:82 ) ~ (c:n: 8 2) + k
This result is a circle but the center and radius are not clear from this form of the equation.
Rearranging, we compute

c 2 + (:) a + 8 2 + (~) B sO

Completing the square, we have

( ,n)2 ( 1)2 (,n2+ 1)G + - + B + - < --')- == S2
2k 2k - 4k~

(8.44)

(8.45)

where we have defined the radius S as

S = jm2 + I (8.46)
4k2

and the center is located at (-mI2k, -1/2k). This transformation is sketched in Figure 8.7 for
m and k both positive. There are several important observations to be made from Figure 8.7

x

(a)

B

(b)

G

Figure 8.7 1/2 transformation X S mR + kern, k > 0). (a) Z plane. (h) Y plane.
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and (8.39)-(8.45). First, for k i= 0 this means that d i= 0, otherwise the line goes through
the Z origin and this results in a Y circle of infinite radius, or a line. The G coordinate of the
center depends on both the slope m and the intercept k, but the B coordinate depends only on
the line intercept k.

Figure 8.7 also shows a simple way of constructing the Y circle from the Z line.. First
find the point Z I located at the intersection of the Z line and a perpendicular through the origin.
This is the closest the Z line comes to the Z origin and corresponds to the diameter of the Y
circle YI. The line O-YI has slope 11m. If the line comes very close to the Z origin then the
Y circle will be large and vice versa. The center of the circle lies halfway to the point Y1, as
noted in the figure.

8.2.5 The Half Plane: d = 0

A case of particular interest in power system protection is that in which the coefficient
d is zero. For this case, we have the Y plane equation

bG -cB +a = 0

Consider the half plane given by

bG - cB + a 2:: 0

or
b a

B > -G + - = mG + k- e e
where we define

Slope of line = m = b]c
B-axis intercept = k = a[c

Substituting (8.9) and (8.10) into (8.49) we compute
m 1

R2+-R+X2+-X<Ok k -
Completing the square, we have the equation of a Z plane circle.

(
m )2 ( 1)2 m

2 +1 2R+ 2k + X+ 2k =4k2=S

(8.47)

(8.48)

(8.49)

(8.50)

(8.51)

(8.52)

(8.53)

This result can also be written in terms of the parameters a, b, and e.

( b)2 ( e)2 b
2+ c

2
R + - + X + - =-- = S2

2a 2a 4a2

Figure 8.8 shows the resulting Y plane line and Z plane circle, where the figure is constructed
for b < 0 and c < O. This gives a characteristic of a mho relay in the Z plane and its
corresponding Y plane mho characteristic line.

EXAMPLE 8.1
A mho relay has a characteristic exactly like that shown in Figure 8.8. The relay is an induction cylinder
device with a maximum torque angle of () = 60°, as shown in the figure, and this angle also defines the
direction of the impedance Z I, which corresponds to the major diameter of the circular mho character-
istic. The transmission line that is protected by the relay has an angle ~, which is greater than f). For
convenience, we define the impedance Z2as the impedance that equals the mho relay threshold, but lies
along the angle of the transmission line impedance, as shown in Figure 8.9. Find the magnitude of Z2in
terms of the magnitude of Z I and the two angles () and ~.
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X Z=_l_=_l_
I~W~~""",-1 A sin", A cos ()

B

o

k

R
(a)

Figure8.8 1/2 transformation B :s mG +k, sketched form> 0, k < O. (a) 2 plane. (b)
Y plane.
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Figure 8.9 Mho characteristic and line imped-
ance at relay threshold. o R

Solution
The key to solving the problem is to recognize that the angle a - b - 0 is a right angle and that impedance
magnitude Z1 is the hypotenuse of the right triangle. Then we can write

Z2
cos(¢ - 0) == -

2,

and

(8.54)

Using this right triangle relationship, any impedance magnitude Z2 on the mho relay threshold circle can
always be written in terms of the magnitude 2 1 and the angle between 2 1 and the impedance measured
from the origin to the threshold. The relationship (8.54) is not restricted to that pictured in Figure 8.9,
but can be applied to any point on the mho circle. •

8.3 THE COMPLEX EQUATION OF A LINE

A general expression that can be modified to represent a variety of loci in the complex plane
is given by

(8.55)

where Z - Zo is a line of fixed length and direction in the Z plane. However, if we let the
parameter p be a variable and ¢ be a constant, then (8.55) becomes the equation of a line.
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Moreover, if p is a constant and t/J is a variable, the equation becomes that of a circle. Other
loci can be traced by letting both p and t/J vary in any desired parametric fashion.

It is useful to have a general expression for a line in the Z plane. Let us define Z1and Z2as
two complex constants, not necessarily equal or collinear. These are shown in Figure 8.l0(a).
If we add to Zl a number kZ2 where k is a parameter, we have

(8.56)

x

where kZ2 is a straight line in the Z plane with the same slope as Z2 and which goes through
the point Zl, as shown in Figure 8.10. Then, letting k take on all real values, (8.56) becomes
the equation of a straight line in the Z plane having the same slope as Z2and displaced from
the origin by Z1•

x

o
(a)

R o R

(b)

Figure 8.10 Defining a line in the complex Z
plane. (a) 1\\'0 complex constants Z1 and Z2. (b)
The line Z =Zl + kZ2.

8.4 THE COMPLEX EQUATION OF A CIRCLE

There are several ways to define a circle in the complex plane. One method uses the real and
imaginary components as variables, as proposed by the general equations (8.13) and (8.14).
We can also define a circle in terms of complex quantities Z or Y without specifying the
components. In some applications, this technique is preferred.

One way of specifying a circle is

IZ -Zol = k (8.57)

where Z; is a constant and k is the (constant) radius of the circle as shown in Figure 8.11.

x

R
Figure 8.11 The circle IZ-Zol = k.
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Another definition of a circle that follows from the definition (8.55) for a line is to let
k == e'"; which always has unit magnitude and variable angle 1J. We then define a circle as

(8.58)

where Z I and Z2 are complex constants and 1J is a parameter, as shown in Figure 8.12. In (8.18)
we found that a straight line in the Z plane transforms, through the 1/Z transformation, to a
circle through the origin in the Y plane. Figure 8.7 shows a mathematical formulation of this
general statement. We now use this concept, stated in (8.18), to find still another mathematical
statement of a circle.

x

R

(8.59)

Figure 8.12 The circle Z == Zt + Z2e)q>.

From (8.56) we have the equation for a line, i.e., Z == Zt + kZ2. The inverse of this
quantity is, from (8.18), a circle through the origin. We use this fact to show that the complex
quantity

z == ZI + kZ2
Z3+ kZ4

is a circle, where Z], Z2,Z3, and Z4 are complex constants and k is a parameter. A straight-
forward division of (8.59) gives

(8.60)

(8.61)

or

Z6 ,
Z == Z« + == Z« + Z- 1+ kZ7

Obviously Zs is a constant. From (8.18), Z' is the inverse of a straight line, or this quantity is
a circle, multiplied by a constant Z6. The circle Z' goes through the origin in the Z' plane as
shown in Figure 8.] 3.

Atabekov [7] gives a method for constructing the following circle.

ZI/Z3 - Z2/Z4
1+ kZ4/Z3 (8.62)

The construction is shown in Figure 8.14 and is explained as follows. Layoff the complex
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X'

~-------,,"-----""'R'

o......----------------i...... R

constant Z6 = 0'P in the Z' plane. If we define

Z3 = Cei y

Z4 = Dei fJ

then

Figure 8.13 The circle Z = Zs + Z'.

(8.63)

(8.64)Z4 = D ei(fJ-y)
Z3 C

Now, construct the angle QPL = 8 - y with vertex at P. Then the center C' lies at 90 degrees
to the tangent PL and along a perpendicular bisector MC' to 0'P .

Q

z'

R'
Figure 8.14 Construction of the Z' circle.

8.5 INVERSION OF AN ARBITRARY ADMITTANCE

There are several special cases where the inversion of an admittance to determine the corre-
sponding impedance is of special interest. Before considering these special cases, however, we
first examine the more general problem of the inversion ofan admittance, where the admittance
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is expressed in the form

where YA == G A + j BA == a complex constant admittance
YK == YKe' 1/J == a variable admittance

The inverse of (8.65) is an impedance, which can be written as

1 1
Z==-== ==R+jX

Y YA ± YK

This expression can be solved for YK, with the result

297

(8.65)

(8.66)

(8.67)

(8.68)

(8.70)

(8.69)

This equation can be solved in two ways; (1) with the parameter YK held at a given value with
the angle l/J taking on all real values, or (2) with the angle l/J held at a given value and the
parameter YK taking on all real values. Both options are considered below.

8.5.1 Inversion of Y with IYKI Constant and 1/J Variable

The solution of (8.68) for a given value of YK is performed by first rearranging the
equation in a standard form of complex variables, as follows.

±Y
K
e j 1/J == (1 - RG A + XBA ) - j(XGA + RBA )

R+jX

Now, compute the magnitude square of (8.69), using either the + or - sign.

y2 _ (1- RG A + XBA )2 + (XG A + RBA )2
K - R2+ X2

This equation can be rearranged to get a new equation in the R-X plane. Expanding the squared
terms and combining coefficients of R and X, we have

(8.71 )

Rearranging, we may write

(8.72)

where we recognize that

(8.73)

Equation (8.72) is the equation of a circle, but is not in a convenient form. Completing the
square on the left-hand side gives the following result.

( G)2 ( B)2 ( Y )2R- A + X+ A _ Kyl - yk yl - Yk - yl - yk (8.74)
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Center:

Radius:

This is the equation of a circle with the following parameters.

GA
R = 2 2fA - YK

-BA
X = 2 2fA - YK

YK
S = 2 2fA - YK

(8.75)

Recall that YK is a constant parameter. Allowing YK to take on different values will result in a
family of circles, each ofwhich requires the variable parameter 1/1 to take on all values, at least
from 0 through 360 degrees. This can be verified bywriting (8.74) in a more general form, as
follows. Write

(8.76)

(8.77)

This circle can also be described in parametric form.

R=a+scos1/l
X = b + s sin 1/1

These equations can be shown to satisfy (8.76). If one plots the first of the (8.77)
equations against the second equation, the result is a circle where the angle 1/1 takes on a wide
enough range of values to complete the circle.

8.5.2 Inversion of Y with 1/J Constant and IYKI Variable

The second variation ofthe original equation (8.68) occurs when a given value is assigned
to the parameter 1/1 and YK is allowed to take on all real values. This form of equation is
developed by writing (8.68) as follows.

±YK = ±YKej 1/1 = ±(YK cos 1/1 + JYK sin 1/1)

(1 - RGA+ XBA) - j(XGA + RBA )=-------------
R+jX

(8.78)

(8.82)

(8.79)

(8.83)

(8.81)

(8.80)

Rationalizing the denominator, we have
.. (1 - RGA+ XBA) - j(XGA + RBA) R - jX

±(YKcOS't/J+jYKsln't/J) = . x-R .X
R + jX - j

[R(I - RGA+ XBA) - X(XG A + RBA ) ] - j[R(XGA + RBA)+ X(I - RGA + XBA)]
R2+X2

This results in two equations, one for the real and one for the imaginary parts of (8.79).
R(1 - RGA+ XBA) - X(XGA + RBA)

±YK cos 1/1 = R2+ X2
. R(XGA+ RBA) + X(I- RGA + XBA)±YK sm 1/1' = -------R-2-+-X-2------

Now, dividing (8.80) by (8.81), we get (using either the + or - sign)
R(1 - RGA + XBA) - X(XGA+ RBA)cot 1/1 = ---------------
R(XGA + RBA) + X(1 - RGA + XBA)

By cross-multiplying and rearranging, this equation can be written as
1 c~~

R2 - R + X2 - 'P X = 0
GA - BAcot 1/J GA - BAcot 1/1
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This result shows clearly the characteristics of an equation of the circle. Completing the square,
we obtain the following result.

( )2 ( )2 21 cot 1/1 1 cot 1/1 2
R - 2H + X + 2H == 4H2 + 4H2 == S

where H == GA - BAcot 1/1

S2 _ 1+ cot
2
"" _ ( 1 ) 2

- 4H2 - 2H sin 1/1

8.5.3 Summary of Y Inversion Equations

(8.84)

(8.85)

The equations developed above show that the inversion of an admittance of the form
(8.65) always leads to a circle in the Z plane. Moreover, there are two different types of
circles, depending on which of the independent variables is fixed. In the case of fixed YK, the
result is a family of circles with k as the independent variable. When 1/1 is fixed, a different
family of circles is obtained. The method of developing the circles will now be applied in
special cases of interest. However, it will be noted that the methods of deriving the Z-plane
circles is always one of the methods derived above. It will also be shown that the two families
of circles are orthogonal.

8.6 INVERSION OF A STRAIGHT LINE THROUGH (1, 0)

There are several examples where it is necessary to consider the inversion of the special line

(8.86)

where the line goes through the point (1,0) and is further identified by the slope tan 1/1 ==
a constant. The parameter YK takes on all real values to define points along the line Y, as
shown in Figure 8.15.

B x

o

1
-cot1jJ
2

R

(8.87)

Figure 8.15 Inversion of the line Y = I ± YKe j 1/! .

The inverse of (8.86) will be a circle through the origin in the Z plane. We are interested
in learning more about this circle. From (8.86) we write

1 1z------ Y - 1± YK
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which we solve for ±YK with the result
'1/J l-Z±YK=±YKeJ =-- (8.88)

Z
Since Z = R + j X, we make this substitution in (8.88) . The result is, after rationalizing,

. R(l - R) - X2 - j X
±YKeJ1/J = ±(YK cos 1/r + jYK sin 1/r) = 2 2 (8.89)

R +X
From this equation we can find R and X in terms of the line parameter 1/r . By inspection of
(8.89) , we write

R(l - R) - X2

cot 1/r = -----X--

Then we compute directly the quadratic

X cot 1/r = R2
- R + X2

(8.90)

(8.91)

:. ... :

and complete the square to write

( R _ ~)2 + (X _cot 1/r)2 = ~ + ~ cot21/r = (_.1_)2 = S2 (8.92)
2 2 4 4 2 sm1/r .

This equation is that of a circle in the Z plane with radius S = 1/(2 sin 1/r). Note that (0,0)
and (l,Q) both satisfy (8.92) so these points are always on the circle. The R coordinate of the
center is always +0.5 but the X coordinate is a function of 1/r as shown in Figure 8.15.

As the line parameter 1/r increases from zero, where both the radius and X coordinate of
the center are infinite, these parameters become smaller with the radius reaching its minimum
value of 0.5 at 1/r = 90 degrees. If we define

Xc = X coordinate of center
(8.93)

= 0.5 cot 1/r
and plot Xc and S as functions of 1/r, the result is shown in Figure 8.16.

10 .."..-,....-,....--,---,--.,..-.,..--..,..--..,..--,--,~--,---,-,..--:----,-.,.-.,...-~~

8 - 1+ , , , , , , , , , ·11-< .. ' ·,: ·, ·, ·, ·, ··, ·; ·;.. ·,·1
1 1 " ' --' " ' ' '' ..,.. ;..... --..,.--. ; --..,... 11;" '-- ,-- ; , , .; ... , .. :, --. , . .:

.. .; ....

-,-...' :
"' :' --" '."_. ·_' ~ > - " - - . - - " '· _ l.· :_ ·•..;'~: ..
... . :,' . .. -- ... j . . : .. , . -- . ; -- .. ,. \ \

I

0.4
I

0.6
I

0.8 1.0

Figure 8.16 X coordinate of circle center and radius versus v .

Wecan also devise a graphical method ofperforming the inversion ofthe line Y = 1± YK,
given by (8.86), as follows. Plot the line in the Y plane as shown in Figure 8.17. The
perpendicular O-S) < 1 is the shortest distance from the line to the origin in the Y plane.
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XandB
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Figure 8.17 Graphical method for inverting the
Jine Y == 1+ keJ1/t .

""".'82

2

'8 .'....
1

-,
Line Tangent

to Circle at 0,0)

The inverse O-Sl must lie at the same angle () reflected about the R axis and corresponds
to the furthest point on the circle from the Z origin. Then O-S2 is the diameter of the circle.

8.7 INVERSION OF AN ARBITRARY STRAIGHT LINE

As an extension of the previous result for the inversion of a line through (1,0), consider the
more general case of inverting the line through (G A, 0), i.e.,

Y == G A ± YK == G A ± YKeJl/f (8.94)

where G A is restricted to be a real admittance or a constant conductance. The family of straight
lines represented by (8.94) is perfectly general except for lines parallel to the horizontal axis.
This special case is similar to the half plane of 8.2.1 and need not be examined further.

For (8.94) to be a line we consider 't/J to be constant and k to be a variable parameter.
Then

1
Z==R+jX==---

GA ± YK
Rearranging and rationalizing we have

't/J . [R(1-GAR)-GAX
2]-jX

±YKe} == ±(YK cos l/f+ JYK sin l/f) == R2+ X2

Then

which can be rearranged as

2 R 2 cot 1/1R - - + X - --X == 0GA G A

Completing the square we have, for any G A,

( 2 1 1) (2 cot 't/J cot
2
ljJ ) ( 1+ cot

2't/J )R --R+- + X ---X+-- ==
GA 4G~ GA 4G~ 4G~

which can be simplified to

( 1) '2 ( cot 't/J ) '2 ( 1 )2R-- + X--- ==
2G A 2G A 2G A sin VI

(8.95)

(8.96)

(8.97)

(8.98)

(8.99)

(8.100)
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This is a circle in the Z plane with

Center:

Radius:

(
I cot 1/1)

2G A ' 2G A

( 2GA ~in if )
(8.101)

Note that the circle location and size are functions only of GA and 1/1. The parameter YK gives
a correspondence between points along the Y line and the circumference of the Z circle.

8.8 INVERSION OFA CIRCLE WITHCENTER AT(1,0)

We again define the admittance Y in the usual way

Y = 1 ± YK = 1 ± YK ei 1/! (8.102)

as in (8.86) except in this case we let YK = a constant and 1/1 = a variable. Then (8.102)
is the equation of a circle with center at (1,0) and radius YK , as shown in Figure 8.18. Note
that this circle does not go through the origin except for the special case, YK = 1. Then, from
(8.15) the circle (8.102) will map into a Z circle that also will not go through the origin. There
is something special about the circle (8.102), however. Its center is always on the G axis. Thus
the Z circles will be special too and their centers will be always on the R axis.

G

Figure 8.18 Thecircle Y = 1± Ykejl/t .

To find the inverse of (8.102) we compute

±Y
K
= ±YKei 1/! = _1_-_Z = _(I_-_R)_-_jX_

Z R+jX

Then the magnitude square of YK is computed as

(1 - R)2 + X2
y 2 ------
K - R2+ X2

Rearranging and completing the square we have

(
R __1_

2
) 2+ X2 = (_yK_2)2= S2

1 - YK 1 - YK

(8.103)

(8.104)

(8.105)
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which is a circle with

303

Center:

Radius:

(8.106)

This circle is shown in Figure 8.19. The R intercepts may be computed from (8.105) by setting
X == 0 and are found to be 1/(1 + YK) and 1/(1 - YK) . Note that when YK == 1 the circle
has infinite radius and becomes a line (Why?).

x

o

Figure 8.19 Inversion of the circle Y = 1± ke j 1jJ
with k a constant.

1
I-Y;

1 ·t

Z=--+Se.l~
I-Y;

R

If we eliminate YK ± 1 from our consideration, there are two ranges of positive YK that
are of interest; that is, for YK > 0, we can consider

(i) °< YK < J
(ii) YK > 1

For (i), we can easily show that there is no encirclement of the origin in either the Y or Z
plane. For (ii), the origin is encircled in both planes. These ideas are expressed graphically in
Figure 8.20, where the origin encirclements are obtained by examining the intercepts on the
horizontal axis in each plane. We .also note that circles in the admittance plane always have
their center at (1,0), but encircle the origin only for YK > 1. Impedance circles, on the other
hand, encircle (1,0) for YK < I, and encircle the origin for YK > 1.

We may write the equation of the Z circles in rectangular form by (8.105) or, as noted
in Figure 8.19, by the complex expression

1 YK"c 1 "cZ == -- + -_e1'i == -- + Se1s (8.107)
1 - yi 1 - yi 1 - Y;

But
1 1

Z = Y = 1± YKej~ (8.108)

Equating (8.107) and (8.108) we obtain a relationship between l/t and ~ that can be written in
the form

(1 - yi) sin lfr
tan ~ == (8.109)

2YK+ (1 + YI) cos 1ft
The location of the Y and Z circles with respect to each other on the horizontal axes, and their
radii, are functions of the admittance YK. If both circles are plotted on the same graph and to
the same scale it is interesting to note that the Z and Y circles always cross.
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Figure 8.20 Circle inversionsfor 0 < k < 1and k > I.

8.9 INVERSION OF AN ARBITRARY CIRCLE

An arbitrary circle is one that can lie anyplace in the plane and have any desired radius . Let
us define an arbitrary circle by the following equation.

Y =YA± YK = YA± YKeN (8.110)
where YA is a complex constant. Equation (8.110) is shown in Figure 8.21 where the complex
constant YA is defined as

Then the inverse of Y is
I 1z--- =---~
Y YA±YK YA±YKeN

Expanding the right side of (8.112) in rectangular form we have
IZ = R + j X =-------- -

GA + j BA ± YK cos 1/1 ± j YK sin 1/1

(8.111)

(8.112)

(8.113)

B

BA .

YPlane

G Figure 8.21 The arbitrary Y circle, Y = YA ±
YKeN.
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(8.114)

Cross-multiplying we form two simultaneous equations:

R(G A ± YK cos 1/1) =F X (BA ± YK sin l/J) == 1
R(B A ± YK sin l/J) ± X (G A ± YK cos 1/1) == 0

For a given YA and YK, (8.114) will give a point-by-point mapping in the Z plane corresponding
to every value of l/J.

A more useful form of the Z circle equation can be found by solving (8.112) for YK with
the result

1 - (G A+ jBA)(R + jX)
R + jX (8.115)

Rationalizing, we compute the magnitude squared

2 (1 - GAR + BAX )2+ (GAX + BAR)2Y - --------------
K - R2+X2

This equation can be rearranged in the form

-1 == R2(G~ + B~ - Yi) + R(-2GA)

+ X2(G~ + B~ - yk) + X(2BA )

Now define

N == G~ + B~ - ri == Yl - rI
If we divide (8.117) by N and complete the square of that result we have

(R-~r+(X+~r=(;r
This is the equation of a circle with the following parameters:

(8.116)

(8.117)

(8.118)

(8.119)

Center:

Radius:

(
GA -BA)
N' N
YKs== -
N

(8.120)

The Y and Z circles are both shown in Figure 8.22 on the same set of axes.

BandX

a

a

GA / GIN A

Z
Circle

y
Circle

GandR

Figure 8.22 The arbitrary Y circle inversion.
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A close examination of this figure suggests that the inversion can easily be done graph-
ically once N has been computed. We also observe from Figure 8.22 that we can write the Z
circle equation as

(8.121)

Another important fact to be observed from Figure 8.22 is that the point Y1 on the Y circle,
which is farthest from the origin, is transformed into Zl which is the point closest to the Z origin.
Just the opposite is true of points Y2 and Z2. Depending on the relationship of these points to
the unit circle, we can draw some interesting conclusions, which are illustrated in Figure 8.23.
First, if one circle is completely outside the unit circle, then the other is completely inside.
Second, if one circle encloses the origin, the inverse circle does likewise. Generally speaking
the circles will "cross" unless one of them is completely inside (or outside) the unit circle.

/ ,.,
I I

I I
\ \
-, -,

<, /"

UnitCir{
<,

,., -. ,., <,

/

I I
\ \
-, -, /

<, /' <, /'

Figure 8.23 Circle inversions with respect to the unit circle.
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8.10 SUMMARY OF LINE AND CIRCLE INVERSIONS
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Table 8.1 summarizes all findings regarding line and circle inversions. Part 1 of Table 8.1 gives
the results of line and circle inversions through the admittance point Y == 1+ jO. When Y is
a line the Z plane trace is a circle, but when Y is a circle the Z plane trace is also a circle.

TABLE 8.1 Summary of Line and Circle Inversion Formulas

1. Through the Point Y = 1 +jO

YPlane

Line: Y == 1± YK =1± YKej!JJ
YK == variable
t/J = constant

Circle: Y = 1± YK == 1± YKej!JJ
YK == constant
t/J = variable

ZPlane

Circle:

(R - ~ ) 2 + (X- CO~ lfi) 2 = (X-2si~ r/J ) 2 =S2
Circle:

(R - -
1-2J

2
+ X2 ( YK 2)2= S2

l-YK _ l-YK

YPlane

2. Through the Point Y = YA

Z Plane

Line: Y =GA ± YK =GA ± YKe.iI/J
GA = scalar constant
f/J == variable

Circle: Y = YA ± YK = YA ± yKe.iI/J

yK = constant
(complex)

f/J == variable

Circle:

( 1 ')2 ( cot q, J2 r- 1 ] 2,R - 2GA, + X - 2GA = 2GA sin t/J
Circle:

2 2 2

(R-~AJ +(X+B~J =(~)

Part 2 of Table 8.1 gives the results of line and circle inversions through the genera] point
Y = YA . The first case is for YA a real number on the G axis with its inversion being a circle.
In the second case YA is a complex number in the admittance plane, and again the Z plane
inverse is a circle.

8.11 ANGLE PRESERVATION IN CONFORMAL MAPPING

As an illustration of angle preservation we begin with an example. Consider the family of
Y lines Y], Y2, Y3, and Y4 shown in Figure 8.24 where lines YI and Y2 are parallel as are Y3
and Y4. Moreover, the Jines YI and Y2 intersect lines Y3 and Y4 at right angles forming the
square hatched region. The images of the four lines are circles Z], ... , Z4, which may be
constructed analytically or graphically from the lines. Note that the four circles also intersect
at right angles to form the curvilinear hatched square, which is the image of the hatched square
formed by the Y plane lines. The fact that the angles are exactly the same in both planes is a
general result of mapping any analytic function [3]. Since the impedance function Z = l/Y
is analytic everywhere except at the origin Y = 0, the mapping is conformal and angles are
preserved exactly. Actually any mapping Y = f (Z) is conformal as long as f (Z) is ana-
lytic and I' (Z) is not O. The transformation Y = 1jZ is a special case of interest in power
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BandX

GandR

Figure 8.24 An illustration of angle preservation.

system protection. Note also that the right angle between Yl and Y3 (or Y4) is also a special
case and any other angle between Y lines will have a Z image between circles of exactly the
same angle.

8.12 ORTHOGONAL TRAJECTORIES

Consider a family of curves in the Z plane described by the equation

dX
dR = f(R, X) (8.122)

Then a second family of curves in the Z plane is said to be orthogonal to the family (8.122) if
the second family has the differential equation

dX -1
=---

dR f(R, X)
(8.123)

Simply stated this means that the trajectories all meet at right angles. If these conditions are
satisfied the two sets of trajectories are called orthogonal trajectories [3], [4].

In protection studies, we are interested in the Z and Y planes. Consider the transformation

1 1 G - jB
Z = R + j X = -Y = G .B = G2 + B2+} (8.124)
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We can think of (8.124) as the function pair
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(8.125)

(8.126)

(8.127)

G
R(G,B)== 2 2

G +B
-B

X(G,B)== 2 2
G +B

From the definition of the total differential, we compute
s« sn

dR == -dG + -dB
aG aB
ax ax

dX == -dG + -dB
aG aB

For the condition R(G, B) == C1 the R functions are a family of straight lines parallel to the
X axis. Then from (8.126) with d R == 0, we compute

dB I -aR/aG
dG R aR/aB

Similarly, if X(G, B) == C2 represents a family of lines parallel to the X axis we compute,
with dX == 0 in (8.126)

Now we note that the function

dBI
dG x

-ax/aG
aX/aB

(8.128)

(8.130)

(8.131)

(8.132)

1r == .f(Z) == z (8.129)

is an analytic function everywhere except at the Z origin. Therefore (8.129) satisfies the
Cauchy-Riemann condition [3]

aG aB
aR ax
aG aB
ax aR

Substituting (8.130) into (8.127) and (8.128) we can show immediately that the slope of
the image families corresponding to R(G, B) == C1 and X (G, B) == C2 are related by

dB I -aR/aG -ax/aB ~
dG R dR/aB -extsc dB I

dG x
and these families of curves are orthogonal in the Y plane as shown in Figure 8.25. If the straight
lines are not parallel to the Z axes the orthogonality still holds as observed in Figure 8.24.

We may write the general expression for a line or circle as

Y == G + jB == YA + YKeil/f

== (G A + YK cos 1/f) + j (BA + YK sin 1/f )
where Y is a family of circles when YK is constant and is a family of lines when 1/1 is constant.
Then

1
Z==R+jX== .r, + YKe1l/f

always is a family of circles for either YK or 1/f as parameters.

(8.133)
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B
x

G

Figure 8.25 Orthogonal trajectories of the families R = C11, C12 and X = C21, C22 with
their images.

We may write (8.133) as two parametric functions G and B and using the parameters
YK and 1/!. Thus

(8.138)

(8.134)

(8.136)

(8.135)

(8.137)

G(YK, 1/1) = GA + YK cos 1/1
B(YK , 1/1) = BA + YK sin 1/!

The slope for constant 1/! is given by
dB I aB/aYK sin 1/!
dG '" = fJG/fJYK = cos"" = tant/!

and for constant YK the family of curves has slope

dBI aBla1/! +YKcos1/! -1
dG k = fJG/fJt/! = -YKsint/! = -cott/! = dB I

dG 1/1

and these families are always orthogonal. This may also be shown by computing

ay = ej 1/!
aYK
ay . ay
- = jYKe} 1/I = JYK - -
a1/! aYK

which again indicates that the trajectories are orthogonal.
In the Z plane we may also compute

az -ei 1/l
=-----

ak (YA+ YKei 1/l )2
az - jYKe i 1/l • az
-= . =+JYK -a1/! (YA + YKeJ 1/I )2 aYK

and these curves are also orthogonal. These results show that families of lines or circles in
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the Y or Z plane and their images are always orthogonal. This is a useful property in plotting
protective device characteristics in the complex plane.

EXAMPLE 8.2
To illustrate the orthogonality of constant YK and constant ljJ circles, plot the line and circle inversions
where fA == 3 - j4.

Solution
First we compute the line inversions. We are given that

YA == GA + .iRA == 3 -';4 == 5e-53.B o

Then from (8.118)

N == G~ + B~ - Y; == 25 - Y;
can be computed for any YK. Also, for the image Z circle, from (8.120),

Center:

Radius:

can also be computed for any Yk • A few values are listed in Table 8.2, and the constant YK Z circles are
plotted in Figure 8.26.

TABLE 8.2 Computation of Y Circle Inversions

YK N a =GAIN b =BAIN s =YKIN
0.00 25.00000 0.120000 -0.160000 0.000000
1.00 24.00000 0.125000 -0.166667 0.041667
2.00 21.00000 0.142857 -0.190476 0.095238
3.00 16.00000 0.187500 -0.250000 0.187500
8.34 -44.44444 -0.067500 0.090000 0.187500
12.50 -131.2500 -0.022857 0.030476 -0.095238
25.00 -600.0000 -0.005000 0.006667 -0.041667

The line inversions are computed similarly. The inverse of YA == 3 - j4 is a fixed point Yo with
image Z; through which all Z circles must pass.

Also, we know that all Z circles must go through the origin. Then the real parameter G A must be
found for each value of Vi .

Then

3 == G A + YK cos ljJ
4 == YK sin ljJ

or

G A == 3 + 4 cot ljJ

We also know, from (8.10 I), that the Z circles are defined by

Center: (I cot l/J)
2G;' 2GA

Radius:
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Figure 8.26 Example illustrating orthogonality of k and 1/1 circles .

The results for several values of 1/J are given in Table 8.3 and are plotted in Figure 8.26, where both
families of circles are plotted using the parametric (8.77), which defines the plot parameters a, b, and s.

TABLE 8.3 Computation of Y Line Inversions

1J1' cot 1J1' GA
I b = cot 1J1' Ia=- s=2GA 2GA 2GAsin 1J1'

36.86990 1.33333 8.33333 0.06000 0.08000 0.10000
60.00000 0.57735 5.30940 0.09417 0.05371 0.10874
90.00000 0.00000 3.00000 0.16667 0.00000 0.16667
13.74000 4.08975 19.35902 0.02583 0.10563 0.10874
16.26020 -3.42857 10.71429 -0.04667 0.16000 0.16667 •

8.13 IMPEDANCE ATTHE RELAY

The concepts of impedance and admittance are useful in relay applications as a means of
visualizing what the relay sees under both normal and fault conditions. Consider the general
system shown in Figure 8.27, where a protected element is shown with a circuit breaker at
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each end and an equivalent system for the power system. A complete analysis of this system
requires a consideration of both symmetrical and asymmetrical fault conditions.

Protected
Component

Figure 8.27 Equivalent circuit of a relay protective scheme.

The method of symmetrical components is usually used for asymmetrical conditions.
In these unbalanced fault problems we need the Thevenin equivalent circuits of the positive,
negative, and zero sequence networks as shown in Figure 8.28. Usually the protected zone
can be represented by a J( section, as shown in Figure 8.28. The three networks must then be
interconnected as required to represent desired unbalanced condition with one or more wires
shorted or opened [11.

.L _

._____________ 1

,-- -----------,

Figure 8.28 Sequence equivalents of a protective scheme.

u
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There are many balanced conditions that require a consideration of only the positive
sequence network. These include three-phase faults and swinging out-of-step or other system
conditions which follow a disturbance. Viewing the protected zone from the local relay position
R is used to determine relay action and to design relay strategies for added selectivity.

The impedance seen by the local relay of Figure 8.27 is a function of both the system
operating condition and of the VT and CT connections. Consider a symmetrical system where,
at the local relay

Va =phase-to-neutral voltage, V
fa =phase a current, A

Then the impedance seen by the local relay, ZR, is
Va

ZR = p- (8.139)
1a

where p is a complex constant depending on the relay ac connection scheme. For example, in
the 90 degree connection of Figure 2.3 we have

ZR = Vbc =p Va (8.140)
i. i.

and therefore
Vbc M J"rr/2 . r:p .= - = v 3e = - ] v 3
Va

The so-called 30 degree connection, which is also used occasionally (see problem 2.2), gives
ap value of

p = Vac = v'3e- j rr/6 (8.142)
Va

For unbalanced faults the value to use for p is not so obvious as it depends on the impedance
of all three sequence networks and of the relay ac connection scheme.

For some problems it is more helpful to plot YR = IjZR for the local relay conditions. In
these problems it is often convenient to be able to sketch the relay characteristics in both planes
or to compute these characteristics by hand calculator or computer. The concepts presented in
this chapter are helpful in performing these calculations and also for clarifying conceptually
the relay behavior.
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PROBLEMS
8.1 Review the concept of analytic functions and show that the function Y = f (Z) = liZ is

analytic.
8.2 What are the Cauchy-Riemann Conditions? Does the function Y = !(Z) = liZ satisfy the

Cauchy-Riemann conditions?
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8.3 What is a conformal mapping?
8.4 Sketch the following transformations in both the Z and Y planes, using the transformation

Z == l/f. Note the orthogonality of the resulting curves.
(a) The half plane R ~ R; > 0 (e) The half plane X ~ X; > 0
(b) The half plane R ~ Ro < 0 (f) The half plane X ~ Xo < 0
(c) The half plane R ~ R; > 0 (g) The half plane X ~ X; > 0
(d) The half plane R ~ R; < 0 (h) The half plane X ~ Xo < 0

8.5 Plot the Y image of the infinite strip 0 < X < 1/2.
8.6 Plot the Y image of the region R > 2, X > O.
8.7 Show that the line X == R - 1 maps into the circle C 2+ B 2 - G - B == 0 and the line R ~ 0

maps into G ~ O. Then show that the region between X ~ R - 1 and R ~ 0 maps into a
segment of the Y circle to the left of the B axis.

8.8 Find the Y image of half plane

R ::; k, k > 0

and plot the result. Compare the result with Figures 8.4 and 8.5.
8.9 Find the inverse of (8.13) when

a == 0, b == 2, C == 6, d == - 1

8.10 Find the Y image of the line passing through the two points (4, 0) and (0, -3) in the Z plane.
8.11 Find the inverse of

Z == 2 + nle j rr/4

8.12 Find the inverse of the family of lines passing through

R == 3k, X == -4k, k == 0, I, 2, ... , k =1= 0

8.13 Find the inverse of the circle

Y == 1+ 2e j vf

8.14 Find the inverse of the circle

1 ',1,Z == 1+ -eJ'I'
2

8.15 Find the inverse of the function
p

z==---
1+ kc!"

where k is a variable, l/f is a constant, and P == c + j d.
8.16 Repeat problem 8.15 if l/f is a variable and k is a constant.
8.17 Plot curves of the R intercept and radius as a function of the constant k when Y == 1+ kejt/t

and the inversion gives Z circles similar to those of Figure 8.19.
8.18 Find the Y plane representation of the line R 2: k l , where k t > O.
8.19 Find the Y plane representation of the line X 2: k t , where k, > O.
8.20 Find the region in the Y plane which corresponds to the semi-infinite Z plane region

R > k,

8.21 Find the Y plane image of the half plane X > k under the conditions
(a) k > 0
(b) k == 0
(c) k < 0
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8.22 What is an orthogonal trajectory? Review this concept and then compute the trajectories
which are orthogonal to the family of circles

R2 + X2 = eX

8.23 Find the trajectories that are orthogonal to the family of hyperbolas

R2 - X2 = eX

8.24 Find the orthogonal k and 1/1 circles if the constantA = 5 - j 12. (See example 8.2.)
8.25 Verify the computation ofp for the 30 degree relay connection given by (8.121).
8.26 Consider an impedance circle that passes through the Z origin and let Z I be any impedance

lying on the circle. Prove that the point Z1 always forms a right triangle, with the origin
being one comer of the triangle, the impedance representing the circle diameter being the
corner of the triangle farthest from the origin, and the impedance point Z1 being the right
angle of the triangle. See Figure 8.9 for an example of such a triangle lying inside the circle.



Impedance at the Relay

A great deal can be learned about protective system behavior by considering the impedance
seen by the relay in the direction of the protected component. We shall refer to this impedance
as ZR and will determine a method of making ZR plots in the complex Z plane. Since ZR is a
function of the system conditions, we shall make a study of the relay behavior as the system
conditions change.

9.1 THE RELAY APPARENT IMPEDANCE, ZR

To compute the relay impedance ZR as a function of system conditions in a general form, we
begin with the system configuration of Figure 9. 1where we define ZR as the impedance seen
looking toward the protected component.

Protected
Component

Figure 9.1 ZR defined for a linear system.

If we define the protected system to be linear, then VR and IR are linear functions of E s
and Eu, in which case we can write [1]

(9.1)

where the matrix

(9.2)

317



(9.5)

(9.4)

(9.3)
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is a matrix of complex constants, which are functions of the system parameters and the relay
connection scheme. Also, from (9.1) we can write

ml - [_VR] m2 _ [_VR]
Es Eu=O Eu Es=O

are dimensionless constants, but

m3 - [IR] m4 _ [_-IR]
- Es Eu=O - Eu Es=O

are admittances. All elements ofM are called short-circuit parameters because they are defined
with eitherEs or Eu equal to zero, i.e., with one terminal shorted.

Using the definition (9.1), we compute the impedance seen by the relay as

VR m1Es +m2EUZR=-=-----
JR m3ES - m4EU

Dividing (9.5) by m1Eu, we have
ZR = (Es/Eu) + (mz/m,)

(m3/ml)(Es/Eu) - (m4/ml)
or

(9.6)

ZR = ml [(Es/Eu) + (m2/ml ) ] (9.7)
m-; (Es/Eu) - (m4/m3)

This can be arranged in a more convenient form by performing a long division of the bracketed
quantity and simplifying, with the result

ZR = ml _ [ (ml/m3) + (m2/m4) ] (9.8)
m3 1 - (m3/m4)(EsiEu )

.which is recognized to be the difference of an impedance and a Z plane circle.
An alternate form ofZR is obtained by dividing (9.5) by m2ESand following the above

procedure to compute

ZR = -m2 + [ (mt/m3) + (m2/m4) ] (9.9)
ms 1 - (m4/m3) (E u /Es)

We now examine the complex parameters in (9.8) and (9.9). Two of these parameters are
impedances, which are defined as follows.

m2Zx = - ohms (9.10)
m4

ml
Zz = - ohms (9.11)

m3
The remaining ratio is a dimensionless complex parameter, which we shall call n, viz.,

m3n = - (9.12)
m4

It is also convenient to define the sum of Zx and Zz as
m, m2

Zy = Zx +Zz = - + - (9.13)
m3 m4

Then (9.8) and (9.9) can be written, respectively, as
Zy

ZR =Zz - ohms (9.14)
1 - (nEs/Eu)
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Zy
ZR == -Zx + ohms (9.15)

1 - (Eu/nEs)
In some cases, it is more convenient to work with the magnitude and angles of the complex
quantities separately. Therefore, we define the following.

Zx == ZxLCXx n == m3/m4 == VLCXn
Z, == ZyLCXy E == Es/Eu == ELf) (9.16)
Zz == ZZLCXz

Then, using (9.16), (9.14) may be written as

(9. ]7)

and (9.15) becomes
ZyLcxyZR == -ZxLCXx - (9.18)

I - (v~) L - (an + 8)

Note that no special conditions of the protected component are assumed in the equations devel-
oped above. The protected component can be simple or complex, as there are no restrictions
on the derivations.

9.2 PROTECTION EQUIVALENT M PARAMETERS

Consider the protection equivalent shown in Figure 9.2. The protected component is rep-
resented by the pi circuit, consisting of impedances ZL, ZI, and Z2. When the protected
component is an unfaulted transmission line the shunt impedances Zl and Z2 may be equal,
depending on the line shunt compensation, if any. Other protected components, such as trans-
formers, have pi circuit equivalents where these shunt elements are unequal. The goal is to
determine the two-port parameters m«,ms, m-; and me for this general protection equivalent,
from which we may find the ratios given by (9.10)-(9.12). Note that this can be considered
a general case, even though no fault is shown in the figure, since a faulted two-port element
can always be represented by an equivalent pi. The results, therefore, will provide insight as
to the meaning of the system parameters defined in Section 9.1

Figure 9.2 Protection equivalent for a pi equivalent protected element.

For the circuit of Figure 9.2, we may write the following general equations.

Is==IR+IE lu==IQ-lE
lR==II+IL==ls-IE lQ==I2-IL==Iu+IE
Es == VI + Zsls Eo == V2 + Zulu

(9. ]9)
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We may also write the voltage drop from 1 to 2 as

VI - V2 = ZLIL = ZEIE (9.20)

which is the familiar constraint for currents flowing in parallel impedances.
Now, referring to Figure 9.3, we define the new current I p, representing the total current

flowing in the parallel branches ZLand ZE.

Figure 9.3 Equivalentparallel impedanceZ p .

Then we may write this new current as

I p =IL +1£ =Is -II =/2 -Iv (9.21)

and we recognize the new impedance of the parallel combination

ZLZE
Zp = (9.22)

ZL +ZE
Then, using (9.20) and (9.22), we may write

ZE Zp
I L = -IE = -Ip (9.23)

ZL ZL
Finally, referring to Figure 9.2, we may write the relay current as

VI z;
I R = I] +IL = - +-Ip (9.24)

ZI ZL
The M matrix parameters are defined in terms of short-circuit tests on the network. These test
are now evaluated.

9.2.1 Network Test with Eu Shorted

The network condition for this test is shown in Figure 9.4, where we have defined
impedances observed at key network locations.

Figure 9.4 Test of the circuit withEu =O.

From Figure 9.4"we compute the following impedances, seen looking to the right at the
defined locations.

Z - ZVZ2 (9 25)
82 - Zv +Z2 .

ZSI = (Zp +ZS2)Z\ = Z\[Zp(Zu +Z2) +ZUZ2] (9.26)
z; +ZS2 +Zt iz; +Zt)(Zv +Z2) +ZVZ2



[Zp(Zu +Z2) +ZUZ2] +ZI(Zp/ZL)(ZU +Z2)
DENU
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Then the total impedance seen by the source on the left is

ZTOTS == Zs + ZSl

The source current may now be computed as

I I _~ _ Es[(Zp + ZI)(ZU + Z2) + ZUZ2]
s Eu=O - Z - DENU

TOTS

where we have defined the denominator term as

DENU == Zs[(Zp + Zl)(ZU + Z2) + ZUZ2] + ZI [Zp(Zu + Z2) + ZUZ2]

The voltage at node I is also the relay voltage, which is computed from (9.19).
ESZ 1[Zp(Zu + Z2) + ZUZ2]

V] IEu=o == VRIEu=O == Es - ZsIs == DENU

The voltage at node 2 is given by
ESZ pZ 1Z2

V2 1Eu=o == VI - ZpIp == DENU

The current through the parallel branch is given by

I I == VI - V2 EsZ) (Zu + Z2)
p Eu=O Zp DENU

The relay current is computed from (9.24).
VI z;

IRIEu=o ==11+IL == Z + ZIp
] L

Es{[Zp(Zu +Z2) +ZUZ2] +Z)(Zp/ZL)(ZU +Z2)}
DENU

The above results are sufficient to compute two M matrix parameters.

m, == VR I ZI[Zp(ZU +Z2) +Zu0]
E s Eu=O DENU

I
R

Imj == -- E
S Eu=O

Note that m-; has the dimensions of admittance, but m, is dimensionless.

9.2.2 Network Test with s, Shorted
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(9.27)

(9.28)

(9.29)

(9.30)

(9.31 )

(9.32)

(9.33)

(9.34)

(9.35)

The tests with E s shorted are carried out in exactly the same manner as the previous test.
The results, based on the circuit of Figure 9.5 are given without detailed discussion.

Figure 9.5 Test of the circuit with Es == O.

The source current is given by

I I ==~ == Eu[(Zp + Z2)(ZS + Zl) + ZSZI]
u Es=O ZTOTU DENS (9.36)
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where

DENS = Zu[(Zp +Z2)(ZS +Zl) + ZSZl] + Z2[Zp(ZS +Zl) + ZSZl]

The voltage at node 2 is computed as

V I = EUZ2[Z p(Zs + Zl) + ZSZl]
2 Es=O DENS

The current in the parallel branch is computed from (9.21).

1 I = _ EUZ2(Zs +Zl)
p Es=O DENS

From this result the voltage at node 1, the relay voltage, can be computed.
EUZSZ1Z2

VdEs=O = V2 + Zplp = DENS

The relay current is computed from (9.24).

I I = I I = EU [ZSZ2 - Z2(Zp/ZL)(ZS +Zl)]
R Es=O 1 + L DENS

Then

VRI ZSZlZ2
mz = Eu Es=O= DENS

m4= -IR j = Zz(Zp/Zd(Zs + Zt) - ZsZz
Eu IEs=O DENS

Again, we note that m4 is an admittance, but mz is dimensionless.

(9.37)

(9.38)

(9.39)

(9.40)

(9.41)

(9.42)

(9.43)

9.3 THE CIRCLE LOCI Z =P/(l ± YK)

Before beginning with the construction of ZR it will be helpful to examine the inverse of the
circle Y = 1± YK when multiplied by a complex constant P, i.e.,

P
Z= -- (9.44)

1±YK
where

YK = YKei 1/l

and where 1/1 is a variable. Then (9.44) may be written as
p

Z = (9.45)
I±YKei 1/l

This is recognized to be the form of the second term ofZR in (9.14) and (9.17). Forconvenience
we define

P = c + jd = IPlei y = Jc2 + d2e jy = pejy (9.46)

where we define p to be the magnitude ofP. Then (9.44) can be solved for YK with the result
P-Z

±YK = -Z- (9.47)

or
±YK = ±YKeil/J = _(c_-_R_)+_j_(d_-_X_)

R+jX
(9.48)
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This expression has magnitude-squared

2 (c - R)2 + (d - X)2
Y ---------
K - R2+ X2

which clearly is a circle in the Z plane. Result (9.49) can be rearranged as

(
R__c )2 + (x __d )2 = (~)2 = 512

I - yI 1 - yI 1 - YI
Equation (9.50) describes a circle with parameters

Center: (c d)
I - yl ' I - yl

R di S = pYKa IUS: 2
1 - YK

Also, from (9.50), we observe that the center is located at

c d P
Zo = I _ y2 + j I _ y2 = I _ y2
KKK

9.4 ZR LOCI CONSTRUCTION
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(9.49)

(9.50)

(9.5])

(9.52)

To construct ZR loci in the complex impedance plane we assume that the matrix M is known,
i.e., mi, m-, m«, and m« are known. We then construct the ZR loci under two conditions:

or

(1)

(2)

E = a specified parameter

1/f == an + () == a specified parameter

(9.53)

(9.54)

(9.55)

From the results of Chapter 8, we would expect these two families of ZR loci to be orthogonal
circles in the Z plane.

We begin the construction by noting the following. When E s == 0, then
A === ZRIEs=O == Zz - Zy == -Zx == ZxL(ax + zr)

Similarly, when En == 0, then
B == ZRIEu=O == -Zx + Zy == Zz == ZzLaz (9.56)

These conditions describe two distinct points in the Z plane, which we designate A and B,
respectively, as shown in Figure 9.6. From (9.13) we have

Z» == Zz + Zx = AB

or Zy is the line that connects A to B in the direction A-B. Now, when Inel
1/f == () + an == n we compute, from (9.14),

Z - Z _ Zy 1
R - Z 1 _ ILn == Zz - 2Z y

which can be written as

ZR = (Zz - ~ZY) = ~(ZRIES=O + ZRIEI/=O)

(9.57)

1 and

(9.58)

(9.59)
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or this point is halfway between A and B. We shall call this point ZM or we define the point
in the Z plane

1 1
ZM = Zz - 2Zy = -Zx + 2Zy (9.60)

and construct the line segment O-ZM shown in Figure 9.7. Clearly, the point ZM bisects the
line AB into segments of equal length, where each line segment represents one-half of the
impedance Zy.

x

R

x " Zy
" ,. ,
,
J,

I

R

Figure9.6 Constructionof pointsA, B,andZy = AB.

9.4.1 k Circles

Figure 9.7 ConstructionOfO-ZM.

(9.61)

We now superimpose a family of circles on the construction of Figure 9.7 which corre-
spond to the conditions

E=I;~ 1= a parameter

For convenience we define a dimensionless parameter as

k = vE = Inll;~ I (9.62)

Then, from (9.14) and the above definitions, we can write
Zy

ZR = Zz - . k 0t/l (9.63)1 - et
The second term is recognized immediately, from (9.45), to be a circle described by (9.50) and
with a radius given by (9.51). We can simplify the result by defining the second term of (9.63)
as

Zy
Z=R+jX= 1 -keit/l

which is a circle in the Z plane. Using (9.64) we can compute

keit/l = Z +Zy = (R + Ry) + j (X + X y )
Z R+jX

(9.64)

(9.65)
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(9.67)

(9.66)

The k circle in the Z plane can be determined by writing the magnitude-squared of (9.65).

2 (R+Ry)2+(X+Xy)2
k == ---------

R2 + X2
This can be rearranged to the more convenient quadratic form

(
R)2 ( X)2 (kZ )2R --y- X --y- - --y-+ ] - k2 + + 1 - k2 - 1 - k2

But, from (9.63) and (9.64) we have

ZR == Zz + Z
which defines a new circle, in the ZR plane. From (9.68), we can write

RR == Rz + R
XR == Xz + X

Making this substitution into (9.67), we get the relay characteristic

(RR - Rk)2 + (XR - Xk) 2 == sl

(9.68)

(9.69)

(9.70)

where we identify the coordinates of the center Zk of the circle to be

z, = s, + j x, = ( Rz - 1 ~Yk2 ) + j ( Xz - I ~Yk2 ) (9.71)

We also find the radius of the circle from (9.67) to be
kZ y

Sk == 1 _ k2 (9.72)

A typical k circle is illustrated in Figure 9.8. Expressions can be found to measure the distance
to the center from either the point ZM or from the point B. The distance from Zk to ZM

represents a limiting value for the radius of the circle, and all circles will have a radius smaller
than this critical distance.

-zx
Figure 9.8 Center of E or k circles for k > 1. A

R

The following relationships can be computed to illustrate the effect of the parameter k
on the location of the center of the family of circles, all of which lie along extensions of the
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line AB in both directions.

(9.73)
l<k<oo

O<k<lZk -ZM < 0
Zy

Zk -ZM > 0
Zy

The absolutevalueof the left-handside is alwaysgreaterthan 1/2. Note thatwhenk = 00 and
k = 0 the circles regenerate to the points A and B, respectively. Moreover, since the radius
is always slightly less than ZMZk the circles neverencircle the point ZM exceptwhen k = 1,
which is the circle of infiniteradius passing throughZM and is itself a perpendicularbisector
of the line AB. The locationsof the centers of the k circles are given in Figure 9.9.

x

... 1
Z " k=lIt f'
,,' l<k<oo

"B k=oo

R

Z ,"O<k<l
It,

,/ k=l:/ Figure 9.9 Locations of centers Co of k circles
for various values of k.

9.4.2 1/J Circles

Nowconstruct the circles where
1/1 = an+ () = a parameter (9.74)

where again we write
Zy

ZR = Zz - 1 _ ke i 1/l
This is also a family of circles that is orthogonal to the k circle family.
equations for the 1/1 circles,we write (9.65) as

k i1/l k ..I,. ·k· ..I,. (R+Ry)+j(X+Xy)
e = cos 'Y + ] sm 'Y = R + j X

From this expression,we can solve for the real and imaginaryparts to write
R(R + Ry) + X(X + Xy)

k cos 1/1 = R2+ X2

. R(X+Xy)-X(R+Ry)
k sm 1/1 = R2+ X2

(9.75)

To determine the

(9.76)

(9.77)
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(9.80)

(9.81)

(9.78)

We now find the cotangent of the angle l/J to be
R(R + Ry ) + X(X + X y )

cot 1/1 == ----------
R(X + X y) - X(R + Ry)

This can be rearranged to a more convenient quadratic form, as follows.

(
.Ry-Xycotl/J)2 (x XY+RYCot1/l)2=(~)2 (9.79)

R + 2 + + 2 2 sin 1/1
which is clearly a circle in the Z plane. Now, we use (9.69) to relate this equation to that
representing the relay characteristic. The result of this substitution is as follows.

(RR - Rl/J)2 + (X R - Xl/J)2 == S~

where the center of the circles are located at coordinates
Rv - X y cot 1/1

Rl/J == Rz - 2

Xy + Ry cot 1/1
Xl/J == Xz - 2

and the radius of the circles is given by
Zy

S'" = 2 sin 1/1 (9.82)

It can be shown that this family of circles passes through the points A and B. If we identify
the center in the ZR plane as Zl/J' then we can write

Z1/r =Zz -Zy (~+ j~cot1/l) =ZM - j~Zycot1/l (9.83)

where the complex number in parentheses is the center of the Z plane circle prior to its
multiplication by Zy, which is known from (8.92).

The location of Zl/J is shown in Figure 9.10 and is easily constructed once the angle l/J
is known. The center of the circle, Zl/J' is always on the line GH, which is the perpendicular
bisector of AB. We may write the following inequalities:

cot l/J > 0, °< 1/1 < JT /2, JT < l/J < 3JT /2
cot 1/1 < 0, n /2 < l/J < n , 3rc /2 < 1/1 < 'In
cot 1/1 == 0, 1/1 == it /2, 3Jr/2

For 1/1 in the first and third quadrants, Zt/J will lie in the H direction from ZM .

x

Direction
ofZ1JI when
cot",} <0

G

Figure 9.10 Location of the center Z1/J for 1./1 cir-
cles.

Direction
erz, when
cotlj}>0

R
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EXAMPLE 9.1
Construct the families of k and 1/1 circles for a system with the following data given:

Zx = 20 + j60 = 63.246L71.565°
Zz = 40 + j30 = 50.000L36.870°
v = 1.30

Solution
First we compute the needed constants. For Zy in ohms, we have

Zy = Zx +Zz = 60 + j90 = 108.167L56.310°
k = vE = 1.30£

k circles
The k circles are defined by (9.70)-(9.72). Values of the parameter k, which corresponds to the

ratio of the equivalent system voltages, results in a family of circles, where the impedance Z y is an
important constant. For the family of circles to be computed, we are given values of k and each circle
corresponds to a particular value of the ratio E. The construction parameters for the k circles are given in
Table 9.1. The last column of Table 9.1 gives the distance of the center of each member of the family of
circles, located with respect to the point ZM as shown in Figure 9.8 and is always greater than the radius
S. The value corresponding to k = 1 is the perpendicular bisector that bisects the line between A and B,
which corresponds to a circle of infinite radius.

TABLE 9.1 Computation of k Circle Coordinates

E k k2 1-k2 kZy S Zk-ZM

0.4 0.52 0.2704 0.7296 56.2466 77.0924 94.1713
0.5 0.65 0.4225 0.5775 70.3082 121.7459 133.2181
0.6 0.78 0.6084 0.3916 84.3699 215.4492 222.1336
0.9862 1.2821 1.6437 -0.6437 138.6750 215.4492 222.1336
1.1824 1.5385 2.5385 -1.3669 166.4101 121.7459 133.2181
1.4793 1.9231 3.6982 -2.6982 208.0126 77.0924 94.1713

1/1 Circles
Equations for the 1/1 circles are given by (9.80)-(9.82). Selected values of the circle construction

parameters are given in Table 9.2. Both the k and 1/1 circles are plotted in Figure 9.11.

TABLE 9.2 Computation of 1/1 Circle Parameters

c/J cotc/J O.SZycot t/J sin t/J S

-150° 1.7321 93.6750 -0.5000 108.1665
-120° 0.5774 31.2250 -0.8660 62.4500
-90° 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 54.0833
-60° -0.5774 -31.2250 -0.8660 62.4500
-30° -1.7321 -93.6750 -0.5000 108.1665
0° 0.0000
30° 1.7321 93.6750 0.5000 108.1665
60° 0.5774 31.2250 0.8660 62.4500
90° 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 54.0833
120° -0.5774 -31.2250 0.8660 62.4500
150° -1.7321 -93.6750 0.5000 108.1665
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Figure 9.11 Circles of k and 1/1 circles for Example 9.1. •
9.5 RELAY APPARENT IMPEDANCE

Suppose we replace the system of Figure 9.1 by the equivalent system of Figure 9.12 where
the entire protection equivalent of Figure 9.] , including source impedances, has been included
inside the equivalent two port. We solve the two port of Figure 9.12 using the familiar ABCD
constants.

(9.84)

The basic two-port equation (9.84) can be solved for Is to get
Is = CEu - DIu (9.85)

But from (9.84),
Es =AEu - BIu

or, solving for the current injected from source #2,
AEu - EsI u = - - - -

B

(9.86)

(9.87)

which we substitute into (9.85) to compute
D BC -AD

Is = liEs + B Eu (9.88)

~-------
Equivalent

2-port

Figure 9.12 Equivalent two-port network .
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From two-port network theory we know that, in a reciprocal two port

AD-BC= 1

Therefore, (9.88) reduces to

Is = DEs -Eu
B

This equation is easily solved for E s /1s with the result
Es _ BID _ 1
Is - 1 _ Eu - YB - Yv

DEs

where YB = DIB
Eu e j 1/J

Yv = --=-BEs BE
and (9.91) is recognized from (8.112) to be a circle in the Z plane.

9.5.1 The Unfaulted System

(9.89)

(9.90)

(9.91)

(9.92)

Consider the unfaulted system shown in Figure 9.13. The equations developed above
describe the impedance seen by the relay for the unfaulted case, as well as for situations with
faults on the protected line.

+
E s

Figure 9.13 Equivalent two-port for a transmission line.

For the protected line in Figure 9.13, the impedance seen by the relay looking into the
line is given by

(9.93)

but, by inspection,

(9.94)

or
Es - ZslsZR = (9.95)

I R
To simplify this expression, it is necessary to resolve the difference between the current I Rand
Is since these currents are not usually equal. From Figure 9.13, we write the following current
equation, summing currents at node 1.

(9.96)

But, since the two branches at the top of the figure are in parallel, we can write a constraint
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between the currents in these branches.
ZL ZL ZL

IE == -IL == -(IR - It) == -(IR - Y1VR )ZE ZE ZE
Then (9.96) can be written as

(
ZLZSY1 ) FZLY1I R ==FIs 1- + --EsZE ZE

where F is the complex constant defined by the expression

1 ZL
-==1+-
F ZE

If we substitute (9.98) into (9.95), we get

Es - ZslsZR=----IR
Es/Is - Zs

where we have defined
I FZLY1YD == - == - -
ZD ZE

The result shown in (9.100) can be rewritten in the following form:

FZ2
ZR == ZD - D

Es/Is - Zs +FZD

Then, using (9.91) we can write (9.102) as

FZ2 FZ~(YB - Yv )ZR - ZD == D
Zl - 1/(YB - Yv ) Zl(YB - Yv ) - 1

This can be rearranged to write
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(9.97)

(9.98)

(9.99)

(9.100)

(9.101)

(9.102)

(9.103)

(9.104)

(9.105)

It can be shown that (9.104) is a circle in the Z plane. This proof is left as an exercise. The
foregoing results are complex, but can be greatly simplified if we recognize that Y1 is usually
small. In this case (9.100) reduces to

1 (Es ) 1 (BID )
ZR = Ii' Is -Zs = Ii' I-Eu/DEs -Zs

which clearly is a circle in the ZR plane.

(9.106)
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EXAMPLE 9.2
Find the ABCD matrix for the protection equivalent of Figure 9.13, where the protected component is
a transmission line with lumped shunt admittances at each end of the line. Find the ABCD parameters
for this system and determine how these parameters are changed if the shunt admittances are either (i)
equal, or (ii) zero.
Solution
It is helpful to recognize that theABCD parameters are designed for convenience in combining cascaded
two-port networks. Therefore, we write the ABCD matrix as the product of five separate matrices, as
follows.

BU ]
Du

(9.107)

(9.108)

(9.109)

Note that the parallel elements ZE and ZL have been combined for simplicity of notation, but this does
not sacrifice accuracy in the analysis. The matrix multiplication gives the following result.

A = 1+Zs(YI + Y2) +Zp(Yz+ZSY1Y2)
B =Zs + Zp + Zu + Zp(ZSYI + ZU Y2) + ZSZu(Y l + Y2 + ZpY1Y2)
C = Y1+ Yz+ZpYtY2
D = 1+Zu(Yl + Y2)+Zp(Yl +ZUYIY2)

(i) For the special case where Y1 = Y2 = Y, the result (9.108) simplifies to

A = 1+ YZp + YZs(2+ YZp)
B = Zs + Zp + Zu + YZp(Zs +Zu) + YZsZu(2 + YZp)
C = Y(2+ YZp)
D = 1+ YZp+ YZu (2 + YZp)

(ii) When Y = 0, we have a simple short transmission line in parallel with the system equivalent
impedance.

A = 1
B =Zs +Zp +Zu
C=O
D= 1

(9.110)

This latter case is of interest in system protection, where it is often possible to ignore shunt susceptances
because of the low voltage in the region close to a shunt fault and because the admittance of the line
shunt susceptance is much smaller that of the fault. •

In the special case of a short transmission line with negligible shunt capacitance we have
the two-port parameters derived in (9.110). Then, for this case, the relay impedance is written
from (9.94) as

ZR=.: (ZS +Zp +Zu -zs)
F 1-Eu/Es

where the parameter F is given by (9.99).

9.5.2 ABeD Parameters for a Faulted System

(9.111)

When the protected system includes a shunt fault, the equations become more complex.
Consider the system shown in Figure 9.14 where the protected line is faulted at a fraction h
of the line length from the protective equipment at A. The impedance ZK represents the total
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(9.112)

fault impedance, which may include an arcing fault resistance as well as the impedance of the
negative and zero sequence networks, if required for correct fault representation. This total
impedance depends on the type of fault as well as the impedance between phases or from phase
to ground at the fault point.

K

Figure 9.14 Protected component with a shunt fault on line ZL.

To simplify the computation of system quantities, the wye-connected impedances ter-
minated by points A, B, and K in Figure 9.14 may be replaced by a delta connection of
impedances, as shown in Figure 9.15, where the delta impedances consist of elements ZM, ZG,
and ZH. In order to define these delta elements, we first define the wye-connected impedance
according to their terminal connection. Thus we have, by inspection of Figure 9.14,

ZA == hZL

ZB == (1 - h)ZL
ZK == total fault impedance

Then the delta impedances are computed as follows.

where, for convenience, we have defined the quantity

ZAZB + ZBZK +ZAZKy X == ---------
ZAZBZK

Z2
N

(9.113)

(9.114)

Note that the impedances represented in Figure 9.15 are not the same as those shown in
Figures 9.2 to 9.5, because those figures represent the unfaulted case. Figure 9.15 defines a
new impedance, ZD, which is the parallel combination of the two impedances circled in the

K

Figure 9.15 Protected component with delta fault equivalent.
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figure. Defining this quantity will simplify the computations to follow. Thus, we write

Zo = ZEZM
ZE +ZM (9.115)

The procedure for computing the ABCD parameters is straightforward and is based on the
defining equation (9.84). The parameters A and C are defined with the #2 port current equal
to zero, which means that this port is open, as shown in Figure 9.16.

Figure 9.16 System test with the #2 port open.

Under this test condition, we can compute the parameterA as follows.

A- VI]
V2 12=0

It is helpful to first compute the driving current from the source Es.
11 = VI = Es(ZG +Zo +ZH)

Z Zs(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZG(ZD +ZH)
The voltage at node A is computed using Kirchhoff's laws.

VA=VI -ZSII

=E
s
_ EsZs(ZG +Zo +ZH)
Zs(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZG(ZD +ZH)

-Es ( ZG(Zp+ZH) )
- Zs(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZG(ZD +ZH)

Using this result, we compute the open-circuit voltage at the #2 port.

ZH ( ZGZH )V2 = VA= VI
ZD +ZH Zs(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZG(ZD +ZH)

Then

(9.116)

(9.117)

(9.118)

(9.119)

(9.120)

A = VI = Zs(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZG{ZD +ZH)
V2 ZGZH

Zs(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZGZD
= 1+ ZGZH

We may also compute the parameter C from this same circuit condition. Using (9.116) and
(9.119) we write

(9.121)

(9.122)

We can expand this computation as follows.
C = ZG +ZD +ZH X Zs(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZG(ZD +ZH)

Zs(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZG(ZD +ZH) ZGZH
Za +Zv +Za

=
ZaZH

The second test condition ofthe two-port network requires that the #2 port be shorted, as shown
in Figure 9.17. This network can be tested to determine the parameters BandD.
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Figure 9.17 System test with the #2 port shorted.

+
V1=Es
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(9.123)

ParameterB is defined from (9.84) as follows.

VI ]B== -
-/2 v2=o

Therefore, in order to find B, we must solve for the current flowing through the short circuit
at the #2 terminal. This is tedious, but straightforward. First, we define the impedance ZB,

shown in Figure 9.17.

(9.124)

(9.127)

(9.125)

(9.126)

Then we may write the impedance Zx as

ZD(ZU + ZH) +ZUZH
Zx == ZD + ZB == --------

Zu +ZH

Finally, the impedance ZA defined in Figure 9.17 may be written as

ZGZX ZG[ZD(ZU + ZH) + ZUZH]ZA == == -------------
ZG +Zx Zu(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZH(ZD +ZG)

Then, the total impedance seen looking into the #1 port is the sum of (9.126), and the source
impedance and this total impedance is equal to the ratio of the input voltage to the input current.

VI
- == Zs +ZA
II

Zs[Zu(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZH(ZD +ZG)] +ZG[ZD(ZU +ZH) +ZUZH]

Zu(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZH(ZD +ZG)

Now the currents at the two ports can be related to the current flowing through the impedance
ZD, which we shall call the Ix. By inspection of Figure 9.17, we write

ZH
-12 = Ix (9.128)

Zu +ZH
and

ZG
Ix = II

Zx +ZG
Combining and simplifying, we have the ratio

-h ZGZH=-------------
II Zu(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZH(ZD +ZG)

We may solve for the parameter B as follows.

B- ~ _ (VI) (~)
-12 II -12
Zs[Zu(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZH(ZD +ZG)] +ZG[ZD(ZU +ZH) +ZUZH]

ZGZH

(9.129)

(9.130)

(9.] 31)



(9.132)
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Then D may be determined directly from (9.130) by the definition

D = ~] = Zu(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZH(ZD +ZG)
-12 v2=o ZGZH

= 1+ Zu(ZG +ZD +ZH) +ZDZH
ZGZH

This completes the determination of the ABCD parameters for any system with a shunt fault.
The parameters of the protection equivalent must first be determined as described in Chapter 5.
Then the fault location must be specified as a fraction h of the total impedance in the protected
line. From these specifications, the impedances used in the derivations may be found from
(9.112) to (9.115) and substituted into the equations for A, B, C, and D. Once the.ABCD
parameters are determined, the equations for plotting the relay environment can be carried out
using (9.84).

9.6 RELAY IMPEDANCE FORA SPECIAL CASE

Another special case of (9.106) is of interest, where the only simplification is that we set

1~ 1 = 1DEs
(9.133)

which is often a practical assumption in power system protection studies. Suppose we also
define the following parameters.

D = deja

Eu 1 -jO-=-es, E

1/t=tS+O
Then (9.106) becomes

where F is defined by (9.99).
This equation may be rearranged to write

ZR = .!!.- (1 - j cot 1/1) _ Zs
2FD 2 F

=(2:n) [1- jcot(~) -w:s]
= (2:n) [1 - j cot (~) - HS]

(9.134)

(9.135)

(9.136)

where we have defined the dimensionless, complex quantity H s.
It is helpful to visualize the right side of this equation graphically as shown in Figure

9.18. Note that the 1/f function is a scalar and simply changes the distance from the point P to
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jB . . X
+ 2FD Direction

o

.lL.
2FD

jB . .
- 2FD Direction

R
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(9.137)

(9.139)

(9.138)

Figure 9.18 ZR components in the complex Z plane.

Z R. Examining Figure 9.18, we can make the following observations.

~ = a vector operator, variable in magnitude and angle
2FD
Z
~ == a translation in the Z plane
F

It is convenient to define

Z' - Zs - Z' j(
~s - Ii - SM e

Then we can write H«, which is the dimensionless ratio of these quantities, defined in (9.136).

Hs = Z~ = WZs = ZBM ej«(--n = hej«(-~)
ZB B Z~M

Using (9.138), we can rewrite the relay apparent impedance (9.136) as

ZR = ZB {[I - hcos«( -~)] - j [cot ~ + h sin«( - ~)]} == ZBHR

where we define the complex number in braces to be HR. In many systems both ~ and ~ will
be nearly equal in argument as both are related to transmission impedances. If these angles
are equal, then (9.139) becomes

H R == (1- h) - jcot(1/I/2) (9.140)

The quantity HR is a complex number. The multiplier ZB in (9.139) expands or contracts ZR,
and its angle { rotates the entire locus counterclockwise. We now examine the nature of the
approximate equation (9.140) in detail.

The real part H R from (9.140) is conveniently plotted with in multiples of h as shown in
Figure 9. 19(a). The imaginary part ofH R is a function only of 1/1 as noted in Figure 9.19(b).

The function H R is plotted in Figure 9.20 for selected values of the parameters hand 1/1.
The line h == 0 corresponds to zero source impedance, or an infinite bus behind the relay. The
line 2 == h corresponds to Z~M == 2BM.
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Figure 9.19 Real and imaginary parts of H R when S = ~ .
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Figure 9.20 H R for specific values of h and 1/1 .

From (9.139) the only difference between H R and ZR is a scale factor ZBM and an
angular rotation S. For the purpose of illustration, suppose we let

ZB = ZBMej~ = le j Jr/ 3 (9.141)

Then H R is scaled by a factor of 1.0 and rotated 60° counterclockwise to give ZR as shown
in Figure 9.21. Admittedly this is a special case where the approximation (9.140) applies.
However, the loci shapes are typical.

The grid-like structure of ZR as a function of hand 1/f provides a framework for plotting
the relay impedance that can be superimposed on plots such as Figure 9.11. The grid rotation
corresponds to the angle of Sor, in practical transmission systems, to the angle of B /F, where
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Figure 9.21 Plot of ZR for specificvaluesof hand 1/1 .

B is the total impedance between the equivalent voltage sources . The angle 1fr is the angle
difference between these voltage sources.

The angle of rotation of the grid is the angle ofB /F . This is exactly the same as the angle
of Zy , which is the angle of the line AB in Figure 9.8. Superimposing the two kinds of plots
provides information on the impedance seen by the relay from different frames of reference.

EXAMPLE 9.3
Consider the protection equivalent shown in Figure 9.22 . Write the expression for the impedance seen by
relay R by computing the parameters of (9.135) . Assume that the voltage magnitudes of the equivalent
circuit are equal , that is, ignore load current.

Figure 9.22 Protectionequivalent fora transmis-
sion line.
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when IEsl = lEuI

Solution
We have derived theABCD parameters for this system in example 9.2. From (9.110) we have

B =Zs +Zp +Zu
D= 1

We also note that, with a voltage ratio of unity,

Eu = Eu = e- j 9
DEs e,

Then we may write the impedance seen by the relay R as

(9.142)

(9.143)

(9.144)

(9.145)

Z ZL (Zp+Zu-Zs .Zs+Zp+Zu fJ)
R = - - ] cot-z; 2 2 2

The multiplier in front of the complex expression is nothing but the complex constant b which is the
fraction of the total source current that flows through the relay R. •

9.7 CONSTRUCTION OFMCIRCLES

The actual impedance seen by the relays is determined by the computation of the parameters
of the matrix M, described in sections 9.1 through 9.3. We now derive the equations for the
M parameters, based on the equivalent circuit representing a shunt fault.

Consider the system shown in Figure 9.23, where the impedance seen looking into the
protected line at A is desired.

K

Figure 9.23 Protection equivalent for developing M parameters.

Figure 9.23 has a delta equivalent for the faulted line, shown in Figure 9.15. The basic
equation relating the matrix M parameters to the voltage sources of the protection equivalent
are given in (9.1), but repeated here for convenience as Figure 9.24.

[~R] - [:: ~~J [;~]
The parameters of the M matrix are found using (9.3) and (9.4), which require basic short-
circuit tests of the system.

Figure 9.24 Short-circuit test with Eu =V2=o.
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9.7.1 Short Circuit Test with Eu Shorted

341

The first test shorts the source Eu- which gives the necessary information for findingm I

and m-; It is helpful to sketch the circuit diagram for this condition, with the result shown in
Figure 9.17, which is repeated here as Figure 9.24 for convenience.

Under this condition, the driving point impedance seen looking into the network from
the source E s is given by the impedance ZA in (9.122). From that result we can write the
source current as

where

Es
Is == ---z, +ZA

ES[(ZD +ZG)(Zu +ZH) +ZUZH
DENU

(9.146)

DENU == ZS[(ZD + ZG)(Zu'+ ZH) + ZUZH

+ZG[ZD(ZU +ZH) +ZUZH]

We may also compute the relay voltage as follows.

VR == VA == Es - Zsls
ESZG[ZD(ZU +ZH) +ZUZH]

DENU

Then we can compute the first M parameter.

(9.147)

(9.148)

ZG[ZD(ZU +ZH) +ZUZH]
DENU

(9.149)

Now, turning to node B, and using Figure 9.24, we can write

V Es(ZG - ZD)ZUZH
VB == A -ZDID == -------

DENU

We now determine the current in the impedances ZE and ZM of Figure 9.15.

VA - VB ZvlD EsZv[ZG(Zu +ZH) +ZUZH]
IE == ---

ZE ZE ZEDENU

I -I -1 _ ES(ZE - ZD)[ZG(Zu + ZH) + ZUZH]
M - D E - ZEDENU

Then the relay current is given by

ES{[ZE(ZD + ZG) - ZDZG](Zu + ZH) + (2ZE - ZD)ZUZH}
ZEDENU

Finally, we can compute the M parameter

(9.150)

(9.151)

(9.152)

(9.153)

[ZE(ZD + ZG) - ZDZG](Zu + ZH) + (2ZE - ZD)ZUZH
ZEDENU

(9.154)
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9.7.2 Short Circuit Test with s, Shorted
The short-circuit test with the #1 terminal shorted as shown in Figure 9.25.

Figure 9.25 Short-circuit test with Es = VI =O.

The impedance seen looking to the left from point B is computed as

ZsZG ZD(ZS + ZG) + ZsZG
Zx =ZD+ = --------

Zs +ZG Zs +ZG
(9.155)

Then, the total impedance seen looking into the network from the source Eu is described,
using the notation defined in Section 9.5.1.

Z =Zu + ZXZH
ZX+ZH

ZU[(ZD + ZH )(Zs + ZG) + ZsZG] +ZH[ZD(ZS +ZG) + ZsZG]
=

(ZD +ZH)(ZS +ZG) +ZsZG

Then, the current entering the network from the voltage source is given by

I _ Eu _ EU[(ZD +ZH)(ZS +ZG) +ZsZG]
u - Z - DENS

where

(9.156)

(9.157)

(9.158)
DENS =ZU[(ZD + ZH )(Zs +ZG) +ZsZG]

+ ZH[ZD(ZS + ZG) + ZsZG]

Note the symmetry between (9.158) and (9.147). The voltage at point B can be computed for
this short-circuit test condition as

v - E - Z 1 _ EUZH[ZD(ZS +ZG) +ZsZG]
B - u U u - DENS

Again, note the symmetry between (9.159) and (9.148).
Now, the voltage at node A is computed as

VA = VB -ZDID
where the current I D is given by

-EU[ZH(ZS + ZG) +ZsZG]
ID = I H - I u = ----O-E-N-S----

Then

(9.159)

(9.160)

(9.161)

(9.162)

where we again note the symmetry of the results to the previous short-circuit test, this time
comparing (9.162) against (9.150).
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The external equivalent current may now be computed.

VA - VB ZDID -EuZD[ZH(Zs +ZG) +ZsZG]IE == ---
J ZE ZE ZEDENS

Then
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(9.163)

(9.164)

(9.165)

Finally, the relay current computed as

-Eu{(ZE - ZD)[ZH(ZS + ZG) + ZsZG]}
lR=lM+lc= ZEDENS

We now have the required currents and voltages to determine the remaining short-circuit
parameters.

(ZH - ZD)ZSZG
DENS

(ZE - Z[)[ZH(ZS + ZG) + ZsZG]
ZEDENS

(9.166)

(9.167)

9.7.3 Summary of Short-Circuit Test Results

In summary, the short-circuit test results for the four desired matrix parameters is as
follows.

ZG[ZD(ZU +ZH) +ZUZH]
DENUV

R
!mJ==-

E s Eu=O

VRIm2==-
Ei, Es=O

IR I

m-;=Es Eu==O ZEDENU

m4== -IR I == (ZE - ZD)[ZH(ZS + ZG) +ZsZG]
Eu Es=O ZEDENS

where

DENU == ZS[(ZD + ZG)(Zu + ZH) + ZUZH J

+ZGfZD(ZU +ZH) +ZUZH]

DENS == ZU[(ZD + ZH)(ZS + ZG) + ZsZG]

+ZH[ZD(ZS +ZG) +ZsZGJ

(9.168)

(9.169)

(9.170)

(9.171)

(9.172)

(9.173)

Note that the first two parameters are dimensionless, but the third and fourth parameters have
the dimension of admittance.

Computing the M parameters for a system with a shunt fault is a tedious, but straight-
forward, process. The resulting equations are quite general, however, and can be used for any
fault location along the protected line, or for any initial conditions of interest. The protective
relay current, voltage, and impedance computed using this process in not an approximation,
but is exact. The impedance in the protection equivalent can be combined, as required, to
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substitute directly into (9.168)-(9.173), to give the desired relationships for plotting the relay
impedance in the complex plane.

(9.174)

(9.175)

9.8 PHASE COMPARISON APPARENT IMPEDANCE

One of the important applications for the conceptual viewing of impedance seen by the relay is
in the application of phase comparison protection. This has been thoroughly studied by several
noted investigators, who have usually explained the results of their research in terms of regions
in the complex impedance plane. This is particularly convenient for the protection engineer,
since it provides asimple means of understanding how a complex relay system works, and
identifies clearly the threshold of relay pickup as a region of the complex plane [5-9].

Figure 9.26 illustrates one way of viewing the physical structure of a phase comparison
relay scheme. The measured voltage is modified by complex operators k l and k2, and the
current signal is modified by complex constants that can be thought of as impedances Zkt and
Zk2. This gives the complex variables

81 =kIVR -Zkl1
82 = k2VR - Zk21R

that are fed to a comparator to determine if the observed quantities fall withinthe trip zone of
the relay. In a phase comparison scheme, it is the phase angle of the quantities 8 1 and 8 2 that
are used for discrimination. Clearly these quantities have the dimensions of voltage. Usually,
it is more convenient to think in terms of impedance, which suggests modifying (9.174) to
identify terms with the dimension of impedance. This modification of (9.174) gives

81 = k 1lR(Z R - Zkl/k1)

S2 = k2IR(ZR - Zk2lk2) = (::) ktIR(ZR - Zk2lk2 )

where

ZR = VR (9.176)
lR

is the apparent impedance seen by the relay. Now, the phase difference between these two
quantities is not changed if both equations are divided by the same complex quantity, ktlR ,

CT
VR-....---------------#'~--1

,,,,,,,,,
- - -'

Figure 9.26 Phase comparison relay structure.

Protected
Line
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which gives the result

where
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(9.) 77)

(9.178)

(9.179)

(9.180)

(9.181 )

k2k ==-k]
The phase difference between the quantities (9.177) is determined by examining their quotient

SA ZR - ZRI
SR kZR - ZR2

which can be rearranged to the form

(SA/SB)ZR2 - ZRIZR == -------
k(SA/SB) - 1

This represents a circle in the complex Z plane that is dependent on the complex parameter
SA/SB as well as the constant impedances ZRl and ZR2. Now, define

ZR==R+jX
ZRl == R1+ jX1

ZR2==R2+jX2
k==e+J.f

where we recognize that R + j X can be any point in the Z plane. Substituting into (9.177),
we have

SA == (R - R1) + j(X - Xl)

SB == (eR - .fX) + j(f R + eX) - (R2 + jX2)
== (eR - fX - R2) + j(fR +eX - X2)

The phase comparator picks up when

n 3n2 < (arg S; - argSB) S 2
or when

(9.182)

(9.183)

(9.184)

We may write the quotient as

SA (R - R,) + j(X - Xl) (9.185)
SB (eR - .fX - R2)+ j(fR + eX - X2)

Then, multiplying numerator and denominator by the complex conjugate of the term in the
denominator, we compute (9.184) to be

R (SA) (R - R])(eR - fX - R2)+ (X - XI)(fR +eX - X2)
e S8 = (eR-fX- R2)2+(fR+eX- X2)2 :sO (9.186)

In (9.186) an equality identifies the relay threshold and the trip zone corresponds to values
obeying the inequality. Since both sides of (9.186) can be multiplied by the term in the



(9.187)
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denominator, the numerator determines the relay pick-up zone. Expanding the numerator we
have

RZ_ (eRI +J:I"+Rz) R+ XZ _ (eX I - JeRI +Xz) X S _ (RIRz: XIXz)

Now, we complete the square of the two quadratics on the left side of (9.187) to write

[R- (eR, + ~:' +Rz)r+ [X - (ex, - ~:' + Xz )r~ SZ

where

SZ = (eR, + ~:' +Rz)z+ (ex, - ~:' +Xz) z _ (R'Rz: X,Xz )
This is a circle with center located at

(9.188)

(9.189)

(9.190)

(9.191)

eRt-fXt+Rz
Rc = - - - - - -

2e
eXt-fR1+XzXc=------

2e
and with radius S. Two special cases of the boundary circle (9.188) will now be investigated,
where the boundary is defined with an equality replacing the inequality in (9-.188).

Case 1: R = RI and X = X I

For this case, one can substitute R = R I and X = Xl into (9.188). This results in an
equality, which means that this point is a solution, that is, this point lies on the boundary
circle for any value of the parameters Ri, XI, Rz. X2, e. and f.
Case 2: f = 0
Another special point is identified where the imaginary part of the complex constant
k = e + jf is zero, i.e., this constant is real. For this special condition, the right-hand
side of (9.188) can be factored. Setting f = 0 in (9.188) we have

RHS = (eR l - R2)Z + (eXt - X2) Z= RZ + XZ
2e 2e ° 0

Moreover, the left-hand side can be simplified to the form

LHS = (R - R~)2 + (X - X~)z (9.192)

Equating (9.191) and (9.192), and canceling identical terms on both sides gives the result

R(R - 2Ro)+ X(X - 2Xo ) = 0

This equation has two solutions:

(9.193)

(1)
(2)

R=X=O
R=2Ro, X=2Xo

(9.194)

The first solution means that the origin is a solution, or the circle always passes through
the origin. The second solution requires that the diameter of the circle, drawn from the origin
to twice the distance from the origin to the center, is also a solution. This second solution may
or may not be the same as that for case 1, as will now be shown by example.
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EXAMPLE 9.4
In order to illustrate the way in which the circle parameter s affect the construction and location of the
circle , four cases will be investigated, as follows:

Solution
Case I in Table 9.3 describes a circle where the impedance ZR2 is zero. This results in the relay threshold
being a circle that passes through the origin, as noted in (9.194). Also, the complex constant k is real,
and has the value ( I, 0). We can think of this circle as being a "base case" and can compare the other
three cases against this base case. This is the circle plotted as the solid line in Figure 9.27, and identified
in the figure as circle I . The center of the circle is labeled C I . Point A is special, since this is the point
through which all solutions must pass. Note that

(9.195)

The distance 0 A is also the diameter of Circle I, and the midpoint of this line locates the center of the
circle.

TABLE 9.3 Illustrative Cases for Study

Case Rt XI Rz Xz e f Ro Xv Sz
I 4 16 0 () 0 2 8 8.246
2 4 16 8 - 4 0 6 6 10.198
3 4 16 0 0 I 10 6 J1.661
4 4 16 8 - 4 I 14 4 15.620

•

- :-

. ;- \

- Circle 1
..·......Circle 2
- - .Circle 3
- ·- ··Circle 4

.'

.' ,/
.:......
,-

I

I

I

/

•

•

:

'- _..- -
-8

I
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Rea l Part of Z R in Per Unit
20 24 28

Figure 9.27 Plot of the four cases specified in Table 9.3.

Circle 2 is the same as circle I except the impedance ZR2 is not zero, and has been assigned the
value 8 - j4. This circle is plotted using a finely dotted line. Note that circle 2 passes through point A,
but does not pass through the origin . Instead of passing through the origin, circle 2 passes through point
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B, where it is noted that

OB = ZR2 (9.196)

Thus, in order to expand the circle 1 to include the origin, it is necessary only to define the value (9.196)
to fall in the third or fourth quadrant. The center of circle 2 is the point C2, which is located at the
midpoint of the line AB, the circle diameter.

Circle 3 is similar to circle 1 except that the constantk is complex, being assigned the value 1+j 1,
as noted in Table 9.3. This moves the circle to the right, although it still passes through both the origin
and point A. The center, however, is located with respect to a new point, denoted as C in Figure 9.27.
The center of circle 3 is at point C3, which is the midpoint of the line 0 C, the diameter of circle 3. It
can be shown that point C can be written as the complex quantity

BC =Zc - ZRZ = IBCILO= 12+ j16 = 20L53.1° (9.197)

(9.198)

The first term is twice the radius of circle 3, measured from the origin, less the value ofZRZ. Point
C is important since it defines the diameter of circle 3.

Circle 4 includes both the offset impedance ZR2 as well as a the complex constant k. This circle
is similar to circle 3, but is larger and with its center, C4 , lying at the midpoint of the line BC.Note that
circle 4 circumscribes the origin and passes through point A.

The line B'C' has the same angle as BC, but is not the same length. We can write expressions for
the points representing B' and C' in terms of the center, which is defined by (9.190).

ZB' = R0 4 + j X04 - 0.5(B'C') = 4.628 ± j8.496
Zc, = R0 4 + j X04 + 0.5(B'C') =23.372 + j 16.496

The diameter of circle 4 is defined by the points labeled B'. and C'. We can compute the diameter as the
magnitude of the difference between the two impedances.

ZC' - ZB' = R'C' = 18.744 + j24.992 = 31.24L53.13° (9.199)

Thus, by using the equations of the parameters in the complex plane, we can completely define the
parameters associated with the circles shown in Figure 9.27. •

By proper selection of the parameters that define the phase comparison logic, the circular
relay characteristic can be varied, as desired, although all solutions will pass through point A
of Figure 9.27.

Referring back to (9.174), we recall that the parameters in the two complex quantities
to be compared by the phase comparator are the sum of the relay voltage and a voltage drop
caused by the relay current flowing through an impedance. One of these impedances is usually
the total impedance of the protected transmission line, or some desired fraction of the total
impedance. This is often called the "reach" of the relay. In our modification of the basic
equation (9.174), we changed these voltages into impedances by dividing by the relay current,
which does not change the phase relationship between the quantities being compared. The
impedance called ZRI can still be thought of as the intended reach of the relay, as it looks into
the protected transmission line.

Another important feature of the circular characteristic is that every point on the circle
defines a right angle, measured with respect to the apex and either the origin or point B. This
is demonstrated by example 9.5.

EXAMPLE 9.5
Show that every point on every circle defines a right angle with respect to the points previously defined.

Solution
In order to demonstrate this point, a slightly different example is selected. All of the parameters for this
example are the same as those specified in Table 9.3 except that we select ZR2 = 8 - j4 in order to more
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clea rly emphasize the angle constructio n. The results are shown in Figure 9.28, where fou r circles are
plolled with the same parameters as those of Figure 9.27, except for the differen ce in Z R2.
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Figure 9.28 The right angle construction defining the circles.

The point of this exercise is to note that lines drawn from the diameter of a circle to any point on
that circle to a common point on the circ umference always form a right angle. For circle I, the diameter
is the line 0 A, and selecting point I at random, the angle at the point labeled " I" forms a right angle.
For circle 2, the diameter is the line AB. and constructing lines to an arbi trary point 2 again forms a right
angle. Circle 3 passes through the origin and has diameter Oc, so that lines from these points meeting
at an arbitrary point 3 form a right angle.

Circle 4 is different since the diame ter is defined by (9.189). Th is diameter can then be used to
construct a right angle at any point on the circumference of the circle . Th is construction is left as an
exercise. •
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PROBLEMS

9.1 Derive the result (9.8), based on the definition(9.5) given in Section 9.1 of this chapter.
9.2 Derive result (9.9) based on definition(9.5).
9.3 Derive result (9.9) starting from the result givenby (9.8).
9.4 Develop the two-port Thevenin equivalent from network theory, with a special case for a

transmissionline connectedbetween twoof the networknodes. (Hint: see [2]). The general
descriptionof the network is shown in Figure P9.4.

_----I N-Port Network
with

G Generators
and

LLoads
and where
N=G+L

Figure P9.4 A general network description.

9.5 Considerthe systemshownin FigureP9.5where theprotectedsystemis a short transmission
linewith impedanceZL. DeterminethematrixM wherethe systemdata are givenas follows.

Zs = jO.1 pu
Zu = jO.2pu
ZL = 0.2 + jO.3 pu

Figure P9.5 System described for problem 9.5.

9.6 Repeat problem9.5 with the transmission impedanceapproximatedas ZL = jO.3 pu.
9.7 A 330 kV transmissionline 100 Ian long has the followinggiven parameters:

R =4.5Q
X =49.20
Be= 233JL mho
Suppose this line is representedin Figure P9.5 as a nominalpi line in per unit on a 100MVA
base. Let the source impedancesbe

Zs = 2+ j5Q
Zu = 1+ j6Q

Compute the matrix M.
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9.8 Consider the M parameters derived for the protection equivalent in Section 9.2, but let the
shunt impedances ZI and Z2 be equal. How does this change the results?

9.9 Consider the M parameters derived for the protection equivalent in Section 9.2. Determine
the M parameters if the shunt impedances are removed. Do this by finding the limit as Z1

and Z2 increase without bound. What can you conclude regarding the independence of the
four parameters?

9.10 Compute the impedances n, Zx, Zy, and Zz for the system described in problem 9.5.
9.11 Compute the impedances n, Zx, Zy, and Zz for the system described in problem 9.6.
9.12 Compute the impedances n, Zx, Z«, and Zz for the system described in problem 9.7.
9.13 Compute the ZR loci parameters for the system:

(a) of problems 9.5 and 9.10
(b) of problems 9.6 and 9.11
(c) of problems 9.7 and 9.12

9.14 In constructing k circles, it is desirable to plot a family circles of equal radius, whether k
is greater or less than unity. Determine a rule for ensuring that two circles will have equal
radii, when one of them is plotted for k < 1 and the other for k > 1.

9.15 Write expressions that locate the k circle centers measured from (see Figure 9.7)
(a) the Z plane origin
(b) the point B
(c) the point ZM

9.16 Show that, when k ~ 00 and k = 0, the k circles degenerate into points A and B, respectively.
9.17 Show that the k circle in the limit as k ~ 1 is a straight line passing through ZM.
9.18 Prove that all 1fi circles pass through both A and B.
9.19 Construct ZR loci for a system where

Zx == 20 + j70 ohms
Zz == 50 + j30 ohms
n == 1.4L30°

9.20 Compute the two-port ABCD parameters for the system
(a) of problem 9.5
(b) of problem 9.6
(c) of problem 9.7

9.21 Verify the development of (9.91).
9.22 Verify (9. 102) and show that this is a circle in the ZR plane.
9.23 Verify the final form of the Z plane circle given by (9.104).
9.24 In Section 9.5.2, the analysis of Figure 9.14 is carried out with an arbitrary impedance ZK

represented for the shunt fault. Construct a table for the following shunt faults, showing the
value that must be used for the impedance ZK if the fault is
(a) Three-phase with fault impedance in each phase of ZF.
(b) One-line-to-ground with fault impedance of 3ZF .

(c) Line-to-line fault with impedance between faulted phases of ZF.

(d) Two-line-to-ground with phase impedances of ZF. and a ground impedance of Ze
9.25 Verify (9.136).
9.26 Construct a spreadsheet to compute the ABCD parameters for an unfaulted system.
9.27 Compute the two-port ABCD parameters for the system:

(a) problem 9.5
(b) problem 9.6
(c) problem O.?
(d) problem 9.7, but with ZE == 3 + j20Q
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(e) same as part (d), but with a shunt reactor at the Q end with a total susceptance of
Y2 = 10+ jl00jLrnho

9.28 Compute ZR for the system of Figure 9.13 and using the data of
(a) problem 9.5
(b) problem 9.6
(c) problem 9.7
(d) problem 9.7, but with ZE = 3 + j20n
(e) same as part (d), but with a shunt reactor at the Q end with a total susceptance of

Y2 = 10+ j100jLmho

9.29 Compute H s as defined by (9.138) for the system of Figure 9.13 and using the data of
(a) problem 9.5
(b) problem 9.6
(c) problem 9.7
(d) problem 9.7, but with ZE = 3 + j20n
(e) same as part (d), but with a shunt reactor at the Q end with a total susceptance of

Y2 = 10 + jl00jLmho

9.30 ComputeHR as defined by (9.140) for the system of Figure 9.13 and using the data of
(a) problem 9.5
(b) problem 9.6
(c) problem 9.7
(d) problem 9.7, but with ZE = 3 + j20n
(e) same as part (d), but with a shunt reactor at the Q end with a total susceptance of

Y2 = 10+ j100jLmho
9.3t The circuit of Figure 9.14 has a shunt fault at F, but the type of fault is not identified. Assume

that the fault is a one-line-to-ground fault with fault impedance ZF.
(a) Sketch the three sequence networks under the assumption that the power system is a

two-port network, with the port currents defined as entering points A and B in Figure
9.14.

(b) Write the two-port Z matrix equations for the sequence networks.
(c) Connect the sequence networks to represent the one-line-to-ground fault. Is this con-

nection a series connection of two-port networks?
9.32 Repeat pro~lem 9.31(c) for a line-to-line fault.
9.33 Consider the figure accompanying problem 9.1. It is claimed in [10] that the impedance seen

by the relay for this system is given by

(
1 - j cot«()/2)

ZR=-ZS+(ZS+ZL+ZU) 2

Confirm that this is the correct solution for the relay impedance.
9.34 Consider a one-line-to-ground fault at F in Figure 9.14. Construct the sequence network

connections for this fault, including the fault impedance.
(a) Assume that the source voltages Es and Eu are equal, which is an assumption often

made in fault studies.
(b) Assume that the source voltages Esand Eu are not equal. Describe how one can solve

the system for the contribution to the total fault current supplied from source Es-
9.35 Verify theABCD results computed in Section 9.5.2.
9.36 Verify the M parameters given in Section 9.7.3.
9.37 Verify the results given by (9.188) and (9.189).
9.38 Prove that all circles defined by (9.188) pass through the point R1 + j X1 in the complex Z

plane.
9.39 Prove that the origin of the Z plane is a solution of (9.188) when f = O.
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9.40 Construct the circle defined by the following parameters:

R1 == 4.0
XI == 16.0

R2 == 2.0
Xl == -4.0

e == 1.0
f == -1.0

9.41 Construct the circle defined by the following parameters:

R1 == 4.0
x, == 16.0

R2 == 2.0
X2 == -4.0

e == 1.0
f == -2.0

9.42 Experiment with a copy of Figure P9.4 and satisfy yourself that lines drawn to each end of
the diameter from any point on the circle forms a right angle at the selected point.

9.43 Consider the general equivalent of a protected component as shown in Figure P9.43, where the
ABCD two-port parameters are known based on viewing the system from the external sources,
as noted in the figure. Determine the M matrix parameters for the protected component,
defined by (9.1), in terms of the ABCD parameters, defined by (9.84).

:ABCD

Protected
ComponentES:~

:------~-----_--..II

Figure P9.43 General equivalent of a protected component.

+
Eu
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Admittance at the Relay

For some protective relay problems, there are advantages to viewing the relay characteristic
in terms of the apparent impedance seen at the relay. Chapter 9 explores this concept in some
detail. Other problems are more easily solved by computing the apparent admittance seen at
the relay. This chapter is devoted to a development of the admittance characteristics and its
relationship to the impedance characteristic. An emphasis on graphical interpretation is used
to clarify these concepts.

10.1 ADMITTANCE DIAGRAMS

From Chapter 9 we have the equations of the relay voltage and current in terms of the Thevenin
equivalent voltages, i.e.,

(10.1)

(10.2)
I R m3ES - m4EUYR == - = - - - - -
VR m}Es +m2EU

where the variables in (10.1) are defined in Figure 10.1.
If we solve for the admittance YR seen by the relay, we have

Eu
m ; -m4-Es

Eu
m, +m2-Es

which is a circle for variations in (Eu /Es). This admittance is the inverse of the impedance ZR.
It is also convenient to define the "input admittance" Y/ seen by Is at the Thevenin source

voltage E s. Thus, by definition,

Y Is
I == - (10.3)Es

This admittance is the inverse of the impedance Z I shown in Figure 10.1. It can be shown that
this function is also a circle in the admittance plane.

355
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------IZEt-------

Protected
Compentent

Figure 10.1 Measurements at the relay R.

The admittances YRand Y/ correspond to the admittance seen by IR andIs, respectively,
at different points, as shown in Figure 10.1. These admittances correspond to impedances ZR
and Z/, respectively. From Figure 10.1, we write

which we divide by I s to compute
Es I R

Z/ = - = Zs + -ZR
Is Is

or

Z/ = Zs +kZR
where we have defined the complex constant

k= IR
Is

(10.4)

(10.5)

(10.6)

(10.7)

Then the input admittance may be written as
1 1

y/ = - = (10.8)
Z/ ZR +kZs

This result is a convenient measure of system conditions or of the relay characteristics as
viewed from the input or source terminals.

10.2 INPUT ADMITTANCE LOCI

Consider the symmetrical system viewed from the Thevenin voltages as shown in Figure 10.1.
For the Thevenin two port we write the following.

(10.9)

This system has the solution (9.90) or
D 1

Is = REs - REv (10.10)

Then, by definition, the system condition is described in terms of the source voltages by the
expression

(10.11)

which we can write as

(10.12)
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where we can define, from (9.134),

D == de j o

Eu == ~e-jB
Es E
1{!==8+()

so that
E e- j(o+e)

me--j tjl == _u_
DEs dE

or
1

m==-
dE
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(10.13)

(10.14)

(10.15)

Typically for a transmission line D has a magnitude of approximately unity and a very small
angle so 1/d is also about unity. Therefore, there is little error if we consider m to be a real
constant that is approximately unity when Es is equal to Ei).

10.2.1 YI Loci For Constant m

We now examine the case where m is a constant and 1/1 a variable. Suppose we define
the dimensionless parameter F such that

F == (1 -- me--jl/t) == 1 - me-joe- j e (10.16)

which is plotted in Figure 10.2. Since d is a constant, different values of m correspond to
changes in the Thevenin voltage ratio E. Also, since 8 is a constant, changes in 1/f correspond
to changes in the angle () by which source voltage E s leads Ei].

Figure 10.2 Plot of F = ImeJt/f for fixed m and
variable (). -1 o +1

The quantity D/B has dimensions of siemens (or l/ohms) and, for a transmission line,
is approximately equal to the series admittance. Multiplying F by D/B rotates the plot of
Figure 10.2 by the phase angle of D/B and scales F by the magnitude of D/B. Typically, the
angle of rotation will be negative and in the range of -600 to -900

•

Suppose we write

D OAt

- == ye!" (10.17)
B

then ¢ would normally be large, say 2700 < ¢ < 3000
• Since Y/ == (D/B)F, this will result in

a plot similar to that of Figure 10.3, which is plotted for three different values of the parameter
m and for a fixed value of (). It is apparent from this figure that we can easily find the variation
of Y/ as a function of 1/J in the Y plane for any fixed m. When m == 1, the circular locus for
the input admittances passes through the origin. Smaller values of m give smaller radii, and
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---+~---'-"''''''''--''''''''-~r--~'''''''----__~ G

Figure 10.3 Locus of Y I for constant m and variable ().

larger values larger radii. The angle () increases in the clockwise direction, which corresponds
to increasing the angle by which the source voltage Es on the left leads Eu (see Figure 10.1).

10.2.2 Y1 LociForConstant 1/J

When 'tfr is a constant and m is variable, the locus Y/ = (D jB)F is a line. From (10.12)
and (10.17) we write

y/ = (~) F = (yejtf»(l - me-U )

= ye!" - ymei(f/>-l/J)

The first term in (10.18) is the constant IDjB Ithat locates the center ofthe circles in Figure 10.3.
The line (10.18) goes through this point, making an angle (l/J - 'tfr) with the horizontal as
shown in Figure 10.4. Using this construction it is easy to select values of Y/ corresponding

B

G

Figure 10.4 Locus of Yi for constant 1/1 and variable m,
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to variations in m for any fixed 't/J. In the second line of (l 0.18), the first term is a constant and
the second term varies with m.

10.3 THE RELAY ADMITTANCE CHARACTERISTIC

We now seek to relate the relay tripping characteristic YI to Y I. First, however, we must
establish a clear notation for the various impedances and admittances. We have previously
defined the apparent impedance seen at the relay location to be ZR. Note that this is not the
relay tripping characteristic, but is a point in the complex Z plane that corresponds to the
particular voltage and current that exist at the relay. The relay threshold characteristic is a
locus of points in the complex Z plane, which we shall designate asZR, or its inverse YR in the
complex Y plane, that defines the region in the Z or Y plane for which the relay will pick up.
Since Y I is convenient for plotting system operating conditions in the complex Y plane and
ZR is used to determine relay tripping conditions in the complex Z plane, the intersection of
these curves would give us the operating conditions that will cause tripping. For convenience,
it is desirable to plot the operating condition and the trip characteristic in the same complex
plane.

One way to find the desired intersection would be to plot the image of the Y I circles in
the Z plane for a range of values of m. Then values of m and () could be read from the plot to
determine threshold values. However, this method is inconvenient since the direct reading of
m and e is difficult in the Z plane.

A better method is to transfer the relay threshold characteristic, ZR, to the admittance
plane and compare this with the system operating characteristics given by Y I . We must be
careful, however, to compare system quantities at the same location. Thus, we should not
compare the admittance YR == 1/ZR with Y / as these admittances refer to measurements
made at different locations in the circuit. Instead, we define a new quantity that is the relay
characteristic transferred to the input terminals, i.e., from (10.5), define

(10.19)

where the circumflex (1\ ) signifies the relay characteristic. We then graphically display the relay
characteristic, referred to the input terminals, invert this to obtain a corresponding admittance
and compare this relay admittance with Y/, which represents the system operating condition.
This is summarized in Figure 10.5, which is not drawn to any particular scale. The impedance
Z 0 represents the center of the kZR circle.

The construction of Figure 10.5 begins with the relay characteristic ZR. However,
this is not exactly the characteristic desired. According to (10.19) we need to multiply this
characteristic by the complex constant k, which is defined by (10.7). In Figure 10.5, this
constant has a value of 0.91 with an angle of 0°. Thus the constant k shrinks the characteristic
to get the new circle, kZR, plotted using the gray line. The source impedance is added to the
gray circle to obtain the relay characteristic curve as viewed from the input ZI which is the
hatched circle displaced upward in the figure. The inverse of this circle gives the admittance
circle in the fourth quadrant. The intersection of YI with any circular m characteristic locates
the relay threshold for that value of "'. This threshold is identified in Figure 10.5 for In == 1,
which occurs at a () value of about 55° .
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Z and Y Plan es

Figure 10.5 Graphical construction comparing YI and fl .

EXAMPLE 10.1
Alongtransmissionlineconnectstwosystems. TheABCD parametersfor the lineandsourceimpedances
are givenas

A =0.8589L7.75°
B = 280.0L81°n
C = 1300L91°p,S
D = 0.76L3°

For this example, the impedanceZE of Figure 10.1 is infinite.
The source impedancebehind the relay is

z, = 0+ j40 n
The relay itself is set as a circular(mho)characteristicthroughtheorigin, as in Figure 10.6,withZo set at
anangleof60° andadjustedsothat themaximumrelayimpedancefora three-phasefaultatEu (Eu =0) is
exactlyon therelay threshold. Find thelimitingphaseanglebetweenEs andEu form = 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1.
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x
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Figure 10.6 The relay and input terminal char-
acteristics. 300 R

(10.21)

Solution
First, we determine the relay characteristic We are given that ZRmax is on the threshold circle, or

ZRmaX==[~(I_:f)-ZS] _ =~-Zs
S Eu-O

== 368.42L78° - 40.0L90°

== 76.599 + j360.370 - j40.0 == 329.400L76.55°
Since ZRmax lies on the threshold, the relay characteristic is that shown in Figure 10.6, where the center
Z; is still unknown. To find Z; we write the equation in the general quadratic form.

a(R 2 + X 2 ) + hR + eX + d == 0 (10.20)

Since R == X == 0 is a solution, then d == 0 and (10.20) may be written as

( R + ~)2 + (x + ~)2 === r~
2a 2a'

where

But

ZR == ZRmax == 329.400L76.55° == 76.599 + j320.370

is also a solution. These values can be substituted into (10.21), as follows.

( 76.599 + ~)2 + (320.370 + ~)2 == r;
2a 2a'

We also know that Z; is along a 60° ray from the origin such that

tan 600 == ~ == e/2a == ~
bf'ln b

or

(10.22)

(10.23)

(10.24)

(10.25)
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Now let

then

Now, (10.23) becomes

-b
R; = 2a'

-cx--
0- 2a'

(10.26)

(10.27)

or

Expanding, we compute

and

or

and

5867.407 - 153.198Ro + R;
+102,636.937 - 1109.794Ro + 3R; = 4R;

1262.992Ro = 108,504.344

-b
Ro = 85.911 = -

2a
-c

Xo = 148.80 = -
2a

(10.28)
Jb2 + c2rz = (R; + X;)1/2 = 2a. = 171.821

Now, from (10.19), the relay threshold as viewed from the input terminals is

Z/ =Zs + kZR= Zs + ZR
since k = 1 for this special case. The relay threshold characteristic has its center at

R; + ReZs = 85.911 + 0 = 85.911
X; + IrnZs = 148.801 + 40.0 = 188.801

and has radius rz = 171.821, exactly the same as the relay threshold.
We now compute the center and radius of Y/, the inverse ofZt- This image circle has the Y plane

equation

or
.... 2 .... 2 b » c" a
G + B + -G - -B =--

d d d
(10.29)

Since Z/ does not intersect the origin, d =1= 0 for this circle. From (10.20) we complete the square to find
the square of the radius.

b2 + c2 d
--2- - - = (171.821)2
4a a

(85.911)2 + (188.801)2 - ~ = (171.821)2
a

d- = 13,504.140
a
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and this value may be substituted into (10.29). We also compute

b/2a = !!- = -85.911 = -6.362 x 10-3
d]a 2d 13504.140

c/2a = ~ = -188.821 = -13.981 x 10-3
d ja 2d 13504.140

b2 + d2 a
--2- - - = (40.473 + 195.469 - 74.652) x 10-6
4d d

= 161.890 X 10-6

Now, from (10.29), we complete the square to write

(
" b ) 2 ( " c ) 2 b2 + c2 a 2
G+ 2d + B- 2d =~-d=Sy

or

(6 - Go )2+ (B - Bo )2 == S2y
Then, from (10.30) and (10.31) the center of admittance threshold is located at

-b
Go = - = 6.362 X 10-3

2d
+c -3

B; = 2d == -13.981 x 10

and from (I 0.30) the radius is
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(10.30)

(10.31)

s, == J161.8895 == 12.723 x 10- 3

We now compute the operating characteristic Y/ so that it can be plotted together with the input admittance
threshold characteristic. From (10.12),

For this problem we have
D 1
---- = 2.714 X 10- 3L - 78°5

B 368.42L78°

IEul 1 1.316m---------- IDIIEsl - 0.76E - E

We are given values of E = 0.75, ] .00, and 1.25. These correspond to

m = 1.754
m = 1.316
m = 1.053

E = 0.75
E=1.oo
E = 1.25

These values must be multiplied by ID/B I before plotting in the Y plane, in which case they become
4.762 x 10-3, 3.572 x 10--3, and 2.857 x 10- 3 , respectively.

We also have

l/J == e+ 8 = e+ 3°

The plot of both the Y/ and Y/ circles is shown in Figure 10.7. From the figure we read the following
phase angle limits (approximately):

E = 1.25
E = 1.00
E = 0.75

e = 82°
e = 83°
e = 86°
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Note that () does not change very fast for changes in m and that () ~ 80° is approximately correct for a
range of voltages in the Y plane neighborhood of the voltage ratio E = 1.0.

Figure 10.7 Solution of example 10.1 in the Y plane. •
10.4 PARALLEL TRANSMISSION LINES

Consider a situation where the protected line under consideration is in parallel with n - 1other
lines as shown in Figure 10.8. Here we let Zl, Z2, ... ,Zn be the line impedances of lines
1, 2, ... , n and we assume that these impedances may all be different. Then the impedance
seen by relay k is

VR
ZRk=-

IRk

If we let the source current be Is, then we can write

VR =Es -ZsIs
to get the relay voltage in terms of input quantities.

(10.32)

(10.33)
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~----+ VD ----~

Figure 10.8 A transmission system with n parallel lines.
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Since the lines are all in parallel, the voltage drop across all lines is the same. If we call
this voltage drop VD, then the value of this voltage is

We also know that Kirchhoff's law must be satisfied at the relay junction, or

Is == I R1 + I R2 + ... + I Rn
n

== Y 1VD + Y2VD + ... + YnVD == L Y i VD
i=1

(10.34)

(10.35)

where Y t , ••• , Yn are the individual line admittances, and are equal to the reciprocal of the
line impedances. From (10.35), we compute

Is
VD == -,-z-

LYi
i=1

which may be substituted into (10.34) to write, at relay k ,

Is
Zk l Rk == -n--

LYi
i=1

or

Then the impedance seen by relay k is, from (10.32)

(10.36)

(10.37)

(10.38)

nLYiVR

Z - i=) (10.39)
Rk - YkIs

which gives the relay impedance in terms of the input current. But from (10.32) we may also
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compute
n

LYi
VR Es - Zsls i=l

ZRk =1- = YI = -y-(Z/-ZS)
Rk k s k

nLYi
i=1

(10.40)

This expression reduces to Z/ - Zs when there is only one line, which agrees with (10.6) for
the case where k = 1.

For the special case of two lines, (10.40) reduces to

Zt +Z2
ZRI = (ZI - Zs) (10.41)

Z2
for relay #1. From this expression we can also compute the relay impedance ZRt as seen at
the input terminals, in which case Z/ = ZIt. From (10.41), for line #1,

A Z2 A

ZIt = Z Z ZRt + z; (10.42)
1 + 2

This quantity is plotted in Figure 10.9 for an arbitrary choice of system constants. A similar
expression can be developed for line #2, but this is left as an exercise.

x

Figure 10.9 Development of Z/1 from ZR.

Suppose we concentrate on a given relay R of Figure 10.8, located in a line with
impedance ZL with all parallel lines lumped into a single parallel impedance ZE, as shown in
Figure 10.10. Then we write the system equations that follow. The relay impedance is

VRZR = - (10.43)IR
but

(10.44)
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IE
~

...-------tZE1-------

+
E s

Figure 10.10 Relay impedance in a parallel circuit.

where Z p is the parallel combination of ZLand ZE, or

ZEZL
Zp == ---

ZE +ZL
Then

ZSZL
VR= Es - Zsls = Es - ---z;-IR

Now, dividing (10.46) by I R we get

+
E u
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(10.45)

(10.46)

(10.47)
s, ZSZL

ZR == - ---
IR z;

But we can also write the equations of the system of Figure 10.10 in terms of the two-port
transmission parameters as

where the ABeD parameters include the source impedances Zs and Zv. Then

AEu -Es
Iv == B

and

(
AEU - Es )

Is == CEu -D B

which can be simplified, since AD - Be == 1, to

D ( Ev )Is == B e, - Ii
If we divide (10.51) into E s , we get the equation of a circle, i.e.,

Es _ Es _ BID

Is - !!.. (Es _ Eu) - 1 _ Eu
B D DEs

Utilizing (10.44) in conjunction with (10.52) we compute

EsZp BID

ZLIR (1 -~)
DEs

(10.48)

(10.49)

(10.50)

(10.51)

(10.52)
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or

(~) (~)Es
I R - 1- Eu

DEs
From (10.47) we know ZR in terms of Es/IR so we write

ZR - (ZL) ( BID -Zs)
- Zp 1 -Eu/DEs

(10.53)

(10.54)

which agrees with (9.106).
The admittance plane construction for the case of parallel lines can also be developed.

The input admittance for relay k is defined as

IRkY/ = - (10.55)Es
But the current at the relay can be stated in terms of the source current by (10.38). This allows
us to write the relay current in terms of the Thevenin source voltages as follows.

Yk (D 1)IRk = -- -Es + -Eu
n B BL Y;
;=1

This is substituted into (10.55) to compute

Yk D ( Eu )
y/ = ~ Ii 1+ DEs

L.-J Y;
;=1

(10.56)

(10.57)

(10.59)

This is a circle in the admittance plane similar to (10.11), but scaled by the ratio of the kth
line admittance to the sum of all line admittances. If the lines all have the same admittance
angles, this scaling factor is a real constant less than unity. It should be noted that this is not
an admittance in the usual sense because Es and IRk are measured at different points in the
network. It is, in fact, a scaling of the true input admittance.

10.5 TYPICAL ADMITTANCE PLANE CHARACTERISTICS

It was noted in Chapter 8 that certain impedance plane characteristics can be evaluated more
simply in the admittance plane. We examine this concept further by studying the familiar mho
characteristic as well as derivatives of this basic relay type. The general equation of a line or
circle in the Z and Y planes are as follows.

ex(R2+X2
) + bR + eX + d =0 (10.58)

If ex #- 0, this equation can be rearranged to the form

( b)2 ( C)2 b2+ c2 - 4ad S2
R + 2a + X + 2a = 4a2 = z

or

(10.60)
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This circle has the following properties:

Center: (Ro , Xo ) = (;:' ;;')

(10.61)

Sz ==Radius:
b2 + c2 - 4ad

4a2

The 1/Z transformation takes this circle to the admittance plane, with the general equation

d(G2 + B2) + bG - cB + a == 0 (10.62)

Radius:

If d ::j:. 0, this equation can be rearranged to write

(G - GO ) 2 + (B - BO ) 2 == S~

where, we can derive the following properties of the Y plane properties:

Center: (Go, 8 0 ) = (;:' ;d)
Jb2 + c2 - 4adS -

y - 4d2

If d == 0, then (10.62) reduces to the equation of the straight line
b a

B == -G +-
c c

(10.63)

(10.64)

(10.65)

Two examples are considered, one where the Z circle passes through the origin, and a second
example where the Z circle does not pass through the origin. From Chapter 8, we know that
the first case results in a straight line in the Y plane, whereas the second case gives a circle in
the Y plane.

EXAMPLE 10.2
Consider case 1 from example 9.4, where a Z plane circle goes through the origin, forming the familiar
mho relay characteristic. In many cases, it is more convenient to think of this relay characteristic in the
admittance plane, where it becomes a straight line. From example 9.4, we are given the data shown here,
for convenience, in Table 10.1Consider only the first case, where the Z plane circle has been shown to pass
through the origin, so we expect that the inverse of this circle will be a straight line in the admittance plane.

TABLE 10.1 Data from Four Cases of Example 9.4

Case RI Xl R2 X2 e f Ro Xo Sz
1 4 16 0 0 0 2 8 8.246
2 4 16 8 -4 0 6 6 10.198
3 4 16 0 0 I 10 6 11.661
4 4 16 8 -4 1 14 4 15.620

The data of Table 10.1 can be expanded, using (9.187)-(9.190) to compute the parameters listed
in Table 10.2.

For this example, we concentrate only on case 1 from Tables 10.1 and 10.2. For this case, the
parameter d == 0, so the Y plane equivalent of the Z plane circle is given by (10.65). The slope and
B intercept of this line are computed in Table 10.2. The results are plotted in Figure 10.11, where the
admittance values have been multiplied by 30 to force the admittance values to have magnitudes that are
closer to those of the impedance values.
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TABLE10.2 Parameters of the FourCasesof Table10.1

Case a b e d ble ale Go 8 0 Sy

I - 4 -16 0 0.2500 -.0625
2 - 12 - 12 - 32 - .1875 0.1875 0.3168
3 - 20 -12 0 1.6667 -.0833
4 - 28 -8 -32 -.4375 0.1250 0.4359

10 - / -----.---;....... ..•-- -·1

128o 4
Real Part «z; and 30 x YR

-4

_..... -
\ .., - 1- .

-- .--.-- - --..-- -.- -_. --A-; ::-.•.~ :..-.-- < -- ;.:
: : -..;..-
_ - -: - : Trip;Zone :

I I

...... ..-:--- \

...__.... ._...._.....:"'~_.__. --:-~- - - - - - - - I

o

2

4

-2

Figure 10.11 Plottedmhocharacteristics of example10.2.

The Y plane image of the point A is shown as the Y plane point A' in the figure. This point lies at
an angle that is the negative of the angle to the point A in the Z plane . A perpendicular from the relay
Y plane characteristic to the orig in can be computed from the fact that the perpendicular must have the
negative inverse of the slope ofthe relay characteristic line. Therefore, we can write the equation of the
perpendicular line as

c
B=--G

b
(10.66)

This equation can be solved simultaneously with (10.65) to determine the point A'. Thus , we write
c b a

B = --G = -G + - (10.67)
b e e

or
-ab

G=--
b2 +c2

This can be substituted into (10.65) to give the B value
ac

B = - -
b2 + c2

(10.68)

(10.69)
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For this example, the point A' is located at (0.0147, -0.0588) . In order to expand the scale for plotting ,
all Y values are multiplied by 30 in Figure 10.11, so this point is located at (0.441, -1.764).

Now, the relay trip zone consists of the area inside the Z plane circle . Think of this as the area
closest to the origin . Then , the corresponding area in the Y plane is that area farthest from the origin, or
all of the area below and to the right of the straight line in Figure 10.11, which is labeled "Trip Zone" in
the figure. This region corresponds to high admittances, resulting from the high currents due to faults. •

EXAMPLE 10.3
The second example to be considered from the data of Tables 10.1 and 10.2 is for case 2, where the
parameter d is not zero. This results in a Y plane circle, the parameters for which are given in (10.64).
Numerical values of these quantities are shown in Table 10.2. The resulting Y plane circle is shown in
Figure 10.12, where all admittances have again been multiplied by 30. If this were not done, the Y plane
circle would be very small on the scale of the plots in the figure.

-8 -4 0 4 8
Real Part ofZRand 30 x YR

16

::..'" 14
/'

x
0 12
C':) /
"0 10.:
til I

~'"
8

..... /
0 6
1: Itil 4P... \c 2til.:
'6b 0 -,
til
.§ -2

-4

-16 -12
I I I

12
I

16

Figure 10.12 Plotted results of example 10.3.

The Z plane points A and B changed to A' and B', respectively, when converted to the admittance
plane. Note that the angles to A and A' are equal in magnitude but of opposite sign. Moreover, A is
farther from the origin in the Z plane than B, but A' is closer to the origin than B' . Note also that the
circles are orthogonal.

Consider the relay trip zone in the impedance plane , which is the area inside the circular mho
characteri stic . In the admittance plane, however, this is the area for which tripping is prohibited and the
trip zone consists of all area outside the Y plane circle. •

The 1/ Z transformation of cases 3 and 4 are left as exercises.

10.6 SUMMARY OF ADMITTANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The examples studied in this chapter show that the admittance plane characteristics are very
attractive for the study of variations in the relay operation as a function of source voltage
magnitudes and angles. Variations in voltage magnitudes can be examined quickly by plotting
concentric circles . Since the circles have a common center point, these plots are much easier
to construct than the impedance plane plots, where the circle centers for variations of either
voltage magnitude or angle are always moving and are somewhat tedious to locate. Moreover.
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the examination of variations in the angle between the sources is easily constructed, as all of
these angles are measured from a common reference.

Certain relay characteristics are easier to represent in the admittance plane than in the
impedance plane. This is particularly true of the familiar mho relay, which is simply a straight
line in the admittance plane.
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PROBLEMS
10.1 Show that the admittance given by (10.3) is a circle in the Y plane.
I0.2 Derive the equations for plotting the relay apparent admittance for variations in both the

angle t/I and the voltage ratio constant k where we define
k = vE

and

E=I;~I·
10.3 Plot the results of problem 10.2 in the YR plane using the data of example 9.1.
10.4 Derive the equations for plotting the relay apparent admittance for variations in both the

angle l/J and the voltage ratio constant k where we define
k= vE

and

E=I;~I·
10.5 Consider the system shown in Figure PIO.5, where we describe the protected component

by its two-port network parameters, which can be in terms of Z, Y,G, H, or ABeD matrix
equations [3]. Moreover, if the two-port network meets certain constraints, which is usually
true in power systems, and if one of the two-port network descriptions is known, the others
can be derived. Suppose, then, that we are given one of the two-port descriptions for the
protected component, derive the system two-port description, which views the protected
component from the equivalent sources Es and Eu, as shown in Figure PIO.5.

r------------~y~~~-~~pQ~-----------,,
------....ZE :,,,,,,,,,

, ,
,------------------------------------'
Figure PIO.S A system description of two-port networks.
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10.6 Consider the system of Figure 10.1 where the protected system is a short transmission line
with impedance ZL == 0.3 + jO.8 per unit. Moreover, let the source impedances be given as
Zs == 0.] + jO.3 and Zu == 0.1 + jO.5 per unit.
(a) Compute mt, m-, m, and ms.
(b) Plot YR of equation (10.2) in the Y plane.

10.7 A transmission line has an impedance ZR = 0.1 + jO.4 per unit. The source impedance
behind the relay is Zs == 0.0 + jO.l per unit. The line is protected by a mho distance relay
with major diameter set to a magnitude of 0.4 per unit at an angle of 60° from the R axis.
Compute the following:
(a) The equation for the relay characteristic in the Z plane.
(b) The system input impedance Z I assuming that k == 1.
(c) The equation for the input admittance characteristic Y/.

10.8 Let the ABeD constants of a system be given as

A == 0.8i4°
B == 0.6i70°
C == 0.3i55°
D == dcs:

(a) Solve for D using the relation AD - BC" == I.
(b) ComputeD/B. What are the dimensions of this quantity in mks units?
(c) Plot Y/ loci for values of m fixed at 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2.

10.9 Given a system where

A == 0.7.o-
B == 300i70° Q

C == 1200i90° os

D == di8°
Zs == 10+ j30 Q

The relay characteristic is the lens characteristic shown in Figure PI 0.9 where the point Zm
is defined as

z; == 400[60° Q

Plot the Y/ and Y/ characteristics in the admittance plane and determine critical tripping
angles e for m == 0.8 and 1.2.

x

s

s

--...,.....---------------.llo--~R

\~ ~

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
o

Figure PIO.9 A lens relay characteristic.

10.10 A general expression for a circular relay threshold characteristic is given by (8.58), which is
the polar form of the characteristic in the Z plane.
(a) Write the rectangular form of this relay threshold characteristic.
(b) Derive the rectangular form of this same relay threshold characteristic, but in the Y plane.
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(c) Write the polar form of the Y plane threshold characteristic.
(d) Are there any restrictions to the above equations?

10.11 Some of the theory and derived results in both Chapters 9 and 10 are postulated as true in a
reciprocal network.
(a) What is a reciprocal network? Does reciprocity imply passivity?
(b) How can a two-port network be tested for reciprocity?
(c) How is reciprocity recognized in the Z and Y two-port matrix representations.
(d) Suppose that the impedance matrix for a two-port network is known. Use the Z matrix

parameters to derive the reciprocity requirement for the ABCD parameters.
10.12 A symmetric two-port has been described by: ZII = Z22 or Yll = Y22.

(a) How is the symmetric property realized in the ABCD representation of the two-port?
(b) Can this result determine a rule for the number of independent parameters needed to

define a reciprocal two-port network?
10.13 Verify the result given by (10.40).
10.14 Extend the result from problem 10.13 to the following special cases:

(a) Only one transmission line.
(b) Only two transmission lines.
(c) Find the input impedance for case (b).

10.15 Equation (10.42) gives an expression for the input impedance threshold characteristic for
relay 1 in a system with two parallel transmission lines. Develop an expression for the input
threshold impedance of relay 2.

10.16 Compute the two-port admittance matrix as seen by the source currents of Figure 9.13, but
with the line represented as an equivalent pi. Perform this calculation using the ABCD
parameters found in Chapter 9 and use those parameters to find the admittance matrix.
(a) Write the expressions for the admittance parameters in terms of the ABCD parameters.
(b) Check to make sure that reciprocity is preserved.

10.17 A relay has the tripping characteristic defined by the impedance plane plot of Figure PI 0.17.
Note that three straight lines are required to define the trip zone in the Z plane. Find the
corresponding trip zone in the Y plane.

Figure PIO.17 A special relay trip zone.

10.18 The system shown in Figure PI0.18 has the following parameters:

z, =50+ j150 n
ZL = 250+ j500 n
z; = 0+ j50 n

The relay at the VR location is a lens type with lens segments described by the following
equations:

Segment A: (R - 700)2+ (X + 100)2= 7502

Segment B: (R + 5(0)2 + (X - 500)2= 7502

(a) Plot the relay characteristics in the Z plane.
(b) Superimpose typical system operating conditions on the plot.
(c) Estimate graphically the critical trip angles and voltage ratios.
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Figure PIO.18 System equivalent for problem PI 0.18

10.19 For the system of problem 10.18, make the following Y plane computations:
(a) The relay characteristics.
(b) The system input characteristic.
(c) The relay threshold characteristics transferred to the input.
(d) Critical trip angles and magnitudes.

10.20 Consider case 1 of Tables 10.1 and 10.2. Assume that the application of this mho character-
istic is such that heavy line loading may intrude into the right portion of the mho circle. To
combat this problem, a "blinder" is prescribed. The blinder characteristic is a straight line
in the Z plane with adjustable slope equal to that of 0 A of Figure 10.11 but 4 ohms to the
right of that line, with the trip zone is to the left of the blinder. Determine the characteristic
of the blinder in the Y plane and plot this characteristic together with that of the mho relay.

10.21 Repeat problem 10.20 using data from Tables 10.1 and 10.2.
(a) Case 3
(b) Case 4
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Analysis of
Distance Protection

11.1 INTRODUCTION

Distance protection of transmission lines is a reliable and selective form of protection for lines
where the line terminals are relatively far apart. The most accurate form of comparison for
relay quantities is to compare the current entering a circuit with the current leaving that circuit.
For many transmission circuits, because of the line length, it is costly to compare the currents
at the two line terminals since this requires communications circuits that are at least as long as
the transmission line. An alternative method compares the voltage and the current at each line
terminal. Their ratio is the apparent impedance seen at the relay location, looking into the line,
and therefore measures the distance to a fault along the line. This may not be as accurate as
directly comparing the currents entering the circuit, since both the voltage and current undergo
violent changes during a fault, but the method has advantages that outweigh the disadvantages.

One problem that will be recognized immediately is that of determining the correct
distance measurement for faults of different types. For example, if the impedance from the
relay point to a bolted three-phase fault is Z, then the impedance to other types of fault will
be greater than Z, and may also involve the impedance of the ground return path. Moreover,
the impedance seen by the individual relays will depend on the connections of the instrument
transformers and the resulting secondary currents and voltages presented to the relays. Careful
analysis is required to determine precisely the quantities observed by the relays for all possible
conditions.

We begin with a basic assumption that there will be three relays for phase fault protection
and three different relays for ground fault protection. The first consideration, then, will be
to examine the various fault configurations to determine exactly the impedance seen by the
six relays under different fault conditions. We perform this analysis using the method of
symmetrical components. This requires the analysis of all fault types and the development of
relay input quantities for these conditions, for both phase faults and ground faults. Having these
fundamental considerations resolved, we will then be able to determine the relay quantities
and the impedance seen by the relays under the different conditions.

379
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11.2 ANALYSIS OF TRANSMISSION LINE FAULTS

Chapter 11 • Analysis of Distance Protection

The system to be analyzed is that .shown in Figure 11.1, where we use the two-port Thevenin
equivalent to represent the power system to the left and to the right of the line, with the line
and the fault location shown in detail. A shunt fault is assumed to occur at a point F, which is
defined to be located at a fractional distance h of the total line length, measured from the relay
position R. The impedance ZF shown in Figure 11.1 represents the arcing fault resistance
plus the impedance of the negative- and zero-sequence networks, connected as required for a
particular fault representation.

.....-----tZE1------....

Figure 11.1 Representationof afaultat F as seen
by a relay at R.

For this configuration, we would expect the relay at R to see the impedance hZL or some
quantity directly related to this value. This must be true no matter what kind of fault, either
phase or ground, and involving any number of phases.

Since we are interested primarily in the fault currents, we may redraw Figure 11.1
in the form shown in Figure 11.2, where EF is the prefault voltage at F. In Figure 11.2, all
network impedances except ZF are positive sequence impedances and are therefore subscripted
appropriately.

Figure 11.2 Equivalentcircuit of the faultednet-
work for a fault at F.

The analysis of the system of Figure 11.2 will be performed in two steps; first for the
analysis of phase faults, followed by the analysis of ground faults. For each fault analysis it
is necessary to represent the system of Figure 11.2 in terms of its sequence networks. These
networks are shown in Figure 11.3. Note that we carry along the identity of both the fault
point F as well as the relay point R in each sequence network. The line impedance between
Rand F, hZ L 1, is identical in the positive- and negative-sequence networks, but is different
in the zero-sequence network, where it is designated as hZLO• The source impedances are
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Figure 11.3 Sequence networks for a fault at F and relays at R. (a) Positive-sequence net-
work (left) and positive-sequence equivalent. (b) Negative-sequence network
(left) and negative-sequence equivalent. (c) Zero-sequence network (left) and
zero-sequence equivalent.

shown as being different for each sequence network, but in practice the difference between the
positive and negative sequences is small, and is often neglected. Finally, we note the equivalent
sequence networks on the right of Figure 11.3. The total sequence impedances, Zo, Zl, and
Z2, can be found from Figure 11.3 for any fault location.

11.2.1 Sequence Network Reduction

The network of Figure 11.4 is a general network representation that applies to all sequence
networks. This network topology can be analyzed in a general way and applied to the positive-,
negative-, and zero-sequence networks in the solution of all types of faults. In order to obtain
a general solution, consider the network of Figure 11.4.

This figure represents the basic connections of the fault equivalent in all sequence net-
works, although some branches may be open depending on the sequence impedances. In all
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Ii

(a)

i =0,1,2 Ii

(b)

(11.1)

Figure 11.4 Sequence network d-Y reduction for i =0,1,2. (a) The basic sequence
network. (b) The reduced sequence network.

cases, the network of Figure 11.4(a) can be used to represent the impedance of all sequence
networks. This network can be reduced to a more convenient form by a delta-wye transfor-
mation, of the lower delta, labeled i-j-k, which results in the network of Figure 11.4(b). The
transformation is given by the equation

[~:: ] = 1 [~:i:;;]
ZKi ZSi + ZEi + ZUi ZEiZU;

which defines new wye impedances in terms of the original delta impedances. Note that this
transformation preserves the identity of the protected line and the system voltage and current
at the relay location. Since the protection equivalent is an exact representation of the system
in all three sequence networks, it is possible to compute the sequence currents and voltage at
the relay position for any type of sequence network condition, representative of any balanced
or unbalanced shunt fault condition. The basic sequence network fault equivalents are shown
on the left side of Figure 11.3. In all cases, these sequence networks can be reduced to find the
sequence impedances shown on the right side of Figure 11.3, where the sequence networks are
defined in the usual manner [1]. We now consider the application of symmetrical component
theory to the analysis of different types of shunt faults.

11.2.2 PhaseFaults at F

Shunt phase faults can be either three-phase faults, with balanced three-phase fault
impedances to neutral, ZF, or phase-to-phase faults, with fault impedance ZF between phases.
We present a detailed analysis for the three-phase faults to illustrate the analytical process.

11.2.2.1 Three-Phase Faults. The three-phase fault is balanced; therefore, only the
positive-sequence network is required for the analysis. The fault point connection is shown in
Figure 11.5, where we identify the fault impedance ZF in each phase for a three-phase fault at
the point F.

The positive-sequence network and the fault connection are shown in Figure 11.6. We
treat the fault impedance as consisting of both R and X, although in practice this impedance
is usually considered to be purely resistive, representing an arcing fault resistance. Since the
parallel combination of impedances on the left of Figure 11.6 is simply the positive sequence
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Fa--r----------..--------
b-+----,r--------....---......----

c-+----it-----r-----'f-----t------.~
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Figure 11.5 Fault connection for the three-phase
fault at F. ! ! !

Figure 11.6 Sequence network connection for a
three-phase fault at F.

Fl

1
+
~1

......- .....-----.....---------..-.Nl
impedance Z 1, we may write the fault current in phase a as

E F 1
i.. = z. +ZF" K

or

KIa) = 1

(11.2)

(1].3)

where (11.2) defines a complex constant K, an inverse current. We may also write the
impedance in the left and right paths of the positive-sequence network as follows. From
(11.1) and Figure 11.3, we may write

[~: : ] == 1 [~~I~::] (11.4)
ZKl ZSl + ZEI + ZUl Z

E 1
ZUl

First, for the left path, we define the total impedance from Figure 11.4(b) as

ZM1=ZJl+hZLI (11.5)

and for the right path we have

ZNl == ZKl + (1 - h)ZLl

Then, from Figures 11.3 and 11.4, we compute the positive-sequence impedance

Z Z + ZMIZNl
I == /1

ZMI +ZNl

(11.6)

(11.7)
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Now, the current at the relay location can always be computed as a fraction of the total positive-
sequence current, that is,

(11.8)

where, in this case,

C1 = ZNI (11.9)
ZMl +ZNl

and where Zc, andZM1 are defined in Figure 11.4. Then we may write, from (11.2) and (11.8),

I - ClEF _ C1 (11.10)
Rl - Zl +Zp - K

or

KlR l = C1

The voltage at the fault may be written by inspection of Figure 11.6 as

ZF
Val = Zp1al = K

where we have incorporated the constant K defined by (11.2), or

KYat =Zp

(11.11)

(11.12)

(11.13)

The voltage at the relay may be computed from the voltage at F, given by (11.12), and the
voltage across the line impedance between Rand F. Thus,

z, +hZL1Ct
V R1 = Val + hZLtlRI = (11.14)

K
or

(11.15)

(11.16)

(11.17)

This completes the calculation of the sequence voltages and currents at locations F and R.
Since the fault is balanced, only positive-sequence quantities are needed. Note that there is,
some merit in computing not just the sequence quantities, butK times these sequence quantities,
as this simplifies the result. In every case, K is defined as

K= Zl +ZF
E p

and has the dimensions l/current. Therefore, the products KI are dimensionless and the
products KV have the dimensions of impedance. These products will be shown to provide a
very convenient way of describing all of the faulted conditions as seen by the relay.

We now compute the phase quantities from the sequence quantities. We may always do
this by recalling the matrix equation [1]

I abc = .AIoI2
or

where, from [1],

k={~

[
/a] _1[1 \ 1] [laO]f b - - 1 a a f a lk 2L 1 a a ~2

for the Fortescue transformation
for the power invariant transformation

(11.18)

(11.19)
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It is common practice to use the value k == 1.
For the three-phase fault, the computation of the phase currents is simple and gives the

following results. From (11.18) and (11.3) we compute the line currents, as follows. Line
currents at F:

KIa == 1
KIb == a2

Kl; == a
We use (11.8) and (11.18) to compute the relay currents. Line currents at R:

Kl:« == C1

KlbR == a2C!
Kl;« == ac,

Line currents at R for delta connected CT's:

(11.20)

(11.21)

(11.22)

(11.23)

2 M . /6K(Ia R -IbR) == (1 - a )C 1 == v 'se!" C1

K(lbR -lrR) == (a2 - a)C1 == v'3e- j rr/2C t

K(lcR -laR) == (a - 1)C1 ==v'3ej5rr/6CI

We compute the voltages in a similar way, using the same matrix equation with currents
replaced by voltages of the identical subscripts given in (11.18), with the following results.

Phase-to-neutral voltages at F:

KVa == ZF
KVb == a2ZF
KVc == aZF

Note that all of the KV products have the dimensions of impedance and are all complex
quantities that represent balanced three-phase quantities.

Line-to-line voltages at F:

KV ab == (1 - a2 )Z F
KV bc == (a2 - a)ZF
KVca == (a - l)ZF

Phase-to-neutral voltages at R:

KVa R == ZF + hZL1C1
KVbR == a2 (Z F + hZL1C1)
KVcR == a(ZF + hZL1C t )

(11.24)

(11.25)

(11.26)

Line-to-line voltages at R:

KV abR == (1 - a2 ) (Z F+ hZL1C 1)

KVbcR == (a2 - a)(ZF + hZL1C1)
KVraR == (a - l)(ZF + hZL1C1)

These computations for the three-phase fault are summarized in Table 11.1, where the
quantity ZF J is defined for convenience. This clarifies the difference between the voltages at
the fault and those at the relay since, in every case, the equations are exactly the same but the
impedance ZF at the fault point is replaced by ZF 1 to obtain voltages at the relay point. This
type of pattern, but with other defined replacements, will be possible for any type of fault.
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TABLE 11.1 Three-Phase Fault Quantities for a
Fault at F*

Quantity Value atF Value atR

KIao 0 0
KIa I 1 CI
KIa2 0 0

st, 1 CI
KIb a2 a2Cl
KIe a aCI

K(la -Ib) l-a2 (1 - a2)CI

K(lb -Ie) a2 -a (a2 - a)Cl
K(le -Ia) a-I (a - l)Cl

KVao 0 0
KVal ZF ZFI
KVa2 0 0

KVa ZF ZFl
KVb a2ZF a2ZFl

KVe aZF aZFl

KVab (1 - a2)ZF (1 - a2)ZFI

KVbe (0 2 -a)ZF (0 2 -O)ZFI
KVea (a - I)ZF (a - I)ZFI

Zab ZF ZFI/CI
Zbe ZF ZFI/CI
z.; ZF ZFI/Cl

*For the 3-Phase Fault, We Define:

K= ZI +ZF ZFJ =ZF +hZLICI
EF ZMI =ZJl + hZLl

Cl = ZNl ZNl =ZKl + (1 - h)ZLl
ZMl +ZNl

11.2.2.2 Phase-to-Phase Faults. Figure 11.7 shows the phase-to-phase fault, where
the fault is assumed to occur between phases b and c with a fault impedance of ZF between
the phase conductors. For this condition, the connection of the sequence networks is shown in
Figure 11.8. For the network of Figure 11.8, we compute the positive-sequence current at F
as follows.

from which we compute

and

EF 1
I - -1 2 - =
al- a -Zl+Z2+ ZF K

KIal = 1

(11.27)

(11.28)

K = Zj +Z2 +ZF (11.29)
EF

Note that the quantityK again has the dimensions of l/current, but it is defined differently than
the three-phase fault case. We also compute

ZF+Z2
Val=EF-Zllal=(ZF+Z2)lal= K (11.30)
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Fa-.....---------..--------
b-+---,...--------t-----.-----
c-+-----t~__r-----t-----t---__.-
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Figure 11.7 Fault connection for a phase-to-
phase fault at F.

Nl N2

Figure 11.8 Sequence network connections for a phase-to-phase fault at F.

or

KVa t == ZF + Z2

We also observe that

(11.31)

(11.32)
Kla2 == -1
KV a2 == Z2

From Figure 11.8, we can solve for the relay current using the wye-delta conversion of Fig-
ure 11.4 for the positive-sequence network, and an identical network configuration for the
negative sequence except for a change in the subscript notation from "a 1" to "a2." Then we
can define

and

Z Z + ZM2ZN2
2 == /2

ZM2 +ZN2

where

ZM2 == ZJ2 + hZL2

ZN2 == ZK2 + (1 - h)ZL2

where similar positive-sequence impedances are given by (11.5) and (11.6)

(11.33)

(11.34)

(11.35)



(11.36)

(11.37)
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Finally, we write the current at the relay location R as a fraction of the current at the
fault point F in each of the sequence networks, as follows:

IRI = CIIal

IR2 = C2I a2

where C1 is defined by (11.9) and C2 is defined in terms of the negative-sequence network
impedances, as follows.

C2 = ZN2
ZM2 +ZN2

From these initial observations, and noting that the zero-sequence voltage and current are
both zero, we may again synthesize the phase quantities using the matrix equation (11.18) to
compute the values shown in Table 11.2.

TABLE 11.2 Phase-to-Phase Fault Quantities for a Fault at F*

Quantity Value at F Value atR

KIao 0 0
KIa1 1 Cl
KIa2 -1 -C2

KIa 0 CI-C2
KIb a2 -a a2C] - aC2
st, a -a2 -c, -a2C2

K(Ia -Ib) a _a2 (l - a2)C t + (a - l)C2
su, -Ie) 2(a2 - a) (a2 - a)(Cl +C2)
su, -la) a -a2 (a - l)Cl + (1 - a2)C2

KVao 0 0
KVat ZF+Z2 ZFl +Z2
KVa2 Z2 Z2C

KVa ZF +2Z2 ZFl +Z2+ Z2C
KVb a2ZF - Z2 a2(ZFl + Z2) + aZ2C
KVe aZF -Z2 a(ZFl +Z2) +a2Z2C

KVab (l - a2)ZF + 3Z2 (l - aZ)(ZFl +Z2) + (1 - a)Z2c
KVbe (az - a)ZF (a2 - a)(ZFl + Z2 - ZZC)
KVea (a - l)ZF - 3Z2 (a - l)(ZFl + Z2) + (a2 - l)Z2C

*For the Phase-to-Phase Fault, We Define:
K- Zl +ZZ+ZF ZFl =ZF+CthZLl

- EF Z2C =Zz - CZhZL2

Again, we note the unique symmetry of the tabulated values, with the definition of new
impedances necessary to maintain the symmetry, in this case requiring definitions for ZFl and
Z2C. The definition of impedance Z2C is stated in terms of ZL2, the negative sequence line
impedance, but we recognize that ZLI = ZL2 for transmission lines.

In reviewing Tables 11.1 and 11.2, we see several interesting patterns:

1. All of the Kl product terms are dimensionless, with the currents at R differing from
those at F by the complex fraction C for each sequence network.
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2. The KV product terms have the dimensions of impedance and are proportional to the
voltages at the fault point and at the relay location.

3. The voltage terms at the relay location always include the impedance function repre-
senting the voltage at the fault with another term added to represent the voltage rise
along the transmission line from the fault point to the relay, where this voltage rise is
proportional to the impedance seen by the relay.

Finally, we note that the constantsC1 and C2 are expected to be almost equal and are often
assumed to be identical. Compare (11.9) and (11.37). If we can approximate these constants to
be equal, this simplifies some of the results for the phase voltages and the line-to-line voltages.

11.2.3 Ground Faults at F

We now consider ground faults at the point F, using exactly the same analytical technique
as for the phase faults. Two types will be considered: the one-line-to-ground fault and the
two-line-to-ground fault.

11.2.3.1 The One-Line-to-Ground Fault at F. The system condition for the one-line-
to-ground fault is shown in Figure 11.9. The one-line-to-ground fault analysis requires the use
of all three sequence networks, arranged as shown in Figure 11.10. For this sequence network
connection, we may write

EFlaO == lal == lat: == --------
Zo+Z) +Z2+ 3ZF

This gives us the following fundamental relations:

Klao == Klal == Kla2 == 1

and

1
K

(11.38)

(11.39)

K
__ Zo+Zl +Z2 + 3Z F ( 11.40)

EF

The following voltage relationships are computed at the fault point F from an analysis of
the sequence networks of Figure 11.10. First, we write the sequence voltages of the three

F
a

b

c

Figure 11.9 Fault connection the single line-to-
ground fault at F.

J

)

t 10 ~ I b= 0 ~ I e = 0 ~+ + +
Va Vb V c
- -

II , ~
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FO

--------.~---....&..NO

......---------....Nl

.......------4...-------.lI...N2

networks.

Figure 11.10 Sequence network connections for
a one-line-to-ground fault.

where

3ZF +Zo +Z2)
Val = (3ZF +Zo+Z2)la l = K

-Z2
Va2 = -Z2/al = K

-ZO
VaO = -Zoial = --K

(11.41)

(11.42)Z Z + ZMOZNO
0= 10

ZMO +ZNO

These equations define the KV product terms for the sequence voltages. From (11.39) and
(11.41) we have all the information required to synthesize the phase currents and voltages at
the fault point F, using the matrix equation (11.18). These will again be computed as KI and
KV products.

The sequence quantities at the relay point are proportional to those at the fault point,
as was found true for phase faults. The proportionality factors are different, however. These
factors will be computed and tabulated.
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We begin with the computation of the sequence currents at the relay. Let

KIRO==CO
KlR l == C1

KlR2 == C2

where we have defined a new current proportionality constant Co

ZNOCo == ----
ZMO +ZNO

The constants C 1 and C2 are defined by (11.9) and (11.37), respectively.
The sequence voltages at the relay are found by inspection of Figure 11.10.

KVRO == KVao+ hZLoKIRo == -Zo + COhZLO
KVRl == KVal + hZL1KlRl == 3ZF +Zo+Z2+C1hZLl
KVR2 == KVa2+ hZL2KIR2 == -Z2 +C2hZLI

391

(11.43)

(11.44)

(11.45)

Having computed all of the sequence quantities at both the fault point and the relay point, we
may compute the phase quantities. The results are given in Table 11.3. Again, we note the
symmetry of the tabulated values at the fault point and at the relay. The quantities have exactly
the same form, but certain impedance quantities must be defined to maintain the symmetry.
These quantities are shown at the bottom of Table 11.3.

TABLE 11.3 Single Line-to-Ground Fault Quantities for a Fault at F*

Quantity

KIa0
si;
KIa2
KIa
K1h
Klc

K(1a -lh)
K(lh -Ie)
Ktl; -Ia )

KVao
KVa t

KVaz
KVa
KVb
KVc
KVab
KVbc
KVca

Value at F

1
1
I

3
o
o
3
o
-3
-Zo

3ZF +ZO +Zz
-z,
3ZF

3aZZF - doZo+ dzZz
3aZF + dtZo - dzZz

3doZF + doZo - dzZz
dz(3ZF + Zo + 2Zz)
3dlZF + dlZo - dzZz

ValueatR

Co
C1
Cz

CO+Cl +Cz
Co+ aZC) + aCz
Co+aC) +a2C2
doCl-dlC2
dZ(Cl - C2)
s.c, -dOC2

-Zoc
(ZFO + ZFt + ZFZ) + Zoc + Z2C

-Z2C

(ZFO + ZFl + ZFZ)
aZ(ZFo + ZFt + ZF2) - doZoc + d2Z2C
a(ZFO+ ZFl + ZFZ) +dlZOC - dzZzc

dO(ZFO + ZFI + ZFZ) + doZoc - dZZ2C
d2[(ZFO+ ZFI + ZF2) + Zoc + 2Z2C]
d, (ZFO + ZFI + ZF2) + dlZoc - d2Z2C

*For the One Line-to-Ground Fault, We Define the Following:
K == Zo + Zl + Z2+ 3ZF ZFO == ZF + CohZLo Zoc =: Zo - COhZLO

EF ZFI == ZF +C1hZLI Z2C == Z2 - C2hZLZ
ZF2 == ZF + C2hZLZ
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Table 11.3 has defined for the first time the quantities do,dt , and d2. These quantities
occur repeatedly in the fault calculations. They represent a balanced set of phasors, shown in
Figure 11.11, where the phasor operators are defined in terms of the complex constant b, as
follows.

where

do=~b = 1 - a2 = ~ej1r/6 = ~L30°

d, = ~ab =a-I = ~ej5rr/6 = ~LI50°

dz = ~a2b =a2 - a = ~e-jrr/2 = ~L - 90
(11.46)

(11.47)
b = e j rr/6 = 1L30°
do+d1+d2 = 0

Using these defined quantities, based on the complex constant b, simplifies the notation. It is
possible to compute a set of identities associated with the phasor constants defined in (11.46)
and (11.47). Some useful identities are given in Table 11.4.

3a

-3a

Figure 11.11 Definition of phasor operators do,dl, and d2.

11.2.3.2 The Two-Line-to-Ground Fault at F. The two-line-to-ground fault is as-
sumed to have impedances ZF from each line to their connection point and an impedance ZG
to ground, as shown in Figure 11.12. The sequence network connections for this condition are
shown in Figure 11.13, where the construction within each sequence network is identical to
Figure 11.3.

This fault type is more difficult to analyze algebraically, and the results are complex. As
for the other fault types, however, we again discover a striking symmetry between currents and
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TABLE 11.4 Identities Involving Phasor Operators do,
d], and d2

393

do -d l = 3
d] - d2 = 3a
d2 -do = 3a2

~ = ~ = t!2 =a2
dl d: do

do = ad-.= a2dl
d, = ado = a2d2
d: == ad, = a2do

do +d] == -d2
d, +d2 = -do
dz +do == -dl

do dl d2-=-==-==a
d2 do dl

dod] == d, - do == d~ == -3
dod2 =d2 -i d, =di = -3a
d ld2 =do -d2 =d~ = -3a2

Figure 11.12 Fault connections for the two-line-
to-ground fault.

Fa

b

c

+ + +
I a =0 ~ I b ~ t, ~

Va Vb V c
-

j
-

j

Figure 11.13 Sequence network connections for a two-line-to-ground fault.

voltages at the fault point F and at the relay location R. The results are shown in Table 11.5,
where impedances are defined to clarify the tabulation and comparison of results. The results at
F and R always have the same form. The currents at R are modified by the constantsCo,C1, and
C2, since only a fraction of the total fault current flows through the relay current transformers.
The voltages are modified by changing two of the impedances, which is necessary since the
total fault voltage does not appear at the relay point, even though the form of the voltage
equations is exactly the same for both locations.
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TABLE 11.5 Two-Line-to-Ground Fault Quantities for a Fault at F*

Quantity Valueat F ValueatR

KIao
KIaI
KIa2
KIa
KIb
KIe

K(la -Ib)
K(lb -Ie)
K(le -Ia )

KVao
KVal
KVa2
KVa
KVb
KVe
KVab
KVbe
KVea

-Z2X -COZ2X
Z2X + ZOX CI (Z2X +ZOX)

-ZOX -C2Z0X

o (CI - CO)Z2X+ (CI - C2)ZOX
-dOZ2X + d2Z0X (a2CI - CO)Z2X + (a2CI - aC2)ZOX
dIZ2X - d2Z0X (aCI - CO)Z2X + (aCI - a2C2)ZOX

dOZ2X - d2Z0X dOCIZ2X + (doC) + dl C2)ZOX
d2(Z2X + 2Z0X) d2[CIZ2X + (CI + C2)ZOX]
dIZ2X - d2Z0X dlCIZ2X + (dl C) + dOC2)ZOX

ZOZ2X Zoc Z2X
ZF(Z2X +ZOX) +Z2XZOX ZFI(Z2X +ZOX) +Z2XZOX

Z2Z0X Z2CZOX

(ZF +ZO)Z2X + (ZF +Z2)ZOX +Z2XZOX §SeeNote
(a2ZF + ZO)Z2X+ (a2ZF + aZ2)ZOX+ a2Z2XZOX
(aZF +ZO)Z2X + (aZF + a2Z2)ZOX+aZ2XZOX

dO[ZF(Z2X + Zox) + Z2Z0X] - d lZ2Z0X §SeeNote
d2[ZF(Z2X + Zox) +Z2Z0X] - d2Z2Z0X
dl[ZF(Z2X + Zox) + Z2Z0X] - dOZ2Z0X

*For a Two-Line-to-Ground Fault, WeDefine:
Z2X =ZF + Z2 ZFI =ZF + CIhZLI

Zox = ZF + Zo + 3ZG Z2C = Z2 - CZhZL2
Zoc =Zo - COhZLO

§ForVoltages at R:
ReplaceZj- by ZFI
ReplaceZ2 by Z2C
ReplaceZoby Zoc

11.3 IMPEDANCE AT THE RELAY

Using the values of currents and voltages shown in Tables 11.1 through 11.5, we can evaluate
the apparent impedance seen by the relay at R for several possible connections of the current
and voltage transducers. Some connections that might be explored include:

1. Wye-connected VT's and wye-connected CT's
2. Delta-connected VT's and wye-connected CT's
3. Wye-connected VT's and delta-connected CT's
4. Delta-connected VT's and delta-connected CT's

The choices for instrument transformer connection have been exhaustively treated in the
literature [2-4]. From these studies, it is clear that the fourth choice is preferred for distance
relays since this connection provides the relay with a ratio of voltages to currents that most
nearly match the actual line impedance from the relay to the fault. This is not at all clear from
examining the tables of the last section without some detailed algebraic investigations, most
of which are left as problems at the end of the chapter.

11.3.1 Relay Impedances for Phase Faults with Ct =/; C2

Assume that the instrument connections are the delta connections shown in Figure 11.14,
which have been shown to be the preferred connection for distance relays [2]. Note that the
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Figure 11.14 Delta current and voltage transformerconnections for distance relaying.

current transformer s in Figure 11.14 are connected in delta , and the voltage transformers are
in an open-delta connection, which is considered appropriate for this application [3]. We now
examine the impedances seen by each of the relays for phase faults.

(1 1.48)

11.3.1.1 Relay Impedances for Three -Phase Faults . For three-phase faults and with
delta -connected current and voltage transformers, we compute the following impedances at
the relay location. From Table 11.1, we write

Z _ KVab ZF\ ZF
ab - K(la -h) =~ = hZ LI + c;-

Z _ KVbe _ ZF\ _ hZ Z F
be - K(h - Ie) - C1 - L1 + C,

Z _ KVea Z FI ZF
ea - K(Ie - I a ) = C, = hZLl + c;-

Clearly, the impedance seen by each relay is directly related to the total line impedance from
the relay location to the fault location, plus a term depending on the fault impedance. We
examine this term more carefully, particularly the effect of the constant CIon this term. From
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(11.7) we write

where, from Figure 11.2(b)we note that

ZMl = impedance in the relay branch
ZNI = impedance in the parallel branch

If the fault is very close to the relay location R, then

(11.49)

and C1 ~ 1.0 (11.50)

Similarly, if the fault is very close to the far end of the line, i.e., near Q in Figure 11.1, then

and (11.51)

In many cases, except for very short lines, the source impedances are small with respect to
the line impedances, such that ZMl is dominated by the line impedance. In this case, we may
approximate the value of C1 by

Cl = ZNl '" (1- h)ZLI = 1 - h (11.52)
ZNl +ZMl hZL1+ (1 - h)ZLl

In this case, the practical limiting minimum value for C1 for condition (11.51) is about 0.1,
which represents placing the relay reach or balance point at 90% of the line length. Note
that for C1 = 0.1, the fault impedance in (11.48) is effectively multiplied by a factor of
10, which considerably distorts the impedance seen by the relay. This could be a problem
for the relay selectivity, especially on short lines. For long lines, the total impedance in
(11.48) will be dominated by hZL1 and the fault impedance term will have less effect. Finally,
we note that the effect just described makes the relay see an impedance that is larger than
the actual impedance to the fault point, which causes the relay to "underreach" its design
balance point.

11.3.1.2 Relay Impedances for Phase-to-Phase Faults. For line-to-line faults, the
delta voltages and currents are given in Table 11.2. From these values, we compute the
following.

ZF 3Z2Zab = hZL1+ +--------
C1 +aC2 (1 - a2)C1+ (a - I)C2

ZFz.; = hZL1+ C C (11.53)
1 + 2

ZF 3Z2
Zca = hZLI + C l + a2C2 (a - OCl + (1 - a2)C2

For this case, the b-e relay sees exactly the line impedance plus a multiple of the fault
impedance. The other two relays see impedances that are related to the impedance from
the relay to the fault, plus other impedances that are complex and shifted in phase.

Note that the complex constants, CI and C2, are nearly equal in most cases and this
simplifies the expressions. Even with this simplification, the b-e relay is the only one that will
reliably detect the fault. This is as it should be since the line-to-line fault is between lines b
and c, by definition, in the symmetrical component representation.
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11.3.1.3 Summary for Phase Faults. The relay impedances seen by the three delta-
connected relays for phase faults are summarized in Table 11.6. The quantities displayed in
this table are for the general case where C I =/:. C2. In practical systems these constants are
nearly equal, and are often assumed to be equal to simplify the calculations [3], [4]. This
special case is discussed in section 11.3.3. Note that the expressions for impedance seen by
relays a-b and c-a for the phase-to-phase fault involve the impedance of the negative sequence
network in addition to the fault impedance. This further distorts the impedances seen by these
relays and makes fault detection unreliable except for the b-c relay, which sees only the line
impedance to the fault and the fault impedance.

TABLE 11.6 Relay Impedances for Phase Faults where C I i= Cz

Relay

a-b

h-c

c-a

3-Phase Fault Phase-to-Phase (b-c) Fault

hZ + ZF + 3Z2
LI CI +aCz doC, +dlCz

ZF
hZ1 1+---, Cl +Cz

ZF 3Z2
hZtt + z - ----

Cl +a c. dlC\ +doCz

11.3.2 Relay Impedances for Ground Faults with Ct ¥ C2

Using the data for voltages and currents from Tables 11.3 and 11.4, we may compute
the impedance seen by the relays for the one-line-to-ground and two-line-to-ground faults.
These quantities are generally more complex than those for phase faults, but the procedure is
straightforward. The results of these computations are shown in Table 11.7.

TABLE 11.7 Relay Impedances for Ground Faults where C, i= Ci

Relay

a-b

b-e

c-a

One-Line-to-Ground Fault

3Z F + Zo - a2Zz
hZ/, 1 + C C

I -a z
3ZF +Zo+ 2Z2

hZLl + C C
t - z

hZ 3ZF + Zo - aZ2
Ll + C -cI-a z

Two-Line-to-Ground Fault

hZ
doZF(Zzx + 2Zox) + 3ZzZox

Ll + ---------
doCJZzx + (doC, +dICZ)ZOX

ZF(ZZX + 2Zox)
hZL' + -------

C,Zzx + (CI + C2)ZOX

I dIZF(ZZX + 2Zox) - 3ZzZox
tZI' + ---------

, dIC,ZZX + (d,Ct +doCz)Zox

Note that these impedances generally involve both the zero-sequence and the negative-
sequence impedances, in addition to the fault impedance. Also note the impedance of the
b-c relay for the one-line-to-ground fault on phase a, as the constants C1 and C2 approach
equality. This relay sees the actual fault impedance plus a very large impedance, which means
that this relay will not pick up for this type of fault. For the two-line-to-ground fault, the
impedances seen by all three relays is directly related to the actual impedance to the fault
point, plus a complex function of the fault impedances. It is also clear that when C j and C2
are equal the second term is changed considerably in magnitude. This will be investigated in
the next section.
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11.3.3 Relay Impedances whenc,=C2
For the special case when C t = C2, the impedance expressions computed for the three

relays can be simplified. These impedances are shown in Tables 11.8 and 11.9. The impedances
for the three-phase fault are unchanged, but for other types of faults, the impedance values are
not as complex as before. Since the constants C1 and C2 are often nearly equal, the values in
Tables 11.8 and 11.9 are commonly used for computations.

TABLE11.8 RelayImpedancesforPhaseFaultswhere
Cl =C2

Relay Three-PhaseFaults Phase-to-PhaseFault

a-b ZF hZLl _ aZF _ j ,J3Z2
hZLl + CI c. CI

b-e
ZF ZF

hZLI + C
I

hZLl+-
2CI

ZF hZ a2ZF . ,J3Z2c-a hZLl + c;- Ll---+J--
CI CI

TABLE11.9 Relay Impedancesfor GroundFaults whereC1 =C2

Relay

a-b

b-e

c-a

One-Line-to-GroundFault

hZ 3ZF +Zo . Z2
Ll - dlCI + J .J3Cl

00

Two-Line-to-Ground Fault

hZ dOZF(Z2X+ 2Zox)+ 3Z2Z0X
Lt +---------

CI (dOZ2X - dzZox)
ZF

hZLI + Cl

hZ
dIZF(Z2X +2Zox) - 3ZzZox

Ll + ---------
CI (dt Z2X - d2Z0X)

(11.54)

EXAMPLE 11.1
A 161kV transmission line is 100miles long and is protected by distance relays with delta current and
voltage connections. The purpose of this example is to apply the concepts described in this chapter
for a typical transmission line, including the complex constants, the line impedances, and the sequence
network impedances.

The positive- and zero-sequence line impedances are given as follows:

Zl = 0.2799 + jO.6671 Q/mile
Zo = 0.5657 + j2.4850 Q/mile

A line-to-line fault between phases b and c occurs at a point 70 miles from the relay location R. At the
time of the fault, the source impedances are as follows:

ZSI = Zsz =0.002 + jO.OO5 pu
Zso= 0.004+ jO.OIOpu

ZUl = Zuz =0.003 + jO.OO6 pu
Zuo = 0.006 + jO.012 pu
ZEI = ZEZ = 0.20 + jO.50 pu
ZEO = 0.40 + j2.0 pu

(11.55)

(11.56)

(11.57)
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where all values are in per unit with base values of

SB = l00MVA
ZB := 259.21 n

399

(11.58)

The fault impedance, ZF is assumed to be 0.04 per unit on this same base and is an arcing resistance
fault.

Compute the following:

1. The per unit impedance from the relay point to the fault, hZLI
2. The impedances ZMl and ZNl
3. The complex constants C1 and C2

4. The impedances seen by relays ab, be, and ca.

Plot the relay impedances in the complex plane, including the components that make up the total
impedance for each relay.

Solution
From the given fault location, we know that h := 0.7. From this and the given line data, we compute the
following:

Then

and

(100)(0.2799 + jO.6671)Z -Z -Lt - L2 - 259.21

= 0.1080 +- jO.2574 pu

hZ L 1 := (0.7)(0.1080 + jO.2574)
:= 0.0756 + jO.1802 pu

ZF = 0.04 + jO pu

(11.59)

(11.60)

(11.61)

(11.64)

(11.63)

(11.62)

From Figures 11.3 and 11.7, we perform the delta-wye conversion for the positive- and negative-sequence
networks, with the following results.

Z - ZU1ZSl := 0.00017L68.1986°
It - ZSI +ZEI +ZUl

Z _ ZSIZEl
Jl - ZSI + ZEI + ZUl := 0.00542L68.1986°

Z _ ZE1ZUI
Kl - ZSI + ZEI + ZUl := 0.00388L68.1986°

Then we may compute the following impedances, defined by Figure] 1.3.

ZMl = hZ L1 + ZJl = 0.0776 + jO.1852 pu
ZNl = (I - h)ZLI +ZKl := 0.0363 + jO.0869 pu
ZMI + ZNI = 0.1139 + jO.2721 pu

Finally, from (11.7) and (11.9) we compute the total sequence impedance and the constant Ct.

ZM1ZNl
Zl == Z +Zll == 0.0248 + jO.0592 pu

Ml +ZNl

C1 == ZNl == 0.3192 + jO.00028 pu
ZMl +ZNI

Since the positive- and negative-sequence networks are identical, we write

(11.65)

(11.66)

(11.67)



(11.69)

(11.68)

(11.70)
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For the line-to-line fault case, we use the values of Table 11.8 to compute the relay impedances for all
three relays. Using these tabulated results, we compute the following.

a .J3
Zab = hZL I - -ZF - ]-Z2C1 C1

= 0.1954L67.24° +O.1253L - 59.95° +O.3481L - 22.78°
1

Zbc = hZL I + 2C
1
ZF

=0.1954L67.24° + 0.0627L - 0.05°
a2 J3

Zca = hZL I - CZF + jC Z2
I . I

=0.1954L67.24° + 0.1288L60.22° + 0.3475LI57.27°

The three relay impedances are plotted in Figure 11.15, beginning with the impedance from the relay
to the fault point, hZL I. The various components are added to this quantity to locate the total relay
impedance for all three relays. The relay at R is assumed to be a mho type relay, with a circle diameter
of exactly ZL 1. Clearly, the b-c relay will trip, but the others will see this fault as well outside their trip
zone.

Figure 11.15 Relay impedances for a phase-to-phase fault on phases b-e. •
The result computed in Example 11.1 and displayed in Figure 11.15 is typical for the

line-to-line fault detection using distance relays. Usually two of the relays see the fault as
outside the trip .zoneand only the b-c relay picks up for this type of fault. The three-phase
fault, however, will be picked up by all three relays.

11.3.4 Apparent RelayImpedance Plots

A convenient way of viewing the computed complex apparent impedance seen by the
relay at R is to plot that impedance in the complex plane as the fault location parameter h is
varied from 0 to 1, thereby moving the fault location from the relay terminals to the far end of
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the transmission line. The impedance seen by the relay is a function of all the parameters of
the protection equivalent circuit, shown in Figure 11.1. This concept is studied by means of
numerical examples.

EXAMPLE 11.2
The first example studies the effect of the length of an EHVtransmission line on the shape of the apparent
impedance. The basic system parameters are as follows:

Base voltage == 500 kV

Base MVA == 1000MVA

z == 0.0007456 + )0.0014920 pu/km

y == 0.0 + )0.0011184 pu/km

Es == Eu == 1..0 + jO pu

Zs == Zu == 0.0 + )0.1 pu

ZE == 0.002 + )0.04 pu

ZF == 0.01 + )0.00 pu

(11.71)

( 11.72)

( 11.73)

Both the length of the transmission and the effect of the line susceptance will be variables in this example.
The transmission line is divided into two sections, separated at the point of the fault application. Both
segments of the transmission line are represented as long line equivalent pi sections. Figure 1] .16 shows
the general view of the system under study.

.-..----.......ZEt--------1

+
Es

Figure 11.16 Protection equivalent for an EHV
line.

Solution
We solve the transmission line be varying only the line length to determine the effect of this parameter
on the apparent impedance of the line as seen by the relay. The results are shown in Figure 11.17.

Changing any of the system parameters changes the shape of the resulting system variables. At
the relay, the variable of greatest interest are the relay voltage, current, and apparent impedance. This
example shows that the apparent impedance extends farther in the positive R direction of the complex
plane for the longer lines. An additional parameter that is sometimes neglected in protection studies
is the shunt susceptance of the transmission lines. For this 500 kV line the shunt susceptance is rather
large. If the susceptance is omitted from the study, the results are considerably in error. The apparent
impedance loci have somewhat different shapes, and do not reach nearly as far to the right as for the
cases with susceptance included. We conclude that long lines cause the apparent impedance locus to
bend toward the right as the fault nears the remote end of the line. Moreover, the apparent impedance at
the relay is in error if the shunt susceptance is not included in the analysis.
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Figure 11.17 Apparent impedance seen by relay R.

0.7

•

(11.74)

Other examples will now be pursued to investigate the effect of varying other variables,
either for the line or for the connected power system .

EXAMPLE 11.3
A 500 kV transmission line is 400 km long and has the following basic parameters :

Es =Eu = 1.0 + jO pu
Zs =Zu =0.0 + j O.I pu
ZF = 0.001 + jO pu
ZE = variable

The external impedance ZE is left as a variable so that we can investigate the effect of the external
network impedance on the apparent impedance seen by the relay at R. Other parameters are as defined
in (1 1.71)-(1 1.73). Note that the assumed fault impedance is quite small.
SolutIon
First, we examine the case where ZE is smaller than the equivalent pi impedance for the entire line. The
value arbitrarily chosen for study is

ZE= 0.002 + jO.04O pu (I I. 75)

where the X / R ratio is 20:I , the same ratio as the transmission line. This small value of ZE represents a
highly developed EHV network in parallel with the protected line under study. This impedance is then
varied over several decades, multiplying by IOand 1000.
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The apparent impedance seen by the relay at R is shown in Figure 11.18. A mho type of distance
measuring relay with a maximum torque angle (MTA) of 60 degrees is assumed to reach 90% of the
equivalent pi distance. and is represented by the circle in the figure. The three values plotted represent
the base impedance. given by (11.75) and also values 10 and 1000 times greater than this base value.
Even higher values produce apparent impedance loci that deviate only slightly from the highest of these
values.
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Figure 11.18 Apparent impedance with increasing values of l E.

Note that the apparent impedance is not collinear with the radial line impedance, shown as ZL.
This is because the portion of the fault current supplied by the opposite end of the line becomes great
as the value of h approaches unity. This causes the locus of the apparent impedance to bend to the right
and to extend farther in the +R direction. We conclude that the value of the external impedance is very
important in determining the location and the shape of the apparent impedance. plotted in the complex
Z plane. •

EXAMPLE 11.4
Example 11.3 shows the apparent impedance seen by the relay at R as a three-phase fault is moved along
the transmission line. Extend this study of the same 500 kV line to compute the complex current and
voltage as a function of h. the fault position along the line.

Solution
The circuit of Figure I I.16 is solved for all values of h from 0 to I, and the complex relay current and
voltage are computed for each fault location. The results are plotted as complex phasor loci in Figures
I 1.19 and 11.20 for the relay phasor voltage and current. respectively.
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Figure 11.19 Phasor loci for the relay voltage at R.
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Figure 11.20 Phasor loci for the relay current at R.

Note that the horizontal and vertical axes are not scaled equally in these figures, as is usually done
in plotting phasor loci. This has been done in order to show more clearly the curvature of the loci. The
voltage loci lie close to the real axis, with imaginary parts that are only slightly negative, as would be
expected . For a fault at the relay, the voltage is almost zero, but it increases as the fault moves farther
away. For small and reasonably large values of ZE the voltages reaches a maximum in its real part and
then doubles back toward the real axis.
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The relay current, shown in Figure 11.20, is largest in magnitude when the external impedance is
small , which reflects the fact that a portion of the total relay current is contributed by a current component
flowing through the external system . For high values of external impedance, the current locus hooks
back as the fault nears the remote end of the line. •

The preceding examples have demonstrated the effect of different external system im-
pedances on the apparent impedance seen by the relay and the effect on the relay voltage and
current. We now explore the effect of the source impedances on the relay quantities.

EXAMPLE 11.5
Plot the relay apparent impedance, voltage, and current for widely different values of source impedances,
while leaving the external system impedance unchanged. The line is 400 km long.

Solution
The relay apparent impedances are plotted in Figure 11.21 for three values of source impedances. The
first value, plotted as the solid line, is the same as that plotted in Figures II .I? and 11.18. Two additional
curves are plotted , one with the source impedance Zs reduced by a factor of five, and with source
impedance Zu increased by a factor of five. The second new plot is for the source impedance Zs
increased by a factor of five, and with source impedance Zu reduced by a factor of five. These are
identified in the figures as the "Lo-Hi " and "Hi-Lo" conditions, respectively, where the first term refers
to source S and the second to source U impedances. For the smaller source impedance behind the relay
position R, the apparent impedance has a smaller resistive component for faults at the extreme end of
the line, but is otherwi se quite similar to the original impedance. However, for a large source impedance
behind the relay, the apparent impedance locus flares far to the right as the fault location approaches
the remote end of the line. However, this portion of the locus is well outside the relay characteristic
circle . In fact, all three loci cross the relay characteristic circle at approximately the same value of
h = 0.75
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Figure 1\.21 Relay apparent impedance for varying sourceimpedances.

Figures 11.22 and 11 .23 show the loci of phasor relay voltage and current, respectively, for the
same variation in source impedances. Clearly, the source impedances are very important factors in
determining the system conditions observed at the relay location .
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Figure 11.22 Relay voltage for varying source impedances.
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Figure 11.23 Relay current for varying source impedances . •

11.4 DISTANCE RELAY SETTINGS

The computation of distance relay settings is dependent on the type of relay and the manu-
facturer's specifications for making the correct computation . The best way to illustrate this
process is by example.

EXAMPLE 11.6
A 138 kV transmission line has a nominal load rating of 130 MVA. The line connects buses TB and CP
in the 138 kV network, as shown in Figure 11.24. The relay setting is to be determined for the relay
R, located at substation TB in the 138 kV network . Most of the current for faults on the protected line
will come from the line end opposite that of relay R, due to the network configuration. The line is to be
protected by three-zone GCX distance relays. Determine the relay settings.

Solution
Power flow studies under N - 2 condition , i.e., with any two lines out of service, show that the maximum
load on the protected line is 90 MVA. This gives a load current value of
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Figure 11.24 Network connections for the protected line and relay R.

S 90,000kVA
u.: == J3V

L L
== J3(138kV) ~ 377A

The base quantities for the study are as follows::

SB == 200 MVA
VB == 138 kV (line to line)
ZB == 95.22 Q

I B == 836.74 A
The instrument transformer ratios are as follows.

CT ratio == 600/5 == 120/1
PT ratio == 80,500/67.08 == 1200/1

Then the ratio of CT to PT ratios can be computed as

r.; Vs (V) Ip (A)nsr == - == ------
Zpri Is (A) Vp (V)

CT ratio 120== --- == -- == 0.1 s Q/pri Q
PT ratio ]200

The protected transmission line impedance, in per unit on the given base, is given as

Zr, == 0.0]084 + .lO.02905 == 0.031 L69.5° pu

(11.76)

(11.77)

(11.78)

(]1.79)

(] 1.80)

The Protective Relay. The relay to be used in protecting the line is assumed to be a zoned distance
relay where the first and second zones utilize reactance characteristics to measure the distance to the fault,
and the third zone uses a directional mho unit. The reactance characteristics of the first two zones can be
supervised by the mho unit to restrict the characteristic to the region inside the mho circle. The combined
relay characteristic is shown in Figure 11.25.

In Figure 11.25, the line OL represents the impedance of the protected line and the distance OT
represents the reach of the first zone. The line OS represents the source impedance behind the relay.
Thus the total impedance to the end of zone 1 is represented by the distance ST. For a phase b-c
fault, with zero fault impedance, the relay will correctly read a distance OT. However, the a-b unit will
see an impedance originating at 0 and terminating somewhere along the line T P, assuming zero fault
impedance, with the exact termination depending on the system Z2 as given by (] ] .68). The general
case, including fault resistance, is shown in Figure] 1.25. If the impedance seen by the relay is inside
the mho unit characteristic, the a-b unit will trip falsely, since the fault is not a phase a-b fault, but if
outside the mho unit characteristic, no tripping of the a-b unit will occur. The possibility exists for an
overreaching of the a-h phase unit. The overreach problem can be corrected by adjustment of the zone
III mho unit characteristic such that the impedance seen by the phase units other than the correct one,
b-e, can be made to fall outside the mho unit circle.

Zones I and 2 are the reactance characteristics. This type of distance characteristic is particularly
well suited for circuits where arc resistance may be large. Since the arc resistance is independent of line
length, it may he a significant component in the total impedance seen by the relay, extending rather far
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Figure 11.25 Characteristic of a typical three-zone distance relay.

to the right of the line characteristic, which is shown as the line OL. This type of relay is well suited,
therefore, for short transmission lines, where arc resistance may be large in proportion to the protected
line impedance.

Zone I Relay Settings. The relay settings for zone I will be set to reach 85% of the line length. This
is in accordance with the protection department policy for this type of line, and is in general agreement
with industry practice. The total reactance of zone I is computed in per unit to be

XI = 0.85(0.02905) = 0.0247 pu (11.81)

(11.82)

Then the impedance seen on the secondary side of the instrument transformers is this per unit value
multiplied by the transformation ratio computed above, or

X[(s) = 0.0247nsp = 0.0247(0.1)
= 0.00247 pu = 0.235 Q(sec)

Now, the actual primary ohmic value at the zone I threshold is computed as

X/(pri-Q) = (0.85)ZL ZB
= (0.85)(0.02905)(95.22) = 2.35 Q(pri)

(11.83)

(11.85)

(11.84)

Therefore, the relay tap setting must be chosen from the available taps that are assumed to be 0.1,0.2, or
0.3 ohms for this relay. Suppose we select a tap of 0.2 ohms. Then the tap setting T is computed from
the following formula, as defined by the manufacturer.

Xmin X 100%
T[= -----

X[(pri)

= (0.2)(100) = 85.1%
0.235

The relay has separate settings only for the tap decades and units. Since the computed tap is not an integer,
it must be rounded to the nearest integral percentage. Some recommend that the result be rounded up to
86%. If this is done, the actual reach of the relay will be

0.2
Actual reachlRd Up = -8- = 0.2326 Q

0.6
For the case at hand, being only 0.1% removed from the 85% tap, little error is introduced by rounding
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down, rather than up. To check the reach if the result is rounded down, we compute

0.2
Actual reachlRd On == - == 0.2353 Q (11.86)

0.85
This does not make the relay overreach an unacceptable amount, so we accept this as the final setting of
zone T.

Zone II Relay Settings. Zone II should be set to reach through the end of the protected line and
a short distance into any lines connected to the far end of the protected line. Referring to Figure ] 1.24,
there are four lines, other then the protected line, connected to the station CP, and the line to LN is the
shortest of these lines. The objective we set for zone II is that the relay should not reach more than 20%
into the shortest line, namely, the line from CP to LN, which has a reactance of only 0.02303. This makes
the reach of zone II

XII == XLine + (0.2),Xcp
== 0.02905 + (0.20)(0.02303) == 0.03366 pu

In ohms, this value is

XJI(pri) == 0.03366(95.22) == 3.205 Q(pri)

The secondary value of this reactance is computed as

XJI(sec) == 3.205nsp
== 3.205(0.1) == 0.3205 Q(sec)

To estimate the tap setting, we compute

(0.2)(100%)
Tn == ----- == 62.402%

0.3205
Since this value is in between integer tap settings, we test the sensitivity of the setting.
If 62% is used, then,

0.2
XQ(sec) == 62% 100 == 0.322 Q(sec)

If 63% is used, then,

(1l.8?)

(11.88)

(11.89)

(11.90)

(11.91)

0.2
XQ(sec) == 63% 100 == 0.317 Q(sec) (11.92)

Since the 62% value is closest to the target value of 0.32, we shall use this tap setting. Note that the
overreach in selecting this setting is not great.

Zone III Mho Unit. The system impedance at the TB bus is known from system studies to be

ZSys == 0.036 + jO.158 pu == 0.162L77 .1640

XSYS(pri) == 0.158(95.22) == 15.045 Q(pri)

XSys(sec) == 15.045nsp == 1.5045 Q(sec)

One method of setting the mho unit is to apply the formula [91

Zmin X 100%
Tm == ----- cos(60° - ¢)

ZLR

where Zmin == min mho unit nameplate reach in Q(sec)
ZLR == Desired reach in phase-to-neutral Q(sec)
¢ == angle of ZLR == angle of line impedance

60° == angle of maximum torque of mho unit

(11.93)

(11.94)

(1] .95)

(11.96)

Suppose that the nameplate minimum reach for the mho unit is 1 ohm. Then the magnitude of the desired
reach is 0.162 per unit or 1.542Q(sec) and the line angle is known from (11.80) to be 69.5°. Substituting
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into (11.96), we get a first estimate of the zone III tap to be

1.0 x 100% 0

1111 = 1.542 cos(60° - 69.5 ) = 63.96% (11.97)

or the third zone tap is set to 64%.
These calculations can be converted into physical settings that are dependent on the relay design.

The relay manufacturer must provide information that will enable the protection engineer to convert the
foregoing calculations into actual settings. This procedure is simply a matter of following instructions,
which are provided by the relay literature. •

A comment is in order regarding the setting of relays. The procedure for setting a relay
depends on the type of relay. The relay is designed to provide a given type of characteristic
and the relay designer achieves this objective using his experience and ingenuity. The relay
setting is described by characteristic curves, tables, or procedures that the designer develops
and which, if correctly followed, ensures the desired relay performance.

11.5 GROUND DISTANCE PROTECTION

Section 11.3 provides the results of impedance calculations as seen by the relay for various
ground faults when the relays are supplied with delta currents and voltages. Ground distance
relays may also be arranged with phase-to-neutral voltages and currents that are 'compensated'
line currents. This scheme is often referred to as "residual compensation" [6].

Consider a single-line-to-ground fault on phase a, for which the sequence network con-
nections are shown in Figure 11.10. Summing the sequence voltages at the fault point F, we
write the following.

VaO+ Val + Va2 = 3ZFlao
or, in terms of the relay voltages and currents,

(VRo - hZLoIRo) + (VRI - hZL1IR1)+ (VR2 - hZL1I R2) = 3ZF l ao

(11.98)

(11.99)

(11.100)

From Table 11.3, we know the ratio of currents at the relay point to the total fault currents for
the one-line-to-ground fault.

IRO = ColaO
I R1= ca;
IR2 = C21a2

Using (11.100), we write (11.98) in terms of the total fault current as

(VRO- CohZLolao)+ (VRI - ClhZLl/al) + (VR2 - C2hZLl/a2) = 3ZFlao (11.101)

From this result, we solve for the voltage on the faulted phase, phase a, as

VaR= VRO+ VR1+ VR2
= COhZLOlao + ClhZLl/al +C2hZLlla2 + 3ZFlao

We now add and subtract the term COhZL1/ao to write

VaR = hZLI(Colao +c.u +C21a2)
+ (COhZLo - COhZLI+ 3ZF)lao

or

(11.102)

(11.103)

(11.104)
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(11.106)hZL 1
== [ (Z)]i., + ColaO Z~~ - 1

The desired compensation is accomplished by the current transformer secondary circuit shown
in Figure 11.26.

For the special case where ZF = 0, we write (11.103) as

VaR= hZL 1 [laR + Colao (~:~ - 1)] (11.105)

From this expression we see that, should the ground relay be provided with the phase a-to-
neutral voltage and the phase a current, the resulting impedance computed will be in error by
the second term in the brackets. If, however, we can compensate the current presented to the
relay such that the current is equal to the quantity in the brackets, then the relay will indeed
measure the impedance hZLIas required, that is, the compensated relay will see

VaR

Phase
Relays

Ground
Relays

N
1 Ja'RJaR

~ ---.611....- --....11---__

~ J bR
U~_...... II8II ...-.
Q)

.S J R
~ c
O~ _--.611...._ .....
~

Figure 11.26 Current transformer connections for ground fault compensation in ground
distance relaying.

In Figure 11.26, the input currents are the relay currents, which are added together to
compute

(11.107)

(11.108)

The windings are arranged such that the currents on the third set of windings are the sum of
the currents on the two left sets of windings. Then we may write

la!R == JaR + 3ColaO(Nz/ N 1)

fb'R == JbR + 3Cofa0 (Nz/N])
feR == feR + 3COlaO(NZ/ N] )

which we write as

i., == faR + f comp
L,R == IbR + lcomp

le'R == feR + lcomp

(11.109)

where
Nzf camp = 3Colao -Nt

If we let the turns ratio of the transformation be equal to

Nz 1 (ZLO )
N) = 3 ZLI - 1

(11.110)

(11.111)
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then the relay will provide an accurate distance measurement to the fault point and the com-
pensation will be exactly right for zero fault impedance. The relay connection shown in
Figure 11.26 provides the ground relays with exactly this compensated current. The phase
relays have the usual delta currents discussed in the Section 11.3. For later reference, we write
(11.106) as

hZLI = VaR = VaR
JaR + 3KCCoJaO JaR +KCJGR

where we define the compensation constant

s; = ZLO -ZLI
3Z L 1

and where JGR is the total residual current at R.

IGR = 3Colao

(11.112)

(11.113)

(11.114)

The previous analysis tacitly assumes that the transmission line on both sides of the fault point is
completely transposed. This is implied by the use of symmetrical component methods. Other
ground fault compensation schemes have been devised to overcome this limitation, which
may be important for lines that are not transposed. The fault compensation requirements for
untransposed lines may be determined by writing the voltage drop equation across a given line,
from R to F, written in the phase frame of reference [6].

(11.115)

If the voltage at the fault is zero, then the voltage applied to the phase a ground relay is computed
as

(11.116)

where the quantity in parentheses represents the compensated current that must be computed.
This system has been exhaustively treated in the literature to show that the error in treating
untransposed lines by the method based on symmetrical components, summarized in (11.102),
results in an error ofless than 10% [5], [7], [8]. This type ofdistance compensation is sometimes
referred to as sound phase compensation [6], [7].

11.6 DISTANCE RELAY COORDINATION

The coordination of distance relays is relatively simple, but there are certain principles that
may be stated. Consider a portion of a transmission system shown in Figure 11.27. We
are interested in the relay at R, which is a distance relay that must be coordinated with other
distance relays downstream from its position. The relay at R, as well as the downstream relays,
are coordinated by having their zone 1 protection operate with no intentional time delay, but
with delayed clearing for faults detected in zones 2 and 3. In all cases the relays are assumed
to be directional, orto have directional elements, as shown in Figure 11.28.
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Figure 11.27 Part of a transmission system protected by distance relays.
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Figure 11.28 Offset mho relays at location R. ..x

The principles of directional distance relay coordination may be stated as follows.

Zone 1 Zone 1 protection is set to trip with no intentional delay. Clearly, this zone
must underreach the remote end of the line, since it is not possible to distinguish the
exact location of faults near the remote bus. Zone 1 is usually set to reach 85 to 90% of
the total line length for phase relays and about 750/0 for ground relays.
Zone 2 The primary purpose of zone 2 protection is to cover the remote end of the
line that is not covered by the zone 1protection. To do this without error, this zone must
reach well beyond the remote bus. This requires a time delay in order to coordinate with
the zone 1 protection of the adjacent line relay at H, as noted in Figure 11.29. About
0.25 seconds plus the adjacent breaker opening time is usually recommended to assure
this coordination. If the remote relay is a time overcurrent relay rather than a distance

Time
Z3

Z2

Figure 11.29 Faulted system with infeed current.
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relay, a longer coordination time setting is recommended. The impedance setting of
zone 2 protection should be at least 120% of the protected line impedance. Zone 2 of
the relay R protection should not overreach the zone 1 of the adjacent downstream relay.
Figure 11.29 shows a suitable timing arrangement. The coordination of the two line
relays must be separated in both the time and impedance coordinates.
Zone 3 The primary purpose of zone 3protection is to back up the failure of the breaker
at H. Should this breaker fail to open for a fault on its protected line, the breaker at R
should be caused to open as a backup protection. The reach of this zone can be set to
a large value, and should reach at least through the second downstream line. The time
delay for zone 3 protection should be large, and is usually set at 1 to 2 seconds.

Occasionally, the zone 3 protection is arranged to look backward rather than forward.
This is important for directional comparison relaying, which is discussed in the next chapter.

The system described above assumes a configuration similar to that shown in Fig-
ure 11.29. This is not always the case, since other lines may terminate at the downstream
bus, and fault currents will enter through these other lines. This affects the impedance seen
by the distance relay at R for faults beyond the next bus. Consider, for example, the network
arrangement shown in Figure 11.29.

For the situation depicted in the figure, the relay at R does not see the total fault current
and this distorts the total impedance "measured" by the relay at R for faults in the adjacent
line. For the case depicted in Figure 11.29, it can be shown that the impedance seen by the
relay at R is given by

Is
ZR = (ZL +ZK) + -ZK (11.117)

lR
The impedance in parentheses is the actual impedance from the relay to the fault point. The
additional impedance that the relay "sees" is due to the infeed current Is and the error is directly
proportional to the value of this infeed current. This makes the fault seem farther away than it
actually is, extending the reach of the relay at R. This must be taken into account in setting the
zone 2 reach of the relay. As noted above, this reach must not exceed the zone 1 reach of the
relay at H. Fault analysis studies of the system will provide data to compute the possible error.
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PROBLEMS

11.1 Perform the algebraic analysis to verify the entries for the three-phase fault in Table 11.1.
1].2 For the three-phase fault, determine the following:

(a) The ratio of IRl to la"
(b) The ratio of lSI to la"
(c) The ratio of IRI to 1st .
Make these computations using the original fault equivalent as well as the reduced network
shown in Figure 11.4(a) as well as 11.4(b).

11.3 Perform the algebraic analysis to verify the entries for the phase-to-phase fault in Table 11.2.
11.4 Construct a new Table 11.2 where the complex constants C, and Cz are equal.
11.5 Perform the algebraic analysis to verify the entries for the one-line-to-ground fault in

Table 11.3.
11.6 Use the parameters do, d l , and d2 to simplify Tables 11.1 and 11.2.
11.7 Perform the algebraic analysis to verify the entries for the two-line-to-ground fault in

Table 11.5.
11.8 Construct new tables similar to Tables 11.3 and 11.5, but assuming that C1 and Cz are equal.
11.9 Consider a three-phase fault with delta-connected current and voltage transformers, as

shown in Figure 11.14. Examine the limiting conditions on C1, i.e., with h == 0 or h == 1,
and determine the constraints on the system parameters that will justify an assumption that
C, == I or C1 == O.

11.10 Consider a transmission line with distance relays for phase faults and with the relays set to
reach 900/0 of the line length. Both current and voltage transformers are delta connected.
An arcing three-phase fault occurs at h == 0.85 with a fault resistance of 1.0 ohm. The
constant C, == 0.1. Determine the relay response if
(a) ZL == 0 + j 10 Q
(b) Z t. == 0 + j 100 Q

11.11 Consider a phase-to-phase fault with delta connected current and voltage transformers.
Verify the relay apparent impedance shown in Tables 11.6 and 11.8 for the three relays for
this type of fault.

11.12 It is proposed that, for the case of three-phase faults and using delta-connected current
and voltage transformers, it might be satisfactory to use the approximation C, == 1 - h.
Examine this proposition and determine under what conditions this approximation might
be valid.

1].13 Verify Tables 11.7 and 11.9 entries for the one-line-to-ground fault.
11.14 Verify Tables 11.7 and] 1.9 entries for the two-line-to-ground fault.
11.15 Compute the impedance seen by the relay at R for all types of faults if the relay voltage

transformers are connected in wye and the current transformers are also connected in wye.
11.]6 Compute the impedance seen by the relay at R for three-phase and phase-to-phase faults

if the relay voltage transformers are connected in delta, but the current transformers are
connected in wye. Use a 90° connection, i.e.. use phase c current with the line-to-line
voltage between phases a and b, etc.
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11.17 Consider a set of three-phase distance relays that are supplied with delta currents and line-
to-line voltages, exactly as in Figure 11.13. Verify the impedances computed by the relays
when C1 = C2 as given in Table 11.5 for
(a) Three-phase faults
(b) Line-to-line faults

11.18 Analyze three-phase and line-to-line faults where the relays supplied with delta currents
and phase-to-neutral voltages.

11.19 Solve example 11.1 by computing the parameters given in Table 11.2 instead of using the
derived formulas given in Tables 11.6 and 11.8.

11.20 Consider the distance relaying system described in example 11.1. For this system, compute
the impedances seen by the three relays for a one-line-to-ground fault on phase a, located at
the same distance from the relay as described in the example. The following zero-sequence
system parameters are given:

RLo = 0.218240
XLO = 0.958621
Rso= 0.004
Xso = 0.010

Ruo= 0.006
Xuo= 0.012
REO = 0.40
XEO = 2.0

11.21 Compute relay apparent impedances for a line-to-line fault on a system with the following
data. Assume the relay connections use delta currents and line voltages. Make the compu-
tation by solving for the entries in right-hand column of Table 11.3 and using the following
system data:

ZSl = 0.020 + }0.10
ZS2 = 0.025 + }0.18
Zso = 0.100 + }0.40
ZEI = 0.05 + }0.55
ZE2 = 0.05 + }0.55
ZEO = 0.15 + } 1.50

ZUI = 0.010 + }0.10
ZU2 = 0.015 + }0.12
Zuo = 0.030 + }0.30
ZF = 0.05 + }0.1
ZLI =0.022 + }0.45 = ZL2

ZLO = 0.50 + } 1.39
11.22 Use the data from problem 11.21 to find the relay apparent impedance using delta currents

and line voltages for a one-line-ground fault.
11.23 Consider a 345 kV transmission line 100 km long with the following basic parameters:

r = 0.034 n/km
x =0.386 n/km

The source impedances at the two ends of the line are as follows:

Zs = 0.3 + }0.8 n
Zu = 0.2 + }0.6 n

Compute the following for a three-phase fault located 90 kmfrom the relay
(a) The impedances Zml and Znl

(b) The complex constant C1

(c) The impedance computed by the relay for a fault resistance of 5 n.
(d) Find the relay operation if the distance characteristic is

1. A mho type relay characteristic with diameter equal to the line impedance and
inclined at the line impedance angle.

2. A mho type relay characteristic with diameter equal to the line impedance and
inclined at an angle of 60 degrees.

3. An impedance relay characteristic with a radius equal to the line impedance mag-
nitude.
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11.24 Repeat problem 11.23 for the following conditions:
(a) The three-phase fault is located at h == 0.9.
(b) Estimate the maximum fault resistance that can be tolerated and still fall within the

relay threshold the two different types of mho characteristics of problem 11.23.
11.25 Consider the distance protection of a transmission line, where the total line impedance is

given as

ZL == 5 + j60 Q

The maximum likely fault resistance for close-in faults is computed to be 2 ohms, and
for end-of-line faults this resistance is 5 ohms. This gives the protection region in the
form of a quadrilateral, similar to that shown in Figure 7.19. Each comer of this impedance
quadrilateral represents a point in the Z plane that bounds the estimated values of impedance
seen from the relay location. However, depending on the type of fault and the relay viewing
that fault, these four points appear to the different relays to lie in different places in the Z
plane seen by that relay.

Consider a relay connection that uses delta currents and line-to-line voltages, as
shown in Figure 11.14. Compute the location of the quadrilateral seen by all three phase
relays for a three phase fault at distances of h == 0.1 and h == 0.9. Assume that the source
impedances are both equal to 0.0 + jO.1 ohms.

11.26 Repeat problem 11.25 if the fault is at the center of the line and with the fault resistance
falling between 0 and 3 ohms. Find the impedance seen by relays a-b, b-e, and c-a for
three-phase faults and for a line-to-line fault between phases band c. Assume that the
negative-sequence source impedance is equal to that of the positive-sequence network.

11.27 Derive a method for finding the relay impedance of the compensated ground distance relay
in terms of the parameters used for the phase distance relay, which are expressed in terms
of the parameter K.

11.28 Calculate the apparent impedance by the phase a relay for a ILG fault where we specify
the following data:

ZF == 0 + jO .
ZSl == 0.]5 + j1.4
Zell == 0.10 + j 1.0
ZEI == 0.20 + j2.0

ZLI == 2.3409 + j23.523
ZS2 == 0.22 + j2.0
ZU2 == 0.15 + j1.5
ZE2 == 0.20 + j2.0

ZLO == ]3.775 + j89.417

Zso == 0.75 + j5.30
Zuo == 1.20+ j8.00
ZEO == 2.00+ j14
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Transmission Line
Mutual Induction

12.1 INTRODUCTION

The mutual induction between parallel current-carrying wires complicates the network analysis
and the setting of line protective relays, particularly for ground-fault relays. The subject has
been explored to considerable lengths in the technical literature, but still remains somewhat
a mystery to some engineers. This chapter is devoted to a discussion and explanation of
the phenomena surrounding mutual induction, and how it affects the operation of protective
systems.

The basic concept of mutual induction is well known and appears in many elementary
texts in electrical engineering [1], [2], in books on electric power transmission and power
system analysis [3-91, and in most books on power system protection [10-13]. The basic
configuration leading to mutual coupling of lines occurs when current-carrying wires are in
parallel for significant distances. The current-carrying wire produces a field of flux that Jinks
parallel conductors, thereby inducing a voltage in those nearby circuits. We can write the basic
equation of flux linkages from field theory, for the affect on circuit 2 due to a current in circuit
l , as follows.

A21 == 1 A . dS2 > 0 Wb turn
];2

(12.1 )

Wblmwhere . . /lOll f 1A == magnenc vector potential == -- <ds,
4n (') r

dS I == element of length along circuit 1
dS2 == element of length along circuit 2

From the mutual flux linkages, we can write the mutual inductance between the two circuits
as

(12.2)

419



Figure 12.1 An air-core transformer equivalent
of coupled wires.

(12.3)
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It is convenient to think of the mutual coupling between two current-carrying wires as a one-
tum air-core transformer, as shown in Figure 12.1. The currents are defined in relation to the
marked terminals, of the individual wires, and this marking determines the positive direction
of current flow. If we apply a voltage Vaa' to wire a-a' of polarity shown, the resulting current
in wire a-a' will enter the marked terminal, thereby setting up a flux </Jba (the flux linking coil
b due to current Ia) that is increasing in the direction shown. Then, by Lenz's law, a flux </Jab
will be established to oppose </Jba, which requires that a current Ib be induced to flow out of
the b terminal. Therefore, the b terminal is the m'arked terminal for circuit b.

1 lPab lb hi
a' .--a--A-- ----

+v! ~ ~~7a" •/ -~la t, ~b

We can also visualize the two wires from a circuit point of view, as shown in Figure 12.2.
From Figure 12.2, we can write the circuit voltage equations as follows.

[~:::] = [~: ~:] [~:]
These equations express the voltage drop along the wires in the defined direction of current.
Note that the mutual impedance is equal in the two equations. Figures 12.1 and 12.2 provide
two different ways of viewing the mutual coupling, one from the viewpoint of the magnetic
fields and the other from the viewpoint of the electric circuit.

+ +v, v,
-:"J""""""""I'''''I',,;:J'I Figure 12.2 Two circuits with mutual coupling.

The same concept can be extended to any number of wires in parallel, with mutual
impedances defined between each pair of wires. The computation of these impedances is the
subject of the next section.

12.2 LINE IMPEDANCES

This section reviews the method of computing the phase impedances for a transmission line.

12.2.1 Self- and Mutual Impedance

Consider a three-phase transmission line a specified distance above the earth and above
the ground-return path, which is specified according to the method of Carson [14]. The circuit
configuration is shown in Figure 12.3.
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Figure 12.3 Specification for the measurement
of impedances.

a .4-
--- ·--------t%aa~------4~

~---1 unit of length-----il~
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The impedances shown in Figure 12.3 are called primitive impedances and are combined
to determine the total phase impedances of the line [9]. We can write the voltage equation of
the three-phase line of Figure 12.3, as follows.

where

Zab

Zbb

Zcb

zac] [fa]
Zbe t,
z.: t,

(12.4)

De
Zik == (ra + rd) + jtok In - Qjunit length, i == k

Ds
D== rd + jcok In _e Qjunit length, i =1= ko..

(12.5)

These expressions can be derived in terms of the primitive impedances pictured in Figure 12.3
and defined in [9]. This review is left as an exercise.

The parametermultiplying the imaginary part of the impedance is a function of the system
of units used in the calculations. Table 12.1 gives the numerical value of this coefficient for
common system frequencies, and for both natural and base 10 logarithms.

TABLE 12.1 Inductance Multiplying Constants [8]

Unit Natural Base 10
Constant of Logarithm Logarithm

wk length (In) (loglO)

f= 50 Hz km 0.06283 0.]446
miles 0.10111 0.2328

f= 60 Hz km 0.07539 0.1736
miles 0.12134 0.2794

Note that the current in each wire of the three-phase system returns to the source end
through a fictitious conductor d below the surface of the earth. This conductor is assumed
to have a geometric mean radius of unity and to lie at a depth that depends on the system
frequency and the resistivity of the earth [6], [7], [14]. The value of the fictitious conductor
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(12.6)
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resistance is a function of frequency and is given by

r = 19.869 x 10-3 j Q/km
d 1.588xl0-4 j Q/mile

Solving (12.6), the ground conductor resistance is computed to be

1
0.04935 O/km I

rd - at 50 Hz
- 0.07940 O/mile

r = 1
0.05921 n/km I

d at 60 Hz
0.09528 O/mile

Carson defined a distance parameter De as a function of the earth resistivity and the system
frequency.

De= kD!7 units oflength (12.8)

where the constant ko is approximately 2160 or 660 for units of length of feet or meters,
respectively.

The value of De depends on p, the resistivity of the soil. Table 12.2 gives a range of
values. When actual earth resistivity data is unavailable, it is not uncommon to assume the
earth resistivity of 100Q-m, which corresponds to the values in italics in Table 12.2. Estimates
of resistivities in various parts of North America are given in [6].

TABLE12.2 De for VariousResistivitiesat 60 hertz

RetumEarth Resistivity I{ in ft I{ in ft
Condition p,O-m @SOHz @60Hz

Sea water 0.01-1.0 9.3-93.05 27.9-279
Swampyground 10-100 294-930.5 882-2790
Averagedamp earth 100 931 2790

Dry earth 1()()() 2943 8820
Pure slate 107 294,300 882,000
Sandstone 109 2,943,000 8,820,000

If the transmission line has ground wires, the impedance matrix of (12.4) is expanded to
accommodate the additional wires. However, since ground wires are grounded at every tower,
the applied voltage of these wires is always zero, so the system of equations can always be
reduced to the form shown in (12.4). In a similar fashion, should the three-phase line have
bundled conductors for each phase, these can also be combined and reduced to exactly the
form of (12.4). The method of performing these reductions is documented in the literature [9].

The impedancematrix of(12.4) is not symmetric since the distances of the different phase
wires from the return ground conductor are not equal, and the distances between adjacent phase
conductors are also unequal in the general case. Note that it is not possible to have both equal
phase spacing and equal height of all phases simultaneously. Therefore, a nonsymmetric
impedance matrix will always result. The only way that the impedance matrix can be made
symmetric is through transpositions.
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Consider a transmission line of length s and having three transpositions, that divide the
total line length into fractions .ft, 12, and .f3. Then we can write the voltage equation as follows.

(12.9)

where

(12.1 0)

(12.11 )

and

(
De De De )

Zkl == rds + jtoks .fl ln - + 12 1n - + 13 1n - Q
D12 D23 D13

(
De De De)Zk2 == rds + jtoks II In - + 12 In- + 13 1n - Q
D t3 D I2 D23

(
De De De)

Zk3 == rdS + jcoks 11 In - + 12 1n - + 13 1n - Q
D23 D I3 D 12

The foregoing assumes that wires a, b, and c occupy wire positions 1, 2, and 3, respectively,
in the three fractional lengths. If the three fractions are all equal to one-third, then the off-
diagonal terms of (12.11) are all equal. Otherwise, the impedance matrix is a nonsymmetric
matrix, The degree of unbalance can be improved somewhat by having transpositions that are
unequally spaced or by having only one transposition.

12.2.2 Estimation of Mutually Coupled Voltages

Wecan estimate the magnitude of mutually coupled voltages due only to inductive effects
by a direct application of the induction equations [2]. Consider the simple single-phase system
shown in Figure 12.4, where a fault current is flowing in line a and we wish to compute the
voltage induced in parallel line b [15].

Figure 12.4 Mutual coupling of parallel single-
phase lines. - -- -

We may write the voltage induced in line h as the product of the current flowing in line
a and the mutual impedance between the conductors.

(12.12)

where the voltage induced is due to the mutual inductance of the entire length of the lines. The
mutual impedance between two conductors with common earth return is computed as [9]

De
Zm==rd+jwkln- Qjunitlength (12.13)

Dab



(12.14)
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Using a typical earth resistivity of 100 Q-m and a system frequency of 60 hertz, we have
2790

Zm =0.0952 + jO.12131n - Q/mi (Dab ft)
Dab

931
= 0.0592 + jO.0628 In - Q/km (Dab m)

Dab
For example, if the distance between conductors is 20 meters, the mutual impedance is 0.059+
jO.24Q/km. Therefore, a fault current of 1000 A will induce a voltage of 250 V/km and if
the line is 200 km long, the total induced voltage will be 50 kV.

The example computed above is for a single-phase line. A three-phase line has coupling
among all conductors in both circuits, however, if the distances between conductors of the two
lines are considered equal, the induction of the different conductors cancels and the mutual
coupling is zero. However, there is always some asymmetry, even in transposed lines .. From a
practical perspective, the mutual coupling of the positive and negative sequences is negligible,
but the zero-sequence induction can not be ignored.

Consider the system shown in Figure 12.5, where two three-phase lines are mutually
coupled. Zero-sequence currents are equal and in phase in the three conductors. Therefore, we
can think of replacing the three conductors by a single conductor for each of the parallel three-
phase lines, which reduces the zero-sequence problem to one exactly like that of Figure 12.5.
The voltage induced in line b is now three times that of Figure 12.4, since there are three
currents contributing to this voltage.

(12.15)

Therefore, we define the zero-sequence mutual impedance as
VaOZOm = - = 3Zm (12.16)
laO

where Zm is defined by (12.14). The zero-sequence mutual impedance may be as high as 70%
of the zero-sequence self-impedance when the parallel lines are on the same tower. Therefore,
zero-sequence mutual coupling has a considerable effect on ground faults and on ground fault
relaying.

Figure 12.5 Two mutually coupled three-phase
lines.

12.2.3 Example of Transmission Line Impedances

Consider two identical 500 kV transmission lines on the same right of way separated
by a center-to-center horizontal distance D, as shown in Figure 12.6. Assume that the tower
design for each of the lines is identical to that described in Appendix E.

The array of line conductors totals eight wires for each line, six phase wires, and two
static wires. The phase wires are bundled in a horizontal arrangement. The description of the
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~I~------D---------""

Figure 12.6 Transmission lines on a common right of way.

two lines requires a 16x 16matrix of self- and mutual inductances in an array similar to that for
a single line, but twice as large and including both self- and mutual submatrices. Constructing
this matrix requires knowledge of the distance from each wire to all the other 15 wires.

The same arrangement is true for the self- and mutual admittances, except that both
the above-ground wires and their below-ground images must be represented in a matrix of
Maxwell coefficients similar to those illustrated in Appendix E for a three-phase line, but is
twice as large for the parallel line case. Construction of this matrix requires computation of
the distance from each wire to all the other 15 wires, and also to all 16 image wires.

As the two lines are separated by a greater distance D, the mutual inductances and
susceptances become lower in magnitude until, for large separations, the mutual coupling can
be neglected.

12.2.3.1 Self- and Mutua/Impedances. The self- and mutual impedances of the two
parallel lines are computed in a manner similar to that for a single line, except that there are
currents flowing in additional lines and all of these currents induce voltages in all the other
conductors.

The unbalance in the phase impedances due to differences in spacings between pairs
of wires can be minimized by transposing the lines. As desirable as transpositions may be,
the fact is that they are seldom used on the higher voltage lines due to the high cost and
physical difficulty of rotating the conductors while maintaining the needed interphase spacing
and ground clearance. Therefore, transpositions may be regarded as a desirable goal, but one
that is often not achieved.

EXAMPLE 12.1
Compute the self- and mutual line impedances for the circuits shown in Figure 12.6 and show that the
difference in the phase-to-mutual impedances for the untransposed line can be balanced by transposing
the conductors. Distances are provided in problem 12.6. Assume that the distance D between the center
line of adjacent towers is 200 feet (about 61 m). It is also assumed that the static wires are grounded at
every tower and the voltage of these wires is zero.
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Solution
Table 12.3 shows the computed impedances per unit of line length for the untransposed double circuit
line. It is helpful to examine the impedance matrix by concentrating on the 3 x 3 submatrices outlined in
Table 12.3 by the lines. The 3x 3 group in the upper left hand corner represents the self impedance of
the line abc. The diagonal terms are unequal because the geometry of the conductor arrangement. The
self impedances of the conductors are equal for the same locations. For example, self-impedance Zaa,
which occupies the outside position in the line on the left of Figure 12.6, is equal to the self-impedance
Zc'c', which is the outside conductor of the line on the right. The matrix is symmetric because the matrix
displays the impedances in the same order that they appear in the physical model depicted in Figure 12.6.

TABLE 12.3 Self- and Mutual Impedances of Untransposed Lines, Q/mile

Phase a b c a' b' c'

a 0.18601 0.16682 0.16228 0.14276 0.14036 0.13599
jO.93694 jO.36168 jO.28087 jO.15541 jO.13849 jO.13038

b 0.16682 0.19553 0.16878 0.14770 0.14513 0.14036
jO.36168 jO.92099 jO.35609 jO.16853 jO.14854 jO.13849

c 0.16228 0.16878 0.19020 0.14977 0.14770 0.14276
jO.28087 jO.35609 jO.92568 jO.19334 jO.16853 jO.15541

a
,

0.14276 0.14770 0.14977 0.19020 0.16878 0.16228
jO.15541 +jO.l6853 jO.19334 jO.92568 jO.35609 jO.28087

b' 0.14036 0.14513 0.14770 0.16878 0.19553 0.16682
jO.13849 jO.14854 jO.16853 jO.35609 jO.92099 jO.36168

c' 0.13599 0.14036 0.14276 0.16228 0.16682 0.18601
jO.13038 jO.13849 jO.15541 jO.28087 jO.36168 jO.93694

If we assume that the two transmission lines are completely transposed, then the impedance matrix
is changed to that shown in Table 12.4. The effect of the transpositions is evident in both the self- and
mutual submatrices.

TABLE 12.4 Self- and Mutual Impedances of Transposed Lines, Q/mile

Phase a b c a' b' «
a 0.18964 0.16644 0.16644 0.14362 0.14362 0.14362

jO.92843 jO.33262 jO.33262 jO.15307 jO.15666 jO.15595
b 0.16644 0.18964 0.16644 0.14362 0.14362 0.14362

jO.33262 jO.92843 jO.33262 jO.15595 jO.15307 jO.15666

c 0.16644 0.16644 0.18964 0.14362 0.14362 0.14362
jO.33262 jO.33262 jO.92843 jO.15666 jO.15595 jO.15307

a' 0.14362 0.14362 0.14362 0.18964 0.16642 0.16644
jO.l5307 jO.15595 jO.15666 jO.92843 jO.33262 jO.33262

b' 0.14362 0.14362 0.14362 0.16644 0.18964 0.16644
jO.15666 jO.15307 jO.15595 jO.33262 jO.92843 jO.33262

c' 0.14362 0.14362 0.14362 0.16644 0.16644 0.18964
jO.15595 jO.15666 jO.15307 jO.33262 jO.33262 jO.92843

Note that the phase impedance matrix has self-impedance partitions that are symmetric about
the major diagonal, but the mutual impedance partitions exhibit a different type of symmetry, which is
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described in Table 12.5, where the symbols a, f3, and y are used to describe the complex impedance
quantities in each matrix cell. The diagonal elements are equal, but the off diagonal elements have this
unique triangular symmetry. This symmetry can be confirmed by noting the various wire positions in
each section of the transposition cycle. It is also noted that the mutual impedance partitions between the
primed and unprimed lines are the transpose of those between the unprimed and primed lines. In other
words, the upper right partition of the impedance matrix is the transpose and the lower left partition.
Finally, we note that all resistances are equal in each of the mutual impedance submatrices.

TABLE 12.5
Mutual Symmetry

l'
{3

{3

y

l'
{3

The sequence impedances are computed from the phase impedance matrices shown in Tables 12.3
and 12.4 by similarity transformation, as follows. First, we can write the equations in the a-b-c frame of
reference as

[
V abe ] [Zaa
Va'b'e' = Za'a

z.; ] [ t.; ]
Za'a' la'b'e'

(12.17)

Then, transforming to the symmetrical component frame of reference, we write

(12.18)

Carrying out the indicated computation for the untransposed coupled lines described in Table 12.3, we
have the results shown in Table 12.6.

TABLE 12.6 Sequence Impedances of Untransposed Lines, Q/mile

Sequence 0 1 2 0' l' 2'

0 0.52250 0.01828 -0.02567 0.43084 0.01372 -0.00434
jl.59363 -jO.00992 -jO.00422 jO.46570 jO.02172 jO.02985

1 -0.02567 0.02462 -0.04748 0.01195 0.00073 0.00283
-jO.00422 jO.59499 -jO.02883 -j0.02275 -jO.00292 -jO.00166

2 0.01828 0.04855 0.02462 -0.02368 -0.00285 -0.00093
-jO.00992 jO.02666 jO.59499 -j0.01868 -jO.00162 -jO.00343

0' 0.43084 -0.02368 0.01195 0.52250 0.01649 -0.01773
jO.46570 -jO.01868 -jO.02275 jl.59363 -j0.02012 -jO.01088

I' -0.00434 -0.00093 0.00283 -0.01773 0.02462 -0.04736
jO.02985 -jO.00343 -jO.00166 -j0.01088 jO.59499 jO.02871

2' 0.01372 -0.00285 0.00073 0.01649 0.04871 0.02462
jO.02172 -jO.OO162 -jO.OO292 -jO.02012 jO.02671 jO.59499
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It is important to note that the positive- and negative-sequence mutual impedances are both very
small compared to the self-impedances. For example, the positive-sequencemutual impedance is 0.00073
-j 0.00292, compared to the self impedance of 0.02462 +j 0.59499, or the mutual impedance is about
one-halfof 1% of the self-impedance. The mutual impedances in both the positive and negative sequences
are usually ignored. The zero-sequence mutual impedance, on the other hand, is about one-third of the
zero-sequence self-impedance and should not be ignored. This means that the mutual coupling between
lines under ground fault conditions will require special consideration to make sure that the protective
relays operate correctly in the presence of mutual coupling.

The mutual impedances between sequence networks is another concern in the untransposed case.
These couplings carry both positive and negative signs, and some of them are greater in magnitude
than the coupling between like sequences. Fortunately, their magnitudes are small enough that there
is little error in omitting these couplings between sequence networks. This is fortunate, since there
is little advantage to symmetrical component representation of the system if these couplings must be
considered.

The sequence impedances for the transposed line are shown in Table 12.7. The transposition of
the lines removes all mutual coupling between sequence networks. This is important, since the use of
symmetrical components is greatly complicated by mutual coupling. The results shown in Table 12.7
shows coupling between the two lines, but only of the same sequence. In other words, all off diagonal
elements of the matrix 3x 3 partitions are zero, both for the self- and the mutual partitions.

TABLE 12.7 Sequence Impedance of the Transposed Lines, Q/mile

Sequence 0 1 2 0' r 2'

0 0.52251 0.0 0.0 0.43085 0.0 0.0
jl.59367 jO.O jO.O jO.46568 +jO.O jO.O

1 0.0 0.02320 0.0 0.0 0.00062 0.0
jO.O jO.59581 jO.O jO.O -jO.OO324 jO.O

2 0.0 0.0 0.02320 0.0 0.0 -0.00062
0.0 jO.O jO.59581 jO.O jO.O -j0.00324

0' 0.43085 0.0 0.0 0.52251 0.0 0.0
jO.46568 +jO.O jO.O j1.59367 jO.O jO.O

l' 0.0 -0.00062 0.0 0.0 0.02320 0.0
jO.O -jO.OO324 jO.O jO.O jO.59581 jO.O

2' 0.0 0.0 0.00062 0.0 0.0 0.02320
jO.O jO.O -jO.OO324 jO.O jO.O jO.59581 •

We conclude that the mutual coupling between the positive and negative sequences for
the two lines is very small and can be neglected without introducing significant errors. In
contrast, the zero-sequence mutual impedance IS about 100 times greater and should not be
ignored. In fact, the zero-sequence mutual terms are similar in magnitude to the positive and
negative self-impedance terms. It is concluded, from this study of the numerical values of
a typical parallel line configuration, that it is safe to ignore mutual coupling of the positive
and negative sequences, but mutual coupling of the zero-sequence network should be pre-
served in all computations. This is in agreement with the observations and conclusions of
others [15].

12.2.3.2 Self-andMutual Admittances. The self-and mutual admittances for the par-
allellines of Figure 12.6 can also be computed in a straightforward manner, using the method
of images [9].
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EXAMPLE 12.2
Compute the self- and mutual admittances for the transmission lines described in Figure 12.6using the
numerical data given in problem 12.6.
Solution
The results are shown in Tables 12.8and 12.9for the phase and sequence admittances, respectively, where
both of the lines are without transpositions. In both cases, the small real part of the admittance per unit
length of the lines is ignored. The phase susceptance matrix of Table ]2.8 exhibits the same symmetry
as the phase impedance matrix, having symmetric self-admittance partitions and mutual-admittance
partitions with symmetry exactly like that shown in Table 12.5.

TABLE 12.8 Phase Admittances of Untransposed Lines, JlS/mile

Phase a h c a, h' c'

a +j6.09766 -)1.21880 -)0.43820 -)0.06770 -j0.03512 -j0.02985
b -jl.21880 +j6.42580 -)1.20887 -jO.l0060 -jO.04708 -jO.03512
c -jO.43820 -jl.20887 +j6.12635 -jO.23125 -)0.10060 -jO.06770

a
,

-jO.06770 -jO.l0060 -jO.23 125 +j6.12635 -jl.20887 -jO.43820
b' -jO.03512 -jO.04708 -jO.l0060 -jI.20887 +j6.42580 -j1.21880
c
, -)0.02985 -jO.03512 -jO.06770 -jO.43820 -j1.21880 +)6.09766

TABLE 12.9 Sequence Admittances of Untransposed Lines, JlS/mile

Sequence 0 1 2 0' I' 2'

0 0.0 -0.13889 0.13889 0.0 --{).01447 0.01447
j4.30602 jO.06732 jO.06732 -jO.23834 -jO.08061 -jO.08061

1 0.13889 0.0 0.53712 -0.06257 -0.02033 -0.03024
jO.06732 j7.17190 -jO.31305 jO.05283 -jO.02793 jO.01746

2 -0.13889 -0.53712 0.0 0.06257 0.03024 0.02033
jO.06732 -jO.31305 j7.17190 jO.05283 jO.01746 -jO.02793

0' 0.0 0.06257 -0.06257 0.0 -0.12775 0.12775
-jO.23834 +jO.05283 jO.05283 j4.30602 jO.08663 jO.08663

l' 0.01447 0.02033 -0.03024 0.12775 0.0 0.53967
-jO.08061 -jO.02793 jO.01746 jO.08663 j7.17190 -jO.30864

2' -0.014470 0.03024 -0.02033 -0.12775 -0.53967 0.0
~;0.0806I jO.OJ 746 -jO.02793 jO.08663 jO.30864 j7.17190

Performing a similarity transformation on the phase admittance matrix gives the sequence admit-
tance matrix of the untransposed line, shown in Table 12.9.The symmetry of the sequence admittances
is the same as that shown for the sequence impedances, however, the signs are not the same.

The mutual impedances create positive voltage drops in response to currents flowing in the positive
direction, which is the result of positive mutual impedance terms in the mutual impedance partitions.
In a similar manner, positive sequence linear charge densities on one line produce positive voltages on
the neighboring line. However, this is not true for the zero sequence mutual coupling, which carries
a negative sign. This means that a positive linear charge density on one line creates a negative zero-
sequence voltage on the neighboring line. Moreover, the zero-sequence mutual admittance terms are
much greater in magnitude than the positive and negative sequence terms. This agrees with conclusions
that the positive and negative sequence coupling can be neglected, but zero-sequence coupling should be
retained in computations [15]. Similar calculations with both of the transmission lines being transposed
give the results shown in Tables 12.10 and 12.1 J.
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TABLE12.10 PhaseAdmittancesof TransposedLines, j.tS/mile

Phase a b c a' b' c'

a +j6.13901 -j0.92062 -jO.92062 -jO.05202 -jO.09721 -jO.08638
b -jO.92062 +j6.13901 -jO.92062 -jO.08638 -jO.05202 -jO.09721
c -j0.92062 -j0.92062 +j6.13901 -jO.09721 -jO.08638 -jO.05202

a
,

-jO.05202 -jO.08638 -jO.09721 +j6.13901 -jO.92062 -jO.92062
b' -jO.09721 -jO.05202 -jO.08638 -jO.92062 +j6.13901 -jO.92062
c
,

-jO.08638 -jO.09721 -jO.05202 -jO.92062 -jO.92062 +j6.13901

TABLE12.11 SequenceSusceptancesof TransposedLines, /1-S/mile

Sequence 0 1 2 0' I' 2'

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
j4.29778 jO.O jO.O -jO.23560 -j0.0 -i0.0

1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.00938 0.0
jO.O j7.05963 -jO.O jO.O -jO.03977 jO.O

2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00938
jO.O -jO.O j7.05963 jO.O jO.O -j0.03977

0' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-jO.23560 +jO.O +jO.O j4.29778 jO.O +jO.O

r 0.0 0.00938 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-jO.O -j0.03977 jO.O jO.O j7.05962 -i0.0

2' 0.0 0.0 -0.00938 0.0 0.0 0.0
-jO.O jO.O -jO.03977 jO.O jO.O j7.05962 •

The effect of the transpositions is to remove the coupling between unlike sequence net-
works. As for the coupling between like sequence networks, only the zero-sequence networks
have mutual coupling large enough to warrant consideration.

The sequenceimpedance and admittance matrices of Tables 12.6 through 12.11 provide
the raw data required for computation of faults on the mutually coupled transmission lines.
EHV lines, such as those described here, have large positive-sequence self-susceptances that
should be retained in computation. Both the self- and mutual susceptance of the zero sequence
should be retained. Note that these computed values assume that the lines are completely
transposed. If this is not true, the diagonal character of both the self- and mutual impedance
and admittance submatrices is destroyed. This means that the sequence networks are mutually
coupled, which introduces complexities that one would like to avoid. Therefore, complete
transposition of the lines is often assumed, even when this condition is not exactly true.

12.3 EFFECTOFMUTUAL COUPLING

One of the most difficult problems in transmission line protection is the problem posed by
mutual coupling. This usually occurs where lines are on multiple circuit towers, or are on the
same right of way. The lines need not be of the same voltage in order to experience mutual
coupling, and some coupling exists even for lines that are separated by 100 meters or more.
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When mutual coupling exists, the normal polarization of ground currents for the detection
of ground faults may be in error. The same is true for ground distance relays, which may sense
the direction and distance to the fault incorrectly. The analytical treatment of this subject
is discussed in Chapter 14, but we present the concept of mutual coupling here in order to
introduce the problems associated with ground directional or ground distance relaying.

The problems associated with correct sensing of the ground fault in mutually coupled
lines are caused by zero-sequence voltage inversion. Some protection engineers have discov-
ered, to their dismay, that many of their transmission lines are subject to this problem. Mutual
coupling can cause errors in either current polarized protection or in ground distance protec-
tion. In some systems, the problem can be solved by various remedial measures, but in other
cases, the only recourse is to accept occasional false tripping and plan a strategy of prompt
restoration of the tripped line.

12.3.1 Selecting a Reference Phasor

The purpose of this section is to introduce the subject of zero-sequence voltage inversion,
using simple system configurations of Figure 12.7 to explain the phenomenon.' First, we
establish a standard method of measuring the zero-sequence voltage along a transmission line
[16). This can be done using the simple radial system shown in Figure 12.7. Part (a) of the
figure shows the physical system, which is a radial line connected to a voltage source, with a
one-line-to-ground fault at the point F. Part (b) shows the sequence network connections for a
one-line-to-ground fault at F. Part (c) graphically depicts the zero-sequence voltage along the
line, as a function of distance from the source voltage. We compute the zero-sequence voltage
at any point along the line as

(12.19)

The zero-sequence impedance is usually highly reactive, which gives the complex impedance
an angle of almost 90 degrees. If we select the current phasor as the reference, this means that
the product term +Zolao leads the current by almost 90 degrees, falling in the second quadrant
and, because of the minus sign in (12.19), the zero-sequence voltage at the fault will lie in the
third quadrant. If the impedance is a pure reactance, as shown in Figure 12.7(d), the zero-
sequence voltage points straight down. The fault current flows through the entire transmission
line impedance, from the source to the fault. At the source, the zero-sequence voltage is zero,
and it grows linearly with distance to the fault, as shown in Figure 12.7(c), but is always
negative. Therefore, with the zero-sequence current as the reference, the voltage is always
negative. If this voltage can be shown to be positive for some special system condition, this
is not the normal voltage-current relationship and indicates that the fault directional sensing
equipment will probably fail. In the discussion that follows, we will assume that the zero-
sequence impedance is a pure reactance in order to simplify the discussion.

12.3.2 Transmission System without Mutual Coupling

We now expand the simple example of the previous section to a more practical arrange-
ment, where the power system to which the protected line is connected to sources at both
ends. The new system is shown in Figure 12.8. The system represented has four transmission
lines, and a one-line-to-ground fault is assumed on one of the lines. This system has two
positive-sequence voltage sources, but there are four sources of zero-sequence ground current.

IThe approach used here is provided by K. H. Engelhardt of Vancouver, B.C., Canada. The author is grateful
to Mr. Engelhardt for sharing his experience on the subject.
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Figure 12.7 Zero-sequence voltage profile on a faulted radial line. (a) Radial system
with lLG Fault at F. (b) Sequence networks for lLG fault at F. (c) Zero-
sequence voltage profile along the line. (d) Zero-sequence voltage using lao
as reference.

As noted previously for the radial system, the zero-sequence voltages are negative at all
buses and lag the fault current by 90 degrees. The magnitude of the zero-sequence voltage is
greatest at the fault point. Note that the rate of change of voltage with distance is proportional
to the fault current, which is not the same in all transmission lines due to the ground sources at
buses BandC. The most important conclusion from this example is that all ofthe zero-sequence
voltages are negative and that the zero-sequence currents all flow from the zero-potential bus
toward the fault. This means that currents flow up through the grounded-wye transformer
neutrals.

The zero-sequence voltages and currents at all relay locations are also shown in Fig-
ure 12.8. Ifwe assume voltage polarized ground relays, only line 3 has the correct polarization
at both ends to cause tripping. The correct polarization requires that the measured fault current
lead the voltage by about 90 degrees (abbreviated as "Op" in Figure 12.8). All other lines have
a blocking condition at one end or the other. The fault in this example is correctly cleared, and
the faulted line will be removed from service.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12.8 Zero-sequence voltage profile with no mutual coupling. (0) Typical power
system with lLG fault at F. (b) Voltage profile. (c) Voltage and current
phasors for zero-sequence directional line relays.

12.3.3 Transmission System with Mutual Coupling

433

We now consider a system that is similar to that of Figure 12.8, but with one line that
is mutually coupled to a line that shares the same right of way for a portion of its length. A
one-line-to-ground fault will be assumed on the coupled line and the effect of this fault on the
system will be examined.

The study system for this new condition is shown in Figure 12.9. Note that the trans-
mission system is exactly the same as that of Figure 12.8, but a new transmission line in a
separate, but nearby, system is added. The added line is not connected to the study system
except through the mutual coupling of line 3 to a line of the external system.

One way of showing the zero-sequence mutual coupling in the circuit diagram is by
use of the ideal transformer, connected as shown between the coupled lines [16]. The phase
conductors of both lines are considered to be transposed and mutual coupling exists only in
the zero-sequence network. This mutual impedance is shown as ZMO in the circuit diagram.
Observing the polarity marks of the ideal transformer, we can see that the fault current flows
into the polarity mark on the faulted line and out of the marked terminal in transmission line
3. This causes the current to flow up from the zero-potential plane sources on the right side of
line 3 and down to the zero-potential plane on the left. The zero-sequence voltage is zero at
ground source U and becomes more negative as the current flows toward D. At that point a
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Figure 12.9 Voltage profile with zero-sequence mutual coupling. (a) Power system with
lLG fault on a mutually coupled line. (b) Voltage profile. (c) Voltage and
current phasors for zero-sequence directional line relays.

voltage rise is introduced due to the mutual coupling, resulting in a voltage at C that is positive,
rather than negative. For the voltage rise as pictured, the voltages at B and A are also positive,
but the voltage again goes to zero at source A on the left.

Now examine the voltages and currents seen by the relays at each end of the four lines.
Line 3 is of particular interest, since this is the line that is mutually coupled to the neighboring
faulted line. At bus D the zero-sequence current flows into the line and the zero-sequence
voltage is negative, causing this relay to pick up. At bus C, however, the zero-sequence
voltage is positive and the current is flowing out of the line, which results in a current leading
the voltage by 90°, the correct relationship for relay pickup. Therefore, line 3 will experience
a false trip. Note that the other stations to the left of line 3, the current-voltage relationship is
such that one terminal sees an operate condition, but the other terminal blocks in every case.
Therefore, lines 1 and 2 will be restrained from tripping. It is important to note that only
the line that is subjected to the induced voltage from the coupled line will experience false
directional tripping. This is because the zero-sequence voltage is negative at the terminal with
the entering current and is positive at the terminal with the outgoing current.

Another important observation can bemade from this simple example. At bus C of
line 3, the voltage is inverted, but the zero sequence source current at that bus flows down
through all of the transformers on the left to the zero potential bus, including transformer C.
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Therefore, had the ground relaying scheme been based on current polarization rather than
voltage polarization, the same incorrect tripping of line 3 would have occurred.

12.3.4 Other Examples of Mutual Coupling

Figure 12.10 shows two examples of zero-sequence mutual coupling of transmission
lines of the same system, but of different voltages. The system of Figure 12.1O(a) shows lines
of different voltages that are mutually coupled due to Jines in the same right-of-way corridor
leaving Station C.

E U

~~

E U

~~
Figure 12.10 Zero-Sequence mutual coupling on lines of same system. (a) Power system

with a mutually coupled line of different voltage. (b) Power system with a
mutually coupled line of same voltage.

The figure shows a fault on one of the lines, which could be a subtransmission or dis-
tribution line. The positive- and negative-sequence systems for this condition will have two
sources and lines in a T configuration to the fault point. The zero-sequence network, however,
is exactly like that of Figure 12.9, where the primary loop is isolated from the secondary loop
with only the mutual coupling connecting the two loops together. This will cause the zero-
sequence voltage to reverse from a negative voltage at bus D to a positive voltage at buses C,
B, and A, as shown in Figure 12.IO(a). The transmission line from C to D may experience a
false trip, depending on the magnitude of the induced voltage due to mutual coupling between
the two circuits. Note that currents and voltages shown in the figure represent relative direction
or polarity only, not magnitudes of the quantities.

Figure 12.10(b) shows a different situation, where the fault is on a transmission line of
the same system that shares the right-of-way corridor with line T3. A fault on the line beyond
point G will cause fault current to flow through the mutually coupled line segment, which will
cause voltage inversion in Line CD. Therefore, depending on the coupling factor between the
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two lines, Line CD may experience a false directional comparison and a false trip. Note that
the zero-sequence voltage will be positive at C and B, but not at A, where the ground source
current will flow up through the transformer neutral and toward the fault.

These conditions are quite common in many power systems and may require careful
study by the protection engineer to determine if false tripping might occur. This requires a
fault study that represents all zero-sequence couplings in the power system to determine any
possible voltage reversal conditions.

Another common condition is the circuit shown in Figure 12.11. This often occurs
where a new source or load is tapped off an existing transmission line, with the new bus served
through two tapped lines on common towers or sharing the same right-of-way corridor. This
situation is sometimes referred to as a "pi-loop" by protection engineers, where the two legs
of the pi are mutually coupled.

S A

;£t"'1<iiVoH
~ I~'

c u

Vo(-~((~
101 -1

(b)

Figure 12.11 Mutual coupling of a tapped transmission line. (a) Fault on a mutually
coupled tap off a transmission line. (b) Fault on a mutually coupled tap after
one breaker opens.

Consider a one-line-to-ground fault at F in Figure 12.11(a), where the fault is close to
Station B on line AB. Immediately after the fault occurs, all of the zero-sequence voltages
will be negative, as shown in Figure 12.11(a). The fault current from Station B is greater that
than from Station A due to the close proximity of a source at B. Therefore, there is a high
probability that the line terminal at Station B may be cleared before that at Station A. Should
this happen, the resulting situation is shown in Figure 12.11(b), where the breaker shown at B
is now open and there is no fault current flowing from the source at B to the fault. There is
current flowing up through the ground source at B, however, and this current continues along
the line to Station C, where it flows down through the transformer neutral. Also, due to the
mutual coupling, the zero-sequence voltage at Station C will be reversed. The conditions that
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occur after the opening of the breaker at B are exactly like that shown in Figure 12.9, with the
two circuits completely isolated and with mutual coupling between them. The ground relays
on Line Be will false trip irrespective to the method used to polarize the ground relays.

There are many other situations that can lead to false directional sensing of ground
relays on mutually coupled lines. This suggests that every situation where mutual coupling
exists should be carefully analyzed. This type of problem is, unfortunately, becoming more
common. Transmission line rights of way are becoming increasingly difficult to obtain and
more lines must sometimes be crowded into existing corridors, or multiple circuit towers
erected to accommodate the needed circuits. This is often true in the vicinity of large cities,
where space is at a premium. Such conditions often lead to situations where improper ground
relaying may occur due to the presence of mutually coupled lines.

12.4 SHORT TRANSMISSION LINE EQUIVALENTS

The previous section has introduced three configurations that are often found in power systems.
Other configurations are certainly possible, for example, three or more lines in the same right
of way, and which mayor may not be bused at either end. These more complex arrangements
will not be pursued in detail here, although the approach used would be similar to that presented
here.

The equivalent circuits discussed here are limited in their application to short transmission
lines, and lines where shunt susceptance can be ignored for fault calculations. Long lines are
treated in Section 12.5.

12.4.1 General Network Equivalents for Short Lines

General network equivalents of mutually coupled lines are shown in Figure 12.12.
Part (a) of the figure shows a general view of the mutual coupling, but the mathematical
representation may not be clear from this type of circuit diagram. The exact meaning of this
circuit is given as follows.

(12.20)
V12 ==ZAIA +ZMIB
V34 == ZBIB + ZMI A

We can modify these equations by adding and subtracting a voltage proportional to the mutual

...-.-----2

(b)

3

1

+ +V tV 3-lJ- _

Figure 12.12 Equivalent circuits for two mutually coupled lines. (a) Mutually coupled
transmission lines. (b) Equivalent using a I: 1 transformer.
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impedance and the line current for each line. The result can be written as

(12.21)
Vl 2 = (ZA - ZM)IA+ ZM(fA+ IB)
V34 = (ZB - ZM)IB+ZM(IA+ IB)

These equations describe the circuit of Figure 12.12(b), where a 1:1 ideal transformer is used
to inject a voltage drop in each line that is proportional to the mutual impedance. However,
since the current flowing through this mutual impedance is the sum of the two currents, the
self-impedance of each line must be modified as shown. Figure 12.12(b) provides a useful
way of visualizing the effect of mutual coupling. This equivalent is useful in laboratory work
since all components of the equivalent are physically realizable. It is also useful conceptually
in visualizing the effect of mutual induction, as noted in Section 12.3.

Another method of viewing the mutual coupling between two lines is derived by writing
the admittance matrix for the four-terminal network. If we solve (12.10) for the currents, we
get

(12.22)

(12.24)

(12.23)

(12.25)

(12.26)

[
IA] 1 [ZB -ZM] [VI - V2 ]
IB = detZ -ZM ZA V3 - V4

Now, if we define the four currents entering the two lines, we can write the admittance matrix
for the mutually coupled system, as follows.

II t, ZB -ZB -ZM ZM VI
12 -IA 1 -ZB ZB ZM -ZM V2
13 = . IB = detZ -ZM ZM ZA -ZA V3
14 -IB ZM -ZM -ZA ZA V4

We can construct an equivalent circuit that correspondsto (12.23) by recalling that the off-
diagonal terms of the admittance matrix are equal to the negative of the admittances between
the corresponding nodes of the network. Computing these impedances leads to the lattice
network shown in Figure 12.13. Note that this equivalent introduces negative impedances,
which are not physically realizable. However, the lattice equivalent is useful for computation
and represents the self- and mutual impedances without the need for representing a transformer.
Indeed, the lattice circuit is the equivalent circuit for ':l transformer. The impedances values
can be expressed as functions of the original mutually coupled lines as follows.

Z~ ZAZB -Z~ZAX = ZA - - = ----
ZB ZB

Z~ ZAZB -Z~
ZBX =ZB - - = ----

ZA ZA

ZMX = ZAZB _ ZM = ZAZB - Z~
ZM ZM

Another interesting extension of the lattice network is to take the limit as the line self-
impedances approach zero. This causes the branches labeled ZAX and ZBX to become in-
finite impedances and leads to the equivalent circuit of an ideal transformation shown in
Figure 12.14(a). Note that the negative impedance legs of the lattice have changed position
from that found in Figure 12.13.

Now, the transformer self-impedances can be added externally to give the circuit shown
in Figure 12.14(b), which is often found in the literature [7], [8].

The equivalents shown in Figures 12.12-12.14 are restricted to applications involving
short transmission lines where susceptances can be neglected.
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~ ~ ~ ~-LJ -UFigure 12.13 Lattice network equivalent of the

mutually coupled lines.
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Figure 12.14 Equivalent circuits for a transformer. (a) Ideal transformer equivalent. (b)
Transformers with self impedances.

We now consider the development of equivalent circuits for several network configura-
tions that are commonly found in power systems. The equivalent circuits of the transmission
lines require network branches connecting all pairs of terminating nodes of the transmission
system, in addition to branches from each node to the reference. We can determine the number
N of equivalent circuit branches from the equation

n(n - 1) n(n + 1)
N == nC2 + n == + n == (12.27)

2 2
where n is the number of terminating nodes. This relationship is perfectly general, but in
practice we will usually have need to apply it for only small values of n. For two transmission
lines, the largest value of n occurs when the lines are not bused at either end, in which case
n == 4, resulting in an equivalent circuit with 10 branches. In many cases the lines are bused
at either end, or at both ends, which results in simpler equivalent circuits.

12.4.2 Type 1 Networks

Type 1networks are defined as those networks where parallel transmission lines terminate
at common nodes at both ends of the lines. The equivalent circuits of Figure 12.12 can be used
directly for Type 1 networks, i.e., networks in which the lines are bused at both ends. This
situation is shown in Figure 12.15.

For Type I networks the voltages at the two ends of the lines are equal and the voltage
difference across the circuit, from P to Q, are also equal. We can write the voltage equations
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(a)

R
•

(b)

Q
•

Figure 12.15 Type 1 network equivalent. (a)
Two circuits bused at both ends. (b) Equivalent
circuit for (a).

of the mutually coupled system as follows.

(12.28)

(12.33)

(12.31)

(12.29)

(12.30)

(12.34)

Equating the two voltage equations, we can write one current in terms of the other.

1 1
ZA -ZM

B = A ZB -ZM
Equation (12.29) can be substituted into (12.28) to compute the voltage as a function of the
current I A with the following result.

V=fAZAZB -Z~ZB -ZM
This equation can be solved for the current lA, which can be substituted into (12.29) to get the
current IB, with both currents expressed as a function of V.

t, - V ZB -ZM
- ZAZB -Z~

fB-V ZA-ZM
- ZAZB -Z~

The sum of these currents is the total current I flowing in the equivalent. Thus, we have

1 _- VZA +ZB - 2
2Z
M (12.32)

ZAZB -ZM
Now, the ratio of voltage to current gives the impedance of the equivalent.

Z ZAZB -Z~
EQ = ZA +ZB - 2ZM

If the two circuits have equal self-impedance ZA, then the above results simplifies to

Z ZA +ZM
EQ = 2

This is the equivalent impedance from P to Q shown in Figure 12.15(b).
The circuit of Figure 12.15 shows the unfaulted Type 1 network. If afault is applied

to one of the coupled transmission lines, the equivalent circuit must account for the coupling
of the line sections on both sides of the fault. A step-by-step development of the equivalent
circuit for this condition is shown in Figure 12.16. For the faulted case, the equivalent circuit
parameters are a function of h, the fractional distance along the line where the fault occurs.
These figures apply during the fault duration, but do not apply following the opening of one
of the breakers on the faulted line.

It often occurs that one of the circuit breakers on the faulted line may open before the
breakers in the parallel line. This leaves the fault radial from one end of the line. The circuit
representing this condition is shown in Figure 12.17.
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 12.16 Type] equivalent with one line faulted [6]. (a) Mutually coupled lines A
and B. (b) General equivalent circuit. (c) Equivalent with ZL = ZA == ZB.
(d) Wye equivalent of (c). (e) Simplification of equivalent (d). (j) Current
distributions.

(a) (b)

Q

F

Figure 12.17 Type] equivalent following breaker opening at one end. (a) Faulted type
1 network with one breaker open. (b) Equivalent with one line open at one
end.

For this condition, the fault F is radial on one line, and that line is mutually coupled
to the unfaulted line. The equivalent circuit is similar in topology to a Type 2 circuit, but
has the important difference that one of the three terminals is the fault point so that the total
zero-sequence current flows through that leg of the equivalent. Note that any contribution to
the fault from bus Q creates a condition similar to that of Figure 12.9, where the currents in
two mutually coupled lines are flowing in opposite directions. This has been noted to cause
zero-sequence voltage inversion, and may lead to incorrect relay pickup. When the fractional
distance to the fault is nearly unity, corresponding to a fault very close to the breaker at Q.
There always exists the likelihood that the breaker nearest the fault may open first on zone I
tripping, thereby setting up the condition described above.
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12.4.3 Type 2 Networks

Type 2 networks are defined as mutually coupled lines that are bused at only one end.
The general equivalent circuit for this class of networks is shown in Figure 12.18. This circuit
is applicable to an unfaulted system. When one of the lines of the Type 2 network is faulted,
the equivalent circuit must be modified to reflect the fault condition. Let us assume that the
fault occurs on the line RQ at a fractional distance h of that line length measured from bus R.
The equivalent at the R end of the line will be similar to that ofFigure 12.18, but the equivalent
beyond the fault must use one of the constructions shown in Figures 12.12-12.14. One possible
result is shown in Figure 12.19.

R

(a) (b)

p

Q Figure 12.18 Type 2 network and its equivalent.
(a) General type 2 network. (b) Equivalent type
2 network.

The portion of the equivalent to the left of the fault point is exactly the same as Fig-
ure 12.17(b), but modified for the length of line between bus R and the fault. The portion
of the two lines between the fault and buses P and Q, however, must be represented by an
equivalent that does not require that the terminals be bused together-hence the insertion of
the one-to-one transformer equivalent.

R
~--P

.......--Q

F (1- h)ZM
(l-h)(ZB-ZM)

(b)

12.4.4 Type 3 Networks

p

Q

Figure 12.19 Faulted type 2 network equivalent.
(a) Faulted type 2 network. (b) Equivalent of
faulted type 2 network.

Type 3 networks are those in which the mutually coupled lines do not terminate at com-
mon buses at either end. For this condition, the circuits of Figure 12.12-12.14 are appropriate.
These circuits may be used without modification for the conditions before a fault is applied.
When a fault is applied to either of the mutually coupled lines, the equivalent circuit must be
modified to the form shown in Figure 12.20.

It is important to note that the Type 3 network equivalent is perfectly general and can be
converted to other terminations. For example, connecting nodes Rand S of Figure 12.20, gives
the equivalent circuit of Figure 12.19, with appropriate changes in notation. In asimilar way,
the equivalent ofFigure 12.16 can also be derived, beginning with the network of Figure 12.20.
This suggests that there is no need for any equivalent other than that of Figure 12.20, where
the four line terminals are distinct.
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Figure 12.20 Equivalent of type 3 mutually cou-
pled lines. (a) Faulted type 3 network. (b) Equiv-
alent of faulted type 3 network.
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Equivalents similar to Figure 12.20 can be constructed for the positive-, negative-, and
zero-sequence networks. The mutual coupling in the positive- and negative-sequence networks
is weak, and may be neglected with little error. This results in the two lines being represented
only by their self-impedances on each side of the fault point. The mutual coupling between
lines is often important in the zero-sequence network, however, and should not be neglected
without first making sure that the coupling is negligible. The equivalent circuit of Figure 12.20
is easily determined and represents a very small computational burden. Note that no new nodes
are added to the network in constructing the equivalent and that all nodes are identified with
physical points along the transmission lines. This is not true of the equivalent construction of
Figure 12.14(b), which adds fictitious nodes. In solving the network completely, the voltages
at these fictitious nodes can be found, but these voltages have no physical significance.

12.4.5 Lines with Appreciable Susceptance

In the foregoing analysis, it has been assumed that the lines are short and that the
admittance between lines and from line to ground can be neglected. This is a convenient
assumption even when it is not entirely correct, since it greatly simplifies the computations.
Moreover, during fault conditions, the line voltages are greatly depressed, which suggests that
neglecting the line susceptance usually leads to acceptable results.

For cases where the susceptance is appreciable on short lines, the nominal pi represen-
tation of the line can be used. Figure 12.21 shows two ways in which the representation can
be carried out.

Figure 12.21 Nominal capacitances of two trans-
mission lines [7]. (a) Delta admittances. (b) Wye
impedances. (a) (b)
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The nominal susceptances of two transmission lines can be expressed either as admit-
tances orimpedances, Figure 12.21(a) shows the nominal admittances expressed as the product
of the susceptance b per unit of length multiplied by the line length s. This delta arrangement
can be converted to a wye, shown in part (b) of the figure, but with the values expressed as
impedance matrix elements per unit length divided by the line length. Either approach is
acceptable if used consistently.

For the general case with lines that are not bused at either end, the equivalent circuit
including both mutual inductance and susceptance is shown in Figure 12.22. In the figure, the
total capacitive reactances for the entire line are shown, rather than the reactance per unit of
length. The circuit of Figure 12.22 represents one way of representing the capacitive coupling.
The wye connection at each end can be replaced by a delta or pi connection, if this is preferred.
This is left as an exercise.

A e---.._----t

B---+--..........~.........- ......

.....__...... A'

_---t---+-_ B'

Figure 12.22 Nominal pi circuit for mutual impedance and admittance [7].

It should be emphasized that the representation of capacitance shown in Figure 12.22 is
not a long line representation. Long transmission lines require amathematical representation of
the distributed capacitance as well as series impedance. Long transmission lines are discussed
in Section 12.5.

12.4.6 Other Network EqUivalents

There are other types of networks for which equivalents can be developed-for example,
three mutually coupled lines terminating at a common bus, as shown in Figure 12.23. These
special cases can be treated in the same manner as the three types described above. Several
variations of these special equivalents are treated in the literature [6-8]. These special types
of system equivalents are left as exercises.

R ZAB -ZAC......-----t
~ ...........-...-.......
IA+IB

l~

s

u

T Figure 12.23 Three lines bused at one end and
with unequal mutual impedances [7].
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12.5 LONG TRANSMISSION LINES
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The long transmission presents a more difficult problem to the protection engineer because of
the need to model the distributed effects of the line series impedance and shunt admittance.
We begin by reviewing briefly the characteristics of a single line, and then extend the equations
to consider two mutually coupled, long lines.

12.5.1 The Isolated Long Transmission Line

The isolated long transmission line is defined in terms ofthe incremental series impedance
and shunt admittance, both expressed per unit of length. It is assumed that the line is completely
transposed such that the mutual coupling between phases is exactly balanced and a per-phase
representation of the circuit is permitted. A sketch of the per-phase line representation of
length S is shown in Figure 12.24.

Figure 12.24 Differential currents and voltages
of a long line.

(12.35)

We can write the equations for both the differential change in voltage and current asso-
ciated with the differential length of transmission line. In this derivation, the distance x along
the line is arbitrarily measured from the receiving end.

dVx == (Vx + dVx ) - Vx
== zil; + dlx)dx ~ zlx dx

dl; == (l, + dlx ) - I,
== yVxdx

Rearranging these equations we have
dVx-- == zl,dx .
.u,
dx == yVx

Differentiating with respect to x results in the following form of the equations.

d2Vx
dx 2 == zyVx

d2Ix
dx 2 == yzl ,

Taking the Laplace transform of the first equation, we write

s2Vx (s) - sVx (0) - V<~ (0) == y 2Vx (s )

(12.36)

(12.37)

(12.38)
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where we define the complex constant

But we know that

Vx(O) = V R

V~(O) = zl»
Substituting (12.40) into (12.38), and solving for the voltage at x, we have

V (s) = SVR +zIR
x (s2 _ y2) .

Then, the solution in the x domain is given by

Vx(x) = V R cosh yx +Zc1R sinh yx

(12.39)

(12.40)

(12.41)

(12.42)

(12.43)

for any x. We are usually interested in the voltage at the sending end of the line, which is
determined by setting x = S to write

Vs = Vx(S) = VRcoshyS+ZclRsinhyS
=AVR +BIR

where we have defined a new transmission parameter called the "characteristic impedance" as

z; = ~ = _z_ = ~ =~ (12.44)
y v'ZY Vy r,

The parameter y is called the "propagation constant." The equation (12.42) also defines two
of the two-port ABCD parameters, i.e.,

(12.45)

(12.46)

(12.47)

or
A = coshyS
B = ZcsinhyS

Equations (12.42) and (12.43) are the classical "long transmission line equations" often used
in both communications and power system analysis. Note that these derivations say nothing
about a three-phase power transmission line, the tacit assumption being that the line is com-
pletely transposed and that the equation applies to only one sequence network, but it can be
either the positive or the zero sequence.

The Laplace transform of the current equation may be written as

s2lx(s) - slx(O) -1~(0) = y 21x(s)

and with the initial conditions
lx(O) = IR
1~(O) =yVx(O) =yVR

we compute

SlR+yVR
Ix(s) = (s2 _ y2)

Of, in the x domain with x = S, the total line length

Is = [xeS) = YcVR sinh yS + I R cosh yS
=CVR +DIR

(12.48)

(12.49)

(12.50)
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With this result we have defined the following parameters.

r. = ~ = 5zy = fz = ~c
C ==YcVR sinh yS
D == A == cosh y S

It is convenient to write the long line description in matrix form, as follows.
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(12.51)

(12.52)

(] 2.54)

(12.53)

Equations (12.43) and (12.50) are universally used to describe the long power transmission
line, where it is assumed that the line is transposed.

12.5.2 Mutually Coupled Long Transmission Lines

The derivation of the previous section shows that the long transmission line requires
consideration of the distributed nature of the line inductive and capacitive reactances. Where
two long lines are in close proximity, this requirement still holds, but the system of equations
is more complex. Incremental parameters of both lines and their mutual impedance and
admittance coupling must be considered. Figure 12.25 shows a general view of this distributed
parameter system.

Figure 12.25 Distributed parameter view of a long transmission line.

Figure 12.26 shows the differential parameters oftwo mutually coupled long transmission
lines in a form that is more suitable for writing the line voltage and current equations. The
equations are written for a differential length of line, which can then be integrated over the total
line length to give the voltage and current at any point along the line in terms of the voltage
and current at one end. Usually, the receiving end voltage and current, shown on the right in
Figures 12.25 and 12.26 are taken as the reference and the solution derived in terms of these
boundary conditions.

The solution of the system of Figure 12.26 will be determined for two cases, first with the
line parameters different for the two lines, and second, with equal parameters for the two lines.

12.5.2.1 Long Lines with Distinct Parameters. This system is described by the cou-
pled line equations. First, for line A, which is the top line in Figure 12.26.

dVAx == z;\1Axdx + zMIn-dx == (zAIAx + zMlBx )dx
dl s, == (vA - YM)VAxdx +YM(VAx - VBx)dx == (vAVAx - yMVBx)dx

Similarly, for line B, we have

dVRx ==zRIR.rdx +zMIAxdx == (zBI Rx +zMIAx)dx
dl», == (YB - YM)VBxdx +YM(VBx - VAx)dx == (YBVBx - yMVAx)dx
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Ifigure 12.26 Differential quantities for mutually coupled long lines,

where the two lines are coupled by an incremental mutual impedance ZM and by an incremental
mutual admittanceYM. These equations can be divided through by dx, and then the derivative
of the result taken with respect to x to obtain the following form.

d2VAx

dx
2 = [Yi~ -~lB] [VAX] (12.55)

d2VBx -YBA YBB VBx
dx 2

where we have defined the following system parameters that are analogous to the square of
propagation constants of the single-line case.

yiA =ZAYA -ZMYM

yJB = ZBYB - ZMYM (12.56)
yiB = ZAYM - ZMYB

y~A = ZBYM - ZMYA

Taking the Laplace transform and using the initial conditions, we can write (12.55) as the
following matrix equation.

M v [~;:~:n = s [~;:] + [~: ~:] [~;:] (12.57)

where we have defined the matrix

Mv= [s2 - riA 2~Yi~] (12.58)
-YBA S - YBB

The solution of (12.57) requires taking the inverse of the matrix M«, and this requires a
non-zero determinant of that matrix. The determinant is easily computed to be

detMv = (s2 - Y1A)(s2 - y~B) - ylBY~A (12.59)

The solution of (12.59) can be found using the quadratic equation applied to the fourth-order
equation in s. We can write this determinant in the form

det Mv = (s2 - Yl)(s2 - y£) (12.60)
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(12.61)

(12.62)

where we recognize that there are two solutions to (12.59). The propagation constants Yl and
Y2 can be written in terms of the parameters defined in (12.56). Then we can write the solution
to (12.57) in the S domain as

[
VAX(S)] S [s2 - yiA yiB J[VARJ
VBx(s) == (s2 - y?)(s2 - yi) yJA s2 - yJB VBR

I [s2 - yiA yiB J[ZA ZMJ [IARJ
+ (sZ - yf)(sZ - yi) Y~A· s2 - yJB ZM ZB [BR

Solving (12.60) using the quadratic equation readily yields the two complex roots identified
in (12.60) as

2 1 (ZAVA +ZBYB - 2ZMYM) )
Yl == 2 J 2 2+ (ZAYA +ZBYB - 2ZMYM)2 - 4(ZAZB -ZM)(YAYB - YM)

2 1 (ZAY A + ZBYB - 2zMyM) )
Y2 == 2 2 2

- (ZAYA + ZBYB - 2ZMYM)2 - 4(ZAZB - ZM)(YAYB - YM)

The voltages of (12.61 ) may be written in a matrix form as follows.

[
VAx(S). ] == [AAA(S) AAB(S)] [VAR] + [BAA(S) BAB(S)] [/AR]
VBx(S) ABA(S) ABB(S) VBR BBA(s) BBB(S) I BR

where

(12.63)

(12.64)

and

S(S2 _ y 2 )
AAA(S) = ( 2 2)( 2

BB
2)

S - Yl S - Y2
2

A () YBAS
BA S == ( 2 2) ( 2 2)

S - Yl S - Y2

y2 S
A (S') - ABAB c - ( 2 2)( 2 2)

S - Yl S - Y2

s(s2 _ y2 )
A (s) - AABB - ( 2 2)( 2 2)

S - Yl S - Y2

(12.65)

(12.67)

(12.66)

B () (s2 - yJB)ZA + Y1BZM B () (s2 - yJB)ZM + Y1BzBAA S == AB S == --------
(S2 - Y?)(S2 - Y22) (S2 - y?)(s2 - yl)

B () (s2 - yiA)zM + yJAZA B () (s2 - ylA)zB + YlAZMBA S == BB S == --------
(s2 - y?)(s2 - yi) (s2 - y?)(s2 - yi)

The solution to (12.64) may be found by computing the partial fraction expansion of (12.65)
and (12.66). The results can then be written as follows.

(y? - yJB) cosh YIX - (yi - yJB) cosh Y2X
AAA == 2 2

Yl - Y2

YiB(cosh YIX - cosh Y2X)
AAB == 2 2

YI - Y2

A _ yJA (cosh YIX - cosh Y2X)
AB - 2 2

YI - Y2

A - (yi - Y1A)cosh YtX - (yi - Y1A)cosh yzx
BB - 2 2

Yl - Y2



(12.68)
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and

B - Y2[(yl- yJB)ZA - ylBZM]sinhYlx - Yt[(yl- Y~B)ZA - Y1BzM] cosh Y2X
AA - YIY2(Y12 - yi)

B _ Y2[(Y? - Y;B)ZM - Y1BzB] sinh YtX - Yl [(yi - Y;B)ZM - Y1BzB] cosh Y2X
AB- YIY2(Yf-yi)

B _ Y2[(Yt2 - ylA)zM ~ yJAZA] sinh YIX - Yl [(yi - ylA)zM - Y;AZA]cosh Y2X
BA - YlY2(Yf- yi)

B Y2[(yf - ylA)zB - yJAZM]sinhy,x - y,[(Y£ - ylA)zB - yJAZM]coshY2X
BB = 2 2

YIY2(Yl - Y2)

where the variable x can take on any value from 0 to S, the total line length. In many problems,
it is the sending-end voltages and currents that are of greatest interest, in which case we let
x = s.

The currents along the transmission line can be solved in a similar manner, beginning
with (12.47) and (12.48) and solving for the second derivatives. The result of that process can
be written as follows.

where

(yl- yJB) cosh YIX - (y]- yJB) cosh Y2X
DAA = 2 2

Yl - Y2

yJA (cosh YIX - cosh Y2X) A
DAB = 2 2 = BA

Yl - Y2

Y~B(cosh YIX - cosh Y2X) A
DBA = 2 2 = AB

Yl - Y2

(yl- YiA) cosh YIX - (y]- YiA) cosh Y2X
D BB = 2 2

Yl - Y2

(12.69)

(12.70)

(12.71)

and

C - Y2[(yl- yJB)YA - yiAYM]sinhYIX - YI[(yi - yJB)YA - yJAYM]sinhY2x
AA - YIY2(Y? - vi) .

c Y2[(Y12 - Y;B)YM - Y;AYB]sinh YIX - YI[(yl- yJB)YM - yJAYB] sinh Y2X
AB=- VtY2(v?-yi)

C Y2[(Yt2 - vlA)YM - V1BYA] sinh YIX - YI[(vi - ylA)YM - ylBYA] sinh Y2X
BA = - YIY2(vl- vi)

c _ Y2[(yl- ylA)YB - Y1BYM]sinhYIx - YI[(vl- ylA)YB - V1BYM]sinhY2x
BB - YIY2(yl- vi)

When S, the total line length, is substituted for x in the foregoing equations, the voltage and
current at the sending end of the mutually coupled lines are determined.
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We can summarize the foregoing equations in matrix form. Writing the sending-end
voltages and currents in terms of the receiving end quantities, we have the following.

VAS AAA AAB I BAA BAB VAR
VBS ABA A BB BBA BBB VBR

~;; ~;: ~;: I~;: ~;:
An alternate form of the equations may also be of interest.

VAS AAA BAA I AAB B AB
lAS CAA DAA CAB DAB

(12.72)
IAR
IBR

VAR
IAR

(12.73)

VBS ABA BBA I A BBB VBRIBS CBA DBA C:: D BB IBR
The similarity between the mutually coupled line equations and the single line described by
its ABeD parameters is evident in both (12.72) and (12.73).

Comparing the solution of the long line equations for mutually coupled lines with that
of a single transmission line, we see that mutual coupling introduces an additional propagation
constant into the solution. The solution takes on somewhat the same form as that of the
single line, being functions of hyperbolic sines and cosines, but with the added complexity
of two propagation parameters, each of which is a function of the parameters of both lines.
The propagation constants are complex numbers, where the real part is called the attenuation
constant, and the imaginary part is called the phase constant. This means that there are two
attenuation and phase constants for mutually coupled lines, which adds new complexities to
any detailed analysis of the transmission system.

(12.74)

(12.75)

(12.76)

(12.77)

(12.78)

12.5.2.2 Long Lines with Identical Parameters. If we assume that the two transmis-
sion lines are identical, but still mutually coupled, the system parameters can be simplified. In
particular, we assume the following line parameters.

ZA == ZB == Zs

YA==YB=YS
Then, the following simplifications can be determined.

ylA == yJB == ZsYs - ZMYM == y§

ylB == yJA == ZSYM - ZMYS == yit
From (12.66) and (12.67), we can determine the following.

yl == y§ + y~ == (zs - ZM)(YS +YM)
yi == y§ - y~ == (zs +ZM)(YS - YM)
22_22_2YI - YAA - YI - YBB - YM
2 2 _ 2 2 2

Y2 - YAA - Y2 - YBB == -YM
Then, the voltage equations are still given by

[
VAX(S)] [AAA(S) AAB(S)] [VAR] [BAA(S) BAB(S)] [IAR]
VBx(s) == ABA(S) ABB(s) VBR + BBA(s) BBB(s) I BR
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but the matrix elements are simpler for this special case and are given by

A - A _ cosh YI x + cosh Y2X _
AA - BB - =As2

A ....;. A _ (cosh Ylx - cosh Y2X) _
AB - BA - =AM2

(12.79)

and

(12.80)

(12.81)

(ZS+ZM) . (ZS -ZM) .BAA = BBB = sinh YIX + sinh Y2X == B s
2~ 2~

(ZS+ZM) . (ZS -ZM) .BAB = BBA = sinh YIX - sinh Y2X == BM2n 2~

In a similar manner, the currents equations are found for this case to be

[
I Ax(s )] = [DAA(S) DAB(S)] [IAR] + [CAA(S) CAB(S)] [VAR]
JBx(s) DBA(S) DBB(S) JBR CBA(S) CBB(S) VBR

where the first matrix on the right-hand side has been changed and is now identical to the A
matrix of the voltage equations given by (12.78). The admittance matrix elements are given
by

(12.82)
(YS-YM) . (YS+YM).CAA=CBB= sinh YIX + sinh Y2X == Cs2Yl 2Y2

(YS-YM) . (YS+YM).CAB = CBA = 2Yt sinh YtX - 2}/2 sinh Y2X == CM

When the transmission lines are physically identical and are described by identical physical
parameters, the solutions are simplified. However, there are still two distinct propagation
constants for the coupled line system. Using the newly defined constants for the identical line
case, we can write the system matrix for the sending end quantities as follows.

VAS As AM IBs BM VAR
VBS AM As BM Bs VBR

= (12.83)
lAS Cs CM IDs DM JAR
IBs CM Cs DM Ds JBR

or

(12.84)=
~: ~: I~: ::

;~s ~:~: I~: :: ;::
Note that the D matrix is identical to the A matrix, but is traditional to identify the system
parameters in this manner.

12.5.2.3 Representation ofthe Faulted Long Line. In cases where line protection is
the primary focus of the analysis, it is convenient to identify the relay location at one end of the
coupled lines and the fault point at the opposite end, thereby setting up a practical protection
situation. Such is the system described in Figure 12.27. We arbitrarily assume that the fault
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is on line A and is located at point A F. Fault currents flow to point A F from both ends of
the line as shown in the figure. The corresponding fault point on line B is called B F, and
currents are defined as flowing to that point from both ends of the line, although these currents
obviously sum to zero at the point B F.

AF

lAT.J......tl__~;A_V 1E....IA_Q~
VM ~Q

-I -I

AR l AR
+ro~
VAR
- ..1-----+----------.

Figure 12.27 Representation of a fault on mutu-
ally coupled lines.

1=hS -t--;-(l-h)S :1
Since the lines are long, distributed-parameter systems, the currents at the two ends of

each line section must be identified separately. Circuit breakers are assumed at each end of
the lines, represented by square boxes in the figure. Note that the line length is designated as
S, and that the fault occurs at a fractional distance h from the relays at AR.

12.6 LONG TRANSMISSION LINE EQUIVALENTS

Wecan use the equations developed in the previous section to determine coupled-line equivalent
circuits for various types of line connections to the external power system. However, before
equivalents can be developed, it is important to determine the reciprocity of the four-port
network. If the network is not reciprocal, equivalents circuits using R -L-C elements are not
possible. Therefore, a test for reciprocity is necessary.

12.6.1 Reciprocity and the Admittance Matrix

Before considering any detailed calculations for transmission line equivalents, we ex-
amine the reciprocity of the system equation (12.72) or (12.73). Reciprocity is demonstrated
by subjecting the network to a series of tests that retain constant terminating impedances at all
four network terminals. One way of doing this is to apply an ideal voltage source at one port
and measuring the response at the other ports using ideal ammeters, as shown in Figure 12.28.
Since both ideal voltage sources and ideal ammeters have zero internal impedance, the voltage
sources and ammeters can be interchanged without altering the impedances of the network
terminations. An exhaustive test of the network is required, applying the voltage source at
each of the four terminals, in tum, and observing (or computing) the resulting ammeter read-
ings. The reciprocity theorem states that if an ideal voltage source E at one point in a network
produces a current I at a second point in the network, then the same voltage source E acting at
the second point will produce the same current I at the first point [17].

A series of reciprocity tests can be designed, whereby an arbitrary ideal voltage source is
applied to each port and currents measured at all other ports as shown in Figure 12.28. However,
the information resulting from this series of tests is exactly the same as that determined by
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Figure 12.28 The first test of network reciprocity.

constructing the admittance matrix of the four-port network, and examining the symmetry of
the resulting admittance matrix, since reciprocal networks are ensured of having a symmetric
admittance or impedance matrix representation. Therefore, as an alternative to a classical
reciprocity test, we construct the admittance matrix directly from the ABCD equations.

We begin with the ABCD equations described in (12.72), which are repeated here for
convenience.

= (12.85)

~;: ~;: ~;: I~;: ~;: ~;:
This equation can be written in a more compact matrix notation as follows, with the matrix
described in terms of the partitions of (12.85). Thus we have

(12.86)

(12.90)

(12.91)

where

v- = [;;:J Is = [:;;J (12.87)

V R = [;;:] IR = [~;:] (12.88)

and the ABCD elements of (12.86) are the corresponding submatrices of (12.85). From the
Vs equation of (12.86), we may write

BIR = -AVR +Vs (12.89)

or

I R = -B-1AVR +B-1VS

Substituting (12.90) into the current equation of (12.86), we compute

Is = (C - DB-1A)VR + DB-1VS

or, in matrix notation, we may write

[
Is ] = [DB=: (C-DB-1A)] [VSJ (12.92)
-IR -B B-1A VR

This is the admittancematrix ofthe four-port network, expressed in terms ofthe ABCDnetwork
parameter submatrices.
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(12.93)

We now expand the current vectors to identify the individual currents entering the net-
work. For the sending end, we may write from (12.91),

[l AS] [DAA DAB] 1 [BBB -BAB] [VAS] [CAA CAB] [VAR]
IRS == DBA DBB detB -BRA BAA VRS + CRA CBB VBR

{ [
DAA DAB] 1 [BBB -BAB] [AAA AAB]} [VAR]
DBA DBB detB -BRA BAA ARA ABB VRR

This equation can be simplified to the form

[l AS] == [YSS1 YSS2] [VAS] + [YSRI
I BS YSS3 YSS4 VBS YSR3

YSR2] [VAR]
YSR4 VBR

(12.94)

where we define the following elements of (12.94).

DAABBB -DABBBA DAAZ1 +DABZ3Y - YSR1 - CAA - ------SSt - detB - detB

and

DAAZ2 +DABZ4YSR2 == CAB - ------
detB

DBAZ1 +DBBZ3YSR1 == CBA - ------- detB

(12.95)

DBBBAA -DBABAB DBAZ2+DBBZ4
YSS4 == detB YSR4 == eBB - detB

In (12.95) we have defined for convenience the following Z parameters, each having the
dimension of impedance.

Zl ==AAABBB -ABABAB
Z2==AABBBB -ABBBAB
Z3 == ABABAA - AAABBA
Z4==ABBBAA -AABBBA

(12.96)

(12.97)

The receiving-end currents are also defined by (12.92), which can be expanded as follows.

[~::] = de~B [~;;A ~:B] [~::] - de~B [~;;A ~:B] [~:: ~::] [~::]

= - [~:::~ ~::::] [~::] ~~ [~::~ ~:::] [~::]
The defining matrix elements in this case are stated as

Y ..«.RRI - detB

Y ..».RR2 - detB

y -~RR3 - detB

and

-BBB
YRS1 == detB

BAB
YRS2 == detB

Y _ BBA
RS3 - detB

-BAA
YRS4 := detB

(12.98)
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It is important to note that the receiving-end currents desired for the admittance matrix are the
negative of those given by (12.97). Equations (12.94) and (12.97) express the port currents in
terms of the port voltages, which defines the admittance matrix. Rewriting in matrix form, we
have

=

Y SS1

Y SS3

YSS2

YSS4

Y SR1

Y SR3

Y SR2

Y SR4

(12.99)
-JAR Y RS1 Y RS2 Y RR1 Y RR2 VAR
-JBR Y RS3 Y RS4 Y RR3 Y RR4 VBR

The off-diagonal terms of the admittance matrix are exactly the same terms that would be
obtained from the reciprocity tests. The equality of Yik and Yki for all values of i and k is not
at all clear from the terms defined in (12.95) and (12.98). A rigorous proof would be difficult,
but a proof can be obtained using computer methods that permit the evaluation of symbolic
equations (see problem 12.26). Numerical evaluation of these complex quantities verifies that
reciprocity is satisfied, as shown in the following examples.

EXAMPLE 12.3
Compute the ABCD parameters for two parallel EHV transmission lines that are 200 miles long. The
basic line parameters per mile of length, expressed. in per unit are as follows:

ZA =0.542331 + jl.65684
ZB = 0.521516 + j1.59493
ZM =0.429016 + jO.448080
YA = 0 + j4.19196
YB = 0 + j4.07216
YM = 0 - jO.209593

Solution
The given values provide the raw data required to compute theABCD parameters for the mutually coupled
lines. The results of that computation for the zero-sequence system, using the equations developed above,
are given in matrix form, as follows:

AAA AAB I BAA BAB

[~ :] ==
ABA ABB BBA BBB

CAA CAB IDAA DAB
CBA eBB DBA DBB

0.8622 -0.0420 0.3845 0.3007
+jO.0445 +jO.0349 +j1.2697 +jO.3339
-0.0428 0.8709 0.3007 0.3716
+jO.0358 +jO.0418 +jO.3339 + jl.2255

-0.0033 -0.0027 0.8622 -0.0428
+jO.1997 +jO.0070 +jO.0445 +jO.0358
-0.0027 -0.0030 -0.0420 0.8709
+jO.OO70 +jO.1946 +jO.0349 +jO.0418

The numerical values are expressed here to only a few decimals and are not of sufficient accuracy for
precise computation of the admittance matrix. Experience has shown that the basic parameters should be
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expressed to at least 10 significant figures, and this degree of precision must be maintained throughout
the computation of the admittance matrix. Note the equality of the diagonal terms, which proves rec-
iprocity. •

The foregoing example shows typical values of ABeD matrix parameters for mutually
coupled lines. The next step in the process of deriving a network equivalent is the conversion
of the transmission parameters to the admittance matrix, using the method described above.

EXAMPLE 12.4
Compute the elements of the admittance matrix using the numerical results of Example 12.3. Then
extend the result to determine the parameters of the equivalent circuit.
Solution
Using the data given in Example 12.3, but expressed to ]0 significant figures of accuracy, we compute
the following admittance matrix.

0.1585 0.0694 -0.1576 -0.0686
- jO.6889 +jO.2826 +jO.7963 - jO.2765

Yll Y12 Y13 Y14 0.0694 0.1644 -0.0686 -0.1635
Y21 Y22 Y23 Y24 +jO.2826 - jO.7207 - jO.2765 +jO.8249

Y31 Y32 Y 33 Y 34 -0.1576 -0.0686 0.1585 0.0694
Y41 Y 42 Y43 Y 44 jO.7963 - jO.2765 - jO.6889 +jO.2826

-0.0686 -0.1635 0.0694 +0.1644
jO.2765 +jO.8249 +jO.2826 - jO.7207

Note the unique symmetry of the resulting admittance matrix. First, the matrix is symmetric. However,
there are other symmetry patterns that are striking. This is better viewed symbolically, as shown in the
pictorial representation of Figure 12.29, using simple geometric shapes to indicate cells of equal value.
The symmetry for the case under study, with nonidentical lines, is shown on the left. If the lines have
identical parameters, the symmetry is even greater, as shown by the pictorial on the right. This interesting
form of symmetry will always result when admittance matrix is derived from ABeD parameters.

Figure 12.29 Symmetry patterns of the admit-
tance matrix.

0 X /1 II

X e II \l

/1 II 0 X

II \I X e
Non-Identical Lines

e X 11 II
X e II ~

!:l II e X

II !:l X e
Identical Lines •

12.6.2 The Long Line Type 3 Network Equivalent

It was noted in the study of short-line equivalent circuits, that the four-terminal equiva-
lent is the only one required, as the special cases can be found from the general four-terminal
equivalent. Therefore, we begin our study of long-line equivalents by first developing the Type
3 equivalent, i.e., the equivalent with all four terminals distinct, as shown in Figure 12.30.

12.6.2.1 Type 3 Network Configuration. Since there are four distinct terminals the
network will require 10 elements, according to (12.27), with the elements arranged as shown
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Figure 12.30 Long transmission lines not bused at either end.

in Figure 12.31. The notation used takes advantage ofthe fact that certain elements are expected
to be identical. The circuit ofFigure 12.31 is general in the sense that the lines are not required
to have identical parameters.

fAR

1----......---..:- CD

Figure 12.31 Equivalent circuit for type 3 net-
works.

Since the network obeys the reciprocity theorem, we can easily construct the network of
Figure 12.31 from the admittance matrix, which we may write in the following form.

II YI I Y 12 Y 13 Y I4 VI

12 Y2I Y 22 Y23 Y24 V2

=
Y31 Y32 Y33 Y 34

Y41 Y42 Y43 Y44

(12.100)

Then, based on the manner ofconstructing the admittance matrix for Figure 12.31, we compute
the following parameters.

YM = -Y12 = -Y21 = -Y34 = -Y43

YL = -Y14 = -Y41 = -Y23 = -Y32

YAX = -Y13 = -Y31

Y BX = -Y24 = -Y42

YAG = YII + Y 12 + Y 13+ Y 14 = Y31+ Y32 + Y33+ Y 34

Y BG = Y2I + Y22 + Y23 + Y24 = Y41+ Y42 + Y43+ Y44

(12.101)

(12.102)

(12.103)
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The network equivalent of Figure 12.31 will usually be inserted into a network that represents
either the detailed power system or an equivalent of that power system.

12.6.2.2 Type 3 Network in System Analysis. The use of the Type 3 equivalent circuit
in fault analysis requires that the line equivalent be incorporated into a larger network repre-
senting the entire power system. In most cases, the mutual coupling will be analyzed for only
the zero-sequence network, although a similar network could be computed for the positive and
negative sequences if the small amount of mutual coupling of those networks is of interest.

Figure 12.32 shows an example of the use of the Type 3 equivalent in fault analysis.
Only the zero-sequence network is shown in the figure, which illustrates an example where
the Type 3 equivalent is required because of the end-of-line series capacitors on the parallel
transmission lines. Because of the series capacitors, the lines do not terminate at a common
bus, but terminate at the series capacitors. Since the currents in the two lines will not be equal,
the voltages on the line side of the capacitors will not be equal.

IER
aO

rtE:
I EQ

~

IAR IAT lAY~
~ ..--

AS AF

IR ZAR
Line IQ

~ Line ..-- QR
VR Section Section

~IBR RF QF--..- BT IBv
~..--

ZBR
BS BF

NOBus

1-: hS (l-h)S ~ I
NO

Figure 12.32 Use of the type 3 equivalent in fault analysis.

For the study of faults along the transmission line, two equivalent circuits similar to
Figure 12.31 must be used, one for line section RF and another for line section QF. These can
be represented as long-line equivalents similar to Figure 12.31, but of proper length between
the series capacitors and the fault point. Figure 12.32 shows the fault located at a fractional
distance h of the total line length S from bus R.

12.6.3 Long-Line Type 1 Network Equivalents

Type 1 networks are those in which the transmission lines are bused at both ends of the
lines. The first type of equivalent is the ,normal (unfaulted) system, shown in Figure 12.33.

The parameters for this equivalent are readily determined as a special case of the Type
3 equivalent of Figure 12.31. The exact configuration of the resulting equivalent depends on
the desired use of the circuit. Figure 12.34 shows two different arrangements that can be used,
depending on whether it is necessary to retain the identity of the individual line currents.

A different equivalent is sometimes required when there is a fault along one of the parallel
lines. In this case, we require two equivalents, one for each side of the fault, as shown in Fig-
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~
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Figure 12.33 Equivalent circuit for identical long, unfaulted, mutually coupled transmis-
sion lines.

(a)

~ ~
YAX +YBx+21£

+++Vs VR

(b)

Figure 12.34 Type I long-line equivalent networks. (a) Individual currents identified. (b)
Individual currents not identified.

ure 12.35. However, this is recognized as a Type 2 network equivalent since the lines terminate
at one bus at one end of each line section, but terminate at two different nodes at the other end.

A

B+ j
~ ~

-i~---------!
Figure 12.35 Equivalent circuit for the faulted type 1 network.

12.6.4 Long-Line Type 2 Network Equivalents

For this network condition, we construct two equivalents, one for each end of the line,
as shown in Figure 12.36. The line currents are named exactly as before, where we identify a
sending-end and receiving-end current for each line, using the usual subscript notation.
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BF
+
VR=V'9R

-\
_---+----- ---.....----+------41~-- ..

Figure 12.36 Equivalent circuits for the faulted type ] network.

The Type 2 equivalent for each side of the fault point can be determined from the Type
3 equivalent by connecting the nodes together in the manner prescribed by Figure 12.36. The
resulting equivalent for a circuit at the left end of the diagram is shown in Figure 12.37.

I AR

-
Is
~

+
~R

+ IBR
V:" ~

Figure 12.37 Type 2 boundary conditions ap-
plied to the left network.

The length of the line on either side of the fault point must be taken into account in
finding the ABeD parameters for the lines. The line length will be reflected in the admittance
matrix and in the circuit parameters computed from that matrix.

12.7 SOLUTION OF THE LONG-LINE CASE

We now develop the solution for fault currents in a power system that includes two mutually
coupled transmission lines with nonidentical parameters. A general system configuration is
assumed, as shown in Figure 12.38, where a fault is assumed on one of the mutually coupled
transmission lines. A general system equivalent, consisting of Thevenin equivalent sources
and an external power system, are assumed.
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Note: k = i-t.
1ST lsv......~

•BF
(i)

-------------....ZEll-----------~ ..

Nt
--1-.
(a)

(b)

Figure 12.38 Positive and zero-sequence networks of a faulted system. (a) Positive se-
quence network. (b) Zero-sequence network.

The cases of greatest interest, insofar as mutual coupling is concerned, are those that
involve ground faults. Therefore, we assume that a single or double line-to-ground fault is
to be solved. The fault occurs on line A of the mutually coupled pair of lines, and line B is
assumed to be in service. Obviously, the system must be changed if line B is not in service,
or is out of service and grounded. These situations are considered in Chapter 14. Our task at
this point is to describe a method of solution that will serve in any situation of interest that
involves the two mutually coupled lines.

In the system selected for solution, series capacitors are shown at the ends of the lines for
two reasons. First, some lines do have series capacitors at their ends. If series capacitors are
so located, then a Type 3 network equivalent is required, since the voltages at the bus ends of
the lines are not equal. Second, the series capacitor impedances can be replaced by equivalent
impedances that represent the sequence impedance characteristics of the interconnected power
system. Therefore, although the presence of series capacitors complicates the mathematics,
the benefits of this representation outweigh the added complexity added by the capacitors.

Also note that we have modified the notation from that used in the previous sections
of this chapter to one that is used throughout this book to reptesent a faulted line, with relay
positions at R on the left and at Q on the right. The fault is located at a fractional distance h
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from the bus at R. If there are no series capacitors at the ends of the lines, the voltages VAS
and VBS are equal to the voltage VR at node R. In that special case a Type 2 equivalent can
be used, or we can continue with the Type 3 equivalents shown, but assign a low value to the
series capacitor impedances.

Note that the sequence network nodes have been numbered for convenience and we
assume that the admittance matrix for all three sequence networks can be constructed for any
fault location.

12.7.1 Determination of the Sequence Impedances

To solve for the fault current it is necessary to know the sequence impedance of the
three sequence networks. The solution of the sequence impedances will be developed for
the positive-sequence network, but the method can be extended easily to the other sequence
networks. The zero-sequence network presents no problem whatsoever, as it is represented by
a linear, bilateral network and can be solved using the same technique as prescribed for the
positive sequence network.

Consider, then, the positive-sequence network with all sources properly removed. This
requires shorting the voltage sources shown in Figure 12.38. The admittance matrix for the
eight nodes can be written by inspection, as

II Yll YI2 Y13 Y18 VI
12 Y21 Y22 Y23 Y28 V2
13 == Y31 Y32 Y33 Y38 V3 (12.104)

18 Y81 Y82 Y83 Y88 V8
Examining the circuit carefully, we recognize that the current injected is zero at all nodes except
for the current at node 3. Therefore, it is useful to reorder the equations, so that the current and
voltage for node 3 are both in row 1 of the matrix equation. Making this adjustment, which is
straightforward, we write

I) == 0 (12.] 05)

18 == 0 Y83 Y81 Y88 V8
We can simplify the notation of (12.105) by assigning fictitious names to the various partitions
of the matrix quantities. Thus, we write

(12.106)

The notation used in (12.106) is important. The bold, italic quantities are phasors, but the
bold, Roman quantities are matrices. All matrices are defined by the partitions of (12.105).
The equation is now in a form that can be readily solved. The second equation can be solved
for the unknown voltage, a 7 x 1 matrix, which can be written as

Vx == -YL IY KV3 (12.107)

This voltage can be substituted into the first equation to write the current at node 3 in terms of
only the voltage at that node.

13 == (Y33 - YjYL'YK)V3 == Y1V3 (12.108)
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where Y1 is the total admittance of the positive sequence network. The operation described in
(12.108) is often called a Kron reduction. Then the positive-sequence network impedance is
given by

Zl = y l l (12.109)

This is the desired result. It represents the total impedance of the positive-sequence network
from the fault point a1 to the zero-potential bus N 1. Since the positive and negative sequences
are usually almost identical, this result can also be used to represent the negative-sequence
network in most cases with very little error. If not, the same procedure can be used to find the
total sequence impedance for the negative-sequence network.

Exactly the same procedure is used to determine Zo, the total impedance of the zero-
sequence network. The mutual coupling is represented by the equivalent circuits shown in
Figure 12.38 and add nothing to the complexity of the solution.

Knowing the three sequence impedances, the sequence currents of all sequence networks
can be found by the proper connection of the networks to represent the type of fault that is to
be studied. For example, for the one-line-to-ground fault, the three impedances are placed in
series, and an impedance representing the fault impedance, if any, is added [8]. Thus, for the
one-Iine-to-ground fault, we may write

VF
lao = lal =La= Zo +Zl +Z2 + 3Z

F
(12.110)

where ZF is the fault impedance. The sequence currents for other types of faults can be found
by using the appropriate sequence network connections for that fault type.

12.7.2 Computation of Sequence Voltages and Currents

The computation of the voltages and currents throughout each of the sequence networks
is accomplished using the admittance matrices similar to (12.104) that have been computed
for each sequence network.

The first step is to compute the inverse of the three sequence admittance matrices to find
the sequence network impedance matrices. We can write the form of the impedance matrix
for any sequence network as follows, based on the eight node representation of Figure 12.38.

VI z., Z12 ZI3 ZI8 II = 0 ZI3

V2 Z21 Z22 Z23 Z28 12 =0 Z23

V3 = Z31 Z32 Z33 Z38 13 = Z33 /3 (12.111)

V8 Z81 Z82 Z83 Z88 18 = 0 Z83

Since the injected currents are all zero except for 13, the voltages at all nodes depend only on
the third column of the impedance matrix. For example, if we inject 1.0 per unit current into
node 3, the voltages at all nodes will be exactly equal to the third column of the Z matrix. In
an actual fault situation, the current is not 1.0 per unit, but is the sequence current found from
the sequence network connection. For example, consider a one-line-to-ground fault, in which
case we have, from (12.110)

laO = I a l = I a2 (12.112)

Now, consider the zero-sequence network. Since the current injected into node 3 of the zero
sequence network is the negative of laO, we can multiply the third column of the Z matrix
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by -lao to determine the voltages at all nodes in the zero-sequence network. Knowing the
voltages at all nodes, we can compute the currents flowing on all branches of the network.
Obviously, a similar procedure gives all the node voltages and branch currents of the positive-
and negative-sequence networks as well.

This process requires considerable computation if the power system to be solved is
large. However, if the system is represented by a system equivalent similar to that shown in
Figure 12.38, the computational burden is small and the complete solution is found rapidly, even
on small computers. The result is that the sequence currents and the complete solution of the
sequence networks is readily determined by the matrix analysis of the networks. This provides
not only the total fault current of each sequence, but the voltages of each node throughout
the networks, which leads to the solution of all branch currents, including the currents at the
relay location. Knowing the relay voltage and current, we can determine the ground relay
polarization and apparent impedance. This is exactly the information needed to evaluate the
relay operation for any given fault location along the mutually coupled line.
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PROBLEMS

12.1 Investigate themeaning of the primitive impedances shown in Figure 12.2 and show how the
phase impedances can be defined in terms of these primitive impedances. Hint: review [9].

12.2 Add two ground. wires, u and w, to the phase wires of Figure 12.2 and show how the
resulting equation can be reduced to exactly the form of (12.4).

12.3 Assume that one of the phase conductors, say phase a, consists of two identical "bundled"
wires. Show that these can be combined into a new phase a composite conductor and that
the impedance matrix can be reduced to exactly the form of (12.4).

12.4 Verify (12.10) and (12.11).
12.5 Show that the matrix pattern shown in Table 12.5 for mutually coupled transmission lines

is correct. Hint: Tabulate the wire positions for the transposed lines that would be used in
making the calculation. It is not necessary to actually compute the numerical values of the
matrix to determine the equality of certain terms.

12.6 Verify the calculation of self- and mutual impedances and admittances for the parallel 500
kV lines shown in Figure 12.6. The spacing between conductors is shown in Figure P12.6.

u

27'

w

20'-......~-20'

1.5'~ ~

'--......f4IE----32.."--~
Figure P12.6 Conductor arrangement for a 500
kV line.

The conductor specifications are given in Table PI2.6a. The conductor spacings and the
distances between conductors and their images are given in Table PI2.6b. This is based on
a center-Iine-to-center-line distance D between towers of 200 feet and a phase conductor
height of 125 feet above the ground.
(a) Construct a spreadsheet to compute the distances between all pairs of conductors and

inductive reactance in ohms per mile (Otoole) between each pair of wires at 60 hertz.
(b) Based on the distances determined in part (a), construct a second spreadsheet to com-

pute the heights of all conductors from all image conductors, and from this result,
compute the Maxwell potential coefficients in MF- 1mile between all pairs of conduc-
tors, including image conductors.

(c) Write a computer program to compute the phase impedance per mile of the double
circuit line, including a reduction to eliminate the ground wires from the resulting
impedances.

(d) Extend the computer program of (c) to add transpositions to the line.
(e) Perform similarity transformation of the result of (d) to find the sequence impedances

of the double circuit transmission line.
(f) Repeat (a) through (e) to compute the sequence admittances.

12.7 Determine an equivalent circuit for three parallel transmission lines. Note that there are
three different mutual impedances; one for the mutual between lines A and B, another for
the mutual between lines Band C, and a third for the mutual impedance between lines C
and A. Hint: See [7].
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TABLE P12.6a Conductor Characteristics of the 500 kV Line

Conductor Type
and Size

Resistance in n
at 25° C, 60 Hz

D = Self GMD of Wires

Radius of Wire

Phase Wires

2156kCM ACSR
Bluebird

0.464 nlmile

0.0588 ft
0.07342 ft

Ground Wires

7#8 Alumoweld

2.440 nlmile
(small current)
0.002085 ft
0.03208 ft

TABLE P12.6b Conductor-to-Conductor Distances (in feet)

Distances between Phase and Ground
Wires and their Images

Ha la l , = 250
Hwa l' = Hwe2' = f2W+T2.75L = 277.2932
Hub l ' =llwb2' =~2772 + 19.252 =277.6681
Hue l ' = Hwa2' = -fi772 + 51.2ST =281.7012
Hua2' = H we l' = .[2772+ li25T= 277.2284
H ub2' = H wb l' = -ffi7L+ 2Q7S1 = 277.7761
H ue2' = HwaJ' = m7L~-5-i7sr = 281.9780

Distances between Phase Wires
and Ground Wires

Dala2 = Db1b2 = Dc1c2 =1.5

Dual = Dwc2 = -1fiL+Ti.7SL =29.8590
DUb l = DWb2 = ~+19.252 = 33.1597
DUel = D Wa2 = ~25L-=57.9272

DUa2 = DWel = -..Ji72 + 11.252= 29.2500
Dub2 = DWbl = f27~2if75T= 34.0524
DUe2 = DWa l = ...J272 + 52.752-= 59.2584

12.8 Consider a circuit consisting of three transmission lines all connected at one end to a
common bus. The lines are of different lengths and therefore have different self-impedances.
However, the lines are physically in parallel such that the two outside lines have the same
mutual coupling to the center line, but the mutual coupling between the outside pair of lines
is different. Determine the equivalent circuit for the three lines. Hint: See [7].

12.9 Convert the wye equivalent capacitive reactances of Figure 12.22 to an equivalent delta at
each end of the line.

12.10 Verify the Type 2 equivalent shown in Figure 12.18.
12.11 Revise Figure 12.19 to one that employs the lattice transformer equivalent of Figure 12.13.

Can this circuit be constructed in the laboratory? Explain.
12.12 Verify the short-line equivalent shown in Figure 12.23 for three short transmission lines

bused at one end.
12.13 Verify (12.55) and (12.56).
12.14 Verify (12.64).
12.15 Derive the definitions of the parameters y? and yi.
12.16 Check at least one each of the Aand B parameters of (12.67) and (12.68) by performing the

partial fraction expansion of (12.65) and (12.66), respectively.
12.17 Write the differential equations for the currents in the mutually coupled transmission lines

and show that (12.69) represents these currents and their mutual coupling.
12.18 Determine at least one each of the C andD parameters as a function of the Laplace variable s .
12.19 Verify (12.92).
12.20 Perform the reciprocity tests described in Section 12.6.1. This should result in tests of all

ammeter readings as a function of the applied voltage applied at all terminals. Compare
these test results with the admittance matrix parameters defined in (12.99).
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12.21 Prepare a step-by-step procedure for finding the self- and mutual impedances of two
bundled-conductor transmissionlines that areparalleland in closeproximityfor theirentire
length.

12.22 DeterminetheABCD parametersfor twomutuallycoupled500kV lineswith the following
basic parameters. Give the results in per unit on a 1000MVA base for a line 300 km long.

ZA == 0.0232+ jO.5488Q/mi
ZB == 0.0232+ jO.5958Q/mi
ZM = 0.000 + jO.0012 11/mi

YA == +j7.6631 JLS/rni
YB =+j7.0466 JLS/mi
YM == - jO.0159 JLS/mi

12.23 Using theresultsof problem 12.22,computetheadmittancematrixfor themutuallycoupled
lines. Assume a line length of 300 km.

12.24 Using the results of problem 12.23,compute the long-lineType3 equivalentcircuit for the
mutuallycoupled lines.

12.25 Using the results of problem 12.22, determine the Type 1 equivalent circuit for a fault
located 200 km from the relay R, using the long-lineequations.

12.26 Use a computerprogramsuch asMathematicaorMaple to prove that the admittancematrix
of (12.99) is symmetricusing symbolic variable representationand evaluation.



13
Pilot Protection Systems

Much of the treatment of transmission line protection in previous chapters has considered
each relay to be independent and to operate only on the basis of intelligence gathered from
measurements taken at the relay location. This has obvious advantages in simplicity and is often
adequate to ensure a high quality of protection and rapid response. In some cases, however,
this simple scheme is not adequate. This is the case, for example, where the time delay to clear
faults beyond the zone 1reach for distance relays may be considered unacceptable. This is often
true for EHV systems, where the lines carry large power transfers and delayed tripping offaults
may cause severe network or stability problems. In such cases, more complex transmission
protection schemes are required. Some of these more complex schemes are presented in
this chapter, with examples of several different options for providing additional fault clearing
intelligence and greater speed in clearing of all faults.

Three important concepts are basic to the design of any protective system; selectivity,
reliability, and security. Selectivity requires that the protection system must be dependable
in identifying faults in its zones of protection. This is achieved by the relay designer, who
uses sound logic for fault detection and line tripping. Reliability requires that the protection
system be operable, that is, that the overall design will ensure appropriate protective action
even if some portion of the protective apparatus may have failed. This is achieved by using
equipment of high quality, by performing routine testing to ensure that the equipment remains
operable, and by designing a protective system that has redundancy. Some engineers insist that
the backup system be of a different design or operate on a different principle than the primary
system. In many cases, the terms "primary" and "backup" have little real meaning since
both systems are of equal quality, but are simply separate systems and may be of different
design. For such systems, the two systems are simply called "redundant" or local backup
systems.

System security refers to the capability of the protection system to refrain from operating
when it should not operate. This is especially important in EHV circuits, because of the
considerable system upset that occurs when a heavily loaded line is opened. For the protection
system, this means that the relaying system must be selective and also that precautions are taken

469
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to ensure that no operation be initiated, either by the relay logic or other means, that would
cause the tripping of important lines or other facilities when not absolutely necessary [1-7].

The schemes discussed in this chapter address all of these concerns and do so in differ-
ent ways.

13.1 INTRODUCTION

It is instructive to compare protective systems used for EHV transmission lines, all of which
share some common characteristics. The systems to be studied are all "pilot" relaying systems,
that is, these systems utilize a communications path to send signals from the relaying system
at one end of the line to that at the other end. This concept provides the opportunity for the
protection decisions made by the relays to be more intelligent, since information from both
ends of the line are available for processing. Figure 13.1 shows a generic view of this type of
protection system.

Figure 13.1 General view of a pilot protection system.

The relay systems at each end of the transmission line monitor the local currents and
voltages. These signals, or a derived response, are' sent to the local relay equipment only,
where trip signals may be generated and sent to the circuit breakers at the local relay location.
(Signal paths in Figure 13.1 are shown by dashed lines.) Additional equipment is provided that
permits each relay to send signals to the relay equipment at the remote end of the line. This
provides each relay location with important new information regarding the need for tripping,
namely, the view of the disturbance seen from both ends of the line. Both relays can now
operate on the basis of the condition observed from both relay locations.

The need for additional intelligence in the protection of some transmission lines arises
due to the inadequacy of distance protection for reliable fault detection and selectivity. This
occurs due to a number of reasons [8]:

• Intermediate infeeds in multiterminallines
• Zero-sequence mutual coupling in parallel lines
• Discontinuities due to series capacitors

These difficulties result in zone reach measurements that are variable and are not suitable
for correct fault detection and selectivity. An effective solution to these problems is the
additional sophistication in the relay logic that incorporates intelligence from all line terminals.
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The use of pilot relaying has grown over the years and is now in common use throughout the
world [8-101.

As an example, let us assume that the relay equipment at both ends includes distance
measuring logic. Now suppose that a fault occurs very close to the relays at the left end of
the line. The relays at that end will recognize this fault as a zone 1 fault and will send a trip
signal to the local line breakers. This same fault will be seen by the relays at the right end as
a zone 2 fault, but these relays are not able to determine if a fault near the left bus is on one
side or the other of that bus. This will cause a timer at the right-end relay equipment to be
started, which will result in delayed tripping. Adding the pilot channel from the left end to the
right end, however, provides a means of eliminating the time delay. A pilot signal generated
at the left-end relay informs the right-end relay that the fault is on the protected line, and that
tripping should be initiated without delay. This is an example of what is called "transfer trip"
logic, although other types of logic can accomplish the desired result.

The timing of events is important in pilot protection. The total time for fault clearing
is summarized in Table 13.1. Typical modern relays operate in 8-10 ms, and circuit breakers
will clear the fault in 30-50 ms. However, if rapid total fault clearing is required for faults at
any location along the transmission line, a means needs to be used that avoids the time delays
that accompany zone 2 operation. Rather than wait for zone 2 to time out for a fault near one
of the terminals, a pilot signal can be sent between the terminals to verify the need for tripping
in an additional 10-30 ms. This is more positive and is faster. Even with telecommunications
time, the fault can usually be cleared in 80-90 IDS. Note that the times shown in Table 13.1 are
added since the various devices depend on the completion of the previous device operation.

TABLE 13.1 Approximate Operating Time of Protective Equipment (1]

Protection Operating Time Operating Time Operating Time
Subsystem inms Cycles, 50 Hz Cycles, 60 Hz

Protective relays 8-10 0.4-0.5 0.5-0.6
Circuit breaker 30-50 1.5-2.5 1.8-3.0
Total relay & CB 38-60 1.9-3.0 2.3-3.6
Pilot signals 10-30 0.5-1.5 0.6-1.9
Total 48-90 2.4-4.5 2.9-5.4

The simple example given, on close examination, has certain possible flaws that will
require further study. Suppose, for example, that afalse trip signal is sent from one end to the
other. This may be due to a relaying error to communications noise, or to any other source. This
will cause afalse trip of the transmission line since the pilot channel is not necessarily secure,
that is, the system described does not have protection against security failures. Procedures are
available to guard against such errors, and some of these procedures will be examined in this
chapter.

The system of Figure 13.1 is also seen to be vulnerable to tripping failure or delayed
tripping unless the communications channel is made redundant. This would suggest that a
second communications link be established between the two ends, preferably using a different
communications method, a different signal path, or both.

Clearly, the addition of a pilot communications channel gives each protective system
additional information to process. For a transmission line, the added information from the
remote end is very important. This permits the relay systems to maintain a kind of electronic
dialog to reach a common decision as to whether the line should or should not be tripped
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for the condition being observed. Different kinds of pilot systems and relay decision-making
schemes are available to perform these functions.

The pilot protection concept expands the protection system for a given transmission line
to include the relay systems at both ends of the line. This will usually include more than one
relay system at each end, with the systems communicating through the pilot channels in end-
to-end pairs. This expands the concept of protection to "decision/trip centers" at the two ends
of the line, with each decision/trip center being provided with information from both points
of observation and communicating any resulting decision to both the local circuit breakers
and to the remote end of the line. This concept could conceivably be expanded further to
provide a given decision/trip center with more global information, which might include data
communicated from adjacent lines, from parallel lines, or from other locations. Such an
expansion provides opportunities as well as problems. At the present time, the pilot protection
schemes use only data transmitted between the two ends of a given line. This is, after all,
the most important data and the scheme is limited to the minimum essential data. The future
may see more global protection designs, which will require high-bandwidth communications
in order to achieve the required speed.

The balance of this chapter presents the various pilot communications methods in com-
mon use for transmission protection, and will present the protective system design concepts
that employ pilot systems.

13.2 PHYSICAL SYSTEMS FOR PILOT PROTECTION

This section presents several different physical methods of signaling between the two ends
of a transmission line for protective relaying purposes. These signaling systems are called
pilot systems. The term pilot is also used to clarify the function to be performed as part of
the system protection. For example, the term pilot relaying signifies that the relays at the two
ends of a transmission line are in communication with each other. The term pilot is also used
to clarify other protection functions, such as transfer trip pilot, permissive pilot, or blocking
pilot. The temi also signifies a reference to the communications medium, e.g., wire pilot,
microwave pilot, and power-line carrier pilot. These latter terms designate the physical, rather
than the functional, identification of the equipment used in performing the pilot functions.
This physical identification is the subject of this section. The functional systems are discussed
in the next section.

An overview of the equipment used in pilot protection is shown in Figure 13.2 [1]. The
innennost link identifies the physical equipment used for signaling between the line terminals.
This can be any form of signaling link, such as a telephone line, a microwave link, a radio
link, or a fiber-optic communications system. There are certain items of terminal equipment
associated with this telecommunications system, irrespective of its use for protective relaying.
This equipment might be used for voice, data, image, or text transmission instead of, or in
addition to, protective relaying data. For protective relaying, this will usually be a dedicated
telecommunications system, since it is not acceptable that the relay might receive a "busy"
signal when trying to communicate.

The next level in Figure 13.2 is the teleprotection equipment level. This includes the
physical link and its terminal equipment, and also includes hardware, and perhaps software, at
the terminals that are required to take the relay output data and inject it into the communications
equipment. This might include coupling equipment, modems, or other devices required to make
this translation from the protective equipment to the telecommunications equipment.
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Finally, the terminal equipment of the pilot protection system is the protective devices.
This includes transducers required to gather data from the power system, a logic system to
process that data, and determine if a certain signal should be transmitted to the relay system at
the opposite end.

13.2.1 General Concepts of Pilot Communications

Pilot protection is a form of line protection that uses communication channels as a means
if comparing electrical conditions at the terminals of the line [3]. This is accomplished by the
transmission of pilot signals that are used to provide the protective devices with information
that can be used to determine the need for tripping the line. The exact method of utilizing the
pilot signals depends on several factors. The relay manufacturers have devised many different
types of pilot systems. Some of the concepts used in pilot protection are investigated in this
chapter.

The pilot communications can take several forms in terms of the technology used for the
transfer of information.

13.2.1.1 Signal Form.

Analog signal-A signal in which the information can take on an infinite number of
values between its maximum and minimum levels. Frequency, amplitude, phase shift,
and pulse width can all be varied. For long distance transmission, the signal may be
amplified at certain intermediate locations by amplifiers called repeaters.
Digital signal-A signal in which the information is composed of a limited number of
levels or states, as opposed to an analog signal which can take on an infinite number
of states. In digital signaling, all information is converted into digits before being
transmitted. Digital communication offers high channel density with programmability
to connect to different types of devices and serving different purposes.

Most power line protection signaling has traditionally been analog, but the trend is to favor
digital signaling.

13.2.1.2 Signal Frequency. The signal frequency used in power system protection
encompasses a wide bandwidth from de to the visible spectrum. In particular, the following
frequencies have been used for protection signaling.
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Directcurrent-Some types of wire pilot utilize direct current as the form of pilot signal
transmission. This form of signal transmission has certain advantages, but is largely
obsolete, except for special applications [2].
Powerfrequency-Some wire pilot systems operate at the power system fundamental
frequency by making connections between current transformer secondaries at both ends
of the protected circuit through a pair of pilot wires that travel from one end of the line
to the other. This is sometimes called "ac wire pilot relaying" [2].
Audiofrequencies-The audio frequencies are those to which the human ear is sensitive,
or approximately 20 to 20,000 hertz [3]. Since much of the telephone industry equipment
is optimized for this frequency band, it is often used for control signaling in power system
communications. This technology utilizes tone generators and receivers to transmit and
receive the voice frequency carriers, which are often converted to a direct current at the
receiver. This type of transmission is used for utility owned, as well as leased, telephone
lines between ends of the protected circuit.
Power line carrierfrequencies-Power-line carrier (PLC) is a communications system
that couples high-frequency carrier signals onto the high-voltage power line conductors
through a coupling capacitor (and other equipment) [3], [4]. The frequency used for this
type of transmission is in the range of 30 to 600 kHz. This type of system can be used
for any type of telecommunications, such as voice, data transfer, or protection signaling
applications. The primary motivation for its installation is usually protection.
Radio frequencies-Radio frequencies are those frequencies in the portion of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum that are between the audio-frequency portion and the infrared
portion, with practical limits of roughly 10 kHz to 100,000 MHz [3]. Electromagnetic
radiation can be used for power system relaying, but this medium is seldom selected
because of the possibility of interference, intentional or otherwise, and the requirement
for licensing a portion of the radio spectrum for this type of usage.
Microwavefrequencies-The microwave radio-frequency band is a term that is loosely
applied to radio waves from about 1000 MHz and upward [3], [6]. This type of infor-
mation transmission is characterized by line of sight transmission between antennas, at
which points the signal is passed through repeater equipment and retransmitted. The
system may be used for many different applications, such as voice, data, control, and
protection.
Visible light frequencies (fiber optics)-In a strict sense, the visible spectrum is that
portion .of the electromagnetic spectrum that can be perceived by human vision, or
nominally covering the wavelength range of about 0.4 11m to 0.7 /lm [6]. In the optical
communications field, custom and practice have extended the usage of the term to include
a much broader portion of the spectrum, or nominally about 0.3 /lm through 30 JLm. This
type of information transmission is becoming more and more prominent in all areas of
telecommunications, and may eventually predominate power system communications.
This is because of the ability of conductor manufacturers to imbed fiber-optic strands
in the core of power conductors, either those used for high voltage or those used for
shield wires, thereby forming a wide band communications link between the ends of a
transmission line.

13.2.1.3 Signal Transmission Media. The transmission media used for the transmis-
sion of protection signals can be summarized as follows.
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• Wirepilot protection-A pilot protection system in which an auxiliary metallic circuit
is used as the communication mechanism between the relays at the circuit terminals
[2-4]. Also, "pilot-wire protection."

• Power line carrier pilot protection-A form of pilot protection in which the commu-
nication mechanism between relays is a pilot signal that is superimposed on the power
transmission conductor(s).

• Microwave pilot protection-A form of pilot protection in which the communication
mechanism between relays is a beamed microwave-radio channel [3-5]. The relay
pilot channel is multiplexed with other channels for voice or data transmission.

• Fiber-optic pilot protection-A form of pilot protection in which the communication
mechanism between relays utilizes a digital fiber-optic light pulse form of transmission.

The foregoing classifications of transmission media separate the pilot systems into sig-
nificantly different physical systems. These physical systems are apparent from their names.
The methods of signal conditioning and transmission, however, may be any number of dif-
ferent types. In power system protection communications, the signaling applications have
traditionally been analog transmission in any of these media, although digital systems may
predominate in the future as digital systems become available at reasonable costs. It is not
clear whether future protection signaling will ever be performed using the integrated services
digital networks (ISDN), which are planned telecommunications systems that utilize digital
transmission and switching technologies to support voice, data, text, and image transmission.
Such future systems may offer higher reliability for protection functions, because of their in-
herent multiple redundancies, but at the expense of not having dedicated facilities, which are
defined as facilities for only a particular function. It would not be satisfactory, for example, for
a protective system to receive a "busy signal" indicating that all available channels are in use.
The ISDN system may, however, offer a very reliable redundant channel for relaying purposes.

13.2.2 Wire Pilot Systems

Wire pilot relaying systems have been used for many years to protect transmission lines,
but these schemes are limited in their application. First, this technique is limited to lines that
are short enough to justify the cost of the installation or leasing of separate pilot circuits for
relaying. Second, the pilot wires are themselves a transmission line, with the usual series
resistance and inductance and shunt capacitance per unit of length. As the pilot transmission
lines become long, the pilot line requires special "tuning" to optimize signal transmission, and
this is usually feasible only at the two terminals rather than being distributed along the circuit.
This also limits the use of wire pilot to relatively short transmission lines.

Wire pilot schemes are divided into two basic types, with variations of each type in
practical devices. The first type, shown in Figure t3.3, is called a circulating current scheme
for pilot protection. Note that a current balance relay is used at each end of the line. The
currents shown in the figure represent the normal condition, with current entering one end of
the line and leaving the other end. Under this condition, the CT secondary currents flow in the
restraint windings of each relay and no current flows through the operate windings. If a fault
occurs on the line, the currents at the right-hand end of the line will reverse, which will cause
currents to flow in the operate windings of both relays. Note that the pilot wires are an exact
low-voltage replica of the transmission line.
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Figure 13.3 Schematic of a circulating-current
wire pilot system [2].

The voltage balance system, or "opposed-voltage system" is shown in Figure 13.4. In
this system, the pilot wires are crossed and no current flows in the pilot wires under the normal
condition shown in the figure, which forces the currents to flow through the restraint windings
of each relay. Note that the role of the two windings has been reversed over that illustrated in
the circulating current scheme.

Current Balance Relay Current Balance Relay Figure 13.4 Schematic of a voltage balance wire
pilot system [2].

For both of the wire pilot schemes illustrated, only the currents of one phase are shown
in the diagrams. If this concept were to be adopted, it would require three such systems, one
for each phase, which increases the cost and complexity. In practice, the three-phase currents
are combined in various ways to provide correct relay action for all types of faults. Several
schemes have been devised by the relay manufacturers. One method of combining the phase
currents into one signal is shown in Figure 13.5, where the transformer is a kind of summing
system for the three-phase currents. The secondary current is connected to the pilot system,
as shown in Figures 13.3 and 13.4.

There are problems with wire pilot protection that are not addressed in this brief discus-
sion. In many cases, the pilot channels are leased from a common carrier telephone company,
with restrictions on the voltages that can be tolerated on the telephone circuits. Even if the
pilot system is owned by the electric utility, there may be problems with induced voltage from
a parallel power transmission line, especially under faulted conditions. This requires care in
the installation of the pilot circuit. The pilot wires must also be protected from lightning,
which may cause considerable damage to the terminal equipment. Moreover, the metallic
connection between remote high-voltage stations may introduce problems due to the possibly
large difference in ground potential at the two ends of the line during fault conditions. All of
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these concerns make wire pilot protection a poor choice for long distance high-voltage lines,
where other options have distinct advantages.

13.2.3 Power Line Carrier Pilot Systems

A simple form of power line carrier pilot relaying is shown in Figure 13.6. In this type of
pilot relaying, the signal from one relay to the other is transmitted over the power transmission
line at power line carrier frequencies . The coupling to the power line is by means of a line tuner
and a coupling capacitor voltage transformer (CVT), with impedance matching performed by
a hybrid (HYB), which is a transformer arrangement that permits the transmitted and received
signals to be separated and also directs the output of the transmitter to the line rather than
entering the receiver. In practice a circuit like that of Figure 13.6 might work as follows. The
relays at each end of the line are assumed to have distance measuring capability. A close-in
fault at either end would be positively detected by the relay at that end, but the relay at the
opposite end would have difficulty discriminating between faults on the protected line and
those beyond the protected line. However, if the relay close to the fault sends confirmat ion
that the fault is indeed on the protected line. then the opposite-end relay may be permitted to
trip without delay. This is termed permissive tripping . It has the capability of preventing long
delays in tripping faults on the protected line that might otherwise be necessary. A wave trap is

Figure 13.6 Transmission relaying using power line carrier pilot.
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used at both ends of the protected line to prevent the carrier frequency signals from spreading
to other circuits and possibly causing false tripping of those circuits.

13.2.4 Microwave PilotSystems

The signaling for system protection may also be provided using microwave communi-
cations between the two ends of the transmission line, with equipment arranged as shown in
Figure 13.7. In this arrangement, audio tone signals pass through the microwave modulator-
demodulator equipment before being transmitted at microwave frequencies to the other end of
the line. Usually this arrangement is called a permissive scheme since the audio-tone signals
"permit" the line relays at the opposite end of the line to trip when a fault is detected.

Figure 13.7 Transmission relaying using microwave pilot protection .

The microwave path between the two ends of the transmission line of Figure 13.7 may
be quite different from the physical path of the high-voltage circuit. Microwave systems
utilize repeater stations that are almost always located at points of the highest terrain. This
permits longer "hops" between repeaters, and lower overall cost of installation. In many cases,
the intermediate stations are located on mountain tops, or even in high-rise buildings. This
may mean that the route of the microwave signal travels much farther than the route of the
transmission line being protected. This greater length of communications travel will usually
cause no difficulty in the relaying, as long as the time delay of the signal is known and is
constant.

Some microwave systems are operated as a loop telecommunications system, with the
ability of switching from a normal, say, clockwise direction of signal direction around the loop
to an emergency counterclockwise direction of signal transmission. This type of system can
cause difficulty in relaying if the resulting distance in the communications path between the
two ends of the power transmission line changes due to the microwave switching . This will
cause different time delays in the signals between the two ends of the line, which may cause
failure of certain kinds of relay logic. This is true, for example, for phase comparison schemes,
which rely on knowing the signal delay in order to establish the correct phase comparison.
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Directional comparison schemes can be used in microwave pilot systems with little concern
for differences in propagation delay.

Microwave systems have a unique characteristic that can be a significant problem in
applications such as protection that require a very high system reliability. This is the failure
of transmission due to atmospheric "fading" of the signal, which occurs during certain atmo-
spheric conditions, such as periods of high atmospheric water vapor. Signal loss due to fading
is greatly improved by the use of "space diversity," where two receiving antennas are used,
with the antennas separated vertically on the receiving tower by 10 meters or so. This greatly
improves the probability of correct reception of the transmitted signal. Other methods are also
used to provide reliable transmission and reception of microwave signals [51. These special
techniques may require careful investigation by the relay engineer, to ensure proper reliability
of the pilot protection system .

13.2.5 Fiber-Optic Pilot Systems

Figure 13.8 shows the configuration of a protection system that utilizes fiber-optic signal-
ing, where the fiber optics are assumed to be embedded in the shield wire(s) ofthe transmission
line. The system would be no different if the optical fibers were part of a separate communi-
cations system , or embedded in the high-voltage transmission conductors.

Figure 13.8 Transmission relaying using fiber-optic pilot protection .

The last three pilot systems described, power line carrier current, microwave, and fiber
optics, all share the characteristic of providing a communications path between the relay sets
at the two ends of the transmission line. The physical apparatus and signaling equipment vary
according to the communications technology used to transmit the information. Many relays
are not affected by the method of communications and can be connected to any of the three
types of systems. The choice of pilot system used will depend on several factors, such as the
availability of fiber-optic or microwave paths, cost, reliability, and the type of relay scheme.
There are many different types of relay logic that may be used with the pilot systems. This is
the subject of the next section .
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13.2.6 Guidelines for Pilot Communications Selection

There are no rigid rules that dictate the choice of communications method for pilot
relaying. There are some characteristics that can be stated as general guidelines [7-9].

Wire pilot Wire pilot systems are generally applicable under the following conditions:
1. A pair of metallic communication wires is available.
2. The wire pilot pair is less than 9 miles (14.5 Ian) long.
3. The protected line is two terminal and likely to remain so, or if three terminal each

leg is less than 2.3 miles (3.7 km) long and the total line length is less than 6.9
miles (11.1 Ian).

Power line carrier Power line carrier is generally applicable under the following con-
ditions:

1. The transmission line is too long to consider wire pilot.
2. Fiber-optic systems are unavailable or too expensive.
3. Data communication is not required.

Microwave Microwave communication is used in the protection of long transmission
lines where power line carrier does not offer enough channel capacity, or as a second
communications path in addition to power line carrier. The following general conditions
apply:

1. There is inadequate carrier spectrum available for PLC.
2. Continuous monitoring is required.
3. Voice or data communication is required.

Fiber optics Fiber-optic communication is used in the protection of short transmission
lines where PLC is not suitable, or as an alternate communications path in addition to
other communications. The following general conditions apply:

1. The transmission line is relatively short since fiber-optic repeaters must be installed
every 50-100 km.

2. There is inadequate carrier spectrum available for PLC.
3. Continuous monitoring is required.
4. Voice or data communication is required.
5. A fiber-optic cable is available for relay communications.
6. Ground mat potential differences are not a problem.
7. Economics for using fiber optics is favorable.

13.2.7 PilotCommunications Problems

The use of pilot communications protection is not without problems, and these should be
acknowledged. There are two kinds ofproblems: regulatory problems and operating problems.

Communications are regulated by national and international restrictions on frequency
allocations for various purposes. This is necessary in order to avoid conflicts among commu-
nications systems and to allocate usage in an orderly manner. Power system communications
are assigned certain frequencies for power line carrier and microwave, for example, and usage
is restricted to these frequencies. Even given a certain frequency band for this purpose, the en-
gineer needs to make sure that the system being designed does not create internal interference
problems.

The problem with the regulation of communications is the restriction of the available
frequencies, which can make the protection engineer's job very difficult. Moreover, there has
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been a trend for the regulatory agencies to allocate power line carrier frequencies for other
uses, making a difficult situation even worse. The frequencies are a finite resource, and there
are increasing demands on communications from many different sources.

The other problem with communications is the history of difficulties that arise in their
operation. The power system is not a friendly environment for communications. Many faults
occur due to natural causes, and these causes affect the communications as well as the power
system. This means that the pilot channel may not be available when needed, or may not
work as designed under hazardous conditions. Power line carrier has been very reliable, but
as transmission voltages increase, corona and disconnect arcing present problems of transient
suppression for the transmitter and receiver systems. Some have observed that many of the
problems associated with high-voltage protection have been due to communications.

13.2.8 Pilot Protection Classifications

Pilot protection has been broadly classified by a CIGRE working group into two cat-
egories; unit schemes and nonunit schemes. These schemes are defined in greater detail in
Figure 13.9 [10]. This classification will be used here as a convenient grouping of the different
schemes. Unit schemes treat the transmission line as a protected unit, and the protection is
similar in some respects to differential protection, that is, measurements are taken at all termi-
nals and compared to determine the need for tripping. Non-unit schemes take measurements at
all terminals and communicate with distant terminals, but direct comparison of measurements
is not performed. These designations are commonly used in Europe, but have not been widely
adopted in North America, where the pilot schemes are often classified in terms of the type
logic used.

Unit
Schemes

Non-Unit
Schemes

Figure 13.9 Common forms of pilot protection schemes [1OJ.

Many pilot relaying schemes are often referred to as permissive schemes, which are
defined as follows:

Permissive (as applied to a relay system) A general term indicating that functional
cooperation of two or more relays is required before control action can become effective
[3-4].

The purpose of the following two sections is to discuss some of the protective schemes
that are used for pilot protection of high-voltage transmission lines. The schemes discussed do
not constitute an exhaustive list, but the functional descriptions are believed to be exhaustive
of those methods employed in modem pilot protection systems.
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Two important non-unit pilot protection schemes may be classified as either transfer trip or
blocking schemes. In the transfer trip scheme, the relay at each end of the line, recognizing a
fault within a designated protection zone, will send a trip signal to the relay at the remote end
of the line [4]. The blocking system does just the opposite, that is, it sends a blocking signal
continuously that prevents the remote relay from tripping [4]. The remote relay can operate
only when the blocking signal is removed. The two concepts are described below by reference
to an example that might be considered typical.

Within the general classifications of transfer trip and blocking, there are many specific
schemes that have fundamental conceptual differences. There are also underreaching schemes
and overreaching schemes, both of which imply the integration of distance measuring equip-
ment within the logic. There are also direct tripping and permissive tripping schemes.

13.3.1 Directional Comparison Schemes

Directional comparison pilot relaying rely only on the detection of the direction to the
fault from the relay location. An example of this type of protection is directional comparison
ground relaying, where we assume the presence of ground sources at each end of the faulted
line. The fault currents in this case will flow from the ends of the line toward the fault.
Either negative or zero-sequence directional relays can be used. The zero-sequence polarizing
quantity can be either voltage or current. Even parallel, mutually coupled lines can be protected
using directional comparison techniques [10].

Phase fault protection using traveling wave relays is another scheme that is inherently
directional. These relays employ the sudden changes in voltage and current that occur due
to the fault to determine the direction to the fault from the relay. Comparing directional
information between the two ends of the transmission line can be used to positively identify
the fault location.

13.3.2 Distance Schemes

The other non-unit pilot scheme that is widely used employs distance protection at both
ends of the protected line. Distance protection is inherently directional, and with a measure of
distance incorporated in the measurement as well. The distance measurement is usually used
with some sort of permissive signaling to provide selectivity and security in its application.
Of course, zoned distance protection can be used without pilot signaling, but we assume here
that second zone time delays are not acceptable and that faster fault clearing is needed.

In order to appreciate the need for transfer trip or blocking logic, we first consider an
example of a transmission line that is protected by distance relays with transfer trip. The relay
characteristics for the three zones of protection are shown in Figure 13.10 for the transmission
system shown in Figure 13.11. Consider relay R at bus H. Zone 1 is set to reach 80% of the
line length and zone 2 reaches about 120% of the line length. Zone 3 reaches forward past
the bus beyond the remote end of the protected line. In some cases, zone 3 is set to reach
backward. Zone 1 is set for no intentional time delay, but zone 2 has a given time delay (often
0.3-0.4 s) and zone 3 has an even greater time delay, as shown in Figure 13.11.

The control circuit for this distance protection is shown in Figure 13.12. This type of
protection is adequate for many transmission lines and is often used at the subtransmission
voltage levels. This system is not adequate for many high-voltage lines because of the delayed
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Figure 13.10 Distance relaying elements for
transfer trip pilot protection. +R
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Figure 13.11 Distance relay reach and zoned time delays for transfer trip pilot protection.

tripping for faults occurring on 40% of the line length, which may lead to stability or other
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Pilot signaling is used to improve the performance of the distance protection system by
initiating fast clearing on detection of faults at any portion of the protected line.

The system described above has certain features that are desirable. It offers a method
of positive fault detection on the protected line and also for backup protection on the adjacent
line. The only major drawback of the scheme is that, without pilot signaling, the fault tripping
is delayed about 40% of the time, assuming that faults are equally probable throughout the
total line length. This is not acceptable for many high-voltage lines.
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13.3.3 TransferTripPilot Protection

Transfer trip pilot protection is designed to provide high-speed tripping of line faults
throughout the entire length of the line, and also to provide the benefits of backup protection
for adjacent line sections [7-9J. We assume in this discussion that the relay characteristics
are the same as that of Figures 13.10 and 13.11, but the system is changed to provide for
communications between the relay systems at the two ends of the line.

The design of transfer trip schemes can be direct, permissive, or redundant. Direct
schemes send a signal from one relay system that indicates a trip is necessary to the remote end,
where the trip is initiated without further checking or delay. Permissive systems "supervise"
the transfer trip signal, for example, by monitoring the line condition to see if a fault is detected,
even in zone 2 or zone 3. Redundant systems offer a form of security protection by requiring
that two transfer trip signals be received, thereby providing assurance that a true signal was
sent and not just a noise or false signal. In some systems, transfer trip can also be initiated on
detection of breaker failure at either end of the line.

13.3.3.1 DirectUnderreaching TransferTrip. The basic concept in direct underreach-
ing transfer trip is that a zone 1 fault detection at either end will send a trip signal to the relay
at the opposite end, in addition to sending a trip signal to the local circuit breakers . The basic
control scheme is shown in Figure 13.13. This scheme is called a direct or non-permissive
underreaching transfer trip scheme since the zone 1 relays at both ends are set to reach only
the original 80% of the total line length . Suppose that a zone 1 fault is detected by the relay
system at R in Figure 13.11. This immediately picks up relays Zl and Z3 of Figure 13.13. The
Z3 relay pickup starts timers for zones 2 and 3 time delays, which provide backup protection
for adjacent lines . The Zl relay immediately sends a trip signal to the local R breaker(s) and
simultaneously transmits a trip signal to the relay system Q at bus K. Figure 13.13 shows
the trip signal being transmitted through a communications channel to the opposite end of the
line and simultaneously picking up the local trip coil (TC) by the zone 1 contacts. At the Q
relay system, the tripping signal is received by circuits that direct the closure of the transfer
trip receiving relay (UT) . This system provides for positive protection of zone 1 faults at
both ends and, with the pilot channel, extends this positive protection to the entire line and
completes the line trip before T2 times out.

From RemoteTerminal

(a)

To Remote
Term inal

TC

52a

Trip

Q
UT Zl

(b)

Figure 13.13 Relay contact and zone 1 solid-state logic for a direct underreaching transfer
trip scheme [9]. [12]. (a) Contact logic. (b) Zone 1 solid-state logic.
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It is important to examine the performance of this or any system due to pilot channel
failure. For this direct, underreaching transfer trip scheme, the faulted line will be tripped at
both ends by the local relays. For faults beyond the zone I reach, tripping will occur with
zone 2 time delay. Thus , the security of the system is not dependent on the pilot channels, but
the speed is dependent on successful communications.

On closer examination, the system of Figure 13.13 is flawed, since it is possible that a
noisy communications channel will cause the transfer trip receiving circuit to detect a signal,
when none has been transmitted. This system is too easily excited by the communications
link, which is usually long and may be vulnerable to erroneous excitation by storms, mutual
induction, or other means . Thus, we might reject the control of Figure 13.13 as being too risky
for some applications.

The system of Figure 13.13 can be made more secure by "supervising" the transfer trip
receiving relay with a set of contacts from the zone 3 detector, as shown in Figure 13.14. The
zone 3 relay logic is forgiving, but it does require an actual fault to pick up, thereby providing
a measure of security .

From Remote Terminal

Trip

UT Z3
(b)

Figure 13.14 Relay contact logic and zone I solid-state logic for the supervised direct
underreaching transfer trip scheme [9]. [12]. (a) Contact logic. (b) Zone I
solid-state logic.

Another form ofunderreaching transfer trip is shown in Figure 13.15, where we now see
a normally closed guard relay (GD) inserted into the trip circuit. The transmitter in this system

From Remote Terminal Trip

(b)

GD UT

To Remote
Terminal

52a

TC

(a )

62
Z3

GD

UT

62 62
Z3 Z2

Figure 13.15 Relay contact and zone 1solid-state logic for the direct underreaching transfer
trip with guard frequency security. (a) Contact logic. (b) Zone I solid-state
logic.
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sends a tone to the remote terminal that picks up the guard receiver and contact GD. When a
fault is detected, the transmitter shifts its transmission frequency from the guard frequency to
the trip frequency, thereby allowing the GD contacts to close and picking up the UT contacts.
Tripping is allowed only if both conditions are satisfied, which is accomplished by a simple
shift in the transmitted frequency.

For direct underreaching transfer trip, it is common practice to use directional distance
relays for phase faults. The ground fault protection Can be either overcurrent or distance
protection, depending on the ground fault current sources and magnitudes.

13.3.3.2 Permissive Underreaching Transfer Trip. Another form of underreaching
transfer trip is called permissive since two types of relays are used cooperatively to achieve the
desired result. The zones of the relay devices are similar to those represented in Figures 13.10
and 13.11 except that a second set of instantaneous elements are employed, which are set to
overreach the far end of the transmission line. This is shown in Figure 13.16 as instantaneous
overreaching elements OR(R) and OR(Q).

Z3 R

Z3(Q)

Z2(Z)

Figure 13.16 Permissive underreaching transfer trip.

The zone 1 device is an underreaching transfer trip device . A fault detection in zone 1
keys a transfer trip frequency in the transmitter, to initiate tripping at the remote end of the
line. The 0 R relays are overreaching, and are basically fault detectors. These overreaching
relays are the permissive devices and must operate to permit a received transfer trip signal to
trip the circuit. The control circuits for this type of protection is shown in Figure 13.17.

From RemoteTerminal Trip

(a)

TC

52a

To Remote
Terminal

GD UT
OR
(b)

Figure 13.17 Permissive underreaching transfer trip protection using guard frequency for
security. (a) Contact logic. (b) Zone 1 solid-state logic.
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The permissive underreaching transfer trip system works as follows. Consider a close-
in fault at the R end of the line. The local R zone I element sees the fault in its trip zone
and immediately sends a trip signal to the R breakers. It also instructs its transmitter to shift
from guard to trip frequencies, thereby dropping out the GD contacts and picking up the UT
contacts at the Qend. The Qend aR relays, having an overreach setting, will also see the fault
near the R end and close the aR contacts at Q, thereby completing the circuit and tripping
the breakers at the end remote from the zone 1 fault.

For a fault in the overlapping trip zone, both ends normally trip their local circuit breakers
and also send transfer trip signals to the remote ends , thereby assuring positive tripping since the
overreaching elements aR will also recognize these faults . This type of protection normally
employs distance relays for phase faults and either overcurrent or distance protection for ground
faults [91.

13.3.3.3 Direct Overreaching Transfer Trip. Another transfer trip scheme is concep-
tually an overreaching rather than underreaching scheme. The typical reach and timing of this
scheme are shown in Figure 13.18. Here, zone I is the same as before and zone 2 overreaches
the bus at the far end of the line in both directions. The control is different, however, with
the overreaching system using the directional relay of zone 2 to supervise the transfer trip
receiving relay, O'I', as shown in Figure 13.19 [81.

Zl(R)

Zl(Q)
Q

Z3(Y)

Z2(Q)

Z3(Q)

Figure 13.18 Reach and timing for direct transfer trip overreaching scheme .
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Trip

Remote Q
Terminal OT Z2

(b)

Figure 13.19 Relay control circuit for direct transfer trip overreaching scheme . (a) Contact
logic. (b) Zone 2 solid- state logic .
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Consider a close-in fault near relay R at bus H in Figure 13.18. This fault will be cleared
at bus H by the zone 1 relays R and at bus K by the Q-OT relays because of the transfer trip
receiving relay that is triggered by the R system zone 2 element. If the fault had been on the
line GH, the zone 2 relays of relay Qwould still pick up, but the transfer trip receiving relay
at Qwould not be energized since zone 2 at R would correctly refuse to recognize the fault.

A disadvantage of this scheme is the absence of an independent zone 1 trip, making a
high-speed trip entirely dependent on the pilot channel. A modification of the scheme can be
devised whereby a direct zone 1 trip is inserted, where the zone 1 reach is set for 80-90% of
the protected line length (see dashed ZI contact connections in Figure 13.19).

For these systems, as for all transfer trip systems, the signaling oftransfer trip information
requires that the signal be sent during a fault condition. If the transfer trip signaling is performed
using power line carrier, this may fail because the signal transmission takes place over a faulted
transmission line. The signal may get through, but the probability of correct transmission is
certainly reduced. This is generally true of PLC transfer trip schemes. In some systems,
the strength of the pilot signal is increased on fault detection to improve the probability of
successful signal transmission through the faulted line.

13.3.3.4 PermissiveOverreachingTransferTrip. An alternate design ofan overreach-
ing transfer trip system is the "permissive" system shown in Figure 13.20. This scheme uses
high-speed distance elements R0 that are set to overreach the remote terminal, similar to the
OR element of Figure 13.16. The RO elements serve dual functions . First , they act as transfer
trip devices and, on fault detection, initiate the dropping of the guard frequency and keying of
the trip frequency. They are also the permissive device , because they must operate in order to
permit the transfer trip signal to operate the breakers when a transfer trip signal is received.

From Remote Terminal

62
Z2

62 62
Z2 Z3

62
Z3

(a)

TC

52a

Trip

~
RO GD

(b)

Figure 13.20 Permissive overreaching transfertripprotection. (a) Contactlogic. (b) Zone
I solid-state logic.

The permissive overreaching transfer trip system normally uses distance relays for phase
fault protection and instantaneous overcurrent relays for ground fault protection [9]. All
overreaching transfer trip schemes are permissive.

13.3.3.5 Summary ofTransfer TripSchemes. All of the transfer trip schemes employ
one transmitter and one receiver at each relay location for the protection of a given line. In some
cases, guard signals are also employed to increase the security of the protection and avoid false
trips due to communication system noise. In practice, the several frequencies used are selected
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so that there is no interaction between the various channels. Moreover, the transmitters and
receivers are paired, that is, a given transmitted frequency is received only at a receiver at the
opposite end of the line, and by no other receiver in that or any nearby system.

All transfer trip schemes share the difficulty of requiring the transmission of a trip signal
during a fault. This may sometimes be difficult if power line carrier is used as the signal
transmission medium, and the signal would have to pass through the fault to reach the remote
end. In practice, it has been observed that the transfer trip signal often does pass through
a faulted line section, but this is almost impossible to ensure. This is not a problem for
microwave or fiber-optic systems, unless the fiber-optic cable is carried in the faulted phase of
the high-voltage line and that conductor becomes severed due to the fault.

13.3.4 Blocking and Unblocking Pilot Protection

Blocking protection is the inverse of transfer trip protection. In a transfer trip scheme,
a signal is sent from one relay to the other to order a trip of the remote breakers on sensing
a fault that the sending relay verifies to be in a predetermined trip zone. Transfer trip has the
disadvantage that any failure of the communications will cause end zone faults to be tripped
at a lower speed than desired. Moreover, some transfer trip schemes depend on pilot signaling
for proper zone 1 operation.

A blocking scheme does the reverse of the transfer trip scheme. In a blocking scheme,
the sending relay monitors the protected line as usual, but it also monitors the region behind
the sending relay. Any faults detected behind the relay are known positively to be faults for
which tripping of the protected line is not desired. This triggers the transmission of a blocking
signal from the sending relay to the receiving relay to prevent tripping, by opening the trip
circuit of the remote relay.

13.3.4.1 Direct Blocking Scheme. In the direct blocking scheme, the relays for the
blocking system will normally employ distance elements in the forward-looking direction,
but also with reverse-looking blocking elements BL having no intentional time delay. This
scheme, illustrated in Figure 13.21, operates as follows. Consider a fault between buses G
and H in Figure 13.21, which obviously is not within the protection zone of line HK. The
reverse-looking ZR(R) elements will pick up this fault as positively one for which the line
H K should not be tripped. The relay R therefore sends relay Q a blocking signal, which
positively blocks tripping at Q. Conceptually, this is attractive since the signal transmission
takes place over a sound line. This makes the scheme attractive for power line carrier as well
as for other forms of pilot signaling.

Z2(Q)

Z3(Q)

Figure 13.21 Distance-time characteristics for a blocking scheme.
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A typical control circuit for a blocking scheme is shown in Figure 13.22 [8]. In the event
of a fault behind the relay R at H, the remote relay Q zones 2 and 3 will pick up. These
relays are prevented from tripping by reception of a blocking signal from the reverse-looking
relay ZR at R to open the normally closed contacts BL at the remote end (Q). Clearly, the
reverse-looking relays must be faster than the forward-looking Z2 elements, and the signal
channel must also be fast. Coordination is often made more positive by the insertion of a timer
in the Z2-Z3-BL control path.

From RemoteTerminal
...,......,.--r---F=~~;;;;;;;;=;-....,.-+

Z2 62 62
RC Z3 Z2

(a )

TC

52a

To Remote
Terminal

Trip

Q
BL Z3

(b)

Figure 13.22 Control scheme for direct blocking at Q. (a) Contact logic. (b) Zone 3
solid-state logic.

Referring to Figure 13.21, consider a fault on the section the protected line HK where
the zone I protections at the two ends overlap. Such a fault is seen as zone 1 by relays at both
ends, and cleared instantaneously. No signal transmission takes place since there is no fault in
the reverse-looking direction for either relay. Therefore, the contacts BL remain closed.

Now consider a fault on line H K that is close to the relays R at bus H. Such a fault
is tripped in zone 1 by the R relays . The fault is also picked up by the zone 2 and zone 3
elements at Q,which will trip the internal fault after the required time delay. To overcome this
time delay, methods have been devised to change the time delay on the zone 2 relay to make
it as fast as zone 1, thereby extending the range of zone 1 [8]. Such a method is illustrated
in Figure 13.22. For no blocking signal transmitted, the BL contacts remain closed, thereby
picking up the "reach change" coil, Z2RC, which changes the reach of zone 2 to that of zone
1 for internal faults.

For a fault behind the relay at R, on line section GH, the forward-looking relays at R do
not pick up, but those at Q pick up on zones 2 and 3. However, the reverse-looking element
at R sends a blocking signal to Q to prevent these overreaching zones from picking up, and
thereby ensuring correct protective system operation.

13.3.4.2 Directional Comparison Blocking Scheme. The directional comparison
blocking scheme is described in reference to Figures 13.23 and 13.24. Both the phase and
ground fault units at R and Q, designated here as P(R) and P(Q), are set to overreach the
remote terminals so that they will pick up for all internal faults . Usually these units employ
distance measuring modules that are set to overreach by 120-150% of the line length. Special
starting units, designated S(R) and S(Q) in Figure 13.23, are set with different reach than the
overreaching protective relays as shown in the figure. The protective relays and starting units
must be relays of the same type, for both phase and ground faults . For example, if the phase
relays are distance relays, then the starting units must be distance relays, and similarly for the
ground relays .
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Figure 13.23 A directional compari son blocking
scheme [121.

P(R)

62CS
13-16 ms

(a)

M

P(R) S(Q )

(b)
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Figure 13.24 Trip logic for the directional compari son blocking scheme. (0) Contact logic.
(b) Solid-state logic .

The contact logic and solid-state logic diagrams are shown in Figure 13.24. The pilot
signaling often used for this type of logic is a simple on-off PLC carrier. No signal is trans-
mitted under normal conditions since the S units operate only under a fault condition. Table 13.2
summarizes the action of the system for the internal fault (I) and the external fault (2), both
of which are illustrated in Figure 13.23.

TABLE 13.2 Summary of Protective Actions at Relay Location R

Type or Fault

(I) Internal

(2) External

Events at Station H

P(R) operates ; S(R) mayor
may not operate, but P(R)
operation prevents
sending of blocking
signal. Breaker R tripped .

P(R) operates ; S(R) does
not see fault. Blocking
signal received at R from
Station K. RR contacts
open. No trip .

Events at Station K

P(Q) operates; S(Q) mayor
may not operate, but S(Q)
operation prevents
sending of blocking
signal. BreakerQ tripped .

S(Q) operates ; operates to
key XMTR. Blocking
signal sent to station H.
P(Q ) does not see fault.
No trip.

The directional comparison blocking scheme is widely used because of its flexibility,
reliability, and simplicity of communications. Note that the communications channel is not
required for tripping, so faults that may cause problems with correct signaling are eliminated.
Overtripping can occur if the signal channel fails, or if the communications fails to operate for
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external faults within the reach of the starting units. Note that the signal channel is normally
off, so there is no means of testing its operation under normal conditions, except for a planned
maintenance visit to the site.

13.3.4.3 Directional Comparison Unblocking. The directional comparison unblock-
ing scheme, shown in Figure 13.25, transmits a continuous blocking signal, except during
internal faults. Starting units are not required for this scheme. The communications usually
employs a frequency shift PLC signal, where a blocking or guard frequency is transmitted
continuously during normal conditions. On detection of an internal fault, the signal frequency
is shifted to the unblock (or trip) frequency. In some cases, the transmitted power is increased,
say from 1 to ten watts, during the unblocking signal period.

P (R)

G

xt------f

H:

: PLC Channel F2,"
P(Q)

K M

Figure 13.25 Adirectionalcomparisonunblock-
ing scheme [12].

The contact logic for directional comparison unblocking is shown in Figure 13.26. The
frequency-shift channel is monitored continuously so that loss of channel can be detected and
alarmed to prevent long channel outages .

P(R~+
Key Transmitter

to Unblock

RR
Channe l Signal Rece iver

Channel Fl atH
Channel F2 atK

Figure 13.26 Contact logic for directional com-
parison unblocking [12].

The solid-state logic diagram for this type of system is shown in Figure 13.27. Normally,
a block frequency is transmitted and OR-l has no output. Therefore, both AND-l and AND-2
are unsatisfied, which means that OR-2 has no output. The block frequency is removed for an
internal fault , which means that OR-2 will be satisfied whether the unblock signal is operable
or not. This is important, since it is possible that the unblock signal will be shorted out by the
fault. When this occurs , OR-l gives an input to AND-2, which satisfies this gate for 150 ms.
Then AND-2 picks up OR-2 to operate relay RR or to provide an input to AND-3. Without
this unblock signal , 150 ms is provided for tripping . After 150 ms, lockout is initiated since
one of the inputs to AND-2 is removed . This resets RR or removes the input to AND-3.
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Lockout

Block
Freq

Unblock (trip)
Frequ-e-n-c-y---a-------------I

Figure 13.27 Simplified unblocking receiver logic at relay location R.
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If the unblock signal is received, this results in an input to OR-2 to directly pick up RR
or to provide input to AND-3, which will result in a trip. The unblock signal also removes
an input to AND-l to stop the timer. Table 13.3 describes the operation of the directional
comparison unblocking scheme, in connection with faults (1) and (2) shown in Figure 13.24.

TABLE 13.3 Summary of Protective Actions at Relay Location R

Type of Fault

( I ) Internal

(2) External

Events at Station H

P(R) operates. FI channel
shifts to unblock. Loss of
block and/or receipt of
unblock (F2) operates RR
or inputs to AND-3. Trip.

P(R) operates. FI channel
shifts from block to
unblock. F2 channel
continues to block. No
trip.

Events at Station K

peR) operates. F2 channel
shifts to unblock. Loss of
block and/or receipt of
unblock (F I) operates RR
or inputs to AND-3. Trip.

P(Q) does not see fault.
Loss of block and/or
receipt of unblock Fl
operates RR or inputs to
AND-3. No trip.

For this scheme, both the phase and ground fault detectors must operate for all internal
faults, which means that they must overreach the remote bus. The reliability and security of
directional comparison unblocking schemes make them one of the most attractive schemes for
transmission lines using PLC pilot signaling. The only way failure can occur for an external
fault is to experience channel failure within 150ms following the fault occurrence. The scheme
is also applicable to multiterminal lines, using separate channels between each terminal and
the remote terminals.

13.3.5 SelectiVity in Directional Comparison Systems

Directional comparison schemes all require some means of ensuring selectivity in their
operation. This is true whether the scheme is based on transfer trip, blocking, unblocking,
or some other principle. Embedded in many of these schemes is some form of distance
measurement. This is usually described in terms of a particular shape of apparent impedance,
plotted in the Z plane. In the modem digital systems, these characteristics can take on a wide
variety of shapes that can be varied by a particular selection of settings. Thus, the settings can
describe an underreaching, overreaching, or other special shapes. A few examples of these
systems are shown in Figure 13.28.
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+R

(a) (b)

Figure 13.28 A few of the measurement shapes available for selection. (a) Characteristics
for phase and ground faults. (b) Some starting characteristics for three-phase
faults.

Figure 13.28(a) illustrates a family of characteristics offered by one relay manufacturer
[13]. The circles represent three zones of protection, with an additional zone E that is inde-
pendent of the other three and may be used as a backup zone. The quadrilateral zones are used
for ground faults, which often exhibit high resistance. This type of characteristic has proven
to be superior to the simple mho characteristic for ground faults. All of these zoned distance
measurements are performed using phase comparison techniques, as discussed in Section 9.8.

The characteristics shown in Figure 13.28(b) represent a group of starting settings used
for different purposes [14]. This type of relay offers a variety of circular and lens shaped
characteristics. Many other characteristics are offered as options.

These characteristics may be used with a variety of permissive over- and underreaching
transfer trip, as well as blocking schemes.

13.3.6 Other Features of Directional Comparison

Directional comparison schemes often have a number of additional features that can be
added to the basic relay system at little additional cost. A few of these added features are
described below.

13.3.6.1 High-Speed Reclosing. The use of high-speed reclosing is an important con-
cept that, if employed, must be taken into account in the choice of pilot protection schemes.
High-speed reclosing is used at many relay locations on the theory that nearly all faults are
temporary, and that the immediate reclosing of the circuits will almost always be successful. If
the reclosing is not successful, the relays are usually blocked from successive trials at reclosing.

Consider the system shown in Figure 13.29, where line faults are examined at both
points 1 and 2, and the protected line is considered to be that from G to H. Suppose first
that a temporary fault occurs at 1, on the line adjacent to the protected line. Suppose first that

2 1
Figure 13.29 Faults on adjacent transmission
lines.
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line GH is protected by a blocking scheme and that reclosing is used on all lines. If the pilot
channel should fail for this situation, blocking will not take place and relays at both X and R
will trip and reclose, thus restoring the system to normal.

Now, consider the same temporary fault at 1with underreaching transfer trip on line GH
and with a failed pilot system. In this case, only the breaker at R would trip and would then
reclose. Thus, for this example involving fault 1, the blocking scheme causes an unnecessary
trip and reclosure of a sound line, but the line outage is temporary and is brief.

Now consider a temporary fault at 2, and again consider the possibility of a failed pilot
signal transmission. First, consider a blocking system. Since the fault is internal, there is no
need for signal transmission. Breakers at both X and Y will trip and reclose, restoring the
system to normal. In fact, this operation does not even reveal the presence of a failed pilot
system.

Now consider the same temporary fault #2, but with transfer trip pilot protection. For
this case, with the fault close to the relays at Y, the Y relays will clear the local Y breakers in
zone 1 time. Having a failed pilot system, there is no way to send the transfer trip signal to X,
which will trip with zone 2 time delay, during which time Y will reclose. Successful reclosing
is not possible at Y, however, because the fault is maintained at X. Thus a reclosure at Y will
still see the fault, and Y will trip and lock out. This example assumes that the reclosure at Y
occurs before zone 2 at X times out.

The major advantage of transfer trip is speed. Blocking schemes introduce intentional
time delays to ensure that the pilot signals have been received when blocking is necessary.
However, blocking has advantages in certain cases-the example cited above being one of
those.

13.3.6.2 Power Swing Blocking. Power swing blocking units detect the presence of
power swings or out-of-step conditions and block operation of the relay for these events. In
some cases the blocking unit can be disabled by zero sequence current, allowing the relay to
operate for ground faults even when power swings have been detected.

13.3.6.3 GroundFaultProtection. Some distance relays also have provision for adding
directional ground fault protection, which can also operate in either a permissive or blocking
mode. Distance measurement can be performed using either zero or negative sequence quan-
tities [14J.

13.3.6.4 Switch-Onto-Fault Function. A switch-onto-fault unit provides instanta-
neous tripping of the line if the circuit breaker is closed into a fault. Various types of logic can
be provided to implement this type of function.

13.3.7 Hybrid Schemes

When directional comparison protection schemes were first introduced, the schemes used
with power line carrier (PLC) were usually blocking schemes, using an ON-OFF channel, and
those used with microwave were tripping schemes, using a frequency shift channel. The
characteristics of a blocking scheme are attractive for some purposes, and tripping for others.
As frequency-shift keyed channels became available on PLC it was possible to offer either
tripping or blocking schemes on using either mode of signal transmission. Because of this
flexibility, it is necessary to use two terms to classify a particular scheme, one for the channel
type and another for the mode of operation.
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Several common types of transmission protection pilot schemes are shown in Table 13.4.
The first column gives a generic name to the protective scheme. The second column notes the
type of pilot channel communications, i.e., whether frequency shift keying (FSK) or an on-off
type of signaling. The third column notes the type of permissive that is used, i.e., whether
the scheme transfers a trip signal, removes a blocking signal (unblock), or neither. The fourth
column notes the relay action, whether to trip or to block tripping. The sixth column shows
the type of standby signal transmitted, which is usually a guard or a trip signal. Finally, the
seventh column denotes those schemes that normally repeat the signal from the remote source
back to that source. It is common practice to identify the pilot scheme that is used for any type
of permissive relaying. This will be done for the relay descriptions presented in this book.

TABLE 13.4 Classification of Pilot Relay Schemes [11]

Type of Pilot Trip Function Standby
Scheme Channel Permissive Trip Block Signal

Tripping FSK Trip X X Guard
FSK Unblock X X Guard

Blocking On-Off None X X None
FSK Trip X X Guard
FSK Unblock X X Trip

Hybrid FSK Trip X X Guard
FSK Unblock X X Guard

Repeat
Keying

X
X

One widely used hybrid relay system uses two principle relay subsystems to recognize
and clear faults. The first section is a positive sequence distance measuring relay that is used
primarily to clear three-phase faults. This unit has both a static measuring unit for normal
applications and a dynamic unit for use with series compensated lines. The second relay
section is a negative sequence overcurrent relay, which uses negative sequence measuring and
directional characteristics for the detection of unbalanced faults. This has the advantage of
being immune from zero-sequence mutual coupling that is often a problem on high-voltage
lines.

The hybrid scheme requires a local trip signal as well as a permissive from the remote
terminal to initiate a trip. A directional comparison logic is used to determine if the fault is
internal or external to the protected line. If the fault is internal, one or more of the tripping
functions at each terminal will detect the fault and key the transfer trip transmitter to the trip
frequency. The receipt of the trip frequency and operation of one or more of the tripping
functions is sufficient to initiate tripping at each terminal. Thus, under normal conditions, the
hybrid scheme acts exactly like a permissive overreaching transfer trip scheme.

Now, consider a line terminal with a weak infeed. If the infeed is not sufficient to operate
the tripping functions at that terminal, a permissive signal will not be keyed and tripping will
not occur because it is necessary for the fault to be detected at all terminals of the line. The
hybrid scheme overcomes this deficiency by means of a blocking function and some added
logic. The trip signal received from the strong terminal is echoed, or repeated, at the weak
terminal, thereby permitting the strong terminal to be tripped. The weak terminal is tripped by
additional logic. The signal at the weak terminal is permitted to be repeated only if blocking
functions have not operated, or the signal will operate only for internal faults. For external
faults, blocking functions will operate to block the echoing of the signal.
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A simplified view of a hybrid logic is shown in Figure 13.30. The directional logic for
this scheme is similar to that shown in Figure 4.25. In Figure 13.30, the following nomenclature
applies:

M1T == positive-sequence tripping
M I B == positive-sequence local blocking
D2T == negative-sequence directional tripping
D2B == negative-sequence blocking

/1 == positive-sequence current
/2 == negative-sequence current

Permissive and Echo

Protected Line

Figure 13.30 Simplified logic of a hybrid trip scheme [15].

(13. I)

The positive-sequence trip function is an overreaching function. Either a positive- or
negative-sequence function can result in a local trip function to the comparer gate. Similarly,
a local blocking function can come from either a positive or negative sequence pickup. A trip
occurs if there is a received channel signal plus a local trip signal and no block signal. There are
also inhibit and reset functions that are derived from phase comparator circuits using timers to
measure the coincidence between two signals. The inhibit function blocks the input to a timer
and a reset blocks the timer if it has not operated, or causes it to reset if it has operated. Thus,
the positive sequence function MIT inhibits M1B and resets D2B, and D2T inhibits D2 B.
The 80/50 timer and the AND logic makes up the repeat keying function. If a permissive signal
is received at a terminal, this signal keys the channel to send the permissive in the opposite
direction if the blocking functions have not operated.

It has been observed that directional comparison relaying schemes can be used on series
compensated lines only if the fault current is high enough to cause the capacitor bypass to
operate. This is because of the voltage inversion that occurs for a fault just beyond the capacitor,
which can defeat the distance measuring device, making the fault appear to be shifted to
a different quadrant in the Z plane. The hybrid scheme described here is an improvement
on that basic principle, which relies on a transient characteristic of the mho element, which
is described below. The positive sequence unit employs a phase comparison principle to
describe a polarized mho directional characteristic in the complex I R-I X plane, as shown in
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Figure 13.31. The mho characteristic in Figure 13.31 is polarized by using a prefault voltage
Vp rather than the actual voltage that is measured when the fault occurs. The prefault voltage
is remembered by the relay for a short time, and this memory action prevents collapse of the
mho circle when the fault is close to the relay.

-~~-~---------~~R fl~rellDThe~~~~w~~~m~
characteristic.

The trip threshold is the 90 degree angle on the circle between the polarizing voltage Vp
and the voltage IIZR - VI and where VI is the positive-sequence restraint voltage and /] is the
positive-sequence current. When this angle is greater than 90 degrees, tripping occurs. The
quantity /1ZR - VI describes a circle in the complex plane if the angle between this quantity
and the polarizing voltage is a right angle. If this angle is more than 90 degrees, the point lies
inside the circle and tripping occurs. If the angle is less than 90 degrees, the point is outside
the circle and no tripping occurs.

When a voltage inversion occurs, both VI and Vp will be inverted, but the polarizing
voltage will remain in phase with the source voltage, at least briefly. During this transient,
the mho circle changes to the condition shown in Figure 13.32. In this figure, the negative
reactance region represents the fault impedance seen by the relay for a forward-direction
capacitive reactance fault location. Tripping for faults in this region is, therefore, correct.

Figure 13.32 The transient polarizedmho char-
acteristic.

It can also be shown that, for faults behind the relay, i.e., reverse direction faults, the
transient characteristic is well outside the region of fault impedances for the normal reach
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setting of the line. Therefore, the transient polarized mho characteristic provides a workable
relay logic for all three-phase faults, even those for which the relay voltage goes to zero.

The detection of all unbalanced faults in this relay is performed using transient com-
pensated phase comparison, but based on negative sequence, rather than positive sequence,
quantities. The reasons for using negative sequence quantities are the following [16]:

1. Negative-sequence measurements are immune to the effects of zero sequence mutual
coupling of closely coupled parallel lines.

2. Input currents and voltage can be obtained from the same instrument transformers
that supply inputs to the positive-sequence measurements.

3. Negative-sequence current is larger in magnitude than zero-sequence current for one-
line-to-ground faults at the far end of the line, thereby providing greater sensitivity.

4. Negative-sequence measuring equipment is easier to field test by opening or shorting
the appropriate circuits of the relay to simulate fault conditions.

The polarizing voltage for the negative-sequence measurements is given by

(13.2)

The reference voltage V2 is supplemented by the adjustable compensating quantity 12ZR, which
ensures correct polarization for cases when the relay is near a strong source where V2 may be
very small or when the fault is near the end of a series compensated line and the fault current
is below the capacitor protection level. A gain k is also provided to adjust the compensating
quantity. The compensated polarizing voltage (13.2) and the operating quantity, which is
proportional to the negative-sequence current, are compared in phase on each half cycle to
produce both tripping and blocking functions.

The hybrid scheme has been used for many years on series compensated lines with
excellent results. One of the advantages of this system is the use of negative-sequence quantities
for all faults involving the ground. This makes the protection immune to problems of mutually
coupled lines. A separate relay module is used to detect three-phase faults, thereby offering
complete coverage for all types offaults. This type of logic has been implemented in solid-state
systems [15] as well as systems utilizing programmable logic and microprocessor monitoring
to detect abnormal system operation and record tripping operations r17].

13.4 UNIT PROTECTION PILOT SCHEMES

The preceding section presents several types of "non-unit" pilot protection schemes, and those
schemes are the most common pilot systems. Unit protection schemes measure the current
entering the protected component at its several terminals and bases the trip decision on a
comparison of these currents.

13.4.1 Phase Comparison Schemes

By far the most common type of unit protection for transmission lines is phase compar-
ison. There are four types of phase comparison schemes:

1. Single-phase-comparison blocking.
2. Dual-phase-comparison blocking.
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3. Dual-phase-comparison transfer trip.
4. Segregated phase comparison.

The fourth system, segregated phase comparison, is a current-only system, which hils ad-
vantages in certain types of transmission lines, particularly lines that include series capacitors.
All four types of phase comparison can be current-only, or may be distance supervised systems.

Phase comparison is a concept in protective relaying that has been used for high-voltage
transmission lines for many years [18J. The basic concept of phase comparison relaying is to
note the exact time of the current passing through zero, or through either a positive or negative
threshold value. Records of these crossing patterns are transmitted to the opposite ends of
the line, where they are compared. If it is determined that the currents are both entering the
line, clearly a line fault exists and the relays at both ends can cause the line to be tripped.
The comparison of current waveforms is accomplished by constructing square waves of the
unfiltered current waveforms, as shown in Figure 13.33. The square wave labeled lsw (read
"SW" as "square wave") is derived from the threshold crossings of the current wave. Pulse
trains are also generated as the current wave exceeds both a positive and a negative threshold,
shown by the horizontal dashed lines. These square wave trains are labeled lsw -p and lsw -N
in Figure 13.33 to identify the positive and negative square waves, respectively .
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Figure 13.33 Square wave processing from a phase current waveform.

In some types ofphase comparison schemes, the measured currents are processed through
a sequence network filter, as shown in Figure 13.34, to give a waveform that is converted into
a square wave. A similar square wave is generated at the opposite end of the transmission
line, and this remote square wave is transmitted by pilot channel to the local relay so it can
be compared with the locally generated square wave. A delay circuit is provided to account
for the time delay of data transmission. If the two square waves are in phase , this indicates
that the currents are in phase and are flowing through the line. This would be the normal
condition, or the condition observed for a fault external to the line. If the two waves are out
of phase, this indicates that the currents at both ends are flowing into the line, which is the
condition for an internal fault. This basic concept is followed in all types of phase comparison
schemes, although there are variations that are used in the four types of phase comparison
systems. A unit scheme that uses a measuring quantity that is derived as a combination of
the phase currents is sometimes called a composite type of unit scheme. This concept can
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Figure 13.34 A sequence network for combining three-phase currents.

be expanded to consider a network that derives a measuring quantity by combining sequence
currents rather than phase currents [18]. Either the phase or sequence currents can be weighted
in some manner to produce the final measuring quantity.

When a double fault occurs on a parallel line that involves different phases of the two
circuits, the relay measurement of the fault condition may not reliably trip the circuits, since
the trip decision may depend on the weighting of the phase currents and on the total fault
current distribution. In some cases, the protection will not operate until one of the lines is
cleared, reducing the fault condition to a single fault on the remaining line.

These deficiencies are not present for segregated phase comparison scheme, which is
discussed below.

13.4.1.1 Single-Phase-Comparison Blocking. A current-only comparison is a simple
form of phase-comparison blocking that requires only an on-off PLC channel. Two fault
detectors, FDI and FD2, are used, both having a logic similar to that shown in Figure 13.35.
FO I is called the "carrier start" unit. It is set more sensitively than the FD2 and is arranged
to permit the local square wave to key the on-off carrier transmitter. FD2 is set with a higher
pickup than FDI, and is used to arm the system for tripping. For transmission lines up to about
100miles long, FD2 is set at about 125% of FO 1, and for longer lines this setting is increased
to about 2000/0. Phase comparison can begin once F02 operates. Using the two fault detectors
permits the coordination of the keying of the carrier square wave with the comparison of the
local and remote square waves.

The operation of the system can be understood by studying Figure 13.35. For an internal
fault [1], the overcurrent fault detectors at both ends of the faulted line will operate, each having
sensed currents above pickup. A flip-flop is energized if the inputs to the AND continue for
4 ms, which provides a continuous output to the trip circuit that is supervised by the FD2
operation. For this trip condition, the square wave inputs from the local input and the receiver
output to the AND gate are in phase, and tripping is performed. This system will trip if the
currents at the two terminals are up to 90 degrees out of phase. Note that the receipt of a signal
from the channel prevents tripping; therefore, this is a blocking system. This also means that
the carrier signal does not have to be transmitted through the internal fault.

Note that the local square wave turns the carrier on and off to create the square wave
that is received at the remote terminal. For an external fault, blocking is continuous due to
the phase of the receiver output being out of phase with the local square wave. Usually the
through currents to an external fault are approximately in phase; however, this system will
block tripping if these currents are up to 90 degrees out of phase.

Single-phase-comparison blocking can also be devised that uses distance supervision
rather than current only. This scheme uses the same on-off channel, but the fault detection and
arming techniques are different.
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Figure 13.35 The single phase-comparison blocking scheme [18].

13.4.1.2 Dual Phase-Comparison Unblocking. The dual phase-comparison scheme
makes phase comparisons on both halfcycles of the current wave, which provides faster tripping
than the single current comparison scheme. The dual phase-comparison scheme requires a
duplex channel with one frequency for each line terminal.

An example of a dual phase-comparison scheme is shown in Figure 13.36 [18]. This
scheme uses frequency-shift equipment at each line terminal. One frequency is called "mark"
and the other frequency is called "space." The scheme provides continuous channel monitoring
since either a mark or space carrier signal is transmitted continuously. This eliminates the need
for a carrier start fault detector. The transmitter is keyed to its mark frequency when the square
wave goes positive, and is keyed to its space frequency when the square wave is zero.

The operation of the dual phase-comparison scheme is described as follows. For in-
ternal faults (1), the single-phase outputs of the sequence-current networks are in phase,
even though the physical currents are 180 degrees out of phase. The network output goes
through a squaring amplifier that keys the frequency shift transmitter. An adjustable delay
circuit is tuned to delay the local square wave by a time equal to the channel delay time.
The network output then develops two complementary square waves, called the "local pos-
itive" and "local negative" waves. The positive wave has a positive state during the posi-
tive half cycle of the sequence current and is compared with the receiver's "mark" output
in gate AND 1. The local negative wave is positive during the negative half cycle of the
sequence current and is compared to the receiver's "space" output in gate AND 2. For in-
ternal faults the local positive and the receiver "mark" wave are in phase, giving an output
from the AND 1 gate. Similarly, the local negative and the receiver's "space" wave are in
phase, giving an output from the AND 2 gate. If an arming signal is received from either
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Figure 13.36 A dual phase-comparison unblocking scheme [I 8].

the fault detector or the protective relay, AND 3 has an output. If this signal persists for 4
ms, the output is sent to a flip-flop that initiates breaker operation. Note that tripping requires
that both the mark and space signals be transmitted through an internal fault by means of
power line carrier. If both frequencies fail to be received, a loss of channel detector enables
both comparison circuits, permitting the system to trip on the basis of local square waves
only.

For external faults, such as (2) in Figure 13.36, the 180 degree reversal of one of the
currents shifts the square waves 180 degrees, thereby preventing either AND gate from having
an output.

Another variation of the dual-channel system uses distance supervision. This type of sys-
tem is used on long, heavily loaded transmission lines with limited three-phase fault capability.

13.4.1.3 Dual-Phase-Comparison Transfer Trip. Phase-comparison transfer-trip
schemes can also be devised. These schemes operate in exactly the same way as the un-
blocking system described above, except for the channel. Either a current only or a distance
supervised system can be designed.

In transfer trip systems, audio tones are usually used over a non-power line carrier
channel. In order to trigger tripping for internal faults, the correct mark and space signals
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must be received. If channel signals are not received, the receiver mark and space signals are
clamped to zero, which locks out the system and actuates an alarm.

13.4.1.4 Segregated PhaseComparison. Segregated phase comparison has been de-
veloped primarily to solve problems of relaying series-compensated lines and other applica-
tions that are plagued with severe waveform distortion. In such systems, the sequence current
networks that are designed to operate at the system fundamental frequency, may not provide
reliable current representation.

The current measurement system used for segregated phase comparison is shown in Fig-
ure 13.37. This should be comparedwith Figure 13.34, the sequence networkmethod of current
measurement. Since each current is measured individually, there is no need to assume that the
measured currents are of fundamental frequency. Both sub- and supersynchronous harmonics
are measured exactly as they occur on the power system. Thus, even if the measurements are
corrupted by harmonics, both measurements are similarly corrupted and the phase comparison
will still operate correctly. Experience has shown that even severe waveform distortion is
likely to be noted in the current signals at both ends of the line, and a direct comparison of the
currents of each phase provides a reliable method of fault detection and selectivity.
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Figure 13.37 The segregated phase comparison measurement system.

Modem versions of segregated phase comparison relaying systems are fully digital sys-
tems, which, although primarily a current only protective system, includes optional distance
backup protection [19]. The system has been designed to operate correctly and selectively
on series compensated lines, where several types of problems have been noted that can cause
relaying errors:

• Voltage reversals caused by negative reactance due to series compensation
• Phase unbalance due to bypass system operation and reinsertion
• Abnormal frequencies of 20-400 hertz during the fault and postfault period
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Moreover, these systems are designed to operate correctly irrespective of the series capacitor
location or the degree of compensation. They can also be used on lines that employ single-pole
tripping of circuit breakers.

The operation of the phase comparison system can be described by reference to Fig-
ure 13.38, which illustrates an internal fault condition on a transmission line.
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Figure 13.38 Relay logic signals for an internal fault [181.

The signals illustrated in the diagram are defined as follows, moving through the figure
from top to bottom. Note that all are digital signals, i.e., they are represented either as a logical
"l " or a "0" in the trip logic.

T P Trip positive signal determined by comparing the positive half cycle of
the current wave against a keying level at the remote terminal.

TN Trip negative signal determined by comparing the negative half cycle of
the current wave against a keying level at the remote terminal.

lswp Square wave positive. This signal is set to detect a negative current
value. Its output is 1 if it is more positive than a negative current setting,
otherwise the output is O.

I SWN Square wave negative. This signal is set to detect a negative current
value. Its output is 1 if it is more negative than a negative current setting,
otherwi se the output is O.
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These signals are shown in Figure 13.38. Two other signals that are not shown in the figure
are the following:

I L A low set overcurrent function that is used as a fault detector to supervise
the phase comparison logic.

ICD Rate of change current detector used to initiate keying the other terminal.

The operation of the phase comparison system is described with reference to Figure 13.38,
where an internal fault is present on the protected line. At the remote terminal, the trip positive
signal is set to a logical 1 when the current level exceeds the TP keying level. This causes a
signal to be transmitted to the local terminal, where it is received after a channel time delay
CDT, and causes the local T P to be set to a logical 1 where it is compared against the local
LP signal, which is also a logical 1, which is the normal state for that signal. Therefore, a
trip coincidence time persists until the TP signal is reset to a 0 and this is received at the local
terminal after a time delay COT.

Note that the local signal LP remains high until the current local current. wave becomes
more negative than I swp , which occurs during the negative half cycle. This signal is delayed
by the delay time LDT to create the local signal LP, as shown in the figure. Had the fault
been external to the line, the T P signal would still arrive and would have been delayed by
an amount CDT such that the inputs to the AND-P gate would consist of a 1 and a 0, which
would not trip the line. Stated another way, the trip coincidence pulse would be shifted to the
right, and would appear directly below the LP = 0 pulse. By adjusting the two timers LDT
and eDT, the relay can be adjusted to correctly trip for internal faults and refrain from tripping
due to external faults.

The foregoing applies to the P logic. Another logic, the N logic, uses the I swN signal in
comparison with the TN signal from the remote end to provide a completely separate trip logic.
Either the P or the N system is capable oftripping the line. The total system trip logic is shown
in Figure 13.39. Note that tripping is supervised by the low current fault detector, I L , and
by the current rate of change. An additional "good channel" signal is also required to ensure
the use of a working communications channel. A similar logic is used for each phase and for
ground. Any of these separate systems is capable of tripping the faulted transmission line.

Trip

Good Channel -----'

lswp
Local lSWN

Terminal
Quantities 1L

leD .....--------

Remote
Terminal LP
Quantities TN 1-----1---....

TP 1------....

Figure 13.39 Segregated phase comparison tripping logic.

The disadvantage of the segregated phase comparison scheme is that it requires four
pilot signals per terminal. One rectangular-wave comparison signal requires about 1 kHz
bandwidth, so necessary pilot signals can be transmitted using a standard 4 kHz voice-frequency
channel. Where microwave links or fiber-optic cables are available, several high-bandwidth
signal channels are available, in which case segregated phase comparison may be the favored
line protection scheme [18]. Unit schemes, in general, have a disadvantage in comparison to
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distance protection schemes in that they require greater bandwidth in the signal channel and
their reliability is entirely dependent on the signal reception ..Moreover, unit protection does
not provide backup for faults that lie outside the protection zone, which is defined as the CT
locations at both ends of the protected line. Therefore, distance relays of some type must
always be used in conjunction with phase comparison schemes in order to provide backup
protection.

However, to balance this extra requirement in data communications, there are several
advantages, which can be summarized as follows [18]:

1. The segregated phase comparison protection approach overcomes three of the prob-
lems associated with series compensated lines, namely, abnormal frequencies in the
current waveform, phase-impedance imbalance, and voltage reversals.

2. High-speed operation, due to angle diversity between phases and to the elimination
of filters required in the system conventional phase comparison circuits.

3. The redundancy provided by having four independent logical devices, any of which
is designed to detect a fault and trip the line.

4. The method provides the advantages of conventional phase comparison:
• not responsive to system power swings
• immune to errors introduced by mutual induction
• not affected by loss of potential
• operates correctly for zero-voltage three-phase faults
• not affected by potential transients associated with CVT's

5. Phase isolation makes it possible to extend the independent-pole concept to include
the relaying as well as the circuit breaker, providing advantages where system stability
is a problem requiring independent pole operation.

6. Inherent phase selectivity for all types of faults, which provides flexibility in arranging
relay and circuit breaker trip circuits to obtain any desired degree of pole-tripping
selectivity.

Segregated phase comparison can also be used for the protection of parallel transmission
lines and this type of protection provides certain advantages:

• Instantaneous clearing of double faults involving both lines
• Immunity from mutual coupling effects
• Phase selective for all types of single and multiple faults

When applied in this situation, the backup protection should also be phase selective or
should be time-delayed for ground faults to avoid a probable canceling of the correct phase
selection.

Segregated phase comparisons schemes have been implemented both in solid state logic
[18] as well as digital logic [19].

13.4.2 Longitudinal Differential Schemes

Another type of unit protection is referred to, especially in Europe, as "longitudinal
protection." Longitudinal protection was formerly restricted to pilot wire systems, and this
restricted the applications to lines of about 20 km or less. Some modem longitudinal schemes
employ pilot channels to measure line terminal quantities for comparison and decision making.
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13.4.2.1 Wire Pilot Schemes. Wire pilot schemes are the most basic form of longitu-
dinal protection, as noted in Section 13.2.2. Using communications by pilot wires provides
access to both the amplitude and phase angle of the primary currents in the protected trans-
mission lines. Secondary quantities can be either currents or voltages that are proportional to
these basic primary quantities. This forms the basis for differential current balance or voltage
balance relaying schemes. In most systems, the measured three-phase quantities are converted
into single-phase ac currents for relaying purposes. However, it is possible to construct a "seg-
regated" system where separate circuits are used for each phase. Such a segregated system is
required for circuits that employ single pole reclosing.

13.4.2.2 Longitudinal Pilot Schemes. For long lines, pilot wires are not practical
due to the requirement of adding a separate circuit for the entire length of the protected
transmission line. However, modulation techniques can be used for longer transmission lines
that essentially extend the applicability of differential protection to these longer lines. Usually,
the communications path will be fiber optics or microwave systems, which replace the pilot
wires used on shorter lines.

In longitudinal pilot systems, instantaneous values of current are transmitted to the other
terminals by means of the pilot channel. Twomethods of modulation are used to transmit these
instantaneous current values, frequency modulation (FM) and pulse code modulation (PCM).

In FM systems, the instantaneous current values are transmitted as analog quantities
to the other terminals using a voice frequency band with frequency modulation. The basic
concept is illustrated in Figure 13.40, where the signal wave, shown as the lower trace in the
figure, modulates the carrier frequency, with higher signal values resulting in a higher frequency
modulated carrier; therefore, the frequency of the carrier follows the signal magnitude. Current
differential principles are used at the receiving terminals to determine the need for line tripping.
A typical system configuration is shown in Figure 13.41. The instantaneous current values
are modulated to FM signals in the range of 0.3-0.4 kHz, and are suitable for transmission on
voice grade circuits.

Figure 13.40 The frequency modulation principle.

In the PCM scheme, the instantaneous current values at each terminal are transmitted to
the other terminals by pulse coded modulation of the transmitted signal. Figure 13.42 shows
the basic circuit for this system.

The output of the mixing current transformer provides a quantity that is proportional to
the primary current value that can be used for current comparison. This signal is fed to the data
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Figure 13.41 An FM current differential protection scheme f11.
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Figure 13.42 Example of a peM current differential scheme f11.

terminal, where analog-to-digital conversion is made and the signal transmitted in serial form
to the other terminal. At the receiving station, the signals are converted back to parallel data and
evaluated using a microprocessor to compare the currents received with those measured locally.

Note that this form of protection is completely dependent on the pilot channel and must
be backed up by other types of protection that are not so dependent on communications.

13.5 AN EXAMPLE OF EXTRA HIGH VOLTAGE LINE
PROTECTION

Extra high voltage (EHV) transmission lines require special treatment in terms of their pro-
tective system requirements. This section will address some of the problems associated with
EHV transmission and the protection of these important lines.

13.5.1 Considerations in EHV Protection

The classification of "EHV" lines is usually applied to those lines rated at 345 kV or
above. In the North America, this means lines rated at 345,500, 735, and 765 kV. In many other
parts of the world, 400 kV is the preferred EHV nominal voltage. These transmission circuits
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are considered to be the "bulk transmission system," which is usually identified as the system
that connects entire utility systems together in a large, long distance, integrated network. The
lines are of higher voltage than the "local" transmission lines since they are often needed to
transfer large blocks of power over great distances. The need for such transmission may come
about due to the availability of energy at the remote site that is favorably priced, or due to the
need to restrict local generation due to environmental requirements.

Because of the importance associated with the EHV transmission system, the protective
systems at these voltage levels have received special consideration. Power line carrier and
microwave pilot relaying is the common choice for these circuits because the lines are too long
for wire pilot protection. The first requirement for fault clearing on these systems is high speed,
and pilot protection is usually considered to be essential. Generally, the protective systems
are static systems and are applied in redundant pairs in order' to assure high reliability. The
failure to trip a fault on the EHV system has such serious effects that it is relatively easy to
justify the cost of redundant pilot relay systems. Moreover, added precautions are also taken
to ensure that the relay system itself is secure, and that false or unnecessary trips are reduced
to an absolute minimum.

13.5.2 Description of the EHVPilot Protection

The type of protective system that is often used on EHV transmission lines will be illus-
trated by means of an example. This will illustrate the types of equipment, their arrangement,
and the philosophy of their application.

Consider the protection requirements for a 500 kV line that is part of the backbone EHV
bulk power system that ties two large utilities together. The line is relatively long, say 300 km
(about 200 miles) or so in length, connecting two major switching stations.

The following design criteria are specified by the protection engineers:

1. Dual redundant relaying systems are required for reliability.
• The two systems must be of different logical design
• The two systems must use different communications
• The two systems should be from different manufacturers

2. The redundant relay systems must be coinpletely independent.
• Redundant instrument transformers
• Redundant breaker trip coils
• Redundant battery systems

3. The two systems must operate using entirely different fault detection principles.
One system will use directional comparison
One system will use phase comparison

4. The relaying must be very fast.
• Static relays will be used
• Transfer trip will be used as the remote trip logic

5. The relaying must be very secure.
• False trips must be avoided
• Transfer trip must be redundant using an "AND" logic

The telecommunications choices for the EHV line are power line carrier, microwave, and
fiber optics. Figure 13.43 is a map showing the approximate transmission line route and that of
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a nearby utility-owned microwave system. The transmission line follows an approximate east-
west routing from A to B. Nearby, to the north of the line route, is a utility-owned microwave
system connecting communications facilities at C and D, with repeaters arbitrarily designated
a, b, ... , u, which are located on high hills or mountain tops along the microwave path. The
microwave system is operated as a loop with the loop switching at facility C. The normal
microwave path is the southern route, utilizing repeaters a, b, ... , m or 12 hops total. In the
event of a repeater failure, the switching logic at C automatically switches to the northern route,
utilizing repeaters a, v, u, ... , m or 10 hops total. The microwave path distances between C
and 0 are not the same for the two paths.

Figure 13.43 Map of the EHV line route and nearby microwave system.

The transmission line terminals are reasonably close to microwave repeaters a and In, on
the west and east, respectively, such that microwave spurs can easily be constructed to the EHV
switching stations at A and B, as shown in Figure 13.43. This makes the total microwave path
between the ends of the line going from db on the west to ka on the east, and utilizing either
the south (normal) or north (alternate) path. Due to the existence of the microwave path, this
is chosen as one of the relaying communications media, with power line carrier as the other
choice. This satisfies the criterion that the two systems be completely independent. Moreover,
should PLC communications be questionable during a line fault, the microwave system should
not be affected and should operate normally. Should the microwave be affected by atmospheric
fading, the power line carrier would not be affected and would not be similarly affected.

Another alternative for the pilot system is fiber optics. It may be possible to justify
the incremental expense of adding fiber-optic cores to the transmission line static or phase
conductors. This depends on many factors, such as the need for the additional communications
capability offered by the optical system, its cost, and its planned utilization. For the present
example, we assume that this option is not competitive in price.

The relay logic has been selected to utilize phase comparison and directional comparison
relays, with one being dedicated to the PLC system and the other to the microwave. Since the
microwave system has a total path length that is variable, this is not a good choice for phase
comparison, which requires precise timing of the transmitted signals. Therefore, the phase
comparison system will be applied to the power line carrier, leaving the microwave system to
utilize directional comparison. Dual static systems will be installed for each system on both
the microwave and PLC.

13.5.2.1 The PLC Pilot Protection System. The PLC protection system design is
illustrated in Figure 13.44. This system utilizes phase comparison relay logic. The basic
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conceptof the PLCsystemprovidesa distancemeasuringfacility to quickly identifyfaults that
are clearly within the primary zone of protection. The protection logic can be summarizedas
follows:

1. Anyconditionthat causes the local relay to trip the localbreakerswill simultaneously
send a transfer trip signal to the remote end, thereby initiating a rapid trip at that end
as well. The transfer trip uses channels #3 and #5 or #4 and #6, depending on the
fault location. Note that tripping does not occur at the receiving end unless both of
the designatedchannel signals are received,which is themeans of providingsecurity
against false trips due to noise on one of the channels.

2. Close-in faults are identified in the primary zone of protection and this triggers an
immediate trip to the local breakers from the local relay logic and, since a local trip
signal is generated, a transfer trip to the remote end is also launched. This provides
for fast tripping for end zones faults at both ends of the line. The transfer trip uses
two paths. Onepath uses the PLCTI' logic andPLCchannels#3 and #5. The second
path uses themicrowave "cross-trip"path, which simultaneouslysends a transfer trip
signal usingmicrowave communications. This duplicationof transfer trip signalling
is referred to as a cross-tripping action. The microwave TT logic is described in the
next section.

3. Faults in thecenterportionof the line are also in the primaryzonebut trippingwill not
occur unlessconfirmedby the relays at both ends, using transmitter/receiver channels
# 1 and #2. Once this confirmingrelay logic is receivedat a given end, the breakers
at that end are ordered to trip. This trip signal, as noted above, also sends a transfer
trip signal to the opposite end to ensure tripping there as well.

#1 and #2 on Phase B
#3 and #4 on Phase A
#5 and #6 on Phase C

Figure 13.44 Power line carrier protectionsystem.
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Note that the relay logic channel uses phase b of the transmission line . Transfer trip
channels #3 and #4 use phase A, while channels #5 and #6 use phase C. This provides diversity
in the channel utilization and means that any transfer trip signal must receive a signal that uses
both phases A and C.

13.5.2.2 The Microwave Pilot Protection System . The microwave protection system
for the same transmission line has a similar design, but utilizes directional comparison pro-
tection along with distance measuring equipment. The equipment arrangement is shown in
Figure 13.45. The trip logic is similar to that of the PLC system, except it is provided using
completely different equipment that is supplied from a different manufacturer. This means that
the logic design is different and the means of implementing this logic is unique to the man-
ufacturer's approach. This gives a high level of assurance that any fault detected is correctly
identified by independent systems, and that the response will be correct. Like the PLC, the
microwave system uses dual transfer trip channels, both of which must be received to initiate
a trip at the receiving end .

Figure 13.45 Microwave pilot protection system.

The transfer trip function of the two systems are also interconnected. For example, if the
microwave relay logic sends a trip signal to its local breakers, it initiates a transfer trip signal
in the transfer trip equipment logic, and also sends a transfer trip signal to the PLC transfer
trip equipment. This provides additional assurance that the transfer trip signal will indeed be
received at the remote end . This dual transfer trip signal initiation is also provided by the PLC
relay logic, as shown in Figure 13.44.

The general concepts of the redundant systems described above are typical of EHV
protection systems. There is no "standard" protection system for EHV transmission lines . All
of these lines are important network elements and their protections are designed with great
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care. The example cited, however, will provide a sense of the care that is placed on redundant
design and security of correct operation.

One feature in the foregoing example has not yet been discussed : the presence of "breaker
failure" protection in both ends of both systems. Ifa circuit breaker fails to open on command,
the fault will remain connected to the bus at that breaker location . In most EHV stations there
will be two circuit breakers at each end of the protected line, with each breaker connecting the
line to an adjacent bus section, as shown in Figure 13.45. Ifone breaker is inoperative, the fault
is permanently connected to the bus section through this stuck breaker. This means that all
circuit breakers connected to the now faulted bus section must be cleared. In some cases , this
will require the clearing of an unfaulted transmission line, but this depends on the substation
arrangement. Also, see Chapter 5 for a description of different station arrangements.

13.5.2.3 Protection Equipment and Controls. For the purpose of this example, we
assume the arrangement of equipment at each end of the protected line to be as shown in
Figure 13.46. The two ends of the line are designated as Left and Right for this example .
There are two circuit breakers at each end of the line that must be tripped for any line fault.
This is typical for any ring bus or better switching station design . There are two independent
relay systems at each end as well, and these are designated as relays # I and #2 at their respective
line terminals. The relay contacts are designated Clx and C2x for relays I and 2, respectively,
with x carrying the bus name, LorR, as shown in Figure 13.46. Seal-in relays are also provided,
and these are denoted by the letter S with appropriate added characters to identify both the
relay number and the appropriate bus name. Each circuit breaker has two trip coils, with each
trip coil associated with a different breaker. Separate current transformers are arranged to
measure the sum of currents flowing into the line. A single voltage measurement is supplied
to both relays. Figure 13.46 provides a distinctive numbering system such that any device
can be addressed without ambiguity. Relays designated #1 use power line carrier as their
pilot signal and relays designated #2 use microwave communications. There is one battery
providing de power at each terminal. These battery systems are not grounded since ground
potential can vary significantly during fault conditions. However, all de circuits terminate at a
common negative bus, which is shown in the diagram by white diamond characters. However,
the common negative de buses at the two line ends are not connected together.

+Right TerminalLeft Terminal+

gi.~..JIl...r:"'7:=7:li~:;'
CT
22L

Figure 13.46 Equipment arrangement for the protected line.
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The transmission protection is an underreaching distance scheme using the two pilot
systems , PLC and microwave (MW).The control circuit arrangement for one terminal is shown
in Figure 13.47. A guard signal is continuously transmitted to the opposite terminal. When
a zone 1 fault is detected, the detecting relay sends a trip signal to its local circuit breakers
by means of the Zl contact, which is then sealed in. The relay also orders the transmitted
signal to shift from guard to trip at the opposite terminal on both pilot systems, but transfer
tripping at that terminal does not occur unless both transfer trip signals are received, hence
the series logic of the TT contacts, but either the PLC or MW signals can complete the trip
independently of the other pilot system. Note that breaker failure also triggers the transfer trip
operation . Figures 13.46 and 13.47 must be used in conjunction with Figures 13.44 and 13.45
for complete understanding of the system .

Signals From RemoteTerminal

Relay
Xmtr
#1

Zl

Signal To
Remote

L_-===::::::;t=~=F===--~~~..J.-.JTerminal

Figure 13.47 The dc control circuits for the left terminal.

13.6 PILOT PROTECTION SETTINGS

As an example of the relay setting procedure for complex transmission line relaying , we
consider the determination of settings for a protective scheme utilizingpennissive overreaching
transfer trip (POTT) [20].1 The computation of relay settings for complex protective schemes
is explained in detail in manufacturers' literature for the relay equipment specified for the
application These special manufacturer instructions are always recommended for study by
the protection engineer, as they provide detailed information regarding the equipment and its
application. The relays used for the scheme to be applied in this case are digital relays, which
have certain features that are not available for analog relays . Inparticular, we consider a relay
system that includes mho distance elements as the primary protective system plus elements for
overcurrent backup for both phase and ground faults . The coordination of the various elements
are of particular interest.

POTT schemes are subject to incorrect relay tripping under the following conditions:

1. Current reversals .
2. Weak infeed conditions at one of the line terminals.

I Portions of this section are adapted from [20] with permission .
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3. Breaker open at one terminal.
4. Switch-onto-fault conditions.

Some relays are provided with special logic to overcome these difficulties. We shall assume
that such logic is available.

Another problem occurs when the protection suffers from a loss of communications
between the terminals. Some relays incorporate time-delayed backup protection, such as time-
overcurrent tripping, that provides assurance of relay action when communications are lost.

13.6.1 Instrument Transformer Settings

The current transformer ratio (CTR) should be selected such that the relay has good
signal strength during maximum fault conditions, say from 50 to 100 secondary amperes. This
helps avoid problems of CT saturation and ensures reliable current signal strength to the relay
during the fault. Normal load current is assumed to be in the neighborhood of 5 amperes.

The voltage transformer ratio (VTR) should match the primary line-to-neutral voltage
to 66.4 volts secondary, line to neutral, or 115 volts line to line.

13.6.2 Maximum Torque Angle

Digital relays usually allow the protection engineer to specify the maximum torque angle
of the relay. This angle is usually selected to be equal to or less than the positive sequence line
impedance angle.

13.6.3 Distance Element Reach andTimeDelay

The reach of the distance element is selected according to the practice of the protection
engineer. Figure 13.48 shows a rough measure of the type of reach that is usually considered
appropriate. The length of the reach arrows in the figure should be interpreted in proportion
to the length of the protected line.

Zone 3 (ifReversed) Zone 3 (if Forward)

Zone 2

Zone 1

Local
Bus Protected

Line

Figure 13.48 Example of distance element reach.

13.6.3.1 Zone 1 Reach. The zone 1 reach is usually set to not overreach the forward
line terminal. Zone 1 elements should provide instantaneous protection for three-phase and
line-to-Iine faults inside the zone 1 reach, which is usually set at 80-90% of the line length,
independent of communications. The remainder of the line not covered by the zone 1 reach
will be protected by zone 2 elements of the relay. It is not practical to extend the zone 1 reach
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to 100% of the line length due to instrument transformer errors, line data errors, fault study
data errors, and small errors in manufacturing tolerance in the relay.

13.6.3.2 Zone 2 Reach. Zone 2 elements provide protection for the portion of the
protected line beyond the zone I reach. Zone 2 elements also serve as backup protection
for close-in faults on the forward adjacent lines. For the POTT system under study here,
the zone 2 elements at both terminals must detect internal faults and initiate permissive trip
keying. In some cases, parallel source infeeds may increase the apparent impedance to the
fault from the relay location. Therefore, the zone 2 reach is usually set at 50% of the shortest
forward, adjacent line section. Typical settings will be in the neighborhood of 120-130% of
the protected line length. Settings of 150% or more raise a question regarding current reversal
for sequentially cleared faults on parallel lines, which require special treatment.

13.6.3.3 Zone 3 Reach. The instantaneous zone 3 elements are used in several ways
in the POTT scheme. These include guarding against current reversal and assisting with weak
infeed logic. These schemes require that the zone 3 element reach be reversed and must detect
all faults in the reverse direction that are also detected by the zone 2 elements at the remote
terminal of the protected line. A time-delayed backup is also provided by zone 3 elements for
faults behind the relay location.

The zone 3 reach setting must be long enough to detect any fault sensed by the over-
reaching zone 2 element at the remote terminal. Usually, the reach setting is set to match the
remote relay zone 2 reach.

In some cases, the zone 3 elements may be set for forward reach. In this case, the zone
3 elements should act as remote backup for faults at remote buses that are two-line sections
from the local relay terminal.

13.6.3.4 Zone Element Time Delays. The zone 1 elements are usually set with no
intentional time delay so that tripping of faults within zone I will be as fast as possible.

The time delay of zone 2 and zone 3 elements should be set to coordinate with time-step
protection at both the remote and local buses. A typical zone 2 delay setting will be 20-30
cycles. This allows time for the remote zone] element to pick up, plus breaker operating time.
Settings for zone 3 residual overcurrent element, if present, depends on the strength of the zero
sequence current source behind the relay.

The zone 3 time delay must coordinate with the zone 2 protection at the remote bus when
zone 3 is reversed, as well as the remote zone 2 elements when zone 3 is reversed. A typical
phase distance time delay setting for zone 3 is about 60 cycles.

13.6.4 Phase Overcurrent Element Settings

Assume that the digital relay protecting the transmission line has phase overcurrent
elements in addition to the distance elements. Let us assume three-phase-overcurrent element
levels: high-, medium-, and low-set elements.

13.6.4.1 Low-Set Phase Overcurrent Elements. The 50L element provides fault de-
tector supervision of the mho distance elements and must pick up for all faults for which the
distance element is expected to operate. The best setting for the 50L elements is above load
current level, but below minimum fault level.

For phase faults, at least one current magnitude must exceed the 50L pickup threshold
before the line-to-line distance elements can operate. For three-phase faults, the current mag-
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nitude in all three phases must exceed the 50L pickup threshold before the three-phase distance
elements can operate.

The 50L elements are also used in the trip unlatch logic. Before the trip output can open,
the trip condition must vanish and the current magnitude in all phases must drop below the
50L element thresholds. This ensures that the trip output contact does not attempt to interrupt
full trip coil current for the full duration of the faults.

13.6.4.2 Medium-Set Phase Overcurrent Elements. The 50M element provides an
important input to the loss-of-potential togsc (LOP) for cleared VT fuses and also provides
nondirectional phase overcurrent protection under those conditions when a loss-of-potential
condition is diagnosed. The recognition of an LOP condition blocks the mho distance elements
from operation. The line protection under these conditions is provided by a nondirectional
time-delayed phase overcurrent element.

It is important to ensure that three-phase LOP conditions are not confused with fault
conditions. Once an LOP condition is declared, it remains latched until balanced three-phase
voltages are restored. The 50M element settingmust be above load current, but below minimum
line-to-line or three-phase fault current levels. If the maximum load current is greater than
the minimum fault current, the 50M setting must still be below the fault values. This prevents
pickup ofLOP during a fault. In most cases, when a close-in fault lowers the measured voltage
to such a degree that an LOP condition might be suspected, there is an accompanying increase
in fault current as viewed from the local terminal.

The 50M element must be time-coordinated with surrounding line terminals. To provide
this coordination time, the 50M pickup following LOP starts a definite timer. When the timer
expires, the line can be tripped.

13.6.4.3 High-Set Phase OvercurrentElements. The 50H element function provides
a high-set nondirectional phase overcurrent detector in the switch-onto-fault logic. When
closing a line breaker into a close-in, three-phase bolted fault, it is likely that the three-phase
distance elements will not see the required level ofpolarizing voltage for pickup. If this occurs,
the distance elements are blocked from pickup. The 50H element provides backup protection
for this condition. The 50H element measures the current magnitude in each phase and is
independent of polarizing voltage. Typical settings for the SOH element is from one-half to
one-third the three-phase fault duty at the local line terminal.

13.6.5 Residual Overcurrent Element Settings

The settings of the residual overcurrent elements are determined based on the results
of a short-circuit study of the power system. The residual time-overcurrent elements provide
current dependent, time-delayed clearing of faults on the protected line and provide backup
protection for remote terminals. The magnitude of residual current varies with line switching
conditions, fault location, and fault resistance. The system fault study must be used to determine
minimum pickup settings and the appropriate time dial setting.

In some cases, three separate residual overcurrent elements are used, providing zoned di-
rectional protection for ground faults. Zone 1is always instantaneous and forward looking, with
pickup setting that is greater than the maximum end-of-line ground fault level. Zone 2 is always
forward looking and covers that portion of the line not protected by zone 1 and time-delayed
backup protection in the adjacent forward line section. A typical setting is 50-600/0 of the min-
imum end-of-line SLG fault magnitude. Zone 3 may be either forward or backward looking,
with time delay to provide backup protection for local and remote buses. The pickup setting
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depends on the selected direction of protection. If reversed, the element must pick up for all
faults seen by the reverse remote zone 2 relay element. If zone 3 is forward looking, the element
must pick up for a SLG fault at the farthest remote bus that the element is expected to protect.

13.6.6 Switch-Onto-Fault Logic

The switch-onto-fault logic permits sensitive overreaching elements to be enabled for a
short time after the line breaker is closed. The logic permits instantaneous tripping of the line
breaker for end-of-line faults that would normally be' cleared with zone 2 time delay. For the
POTT scheme, the time required to echo the permissive signal to the remote terminal and back
is greater than the time required to issue a trip by means of the switch-onto-fault logic. One
relay system provides four different tripping masks, as follows [20]:

MTU Trip unconditional (no logic qualifiers)
MPT Trip with permissive trip input and no reverse block
MTB Trip with the block trip input not asserted
MTO Trip while the 52BT element is asserted

The MTO mask elements are typically non-time delay overreaching elements. The 52BT
time delay setting determines the time during which the switch-onto-fault logic is enabled. The
52BT element may be thought of as an inverted time delayed follower of the 52A input. When
the 52A relay input changes from breaker closed to breaker open, the 52BT element changes
its logic state from a '0' to '1' and enables the switch-onto-fault logic. When the breaker is
closed from an open state, a test for line faults is made, and the 52BT remains high for the
52BT time setting. During this time interval following breaker closure, the assertion of any
element selected in the MTO logic mask closes the trip output contacts, thereby enabling the
switch-onto-fault protection. The timing of the elements is shown in Figure 13.49..

TRIP-r--l----------------
52A------...,

IE 52BT ~ I
Time

~ II(Region 2~ IRegion 1
IllS

IE 52BT ~ I
Time

I52BT---------

MTO I
Enable

Figure 13.49 The 52A input and 52BT timing diagram.

The MTO logic is enabled during the time periods labeled Region 1and Region 2. During
the Region 1period, the MTO logic is enabled to protect the open line breaker. For line breaker
tank faults, the relay can issue a trip signal required for breaker failure protection. Any time
delay due to circuit breaker auxiliary contact opening is accounted for during Region 1.

Region 2 is the period during which the MTO logic is performing the switch-onto-fault
testing. The 52BT gives a permissive signal for breaker tripping during this time period.

13.6.7 Current Reversal Logic and Timers

Double-circuit lines create the potential for current reversal due to sequential tripping of
a fault near the end of one of the lines. The situation is shown in Figure 13.50. A fault near
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the end of one of the lines is tripped by instantaneous protection that is independent of the
communications scheme. On fault inception, shown in part (a) of Figure 13.50, breaker 1 is
cleared instantaneously. Parts (a) and (b) of the figure show the zoned mho element detection
at each relay before and after the instantaneous clearing of breaker 1. When the zone 1 element
at breaker 1 detects the fault, the zone 2 element picks up and sends a permissive signal to the
relay at breaker 2. That breaker detects a zone 2 fault, but must wait for the permissive signal
from the relay at breaker 1 before executing a permissive qualified trip.

Zone 1
~

(a)

Zone 2..--

(b)

Figure 13.50 Example of current reversal on parallel lines. (a) Fault inception, before
breaker 1 operation. (b) Faulted system, immediately after breaker 1 opera-
tion.

Also in part (a) of the figure, we note that the relay at 4 also sees the fault as zone 2
and issues a permissive signal to the relay at breaker 3, where the relay has its zone 3 element
picked up, indicating the fault is in the reverse direction from that relay.

Immediately following the opening of breaker 1, the situation is shown in part (b) of
the figure. The currents are now redistributed causing the zone 3 element at 3 and the zone 2
element at 4 to begin dropping out. If the zone 2 element at 3 picks up before the permissive
signal from 4 is reset, then breaker 3 will be tripped due to current reversal.

The possible false trip of the unfaulted line can be prevented by a special relay logic to
detect the potential for current reversal. The key to the logic is the initial presence of a zone
3 pickup on the unfaulted line, which clearly indicates that the fault is not on that line. This
is used to initiate a "reverse block timer" that provides the required time for the permissive
signal to be reset as the relay at 3 is changing its state from zone 3 to zone 2. The factors that
determine the timer setting are the channel pickup delay, channel reset delay, and the maximum
expected clearing time of the fault on the parallel line. For example, if the channel delays are
one-half cycle each, the breaker time is three cycles, and the relay time is one cycle, then the
timer setting should be five cycles. An interesting extension of this concept is when the faulted
line is energized or recloses into the fault. This question is left as an exercise.

13.6.8 Echo Keying

The permissive overreaching transfer trip scheme requires permission from both termi-
nals to realize accelerated tripping for an internal fault along the entire line. When one terminal
is open, the relays at the open end are unable to detect an internal fault and are, therefore, unable
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to issue a permissive to the remote terminal. This usually requires that end-of-line faults are
cleared by zone 2 elements, with the associated time delay.

Fast clearing of end-of-line faults can be achieved by the use of "echo keying." Under this
arrangement, the relay at the open terminal includes a logic to "echo" the received permissive
signal back to the remote sending terminal. When received at the remote end relay, that end
will be cleared, thereby achieving the rapid clearing of the entire line, even when one terminal
is open.

13.6.9 Weak Infeed Logic and Settings

Occasionally a situation exists in the power system where, with all sources in service, one
terminal of a line may not contribute enough fault current to operate the protective elements.
If the fault is within the zone 1 reach of the strong terminal, the fault currents may redistribute
following the opening of that terminal to permit the weak terminal to then trip the line. However,
if the redistribution of currents is insufficient to cause tripping of the weak terminal, it is still
desirable that the weak terminal somehow be tripped. This prevents extensive damage that
may occur from a continually arcing fault and allows successful autoreclosure from the strong
terminal. When the fault is close to the weak terminal, the strong terminal zone 1will not pick up
and the fault will not be cleared until zone 2 operates. It is noted, however, that even though the
weak terminal does not contribute a large fault current, its voltages are depressed due to the fault.

Rapid tripping of both terminals of a weak-infeed line can be achieved by application
of the proper logic. The strong terminal is permitted to trip by a permissive signal that is
echoed back from the weak terminal. The weak terminal is tripped by converting the echoed
permissive signal to a trip signal after the following conditions are met:

1. No reverse looking elements are picked up.
2. At least one phase-to-phase undervoltage or residual overvoltage element operates.
3. The line terminal breaker is closed.
4. A permissive trip signal is received for a specified time period.

13.6.10 Loss of Potential Logic

Potential transformers are sometimes protected by fuses or low voltage circuit breakers.
A failure of one or more of these devices results in a loss of potential to the polarizing inputs
to the relay. The loss of one or more phase voltages disable the relay, making it impossible to
discriminate fault direction correctly.

The loss of potential condition is unavoidable, but the existence of this condition can be
detected and prevented from causing improper relaying. Once the loss of potential is detected,
the protective relays can be disabled and an alarm issued. The problem is to discriminate
between loss of potential and a fault condition that reduces the voltage to nearly zero. Correct
detection can be achieved by noting the presence of zero sequence voltage in the absence of
zero sequence current, plus the absence of positive sequence voltage and overcurrent.

13.6.11 Conclusions Regarding Pilot Protection
Settings

The modern transmission line protective system utilizing pilot signaling has developed
into a comprehensive system of overlapping protective elements, each with their unique char-
acteristics. Moreover, units of this nature at both ends of the transmission line must be co-
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ordinated to work together with the objective of providing primary protection to the line and
backup protection to adjacent circuits. Thus, there are many factors to take into account in
establishing settings of these complex systems. The best source of information for completing
this task is the manufacturer's technical literature. This material usually provides a technical
review of the relay system design as well as detailed information for determining settings.

(13.3)

13.7 TRAVELING WAVE RELAYS

The protective relaying concepts presented in the foregoing sections of this chapter represent
what might be called conventional transmission protection systems. They are conventional in
the sense that the relay logic operates on the basis of the observed behavior of the fundamental
frequency voltage and current, or on variables that are functions of these quantities such as
apparent impedance. Due to the relatively long period of the fundamental power system
frequency, any observation based on these fundamental frequency variables will require that
the variables be observed for a long enough time to assure that the faulted condition is truly a
case for which relay action is required. This is a basic requirement of any relay scheme based
on fundamental frequency variables.

A newer concept in transmission protection is one that is sometimes called ultra-high
speedprotection [21-42]. These schemes are based on the extraction of fault information from
a broad bandwidth of frequencies that accompany a fault and the processing of the data digitally
to determine the fault location. This type ofprotection provides a significant advantage for lines
with series capacitors, or for the protection of lines adjacent to those with series capacitors.

Most of these schemes are double ended, that is, they use a directional comparison ar-
rangement that is accomplished by linking the two line terminals by a communications channel
[21], [26]. Single-ended schemes have also been proposed, where the relaying information is
determined from the transients observed at only one terminal of the line [23]. These schemes
use correlation techniques that measure the reflection time of a wave component from the time
that wave leaves the relay until it is reflected back.

Traveling wave relays utilize the concept of directional wave detection, together with an
impedance measurement principal. The directional wave detection utilizes the fact that, when
a fault occurs, both the voltage and current disturbances are transmitted throughout the system
at nearly the speed of light. The basic concept of traveling wave protective schemes measure
the change in voltage and current at the relay R location, i.e.,

~VR = VR(t = 0-) - VR(t = 0+)
~IR =IR(t = 0-) -IR(t = 0+)

These "delta" quantities are then used to construct a directional comparison scheme that uses
signaling to the remote end of the line in the usual manner. The relays are very fast, usually
completing their measurement and decision making in about one-quarter cycle, such that the
total relay time can be completed in well below one cycle as long as fast signal transmission is
available. The 'direction to the fault is detected by means of ordinary VT's or CT's connected
to the line side of the circuit breaker, where the change in voltage and current are measured.
Assuming the usual CT and VT polarities, a fault in the forward direction causes a voltage
change having the opposite sign to that of the current change. The reverse is true of a fault in
the reverse direction, which gives voltage and current changes having the same sign.

The basic concept of traveling wave protection can be illustrated qualitatively by ref-
erence to Figure 13.51. The threshold settings of ~VR and tl/R determine the reach of the
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protection, and the comparison of the signs of the two quantities determine the direction to
the fault. The protection is set in an overreaching mode, as is commonly done in directional
comparison schemes. If the signs of the two delta quantities are equal, the fault is in the
reverse direction, but if the signs are different, the fault is in the forward direction. Table 13.5
summarizes the possible relay actions. The black arrows in the right-hand column of the table
represent the direction of the current wave and the gray arrows represent the voltage wave.
The fault is represented as a voltage source according to the compensation theorem. Note that
the positive wave direction is defined as moving from A or B toward the fault point F.

+
E s

Figure 13.51 A qualitative description of travel-
ing wave protection.

TABLE 13.5 Traveling Wave Relay Actions for Various Fault Locations

Fault
Type

Internal

fault

External
to
A

External
to
B

VF (I)
Polarity

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

~i

+

+

+

A

~V

+

+

+

~i

+

+

+

B

~V

+

+

+

Fault Specification

F

~

First consider the case for an internal fault, as shown in the second row of Table 13.5. If
the prefault voltage has a positive polarity, the current waves at both A and B are positive, but
the voltage waves are both negative. Exactly the reverse is true if the prefault voltage polarity
is negative.

For external faults, when the prefault voltage has a positive polarity, the current nearest
the fault has a negative polarity, but the current measured at the opposite terminal has a positive
polarity. Both voltages have a negative polarity.

From the principles outlined in Table 13.5 it can be concluded that, in the case of an
internal fault, both lines ends will experience a change in current and in voltage that are opposite
in sign. For an external fault, one end will always have changes that are equal in sign.
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The traveling wave system can be configured to protect 100% of the line by use of
pilot signaling as a directional comparison scheme. This makes the system dependent on the
communications channel. It is also important that the communications have a short channel
delay if the scheme is to have fast response. A block diagram showing the major components
of one traveling wave system is shown in Figure 13.52 [29].
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Figure 13.52 Block diagram of a traveling wave protection system.

The directional wave detector is the fault detector, which is based on the principle of
directional wave detection, described above. The neutral current improves the detection of
high-impedance ground faults. The weak-end infeed unit provides an alternative method of
tripping when there is insufficient current infeed at one terminal to generate a channel signal.
The evolving fault unit is disabled under normal conditions, but it is picked up by the directional
wave detector together with an input from either an under-impedance unit or an overcurrent
starter unit. The evolving fault unit then imposes a 35 ms time delay before issuing an output.

Faults are initially detected by the directional wave detector section, where the direction
to the fault is detected by noting the polarity of the changes in current and voltage. This
requires that changes due to faults be discriminated against changes due to other phenomena,
such as line switching, lightning surges, and other events. Lightning surges that do not lead
to a fault cause the propagation of high-frequency energy on the system. The directional
wave detector damps these high-frequency waves heavily, thereby ensuring that any detected
signal should last a preset minimum time before it can be identified as a fault. Faults not due
to lightning are similarly detected due to their fundamental frequency behavior. Transients
caused by switching surges can be detected by placing the measurement of current and voltage
on the line side of the protected line terminating breakers, so that all such disturbances will
always be outside the protection zone of the line.

Some traveling wave relays provide multiple protection modes to clear close-in faults
at ultra-high speeds independent of the communications channel, and also provide slower
clearing of other faults using pilot communications. Other functions, such as ground fault
detection are also incorporated into the relay package. One advantage of the traveling wave
detection, in addition to high speed, is that this type of detection is not affected by power
swings or cleared fuses on voltage transformers, which cause failure in many types of distance
protection. Nondirectional backup zones are also provided in some relays.
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The logic diagrams for the permissive overreaching directional comparison scheme is
shown in Figure 13.53.

Channel ---t

Receive

Dependent
Mode ---------\

Neutral -----4
Current Mode

Neutral
Current

Figure 13.53 Tripping logic for the dependent mode l29].

Trip

Note that the tripping logic is designed to utilize neutral current as one of the logical
inputs. The object of this feature is to improve the detection of high-impedance ground faults
within the protected line. When a line fault occurs this will cause the relay to issue a channel
send signal. After a time delay of 20-35 ms a trip signal is generated if the current measuring
unit shown in Figure 13.52 continuously senses a neutral current, and a channel receive signal
continues to be received.

The principle of traveling wave protection can also be used on multicircuit lines where
mutual induction is present, but the evaluation of more complex schemes requires the consid-
eration of the induction of traveling waves on parallel lines due to mutual coupling, which may
require that the pickup be desensitized. Traveling wave protection senses the first change in
the faulted line and then seals in. Therefore, these schemes cannot detect simultaneous faults
or sequential faults, such as faults that involve both circuits of the double-circuit line. This
arrangement would require independent main or back-up protection

The traveling wave relay requires no special consideration for communications channels,
or for either voltage or current transducer characteristics. It is required, however, that CCVT's
be located on the line side of series capacitors, when the series capacitor is located at the
end of the line. Several traveling wave relay systems are available for application on series
compensated transmission lines [36-42]. Traveling wave protection is normally set in an
overreaching mode. In principle, traveling wave protection is superior to distance protection
as it is not affected by problems of over- or underreaching, or the problems associated with
current reversals. It is subject to problems of mutual induction on parallel lines. Also, since
the protection is only active for a short time and then seals in, there may be problems with the
detection of slowly evolving faults. It rnust also be carefully designed to prevent pick up due
to lightning arrester operation.

13.8 MONITORING OF PILOT PERFORMANCE

There are many factors that affect pilot protection performance, and many of these factors are
external to the relay terminal. These external factors should be considered for monitoring in
sequence-of-events recorders (SER) or .fault recorders (FR) in order to gather data regarding
the system performance.

An IEEE committee has examined the various points in the system on which data are
often available for analysis to assist in analyzing the performance of pilot relaying systems.
These recommendations are summarized in Table 13.6. As noted in the table, SERs usually
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TABLE 13.6 Recommended Digital and Analog Monitoring [11]

Sequence of Events Type of Pilot Systemt
or Fault Recorder
Monitored Points 1 2 3 4 S 6 7

A. Pilot channel
1. Start control x
2. Stop controf x x x x
3. Transmitter output x6 x5

4. Receiver output I x5 X X X X

~
5. Guard RCVR output x x x
6. Loss of charmer' x x x x*

~ B. Fault DetectorCd
'6b Operation x* x* x
0 1. Low-set current x* x* x* x* x x x*

2. High-set current
3. Distance: x* x* x* x* x x**
(a) Phase x* x* x* x*
(b) Ground

C. Pilot Trip Output x x x x x x x

D. FR relay voltages
1. Phase 1 x x x x x** x** x
2. Phase 2 x x x x x** x** x
3. Phase 3 x x x x x** x** x

E. FR relay currents
(I.) 1. Phase 1 x x x x x x x
~
~ 2. Phase 2 x x x x x x xS
bO 3. Phase 3 x x x x x x x
~ 4.Residual Current x* x* x* x* x x x
~ F. Polarizing quantities

1. Current x* x* x* x*
2. Voltage x* x* x* x*

G. PLC coax signal x6 x5 x4

H. RCVR output current x5

Notes:
1. Receiver unblock in an unblocking scheme and trip received in transfer trip scheme.
2. Transmitter keyed to trip frequency in an unblocking scheme and transfer trip scheme.
3. Channel supervision in pilot wire scheme.
4. Operate coil Voltage.
5. Use either input labeled 5. Both not necessary.
6. Use either input labeled 6. Both not necessary.
* As applicable
** If supervised by distance relay.
tPilot System lYpe:
1. Directional comparison blocking with On-Off PLC
2. Directional comparison unblocking & frequency shift PLC
3. Overreaching transfer trip (tones)
4. Permissive underreaching transfer trip
5. Single phase comparison blocking PLC
6. Dual phase comparison unblocking PLC
7. Pilot wire
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monitor the performance of channel control devices, the channel performance, and the trip
output. The output of these devices is usually alphanumeric. Fault recorders (FR) generally
monitor system voltages and currents applied to the fault sensing relays. Capturing both types
of information provides a good review of pilot channel performance.

IEEE committees often provide summaries of industry experience that can be helpful to
the protection engineer [43].
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PROBLEMS

13.1 Define the term pilot protection. Hint: Look this term up in the IEEE Dictionary of
Electrical and Electronics Terms.

13.2 Define the terms selectivity, reliability, and security as applied to power system protection.
Check the IEEE definitions of the terms reliability, availability, and dependability, also in
connection with their use in system protection.

13.3 A transmission line protective system trips a transmission line in response to a fault on an
adjacent line. Is this protective system reliable? Does it exhibit selectivity? Does it exhibit
security? Is it dependable?

13.4 A fault occurs in the center of a transmission line, but the protective system at one end
does not recognize the fault as a zone 1 fault, but does trip with zone 2 time delay. Is
this protective system reliable? Does it exhibit selectivity? Does it exhibit security? Is it
dependable?

13.5 Review the terms pilot, pilot channel, and pilot protection. List some systems that might
serve as pilot transmission systems.

13.6 Investigate the methods used to construct a fiber-optic communication system. Leam how
the signals are transmitted over the fiber lines and why this method of communications is
favored for many applications. In particular, find answers to the following questions:
(a) If optical signal transmission is superior, why hasn't this method of transmission always

been used?
(b) How is the signal transmitted along the optical fiber and how can these fibers be spliced

and repaired, if necessary?
(c) How is the optical signal transmitted and how is it received?
Hint: see the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia ofScience and TechnoLogy.

13.7 Investigate the development of the integrated system digital network and describe how this
might be used in power system protection.

13.8 Prepare a detailed description of the operation of the Direct Underreaching Transfer Trip
Scheme shown in Figures] 3.] 0 and 13.13. List the events timewise and describe the relay
actions at each event time. Comment on the overall strategy and any problems foreseen in
its operation.

13.9 Prepare a detailed description of the operation of the Supervised Direct Underreaching
Transfer Trip Scheme shown in Figures 13.10 and 13.14. List the events timewise and
describe the relay actions at each event time. Comment on the overall strategy and any
problems foreseen in its operation.

13.10 Prepare a detailed description of the operation of the Direct Underreaching Transfer Trip
Scheme with Guard Frequency shown in Figures 13.10 and 13.] 5. List the events tirnewise
and describe the relay actions at each event time. Comment on the overall ,strategy and any
problems foreseen in its operation.

13.11 Prepare a detailed description of the operation of the Permissive Underreaching Transfer
Trip Scheme shown in Figures ]3.16 and ]3.17. List the events timewise and describe
the relay actions at each event time, Comment on the overall strategy and any problems
foreseen in its operation.

13.12 Prepare a detailed description of the operation of the Direct Overreaching Transfer Trip
Scheme shown in Figures] 3.18 and 13.19. List the events timewise and describe the relay
actions at each event time. Comment on the overall strategy and any problems foreseen in
its operation.
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13.13 Prepare a detailed description of the operation of the Permissive Overreaching Transfer
Trip Scheme with Guard Frequency, as shown in Figure 13.20. List the events timewise
and describe the relay actions at each event time. Comment on the overall strategy and any
problems foreseen in its operation.

13.14 Prepare a detailed description of the operation of the Direct Blocking Scheme shown in
Figures 13.21 and 13.22. List the events timewise and describe the relay actions at each
event time. Comment on the overall strategy and any problems foreseen in its operation.

13.15 Prepare a detailed description of the operation of the Directional Comparison Blocking
Scheme shown in Figures 13.23 and 13.24. List the events timewise and describe the relay
actions at each event time. Comment on the overall strategy and any problems foreseen in
its operation.

13.16 Prepare a detailed description of the operation of the Directional Comparison Unblocking
Scheme shown in Figures 13.25 and 13.26. List the events timewise and describe the relay
actions at each event time. Comment on the overall strategy and any problems foreseen in
its operation.

13.17 Prepare a detailed description of the operation of the Hybrid Scheme described in Figures
13.30, 13.31, and 13.32. List the events timewise and describe the relay actions at each
event time. Comment on the overall strategy and any problems foreseen in its operation.

13.18 Describe the advantages of the Single-Current-Phase Comparison Blocking Scheme shown
in Figure 13.35.

13.19 Describe the advantages of the Dual-Current-Phase Comparison Blocking Scheme shown
in Figure 13.36.

13.20 Describe the advantages and disadvantages of the Segregated Phase Comparison Blocking
Scheme shown in Figures 13.37, 13.38, and 13.39.

13.21 Prepare out a description of the design of the FM Current Differential Protection Scheme
shown in Figure 13.40. List the events timewise and describe the relay actions at each event
time. Comment on the overall strategy and any problems foreseen in its operation.

13.22 Prepare out a description of the design of the PCM Current Differential Protection Scheme
shown in Figure 13.41. List the events timewise and describe the relay actions at each event
time. Comment on the overall strategy and any problems foreseen in its operation.

13.23 The EHV line protection system described in Section 13.5 utilizes two different types
of protection, directional comparison and phase comparison, and employs two different
means of communication, microwave and PLC. How should the communication systems
be assigned to the different protection schemes? Defend your answer.

13.24 Analyze the use of current reversal logic and timers to solve the problems associated with
a line closing or reclosing into a fault.
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Complex Transmission

Protection

14.1 INTRODUCTION

There are several aspects of transmission protection that are challenging and present complex
problems for the protection engineer. These problems are often due to network configurations
that present a protection problem that is not simply routine, but require special analysis. One
example is multiterminal transmission lines. Other problems are due to special restrictions on
the system operation, such as single-phase switching, which may be dictated by concerns for
power system stability. This chapter examines some of these special topics and investigates
the application of protective relaying in resolving some difficult problems.

14.2 SINGLE-PHASE SWITCHING OF EHV LINES

EHV transmission lines are important links in the bulk power system, and the loss of these lines
is often critical for system stability, power transfer capability, and voltage control. Because
of their importance, engineers have devised a number of methods of reducing the outage
probability of these lines. One method often used is to automatically reclose the line following
any fault related outage, thereby minimizing the outage duration to the few cycles required to
deionize the arc and reclose the breakers. This technique is used by some utilities even though
there is some hazard that nearby generators may suffer loss of shaft life due to the sudden
change in the shaft torque due to the switching [1-4]. In some cases reclosing is not used at
switching stations near generating units.

Another important method of gaining many of the same benefits of fast reclosing is to
switch only the faulted phases to clear a short circuit. It is well known that nearly all faults are
one-line-to-ground faults. This suggests that single phase switching of only the faulted phase
will provide significant benefits for the majority of fault conditions. The major benefit is that the
two unfaulted phases are left in service, thereby allowing a significant power transfer to continue
during the fault detection and clearing operation. This will always have a beneficial effect,

531
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especially for system stability. Moreover, single-phase switching can be achieved by making
modest changes in the circuit breaker configuration so that each pole is independently operated.

There is, however, a serious disadvantage that accompanies single-phase switching. As
the faulted phase is isolated by opening the breakers for the faulted phase at both ends of the
line, the faulted phase conductor is still energized due to electromagnetic and electrostatic
coupling to the parallel energized phases, as noted in Chapter 12. This means that a voltage
persists at the fault point that may be adequate to sustain the fault current, although at a lower
current level. This is known as secondary arc current (SAC) and is a current that usually
follows the path of the power arc after disconnecting the faulted phase. As the stored energy
in the line is drained, the current rapidly falls under normal switching conditions, and after the
current is extinguished, the dielectric of the arc path is quickly reestablished. When single-
phase" switching is used, the coupling between the deenergized line and the energized lines
provides sufficient energy to sustain the SAC for prolonged periods [5].

The SAC is an alternating current and passes through zero twice in each cycle of the
applied system voltage. This provides the opportunity for current extinction, provided the
dielectric of the arc path can be re-established quickly enough. Successful extinction depends
on the outcome of a race between the rate of rise of the line recovery voltage and the withstand
voltage across the arc path. The arc path behavior depends on many factors, such as the
arc voltage and current, the initial fault current, the arc location, wind velocity, and other
meteorological factors. Of all controlling factors, the design engineer can control the recovery
voltage, and can thereby influence or control the success of SAC extinction.

The faulted phase is coupled both electromagnetically and electrostatically to the sound
phases. Of these two forms of coupling, the capacitive coupling is the more important [6], [7].
The SAC is proportional to the voltage, the interphase capacitance, and the length of the line.
The interphase and line-to-ground capacitance can be effectively neutralized by the addition
of shunt reactors, both between phases, and from phase to ground. The reactor configuration
depends on the capacitance to be neutralized. This capacitance is affected by line transposition,
which, if performed exactly, equalizes the capacitances [8].

14.2.1 Control of Secondary Arcs in Transposed Lines

In the analysis of shunt capacitance and the coupling between phases and between
phases and ground, the longitudinal currents flowing along the line will be neglected [7]. If we
view the total capacitance of the line, we may construct the equivalent circuit of Figure 14.1.
A straightforward calculation of the total capacitance of the line will give a value for the
capacitance between phases, and that from each phase to ground, as shown in Figure 14.1(a).
This circuit is valid for all cases, whether the capacitances are balanced by transposition or
not, but the equal values of susceptance shown in the figure are valid only for the balanced
case. Note the primed values of susceptance are used to indicate capacitive susceptance. "The
delta arrangement of capacitances can always be changed to the equivalent wye, as shown in
Figure 14.1(b), and this circuit is always correct for any line, but the values shown are for the
balanced case. Finally, for the balanced susceptance case illustrated, the equivalent circuit
of Figure 14.1(c) may be derived, which has the advantage of requiring only four capacitors
rather than six.

The capacitive susceptances shown in Figure 14.1 are all given in terms of the positive
and zero sequence values, which are determined directly from the phase susceptance (or capac-
itance) values by means of a similarity transformation of the matrix of phase capacitances [8].
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14.1 Equivalent circuits of the shunt capacitances of a three-phase transmission
line. (a) Basic line capacitances. (b) Delta-wye conversion. (c) Balanced
equivalent.

Note that, if zero sequence voltages are applied from the a-b-c conductors to ground, charging
current flows only in the grounded capacitors. If positive sequence voltages are applied, the
wye-grounded and wye-ungrounded sets are in parallel, giving a net capacitance of only the
positive sequence values.

Banks of inductive reactances may be connected in exactly the same configuration as the
capacitances in order to neutralize the capacitive coupling. Such a connection of inductances
is shown in Figure 14.2.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14.2 Connections of shunt reactors for compensation of capacitive charging current.
(a) Basic inductive compensation. (b) Delta-wye conversion. (c) Balanced
equivalent.

Other arrangements are possible. The four reactor arrangement of Figure 14.2(c) has
certain advantages, and this is an arrangement that is often used because of its simplicity. Note
that, under balanced conditions, no current flows in the grounded reactance and current will
flow in this reactance only under unbalanced conditions, such as during an unbalanced fault.

We analyze the system consisting of wye-connected capacitors and inductors, as shown
in Figures 14.1(b)and 14.2(b). The circuit diagram for this compensation system is shown in
Figure 14.3.

When the one-line-to-ground fault occurs on phase a, the switch at the fault location is
closed and the circuit breaker connecting this line section to the source voltage is opened.
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B' B' B'0 0 0 Bo

Figure 14.3 Equivalent circuit of a source and a faulted line section with single-phase
switching and a one-line-to-ground fault [7).

Let the source voltage be specified as follows:

Va = V + jO
Vb = -O.5V - jO.866V
Vc = -O.5V + jO.866V

(14.1)

Following Kimbark [7], we resolve the applied emfs into two sets; the real components and
the imaginary components, which we apply separately by linear superposition.

First set:

V~l) = V

V~l) = -O.5V

V~l) = -O.5V

(14.2)

Second set:

(14.3)

V(2) = 0
a

Vb2) = - jO.866V

V~2) = +jO.866V
We can simplify the circuit shown in Figure 14.3 to show only the system that will

be involved with the set of voltages applied, according to (14.2) and (14.3). This gives the
simplified circuits shown in Figure 14.4. Figure 14.4(b) has a special symmetry with respect
to phase a, where it is noted that this phase is at exactly ground potential. This means that, for
the second set of applied emfs, there is no voltage across the fault path when the path is open,
and no current when the fault path is closed. Thus, this second set of emfs contributes nothing
to the fault current or to the recovery voltage, and it may therefore be ignored. For the first
set, the two branches on the left may be ignored, since they do not influence either the voltage
or current at the fault point.
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+ 2B~ 2Bo
0.5 V

(a)

(b)

Figure 14.4 Simplified equivalent circuits of the system shown in Figure 14.2 [7].
(a) Equivalent circuit for l st set of emf's. (b) Equivalent circuit for 2nd
set of emf's.

The recovery voltage across the fault path is the voltage VF when the fault switch is
open. This gives the voltage

V
F
= _ V[(B; - Bh) - (B I - Bo)] (14.4)

(2B~ + Bb) - (2B) + Bo)
This voltage is zero if the two terms in the numerator are equal, or if the capacitance is exactly
neutralized by the ungrounded reactors.

If the interphase reactors are omitted, the voltage across the fault path is computed as

V(Bi - Bb)
VF == " (14.5)

Bo - (2B) + Bo)
with

B) - Bo == 0
where Bo is provided only by the grounded reactors.

If both the interphase and grounded reactors are omitted, then the fault path recovery
voltage is computed as

B' -B'
V == -V) 0 (14.6)
F 2B' + B'1 0

Comparing (14.5) and (14.6), it is seen that compensation using only the grounded reactors
gives a higher recovery voltage than having no compensation at all.
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The secondary arc current is computed as the current through the fault switch in Fig-
ure 14.4(a). This current is computed to be

.V , ,
IF = -J3 [(BI - Bo) - (B1 - Bo)] (14.7)

Clearly, full compensation makes this fault current equal to zero in exactly the same way that
the recovery voltage is caused to be zero.

If there is no compensation at all, the fault current becomes

V, ,
IF = -j3(BI - Bo) (14.8)

Note that this current is not affected by the grounded reactors.
For the six reactor scheme shown in Figure 14.2, we conclude that the followingreac-

tances are required to completely neutralize the interphase capacitance

BI - Bo= Bi - B~ (14.9)

It is possible, however, that the system requires some shunt compensation irrespective of the
fault conditions, for the purpose of absorbing the excess charging current of the EHV line
section. Let F be the fraction of the total shunt compensation required. Then we have

BI = FBi (14.10)

Then, solving (14.9) and (14.10)

Bo = B~ - (1 - F)Bi

Returning to the configuration of Figure 14.2(b), we compute

Bu = B~ - B~

Bg = B~ - (1 - F)Bi = FBi - Bu
The first equation shows that the ungrounded reactors must resonate with the interphase ca-
pacitance. This provides at least the degree of shunt compensation given by

B' -B' B'
Fmin = 1 0 = 1 - -!!Bi Bi

For a typical EHV line, this is about 30% compensation. If more shunt compensation is
required, this can be supplied by grounded reactors, having the value given by the second part
of (14.11).

14.2.2 Secondary Arcs in Untransposed EHVLines

It is the practice of some utilities to construct EHV lines without transpositions. For
untransposed transmission lines the capacitance between phases is not uniform, as assumed
in the previous section. For lines with flat conductor configuration, the mid-to-outer phase
capacitance is usually over three times that of the outer-to-outer phase capacitance. This means
that the analysis performed above is not accurate for the untransposed case.

One solution to the untransposed line case has used a variation of the four-legged reactor
arrangement shown in Figure 14.2(c), with switches added to create the modified four-legged
reactor scheme shown in Figure 14.5. The four switches are closed or opened, depending on
which phase is faulted. This simple switching arrangement provides the necessary compensa-
tion for the capacitance between the outer phases, and also provides the additional compensa-
tion for mid-to-outer phase capacitances [5], [9-12].
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a b c a b c a b c

(14.15)

(14.14)

Figure 14.5 Modified four-legged reactor bank for untransposed transmission lines.

The susceptance matrices for the three arrangements shown in Figure 14.5 are given as
follows, where we use the notation from the four-legged reactances of Figure 14.2(c).

For a one-line-to-ground fault on the center phase, phase "b,"

B == [-:~ -:~ =:~] (14.13)
-B2 -B2 B)

where we define, for simplicity in writing the result, the susceptances

Bp(2Bp + Bn )BI == -----
3B p + s,
B2

B2 == p
3Bp + Bn

For a one-line-to-ground fault on phase "a,"

B = [-;: (14.16)

(14.17)

where we define the new susceptance quantities

s.s», + Bn )B1,==-----
- 2B p + Bn

B~84 == ---
Bp + n,

Finally, for a one-line-to-ground fault on phase "c,"

B == [B
O;

~3 -~4] (14.18)
-B4 B3

and where the elements are defined in (14.17).
In practice, the modified four-legged reactor scheme shown in Figure 14.5 has been

applied to only one end of the transmission line, with the simple four-legged scheme of Fig-
ure 14.35(c) applied to the other end, as shown in Figure 14.6.
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End s; s; Zoo z; z:

a
Vas

b
~s

c
V;s

Receiving
End

Simple Four-Legged Bank Modified Four-Legged Bank

(14.19)

Figure 14.6 Equivalent circuitof a transmission linewith both simpleandmodified four-
leggedreactorbanks.'

The above arrangement has been applied in at least one system with good results. Using
the circuit of Figure 14.6 and the susceptance matrices computed for various fault conditions,
it can be shown that near optimum values of the modified four-legged bank parameters can be
found for a given transmission line.

The circuit of Figure 14.6 is complicated by the unbalance of the total line capacitances.
Moreover, when one line is faulted and subsequently opened by its breakers, that line is coupled
both capacitively and inductively to the two sound lines, as shown in the figure. Thus, for a
fault on line x, the total current flowing in the fault is written as

IFx =lcx +ILx

where lex = component due to capacitive coupling
1Lx = component due to inductive coupling

The capacitive component is dependent on the voltages of the lines, and the inductive compo-
nent is dependent on the load current in the unfaulted lines. We can write the two components
symbolically as follows.

First for the capacitive component, we write the following using hand k to signify the
sound phases

lcx = BexhVmh + BexkVmk (14.20)

where Vmh = mean or average voltage of phase h
Bexh = equivalent interphase susceptance between x and h

and similarly for phase k. The susceptance terms can be found from the matrix expression for a
given fault condition. The coupling depends strongly on whether the faulted phase is an outer
phase or the center (inner) phase. The interphase susceptance always has three components,
one due to the simple four-legged bank, one to the modified four-legged bank, and a third due
to the capacitive coupling between phases. These components can all be clearly identified in
Figure 14.6.
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The inductive component is coupled to the faulted phase by inductive coupling, which
causes a series voltage to be induced along the faulted phase. The inductive component of
current that flows can be written as

ILx = -Bxg(Xxhlh + Xxk1k)

where Bxg = total susceptance of current path to ground
Xxh = inductive coupling from phase x to phase h
Ih = current in sound phase h

(14.21)

The total susceptance of the current path depends on the location of the fault and the
phase that is faulted (inner or outer). For example, if the fault is at the sending end of the line,
it effectively shorts out the simple four-legged bank as well as a fraction (about one-half) of
the line-to-ground capacitance. Faults at the receiving end short the modified bank and half
of the line-to-ground capacitance. In all cases, the total susceptance is found by knowing the
fault location, faulted phase, and the values of the susceptance matrices.

The optimization process to select the best values for the modified four-legged bank is
complex and requires a great deal of computation [9-13]. This is considered a reasonable
technique despite the effort required since the results are effective.

14.3 PROTECTION OF MULTITERMINAL LINES

One of the most difficult problems in transmission protection is that of applying the protection
system to multiterminal lines [14-15]. There are a number of reasons why a high-voltage
transmission line might be tapped without incurring the expense of constructing a full switching
station and, thereby, dividing the line into three separate line segments. Some of the reasons
can be stated as follows [16]:

1. The primary reason is often, simply, to save money. The cost of a high-voltage
switching station may convince the planning and design engineers that the system
requirements are best served by simply tapping the high-voltage line, at least for a
limited period of time, perhaps until the tapped load grows to the point where the
investment in circuit breakers is justified.

2. Tapping a high-voltage line is often a good interim solution in the long-term plan
for serving a given area. This may permit greater efficiency in utilizing the available
resources, while providing improved service to a local area.

3. New rights of way for transmission lines are difficult to obtain. In some cases a
three-terminal line may be the only reasonable solution to a given problem.

There are several types of multiterminal configurations that are of interest to the protec-
tion engineer. The following terminology is preferred in some countries [171:

1. Multiterminallines are lines with three or more terminals and with sources of gener-
ation behind each terminal.

2. Tapped lines are lines having one or more terminals with substantial generation behind
them and taps at other locations along the line that serve only load, wherein the taps
do not have sufficient current injection capability to operate relays.
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3. Tapped lines that terminate at a wye-grounded transformer provide a source of zero
sequence current and may often be treated in the zero sequence network as a multi-
terminal line.

4. In some systems, for example, a tapped load with a part-time cogeneration facility,
may have active generation only part of the time, which leads to a situation where the
system is described as a multitenninalline when the generation is operating and as a
tapped line at other times.

Figures 14.7 and 14.8 show some common configurations of multiterminal lines and
tapped lines. Some of the configurations shown in Figures 14.7 and 14.8 might be considered
undesirable, and may even be temporary. Such systems are constructed for any number of
reasons, and the protection engineer must design a workable protective system. The systems
shown in Figures 14.7 and 14.8 might be considered typical, but other configurations can be
devised and may be constructed for a particular reason. Mutually coupled lines are discussed
in Section 14.4.

Zc

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 14.7 Common multiterminalline configurations [17]. (a) Equal legs. (b) One short
leg. (c) Two short legs. (d) Mutual coupling.

In many cases a line is tapped to serve a load or to provide greater support to a growing
load area. This creates a three-terminal line. It is possible that other taps may be made to
create four or more terminals. The discussion here is for only the three-terminal case. An
extension to more than three terminals, although somewhat difficult, is straightforward.

The difficulty of coordinating relays for a three-terminal line depends on several factors,
such as

(a) The relative length (impedance) in the three legs of the line
(b) The Thevenin impedance at each source
(c) The type of relaying used
(d) The transfer impedance between terminals

The principles of three-terminal line protection will be examined bymeans of an example.
Consider the three-terminal line, A-B-C, shown in Figure 14.9. Note that, although a bus is
shown at the tap point D, no circuit breakers are installed at this location. This means that the
line must be protected from locations A, B, and C for any type of fault and for any possible
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(c)

ZA ZB

Zc

y
A

(b)

ZA ZB

Zc

y
A

(d)

Figure 14.8 Common tapped line configurations [17]. (a) Tap with grounded transformer.
(b) Tap with ungrounded transformer. (c) Tap with grounded transformer
but no circuit breaker. (d) Tap with ungrounded transformer and no circuit
breaker.

system condition. We assume that line AB was the original line and that, for some good reason,
the line was tapped at D and a tap line constructed to C, where the line is connected into the
ac network. Thus, we have sources of fault current at all three points, but not necessarily of
the same strength. To be perfectly general, one must consider that the original line is tapped
at any point from A to B, that the tap DC might be of any length, and that the three Thevenin
sources are of arbitrary strength.

i. f FL
VB

~ ~

ZA
D ZB

t; t F
Zc

Figure 14.9 A three-terminal transmission line.

To pursue this problem further it is helpful to introduce the concept of the reach of a
distance relay.

The reach of a relay is the extent of the protection afforded by a relay in terms of the impedance
or circuit length as measured from the relay location r18].1

Clearly, if the original line is tapped at the center, and the tap CD is exactly the same length as
AD and BD, the relaying problem is not difficult. For example, a distance relay, in trying to
clear a fault at F that is just inside the zone 1 reach at A, can also be cleared by zone 1 relays

IThe measurement is usually to the point of fault, but excessive loading or system swings may also come within
the reach or operating range of the relay [27].
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at C, assuming that the source impedances are also equal. As one departs from this ideal, the
coordination of distance relays becomes more difficult and, in some cases, fault clearing will
be delayed for zone 2 clearing.

To examine the problem more critically, we first examine the effect on distance relays,
and then consider pilot relays and their application in this situation.

14.3.1 Distance Protection for a Three-Terminal Line

To study the problems of distance relays in a three-terminal line, we shall examine the
problem presented in Figure 14.9 numerically, to see how the impedance changes for different
system and line length conditions. We shall arbitrarily use the following per unit impedances
to illustrate the problems in distance protection [14]:

Strong sources
Weak sources

Short lines
Long lines

0.1 per unit impedance
1.0 per unit impedance

1.0 per unit impedance
5.0 per unit impedance

We shall also assume that load currents are negligible, but will comment later on the problems
of circuits with large load currents.

For the source voltages equal and in phase, we may construct an equivalent circuit for
the system of Figure 14.9, assuming a three-phase fault at point F. This equivalent is shown
in Figure 14.10.

Figure 14.10 Rearrangement of the system of
Figure 14.9 for the solution of relay impedances.

ZSA ~ ZA

Zse t;
Zc~

ZSB
I B (n
~

+
E s

The fault impedance is usually small compared to the line impedances and is usually
resistive. The fault impedance will be neglected to simplify the calculations. The total fault
current is made up of two parts, as follows:

(14.22)1F =1B + (IA +1c)
=IB+IFL

where we define the fault current flowing toward the fault from the left as IFL, as noted in
Figure 14.10. We may now completely solve the network. First we compute the fault current
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from the left as
EsI Fl == -----------, (ZSA +ZA)(ZSC +Zc)ZB + --------

ZSA +ZA +Zsc +Zc
Then we compute

1
I A== Z +ZIFL

1+ SA A
Zsc +Zc

1
lc== Z +Z I FL

1+ sc C

ZSA + ZA

and

(
(ZA+ZSA)(ZC +Zsc.) z) 1F tIs == + B -
ZA +ZSA +Zc +Zsc ZSB

The relay voltages are computed as

VA == Es - ZSAIA
VB == E s - ZSBIB
Vc == Es - Zsclc

Finally, the impedances seen by the relays are computed as follows.
Vk

ZRk==- k==A,B,C
Ik

In writing the equations, we note several striking facts:
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(14.23)

(14.24)

(14.25)

(14.26)

(14.27)

(14.28)

1. The example is perfectly general for the three-phase fault and solves the case for an
end-of-line fault on any leg of the three-terminal line by simply relabeling the solution
quantities.

2. The currents are dependent on the ratio of the total impedances in lines A and C,
which includes both the line and source impedances. Moreover, these quantities
always appear as their sum, hence varying either line or source impedance will have
exactly the same effect.

3. From 2, we learn that the impedance seen by the relays at A and C also depend on
the ratio of the two line and source impedances.

EXAMPLE 14.1
Determine the effect on distance relays of varying the length of the tap line C-D. To do this, solve the
system of Figure 14.10 for a range of values for the impedance of Zc while holding all other quantities
fixed with the following values:

ZA == ZB == 1.0 per unit
Es == 1.0 per unit

and use two different values for the system impedances, one very strong and one very weak, as follows:

Strong system:

ZSA == ZSB == Zsc == 0.1 per unit
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Weak system :

ZSA = ZSB = ZSC = 1.0 per unit

Solution
The numerical work in obtaining the solution is straightforward and is easily obtained using a computer
spreadsheet. The results are plotted as follows . First, the currents are solved for the two cases, with
strong and weak system ties, with the result shown in Figure 14.11. The effect of the system strength is
readily perceived by comparing the top plot against the bottom plot for each current. Clearly, the currents
vary much faster with the length of the tap when the system is strong. As the system becomes weaker, the
rate of current variation is reduced . It is also clear that, in either case, the change in current magnitude
is nonlinear as tap length increases linearly.

2.82.4

ZA = ZB = 1.0 per unit
Zs =0.1 pu Strong System :
Zs =1.0 pu Weak System ~ - - - - - -

1.2 1.6 2.0
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Figure 14.11 Lineand totalfaultcurrents withvarying Zc .

The impedance to the fault seen by distance relays at A and C are shown in Figure 14.12. The
impedance seen by the relay at C varies linearly with the tap line length, even though the current is quite
nonlinear in its variation . This is because the relay voltage also varies in a nonlinear manner.

The apparent impedance seen by the relay at A, however, varies in a nonlinear manner. For the
case of a strong system, this impedance changes very fast as the tap length increases. This is because the
infeed from the tap is changing rapidly, making the impedance seen by the relay at A to be much greater
than the actual 2.0 per unit impedance in the line AB. When the sources are weak, the source impedance
tends to lessen this sensitivity and make the impedance at A more nearly equal to just the line impedance
from A to B.

For line C having an impedance below 1.0 per unit the infeed of fault current from line C makes
the apparent impedance from relay A to the fault much greater than the actual line impedance. Should
relay A zone 1 be set at 80% of the actual line impedance from A to B or 1.8 per unit, for example, the
impedance seen by this relay would be very large because of line C infeed .

This is about the setting that would be required, however, if line C should beremoved from service
for any reason . The problem is the most difficult for low source impedances, which makes the fault appear
tobevery far away from relay A. Note that there is not such a difficult problem setting the reach of relay C.

If the impedance of line C is more than 1.0 per unit, the problems just stated are approximately
reversed . For this condition, the line C relays measure too large an impedance and line A relays could
probably be set with reasonable reach. These observations are made only for an end-of-Iine fault. Other
fault locations and fault types also need to be checked.

We conclude that it is very difficult to set distance relays on a tapped line without resorting to
delayed clearing for at least some faults .
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Figure 14.12 Impedances seen by distance relays at A and C as the length of lap CD is
increased . •

The solution in the foregoing example is not a general solution, but rather represents a
specific case . It does illustrate the fact that the apparent impedances seen by line distance relays
are very much dependent on the impedances of sources and lines in the three-terminal case .
For a specific case, the actual system conditions must be solved . Moreover, when any segment
of the three-terminal line is taken out of service, the fault current and apparent impedances
change dramatically.

14.3.2 Pilot Protection for a Three-Terminal Line

Pilot protection for a three-terminal line may utilize communications of any type, such
as wire, microwave, PLC, or fiber optics . Some types of wire pilot schemes are applicable to
three-terminal lines, but this is only possible on very short lines. We therefore concentrate on
the other types of pilot systems that utilize PLC, microwave, or fiber optics and that might be
used on longer transmission circuits.

Pilot systems can be either blocking or tripping schemes, as noted in Chapter 13. Both
schemes have certain problems, when applied to three-terminal lines. The nature of these
problems will be explored in this section .

14.3.2.1 Blocking Pilot Schemes . Three types of blocking schemes are available : di-
rectional .comparison, phase comparison. and directional comparison unblocking 114].

DIRECTIONAL COMPARISON. If directional comparison is used, each relay must send a
blocking signal when it detects a fault that is "behind" its own location, that is, the relay detects
a fault that is outside the zone of protection and it then sends a blocking signal to prevent the
other relays on the three-terminal line from tripping. At the same time, all relays must be able
to see faults that are within the protection zone so that they can trip if no blocking signal is
received. The fault detection is often performed using some sort of distance measurement at
all locations. Because of infeed to the fault, as noted before, this means that the relays may
have to be set to reach very far. In some cases , it is not possible to achieve good settings for
all relays using directional comparison.
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PHASE COMPARISON. Phase comparison relays send pulses to the other terminals each
half cycle of measured current. The received pulses are compared at each relay to see if they
are in phase with locally measured currents or not. The system is designed such that, if the
pulses are in phase at a terminal, that terminal will be tripped. If the fault is external to any
terminal, the pulses will be out of phase and tripping will be blocked. There are problems with
three-terminal lines in setting the detector levels for phase comparison, and sensitivity may be
difficult to achieve.

UNBLOCKING. This scheme sends blocking signals continuously from all terminals. If
one relay detects a fault in the proper direction, it changes the transmitted signal from blocking
to tripping. To trip, a relay must detect a fault and receive either a trip signal or no blocking
signal. If distance fault detectors are used, the reach may need to be set to very high values,
as noted previously.

14.3.2.2 Transfer '[rip Pilot Schemes. There are three basic types of tripping pilot
schemes that may be used for three-terminal lines: direct underreaching, permissive under-
reaching, and permissive overreaching schemes [14].

DIRECT UNDERREACHING. In this scheme the zone 1 relays are set to underreach the
remote terminals. If a fault is detected within this reach the terminal is tripped and a trip signal
is sent to the other terminals. The problem is to set the zone 1 reach properly for all system
conditions, including the tapped portion of the line being temporarily out of service. As noted
previously, this may not be possible.

PERMISSIVE UNDERREACHING. In this scheme, two zones are used. Zone 1 is set to
underreach the remote terminals, trip the local breaker, and key the transfer trip transmitter.
The zone 2 overreaches the remote terminals; however, tripping is permitted only when a trip
signal is received from a remote terminal. If one of the terminals is open, the permissive signal
is keyed continuously to ensure fast clearing of any internal line faults.

PERMISSIVE OVERREACHING. Here, the transmitter is keyed by a distance relay that
is set to overreach the remote terminals, where tripping is permitted only if an internal fault
is also detected. With this scheme, the pilot signal is very important, which often eliminates
PLC from consideration due to the uncertainty of proper signaling during a fault.

14.3.2.3 Summary ofPilot Relaying Schemes. There are cases where pilot relaying
can be arranged for fast clearing of three terminal lines. Some of these schemes use distance
devices to measure the proper direction to a fault condition. There are problems with distance
measurement that may make it difficult to cover the required reach with distance measuring
equipment, although the directional aspect may be acceptable. Clearly, pilot schemes offer a
better option than distance relays without the benefit of pilot information. It is not clear that
anyone scheme is superior to all others, however.

The computation of relay apparent impedances in Section 14.2.2 indicates that these
impedances, viewed from one of the terminals, can change dramatically, depending on the
impedances of the different line sections. These impedance variations are also important for
power line carrier, and this affects the selection ofPLC frequencies [19], [20]. Successful PLC
performance depends on having an adequate signal-to-noise ratio at the receivers, and this is
dependent on the path attenuation. Lines that are short at power frequencies may be many
wavelengths long at PLC frequencies, and the PLC frequency line losses may be high. This
may make PLC inferior to other types of pilot protection for tapped lines.
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14.4 PROTECTION OF MUTUALLY COUPLED LINES

547

The discussion of transmission protection up to this point has been concerned primarily with
the different methods that are used for the protection of a single, two-terminal line. We now
consider the protection of mutually coupled transmission lines [17]. These are lines that share
the same right of way or have multicircuit towers for all or a portion of the line length. Such
lines have significant mutual coupling, especially for ground faults, which complicates the
analysis. Figure 14.13 shows three different classes of line configurations, each of which
includes lines with mutual coupling.

j

j

j,
_ .J

Figure 14.13 Transmission with line segments with mutual coupling 20M.

The situations shown in Figure 14.13 expose all circuits to conditions where faults on
one line affect the mutually-coupled line. Statistics of faults involving both circuits vary
considerably, but are usually in the range of 10 to 20 percent [17]. Faults between coupled
circuits of different voltage are rare, but can cause considerable damage to the lower voltage
circuit. These coupled systems present a challenge for the protection engineer.

The first case shown in Figure 14.13 is the simplest of the three since both lines are
connected to the same terminals and share the same source capabilities at both ends of the lines.
In this case it is possible to apply compensation methods to counteract the mutual coupling.

14.4.1 Mutual Coupling of Parallel Lines

The computation of mutual coupling of parallel lines is described in Chapter 12. Here,
we apply the basic ideas of Chapter 12 to practical problems in transmission systems. The
following classifications are of interest r171:
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1. Type 1 networks

2. Type 2 networks

3. Type 3 networks
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Parallel circuits with common positive- and zero-sequence
sources.
Parallel circuits with common positive but isolated zero-
sequence SOUFCes.
Parallel circuits with isolated positive- and zero-sequence
sources.

Each of the above classes will be illustrated further in order to clarify both the classification
and the treatment of the different classes of networks.

The transmission lines that distinguish the three classes ofinterest cannot be considered in
isolation. These lines are part of an interconnected system, in most cases, and the characteristics
of that system play an important role in the zero-sequence voltages and currents that result
from faults along the mutually coupled lines. However, it can be shown that the worst case,
in terms of relay measurement error, occurs when the system Thevenin equivalent at the bus
remote from the relay is weak. This may be due to the loss of other lines near the remote bus or
to limited network development, either of which are represented by a high source impedance
in the Thevenin equivalent. Clearly, then, the worst case to consider is that represented when
the remote equivalent is removed. This is fortunate in the sense that it simplifies the analysis,
which can be performed simply with only the one source present. We shall take advantage of
this fact in the analysis that follows.

14.4.2 Ground Distance Protection of Type 1 Networks

Type 1 networks are defined as networks with common positive- and zero-sequence
sources as shown in Figure 14.14. In this case both lines terminate at a common bus at both
ends of the lines and there are common sources of ground current for both lines.

LineA

LineB

Figure 14.14 A Type 1 parallel circuit with common sources for both positive- and zero-
sequence networks [17].

First, consider ground distance protection of the Type 1 circuit of Figure 14.14. The
distance protection of phase faults is not affected by the mutual coupling, but the protection
of ground faults suffers from a measurement error [21-30].2 The measurement error occurs
because the ground current, 3lao, in the faulted line induces a voltage in the unfaulted line.

For this condition, a ground distance relay for a single line A with residual compensation
will measure the impedance computed in (11.105), which we may write in the form

VAR VARhZL l = = (14.29)
lAR + Colao (ZAO _ 1) lAR + keAlGAO

ZAI

2Many of the references on this subject are to papers presented at protective relay conferences that are not
indexed for retrieval. Some of those cited are typical examples. These papers provide excellent discussions and are
recommended reading.
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where

and

ZAO - ZAJ
k CA == ----

3ZA J
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(14.30)

(14.31)
leAo == 3Col ao

The current IGAO is the residual current in line A and kCA is a complex constant. These
quantities were defined in Chapter 11 for a single line. For the mutually coupled case, we will
examine other definitions of the constant k CA that are calculated to provide a more effective
compensation.

Now consider the zero sequence network for mutually coupled lines as shown in Fig-
ure 14.15, where the parallellines are designated A and B. The lines need not be identical in
their self-impedances, but will have a common mutual impedance, as shown in the figure. The
relay at AR is assumed to be the relay of interest.

Q

-----------tZEO~---------..

ZSO

NO

Figure 14.15 Zero sequence network of the coupled lines.

ZUO

Consider the case of the one-line-to-ground fault with zero fault impedance, where we
can write

(14.32)

(14.33)

But, we can also write

VaO == V RO - hZAoIARo - hZMolBRO

Val == V R l - hZA1IARl

V a2 == V R2 - hZA2lAR2

where Vai and VRi (i == 0, 1, 2) are measured at different points in the three sequence networks.
Substituting (14.33) into (14.32) we get

(14.34)

Now we define the fraction of sequence current flowing at the relay locations by the complex
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constants
lARO

CAO=--
lao

CBO= JBRO
laO

Using these constants, (14.34) can be written as

CAl = JARI
lal

C A2 = JAR2
la2

(14.35)

(14.36)
VR = hZAI(CAolAO+ CAIIAI +CA2IA2)

+h(ZAO - ZAI)CAolao + hZMoCBolBo
We recognize that the cutrent in the first line of (14.36) is the total current flowing through
relay AR, so we modify the equation to reflect this fact.

VAR = hZA1IAR+ h(ZAO - ZAI)CAolao+ hZMoCBolao (14.37)

Rearranging (14.37), we may write

ZAO -ZAI ZMO
VAR = hZL l (IAR + lGAO + --IGBo) (14.38)

3ZAI 3ZAI
where we have defined the residual currents

lGAO = 3CAolao= residual current in line A at relay AR
(14.39)

lOBO = 3CBofao =residual current in line B at relay BR

Then, from (11.112) we divide (14.38) by the compensated current to compute the apparent
impedance seen by the relay as

Z hZ (
f AR +kSAIGAO+kMAIGBO) hZ (fARM)AR = LI = Ll -- (14.40)

fAR + lCAIGAO fARC

where we have defined the following system constants for line A

k - ZAO - ZAI k _ ZMO (14.41)
SA - 3Z

AI
MA - 3Z

A1

Similar constants can be defined for line B by replacing all A subscripts by the letter B. This
will result in different constants if the lines have different physical parameters. We have also
defined the current ratio

• IARM k 1 2Measurement Index = 1- measurement error = -- == e ( 4.4 )
fARC

For accurate distance measurement, the measurement index k, must be as close to unity as
possible. Judicious adjustment ofthe parameterkcA may be used to minimize the measurement
error.

The parameter kSA is the compensation constant for a single line. It should be noted that
the way kSA and kCA are defined, based on (14.29) and (14.40), the two constants are equal
in (14.40). This need not always be the case, as we may change kCA for the case of mutually
coupled lines rather than leave it at the value determined for a single line.

Now, consider the measurement index. If this term can be forced to a value of unity, the
distance measurement will be exactly right. However, since the denominator may not equal
the numerator, there may be an error in the distance measurement. The error is a function of
the constants k SA and kCA as well as the parameters associated with the mutual coupling of
the nearby line, namely, kMA and IGBo. We can, however, make a few general observations
about the error, which can be summarized as follows:
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• The error is proportional to the mutual impedance.
• The error is proportional to the residual current in line B.
• The relay underreaches when ICBo is in phase with JAR + I C AO.

• The relay overreaches when I CBO is out of phase with I AR + ICAO'
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It has been shown that underreaching as much as 250/0 may occur [17]. Large overreach
errors will occur under certain switching conditions, and these will be examined below.

14.4.2.1 Type 1 Distance Zones for Parallel Lines. Consider a special case of two
parallel, mutually coupled lines as shown in Figure 14.16 where line A becomes faulted, and
where the source at bus Q is very weak. The distance zones will be computed for the relay
located at AR considering the response due to only the source at R. This arrangement is
chosen for study as it creates the worst distance measurement error. Adding a source at bus
Qwill provide infeed from the Q end that will reduce the distance measurement error. Only
the one-line-to-ground fault is considered here, but the procedure is the same for other ground
faults. Three types of system conditions are of interest, defined here as Types 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3.

t------ hS----~~

LineA

LineB

Figure 14.16 Type I: both lines in service with a fault on line A.

TYPE 1.1 THE NORMAL CONDITION-BoTH LINES IN SERVICE. The case, shown in
Figure 14.16, represents the normal system condition for two mutually coupled parallel trans-
mission lines, with a weak system equivalent at the Q end of the coupled lines. It is assumed
that both lines are in service and the fault is located on line A at a fractional distance h, of the
total line length S, from the relay at AR.

For a one-line-to-ground fault we recognize that the total line current is equal to the total
ground or residual current, i.e.,

Moreover, we can show that
h

leBO = 1 _ h + k
AB
leAD

(14.43)

(14.44)

where we define the complex constant

k ZBO - ZMO
AB == (14.45)

ZAO - ZMO

Substituting (14.43) and (14.44) into (14.40) permits us to express the relay apparent impedance
only in terms of the system constants and h, the fault distance parameter. Thus, we compute

Z -hZ [1+kSA+hkMA/(l-h+kAB)]_hk Z (14.46)
AR- I At l+k

CA
- I ei Al

The result is an expression that is not an explicit function of the currents. The measurement
index is the term in brackets and is given as a function of only the system constants and the
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fault location. It must be remembered that this is a special case, with no source at the remote
end of the line. The impedance expression given by (14.40) is the more general expression,
which applies to any situation.

TYPE 1.2 LINE B SWITCHED OFF AND OPEN AT BOTH ENDS. In this case line B is
switched out of service, but either is not grounded at all, or is grounded at only one point, such
that the current in line B is zero. This condition is pictured in Figure 14.17, where the black
squares represent open circuit breakers.

1------ hS --------!~
LineA

LineR

Open

Figure 14.17 Case 2: parallel line B switched off, but not grounded.

For this condition, the current relation (14.43) holds but line current in line B is zero,
giving the apparent impedance seen by the relay AR as

(14.47)

The measurement index is again the quantity in brackets. The index is smaller than
that for the case with both lines in service, given by (14.46). This means that the measured
impedance for any fault location will be reduced when the parallel line is out of service,
compared to the normal case with both lines in service. The smaller measured impedance
results in greater reach, which could lead to overreaching the end of the line for large values
of h2•

TYPE 1.3 PARALLEL LINE B SWITCHED OFF AND GROUNDED AT Bora ENDS. This
case is illustrated in Figure 14.18, where we again note the open circuit breakers in line B, but
with the new condition of line grounds attached at both ends of the line. The fault is located a
fractional distance h from the relay at AR, as before.

t------hS----~~

LineA

LineR

Figure 14.18 Case 3: line B switched off, and grounded at both ends.

A schematic diagram of the zero-sequence network is shown in Figure 14.19, where the
mutual induction is represented by one-to-one ideal transformers. This network may be solved
for the node voltages as part of the total solution of the sequence networks for any type of fault.
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Zso

NO

Figure 14.19 Schematic diagram of the zero-sequence network.

z.;
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Assuming that the node voltages are known, the voltage differences between the terminal
nodes can be written as follows:

[
~~:"] == [h~AO
VR'Q' hZMO

where we have defined the voltages

o
(1 - h)ZAO
-(1 - h)ZMO

(14.48)

(14.49)[ ~~: ] == [~~=~:] == [~~=~:]
VR'Q' VR' - VQ' 0

Since the third equation of (14.48) is equal to zero, we can solve this equation to find a
relationship between the current in the mutually coupled line and the faulted line. This gives
the result

1
I B R == -f-hZMoIA R + (1 - h)ZMoIA Q ] (14.50)

ZBO
From (14.50), we note that the current in line B flows in the negative direction (I BR < 0) to
that defined in Figure 14.19 when

hlA R > (1 - h)/A Q (14.51)

For the special radial case where the source at Q and the system equivalent are both very weak,
then (14.51) can be simplified to write

-hZMoIA RI BR == (14.52)
ZBO

Now, for a one-line-to-ground fault, we have

I AR == I C AO
-hZMoIGAO (14.53)

I B R == I C BO == ----
ZBO

Then, for the special radial case of interest here, we can write the relay apparent impedance
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from (14.40) as

Z h Z [
IGAO+ kSAIGAO + kMAIGBO]

AR = 3 Al
IGAO + kCAIGAO

-hZ [1+kSA-kMA(h3ZMO/ZBO)]_hk Z
- 3 Al 1+ k

e A
- 3 e3 Al

where the measurement index kei is the quantity in brackets.
The three radial types are compared in Table 14.1. Comparing the three cases, we

see that Type 1.3, with the-parallel line out of service and grounded at both ends, gives
the lowest impedance measurement. This results in the greatest reach. Type 1.1 gives the
highest impedance measurement, which results in the shortest reach. Therefore, to provide
compensation that corrects the worst case, we should set kCA to give the correct reach using
Type 1.3, since the reach is always smaller for Types 1.1 and 1.2. Should we set the desired
reach using Type 1.1 or 1.2, then Type 1.3 would be in danger of overreaching the end of the
line. It should be emphasized that the results given in Table 14.1 are for the radial system and
represent the worst case. Where current infeed is present at the Q end of the faulted line, the
reach variations are not as extreme as this case.

TABLE14.1 Radial System Type 1 Measurement In-
dices

Type Symbol Measurement Index

1.1 ke l 1 ~ hk
MA J1+kCA 1 + kSA + 1 - h + kAB

1.2 ke2 1 (1 + kSA )1+kCA
1.3 ke3 1 ~ +kSA - hkMA ZMOJ

1+kCA ZBO

14.4.2.2 Reach ofthe Relay at AR. All protective relays-measure prescribed system
variables and compare those measurements against threshold settings specified by the protec-
tion engineer. For distance relays, the system variable of interest is the apparent impedance
seen by the relay at the point of measurement. The threshold relay setting is an ohmic distance
in the downstream direction from the relay location. For measured impedances less than this
threshold setting, the relay should pick up.

Distance relays often have two or more zones of protection that can have different reach
settings. Some reach settings are called underreaching settings where the reach threshold is set
to an ohmic value that is less then the total positive-sequence impedance of the protected line.
Reach settings can also be overreaching settings, which are commonly used for permissive
overreaching pilot relay systems. Overreaching settings are also used for backup settings for
distance relays on adjacent downstream lines.

Let hs be the reach setting of the relay AR. Then the ohmic reach setting of the relay
can be written as

where hs < 1
hs > 1

underreaching setting
overreaching setting

(14.55)
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Note that the reach setting (14.55) is based on the actual ohmic distance to the reach threshold,
and is not a function of the system configuration.

Consider the reach of the distance measuring equipment for a fault on line A taking into
account the system configuration, particularly the effect of mutually coupled line B. We can
examine this by writing a general expression for the three system configurations described
above. The impedance seen by relay AR can be written as follows:

ZARi == hikeiZAI i == 1,2,3 (14.56)

where the index i refers to the three cases. Examining (14.46), (14.47), and (14.54), or
Table 14.1, we can see that the term in brackets always represents the measurement index,
defined as kei in (14.56), the magnitude of which can be compared for the three cases. It is
apparent from the defining equations for each case that

(14.57)

We note that these error constants are complex numbers in general, but may be approximated
as real numbers in high-voltage transmission lines due to the high X/ R ratio. Also note that
the reach for Types 1.1 and 1.3 is a function of the fault location parameter, h, but is constant
for Type 1.2. Actually, Type 1.2 is of little interest since it falls between the two extremes,
represented by Types 1.1 and 1.3.

Now consider a fault at a fixed distance from the relay. Combining (14.56) and (14.57)
we may write

(14.58)

This means that the impedance measured by the relay is the smallest for Type 1.3 and is the
greatest for Type 1.1.

The reach threshold of the relay refers to the distance or impedance measurement when a
fault occurs at a reach corresponding to the reach setting. For this condition we equate (14.55)
and (14.56) to write

(14.59)

or
hs

hi == - i == 1,2,3 (14.60)
k.,

Using (14.60), we may write the following inequality regarding the reach for the three system
configurations for a fault at the threshold.

h., < h: < h3 (14.61)

For any given reach setting, Type 1.3 measures the smallest impedance and has greatest reach,
and Type 1.1 measures the highest impedance and has the smallest reach. Knowing these two
extremes permits us to arrive at some reasonable compromises regarding the relay settings,
such that the relay will perform correctly when viewing a fault under any of the three conditions.

EXAMPLE 14.2
Compute the apparent impedance seen by the relay for the three cases described above. The system
impedances, shown in Figures 14.14 and 14.15 are given as follows.

ZAI == 0 + jO.303
ZBI == 0 + jO.303
ZSI == 0 + jO.100

ZAO == 0 + jO.880
ZBO == 0 + jO.880
ZMO == 0 + jO.523
Zso == 0 + jO.l00
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Compute the relay apparent impedance for the three Type 1 conditions at fractional distances beginning
at 0.10 in increments of 0.10. Assume that the relay compensation factor kCA is computed as equal to
k SA given by (14.41), that is, the compensation is equal to that used for a single transmission line, which
is discussed in Chapter 11.

Solution
The solution is plotted in Figure 14.20. The horizontal axis is the true fractional distance from the relay
location AR to the fault. The solid black bar is the true impedance to the fault. The next three bars
correspond to the apparent impedance measured by the relay for Types 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, respectively,
with each measurement compensated using kcA equal to k SA , as given in the problem statement. For Type
1.1, the compensated relay apparent impedance is shown by the bar with /11 hatching. This impedance is
always greater than the actual impedance to the fault point and the percent error increases as the distance
to the fault increases. This is due to the increasing length of line subject to mutual induction, since there
is no fault current contribution from the remote end of the line. At h = 1.0, the Type 1.1 error is about
+35%, which causes a significant underreach of the relay.

oo
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Figure 14.20 Line and relay apparent impedances versus h.

For the transmission line parameters specified, we may compute the system parameters, as follows.

ZAO - ZAI ZMO
k SA = = 0.635 kM A = -- =0.5753ZA1 3ZA1

The relay apparent impedance for Type 1.2 is exactly right. This makes sense since line B is
open for Type 1.2, which makes this case the same as a single line with no mutual coupling and the
compensation is calculated for exactly that condition. The relay. apparent impedance for Type 1.3 is
smaller than the other cases, and the percent error increases with h to a value of -20.9% for a fault at
the remote end of the line. An error of this magnitude may cause the relay to reach beyond the remote

. line terminal, a condition that cannot be tolerated.
For example, for Type 1.3 we may compute the measurement index, using the formula from Table

14.1. For a fault at h = 0.8, we have

ke3 = 0.833

If the reach setting hs = 0.8, then from (14.55)

bs 0.8
h3 = - = -- = 0.96

ke3 0.833
and the relay reaches dangerously close the end of the line for a fault located at the reach threshold, given
the Type 1.3 circuit arrangement. Obviously, a smaller reach setting should be considered, which will
reduce the fraction of the line that will have zone 1 protection.
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For the Type 1.1 system condition, with hs = 0.8, we may compute

k., = 1.235

Then, from (14.53)

557

hs 0.8
hi = - = -- = 0.65

ke l 1.235
giving only a 35% overlap for zone J coverage for the normal system configuration with both lines in
service. •

In summary, the effect of Type 1.3 is to cause the relay to overreach, which can lead to
significant problems. The Type 1.1 error will not lead to incorrect tripping, but it does reduce
the zone 1 distance coverage of the relay.

14.4.2.3 Guidelines for the Underreaching Zone. The underreaching zone setting
should comply with the following general guidelines [l 7]:

1. The reach setting should ensure selectivity. This means that it should avoid overreach
beyond the remote line terminal for the Type 1.3 system configuration.

2. The reach setting should ensure coverage of as much of the line as possible. This
means that at least 50% of the line length, plus a safety margin, in the most unfavorable
situation, which is the Type 1.1 system configuration.

One strategy is to set the zone 1 to about 80% of the line length for Type 1.3 by adjusting
kcA, but check to ensure sufficient reach for Type 1.1. The following comments apply to the
underreaching zone setting [17]:

• If the setting is determined for the worst case, i.e., for Type 1.3, with the line B
switched off and grounded at both ends, this assures proper selectivity.

• In many cases, the reach determined using Type 1.1, with line B in service, results in
a small overlap with the protection at AQ. Suppose, for example, that the reach for
Type 1.1 is 0.6. Since both relays AR and AQ have this same reach, this results in a
20% overlap at the center of the line, where both ends will clear the fault in zone 1.
This is not a very large overlap, but the mutual coupling is reduced by infeed in most
cases, which will usually improve the overlap.

Other strategies that might be helpful in determining the underreaching zone 1 settings
are [17]:

I. Avoid grounding both ends of a line that is out of service. If this practice is strictly
followed, the settings can be improved as Type 1.3 is then eliminated from consider-
ation.

2. Grounding both ends of the opened line may be acceptable in some cases, since the
overreach is reduced due to infeed at Q, but this should be carefully checked.

3. If autoreclosing is used following faults, the effect of overreach is reduced since a
line subjected to a false trip will be quickly and automatically restored.

4. In every case, any possible overreach problem can be solved by pilot protection
schemes.

It is noted that # 1 is not under control of the protection engineer; therefore, it may not
be a wise practice to assume that Type 1.3 can be eliminated with certainty. In fact, multiple
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grounding of a line that is taken out of service may be dictated by safety considerations for the
personnel who are working on the outaged line.

14.4.2.4 Setting the Zone 1 Underreaching Relay. The reach is often measured in
ohms but, for a line with uniform impedance per unit length, may also be measured in terms of
distance or per unit distance. Per unit distance measurement is often preferred by protection
engineers.

The zone 1 relays for transmission line A must be set to reach as far as possible without
creating a risk for overreaching past the remote end of the line. Type 1.3 is the critical case
with regard to selectivity, so we adjust the relay compensation to minimize the measurement
error for this case. From (14.54) we have

Z - h Z [1 + k SA - h3kMAZMO/ZBO] (14.62)AR3- 3 Al l+k
c A

where the impedance subscript AR3 refers to the impedance at relay AR for system configu-
ration Type 1.3.

We are free to adjust the compensation constantkcA to minimize the error. Thus, we set
kCA for the correct measurement at the reach threshold.

k k hskMAZMOCA = SA - Z (14.63)
BO

The reach threshold is determined by the reach setting. Equating that setting in ohms to
the relay apparent impedance, we have

Z - h Z [1 + kSA - h3kMAZMO/ZBO] - h Z (14.64)AR3 - 3 Al 1+ k
CA

- S Al

This gives the equation

kMAZMOh2 _ (1 + k )h + (1 +k - hskMAZMO) = 0 (14.65)
Z 3 SA 3 SA· Z
BO BO

which can be solved for the reach using the quadratic formula.
Now select a reach setting that is reasonable, such as 0.8 or 0.9. Using (14.63) to specify

t CA we can check the resulting reach for system configurations Types 1.1 and 1.2. Using
(14.42) for Type 1.2,we write the relay impedance at the reach threshold for this configuration
as

(14.66)

or

h2 =
hs(l + kCA) (14.67)
1+kSA

Finally, for Type 1.1, we write (14.46) at the relay threshold as follows.

h
hIZAI (1 + kSA+ h IkMA / (1 - hI +kAB»

ZARI = SZAI = 1 + keA (14.68) .

This gives a quadratic equation in the reach h I to be solved. The equation may be written in a
more convenient form as follows. .

(I +kSA - kMA)hr - [(1 +kSA)(1+kAB)+ hs(1 +kCA)]h l + hs(l +kcA)(1 +kAB) = 0

This equation can be solved using the quadratic formula.

(14.69)
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The results of using this strategy ensures correct measurement for Type 1.3 at the reach
threshold, but gives a reach for Type 1.1 and Type 1.2 that are both short of ideal, but still
reasonable in most cases. Examining (14.67), we see that the reach for Type 1.2 will always
be less than the reach setting. This is also true for Type 1.1, although it is not obvious due to
the quadratic form of (14.69). An example will illustrate typical numerical values.

EXAMPLE 14.3
Repeat Example 14.2 but compute the value of k cA for the Type 1.3 configuration.
Solution
First, we compute the value of kcA to minimize the error for Type 1.3. This gives

k - k hskMAZMO
CA - SA - ZBO

or
kCA == 0.635 - 0.3417hs

Suppose we select a reach setting, hs of 0.8~ at which point the Type 1.3 reach measurement will be
exactly correct. This gives

k CA == 0.635 - 0.3417(0.8) == 0.3616
We can verify the result by computing the actual reach using (14.65). The coefficients of the quadratic
equation are computed as

kMAZMO (O.575)(jO.523)
a ::::: --- == == 0.3417

ZBO jO.88
b == -(1 + k SA ) == -1.635
c ::::: hs(1+ keA) == hs(l .635 - O.3417hs) == 1.0893

From these coefficients, we verify the actual reach at the threshold from (14.64). This gives

-b ± Jb2 - 4ac 1.635 ± J1.6352 - 4(0.3417)(1.0893)
h == == == 0.8000
} 2a 2(0.3417) .

and the computed reach is exactly correct for the Type 1.3 configuration.
The results of this type of mutual compensation are shown in Figure 14.21. The distance mea-

surement for Type 1.3 is now exactly right when h == 0.8. Types 1. I and 1.2 both underreach. Type 1.1
is the critical case for two reasons: (l ) because the underreach is greatest and (2) because this is the
normal system condition and the system has a high probability of existing in this configuration.
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Figure 14.21 Line and relay impedances with mutual compensation.
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The numerical values for Figure 14.21 show that Type 1.1 measurement error varies from 22.3%
at h = 0.1 to 62.4% at h = 1.0. The Type 1.2 error is a constant 20.1%, which can be ignored due to the
much larger Type 1.1 error. The Type 1.3 error is +17.6% at h = 0.1, reduces to zero at h3 = h s = 0.8,
and becomes negative for values of h greater than the reach setting. This is not significant as the relay
will not pick up for these values. At h = 1, the error is only -5%.

For Type 1.1, the reach must be computed using the quadratic (14.69), which gives the result
h = 0.58. Thus, the reach is greatly reduced under normal conditions, extending only about 0.08 per
unit beyond the center of the line. This results in an overlapping coverage from the two ends of only
16%. This means that 84% of the faults will be cleared by zone 2 protection, which results in delayed
clearing most of the time. Thus, another type of ground relaying or other form of protection would be
preferred for this system. •

The reach calculations given in this section are determined from the radial system, with
no infeed from the remote end of the faulted line. These approximate solutions are of interest
as they represent the worst case. The correct values of reach should be computed using the
actual relay currents, modified by self- and mutual compensation. The general expression may
be written for a fault at the relay threshold as follows:

(
fARe )hi =hs --
fARM

where the two currents are defined in (14.40). The index i refers to the three system configu-
ration types.

The reach of the ground distance relay depends on the transmission system configura-
tion and on the type of current compensation used. For mutually coupled lines, two system
configurations define the limiting conditions:

1. Both lines in service, identified here as Type 1.1, results in the greatest underreach
and must be checked to ensure adequate coverage. Since this is the normal system
condition, the coverage provided by this condition has a high probability of existence.

2. One line out of service and grounded at both ends, identified as Type 1.3, results in
the greatest overreach and must be checked to ensure selectivity. For underreaching
distance protection, the possibility of the relay reaching beyond the remote end of
the protected line must not be permitted. Hence, this condition should be used as
the basis for current compensation unless it results in inadequate coverage. If it is
not possible to obtain both the required selectivity and adequate coverage, then some
type of pilot protection should be used.

The underreaching protection strategy developed here is based largely on the radial
system, where the remote source equivalent is infinitely weak. This results in measurement
indices, kei , given in Table 14.1, that' represent only this worst case. The effect of current
infeed at the remote end of the line is to moderate the conclusions of this worst case. The true
value of the measurement index for any system is given by (14.40), and this value should be
used in checking the true performance of any system.

14.4.2.5 Guidelines for the Overreaching Zone. In setting the overreaching zone 2
for relay AR, we will assume the configuration shown in Figure 14.22, where lines A and B
are mutually coupled and the zone 2 ground distance protection from relay AR must reach
through a predetermined fraction of line C to provide backup distance protection for relay CQ
on line C .
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BR BQ

Figure 14.22 Setting the overreaching zone 2 for relay AR.

Overreaching protection schemes should have an overreach safety margin of at least 20%
and this margin must be guaranteed for configuration Type 1.1, as this case has the lowest reach
of the three cases and is therefore the most unfavorable case for the relay at AR. The other
problem that must be examined is the situation line B is out of service and grounded at both
ends. This results in the greatest reach and the settings must ensure that this longer reach does
not overlap the zone 2 reach of relay C Q. These limitations are illustrated in Figure 14.23.

(14.71)
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Figure 14.23 Overreaching zone 2 limitations for relay AR.

The difference between Type 1.1 and Type 1.3 reach at AR is sometimes called the reach
extension [17]. This reach extension occurs following the transition from the normal system
to the Type 1.3 configuration. Suppose we write the equations for the impedance for the two
cases, but for the special condition that h == 1. Then we compute the reach extension

AZ Z(l·t) - Z(1.3) k (1 Z)
_0_ == AR AR == MA _ + MO
ZAI ZAI 1+ke A kAB ZBO

This is the difference in measuring the distance to a fault at Q between Types 1.1 and 1.3, or
the reach extension in changing from a normal configuration to a condition with line B out of
service and grounded. This quantity is also the per unit reach beyond bus Q for a fault at Q.
The reach extension is reduced by source infeed at Q, but this will be ignored here in order to
focus attention on the worst case.

First, we derive some general equations that describe the relay distance measurement at
AR. The general expression for this measurement is given by (14.40), which is repeated here
for convenience.

(14.72)
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For one-line-to-ground faults under the condition with both lines A and B in service, we recall
the relationship between the residual currents in the lines is given by (14.43) and (14.44).

I _ hlGAO
GBO - 1 _ h + k

AB
(14.73)

where we can interpret the constant in the denominator as

k IGAO] (14.74)
AB = IGBO h=l

Then, for a fault at h = 1, we may substitute for the currents to write (14.72) as

Z -Z (l+kSA+kMA/kAB) (14.75)AR - Al 1+kCA
For setting the zone 2 overreaching relay at AR, the normal condition is that where both lines
A and B are in service. Therefore, the zone 2 relay should be compensated by assigning the
constant in the denominator of (14.75) the following value.

(14.76)

This will provide exactly the correct reach to bus Q from bus R by relay AR when both
lines A and B are in service. Since the probability of line outage is usually very small, this
compensation factor will have a high probability of being correct.

14.4.2.6 Zone 2 Impedance-Type 1.1 Configuration. The zone 2 relay at AR views
a fault on line C as having two components, ZRQ and ZQF' as shown in Figure 14.24.

R
A

B

Figure 14.24 Components of impedance mea-
surement at AR.

Thus, we may write an expression for the zone 2 measurement at AR as

Z(l·t) - Z(l·l) + Z(l.l) (14.77)
AR(2) - RQ QF

The first term in (14.77) is the normal measured impedance at AR that represents the two lines,
A and B, operating in parallel, which is given by (14.75). The second term is a function of the
fault location, which can be written in terms of the distance from bus Q,which is identified as
the fractional distance hc in Figure 14.24. We may write the voltage at bus Q in terms of the
fault current on line C, in a manner analogous to that used in (11.112) for radial (worst) case.

VQ = hCZCl (I QF + k sclGCo)
where, for a one-line-to-ground fault on line C we have

IQF = IAR + IBR = IGAO+ lOBO == IGCO

(14.78)

(14.79)
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and the constant is defined as in (14.41), but using data for line C we get

Zco - ZCl
ksc == ----

3ZCI
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(14.80)

(14.81)

(14.86)

Then, using (14.74), we may write

I QF == (1 + l/kAB)lcAo
Substituting these values into (14.78) we get

VQ == hCZC I (1 + l/kAB)(1 + ksc )lcAo (14.82)

We divide this relay voltage by the compensated relay current at AR, defined by (14.40), to
obtain the impedance ZQF' as follows.

ZOI) hcZCJ(1 + kAB)(l +ksd (14.83)
QF == (I +kCA)kAB

Then the total zone 2 impedance measured by the relay at AR may be computed by adding
(14.75) and (14.83).

Z(A1Ro1()2) == ZAI (1 +k +k [k ) + hCZCI(1 +kAB)(1 +ksc) (14.84)
1+ kCA SA MA AB (1 + kCA)kAB

In many cases the impedance of line C will be of similar design to that of line A. Therefore,
we can simplify (14.84) by defining the ratio

k X A = ZCI (14.85)
ZAI

Then, we may write (14.84) as

Z(1·l) _ ZAI (I k kMA hckxA(1 +kAB)(1 +ksc»)
AR(2) - 1 k + SA + k + k+ CA AB AB

Now, since the normal condition for lines A and B are to be in service, it is reasonable to define

kCA == k SA+ kMAlkAB (14.87)

so that the distance measurement for Z~J) is exactly right. Then (14.86) becomes

ZOo]) _ Z [1 + hckxA(l +kAB)(l +ksc)] (14.88)
AR(2) - Al kAB(1 + keA)

This is the zone 2 impedance measured by the relays at AR when the mutually coupled lines
are both in service.

14.4.2.7 Zone 2 Impedance-Type 1.3 Configuration. When line B is out of service
and grounded at both ends, the zone 2 distance measurement at AR is changed. For this
condition, the impedance ZRQ can be determined from (14.54) with h == 1, or

Z(1.3) _ Z [1 + k SA - kMAZMO/ZBO] (14.89)
RQ - Al 1+kCA

Also, for the Type 1.3 system condition, we may compute ZQF using the QF voltage from
(14.78) and recognizing that

I QF == I AR == ICAo
for a one-line-to-ground fault, so that

VQ == hcZcl(1 +ksc)IcAo

(14.90)

(14.91)
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and

Z(1.3) _ VQF = hCZCI (1 + ksc)
QF - (1 + kcA)IGAO 1+ kCA

(14.92)

Therefore, the relay AR impedance measurement for this condition can be expressed as

Z(1.3) _ Z(1.3) + Z(l·3)
AR(2) - RQ QF

=Z [1 +kSA -kMAZMo/ZBo+hckxA(1 +ksc)]
Al 1+kCA

(14.93)

The reach extension due to the line B outage and grounding is given by the difference between
(14.88) and (14.93), which gives the result

~ZAR(2) kMA( I / kAB+ ZMO/ZBO) + hckxst) + ksc)/kAB=-----------------
ZAJ 1+kCA

(14.94)

14.4.2.8 Computation of Relay AR Zone 2 Reach. The reach setting for relay AR·
zone 2 can be written as

h ZAR(2)
S(2)=--

ZAI
(14.95)

In practice, this setting would be specified by the protection engineer. Once specified, the
actual reach on line C can be computed from (14.95) by solving for the reach he for any given
value of reach setting. This should be done for both the normal Type 1.1 condition, as well as
the TYpe 1.3 condition, given by (14.84) and (14.93), respectively. This gives two results, one
for each configuration, which can be written in a single statement as

h( l.x ) 1+ kCA (h 1+ k SA+ kMAkMT )
C = S(2)-k xAkLT(1 +ksc ) 1+kCA

(14.96)

where we have .defined two type-sensitive parameters, designated k LT and kMT , which are
shown in Table 14.2.

TABLE 14.2 Parameter Variations
According to System Type

System Type

Type 1.1
Type 1.3

1+ l/kAB
1

Examining (14.96) and the values in Table 14.2 we can see that, in moving from the
normal Type 1.1 system to the Type 1.3 configuration, k LT becomes smaller (increases hc)
and kMT changes from positive to negative (increases hc ). This process is explored further in
an example.
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EXAMPLE 14.4
Use the data of Examples 14.2and 14.3 to check the zone 2 reach of relay AR if line C has exactly the
same parameters as line A. The zone 2 reach setting is 1.5.

Solution
The system constants are all computed in previous examples and are repeated here for convenience.

kSA == 0.635
kMA == 0.575
kAB == 1.000

We are given that

hS2 == 1.5
ZCI == ZAl
Zen == ZAO

Then, we can compute

ZCIk X A == - == 1.0
ZAI

ka = {
2.0
1.0

Type 1.1
Type 1.3

Zco - ZCl
k 5C' == ---- == 0.635,- 3Z

C1 {
1.0

kMT == -0.594
Type 1.1
Type 1.3

The relay apparent impedance for the system configurations are shown in Figure 14.25. The system is
compensated for Type 1.1, and the impedance measurement is exactly correct. However, when Type 1.3
is imposed due to outage of line B, the apparent impedance is greatly reduced, raising the possibility the
relay overreaching the end of line C.

.z True ~ Z 1.1 Dz 1.3

O.7 T;::==:::r===:::::=r:====r::=::==:::r::====r;;----r.---~-~-__,_

0.6

[ 0.5 +-'---.---.....,..- --opo---~......---
~ 0.4 +----+---4.__ "l--.-.."l--
~

~ 0.3
<J.)S0.2
~ 0.1

o
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

True Fault Location in per unit

Figure 14.25 Relay apparent impedances for mutual types 1.J and 1.3.

The relay overreach can be checked by applying (14.96).
Solving the normal case for the reach hr, we have

h(IJ)- l+kcA (h l+kSA+kMAlkAB)
c - k x Akrc (1 + k sc) S(2) - 1 + keA ,

or

h(l.l)- 2.21 (_1.635+0.575)_
c - 1.5 - 0.338

(1.0) (2.0) (1.635) 2.21
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Thus, the zone 2 reach is short of the desired value of 1.5, but it is an acceptable reach. It also meets the
requirement for an overreach safety margin of at least 0.20.

For the case with line B open and grounded, we compute, from (14.96),

h(1.3) l+kcA (h l+kSA-kMAZMO/ZBO)
C = kXAkLC(l + kSA ) S(2) - 1 + kCA

2.21 ( 1.635 - 0.342)= 1.5 - = 1.236
(1.0)(1.0)(1.635) 2.21

This result is unacceptable, as the reach extends beyond the end of line C. Clearly, something must be
changed to correct this situation. For example, the zone 2 reach setting could be reduced somewhat, say
to 1.3. This new setting must be checked for both overreach requirements. •

There are several principles that can be summarized regarding the setting ofoverreaching
protection zones [17].

• The reach must extend beyond the remote end of the line plus a safety factor of 20%
or so.

• The ground fault compensation factor may require adjustment in order to optimize the
relay settings.

• It is important to check the reach extension that might result from the outage and
grounding of the mutually coupled line, as this can significantly extend the reach of
zone 2.

It should be recognized from the way in which (14.96) is written that a more general
form can be written in terms of the self- and mutually compensated currents. The general
expression is given by

l+kcA ( fARM)hc = hS(2) - --
kx AkLc(1 + k SA) fARC

This form of the reach equation should be used to check system configurations with infeed at
both ends of line C. Referring to Figure 14.24 it is clear that infeed will usually be provided
at both bus Q and at bus G.

14.4.2.9 Distance Measurement on line B. It is tempting to see if an appropriate rule
can be devised for residual compensation of mutually compensated lines. For line A we may
write the impedance measurement at relay AR as

VAR hZAl(fAR +kSAfGAo +kMAfGBO)
ZAR = - = (14.98)

fARC fARC

The optimum compensated current for the relay AR would be

fARC = fAR + kSAfGAo + kMAIGBo (14.99)

Then the relay at AR would measure exactly the correct impedance.
If the compensation (14.99) were to be used, however, the relay at BR would measure

ZBR = VBR = V AR (14.100)
IBRC IBRC

where we assume that the two relays are connected to the same bus at R. Then

ZBR = VAR (14.101)
J BR + kSBJGBO + kMBIGAo
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(14.102)

(14.103)

(14.104)

This measurement is likely to be smaller than would be desired due to the compensation current,
which includes the fault current I GAO in line A. That current is much larger than the current in
line B. Therefore., the measured ZBR will be too small and the relay on the unfaulted line will
overreach. Note that the constant kMB is defined in exactly the same way as kMA, but using
the self-impedance of line B rather than line A.

The ratio of the measurement for the two relays can be written as

ZBR JAR + kSAIGAO + kMAlcBO
ZAR I BR+ kSBlcBO + kMBlcAO

The currents are not equal, but we can write the following equalities for the currents flowing
in each line for the one-line-to-ground fault.

I AR == ICAO
I BR == ICBO

Moreover, if we know that the fault is located a fractional distance h from the relay on line A,
we can write the ratio of currents in the two lines as

leBo h== -----
lCAO 1+kAB - h

This allows us to write the ratio of the apparent impedances seen by the relays on the two lines
as

(14.105)

(14.] 06)

(14.107)

ZBR (1 + ksA)(l + k AB - h) + hkMA- == == F(h)
ZAR h(1 + k SB) + kMB(l + k AB - h)

Now, if the faulted line is properly compensated, ZAR will be measured without error, but ZBR
will have an error that is a function of h. Stated mathematically, we have

ZAR == hZA1
ZBR == ZARF(h) == hZAIF(h)

(14.109)

(14.110)

(14.1 ] 1)

(14.108)

We can compute the error by solving for the value of h, but first we must know the reach setting
for both relays to determine the extent of the overreach problem. Let us define hSB to be the
reach setting of line B. Then, ZBR will be nonselective if

ZBR :s hSBZB1
From (14.107) and ( 14.J08), after simplifying, we have the inequality

I hk
(
l + k SA)( I + k AB - h ) + hk MA)

1,)B > 1 BAI
l - h(l+ksB)+kMB(I+kAB-h)

where, for convenience in notation, we have used the constant
ZAIk BAI==-
ZBI

The inequality (14.109) is a quadratic equation in h, which can be written as

ah 2 - bh + c 2: 0

where a == k BA1( 1+kSA -kMA)
b == kBA1( 1+ksA)(1+kAB) - hsB(l +kSB -kMB)
C == hsBkMB(1 +kAB)

(14.112)

Given the reach setting for relay BR, (14.112) can be solved to find the value of h that
identifies the boundary for selectivity. The relay at BR will be non-selective for values of h
Jess than this boundary value.
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EXAMPLE 14.5
The following normalized line impedance values are given.

ZAI = ZOI = jO.3 per unit
ZAO =Zoo= jl.O per unit
ZMO = jO.5 per unit

Solve for the impedance measurements at ARand BRas a function of h . Find the limiting value of h if
the reach setting of line B is 0.8 per unit.
Solution
The applicable equations are (14.106) and (14.107). Solving these equations we get the two functions
pictured in Figure 14.26.
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Figure 14.26 Apparent impedance seen by relays at ARand BR.

The relay at BR measures an impedance equal to its threshold setting of 0.8 when the fault on
line A is at a distance of 0.434 from the relay. Any fault between 0 and 0.366 on line A will cause false
pickup of the relay at B R.

This solution can also be obtained by solving the quadratic equation (14.111), which results in
two solutions : 1.675 and 0.434 . Only the smaller of the two solutions has any physical meaning. and is
the correct answer. •

It is important to take some kind ofcountermeasure to prevent the type offalse tripping of
unfaulted line B described above. One method that has been used is to compare the magnitude
of the zero-sequence currents in the two lines and to compensate only the line having the
greater current, which will be the faulted line .

14.4.3 Distance Protection of Type 2 Networks

Type 2 networks are defined as networks with common positive-sequence sources, but
with different zero-sequence sources as shown in Figure 14.27. In this case both lines terminate
at a common bus at both ends of the lines and there are common sources of positive-sequence
current for both lines .

For circuits of this type, the system analysis is similar to that of the Type 1.3 network with
one line out of service and grounded at both ends . This makes distance ground relay protection
difficult. It also presents problems for directional ground overcurrent relays in line B.

Consider, for example, the small system shown in Figure 14.28, where a fault occurs on
a line external to the mutually coupled lines A and B. The sequence network connections for
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Figure 14.27 A type 2 parallel circuit with common positive but isolated zero-sequence
source impedances [17].

Figure 14.28 A Type 2 network with external fault.
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a one-line-to-ground fault at point F are shown in Figure 14.29. The positive- and negative-
sequence networks can be represented by the total sequence impedances, but the zero-sequence
network requires further analysis because of the mutually coupled lines.

Figure 14.29 Sequence network connections for a SLG fault.

The comments in regard to Type 1networks also apply here. Ground distance protection
will present difficult problems and may not be suitable for this type of system. Moreover,
ground fault protection utilizing zero-sequence current or voltage polarization may also cause
false tripping. This type of network is further complicated since the terminations of the
parallel lines are not necessarily in the same substations, which effectively rules out schemes
that compare line currents.

The conclusion is that, for Type 2 networks, phase-comparison or negative-sequence
relays should be considered for ground fault protection.
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14.4.4 Distance Protection of Type 3 Networks

Type 3 networks are defined as networks that have separate positive- and zero-sequence
sources, as shown in Figure 14.30. In this case both lines terminate at different buses at both
ends of the lines and there are different sources of ground current for both lines. This type of
system is not usually found, as most modem power systems tend to be interconnected. This
type of system may be found where the two lines are of different voltage and the connections
between the voltage levels are of relative high impedance. Obviously, this type of network
could occur where the two power systems are intentionally not interconnected, even for lines
of the same voltage..

LineA

LineR

Figure 14.30 The type 3 parallel circuit with isolated positive- and zero-sequence sources
impedances [17].

The comments for Type 1 and 2 networks also apply for this network arrangement.
Comparison of ground currents in the two lines may not be possible, due to the separation of
terminating substations.

As noted in Type 1.3 and Type 2 networks, this type of network presents the real pos-
sibility of a grounded zero-sequence line in parallel with the faulted line. This will cause the
faulted line relays to overreach.

Compensation methods for this type of network are usually not applicable. Ground
distance relays must be applied with caution and will not always provide adequate and secure
protection. Polarization of ground overcurrent relays may also fail to provide correct sensing.
We conclude that the best protection for Type 3 networks is a system that is not subject to these
mutual induction problems, such as current phase comparison.
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PROBLEMS

14.1 Consider an untransposed transmission line consisting of phase wires a, b, and c.
(a) Write the linear charge, Q = CV, equations for an untransposed transmission line.

Identify the three-phase charge densities, in clm, due to the three phase-to-neutral
voltages and the line capacitances.

(b) Compute the capacitances from phase wire to ground, per unit of length from the phase
capacitances.

14.2 Extend the solution of problem 14.1(a) to the case of a completely transposed line. Devise
simplifying names for the terms that result due to the total line averaging of individual
matrix parameters.

14.3 Consider the equivalent circuit of the transmission line susceptances shown in Figure
14.1(b).
(a) Apply balanced positive-sequence voltages at the connection points labeled a, b, and

c, and determine the total positive-sequence current that will result from these applied
voltages. Compute the currents as functions of the phase voltages and the network
susceptances.

(b) Apply zero-sequence voltages to the connection points labeled a, b, and c, and deter-
mine the total zero-sequence currents that flow into these three terminals in terms of
the applied voltages and network susceptances.

(c) Use the results of parts (a) and (b) to analyze the equivalent circuit shown in Fig-
ure 14.1(c). Determine the parameters of that circuit in terms of the parameters of
Figure 14.1(b).

14.4 Given the instantaneous current flowing in a capacitor as a function of capacitor voltage
dq dv

i = - =c-dt dt
(a) Write the given equation in the Laplace domain.
(b) Convert the results of (a) into the phasor domain.
(c) Expand (c) to apply to a three-phase circuit.
(d) Convert the result of (c) into symmetrical components and define the circuit positive-

and zero-sequence susceptances.
14.5 Evaluate the results of the previous problem for a completely transposed line.
14.6 Consider the single-line-to-ground fault as a two-port network, with voltage sources for

phases band c as the two-port voltage sources.
(a) Develop this two-port equivalent of the system of Figure 14.3, where phase a is the

faulted phase. This may require a step-by-step network modification to arrive at the
two-port equivalent.

(b) Analyze the two-port network equivalent to determine the fault current as a function of
the network parameters.

14.7 Verify the circuit connections shown in Figure. 14.4.
14.8 Verify the recovery voltage across the fault path, given by (14.4).
14.9 Verify the equation for the secondary arc current for the transposed line, given by (14.7).
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14.10 Consider the wye-connected, four-reactor system shown in Figure 14.5(c). Derive the
equation that expresses the three-phase currents flowing into the reactor system as a function
of the three reactor phase voltages. Express the result as a susceptance matrix as in (14.13).
Compare your computed values of susceptance in that matrix with (14.14) and (14.15).

14.11 Consider the unbalanced system of Figure 14.5(a), where a one-line-to-ground fault is
applied to phase b. Determine the susceptance matrix values for this condition. Solve this
system of equations to verify the results shown in (14.13).

14.12 Consider the unbalanced system of Figure 14.5(a), where a one-line-to-ground fault is
applied to phase a. Determine the susceptance matrix values for this condition.

14.13 Consider the unbalanced system of Figure 14.5(c), where a one-line-to-ground fault is
applied to phase c. Determine the susceptance matrix values for this condition.

14.14 Consider the multi terminal system of Figure P14.14. Compute the apparent impedances
measured by relays at a, b, and c for a three-phase, zero-impedance fault at point F on the
line from B to P. Also, quantify the measurement error for all three relays.

Figure P14.14 A multiterminalline.

14.15 Compute the total current of the three sources for the system of Figure P14.14 with a
zero-impedance fault at F.

14.16 Evaluate qualitatively the worst case in terms of the relative size of impedance in the system
of Figure PI4.14.

14.17 Develop a relay threshold setting strategy for the relays of Figure P14.14, where we assume
that the following impedance inequalities hold.

ZBP > ZAP> Zcp

14.18 Consider the system with relay settings as described in the previous problem. Let the total
impedances of branches AP and CP be equal and let the impedance of branch BP be three
times that of the others.
(a) Compute the measured impedance and fault currents of relays A and C.
(b) Compare these results with the threshold setting computed from the previous problem.
(c) Compare the results with the zone 1 setting where k = 0.85.
(d) Compute the fault current seen by relay A or C.

14.19 Consider the setting of the overreaching zone for the multiterminal system of Figure P14.14.
Assume that the impedance of the faulted branch B is greater than that of A or C. Determine
the settings of the overreaching zone settings for relays A and C if an overreach of 20% is
specified.

14.20 Derive ( 14.38) and (14.40).
14.21 Derive (14.44).

14.22 Verify (14.46) for the Type 1.1 system condition.
14.23 Consider a system of identical parallel transmission lines, A and B, having the following
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parameters.

ZLI = 0.30 n/km
ZLO = 1.00 n/km
ZMO = 0.50 n/km

(a) Determine the compensation constant for relays in line A that will minimize the zone
1 error for TYpe1.3, i.e., with line B open and grounded at both ends.

(b) For the conditions found for (a), determine the reach for TYpe 1.2, Le., the case with
line B open.

(c) For the same conditions, determine the reach for Type 1.1, i.e., the case with line B in
service and unfaulted.

14.24 Verify (14.47) for the Type 1.2 system condition.
14.25 Verify (14.54) for the TYpe 1.3 system condition with a very weak source at Q.
14.26 Construct a spreadsheet to calculate the apparent impedance quantities given in examples

14.2 and 14.3. Plot the results and compare with the impedanceplots shown in Figures 14.20
and 14.21.

14.27 Calculate the reach extension for the system of Figure 14.22, where the extension of reach
is caused by having the mutually coupled lines A and B change from a Type 1.1 to TYpe
1.3 condition.

14.28 Derive (14.88) for the overreaching relay measurement for the Type 1.1 system condition.
14.29 Derive (14.93) for the overreaching relay measurement for the Type 1.3 system condition.
14.30 Derive (14.96) for the zone 2 reach of the relay AR as a function of the relay setting.
14.31 Repeat the computations of example 14.4 using a zone 2 reach setting of 1.3. Are the

resulting values of reach for TYpes 1.1 and 1.3 system configurations acceptable?



15
Series Compensated

Line Protection

15.1 INTRODUCTION

Series-compensated transmission lines utilize series capacitors to cancel a portion of the induc-
tive reactance of the line, and thereby improving the power transmission capability of the line.
Series compensation has been applied mostly to long transmission lines, such as those found
in the Western United States, in South America, and other locations where the transmission
distances. are great and where large power transfers over these distances are required.

There are several reasons for favoring series compensation of long EHV transmission
lines.

1. The lower line impedance improves stability.
2. The lower line impedance improves voltage regulation.
3. Adding series capacitance provides amethod of controlling the division of load among

several lines.
4. Increasing the loading of a line improves the utilization of the transmission system

and, therefore, the return on the capital investment.

For the reasons cited, series-compensated transmission lines have become rather com-
mon in locations where the distances between load centers is great and large transmission
investments are required. Even though the series compensation has been known to create
problems in system protection and subsynchronous resonance, the return is usually considered
worth the extra engineering effort required to properly design and operate these more complex
transmission facilities. Moreover, these problems have been shown to have technically feasible
solutions, so that there is no longer the fear that series compensation should be avoided. In
fact, the installations of series compensation is growing, both in the number of installations
and in the total MVA of capacitors installed.

The addition of series capacitors in the transmission circuit makes the design of the
protection more complex [1-61. The degree of complexity depends on the size of the series

575
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capacitor and its location along the transmission line. Series compensation is usually stated as
a percent of the line inductive reactance, which is referred to as the "degree of compensation."
Thus, we speak of a line that is 50% or 70% compensated, meaning that 50% or 70% of the
inductive reactance, respectively, is being installed as series capacitive reactance. The higher
degrees of compensation make the relaying more difficult. However, as noted above, the relay
manufacturers have developed relays for series compensated lines that overcome the problems
experienced in the past.

The location of the series capacitors is also important in the design of the protective
system. Distance relays measure the distance between the relay and the fault by effectively
computing the impedance seen looking into the line at the relay location. If a large part
of the inductive reactance is canceled by capacitive reactance, the relay apparent impedance
measurement is directly affected. In many cases, the series capacitors are located at the ends
of the transmission line. Locating the series capacitance at the ends of the line is often the
least expensive alternative, since no midline station construction is required. However, this
alternative may cause a distance relay to measure a negative reactance for a close-in fault,
which the distance element interprets to be a fault behind the relay. This creates a problem for
the relay designer, but this problem has been overcome in modem protection designs.

The protective strategy is also affected by the method of series capacitor bypass. The
capacitor banks are protected from overvoltage by bypass arrangements that shunt the fault
current around the capacitor. Some bypass designs accomplished this using spark gaps, some
of which are triggered gaps the firing of which can be controlled. A newer concept is the use
of metal oxide varistors instead of spark gaps, which can be designed to more precisely bypass
the capacitor, and reinsert the capacitor immediately when the fault current disappears. The
varistor protection is faster and more precise in both bypassing and reinserting the capacitor.
This is important in its effect on the line protection, since the apparent impedance seen by the
relay changes greatly from the unbypassed state to the bypassed state, and then back to the
normal, unbypassed state.

In order to understand the problems associated with the protection of series compensated
lines, it is necessary to examine the network aspects of a faulted line with a series capacitor.
First, we shall consider the'protected line viewed by the relay before capacitor bypass occurs.
Then we will look at the same line with the capacitor bypassed. In both cases, we will examine
the relay current, voltage, and apparent impedance in order to understand the complexity of
events viewed by the relay during a fault. We shall do this for varying fault locations, for
different series capacitor locations, and for varying degrees of compensation.

15.1.1 The Degree of Compensation

A convenient method of specifying the amount of series compensation on a transmission
line is by means of a quantity called the degree of compensation [7]. Thisquantity, usually
designated as k, is defined as

k = 1mliB (15.1)
1mB

where B is the complex quantity associated with the familiar ABeD representation of the
transmission line. The numerator of (15.1) represents the total amount of series compensation
to be added, in ohms, and the ratio defined as k expresses this compensation as a per unit
quantity, based on the reactive part of the B parameter. Actually, it is probably more common
to express the degree of compensation in percent, by multiplying (15.1) by 100. Degrees of
compensation in the range of 50-70% are common.
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Note that the degree of compensation is specified in terms of the B paramete r, since
this is equal to the physical series impedance between the line terminals. This total series
impedance is often referred to as the equivalent pi impedance. The degree of compensation is
specified in terms of the imaginary part of this impedance.

15.1.2 Voltage Profile on Series Compensated Lines

The voltage profile of the transmission line is the magnitude of the voltage plotted as a
function of distance measured along the length of the line. Transmission lines exhibit a voltage
profile that is represented as a smooth curve of voltage versus distance. The actual shape of
this curve depends on the line loading . The terminal voltages depend on the type of voltage
contro l used, if any, at the two ends of the line and the total solution of the network at any
given load level.

Series compensated lines have a voltage profile that is a smooth function of distance, but
exhibit step changes in voltage at the series capacitors. The capacitor voltage depends on the
current flowing in the line at that point. For a long transmission line the current is a continuous
function of distance, but varies along the length of the line. Therefore, on such a long line
with more than one series capacitor, the voltage change across the two series capacitors is not
necessari ly the same.

Figure 15.1 shows the voltage profile of a 500 kilometer, 500 kilovolt transmission line.
The line is loaded to twice its surge impedance loading, which leads to a voltage profile that
is concave upward.' Lightly loaded lines have voltage profiles that are concave downward,
and lines loaded to exactly surge impedance loading have linear voltage profiles. The line
illustrated in Figure 15.1 has two series capacitors that are placed at distances that divide the
line into three segments of equal length. Note that the voltages across the two series capacitors
are not equal, since the current varies along the length of the line. Also note that the larger series
capacitors may have a rather high capacitor voltage due to the high currents at high load levels.
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Figure 15.1 500 kV line voltage profile with heavy line loading .

If the line is faulted, the currents are much larger and the voltage across the series
capacitors can become extremely large. Under these conditions, the series capacitors are
bypassed by some means in order to protect the capacitor bank from permanent damage .

I A curve is conclII'e upward on an interval if the curve on that interva l lies above the straight line tangent to
the curve and represents thc slope of the line on that interval. If the curve lies below the tangent line. it is said to be
concave downward. 171
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Several methods of capacitor bypass have been used, and this is the primary method of series
capacitor protection. Series capacitor protection is not explored in detail in this book. This
function is usually performed by the capacitor bank manufacturer, who is in a position to fully
understand the protective "requirementsof the capacitor bank equipment. Series capacitor bank
bypass is discussed further in Section 15.3.

15.2 FAULTS WITH UNBYPASSED SERIES CAPACITORS

A convenient way to visualize the problems of protecting a series compensated line is to
examine the fundamental frequency voltage, current, and apparent impedance for varying
system and fault conditions.i The apparent impedance is conveniently plotted in the complex
RX plane. The use of RX plots should not be viewed as an assumption that distance relays
are used for the line protection, but the plots simply provide a method of comparing different
system conditions.

To perform this type of comparison, it is necessary to solve for the system voltages and
currents for the different system and fault conditions of interest. For this purpose, a protection
equivalent, similar to that of Figure 15.2, is solved. This is a perfectly general method of
viewing the protection for any system, under any shunt fault condition. The resulting currents
and voltages are functions of the capacitor location. The capacitor locations to be studied here
are: (a) capacitors of equal size at both ends of the line, and (b) one capacitor at the center
of the line. In all cases, the total degree of compensation will be the same. The following
sections will analyze the voltage, current, and apparent impedance signals provided by various
series capacitor and system configurations.

Figure 15.2 Equivalent circuit with series capacitors at the ends of the line and relay voltage
measured on the bus side of the capacitor.

15.2.1 End-of-Line Capacitors-Bus Side Voltage

The first case to examine is that where the series capacitors are located at the ends of
the transmission line, as shown in Figure 15.2 [7]. For this capacitor location, there is a
choice of voltage measurements for the protective relays. In many cases, the relay voltage is
measured at the bus, or on the bus side of the series capacitor. This is the arrangement shown in
Figure 15.2, where the protective relays (PR) are supplied with the line current and a voltage
that is measured on the bus side of the series capacitor.

For many high-voltage systems under faulted conditions, the system voltages are low
enough that currents flowing in the distributed system susceptances may be neglected for

2Portions of this and following sections are taken from the book Series Compensation ofPower Systems,©1996
by P.M. Anderson and R. G. Fanner, [7].
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(15.3)

(15.4)

practical purposes. This is not true of EHV lines, where the total shunt susceptance is high. In
the solution of Figure 15.2 for a long 500 kilovolt line, for example, each line section should
be represented in the solution as an equivalent pi line section in order to exactly account for
the shunt susceptances of the line. These equivalent pi sections would replace the rectangular
boxes in Figure 15.2 that represent transmission line sections.

The solution is assumed to be a fundamental frequency, phasor solution. Since there are
only three nodes in the network, at R, Q, and F, the voltages and currents in the equivalent
circuit are easily found. The relay voltage is assumed to be measured on the bus side of the
capacitor, that is, at point R in Figure 15.2. The case where the voltage is measured onthe
line side of the capacitor is taken up in Section 15.2.2. '

We are particularly interested in the voltage and current measured at the relay locations.
The relays at R measure the current at R flowing toward the fault, and the voltage measured
either at R or at RL (see Figure 15.2). As the fault F is moved along the line, the currents
and voltages observed by the relay R will change. In addition to the current and voltage, we
are also interested in the apparent impedance seen by the relay, since many transmission pro-
tective schemes employ distance measuring equipment, or use phase or amplitude comparison
techniques that are equivalent to distance measurements. The quantity to be examined is the
impedance seen by the relay, or

VR e, - Zsls
ZR == - == (15.2)

I R Is -IE
The relay impedance can be viewed under many different system and fault conditions by
changing the parameters in the equivalent circuit and solving the equations. Of particular
interest is the variation in impedance seen by the relay as the fault is moved from one end
of the line to the other. This will be done by varying the parameter h from 0 to 1 in small
steps. We are particularly interested in viewing these results for different degrees of series
compensation.

The effect of series compensation on the relay voltage and current is illustrated by an
example. The parameters for the equivalent circuit of Figure 15.2 are given in (15.3), where
all values are in per unit on the base values given in (15.4).

Es == Eu == 1.0 + jO.O pu

Zs == Zu == 0.0 + iO.1 pu

ZF == 0.01 + iO.OO pu

ZE == 0.002 + jO.04 pu

z == 0.00012 + jO.0024 pu/rn

y == 0.000 + iO.0018 pu/rn

s == 200 miles

SB == 1000 MVA

VB == 500 kV

ZB == 250 Q

YB == 4000 j.LS

The equivalent pi parameters for the transmission line are completely determined from
the impedance and admittance per unit length and the total line length. The resulting relay
current magnitude is plotted as a function of h, the fault location, in Figure 15.3. The fault
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current magnitude for a fault at point R, on the line side of the circuit breaker (on the bus side
of the capacitor) at R, is approximately 16 per unit for all cases. The capacitor bypass circuits
shown in Figure 15.2 are assumed to be nonoperative for this initial study.
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Figure 15.3 Relay R current magnitude as a function of fault position h .

At h =0+, with the fault at point RL, just to the right if the capacitor at the R end of the
line, the current jumps to a new value, depending on the size of the capacitor. For k =0.2 the
current reaches a magnitude ofalmost 75 per unit, assuming that there is no protective capacitor
bypass to limit the current. This is due to a near resonant condition for the fault at this point
when the degree of compensation, k, is small . Since the source impedance behind the relay is an
inductive reactance of0.1 per unit, the total reactance from the sources to the fault is capacitive .
In this case, with the degree ofcompensation set to 20%, the capacitor has a value ofabout 0.05
per unit capacitive reactance, which greatly reduces the total impedance between source Sand
the fault. Moreover, for the case simulated, the current flowing through the external impedance
ZE supplies about 40% of the total fault current. For the k =0.2 case, the current reaches its
maximum value at h = 0 due to this near resonant condition , but this is not true in all cases .

For higher degrees of compensation, the resonant condition occurs at different fault
locations . For k = 0.4, the circuit resonant condition occurs at about h = 0.08 . As the
degrees of compensation increases, the resonant point moves further down the transmission
line, the magnitude of the peak current becomes smaller, and the sharpness of resonance is
reduced due to line resistance. Note that, in all cases, the currents plotted assume that the
capacitor protective bypass system does not operate, such that the currents computed are the
maximum that can occur. Later, these same studies will include the effect of capacitor bypass
protective systems, which greatly limits the current.

The magnitude of the current at R, as the fault is moved beyond the resonant point, falls
to a low value until the fault nears the Q end of the line, where new resonances occur due to
the high current entering the line from the source at U. The current contribution from source
U is an exact mirror image of the current at S because of the symmetrical source impedances
selected here for study. As the remote source current increases, it causes the voltage to rise at
the fault point, thereby increasing the current at R, as noted in Figure 15.3.

Figure 15.4 shows a plot of the voltage magnitude as a function of fault location. As with
the current magnitude, the voltage reaches resonant peaks that are very high, with the fault
location at which resonance occurs depending on the degree ofcompensation, and therefore the
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size ofthe capacitor. Since the source impedance for the case simulated in Figure 15.4 is small ,
the resonance for small degrees of compensation occurs near the bus. For larger capacitor sizes ,
the resonances occur farther away from the bus. There are rather high resonances noted at
the far end of the line, where the resonance is with the source at the Q end of the line. This
causes peaking of the fault current contribution from the far end, and this current is the major
contribution to faults located near the Q bus. The resonances at the far end of the line are also
due, in part , to the high shunt susceptance of this EHV line. These high remote-end resonances
are not as great in lower voltage lines.
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Figure 15.4 Voltage magnitude as a function of fault position h.

It is important to examine more than the current and voltage magnitudes. The funda -
mental frequency current is a phasor, and the angle as well as the magnitude is important.
Figure 15.5 shows a plot of the locus of the phasor current and voltage at R, plotted in the
complex plane for the uncompensated line. Note that the scales of the axis have been changed
to show the current at one-tenth of its actual per unit value, in order to better compare the
current and voltage phasors. The locus of the current phasor for a fault at R(h = 0) starts
at 2.88 - .i 16.26 per unit and reduces in magnitude as the fault moves along the line. The
voltage phasor starts at a low value of 0.03 - j 0.17 per unit and increases in magnitude as the
fault is moved. As the current at the far end of the line begins to dominate the fault current,
the voltage phasor reverses direction, creating a hook shape in the voltage phasor locus .

When series compensation is added to the line, the relay R phasor loci change dramati-
cally, as shown in Figure 15.6 for the case of 60% compensation. Here, the notation h = 0-
refers to the fault locat ion on the bus side of the series capacitor, i.e., at R. The location h = 0+
is for the fault on the line side of the series capacitor, i.e., at RL , which is the same distance
from bus R, II = O. but on the line side of the capacitor bank . Note that the per unit current is
divided by ten for improved scaling of the two plots. First, examine the locus corresponding
to the relay current.

The current phasor locus forms a large circle as the current goes through its resonant
values, reaching a maximum of 85.2 per unit at an angle of about 2 degrees or nearly unity
power factor. Resonance occurs at h = 0.17, which is quite close to the capacitor bank . This
is shown clearly in Figure 15.3. The circular locus continues as II increases with the current
finally returning almost to the origin, at which point another resonance is experienced, causing
the locus to trace a very small circular path in the left-half plane. The voltage phasor locus
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Figure15.5 Phasor loci for the uncompensated line as a function of h.
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traces a similar type of locus, making a large circular path at the first resonance and ending
with a small circular path in the opposite direction for the second resonance . At h = 1+, with
the fault on the far side of the remote capacitor, i.e., at Q, the voltage drops to a very low value
because the fault is on the bus at the remote end of the external impedance .

The relay must somehow observe all of this complexity and make a correct decision
regarding the need to trip. One way that this can be accomplished is by measuring the apparent
impedance seen from the relay location . Apparent impedance is a phasor quantity equal to
the relay voltage divided by the relay current. The apparent impedance is plotted for different
degrees of compensation in Figure 15.7. The heavy line represents the equivalent pi series
impedance of the transmission line, with one end at the origin and the opposite end labeled
Z" . A circle representing a mho characteristic is superimposed on the line impedance, with
the major diagonal of the mho characteristic equal to the total line impedance. The mho circle
is used to represent a typical relay trip zone, and is not intended to imply that this is the exact
characteristic of any particular protective relay. It is simply a rough frame of reference to
graphically display a typical relay trip zone.
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Figure 15.7 Apparent impedance seen by relay R as a function of h.

Figure 15.7 also shows typical plots of impedance seen by the relay for degrees of
compensation ranging from 0 to 80%. All the plots of Figure 15.7 begin at position RL,
which is the line side of the series capacitor at R. In the Z plane, this is a point displaced
in the positive real direction by the value of the fault resistance . See Figure 15.2. This point
corresponds to the point h = 0+ in our notation , to indicate that it is at the bus, but on the line
side of the capacitor. When the capacitive reactance is nonzero, this point always lies in the
fourth quadrant, with the exact position of the point moving farther in the negative X directio n
as the degree of compensation is increased . It is assumed that the relay current and voltage are
both measured at the bus, i.e., the point R of Figure 15.2.
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The first plot of interest is the solid curve just to the right of the transmission line
impedance. This solid line represents the locus of the impedance seen at the relay location for
the uncompensated line as the fault is moved from R to Q. The curve is not a straight line
because of the way in which the currents in Figure 15.3 combine to form the total fault current.
As the fault moves close to the far end of the line, the contribution of the total fault current
from the Q end increases and the current contribution flowing clockwise through ZE increases
as well.

For the impedance loci representing series compensated lines, the impedance locus takes
on a nearly circular shape as the current and voltage go through a resonance. For degrees of
compensation less than 0.6, these loci are completely outside the plotted portion of the Z plane
shown in Figure 15.7. As the fault is moved past the capacitor, with the fault at the point Q in
Figure 15.2, the impedance takes an abrupt jump to its final point. This final point is usually,
but not always, within the circular mho characteristic used as the protective zone reference
in Figure 15.7. The QL end of the distributed parameter line can be located by noting the
end of the smooth, curved portion of the locus . The locus then moves sharply to the right,
representing the jump in apparent impedance as the fault is changed from QL to Q.

In order to get a more accurate picture of the impedance loci that fall outside the bound-
aries of Figure 15.7, a wider view of the complex impedance plane is shown in Figure 15.8.
Here, we see that the impedance loci for k = 0.2 and 0.4 both have circular shapes and undergo
significant movement for very small changes in the distance parameter h. The large circular
locus, computed for k = 0.2, is plotted in Figure 15.8 with a j}"h resolution of 0.002 . Note
that the impedance moves large ohmic distances in the complex plane for these very small
changes in fault location. This occurs because of the sharpness of the resonance for this value
of compensation. The same is true for h =0.4, but to a much lesser extent.
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In summary, it is seen that the voltages, currents, and apparent impedances seen by
the relay at R undergo significant changes that are very much dependent on both the fault
location and the degree of compensation. These observations hold for the condition that the
capacitor has the capability of carrying the large resonant currents that would naturally occur
for a resonant circuit. In practice, we know that the capacitor is protected against such large
currents by bypass devices. The effect of varistor protection on the relay quantities is explored
later in this chapter.

15.2.2 End-of-Line Capacitors-Line Side Voltage

Another method of obtaining the relay quantities, where the series capacitors are at the
ends of the lines, is to measure the voltage on the line side of the capacitors. In Figure 15.7,
it is noted that close-in faults are viewed by the local relay as falling in the fourth quadrant.
This presents a problem for the distance-measuring elements of the relay. The problem is not
without solution, but is still something that requires special treatment.

If the relay voltage is measured on the line side of the capacitor, however, this problem
is largely eliminated. The metering connections are shown in Figure 15.9. Using this method
of measurement, the currents are exactly the same as before, but the voltage and impedance
seen by the relay are quite different. As before, the capacitor bypass devices are assumed to
be nonoperative for this test.

Figure 15.9 Equivalent circuit with end-of-line series capacitors and with relay voltage
measured on the line side of the capacitors.

The relay voltage measured in this manner is shown in Figure 15.10. Note that the
resonant peaks now increase with the degree of compensation. The impedance seen by the
relay is shown in Figure 15.11. This result is quite different from that shown in Figure 15.7,
where the impedance seen by the relay is computed in terms of the volt.age on the bus side
of the series capacitor. In Figure 15.7, the impedance is seen as negative for all degrees of
compensation when the fault is close t.o the relay R, but this is not the case in Figure 15.11. That
is an important difference. A relay with fault locator logic that assumes the line to be inductive,
would interpret a negative reactance as a fault behind the relay. Relays often have a trip zone
similar to the nominal mho characteristic shown in Figure 15.11. Such relays are usually
not practical for series compensated lines. However, if the relay voltage is measured on the
line side of the capacitor, there is no negative reactance observed by the relay. The observed
resonances for faults at the far end of the line are noted in both cases, with the impedance
excursion being somewhat greater in Figure 15.11. Taking the voltage measurement on the
line side of the series capacitor is an improvement, as it eliminates the serious problem noted
in Figure 15.7 of impedance measurements outside of the normal trip zone of a mho distance
element.
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Figure 15.10 Relay voltage magnitude as a function of fault position h with voltage mea-
sured on the line side of the series capacitors.
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the series capacitors.

15.2.3 Capacitors at the Center of the Line

The effectiveness of series compensation is increased if the series capacitors are placed
at the center of the line. This is especially important for very long lines, as the effectiveness
is a function of line length. For lines of 300 km or less in length, the gain in effectiveness is
not great. For a line with a capacitor at the center of the line, as in Figure 15.12, the currents ,
voltages , and impedances seen by the relay are examined.
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Figure 15.12 Series capacitor at the center of the line with fault at fractional distance II on
the left side of capacitor.

Figure 15.13 shows the current magnitude seen at relay R as a function of fault location .
For small degrees of compensation, the current magnitude for faults to the left of the capacitor
location are nearly the same as the uncompensated current magnitude . For higher degrees of
compensation, this is no longer true, although the difference is not great. For faults located
beyond the capacitor bank, typical resonances are observed for the higher degrees of compen-
sation, but the resonant peaks are not nearly as great as for the case with capacitors at the ends
of the line.
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Figure 15.13 Relay current magnitude as a function of fault location II .

The relay voltage as a function of fault location is shown in Figure 15.14, where the
voltage resonance at high degrees of compensation are shown. Although the voltage peaks
at R are much higher than the uncompensated line, they are not as great as for the case with
capacitors at the ends of the line. See Figure 15.4 for comparison.

Figures 15.13 and 15.14 display only the magnitude of the phasor current and voltage
for varying fault location. When the degree of compensation is 0.6, a resonant condition
begins to develop, but it is incomplete . Both the current and voltage increase in magnitude ,
but there is no smooth resonant peak in either variable. Instead, the series capacitor introduces
a discontinuity in the resonance .

The complex phasor current and voltage for 60% series compensation is shown in Fig-
ure 15.15, which may be compared to Figure 15.6 for the case with capacitors at the ends of
the line. As the fault location is moved along the line, a resonance in both current and voltage
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Figure 15.15 Phasor lociof current and voltageversus fault location, k = 0.6.

begins to develop but this is interrupted by the series capacitor, which causes a large change,
especially in the current. The voltage change is especially interesting, since it moves into the
third quadrant. Note that, at h =0.5+, the current leads the voltage, as viewed from the relay
at R. This is a special condition called a voltage inversion, which is explored in greater detail
later. This condition exists for faults on the far side of the capacitor at locations up to a value
of h =0.55 before the real part of the voltage again becomes positive.

When the degree of compensation is increased to 0.8, the loci of currents and voltages
is entirely different, as shown in Figure 15.16. For this higher compensation degree , the
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resonances are fully developed , both in the current and in the voltage . Both variables experience
a small resonance on the near side of the capacitor, but have a very large resonance for faults
beyond the capacitor. Note that the voltage does not invert, as it did for 60% compensation.
Moreover, the curre nt reaches very high values and becomes leading. This behavior is due to
the high value of capac itive reactance. The impedance seen by the relay at R is quite complex,
as shown in Figure 15.17.
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Figure 15.16 Phasor loci of current and voltage versus fault location. k = 0.8.

The impedance is mostly within the nominal mho circle, which indicates that any normal
line protective scheme will have no problem with correctly detecting the fault. The impedance
loci for degrees of compensation greater than 0.4 , however, undergo rapid and unusual changes
as the fault moves through the resonant conditions just beyond the center of the line. The
impedance loops toward the origin as the resonance occurs, which indicates that the relay
greatly overreaches the actual fault position. Just beyond the resonant point, the impedance
becomes negative, moving outside the directional mho trip zone, but finally returns to the trip
zone as the fault reaches the far end of the line. This indicates that a simple distance relay
would not provide correct discrimination for all faults.

15.2.4 Conclusions on Series Compensation Effects

The unbypassed series capacitors in a transmission line greatly alter the currents, volt-
ages , and apparent impedance seen by the relays . The relay variables are distorted more
severely when the capacitors are at the ends of the lines than when at the center. The distor-
tion is sufficient to comp licate the distance measurement to the fault and sugges ts that specia l
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relays will be required that are designed to overcome these problems. Note, however, that the
foregoing conclusions are for unbypassed series capacitors, which cause significant changes
in the system variables.

When the series capacitor is at the center of the line, the distortion in the relay variables
is not as great as for end-of-line capacitors. In some cases, depending on the degree of
compensation, conventional line relays may work quite well for this type of compensation.
However, this should be carefully checked for each application. Even for capacitors at the center
of the line, when the degree of compensation is high the current, voltage, and impedance loci
are very complex and take large resonant variations. This suggests that simple rules of thumb
are not adequate for the analysis of these problems and that rigorous analytical methods are
required to fully understand the relaying quantities.

15.3 SERIES CAPACITOR BANK PROTECTION

Series capacitor banks are made up of series and parallel combinations ofcapacitor elements as
required in order to achieve the desired bank rating. Figure 15.18 shows a typical arrangement
of individual capacitor units arranged in parallel and series arrays as required for a given bank
rating.
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Figure 15.18 Electrical structure of a series ca- l lpacitor bank.

Each individual capacitor is individually fused, either internally, i.e., within the capacitor
unit enclosure, or externally, as shown in Figure 15.18. A bypass switch or breaker S is
provided to bypass the entire bank for maintenance. In some cases, each series group has
a bypass switch or breaker, making it possible to remove only selected groups from service,
and thereby allowing the reactance rating of the bank to be modified by switching. A bypass
device is also provided to shunt damaging fault currents around the capacitor bank, operating
independently of the bypass breaker.

The capacitor bank is designed to carry a given rated current. Capacitor units are placed
in parallel in sufficient number to carry the highest continuous current anticipated. This parallel
arrangement is called a group. The groups shown in Figure 15.18 are labeled 1 .. . In. Groups
are connected in series to provide the required ohmic value of compensation.

For the structure of Figure 15.18, let Xv be the reactance of a single capacitor unit. If
we assume that all units are identical, then the reactance of a complete group of n p capacitor
units in parallel is given by

XvXG ==-
np

Connecting n s identical groups in series to provide the required reactance gives the capacitor
bank reactance of one phase,

nsXvX p = ll sXG == --
np

The current rating of the bank is also of interest. Let

lu == rated current of a capacitor unit

(15.6)

(15.7)

Then, the rated current of the capacitor bank, assuming all groups to have the same number of
units, is given by

(15.8)
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Capacitor units must be connected in parallel in order to satisfy the desired current rating.
Then, groups must be added in series in order to achieve the ohmic value corresponding to the
desired degree of compensation.

15.3.1 Series Capacitor Bypass Systems

Series capacitors are subject to high stress during fault conditions, where the fault currents
through the bank can create capacitor voltages that exceed the capacitor ratings [8], J9]. The
capacitors are protected from overvoltage by the installation of bypass systems in parallel with
the capacitors. During fault conditions, the bypass systems conduct most of the fault current
through the parallel protective device, thereby ensuring that the capacitor is unharmed by the
fault current. When the fault current ceases to flow and the voltage across the series capacitor
returns to normal, the bypass impedance is increased to its prefault value, thereby allowing the
current to again flow through the capacitor bank.

The types of capacitor bypass protection are varied and depend on the approach taken
by various utilities and equipment vendors. They can, however, be conveniently grouped as
follows:

(a) Bypass gaps
(b) Nonlinear resistors
(c) Bypass gaps supplemented by nonlinear resistors

These three types of capacitor segment protection are shown in Figure 15.19.

SG
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SG Self-Triggered Gap
DD Damping Device
BB Bypass Breaker

'--__-In BB
!
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n BB---......

Figure 15.19 Series capacitors protected by par-
allel bypass. (a) Single gap overvoltage protector
for one capacitor segment. (b) Gapless varistor
overvoltage protector for one capacitor segment.
(c) Varistor and triggered gap protection for one
capacitor segment.
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The entire capacitor bank is built up in a modular fashion, using components such as
those shown in the figure, with the modules mounted on an insulated platform. It should be
emphasized that the capacitor protection must be designed for a particular capacitor segment.
In some series capacitor installations, series capacitors may be arranged in separate segments,
which are arranged electrically in series, often on the same platform. The segments are not
necessarily designed to have the same reactance-in fact, there are certain advantages to having
segments of different sizes. If this is the case, the capacitor protections will also have different
ratings.

The series capacitor segments shown in Figure 15.1.9 include a "damping device":' that
is a current limiting circuit, usually consisting of an inductor and resistor in series. When the
gap fires, or the breaker closes, this device causes a fast ringdown of the current at a frequency
that depends on the inductance and capacitance of the circuit, usually in the range of 300 to
1000 hertz. The damping is such that the ringdown decays the current to a negligible value
in less than one cycle of the fundamental frequency. Capacitors must be protected from the
overvoltages that would occur due to the high currents that flow on the transmission line in
response to line faults. Different protective responses are often designed for faults on the
line that includes the series capacitor, which are designated as internal faults. Faults on other
nearby lines are called external faults, and these more remote faults may require a different
type of capacitor protection.

15.3.1.1 Bypass Gaps. The simplest type of installation is the parallel self-triggered
bypass gap, an example of which is shown in Figure 15.19(a). Capacitor overvoltage protection
for each segment is provided by a spark gap, installed in parallel with the capacitor, which is
designed to protect the capacitor from the overvoltage that results from fault currents flowing
on the transmission line. The gap is set to flash over at a given voltage, usually 2.0 to 3.5
per unit (where 1.0 per unit is equal to crest voltage at rated current). The gap flashes in
a few microseconds following a fault, which bypasses the capacitors completely. The gap
conduction is interrupted when the transmission line breakers operate to isolate an internal
fault. For external faults, some means must be provided for extinguishing the gap conduction.
This is sometimes accomplished by injecting compressed air through the gap to extinguish
the arc. The injection of air is controlled by monitoring the current through the gap. A
forced-triggered gap may also be used. This type of gap ensures consistent flashover at a given
voltage. The bypass breaker is used by an operator to remove the capacitor bank from service
for maintenance, and for reinserting the bank into service following these intentional removals.
The bypass breaker is usually ordered to close when the gaps are fired, which provides a backup
protection for the capacitor.

Bypass systems similar to that shown in Figure 15.19(a) have been in use since the 1950s
in the western United States and have achieved a credible service record [10-11]. The major
drawback to this concept is the complexity of the equipment and the fact that there may be some
doubt regarding the successful reinsertion, which may be very important for system stability
and for restoring powertransfer quickly. These early systems often employed line relaying that
depended on the capacitor being bypassed in order to obtain correct distance measurement for
the fault condition. Thus, any error or delay in the bypass function increases the probability of
delayed line relaying as well as capacitor damage. Despite these reservations, these systems
have worked satisfactorily for years.

1The correct name for this device is the "discharge current limiting device" according to IEEE Standard 824-
1994.
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15.3.1.2 MetalOxideVaristorProtection. The second type ofcapacitor bypass system
is one that employs a nonlinear resistor, called a varistor, in the bypass circuit , as shown in
Figure 15.19(b) . The varistor voltage-current relationship can be described by the equation

v = kiP (15.9)

where v = resistor voltage
i = resistor current
f3 = a constant < 1.0

The solution to (15.9) for various values of current may be found by taking the logarithm
to write

ex = In v = Ink + f3 In i (15.10)

Then

v = ea = e(lnk+plni) (15.11)

The earliest types of nonlinear resistors were made of silicon carbide, for which the constant f3
has a value of about 0.2-0.5. Figure 15.20 shows a plot of (15.9) for values of per unit current
up to 10, and using a constant k set arbitrarily to limit the voltage to about 1.5 per unit for this
range of current.
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Figure 15.20 Voltage-eurrent characteristics of two typical varistors.

The dashed curve in Figure 15.20 is typical for silicon carbide varistors . Note that, as the
voltage approaches the limiting value this causes large currents to flow through the varistor,
thereby effectively limiting the voltage across the capacitor. Because there is substantial
current flowing even at normal voltage, however, it is not feasible to leave this type of resistor
permanently in parallel with the capacitor, as it would increase the losses. Therefore, silicon
carbide varistors are usually used in conjunction with a spark gap in series with the silicon
carbide varistor. As the fault current raises the voltage across the capacitors, the gap will flash
causing current to flow through the varistor. This helps to limit the fault current and limits
the voltage across the capacitors. After the fault is cleared , the capacitors are reinserted by
causing compressed air to extinguish the arc across the gap. Note that the voltage across the
capacitor increases significantly as the fault current increases, as shown by the upper curve in
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Figure 15.20. The varistor is not nonlinear enough to effectively "clamp" the voltage to an exact
value. Silicon carbide varistors have been replaced in modem series capacitor installations
with metal-oxide varistors.

Metal oxide varistors are characterized by a value of fJ that is an order of magnitude
smaller than that for silicon carbide. The lower plot in Figure 15.20 is typical for zinc oxide
varistors. Note that this varistor has two excellent characteristics for this application. First,
the current flowing at normal voltages is negligible, which means that the resistor can be
permanently installed in parallel with the capacitor without the need for a series gap. Second,
this varistor effectively clamps the capacitor voltage to a given design level more effectively
than silicon carbide. Figure 15.19(b) shows a typical arrangement for capacitor protection
utilizing metal oxide varistors [12-15].

It should be noted that the arrangement of Figure 15.19(b) introduces the concept of the
value of resistance that will be effective, and in the rating of that resistor. The previous system,
with only a gap, is sensitive only to voltage. The varistor system requires an energy rating
for the varistor to assure that both the capacitor and the varistor will survive the highest fault
current magnitude for the required length of exposure. If the varistor is specified for too great
an energy capacity, the cost will be excessive. The varistor bypass system also requires some
method of measuring or estimating the accumulated energy absorbed by the varistor during a
fault condition. If there is danger of exceeding the varistor rating, the bypass breaker must be
ordered to close, thereby protecting both the capacitor and the varistor. The bypass breaker
can be reopened by the system operator.

The metal oxide varistor (sometimes abbreviated as MOV), because of its greater non-
linearity, is superior in its ability to limit the capacitor voltage [12-15]. The normal leakage
current through the varistor is on the order of milliamperes, which is considered acceptable.
Detailed studies and field tests have shown the effectiveness of the metal oxide varistors in
aiding transient stability of the system [14]. The MOV devices provide several benefits, in-
cluding instantaneous reinsertion, lower capacitor protective levels, high reliability, and low
maintenance costs.

15.3.1.3 Bypass Gap and Nonlinear Resistor. The arrangement shown in Figure
15.19(b) is sometimes altered to provide a gap in parallel with the varistor for faults of unusually
high magnitude and as a safety measure, such as the system of Figure 15.19(c). This system
provides three levels of protection. For external faults, the varistor will conduct as soon as the
voltage exceeds the design value. However, if the energy accumulated by the varistor reaches a
level close to the varistor rating, the forced-triggered gap is ordered to flash, which can usually
be completed in a few milliseconds. On ordering the gap to flash, the bypass breaker is also
ordered to close, which will usually require 40 to 50 milliseconds, thereby bringing the third
level of protection into service.

Figure 15.21 shows a typical plot of line current in the faulted phase of a transmission line.
The current has two parts, one part that flows through the capacitor and another component
that flows through the varistor. When the instantaneous fault current reaches a high value,
the capacitor voltage, which lags the current by 90 degrees, is also much higher than normal.
When the voltage reaches the design value, the varistor conducts. This is seen to occur in short
pulses, alternating positive and negative, as shown in Figure 15.21(a). These short pulses of
current cause power to be dissipated in the varistor, and the accumulation of these power pulses
results in a buildup of energy. Since the pulses occur rapidly, essentially all of the energy is
contained within the varistor and causes its temperature to rise.
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Figure 15.21 Plot of faulted phase current and varistor energy buildup . (a) Faulted phase
current through capacitor and varistor. (b) Varistor energy buildup for a four
cycle internal fault.

The total line current in the faulted phase is the sum of the capacitor current and the
varistor current. although the two current components do not flow simultaneously. These
currents are shown in Figure 15.22 for the first three cycles of the fault. The sum of the two
components is a fundamental frequency current that grows in amplitude to the full fault value.
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Figure 15.22 Total line current in the faulted phase .

Figure 15.23 shows a typical series compensation system that is designed to provide
the three levels of capacitor protection described above. The equipment for two segments of
compensation are arranged on a common high-voltage platform, where each segment has its
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Figure 15.23 A typical series capacitor system with two segments.T

own measurements and series capacitor protection. Note that the equipment is arranged such
that all current measurements are taken at platform potential. The varistor is always in the
circuit and conducts immediately in response to a capacitor overvoltage and this is the primary
protection for external faults. The triggered gap is designed to spark over when excessive
current or varistor energy level is detected. The bypass breaker is programmed to close any
time that the triggered gap is commanded to spark over.

Not shown in the figure are two platform control cabinets, one for each segment. Each
platform cabinet contains redundant controls, two platform fiber-optic interfaces, two platform
power supplies, and two varistor analog units and pulsers to trigger gap firing. The platform
fiber-optic interface is a system of electronic circuits that has the function of transforming the
platform analog current measurements into digital signals for transmission to the ground con-
trollers, which are housed in ground-level control cabinets. The platform fiber-optic interfaces
are powered by platform power supplies, which are powered by current transformers 9A and
9B, provided for this purpose. The varistor analog pulsers are electronic components that use
analog signals to monitor and detect varistor energy, based on measured varistor currents. The
output of the pulser is a pulse that is used to trigger the sparkover of the gap. All of these
items are redundant, for reliability. The gap igniter consists of an expulsion tube that injects
a stream of ions into the gap, which causes a reliable breakdown of the gap voltage near the
design protective level, thus bypassing the capacitors.

4The author gratefully acknowledges the Mead-Adelanto Project in Southern Nevada and the project manage-
ment who granted permission to use this drawing.
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Note that all current measurements on the platform are redundant, with systems A and B
operating independently. Failures of individual capacitor or varistor units can be detected by
measuring the imbalance in current that occurs when one unit in a group fails . Capacitor units
are individually fused. The master control of the series capacitor bank is performed by digital
control computers, located in the ground control cabinets. Platform-to-ground communications
is by dual paths of fiber-optic columns, arranged so that the failure of one column does not
cause failure of either control system A or B. The system shown in Figure 15.23 is only for
one phase .

15.3.2 A Fundamental Frequency Varistor Model

The development of a fundamental frequency model of the nonlinear varistor has been
developed by detailed simulation to a series R-X model of the varistor that closely fits ex-
perimental data [13]. Figure 15.24 indicates the process, where the nonlinear device is to be
replaced by a series R-X model, where the exact values of Rc and Xc become functions of
the current flowing through the varistor. This is indicated in Figure 15.24 by the instantaneous
current ic , which is shown in the figure as controlling both Rc and Xc .

Varistor

~-x.;
Figure 15.24 Series Rc-Xc model of the series capacitor and varistor.

A model of the series impedance is shown in Figure 15.25, where it is clear that both
the resistance and capacitive reactances are nonlinear, and are functions of the normalized
capacitor bank current li.n- The values plotted are expressed in per unit, where one per unit I L
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Figure 15.25 Effective resistance and reactance of the varistor-protected series capacitor
bank as a function of normalized bank current, tt» .
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is the capacitor bank current rating at which the varistor begins to conduct. For bank currents
below this value , the series circuit is a constant capacitive reactance equal to the series capacitor
rating. When the current exceed s the varistor conducting threshold , the current in the varistor
increases rapidl y, as shown in Figure 15.20, which decreases the effective series impedance
of the circuit and diverts current from the capacitor. As larger values of current flow through
the varistor, the circuit becomes predominately resistive , as shown in Figure 15.25. For large
current values, the capacitive reactance is less than 5% of its normal value, but there is still a
small capacitive reactance component.

Solving a circuit containing the nonlinear R-X combination of Figure 15.24 requires an
iterative procedure. An initial value of current is estimated, based on the system condition,
and then the circuit with the nonlinear impedance is solved using the values corresponding to
this estimated current. This solution usual1y shows an error in the original estimate, so that a
new estimate is made and the circuit solved a second time. Thi s is repeated until the estimated
current and the solution agree to the desired precision. The resulting solution is a fundamental
frequency equival ent system solution of the parallel circuit containing the capacitor and varistor
bypass system.

Another way of viewing the R-X characteristic of the varistor is to plot the data of
Figure 15.25 in the complex impedance plane. This result is shown in Figure 15.26, where the
normalized values of Rc and Xc are both in per unit, with the base impedance value being the
capacitor reactance rating in ohms.
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Figure 15.26 Varistor-protected capacitor bank effective resistance and reactance in the
complex impedance plane.

To analyze the varistor equivalent circuit, we begin by defining the following currents.

IN = Rated capac itor bank current, (A rms)
S 8 - 3¢

18 = Base current = M ' (A rms)
v'3VRIL - L )

l t. = Line or capacitor current, (A rms)
l r u = Capaci tor threshold current rating = ~lr ll . (A)

(15 .12)
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The capacitor rated current, /N, is the rms value of current that the capacitor is designed
to carry continuously. The varistor conducting threshold irH is the instantaneous value of
capacitor bank current at which the varistor is designed to begin conducting. This is related
to the rms value of the threshold current, /TH, as noted in (15.12). The line current, /L, is the
total current flowing in the line, whether it flows through the capacitor, the varistor, or both.
We normalize the line current and identify the result by appending the per unit subscript "u"
for clarity.

/L . h b/ Lu = ~ per unit on t e system ase
/B

(15.13)

This is the current through the capacitor when the varistor is not conducting, expressed
in per unit, and where / B is the base current in amperes on the system study base.

The varistor conducts for that part of each half cycle where

(15.14)

(15.15)

or

[TH .
I Lu > - per unit on system base

/B

Now, let Xc be the capacitive reactance of the protected capacitor bank in ohms. Then, from
[13] we write the following general equation for the equivalent series resistance and reactance
in ohms.

Rc = XN (0.0745+ 0.4ge-O.243ILN - 35.0e-5.01ILN - 0.6e-1.4hN)Q

X; = XN (0.1010 - 0.0057/LN + 2.088e-O.8566ILN)Q

I L . h bwhere ILN = - per unit on t e ITH ase
[TH

(15.16)

(15.17)

Note that the series equivalent parameters given by (15.16) are defined in terms of the
rated series capacitor bank reactance, XN, which is the rated value of the capacitive reactance.
The equivalent parameters are also defined in terms of the per unit current I LN which is in per
unit on the capacitor threshold rating, not on a system base.

For convenience, we define

(15.18)

In many cases, the value ofkp is in the range of 1.7 to 2.0. The line current at which the varistor
begins to conduct is given by (15.15). The per unit line current with the varistor conducting
may be determined by a change of base.

hN = ~~ = k:~N = (k:~N) (~:) = Kbchu
where we have defined the parameter

(15.19)

(15.20)
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EXAMPLE 15.1
Determine the magnitude of line current in per unit for which the varistor will begin conducting under
the following defined conditions:

5B == 1000MVA

VB == 500 kV

I B == 1154.701 A

IN == 1000 A

kp == 2.0

1154.701
Ki; == == 0.577

2000

ZB == 250 Q

The varistor begins conducting when It == Ie == 1.0 per unit on IT H base, i.e.,

I LN 1.0 2000 .
ILu == - == - == -- == 1.732 per umt on system base (15.21)«; «; 1154.7

In order to make the equivalent impedance equations more useful, a change of base is necessary, which
requires the substitution of(15.19) into (15.16). This gives the following result.

R; == X N (0.0745 + 0.4ge-·-O.243KhclLII -_35.0e--5.0Kbchu - O.6e-IAKhcl["I) Q

== XN II (I Lu )

X; == XN(O.101 - O.005749Khc1Lu + 2.088e--O.8566Khchll) Q
(15.22)

(15.23)

== XN .12 (I Lu )
The equations (15.22) give the value of the series equivalent R and X parameters as functions of the total
line current in per unit when the varistor is conducting. •

Note that the foregoing equations give the varistor parameters in ohms. To normalize to
the system base, both equations must be divided by the system base impedance.

XNfl(ILu)R; == per unit
ZB '

XNf2(ILu) per unit
ZB

15.3.3 Relay Quantities Including Varistor Bypass

To determine the effect of the series capacitor bypass on the relay voltage and current,
the system must be solved for the given series capacitor location(s) and with the capacitor
in parallel with a varistor of appropriate rating. In order to estimate the rating, a test case is
considered, where the total delivered power in two parallel 500 kilovolt lines is taken to be
nominally 2000 megawatt. When one line is faulted and removed from service, the remaining
line must carry the entire 2000 megawatt, so we let this be the series capacitor rating. This
corresponds to about 2300 amperes. Therefore, let us set the rating at 2500 amperes, since
we do not want the series capacitor to bypass during normal operation in the neighborhood of
2000 megawatt.

The system configuration for varistor protected series capacitors at the ends of the line
is shown in Figure 15.27, where the voltage measurement is assumed to be on the bus side of
the capacitor at both ends of the line. The varistor will bypass the capacitor according to the
rules described in Section 15.3.2. The fundamental frequency relay quantities are computed
according to these rules, with the results given below.
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+
Es

Figure 15.27 System configuration with varistor protected series capacitors at the ends of
the line, with bus side voltage measurements.

The current magnitude for varying fault location is shown in Figure 15.28. This figure
should be compared with the currents shown in Figure 15.3, which plots the same case but with
no bypass of the capacitors. The very high resonant current peaks have been eliminated by
the varistor protection and the current magnitude becomes similar to the uncompensated line,
but with slightly higher magnitude due to two factors: (I) the small capacitive reactance in the
bypassed compensation system, and (2) the fact that one of the capacitors remains unbypassed
for certain fault locations.
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Figure 15.28 Relay current magnitude as a function of fault location h.

The point at which bypassing occurs is shown in Figure 15.29, which shows that the
varistor is either conducting (UP) or not conducting (DOWN). This view of the bypass situation
shows that, for small degrees of compensation, there is a region near the center of the line where
neither of the capacitors is bypassed. However, for high degrees of compensation there is a
region near the center of the line when both capacitors are bypassed simultaneously. The fault
locations where switching of the varistor occurs can be seen on some of the plots of current,
voltage , and impedance.

The voltage seen by the relay at R is shown in Figure 15.30. As with the current
magnitudes, the resonant peaks of voltage noted in Figure 15.4 have been eliminated by the
varistor and the relay voltage is at a more reasonable level.

A plot of the relay voltage and current in the complex plane , for a degree of compensation
of 60%, is shown in Figure 15.31. Having removed the resonances in both the current and
voltage , the voltage and current phasors in the complex plane are more restricted in their
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Figure 15.29 Varistor firing for capacitors at line ends.
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Figure 15.30 Relay voltage magnitude as a function of fault locat ion h.

movement. The largest movement occurs when moving the fault across the capacitor at the
relay R end of the line.

The impedance seen by the relay R as the fault moves down the line is shown in Fig-
ure 15.32. Here, the discontinuitie s where the varistors start or stop conducting are apparent.
When this occurs, the trace changes from its smooth progression by an abrupt change in di-
rection . At the remote end of the line, the large jump is due to moving the fault from one
side of the capacitor to the other. One item of interest is whether the relay experiences over-
or underreaching, since the traces all travel outside the nominal mho circle. These crossing
points are summarized in Table 15.1. This shows a slight tendency to overreach- for the higher
degrees of compensation. The mho characteristic used for the measurements in Table 15.1 is
shown in Figure 15.32. where the diameter of the mho circle is arbitrarily set as being exactly

5The reach of a relay is defined as : "The extent of protection afforded by a relay in terms of the impedance or
circuit length as measured from the relay," ANSIIIEEE Std C37 .100- 1981.
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Figure 15.31 Current and voltage phasor loci with varistor protection .

the total line impedance in the complex plane. The reach measurements will vary depending
on the mho characteristic used.

TABLE 15.1 Reach of Relay R for Various Degrees
of Compensation

k=0.2
h =0.892

k=O.4

h =0.906
k=0.6
h =0.924

k=0.8
h=0.984

The relay impedance plot of Figure 15.32 should be compared with the unbypassed case,
shown in Figure 15.7. The loci are more restricted, due to the lack ofresonance and there is
not such a large excursion initially into the fourth quadrant, in Figure 15.32. Still, there is a
problem for the fault detector for close-in faults, especially at high degrees of compensation,
as the apparent impedance moves into the fourth quadrant for close-in faults.

15.3.4 Effect of System Parameters

The foregoing examples of protective relay current, voltage , and impedance measurement
have been computed with certain assumptions regarding the power system. These assumptions
include the following:

I. The Thevenin equivalent sources at each end of the line are exactly equal, both in
their Thevenin equivalent impedance, but also in their voltage magnitudes and angles .
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Figure 15.32 Loci of impedance seen by relay R as a function of fault location 11 .

2. The external impedance has been modeled as if a strong integrated system exists in
parallel with the protected line, resulting in a small external impedance.

3. The fault impedance has been modeled as a pure arcing resistance, but of small
magnitude.

4. Only three-phase faults have been considered.
5. The varistor can be accurately modeled as a fundamental frequency device using the

model derived in [131.

Assumption J creates a condition where the fault currents flowing from the two sources
are symmetrical. A plot of the current magnitude 1Rand 1Q with respect to fault location along
the line will show that these currents are exact mirror images of each other. The same is true
of the other currents and voltages in the system. Thi s assumption ignores any load current
flowing in the system. It also assumes that both sources are of equal strength, in terms of
their abilit y to supply fault current. Assumption 2 is arbitrarily adopted, but will not be valid
for some systems, especially for the case of a developing system that has few high voltage
transmission lines. However, these cases are readil y accommodated by simply increasing the
external impedance to the correct value, which can be determined by a short-circuit study. In
the limit , the extern al impedance can be assumed infinite , which would seldom be the case for
a developed, integrated power system.
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Assumption 3 assumes a very low value of arc resistance, which might be correct if
maximum currents are of interest. However, high arc resistance is also of interest in many
cases, for example, where the line may be contacted by tree branches. Also, the impedance used
here to represent the fault might actually represent both the fault impedance and the impedance
of the negative and zero sequence networks, if an unbalanced fault is to be considered. In that
case, the fault impedance will also have a reactance as well as a resistance, and this reactance
must also consider the location and size of the series capacitor bank. Assumption 4 has been
made simply for convenience. However, unbalanced faults of any type are readily solved using
the method of symmetrical components, where the fault impedance is adjusted to include the
appropriate sequence network impedances. This will not be pursued in detail here since the
techniques are well known.

Assumption 5 is simply stated, but is more difficult to justify. The series capacitor current
flows on each halfcycle up to the value where the varistor begins to conduct, and the varistor cur-
rent flows for a portion ofthat halfcycle. It is assumed that these two current segments sum to an
equivalent fundamental frequency current. This assumption is discussed in greater detail in [7].

We now examine the effect of the above assumptions briefly, again using an example for
comparison of computed currents, voltages, and impedance at the relay location. This will be
done only for the unbypassed capacitor cases. For convenience, the previous unbypassed case
will be referred to as the "base case." Only the case with capacitors at the ends of the line are
examined. Table 15.2 shows the parametric changes to be studied.

TABLE 15.2 ParametricImpedanceChangesSelectedfor Study

Z Change Zs Zu ZE ZF

BaseCase 0.0 +jO.1 0.0 + jO.1 0.002 + jO.04 0.01 + jO.O
ZE 0.0 + jO.l 0.0 + jO.l 0.04 + jO.80 0.01 +jO.O
Zs and Zu 0.0 + j2.0 0.0 + jO.OO5 0.002 +jO.04 0.01 + jO.O
ZF 0.0 + jO.1 0.0 +jO.1 0.002 + jO.04 0.05 + jO.O

15.3.4.1 Effect of Increased External Impedance. The effect of increased external
impedance is readily studied by varying this impedance. The original external impedance,
given in (15.3), is 0.002 + jO.040 per unit. This impedance is increased by a factor of 20 to a
new value of

New ZE = 0.04 + jO.80 per unit (15.24)

The result of-this change is shown in Figures 15.33 through 15.36.
Figure 15.33 shows the fault current magnitudes for varying fault location along the line.

This figure should be compared to the base case shown in Figure 15.3.
The peaks of current magnitude for 40, 60, and 80% compensation are considerably

higher for this case than for the base case, but the 20% compensation case is much lower.
The resonances at the remote end of the line are almost completely eliminated by the higher
external impedance, however. The same comments apply to the voltage magnitude plots,
shown in Figure 15.34, where the resonant peaks are very high for the higher degrees of
compensation, compared to Figure 15.4. Again, the higher external impedance has almost
eliminated the resonant voltage peaks at the remote end of the line, which were great for the
base case, as noted in Figure 15.4.

The loci of the current and voltage phasors in the complex plane are shown in Figure 15.35
for 60% compensation. This is the familiar circular resonance plot, both for faults close to
the relay and again for remote faults, but the magnitude of the resonant loci are greater for the
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Figure 15.34 Relay voltage magnitude as a function of fault location It .

case with high external impedance, shown in Figure 15.35. Compare with Figure 15.6.
The impedance seen by the relay R is shown in Figure 15.36, which should be compared

to Figures 15.7 for the base case. In Figure 15.7, large resonant excursions of the loci are
evident for all degrees of compensation except 80%. which is well contained within the mho
circle . For the case of high external impedance, however, all of the loci have much larger
resonant circular excursions, and leave the mho circle at a lower value of h. An indicator of
reach is given for different h values in Table 15.3.

TABLE 15.3 Reach of Relay R for Various Degrees
of Compensation

Case k=O k = 0.8

Base Case
High ZE

h =0.910
h=0.915

h = 0.806
h=0.913

h=1.0
h = 0.758
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Figure 15.35 Current and voltage phasor loci with high external impedance .

In Figure 15.36 both impedance loci extend well outside the nominal mho circle for this
case with high external impedance. This is due to the reduction of infeed at the remote end of
the protected line.

15.3.4.2 Effect ofIncreased Source Impedance. To understand the effect of different
source impedances, the source impedance both Zs and Zu are changed by a factor of 20, with
Zs being increased and Zu being decreased. The new values of these parameters are

(15.25)
New Zs = 0 + j2.000 per unit
New Zu =0 + jO.OO5 per unit

A comparison of the computed results are described as follows . The resonant current peaks
of this example, shown in Figure 15.37, are interesting since they are higher than those of the
base case of Figure 15.3, even though the current source behind the relay is much weaker. The
source of the increased current is the voltage source at the remote end of the line, providing
increased current through the external impedance. The voltage profile peaks , as shown in
Figure 15.38, are somewhat smaller than the base case shown in Figure 15.4.

15.3.4.3 EffectofIncreased Fault Impedance. The effect of increased fault resistance
has an effect that is most noticeable in the impedance measured by the relay. As the fault
resistance is increased, the locus of impedances seen by the relay move straight to the right,
reflecting directly the larger resistance in the circuit. Clearly, if the resistance is large enough,
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Figure 15.37 Relay current magnitude as a function of fault locat ion h.

there exists the possib ility that the fault impedance seen by the relay will fall outside the
desig nated protection zone. In any event, higher fault resistance causes the impedance loci to
move to the boundary of the protection zone for lower values of h, that is, for faults that are
closer to the relay. This is an effec tive overreach of the relay, which views this close-in fault
as lying outside the zone of protection .
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In order to study the effect of the fault impedance more closely, an increase from the
base case value is made . The new fault impedance is given as

New Zp = 0.05 + jO.Oper unit (15.26)

This would be a fault resistance of 12.5 ohms, which is not unreasonable. The impedance seen
by the relay is shown in Figure 15.39, where the effect of the higher fault resistance is immedi-
ately noted by the shift ofall loci to the right. The reach of the relay is summarized in Table 15.4.
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Figure 15.39 Loci of impedanceseen by relay R as a function of fault location h.

It is clear that as the degree of compensation increases, the overreach of the relay also
increases. However, the more serious problem is the loss of fault detection entirely. This will
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TABLE 15.4 Reach of Relay R for Varying k and High Fault
Impedance

611

k=O

h = 0.544
k=:0.2

h == 0.536
k= 0.4

h = 0.508
k=0.6

h =0.0
k=0.8

h =0.0

be most likely at the higher degrees of compensation, where the impedance loci may be forced
completely out of the nominal mho circle.

15.4 RELAY PROBLEMS DUE TO COMPENSATION

This section examines some of the problems that occur in the protection of transmission lines
that are due to the presence of series capacitors. It has been shown that the series capacitors
may change the observable characteristic of the transmission line significantly, and problems
have been noted that may cause problems for conventional transmission line protective relaying
schemes. These special problems are examined here in detail.

The descriptions in Sections 15.2 and 15.3 show that the relay protecting a series com-
pensated transmission line is presented with changing information following the incidence of a
fault. Initially, the line relays will see fundamental frequency currents and voltages of the line
and series capacitor. Depending on the fault location, the relays may be viewing a fundamental
frequency resonant condition, with very high currents or voltages. Moreover, depending on the
fault location and the degree of compensation, it has been shown that the impedance seen by the
line protection may interpret the line fault as being outside of the designated protective zone.

15.4.1 The Effect of Transient Phenomena

When a fault occurs on the transmission line, an abrupt change in the power system occurs
and this change is accompanied by a transient response. Immediately following the application
of the fault, high-frequency transients (100-1000 hertz) are excited as the system inductances
and capacitances respond to the change in the network. Later, when the capacitor bypass
system operates, assuming that the fault current is great enough to cause bypass operation, the
relays then see currents and voltages that are much different. Moreover, in evolving from the
unfaulted line, to the faulted and unbypassed, to faulted and bypassed, the system undergoes
rapid transient changes. The relay must be designed to make the correct decision under rapidly
changing system conditions, which might include resonances and transients of both super- and
subsynchronous frequencies. Moreover, it must do so quickly and reliably.

The transient response of the system due to faults are of two types, high-frequency
transients and low-frequency transients. The high-frequency transients are due to the natural
frequencies of the series and shunt inductances and capacitances of the system. Any change
in the network, such as a fault or series capacitor bypass, requires the readjustment in stored
energy between the line inductances and the distributed shunt capacitances, which causes high-
frequency currents to flow. The typical characteristics of EHV lines for both phase and ground
faults is shown in Table 15.5 fJ6].

The initial magnitude of transient current associated with a phase or ground fault can
be estimated by assuming that the voltage traveling wave from the fault consists of equal
magnitude waves traveling in each direction. Then, we may compute the initial rms current
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TABLE 15.5 Characteristics of Fault Conditions on EHV Transmission Lines

magnitude as

Characteristic impedance, Zc
Velocity of propagation

Time constant

Phase Faults

300n
. 3 x 105 kmls

L
t} = -!.. =35-75 ms

R}

Ground Faults

600n
2 x 105 kmls

Lot o=- ~ 15ms
Ro

(15.27)I =O.SJ2vLL A
,J3zc

where the numerator gives the peak value of voltage in volts, and the factor 0.5 is required to
find the magnitude of the wave traveling in one direction. For example, for a 750 kilovolt line,
the initial magnitude of transient current for phase faults is about 1000 amperes.

The initial transients are made up of periodic components with frequencies of oscillation
that are a function of the distance to the fault and the source impedance. As a general order of
magnitude, these frequencies can be characterized as shown in Table 15.6 [16].

TABLE 15.6 Transient
Frequencies of Oscillation

Line Length

150km
300km
600km

Frequency

500-1000 Hz
250-500 Hz
125-250 Hz

Frequencies up to 1000 hertz may have magnitudes of up to 15% of the fundamental [17].
The high-frequency currents damp out quickly, as noted by the time constants in Table.15.5,
but they will persist for a few cycles, which is longer than the usual relay time of high-speed
protective systems. Most relays are designed to interpret the measured quantities in terms
of their fundamental frequency behavior, and must filter out the high-frequency transient
responses using low-pass filters. On long transmission lines, these high-frequency transients
may be quite different at the two ends of the line, and identical relays at the two ends may
see quite different transient voltages and currents. Moreover, since the fault may occur at any
point in the network, the spectrum of high-frequency transients is great, and it is difficult to
predict with precision [18].

The low-frequency transients are due to the resonant condition created between the series
capacitors and the network series inductances, which are always transients of subsynchronous
frequency. When a fault occurs, the series-compensated system experiences a transition from
the prefault to the faulted state. Viewed in the complex Z plane, the apparent impedance
locus moves from its prefault value, which is usually remote from the origin, to a new location
much closer to the origin and along the line representing the line impedance. The shape of
this transition has sometimes been described as a logarithmic spiral. This transition can cause
distance measuring elements to either over or under reach, and can cause false directional
sensing as well. The reach error can be overcome by low-pass filtering of the measured
quantities. The directional sensing error can be corrected by relay polarization using unfaulted
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phase voltages or by memory polarization. The low-frequency transient behaves much the
same as de offset, which can cause saturation in current transformers [18]. However, because
of the series capacitor, there is no de offset in series-compensated lines. One study indicates that
if the CT performance is satisfactory for de offset, it is adequate for offset due to the presence
of subsynchronous frequencies in the waveform [19]. As a general rule, the line relays must be
designed to operate correctly even in the presence of these low-frequency transients, since it is
difficult to provide effective filtering for the low frequencies. These low-frequency transients
may also cause subsynchronous resonance problems.

15.4.2 The Effect of Phase Impedance Unbalance

. Phase impedance unbalance occurs as the result of series capacitor bypass systems op-
erating to bypass and reinsert the series capacitors unsymmetrically. This problem is apparent
whether the bypass system is based on spark gaps or metal oxide varistor devices. Spark gaps
flash when the voltage across a series capacitor, in any given phase, reaches a predetermined
level. This occurs at different times in each phase, resulting in a large phase unbalance for a
short time. Varistor devices conduct during a portion of each half cycle, with the capacitor
carrying the total current for the remaining portion of the half cycle. In either case, these
abrupt changes occur at the same time that the line protective relays are making their deci-
sion regarding the necessity for tripping the line. The relays see a transmission line that is
undergoing rapid change, from normal to faulted, to severe unbalanced conditions, all in rapid
sequence. In systems with spark gap capacitor protection, there is also the possibility that the
bypass system will fail to operate in one or more phases, further complicating the conditions
observed from the relay location.

Several approaches have been taken to overcome these problems. One approach simply
requires that the bypass of capacitors be complete before correct relaying is assumed to occur.
This causes delay in fault clearing that may not be acceptable in some cases. Another approach
is to provide completely separate relays on each phase, rather than having a single line relay
with measured data from all three phases. This may lead to an acceptable solution with the
relays of anyone phase causing the line to be tripped, or the breaker of the faulted phase to be
tripped if independent pole tripping is used. This solution is somewhat more expensive, but is
often used on EHV circuits to overcome phase impedance unbalance.

15.4.3 Subsynchronous Resonance Effects

Another problem that affects the protection of series compensated lines is the phe-
nomenon of subsynchronous resonance. This is a resonant condition that occurs for any series
LC circuit, where the electrical resonant frequency may be computed as

fer = 1 = Wo .)Xc = fO.) Xc = fo./k (15.28)
2JT-JLC 2JT XL XL

In (15.28) .fer is the resonant frequency of the electrical system, .to is the system fundamental
frequency, XL is the line inductive reactance at the fundamental frequency, Xc is the line
capacitive reactance at fundamental frequency due to the series compensation, and k is the
degree of compensation. The frequency of oscillation is noted to be below the fundamental
frequency, since the capacitive reactance is always less than the total line inductive reactance.
In practice, the subsynchronous resonance frequency is in the range of about 15 to 900/0 of the
system fundamental frequency.
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The subsynchronous frequency response superimposes a subsynchronous component on
the current and voltage that are observed by the transmission line protective relays. Because
the frequency is so low, it is difficult to filter the subsynchronous frequency component rapidly
enough to provide a satisfactory relay speed of response. For this reason, the line protective
relays for series-compensated lines are often designed to operate correctly in the presence
of currents and voltages with subsynchronous components. The subsynchronous frequency
component can be relatively large and the current peaks may exceed the current peaks for the
uncompensated line due to the addition of the synchronous and subsynchronous values. These
higher currents may cause capacitor overvoltage devices to bypass the capacitor [20].

The subject of subsynchronous resonance is treated in greater detail in Chapter 23. The
phenomenon is mentioned here simply because it is one of the problems affecting the line
protective relaying that must be considered in the relay design.

15.4.4 Voltage and Current Inversions

It was noted in Section 15.2 that the apparent impedance measured by the relay is greatly
affected by series compensation. The result depends on the degree of compensation and the
location of the capacitor on the transmission line. The apparent impedance also depends on
the type of capacitor bypass system, and whether bypass operates for a given fault. We now
consider a different type of problem that occurs because the network resonances cause the
phasor currents and voltages to occupy different positions in the complex plane than would
be found in uncompensated systems. These unusual phase characteristics of the currents and
voltages are often referred to in the literature as reversals or inversionsofthe phasorquantities. 6

15.4.4.1 MidlineSeriesCompensation. Consider a 500 kilovolt transmission line 500
kilometers long, with 70% series compensation located at the center of the line. The apparent
impedance measured by the line relay is to be examined under two conditions: (1) under a
"weak" system condition, with source impedances of 0.2 per unit; and (2) under a "strong"
system condition with source impedances of 0.1 per unit. The Z-plane plots of apparent
impedance for the two conditions are shown in Figures 15.40 and 15.41, respectively. In
both plots, the heavy straight line from the origin to the point labeled ZIT: represents the total
equivalent pi impedance of the 500 Ian line if that line were served radially from the relay
terminal. For that special case, the impedance at various points along the line is linear with
distance from the relay measuring equipment. The plotted mho circle has a maximum torque
angle of 60°.

First, consider the apparent impedance of the line with center-line series capacitors and
with the higher source impedance, represented by the dashed line in Figure 15.40, for h ranging
from zero to one. The interconnected system is represented by an external impedance. The
apparent impedance measured by the relay arcs upward and to the right, with a notch showing
the change in moving the fault past the series capacitor. In order to reach"80% of the line
length, the mho circle with the series capacitor and the higher source impedance must be
considerably smaller than that of the uncompensated line, which is represented by the larger
circle. That would be an appropriate relay characteristic for the uncompensated line. For the
illustrated setting of reach, a fault on the near side of the series capacitor would fall outside the

6The term currentreversalalso indicates a change in direction of current, which is usually due to circuit breaker
operation. The meaning of the term is usually clear from the context of the usage, but in this book the term reversal
is used for directional change only, as described in Section 13.6.7.
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Figure 15.40 Line with 70%center series capacitors and "weak" sources.

trip zone . A higher value of reach, or larger circle , would correct this problem. If the series
capacitor were bypassed, however, the smaller mho circle is not at all adequate, as the reach
on the uncompensated line would be restricted to only 37.5% of the line length, which would
leave the middle 25% of the line unprotected by the zone I relays . This situation requires
specia l treatment, as a compromise setting that will be suitable for both the compensated and
uncompensated line is not possib le. One solution might be to delay clearing until the capacitor
is bypassed, giving a delay that may not be acceptable. Another possibility is to employ a
permissive overreaching scheme, which is discussed in the next section .

Now, consider the apparent impedance of the same line with the same series capacitor
at the line center, but with a smaller source impedance. This might represent a maximum
generation condition, for example. This situation is illustrated in Figure 15.41. Now, the
apparent impedan ce is at a near-resonant condition and undergoes both voltage and current
inversions . The impedance locus makes a large resonant excursion as the fault location is
moved toward the series capacitor, then plunge s to the fourth quadrant as the fault moves past
the series capacitor. The relays see a quite different impedance for the two system conditions.

The reason s for the changes noted above are not clear from the Z-plane observations and
require s additional study. Plots of the relay voltage and current are helpful in understanding
the process. and these are shown in Figures 15.42 and 15.43 for degree s of compensation of
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Figure 15.41 Line with 70%center series capacitors with "strong" sources.

60, 70 , and 80%. The plotted curves are detennined using the following parameters for the
fault equivalent circuit:

SB = lOOOMVA

VB =500kV

ZB = 250 Q

ZE =0.015 + jO.30 per unit

Zs = 0 + jO.lO per unit

Zu =0 + jO.lO per unit

(15.29)

Note that an external system impedance is used to represent the interconnected system that is
electrically in parallel with the protected line.

It is helpful to view Figures 15.42 and 15.43 together. First, we note the three loci all
start at the same point and end at very nearly the same point. The 70% compensation case is
a near resonant condition, as both the voltage and current at 70% are greater than for the 80%
compensation case . Although interesting, this does not explain the behavior very clearly. It is
more helpful to look for regions of voltage and current inversion.

Normal voltages are expected to have magnitudes of about 1.0 per unit, usually with
a small lagging phase angle depending on the system condition. When a fault occurs, the
voltage will be reduced in magnitude, but the voltage phasor remains in the fourth quadran t,
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even for close-in faults that cause the voltage magnitude to become very low. This is observed
in Figure 15.42, where the voltage magnitude for a fault just beyond the bus is small, but
still in the fourth quadrant. As the fault location is moved farther away from the bus, the
voltage magnitude moves in the positive-real direction until the center-line series capacitor is
reached. As the fault is moved past the series capacitor, the voltage jumps to a new value.
As the fault is moved still farther from the relay the voltage becomes more lagging. If the
capacitive reactance is large enough the voltage may even move into the third quadrant, as
it does at 60% compensation. At 70% compensation, resonant conditions cause the voltage
locus to circle about, but for faults beyond the capacitor the voltage moves into the third
quadrant. We call any voltage movement into the third quadrant a voltage inversion. This
occurs for the case under study with both 60 and 70% compensation, but it does not occur at
80% compensation.

The fault current phasor loci, shown in Figure 15.43, always start at the same point and
remain essentially the same for all degrees of compensation until the fault is moved beyond
the series capacitor. Fault currents are normally lagging currents, as the transmission system
is largely inductive. As the fault moves away from the relay location, the fault current reduces
in magnitude, but the currents remain lagging with a large lagging phase angle, which is
sometimes assumed to be -90 degrees. As the loci approach the center of the line, resonances
occur at the higher degrees of compensation that cause the currents to loop into the third
quadrant. This is important in understanding the apparent impedance behavior, as will be
shown later. Now, as the fault is moved past' the series capacitor, the current takes a large
jump in magnitude and, for the higher degrees of compensation, becomes leading. We refer
to currents in the first quadrant as a current inversion as they are in the opposite sense of the
normal currents in an inductive circuit, which are lagging. For the case under study, current
inversion occurs for both 70 and 80% compensation.

A summary of the findings from this case, and verified by many other cases, is shown
in Figure 15.44. Part (a) of the figure shows the typical phasor currents and voltage observed
from the previous figures. The following notation is used in Figure 15.44.

where VN OR = normal voltage phasor
1NOR = normal current phasor
VINV = inverted voltage phasor
I I R = inverted current phasor in right-half plane
IIL+ = inverted current phasor in second quadrant
IIL- = inverted current phasor in third quadrant

We find it convenient to identify three types of current inversions, as noted above.
As noted from Figure 15.42, the voltage inversion causes the voltage locus to move into

the third quadrant, as shown also in Figure 15.44(a). The case illustrated in Figure 15.42 does
not amplify this movement, but other cases will show this voltage moving far into the third
quadrant, for example, when the source impedances are larger.

The current inversion notation shows the inverted current in the first quadrant, but there is
also an "inverted" current that moves into the second and third quadrants, which are referred to
here with the subscripts IL with a sign added to indicate the second (+) or third (- ) quadrant.
Figure 15.44(a) illustrates all the variations representing many cases that have been examined.
Note that no voltages venture into the second quadrant for the cases illustrated, although the
current IL inversion may do so for cases with different system parameters.
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Figure 15.44 Typical phasor representation of fault currents and voltages. (a) Typical volt-
age and current phasor positions. (b) Resultant Z-plane apparent impedances.

Now, if we take combinations of the currents and voltages from Figure 15.44(a) and
combine them, we can determine the location of the impedance represented by dividing the
voltage by the current, and noting the resulting phase angle. These combinations are all plotted
in Figure 15.44(b). This shows how apparent impedances can fall into any quadrant as the
result of current and voltage inversions. The following observations can be made in summary:

1. Normal, first quadrant, impedances result from normal current and normal voltage,
but can also result from an inversion of both variables.

2. Second (I L+) and third (I L -) quadrant impedances result from an inversion of
current.

3. Third quadrant impedances may result from simultaneous inversion of voltage and
current (I R), or from normal voltages with (I L+) currents.

4. Impedances in the fourth quadrant result from inversion of either current of voltage,
but not both.

5. Current inversions of type II R always result in negative reactance, i.e., the lower half
of the Z plane.

6. Voltage inversions are always in the third quadrant if the applied voltages are close
to the reference (0°) axis.

It should be noted that the phasor values represented in Figure 15.44 are typical, but
are certainly not constant phasors. The phasor currents and voltage change rapidly with fault
location. The actual system presents a gradual movement from one condition to the other as the
fault position changes. Figure 15.44 is helpful, however, in understanding the mechanism of
apparent impedance dependency on voltage and current inversion. These conclusions would be
possible if voltage and current inve~sion are considered assuming a purely reactive system, as
this will provide logic to locate the impedance only in either the top or bottom halfofthe Z plane.

15.4.4.2 End-of-Line Series Compensation. When the series capacitors are located at
both ends of the Iine, the situation is different, but still complex. End-of-line series capacitors
are more likely to create the conditions for voltage and current inversions, since there is no line
impedance between the relay location and the series capacitor. In order to understand this situ-
ation, we examine the same system as described in the previous section, with the same 500 kilo-
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volt transmission line that is 500 km long. The only thing that is changed is the series capacitor
location. It is assumed that the series compensation is equally divided between the two ends.

Figures 15.45 and 15.46 show the relay voltage and current for varying degrees of
compensation as a function of the fractional line distance to the fault for capacitors located at
the ends of the line . As the fault is moved from the bus to the line side of the series capacitor, a
current reversal occurs immediately and continues until the fault is moved far enough that the
line reactance exceeds the series capacitor reactance. This distance, therefore, depends on the
degree of compensation, but is between 10 and 20% of the line length for the values plotted.
Up to this distance, the voltage and current combine to give in an apparent impedance in the
fourth quadrant. Moving beyond this point, the current crosses the real axis and is no longer
reversed, but voltage inversion now occurs as the voltage moves into the third quadrant, hence
the impedance remains in the fourth quadrant of the Z plane . Moving the fault still farther
along the line eventually reaches a point where both the current and voltage are in their normal
domains, and the impedance enters the first quadrant.
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Figure 15.45 Relay voltage for varying degrees of series compensation .

Now, consider the relay currents, shown in Figure 15.46, for the same set of conditions.
For faults just beyond the capacitor, the current is inverted and lies in the first quadrant, or an I[R
type of inversion. This condition persists for increasing values of h until the loci cross the real
axis . The current is then "normal" until the fault approaches the remote terminal, after which
a current inversion of type IlL occurs. These inversions are interesting as the current moves
through both the second and third quadrants in traversing the resonant condition. The current
inversion forces the apparent impedance into the second quadrant of the complex impedance
plane.
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Figure 15.46 Relay current phasor loci for varying degrees of series compensation .

A review of the voltage and current reversals in the Z plane is shown in Figure 15.47
for the case of 70% compensation. When plotted in the impedance plane, the initial current
reversal of type I I R is confined to a very small portion of the total locus in the fourth quadrant.
This condition quickly changes to one caused by a voltage inversion, still in the fourth quadrant.
Both current and voltage are then "normal" from about 0.32 to 0.79, or for about the middle
one-half of the transmission line. At distance 0.79, the remote-end resonance begins to unfold,
forcing a type I L current inversion, which moves the Z plane locus into the second quadrant.
where it remains until the remote capacitor is reached .

15.4.4.3 Apparent Impedance Observations. Series capacitors cause two types of
problems that challenge the relay logic in positively identifying faults on the transmission line.
First, for close-in faults, current or voltage inversions will cause the apparent impedance to
fall in the fourth quadrant. Under this condition, the directional sensing of the relay logic is
not affected, but the fault falls outside the normal trip zone. The second challenge comes from
current inversions that force the apparent impedance into the second quadrant of the impedance
plane. This results from a resonant condition that often moves the relay apparent impedance
beyond the normal limits of the trip zone, but also causes the direct ional measurement to
fail. Various schemes have been devised to provide correct fault detection in spite of these
difficulties . Some of these schemes are discussed in Section 15.5.

The effects noted regarding the effect of series compensation on apparent impedance are
all dependent on the system parameters . Table 15.7 summarizes observations from parametric
studies of different system conditions.

Clearly, voltage and current inversions are more likely at high degrees of compensation
and are more severe with end-of-line capacitors. For capacitors located at the center of the
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Figure 15.47 Relay apparent impedance with depiction of reversal conditions.

TABLE 15.7 Degrees of Compensation Causing Current or Voltage Inversions

Center
Capacitor ZE= 0.015 +jO.30 per unit ZE= 0.05 + jl.00 per unit

Capacitor
Invert V
Invert I

Zs =Zu =jO.lO
60,70%
70,80%

Zs = Zu = j0.20
80%
80%

Zs =Zu =jO.IO
60,70,80%
80%

Zs =Zu =jO.20
60,70,80%
None

End
Capacitors ZE=0.015 + jO.30per unit ZE=0.05 + jl.00 per unit
Capacitors
Invert V
Invert I

Zs= Zu=jO.lO
60,70,80%
60,70,80%

Zs =Zu =jO.20
60,70,80%
60,70,80%

Zs =Zu =jO.lO
60,70,80%
60,70,80%

Zs =Zu =jO.20
60,70,80%
60,70,80%

line, high external system impedance and high source impedance tends to eliminate the current
inversions. Studies using more widely varying conditions may lead to different results, which
should be checked by the protection engineer.
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15.4.5 Problems Due to Voltage Inversions

A voltage inversion has been shown to occur when the total reactance between the fault
and the relay is capacitive. This will always occur when the series capacitors are located at the
ends of the line, and for faults on the far side, but close to the series capacitor. The apparent
impedance seen by the relay is shown in Figure 15.48, assuming that the relay voltage is
measured at the bus. For faults immediately beyond the series capacitor, i.e., at (h = 0+),
the apparent impedance is in the fourth quadrant until the capacitor bypass is complete. For
capacitors with spark gap protection, the bypassing requires a short time to complete and
bypassing may not occur at all for high impedance faults . The relay apparent impedance
remains in the fourth quadrant for all faults in approximately the first one-third of the line
length for the case illustrated. At a fractional distance of 0.75 the impedance leaves the
nominal mho circle. If the entire series compensation is placed at the relay end of the line, the
distortion is worse. Note that the impedance locus moves off the plotted area and completes
a circular resonance before returning to the vicinity of the mho circle as the fault nears the
remote terminal (h = 1-). Finally, the impedance for a fault at the remote bus is within the
trip zone (h = 1+) .
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Figure 15.48 Addition of memory to the relay enlarges the trip zone.

For those close-in faults that result in apparent impedance in the fourth quadrant, the relay
voltage is usually in the third quadrant, but returns to the fourth quadrant as the impedance again
enters the trip zone depicted hy the mho characteristic. The relay current for close -in faults is
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leading the voltage by almost 90 degrees, but the angle rotates clockwise as the fault moves
farther from the bus. The relay current always remains in the right half of the complex plane,
but the voltage moves into the left-half plane for faults in this critical region. This means that
the directional measurement for faults in this region is correct, but impedancemoves outside the
trip zone for faults that should be correctly detected. The problem associated with the negative
impedance for close-in faults can be corrected by adding a memory circuit to the relay in order
to provide correct fault directional sensing. This gives a trip locus similar to the offset mho
characteristic shown in Figure 15.48. This will ensure correct fault detection even for faults
close to the series capacitor, or just beyond the bus. The relay must also correctly clear the fault
after the bypassing of the capacitor and the normal mho characteristic is adequate for this task.

The negative impedance noted for close-in faults in Figure 15.48 will also affect distance
relays on lines feeding into the bus. The tendency is to amplify the negative impedance, which
may cause false tripping of these adjacent lines unless this condition is taken into account in
the protection design of those lines. One solution might be to delay the first zone tripping until
the series capacitors are bypassed; but if this is not acceptable, then some form of directional
comparison should be added to the protective schemes of the adjacent lines.

The foregoing indicates that distance-measuring equipment on underreaching zones must
be set very short in order to avoid overreach. Moreover, faults near the relay may appear outside
the trip zone to distance relay equipment. These problems occur before the series capacitors
are bypassed, which takes a finite amount of time for completion. Some line protection
systems are designed to wait until the series capacitor bypass occurs before determining the
need to trip. However, in many cases where lines are series compensated, the time delay
required to ensure bypass may not be acceptable. In such cases, relaying schemes must
be used that have the capability of operating correctly irrespective of the state of bypass
equipment, presence of subsynchronous frequencies in the measured quantities, voltage or
current inversions, and transient changes that occur due to fault inception and the eventual
operation of bypass equipment.

The conclusions regarding apparent impedance problems due to series capacitors can
be stated as follows. It may be possible to use distance relays, but each case will require
careful studies of the application. Distance relays have been used and are sometimes preferred
by protection engineers. However, the distance relays used for this application must have
special design features, such as memory circuits, in order to be acceptable. To overcome the
changes in measured impedance caused by the fault, gap flashing, and varistor conduction,
underreaching zone settings must be kept shorter than the settings computed for a line with
unbypassed series capacitor. Moreover, the reach setting of an overreaching zone must be
greater than that computed for an uncompensated line. These requirements usually rule out
the use of direct or underreaching transfer trip schemes. Permissive overreaching or blocking
schemes are usually preferred for series compensated transmission lines.

15.4.6 Problems Due to Mutual Induction

Parallel transmission lines are subject to mutual coupling, both inductive and capacitive.
The lines may be of the same or different voltage, and may be bused at one end, at both
ends, or not bused at either end. The length of line with relatively close lateral distance
between circuits is the important variable-in determining the magnitude of the mutual coupling.
Mutual coupling is much greater in the zero-sequence network than in the positive and negative
sequence networks. For example, the positive-sequence mutual impedance is less than 1% of
the self-impedance and is usually ignored. Zero sequence mutual reactance, however, is on
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the order of one-third the zero sequence self-impedance, and remains relatively high even for
lines separated by ]00 meters or more.

In series compensated transmission lines, the series capacitor compensates the zero
sequence self-impedance, but the mutual impedance remains the same as the uncompensated
line. Therefore, the relative effect of series compensation is worse than that observed in the
uncompensated line. This fact, coupled with possible voltage and current inversions, greatly
complicates the problems for some types of protection. Distance protection, for example,
becomes very difficult with mutual coupling unless special design features are incorporated to
overcome the difficulty.

We can determine the effect of mutual coupling in the zero-sequence network by observ-
ing the equivalent circuit in Figure ]5.49. Viewed in this manner, it is clear that the reactance
of the series capacitor affects only the self-impedance of the two lines and that the mutual
impedance is unchanged from the uncompensated case.

+ +
V; V;{-lJ- _

(a) (b)

Figure 15.49 Equivalent circuit of zero sequence mutual coupling. (a) Mutually coupled
transmission lines. (h) Equivalent using a 1:1 transformer,

The result is that higher fault currents will flow, at least until the series capacitor is
bypassed, and these higher currents will induce higher voltages in the mutually coupled line.

The solution of problems related to mutual induction in series compensated lines is not
greatly different from uncompensated lines. The possible solutions to this type of protection
problem are beyond the scope of this book, but methods of analyzing mutual coupling are
treated in the literature [211, [22].

15.4.7 Problems in Reach Measurement

Directional comparison schemes require some measure of distance. For underreaching
schemes, the relay threshold is purposely less than the total line length. Overreaching schemes
extend their reach beyond the remote end of the protected line. These distance measurements
are affected by the series capacitors and can cause significant errors in the relay measurements.
This phenomenon is investigated briefly in the following sections.

15.4.7.1 Underreaching Schemes. Underreaching protection for transmission lines
requires that the reach of the zone 1relays be set short of the remote end of the line, with settings
of 80 to 90% of the total line length being common. The error in distance measurement depends
on the series capacitor arrangement for that line and on the assumptions regarding capacitor
bypass made in setting the reach of the relays. Figure] 5.50 shows the three most common
arrangements for the series capacitors and an indication of the reach setting, represented by
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the quantity hs, where this parameter is defined as

(15.31)

where Xs is the ohmic distance representing the reach setting and XL is the total inductive
reactance of the line in ohms. The total impedance could be used, making the reach a complex
number, but for high-voltage lines there is little error in using only the reactance.

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Figure 15.50 Cases of interest for underreaching protection. Case 1: One mid-line series
capacitor. Case 2: One or two end-of-line series capacitors. Case 3: One or
two mid-line series capacitors.

The reach setting depends on the fraction of the total line impedance represented by Xs,
but it also depends strongly on the presence of one or more series capacitors and whether these
capacitors are assumed to be in service or bypassed. To account for these variations, we can
write a functional expression for the distance setting as follows.

(15.32)

where XLi = inductive reactances i spanned by Xs
XCk = capacitive reactances k spanned by Xs
ms = per unit distance in line section of zone end
b = binary switching function of capacitor bypass

The definition (15.32) recognizes that there may be more than one line section, and these
sections are referenced by the index i. Likewise, there may be in Xs more than one series
capacitor, so these are referenced by the index k. The parameter ms is a convenient per unit
distance measure from the last capacitor to the reach threshold. This measure is not affected by
capacitor bypass. Finally, the parameter b is a binary switching parameter indicating whether
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any given series capacitor is bypassed or not. This function can be written mathematically as

Xc == bXco
== Ix-; if b == 0 (bypass switch open)

o if b == 1 (bypass switch closed)

(15.33)

and where Xc 0 is the normal capacitive reactance of a particular capacitor bank. Thus, (15.32)
or its per unit equivalent (15.31) provides a short-hand notation that functionally describes the
variables that define the reach setting.

Now, the reach setting must not be confused with the measured reach of the relay R.
Consider the reach measured by the relay for a fault located at the reach threshold. This reach
can also be described by a function similar to (15.32), which we can write as follows:

(15.34)

where all the functions have the same meaning as in (15.32). Note, however, the per unit
distance m is not necessarily the same as that given for the reach setting. This is because one
assumption regarding series capacitor bypass might be made in computing the reach setting
and that assumption does not correctly describe the actual reach of the relay due to unforeseen
capacitor bypass actions. For example, the reach settings might be computed assuming that all
of the series capacitors are bypassed, but the reach measured by the relay will be different from
the setting if that bypass assumption is not true. If the assumptions regarding the capacitor
switching are identical for (15.32) and (15.34), then the two values of reach distance are equal
and the values of the parameter m are also equal. The problem with setting distance relays on
series compensated lines is that one can never be absolutely sure of the assumptions regarding
the state of switching parameter b.

One can construct a mathematical test, however, to determine the range of errors that
might occur. The test is simply to equate (15.32) and (15.34).

(15.35)

This equation can be solved for the parameter m measured by the relay to determine if this
value differs from the value of m; used in determining the reach setting. Note that, in either
case, the m-parameter is related to the total reach by a constant and is, therefore, a convenient
measure of reach since it is not affected by series capacitor bypass.

For any given physical transmission line, we can write the reach setting as follows:

Nx Nc
Xs ==mSi LXL i - LXCk

i=] k=]

(15.36)

where all the parameters depend on the physical arrangement ofcomponents in the transmission
line. For underreaching protection, the three cases shown in Figure 15.50 are of interest. The
reach setting shown in the figure, hs- is defined in (15.31).

For example, consider the system condition shown in Figure 15.50 case 1, with a single
midline series capacitor. For this case, we may write the reach setting as follows, depending
on the assumption regarding series capacitor bypass.

(S 1) Set reach assuming the series capacitors are bypassed (b == 1):

Xi] X L3hSI == -- +ms--
XL XL

(15.37)
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(S2) Set reach assuming the series capacitors are not bypassed (b = 0):

h XLI - Xc XL3 XLI k X L3
S2= +ms-=-- +ms-

XL XL XL XL

where k is the degree of compensation.
Now, for a fault at the reach threshold (m = ms), we can also write the actual reach of

the relay in two ways, depending on the bypass action. Then we can compare the relay reach
against the reach setting using (15.35).

(b I , SI) Setting SI, fault at m = ms and bypass actually occurs (b = 1):
XLI X L3 XLI X L3h« = - +ms- bs: = - +ms-
XL XL XL XL

or
h« = hSI

(bI , S2) Setting S2, fault at m = ms and bypass actually occurs (b = 1):
XLI X L3 XLI X L3h« = - +ms- hS2 = - -k+ms-
XL XL XL XL

or

(15.39)

(15.40)

(15.41)

(15.42)

We can also write ,out the solution for the two cases where bypass does not occur following
the fault.

ib«, SI) Setting SI, fault at m = ms and no bypass occurs (b = 0):
XLI X L3 XLI XL3

hn = - -k+ms- hSI = - +ms-
XL XL XL XL

or
h« = bs: - k

(bo, S2) Setting S2, fault at m = ms and no bypass occurs (b = 0):

XLI X L3 XLI XL3
h« = - -k+ms- hS2 = - -k+ms-

XL XL XL XL
or

Thus, we get an array of solutions for hn, which are summarized in Table 15.8.

TABLE 15.8 Computed m for Reach Threshold Fault
for Case (a)

(15.43)

(15.44)

(15.45)

(15.46)

Bypass Assumed
for Relay Settings?

Computed hR for Fault at Threshold

Bypassed Not Bypassed

Yes: sl
No: s2

hR=hs1
hR=hs2+ k

hR=hs1- k
hR=hs2

FromTable 15.8, we see that the measured reach at the relay agrees with the setting when
the assumptions regarding the capacitor bypass switching is correct, but the reach will be in
error when the assumptions disagree with the measured reach. If the degree of compensation
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is high, the error in measured reach can be large. The case where h s == h s, - k represents
an overreach condition. Moreover, if the settings are computed assuming no bypass (b == 0),
the relay might reach well beyond the protected line, a situation that cannot be tolerated.
Therefore, for underreaching protection it is better to set the relay reach for zone 1 assuming
bypass of the series capacitors will occur. Should the capacitors not be bypassed during a fault,
in contradiction to the setting assumption, the reach will be greater than desired. This may
result in a gap near the center of the line that will be cleared with zone 2 time delay, but false
tripping will be avoided. However, the possible magnitude of the error must be examined.
It may be so large that underreaching distance protection will be positively eliminated from
consideration.

The foregoing has concentrated on case 1of Figure 15.50. However, the same technique
can be applied to the other configurations as well. These questions are left as exercises.

It is important to consider the likelihood of series capacitor bypass in setting the relay
reach. It is noted in Figure 15.29 that capacitor bypass depends on the fault location as well
as the degree of compensation. A calculation similar to that of Figure 15.29 may be helpful
in estimating the probability of bypass for faults at the reach threshold, as well as other faults
along the line. There may also be design considerations that should be examined. For faults
at certain locations, one capacitor may be bypassed and the other not bypassed. This depends
on the degree of compensation, on the location of the capacitors on the transmission line, and
on the magnitude of currents feeding the fault.

The foregoing illustrates the difficulty inherent in applying distance protection to series
compensated lines. Other forms of protection are usually preferred because of the problems
described above.

15.4.7.2 Overreaching Schemes. Overreaching schemes are designed such that zone 1
extends well beyond the remote end of the series compensated transmission line [31]. An
example of an overreaching scheme is shown in Figure 15.51. It is intended that the overreach
will always span line L entirely, reaching into line N by 20-50% of the impedance of that line.
The reach calculation depends on the size and location of any series capacitors on line N, as
well as on line L, and whether these series capacitors fall within the reach. Both the reach
setting and the actual measured reach depend on the bypassing of series capacitors on both lines.
The overreach must be great enough that it still overreaches bus Q when the capacitors are
bypassed for any reason. The uncertainty in settings is greater than the underreaching case, as
there are more capacitors to be considered, as well as the probability of the bypass of capacitors
on line L for faults on adjacent lines, which is a function of the system strength behind line L.

oJ--
G

Figure 15.51 Permissive overreaching distance pilot protection.

We can write a general expression for the per unit reach for the overreaching case, as
follows:

NXN X NCN X
"" Ni ~ CNkhs == 1 - kt. + Z:: m, X - LJX-
;=1 L k=l L

(15.47)
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where kt. is the degree of compensation of line L. As in the underreaching case, there are
three cases of interest, depending on the number and location of series capacitors on line N,
as shown in Figure 15.52.

LineN

....-----(B)hs- - - - - - - - - _

....-----(A)hs- - - -
b b

XLIXexL2 xgf"X-L-a-LJoH--.I--------......I ......i--....-..----oJ-
R Cl C2 Q G

LineL
Case 1

Case 2

LineL LineN
Case 3

Figure 15.52 Overreaching protection cases of interest. Case 1: One midline series ca-
pacitor on line N. Case 2: One or two end-of-line series capacitors on line
N. Case 3: One or two midline series capacitors on line N.

Let us examine case 1of Figure 15.52 as an example of computing the overreach settings.
For case 1, the general per unit reach may be written as follows.

(15.48)

where kL is the degree of compensation for line Land kN is the degree of compensation for
line N. Two variations of case 1 can be considered: 1(A) the reach setting falls short of the
series capacitor on line N, or 1(B) the reach setting lies beyond that capacitor. For (A) the
capacitor can be simply ignored in (15.47), and for case 1(B) the equation is correct as written.

For each assumption made regarding series capacitor bypass on line N, we may compute
two different per unit reach settings depending on the assumed bypass state of the capacitors
on line L. This results in two different variations of (15.47), one with k at its normal value
and another case with k set equal to zero. A third possibility exists, where one of the series
capacitors on line L is assumed to be bypassed, and the other not bypassed. Although quite
possible, this last case is not considered further here.
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These cases require an examination of three different reach settings, corresponding to
the following three capacitor bypass conditions:

S1. Bypass capacitors on both transmission lines
S2. Bypass capacitors only on line N
S3. No capacitor bypass on either line.

One could also consider capacitor bypass only on line L, but that is not likely since the
fault is on line N. The above three conditions must be examined to determine the measured
reach of the relay when measuring the distance to a fault at the reach threshold. This gives
nine conditions to be examined, resulting in a 3 x 3matrix of results. For case 1(B) the results
are shown in Table 15.9.

TABLE 15.9 Case J(B) Reach Calculation for Three Setting Assumptions

Overreach
Setting

Measured Reach at Relay R for Threshold Faults = IINB

bI.=1, bN =1 bL =O,bN =1 bI•=0, bN =0

hSBJ hSBJ - kL
kNXNhSB1 -kL--X-
t.

hSB2 + kL hSB2
kNXNhSB2---
XL

hSB3 + kl• +
kNXN kNXN hSB3
XL

hSB3 + X
L

The diagonal terms in Table 15.9 represent conditions where the measure of threshold
faults is exactly right. This occurs for terms in which the actual bypass condition agrees with
the assumptions for the reach settings. The off diagonal terms with positive quantities are
subtracted from hss, and represent conditions where one or more capacitors are in service, but
were assumed to be bypassed. This causes the relay to overreach. Likewise, positive added
terms represent one or more capacitors that were assumed to be in service in making the reach
setting, but are bypassed for the condition represented. These cells represent underreaching
conditions.

Similar tabulations can be derived for case 2 and case 3. These cases are left as exercises.
For the overreaching case, it is usually considered essential that the reach setting be

determined with the capacitors bypassed. This may lead to large reach extensions when the
capacitors are not bypassed, which may be considered an unacceptable security risk, as the
reach may extend well beyond the remote end of line N.

These results are not exhaustive. Where there are two series capacitors in line L, they
are assumed to be both bypassed or neither bypassed in the analysis described above. As noted
in Figure 15.29 this is not likely to be true, depending on the fault location and on the degree
of compensation.

One must conclude that setting the reach for distance relays on series compensated lines
is difficult and involves several compromises. However, the compromises may be acceptable
in some cases. For example, a situation may arise where it can be shown that the series
capacitor bypass on a given line will not operate for faults on neighboring lines. This limits
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the chances for error by eliminating a row and column from the matrices used to describe the
results, thereby limiting the hazards. Each case must be judged on its own merits and on the
physical factors of the system under study. However, it is clear that determining reach settings
for distance measuring devices on series compensated lines is fraught with difficulties, and
there is always a probability for error in the relay operation, irrespective of the rules selected
for computing the settings.

15.5 PROTECTION OF SERIES COMPENSATED LINES

The protection of series compensated lines has been a concern of protection engineers since
the earliest applications of series capacitors to transmission lines. In some of the earliest
applications of series capacitors, the protection was accommodated by limiting the degree of
compensation and using the same line protective relays that were used for uncompensated lines,
although it was recognized that this practice could not be continued indefinitely [23]. As series
compensation became more common, the relay manufacturers began to provide new devices, or
modifications of existing relays, that were especially designed for series compensated lines. As
a result, many relays are now available that are candidates for use on series compensated lines.

15.5.1 Current Phase Comparison

The segregated current phase comparison principle, described in Section 13.4, has been
widely used on series compensated lines. This scheme is not affected by the series capacitors
at all due to the fundamental way in which it discriminates between an internal and an external
fault. The primary disadvantage of this principle is its complete dependence on communica-
tions. Although this has been noted as the cause of failure on some occasions, these systems
have provided good service and continue to be specified for new transmission lines. It is also
noted that nearly all permissive schemes at the higher voltages are dependent to some degree
on communications.

Some protection engineers favor the use of current phase comparison for one system
and use a different type of scheme for a second type of line protection. This approach has the
advantage of not relying entirely on one form of relay logic, by using two types of devices
based on different principles. For those who use this approach, current phase comparison is
often one of the two types selected for series compensated lines because this provides one
method of fault identification that is not affected by the series capacitors.

15.5.2 Directional Comparison Schemes

The second category of relays that has been widely used for series compensated lines
falls into the general classification of directional comparison. There are several good choices of
available directional comparison schemes that are either recommended for series compensated
lines or have special units that can be added to the basic system to make the relays suitable for
this application.

15.5.2.1 Hybrid Schemes. The hybrid scheme described in Chapter 13 has been rather
widely used in North America and with excellent success. The earlier versions of this relay
have been replaced with digital systems that offer the same basic coverage as the original
devices, and many added features as well.
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The traveling wave schemes, also described in Chapter 13, are usually directional com-
parison schemes but operate using a different principle than other systems. These relays
take advantage of the fact that it takes a finite amount of time for the stored energy in the
series capacitor to change in response to a fault current. During this brief period as the ca-
pacitor state begins to change, the traveling wave relay completes its measurement. This
means that the presence of the series capacitor does not affect the performance of this type
of relay.

15.5.2.2 Distance Schemes. A number of the newer directional comparison relays
using basic distance measuring principles have been adapted for use on series compensated
lines. These relays use a combination of distance measurement and memory to defeat the
voltage inversions that have been a source of difficulty in measurements on series compensated
lines.

As noted in Section 15.4.4 and 15.4.5, series capacitors often cause voltage and current
inversions, which cause errors in distance measurement, and occasionally in directional mea-
surement as well. Some relays, however, have been designed to defeat these problems. Other
relays, such as current phase comparison and traveling wave relays, are immune from these
problems because of their inherent measurement techniques.

One of the difficulties of voltage and current inversions is that the impedance measure-
ment may fall outside the first quadrant in the Z plane. This is likely to occur before the
capacitor is bypassed, or at the instant of fault initiation. Since it is not usually desirable to
purposely delay the relay until bypass action can be completed, relays have been devised to
overcome these difficulties.

One method of defeating voltage and current inversions is to apply the concept of memory
in the relay measurements. Suppose that a voltage inversion takes place at fault initiation.
However, if the relay can remember the voltage condition just prior to the fault, the inversion
effect can be overcome. This technique is used in the hybrid relay described in Chapter 13.

One relay that accommodates all of the foregoing features is based on a generalizedfault
criterion (GFC) that will work for both three-phase and ground faults [32-34]. The basis for
the GFC is based on two phasor voltage measurements:

VK Z 1 == VR - ZKIR

V K Z2 == VR - (-ZK I R)
(15.49)

where the phasor quantities are shown in Figure 15.53. A phase comparison of these voltages
is carried out with the threshold condition given by

(15.50)

These quantities are compared in a phase comparison scheme to provide the circular GFC
relay threshold shown in Figure 15.53. The memory action brings the voltage Vkz2 into action
temporarily, extending the active trip zone to cover all four quadrants for a brief time. The
time the memory voltage can be used is limited to about 100 ms. Coupled with permissive or
blocking logic, this can be made into a workable measurement system to positively identify a
fault in the transmission line, and to avoid tripping for faults on adjacent lines.

The impedance characteristic of Figure 15.53 may be modified by the addition of resis-
tance relay blinders, which restrict the fault zone to any desired resistance value, both positive
and negative.
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Figure 15.53 Measuring quantities for the generalized fault criteria.

The polarizing voltages for the three phases are given as

VPA= VR1+O.05(VB - Vc)e j Jr/2

VPB = VRle-j2Jl/3 +O.05(Vc - VA)ej Jr/2

VPC= VRlej2Jr/3+O.05(VA - VB )ej rr/2

where VRI is a positive sequence voltage derived by filtering the raw phase voltages. This
voltage is memorized for a brief period and is available as a polarizing voltage to provide
correct fault direction sensing should an unbalanced fault develop into a three-phase fault.
Memory is especially important for three-phase faults since all voltages experience inversion
for this type of fault and the only way to achieve correct directional determination is through
the use of memorized prefault polarizing voltage.

Faults on series compensated lines are accompanied with two types of transients that
must also be considered. Low-frequency transients due to subsynchronous currents sometimes
appear in the impedance plane as a logarithmic spiral, which will sometimes cross the vertical
axis during the transient from the unfaulted to the faulted state.

In conclusion, it can be stated that distance relaying can be applied to series compensated
transmission lines, using some of the modem distance systems.

Most of these systems are modular, and the relays can be used by replacing only those
modules that are required to enhance relay measurement and decision making for series com-
pensated lines. This type of protection may be particularly attractive for a utility that has such
a modular distance protection system in use on lines that have no series compensation, and
where there may be interest in using the same type of relay on series compensated lines as
well. Using the same system reduces the inventory of spare parts and reduces the training
requirements of personnel in the setting, monitoring, and maintenance of these relay systems.

15.5.2.3 Traveling Wave Protection. Traveling wave relays, described in Chapter 13,
are not affected by the presence of series capacitors. These schemes are based on the extraction
of fault information from a broad bandwidth of frequencies that accompany a fault and the
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processing of the data digitally to determine the fault location. The directional discrimination
is accomplished in 2-4 ms, which is short enough that the voltage across the series capacitor
bank is usually changed very little from the prefault condition.' This is because the change in
capacitor voltage must be accompanied by a change in stored energy in the capacitor, which
requires a finite amount of time due to the largely inductive circuits in the power system.
This means that the capacitor will not influence the short time measurement. This provides a
significant advantage for lines with series capacitors, or for the protection of lines adjacent to
those with series capacitors.

Most of these schemes are double-ended schemes; that is, they use directional compari-
son arrangement that is accomplished by linking the two line terminals by a communications
channel [38], [43]. Single-ended schemes have also been proposed, where the relaying infor-
mation is determined from the transients observed at only one terminal of the line [40]. These
schemes use correlation techniques that measure the reflection time of a wave component from
the time that wave leaves the relay until it is reflected back.

In principle, traveling wave protection is superior to distance protection as it is not
affected by problems of over- or underreaching, or the problems associated with current inver-
sions. It is subject to problems of mutual induction on parallel lines. Also, since the protection
is only active for a short time and then seals in, there may be problems with the detection of
slowly evolving faults. It also must be carefully designed to prevent pickup due to lightning
arrester operation or on transients due to switching.

15.5.3 Directional Overcurrent Ground Protection

Protection against ground faults can often be provided quite adequately using directional
residual overcurrent protection. In this form of protection, the directional relay is fed the
zero-sequence voltage and current measurements and a trip decision is made based only on
these quantities. In most cases, the protection is set in an overreaching mode. Since the
zero-sequence current and voltage are nearly zero under nonfault conditions, and only appear
during the ground fault, this type of relaying has certain features in common with traveling
wave protection, which also sees trip characteristics only during a fault. One difference is
that overcurrent protection operates only for ground vaults. One disadvantage of this form
of ground protection is that the reach is a function of the source impedance, which may vary
significantly for some systems, for example, where the difference between maximum and
minimum generation is great. However, this form of ground fault protection is preferred by
some for its relative simplicity.

Negative sequence overcurrent protection is also preferred in some cases, especially
where parallel transmission lines are subject to mutual induction in the zero sequence network.

Both residual- and negative-sequence overcurrent protection have a disadvantage where
single-pole reclosing is required because the relay detects a fault during the dead time when
one pole is opened.

15.6 LINE PROTECTION EXPERIENCE

Clearly, the protection of series compensated transmission lines presents a challenge to the
relay designer and to the engineers that apply these relays. In the early applications of series
compensation, the protection was accommodated by limiting the degree of compensation

7Gaps often flash in about one-fourth cycle, although varistor protection is faster.
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and using the same line protective relays used for uncompensated circuits, although it was
recognized that this practice could not be continued for higher degrees of compensation [55].
As series compensation became more common, relay manufacturers began to provide devices
that were especially designed for series compensated lines. Examples of these devices are
described in the preceding sections.

The natural question arises, then, as to the experience with these line protective relays
when applied to series compensated lines. In seeking an answer to this question, the author
conducted interviews with experienced protection engineers, who have designed and operated
the systems associated with the 500 kV transmission system of the western United States.
Their experience is assumed to be similar to that of other utilities around the globe. These
engineers were asked questions regarding their experience with the problems noted in Section
15.4.2, and their responses are summarized below.

15.6.1 The Effect of Transient Phenomena on Protection

Most of the relays that have been designed for the protection of series compensated lines
include special filtering that rejects the high frequencies that occur at fault inception and when
capacitors are bypassed. These phenomena have not been a problem and have not caused
either false trips or failure to detect line faults.

Gap firing has been noted to affect power line carrier performance, but no relaying
problems have been cited that are believed to be due to this phenomenon.

Low frequencies are noted to be of higher energy level and can affect the reach of mho
elements. It is acknowledged that these lower frequencies are difficult to filter, but it is not
clear that the subsynchronous frequencies have caused transmission line relay failure.

15.6.2 The Effect of Phase Impedance Unbalance

It is acknowledged that phase unbalance on untransposed lines is increased with series
compensation, but this has apparently caused no problems in line protection. One utility has
many series compensated lines, most of which are untransposed, with no reported problems
due to this feature. Most of the utilities questioned have their longer lines transposed, but
report no problems on short lines, which usually are not transposed.

15.6.3 The Effect of Voltage and Current Inversions

Problems with voltage and current inversions have been solved by better relay design.
The use of memory and cross-polarization for fault location logic has been very effective.
Traveling wave relays do not see these inversions, and have provided excellent operating
experience.

15.6.4 The Effect of Fault Locator Error

Relays that use mho or offset mho characteristics are acknowledged to have problems
under certain conditions, depending on the degree of compensation and the capacitor location.
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However, these problems have not been noted as causing relay failure in the newer relay types
that have been developed for series compensated lines.

15.6.5 The Effect of Transducer Error

The utilities contacted report no problems due to CT saturation causing failure of the
protection system. One utility specifies CT's with large cores in order to avoid this problem.
Another utility reports that problems may occur if CT saturation occurs before gap firing. There
are no reported problems due to high frequency on the accuracy of the current transformers,
however.

There are also errors due to CCVT reproduction of the step function accompanying
a fault, which will appear at the relay as an exponential decay rather than a step function.
This will make a mho element underreach in the first half cycle, and then overreach in the
second half cycle. One relaying problem has been identified that was probably caused by this
phenomenon.

When series capacitors are located at the ends of the line, the relay engineer has a choice
for the location of the voltage and current measurements, either on the line side of the capacitor
or on the bus side. In the past, most utilities placed both transducers on the bus side of the
capacitor, but there seems to be a trend toward placing the voltage measurement on the line
side of the capacitor.

15.6.6 Autoreclosing of Transmission Lines

Of the utilities questioned, some do not employ autoreclosing as a matter of design,
which is predicated on the problem of maintaining stability following unsuccessful reclosure.
Others use single-pole tripping and reclosing when required to improve stability performance.
Reclosing can be a problem if the fault current is too small to bypass the capacitor, so the line
recloses on a capacitor with a trapped charge. One utility has reported a relay problem due to
a trapped charge on the capacitor.

15.6.7 Requirements for Protection System Studies

The utilities contacted often use the relay manufacturer's model power system facilities
to examine relay performance for series compensated lines. Some of the utilities also perform
electromagnetic transients program (EMTP) studies, and manufacturers also seem to be per-
forming more digital studies of this type. Studies of the relay application on a particular line
are judged to be important and are recommended.

15.6.8 General Experience with Line Protection

All utilities contacted noted satisfactory performance with most of the relays described
in this chapter. Directional comparison relays have provided excellent service, and several
utilities reported that no failures have been experienced by these relays. A few problems
have been experienced with current comparison techniques, but these problems have been
due to the pilot communications and not to the relays themselves. The newer designs have
provided excellent performance records. None of the utilities questioned have experience with
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the distance relays on series compensated lines. Experience with traveling wave relays is
excellent, even on high impedance faults.
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PROBLEMS

15.1 Consider the following short transmission line:

Figure PI5.! Short transmission line.

Determine the power received at the receiving end of the line as a function of the line
impedance, the end-of-line voltages, and the voltage angle 8. Also compute the sending-
end voltage required to sustain this received power.

15.2 Construct a spreadsheet to compute the sending-end voltage magnitude and angle a short
transmission line with the following parameters:
Vz = 1.0 per unit magnitude at 0 degrees
R + j XL = 0.002 + jO.050per unit
Pi = 0 to 10 per unit at 80% PF lag and 80% PF lead
Degrees of compensation of 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7
Perform the calculations and plot the results. What can you conclude about the effect of
series compensation on voltage regulation and angle spread across the line?

15.3 For the system of problem 15.1 determine the optimum received power with respect to the
voltage angle 8 and comment on this result.

15.4 The solution found in problem 15.3 is suboptimal, since the line reactance can also be
controlled to an extent by adding series compensation. Determine the optimum power
delivered to the receiving end of the line if we optimize the line reactance. Plot the results
of the calculations.

15.5 Using the value of reactance calculated in problem 15.4, compute the receiving end power
with this computed constraint.
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15.6 Consider a 500 kY line with total R == 6 and XL == ]20 ohms. Perform the following
calculations, using a spreadsheet.
(a) Normalize the line impedance on a 100 MVA base and calculate the net line reactance

for degrees of compensation between 0 and 1 in small steps for plotting the result.
(b) Calculate the voltage ratio, assuming no restrictions, for the values of k used in (a).
(c) Calculate the net line impedance magnitude and the received active power for all values

of k. Plot the results.
15.7 Extend the calculations of the previous problem, but for this new calculation limit the

voltage ratio to a magnitude of not more than ] .0. Using this restricted value of voltage
ratio, compute the following:
(a) The received active and reactive powers.
(b) The sending active and reactive powers.
(c) Plot the results.

15.8 Consider the simple equivalent circuit of a power system shown in Figure] 5.2. Write a
computer program to determine the voltage and current at relay R as a function of the fault
location parameter h. Consider only the fundamental frequency component of currents and
voltages and ignore the line susceptances.

15.9 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the following locations for series capacitors
on a transmission line:
(a) Two equal series capacitors located at the ends of the line.
(b) One series capacitor located at the center of the line.
(c) Two equal series capacitors located at a distance of one-third the length of the line frOITI

each end.
(d) One series capacitor located at one end of the line.
(e) One series capacitor located at an arbitrary distance from one end of the line.
Assume that the degree of compensation is the same for all cases.

15.10 Show that the effectiveness of series capacitors is a function of the series capacitor location.
For simplicity, assume that only one series capacitor is to be installed, and that it can be
located anywhere along the line.
(a) Determine analytically the optimum location for the series capacitor and plot the ef-

fectiveness of compensation. Effectiveness of compensation is defined as the ratio of
the net reduction in transfer reactance to the capacitive reactance of the series compen-
sation. Assume that the line is long, and that a simple series impedance model of the
line is not adequate.

(b) Plot the effectiveness in per unit as a function of the capacitor location, for lines of
length 400. 600. 800. and 1000 km.

(c) Tabulate the effectiveness for end-of-line locations and center locations of the series
capacitor and compute the percent differences.

15.11 Consider a series capacitor bank that is protected by a metal-oxide varistor of the type
described in Section 15.3.2. The line variables are to be normalized on a 1000 MVA base
and a 345 kY base. The rated current for the capacitor bank is to be 1500 A rms. The
value taken for kp is 1.7. Determine the per unit line current at which the varistor begins
to conduct and write the equations for the series equivalent R-X model of the varistor and
capacitor. as given by the Goldsworthy model.

15.12 Consider the two-segment series compensation scheme shown in Figure 15.23, which is to
be installed in a 500 kY transmission line. The series capacitors have a design rating of
1800 A and are to be built up of individual capacitor units rated 45 A and 7.5 kV. Show
how the desired current rating can be achieved in parallel groups. and how such groups can
be stacked to achieve the desired ohmic rating.

15.13 Determine the total ratings of the two segments of series capacitors in Figure 15.23, using
the construction developed in problem 15.12.
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15.14 It is specified that the fiber-optic communications from platform to ground of the Fig-
ure 15.23 series compensation system must be arranged such that the loss of either of the
redundant signal columns will not result in loss of either control system A or B. Prepare a
sketch showing how this can be accomplished.

15.15 Consider Figure 15.50, showing three cases of interest for determining reach settings for
underreaching transfer trip protection. Can you think of any other cases that might be of
interest? Explain.

15.16 Consider the underreaching relay configurations of Figure 15.50(a). Verify the reach cal-
culations shown in Table 15.8.

15.17 Calculate and tabulate the underreaching relay configurations of Figure 15.50(b).
15.18 Calculate and tabulate the underreaching relay configurations of Figure 15.50(c).
15.19 Calculate the relay reach calculations for the overreaching condition for case I(A) shown

in Figure 15.52.
15.20 Calculate the relay reach calculations for the overreaching condition for case 1(B) shown

in Figure 15.52.
15.21 Calculate the relay reach calculations for the overreaching condition for case 2 shown in

Figure 15.52.
15.22 Calculate the relay reach calculations for the overreaching condition for case 3(B) shown

in Figure 15.52.
15.23 Consider a series compensated transmission line with permissive underreaching distance

protection, as shown in Figure 15.50, case 1. The degree of compensation is 0.75. Let the
relay reach setting be 80% of the line reactance with the series compensation bypassed.
The total line reactance, XL, is 1.2 per unit.
(a) Compute the reach hR with the series capacitor in service.
(b) Compute the reach hR with the series capacitor out of service.
(c) Comment on these reach calculations. Would you recommend these settings? Why, or

why not?
15.24 Consider a permissive overreaching transfer trip scheme on a series compensated line with

40% compensation. Determine a suitable overreaching relay setting if the adjacent lines
are the same length as the protected line.

15.25 Consider a typical series capacitor installation such as Figure 15.23. Make a list of the
protections you can think of that are necessary for the system.
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Bus Protection

16.1 INTRODUCTION

The protection of electric apparatus differs in a fundamental way from the protection of trans-
mission lines or distribution feeders. Transmission line protection is complicated by having
the relaying equipment located at the terminals of the line, often separated by great distances,
making it rather difficult to compare observations of the protective equipment at the line ter-
minals. Electric apparatus, on the other hand, is always located at a given place. This makes
it possible to compare the observations at several different ports of the device as a part of
the decision process that leads to a tripping action. Since the protective equipment is at the
same location as the apparatus, the various measurements are relatively easy to connect in any
desired manner to achieve a given purpose.

Electric apparatus, however, is usually much more complex than transmission or dis-
tribution lines, the latter being nothing more than passive wires strung from one place to
another. I Some types of apparatus, such as synchronous machines, are very expensive and
complex devices. This tends to make their protection more complex. Moreover, there are
many things that can go wrong with complex equipment such as generators, and each hazard
usually requires a different type of protective equipment. This is often considered a good
investment since the equipment is very costly to repair or replace and, when damaged, it may
be out of service for a very long time and at great financial loss to the owner. Because of this
high concentration of investment in complex equipment, the protective devices are designed
to protect every conceivable type of major hazard that might cause the equipment to require
costly repair.

There is a similarity in many of the types of equipment protections, whether applied to
machines or passive devices. For example, a fundamental concept is the use of differential
protection, which measures the sum of all currents entering a device. In normal operation,
this sum should be zero, whether the device is a generator, a transformer, or a bus section.

IThere is considerable discussion regarding the insertion into transmission lines of electronic devices that can
be used for control purposes, which will complicate transmission line protection even more.

645
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If there is a net inward flow of current, there is obviously a fault within the device terminals
and differential relays are designed to make this measurement and take appropriate action.
Differential protection is much easier to apply for a piece of equipment than for a transmission
line, as noted earlier, since there is no need for complicated communications between the
different measurement points. However, there are other complications and some of these
will be discussed in this chapter. See Chapter 3 for a general description of differential
relays.

Bus protection is sometimes called "bus-zone protection," because the bus protection
includes all of the apparatus connected to the bus [1]. Although this terminology is more
descriptive, it is not widely used and most engineers refer to this type of protection as simply
"bus protection." This common term will be used throughout this chapter.

16.2 BUSFAULTS

The simplest type of apparatus protection in many respects is the relaying for faults on bus
sections. The bus section itself is not physically complex, but there are interesting problems to
be explored in the design of a good protective system for bus sections. This chapter begins with
a description of the types of faults that have been observed in bus sections and a description
of the general requirements of bus protection. This is followed by a description of the types
of bus protection that are found in practice and a discussion of their relative merits.

Bus faults have been observed to be relatively rare compared with line faults [1], [2].
Bus faults account for only 6-7% of all faults, whereas line faults account for over 60% [4].
Statistics on bus faults are not widely published, but one set of bus fault statistics shows the
relative frequency of different types of faults, as shown in Table 16.1 [3]. Note that most
of the bus faults are ground faults in every cause category. It is also interesting to note
that a relatively large number of bus faults are caused by human error, due to leaving safety
grounds connected to the bus after repair or routine maintenance work, or due to operators
opening loaded disconnects. The largest number of failures, however, are due to flashovers and
insulation failures, which are often initiated by inclement weather. The statistics are presumed
to be for outdoor bus construction, not for metal-clad or gas-insulated substations.

TABLE 16.1 Bus Fault Statistics [3]

Reported Type and Number of Faults Tot. Tot.
Cause of Fault lLG 2LG 3LG 3PH ? No. %

Flashover 20 6 1 27 21.0
Breaker failure 16 2 2 20 15.5
Switchgear insulation failure 19 2 22 17.0
Other insulation failure 4 1 3 9 7.0
Current Transformer failure 3 3 2.3
Disc. opened or grounded 8 5 15 11.6
Safety grounds left On 6 8 15 11.6
Accidental contact 5 2 7 5.4
Falling debris 4 1 1 6 4.7
Miscellaneous/unknown 2 1 1 1 5 3.9

Total for each fault type 87 15 19 6 2 129
Percentage for each type 67.4 11.6 14.7 4.7 1.6 100.0
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Considerable thought has been given by protection engineers regarding the need for bus pro-
tection. If dedicated bus protection is not used, clearing of bus faults will be performed by
the backup protective zones of the lines terminating at the bus. This may be satisfactory in
terms of the reliability of fault clearing, but it will generally be rather slow and the fault will
be allowed to do more damage to the bus structure and surrounding equipment than would be
the case with fast clearing. This is certainly true if the lines employ distance protection, since
the bus will always be in zone 2. It will also be true for overcurrent protection, since faults on
the remote reaches of the line will produce smaller fault currents and will therefore clear more
slowly. Slow clearing of bus faults will often cause transient stability problems, since the bus
is usually common to several terminating lines' and the bus outage may result in multiple line
outages. Moreover, slow clearing of faults may endanger personnel who work in the station.
This suggests that dedicated, fast bus protection may be considered necessary, even though
bus faults occur infrequently.

The other side of the argument is that dedicated bus protection presents the possibility
of tripping the bus unnecessarily, thereby causing the outage of connected load and possibly
creating system stability problems. Such unnecessary trips, which are often' called "security
failures.V may be due to relay setting error, to instrument transformer saturation, or to human
error in working on the relays or the nearby station relay equipment. This possibility, coupled
with the fact that the frequency of bus faults is small and is viewed by some engineers as
adequate reason for not using special bus protection. This is reported to be the case in France,
for example r1].

These arguments are countered by the fact that bus faults, although rare, are likely to
cause extensive damage and may possibly destroy an entire station. The effect of a bus fault
could result in an extended outage of an important point of power transfer in the power system,
which could be costly both in terms of repair and also in the forced modification of system
operation. These arguments tended to prevail in the 1930s. Today, the need for bus protection
in major stations is often required by protection engineers [51, [6]. In the final analysis, both
system and bus configurations are factors to be considered.

Assuming that it has been decided that bus protection has benefits that are sufficient to
merit its implementation, what are the general requirements for this type of protection? The
requirements can be stated quite simply: speed and security.

High speed is necessary to limit the damage that might be caused by a bus fault. This is
particularly true of high-voltage buses that have the capability of supporting very large fault
currents. Bus fault clearing should always be faster than the connected line backup clearing
times. Indeed, if the backup clearing is faster, there is no need for special bus protection. Most
high-voltage transmission bus relays should provide relay times on the order of one cycle. Fast
bus fault clearing is also required to improve the safety of the substation environment, where
workers are often present.

Security is very important for bus relays since many circuits can be tripped by tripping a
single bus, with the number of possible line outages depending on the bus arrangement. There
are several prominent causes of security failures in bus relays. These include faults in the
relay circuits, lack of proper selectivity, incorrect relay settings, mechanical shock to the relay

2The practice in the United Kingdom is to call this type of failure "instability." This term is rejected because of
its quite different meaning in North America. The word security, meaning "freedom from risk:' is more appropriate
for this situation.
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panel (for electromechanical relays), and maintenance personnel errors. Early experience in
bus protection was not entirely favorable, with a relatively large percentage of failures [3]. To
eliminate these problems, bus relays are often installed as two independent systems, and placed
in the relay house in separate cabinets that are located at least two meters apart. Tripping, then,
occurs only if both systems order the tripping action, using an "and" logic. This has the
disadvantage that the failure of either relay system causes complete failure of the bus relaying
function. A more comprehensive solution is to install three relay systems and use a two-out-
of-three voting system for tripping. This might be considered for important substations, since
the cost of the protection is small compared to the cost of the failure to clear bus faults.

Improved security can also be improved by appropriate station design wherein the bus
arrangement, and therefore the bus protection, can be separated into multiple protection zones
for smaller bus sections. When a bus fault occurs, the resulting bus outage will affect a smaller
portion of the entire station and would usually result in a smaller system disturbance. Similarly,
if a bus protection security failure should occur, the effect on the power system will be less
severe if the protected bus connects fewer system components. This suggests a useful linkage
between station design and protection that should be investigated on any important station
where bus failure has the potential for system-wide impact. Indeed, it might be argued that
there is little need for bus protection with some station designs.

16.4 BUSPROTECTION BYBACKUP LINERELAYS

Backup protection is almost always provided for a bus by the line relays of lines that are
connected to that bus. Consider, for example, bus H of Figure 16.1, which shows a part of a
large system serving a subtransmission network. Should a fault occur at bus H the directional
relays shown will not provide fast clearing of the fault, since the bus at H is not in the primary
protection zone of any line relays. The bus fault will be cleared by the breakers shown in
dark color, however, after these relays time out to operate their second zones. This would be
typical for distance relays, for example, which would not reach all the way from their respective
locations to bus H in their primary zone, but probably only about 90% of that distance. The
second zone, however, would reach beyond bus H and would clear the bus fault.

G H R T

2

13

Figure 16.1 Relay clearing for a fault at bus H.

The backup protection illustrated by Figure 16.1 may also be implemented using over-
current relays, where faults more distant from a given relay will pick up, but due to the
magnitude of the current, may trip slowly. This is a function of the line impedance and the
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source impedance behind the relay. Overcurrent relays may be very difficult to coordinate on
the system of Figure 16.1, but may work well if the subtransmission system is fed radially
from only one end.

This type of protection is regarded as adequate for lower voltage stations or those that
are minor switching points in the network. For high-voltage stations that are considered part of
the bulk power system, a dedicated bus protection system is often preferred, since the damage
caused by a slowly cleared fault may be quite serious.

16.5 BUS DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION

Differential protection is by far the most common method of providing bus protection. There
are, however, several different methods of using the differential concepts to protect a bus. The
differential concepts and problems inherent in bus protection are presented first, followed by
a brief description of the most common methods of bus differential protection.

16.5.1 Current Transformers for Bus Protection

The major problem of bus differential protection has.historically been the unequal satu-
ration of the current transformers used for the current measurements around the bus. This is
due to the large differences in fault current magnitude measured at the different bus connection
points and to the residual magnetism in the current transformers r6].

16.5.1.1 Bushing Current Transformers. Bushing current transformers are the most
widely used types, primarily because of their lower installed cost. A bushing current trans-
former has a tapped secondary winding on an annular magnetic core. The core encircles the
high-voltage conductor in the bushings of circuit breakers, transformers, generators, or other
electrical equipment. This conductor forms a one-tum primary winding of the bushing current
transformer (CT). The secondary turns are distributed completely around the annular core to
minimize leakage reactance. Because of the tapped secondary, bushing current transformers
are usually called multiratio bushing current transformers.

16.5.1.2 Window-TypeCurrent Transformers. Window-type current transformers have
a magnetic core with a center opening through which the high-voltage conductor is passed,
forming the one-turn primary of the transformer. The secondary winding is wound on the core
in a distributed manner. Usually, the transformer is encased in an insulating material.

16.5.1.3 Wound-Type Current Transformers. The wound-type current transformer is
similar in design to a power transformer, with both primary and secondary wound on a common
core.

16.5.1.4 Auxiliary Current Transformers. Auxiliary current transformers are some-
times required in the secondary circuit in order to match the ratios of the several current
transformers connected to the bus terminals.

16.5.1.5 Current Transformer Accuracy. Current transformers are classified accord-
ing to their accuracy, and these classifications are described in the standards [7]. The standards
define the minimum steady-state performance of current transformers at high overcurrent
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levels. The performance is described by an identification letter and a number selected from
the following: (C,T) (10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800). The letter classification described the
transformer in terms of its construction characteristics.

The C classification refers to bushing current transformers with uniformly distributed
windings and any other type of current transformer construction that results in a leakage flux
that has a negligible effect on the ratio error. This permits the ratio correction to be calculated
at any current level, knowing the burden and the excitation characteristics of the transformer.

The T classification refers to wound current transformers or any other current trans-
former where the leakage flux has an appreciable effect on the ratio. For this type of current
transformer, ratio correction must be determined by test.

The numerical part of the classification is the secondary terminal voltage rating. It
specifies the secondary voltage that can be delivered by the full winding at 20 times rated
secondary current, without exceeding a 10% ratio error. Moreover, the ratio correction is
limited to 10% for any current from 10 to 20 times rated current and at any lesser burden. For
example, relay accuracy class C100 prescribed that the ratio correction can be calculated such
that it will not exceed 10% at any current from 1 to 20 times rated secondary current if the
burden does not exceed 1.0 ohm (1.0 Q x 5 A x 20 x rated current = 100 V).

16.5.1.6 Current Transformer Problems. Current transformers are not linear trans-
ducers because of the iron core. Thus, depending on the magnitude of fault current being
measured, various levels of saturation occur in the various current transformers. This com-
plicates the problem of bus protection. One of the reasons for saturation is that some of the
measured currents may be much higher than the others, which causes the measuring current
transformers on those terminals to saturate.

Another important cause of saturation is due to the direct current component of fault
current. This is especially important on bus locations that are electrically close to synchronous
generators. The time constant of the de component of fault current is governed by the L/R
ratio of the system impedance and can vary from 0.01 to 0.3 seconds or more near generating
plants [6].

Another contributor to saturation is total burden of the secondary circuit, including the
CT winding resistance as well as the resistance of the leads. In some substations, these leads
may be quite long, which may require the use of larger than normal wire sizes or the use of
parallel secondary wiring.

16.5.2 Differential Protection Concepts and Problems

Differential protection is based on Kirchhoff's laws. Most of the systems used are current
differential systems and are based on the "current law" that requires the sum of all currents
entering the bus to sum to zero. Should an internal fault occur, however, the sum of currents.
measured at the current transformer locations will not be zero, and tripping should occur. This
type ofbus protection is arranged as shown in Figure 16.2, which shows the connections for one
phase. The current transformer secondaries are added together to give the sum of the currents
in all four lines, and the sum is sent to the differential relay (device type 87). Theoretically,
should a fault occur that is external to the current transformer connections, say at the point
labeled 1 in the figure, the total current flowing to that fault will be exactly equal to the total
current entering the bus on lines 2, 3, and 4, and no current will flow to the differential relay.
However, should a fault occur on the bus, either between phases or from phase to ground,
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Figure 16.2 Connections for bus differential pro-
tection based on Kirchhoff's current law. 1 2 3 4
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the sum of the line currents will equal the total bus fault current and the relay will correctly
measure this quantity.

The foregoing discussion assumes that the current transformers are perfect and that
the secondary currents are exact replicas of the line currents. Unfortunately, in a practical
situation this is not the case. Consider, for example, the case of the line fault on line # 1.
For iron-cored current transformers, the high current flowing to the fault on line # 1 is likely
to saturate the current transformer in that line, whereas the unfaulted lines will carry smaller
currents and their current transformers will experience either no saturation or varying degrees
of saturation, depending on the total current flowing in the lines. The current measurement is
further complicated by the de component of fault current, which gives the primary current two
components, a symmetrical ac component and a de component. The de component starts at a
maximum value and decays exponentially. We can write the total primary current as follows:

i p == lmax[sin(wt + ljJ - ¢) + e- Rt / L sin(ljJ - ¢)l (16.1)

1 (WRL)where ¢ == tan

ljJ == Phase angle after voltage zero of fault occurrence

The first term in (16.]) is the symmetrical ac current, and the second term is the de
component. The de component starts at a maximum value and decays exponentially with a
time constant of L/ R, where Land R are the inductance and resistance of the primary circuit
between the bus and the fault. The dc offset is an important part of the primary current if
the fault should occur close to the moment the voltage is crossing zero, as this leads to the
maximum de offset. The dc offset persists longest in high-voltage circuits, where the time
constant is larger than on lower voltage circuits, and is specially troublesome at locations
close to synchronous generators. The de offset causes the magnetizing flux of the transformer
core to have both ac and dc components, with the de component being large for high-voltage
circuits. The de component of flux is time varying and induces a component of current
in the secondary winding, which leads to potentially large errors on CT accuracy that is also
dependent on the secondary burden. Figure 16.3 shows an oscillogram of a fully offset primary
current and the resulting secondary current. Note that immediately after the fault occurrence,
the secondary current is small and increases slowly toward a normal .magnitude. This may
delay tripping for an internal fault, but can also cause false tripping of an external fault as
the external fault will result in an imbalance in the readings of the current transformers of
Figure 16.2.

To analyze this problem more carefully, consider the simpler arrangement shown in
Figure 16.4, where there are only two lines connected to the bus. This may be considered
an equivalent of the connection of Figure 16.2, with all of the lines that are not saturated
represented by an equivalent line # 1 in Figure 16.4 and with line #2 representing the faulted
line with saturated current transformer.
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Figure 16.3 Primary current in line #1 with saturated CT.

1 2
(a)

(b)

Effective
Shor t
Circui t

Figure 16.4 Example of the effect of CT satura-
tion. (a) Physical circuit. (b) Equivalent circuit.

From the equivalent circuit note that the magnetizing impedance for current transformer
#2 is effectively a short circuit. Then no current flows in the secondary of CT #2 . The fault
current flowing in CT # I, labeled IF, divides inversely as the parallel impedances to give a
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relay current of

I R = RC2 + Ru h ~ R C2 + Ru t,
R87 + RC2 + RL2 R87

where RC2 == CT# 2 secondary resistance
Rl.2 == CT# 2 secondary lead resistance
R87 == Differential relay resistance
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( 16.2)

with the approximate expression being true if the relay impedance is large.
Thus, increasing the relay impedance reduces the current through the relay when one

CT is saturated. One way of controlling the effect of saturation, therefore, is to add resistance
to the relay branch. The relay voltage is computed as

(16.3)

SOIne relays are designed with high impedance, and these devices would work well in this
situation.

In more practical situations, with several lines terminating on the protected bus section,
the currents will usually all be different and the CT's may not have equal burdens. This makes
it difficult to predict the effect of saturation for all possible external fault conditions. Moreover,
since fault currents are high in modem transmission networks, it is not practical to provide
current transformers with cores that are large enough to ensure freedom from core saturation.
Early applications of current differential protection solved these problems with time delay, but
this is usually considered an inadequate solution in modern power systems. Another early
solution was a form of biased percentage differential protection, which also suffered from the
need for current transformers with very large cores. Because of these difficulties, the current
differential form of bus protection is seldom used.

16.5.3 Differential Protection with Overcurrent Relays

Bus differential protection can be performed using overcurrent relays in a connection
similar to that of Figure 16.2. This arrangement experiences all of the problems with CT
saturation, discussed above. Since the overcurrent relay may receive a rather high current for
an external fault, it will be necessary to set the relay pickup to a high value in order to avoid
false tripping.

The most troublesome aspect of current transformer saturation is due to the de component
of the fault current. Following a fault on a line near the bus of Figure 16.2, the fault current
on the CT primary may be expressed as

where

i I == Imax[K-:' IT + sin(wt +¢)]

X2r == - == de offset time constant, s
cor;

(16.4)

The dc offset time constant varies widely, depending on the type of equipment connected to
the bus on the faulted line. For example, typical values of r are given by [7], [S]:
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Two-pole turbine generators
Four-pole turbine generators
Salient-pole generators with dampers
Salient-pole generators without dampers
Transformers
Lines

Chapter 16 • Bus Protection

0.09 s
0.20
0.15
0.30
0.04
0.005-0.03

Therefore, it makes a great difference in the duration of the de component if the fault current is
limited by a generator impedance rather than a line impedance. If a generator is present, the de
component will persist for a relatively long time and CT saturation will be much more serious.
This suggests that it would be impractical to overcome the effects of saturation merely by
delaying tripping of the overcurrent relay by selecting a larger time dial setting, which might
be practical for a situation involving only lines.

Mason gives a formula for estimating the maximum flux density in the current transformer
in terms of the symmetrical components of the CT primary current [8].

.../iR2/IN l i
Bmax = AN2 T (16.5)

2

where I I = primary current in A
R2 = RC2 + RL2 = total secondary resistance (Q)
t = primary circuit de time constant (s)
A = cross-sectional area of CT core (rrr')
N1 = number of primary turns (= 1 for bushing CT)
Nz = number of secondary turns

Values of Bmax greater than about 1.5 Tesla will cause saturation of the current transformer
and values as high as 1.8 Tesla will cause very high saturation. Older current transformers
will saturate at lower values. If de saturation occurs it is very difficult to determine the error
characteristics of the CT's, particularly if instantaneous relay pickup is desired. Methods of
analysis have been presented in [3].

As noted previously, the effect of saturation of one current transformer can be counter-
acted by adding resistance to the relay circuit. The resistance added should not be so high as
to cause serious overvoltage in the relay. Mason suggests that the resistance added should not
be so high that the CT's cannot supply at least 1.5 times pickup current under minimum bus
fault current conditions [8].

Mason also offers the following practical rules for applying overcurrent relays to bus
differential protection [8]:

1. Locate the junction point ofthe CT's at a central point with respect to the CT locations
and use heavy wire in order to hold down the resistance of the leads.

2. Choose CT ratios so that the maximum magnitude of external fault current is less
than about 20 times the CT rating.

3. Set the relay pickup at least twice the load current of the most heavily loaded circuit.
4. Use inverse-time overcurrent relays to provide some time delay and account for the

de component of current
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16.5.4 Bus Protection with Percent Differential Relays
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Using percent differential relays instead of overcurrent relays in bus differential protec-
tion is a great improvement. For this type of relay, the problem is one of providing adequate
restraint in the relay to make up for the inadequacy of the CT's as they tend to saturate with
large fault currents. One solution is the use of a "multi-restraint" relay that consists of three
groups of restraint units and one operating unit, as shown in Figure 16.5. The restraint wind-
ings are unidirectional, that is, currentflowing through the restraint winding in either direction
causes restraint, or flowing through the operating winding provides closing bias. The restraint
windings are paired such that one group sees the difference of line currents and another sees
the sum [91.

Saturating
Autotransformer

Figure 16.5 Multirestraint percentage differential relay f9].

In addition to the multiple restraint windings, this relay has a "variable percentage"
characteristic, provided through a saturating auto transformer, which also provides a shunt for
the dc component, thereby improving the sensitivity of the unit.

16.5.5 Bus Differential Protection with Linear Couplers

The problems associated with current transformer saturation make bus differential relay-
ing very difficult because it is hard to predict the degree of saturation and to design appropriate
countermeasures. One effective solution to this problem is to eliminate CT saturation by elim-
inating the iron from the current transducer. This is accomplished by a device called a "linear
coupler," which is an air-cored mutual reactor on a nonmagnetic toroidal core [9], [10]. The
advantages of this device are as follows:

]. Elimination of saturation in current measurements
2. High-speed performance with negligible transient response
3. Very reliable design
4. Easy to set and maintain
5. Can be operated without damage with secondaries open

The only disadvantage is that this solution requires the purchase of all new CT's since all
circuits on the bus must be equipped with linear couplers if they are to be used at all. This may
be costly in cases where there are already CT's in place that the engineer would like to use.
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The linear coupler has a large number of secondary turns with a linear characteristic of
about 5 volts per 1000 primary ampere turns. Because of their unique characteristic, linear
coupler differential relaying uses a voltage differential scheme, as shown in Figure 16.6 for a
typical four circuit bus.

Figure 16.6 A linear coupler bus differential pro-
tection scheme [9].

The linear coupler output is a secondary voltage Vs that is proportional to the primary
current I p, or expressed in a phasor equation

Vs = jXMlp (16.6)

where XM is the mutual inductive reactance of the device. Then the relay current may be
computed as

L:V2i
IR=--i---

ZR+ L:ZCi

where Zc = self-impedance of linear coupler
ZR = Impedance of relay

(16.7)

(16.8)

For this type ofprotection, the impedance of the leads can be neglected compared to the 30-80
ohms of impedance for the relay and 2-20 ohms for each linear coupler in the circuit.

For a bus fault, all of the line currents are directed toward the faulted bus and the
secondary voltages of the linear couplers add together, with the total voltage impressed across
the relay. This provides high-speed protection that is not complicated by estimating the errors
due to saturation. The only problem in this type of protection is the possible error due to
linear couplers with different characteristics, which may cause a differential voltage to the
relay during certain external faults. Since linear couplers have an accuracy of about 1%, the
worst case is to have all the nonfaulted lines with an error of+1% and the faulted line with an
error of -1%, for a total of 2% error. If the relay is set to operate for a minimum internal fault
of x amperes, then it would also operate for a maximum external fault of 50x amperes. This
suggests that a useful performance criterion is stated by the ratio [9]

Max external 0
-----=5
Min internal

If a safety factor of 2/1 is desired, this ratio should be set at 25/1.. In many cases the maximum
external fault will be a three-phase fault, while the minimum internal fault will be a one-line-
to-ground fault through an impedance.

The linear coupler bus protection is effective in solving the problems due to current
transformer saturation. The system has two disadvantages, however. First, the sensitivity of
the linear coupler system is limited by the maximum external fault conditions, as noted above.
Second, this system requires the installation of linear couplers that are dedicated only to bus
differential protection.
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16.5.6 High Impedance Bus Differential Protection
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Another type of bus differential relaying is the high impedance bus differential scheme,
which is a current differential relaying scheme using overvoltage relays. This system is also
designed to defeat the problems of CT saturation r11 ]. The basic structure of this scheme is
shown in Figure 16.7.

Metal Oxide
Resistor

Overcurrent
Unit

Overvoltage
Unit

Figure 16.7 Bus differential protection using high impedance voltage relays.

In this scheme, conventional CT's are used such as bushing CT's or other types that have
low impedance secondary windings. This concept is a good example of reaping the benefits
of adding resistance to the relay circuit in order to control the effects of saturation. This is true
since the full-wave bridge rectifier adds substantial resistance to that leg of the circuit. The
series L-C circuit is tuned to the system fundamental frequency in order to make the relay
responsive only to the fundamental component of current, thereby improving selectivity. The
disadvantage of this idea is that it slows the response to a degree, but this is countered somewhat
by the addition of a high-speed overcurrent relay in series with a voltage-limiting, metal-oxide
resistor, which is placed in the circuit to limit the voltage that is produced when faults occur,
the voltage being quite high because of the high resistance of the bridge rectifier (about 3000
ohms). Thus, the overcurrent unit provides the tripping for high-magnitude bus faults, and its
minimum pickup can be conveniently set quite high to permit it to ignore external faults.

This type of bus protection is particularly well suited for situations where a large number
of circuits are connected to the bus. The essential requirements for proper application of this
principle are the following [121:

(a) Equal current transformer ratios on all connections.
(b) Low current transformer secondary winding resistance.
(c) Adequate knee-point voltage output from the current transformers.
(d) Low burden from connecting leads.

The knee-point referred to in (c) is usually taken to be equal to or greater than twice the
relay voltage setting required to ensure security against tripping for external faults just outside
the bus protection zone, and under maximum fault conditions. Correcting auxiliary current
transformers can be used to correct for unequal CT ratios.

EXAMPLE 16.1
As an example of bus differential protection, consider the protection of the north and south buses of the
breaker-and-a-half station shown in Figure 16.8. All current transformers are 2000/5 except for breaker
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positions 3N and 3T, which are 3000/5. Therefore, these two positions require 3/2 auxiliary current
transformers, as shown in the figure. The relays used for this application are differential voltage relays
[13]. These relays are high impedance voltage sensing relays that operate from the voltage produced by
differentially connected current transformers. This relay is also provided with an optional instantaneous
overcurrent unit, which is set to operate for high current internal faults that occur within the protected
zone. Because the voltage sensing unit is subject to damage due to overvoltage during severe internal
faults, these units are protected by nonlinear resistance devices that are connected in parallel with the
voltage sensing relays. The overcurrent relays are connected in series with the voltage protective devices
such that positive fault detection is ensured under all conditions.

North Bus

Figure 16.8 A breaker-and-a-half station requiring bus protection.

A typical connection of the relays is shown in Figure 16.9, which depicts a conventional differential
scheme. In this type of connection all of the CT secondaries are connected in wye. The voltage sensing
relay is designated 87L, which is protected by a nonlinear resistor against overvoltage. The optional
overcurrent unit is device 87H, which is in series with the protective device. A lockout relay, device 86,
is used to prevent reclosing, once a bus fault is detected. The lockout contacts also bypass the protective

abc

a-....~~..
b --t-II!!!Jl¥l1!!A4

Phase a Relay Phase b Relay Phase c Relay

*Optional Overcurrent Unit

Figure 16.9 External ac connections for the bus differential relays [13].
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device and thereby limit the thermal energy dissipation in the protective device. Figure 16.9shows only
three lines connected to the protected bus, but a larger number of lines can be connected to the summing
junctions. Note that one relay is required for each phase.

This type of relay is applicable for bus protection where all current transformers have negligible
leakage reactance. This is usually true of current transformers with toroidal cores having distributed
windings, such as most bushing current transformers. It is preferable that all CT's in the differential
circuit have the same ratio, although it is usually possible to accommodate a CT with a different ratio, if
necessary; but this is considered a case that may require special treatment.

The external de connections for the relay are shown in Figure 16.10. A timer, 62X, is used to
initiate breaker failure protection following a suitable time delay. A seal-in unit (TSI) is added to ensure
continued pickup of the relay.

+

86

162X To Breaker
TFailure Backup

Protection
8~ 8~ 8~
Block Reclosing

a a a

52-1 52-2 52-3

Figure 16.10 External de connections for the bus differential relay [13].

Referring again to Figure 16.8, the problem is to provide bus protection to the north and south
buses of the station. One of the problems in a large station is the resistance of the leads from each
circuit breaker location to the junction box, labeled JB in the figure, as well as the distance to the control
house where the relays are located. During a fault, the voltage developed at the secondary of the current
transformers provides the emf to drive each line current contribution to the junction box, where all
currents are summed and sent to the differential relay. The relay must trip for any fault on the bus, but
must not trip for a fault just outside the bus CT's. Figure 16.11 shows the case of a one-Iine-to-ground
fault on phase #1, just outside the bus CT's of one line. Only the faulted phase is shown in the figure.
In analyzing this circuit it is important to remember that the relay is a high impedance device, so the
impedance seen looking to the right in the diagram is high. Any appreciable voltage at the summing
junction will trip the relay. The worst case is for the maximum fault on the line with the highest lead
resistance, or the longest leads from the CT to the summing junction. If all CT's are ideal, there will
be a negligible voltage VR due to the external fault and the relay will not trip, since the current flowing

Figure 16.11 A single-line-to-ground fault out-
side the protected bus.

To Phase 1
Relay

lLG
Fault
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to the summing junction is equal to the current leaving that junction. The worst condition occurs when
the external fault is large enough to saturate the current transformer that carries the fault current, which
is the CT on the lower right of Figure 16.11.· Under this condition, the rate of change of flux linkages
in the transformer is unable to create any secondary induced voltage and the secondary winding is seen
as simply its winding resistance, assuming the secondary leakage reactance is negligible (a fundamental
assumption in the application of this type of relay). However, the other circuits connected to the summing
junction do not have saturated CT's and all contribute currents that flow in the circuit consisting of the
lead resistance and the CT secondary winding resistance. This creates a voltage at the summing junction
that may be computed as

(Rs + 2RL)IFVR = - - - - -
N

where VR = voltage across the relay
Rs = CT secondary winding resistance
RL = one-way cable resistance from junction to.Cf
IF = fault current, rms primary amperes
N = CTratio

(16.9)

The factor of two is required to account for the fact that the current must flow through both outgoing
and return cable lines for the single-line-to-ground fault. For a three-phase fault, there will be no current
in the return line, since all currents add to zero in the return connection. Therefore, (16.9) can be modified
to account for this by multiplying the cable resistance term by a factor, as shown in (16.10), where the
factor k is given the value 1 or 2, depending on whether the fault is three phase or one-line-to-ground,
respectively.

(16.10)

The voltage computed in (16.10) is the maximum that can be developed across the differential relay. It
represents an extreme condition, since the CT on the faulted line will probably not lose all of its ability
to induce a secondary voltage.

For an internal fault, that is a fault on the protected bus, all CT's operate into the high impedance
of the relay, and, perhaps, with one or more idle CT's as well. In this case, the voltage at the summing
junction will be approximately the open-circuit secondary voltage of the current transformers, which
is very high. Even for a high impedance bus fault, the relay voltage will be much greater than that
calculated by (16.10). The relay can be set with a pickup value computed by (16.10), which ensures that
there will be no pickup for external faults, and providing excellent pickup for a fault on the protected
bus. In order to provide a margin over and above the worst external fault condition, the pickup setting is
computed as

where

1.6K(Rs + kRL)IFVR = - - - - - - -
N

(16.11 )

(16.12)

K = CT performance factor

and the value 1.6 is a margin factor to provide a factor of safety in the minimum pickup setting. The
current transformer performance factor is shown in Figure 16.12 [12]. This factor is computed as a
function of the relay voltage (16.9) divided by the knee-point voltage Es for the poorest CT in the circuit.
This is explained in more detail below.

The minimum internal fault current that will cause the 87L unit to operate is computed as

l min =(t t, + I R + IP) N
1=1
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(16.14)

Figure 16.12 CT perfonnancc factor as a function of fault conditions 113).

where Imin = minimum internal fault current to trip 87L
I; = secondary excitation current of CT i at pickup voltage
I R = current in 87L at pickup voltage
I p = current in protective resistor at pickup voltage
n = tota l number of breakers connected to the bus
N = CT turns ratio

The current in the relay can be determined from the relay voltage and the known resistance of the
relay. which is given by the manufacturer as 1700 ohms, or

I = 2 A (16.13)
R 1700

Solution
The actual calculation of the relay settings is performed according to methods provided by the manu-
facturer. which arc direct and easy to follow. Two methods are provided . The first is based on using
(16.11) for the greatest fault current on any circuit connected to the protected bus, either for three-phase
or one-line-to-ground faults. A simplified method uses simply the maximum interrupting rating of the
connected circuit breakers rather than the computed maximum fault current. With either method , the
resistance RL is based on the one-way distance from the junction point to the most distant CT.

For the station configuration shown in Figure 16.8. the maximum distances from the junction point
to the most remote breakers are shown. with the distances in feet noted on the diagram . The cable used is
#9 (19/22) wire. which has a resistance 20°C of 0.8233 ohms/ I000 feet. If we consider that the maximum
working condition is to be 75°C, then we compute the cable resistance to be

R( @75°C) = 0.8233 ( 234.5 + 75) = 1.0012 Q/kft
234.5 + 20

or about 1ohm per 1000 feet.
The secondary resistance of the current transformers is computed from an estimate of the resistance

per tum and the numberof turns. For the station in Figure 16.8, the current transformers have the following
characteri stics :

Winding resistance = 0.0013 Q/turn
Lead resistance = 0.04 Q

For the two ratings of current transformers used in this station. we compute the following secondary
resistance values.

Rs = 0.0013 x 400 + 0.04 = 0.56 Q for 2000/5 CT
Rs = 0.0013 x 600 + 0.04 = 0.82 Q for 3000/5 CT

(16.15)



(16.17)

(16.18)

(16.16)

(16.20)

(16.19)
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The two longest runs from the junction boxes to the circuit breakers are noted from Figure 16.8 to be 350
feet (200015 CT) and 240 feet (3000/5 CT). Therefore, the values of RL for these two runs is computed
as

350 x 1.001
RL = 1000 = 0.35 Q for the 2000/5 CT

240 x 1.001
RL = 1000 = 0.24 Q for the 3000/5CT

The maximum interrupting rating of the circuit breakers for the station of Figure 16.8 is known to be
40 leA. We can use this value in conjunction with the simplified method to compute the relay settings.
The value of Es must be taken from the knee of the saturation curve of the current transformers. This
value is known to be 400 volts for the 2000/5 current transformers (but not shown in this example).

The current transformer performance factor is taken from Figure 16.12. We can compute the
ordinate of Figure 16.12, which is a function of the CT saturation voltage, as follows. Since we are using
the breaker rating, the fault is assumed to be a one-line-to-ground fault.

_(R_s_+_k_R_L_)I_F = (0.56 + 2 x 0.35)40,000 = 0 315
N E s (2000/5)400 . .

Referring to Figure 16.12, the CT performance factor is approximately 0.88. Substituting into (16.11),
we compute, for the 200015 CT's that are located at a distance of 350 feet from the junction box:

1.6K(Rs+ kRL)IFVR = ,
N

= (1.6)(0.88)(0.56 + 2 x 0.35) x _40_,000_ x ~ =266 V
400 2

where the 3/2 factor is the ratio of the auxiliary current transformer.
As a check, we also compute the relay voltage for the 3000/5CT,'s that are located 240 feet from

the junction box. These current transformers have a knee voltage of about 600 volts. Therefore, the
ordinate of Figure 16.12 is

_(R_s_+_k_R_L_)I_F = (0.82 + 2 x 0.24)40,000 = 0.144
NEs (3000/5)600

and the performance factor for this current transformer is about 0.95. Then the relay voltage based on
the 300015 as the worst CT is computed to be

1.6K(Rs+ kRL)IF
VR = - - - - - - -

N
= (1.6)(0.95)(0.82 + 2 x 0.24)(40,000) ~ 132 V

600
Clearly, the 2000/5 CT is the worst case. The 266 volt worst-case value can also be checked to see how
it compares with the.voltage at 10 amperes excitation on the CT saturation curve, which corresponds to
about 900 volts. The relay manufacturer suggests that the relay voltage should not exceed 67% of this 10
ampere value, and 67% of 900 volts is over 600 volts. Hence, the 266 volt relay threshold is satisfactory
from that point of view.

The instantaneous overcurrent 87H setting of the relay is based on the setting of the 87L unit. To
determine this setting the manufacturer provides a curve for this purpose, which is shown in Figure 16.13.
Since the 87L setting is 266 volts, the setting of the 87H is read from the plot to be 2.0 amperes.

If the actual fault currents are used rather than the circuit breaker ratings, a more accurate and
sensitive setting can be determined, if this is considered necessary. Using the circuit breaker rating gives
a setting that provides an excellent margin of safety against false trips, but results in reduced sensitivity.

The foregoing is a simplified calculation of the relay setting, and there are other checks on the
relay setting that can be made. The characteristics of the nonlinear protective device should be checked,
as this is a factor in determining the minimum pickup current, as noted in (16.13).
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Fi~ure 16.13 Pickup setting of the 87H versus settings of the 87L relay.

Determ ining the relay setting requires that information about the current transformers be available .
as well as information on the station dimensions, CT ratios , and the circuit breaker ratings or calc ulated
fault curre nts. Once all of this information is available, however. the computation of the settings is not
difficult. •

The success of this method of bus protection depends on the proper selection of current
transformers [121. Th is requires optimum-ratio, low-reactance CT's. It has been noted that
some CT's with low ratios sometimes have inadequate knee-point voltage. In such cases, an
alternative solution might be the use of biased differential relays and in some very difficu lt
cases, both methods may be necessary, which is sometimes referred to as a moderately high
impedance relay 1141.

16.6 OTHER TYPES OF BUS PROTECTION

It is proba bly fair to say that bus differen tial protection is the most common type of bus
protection . However. there are other forms of bus protection that should be mentioned , even
though they represent somewhat spec ial cases. The first to be discussed is a form of protection
called "fault bus" protection that is applicable to certain switching station designs. The seco nd
type is a combined protec tive system where a bus and a transformer can be protected as a unit.

16.6.1 Fault Bus Protection

Fault bus protect ion is used in cases where an insu lating bus support structure can be
built that is completely isolated from ground as in the case of metal-clad switchgear or other
stations that can be completely housed in a metal enclosure . The basic structure is shown
in Figure 16.14. where all equipment in the enclosure is isolate d from ground except for the
single grou nd connection that contains the protective relays.

The overcurrent relay controls an auxi liary relay that trips all circui t breakers connected
to the bus. It is important that all framework, circuit breaker tanks , supporting stee l structure.
as well as the hig h-vo ltage bus conductors. be isolated from ground by supporting insulators.
This type of protect ion is excellent for isolated phase construction, in which case all faults arc
groun d faults . The scheme is probably used most often for indoor switchgear.
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Overcurrent

Relay

Station Ground

Figure 16.14 Diagram of the bus fault method protection scheme.

16.6.2 Combined Bus and Transformer Protection

Another type of bus protection is sometimes employed when a transformer and a bus can
logically be protected as a unit, as shown in Figure 16.15. This particular type of combined
protection uses a different restraint winding in the differential relay for each circuit. Note
that there is no circuit breaker between the bus side of the transformer and the transformer
itself, which is a rather common situation. Lacking the bus side circuit breaker, bus differential
protection is not possible, so the transformer and bus are included in the same protection zone.

3

1 2
Figure 16.15 Combined bus and transformer dif-
ferential protection.

The arrangement shown in Figure 16.,15 is only one of several arrangements for combined
bus-transformer protection that can be devised [9]. Another arrangement provides separate
differential protection for the bus and for the transformer, but with both protective schemes
tripping all breakers to de-energize the entire bus-transformer combination.

16.6.3 Bus Protection Using Auxiliary CT's

Most of the differential bus protection schemes suffer from two types of problems:
(1) current transformer saturation, and (2) careful current transformer selection, matching, and
design restrictions on the burden presented to each transformer. Current transformer saturation
is particularly difficult for buses that are near synchronous generators, because of the high de
component of fault currents supplied by the generators.
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One type of bus differential protection that solves these problems is the "half-cycle"
protection scheme that uses auxiliary current transformers for proper impedance matching and
detects the fault condition before the current transformers reach saturation [15]. The design
is based on the fact that a conventional CT will deliver current for about 2.0 ms, even under
fault conditions, before saturation occurs. The half-cycle relay is designed to detect the fault
and initiate tripping before saturation occurs.

The impedance of the half-cycle relay is moderate, usually in the range of 100 to 250
ohms. This is much less than the usual high impedance system that has several thousand ohms
impedance. However, a few hundred ohms is great enough that the resistance of leads and other
incidental impedances is of little concern. The half-cycle relay includes a restraint system that
permits high resistance in the CT secondary circuits.

A schematic of the half-cycle relay system is shown in Figure 16.16. The main CT's
can be of any type and of different ratios that may be required for other functions for which
these CT's are used. Main CT's may have CT ratios that differ by factors as large as ]0 to 1.
The auxiliary CT's are part of the half-cycle protective system and are adjusted to effectively
cause each circuit to present the same turns ratio.

1

iJ

Main
CT's

Figure 16.16 Schematic of the half-cycle bus differential system It5].

The relay utilizes a full wave rectifier in the secondary of each circuit, only onephase
of which is illustrated in Figure 16.16. This gives a unidirectional pulsating current, the sum
of which is the total incoming current, it, shown in the figure. This current flows through two
resistances, Rs and RD , which causes the measured voltage drops shown in the figure. Should
an internal fault occur, or current flow due to CT ratio error, this will result in a differential
error current i, flowing from the center tap of Rs through an adjusting resistor and the primary
of the isolating CT. The error current output of the isolating transformer is passed through a
full wave rectifier to produce i~, which flows through RD to produce voltage drop vD. This
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voltage is compared to the voltage Vs across Rs in a comparator circuit to develop the relay
threshold condition, with tripping of relay R occurring when

VD > vs (16.21)

(16.22)

(16.23)

When this condition is satisfied, a current i R will flow through the relay R in the direction shown
in the figure. The relay R is a dry reed relay with an operating time of less than 1millisecond,
which facilitates tripping before CT saturation occurs.

We may rewrite the threshold equation (16.21) as follows:

VD - Vs > 0
VD - vs = (RR+ RD2)iR~ RRiR > 0

where we assume that the diode resistance is small compared to the relay resistance. Now,
rearranging (16.22) we write the threshold inequality as

VD - vs - RRiR > 0

The voltages may be written by inspection of the circuit of Figure 16.10 as follows.

VD = RDiD = RD(ig - i R) = RD(ndie - iR)

Rs (. + .) Rs (i + . . )
Vs = -2 It IR - 2 It IR - t, (16.24)

. . Rs .= -RSlt - RSIR + -Ie
2

Substituting these voltages into (16.23) and rearranging, we compute the threshold inequality

where

ie > sit + kiR (16.25)

(16.26)

Rs
s=-----

ndRD + Rs/2
k = ZR + RD + Rs

ndRD+ Rs/2
The dimensionless quantity s is the slope of the relay threshold characteristic and k is a dimen-
sionless characteristic of the comparator circuit. The equation (16.25) gives the conditions
under which the relay will trip. Replacing the inequality with an equal sign gives an equation
for the relay threshold, which is usually plotted in the i; versus it plane.

The largest possible error current that will ensure no relay operation is given by setting
i R = 0 in (16.25). Then the boundary of secure operation is given by

(16.27)

The literature sometimes refers to this boundary as the "stability" limit, a somewhat confusing
term. Security limit is a more precise term. This limit is represented by a straight line through
the origin.

We may also compute the minimum possible error current. This occurs when all of the
total current enters the relay differential circuit, or

ie(min) = it (16.28)

where the subscript (min) is attached for emphasis. Substituting this into (16.25) we compute
the minimum differential operating current in terms of the relay current.

. k .
le(min) = 1 _ S 'R (16.29)
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We now examine the principles of operation of the half-cycle relay system.
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(16.30)

16.6.3.1 Normal Conditions. With correct CT ratios, the total current entering the
relay, it, will be exactly equal to the current leaving, if, and this current will circulate in the
loop containing the full wave rectifiers. The current ie will be zero. Thus, we write these
conditions as follows:

RsRD .
V -V-I
S - D - 2(R s + RD ) t

The voltage expression assumes that the resistance of diode D2 is small compared to the
resistance RD.

Minor CT ratio errors will result in a small error current i, flowing from the center tap
of Rs . This current will be very small due to the high impedance of the isolating transformer.
This is because the isolating transformer output current i g will not flow unless the condition
of (16.21) is satisfied.

16.6.3.2 External Fault with No Saturation. For small external fault currents that do
not saturate the CT's, the condition will be similar to that for normal conditions, given above.

16.6.3.3 External Fault with CT Saturation. For large external faults that cause CT
saturation, the conditions are more complex; however, before saturation occurs the conditions
described above will prevail. The magnitude of error current flowing will depend on the
impedance of the relay circuit and that of the saturated CT, that is,

. Relay Ckt Z . Ret .
i; == It == --It (16.31)

Sat CT Sec Z ReT

The current if is the current in the faulted CT and is equal to

(16.32)

or, at the threshold condition given by (16.29)

if == (1 - s)i t (16.33)

Now, let R1x be the maximum effective saturated CT secondary resistance. At the threshold
condition we may write

Rptie = ( R[x + ~s ) i[ ~ R[xi [

where we define the total impedance seen by the differential current as

Ret == R; + n~RD + Zmd

(16.34)

(16.35)

and where Zmd is the short-circuit impedance of the isolating CT. From (16.33) and (16.34)
we compute

s
R fx == --Ret (16.36). 1 - s

This is the maximum permissible effective CT secondary resistance as seen from the relay.
Note that this resistance depends on s < 1 so the effective impedance will usually be larger
than the differential circuit resistance and will typically be 100 times or so greater than the
maximum permissible resistance of other differential systems [15].
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16.6.3.4 Internal Faults. For internal faults, the secondary current flows in the differ-
ential circuit and the relay operates. The impedance of this circuit is Ret which is on the order
of a few hundred ohms. The relay burden is high, and saturation is likely to occur. The relay
should operate on the initial rise of current and before saturation occurs.

16.6.3.5 Operating Characteristics . The operating characteristic for external faults is
shown in Figure 16.17, which is plotted for a typical value of s = 0.8. The upper line in the
figure represents the case of (16.28), where all of the relay input current flows through the
differential circuit. Operation above this line is impossible.
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Figure 16.17 Relay characteristic for an external fault [15J.

The threshold line is described by (16.27), and operation below this line will always be
restrained operation. The operating line is given by (16.25) and the differential current must
be large enough to fall above this line in order to cause tripping. This restricts the region of
possible false tripping for external faults to the shaded triangular region shown.

For internal faults where all CT's contribute fault current the same operating characteristic
as shown in Figure 16.17 will apply. For this case, the differential relay current will lie on the
line

(16.37)

which is the top line in the figure, labeled "limit of differential current." Clearly, this is an
operating condition.

For internal faults with parallel, but idle CT's, a different characteristic is required , as
shown in Figure 16.18. This characteristic is more sensitive than that for external faults as
evidenced by the much larger operating region. This characteristic results from the fact that,
at the beginning of each half cycle, adequate current flows in the relay differential circuit to
cause tripping before currents begin to flow in the parallel idle CT's.

The half-cycle differential relay principle is based on the fact that CT saturation cannot
occur instantaneously, and in practical circuits requires 1-2 milliseconds to occur (about 0.1
to 0.2 cycle at 60 hertz) . During this short interval the relay evaluates the need for action
and initiates tripping in less than one-half cycle . An advantage of this design is that the relay
requires no special or dedicated current transformers and can tolerate added burdens on the
CT's that might be used for other purposes than protection .
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16.6.4 Directional Comparison Bus Protection
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The situation may arise in which bus protection needs to be added to an existing station,
but the expense of changing all the existing current transformers is excessive. In such cases, it
may be possible to use the existing line CT's for bus fault protection [14], [161 . Thi s requires
directional relay s, fault detectors, and a timer.

The directional relays are installed on each circuit connected to the bus requiring pro-
tection, adjusted so that they reach beyond the bus and into the connected circuit, and all are
connected in series . In addition, fault detectors, usuall y instantaneous overcurrent relay s, are
placed on several circu its, but not necessaril y all circuits to make sure that a fault ex ists. For
phase faults, the fault detectors are connected to those circuits with the strongest sources and
for ground faults they are connected to the neutral s of power transformers. A timer is required
to provide coordination, which is needed since it is necessary for all the series-connected
contacts to close for a bus fault . Since only the direction and not the magnitude of current s
are compared, current transformer saturation is usually not a problem. Moreover, it is not
necessary to have matc hed current transformer ratios and multiple use of the transformers is
acceptable. Ground fau lt detectors are often located in transformer neutrals in one or more of
the connected circuits.

The saturation of current transformers is usuall y not a problem when the comparison is
made between current direction rather than current magnitude. The several conn ected circuits
can have current transformers of different ratios and can also be used for other forms of relaying
or for metering. Th is type of system is more complex due to the larger number of relay contacts,
suggesting that maint enance may be more demand ing.

16.7 AUXILIARY TRIPPING RELAYS

In many bus protecti on installations, the bus protection energizes an auxiliary tripping re-
lay, which has individual tripping contacts for each breaker connected to the prote cted
bus [61 .
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16.7.1 Lockout Relays

Lockout relays are often used to prevent a re-energization of the bus until an inspection
can be performed. In some cases, each individual circuit breaker may have its own separate
lockout contacts, even if the breaker is tripped by the lockout relay tripping contacts. Some
of these lockout relays are reset manually, but provision can be made for remote resetting by
means of a motor-driven reset mechanism. Other relays use an electric seal-in coil to lock the
relay in the operated position, with resetting being performed by a push-button switch.

16.7.2 Non-Lockout Relays

Some bus protection applications use non-lockout auxiliary tripping relays. This ar-
rangement permits automatic re-energization of the bus. Some relays automatically reset once
the relay coil is de-energized, or when the fault is cleared in the case of a bus fault. This type
of device is appropriate for unattended stations with open bus work and no remote control
facilities. If successful, automatic re-energization of the bus will reduce the outage time.

16.8 SUMMARY

In earlier times, there were persuasive arguments against using any form of bus protection. This
was due to the poor performance record of bus protective installations, to the low incidence
of bus faults, and because of the significant problems caused by inadvertent tripping of bus
protective relays. These early concerns are now largely overcome with newer relays that are
designed to take into account the possibility of current transformer saturation and impedance
mismatch, which were often the cause of the early poor performance. Another factor in this
changing attitude is the larger power flows in modem high-voltage systems, which makes the
delayed clearing of bus faults a very serious problem and one that cannot be tolerated.

The result has been the invention of better methods of providing bus protection that
address the problems noted above. As a result, bus protection is becoming commonplace, and
the experience with.bus protection is now considered quite satisfactory.
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PROBLEMS

16.1 Review the following station arrangements presented in Section 5.2 and determine the number
ofli ne (or other termination) outages due to a bus fault. Perform this anal ysis for the following
types, and use the number of connections pictu red in Section 5.2 for determ ining the number
of outage s. What conclusions can be drawn from this study?

(a) Single bus, single breaker
(b) Main and trans fer
(c) Doubl e bus, single breaker

(d) Doubl e bus, double breaker
(e) Ring bus
(f) Breaker and a half

16.2 Repeat question I, but this time determine the number of circuits on outage due to a false
trip of a bus protection sys tem. What concl usions can be drawn from this study?

16.3 Review the concept of providing bus protection by means of line backup relays, described
in connection with Figure 16.1. Assume that the bus configuration of bus H is a ring bus,
shown in Figure P16.3. Compare the bus protection for these two sys tems, assuming that in
both cases the bus protection is provided by zone 2 from the connected line relays.
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Figure P16.3 Ring bus sections with line overcurrent protection.

16.4 Consider a station similar to the one shown if Figure 16.8, but with shorter leads to the
various breaker positions. Assume that the maximum lead length is 200 feet to positions 7N
and 3N. Compute the relay settings for this configuration.
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16.5 Derive an expression from which one can determine the amount of resistance that should be
added to the relay inherent resistance in order to assure selectivity of a differential relay with
one current transformer saturated, as shown in Figure 16.4.

16.6 Sketch the bus differential connections for the station arrangements listed in problem 16.].
16.7 In designing a bus protection scheme, the engineer has three options regarding the re-

energization of the bus following a bus protection operation. These are:
1. Manually reclose breakers after inspection and repair, if required.
2. Reclose breakers by supervisory control, provided no lockout system exists or given that

lockout relays can be remotely reset.
3. Reclose the breakers by automatic reclosing relays, provided that no lockout of the breaker

close circuit exists.
Discuss the issues that might dictate the use of these options. In particular, consider the three
options for buses of the following types:
(a) Buses in metal clad switchgear, or high-voltage SF6 buses that are essentially totally

enclosed in a protected environment.
(b) Buses that use air as the primary insulation, which are subject to faults from foreign

objects, lightning, small animals or birds, dirty insulator flashover, etc.
16.8 Provide arguments against any form of bus protection in a power system. Also, record

arguments in support of bus protection.
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Transformer and

Reactor Protection

17.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the protection of a class of shunt-connected devices that are important
components in any power system. The principal member of this family of devices is the
power transformer, and most of this chapter is devoted to transformer protection. In addition
to transformers, this chapter also describes the protection of regulating transformers, shunt
reactors, and static var compensators.

The power transformer is one of the most important classes of hardware in the electric
power system, and transformer protection is an essential part of the overall system protection
strategy. Transformers are used in a wide variety of applications, from small distri bution
transformers serving one or more users to very large units that are an integral part of the bulk
power system. Moreover, transformers have a wide variety of features, including tap changers,
phase shifters, and multiple windings, that require special consideration in the protective system
design. Some transformers, such as zig-zag transformers, have very special design features.

An important consideration in transformer protection is the high cost of the transformer
and the relative long outage time that occurs when a large transformer fails. The proper type
of protection can often detect incipient faults before they become major, and thereby prevent
major physical damage and long outage times.

Transformers suffer from several different types of stresses, due to overheating, short
circuits, and open circuits. Most transformers, especially the smaller units, are not protected
from overheating, although there are protective devices that can be used for this purpose. Open
circuits are not detected at all, in most cases, since they do not present a particular hazard.
This leaves short circuits as the major focus of transformer protection. Surge protection is also
provided for transformers, but surge phenomena are beyond the scope of this book.

Short-circuit protection includes internal short circuits, such as turn-to-tum faults, and
turn-to-ground faults. It also includes external short circuits, such as bushing flashovers, that
are also within the protection zone of the transformer relays.

The most common form of transformer protection is differential relaying, which treats
the transformer as a unit, making measurements at all of the transformer terminals. This is

673
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very convenient since, unlike transmission lines, the transformer terminals are all located at
the same station. There are complications, as will be noted later, that must be overcome in
order to make this application practical. There are several types of faults, other than short
circuits, that a large transformer should be protected against. These are described below, and
the appropriate protection strategies are outlined.

Transformer protection also presents certain problems in the application of current trans-
formers. CT's are available in many different types, ratios, and characteristics. Moreover, the
CT should be matched to the ratings of the different transformer windings and this matching
may not be exact. Many transformers are equipped with bushing CT's.

Transformers also may be connected to provide phase shift, such as the common ~-Y
connection with its 30° phase shift. This means that the CT connections must be arranged
to correct for this phase error if the relaying is to operate correctly. Transformers may be
designed with special features, such as tap changers or phase shifters, that present problems in
the protection design. Grounding transformers also require special consideration for protection.
An overview of transformer protection is provided in [1].

Finally, this chapter introduces the protection required for a static var compensator or
SVC. The SVC includes a power transformer as an integral part of the system, but also includes
inductances, capacitors, or both connected to the secondary side of the transformer bank where
the secondary currents are controlled by solid-state switching. This permits the SVC to serve as
a very fast voltage controller, which can provide significant benefits in power system operation,
voltage stability, and angle stability.

These problems are all discussed below, beginning with a consideration of trans-
former faults.

17.2 TRANSFORMER FAULTS

For convenience in analysis, we divide transformer faults into two classes: external faults and
internal faults.

17.2.1 External Faults

External faults are those faults or hazards that occur outside the transformer. These haz-
ards present stresses on the transformer that may be of concern and may shorten the transformer
life. These faults include the following [2]:

• Overloads Overloads cause the transformer to overheat and have the potential to
cause permanent damage or loss of life to the unit. The time constant for overheating
is long, however, and it may take many hours of exposure for the condition to become
serious. In most cases, no protection is provided for overload, but an alarm will
often be used to warn operating personnel of the condition. One cause of overload
may be due to unequal load sharing of parallel transformers or unbalanced loading of
three-phase banks.

• Overvoltage Overvoltage can be either due to short-term transient conditions or long-
term power-frequency conditions. Transient overvoltages cause end-tum stresses and
possible breakdown. These transients are protected against by surge protective devices
that are designed for this purpose. Power frequency overvoltages occur due to an
emergency operating condition, such as a sudden loss of load on an isolated portion
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the system that causes the voltage to rise. This condition causes overftuxing of the
transformer and an increase in stress on the winding insulation. Overfluxing increases
iron losses and may result in a large increase in exciting current. Such conditions
result in rapid heating of the iron circuits of the transformer, with possible damage to
core lamination insulation and even to winding insulation.

• Underfrequency Underfrequency also is caused by a major system disturbance that
causes an imbalance between generation and load. The condition is similar to overvolt-
age in that exciting current is greatly increased at low frequencies, causing overfluxing
of the transformer iron circuits. The transformer may be able to continue operation at
either high voltage or underfrequency, but the two conditions experienced at the same
time could be very serious. Usually, the ratio of voltage to frequency should not be
allowed to exceed 1.1 per unit, which is usually called a "volts per hertz" limit.

• External system short circuits System faults that are external to the transformer
protection zone, but cause high transformer currents, can cause transformer winding
damage. Large external fault currents cause high mechanical stress in the transformer
windings, with the maximum stress occurring during the first cycle. This short time
frame makes it almost impossible to protect the transformer from experiencing these
stresses. The protection strategy for these events is, therefore, a matter of transformer
design.

Most of the foregoing conditions are often ignored in specifying transformer relay pro-
tection, depending on the criticality of the transformer and its importance in the system. The
exception is protection against overfluxing, which may be provided by devices called "volts per
hertz" relays, which detect either high voltage or underfrequency, or both, and will disconnect
the transformer if this quantity exceed a given limit, which is usually 1.I per unit.

17.2.2 Internal Faults

Internal faults are faults that occur within the transformer protection zone. This clas-
sification includes not only faults within the transformer enclosure but also external faults
that occur inside the transformer CT locations. Transformer internal faults are divided into
two classifications for discussion; incipient faults and active faults. Incipient faults are faults
that develop slowly, but that may develop into major faults if the cause is not detected and
corrected. Active faults are caused by the breakdown in insulation or other components that
create a sudden stress situation that requires prompt action to limit the damage and prevent
further destructive action.

17.2.2.1 Incipient Faults. Incipient faults are of three kinds: transfonncr overheating,
overfluxing, or overpressure.

• Overheating Overheating may be due to several different internal transformer con-
ditions, as follows:
1. Poor internal connections, in either the electric or the magnetic circuits.
2. Loss of coolant due to leakage.
3. Blockage of coolant flow.
4. Loss of fans or pumps that are designed to provide cooling.

• Overfluxing Overftuxing was discussed above under externally caused faults. It is
mentioned again here since continued periods of overftuxing may gradually lead to
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insulation breakdown of the magnetic circuit insulating materials or the electric circuit
insulation.

• Overpressure Overpressure in the transformer tank occurs due to the release ofgases
or products that accompany the localized heating due to any cause. For example, a
tum-to-tum fault may bum slowly, releasing gases in the process, or local heating of
insulation may give off gases. These gases accumulate in the enclosed transformer
tank as an increase in pressure, which may develop suddenly or slowly over a long
period of time.

The foregoing transformer faults are called incipient faults since they usually develop
slowly, often in the form of a gradual deterioration of insulation due to some cause. This
deterioration may eventually become serious enough to cause a major arcing fault that will be
detected by protective relays. If the condition can be detected before major damage occurs, the
needed repairs can often be made more quickly and the unit placed back into service without
a prolonged outage. Major damage may require shipping the unit to a manufacturing site for
extensive repair, which results in an extended outage period.

17.2.2.2 Active Faults. Active faults are faults that occur suddenly and that usually
require fast action by protective relays to disconnect the transformer from the power system and
limit the damage to the unit. For the most part, these faults are short circuits in the transformer,
but other difficulties can also be cited that require prompt action of some kind.

The following classifications of active faults are considered:

1. Short circuits in wye-connected windings
Grounded through a resistance
Solidly grounded
Ungrounded

2. Short circuits in delta-connected windings
3. Phase-to-phase short circuits (in 3 phase transformers)
4. Tum-to-tum short circuits
5. Core faults
6. Tank faults

Each of the above will be considered in tum.

1. Short circuits in wye-connected windings. The short-circuit conditions examined
here are in wye connected windings of wye-delta connected transformers. It can be
shown that the current flowing in such a fault can be quite different on the delta side
of the transformer than the wye side [2], [3]. Consider the three-phase transformer
bank shown in Figure 17.1, where there is a source on the delta side of the bank, but
no source on the wye side. A fraction h of the phase a winding is faulted to ground.
We assume that the grounding resistance RN is much greater than the transformer
leakage reactance. Therefore, we write the fault current as

hVaIF = 3Iao= - (17.1)
RN

Because of the fault, the effective turns ratio of the transformer is computed as
a nd

aF = - =--
h h nv

(17.2)
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Figure 17.1 Ground fault in a wye-connected transformer winding.

where a is the design turns ratio. This means that the effective current transformation
is changed by the factor h, or

(17.3)

Therefore the fault current will be transformed on the delta side to currents flowing
in lines Band C, with magnitude

hlF h2VaIs == - == -- (17.4)v'3 .)3 RN

Thus, the fault current on the wye side varies in direct proportion to the fraction h
of the winding faulted, measured from the neutral, but the fault current flowing on
the delta side varies as the square of this fraction. This makes fault detection very
difficult on the delta side because of the low magnitude of current, which may be
even less than the full load current. It is convenient to express both currents in terms
of the maximum fault current, computed with h == I.

Va
(17.5)IFmax == -RF

Then

I p == hIp max (17.6)

and

Is == h21 Fmax (17.7)
J3

The fault currents on the two sides of the transformer are plotted in Figure 17.2, which
illustrates the low value of current for faults near the neutral, especially the currents
on the delta side.

If the transformer is solidly grounded, i.e., with zero grounding resistance, the
only impedance seen by the fault current is the transformer leakage impedance. This
impedance varies as the square of the number of turns. Moreover, the voltage at the
fault point is not proportional to the number of turns for faults near the neutral because
of the increased leakage. Therefore, the impedance function becomes very complex
and the current on the wye side has a minimum at about 400/0 of the total winding
faulted and increases as the fault point approaches the neutral, then dropping quickly
to zero at the neutral [21, (3). This is illustrated in Figure] 7.3 [2]. For ungrounded
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wye banks, in the configuration discussed here with a source only on the delta side,
there is no fault current at all.

2. Short circuits in delta-connected windings. The computation of fault current in
the delta connected windings is an even more complex function of fault position.
The fault current magnitude is much less than for the wye case. The impedance will
vary between about 25% and 50%, based on the transformer rating. The minimum
fault current occurs when the fault is at the center of one of the delta windings, in
which case the fault current may be no more than the rated current. Note that the
fault current is supplied by two of the phases in some proportion, each of which will
be relatively small .

3. Phase-to-phase shortcircuits in three-phase transformers. Phase-to-phase faults
between transformer windings can only occur in three-phase units, and their occur-
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renee is of low probability. When such faults do occur, the currents are large, and
are comparable in their relative magnitude to the phase-to-ground currents computed
above.

4. Thrn-to-turn short circuits in transformer windings. Inter-turn faults are un-
likely in low-voltage transformers unless the windings have been damaged mechan-
ically by large through currents due to external faults, which can crack the insu-
lation.

For high-voltage transformers connected to a high-voltage system, the unit is
likely to be damaged by steep front traveling waves or impulses that can be much
higher than the rated transformer voltage. The risk of turn-to-turn flashover is greatest
in the end turns of the winding which are prone to failure for this type of event.
Shorting a few turns will cause large fault currents to flow in the shorted section,
but the terminal currents will not be greatly affected, making detection difficult. It
is claimed that up to 800/0 of all high-voltage transformer failures are due to this
cause [21.

5. Core Faults. The transformer core laminations are carefully insulated from each
other to prevent eddy currents from crossing the gap between adjacent laminations.
Even the bolts that clamp the laminations together are insulated from each of the lam-
inations to prevent the bolts from causing a magnetic short across the laminations.
Any overheating or overfluxing of the transformer provides the possibility of caus-
ing a.magnetic short of this kind due to the deterioration of the insulation between
laminations or around the bolts.

Such a shorted path will allow eddy currents to flow and will greatly increase
the core losses and cause localized heating to occur. This condition does not greatly
affect the terminal currents of the transformer, making this type of fault difficult to
detect by electrical relays connected to the terminals. This type of damage will often
be detected by gas relays, once the damage becomes great enough to cause breakdown
of insulation materials, which is accompanied by emission of gases and increasing
the tank pressure above the oil.

6. Tank Faults. For an oil-immersed transformer, the primary coolant is the flow of
oil around the core and coils of the transformer. Should the enclosing tank develop
a leak, this fault may cause a dangerous overheating and reduction of the insulation.
A similar effect could be caused by any blockage of the oil flow in cooling ducts or
pipes. Although quite different from an electrical fault, this type of fault can be quite
serious in its effect on the unit. Some transformers are also cooled by external fans
that circulate air through radiators that are intended to cool the circulating oil. Failure
of these fans can also be the cause of excess heating.

7. Bushing Flashovers. The transformer bushings are within the protection zone of
electrical relays, if external current transformers are connected external to the bush-
ings on both sides of the unit. Bushing flashovers may occur due to lightning or other
surge phenomena, resulting in a shorted path to the grounded transformer tank. It is
important to note that these faults, or faults on external transformer connections, are
detected by some, but not all, types of transformer protective schemes.

Summaries of transformer failures over an extended period are shown in Tables 17.1
and 17.2. Table 17.1 gives the various causes of transformer failures and Table 17.2 gives the
percentages of the various categories, measured over two different time periods. Most of the
transformer failures are due to winding and tap changer failures.
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TABLE 17.1 Causes of Transformer Failure [1]

1. Winding Failures
a. Turn-to-tum insulation failure
b. Surges due to lightning, switching, etc.
c. Moisture
d. External faults (insulation failure)
e. Overheating
f. Open winding
g. Deterioration
h. Improper blocking of turns
i. Grounds
j. Phase-to-phase failures
k. Mechanical failures

2. Tap Changer Failures
a. Mechanical
b. Electrical
c. Contacts
d. Leads
e. Tracking
f. Overheating
g. Short circuits
h. Oil leak
i. External fault
3. Bushing Failures
A. Aging, contamination, and cracking
b. Flashover due to animals
c. Flashover due to surges
d. Moisture
e. Low oil

4. Terminal Board Failures
a. Loose connections
b. Leads (opened)
c. Links
d. Moisture
e. Insufficient insulation
f. Tracking
g. Short circuit

5. Core Failure
a. Core insulation failure
b. Ground strap burned away
c. Shortened laminations
d. Loose clamps, bolts, wedges

6. Miscellaneous Failures
a. Bushing current transformer failure
b. Metal particles in oil
c. Damage in shipment
d. External faults
e. Bushing flange grounding
f. Poor tank weld
g. Auxiliary system failures
h.Overvoltage
i. Overloads
j. Unidentified problems

TABLE 17.2 Transformer Failure Statistics 1955-1982 [1]

Failure Cause Failures Failures
Classification 1955-1965% 1975-1982%

1. Winding failures 51 51
2. Tap changer failures 49 19
3. Busing failures 41 9
4.Terminal board failures 19 6
5. Core failures 7 2
6. Miscellaneous failures 12 13

Total 100 100

17.2.3 Fault Protection Philosophy

The basic philosophy of protective devices is different for incipient faults than for active
faults. We can summarize the objectives of transformer fault protection as follows:

Active fault protection The protection must provide fast isolation of the faulted trans-
former in order to remove the faulty equipment from the power system, thereby mini-
mizing the effect of the disturbance, and also to minimize the damage to the transformer.
Faults that are not cleared promptly may cause substantial transformer damage, requiring
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(17.8)

long and expensive repairs, and may even present a hazard to personnel who are in the
vicinity.
Incipient [ault protection Incipient faults do not require fast detection and equipment
isolation. These faults develop slowly and there is time for careful observation and
testing. Moreover, these faults are usually not detected by the same protective devices
as used for the detection of active faults. This suggests that supplementary protective
systems be used to detect incipient faults.

It is important to recognize that the two types of protection are usually considered to be
mutually exclusive and complimentary. Neither is considered to be adequate for both types
of faults. The only exception to this philosophy is the use of Buchholz protection in Europe,
which has sometimes been claimed to be the only protection required; a philosophy that has
not been widely accepted in North America. This is discussed further below.

17.3 MAGNETIZING INRUSH

When a transformer is first energized, there is a transient inrush of current that is required
to establish the magnetic field of the transformer. This is not a fault condition and should
not cause protective relays to operate. However, under certain conditions, depending on the
residual flux in the transformer core, the magnitude of inrush current can be as great as eight
to ten times normal full load current and can be the cause of false tripping of protective relays.
This is rather serious, since it is not clear that the transformer is not internally faulted. The
sensible response is, therefore, to thoroughly test the transformer before making any further
attempts at energization. This will be expensive and frustrating, especially if the tests show
that the transformer is perfectly normal. Since this is such an important concept, it will be
examined in some detail in order to understand the reason for high inrush current and to learn
what steps can be used in protective relays to prevent their tripping due to magnetizing inrush.

There are several factors that control the magnitude and duration of the magnetizing
inrush current [41, [51, [6]:

1. Size of the transformer bank
2. Strength of the power system to which the bank is connected
3. Resistance in the system from the equivalent source to the bank
4. Type of iron used in the transformer core
5. Prior history of the bank and the existence of residual flux
6. Conditions surrounding the energization of the bank, e.g.,

• Initial energization
• Recovery energization from protective action
• Sympathetic inrush in parallel transformers

17.3.1 Magnetizing Current Magnitude

Consider a transformer that is to be energized from a bus voltage that is sinusoidal. Then
the steady-state flux is the integral of the voltage, or

I f -I¢ == - sin cot d t == - cos cotN (uN
as shown in Figure 17.4. Note that the flux lags the voltage by 90 degrees. If the circuit
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is energized as the voltage wave is passing through zero, and there is zero residual flux, the
resulting fluxwave must start at zero rather than its negative maximum shown in the Figure 17.4,
and wiII change by 2¢max over the next half cycle .
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Figure 17.4 Steady-state voltage and flux waveforms.

As the flux builds, the exciting current grows with the flux. If the winding inductance
were linear, the current would have exactly the same waveform as the flux, that is,

i = .!.. f vdt = __1_ coswt
L wL

However, the inductance is not linear and saturation can be expected to occur since transformers
are usually designed to operate near the knee of the saturation curve under normal conditions.
Taking the flux to twice its normal maximum wiII cause hard saturation, requiring very large
exciting currents . Even this is not the worst case. Suppose the transformer is energized at the
zero point on the voltage wave with a residual flux of ¢max. In this case the saturation wiII
be even greater. Exciting currents as great as 500 times normal are not unusual for such a
condition [5]. Moreover, the current wave will be fuIly offset from the time axis.

The way in which saturation causes severe exciting current buildup is illustrated in
Figure 17.5. The saturation curve on the left shows the exciting current required in order to

Exciting
Current

1 Time in
Cycles

Figure 17.5 Derivation of the inrush current wave from the excitation saturation curve 121.
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provide a given level of flux. For each point on the flux wave, starting at the residual flux value
cPR, a value of current may be found from the saturation curve and plotted on the time axes.
This is illustrated for one value of current, labeled 1m . Plotting many different points gives
the fully offset current pulse shown. Note that the current waveform is not sinusoidal, but is a
sharp pulse, with the peak occurring at maximum flux.

The decay of the excitation current is rapid for the first few cycles, but then decays very
slowly. Usually several seconds are required for the current to reach normal levels. The time
constant governing this decay is not a constant LIR, since the inductance is varying due to
saturation. Thus, the time constant is small at first, then increases as saturation is reduced.
Moreover, the time constant is a function of the transformer size and may vary from 10 cycles
for small transformers to ] minute for large sizes [5]. The decay of exciting current also
depends on the resistance seen looking into the power system. If the transformer is close to
a generator, this resistance will be very small and the exciting current will damp very slowly.
Moreover, the current will still be distorted in its waveform for an extended period, as much
as 30 minutes, after initial energization.

For three-phase transformer banks, each phase will have a different excitation current,
since the point on the voltage wave at which excitation begins is different for all three phases.
For example, if the bank is energized when the phase a voltage is at its peak, and with no
residual flux, then phase a may not saturate at all, but phase b will probably saturate with a
positive pulse not unlike that of Figure 17.5 and phase c will experience a negative pulse of
about the same magnitude as phase b.

Inrush currents also depend on the type of transformer core design, the type of three-
phase connection, and the type of steel [2]. The type of steel may be very important, since
it has been shown that the magnetizing ampere-turns required for cold-rolled steel of modern
units are much greater than for older hot-rolled steel cores. The type of transformer connection
is also important, with wye and delta windings giving different excitation results.

17.3.2 Magnetizing Inrush Current Harmonics

The magnetizing inrush current contains all orders of harmonics, but the second and third
harmonics are by far the greatest in magnitude. The de offset of the current is also significant,
as noted from the waveform of Figure 17.5, which represents a totally offset wave. The most
important harmonics are the following [2]:

1. DC or offset component A de component is always present in the inrush current of
a three-phase transformer, with different offsets in each of the three phases. If the
residual flux happens to equal the normal required steady state flux for that phase at
the instant of switching, then that phase will have no de component in the magnetizing
inrush current, but large de offsets will occur in both of the other phases.

2. Second harmonic The second harmonic current is present in all inrush waveforms
of all three phases. The proportion of second harmonic current varies with the degree
of saturation, but is always present as long as the de offset is present in the core flux.
The minimum second harmonic magnitude has been shown to be about 20% of the
excess magnetizing current (over its steady-state value). It is important to note that
normal fault currents do not contain second harmonic components or any other even
harmonics. Moreover, saturation of iron-cored devices may cause distortion in the
currents, but these distorted currents contain only odd harmonics. Similarly, saturated
current transformers will contain only odd harmonics,
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3. Third harmonic The inrush current also contains large amounts of third harmonic
current, in about the same proportion as the second harmonic. In three-phase trans-
formers, the third harmonic currents in the three phases are all in phase, and may not
appear in the line current of delta connected banks. It is also important to note that
third harmonics currents are likely to flow as the result of CT saturation.

4. Higher harmonics Many higher harmonics are present in the inrush current, but
their proportion is much smaller than those discussed above. For this reason these
higher harmonics are not of great interest, although there has been some interest in
detecting the fifth harmonic.

The most important observation regarding the harmonic content of the magnetizing
inrush current is the unique presence of the second harmonic current. This harmonic is not
present in either normal or fault currents on a three phase system and provides an excellent
method of testing the current to determine if the condition seen by the protective system is a
fault or merely a normal inrush condition. More will be said on this subject in later sections.

17.3.3 Sympathetic Inrush in Parallel Banks

A unique condition exists where transformer banks are connected in parallel. Consider
the situation where one bank is in service and the second, parallel bank is switched into service.
In this case, the second bank can have what is called a "sympathetic" inrush. This due to the
fact that the inrush current flowing in the newly switched bank can find a parallel path in the
previously energized bank. In fact, the de component flowing may saturate the core of the
energized bank, causing this bank to experience an apparent inrush. This apparent inrush will
not be as large as an initial inrush. The magnitude depends on the size of the unit and on the
strength of the power system.

17.4 PROTECTION AGAINSTINCIPIENT FAULTS

Incipient faults are not detectable at the transformer terminals, which means that the normal
methods of applying relay protection will not work for this type of fault. Indeed, in many cases
there is no protection provided for these types of faults since incipient fault conditions are not
necessarily critical. There are methods that can be employed, however, and these may be quite
sensible for some transformers. This is especially true of very important transformers, where
long outages are to be avoided.

17.4.1 Protection Against External Incipient Faults

External faults are those that affect the transformer, but are due to a condition that
exists external to the transformer unit. The most common of these conditions are overheating,
overfluxing, and circulating current.

OVERHEATING. A transformer that is part of an interconnected networkmay experience
temporary overheating that will lead to loss of life if not corrected. The transformer rating
is based on the maximum temperature rise above an assumed maximum ambient temperature
and under this condition no overload is permissible. At a lower ambient temperature, some
overload may be sustained. The amount and length of overload that is permissible depends
on the recent history of loading, which determines the operating temperature of the unit. No
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definite rule can be stated except that the windings must not overheat. Violation of this rule
can subject the winding to drastic redu ction of useful life. A temperature measurement at
the hottest location in the winding is required for a direct determination of possible winding
damage, but this is not practical. Protection, therefore, is usually based on somehow modeling
the temperature performance of the unit.

One method of providing overheating protection is the method of thermal imaging [3],
[7]. A thermal sensor is placed in a small compartment near the top of the oil, with a heating
element in the compartment that is supplied a current proportional to the transformer loading.
This produces a temperature in the compartment that is proportional to the temperature rise of
the windings. A heat-sensitive resistor can be calibrated, as one leg of a bridge, to provide an
indication of the overheating condition.

A more refined method is the temperature-time integrator, which integrates the total
period of overheating in the transformer life, thereby providing an overheat history of the unit
[3]. This can be used as an indication of the probable loss of life of the transformer.

The aging of the transformer, as a result of repeated periods of overheating, takes place
over a long period of time. In many cases, special protection is not provided for this hazard,
although external temperature indicating instruments may be available for observation and
recording by operating personnel. The need for this type of protection must also be balanced
against the possible false trip of the protection, which would cause a potentially long outage
and inspection that may be unnecessary.

OVERFLUXING. Transformers are usually designed to operate near the knee of the
iron core saturation curve. This means that any overvoltage or underfrequency will cause
higher than normal flux in the cote material, and may result in substantial increases in core
temperature. As a general statement of the condition, we may write the flux as

(17.10)

(17.11)

This function can be measured approximately by connecting an R-C load to a voltage trans-
former, as shown in Figure 17.6. From the figure, we write

1
V2 == - VI
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Z nZ njR2+ X~:

Then

If the circuit components are chosen such that

R2 » X~

(17.12)
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Figure 17.6 Measurement of the overflux ing
condition.
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then
rv VIXC VI VI

Vo= -;;R = 2T(fnRC ="t (17.14)

or the output voltage of the circuit is proportional to the ratio of voltage over frequency.
An overfluxing condition does not require high speed tripping, in fact, this would be

undesirable since overvoltage may occur as a transient condition for which tripping should be
avoided. This type of protection is sometimes recommended for generator step-up transform-
ers, where the risk of overfluxing may be high.

OTHER EXTERNAL INCIPIENTFAULT CONDITIONS. Anotherexternal condition that may
be troublesome is the occurrence of circulating currents in parallel transformer banks. This
can occur if the parallel banks have different tap settings, for example, which causes a con-
tinuous circulation of reactive power. This will cause unnecessary heating of both units that
may become a problem. The condition will appear as an external disturbance to both banks.
Protection is not usually provided for this specific condition, but the overheating protection
discussed above would suffice.

17.4.2 Protection Against Internal Incipient Faults

Internal incipient faults in windings may be due to the heating associated with a poor
electrical connection, limited arcing of a turn-to-tum fault, or other localized heating. It could
also be due to a core fault, such as a lamination breakdown, or shorting of core bolts, that
causes excess heating due to eddy currents. Another cause could be ineffective cooling due to
coolant flow failure, clogging of coolant ducts, low oil content, failure of oil pumps, or other
cooling aids. The purpose of providing protection against these failures is to limit the damage
such that the transformer can be repaired without an extended outage. The relays used for this
type of internal fault are usually associated with measuring the gas given off due to the fault
or the tank pressure that results from the condition.

One type of relay that has found high popularity in Europe, and to a limited extent in.
North America, is the Buchholz relay, named after its inventor [8]. The relay is applied to
transformers of the "conservator" type, that is, transformers with an external tank used as
an expansion reservoir for cooling oil. The relay is placed in the pipe connecting the main
transformer tank to the conservator tank and is designed to detect the flow or presence of gases
at this location or a sudden rush of oil through the pipe. Small faults will give off gases that
will rise to the top of the oil and pass through the pipe, where they can be detected and tested,
if necessary. Severe faults will cause a rush of oil toward the conservator and can cause an
immediate trip. This type of relay is capable of detecting the following types of faults [3]:

1. Hot spots on the core due to a short in lamination insulation.
2. Core bolt insulation failure.
3. Faulty joints.
4. Inter-tum faults or other winding faults.
5. Loss of oil due to leakage.
6. Major winding faults, either between windings or to ground.

Because of the excellent coverage of fault conditions, this type of relay is sometimes
used as a main protection. It should be noted, however, that this relay does not protect against
bushing faults, which may be inside the protection zone of differential relays, but will not be
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detected by the Buchholz relay. This relay design is also not applicable for transformers that
have no conservator tank.

For transformers that have a gas cushion at the top of the tank rather than a conservator,
the sudden pressure relay is often used. This relay measures the rate-of-change of pressure in
the oil or in a small bellows that is immersed in the oil.

Problems with the gas actuated relays can arise if the settings are too sensitive, such that
the relay is tripped due to shock, vibration, or earth tremors. These relays are generally rather
slow to operate unless the fault is quite severe. Many relay engineers use the gas actuated relay
as a backup to electrical relays, which are usually faster for internal faults.

17.5 PROTECTIONAGAINST ACTIVE FAULTS

The main protection provided for active faults is almost always unit protection, using percentage
differential relays. Other types of protection can be used as backup or supplemental protection.
Transformer protection requires a careful consideration of current transformer connections and
accuracy analysis. The connections require study because of the inherent 30 degrees phase shift
in delta-wye banks, which are very common. The ratio of the CT's is also important, since the
CT ratio may not exactly match the transformer turns ratio. This section will examine current
transformer applications to transformer protection and will discuss the common methods of
providing transformer protection against active faults.

17.5.1 Connections for Differential Protection

There are two requirements that dictate the current transformer connections for power
transformer protection [4]:

1. The relay must not operate for normal load or for external faults.
2. The relay must operate for internal faults of a given severity.

A rule of thumb often applied to the connection of current transformers for power trans-
former protection is as follows [4]:

CT's on a wye-connected winding should be connected in delta.
CT's on a delta-connected winding should be connected in wye.

Making the connections in this way ensures that, for external faults, the CT secondary
currents are equal and the differential protection will not trip the transformer, thereby satisfying
the first requirement.

17.5.1.1 Delta-Wye Bank CT Connections. A typical connection for a delta-wye-
connected power transformer is shown in Figure 17.7. Note that the wye-connected windings
of the power transformer, which carry line currents, have delta-connected CT's, and there-
fore have secondary currents that are proportional to the difference in the line currents. The
delta-connected side of the power transformer has line currents that are the difference of the
individual delta phase currents, hence this side has wye-connected CT's, which also carry
these difference currents. Therefore, the differential relays see difference currents on both
sides of the transformer when the fault is external, and no tripping is initiated. For example.
the left-most relay has current ia - i; entering from the top and this identical current leaving on
the bottom of the diagram. It can be shown that it does not matter how the CT connections are
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Delta Connected CTs R

(1-1 )/NcYV a~

Wye Connected CTs

(17.15)

Figure 17.7 CT connections for a ~-y transformer bank.

made as long as they have their wye connection on the delta side and vice versa. We assume
only that the three line currents add to zero on each side of the transformer.

The CT connections of Figure 17.7 are verified by first checking to make sure that the
differential relay will not trip for normal loading conditions or for external faults. To do this,
one first assumes current directions, in this case entering the wye-connected winding, on the
left in the figure. This fixes current directions in the delta-connected windings and, hence, the
difference or line currents leaving the circuit breakers on the delta side. We assume that the
windings have a l:n turns ratio and that exciting currents are negligible. With these through
line currents flowing, the relay must not pick up. If the CT's are connected as shown, then the
currents in the restraint windings (R) of each relay must be equal, such that there is no current
in the operate winding (0p) of any relay. Equating the currents in the restraint windings we
get the restraint on the various system ratios as

ND. NctJ. -J)IL y -J)VLLD.n-------------- Ny - Nc y - ILl;,. - VLL Y
It is noted that there are no zero-sequence currents leaving the delta connection of the power
transformer; therefore, there are no zero-sequence currents flowing in the CT secondaries on
that side either. However, this is also true in the restraint coils on the wye side, where the CT's
are connected in delta. This means that the relays will see no zero-sequence currents at all,
even for ground faults. However, the relays will correctly trip the transformer for an internal
ground fault, operating with only positive- and negative-sequence currents.

17.5.1.2 Current Transformer Ratios. The previous example assumed that the power
transformer ratio was 1:n, such that thecurrents in each winding of the power transformer have
this ratio. We now examine the relationship between the line currents and the CT secondary
currents. To establish a mathematical notation, refer to the wye-delta transformer connection
shown in Figure 17.8.
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(17.16)

Figure 17.8 Current notation in the delta-wye connection.

The CT primary current magnitudes are labeled I L /:). and ILY on the delta and wye sides
of the transformer, respectively, with the subscripts also noting the power transformer bank
connection. The CT secondary currents are labeled Is~ and lsr where these subscripts refer to
the type of CT connection, being, respectively, delta and wye, as shown in the figure. The CT
ratios, labeled N in Figure 17.8, are also subscripted according to the CT secondary connection
shown. We are interested in the ratio

l s« r: Ncv ILY r-v- ==v3-- == 1.0
I sy Nc s IL~

Note that the ~ and Y subscripts of the N terms in (17.16) refer to the connection of the current
transformers, not the power transformers, and the C prefix is intended to serve as a reminder
of this fact. We would like this ratio to be as near to unity as possible in order to avoid tripping
the relay for an external fault, in which case we would like the two secondary currents to be
nearly equal. The ratio of the primary or line currents, on the right side of (17.16), depends'
only on the power transformer turns ratio, as shown in Figure 17.7. The ratios of the current
transformer banks, also on the right side of (l 7.16), are chosen so that the currents flowing
in the restraint coils of the relay under full load conditions do not exceed the restraint coil
ratings, with the ratios usually chosen to be as small as possible for maximum sensitivity. The
designer will often select one of the CT's to have multiple ratios, so that the equation can be
very nearly satisfied using one of the available ratios. An example will illustrate the process.

EXAMPLE 17.1
The delta-wye transformer in Figure 17.8 is rated as follows.

50 MVA V~ == 115 kV VI" = 69 kV Nc y =: 600/5

Find a suitable ratio Nc ~ for the delta connected CTs on the 69 kV side.
Solution
First we compute the transformer full-load line currents.

50 x 106
i.: == J3 == 251.02 A

3( 115,000)
50 x 106

It I" == r- == 418.37 A
v 3(69,000)

With full-load line current flowing, the restraint coil in the secondary circuit of the wye-connected CT's
will see only 251.02/120 or about 2 amperes, which is well within its rating. We note that the ratio of the
full load currents is 1.667, which agrees with the rated voltage ratio.

From (17.]6) we write

Js~ _ r: (418.37)(600/5) ~
- v3 - 1.0

lsv (251.02)Nr 6
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from which we compute

Nc /!" ~ 346

This presents an interesting problem since a ratio of 350 would be a CT ratio of 1750/5, which is not a
standard rating. Hence, the desired ratio is about halfway between two standard ratings: 300 and 400.
It is best to choose the higher value, which gives higher voltage on the secondary side of the CT. This
tends to minimize the effects of secondary lead resistance, which is analogous to our using high-voltage
transmission to minimize losses. Therefore, we set

Nc /!" = 400 = 2000/5

We may compute the differential current that will flow under full load conditions as follows.
r: lt.r r: 418.37

Is/!"=",3- =",3-- = 1.81A
Nc /!" 2000/5

lL6. 215.02
[Sf = - =-- =2.09 A

NCf 600/5
ISf -Is/!" = 0.28 = 13% of I Sf

If we select a percentage differential relay with a 50% threshold, we will have an excellent margin of
security. •

17.5.2 Differential Protection of Transformers

The most common method of transformer protection utilizes the percentage differential
relay as the primary protection, especially where speed offault clearing is considered important
[9]. It was noted earlier that Buchholz relays will clear all but bushing faults, but these relays
are relatively slow and are designed to perform a different function than high-speed, active fault
clearing. It is probably true that most active faults involve arcing to ground, and can probably be
cleared by ground relays. Still, the differential relays predominate the fault detection for power
transformers, and this type of protection is recommended by most transformer manufacturers,
especially for the larger sized banks [4], [5]. Moreover, the trend in standards for reduced fault-
withstand time in power transformers [11] requires that fast clearing of transformer faults be
emphasized.

17.5.2.1 Percent Slope ofDifferentialRelays. The percentage differential relays usu-
ally recommended by transformer manufacturers are often available with different percent
slopes, and a slope can be selected that is adequate for the type of unbalance that is inherent
due to differences in transformer ratios and CT accuracy.

There are three sources of error that tend to cause unbalances in the CT secondary
currents during external faults [4]:

1. Tap changing in the power transformer
2. Mismatch between CT currents and relay tap ratings
3. Differences in accuracy of the CT's on either side of the transformer bank

Moreover, we can make the following observations regarding current transformer error
in their application to power transf<?rmers:

1. Taps are often available on power transformers in ±k% change in the transformation
ratio, thus providing a range of 2k%. In this case, the practice is to choose CT ratios
and relay taps to balance the currents at the midpoint of the tap range. This means
that the maximum error that can occur is k%.
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2. The maximum mismatch between CT currents and relay tap ratings is one-half the
difference between two relay tap ratings, expressed in percent.

3. The percent difference between CT errors is found by analyzing the maximum external
fault that produces the greatest error, computed as a steady-state quantity.

The usual practice is to add all three errors together, expressed as a percent, and then
add 5% or so to this value to determine the minimum slope that the relay characteristic should
have.

EXAMPLE 17.2
Consider a delta-wye-grounded transformer similar to that shown in Figure 17.7. The transformer is rated
42 MVA, 69 kV delta-12.5 kV wye. The transformer has load tap changing of ±10%. The transformer is
to be protected by a percentage differential relay, which is an electromagnetic induction disk relay with
two restraint coils and one operating coil [5]. A one-line diagram of the relay and its connection to the
transformer is shown in Figure 17.9. The relay has taps of 5.0,5.5,6,6.6,7.3,8.0,9.0, and 10.0. The
relay is nominally a 50% percentage differential relay, which means that the operating current must be at
least 50% of the restraint current to cause tripping. Determine the current transformer ratios and select
an appropriate tap setting for this relay.

Figure 17.9 One line diagram of the transformer
protection.

[max=351 A
~

69kV
i\Y

R

12.5 kV
~ [max =1940 A
~

R

Solution
First we need to calculate the maximum or rated current at both voltage levels. First, at the 69 kV
terminals under full load, we have

42,000
I L69 =~ = 351 A

v 3(69)
A 400/5 CT ratio will be about right for this side. Then the full load relay current on the 69 kV side will
be

5
I R69 = 351- = 4.39 A

400
For the 12.5 kV side, the full load current is computed as

42,000
h,12 = M = 1940 A

v 3(12.5)
A 2000/5 CT ratio will be about right for this side. Then the full load relay current for the 12.5 kV side
will be

sv'J
IR69 = 1940-- = 8.40 A

2000
These computed currents are shown in Figure 17.9.

The relay is provided with taps so that the ratio of the two relay currents win balance the relay as
closely as possible. Thus, the ratio of the relay currents determines the relay tap ratio. Let's assume that
the 5 tap will be used for the 4.36 A side. Then we can compute the ratio as follows.

4.39 5
8.40 x
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and

x = 9.57

There is no relay tap of 9.57, but a tap of 10 is close. If we use this tap for the 12.5 kV side, the relay
mismatch under normal load conditions is computed as

10.0 - 9.57
% Error = x 100 = 4.49%

9.57
This is the error due only to the tap mismatch. There are also errors due to the fact that the transformer
has load tap changing and a CT error of about five percent. To be conservative, we assume that all errors
apply at their maximum amount at the same time. Thus we compute

Then the sensitivity margin is

LTC error
CT error
Relay error
Total

10.0%
5.0%
4.5%
19.5%

Margin = 50% - 19.5% = 30.5%

This is a safe margin and the foregoing calculations are acceptable. •
17.5.2.2 Magnetizing Inrush Suppression. There are several methods that have been

used to prevent the tripping of a sound transformer due to large inrush currents that accompany
initial energization of the unit. The common methods used are the following [12], [13]:

1. Desensitize the relay during startup
2. Supervise the relay with voltage relays
3. Add time delay
4. Detect magnetizing inrush by observing the current harmonics

These methods can be further described, as follows:

1. Methods have been devised to desensitize the differential relay and prevent tripping
during startup. One method parallels the operating coil with a resistor, with the resistor
circuit being closed by an undervoltage relay b contact. When the transformer bank
is de-energized, the undervoltage relay resets, thereby closing the resistor bypass
circuit. On startup, the operating coil is bypassed until the undervoltage relay picks
up, which is delayed for a suitable time [4].

Another method uses a fuse to parallel the differential relay operating coil. The
fuse size is selected to withstand normal startup currents, but internal fault currents
are sufficient to blow the fuse and divert all current to the operating coil.

2. The voltage supervised relay measures the three-phase voltage as a means of differ-
entiating between inrush current and a fault condition, a fault being detected by the
depression in one of the three-phase voltages [4], [5]. This concept is usable for either
fast or slow relays, and constitutes an improvement over the techniques ofmethod (1).

3. Simply adding time delay to the differential relays during energization of the trans-
former is effective, but it must be accompanied by some method of overriding .the
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time delay if an actual fault occurs during startup. Usually, time delay is used in
conjunction with other relay intelligence.

4. Harmonic current restraint is another method that is used. It was noted earlier that the
second harmonic of the total current is almost ideal for determining whether a large
inrush of current is due to initial energization or to a sudden fault. Most differential
relays use filters to detect the second, and sometimes the fifth, harmonic current and
restrain tripping when this current is present [12], [13].

The minimum second harmonic current found in a large number of actual transformer
energizing tests was about 23% [5]. Using this as a basis, some differential relays are designed
to restrain operation as long as the second harmonic exceeds 150/0 of the fundamental. For
internal faults there is still sufficient energy in the fundamental and other harmonics to cause
tripping.

Magnetizing inrush detection continues to be a subject of interest [13-19]. Many of the
newer techniques employ digital logic and one report investigates the use of artificial neural
network training to discriminate between magnetizing inrush and fault currents.

17.5.2.3 Three Winding Transformer Protection. The three-winding transformer can
be protected by differential relays with the connection depending on the system connections
of the transformer. The most common situation is probably one in which the transformer is
connected to the system at both its high- and low-voltage terminals. In this case, all three
windings of the transformer must have their own restraint coil in the differential relay scheme,
as shown in Figure 17.10.

Figure 17.10 Differential protection of a three-winding transformer.

If the three-winding transformer has only one winding connected to the source of supply,
then the two load windings can have their CT outputs summed into the same restraint coil [2].
For example, in Figure 17.10, suppose the delta-connected winding is energized by the power
system and both the wye windings serve loads at different voltages. Then the CT's of these
wye-connected windings can be connected in parallel, which forms the sum of these currents.
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This cannot be done if two or more of the three windings are connected to the power system
source voltages.

17.5.2.4 Parallel Transformer Banks. There is a tendency to parallel transformer
banks without separate breakers for each bank, which results in considerable savings in breaker
costs. The resulting configuration is shown in Figure 17.11, where it is noted that separate
differential protection is required for each bank, in addition to differential protection for all
equipment inside the protection zone, defined by the two circuit breakers. Should the indi-
vidual bank protections be omitted, the result is transformer protection with only one-half the
sensitivity of that for a single transformer, since the CT's must be rated at least twice that of a
single bank. We assume that both banks have the same rating. Ifone bank is smaller, then the
imbalance in sensitivity is even worse.

R R

R

R

R

Figure 17.11 Protection of parallel transformers with common breakers.

17.5.2.5 Autotransformer Protection. Autotransformers can also be protected using
differential protection schemes as described above. As an alternative, autotransformers can
be protected using a scheme that is based on Kirchhoff's current law. This scheme, shown in
Figure 17.12, requires that the neutral connections of the autotransformer must be available
externally for CT connection. The relays used in this scheme are high impedance relays [2].

This type of protection has good selectivity and high speed. Moreover, it is not affected
by tap changing of the autotransformer or by magnetizing inrush currents. This protection is
not responsive to inter-turn faults, which must be detected by another means, such as Buchholz
relays. If the autotransformer has a tertiary winding, faults in that winding are not detected by
this scheme.
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Figure 17.12 A protection scheme for autotrans-
former units [2].
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17.5.2.6 Problems with Differential Relays. In applying differential protection it is
important to use current transformers of similar characteristics on both sides of the power
transformer. If the two sets of CT's are of different characteristics, any current flowing in the
operating coil of the relay tends to add to the burden of the more accurate CT and reduce the bur-
den of the less accurate one. If this is the case, it is sometimes recommended that a shunt burden,
having saturation characteristics similar to the less accurate CT, be added across the terminals
of the more accurate CT, thereby making the two sets equally poor, but still better balanced.

If only one set of CT's have poor accuracy, there is also the hazard of "locking in" for
internal faults. This means that the less accurate CT is unable to sustain any secondary induced
emf or its secondary winding is effectively shorted. Thus the better CT's secondary currents
are shunted around the operating coil and tripping is blocked.

17.5.3 Overcurrent Protection of Transformers

Overcurrent protection is often used for small transformers, especially for installations
that are connected to the source at only one winding and provide service to a load. An
extremely inverse relay characteristic is recommended, with an instantaneous unit for severe
faults. A very inverse relay in the ground connection of a grounded wye will provide ground
fault protection [21.

Overcurrent protection is usually not recommended by transformer manufacturers, ex-
cept as backup protection. One utility is known to have used overcurrent protection on trans-
formers for years, and apparently with good success [4]. This application uses very inverse
relays, set at 40% of rated transformer current, and with a time dial setting of 0.5 or 1.0.
Instantaneous units are set at 200%-300% of rated current. This application requires repeated
field tests to make sure that the unit will not trip on magnetizing inrush with the 40% setting.
It is noted that, if phase current balancing autotransformers are required in this scheme, it is
almost the same cost as some of the differential protection schemes [51.
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An interesting variation of overcurrent protection is to connect overcurrent relays in a
"rough balance" differential arrangement, as shown in Figure 17.13 [2]. A definite minimum
time overcurrent relay is used in this scheme, but the ratios of the current transformers are
selected to purposely not have an exact balance. A typical unbalance might be about 1 ampere
with the relay set at 25% of 5 amperes, or 1.25 amperes. The relay will protect against
overloads of more than 25% and simultaneously provide differential protection against internal
faults.

Figure 17.13 Rough balance transformer protection.

17.5.4 Ground FaultProtection of Transformers

Ground fault protection of transformers can be achieved using either differential relays or
overcurrent relays, in various arrangements. The exact relay selection and connection depends
on the type of transformer bank. A few examples are explored below.

Figure 17.14 shows an example of ground fault protection of a delta-wye bank using a
combination of overcurrent and differential relays. If the delta side has a source of ground cur-
rent, relay 51G will detect ground faults in the delta winding or in the phase windings between
the current transformers and the power transformer windings, assuming that an external source
of zero-sequence current is available. The wye-connected winding has differential protection.
For the external fault illustrated, it is shown that the differential relay will not operate. How-
ever, if the ground fault is internal to the current transformers and zero-sequence currents are
supplied from the power system, the relay will pick up. The auxiliary transformer is necessary
if the current transformers in the phase and neutral terminals of the wye-connected windings
have different ratios.

When the transformer wye connection is grounded through an impedance, differential
protection may not have sufficient sensitivity to operate correctly. In many cases, this prob-
lem can be solved by using a sensitive time-overcurrent relay in the transformer impedance-
grounded neutral. Another option is to replace the differential relay with a high-impedance
ground detector relay (device type 64). Although the fault current level falls as the fault posi-
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Figure 17.14 Overcurrent and differential ground fault protection for a delta-wye trans-
former bank r1J.

tion nears the neutral, this method can still provide reasonable coverage of the entire winding
[I), [3].

17.6 COMBINED LINE AND TRANSFORMER SCHEMES

Occasionally, where a transmission line terminates at a transformer, the possibility exists for
omitting the line side circuit breaker and protecting the line and transformer together as a unit.
The motivation for doing this is to save the cost of the line side circuit breaker, and is not based
on any superior protection concepts.

Many different physical arrangements are possible, some of which are shown in Fig-
ure 17.15. In each case, the protection zone is between the CT locations, spanning both line
and transformer. The type of transformer connection is important, especially in considering
ground relaying requirements. In every case, the saving in one circuit breaker position must

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 17.15 Line and transformer unit protection examples.
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be balanced by the increased relaying complexity. One example is the requirement for transfer
tripping on detecting an internal transformer fault by a pressure relay, which must trip the local
breaker and also send a signal to the remote end of the line to initiate tripping there. This
requires communications that are not otherwise needed for transformer tripping.

17.6.1 Non-Unit Protection Schemes

First, we consider the line and transformer system where the protection consists of
separate relays for the line and for the transformer.

17.6.1.1 LinePhase FaultProtection. One method of providing high-speed protection
for phase faults is to utilize distance relays at the end of the line remote from the transformer.
In Figure 17.15(a) and (b), for example, the distance relays are installed at Bus H and are
set to reach 100% of the line length and well into the transformer impedance. This provides
fast clearing of faults located anywhere on the line, but the protection for transformer faults is
questionable. The advantage of this arrangement is that there is little problem of overreaching
the transformer impedance. The nominal rule is to extend the first zone halfway through the
transformer. This type of line protection is not affected by varying system conditions.

If the system Thevenin impedance is nearly constant, overcurrent relays could be used
rather than distance relays, since the total fault current can be readily computed. If both ends
of the line are connected to system sources voltages, the overcurrent relays must be directional.
Instantaneous relays can be used as well, if the system impedance is nearly constant.

17.6.1.2 Line Ground Fault Protection. The transmission line ground relaying de-
pends on the availability of a ground source of fault current at the transformer. For the condition
shown in Figure 17.15(a), the line side of the transformer is wye-grounded. In this case, high
speed ground fault protection can consist of a directional ground fault relay in the transformer
neutral.

For the system of Figure 17.15(b), the line side of the transformer is delta connected, and
the only source of ground current is from the system behind bus H. In this case, wye-connected
and grounded CT's at bus H can be used as a source of polarizing current for a ground fault
on the line. Figure 17.15(c) presents a similar problem, where a source of ground current for
line protection is available at only one end of the line.

17.6.2 Line and Transformer Unit Protection

Protecting the line and transformer together using some combination of line and trans-
former relays presents problems in providing good sensitivity in the transformer protection,
since there are no CT's on the line side of the transformer. If line side CT's are used, then
the transformer protection can be provided in the usual manner, but with a means of transfer
tripping the line at bus H in the event of a transformer fault.

One scheme that has been used is to provide tapped transformers and differential relays
at both ends of the line, as shown in Figure 17.16. If an overall differential system is to be
considered, the method must take into account the fact that the zero-sequence current on one
side of the transformer can not be reproduced on the other side. This means that summation
windings, such as those described in Section 13.2.2 for wire pilot schemes, are not applicable.

The protection method of Figure 17.16 can utilize any type of pilot signaling. The
concept is not without problems, however. Phase protection is acceptable, but the ground
protection is not adequate [3].
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[f.....__T_o!f]lC:»e----
Figure ]7.16 One method of line-transformer unit protection [21, [3].

17.7 REGULATING TRANSFORMER PROTECTION

Regulating transformers are designed to provide a controllable change in the power system
voltage angle, voltage magnitude, or both. Some designs are capable of only a change in
phase angle, and some can change only the voltage magnitude. Regulating transformers are
constructed using many different winding configurations and connections, depending on the
rating, the amount of phase shift, and whether magnitude regulation is also provided. Phase
angle regulators can be designed for either discrete or continuous angle change. Continuous
phase angle regulation requires a load tap changer, thereby providing several tap positions for
a range of angle changes.

Providing protection for the exciting winding of a regulating transformer presents a
rather difficult problem since ordinary power transformer differential relays are not sensitive
enough to detect faults in this high-impedance winding. The system shown in Figure 17.17
represents an in-phase regulating transformer, i.e., a transformer that does not intentionally
introduce phase shift, but only a magnitude change in the regulated voltage.

Figure 17.17 Protection of a regulating trans-
former [21].

The total transformer system can be protected using differential relaying, but special
purpose relays are required to protect the exciting winding. One scheme compares the current
in the exciting winding against the currents measured in the series winding and the transformer
neutral, as shown in Figure 17.17. The relay has both an operating coil and a restraint coil and
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is set to pick up with a given percentage of unbalance greater than the maximum unbalance
due to regulation. The transformer manufacturers often provide protection of special design
for regulating transformers.

Regulating transformers have shunt connected exciting windings and series connected
voltage regulating windings, which may be either in-phase or phase-shifting types. Since the
series winding must carry full rated current, this winding has a very small impedance and is
properly protected by percentage differential relays. The exciting winding, however, has a
very high impedance and is not protected by the differential relays. This means that special
protection must be added to protect the excitation windings [21].

One way of doing this is to provide a current balance protection circuit that compares
the currents flowing in each winding. Normally, the current in the exciting winding will be
about 10% of that in the series winding, with the exact ratio depending on the tap setting. If
this ratio exceeds about 15%, there is a high likelihood of a fault in the exciting'winding or
the tap changing equipment. The current transformer connections are important for this type
of protection. This is discussed in detail in the literature [4], [21].

Regulating transformers should also have backup protection using Buchholz or other gas
accumulator protective devices. If the regulating transformer also incorporates phase shifting
of more than about 10 degrees, then special types of relaying must be used [4]. Such modified
differential protection to accommodate phase shifting tends to be complex.

Phase shifting transformers cannot be protected with the scheme shown in Figure 17.17
because of the phase shift introduced by the series winding. This is sometimes accomplished
by inducing a voltage in the series winding from one of the other two phases. As a result, an
external fault may produce a current that is larger on one side of the differential relay than the
other side, causing an unwanted pickup of the relay. This type of transformer requires special
protection, usually requiring current transformers inside the transformer enclosure, as well as
bushing CT's. In some cases, the sudden pressure relay may be the primary protection.

17.8 SHUNT REACTOR PROTECTION

Shunt reactors are designed for connection to the ends of high-voltage transmission lines or
to high-voltage pipe-type cables for the purpose of controlling the line voltage by absorbing
reactive power. In many cases, shunt reactors are not switched, but are continuously in service.
However, at some installations the reactors are switched off during periods of high circuit
loading. Therefore, any protective device may clear reactor faults by switching either the
reactor breaker, if one exists, or by switching the entire circuit on which the reactor is installed.
It is common for reactors to be installed at both ends of EHV lines, and sized to prevent the line
voltage from exceeding design values when energized from one end. Since there is usually
some uncertainty as to which end of a line may be energized (or de-energized) first, reactors
are usually installed at both ends of the line.

There are two general types of shunt reactors [22]. One is a dry-type reactor of an air
core or core-less design. These are installed open to the atmosphere and are cooled by natural
convection of air circulating between core layers and turns. Dry-type reactors are limited to
voltages up to about 34.5 kV and are often installed on the tertiary of a transformer, which is
connected to the high-voltage line being compensated. One problem with dry-type reactors
is the lack of any metallic housing or shield. As a result, a high-intensity external magnetic
field is generated when the reactor is energized. This means that adequate clearance must
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be maintained to surrounding metal structure that might form a closed loop for currents. In
some cases, shielding is required to prevent such unwanted currents in adjacent structural or
other metal objects. Dry type reactors are single-phase units. The advantage of the dry type
reactor is lower initial and operating costs, lower weight, and lower losses. The disadvantages
are the limitation in voltage and kVA rating and the high-intensity external magnetic field.
Also, since there is no iron core, there is no magnetizing inrush current when the reactor is
energized.

The second type is an oil-immersed shunt reactor, which is designed as either core-less
or with gapped iron cores. The iron-cored reactors are subject to severe inrush currents, more
so than the core-less type. The core-less oil-immersed reactors are surrounded by a magnetic
shield, which contains the magnetic flux within the reactor tank. The magnetic circuit of the
shunt reactor is similar to that of a transformer, except that small air gaps are introduced in
the iron core to improve the linearity of inductance and to reduce residual or remnant flux.
Oil-immersed reactors can be either single phase or three phase units. They can be either
self-cooled or forced cooled.

17.8.1 Dry Type Reactors

Dry-type shunt reactors are usually connected to the tertiary of a transformer bank
as shown in Figure 17.18. The reactor can be switched on the supply side, as shown in
Figure 17.l8(a) or on the neutral side as shown in part (b) of that figure. The grounding
transformer has a grounded wye-connected primary and a broken-delta-connected secondary
with a grounding resistor. This arrangement provides a limited amount of ground current. This
is a high-resistance method of detecting a fault on the tertiary circuits.

Tertiary Bus Tertiary Bus

Resistor
...------1 R t------..

59N

Circuit Switcher
or Circuit Breaker

Ground Overvoltage
Relay

(a) (b)

Figure 17.18 Typical installations for dry-type shunt reactors [22]. (a) Reactor with 3-pole
supply side switching and with grounding transformer. (b) Reactor with 2
or 3-pole neutral side switching.

Dry-type shunt reactors are subject to three types of failure [221:

1. Phase-to-phase faults on the tertiary bus, resulting in high-magnitude phase currents.
2. Phase-to-ground faults on the tertiary bus, resulting in a low-magnitude ground current

that depends on the size of the grounding transformer and resistor.
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3. Turn-to-turn faults within the reactor, resulting in a very small change in the reactor
phase current.

Phase-to-phase faults are not likely in the reactors themselves, since they are single-phase
units with considerable separation between units. Faults between the windings and ground are
also unlikely since the reactors are mounted on insulated supports with standard clearances to
ground.

It should be noted that transmission system is usually not affected by a faulted dry-type
reactor since even a shorted phase of the reactor will have only a minor effect on the phase
current. Such a fault could evolve into a more serious fault, such as a phase-to- phase fault, in
which case the reactor would have to be isolated by switching it out of service. If the reactor
is not equipped with a switching device, then the transformer bank must be tripped. The loss
of the reactor may ca~se an unacceptable voltage rise in the high-voltage circuit, and this
possibility must be checked.

Dry-type reactors are protected against phase-to-phase faults by overcurrent, differential,
or negative sequence relays, or a combination of these schemes [22]. Phase-to-ground protec-
tion is illustrated in Figure 17.18(a). The broken delta output of the grounding transformer is
monitored by an overvoltage relay. The relay is equipped with a harmonic filter to reject any
third harmonic, thereby improving the relay sensitivity. A phase-to-ground fault is not very
serious, and it is common practice to alarm this condition rather than tripping. Note that the
relay is not able to distinguish between a fault on the reactor or any other part of the tertiary
circuit.

Tum-to-turn faults are very difficult to detect and the current change for such faults is
small and of the same order of magnitude as encountered in normal operation. A voltage
unbalance scheme has been used for this-purpose [22].

17.8.2 Oil-Immersed Reactors

Oil-immersed reactors are usually connected to one or both ends of long transmission
lines, as shown in Figure 17.19. The reactors are needed to control the voltage of the line,
especially when one line circuit breaker is open. This condition causes the voltage to rise to
unacceptable levels. The shunt reactors are wye-connected with a solidly grounded neutral
connection. In some cases the reactors are not switched, but are permanently connected.

I...
Equivalent Pi

of the
Long Line I... .....

Figure 17.19 One-line diagram of line-connected switched shunt reactors.

In some installations, shunt reactors are connected to the substation bus and are generally
solidly grounded and wye connected.

17.8.2.1 Failure Modes of Shunt Reactors. The failure modes of both line or bus
connected, oil-immersed reactors are as follows:
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1. Equipment failure, such as bushing failure, insulation failure, etc., which results in
large changes in the magnitude of phase currents. Since oil-immersed reactors have
their windings in close proximity to a grounded tank, grounding failures can occur,
with the resulting fault current being dependent on the location of the ground in the
reactor winding.

2. Turn-to-turn faults within the reactor winding. These faults result in small changes in
current. These faults may result in a change in reactor impedance, increased operating
temperature, internal tank pressure, and gas accumulation. They may evolve into
major faults if not detected.

3. Miscellaneous failures, such as low oil and loss-of cooling.

The usual practice for reactor fault clearing is to trip the local line breaker and transfer
trip the remote end )ine breaker. If the reactor is switched, the sequence is to trip the line
breakers, open the reactor switch, then reclose the line breakers. Some switching devices have
fault interrupting capability and are capable of clearing faults, if within the switcher rating.
Making the best use of this capability requires a coordination between the switcher and the
line circuit breaker.

The distributed shunt susceptance of the transmission line forms a parallel circuit with
the shunt reactor that can become resonant, usually with a resonant frequency close to the 60
hertz. Such a resonance can be troublesome and should be avoided.

Another problem situation occurs when two transmission lines are close enough to have
substantial mutual induction, it is possible for higher than rated voltage to develop on a shunt
reactor of a line that is out of service. This problem may be prevented by switching out the
shunt reactors after switching the transmission line.

If the transmission line is series compensated, there may be a problem when the line
is de-energized. A parallel resonant circuit due to the reactor and the line shunt susceptance
will induce a subsynchronous current in the de-energized line that starts at about rated voltage
and damps out slowly at the subsynchronous frequency. This can cause false operation of
distance relays used to protect the shunt reactors unless the relays are designed to counteract
this problem.

17.8.2.2 Protection Practices for Shunt Reactors. The detection of large magnitude
faults is generally performed by overcurrent, differential, or distance relays. One of the prob-
lems with these applications is false tripping of the reactor during switching the device on or off.
Switching causes de offset with long-time constants and low-frequency current components.

Turn-to-turn faults are difficult to detect with confidence. Overcurrent relays are gen-
erally agreed to be inadequate for this purpose. Distance or ground relays offer some im-
provement, but are not without problems. Generally, the most reliable method of detecting
turn-to-turn faults is with sudden-pressure relays or gas-accumulator relays.

Some oil-immersed reactors are designed with forced cooling, and the continued oper-
ation of the cooling motors is critical. Loss of cooling can be detected by monitoring oil flow
using flow indicators, monitoring the ac voltage supply to the fans and pumps, or by monitoring
the temperature.

Overvoltage can occur on transmission circuits, but disconnecting the shunt reactors
under such a condition will make the voltage even higher. This problem must be solved by
opening the line circuit breakers.

In many installations, line reactors are switched in and out as system requirements
dictate. The switchers are usually single pole devices that are not mechanically linked, and
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with each pole independently operated. This can result in the three phases being energized or
de-energized at different times, creating large imbalances in the system voltages. Twomethods
have been used to detect pole disagreement. The first method utilizes auxiliary contacts on the
pole operators to ensure that if all three poles do not open or close at the same time, all poles
will be tripped or the backup breaker tripped. A second method uses a pole disagreement relay
to compare the currents in the three phases.

17.9 STATIC VAR COMPENSATOR PROTECTION

The static var compensator is a special type of power system voltage control that utilizes
thyristor switching of inductors or capacitors to achieve fast effective voltage control at the
point of connection [24]. The connection of one phase of such a device is shown in Figure 17.20.

System
Equivalent

Supply
Bus

Step-Down
Transformer

Figure 17.20 One phase of a thyristor switched
inductor or capacitor.

First, consider a thyristor controlled reactor (TCR). If the thyristor gate pulses are always
turned on, the thyristors effectively become diodes, which results in a sinusoidal current through
the inductor. By proper control of the thyristor delay angle, the current can be caused toflow
only in pulses, thereby reducing the effective value of the current. The resulting total current
is not a pure sine wave, but consists of odd harmonics whose amplitudes depend on the delay
angle.

For a three-phase device, it is common to connect the controlled inductor and control-
ling thyristors in a delta connection, which permits the third harmonic to circulate in the delta.
Higher harmonics are filtered out using passive series tuned filters [24]. In some installa-
tions, mechanically switched capacitors are connected in parallel with the TCR to provide a
wider range of voltage control. Switching a capacitor will cause the voltage to rise a small
amount, and the TCR is used to lower that voltage in a controlled fashion. When the sys-
tem voltage tends to be high, all mechanically switched capacitors will be switched out of
service.

Capacitors are not as easily controlled as inductors. When the controlled element is a
capacitor the switching is performed as integral half-cycle control, where the capacitor is either
fully in or out of the circuit. This mode of operation is called a thyristor switched capacitor
(TSC). The switching is accomplished by blocking the gate pulses to both thyristors, which
causes the current flow to stop at the instant of zero crossing.

It is not uncommon for static var compensators to employ both TCR's and TSC's, which
can be used to provide a suitable range of controlled voltage levels under varying system con-
ditions. Static var compensators are fundamentally voltage controllers, but are also effective in
improving transient stability and in damping objectionable system oscillations that occur fol-
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lowing disturbances. Since high-voltage thyristors are expensive, it is common to incorporate
a step-down transformer to provide an SVC voltage to less than 20 kV.

17.9.1 A Typical SVC System

An example of a typical static var compensation system is shown in Figure 17.21. This
system is a ±350 MVA system, including two 175MVA thyristor controlled reactors, two 150
MVAthyristor switched capacitors, and a set of three filters for the 5th, 7th, and 13th harmonics
which are capacitive at the fundamental frequency and provide a total of 50MVAreactive power
to the power system. The SVC system is connected to a 230 kV bus through a circuit breaker
and step-down transformer, which provides a 20 kV bus for the SVC system. Both the TCR's
and the TSC's are connected in delta, thereby permitting third harmonic currents to circulate
in the delta, but not enter the power system. The TSC branches are equipped with reactors
to limit the current stresses on the thyristors. The small circles in Figure 17.21 show where
current measurements are made for use by protective relays.

TCR 175 MVA

230 kV Bus

~

Harmonic Filters 50 MVA

Figure 17.21 A typical static var compensation system [25].

17.9.2 SVC Protection Requirements

All of the equipment in a static var compensator must be protected from damage due
to all types of system hazards. This includes overcurrent, overvoltage, excess reactive power
loading, unbalance due to component failure, phase-to-phase faults, phase-to-ground faults,
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failure of cooling equipment, control malfunctions, and any other type of failure that can place
undue stress on the SVC components.

Both the TCR and TSC "branches of the SVC shown in Figure 17.21 are connected in
delta, but this is not always the case. The equipment configuration and voltage ratings are
optimized to best utilize the available thyristor voltage rating and current-carrying capability,
and to minimize the number of thyristors that must be connected in series. This may result in a
wye connection for some branches and delta connection in other branches [26]. It is also noted
that some SVC designs require only a TCR and fixed capacitor (or filters), whereas others may
require only TSC branches [26].

It is common to require that the protection be provided as two independent systems,
which are sometimes called the main and backup protections, or simply systems A and B,
described in Table 17.3(a) and (b). The two systems are required to be different in their
design and principle of operation, and use different measurement transducers where possible.
It must be possible to remove either protective system for maintenance or repair, with the
second system continuing to function normally. Every effort must also be made to secure the

TABLE 17.3(a) Summary of SVC "A" Protections

230 kV bus protection A
87B differential current
High-voltage transformerA
50/51 instantaneous overcurrent
87T transformer differential
63 gas pressure
Bucholz protection
20kVbusA
87B differential current
59F overvoltage
TSCIA
87/50N current differential
37 undercurrent
59N unbalance compensation
TCRIA
87/50N current differential
49V overload protection
Filter branch A
87 current differential
5th harmonic tilter A
SO/51 delayed step overcurrent
49 thermal protection
60 voltage unbalance
7th harmonic tilter A
50/51 delayed step overcurrent
49 thermal protection
60 voltage unbalance
49R resistor overload protection
13th harmonic tilter A
50/51 delayed step overcurrent
49 thermal protection
60 voltage unbalance
49R.resistor overload protection

51 ground fault

50/51N instantaneous ground I
87N high impedance ground I
49 thermal protection

50/51N instantaneous ground I

49 overload protection
60 voltage unbalance

46 phase balance
87 delayed step differential

50BF breaker failure

50/5 IN instantaneous overcurrent
37 undercurrent
49R resistor overload protection

50/51N instantaneous overcurrent
37 undercurrent
59N voltage unbalance

50/51N instantaneous overcurrent
37 undercurrent
59N voltage unbalance
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protective systems against false tripping, which can be due to any cause such as geomagnetic
induced currents, high system harmonics, or the presence of spurious signals of various kinds.

TABLE 17.3(b) Summary of SVC "B" Protections

230 kV bus protection B
59 overvoltage
High-voltage transformer B
50/51 instantaneous overcurrent
87T transformer differential
63 gas pressure
Bucholz protection

20 kV bus B
51N ground fault
59F overvoltage
TSC 1 B
87 current differential
60 voltage unbalance

TCRIB
87 current differential, delayed
49 overload, 5th harmonic
Filter branch B
50/51 overcurrent protection
5th harmonic filter B
50/51 delayed step overcurrent
49 thermal protection
60 voltage unbalance
49R resistor overload protection
7th harmonic filter B
50/51 delayed step overcurrent
49 thermal protection
60 voltage unbalance
49R resistor overload protection

13th harmonic filter 8
50/51 delayed step overcurrent
49 thermal protection
60 voltage unbalance
49R resistor overload protection

27 undervoltage

51N instantaneous ground fault
87N high impedance ground I
49 thermal protection

59N open delta ground fault

50/51 instantaneous overcurrent
49V overload protection

SO/SIN instantaneous ovcrcurrent
49V overload protection

50/51 N instantaneous overcurrent

50/51N instantaneous overcurrent
37 undercurrent
59N voltage unbalance

50/51N instantaneous overcurrent
37 undercurrent
59R voltage unbalanace

50/51N instantaneous overcurrent
37 undercurrent
59N voltage unbalance

In some cases, the descriptions of the two system may appear to be identical, but the
equipment used to meet the protection requirement should always be different in the two
systems, using different hardware design or different tripping logic.

The capacitors in the TSC are usually connected in parallel arrays as shown in Fig-
ure 17.21. This provides a method of determining failure of individual capacitor units by
measuring the current in the bridge connection between the parallel arrays. Under normal
conditions, the two branches are balanced and the current in the bridge is zero. If one capacitor
unit fails, a bridge current flows that can be computed based on knowledge of the capacitor ar-
ray structure. Failure of a second unit in the same branch will cause an even greater unbalance
current. A criterion can be established, such as 10% overvoltage, beyond which additional
failures will cause the SVC to be shut down for repair, which is accomplished by blocking
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the thyristors. Once the TSC is blocked, the disconnect switch can be operated to isolate and
ground the TSC for repair.

Thyristor protection is aided by a monitoring system that will detect any failed thyris-
tors. This monitoring system has the capability of tripping the SVC and isolating the branch
containing the failure thyristors.

The SVC system requires a source of auxiliary power, which is not shown in Figure 17.21.
Auxiliary power is usually supplied by two independent power sources and designed so that
no combination of failed components will cause total loss of auxiliary power.

Many faults in the SVC branches can be interrupted by control action of the thyristors,
which can quickly block the flow of current in the defective branch while allowing the unfaulted
branches to continue in operation. The tripping of the circuit breakers serves as backup for fault
removal. Clearly, there must be coordination between thyristor blocking and breaker operation.
Breaker operation must be limited to only those faults that require complete removal of the
entire SVC from the power system.

In some cases, the primary protection for a branch fault may be fast control of the thyristor
valves. This can be used for overvoltage or overcurrent faults, or for capacitor failure that results
in current unbalance. The backup protection for these functions may be conventional relays,
which may need to be slightly delayed to assure that the control completes its blocking action
before the backup relay picks up.
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PROBLEMS

17.1 Derive (17.7). References 2 and 3 may be helpful.
17.2 A new distribution substation serving an urban area is to have installed a69-12.47 kV (~-y

grounded) three-phase transformer rated 12/16/20 MVA, where the 12 MVA is the self-
cooled rating and the higher ratings are for two levels of forced cooling. The transformer is
to be protected by percentage differential relays with 15, 25, and 40% slope. Bushing type
CT's are to be used. Transformer percentage differential relays, Type BOD, manufactured
by the General Electric Company are to be used. These relays have available relay tap
ratios of 2.9, 3.2, 3.5, 3.8,4.2, 4.6, 5.0, and 8.7. The utility has set the following general
rules for transformer protection:
(a) Connect CT's in wye on the transformer delta side and in delta on the transformer wye

side.
(b) Do not use less than 40 turns (200/5) on bushing CT's.
(c) Choose the high and low side CT ratios such that each is the closest available ratio

above the force-cooled rating.
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(d) Choose the high and low side relay taps such that the ratio of low side tap to high side
tap is as close as possible to the ratio of the low side relay current to the high side "relay
current.

(e) Check that the high and low side relay current corresponding to the transformer self-
cooled rating does not exceed that relay tap setting.

(f) Check that the high and low side relay current corresponding to the transformer force-
cooled rating does not exceed two times that relay tap setting.

(g) Check that the maximum internal fault will not thermally damage the relay.
(h) Check that the relay tap mismatch does not exceed 15%.
The fault currents at the transformer location are computed by digital computer, with the
following results:

One-line-to-ground fault:
Three-phase fault

1879 A
3356 A

The relay is capable of 220 amperes for up to 1.0 second.
Check items (a) through (h). Assume that Figure 17.7 gives the transformer connec-

tion.
17.3 Ground fault protection is to be provided for a delta-wye transformer bank using overcurrent

relays. Sketch a possible relay connection diagram for this type of protection
17.4 Devise a protection scheme for a grounding transformer. Consider the following types of

grounding transformers:
(a) A zig-zag transformer
(b) A wye-delta transformer

17.S A power plant start-up four-winding transformer is has the winding configuration shown
in Figure PI7.5.
The transformer has the following ratings:
525-13.8-13.8 kV
84/112/140-42/56/70-42/56/70 MVA
OAIFOAIFOA

The transformer manufacturer has provided the following positive and zero-sequence
impedance data:

ZH-Y =4.4% at 42 MVA
ZH-X = 11.5% at 29.4 MVA
ZH-Z = 6.6% at 42 MVA
Zy-X = 10.7% at 29.4 MVA
Zy-Z = 14.4%at42MVA
Zx-z = 16.8% at 29.4 MVA

Figure PI'.5 A plant startup transformer.

13.8 kV

Q4.00
Tertiary ~ ~XWinding 13.8 kV
4.29kV

~~ 1~>-----.z
-'4.00

~ 525kV
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The available fault current is provided by a fault study:
I. At the 525 kV terminals:

Three phase: 27416 A
Line to ground: 30947 A

2. At the 13.8 kV terminals:
Three phase: 38437 A
Line to ground: 1897 A

For a line-to-ground fault at the 13.8 kY terminals of the transformer, what fault current
will be measured by a relay in the 525 kV neutral ground connection?
Hint: It will be necessary to construct an equivalent circuit for the four-winding transformer.
Suitable equivalents can be found in the literature [23].

17.6 Prepare a discussion of the need for backup protection for transformers.
17.7 Some conditions provide currents that can contribute to a relay pickup when there is no

fault present. Describe some of these currents and comment on what might be done to
desensitize the relay to these types of currents.

17.8 Examine the problems of providing transformer protection using fuses. Can the fuses
provide overload as well as fault protection? List some of the things to consider in choosing
a fuse for transformer protection.

17.9 Consider the causes that lead to the overheating of a transformer. List as many of these as
you can. Next, consider the possible results of the overheating.

17.10 A transformer that is connected to a power system is tripped by its protective relays. This
particular transformer is a very important component in the bulk power system and commu-
nication facilities are available to permit the system operator to re-energize the transformer
by sending close signals to the station circuit breakers. Prepare a discussion of the pros and
cons of permitting trial re-energization of a transformer when there is no way the system
operator can be absolutely sure that a transformer fault exists. Include in your discussion
the possible use of automatic reclosing of the transformer breakers, a practice that is often
employed for transmission lines.

17.11 Discuss the possible damage that can be caused to a transformer by through fault currents.
17.12 A three-phase thyristor-controlled capacitor bank is wye connected and is protected by

differential relays. Sketch the overcurrent and current differential relay connections to the
three legs of the wye-connected system.

17.13 Repeat problem 17.12 if the capacitor bank is connected in delta rather than wyc. Draw a
phasor diagram of the currents.



18
Generator Protection

18.1 INTRODUCTION

Electric rotating machinery represents a class of equipment that is very complex and, there-
fore, subject to many different types of failure. The ac windings are subject to the same
types of failures as transformers, and protection must be provided to remove faulted ma-
chines to preserve system integrity as well as to limit the damage to the equipment. Ma-
chines are also subject to faults in the magnetic lamination insulation that can lead to heat-
ing and eventual significant damage. Machines are also subject to the problems associ-
ated with overheating and the loss of life of insulation that accumulates due to overheat-
ing. Therefore, the cooling media that control the heating of current-carrying windings
and the magnetic steel circuits are possible causes of machine failure that must be consid-
ered.

Rotating machines, like transformers, are also subject to failure due to overfluxing. This
can be caused by overvoltage or underfrequency, exactly as in transformers. Synchronous
machines are subject to overvoltage due to self excitation, which can be imposed on the
machine due to purely external loading conditions.

Rotating machines are also complicated because of the fact that important parts of the
machine are in mechanical motion. This gives rise to problems related to vibration, bearing
failure, mechanical resonance, and other purely mechanical failure modes that can, nonetheless,
cause the machine to be removed from service. Moreover, mechanical parts are subject to aging
and wear that require periodic monitoring in order to preserve the expected life of the machine
and maintain it in good working condition.

Protective devices are also placed on the electrical side of a turbine-generator unit to
provide purely mechanical protection. Examples include low or high frequency protection for
the turbine blading and overspeed protection due to sudden loss of load. In some cases, the
basic disturbance is due to some event or condition on the electric system that can readily be

713
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detected by monitoring electrical quantities, which can then be used to remove the machine
before any mechanical damage can result.

This chapter will concentrate on synchronous generator protection. This recognizes that
the majority of generators are of the synchronous type, although induction generators are also
in use, usually in smaller sizes. Protection of induction generators is similar to the protection
of induction motors, which is discussed in the next chapter.

18.2 TYPES OF GENERATOR PROTECTION

There are many different types of faults that synchronous generators may experience and,
therefore, many different types of protection. All generators will not have the same level of
protection, however. As a general rule, the larger, more expensive machines will have the
greatest number of different protective systems simply because serious damage of these units
is very costly, both in terms of the repair and also the cost due to the unavailability of the
unit. Nearly all generators will have basic protection against stator short circuits, but not
all generators will have all of the other protective measures described in this chapter. For
example, there are some differences in the protection provided to machines located in at-
tended stations and those in unattended locations. Generally, those machines in unattended
locations must have protective devices to shut down the unit for precautionary conditions
where an operator might be able to keep the unit on line by changing its operating condi-
tions.

Table 18.1 provides an overview of synchronous generator protections, as discussed in
six different references. 1 Although not an exhaustive list, it is clear from this tabulation that
there are a relatively large number of conditions for which generators are provided special
protection. None of the cited references covers all of the items, which reflects the generator
owner preference for the importance of the different subjects. There are still other protective
systems that are used occasionally but are not shown at all in Table 18.1, and these will be
discussed briefly at the end of this section.

All synchronous generators must have stator protection, and most units have several
types of protection, each of which guards against different types of problems. There is little
disagreement-regarding the need for basic stator short-circuit protection, and most engineers
agree that this is best done using differential protection. Beyond this basic protection the
opinions vary as to the need for special relaying. Some argue that too many protective systems
increase the preventive maintenance and testing time, resulting in a reduction of protective
system reliability, and therefore tend to favor simpler systems and frequent testing. Others
prefer more elaborate protective systems on the theory that generator outages are very costly
and even moderate limitations on the amount of damage will more than pay for the additional
relaying and testing. The final decision rests on the benefit derived from the added complexity
in terms of improved generator availability. This is not easy to measure accurately since major
outages are rare events.

This chapter does not discuss the general physical structure of synchronous machines.
The reader is referred to one of the many excellent books on electric machinery for this type
of information.

1See the list of references at the end of the chapter
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TABLE 18.1 References on Generator Protection Topics

Reference Number

Problem Location Type of Problem [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

Stator Phase fault T T T T T T
winding Ground fault T T T T T T

Tum-to-turn fault N N D D T
Open circuit D N
Overheating A U A A D A
Overvoltage R T R R R T

Unbalanced current T T T T R T
Generator fault backup T T
External fault backup T T T T
Generator VT fuse blown D T
Single phasing D

Field Shorted winding N 0 0 0 T
winding Grounded winding D T T T D T

Open field winding D D D
Overheating D A A

Other Overspeed D,O T,O T,O 0,0 T
systems Vibration D T,A D T

Motoring D D D D D T
Bearing overheating D U,A U,A D
Overheated coolant D D D
Fire D

Startup protection D T
Loss of excitation T T T D D
Loss of synchronism D 0 0 0 T
Voltage regulator failure D T
Plant auxiliaries D T

Note: T::: Generator trip recommended N ::: Not usually provided
A =Alarm only recommended U =Needed for unattended stations

D =Described o =Provided by other protective systems
R ::: Protection recommended in some cases

18.3 STATOR PROTECTION

There are many different types of stator protection. First, we examine the protection against
short circuits in the stator, and then consider other types of stator problems that might be
considered for special protective devices.

Stator faults result from insulation breakdown that causes an arc to develop, either from
phase to phase or from the phase conductor to the grounded magnetic steel laminations of
the stator. The cause of the insulation breakdown may be due to overvoltage, overheating, or
mechanical damage of the winding insulation due to faults. The overvoltage that may cause an
insulation failure might be due to lightning or switching surges, which are usually protected
against by surge protective devices. Overheating may be due to prolonged unbalanced loading
or to the loss of cooling, either of which may cause insulation deterioration over a period of
time.
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18.3.1 PhaseFaultProtection

Phase faults in generators are rare, but they can occur and must be protected against.
Phase faults can develop in the winding end turns, where all three phase windings are in close
proximity, or in slots if there are two coils in the same slot. Phase faults often change to ground
faults, but they must be detected in either event.

The standard method of protection against phase faults is the differential relay, and
usually the percentage differential type of relay. Most of the manufacturers recommend this
type of protection for all units larger than about 1 MVA. The CT connections for a wye-
connected generator with a unit step-up transformer are shown in Figure 18.1. If there is no
unit step-up transformer, the transformer and transformer relay are simply deleted from the
figure. Note that the neutral current transformers are used by both the generator and the step
up transformer relays.

c

Generator
Windings

b a

-I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

R I
•.....l -_-G!.-n-~-r~-Jto:..R.:!aL _ J

Figure 18.1 Percentage differential relay connections for a unit generator and transformer
with phase sequence a-b-c [2].
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The generator CT's are often shared by relaying and switchboard metering so these CT's
are usually rated at about 25% more than rated full load current so that the meter deflections
will be less than full scale. This will not usually be possible if the transformer connects to a
double breaker arrangement, such as that found in a ring bus, breaker-and-a-half, or double
bus-double breaker arrangement. In these cases, the CT's may have to be rated according to
the normal current through the two breakers, which may be greater than the generator rated
current.

The generator CT's are subject to CT errors due to manufacturing tolerances and dif-
ferences in secondary burden. It is recommended that identical units be used in the generator
relaying, if possible, to minimize CT ratio errors.

The arrangement shown in Figure 18.1 is common for large generators, where the gen-
erator and generator step-up (GSU) transformer operate as a unit and are protected as a unit.
The CT's used for the transformer protection should be chosen using the methods discussed
in Chapter 17. The question arises regarding the effect of magnetizing inrush current on this
transformer protection and the need for harmonic or other restraint. In normal operation, the
transformer is brought up to full voltage gradually, as the generator is brought from turning
gear to full speed. Therefore, at startup, the generator step-up transformer is never switched
on suddenly.

There is the possibility of magnetizing inrush in the GSU transformer following a system
fault near the generator that is cleared by opening and then reclosing line breakers. This is
analyzed by considering the three-terminal equivalent of the transformer, as shown in Figure
18.2.

LV HV
Transformer Fault

Figure 18.2 Equivalent of the generator step-up
transformer with a system fault.

The voltage V across the magnetizing branch of the transformer during the fault is
reduced only by 20% or so during the fault, so the switching that occurs does not create a large
transformer transient. Moreover, the flux at the moment of switching is in the right direction,
not in the opposing direction as we usually assume for worst-case system transformer switching.
Another important factor is that the fault current interruption is achieved at the current zero,
at which time the voltage is maximum and the flux is zero, thereby giving no exciting current
transient.

If there are large system transformers connected to the high-voltage bus at the generator
switching station, switching of these transformers may be of concern. Such switching should
not affect the generator differential protection, but the de offset associated with the transient
current may saturate the generator CT's. This reinforces the concept that the CT's be of
identical design so they will saturate together and uniformly. We conclude that no harmonic
restraint is required in the GSU transformers, but some engineers still provide this feature as
a safeguard against unnecessary tripping of the generator.

18.3.2 Ground Fault Protection

Most of the generator stator winding faults are phase-to-ground faults. This is true
because the windings are always in close contact with steel slots that are at ground potential
and, in some designs, are not close to other phase conductors except for the end turns. Phase-
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to-phase faults are less severe, in a sense, since the damage due to these faults can sometimes be
repaired by carefully taping the damaged insulation. This is not true for ground faults, which
often melt the steel laminations and may cause so much steel damage that the core laminations
will have to be rebuilt, resulting in a very long outage.

Note that the generator in Figure 18.1 is grounded through an impedance, which is in-
stalled to limit the ground fault current. It is the usual practice to ground the neutral in some
manner, so the generator and transformer low-voltage winding are not just floating above
ground. In many cases, resistance grounding is achieved using a distribution transformer,
as shown in Figure 18.3. As long as the neutral is to be grounded, adding impedance (usu-
ally resistance) has the advantage of limiting the fault current of phase-to-ground faults, and
thereby limiting the damage done by these faults. If the neutral impedance is high enough,
the ground fault current may be limited to rated generator current, or even less. There is no
general agreement as to the best value for this current-limiting impedance. If the impedance
is too high, the fault current is low and the phase relaying lacks sensitivity. For example,
a current lower than rated current makes it difficult for the differential relays to operate for
ground faults, and suggests that sensitive ground fault relays be used in addition to differential
_protection.

Stator
Windings

Figure 18.3 Grounding a generator neutral
through a distribution transformer.

If the neutral resistance is too high, there is also the risk of creating a transient ferro-
resonance circuit with the capacitance to ground of the stator windings and connected lines [3].
The usual restriction is to compute a maximum neutral resistance based on the total capacitive
susceptance of the three stator phases. If we let C be the capacitance of each phase winding,
the leads, and the capacitive surge arrester, then

and

1
Xc = -- Q

3wC
(18.1)

1
R < - Q (18.2)- 3wC

Since C is small, perhaps a few tenths of a microfarad, the maximum resistance will typically
be a few thousand ohms. This resistance is often achieved by placing a small resistance in the
secondary of a distribution transformer, which is reflected to its primary side by the square of
the turns ratio. The power rating of the resistor and the rating of the transformer need to be
checked to make sure both are adequate [4].

For low values of grounding resistance, the fault current will be high and the damage due
to ground faults may be great. As the value of the grounding resistance decreases, however, the
sensitivity of the ground relays decreases, since less of the available voltage will appear across
the zero-sequence network, as shown in Figure 18.4. The ground relays respond to the voltage
across the grounding resistance, and this voltage must be of a reasonable value for good relay
sensitivity. Some engineers consider this to be an advantage, in a way, since the ground relays
are less likely to operate for faults on the low voltage side of the GSU transformer. Others
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Figure 18.4 Sequence network connections for a stator ground fault. (a) One line diagram.
(b) Sequence network connections.

simply set the goal of limiting the ground fault current to 15 amperes [2]. If this criterion is
used, then the value of the grounding resistance in the secondary of the distribution transformer
is given as

(18.3)
VLR== Q

lSJ3n2

where VL is the generator rated line-to-line voltage in volts and n is the distribution transformer
turns ratio. It is also important to check the volt-ampere rating of the distribution transformer
and of the resistor. These ratings depend on the value of the resistance and the action to be
taken by the protective device. If the protection is only to sound an alarm, the ratings should be
the continuous rating of both the transformer and the resistor. If the generator is to be tripped,
then a short time rating of both can be used [2]. However, the transformer should not be too
small, since very small units have higher leakage inductance.
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The overvoltage relay (device 59 in Figure 18.3) used for ground faults should be sensitive
to fundamental frequency currents and insensitive to third harmonic currents and voltages,
which may be 15% or so of the fundamental due to unbalanced loading on the generator.
Some relays that are used for this type of ground protection have harmonic restraint, which
filters out the third harmonic and allows the relay to respond only to the fundamental [5].

EXAMPLE18.1
The computation of the grounding of a generator by a resistor will illustrate some of the considerations
involved and will provide a rough idea as to the magnitude of system quantities in a typical situation [4].
Let the generator and GSU transformer have the following physical parameters:

Generator

Transformer

Connections

Rated volt-amperes
Rated voltage
Maximum overvoltage
Winding capacitance
Rated voltage
Primary capacitance
Capacitance

100MVA
13.8 kV
18.0 kV
0.22 /IF/phase
13.8~ - 230 Y kV
0.006 j1F/phase
0.001 j1F/phase

Determine the size and rating of the grounding resistance and the ratings of the distribution transformer.

Solution
First, we compute the total capacitance per phase, including the generator, the transformer primary, and
the connections.

Generator
Connections
Transformer
Total

0.220
0.001
0.006
0.227 /IF/phase

The capacitance of the connections depends very much on whether cable is used between the
generator terminals and the transformer, since cable has high capacitance per unit length. The total
capacitance is not greatly affected, however [4].

The residual capacitive reactance for the three phases is computed as

1 106
Xc = - = = 3895.13 Q

3wC 3(120Jr)(0.227)

If the total grounding impedance is made equal to the above reactance, then the total resistive current for
a fault at the generator terminals will be

13800
I R = = 2.045 A

J3(3895.13)

and, since the capacitive current is equal to this amount, the total fault current is computed to be

IF = IR+ jIc = 2.045 + j2.045 = 2.892L45° A

The grounding transformer primary knee-point voltage should be not less than 1.3 x 13.8 or 18kV.During
a fault at the terminals, the normalline-to-neutral voltage is 7.97 kV, which may be increased by fast
field forcing. Suppose the field response increases this line-to-neutral voltage by 30%, or to 10.36 kV.
The distribution transformer should have at least this rated voltage. Let us assume that the transformer
has a standard 12 kV rated voltage.
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Under field forcing, the current will also be increased by this same 300/0 or

I F max ==: 1.3(2.892) == 3.76 A

Then, the maximum transformer continuous loading is computed as

S == 3.761(10.36) == 38.954 kVA

721

A 30-second maximum duty is more than adequate for the short time the fault current will flow, and
about six times the transformer rating can flow for this shorter period without transformer damage. The
transformer rating, however, should be based on the maximum output current and the maximum voltage
that the transformer can produce. Using the knee point voltage for this maximum, we compute

S == ~3.761)(18.0) == 11.28 kVA
6.0

This value is rounded up to the nearest standard rating, or 15 kVA.
The transformer may sustain a continuous loading due to third harmonic currents flowing through

the neutral, the machine, and the capacitance. The capacitive reactance is much smaller for third harmonic
currents. Another source of continuous loading is due to currents below the ground relay threshold. Sup-
pose that these factors combine to cause an effective current of25% rated (a very pessimistic assumption),
then this gives a loading of

(0.25 X 2.892)2 (12000)
p == ~ == 1.25 kW

3
This value is very small compared to the transformer rating.

There is also a choice of transformer rated secondary voltage, which can be chosen to give a
suitable secondary current. The usual distribution transformer has a rating of 240 volts. Using this as
a possibility, we compute the size of the resistor that would be required in the secondary circuit to give
3895 ohms in the primary. The total secondary resistance should be

(
240 )2

Rtot == (3895.13) 12000 == 1.558 Q

This total is made up of the winding resistance and the added external resistance. The winding resistance
can be computed from the total copper loss of the 15 kVA, 12 kV transformer, which is given as 2.30/0 or
345 W [71. Then, since the rated secondary current is 15000/240 or 62.5 A, we have

345
Rwdg == --2 == 0.088 Q

(62.5)
and the added external resistance is the difference, or

Rext == 1.558 - 0.088 ~ 1.50 n
This resistance should be able to carry a current of

I (1.3)(2.893)(12000) 188 A for 30s
R == 240 ==

This gives a resistor short time rating of

(188)2(1.50)
p == - == 53 kW

1000
The above procedure determines both the resistor size and its rating. •

The method described above for ground fault protection has been widely used for many
years. However, this scheme has two major disadvantages. First, it will not detect faults near
the generator neutral and, second, it is not self-monitoring. An open or short circuit in the relay
or its current transformer may not be detected until a ground fault occurs. Other schemes have
been suggested that are to be installed in addition to the basic scheme of Figure 18.3 and which
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are completely independent from that scheme. If properly designed, the supplementary scheme
will not have the same disadvantages, and will have the capability of continuously monitoring
the generator grounding system [8]. One supplemental scheme has been proposed that injects
low-frequency 15 hertz currents in the neutral and then compares the injected current with
that leaving the stator, with any significant difference indicating a ground somewhere on the
stator winding. Other schemes monitor the third harmonic current flowing in the neutral and
compares the observed current against the stator terminal current. Reference 8 provides a
detailed discussion of three different schemes that have been tested.

18.3.2.1 Grounding Methods. Although the distribution transformer method of gen-
erator grounding is quite common, it is certainly not the only method in use. The general
practices used for the grounding of generators throughout the world are summarized in [6]
and [9], with the most common connections shown in Figure 18.5. The connection shown
in Figure 18.5(a) grounds the machine neutral directly, in which case it is called "high resis-
tance" grounding. In this case the resistor is typically sized to limit ground fault current to 25
amperes or less [6]. In some cases a voltage transformer is connected across the grounding
resistor for metering and relaying, with the voltage rating selected exactly as in the distribution
transformer grounding case.

Tuned
Reactor

(a)

Distribution
Transformers

(b) (c)

Distribution
Transformers

(d)

Zig-Zag
Transformer

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 18.5 Methods used for generator grounding.

Another variation of the direct grounding through a resistor, as shown in Figure 18.5(a),
is referred to as "low resistance" grounding, which permits much higher fault currents. Some
utilities permit fault currents as high as 1500 amperes or even more.
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Figure 18.5(b) shows the neutral grounded directly through an inductor, which is usually
one with low inductive reactance. With this type of grounding, the allowable fault currents are
much higher than in the resistance grounding case, with typical limiting values of 25-100%
of the generator three-phase fault current.

Figure 18.5(c) is the common distribution transformer grounding discussed above. The
transformer primary voltage rating is selected with a rating equal to or greater than the generator
voltage rating. Secondary voltage ratings are usually 120 volts or 240 volts. The transformer
voltage rating should be high enough that the transformer does not saturate on phase to ground
faults when the machine is operating at a terminal voltage of 1.05 per unit. The resistance
is selected using the technique outlined above, which is considered to be "high resistance"
grounding and is often selected to limit a single line-to-ground fault to 25 primary amperes or
less [6].

Figure I8.5(d) shows the neutral grounded through a distribution transformer, with an
inductive reactance in the secondary. The ohmic value of this reactor is chosen such that its
value viewed from the primary side is equal to one-third the zero-sequence capacitive reactance
of the generator, leads, and GSU primary. This type of grounding limits the one-line-to-ground
fault current to no more than one ampere, a condition in which an arc will not be maintained.
This method is not applicable if the circuit capacitance changes for different system conditions.

Figure 18.5(e) shows one method of adding ground fault resistance to a generator that has
no neutral ground. Note that the distribution transformers are connected in wye on the primary
side and delta on the secondary side, allowing zero sequence current to circulate through the
resistor. The resistor is sized with a high ohmic value and rated in a similar manner to that
used for neutral grounding through a distribution transformer.

Figure 18.5(1) shows still another way of accomplishing the same result as Figure
18.5(e),except this is usually a "medium resistance" method [6]. In this case the zero-sequence
current flows through the grounding resistor.

Figure 18.5(g) is also considered a "medium resistance" grounding method and differs
from the previous method in the transformer connection. The zig-zag transformer connection
is a common grounding method, with zero sequence current flowing to ground through the
resistor.

A thorough review of generator grounding methods is provided in [9], which is highly
recommended for further study.

18.3.2.2 Ground Fault Current Magnitude. Stator winding ground faults near the
neutral of the generator do not produce very large fault currents and may be difficult to detect,
even with sensitive ground relays. Let us assume that a fraction h of the winding closest to the
neutral is unprotected. For a fault at this critical point, the fault current is computed as follows
[3]:

(18.4)

where VL == rated line-to-line voltage in (V)
R; == neutral resistance in (Q)

Now define the ground relay pickup current for this critical fault location as follows:

IPU == k . CTR A (18.5)
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where CTR = neutral CT ratio
k = fraction of rated secondary current that gives pickup

Equating (18.4) and (18.5) we compute the unprotected fraction of the winding h to be

h = ./3klPRRn (18.6)
VL

EXAMPLE 18.2
A 13,800 kV generator has a ground relay pickup current of one ampere, a neutral resistor of 300 ohms,
and a neutral CT rated 200/5.
Solution
For this combination, we compute the following. First, the fraction k of primary rated current that
corresponds to the critical point is computed as follows. Therefore

1 200
lpu == 5" x 5 == 8 A

and
1

k == - == 0.2
5

so that

h == ~(O.2)(40)(300) == 03012
13800 .

Therefore, about 30% of the winding will be unprotected for the combination of values chosen. •

The result computed in the example is a bit pessimistic. Generator ground fault protection
using overcurrent relays with carefully selectedpickup and time dial setting have been estimated
to protect as much as 96% of the total winding [7].

18.3.3 Turn-to-Turn FaultProtection

Differential stator winding protection will not detect tum-to-tum faults until they become
shorted to ground. Tum-to-tum faults are rare, but they can have high currents and produce
significant core damage. The greatest danger is fire, which is aided by forced air cooling that
supplies ample amounts of oxygen to the fire. Hydrogen cooled machines present less of a fire
hazard since hydrogen will not support combustion. Since the probability of turn-to-tum faults
is low, protection is usually not provided. There is always the back-up protection provided by
ground fault relaying, since tum-to-tum faults will eventually develop into ground faults.

The only type of tum-to-tum differential fault protection that is feasible is for those
generators with multitum coils in their windings, as shown in Figure 18.6. This is common
for hydro generators but not for large steam turbine generators, which usually have only one
tum windings. This type of protection is called "split-phase" relaying in the United States and
"transverse differential" protection in Europe [2], [4]. It uses percentage differential relays,
similar to those used for other stator winding relaying.

18.3.4 StatorOpenCircuitProtection

Stator open circuit protection is usually not provided, since no permanent damage is
likely although it is possible that damage will accumulate due to a high resistance connection.
An open circuit in one of the stator windings will cause single phasing of the generator and
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Figure 18.6 Split-phase protection for parallel winding generators.

725

high negative-sequence currents. This will cause an alarm to alert the operator of the condition.
Open circuits are highly unlikely in a generator, and any possible damage will occur slowly;
hence there is no need for prompt tripping of the unit.

18.3.5 Overheating Protection

Overheating of a synchronous generator may occur due to one of t.he following causes:

1. Overload
2. Failure of the ventilation or hydrogen cooling system
3. Shorted laminations in the stator iron
4. Core bolt insulation failures in the stator iron

Excessive overload is not.likely since the prime mover rating is usually not much greater
than the generator rating. There is the possibility of overload due to high active power load
coupled with high excitation. If the power factor is below rating, this will give an alarm for
high excitation. Failure of the cooling system is also likely to be detected by operator alarms,
The other failure, involving core failures and heating will develop slowly and must be detected
by temperature measurements of some kind.

Temperature detection is often accomplished using embedded thermocouples in the stator
winding slots, placing the thermocouples throughout the windings in several locations. Another
measurement technique is to record the input and output cooling medium to note any marked
changes in the readings. Smaller generators are often provided with "replica" type temperature
estimating devices that use stator current in a heat storage enclosure to estimate actual machine
temperature.

All of these devices are used to alarm the operator of possible serious problems. At
unattended stations, the output of the temperature indicator may be used to shut down the unit.
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18.3.6 Overvoltage Protection

One type of overvoltage in a generator is that due to transient surges caused by lightning
or switching surges. These transients are protected by surge protective devices that are designed
for this purpose.

Power frequency overvoltages are possible if the generator controls are defective or have
inadequate transient response. A defective voltage regulator, for example, can cause the exciter
to ramp to its ceiling voltage. If the voltage control is performed manually, a sudden change
in load will result in an increase in voltage. The loss of load may cause high voltage on units
that are remotely located in the system. This is particularly true of remote hydro units since it
may not be possible for the governor to close the wicket gates of large hydro units fast enough
to prevent an overvoltage due to loss of load. The result is overspeed, which is associated with
overvoltage. This type of overvoltage is not likely on a steam unit, since they have tighter
control against overspeed and are designed to limit overspeed to low values.

Steam turbine generator units are not always provided with overspeed or overvoltage
protection, but this type of protection is often recommended for hydro units or combustion
turbine units. In many cases, the desired protection is provided by the voltage regulating equip-
ment. If not, it can be provided by overvoltage relays or overfrequency relays. Overvoltage
relays should have a time delay and a pickup of about 110% of rated voltage. An instantaneous
unit is sometimes provided with a pickup of 130%-150% of rated voltage. Some types are
compensated for varying frequency and should be supplied from a voltage transformer that is
different from that supplying the voltage regulator. Some of these relays are used to simply
insert a large resistance in the exciter field circuit.

18.3.7 Unbalanced Current Protection

Unbalanced loading of a synchronous generator causes negative-sequence currents to
flow in the stator windings. These currents are reflected to the rotor as double-frequency
currents in the rotor iron, which can cause severe rotor heating and may soften or weaken slot
edges and retaining rings. These harmful conditions may be caused by

1. One open phase of a line
2. One open pole of a circuit breaker
3. A close-in unbalanced fault that is not promptly cleared
4. A stator winding fault

The first three of these causes are for failures external to the machine. Unbalanced faults
near a generator cause more severe heating in synchronous machines than balanced faults. If
the fault persists for very long, the rotor metal will melt. Since the damage is done mostly to
the rotor, the withstand criteria is usually stated in terms of the rotor withstand time, which is
determined from the expression

K = 1ft (18.7)

where K is a constant. The relative magnitude of the parameter K is illustrated for several
different operating conditions in Figure 18.7, where the identification of the five operating
conditions are given in Table 18.2.

Clearly, the value ofK can vary over a rather wide range, but for most practical systems a
voltage regulator will be operative and the connecting system will not be infinite. This suggests
values ofK closer to 45, and being lower ifthe voltage regulator is inoperative. ANSI standards
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Figure Ill.7 Relative magn itude of negative sequence curren ts for line-to-line faults on a
typical machine under different conditions [101.

TABLE 18.2 Identification of Operating Conditions for the Curves
of Figure IR.7

Curve Operating Condition If at 10 s

2.,
4
:;

No load without voltage regulator IR
Full load without voltage regu lator 2 1
Full load with voltage regulator 45
Full load with voltage regulator, infinite bus 152
No load with voltage regulat or. infinite bus 16R

set the permi ssible magnitude of K for "indirec tly cooled" steam turbine genera tors at 30. and
the standard for hydro machin es or engine-driven generators at 40 . The standard limit for
"directly cooled" machines up to 800 MVA rating is set at 10, and some very large machin es
have a limit of only 5. The standards recommend early inspection for machin es subjected to
faults above the recommended limit and up to twice that limit. Above twice the standard limit .
serious damage can be expected.

Figure 18.8 shows typical charac teristics of negative sequence relays that are available
commercially 1101. Two values of K are illustrated. The upper set of curves are plotted for
K = 90 and just below the constant K line is the relay characteristic for that K factor. Note
that the relay charac terist ic parallels the K factor line for all values above 1.0 per unit. The
lower curves in Figure 18.8 are for K = 30 and a similar relay charac teristic. The relays can be
selected to protect a generator having K values of anywhere from 5 to 90 for negative sequence
current s values from I to 5 per unit. Large machines usuall y requ ire the protection of a lower
value of K . Thi s K is due to the trend toward an increase in machine ratings while the physical
size has remained about the same. This means that the larger, newer units have the capability
of over heating more quickly, since larger curre nts are induced in the rotors of these units.
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18.3.8 Backup Protection

There are two types of backup protection that might be applied to a generator: backup of
relays protecting the generator protection zone and backup of relays protecting external zones.
Some types of backup protection may be graded to coordinate with both internal and external
protective devices.

The negative-sequence relay discussed in the previous section might be considered a form
of backup protection, since most faults should be cleared by the stator differential protection
with the negative sequence relay acting as backup.

Balanced faults that are not cleared promptly can also cause considerable damage to a
generator and backup protection is warranted. One type of such protection is to provide a
distance relay that is supplied with current from a CT in the generator neutral and voltage from
the generator terminals. Such a relay can recognize balanced faults both internal and external
to the generator [10]. The connection makes the relay directional from the neutral, but gives it
reach in both directions from the voltage transformer location, thereby sensing both generator
and GSU transformer faults. This type of relay can also be set to reach through the transformer,
making it operable for phase faults on the high voltage side of the transformer. Coordination
is achieved through time delay.

18.4 ROTOR PROTECTION

There are several different types of rotor protection, each type guarding the rotor from a
particular type of fault. From this viewpoint, the protection against unbalanced loading, using
negative sequence relays, can be considered a type of rotor protection since the effect of negative
sequence currents is likely to result in rotor damage. In this section, we consider some other
types of rotor problems and the protective systems used to avoid or limit rotor damage.
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18.4.1 Shorted Field Winding Protection
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Shorted turns in the generator field winding have the potential for distorting the field
across the air gap, as illustrated in Figure 18.9. This is due to the unsymmetrical ampere turns
of mmf in different parts of the field winding. If the air gap flux is badly distorted, there can be
very distorted forces acting on the rotor, since the forces vary as the square of the flux density.
Once there are unequal forces on opposite sides of the rotor, there is tendency for the rotor to
warp. The unbalanced force can be very large, as much as 50 to 100 tons, tending to warp the
rotor [4]. In some cases the rotor may be displaced enough to contact the stator iron core .

Winding
Short

Figure 18.9 Field flux pattern with shorted field
turns.

Another effect of the unbalanced forces on the rotor is severe vibration , which may cause
damage to bearings. The machine can be spared from serious damage by vibration detectors,
which can alarm the operator or trip the unit.

The mechanism that causes the shorted winding is often due to grounding of the winding
at two different places.

18.4.2 Grounded Field Winding

The field winding of a synchronous machine is usually floating with respect to ground .
A single ground fault, therefore , does not draw any fault current, although it does stress the
insulation in portions of the winding . The real danger is a second ground, which can set up
significant forces, as discussed above. Dual grounds can also draw very large currents and
may cause extensive damage to the field conductor and rotor steel. The best way to prevent
this from occurring is to detect the first ground , thereby preventing a more serious chain of
events. The generator main and field breakers should be tripped on the occurrence of the
first ground . The exception is in attended stations, where the unit trip may be delayed until a
more convenient time to schedule the repair. During this period, any unusual vibration should
immediately trip the unit. It is best to not trip the turbine following a rotor ground fault and
tripping of the generator and field. The rotor has better cooling when running at rated speed,
and the excess heat is carried away as the generator continues to run for several minutes at rated
speed . Allowing the unit to coast down also introduces the danger of aggravated vibration due
to natural modal frequencies of vibration, which may be worse due to the rotor distortion .

There are several methods of detecting a rotor circuit ground . The methods, shown in
Figure 18.10, are summarized as
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Field
Winding

(a)

Field
Winding

G AC
Supply

(b)

Sensitive
Relay

Field
Winding

(c)

Figure 18.10 Methods of detecting field winding grounds. (a) Potentiometer method. (b)
AC injection method. (c) DC injection method.

1. Potentiometer method
2. AC injection method
3. DC injection method

The potentiometer method measures the voltage to ground of a center tapped resistor,
connected across the exciter output voltage. If some point in the winding becomes grounded,
there will be a potential between that point and the point to which the voltage relay is connected.
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The only problem is that, should a point very close to the center of the winding become
grounded, the center tapped potentiometer would not detect it. To check that this has not
happened, a manual switch is arranged to move the test point from the center to some other
point along the resistor. The operator can check this periodically to ensure that the system is
sound.

A better method is the ac injection method, which connects an ac voltage to the field
winding through a capacitor. Should any point on the field winding become grounded, the
circuit will be complete and the relay will trip. This system has no blind point. There is a
disadvantage, however, in that some current will flow through the capacitance from the field
winding to the rotor body, through the rotor body, the bearings, and to ground. This has the
potential of causing erosion of the metal in the bearings.

A still better method is the de injection method. The de output of the transformer-rectifier
unit is connected to bias the positive side of the field circuit to a negative voltage relative to
ground. A ground at any point on the field winding will complete the circuit to the grounded
side of the relay. The relay is a sensitive current relay in this case, but must not be so sensitive
that it will trip due to normal insulation leakage current. The current through the relay is
limited by the high impedance of the rectifier.

A special problem is presented in the case of the brushless exciter. This exciter is an
alternator-rectifier exciter that is physically on the rotor and rotating at synchronous speed.
The field for the alternator is stationary. The basis of the design is that there is no need for
brushes between the field winding and the casing of the machine. In this type of exciter, there
is usually no access to the field circuit; therefore, the previous types of ground detectors will
not work. The only portion of the excitation system that is accessible to the outside is the field
of the alternator exciter. Any severe fault oil the field winding will require excess field current,
hence excess excitation for the alternator rectifier [4]. The backup is a vibration monitor that
can take action if a severe field winding fault occurs.

18.4.3 Open Field Winding

Field winding open circuits are rare, but prompt action is required when an open occurs
because it will be accompanied with arcing that can do great damage to the rotor iron. An
open circuit that does not involve ground will cause a sudden drop in field current that can be
detected by a loss-of-field relay. This type of protection is discussed in the next section.

18.4.4 Overheating of the Field Winding

The temperature of the field winding can be monitored by an ohmmeter type of detector
that measures the winding resistance of the field [4]. Such an instrument is often calibrated in
temperature, rather than ohms, for a direct estimation of the winding temperature.

18.5 LOSS OF EXCITATION PROTECTION

In this section we consider the problems associated with the loss of excitation in a synchronous
generator. First we discuss the conditions that surround the Joss of excitation, and then we
examine the types of devices that are used to protect both the system and the generator from
this disturbance.
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18.5.1 Induction Generator Operation

Under normal operation of a synchronous generator, the field created by the rotor wind-
ings locks in with revolving mmf of the stator windings and the rotor moves at synchronous
speed, at least in the steady state. When excitation is lost, the rotor field suddenly loses its mmf
and the rotor begins to move away from synchronism, having lost its strong magnetic coupling
with the stator mmf. During this time, the governor is still set to deliver a given amount of
power to the generator, so the generator will accelerate, inducing large slip frequency currents
in the rotor in order to maintain the power output as an induction generator. Actually, the
power requirement will be reduced as the slip increases due to the governor characteristic, the
increase in stator current, and possibly the lowering of terminal voltage, but the total power is
still quite large. Also, since the excitation has collapsed, the generator begins to absorb reactive
power from the system in very large amounts, which depresses the voltage. This could lead to
voltage collapse if the system is weak. The large increase in reactive power, at leading power
factor, creates large stator currents that may reach two to four times rated current and the rotor
begins to overheat.

The degree of rotor heating depends on several factors including the initial generator
loading, the conditions causing the loss in excitation, and the way the generator is connected to
the system. In a cylindrical rotor generator, the rotor currents will flow through the rotor body
and through the field winding, if that winding has been shorted or is connected through a field
discharge resistor, and will also flow through the rotor coil wedges. These currents oscillate
at slip frequencies and with magnitudes that are proportional to the generated power. These
large rotor currents will cause very high and possibly dangerous temperatures in the rotor in a
very short time. In most cases, the time required for these currents to cause serious damage is
only a few seconds if the generator has suffered a complete loss of excitation

For hydro machines, there are almost always amortisseur windings that are designed
to carry slip currents, so these generators can continue to operate in the induction generator
mode without damage. It is estimated that small solid rotor machines, of 50 MVA or so, can
withstand induction generator operation for 3 to 5 minutes without damage but large machines
of 500 MVA or more must be tripped in 20 seconds or less. This means that there is no time for
an operator to evaluate the problem and determine the proper corrective action. The protective
system must be fast in order to prevent severe damage.

There is also a potential for considerable stress to the power system during the transition
described above. The generator that suffered the loss of excitation will draw its excitation from
the power system as reactive power. This will depress the voltage at the generator terminals and
possibly in the surrounding area if the system is relatively weak. This could cause problems
in customer loads and could lead to voltage collapse.

Clearly, it is essential that large steam turbine generators that suffer a loss of excitation
be tripped automatically and soon after the loss of excitation.

18.5.2 Loss of Field Protection

Loss of field protection is often provided using a mho type of distance relay. The reason
for this choice of device requires explanation. Generator operation is confined to a region in
the P-Q plane, as shown in Figure 18.11.

Four broken curves are illustrated in the figure, showing the generator capabilities for
operation as various power factors and for different cooling conditions, represented for four
different hydrogen pressures labeled HI through H4. The rated power factor is assumed to be
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0.90 lagging, and the outer curve at point B represents this rated condition. The arcs from B
to C correspond to the generator rated volt-ampere conditions for power factors near unity and
for the different hydrogen pressures. The limiting condition in this B-C region is the generator
stator current.

As the power factor falls below the rated value in the lagging direction, the machine is
generating reactive power in excess of its rating, requiring large field currents. This corresponds
to the region labeled A-B, and the limiting condition in this region is overheating of the field
due to high field current. In the leading power factor region, represented as the region labeled
C-D, the limiting condition is overheating of the ends of the armature core and the end structure
of the machine stator, This heating is due to eddy currents that are set up by armature reaction
leakage flux, which rotates at synchronous speed. This leading power factor region may also
be limited by instability, since the coupling between rotor and stator fields is weak when the
field excitation is low. The limits here are sometimes shown as straight lines rather than the
circular arcs shown in Figure 18.11.

Usually the generator operation will be in the range given in the figure as B-C, with the
power factor in the neighborhood of unity. In this region we can write the equation of the
limiting circles B-C as

p2 + Q2 == h;
where h == radius of the circular arc at any hydrogen pressure

i == hydrogen pressure index

( 18.8)
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The phasor current of the generator at a given voltage can be expressed in terms of the real and
reactive power as

1= _P_-_i_Q
V*

(18.9)

(18.10)

Dividing the phasor voltage Vby the current gives the complex impedance seen looking toward
the power system from the generator. This impedance is given by

Z = V2(P + jQ)
h~
l

Now, at any power factor, we can relate the power factor to the radius of the limiting circle in
the P-Q plane as follows.

(18.11)

(18.12)

or

P = hi cos 8

Q=hisin8
Then the limiting circles in the P -Q plane can be converted to limiting circles in the R -X
plane by substituting (18.12) into (18.10) with the result

V 2 V 2 .
Z = - (cosO + i sinO) = -elf} (18.13)

hi hi
This equation represents a family of concentric circles in the Z plane with the center at the
origin, as shown in Figure 18.12, with each circle corresponding to a given hydrogen pressure.
Note, however, that the circle in the Z plane corresponding to the highest hydrogen pressure
is the circle with the smallest radius. Thus, higher generator outputs, represented in the P-Q
plane by points far from the origin, are represented in the R-X plane by points closer to the
origin. Faults are represented by points very close to the Z origin compared to these normal
operating conditions, for which the currents are much lower than for faulted conditions. Still,
the limiting conditions are circles in both planes.

Operation of the generator under normal conditions, say at lagging power factor, will be
represented by points in the first quadrant of the Z plane that are quite far from the origin, but
moving closer to the origin as the loading is increased. Operation in the fourth quadrant of the
Z plane may be limited by instability.

If a mho relay is installed at the generator stator terminals, looking into the network, the
relay would see a picture similar to that of Figure 18.12 under normal conditions. If excitation
is lost, the operating point in the Z plane will begin to move as the slip increases. The relay
impedance is computed as noted in Section 9.4, where we find that the impedance seen by the
relay may be written in terms of the ABCD parameters as

BIDZR = - Zs (18.14)
l Eu-15ES

We simplify this using the assumption that the source voltages both behind and in front of the
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Figure 18.12 Stator current limited operating cir-
cles represented in the Z plane.
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relay are approximately equal (see Section 9.5). Then we write

ZR = ~ (1- jcot~) -Zs (18.15)

where () is the angle by which E s leads Ei. as described in Chapter 9. The parameter B is the
total impedance of the system between the two equivalent source voltages, as shown in Figure
18.13.

In Figure 18.13, the relay is located at the origin. Behind the relay is the equivalent
impedance of the generator, which varies from its synchronous impedance at steady state to
the subtransient impedance at the onset of faults. In the forward direction, the relay sees
the network impedance and the remote source impedance. The operating point in the Z
plane depends on the phase angle between the two source impedances, which is given by
(). It is constructed by first plotting the line ab, with length B /D. According to (18.15),
the locus lies on a line at right angles to the midpoint of the line ab, and at a distance that
depends on the angle (). Figure 18.13 shows two possible operating points, labeled"1" and
"2," the first point corresponding to a large angle () and the second point to a smaller angle.
The operating point moves to the right along the bisector line and approaches infinity as the
angle () approaches zero, which corresponds to no load on the generator. When excitation
is lost, the voltage behind the relay, Es, goes to zero and the relay sees an impedance that
corresponds to point a in Figure 18.13. This point is in the third or fourth quadrant at a
distance from the origin that varies with time. When the excitation voltage collapses, the
flux dies away slowly and during this period the ratio Es/Eu decreases as the rotor angle
increases. The location of the operating point in the Z plane moves from its starting point
as shown in Figure 18.13 and moves to the left as the angle increases (see Figure 9.11).
If the generator internal voltage could go to zero, the impedance would be exactly -Zs,
which is denoted as point a in the figure. This point is never reached because of induction,
which provides the generator with an effective internal emf. If this emf is constant, giving
a constant ratio of the generator to the remote internal voltages, the locus of points will
follow a circular path around point a in a clockwise direction. It should be noted that the
foregoing is a very approximate analysis. The important thing to note is that the impedance
seen from the generator terminals moves toward the fourth quadrant and the loss of excitation
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Figure 18.13 Graphical construction of the Z plane locus of ZR.

could be detected by a mho type element that is centered on the - X axis. Computer studies
of the path traced in the Z plane verify the approximate description given above [1], [4],
[11].

A typical loss of excitation relay characteristic is shown in Figure 18.14. This relay
employs a mho unit with the center of the offset circle located on the negative X axis. This

x

o R

Figure 18.14 Typical loss of excitation relay
characteristic.
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characteristic has been noted to not clear loss-of-excitation conditions if the loss is only partial,
since the relay circle is purposely kept as small as possible to avoid false trips. Other loss of
excitation relay characteristics have been devised that can be defended as entirely acceptable,
but employ a trip zone with a different shape than a circle [5].

18.6 OTHER GENERATOR PROTECTION SYSTEMS

The protective systems considered above are designed to protect the stator and rotor windings.
There are many other protective systems that are required for synchronous generators, some
of which are considered below.

18.6.1 Overspeed Protection

It has been noted above that overspeed causes overvoltage, which may be protected
against using overvoltage relays. Basically, however, overspeed control is part of the turbine
control system. Most large steam turbine controls have two or three separate speed control
units, with one of these being strictly a mechanical centrifugal device that will close the turbine
control valves even if electrical power is lost to the controls that require electric input.

Overspeed protection must be selective and must not shut the unit down due to a tem-
porary loss of load, even if the cause is serious, for example, a short circuit. Short circuits
anywhere near a generator will collapse the voltage and the generator experiences a loss of
load. Since the turbine power is unchanged, the turbine-generator unit will overspeed until the
governor throttles the turbine input back. Faults are usually temporary, however, and there is
no need to shut the unit down unless the fault is on the generator or GSU transformer. Other
nearby faults have exactly the same effect on the generator, however, and the protections must
be designed to discriminate. Faults in the generator or step-up transformer will trip the unit
before overspeed can become a problem. Nearby transmission faults should not trip the unit,
however.

Most large steam turbine units have protective devices that are designed to distinguish
between a load rejection and a fault. Both cause overspeed and a sudden loss of generated
power, but the generator current behavior is quite different. Faults cause an increase in current,
while load rejection causes a decrease in current. The generator should not be tripped for the
fault condition, assuming that it is not a generator or transformer fault, but the generator will
have to be tripped if the load is lost permanently. Turbine controls are designed to make this
distinction, to run back in the case of load rejection and to do nothing in the case of a network
fault except the usual speed governing reaction.

These turbine controls are outside the scope of this book, but there are cases where there
needs to be coordination between the protective actions taken on the electrical side with those
taken in the power plant. In the case of overspeed, backup protection can be interlocked with
the turbine controls that will monitor bus frequency and order a generator trip if this frequency
becomes too high. Obviously, this must be coordinated with the turbine controls

18.6.2 Generator Motoring Protection

Motoring protection is provided for the steam or hydraulic turbine, or for the power
system, and not for the generator. Motoring is not harmful to the generator in any way. The
protection is usually considered as part of the generator protective system since it uses electrical
quantities, usually in the form of sensitive power relays.
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Steam turbines have the tendency to overheat when the steam supply is cut off for some
reason and the turbine generator system begins motoring. The overheating is due to the loss of
steam, which normally keeps the turbine blading at a stable temperature. When the steam flow
is interrupted, the blade temperature rises. Most modem steam turbines will overheat when
the steam flow is less than about 10% of full load. The time constant is large and varies from
30 seconds to 30 minutes, depending on the type of turbine and its design. The practice varies
regarding the need for protection and the turbine manufacturer should be consulted regarding
any requirements. When protection is required, a reverse power relay is often used and is set
to trip at about 0.5% reverse power.

Hydraulic turbines sometimes lose their supply ofwater, for example, when trash blocks
the input gates to the penstocks. When this happens, the low flow can cause cavitation and
possible turbine runner damage and will often result in motoring of the generator. To protect
against these possibilities, hydro-units are often provided with power relays that are set to trip
the unit for low power output or for reverse power of a' few percent of normal load.

Diesel engine driven generators almost always are provided with antimotoring protection
when the engine fails. There are two reasons for this requirement. First, the failed engine is a
relatively large load, and the generator will draw 15% or so of its rated power from the system.
This may be more than the system can supply. Second, there is the danger of explosion or fire
from unburned fuel in the Diesel engine if driven by the electrical system.

Combustion turbines that are directly connected to their generator will require from 10%
to 50% power if driven as a mechanical load by the motoring generator. Such units are usually
protected from generator motoring in order to avoid loading the system with this unnecessary
load, even though the motoring is not harmful to the generator or to the turbine.

18.6.3 Vibration Protection

Vibration protection is also a part of the turbine protection system and is not normally
supplied or specified by the electrical protection engineer. Still, as noted above, vibration
detection is the backup for faults that cause unbalanced rotor heating due to rotor faults or
negative-sequence rotor heating. It is important that there be coordination between the electrical
protections and the mechanical backup.

Vibration detection equipment should always be in service on a turbine-generator system.
It is not adequate, for example, to manually add the vibration detection recorder after having
detected a field ground. The reason is that the second field ground may occur quite soon after
the first one and before any manual action is possible. The vibration detector should at least
provide an alarm, but preferably should issue a time-delayed trip of the generator and field
breakers. As noted previously, it is preferable that the vibration detector not trip the turbine,
but only the generator and field breakers.

This type of redundancy in protection is important. The electrical detection equipment is
designed on the basis of the causeof problems that lead to rotor heating and possible unbalance.
Vibration detectors, on the other hand, are based on the effect of the unbalance. Failure of one
type of detector is not likely to cause failure of the other; hence, the protection system that
includes both has good reliability.

18.6.4 Bearing Failure Protection

Bearing temperature can be measured by a temperature sensitive device placed in a hole
in the bearing. The temperature measurement can actuate an alarm to alert the operator or, for
unattended stations, can be,used to trip the unit.
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On some units the bearings are lubricated by oil that is circulated through the bearing
under pressure. On these units, the temperature of the oil can be monitored. Provision can
also be made to cause an alarm or a trip if the lubricating oil stops flowing for any reason.

18.6.5 Coolant Failure Protection

Some of the larger generators have stator windings that are cooled by water circulating
through the windings. If the flow of cooling water is impeded or stopped for some reason,
the winding will quickly overheat. The cooling water is circulated by water pumps, which are
backed up by standby pumps.

Flow detectors placed in the water line monitor the adequacy of the coolant flow. If the
flow is reduced for any reason, these detectors can start the standby pump. If this restores the
normal flow, no further action is taken, but if not restored within I minute, the turbine and
generator are tripped sequentially, starting with the turbine and then the generator [4).

18.6.6 Fire Protection

Special fire protection equipment is sometimes used to quickly extinguish fires within
the generator housing [l ]. One method that has been used releases water into the generator
enclosure on detection of a fire. A better system injects carbon dioxide into the generator
rather than water. This is safer and does not add to the damage caused by the fire.

Many large machines operate in a hydrogen cooled environment. Since hydrogen will
not support combustion, additional fire protection is often not considered necessary for these
units. Instead, a method is required to monitor the purity of the hydrogen to make sure no air
is mixed with the hydrogen to form an explosive mixture. Most generator shells are designed
to withstand such an explosion of the maximum intensity possible from a hydrogen and air
mixture.

18.6.7 Generator Voltage Transformer Fuse Blowing

Some of the relays used for generator protection require voltage as one of their inputs. An
example is the distance backup scheme discussed in the previous section. Should the voltage
transformer supplying these relays lose its potential supply, the relays lose their restraint and
the impedance seen from the relay appears to be zero. This means that the loss of a fuse, which
causes no damage whatever, will result in the trip of the generating unit. Even the loss of
one fuse in a three-phase voltage supply will change the magnitude and phase of the supplied
voltages to cause the undesired trip. One solution to this problem is to supervise the voltage
sensitive relays with an voltage balance relay, which compares the magnitude of voltage from
two sources and energizes an alarm when the two sources are not nearly equal. This and other
schemes are described in [2].

18.6.8 Protection of Power Plant Auxiliaries

In the operation of steam power plants, it is desirable to automatically transfer essential
power plant auxiliaries from their main supply to an auxiliary supply when the main supply
fails. The essential loads that are transferred are such essential loads as boiler feed pumps,
induced draft or forced draft fans, and other loads that are necessary for maintaining boiler
output. It would be ideal to transfer all auxiliary load, but if the alternate supply does not have
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adequate capacity to carry all of this load, the essential loads should be isolated for switching
to alternate service.

The basic premise in this protection is that the two sources should not be paralleled
since this raises the interrupting duty and the possibility of circulating currents. Therefore,
the transfer scheme must first drop the main supply and then quickly close the breaker for the
alternate supply. Before doing anything, however, the alternate supply must be checked to
ensure adequate voltage. In addition, the motor loads in the power plant must be checked to
make sure that there are no faulted circuits. The logic shown in Figure 18.15 is suggested for
this type of protection [5].
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17M Main Supply Fails
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Figure 18.15 Bus transfer scheme using polyphase voltage relays [5].

18.7 SUMMARY OF GENERATOR PROTECTION

This section presents a summary of generator protection as applied to a unit generator- trans-
former and discusses the different modes of tripping that are often recommended by the man-
ufacturers.

18.7.1 Unit Generator-Transformer Protection

An overview of the protection that would be expected for a unit generator-transformer
system is summarized in Figure 18.16 and Table 18.3. The protective relays shown in Figure
18.16 and described in Table 18.3 are the minimum recommended protection for steam turbine
generators, hydro generators, and combustion turbine generators where the generator uses a
unit transformer for stepping up to transmission voltages. In most cases, the protections shown
apply equally to attended or unattended generating stations and for almost all ratings [7]. It is
assumed that high impedance grounding of the generator is used, with the grounding achieved
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Figure 18.16 Unit generator and transformer protection.

through use of a distribution transformer and the grounding resistance chosen to limit the
current to 10 primary amperes or less.

Figure 18.16 presents a typical generator protective plan. There are many variations of
generator protection, some of which are documented in the literature [12-16].

Table 18.3 lists all of the protections illustrated, giving the generic type of relay and the
action taken by each device. The Type 21 distance relays are installed as backup protection for
the transmission lines. The overcurrent (Types 51 and 151) devices are also serve as backup
protection. Most of the devices in Figure 18.16 are labeled as to their function. Table 18.3
gives, in addition to the relay function, the device that is controlled or the breaker(s) tripped
by each relay. This is discussed in greater detail below.
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TABLE 18.3 Description of Generator Protective Devices

Device

21
21X
40
46
49
51

511GN
51ffN

51TN/SS
51V

59
59VIHz

60
61
63
64F
64G
71
78
81
86B
86G

86T/SU
87B
87G
87T

87T/SS
87T/SU
87X
94Gl
94G2
151

151TN
151TN/SU

Function

Distance relay
Auxiliary device
Field relay
Current unbalance
Thermal relay
Time overcurrent relay
Generator overcurrent
Transformer overcurrent
Station service transformer OC
System backup overcurrent
Overvoltage relay
Volts/hertz relay
Voltage balance relay
Split phase (hydrogenerators)
Pressure relay
Field ground relay
Generator ground relay
Gas detector relay
Loss of synchronism relay
Frequency relay
Bus lockout relay
Generator lockout relay
Startup Transformer lockout
Bus Differential relay
Generator differential relay
Unit transformer differential
Station service transformer diff.
Startup transformer differential
Differential-air-cooled machines
Generator zone trip relay
Generator zone trip relay
Backup station auxiliary OC
Startup transformer ground backup
startup transformer ground

Relay Controlled
ofBreaker Tripped

21X
86G
94Gl
94Gl
Alarm
860
860
860
86G
860
9401
9401
Alarm

86G,87X
86G
86G

86G,87X
Alarm
94G2
94G2

D,E,F,G
A, B, D, H, BFI

B,E
86B

86G,87X
86G
86G

86T/SU
C02

A, C, H,BFI
A,BFI
86T/SU
86T/SU
86T/SU

86G Tripping hand-reset lockout relay
9401 Tripping self-reset auxiliary relay
94G2 Tripping self-reset auxiliary relay

18.7.2 UnitGenerator-Transformer Trip Modes

In order to fully understand the tripping action that takes place for each of the generating
system protections, it is necessary to know the configuration of the trip circuits. The relays in
the generator protective systems do not usually energize the circuit breaker trip coils directly,
but pick up a tripping device. For the system described here, there are three trip relays
used [7]:

The reason for having three different trip modes is that it provides a degree of flexibility
that would not be possible otherwise. Each different mode is designed to carry out different
types of tripping operations. In some cases, for example, the prime mover is not tripped, giving
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the operator time to check the disturbance and resynchronize the generator, thereby preventing
long and unnecessary outages.

The 86G device trips the main and field circuit breakers, the turbine, and the boiler.
This trip mode is used for all generator or transformer faults and for all backup operations.
This trip mode requires human intervention to hand reset the trip relay. Station auxiliaries are
transferred to the standby source of power.

Trip relay 94G1 is an automatically reset auxiliary relay that initiates tripping of only the
main breakers and the field breakers. This trip mode is used in cases where the problem that
causes the tripping may be quickly corrected, thereby permitting reconnection of the generator
after a short period of time. Station auxiliaries are transferred to the standby source of power.

Trip relay 94G2 is an automatically reset auxiliary relay that initiates tripping of only
the main generator breakers. This trip mode is used on detection of disturbances that might
allow fast reconnection to the system, hence the station auxiliaries are left connected to the
generator terminals. An example of this type of tripping is a loss of synchronism or low
system frequency due to a system disturbance. For such disturbances the generator and its
auxiliaries are not faulted and are ready to be reconnected after a short time delay. For this
type of condition, it is not advisable to switch the plant auxiliaries to the standby source, which
may be out of phase with the generator or may not be available at all. In this tripping mode
the generator carries its own auxiliaries while the operators attempt to restore the system to a
condition where reconnection is possible.

The foregoing are all electrical protections for the generator and unit step up transformer.
There are other protective systems for the turbine and boiler that are often used to cross trip the
generator. Turbine protective systems often provide for sequential tripping. In this case, the
turbine valves are tripped first and a set of auxiliary contacts on these valves are used to initiate
tripping of the generator main and field breakers. This is backed up by reverse power relays
that sense the beginning of motoring to initiate tripping of the 94G1 trip relay. The sequential
trip is the normal method of tripping a unit when there is no emergency detected.

Another trip mode that is sometimes used is a simultaneous trip of the turbine valves
and the generator main and field breakers, sometimes with a time delay in the breaker trip
command.

18.7.3 Breaker Failure Protection of the Generator

Generator manufacturers usually recommend the use of breaker failure protection as
an integral part of the overall generator protection [7]. A simplified form of breaker failure
protection is shown in Figure 18.17. This scheme requires the use of fault detectors (50BF)
and timers (62BF). Separate fault detectors and times must be used for each breaker, such as
breakers 2 and 3 in Figure 18.17. The primary and backup protective systems, on detecting a
fault, will attempt to trip the circuit breakers and, at the same time, will start the breaker failure
timers (62BF2 and 62BF3). If the breaker does not clear the fault before the timer completes
its cycle, the timer will trip the other breakers that are required to isolate the fault. Thus, if
breaker 3 fails, all breakers on bus N must be tripped. If breaker 2 fails, breaker 1 and the
remote end of line A must be tripped. The line should be tripped by a transfer trip signal since
the remote end relays may not detect the internal generator fault.

The scheme shown in Figure 18.17 is unusual since it uses the breaker auxiliary "a"
contacts in the trip circuit to control the backup timer in case the fault current level is below
the pickup of the fault detector relays (50BF/2 and 508F/3), which might be the case for a
low level transformer fault or low level unbalanced currents. This is a bit unusual since the
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Figure 18.17 Tripping logic for generator protection [13].

breaker "a" contacts may have been partly the cause of the breaker failure. In this case they
are required for low-level faults.

The schemes shown in Figures 18.16 and 18.17 imply the use of only one lockout (86G)
relay. Some engineers prefer to split the generator zone protection into groups with a separate
lockout relay for each group. For example, the primary relays could be one group and the
backup relays another. This would eliminate protection failure due to the malfunction of the
lockout relay.

If there are to be two lockout relays, the dual system is operated as a one-out-of-two
energize to trip logic. Any system trip that requires the opening of the generator breakers will
trip one of the lockout relays, which in tum will trip the unit trip relays and also the turbine
trip logic. One possible grouping of generator lockout relay trip functions might be specified
as follows:

Inputs to Generator Lockout Relay 86G1

1. Generator transformer lockout relay trip
2. Generator loss of field voltage
3. Generator voltage regulator trip
4. Generator negative-sequence relay trip
5. Accidental energization of the generator
6. Turbine valves closed and reverse power detected
7. Reverse power for 30 seconds detected

Inputs to Generator Lockout Relay 86G2

1. Generator stator differential relay trip
2. Generator neutral ground relay trip
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3. Distance backup relay trip
4. Generator loss of field voltage
5. Generator excitation system trip
6. Subsynchronous relay trip
7. Turbine valves closed and reverse power detected
8. Reverse power for 30 seconds detected

Obviously, other schemes for dividing the relay functions between two or more lockout
relays are possible. Note that certain critical functions are included in both of the above
systems.

The generator step-up transformer lockout relay might have the following functions as
inputs:

Generator Step-Up Transformer Lockout Relay

1. Transformer differential trip
2. Transformer internal fault or gas detection
3. Transformer primary winding neutral overcurrent
4. Transformer fire detected
5. Transformer volts/hertz trip
6. High-voltage bus differential trip
7. High-voltage breaker failure
8. Low-voltage ground fault
9. Low-voltage breaker failure (if any)
10. Station service transformer primary phase overcurrent
11. Station service transformer differential trip
12. Station service transformer ground differential
13. Station service transformer ground overcurrent
14. Station service transformer fire detected
J5. Station service transformer internal fault or gas detection

There are many other protective systems in a complex power plant that can cause the trip
of the generator. In a modern steam power plant the system of protection extends to the boiler,
boiler auxiliaries, and turbine control systems. Loss of important components that disable the
plant will also send an input to one of the generator lockout relays.
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PROBLEMS

18.1 A synchronous generator is. connected to a power system through a step-up transformer
and circuit breaker. The generator is wye connected and grounded through a resistance.
A line-to-ground fault develops in one phase of the generator stator winding. The stator
protection trips the generator breaker, removing the unit from the transmission system and
preventing any fault current being contributed from the power system. However, the fault
persists since the stator winding continues to produce an emf, which sustains the fault
current. How can the fault be removed?

18.2 Sketch the sequence networks for the representation of winding faults on a synchronous
generator. Assume a linearwinding impedance distribution throughout each 'phase winding.

18.3 For the fault condition described in problem 18.2, write out the expressions for the sequence
impedances on the neutral side and on the line side of the fault point F.

18.4 Consider the system described in problems 18.2 and 18.3. Compute the fault current, if the
fault is assumed to be
(a) a three-phase fault
(b) a phase-to-phase fault
(c) a one-line-to-ground fault
(d) a one-line-to-ground fault with high neutral impedance

18.5 A delta-connected generator is to be protected by current percentage differential relays.
Sketch the CT connections for one of the three phases that will provide the desired differ-
ential protection.
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18.6 A 974 MVA, 22 kV generator is unit connected to a 345 kV transmission bus and grounded
through a distribution transformer as shown in Figure PI 8.6.

345 kV Systemv=z-

Figure P18.6 A 974 MVAgenerating unit.

50MVA
T2-6.9kV

Auxiliary
Bus

The phase-to-ground capacitive reactance of the generator, transformers, leads, and associ-
ated equipment is 6780 ohms per phase. The distribution transformer is rated 13,280-240
volts. The secondary resistor is 0.738 ohms.
(a) Compute the grounding resistance reflected to the primary of the distribution trans-

former.
(b) Sketch the sequence networks and their connection to compute the fault current for a

one-line-to-ground fault. Solve this system for the zero-sequence current 10 .
(c) Compute the following quantities:

The zero-sequence current flowing in the neutral resistor
The zero-sequence current in the distributed capacitance
The total fault current flowing in the generator neutral
The fault current contribution from the distributed capacitance

(d) Determine the current flowing in the distribution transformer secondary circuit and the
voltage across the secondary resistor for a fault at the generator terminals.

(e) Let us assume that the 59 relay is set at 5.4 volts. What percentage of the generator
winding is covered for ground faults?

(f) Relay 59S is a startup overvoltage relay that is set at 7 volts. What percentage of the
generator winding is protected during startup?

18.7 An 810 MVA generator is connected to a 230 kV transmission network through a unit step
up transformer. The following data are given for the generating unit:

Generator:

GSU transformer:

Connections:

Rated voltamperes
Rated voltage
Max overvoltage
Winding capacitance
Rated voltage
Primary capacitance
Capacitance

810MVA
24kV
3lkV
0.43 {IF/phase
24 ~-230 Y kV
0.00975 {IF/phase
0.00245 j.LF/phase
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Generator ground fault protection is to be provided by grounding the neutral by a resistor
on the secondary of a neutral connected distribution transformer. Determine the size and
rating of the grounding resistance and the ratings of the distribution transformer.

18.8 A synchronous generator is rated 991 MVA, 26 kV,0.9 pflag. The underexcitation protec-
tion limit is specified as a circular arc passing through point D (0, -410), C (940, -310),
and an intermediate point E (500, -420). Find the equation for the limiting circular arc,
the location of the center, and radius of the circle.

18.9 Unbalanced generator loading can lead to overheating. One way to detect unbalanced
loading is to measure negative-sequence currents in the generator terminals and use these
measurements as an unbalance relay quantity. This can be done using a bridge connection,
as shown in Figure PI8.9. Use phasor diagrams of the positive and negative currents to
show that negative sequence currents flow through the bridge branch.

Figure P18.9 Generator negative-sequence
bridge protection.

18.10 The statement is made in Section 18.4.1 that the air gap distortion due to shorted field turns
can warp the rotor because of unbalanced forces that vary as the square of the flux density.
Show that this is true, based on fundamentals of electromagnetic field theory.

18.11 A description of several different types of generator ground protections is given in [9]. As
a research problem, investigate the theory of one of the following schemes described in that
reference and report on your findings to the class:
1. Ground Overvoltage, Complete Shutdown
2. Ground Overvoltage, Permissive Shutdown
3. Ground Overvoltage, Alarm and Time-Delay Shutdown
4. Ground Overvoltage, Alarm
5. Startup Ground Overvoltage, Complete Shutdown
6. Ground Fault Neutralizer Overvoltage, Alarm and Time-Delay Orderly Shutdown
7. Wye-Broken Delta Voltage Transformer Ground Overvoltage, Complete Shutdown
8. Startup Wye-Broken Delta Voltage Transformer Ground Overvoltage, Complete Shut-

down
9. Secondary Connected Current Transformer, Time-Delay Ground Overcurrent, Com-

plete Shutdown
10. Primary Connected Current Transformer, Time-Delay Ground Overvoltage, Complete

Shutdown.
11. Instantaneous Ground Overcurrent, Alarm or Complete Shutdown
12. Generator Leads Ground Overcurrent, Complete Shutdown
13. 3-Wire Generator Leads Window Current Transformer Instantaneous Ground Over-

current, Complete Shutdown
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14. 4-Wire Generator Leads Window Current Transformer Instantaneous Ground Over-
current, Complete Shutdown

15. Generator Percentage Differential, Complete Shutdown
16. Generator Percentage Differential and Polarized Neutral Overcurrent, Complete Shut-

down
17. Delta-Connected Generator, Generator Percentage Differential, Complete Shutdown



19
Motor Protection

19.1 INTRODUCTION

Motor protection is similar to generator protection in many ways, but there are some character-
istics of motors that require special consideration. Motor physical characteristics are important
in the design of the protective system, and this probably applies to motors more than other
types of apparatus. Thus, we must take into consideration the starting current versus time, the
locked rotor current, and the thermal capability of the motor in different types of applications
and operating duty cycles. Conditions that cause rotor heating are particularly difficult for the
protection system designer to solve effectively, since direct measurements of the rotor are not
possible in many types of motors.

The protection of small motors is specified in the National Electric Code [1] and will
not be discussed in this chapter. There are also NEMA standards [21 for motor protection.
Small motors are usually provided with built-in protection of some type that is usually quite
adequate, considering the low cost of the small motors. The cost and degree of protection must
be balanced against the risk of hazards that can cause loss of the motor. The larger and higher
voltage motors represent a large investment, and it is worthwhile to protect that investment by
special protective systems. Therefore, our concentration is on the protection of large, high-
voltage induction motors, such as those found in the drive applications in electric generating
stations and other heavy industrial drives. Protection of such motors is also described in the
technical literature [3- J 1].

There are several types of industrial motors that could be discussed. The protection
of large synchronous motors and synchronous condensers is similar to that of synchronous
generators, although the protection may not be as elaborate as that of generators since the
motors are usually smaller and do not warrant the investment of elaborate protective designs.
For the most part, we are concerned with induction motors, both squirrel cage and wound rotor
types. In a few special cases, motor protections that apply only to synchronous motors are
presented.

751
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19.2 INDUCTION MOTOR ANALYSIS

Chapter 19 • Motor Protection

The analysis of three-phase induction motors is presented in many textbooks on electric ma-
chinery [12], [13]. The analytical methods will not be explored in detail here, but the basic
equations and circuit models will be presented and analyzed. For further information, any of
the textbooks on electric machinery can be consulted. The emphasis here is on the three-phase
induction motor.

19.2.1 Normalization of the Basic Equations

One of the induction motor problems of considerable interest to the protection engineer
is the motor behavior when starting. The starting characteristics depend on the motor design
and on the shaft load that must be accelerated from rest to normal running speed. During
startup, the current drawn by the motor is several times the normal full-load current and there
is always the danger of protective devices tripping the motor before it reaches normal running
speed and normal running current magnitude.

19.2.1.1 The Swing Equation. Starting is greatly affected by the inertia of the driven
load, and loads with a high momentofinertia are more likely to cause problems for the protective
system. Therefore, it is important to understand the dynamics of the motor performance in
accelerating a shaft load. The basic equation for acceleration is given by Newton's law for a
rotational system, which can be written as

dw
J- = t; Nm (19.1)
dt

where J = moment of inertia (kg- m2)

Ta = net accelerating torque (N· m)
to = shaft angular velocity (radls)
t = time (s)

The equation (19.1) is usually called the swing equation. It is customary to normalize the
swing equation, as with all power system equations. To do this, we select the following base
quantities.

Then

VB = VLL= base (rated line-to-line) voltage (v)
SB3 = base three-phase (volt-amperes)

(19.2)

(19.3)

SB3
I B = ---r;;- =base current (A)

-v3 VB

v2

ZB = -..!L = base impedance (Q)
SB3

Note that, once the base voltage and three-phase volt-amperes (19.2) are selected, the other
base quantities (19.3) can be derived [14]. For induction motors, it is convenient to select the
base voltage and base current from the motor nameplate values at full load, in which case the
base volt-amperes would be computed as well as the base impedance.
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19.2.1.2 Normalization ofthe Swing Equation. The time in (19.1) has the base value
that is constrained by the system frequency, i.e.,

] 1
t8 == - == -- s (19.4)

WB 2rr.fB
We can relate the three-phase torque to three-phase power by the fundamental relation

P3</J == T3</Jw W (19.5)

If the three-phase power is equal to the base volt-amperes, we can write the following rela-
tionship among the base quantities.

P 3</J == 5B3 == TB30) B (J 9.6)

Therefore the three-phase base torque is given by
5B3TB3 == - N· m (J9.7)
WB

The moment of inertia term in (19. ] ) can be written dimensionally as

2 TB3 5B3
In == TB3tB == -2 == -3 (19.8)wB wB

Now, it is customary in problems involving the swing equation to define a normalized "inertia
constant" that is defined as a function of the energy of the rotating mass when rotating at rated
angular velocity r15], [16]. Thus we define

Wk
H == - MJIMVA or s (19.9)

5B3
where the dimension of H is noted to be seconds. This is convenient since values of H can
often be estimated with reasonable accuracy if exact values are not known. At least errors of
an order of magnitude would usually not occur. A shaft load with an H of 10 or more would
represent a large moment of inertia. It has been shown that H can be computed from a moment
of inertia given in the English units in Ibm-ft2 by the equation

Wk == 2.311525 X 10- 10 (W R2 ) n~ MJ (19.10)

where W R2 == moment of inertia (lbrn- ft2)
nR == shaft rated synchronous speed (rev/min)

From (19.9), we can write

(19.11)

(19.]4)

(19.13)

(19.12)

or, solving for J,

2H5B3 (5B3 )1 == --2- == (2HwB) -3 == (2HwB) i B == Ji-I»
WB wB

where a subscript "u' has been added to emphasize that this variable is a per unit quantity.
Then, the swing equation (19.1) can be written as

dw
Ju l n - == TouTB3 N·m

dt
Substituting from (19.12) and (19.7), we have the normalized swing equation

2Hdw
-- == Tau pu
U)B dt
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where H and Tau are normalized quantities, w is in radians per second, and the time t is in
seconds. One further simplification is possible if we recognize

to write

to
Wu = - pu

WB
(19.]5)

dco;
2H- = Tau pu (19.16)

dt
where all quantities are in per unit except time and the inertia constant, which are in seconds.
Note that the dimensionality of the equation is preserved since the normalized inertia constant
H has units of seconds.

The accelerating torque is the made up of the net torque acting to accelerate the shaft of
the machine. This can be written as

where TMu = net developed mechanical torque of the motor
TLu = net retarding torque of the load

The per unit motor mechanical torque has two components, which can be written as

TMu = TM1 + TM2

(19.17)

(19.18)

(19.19)
where TMI = positive-sequence mechanical torque

TM2 = negative-sequence mechanical torque

If balanced voltages are applied to the motor, the negative-sequence torque is zero. However,
if unbalanced voltages are applied, the negative-sequence torque is a negative quantity, thereby
reducing the total torque available to accelerate the shaft load.

19.2.1.3 Symmetrical Component Transformation. The mechanical torque equation
requires that the symmetrical components of motor torque be computed. This can be accom-
plished by writing the total three-phase apparent power in phase coordinates and transforming
that result into symmetrical component coordinates. The three-phase apparent power in per
unit can be written as

where [~:] = [: ~

(19.20)

(19.21)

are the three phase voltages. A similar definition applies to the currents, with the result in
amperes [14]. The product (19.20) gives the result

S3l/J = P3l/J + jQ3l/J = Va-': + VbI;, + Vel; VA (19.22)

This result assumes that there is negligible mutual coupling such that each phase current causes
a voltage drop only in its own phase.

It is convenient to write (19.21) in the following matrix form.

Vabe= AVOl2 (19.23)
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where all of the voltages are phasors and the complex constant a is defined as

1 .~
a==-2+ JT

We can show that [141

and

Therefore, (19.22) becomes

S3¢ == V~bcI:hc == VJ~2AA *I~12 == 3V612I~12 VA
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(19.24)

(19.25)

(19.26)

(19.27)

The proof of this result is left as an exercise.
We can normalize (19.27) by dividing both sides of the equation by the base three-phase

voltage amperes, S83, to get the following result.

S3ljJ 3V~12I~12 3 (Vaol:o+ Vall: l + Va21:2)S3¢u == - == (19.28)
- S83 58 3 ~ VBIB

Now, we recognize the relationship between line-to-line and line-to-neutral voltages by defining
a base line-to-neutral voltage

(19.29)

Substituting (19.29) into (19.28) we have

3 (Vaol:o+ Vall: l + Va21:2 )S3¢u == -----------
3 VBljJIB (19.30)

== Vaoul:ou+ VaJu~lu + Va2u~2u pu
where the "u" subscript has been added to emphasize the per unit quantities in the result.

Now, induction motors are usually wye connected with the common point of the wye
being ungrounded. Therefore, zero-sequence currents cannot flow in the motor and we are left
with a simplified result for the motor.

S3¢u == VaJul:lu + Va2ul:2u pu

The per unit three-phase active power can be written as

P34>u == m(Valul: 1u + Va2ul:2u) pu

Then the per unit torque is given by

P3¢u 1 (* * )TM == T1¢u == -- == -»1 Valuialu + Va2ula2u pu
(l)u W u

or

(19.31)

(19.32)

(19.33)

(19.34)

The problem can now be stated as follows. Given a set of three-phase voltages, balanced or
unbalanced, we can determine the positive- and negative-sequence voltages. These sequence
voltages are applied to the positive- and negative-sequence induction motor equivalent circuits
to determine the developed torque for each sequence. We also must write an expression for
the load torque, which is usually a function of rotor angular velocity. These torque equations
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are substituted into the swing equation (19.18) and (19.17) to give the swing equation (19.16)
in a form ready for solution. The resulting equations are all in per unit based on the motor
nameplate rated voltage and rated full-load current.

19.2.2 Induction Motor Equivalent Circuits

The induction motor can be analyzed by means of convenient circuit models that are
usually attributed to Steinmetz. The circuit model for the positive and negative sequences are
shown in Figure 19.1 [12], [13]. The resistance and reactance on the far left ofthe figure, RT and
XT, represent the Thevenin equivalent impedance parameters of the power system supplying
the motor. The input voltages are Val and V a2 for the positive- and negative-sequence networks,
respectively. The voltages VMI and VM2 represent the motor terminal voltages applied to the
two sequence networks.

+
t:l

~RllY
l RI (1-8 )RBI

8

XR2 RR2l\RR21/(2-8)
~

l R2 -(1-8)RR2
2 -8

Figure 19.1 Induction motor positive- and negative-sequence equivalents.

The resistance and reactance Rs and Xs on the immediate left side of the mutual
impedances represent the motor stator impedance in both the positive- and negative-sequence
circuits. The mutual inductive reactance represents the motor excitation and the mutual re-
sistance represents the losses due to hysteresis and eddy currents that result from exciting the
core of the machine. The total resistance to the right represents the rotor of the machine. In the
positive sequence, the rotor resistance is RR1/S, and this is usually divided into two parts, the
rotor positive-sequence resistance RRl' which represents the rotor [2R losses, and resistance
on the extreme right in the figure, which represents the power transferred across the air gap
that is available to drive the shaft load. In the negative-sequence network, the slip is changed
from the positive-sequence value of s to the new value of (2 - s).

In many types of problems, the rotor resistance and reactance to both positive- and
negative-sequence currents can be considered constant. However, in the analysis of motor
starting, these parameters should be modeled as a function of the slip [9], [11]. It has been
shown that it is reasonably accurate to consider both the resistance and reactance as linear
functions of slip or rotor speed, as shown in Figure 19.2 [4], [9].

If we assume the linear characteristic shown in the figure, we can write the following
equations for the positive-sequence circuit.
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RRI =: RN+ (R L - RN)s

XR1 ·=: XN - (X N - XL)s
(19~35)

where RN , XN == rotor resistance, reactance running
RL, XL == locked-rotor resistance, reactance (19.36)

s == slip

A similar relationship holds for the negative-sequence network, but with s replaced by 2 - S.

RR2 == RN + (R[ - RN ) (2 - s)
(19.37)

XR2 == XN - (XN - XL) (2 - s)

These equations are important when studying the starting characteristics of the motor, a con-
dition that is of considerable interest to the protection engineer.

19.2.2.1 The Positive-Sequence Equivalent. The positive-sequence network equiva-
lent is solved by first analyzing the impedance seen looking into the parallel impedances shown
in Figure) 9.3.

Figure 19.3 Analysis of the impedance ZFl.

From Figure 19.3, we compute the following impedance in per unit.

ZFl == RF 1 -t-- jX F 1 (19.38)



(19.40)

(19.43)

(19.42)
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Then we may combine (19.38) with the stator and source impedances to write the total positive-
sequence impedance of the motor as

Zl == RI + jX1 = ZT + Zs + ZFI

=(RT+Rs+RFl)+j(Xr+Xs+XFI) pu
The total positive-sequence input current is computed as follows.

I - Val _ Val U
al - ZI - R

1
+ jXI P (19.41)

It is helpful in the algebraic analysis to define the following simplifications of the voltage and
current. Let

Val == E 1 + jFI PU
lal == Al + JBI pu

Then, from (19.41), we may write the per unit current as

I - (E 1+ j F) (RI - jXI) _ (EIRI" + FIXI ) + j (FIRI - EIXI ) pu
aI - R2+ X2 - R2+ X2

I I 1 I

Using the normalization technique ofSection 19.2.1.2, the input apparent power can be written
in vector form as

Then
PIN + j QIN = 3V012~I2 VA= VOt2~l2 pu (19.44)

(19.45)

(19.49)

(19.50)

PIN + j QIN = Val/: l + Va2I:2

= (PI + io» + (P2+ jQ2J pu
where we ignore the zero-sequence product since we assume that the motor is wye connected,
but with an ungrounded neutral. Therefore, no zero-sequence currents can flow. With the
result from (19.42) and (19.44), we can write the positive-sequence contribution to the input
apparent power.

PI + JQI = (EIA I + FIB1) + j (FIA l - ElBl) pu (19.46)

Now, the rotor voltage of Figure 19.3 can be computed as follows.

VRI = Val -i.», = lalZFl pu (19.47)

Having computed (19.47), the positive-sequence excitation current can be computed as

I - ~l 1
MI - R

M
+ jX

M
pu ( 9.48)

and the positive-sequence rotor current can then be computed.
ZM

I R1 = lal -IM1= lal
ZRl +ZM

[RM (RRI/S + RM) + XM (XRl + XM)]
(RRl/S + RM) 2 + (XR1+ XM )2

fa! pu
. [X M (RRI/S + RM ) - RM (X RI + XM)]+] 2 2

(RRl/S + RM) + (XRI + XM )

This can be simplified by defining the coefficient in (19.49) as a complex constant.

I R1 == ARl +'jBRI = (KRl + jK1I)la1
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where the notation for the complex coefficient to the current in (19.49) is simplified. Knowing
the rotor voltage and the positive-sequence input current, we can compute both the stator
copper losses and the core losses, as

PsC1 == RSI;;I pu (19.51 )

PCL} == RM I~l pu

Then the positive-sequence air-gap power can be written as

2 RRIPAC l == PI - PSC I - PCL I == IRJ - pu
s

(19.52)

(19.53)

Now, the rotor copper losses are given in per unit by

r«. == RRll~l pu (19.54)

It should be emphasized that these results are in per unit. If the same equations are written
in mks units, as is done in many textbooks (121, [13], the results will have the factor "3"
on each of these computed values of power, which recognizes that the equivalent circuit is a
per-phase equivalent and there are three identical phases. This factor of "3" is not required in
the normalized equations since x per unit of power is the same whether x per unit per phase or
x per unit three phase.

Motors also have friction, windage, and stray load losses that are functions of the rotor
angular velocity. We can model these rotational losses approximately as

PROT == PCON(J) == PeON (I - s) pu (19.55)

(19.57)

Then, the shaft

where the constant PeON can be assumed to be a few percent of the motor rating, say in the
range of 0.05-0.08 per unit.

The positive sequence developed torque of the induction motor is computed as the air-
gap power less the rotor copper losses.

1 - s
PO) == PACl - PRe} == RR}l~l-- == P AG 1 (1 - s) pu (19.56)

s
The shaft output power is the developed power less the rotor core losses.
mechanical torque is determined from the developed power.

PSI (PAG l - PeON) (1 - s) (PAG ] - PeON)
TM 1 == - == == ------

(V (JJS (] - s) (Vs

]-s
== RRI I~I-- - PeON pu

s
where we recognize that the synchronous angular velocity in per unit is equal to one per unit.
In many cases it is not important to include the rotational loss term, as it is always small.
Equation (19.57) is the desired result, as it permits the solution positive-sequence torque term
in the startup equation. The only required input variable is the positive-sequence voltage at
the source Thevenin equivalent. Note that we could also compute the motor terminal voltage
as simply the voltage drop across the Thevenin equivalent impedance. However, this voltage
is not required for the computation of the positive-sequence torque.

There are no assumptions made in the foregoing derivation regarding the applied voltage.
If the applied voltage is not a balanced three-phase set of voltages, the unbalanced voltages
can be resolved into their symmetrical components. Only the positive-sequence component
is used in the foregoing development. We now repeat the same type of development for the
negative-sequence network of Figure 19.1.
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19.2.2.2 The Negative-Sequence Equivalent. The procedure for computing the
negative-sequence torque is similar to that for the positive-sequence torque, the major dif-
ference being the function of slip in the negative-sequence motor equivalent circuit.

For the negative-sequence equivalent of Figure 19.1, we assume that the negative-
sequence voltage for the Thevenin equivalent has been computed. Then, we solve the negative-
sequence network for the currents. The first step is to find the solution for that part of the
network shown in Figure 19.4 by computing the impedance seen looking into this portion of
the network.

Figure 19.4 Analysis of the impedance ZF2.

The solution of Figure 19.4 gives the following results.

R _ (~+RM)(~-XR2XM)+(XR2+XM)(~+XR2RM)
FZ - R Z Z

(~+ RM) + (X RZ+ XM )

X _ (~+ RM)(~+ XR2RM) - (X R2 + XM)(~- XR2 XM)
FZ- R Z 2

(Z~; + RM ) + (X RZ + XM )

Then

Zz = ZT +Zs +ZFZ = (RT + Rs+ RFZ)+ j (XT + Xs + XFZ)

The negative-sequence motor current can be computed as

_ Va2 _ Ez + j F2 _ (EzRz+ FZX2) + j (FzRz - EzXz) = A ·B
l a2 - - - . - 2 2 - 2 + J 2. Zz Rz+ JXz Rz+ Xz
The negative-sequence apparent power is given by

Pz+ j Q2 = VazI:z = (EzA z+ FzB2) + j (F2AZ - £zBz) pu

The negative-sequence air-gap power is given by

2 RRZ
Pag2 = Pz - PSCZ - PCLZ = IR2 -2--s

The negative-sequence rotor current can be computed as

IR2 = ZM la2 == (KR2+ jK12)la2 == AR2 + jBR2
ZRZ +ZM

where the complex constants can be computed from the circuit parameters.
The magnetizing current is computed as

1M2 =La -IR2
The negative-sequence core losses are given by

PCLz = RMIlt pu

The rotor copper losses are given by

PRCZ = RR2I~2 pu

(19.58)

(19.59)

(19.60)

(19.61)

(19.62)

(19.63)

(19.64)

(19.65)

(19.66)
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Then the negative-sequence developed mechanical power is computed as the difference be-
tween the air-gap power and the rotor copper losses.

2 1- S
PD2 == P AG2 - PRC2 == -RRI 1R2-- pu (19.67)

2-s
and we note that this developed power is always negative.

The negative-sequence mechanical torque is computed as

PD2 PD2 1~2RR2
TM2 == - == --- pu (19.68)

to ws(l-s) 2-s
This completes the analysis of the positive- and negative-sequence torques.

19.2.3 The Net Accelerating Torque

The net accelerating torque consists of two parts, the mechanical torque developed by
the motor and the retarding or load torque presented by the driven load.

19.2.3.1 The Mechanical Torque. The total net torque is the total mechanical torque
developed by the motor less the load torque presented by the shaft load. The total mechanical
torque is the sum of the two sequence torques, given by (19.57) and (19.68).

RRll~l (1 - s) RR21~2
TM == TM 1+ TM2 == - -- - PeoN pu (19.69)

s 2-s
Note that this torque can be computed for any value of slip, given the sequence voltages. If
the voltages are balanced, the negative-sequence torque is zero.

19.2.3.2 The Load Torque. The load torque depends on the type of load, with fans
having a different torque-speed characteristic than pumps or other rotating equipment. The
equation for the load torque as a function of speed can be written in several different ways.

One model of load torque is to write the total load as a function of the initial and final
torques and the angular velocity. If we let TJ be the initial value and TF be the final value, we
can write the following general equation.

T[_ 1 == TJ + (TF - T[) co" pu (19.70)

A second load torque model also uses the initial and final values of torque, but in a different
manner.

Tt 2 == T[ (1 - w)n1 + Trco" pu "(19.71)

Examples of these two different models of load torque are shown in Figure 19.5 using typical
values of the model parameters. Load torque model 1 causes the torque to increase monotoni-
cally from its initial to its final value. Load torque model 2 causes the net torque to fall after the
initial starting value and finally rise sharply to its final value [17]. This type of behavior might
be used to model loads that are difficult to start, making the torque at low speeds relatively
high compared to the torque that is required once the load begins moving.

19.2.3.3 The Accelerating Torque. The net torque acting to accelerate the shaft is the
difference between the motor developed torque and the load torque, or

TA :=: TM - TL pu (19.72)

This value of torque is substituted into the swing equation to solve for the rotor speed as a
function of time.
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Figure 19.5 Load torque using two different models.

19.2.3.4 The Swing Equation . The swing equation can be written as

dco TM - TL- = = F(w,t)
dt 2H

(19.73)

with the initial conditions

W=O at t=O (19.74)

The differential equation (19.73) is a nonlinear equation that is not easily integrated, but
can be solved by numerical methods. The integration begins with the condition (19.74) and
computes the motor currents and torque contributions for both the positive- and negative-
sequence networks for any given set of applied three-phase voltages, balanced or unbalanced.
The numerical integration can be terminated as the values of developed mechanical torque
and load torque become equal, which forces the accelerating torque (19.72) to zero. As the
accelerating torque approaches zero, the time derivative of W approaches zero and the speed
approaches a constant that results in a small value of slip. The final speed depends on the
torque required by the load, which is given by h in (19.70) or (19.71).

19.2.3.5 Integration ofthe Swing Equation . The swing equation can be easily inte-
grated numerically to compute the shaft speed as a function of time and, in so doing, compute
all of the motor currents, voltages, and other electrical parameters as well. To do this, we let
to, tl , . . . , tn be equally spaced values of time such that

tn+1 - tn = h n =0, 1,2, . . . (19.75)

Using the notation,

Wn = f (tn) (19.76)

we can write the derivative of speed as

dto I' [Wn+1 - wn] u [wn+1 - wn]- = 1m = 1m
dt 1.+ 1->1. tn+1 - tn h-+O h

(19.77)

Now from (19.73), we can write the difference equation

h
(19.78)
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(19.79)

(19.80)

We begin the process by computing the initial values of (19.79), i.e., for the value n == 0, which
corresponds to a value of CVo == O. Solving (19.79) for this value gives speed for the next time
step. The process terminates when

n==k
CVk - CVk- 1 == 0

This is a very simple numerical integration algorithm called Euler's rule. The only control on
the accuracy of the method is the size of the time step, h. Choosing relatively small values of
h ensures reasonable accuracy. More complex numerical integration algorithms are available
that employ more powerful error control measures.

19.2.4 Motor Electrical and Mechanical Performance

Using the foregoing equations for the motor performance, the numerical values of devel-
oped torque, load torque, current, and other variables of interest can be computed as a function
of time. An example will be used to illustrate the performance of an induction motor starting.

EXAMPLE 19.1
Consider a 10 HP, 220 volt, 6 pole, 60 Hz, three-phase induction motor, for which the following motor
data are available [12]:

s, == 0.294 Q
RN == 0.144 Q
RM == not given

x, == 0.503 Q
X N == 0.209 Q

XM == 13.25 Q

This is rather typical of the type and amount of data that the protection engineer will likely find for most
motors. The no-load rotational loss and stray load loss are estimated to be about 400 W at rated voltage
and frequency. These losses may be considered to be constant and independent of load [12]. Determine
the normalized motor equivalent circuit.

Solution
The data for the motor is not entirely adequate for a complete solution. However, we know that most
induction motors have the capability of driving rated shaft load at a small value of slip. The nameplate
full load current is 18.8 amperes. In order to solve the equations, we need to know the full load slip.
This can be solved in two ways. An algebraic solution of the motor electrical and mechanical equations
can be performed, iterating on the value of slip until the accelerating torque is zero, to within a given
allowed error. The second method is to solve the differential equations of the system for a time period
long enough for the accelerating torque to reach zero to within a prescribed error allowance.

The base quantities for the motor can be summarized as follows.

Then

VB == 220 V I B == 18.8 A

SB == -J3 VBIB == 7163.76 VA

V 2
ZB == -!i == 6.756 Q

SB
Then, the per unit impedance parameters can be summarized as follows.

Rs == 0.0435 pu
RN == 0.0213 pu
RM == not known

x, = 0.745 pu
XN == 0.0309 pu
X M == 1.961 pu
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We know that the no-load losses of the motor are about 400 watts. This value can be used to solve for
the value RM and provides one approach. Some analysts ignore the resistive branch and solve the motor
equations with only the shunt reactance XM in the circuit. We will use another technique, whereby we
estimate that

XM-=7.7RM
This gives a value for RM of 0.2547 per unit. After solving the motor equivalent circuit, we can check to
see if this results in no-load losses in the neighborhood of 400 watts.

Our solution method will be to compute the air-gap power in two different ways. One computation
will be based on the estimated value of slip using (19.53). The other method is to compute the air-gap
power as the positive-sequence input power less the stator winding and core losses. The two values will
usually differ, but can be made equal by iterating on the slip until the two values are equal.

Now, if rated full load current flows in the stator windings, the voltage across the positive-sequence
mutual branch of Figure 19.1 can be computed assuming rated voltage is applied to the motor and finding
the impedance ZFI from (19.39). The result of this calculation gives

ZFI = 0.803 + jO.425 pu

Adding the stator impedance gives the total positive-sequence impedance.

ZI = 0.846 + jO.499 pu

Then the positive-sequence stator current can be computed as

t; = ill = 0.876 - jO.547 pu

and

PI + JQI = 0.876 + jO.517 pu

The positive-sequence stator losses can be computed as

PSL I = RS/;I = 0.045 pu

The positive-sequence rotor current can be computed from (19.49) to give

1RI = 0.835 - jO.057 pu

Knowing both the stator and rotor currents, we can compute the current in the mutual branch by subtracting
the two currents.

1M1 = 0.041 - jO.460 pu

Then the positive-sequence core losses can be computed from

PeLl = RM/~l = 0.118 pu == 389W
This result is a reasonable one, so we conclude that our estimate of RM is acceptable. In some cases, it
may be necessary to try different values of this parameter in order to find a value for these losses that is
acceptable.

Now the positive-sequence air-gap power can be computed from the above results.

PAGl = PI - PSCI - PCL I = 0.777 pu

As a check on this results, we can also compute

/~l
PACl = RRl - == 0.764 pu

s
This does not check exactly since the assumed slip is not exactly right, but it is close enough to use as an
initial estimate. One solution for the air-gap torque is based on an estimated value of slip, taken as 0.02,
which results in a final value of accelerating torque that is not exactly zero. The correct solution can be
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found algebraically by iterating on the slip. From the air-gap power mismatch , it is noted that the slip
should be somewhat less than the assumed value of 0.02. The correct value of slip is actually 0.01939.

Figure J9.6 shows the motor-developed torque , the load torque and the accelerating torque as
functions of slip. The solution is that value of slip where the accelerating torque is zero.
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Figure 19.6 Motor. accelerating. and load torques as a function of slip.

Thus, the motor behavior is completely determined for this case of balanced applied voltages and
assumed initial conditions. A similar process can be followed if unbalanced voltages are applied. This
is left as an exercise. •

If the motor equations are so lved algebraically, iterating on the slip until the acce lera ting
torque is zero, the proce ss must be carr ied out to several de cimals of accuracy because the
torque-speed curve of the motor varies rapidly in the neighborhood of the solution, as shown in
Figure 19.6. It is also noted that thi s type of so lution gives an inaccurate understanding of the
machine behavior during motor start ing, as it ignores the smooth transition from the transient
to the steady-state cond ition as the acceleration approaches zero. This will be illu strated by an
example.

EXAMPLE 19.2
Use the equiva lent circuit of Example 19.1 to determine the motor performance for values H = 4, 8,
and 12 s. Let the load torque be represented by (19.71) with the initial value given as 0.3 per unit and
the final value as 0.9 per unit. Thus, we can write the load torque as

7/. = 0.3 ( I - w)' + 0.80i pu

where we have let m == 5 and II == 2. exactly as in Figure J9.5. Assume that the applied voltages are
perfectly balanced rated voltages.

Solution
Motor startup performance can be computed from the equivalent circuit and the given load torque char-
acteristic. First, we compute the motor speed in accelerating the load with three different values of thc
inertia constant. The results are shown in Figure 19.7. For any given H , the acceleration is almost
constant until the motor approaches a speed where the developed torque and the load torque are nearly
equal. As the accelerating torque approaches zero , the acceleration of thc shaft approaches zero until the
speed approaches a constant value at a small value of slip.
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Figure 19.7 Motor speed in per unit at startup.

The three values of torque represent a typical "normal" moment of inertia (for H = 4), amoderately
high value (H =8), and a very high inertia (H = 12). Note that, for the higher values of inertia constant,
the motor requires a relatively long time to reach normal operating speed.

The torques for the same values of inertia constant are shown in Figure 19.8.
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Figure 19.8 Motor developed, accelerating, and load torques in per unit.

The motor developed torque starts at the same value for each of the loads, since the initial load
torque is the same for all three conditions . For the case illustrated, there is a substantial value of
accelerating torque initially. Note the increase in developed torque as the motor accelerates, with this
torque reaching a maximum value before falling rapidly until the motor and load torques become equal
as the accelerating torque goes to zero.

Finally, we examine the motor currents at startup. Current behavior is important since motor
overcurrent relays are often used to detect motor internal faults, and it is essential that these overcurrent
relays not trip on startup . For the three inertias used in this example, the starting currents are shown in
Figure 19.9.

The initial current is about 7.5 per unit, and the current remains above 5 per unit for over 7 seconds
for the case with the largest inertia. Note that the initial and final values of current are identical for all
three values of inertia constant. This is because the load torque is the same for all three cases and the
applied voltage is also the same.

Another way of viewing the current is in the complex plane, where we plot the phasor locus, or the
imaginary part of the current against the real part, as shown in Figure 19.10. Here, we see that the phasor
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motor current is identical for all three cases . On ly the time required to complete the movement along
the loci from start to finish is different. The approximate time required to achieve the final steady-sta te
value is noted in the figure .

This example shows that the time requ ired to acce lerate a motor to a steady-state running condi-
tion depends on the torque requirements of the load and the total inerti a of motor and load. The current
drawn by the motor during startup can be several times greate r than the normal full-load motor cur-
rent. This high current is sustained for severa l seco nds, and this may pose a problem for the protective
relaying. •

The previous example illustrates the behavior of a relatively small, integral horsepower
motor with perfectly halanced phase voltages . In this case , the negative-sequence currents and
torque are zero . We now examine the effect caused by applying unbalanced voltages to the
motor, which cause negative-sequence currents to flow.
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EXAMPLE 19.3
Compute the motor starting characteristics for the case of unbalanced applied voltages. For this example ,
the motor applied voltages are arbitrarily set as follows:

Va = I .OLO°
Vb = 0.8L - 120°
Vc = 0.9L+ 120°

Solution
For these values of applied voltage a negative-sequence component of voltage will exist and negative-
sequence currents will flow, creating a negative-sequence torque that will have a negative magnitude .
This will affect the motor acceleration and, since the load torque is a function of speed, the load torque
will also differ from the balanced case. A comparison of these torques for the case with H =8 seconds
is shown in Figure 19.11.
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Figure 19.11 Comparison of torques for the balanced and unbalanced applied voltages,
H = 8 seconds.

The developed motor torque is significantly lower than normal due to the unbalanced applied
voltages. Because of the lower developed torque, the rotating inertia accelerates more slowly to its final
value.

The effect of the unbalanced voltages on rotor speed shows clearly the reduction in acceleration
due to the unbalanced condition . This is illustrated in Figure 19.12.
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Figure 19.12 Comparison rotor angular velocity for balanced and unbalanced applied volt-
ages, H = 8 seconds.
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Finally.we examine the effect of the unbalanced supply voltages on the motor currents. This result
is shown in Figure 19.13. Due to the unbalanced supply voltages, the initial current is somewhat smaller
than that for the normal case. However, because of the slower acceleration of the inertia, the current
persists at a high level for a longer period of time. Figure 19.13 shows three current magnitudes for the
unbalanced voltage case. the total current (long dashes), the positive-sequence current (short dashes), and
the negative-sequence current (alternating dashes and dots). The magnitude of the negative-sequence
current is not great. but its effect is considerable.
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Figure 19.13 Comparison of motor currents for balanced and unbalanced applied voltages,
II = 8 seconds . •

19.3 INDUCTION MOTOR HEATING

One of the most difficult problems in motor protection is to provide protection against over··
heating of the motor. This is especially diffic ult for large motors tha t drive high-inertia loads,
because the high value of motor sta rting current has a high probability of heating the motor
beyond established thermal limits . In order to understand this problem, we first review briefly
the physical fundamenta ls of heat transfer.

19.3.1 Heat Transfer Fundamentals

Heat can be transferred from one medium to another by three methods:

• Conduction
• Co nvection
• Radiation

All three of these concepts wi ll be examined with the view toward understand ing the important
mechanisms that app ly to induction motors.

19.3.1.1 Heat Transfer by Conduction . Conduction can take place in a body on ly
when different parts of the body are at different temperatures [18], [ 19]. The direction of
heat flow is always from the points of higher temperature to the poi nts of lower temperature.



(19.81)
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Consider the slab of material shown in Figure 19.14. The body is a slab of material L units
thick and having an area of A. The temperature on the left surface is at a higher temperature
than the right surface. The heat flow q is from the higher temperature surface to the lower
temperature surface. We can write an equation that describes the heat flow as follows:

kA 1
q = L ~() = R «()l - ()2) W

--+-...... q

A

Figure 19.14 Heat flow by conduction through a
body.

where q = heat flow (W)
() = temperature (K)
A = area (rrr')
L = length of path (m)
k = thermal conductivity of material (W/m· K)
R = thermal resistance (K/W)

The thermal resistance is defined as1

(19.82)

(19.83)

which is similar to the definition of electrical resistance. In fact, it is common practice to
construct electric analogs of thermal heat transfer problems, which often simplifies the analysis
of multiple series, parallel, or other material configurations [19-22].

The thermal conductivity of the material is a property that can be found in various
references [18], [19]. A few examples are shown in Table 19.1. Note that materials that have
high electrical conductivity also have high thermal conductivity.

The previous discussion considers the flow of heat through a material, from a high
temperature region to a lower temperature region. However, another important concept is the
retention of heat within a material. The rate at which a material can receive heat is given by

dU
q= dt

where the variable U is called the internal energy and is specified by the following relation.

(19.84)

1A caligraphic R is used for thermal resistance to distinguish it from electrical resistance.
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TABLE 19.1 Thermal Conductivity
of Common Materials r19]

771

where m == mass (kg)
cp == specific heat
() == temperature

k (W/mK)

0.166
36
54
204
3R6

(J/kg . K)
(K)

Material

Asbestos
Carbon steel (1.50/0)
Carbon steel (0.5%)
Aluminum
Copper (at 20°C)

The specific heat at constant pressure of materials is a parameter that is published in many
references. Table 19.2 gives a few typical values.

TABLE 19.2 Specific Heat of
Common Materials at 100° K123]

Therefore, we can write

Cp in Jlkg K

481
254
108
216

Material

Aluminum
Copper
Gold
Iron

dB dB
q==mcp-==C- W

dt dt

where we define the thermal capacitance'

C == mcp 11K

(19.85)

(19.86)

(19.87)

(19.88)

Note the similarity between (19.85) for the thermal capacitance and the equation for the current
flowing in a capacitor in an electric network

i == Cd V
dt

where V is the voltage across the capacitor.
If we combine the concepts of thermal resistance and capacitance, we have a practical

lumped-parameter model for the thermal system. For example, if we have an insulating material
in contact with a metal, such as copper, we can treat the insulator as purely resistive and the
metal as purely capacitive. Then, for a given heat flow through the materials in response to
suddenly subjecting the insulation to a high temperature B1 we can write

B1 - B dB
q == --n- == Cdt

2A caligraphic C is used for thermal capacitance to distinguish it from electrical capacitance.
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Solving for the temperature rise in the metal as the heat flows through the insulator, we get

o= 01 - (01 - ( 0) e-t /RC (19.89)

where 00 is the initial temperature of the metal. This is exactly the same solution as the voltage
Vc across the capacitor in an electric RC network due to a suddenly applied de voltage, as
shown in Figure 19.15, where the initial voltage on the capacitor is Vo and the switch is closed
at time zero.

~ -L-"M
+1 .s, R 1+

VI -=- C JY:_
c-1 _

Figure 19.15 Electric analog of (19.89).

For an electric motor, the source of heat is the [2R losses in the stator windings, the
core losses in the stator iron, and the [2R losses in the rotor. The motor windings and core
have thermal capacitance that is capable of storing heat and heat will flow from the sources
through the surrounding materials. In the steady-state, the heat is removed from the motor by
convection, which is discussed in the next section. During the starting of the motor, however,
it can be assumed that all of the heat is stored in the motor metals and the starting current
causes an increase in the temperature of these metals. The purpose of a thermal model is to
determine the temperature rise in the metals and to assure that this rise is not excessive.

19.3.1.2 Heat Transfer by Convection. Convection is the transfer of heat from one
place to another by the actual motion of hot fluid. Convection can be either forced or natural
(free). In convection, heat is lost or gained by a surface at one temperature being in contact
with a fluid at another temperature. This process depends on the following:

(a) The shape of the surface
(b) The orientation of the surface (e.g., vertical versus horizontal)
(c) The type of fluid (gas or liquid)
(d) The density, viscosity, specific heat, and thermal conductivity of the fluid
(e) The velocity of the fluid
(f) Whether evaporation, condensation, or formation of scale can or is likely to take

place.

In thermodynamics, convection is described by the transportation of internal energyof
the fluid, which serves as a carrier of stored thermal energy. As the fluid passes over the
hot surface, energy is transferred to the fluid by conduction. This energy is then carried or
convected downstream by the fluid and is diffused throughout by conduction within the fluid.

An approximate lumped-parameter model of convection can be constructed by writing

q = hA t!() W (19.90)

where h is the convection heat transfer coefficient.
For the motor starting problem, we will assume that convection can be ignored for the

brief period of interest. This would not be an acceptable assumption for the steady-state
problem, but the motor starting is such a brief period of time that only a small amount of heat
will be convected to ambient during this transient period.
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(19.92)

19.3.1.3 Heat Transfer by Radiation. All warm bodies radiate heat. Radiation energy
from a hot surface is defined by the emissive power E as follows.

E == af)4 W/m 2 (19.9])

The outgoing radiation to the space surrounding the hot object is computed as

q == EO'Ao4 W

where

E == emissivity of the material
Emissivities for various materials are published in references.

Radiation is an important type of heat transfer for some problems, but the importance
depends on many factors. For example, the radiative heat loss from transmission line conduc-
tors may account for about 30% of the total heat loss in still air, but accounts for less than 50/0
when the wind speed exceeds 5 mIs, thereby increasing the forced convection heat loss [24].
When the motor is starting at room temperature, radiation is not an important heat transfer
mechanism because the conductor termperatures are too low. As the rotor accelerates and the
conductors reach an elevated temperature, conduction and convection become the effective
mechanisms. We will ignore radiation heat transfer for the transient motor starting problem,
as this is not likely to be a major factor in determining the heat buildup over the short time
under consideration.

19.3.1.4 Heat Transfer Summary. Heat transfer can be analyzed to determine the flow
of heat from a hot region to surrounding cooler regions. In many cases, an electrical analog of
the heat transfer process provides a convenient and effective way of defining the problem on
a lumped-parameter basis. For the motor starting problem, we assume an adiabatic process.:'
This is like building an adiabatic wall around the motor such that no heat can either enter or
leave the confines of that wall during the period of interest. This means that all heat generated
due to the various sources of losses will transfer through the motor materials and will be stored
in those materials, raising the material temperatures in the process. We would like to know
how these temperatures behave during starting and if there is a danger of tripping the motor
during this time period.

Motors make use of convection heat transfer to exhaust heat to the surrounding atmo-
sphere during steady-state operation. In many motor designs, this convection is forced, by
blowing air through the air gap of the machine. Although this is an important method of
cooling, our purpose here is to model only the rapid increase in motor temperatures during the
startup process to make sure that motor thermal protection will not trip the motor and prevent
it from reaching normal operating conditions.

19.3.2 A Motor Thermal Model

The purpose of this section is to derive a lumped-parameter thermal model for the induc-
tion motor that can be used to compute the transient temperature rise that occurs in the motor
during startup. The concepts of the previous section will be used in constructing an electric
analog of the thermal heat transfer problem.

The structure of an induction motor is pictured in Figure 19.16. The stator is the outer
portion of the figure, with slots to accommodate the stator windings. Currents flow in the

3An adiabatic process takes place in such a way that no heat flows into or out of the system.
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Figure 19.16 End cross-sectional view of an in-
duction motor.

three-phase stator windings to develop a rotating magnetic field that revolves around the stator
at a given fraction of synchronous speed, which is dependent on the number of poles . The
motor pictured is a two-pole machine. The rotor is the inner portion of the cross-sectional view
and is separated from the stator by an air gap. The rotor has imbedded short-circuited bars
through which rotor current can flow, thereby permitting the motor to develop torque . Several
references provide excellent descriptions of the general design concepts for rotating machines
[12], [13J.

It should be noted that the structure of the machine shown in Figure 19.16 is repetitive,
with each pole pitch having an identical structure. If we slice the machine longitudinally
along the pole pitch boundaries, we have the wedge structure shown in Figure 19.17. This
structure is repeated around the periphery of the machine and all repetitions are exactly the
same. Moreover, we can assume that all carry the same currents in both stator and rotor. Due
to symmetry, the walls of the machine sectors pictured are always at the same temperature, so
there is no heat transfer between sectors.

Stator Winding-"';\;;=~==J

Air Gap

Figure 19.17 One-pole pitch of an induction
motor.

The basic heat conduction equation for a cylindrical geometry is provided by the thick-
wall pipe equation, which can be written as

_ 2:rrkd . _ () (1993)q - I ( / .) «(), 0) .n r; r.
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(19.94)

(19.95)

where k == thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
d == length of pipe (m)
r, == inside pipe radius (m)
r., == outside pipe radius (m)
(}i == inside pipe temperature (K)
(}o == outside pipe temperature (K)

This gives the total heat in watts conducted from the inside of the pipe to the outside, for a given
thermal conductivity and pipe dimension [25]. But, as noted from Figure 19.17, we can divide
the motor into sectors, with each sector having exactly the same radial heat flow characteristics.
Therefore, for an 11 sector system, where n is the number of slots on the machine stator, we
can solve for only 1/11 of the total heat transferred, which we can define as qn to write

ei - eo
qn == ---

R n

where we define the thermal resistance of the nth sector as
R _ nln(ro/r;)
n - 2nkd (19.96)

For the case under study here, the parameter d is the thickness of the iron laminations. Note
that 11 is always an even integer that is divisible by 3 (6, 12, 18, ... ) for a three-phase machine.

Now, (19.95) is the formula for heat transfer when the entire inside diameter has a
uniform temperature of 0;. In the wedge sector of Figure 19.17, the heat sources are the stator
or rotor conductors, which are finite and do not cover the entire inside surface. However, for
a machine with many slots, (19.95) is a good approximation.

19.3.2.1 A Lumped-ParameterModel ofthe Motor. We can narrow the finite element
model to only one element, sliced out of the center of the machine. Since the faces of adjacent
wedges are at the same temperature, no heat will flow in the longitudinal direction except at
the ends of the machine. These end effects will be ignored. All heat will flow from the heat
sources, the winding and cores losses, toward the material nodes where that heat energy can
be stored. Note that we are ignoring convective heat flow to the ambient. We use the ambient
temperature as a reference or initial condition for the motor. If the motor is restarting from
a hot condition, the initial temperature would be the hot condition of the materials, not the
temperature of the air surrounding the motor.

An elementary electric analog of the motor thermal nodes is given in Figure 19.18. There
are two sources of heat in the model, which represent the copper losses in the stator windings
and rotor bars and the induced eddy currents in the iron laminations. The stator and rotor iron
represent heat sinks, represented by the large black dots in the figure the capacity of which
can be estimated from the mass of the material and its specific heat. Capacities of the stator
and rotor windings can be similarly estimated. The temperatures in the model are Os for the
stator and eR for the rotor copper, esc for the stator core, 0RC for the rotor core, and 0A for the
ambient temperature both outside the stator and in the air gap. Heat sources due to winding
conductor losses are shown as current sources. Thermal resistances represent the paths of heat
flow from points of higher to lower temperatures.

An electrical analog of the thermal system is shown in Figure 19.19. This is simply a
redrawing of the lumped-parameter model pictured in Figure 19.18 except that the thermal
resistances and capacitances from the stator core to ambient have been combined into a single
parameter representing the dual paths from the core center of mass and the ambient temperature
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Stator .1

Figure 19.18 Elementary thermal model of the motor.

Bsc

qSM

Figure 19.19 Electric analog of the motor thermal system.

of the air gap and the air outside the motor. The other added feature in Figure 19.19 is the
resistances shown as rectangles labeled RRV and Rsv . These resistances represent convection
heat flow to the air-gap ambient due to forced convection. These parameters can be ignored
during startup, but would represent important paths for heat flowduring steady-state operation.
The heat sources due to induced currents in the iron structure have been ignored, as these heat
sources are small compared to the stator and rotor heat sources.

A simplified electrical analog has also been presented in the literature, where the rotor
core temperature is not specifically identified [9]. This reduced model is shown in Figure
19.20. The heat source due to induced current in the stator iron circuits is sometimes ignored.
This simplified model requires only three temperatures and there are fewer components to
determine, making the model easier to support for calculations. Study results using this model
have been shown to be reasonable [11]. Note that the rotor temperature is completely decoupled
from the stator winding and stator core temperatures in this model.

Rsc Be

qR qs Cs Cc

Figure 19.20 Simplified electric analog of the motor thermal system [9].

We can write the differential equations of the analog, solving for the voltages of the
stator, core, and rotor, as follows.

dOs
- = aSPsL + bssOe = Fs (qs, Os, Oe, t) (19.97)
dt

dOc- = aCPCL - beBc + heeds = Fe (qM' Os, Oe, t)dt
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where

777

(19.98)

1
as ==-Cs

1
ae ==-Cc

1
aR ==-CR

I
b5S == ---

~ RseCs
I 1

be == - - + - -
ReACe RscCe

1
bR == ---

RRACR

1
bee == ---, RscCe

(19.99)

( 19.100)

Note that all of the b coefficients of the equations are inverse time constants. Also note that
(19.98), the rotor equation, is uncoupled from the two stator equations (19.97). Comparing the
temperature notation in Figures 19.19 and 19.20, we recognize that the temperatures shown in
Figure 19.20 are, in fact, temperature differences between the motor parts and ambient.

The analog solution relates the electrical quantities to thermal quantities. In particular,
the current sources must be related to the physical losses in the machine, since that is where
the heat is generated. The voltages are related to the temperature of the three nodes. We can
summarize these relationships as follows.

PSL == (~Rs == qs W

PeL == I~RM == qc W

PRL == I~RR == «« W

In (19.97) and (19.98) the temperatures are actually incremental changes from the ambient
temperature, although the notation does not show this explicitly.

The loss terms are computed from the electrical model of the motor. Using Euler's rule,
we can convert these differential equations to difference equations with the following result.

0S(n+1) == OS(n) + hFS (l1)

8C (n+ 1) == 8e(n ) + hFC(n) (19.101)

19.3.2.2 Thermal Model Parameters. The model parameters consist of thermal re-
sistances and capacitances. The thermal resistances are computed from (19.96) using values
corresponding to the stator and rotor dimensions and the thermal conductivities, given in Table
19.1. This computation will give values that correspond to motor running conditions. Starting
values are estimated to be three times the running values [91. Thermal capacitances are com-
puted from (19.86). This requires a computation or estimate of the mass of the material in the
segment under study.

19.3.2.3 Thermal Model Performance. The performance of the thermal model must
be integrated together with the induction motor electrical equations. The electrical equations
give the values of copper and core losses, which become the sources of thermal energy in the
equivalent circuit of Figure 19.19. The values of thermal resistance and capacitance can be
computed. Therefore, all of the coefficients in (19.99) are known or can be computed for the
lumped parameter model.
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EXAMPLE 19.4
Compute the temperatures of the stator windings, rotor bars, and core for the motor described in Example
19.2. Estimate the values of motor thermal parameters by reference to published data of [9].

Solution
Typical computed temperatures are shown if Figure 19.21, where 1.0 per unit corresponds to 100° C. The
parameters used for the data plotted in Figure 19.20 are given in Table 19.3. The computed results are
very sensitive to the thermal capacitance, but not nearly so sensitive to variations in thermal resistance.
This is fortunate since precise calculations of resistance are not possible, whereas the mass of iron and
copper could be determined with reasonable accuracy for many motors .

..... H= 12

·····-+······----1 .. 1"
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o
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Figure 19.21 Stator, rotor, and core temperatures.

TABLE 19,3 PerUnit Valuesfor the ThermalModel

Parameter

Rsc
RCN
RCL
CR
Cc

(ISm.,

Stator

Per Unit Value

20.0
6.67
20.0
20.0
100.0
100°C

Parameter

Rotor

Per Unit Value

43.9
130.0
22.0

80°C

It is common practice to set the temperature limit to 100 and 80°C for the stator and rotor windings,
respectively [9]. If these limits are used for this motor, then the rotor exceeds its limiting values for the
case of starting the highest inertia load and the stator winding is close to its limit. The lower inertia loads
do not cause the temperatures to approach the limiting values due to the shorter acceleration time. •

The temperature plots of Figure 19.21 are typical of the temperature rises one would
expect. The model is useful for determining the relative importance of the different parameters.
For example, the values of thermal resistance have no effect on the initial rise and curvature of
the temperature plots. This shape is determined exclusively by the capacitance. The thermal
resistance comes into play later and may affect the possibility of overheating 20 or 30 seconds
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(19.103)

after startup. However, for these longer time periods, the model is no longer correct, as
convection heat transfer begins to have an effect in cooling the motor to reach a steady-state
temperature distribution.

Computations of the thermal effects described here have not been commonly performed
in the past, and the analog parameters required for the computation are not usually known.
Therefore, we may not have high confidence in the data used, nor do we know that all motors
have parameters that are similar in magnitude within a small margin of error, even after normal-
ization. In the calculation of motor or generator electrical parameters, we have considerable
experience and can estimate the machine parameters with high confidence. This is not yet true
of the motor thermal model parameters, although our confidence in this process should grow
as we gain experience.

It is also noted that some of the induction motor parameters are not known and are
sometimes difficult to estimate. This is true of the mutual terms of the motor equivalent
circuit, both resistance and reactance.

19.3.2.4 Modeling Thermal Limits. Amotor is designed with the capability to absorb
a given amount of thermal energy that originates from [2R losses in the motor windings and
losses due to induced currents in the iron parts. Consider the transfer of heat from losses to
the thermal capacitance of the motor. We can write this heat flow as

dO 2
q == C- == 3/ R (19.102)

dt
where the parameter R in (19.102) is an electrical, not a thermal, resistance. The factor of 3 is
necessary since the motor equivalent is for only one phase and we assume a three-phase motor.
We can solve this equation for the temperature rise by integration.

t

3R fe = C I 2dt

o

where R /2 is in watts and C is in J/K. Now suppose that we let / be the limiting value of
current, that is, I is a given constant. Then the integration gives

3R/2t
B == -C- (19.104)

Now, let us normalize this equation. We choose the following base values.

BB == the maximum allowable temperature (K)
VB == the motor rated voltage (V)
/ B == the motor nameplate full load current (A)

Then, we can derive other base quantities from (19.105).

58 == ~VB/B VA

(19.105)

( 19.106)

(19.107)

C8 = 58 t 8 J/1<
°B

Now, dividing (19.104) by the base temperature, we can write, in per unit

R= (31{~) RI 2t s

We can show that the quantity in parentheses is equal to unity. Thus, with all parameters in
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per uniton the given bases, we have

(19.108)

or
2 0
/ t = R= KUM (19.109)

represents the thermal energy limit (17]. Thus one per unit temperature per unit of resistance
becomes the limiting normalized heat energy. Taking the logarithm of this equation, we have

In t = In KUM - 21n / (19.110)

Thus, the thennallirnit is a straight line when plotted on log-log paper, and has a slope of -2.
An example of the application of the thennallimit in motor starting is shown in Figure

19.22, where the thennallimit is set arbitrarily at 350. It would be very difficult to fit a fuse
characteristic between the starting current and the thermal limit. Note that the coordination
margin is most critical if the motor is started with unbalanced applied voltages .

00-g
8
<lI
U)

.S
<lI
S
E::: 4 Typical Fus e Melting Character~stic ~ ! \.·..···!·····r·.

... . . ... Motor Stator Therma l Limit =I t ..· -r- .. ·····:······i· , , .
2 ... - - • Starting Current, Unbalanced Voltages t........ i. ......i .l. ~ ..
-. Sta:tin~Cu:re~t, Balanced ,:,oltages . : ! \ j !

1 ::: :: : : : : i : :
2 3 5 6789

1
Starting Current in Per Unit

Figure 19.22 Motor starting current and the thermal limit.

10

The rotor heating is usually the most critical part of the motor. Therefore, a thermal
model of the rotor is a useful concept. We now investigate the physical realization of this
concept.

19.3.2.5 Thermal Relay Realization. One commercial digital motor protection relay
expands the concepts of the previous sections to derive a simple model for protection of the
rotor, which is the motor component most likely to overheat due to starting high inertia loads.
This model reasons that the heat input can be written as

2 dOR
qlN = 3/RRR=CRd't W (19.111)

where / R = rotor current (A)
RR = rotor resistance (Q)
CR = rotor thermal capacitance (IlK)
()R = rotor temperature (K)

This equation can be normalized on the three-phase base volt-amperes at rated voltage to write
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where I R == rotor current (pu)
RR == rotor resistance. (pu)
CR == rotor thermal capacitance (pu)
()R == rotor temperature (pu)
WB == base radian frequency (rad/s)

t == time (s)
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(19.112)

(19.113)

(19.114)

and where we have defined a new parameter

CRHe == - s
WB

which is the thermal inertia constant in seconds. This is analogous to the mechanical inertia
constant described in (19.9) and (19.16). The units of "seconds" is necessary since the time
variable in (19.112) is in seconds.

We can write the solution of (l 9.112) for the rotor temperature, with the result
t

eR = ~c f RRl~dt
o

If a limiting value of current, such as locked-rotor current, is permitted to flow in the rotor, a
limiting value of temperature will be reached in a value of time determined by the equation.
Since the locked-rotor current is a given constant, we have

RRf~t
()R == -- (19.115)

He
or, in the limiting case of locked rotor current, we can write

RRflRtLIM
(}LIM == (19.116)

He
This means that locked rotor current will cause the rotor to reach its limiting temperature in
tLIM seconds. Clearly, if locked rotor current is permitted to flow longer than the limiting time,
the rotor will become overheated.

This concept has been used to construct a simple rotor model based on (19.115) that is
used in commercial protective relays for large induction motors [17]. Recalling the definition
of the thermal inertia, we can compute

CR
__ RRfIR (tLIMCVB) RRfIRtu pu (19.117)

t1LJM ()LIM

where tu is the per unit time. Now, if we construct the analog on the basis of

fZRtu == t1LIM (19.118)

then

CR == RR pu

We also recall that, for a thermal resistance we can write

(19.119)

( 19.120)
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where the boldface R is a thermal resistance, not an electrical resistance. Then, using the
analogy (19.118), we can write

(19.121)

in reference to ambient temperature, tA. If the motor is started at some operating temperature,
greater than ambient, then

Rq = 12 (tR - to) (19.122)

where we replace the ambient temperature time with an operating temperature time, to, such
that the time difference in parentheses will be smaller. The rotor thermal model is shown in
Figure 19.23. This thermal model has been used successfully in commercial motor protective
relays.

Figure 19.23 The Zocholl rotor thermal model
[17].

19.4 MOTOR PROBLEMS

Motor problems can be classified in two broad categories, with the classification depending
on the origin of the hazard:

• Problems due to internal hazards or failures within the machine
• Problems due to external, or system imposed, hazards

Each of these categories will be discussed briefly in order to present the types of hazards for
which motor protection might be appropriate.

19.4.1 Motor Problems Due To Internal Hazards

Internal hazards are those that occur due to some type of failure within the motor ter-
minals, where the failure may be either electrical or mechanical. This includes winding short
circuits and bearing failures as well as incipient hazards, such as overheating of windings or
bearings, that may lead to eventual failure if the cause of the problem is not identified and
corrected.

Winding short circuits may be either phase-to-phase or phase-to-ground, but all short
circuits are likely to develop into faults involving ground since the windings are in close
proximity to grounded stator iron. This suggests that both phase and ground protection may
be required.

A problem in applying short-circuit protection is being able to distinguish between a
shorted winding and the normal starting current of the motor, which will usually be several
times larger than normal running current. Figure 19.24 shows a typical plot of motor current,
torque, and power as a function of slip. Note that the motor current remains at over 75% of
the initial starting value until the motor is nearing running speed. Moreover, since the motor
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Figure 19.24 Motor current , power, and torque as a function of slip.

is accelerating during this time, the starting current is at high values for 80-90% of the total
starting time , This means that any motor overcurrent protection must be set to permit currents
of starting current magnitude to exist for the entire starting time without tripping ,

The duration of the high starting current depends largely on the driven mechanical load ,
Large fans, such as those used for forced draft or induced draft fans in steam plants , are very
slow to accelerate to running speed, This means that the motor may draw five to eight times
normal current on starting, and these currents will persist for several seconds ,

Another problem is due to the nature of the driven load, which may be capable of
stalling the motor and causing high currents similar to starting currents, The stalled motor
condition must be cleared, either by changing the mechanical load or by tripping the motor
before excessive heating causes serious deterioration of insulation. This presents a problem in
protective system design that will allow maximum necessary use of the motor and still guard
against serious conditions, even temporary "normal" loadings, that may be damaging to the
motor.

Another internal motor hazard is the failure of the motor bearings, Motors up to about
500 hp often have ball or roller bearings. When these bearings fail, the result is usually
catastrophic and occurs very quickly, causing immediate shutdown and possible mechanical
damage to the motor. There is little chance of detecting an incipient failure by relaying before
actual failure occurs. Relays may act to quickly disconnect the motor, however,

Larger motors usually have sleeve bearings that are lubricated by pressurized oil supply
systems , For this type of system , incipient failure may often be detected by monitoring the
bearing oil temperature and sounding an alarm if the oil temperature exceeds a given value.
Should lubricating oil supply be lost entirely, the bearing will seize in just a few minutes .
This is not detectable prior to occurrence, but the motor current will jump rapidly upon shaft
seizure . Motor thermal overload measurements on the stator will not protect against bearing
failure or seizure .

19.4.2 Motor Problems Due To External Hazards

There are several different kinds of external hazards that affect motor performance, some
of which can be monitored or controlled by protective relays . The following external hazards
are of interest:
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1. Unbalanced supply voltage
2. Single phasing of supply voltage
3. Low supply voltage
4. Low supply frequency
5. Reverse phase sequence in the supply voltage
6. Motor stalling due to excessive load
7. Loss of synchronism (synchronous motors only)
8. Loss of excitation (synchronous motors only)

None of the above conditions can be blamed on the motor or result from any failure
within the motor, but they represent sources of either direct or incipient motor failure that
require detection and possible protective system action. Each of the above will be briefly
discussed.

19.4.2.1 Unbalanced Supply Voltage. Unbalanced supply voltage causes negative-
sequence currents to circulate in the motor, which increases the stator and rotor heating.
Unbalanced supply voltage may be due to the presence of unbalanced single-phase loads in
the vicinity of the motor or lack of adequate transpositions in the supply lines. The worst case
of unbalanced supply voltage is "single phasing" of the motor, where one phase is completely
lost. This special case is discussed in the next section.

To analyze the effect of unbalanced applied voltages on an induction motor we refer
to the equivalent circuit of the motor for both the positive and negative sequences, shown in
Figure 19.1. From the diagram, we can compute the total impedance seen by positive- and
negative-sequence currents when the motor is running with slip s as follows.

( )

2
Rr 2

Rs + -; + (Xs + x.,

(19.124)

(19.123)

We note that the two impedances with s = 1 (stalled rotor) are equal, but when running they
are not equal. The shunt impedance term has been omitted for simplicity in (19.123). For
balanced conditions, this allows us to write the ratio

[Start ~ J(Rs + !i; )2+<Xs +Xr )2
[Run - J(Rs + Rr )2+ (X, + Xr )2

The only difference between the impedances of (19.123) and (19.124) is the rotor resistance
terms. But for a given slip the total impedance is not influenced very greatly by the resistance
terms due to the relatively large magnitudeofthe reactance terms. Therefore, the approximation
is often made that

[Start rv z,
[Run = Z2

and this ratio for a typical induction motor is in the range of 5 to 8.

(19.125)
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We also know that

Taking the ratio of I a2 to Ia 1 we compute

785

(19.126)

(19.127)

(19.128)

(19.129)

Suppose that the ratio of starting to running current is 6.0 and the ratio of negative- to positive-
sequence applied voltage is 0.05 (50/0 negative sequence), then the ratio of negative- to positive-
sequence currents will be 30%. This is a typical result. The imbalance in the applied voltage
is amplified by the ratio of sequence impedances by about the ratio given by (19.125).

The total torque of the induction motor is that due to the sum of the positive- and
negative-sequence currents. This sum is given by

, Rr [Ir21 Ir~ ]T,n == Tm l + 1m2 == - - - --
co, s 2 - s

The negative-sequence current usually produces very little torque, especially if the unbalance
is small, which implies a small negative-sequence current. Its major effect is to increase the
losses, primarily the stator 12R losses. The winding carrying the largest current will overheat,
but in time the excess heat is distributed throughout the machine more or less uniformly [26).
This may cause the machine to be derated, with the derating being highly dependent on the
ratio of sequence impedances given by (19.125). For example, for a machine having a ratio
of starting-to-running currents of 8.0, a ]0% unbalance in applied voltage causes a derating
to about 550/0 of rated output [26]. This suggests that, in some cases, it may be necessary
to monitor the phase balance of the applied voltage to prevent continuous motor overheating.
Figure 19.11 provides an example of motor torque for severely unbalanced voltages.

19.4.2.2 Single Phasing ofthe Supply Voltage. Single phasing of the supply voltage
occurs when a fuse or switching device in one of the three supply lines is opened. This is the
most serious case of unbalanced supply voltage, since the voltage of one of the three phases
is not just reduced, but becomes zero. This condition is discussed and analyzed in many
references f29-31]. The solution is based on the connection of the sequence networks shown
in Figure 19.25.

The connection of Figure 19.25 shows that, for one line open, the positive- and negative-
sequence networks are connected in series, with the two sequence currents being equal in
magnitude, but of opposite sign. We may compute the sequence voltages and currents for line
a open, with the following result [14], [27).

. Ib
lal == -1(12 == J-v'3

. Vbc
Val -Va2 = }v'3

This corresponds to 100% unbalance in the sequence currents. If the motor is running
when the open-circuit condition occurs, it will still develop positive torque and will continue
to operate if the shaft load is not too great. The unbalance will cause increased heating that
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+
1-8
8

+
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Figure 19.25 Sequence network connections with one open supply line.

may eventually trip the motor, depending on the type of protection used. Starting torque under
this condition is zero.

19.4.2.3 Low Supply Voltage. When the supply voltage to a motor is low, the motor
slows down and draws more current for the same load than under normal voltage conditions.
The effect of low voltage is graphically illustrated in Figure 19.26, where the average torque
is plotted for four different values of applied voltage.
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Figure 19.26 Effect of low voltage on the induction motor torque.

Suppose that the motor was originally operating at a 3% slip, which corresponds to a
load torque of about 1.09 per unit in Figure 19.26. When the voltage is reduced to 90% of
normal the developed torque moves to the lower curve and, in order to develop the 1.09 per
unit torque, the slip must increase to about 3.9%. Thus, the motor slows down and draws more
current from the supply in order to drive the shaft load.

In some cases, a large drop in voltage may cause the motor to stall. This suggests that
low voltage is serious enough to warrant protection in certain cases, with at least an alarm of
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the condition being a possible form of protection. In unattended locations, the low-voltage
protection may be used to trip the unit.

19.4.2.4 Low System Frequency. Low system frequency causes an induction motor
to run at a reduced speed. If the speed reduction is small, the effect on the motor will not be
great but there will be reduced cooling since the shaft rotation usually is designed to assist the
circulation of air through the air gap and provide cooling to the metal parts of the motor. This
means that any reduction in speed from normal will increase the motor heating. However,
reduction in speed will also result in a reduction of shaft load in most cases. This means that
the current drawn by the motor will be very much dependent on the type of shaft load. The
power consumption of the motor will be reduced, but the reactive power consumption is often
increased [29]. It has also been noted that the reduction in output for fans is less than for
pumps, especially pumps working into a high head, such as boiler feed pumps. It is also noted
that some protective relays have different characteristics at reduced frequency than at normal
frequency.

If the load driven by the motor falls off substantially due to the low frequency, there may
be need to trip the motor if it is unable to provide the required output to its mechanical load.
Reduced frequency is especially difficult to assess in the case of power plant auxiliaries, where
there is a combination of fans and pumps, all of which are required to maintain plant output.
In many cases, however, there are multiple fans or pumps with total rating that is greater than
the normal full load requirement, which indicates that it may not be necessary to reduce plant
output with reduced frequency. When underfrequency occurs on the power system, all power
plants are overloaded and the problem would be made much more serious if plant motors are
caused to trip, resulting in lowering the plant outputs [28]. These conditions are discussed
more fully in the next chapter.

In the case of the individual motor, the greatest problem caused by underfrequency would
seem to be overheating due to reduced cooling. The reduction in frequency, and the resulting
lowering of speed, does not necessarily damage the motor, but may cause problems for the
driven load.

If the supply frequency is higher than normal, air circulation is increased and cooling
improved. Shaft mechanical load, however, is increased for this condition with most types of
shaft load.

19.4.2.5 Supply Voltage Reverse Phase Sequence. A reversal in the phase sequence
of the supply voltage causes the motor to reverse direction of rotation. For most motors, this
is not damaging to the motor, but it does subject the motor to a difficult restart. It may be a
cause for serious concern for the driven load, and this may conceivably be dangerous to nearby
personnel. Because of this, it may be necessary to provide protection for the reverse phase
sequence condition.

19.4.2.6 Motor Stalling Due to Excessive Load. All induction motors will stall if the
load torque exceeds the maximum torque that the motor is capable of developing. Stalling
may occur on startup, if the load is too great at low speeds where the developed motor torque
is not great. Stalling may occur when the motor is running, if a large load is applied. This may
occur, for example, in such loads as a mill or pulverizer, where the shaft load may be quite
variable due to the inflow or size of materials to be ground. Another cause of stalling is due to
single phasing of the supply voltage, which decreases the motor developed torque.

When stalling occurs, the motor current changes from its normal run value to the stall or
startup value, which will usually be from five to eight times greater than normal full load run
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current. The motor is not designed to carry this much current continuously and protection is
required to ensure that the motor is disconnected before permanent damage occurs.

19.4.2.7 Synchronous Motor Loss ofSynchronism. Loss of synchronism protection
is often applied to synchronous motors that drive loads where sudden overloads may occur.
This is important where the overload may exceed the pull-out torque of the motor and cause
it to fall out of step. In this case, the motor may stall and draw heavy stator currents and will
cause large slip frequency currents to flow in the rotor. It is preferable to disconnect the motor
in such cases rather than allow it to run as an induction motor, with high rotor currents. In
some applications, it may be possible to temporarily disconnect the load and allow the motor
to resynchronize.

19.4.2.8 Synchronous Motor Loss ofExcitation. Synchronous motors are also sub-
ject to a loss of excitation while running under load. This will cause the motor to run as an
induction motor, with higher than normal rotor currents and rotor heating. In some cases, the
motor is adequately protected by overheating and loss of synchronism protection.

19.5 CLASSIFICATIONS OF MOTORS

There are several ways to classify motors, and, in many cases, the protection differs within the
various classifications. The following are arbitrary classifications that illustrate the point:

The motor is classified by:

• Size or horsepower rating
• Service requirement:
(a) essential service motors
(b) nonessential service motors

• Type:
induction
synchronous

• Location:
attended locations
unattended locations

It has been noted previously that we are concerned in this book with large, high-voltage
motors, and mostly with induction motors.

19.5.1 Motors Classified by Service

Motor classification by service is important in considering protection because the pro-
tective system design may be quite different depending on the motor service.

19.5.1.1 Essential Service Motors. Motors designated as being an essential service
are required to maintain service to the motor load under all reasonable conditions. In some
cases, this may require that the motor be switched from one source of supply to another in
order to remain in service. It may also mean that the motor is kept in operation for all but
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the most severe disturbances, even at the cost or risk of accelerated loss of life. For example,
protection may be designed to trip the motor for short circuits and for no other reason [29].

Warrington [301 separates motors that serve power plant auxiliaries into essential and
nonessential classifications. The essential classification includes the following motors [30]:

Essential Service Power Plant Auxiliary Motors
Boiler feed pumps Stokers
Condensate pumps Circulating water pumps
Forced draft fans Pulverizer feeders
Induced draft fans Pulverizers-unit type
Primary air fans Excitation drive motors

Clearly, the plant will not operate without these auxiliary motors, at least not at full
output. In many cases, there are multiple fans, pumps, and other drives such that output is
maintained, perhaps at a reduced level, when one motor is tripped. In any case, it is desirable
to keep all of the above motors in service unless there is serious trouble that requires prompt
and decisive action by the protective system.

Essential service motors are usually designed for full voltage starting and for fast restart
after interruption. In some cases, essential service motors may be backed up with de motors,
or steam turbine drives.

19.5.1.2 Nonessential Service Motors. Motors in nonessential service may be out of
service and not affect the output of the total plant. For the case of a generating station, typical
nonessential motors are the following [30]:

Nonessential Service Power Plant Auxiliary Motors
Coal handling equipment Coal crushers
Central coal pulverizers Conveyors
Clinker grinders Vent fans
Air compressors Service pumps

Clearly, the power plant can operate normally for a period of time without these motors,
although not indefinitely.

19.5.2 Motors Classified by Location

Motors in unattended locations must be protected against all possible types of abnormal
conditions, which may require an extensive protective system design, especially if the motor
is in essential service. Motors in attended stations are monitored by the operators, who often
are able to judge the need to trip the motor for a given condition. This may permit the use of
alarms rather than automatic tripping of the .motor for abnormal conditions that are temporary,
or that can be tolerated in times of urgent need for continuity of service.

Examples include the motor overheating or the lubricating oil overheating. If the condi-
tion is not excessive and the operating environment such that a trip can be delayed, the operator
may elect to keep the motor in service until the urgency of service is past. In many cases,
the operator has information that the protective system does not have, such as the variation in
service or load requirements, that may make continued service an acceptable risk unless the
motor condition is extremely serious.
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19.5.3 Summary of Motor Classifications

The foregoing suggests that the application ofmotor protection must take into account a
number of conditions, many of which are external to the motor. The internal concerns are still
present, such as the desire to remove faulted equipment promptly and to prevent unnecessary
internal damage due to abnormal operation. However, conditions external to the motor may
modify the protective system design to permit better utilization of the motor, even if this causes
some additional risk or sacrifice of life in the unit.

In the protective systems described below, these considerations will be noted from time
to time.

19.6 STATORPROTECTION

Stator protection of induction motors takes many different forms, with the most elaborate
protection being necessary for large motors at unattended locations where all types ofproblems
must be detected and cleared. This section presents the following different types of stator
protections:

1. Phase fault protection
2. Ground fault protection
3. Locked rotor protection
4. Overload protection
5. Undervoltage protection
6. Reverse phase rotation protection
7. Unbalanced supply voltage protection
8. Loss of synchronism protection (synchronous motors)
9. Loss of excitation protection (synchronous motors)
10. Sudden supply restoration protection

There are many ways to provide these various protective functions. We shall investigate
only the most common of these.

19.6.1 Phase Fault Protection

Phase faults seldom occur in motors, since almost all faults quickly become ground faults
and can be cleared by ground relays. It is common practice, however, to provide protection
against phase faults. This is often in the form of overcurrent relays or, on larger motors, phase
winding differential relays, which are much faster and more sensitive than overcurrent relays.
Moreover, differential relays will not operate during starting, which could be a problem with
overcurrent relays.

The pickup setting of phase overcurrent relays should be about four times rated current,
but with adequate time delay so that they do not operate during starting. Instantaneous phase
overcurrent relays must obviously be set well above locked rotor current. Overcurrent relays
are often omitted for essential service motors to ensure that the motor is tripped for short
circuits and for no other reason.

Figure 19.22 shows a comparison of a typical fuse characteristic on the same time-current
axes as the starting current. These curves must be viewed with caution, since the characteristics
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are not the same types of plots. The starting current curve is sometimes called a "trace," and
it depicts a simulation of the transient value of rms current versus time, with time plotted on
the vertical axis in the figure [31]. The fuse characteristic plot is not a transient current trace.
The fuse characteristic shows the time for the fuse to melt at various values of current, with
times greater than that plotted indicating a trip condition. By the time the starting current trace
reaches about 90% of locked rotor, the fuse may be close to melting. A similar comparison
would apply to an overcurrent relay. Coordinati~n is very tight. It is almost impossible to select
a relay or fuse characteristic that closely matches the motor starting current trace. Obviously,
the fuse characteristic shown in Figure 19.22 will not protect the motor due to overload.

The setting for an instantaneous overcurrent relay must be greater than locked rotor
current. This setting must still be below the available phase-to-phase fault current. The setting
for phase differential relays, however, can be to the left of the starting current trace, say at
about 0.1 per unit on the horizontal scale.

One source recommends that instantaneous phase relays be set at 1.6 times locked rotor
current, but less that one-third the three-phase fault current available from the system 1311.
Moreover, the ratio of three-phase fault current to locked rotor current should be greater than
about 5.0 for good protection.

It is possible that adequate phase fault protection might be provided by using overcurrent
and instantaneous relays in two phases of the motor, with the option of using thermal overload
relays in the third phase (311.

19.6.2 Ground Fault Protection

Almost all motor faults quickly develop into ground faults, hence it is essential that
ground fault protection be provided. Induction motors are almost always wye connected with
ungrounded neutral. Ground faults are easily detected using instantaneous relays in the neutral
of the wye-connected supply transformers, and set at about 20% of full load current with a
time dial of 1.0. There may be a problem with false tripping due to unequal saturation of the
current transformer on motor starting. This can be helped by using a lower relay tap, forcing
all current transformers to saturate uniformly, or by placing a resistor in series with the ground
relay [321, [33]. Another effective technique is to use a "donut" or window type CT with
the donut core surrounding all three-phase conductors. This solves any problems with CT
saturation on starting and is effective in detecting ground fault currents. Instantaneous ground
relays are also used by some protection engineers.

19.6.3 Locked Rotor Protection

Locked rotor protection is required to prevent excessive overheating if the motor stalls
while running or if it is unable to accelerate large mechanical loads. A typical induction motor
can carry locked rotor current safely for about 20 seconds [26]. If the motor starting is fully
accomplished in about 10 seconds, this leaves a good margin for time discrimination in setting
an overcurrent relay delay time. However, if the load inertia is great, such as a large fan, the
motor starting time may be close to the thermal capability of the motor and other means must
be used to detect the need for tripping.

One method of detecting a locked rotor condition is to use a bi-metal thermal relay. The
motor heats according to an 12{ function and the bi-metallic element matches this characteristic
well. These relays have a relatively large thermal time constant, which amounts to a built-in
delay. This is sometimes termed an "over-run" and may be as high as 450/0 [26]. Thus, if
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locked rotor current can be sustained for only 20 seconds, the relay over-run will be 9 seconds,
requiring a setting of 11 seconds for adequate locked rotor protection.

Locked rotor protection on starting is difficult to accomplish using overcurrent relays. As
noted in Figure 19.22, the lower end of the heating curve represents the acceptable locked rotor
heating time. It may be tempting to try and fit an inverse overcurrent characteristic between the
starting trace and the motor capability curve, but there is little coordination time in that region.
In fact, by the time the starting trace makes the first bend away from locked rotor current, the
relay contacts are already very nearly closed and the current does not drop below pickup until
the current is about 0.5 locked rotor. Contact closure may occur before reaching that lower
current in.accelerating a high inertia load, even though the relay characteristic is always above
the starting current trace.

An alternative to the bimetal relay is to use a distance relay and timer for locked rotor
protection. The impedance characteristic at locked rotor is inside the relay trip zone, as shown
in Figure 19.27. The relay is positioned to measure the impedance seen looking into the motor
terminals. If the motor does not accelerate well in starting, the impedance is almost a constant,
with low power factor, which can easily be detected by a mho type distance element. If the
motor does accelerate, the impedance rapidly increases and the power factor improves, thereby
moving the impedance outside of the mho element trip zone.

+X Unloaded
Motor

Loaded
Motor

Mho Relay
Characteristic
Three-Phase Unit

19.6.4 Overload Protection

+R
Figure 19.27 Distance relay characteristic for
locked rotor protection [33].

Overload protection is designed to prevent the motor from overheating beyond design
limits. This type of protection is often omitted on essential service motors, but may be con-
sidered for other applications where it is considered prudent to protect the motor from unusual
loading conditions. Replica type thermal overload relays are often used for overload pro-
tection, but this solution is not entirely satisfactory. One problem in providing this type of
protection is that the motor thermal capability is often not known accurately and is usually not
precise. Moreover, it is difficult to define damage, loss of life, and safe zones of operation.
Figure 19.28 illustrates the problem ofmatching the thermal relay characteristic with a typical
motor capability curve.
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Figure t9.28 Comparison of a typical motor thermal characteristic against replica and
overcurrent relay characteristics [291.

The replica-type relay characteristic protects the motor against long-term overload s, but
coordination is questionable for short-term overloads. This suggests that the replica relay be
supplemented in this range using a long-time-overcurrent relay.

The above solut ion is still ineffective in cases of extreme variations in load, such as
jogging motors. This is due to the different cooling characteristics between the relay and the
motor. Variations in load may "ratchet" the relay into premature tripping . One solution to this
difficult problem is to measure the stator coil temperature directly using embedded exploring
coils placed in the stator slots. This type of thermal relay uses exploring coils that are connected
in one leg of a Wheatstone Bridge circuit. Both ac and de types are available. This solution
is also effective in protectin g the motor against blocked ventilation , against which current
operated relays are not effective.

19.6.5 Undervoltage Protection

Undervolt age usually causes a drop in speed , as shown in Figure 19.26, and an increase
in current. One exception to this rule is for a motor driving a fan, where the load falls off
rapidly as speed is reduced. Undervoltage protection is usually recommended on all motors
that are not essenti al service motors 129]. The protection should be applied on at least one
phase of small motors and on all three phases of motors over 1500 hp. The protective relay
should have some type of inverse time characteristic . Undervoltage protection is a standard
feature of many ac motor controllers.

Protection may be in the form of inverse undervoltage relays , although overcurrent and
overload relays also provide a measure of protection. If the undervoltagc condition is severe,
the motor should he quickly disconnected.

Low voltage may prevent a motor from starting properly due to the reduced torque at
low voltage . This will cause higher than normal starting currents that should not be permitted
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to flow for a long period of time since the motor may never corne up to speed. Overcurrent
and thermal relays provide some protection, but undervoltage relays are preferred.

19.6.6 Reverse Phase Rotation Protection

Reverse phase rotation is not required to protect the motor, but to protect the load and
personnel working in the vicinity due to the reverse direction of rotation of the motor and load.
If reverse phase rotation presents a hazard, protection may be provided by a reverse phase
relay. These relays also will operate when phases are badly unbalanced but are not designed
as protection against single phasing of the supply voltages.

19.6.7 Unbalanced Supply Voltage Protection

The conditions that exist due to unbalanced supply voltage are discussed in Section
19.4.2.1. The result of unbalanced supply voltage is to cause an even greater unbalance in the
motor currents. The worst .caseof unbalanced supply voltage is single phasing of the supply,
which also needs to be considered in a protective system design.

Unbalanced supply voltage protection may be provided by a three-phase induction disk
voltage relay. This device can be used to prevent the motor. from being started unless all
three phases are present and also in the correct sequence. It does not protect the motor from
overheating when the unbalance occurs during running, however.

Another type of protection uses bimetallic devices in each of the three phases with
contacts arranged so that all three must move together or the contacts meet and trip the motor.
These same bimetallic spirals also protect the motor against overload [30]. Another type of
protection uses a negative-sequence element to provide greater sensitivity. These relays detect
even small amounts of negative-sequence currents, which is a direct measure of the unbalance.
Still another type of protection measures negative-sequence voltage on the motor supply bus.
This is attractive in some installations, since one relay can protect a group of motors connected
to the same bus.

A special case of unbalanced supply voltage occurs when one phase becomes opened.
This condition is discussed in detail in [31]. Single phasing can be protected by several different
types of relays [32].

1. Phase balance relays
2. Reverse phase voltage relay
3. Negative-sequence overcurrent relay with time delay
4. Instantaneous negative-sequence overcurrent relay
5. Negative-sequence voltage relay
6. Thermal relays:

embedded temperature detectors
replica type

7. Overcurrent relays
8. Phase failure relays

Each of the above is described in detail in [31], where the conclusion is reached that types
1, 4, and 8 are the most effective for detecting single phasing. When one phase opens, currents
of about 120 hertz are induced in the rotor squirrel cage (or the field winding of a synchronous
motor). The high frequency causes skin effect that forces the currents to the surface of the
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rotor bars. Extreme heating can result with possible rotor damage occurring before the stator
begins to overheat. Thus, it is sometimes said that unbalanced supply voltages create more of
a rotor problem than a stator problem. For this reason, this subject is discussed more fully in
Section 19.7.

19.6.8 Loss of Synchronism in Synchronous Motors

Synchronous motors that are required to start under load should have loss of synchronism
protection. If the motor does not start under load, the use of undervoltage and loss of excitation
protection should provide adequate protection against loss of synchronism.

Loss of synchronism or "pull out" protection is often provided for motors that may
experience large voltage dips or sudden increases in load that exceed the pull out torque
of the motor. If the excitation remains in service with the motor out of step, the motor
draws large currents and is often unable to resynchronize. Disconnecting the excitation is not
recommended, since this will cause the motor to run as an induction motor, which will not
solve the problem and simply leads to additional rotor heating. A relay that is sensitive to
motor power factor is a good candidate for loss of synchronism protection, since the motor
power factor is very low during out-of-step operation [26].

Another type of protection is a relay that counts successive power reversals in a specified
time interval. The out-of-step motor experiences a pulsating power demand on the system.
These pulsations can be detected and counted for a given time interval to detect the condition
and trip the motor [3] ], 1331,

19.6.9 Loss of Excitation in Synchronous Motors

Loss of excitation protection is indirectly provided on motors that have protection against
stator overheating, rotor overheating, and loss of synchronism. Motors that do not have these
protections may require special relays for loss of excitation protection.

Loss of excitation protection may be provided by an undercurrent relay with time delay
in the field circuit. Some types of these relays detect even partial loss of field and may also
operate on loss of synchronism [31].

Both loss of excitation and loss of synchronism may be detected by a wattmeter type
relay that is biased to have maximum output when the motor is operating at its normal power
factor. On loss of excitation, the power factor drops rapidly and is quickly detected by the
wattmeter element.

19.6.10 Sudden Supply Restoration Protection

When the supply voltage to a synchronous motor is lost, the motor continues to rotate
and generate a terminal voltage, driven by its connected load. If the supply voltage is then
restored, the phase difference may be great enough to cause a large surge in the motor current.
Therefore, it is often considered necessary to trip a synchronous motor following the loss of
supply voltage so that a normal startup procedure can be followed after the supply is restored.

The type and arrangement of the protection will depend on the specific connection, and
on the presence of other load at the motor bus. If there is no other connected load near the mo-
tor, then an under-power relay can be used to detect loss of supply. If there is other local load,
this load will cause the power to reverse at the motor terminals, when its operation changes
from motoring to generating. In this case, a reverse power relay might be used if the other load is
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always present. If there is no other load near the motor, overvoltage or underfrequency relays
will provide the desired protection.

(19.130)

19.7 ROTOR PROTECTION

It was noted earlier that unbalanced supply voltage creates unbalanced currents in the stator,
but also causes currents in the rotor at about twice the supply frequency. These currents cause
rapid heating of the rotor that may be damaging, and the rotor should be protected against this
hazard. Because of the high frequency of rotor currents, the resistance seen by these currents
is also about five times greater than the de resistance seen by positive-sequence currents [26].
Therefore, the heating effect of one per unit negative-sequence current is greater than that due
to one per unit positive-sequence current.

19.7.1 Rotor Heating

The total heating of the motor may be described in terms of the total 12R loss, which
may be written as

PLoss = positive-sequence losses + negative-sequence losses

= 3 (1;lsR1s+ I;lr R1r) + 3 (/;2sR2s + I;2rR2r)
For the stator, the resistance to positive- and negative-sequence currents is approximately equal,
i.e.,

Suppose we write, for the rotor,

R2r = kR1r k > 1

(19.131)

(19.132)

then (19.8) may be written as

PLoss = 3Rs (I;ls + I;2s)+ 3R1r (I;lr + kI;2r) (19.133)
For the rotor, however, the resistances to the two sequence currents, reflected to the rotor,
are quite different, with the negative-sequence resistance being the larger by a considerable
amount. Since this fact is known, measuring the sequence currents in the stator forms a sensible
basis for estimating rotor heating and this is done in some protective systems.

19.7.2 Rotor Protection Problems

The problem in providing good rotor protection for induction machines is that there
is no way to directly measure currents or temperatures on the rotor itself. Therefore, the
effects seen in the stator currents or temperatures must be used to provide protection that
will also shield the rotor from excessive heating. The criterion for protection should be that
prolonged unbalanced conditions should not be allowed, due to the excessive rotor heating,
but unnecessary disconnection due to brief unbalances should be avoided. One way to protect
the motor from the prolonged periods of overheating is to derate the motor when the voltages
are unbalanced, or in situations where the motor is likely to see unbalanced voltages. Since
no direct rotor measurements are possible, the stator protection must be relied on to give rotor
protection as well.
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The protection of wound rotor motors is more difficult than for squirrel cage induction
motors, and the stator protections described above may not be adequate for wound rotor designs
[29]. It is recommended that the protection engineer consult the motor manufacturer regarding
protection of wound rotor motors.

Synchronous motors should have protection against field winding faults and against
grounding of the field winding. The protection described for generators is generally applicable
to synchronous motors.

19.8 OTHER MOTOR PROTECTIONS

This section presents some diverse topics that don't fit well within the scope of the preceding
sections. The first is special protective systems for the motor bearings. Following that, we
discuss some of the modem concepts of digital protection that claim to protect the entire motor
against most hazards.

19.8.1 Bearing Protection

Bearings can be protected by using a relay to measure the metal temperature of the bear-
ings or of the lubricating oil. In unattended stations the increase of bearing or oil temperature to
a set threshold limit can be used to trip the motor. In attended stations, an alarm would usually
be used to alert the operator to investigate the cause of the overheating, which may be due to
low oil level or faulty detector. It would be especially important not to shut down essential
service motors unless the incipient failure has a very high probability of causing extensive
damage.

19.8.2 Complete Motor Protection

Some of the newer motor protective relays combine several functions in one relay. One
device separates the line currents into positive and negative components and provides a trip
characteristic that is proportional to the quantity

1;1 + kI;2 (19.134)

This is approximately equal to the heating characteristic of the motor. The relay is also
temperature compensated allowing the relay characteristic to approximate the heating of the
motor. This prevents shutdown on overload unless absolutely necessary [26].

Other recent types of motor protection schemes are microprocessor based and incorporate
several different protective functions in the same device. One manufacturer offers a motor
protector that provides 12 different functions in a single relay case, including the following
protections [34]:

I. Stator overheating
2. Rotor overheating
3. Blocked rotor
4. Ground overcurrent
5. Instantaneous overcurrent
6. Load loss (undercurrent)
7. Phase current unbalance
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8. Instantaneous phase reversal
9. Motor bearing overheating
10. Load bearing overheating
11. Load case overheating
12. Loadjamming

The overheating protection is based on the computation of slip dependent rotor resistance.
Embedded temperature devices can be utilized to optimize the thermal model. Not only is the
protection complete but, being a digital device, it also has the capability of self-diagnosis,
event recording, and communications of information to a computer or to the protection engi-
neer's office.

19.9 SUMMARY OF LARGE MOTOR PROTECTIONS

Figure 19.29 summarizes the types of protection that are often employed for large induction
motors. The system shown is assumed to have two motors fed from a common supply that
is grounded on the load side. The load bus has relays to monitor the bus voltage and protect
the motors against unbalance (device 47) and undervoltage (device 27). The remainder of the
relays use motor currents or temperatures and are unique to each protected motor. All of the
relays shown in the figure are described further in Table 19.4, except for relay 55. This is a
power factor relay that might be used for synchronous motor protection against loss of field.
The other relays are applicable to either induction or synchronous motors.

52-1

~D ~D

Figure 19.29 Typical protection for large induction motors [31].
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TABLE 19.4 Typical Protection Systems for Large Motors [31]

Device Description Typical Setting Remarks

49 Thermal relay Set for motor safe Overload protection,
operating temperature blocked ventilation. high

ambient temperature
5] Overcurrent Current set at 0.5 LR protection when

locked rotor starting time > 30 s

Time delay to LR protection when
make operate starting time < 30 s
time < start time

50* Instantaneous Set at twice Fault protection
overcurrent locked rotor

SOG Instantaneous O.25A Ground fault protection
overcurrent with donut type CTs

46 Reverse phase Set 2A, I> 3A Unbalanced current
Phase balance Set lA, 1< 3A protection

47 Phase sequence Negative Unbalanced voltage
voltage relay sequence = S0/0 protection

27 Undervoltage Low voltage Undervoltage
relay 75% to RO% protection

874J* Winding 0.25 A Phase and ground
differential protection

R7 Winding JO% Phase fault protection
differen tial alternative, use where 3 ph

fault I available less than
5 x LR current

5IN Overcurrent Pickup 0.5 A Use where SOG is not
SON Instantaneous time 0.1 s at inst. applicable

overcurrent setting, inst. set
4 x FL current

*Use where minimum available 34J fault current is less than five times motor starting amount
and 874J cannot be used.

The protective systems shown in Figure 19.29 are conventional relays that could be
electromechanical, static, or digital. The degree of protection in all cases should be weighed
against the cost of the motor and the cost of having the motor out of service for prolonged
periods.
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19.1 Verify (19.16) by working through the entire derivation to satisfy yourself that this is correct,
and that you understand what every term in the equation means.

19.2 What is the purpose of normalizing the induction motor equations? Why not just solve the
system in mks units?

19.3 Review (19.21), the synthesis equation. What is the origin of this equation and what does
it mean?

19.4 Suppose that a given passive load has physical parameters such that it can be modeled as
shown in Figure PI9.4.
Derive the equation for the complex three-phase volt-amperes of this circuit, where it is
recognized that the wye-connected impedances are mutually coupled.

a ...... _

h_---..-;...--......--f

Figure P19.4 A Wye-connected load with mu-
tual phase impedances.

19.5 Verify (19.25) and (19.26).
19.6 Verify (19.27).
19.7 Prepare a spreadsheet to perform the numerical integration to compute the induction motor

starting solution. This can be done in a straightforward manner by first entering the applied
voltages and the motor data for the equivalent circuit. The initial value of slip is known
to be 1.0. After working through the various motor equations, the value of Ftio, t) can be
computed. Any numerical integration method can be used to compute the value of to for
the next time step. The number of time steps required is a function of the time step h.

19.8 Example 19.1 states that the motor current for the 10 HP motor is 20 amperes. Verify this
result by computing the motor current, assuming balanced applied rated voltage, given that
the load torque is specified by (19.71) with an initial torque of 0.3 and a final torque of 0.8,
and with exponents of 111 == 5 and n == 2.

19.9 Use the spreadsheet of problem 19.8 to verify the behavior of the motor when applied with
unbalanced voltages, as described in example 19.3.

19.10 Two different materials are connected along a common boundary as shown in Figure P19.10.
The outer surfaces of the combined materials have different temperatures. Construct an
electric analog for the solution of heat transfer through the two materials in the direction
shown in the figure.

19.11 Two different materials are connected along a common boundary as shown in Figure P19.] ] .
The outer surfaces of the combined materials have different temperatures. Construct an
electric analog for the solution of heat transfer through the two materials in the direction
shown in the figure.
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Figure P19.10 Two materials joined at
one surface.

2

Figure P19.11 Two materials joined at one
surface.

19.12 Three materials are joined and bolted together, as shown in Figure PI9.12. Construct an
electric analog for the solution of heat transfer through the combined materials from left to
right. Note that the heat transfer can take place through both the joined materials and the
bolt.

Figure P19.12 Three materials bolted together.

19.13 Make a dimensional check of (19.81).
19.14 Solve the network of Figure 19.15 and show that the capacitor voltage as defined in the

figure results in exactly the form of (19.89).
19.15 Verify (19.97) and (19.98).
19.16 Add the thermal equations of the induction motor to the spreadsheet model developed in

problem 19.8. Use this new model to verify the results of example 19.4, using the data of
Table 19.3.

19.17 It has been suggested that the thermal capacitance for stator and rotor can be determined
by the product of the mass of the metal and the specific heat of the material. Suppose that
this lumped-parameter model is located at the center of mass of rotor and stator. Write the
equations for such a model.

19.18 Verify the normalization of (19.111) as given in (19.112).
19.19 Prepare a list of potential internal motor hazards . Separate your list into two types of

hazards : (I) those that you would expect to detect by electrical measurements and (2) those
that you would not expect to detect by electrical measurements .

19.20 One method of preventing a motor overcurrent trip during startup would be to install two
separate overcurrent relays, one for normal running conditions and the other for starting
conditions. On starting, the starting protection is in service and, as the motor comes up
to speed, a centrifugal switch replaces the starting protection by the running protection .
Comment on the feasibility of this plan. Can you identify any weakness in the scheme?

19.21 Section 19.4.2 provides a list of motor problems that are due to hazards external to the
motor. List these hazards and determine the type of protection that might be used for each.

19.22 Verify (19.123) and (19.124). Assume that the excitation branch of the motor equivalent
circuit can be neglected for the purpose of this calculation .

19.23 It is proposed that the positive-sequence induction motor equivalent circuit be solved by
Thevenin's theorem. This can be accomplished by replacing the left portion of the positive-
sequence network of Figure 19.1 by the following equivalent (neglecting the mutual resis-
tance), as shown in Figure PI9.23.
(a) Compute the open circuit voltage and the short circuit current for the circuit to the left

of the terminals a-b. Then determine the Thevenin impedance for that circuit. Call
the resulting Thevenin impedance R1+ j Xl .
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a a

b b

Figure P19.23 A Thevenin equivalent circuit for an induction motor.

(b) Solve for the rotor current in terms of the Thevenin equivalent circuit voltage and
impedance.

(c) Write the expression for the following motor parameters:
1. The positive-sequence air-gap power
2. The developed power
3. The developed torque

19.24 Develop a spreadsheet to solve for the rotor current by solving the Thevenin Equivalent
system derived in problem 19.23. Use the following induction motor parameters for the
calculations.

rt == 0.294 Q /ph

r: == 0.144 Q/ph

220
VI == - V
~

Xl == 0.503 Q/ph

X2 == 0.209 Q Iph

X¢ == 13.25 Q/ph

19.25 Figure P19.25 shows the positive-sequence equivalent circuit for an induction motor. The
goal is to determine the positive-sequence current entering the motor for a given applied
voltage and slip. One way ofdoing this is to first form an equivalent of the system seen look-
ing into the air gap, identified by the points FA and FB in the figure. Call this equivalent
impedance ZFI and determine its parameters as a function of the circuit parameters. Then

(l-s)RR
S

FB

Figure P19.25 Positive-sequence induction motor equivalent.

add the derived equivalent to the stator impedance to give the total positive-sequence motor
equivalent.
(a) Based on the new equivalent circuit, compute the current entering the motor as a function

of slip.
(b) Knowing both the applied positive-sequence voltage and the current, find the positive-

sequence stator losses.
19.26 Repeat problem 19.25 for the stator losses for the negative-sequence network. Recall that

the negative-sequence equivalent for the induction motor is different from the positive-
sequence network.
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20
Protection

Against Abnormal
System Frequency

The protections that have been discussed in the last three chapters have considered faults or other
problems that originate in a generator, exciter, transformer, or motor that cause the breakers at
a station to be tripped. In this chapter, we consider another category of problems that originate
in the power transmission system, rather than in the power plant or substation components.
Protective systems are devised to monitor power system behavior, and to make sure that the life
of the generating unit is not sacrificed unnecessarily due to an emergency system condition for
which detection and unit protection is feasible. Several different conditions are discussed in this
broad category in this and the following chapters. This chapter presents the need for abnormal
frequency protection and describes protective measures that are commonly used. The next three
chapters address other types of system disturbances for which special protections are required.

20.1 ABNORMAL FREQUENCY OPERATION

Both the generator and the generator step-up transformer are protected by volts per hertz relays
to prevent damage due to emergency low-frequency conditions. There are other abnormal
frequency conditions that are of concern and that are not within the generator protection
zone. Severe system disturbances on the network sometimes cause heavily loaded lines to be
tripped, which may bring about the cascaded tripping of other lines. This sometimes results in
the separation of the interconnected system into islands. Assuming that the system splits into
two islands, which is often the case, one island will invariably have a surplus of generation
and the other a surplus of load, since the separation usually does not result in islands whose
loads and generation are in equilibrium. This results in high frequency in one island and low
frequency in the other due to the imbalance between load and generation in each of the islands.
There are two aspects of off-normal frequency operation of steam-turbine generating units:
one pertaining to the generator and one pertaining to the turbine [1-31. In the discussion that
follows, we assume that a system is split into two islands, one with overfrequency and one
with underfrequency and will consider the effect on both generator and turbine in each island.

807
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20.2 EFFECTS OF FREQUENCY ON THE GENERATOR

First, consider the effects of sustained operation of a generator that is in an emergency island,
created as a result of some system disturbance, which produces the condition that either over-
or underfrequency exists in the island.

20.2.1 Overfrequency Effects

In an islanded operation where load has been lost for any reason, all generators will see
this disturbance as a loss of load, which is often termed a load rejection as "far as the generating
unit is concerned. This will result in an increase in speed, which should be controlled rapidly
by the prime mover speed governors. Assuming that the load reference settings of the speed
governors are not changed, the governor "droop" setting (about 5% in North America) will
determine the final change in generator speed or frequency per unit change in load. Should the
overspeed condition persist, the generator is usually not in a hazardous condition since genera-
tor loading is lower than normal and cooling is improved due to the increased speed. Moreover,
since load has been lost, voltages are likely to be high, resulting in reduced excitation. If the
excitation is greatly reduced, the generator might be tripped by loss-of-excitation protection,
depending on the sensitivity and settings of these relays. It is also possible that a unit could be
tripped due to high voltage, should a voltage regulator be out of service. Generator tripping
may not necessarily be a serious matter since there is already too much generation in the over-
frequency island, and such a trip is likely to be an isolated event.

20.2.2 Underfrequency Effects

In an underfrequency island the reverse of the above conditions will prevail. Here, the
generators are all overloaded and the speed, and hence cooling, are below normal. Because
of the overload conditions, system voltages are likely to be low, causing generator excitations
to be increased, perhaps to their limits. This raises the possibility of thermal overload of both
the stator and the rotor. The possibility exists for unit trip due to stator overheating, rotor
overheating, overexcitation, and underfrequency (voltslhertz). Moreover, the entire island is
short of generation and a trip of any unit could start a cascading of unit trips and a rapid
deterioration of the island to a complete blackout condition. Therefore, it is very important
that the protection not be overly sensitive and initiate unit trips unless absolutely necessary
[1-5].

The ANSI standards provide guidelines regarding the short-time thermal capability re-
quired of steam turbine generators, as shown in Table 20.1. These values are based on a
constant increment of heat added and can be extended to other values of time by the expression
[3], [6]

(20.1)

where x = per unit value of stator current or field voltage
K = a constant
~ 41 for the stator
~ 33 for the rotor

It is important that some protection be provided to protect the generator from exceeding the
limits imposed by Table 20.1. Most modem voltage regulators provide overexcitation limiting
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TABLE 20.1 Generator Short Time Thermal Capability (6]

809

Permissible
Time

in Seconds

120
(iO

30
10

Stator Limit
in Per Unit

of Rated Current

1.16
130
1.54
2.26'

Stator Limit
in Per Unit

of Rated Field Voltage

1.12
1.25
1.46
2.08

that will reduce the excitation voltage to a safe value after an appropriate time delay. This
voltage reduction may also reduce the stator current, but the stator current overload is system
dependent and voltage reduction cannot be relied on for stator protection.

For generator continuous operating times exceeding those shown in the table some lim-
itation must be applied, either as a reduction in MVA to reduce the current or a reduction in
voltage to reduce the voltslhertz and counteract the excess flux due to low frequency . Appro-
priate limitations are shown in Figure 20.1.
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Figure 20.t Generator underfrequency operation limitations [31: (a) Maximum kVA.
th) Voltage.

To satisfy the volts per hertz limitations, the voltage of the generator can be reduced in
the same proportion as the frequency reduction to return to normal flux conditions. This may
also reduce the VOlt-ampere loading to acceptable values, but there is no assurance that this
will be the case . Some manufacturers publish a time limitation for the volts per hertz criterion.
as shown in Figure 20.2 [3J. The protection trip time must be adjusted to honor these time
restrictions.

The protection of the generator against over- and underfrequency conditions does not
require any specific additions to the protective systems discussed previously. The primary
difference here is one of protecting the generator from unnecessary loss of life rather than the
removal of a faulted generator from the system . This same philosophy extends to the protection
of the turbine. which is the subject of the next section .
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Figure 20.2 Time limit for volts/hertz protection [31.

20.3 FREQUENCY EFFECTS ON THE TURBINE

Before considering specific turbine protection for over- and underfrequency operation, we
consider some features of steam turbine design that are important from the standpoint of off-
normal frequency operation . This discussion deals only with steam turbines . Hydro turbines
are not affected by over- or underfrequency to any marked degree.

Steam turbines are constructed with many stages of blades or buckets, from very short
blades in the high pressure section to blades several feet long in the lower pressure sections .
Each blade is like a steel beam that is anchored at its root and therefore can display several
natural bending modes of oscillation. The natural frequencies of oscillation for turbine blades
consist of two parts: one that depends on the natural frequencies of oscillation when the blade
is stationary and the other that depends on the speed of oscillation and other factors, such as
the radius of the shaft and the length of the blade [3].

The effect of these natural frequencies of blade oscillation for different rotor speeds is
illustrated by a set of curves called a "Campbell diagram," an example of which is shown in
Figure 20.3 for a particular stage of long, tuned turbine blades. The heavy, nearly horizontal
lines represent the natural resonant frequencies for this stage of blading. The diagonal lines
represent the harmonics of a given shaft speed, e.g., at rated speed of 60 revls the second
harmonic is 120 hertz, the third is 180 hertz, etc. The turbines are designed such that the
natural blade resonant frequencies fall between these integral harmonics of the driven speed .
Note, however, that should the shaft speed be either above or below normal (60 rev/s), this
would constitute a harmonic driving force to the blades that may be very close to the natural
frequency of vibration . As with many mechanical oscillators, the blade response is very
tightly tuned, as shown in Figure 20.4, i.e., it is a high Q system with very high gain at or near
resonance but very low gain at frequencies just slightly removed from resonance. The peak of
the amplification factor curve is inversely proportional to the damping, which is always very
small, hence the peak is very high. For turbines, the stress due to this magnification is not great
at low load levels, although there is some danger of high stress during start up. At rated load,
however, it has been found that it is not reasonable to design blades to survive the stress of a
resonant condition. The failure mechanism is related to the endurance of the material when
subjected to many cycles of high stress vibrations, as shown in Figure 20.5. The left portion
of the figure shows the stress that results from off nominal frequencies and the right side plots
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Figure 20.3 Campbell diagram for one stage of tuned turbine blades [3], [7].

Figure 20.4 Amplification factor for forced
blade oscillation [3].

1.0
Frequency Ratio

this stress against the endurance limit of the material. If the stress is small, as shown by "a" in
the figure, then the material can endure a very large number of vibration cycles. This means
that the turbine could run almost continually at this stress level (speed) without inflicting blade
damage.

As the stress (speed deviation) increases, the number of cycles of vibration that can be
endured is much lower (note the logarithmic scale). The life of the turbine may see many
excursions into these high stress regions. It is the cumulative experience that measures the
total toss of life of the machine.
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Figure 20.5 Stress amplitude versus frequency and endurance [7]. (a) Stress amplitude.
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The turbine manufacturers have developed guidelines that show the total accumulated
time that a turbine can be operated at various off nominal speeds. Figure 20.6 is a composite
of these curves for turbines of two different manufacturers [3], [7].
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Figure 20.6 Turbine off frequency lifetime [3], [7].

Manufacturer A depicts the turbine off-normal frequency lifetime as two horizontal lines
at 60.6 and 59.4 hertz, between which the unit can operate continuously without loss of life
due to turbine blade limitations. As the frequency deviation increases either up or down, the
lifetime of the unit is shown by slanting lines. The total lifetime below 56.5 hertz is shown as
1.0 second.

Manufacturer B shows continuous operation between 60.5 and 59.5 hertz. Here, it is
assumed that there will be no significant operation above 60.5 due to prompt governor action.
At below normal frequencies, the unit lifetime drops in steps with the region between 58.5 and
59.5 being limited to 60 minutes and that between 56.0 and 58.5 being limited to 10 minutes.
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It is important to note that the effects of off-normal frequency operation are cumulative.
For example, using Manufacturer A's curves, a total of2 minutes of operation at 58 hertz leaves
the unit with only about 2 minutes' additional operating lifetime at that frequency.

20.3.1 Overfrequency Effects

Overfrequency operation always follows a load rejection due to some cause. Assuming
a 5% droop characteristic in the governor, a 50% load rejection will result in a 2.5% rise in
speed, to a frequency of 61.5 hertz. Using Curve A of Figure 20.6, the turbine has a lifetime of
about 30 minutes at this frequency. Thus, even if the governor is not responding quickly, the
operator has time to take manual control action to reduce the governor load reference setting
before a substantial loss of life occurs. For higher frequency excursions, an overfrequency
relay can be used to initiate runback of the governor load reference motor, which readjusts the
desired turbine power output.

20.3.2 Underfrequency Effects

Underfrequency operation is usually more critical than overfrequency and, as noted pre-
viously, it is important that the unit not be tripped if it can possibly be kept in operation. It
is also important that the turbine be protected by underfrequency relaying to prevent lengthy
excursions that expend large amounts of turbine life. A 1978 survey by the North American
Electric Reliability Council showed that 38% of the units in North America utilized under-
frequency protection, and that 26% of all underfrequency schemes were designed specifically
for protection of the turbine [8]. This same survey also showed that, at the time of the survey,
there was no general consensus regarding the need for underfrequency protection for turbine
blading, even though most manufacturers recommend such protection.

Turbine underfrequency protection is complicated by the fact that the frequency response
of the system depends on the size of the disturbance which, in this case, is the loss of generation
to support the load, and also on the parameters that govern the system dynamic performance.
Another very important element in the equation is the design and response of underfrequency
load shedding protection. Underfrequency load shedding is usually installed by mutual agree-
ment of all operating utilities in an interconnected region. If it is assumed that these relays are
all installed and working properly, an estimate can be made of the dynamic frequency dip that
follows a predefined system separation, including the shedding of load as the frequency falls.
Knowing this characteristic, the turbine underfrequency protection can be designed.

Another basic assumption that must be made is the size of load change disturbance that
the system is designed to withstand. As the magnitude of the load disturbance is increased,
the depth of frequency decay increases, and the amount of load to be shed also increases.
These basic conditions must be known in order to estimate the actual frequency decay follow-
ing the loss of generation. Once this expected rate of frequency performance is known, the
underfrequency protection for the turbine can be designed.

20.4 A SYSTEM FREQUENCY RESPONSE MODEL

The dynamic frequency behavior of a power system can be estimated by modeling the speed
control of the total system as it responds to changes in load. Since every power system is an
island of some discrete size, we model the system under the assumption that the equations are
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normalized to the size of the total island, that is, the system base volt ampere magnitude is the
sum of the ratings of all of the generating units [9]. The system model, then, is similar to the
model of any individual generating unit, except that it is scaled in size to represent the total
system. We also assume that the system generation is composed primarily of steam turbine
units, which is surely the predominate type of generation in most modem systems, at least in
North America and Western Europe. This model may not represent systems that are served
primarily by hydrogeneration.

The concept of a uniform frequency model has been explored by numerous investigators
dating back 50 years or more. Our approach is similar to that ofRudenberg [9], who provides a
number of references on the subject as well as a mathematical derivation of the basic concept.
Similar and related approaches have been pursued more recently through work on energy
functions [10], [11]. The basic ideas are also important in the work on system area control
simulators [12], [13], as well as the work on long-term dynamics [14], [15]. In addition to these
resources, certain ideas have also been adopted from the work on coherency based dynamic
equivalents [16], [17], as well as the work on transient energy stability analysis [18]. A related,
but quite different approach has been taken in the work on emergency control [19], but that
model is more complex than believed necessary and is more difficult to use than the method
presented here. The analysis and results found here are similar to that of [20] and [21], but our
.model is simpler. References 22-24 provide still other methods of analyzing the problem of
frequency behavior, in varying degrees ofcomplexity. The approach pursued here is to provide
the minimum order model that retains the essential average frequency shape of a system with
typical time constants and active speed governing [25], [26].

The basic system model is shown in Figure 20.7, where we assume that every generating
unit has a speed governor and a turbine that produces mechanical power, Pm. Under normal
steady-state conditions, the mechanical power is balanced by the electrical power output, Pe , of
the generators. Any imbalance between mechanical and electrical power produces accelerating
power that acts through the rotating inertia to accelerate the shaft and thereby create an incre-
mental change, b.w, in frequency. Clearly, if every unit is of this type, we may represent the en-
tire system using this simple model by aggregating all units together as if they were on the same
bus. In actual systems, the generating units of various different types, but are predominantly
driven by reheat steam turbine prime movers. This is an important assumption, as we shall see.

Speed
Reference

Figure 20.7 Block diagram of the system frequency model.

Let us examine the components ofthe system shown in Figure 20.7. In particular, we seek
ways to simplify the system description without losing the essential dynamic characteristics.
Simplification of the mathematics is justified since the model is only approximate and may not
represent the exact behavior at any particular location in the island, but is rather an estimate of
the weighted average frequency of the entire island.
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We begin with the swing equation, shown by the block diagram of Figure 20.8, which
computes the speed deviation as a function of accelerating power. This is simply an expression
of Newton's law. The inertia constant in this equation, H, is rather large, with typical values
in the range of 3-5 seconds. When multiplied by 2, this is a very important parameter that
will playa dominant role in the frequency behavior. The damping constant, D, is a simplified
representation of the damping inherent in the steam turbine and generator to changes in speed,
as well as the frequency dependence of the system loads.

Dw

Figure 20.8 Block diagram for the swing equa-
tion.

The turbine is assumed to be a single reheat turbine, which is common in North America
and in many other parts of the world. A typical model for a reheat steam turbine is shown in
Figure 20.9. There is one predominate time constant in this model, the reheat time constant,
TR. This constant is typically in the range from 7 to 1] seconds [251. The time constants
associated with the steam chest and the crossover are very small and will be neglected in our
model. The fractions of total mechanical power produced by the high-pressure turbine, FH,
is about 0.2-0.3 per unit, with the remainder produced by the intermediate and low-pressure
turbines. Note that the total of the steam turbine fractions must always equal unity.

Valve
Position

Control
Valves

Steam
Chest

(a)

Shaft

Pev

(b)

Figure 20.9 Block diagram for a single reheat steam turbine [25]. (a) Typical reheat turbine
configuration. (b) Mathematical model of the reheat turbine.

The constant Km is an overall gain constant that will permit further tuning of the turbine
model output power. Initially, we will set this constant to a value near to unity, but later will
revise it to properly account for the load power factor and the dispatch of generating units in
the island. The input to the turbine model is the speed governor power demand, PG v, which is
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proportional to the throttle valve area or the governor valve position, and which is controlled
by the speed governor.

The speed governor model may be of many different types, but the model shown in
Figure 20.10 is typical. The time constants in the governor model are all quite small compared
to the reheat time constant and will be neglected, which makes the entire forward loop gain
equal to unity. This means that the governor is assumed to act very fast compared to the
change in speed (frequency). We also neglect the governor nonlinearities on the assumption
that operation is in the linear range.

V:pen

[Zr+
~Iose

1 ~(J)

R

Figure 20.10 Block diagram of a typical speed governor.

The final constant to be considered is the speed droop or regulation of the governor which
is the constant R shown in the feedback path of Figure 20.10. In North America, R is set to
about 0.05, which makes its inverse a constant feedback gain of 20. This is a significant gain
constant and must be retained in the model.

Making the foregoing assumptions to simplify the model, we arrive at the reduced order
system frequency response (SFR) model shown in Figure 20.11, where all parameters are in
per unit on an MVAbase equal to the total rating of all generating units in the island [27]. Note
that only six constants describe the model behavior:

1
If

Figure 20.11 The reduced order SFR model.

The gain factor, Km
The damping factor, D
The inertia constant, H
The reheat time constant, TR
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(20.2)

(20.3)

The high pressure power fraction, Fn
The speed droop or regulation, R

The predominate physical constants are the inertia and the reheat steam constant. The
governor droop and turbine steam fractions are common design parameters that are also impor-
tant in the system behavior. All parameters are readily estimated based on common knowledge
of typical system designs. Note that the system model is only of second order.

The notation used in Figure 20.11 is described as follows:

Psp == incremental power set point, per unit
Pm == turbine mechanical power, per unit
Pe == generator electrical load power, per unit
Pa == Pm - P, == accelerating power, per unit
!1.w := incremental speed, per unit
FH == fraction of total power generated by the HP turbine
TR == reheat time constant, seconds
H == inertia constant, seconds
D == damping factor
Km == mechanical power gain factor

The system block diagram of Figure 20.11 can be easily reduced to a forward transfer function
and a feedback transfer function. The closed loop transfer function of the system frequency
can then be written in the following form:

!1.w == ( Rw?z .) (Km (l + F~TRS) Psp - (\+ IRs) Pe)
DR + Km S + 2~wns + wn

where we compute the system undamped natural frequency and damping factor to be given by

2 DR + Kmw ==
11 2HRTR

_ (_2HR + (DR + KmFH ) TR ) W
~- 2(DR+Km ) 11

The SFR model is linear; therefore the variables may be either the full value of the variables or
incremental values. The model is the same in either case. We are interested in small changes
in frequency from normal, hence we shall consider all variables to be incremental variables.

We also note that there are two inputs to the system, the governor power set point and the
generated electric power or system load power. The governor power set point is adjusted by
signals from the energy control center, which schedules the generation of all units as required
to meet the load demand. Since we are interested in behavior over a period of a few seconds,
the power set point reference may be considered constant (or its incremental value zero).
Therefore, we may rearrange the system to show only the incremental electric power as the
input. Let us also redefine this input as a "disturbance" power, Pd. We select the sign of the
disturbance power to be the opposite of the electrical generated power, since we are usually
interested in a power unbalance where the load is greater than the generation. Therefore, we
define

(20.4)
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where a negative value of Pd corresponds to the step load increase, such as an island that forms
with excess load, therefore requiring a negative step change in disturbance power. With this
sign convention, a positive disturbance is one that will cause the system frequency to increase.

With this minor change, we may redraw the SFR model to that shown in Figure 20.12,
where the incremental disturbance power is the input and the per unit incremental speed or
frequency is the output.

Figure 20.12 The simplified SFR model with
disturbance power as the input.

(20.8)

(20.9)

(20.7)

For this system model we compute the frequency response in per unit to be

~ (RW~) ( (1 + TRs) Pd ) (20.5)
W = DR + Km s2 + 2qwns + w~

and the per unit speed or frequency can be computed for any Pd.
For sudden disturbances, large or small, we are usually interested in the disturbance

power in the form of a step function, i.e.,

Pd(t) = P step u(t) (20.6)

where Pstep is the disturbance magnitude in per unit based on the system base MVA, SSB,
(defined later) and u(t) is the unit step function. In the Laplace domain, we write

P () Pstep
d S =--

s
and this expression can be substituted into (20.5) with the result

(
Rw~ ) ( (1 + TRs) Pstep )

!!.W = DR + Km S (s2+ 2~wns + w~)

This equation can be solved directly to write, in the time domain,

RPstep [ t • ]~w(t) = 1+ a e-~wn SIn (Wrt + t/»
DR+Km

where

a=

and

1 - 2TR~Wn + Tlw~

1- ~2

Wr=Wn~

(20.10)

(20.11)
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The time response is a damped sinusoidal frequency offset , as shown in Figure 20.13.
Note that the result has been multiplied by 60 to give the results in hertz.
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Figure 20.13 Time response for islanding under excess load conditions.

20.4.1 Effect of Disturbance Size, Pstep

As an example of the computation of the SFR consider a system with the following
typical parameters.

For load disturbances from - 0.1 to -0.5 per unit in increments of - 0.1
R = 0.05 H = 4.0 s Km = 0.95
FH = 0.3 TR = 8.0 s D = 1.0

Then we compute

W" = 0.559
~ = 0.861
a = 7.168

~W" = 0.481
co, = 0.284
~=0.509

¢I = 141.396°
¢2 = /49.416°
¢ = - 8.020°

The results, for values of Pstep from - 0.1 to - 0.5 in increments of -0.1 are shown in Figure
20.13.

Note that the response is underdamped (~ < I) and that the damping exponential ~w"
is fairly large, resulting in almost negligible oscillation beyond the first swing. Also note that
the maximum frequency deviation occurs at exactly the same frequency for all cases, which
indicates that the time of maximum deviation is not a function of Pstep .

20.4.2 Normalization

The equations shown above are typica l of any reheat unit in the system, with all equations
assumed to be in per unit on some base. Let us assume that all are in per unit on a common
system volt-ampere base, S8 . We now combine all units into a single large unit that represents
all generating units in the entire system. This can be done by adding the power equations, as
follows:

(20.12)
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~ PGVi =~ PSPi - ~ (~i)~W
l l l

(20.13)

(20.14)

where we assume that all equations are on a common system base SB. We now re-normalize
(20.12) to (20.14) to the total system base SSB which is equal to the sum of the ratings of all
generating units in the system.

n

SSB = LSBi
i=I

(20.15)

(20.16)

This change of base multiplies (20.12-14) by the ratio of the two bases with the result

!..!!.-L 2Hi
s /:).(J) = Km (1 + FHTRS)

SSB i (1 + TRs)

x [!..!!.- L PSPi - !..!!.- L (~) ~w] - !..!!.- L r:
SSB i SSB i R, SSB i

which defines the equivalent generator parameters.

SB ~
H=-~Hi

SSB i

~= ::B~~i
l

(20.17)

(20.18)

The normalized value of these parameters on the total system base will be typical of those for
a single unit on its own base.

20.4.3 Slope of the Frequency Response

It is instructive to examine the effect on the transient response of the several important
parameters in the system. Since the solution is easily written in closed form, by (20.9), we
easily compute the slope of the response.

d Sco aWnRPstep -rwl . ( t+,A.)-- = e ;:, n sin W r '1-'1
dt DR+Km

where all parameters are previously defined. We are particularly interested in the value of
(20.18) at two points: first, when t = 0, which corresponds to the maximum rate of change
of slope, and second, the time at which the slope is zero, which corresponds to the maximum
frequency deviation.

1. t = 0

dto I aRio; Pstep . Pstep- = sln<Pl =--
dt 1=0 DR+Km 2H

dw
2. -=0

dt

a RWn Pstep l'o= e-~w" SIn (w t + <PI)
DR + Km r

(20.19)

(20.20)
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(20.21)

The condition in (20.20) is satisfied when co.t+ 1>1 == nn for n an integer, including zero. If
we call this time II.' we compute

nst - ¢I 1 -I ( wrTR )
17 == == - tan
'-. W r (Or ~Wn TR - 1

These slope parameters are clearly observed in Figure 20.13. The initial slope depends only on
Pstep and H, hence it changes for each run plotted in the figure. However, tz is not a function
of Pstep, hence the maximum frequency deviation occurs at exactly the same time (about 2.4 s)
for all disturbances computed. Note also that Figure 20.] 3 is plotted in hertz, so the frequency
equation must be multiplied by 60 to check the results.

Another parameter that can be readily checked is the regulation. Governors are set with
a regulation or droop R to give a steady-state speed versus power relationship of

RPstep
~W(' .. == (20 22)

.Ll DR + Km .

where both Wss and Pstep are incremental, normalized quantities. Note that Pstep must take the
sign of Pd , which would be negative for an increase in load or loss of generation. Thus, in
Figure 20.13, when Pstep == -0.3 and for R == 0.05 we compute, for (D R + Km ) of unity,

tJ,(().\·s == -(0.05)(0.3) == -0.0] 5 per unit == -0.9 Hz

which is clearly observed in Figure 20.13. This result can be also be verified mathematically
by the final value theorem

RPstepJim !l(JJ(t) == lim s !lw(s) == (20.23)
I~OO S~O DR + Km

It is difficult to visualize the effect of each physical parameter of the SFR model without
plotting the results. Therefore, each parameter is now varied in tum and the results plotted to
illustrate the effect of that parameter.

20.4.4 The Effect of Governor Droop, R

To show the effect of governor droop, the value of R is varied from 0.05 to 0.10 in
increments of 0.01 per unit. The results are shown in Figure 20.14.

Actual observed system responses in islanded situations have sometimes shown the net
system regulation to be in the neighborhood of 0.1. This indicates that some generating units
are operating with governor valves blocked, giving a regulation of 1.0 per unit for these units.
This increases the net regulation for the system in proportion to the size of the units with
blocked valves. Note in Figure 20.14 that the steady-state regulation is exactly as given by
(20.22). The simulation shown in Figure 20.] 4 must be extended for a rather long time to
accurately observe the final value.

It is also important to note that the assumed droop setting R has absolutely no effect on
the initial rate of frequency decline. This is important. Even if all governors are at the extreme
valve-closing end of their individual backlash limits, as in following a gradual load decrease, a
sudden loss of load would require a rapid change to a valve open condition. While traversing
this backlash region, the system is operating essentially open loop and the natural ]00% turbine
regulation prevails. However, the initial rate of change is the same as for a tightly tuned system
with no backlash. This effect can be noted in Figure 20.12, where the regulation term is seen
to be affected by the lag of the feedback term, which is a "lag-lead" function. The difference
the regulation makes is in the recovery time, the maximum offset, and the final value. It is
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Figure 20.14 Frequency response for varying values of R from 0.05 to 0.10 in steps of
0.01.

important that this recovery be fast in order to limit the time of exposure at frequencies below
about 57 to 58 hertz .

The value of R is probably bounded between about 0.05 and 0.10 for most systems.
This effectively bounds the maximum frequency deviation for a given disturbance to the values
shown in the shaded portion of Figure 20.15 . Here, Pstep is the disturbance step magnitude.
Figure 20.15 is plotted with nominal values (H = 4.0 S, TR = 8.0 s, FH = 0.3) of the other
parameters.
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::E Figure 20.15 Range of maximum frequency de-
viation versus disturbance size.

20.4.5 The Effect of Inertia, H

The effect of inertia is examined by using typical values for all parameters and varying
H, with the result plotted in Figure 20.16. The value of H has a direct effect on the initial
slope, as noted earlier. and this is clearly shown in Figure 20.16.

The value of H affects all the measures of frequency response, including (/)n, and {, as
given by (20.3), and thereby all other computed parameters as given by (20.10) and (20.11),
including the initial slope and the time tz ofmaximum frequency deviation as given by (20.19)
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Figure 20.16 Frequency response for varying values of II from 3.0 to 5.0 seconds in
increments of 0.5 seconds .

and (20 .20). It is also interesting to observe that (\ / 2H ) is the forward loop gain in Figure
20.12 and that H is involved only in the feed-forward loop, while all other parameters are
feedback parameters.

The most pronounced effect of high values of H is to reduce the initial rate of frequency
decline, and to delay and reduce in the maximum devia tion . Note thar H does not affect the
final steady-state value of frequency. The family of inertia responses are interesting due to the
overlap of response curves . This characteristic is not exhibited by the other response plots .
The higher inertia values result in a slower drop in frequency, which is logical, and also a
slower recovery . Since the response is slower for the higher inertias, the governor has more
time to respond and therefore limits the maxim um frequency deviation to smaller values .

20.4.6 The Effect of Reheat Time Constant, TR

The reheat time constant is an important system parameter. Usually 70% or more of
the turbine output is delayed by the reheat time constant and the variatio n of this time lag has
a pronounced effect on frequency performance. Figure 20.17 shows a range that is typical
of large generating units. TR has an effect on the dampi ng ratio t; and the natural undamped
frequency (})" , but does not effect the initial slope or the final value.

The major effect of the reheat time constant is to produce a lag in the response of the
frequency following its initial dip. This lag also increases the maximum frequency deviation
and delays the peak value of this maximum in proportion to the size of the reheat lag. This
means that the reheat constant will not affect underfrequency relay settings, which are set to be
responsive to the initia l drop in frequency , but this parameter has an effect on the response and
the total time of exposure to low freque ncies . This may be important in the effect on turbine
blading and the loss of life due to low frequency fatigue .

20.4.7 The Effect of High-Pressure Fraction, P«

The constant FII measures the fraction of shaft power developed by the high-pressure
turbine on a sing le reheat system. This is the fraction of shaft power that is not delayed by
reheating. Figure 20.18 shows the effect of varying only FH, with other parameters at their
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Figure 20.18 Frequency response for varying values of FH .

(20.24)

nominal values. Large values of FH have a pronounced effect on ~ and can make the system
overdamped (~ > 1). When this occurs, the frequency response is not given by (20.9) but is a
combination of exponentials. The frequency response equation for this condition is computed
from (20.8) by factoring the quadratic to write

) T,T2Rw~Ps1ep ( 1+ TRs )
~w(s = ----'-'---=..:.~

DR + Km s (l + TIS) (l :+- T2S)

Then

(20.25)

In the numerical example plotted in Figure 20.18, when FH < 0.4 , the system is under-
damped . These are the two curves with the largest frequency displacement in the figure. The
underdamped cases exhibit overshoot of the final value. The curves representing FH > 0.4
are overdamped.
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20.4.8 The Effect of Damping, D

825

Power system loads are known to be sensitive to system frequency. One way of char-
acterizing this dependence is to model the load as having a constant component as well as a
frequency dependent component.

(20.26)

Then the incremental change in load is a function of the incremental change in frequency. But
this effect is already included in the model in the form of the damping constant D, where we
may write

(20.27)

where all values are in per unit. The damping constant is also interpreted as representing the
viscous damping of the turbine and generator to oscillations. From Figure 20.12, however, we
note that the product (20.27) is of the same sign as the electrical power, which is exactly the
incremental load of the system. Thus, the model given by Figure 20.12 has both components
of load represented, the constant portion and the frequency dependent portion.

From (20.3), we see that the system undamped natural frequency and damping are
functions of D, but this dependence always appears as the product DR. Since R is small,
nominally about 0.05 per unit, the product DR will also be small and the effect of D is
therefore diminished. We can illustrate the effect of D on the frequency response by plotting
for various values of this parameter, with the results seen in Figure 20.19.

Note the similarity between Figure 20.14, which shows variation in R, and Figure 20.19
that illustrates variation in D. The effect of varying the two parameters is much the same, but
R plays a much more important role than D in the results. We conclude that, even though the
load has a frequency dependent component, it is not nearly as important as the droop settings
of the governors in the resulting frequency response. It also shows the importance of keeping
the governor droop settings closely tuned.

20.4.9 System Performance Analysis

Performance analysis for a given system using the SFR model is relatively easy, providing
data from an actual system disturbance is available to determine the parameters. Actual
system disturbance records are necessary since some system parameters are almost impossible
to determine exactly due to unknown operating conditions. Regulation or droop (R), for
example, depends on turbine droop adjustment and the effect of units with blocked-governor
valves, such as large nuclear units. However, this effect is clearly revealed in the frequency
record of an actual disturbance by observing the steady-state frequency error. This steady-state
error can be computed from (20.22) to be

60 RPstepIs., = DR + Km Hz (20.28)

We can begin by making rough estimates of D, since this parameter will not make any sig-
nificant difference. The value of Km is usually known, at least approximately, by the system
control center, or it can be estimated based on the operating and spinning reserve policy of
the islanded utility. There remains only Rand Pstep to be found. If the disturbance magnitude
is known, and it usually is easily estimated for a known system disturbance, then R can be
computed using (20.28). As noted previously, a value of about 0.1 is not uncommon, even
though governors are nominally set to 0.05.
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Figure 20.19 Frequency response for various values of the parameter D.

20.4.10 Use of the SFR Model

Data for an actual system separation is used to validate the SFR model. The physical
system is assumed to have separated and islands created, one with excess generation and one
with excess load. The simulation presented is for the island with excess load. The result is
shown in Figure 20.20, where the irregular line represents the measured system frequency and
the smooth line is the simulation of the average island frequency.
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Figure 20.20 Modelvalidation for an actualpowersystemdisturbance.

Note that the data from the physical system include the effect of the oscillation of
local machines with respect to other machines in the island. This is usually the case, and
measurements from different parts of the island will show these local oscillations. The local
machines oscillate about the average system frequency, which is computed by the SFR model.

For the case illustrated in Figure 20.20, the power system underfrequency load shedding
relays caused load to be shed at various times during the initial frequency decline . These load
shedding events were computed in per unit, based on the estimated totalisland generation, as
shown in Table 20.2.

A total of almost 16% of the island load was shed in this event, and the system fre-
quency response was well controlled. Note that the simulation, using approximate values of
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TABIJE 20.2 Load Shed in Underfrequency Island

Time Increment Load Total Load Shed
in Seconds Shed in Percent in Percent

0.2 0.2070 0.2070
0.5 0.1980 0.4050
0.6 6.4880 6.8930
0.9 6.2100 13.103
1.8 2.7120 15.815
Total 15.815 15.815

827

(20.29)

the system generation parameters, provides a reasonably good estimate of the actual system
underfrequency event.

20.4.11 Refinements in the SFR Model

The model used in the previous sections is convenient for its simplicity, but it uses
assumptions that are not entirely necessary. We will discuss two refinements that may be
desirable for some studies where the greater accuracy may be warranted. One refinement
adjusts the mechanical power, and the other corrects the electrical power.

20.4.11.1 Mechanical Power. The mechanical power in the previous model neglects
the fact that all systems normally allocate a given fraction of all generation as "spinning reserve,"
to provide a generation margin for exactly the type of emergency being simulated [28]. This
means that not all of the rated system capability is scheduled, and that only a specified fraction
of that capability is available to respond to an islanding event. We may define the mechanical
power of all turbines in service as follows:

PmO in MW 1"Km == == - ~SBiFpi(1 - .fSR) == Fp(l - fSR)
SSB SSB i

where SRi == MVA rating of unit i
Ss B == system MVA rating
FPi == power factor of unit i == FP
.fSR == fraction of SSB on spinning reserve

This model of the mechanical power takes into account the spinning reserve of the system.
This means that not all of the system generation is available immediately, since the governor
references are set to use only a fraction of the unit ratings. The spinning reserve fraction used
here is the average for the entire system.

This gives an estimate for the value of the gain Km used in the system equations. It
assumes that all operating generators are at the same power factor.

20.4.11.2 ElectricalPower. The model of the electric power in the frequency response
model may be limited due to the inability of the generators to deliver an amount of power equal
to the size of the initial disturbance. Let us assume a simple generator model, with constant
voltage behind transient reactance, a generator step-up transformer, and an equivalent system
impedance between the generator and load, as shown in Figure 20.21. The total system
impedance seen by the equivalent generator is designated as X.
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Figure 20.21 Equivalent system following the
disturbance.

We may draw a phasor diagram of the system voltages both before and after the distur-
bance as shown in Figure 20.22, assuming constant voltage EG behind the transient reactance.
Note that the power factor of load currents is assumed to be unchanged by the disturbance,
i.e., the angle 0 is a constant angle. The constant generator internal voltage describes .an arc
with center at the origin. This does not mean that there is no exciter, but that the excitation is
fast enough to effectively hold this internal voltage constant.

Figure 20.22 Phasor diagram of conditions be-
fore and after disturbance.

From the phasor diagram, we may write the following voltage equations.

VL = EGcos 8 - XI sinO

XI cosO = EG sin 8
Then we may compute the load voltage

VL = EG cos 8 - EG sin 8 tan 0
and the load power,

(20.30)

(20.31)

E2
PL = --!2 (sin 8 cos 8 - sin28 tan 0) (20.32)

X
Recall that () is a constant power factor angle. Wemay now compute the maximum load power
that may be delivered in terms of the angle 8 by taking the derivative of (20.32) with respect
to 8. Performing this operation, we compute the following constraint between the two angles.

1
tan 28 = - (20.33)

tan 0
Using this relationship, we may write the following equation for the maximum load power,
that is, when the derivative of (20.32) is zero. This gives the maximum deliverable load power
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to be

829

(20.34)

(20.36)

£2 (1 - sine) E
2

PLmax = -Si = -Si tan 0
2X . cose 2X

Proof of this equation is left as an exercise. The important thing to note is that there is a definite
maximum load power that can be delivered by the system generation. This maximum power
is a function of the system reactance seen looking into the network, the excitation voltage of
the equivalent generator, and the generator torque angle.

From the basic swing equation, we may write
d ~w 1dt == 2H (Pm - Pe) pu (20.35)

Then, at maximum power delivered to the load, this equation defines the maximum slope of
the frequency curve.

d ~w] 1
2H

(Pm - Pemax) pu
dt max

If we also incorporate the modified mechanical power, we may write the revised equation as
follows.

d~W] I [ Eb(l-FR ) ]-- ==-- Fp(I-.fsR)-- --
dt max 2H 2X Fp

where Fp == cos () == power factor
FR == sin () == reactive factor

pu (20.37)

(20.38)

The limitation on electrical power can be used simply as a maximum value that can be
substituted for the disturbance power in the frequency response model.

20.4.12 Other Frequency Response Models

One application for frequency response models is for the setting of underfrequency load
shedding relays, where relays are used to shed portions of the load and thereby preserve a
reasonable load-generation balance. One method of estimating frequency behavior for this
purpose is to model the frequency decline following the disturbance using a model that reflects
the load and generator behavior. This model results in a first-order differential equation that
has the solution [291

A () Pstep (1 --(D /211)t)[jU) t == -- - e
D

This model, which is attractive for its simplicity, describes the frequency trajectory as it falls
from its initial value in an exponential fashion. The rate of decline is faster than that predicted
by (20.9) since it does not model the governor behavior. The derivation of this model is an
interesting one and is left as an exercise. The slope of the frequency function using this model
is given by

d /sco Pstep _iL t-- == -e 2H (20.39)
dt 2H

This model is often used for determining the time at which load shedding relays should be
employed. The initial slope computed by (20.39) is exactly the same as that computed by
(20.18). Note that only the inertia and damping are required to find the frequency for a
disturbance of any size, since the governor behavior is ignored.
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A compari son of the two methods of computing the frequency as a function of time is
shown in Figure 20.23 and the results are summarized for two disturbance values in Table 20.3.
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Figure 20.23 Compari son of two methods or computing the frequency response to a step
type load disturbance .

The system parameters used in the System Frequency Response (SFR) model for Figure
20.23 are as follows. .

H=4.0

D = 1.0

FH = 0.3

R = 0.05

TR = 8.0

Km =0.95

The exponential model is reasonably accurate for the first one-half second, but after that the
error builds rapidly.

20.4.13 Conclusions Regarding Frequency Behavior

The SFR model of system frequency behavior following an islanding event or a large
disturbance on the interconnected system is a greatly simplified model of system behavior.
The model developed for this purpose omits many details and ignores small time constants
in an effort to provide a model that may be useful in approximating the system performance,
including the essential behavior of speed governing and turbine response. However, in spite
of the model simplicity, the comparison with actual system disturbances and detailed stability
simulations are encouraging. Moreover, the model provides an understanding of the way
in which important system parameters affect the frequency response. Such understanding is
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difficult to achieve in high-order models, where performance is a very complex function of
many state variables.

From Figure 20.23, it is clear that, although the exponential model gives the correct
initial rate of change of frequency, an error begins to accumulate at the start of the disturbance
and by the end of 1 second this error is quite large. Table 20.3 shows the percent error, which
is observed to be about 40% after ] second and over 100% after 2 seconds. Clearly, the error
accumulates very fast.

20.5 OFF NORMAL FREQUENCY PROTECTION

The frequency deviation that accompanies system islanding disturbances is caused by the
imbalance between load and generation. This effect is most serious in the island that has
an excess of load. since speed governing is usually effective in reducing the generation in
islands that have an excess of generation. Therefore, most of the concern is for the island
with an excess of load. Since there is no direct control of utility load, the primary method of
restoring frequency is to shed load in appropriate amounts. This must be done with considerable
planning, since there is no merit in shedding excessive amounts of load and thereby creating
a need for reducing generation.

The problem of load shedding has been studied for many years in North America with
some of the early investigations dating to the mid 1950s [30-33]. It has also been noted that
the power plants themselves are subject to failure at low frequencies since plant auxiliaries
are unable to maintain normal output, with the critical frequency being about 10-15% below
normal (6-9 hertz on a 60 hertz system) [34]. The most logical correction for a load-rich area
is the switching off of a portion of the load. Some loads, such as ore crushers and rolling mills,
for example, should not be allowed to return to service during the underfrequency period since
the material being worked in the milling process may jam the machine and promote stalling.

Several scholarly treatments of underfrequency load shedding have been presented in
the literature over the years [35-511. A 1978 industry survey recorded the practice of utilities
in underfrequency and undervoltage relay applications [51]. This survey showed that over
one-third of the generating units have underfrequency protection, with most of these schemes
being applied for turbine blade protection. It was also revealed that, in most cases, no effort
was made to coordinate the turbine protection with the system underfrequency load shedding
relays. No cases of unit tripping due to underfrequency were reported, which indicates the
rare occurrence of this type of disturbance.

Recently, a standard has been prepared that provides a guide for abnormal frequency
protection of power generating plants [52], [53]. This guide states two major objectives in
connection with the operation of a steam generating station at abnormal frequency:

I. Protect equipment from damage that could result from operation at abnormal fre-
quency.

2. Prevent cascaded tripping that may lead to a complete plant shutdown if limiting
conditions are not reached during the abnormal frequency condition.

The plant systems that are most affected by abnormal frequency conditions are the
following:

Generator
Unit step-up transformer
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Turbine
Station.auxiliaries

Limitations in the generator, step-up transformer, and turbine have been discussed in
this and the preceding chapters. For the station auxiliaries, those that are most limiting are
boiler feed pumps, circulating water pumps, and condensate pumps. This is due to the fact
that each percent reduction in speed, brought about by low frequency, causes a large percent
loss in pumping capacity. The frequency at which the loss of pump capacity becomes critical
will vary from one plant to another. Tests have shown that the plant capability will begin
to decrease at 57 hertz and that frequencies below 55 hertz are critical for continued plant
operation due to the reduction in pumping rate. These limitations are not covered in the ANSI
standard.

20.6 STEAM TURBINE FREQUENCY PROTECTION

The primary underfrequency protection for steam turbines is the automatic load shedding
program that is designed to maintain a reasonable load-to-generation balance. This protection
is not located in the power plant, but is distributed throughout the power system in order to
protect each region equally. In some cases, this protection will provide a load-generation
balance that will make it unnecessary for special turbine underfrequency protection to operate.
However, it must be recognized that system underfrequency load shedding makes certain
assumptions as to how the system will break up into distinct islands, and that the assumed island
boundaries may not always occur as planned. Therefore, it is still necessary for the turbine to
have its own protection to cover those rare events when unusual frequency excursions occur
due to the method of system breakup or the failure of the load shedding program. Turbine
underfrequency protection, then, is the last line of protection and its operation may lead to
blackout of the underfrequency island.

The following design criteria are suggested by the ANSI guide [52]:
1. Establish trip points and time delays based on the manufacturer's turbine abnormal

frequency limits (similar to Figure 20.6).
2. Coordinate the turbine generator underfrequency tripping relays with the system

automatic load shedding program.
3. Failure of a single underfrequency relay should not cause an unnecessary trip of a

generator.
4. Failure of a single underfrequency relay to operate during an underfrequency condi-

tion should not jeopardize the overall protection scheme.
5. Static relays should be considered, as their accuracy, speed of operation, and reset

capability are superior to the electro-mechanical relays.
6. The turbine underfrequency protection system should be in service whenever the unit

is synchronized to the system, or while separated from the system but supplying
auxiliary load.

7. Provide separate alarms to alert the operator for each of the following conditions:
• A situation of less than the nominal system frequency band on the electric system
• An underfrequency level detector output indicating a possible impending trip of
the unit.

• An individual relay failure.
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It is also recognized that unnecessary generator trips during frequency excursions, from
which the system should recover, must be avoided. Moreover, it is important that the scheme
be designed to minimize the stress on the turbine. These two criteria suggest that the underfre-
quency operation be broken up into small bands with separate protection and timing in each
band, since the turbine loss of life is greatly increased as the frequency falls. At least five or
six bands are suggested. Since the turbine damage is cumulative, the operating experience
within each band should be preserved in a nonvolatile memory.

The ANSI Guide [52] provides two suggested protection schemes, only one of which is
presented here. This scheme is a multi-setpoint scheme with frequency logic and accumulating
counters, as shown in Figure 20.24. It is designed to protect a turbine with generalized abnormal
frequency operating limits similar to those shown in Figure 20.6. The settings are based on
the following criteria [52 J:

Underfrequency
Limit Exceeded

Alarm
r---------t621-----~

1.58
Alarm

o ~ Timer
On Line fBi] UnderFreq
Enable L.:J Relay

Figure 20.24 Block diagram of a turbine protection scheme [511.
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1. The frequency set points are set equal to or slightly higher than the steps of the turbine
abnormal frequency operating limits.

2. The time delay setpoints are set equal to or slightly lower than the steps of the turbine
blade time restricted operating limits.

3. The settings are modified in some cases to provide coordination with the load shedding
scheme.

20.7 UNDERFREQUENCY PROTECTION

The underfrequency turbine protection scheme should be coordinated with the other under-
frequency protective systems. Most large systems employ a load shedding scheme that uses
underfrequency relays to drop a portion of the system load when the frequency is below normal.
These protective schemes reduce. the magnitude of the load imbalance in the island and make
it possible for the system to recover to an operating condition from which the operators can
begin the process of restoring the system to normal. As noted earlier, the unnecessary tripping
of any turbines during this emergency period makes the load imbalance worse, and may lead
to complete collapse.

Therefore, the load shedding scheme should drop load before the turbine protection starts
dropping generating units.

20.7.1 A Typical Turbine Protection Characteristic

The following information is required in order to provide the necessary coordination
[52]:

1. The system frequency response characteristic for possible load imbalance conditions,
including the effect of the load shedding scheme.

2. A time-frequency characteristic of the proposed turbine underfrequency protection
scheme.

We assume that the frequency response characteristic derived in Section 20.4 is adequate
to satisfy the first requirement. This must be compared with the turbine underfrequency limits
and the turbine underfrequency protection characteristics. Such a comparison is shown in
Figure 20.25, where we assume a turbine protection similar to that shown in Figure 20.24.

The characteristics shown in Figure 20.25 must be used with caution. The curves may
not be simply compared by their placement in the time versus frequency coordinates since the
total damage to the turbine blading is cumulative and the required coordination time is between
the system frequency response and the remaining life of the blading. The accumulators in the
protection scheme add the time in each interval during each underfrequency incident and
accumulate the total for each interval. The turbine protection will not trip the unit until its
underfrequency experience exceeds that allowed, which should agree with the limits set in
the accumulators. A simple comparison between the underfrequency response and the turbine
protection will ensure that the unit is not tripped due to exceeding the turbine underfrequency
limits on the one underfrequency excursion. Usually, a rather wide coordination margin would
be advisable for Figure 20.25. For example, it would be wise to limit any single underfrequency
excursion to less than 10% of the turbine trip limits, which limits the loss of life experienced
by the turbine due to any single incident. No such limits are shown in Figure 20.25, but can
be achieved by proper design of the load shedding characteristics.
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Figure 20.25 Comparison of system underfrequency response and turbine underfrequency
protection .

20.7.2 Load Shedding Relay Characteristics

The creation of a load imbalance in a power system may cause such an excess of load
over generation that there is no alternative but to shed some of the load. This is accompli shed
using underfrequency relays, with timers, to drop specified amounts of load at predetermined
times.

In many cases, the underfrequency condit ion arises due to the breakup of a large system
into two or more islands. The boundaries of the islands are seldom known prior to the distur-
bance that causes the breakup . The exception to this is the case where certain anticipated types
of disturbances are detected by specia l protective schemes, which are preprogrammed to cause
the creation of islands at specified boundaries. This concept is discussed in Chapter 21. In most
cases, however, it is necessary to install load shedding relays throughout the power system so
that any possible island configuration will be protected against underfrequency operation. In
most cases, a large number of individual utilities are interconnected to form a large system,
which may be forced into islands with many different boundaries. Thus, it is necessary for
all of the utilitie s that make up the interconnected system to come to an agreement as to the
amount and timing of load shedding, so that all portion s of the system behave in approximately
the same manner when load shedding is required, irrespective of the exact cut set that defines
the separation.

20.7.2.1 Load Shedding Criteria. In order to assure proper coordination of the load
shedding relays and the turbine underfrequency limits, coordination criteria are required . From
Figure 20.6 it is clear that operation below 56 hertz should never occur and even 56.5 hertz is
limiting for some turbines. A margin above these values should be added for safety, say to 57
hertz. The underfrequency limits at 57 hertz are shown to be about 0.1 minutes (6 s), but this is
the accumulated time to failure. Only a prudent fraction of this time should be allowed on any
one underfrequency excursion, say 10% or about 0.6 seconds. This will permit ten significant
load upsets before the cumulative damage would predict the replacement of turbine blading.
Since the allowable time below 57 hertz is so small, a better approach is to shed adequate
amounts of load so that system operation below 57 hertz is avoided entirely.
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One set of criteria for optimizing the amount of load shedding and its coordination with
turbine underfrequency protection has been proposed as follows [45]:

(a) The load shedding program should prevent underfrequency excursions below 57.0
hertz for longer than 30 cycles (on a 60 hertz base) and the system frequency should
be able to recover following the overload disturbance.

(b) The system frequency should recover fast enough to provide adequate margin with
the turbine protection schemes.

(c) Frequency overshoot due to overshedding of load should be limited to less than 61
hertz to prevent conflict with turbine over-frequency limitations.

20.7.2.2 Definition of the Initial Load Imbalance. A distinction should be made
regarding the cause of the load imbalance, since this affects the computed frequency response.
Several situations may be encountered, with the following descriptions being typical.

1. The utility is part of a large interconnection, with portions of the load served from
purchased power that is imported over tie lines from neighboring utilities. A large
disturbance causes all or a portion of the utility system to island due to line tripping.
The island may occur at preplanned boundaries, or it may be random and dependent
on the nature and location of the initiating disturbance. In either case, imported power
is cut off and the island is left with load that exceeds the island generation.

2. The utility is operated as an islanded system, either by design or due to a temporary
switching of connections to the neighboring systems. A load imbalance may be
caused by the loss of one or more generating units, which results in an excess of load
over the remaining generation.

3. The utility is part of a large interconnection, as in 1, and suffers the loss of one or
more large generating units. This causes a local incremental drop in frequency, which
causes power to flow toward the generation deficient region over interconnecting
transmission lines. This may cause significant overload of one or more of these
lines, which are tripped (either by protective relays or by operator action) as a result
of the overload, thereby causing even more critical loading of the remaining lines.
Eventually several lines trip, isolating the generation deficient region, which suffers
an under frequency response.

Other scenarios can be conceived that will result in a significant load imbalance. The
point to note is that some disturbances cause a change in the remaining island generation
and some do not. The net disturbance power, however, is expressed in per unit based on
the total remaining generation in the island following disturbance. We define the following
quantities.

PL = island load in MW
PGo = generation at time of islanding in MW
PGx = generation tripped in MW

Prior to the islanding action, the load and generation (plus imported power) in the island area
are equal, but after islanding they are unequal.

Then for Case 1, we have

(20.40)
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For Case 2, we compute
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PGx PdPd2 == per unit (20.41)
PCo - PGx PGo - PGx

In the first case, the size of the disturbance is the difference between load and generation. In
the second case, the size of the disturbance is the amount of generation tripped. In both cases,
the numerator represents the size of the disturbance in MW, but the denominator for the two
cases is different. The difference in the per unit disturbance size can be quite large. Case 2
starts out with a loss of generation" but when the separation occurs it can be modeled as a
variation of Case 1.

EXAMPLE 20.1
Consider a system with a total generation of 10,000 MW. Compute the per unit disturbance for Cases (1)
and (2).

Solution
The results of the calculation are shown in Table 20.4. The point of this exercise is to illustrate the
importance of computing the disturbance power with the correct base generation for the island. This
calculation should carefully account for cases in which the total amount of generation is changed at the
time of separation. The difference is more pronounced for higher per unit values of disturbance power.
Note, for example, that a 0.40 per unit disturbance power amounts to a net 0.67 per unit disturbance for
loss of generation is compared to only a 0.40 per unit disturbance for a loss of load. The point is that the
base MVA is computed by totaling the remaining generation in the island. It is this total that determines
the stored energy (H) and other island generation parameters.

TABLE 20.4 Normalized Distur-
bance Power for Different Con-
ditions of Remaining Generation
with Initial Generation of 10,000
MW

Pd Pdt Pd2

500 0.05 0.0526
1000 0.10 0.1111
1500 0.15 0.1765
2000 0.20 0.2500
2500 0.25 0.3333
3000 0.30 0.4286
3500 0.35 0.5385
4000 0.40 0.6667
4500 0.45 0.8182
5000 0.50 1.0000
5500 0.55 1.2222
6000 0.60 1.5000
6500 0.65 1.8571
7000 0.70 2.3333
7500 0.75 3.0000
8000 0.80 4.0000
8500 0.85 5.6667
9000 0.90 9.0000
9500 0.95 19.0000
10000 1.00 Infinite •
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If we select a goal of 57 hertz as the minimum allowable operating frequency , we
can estimate the maximum disturbance for a typical system from the plots of Figure 20.26,
which show the frequency deviation without any load shedding. This indicates that, for load
disturbances greater than about 0.4 per unit, based on (20.40), the frequency deviation is very
likely to drop below 57 hertz .
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Figure 20.26 Typical system frequency responses to load disturbances.

It is clear that load must be shed for disturbances greater than 0.40 per unit. The amount
of load shed and the timing of these shedding events must be determined in some logical
manner.

Some utilities set the first step of load shedding at 59.5 hertz . This is chosen for several
reason s (46). One reason is that the large turbine-generator sets are not rated for continuous
operation below about 59.5 hertz, with the exact value depending on the manufacturer as noted
in Figure 20.6 . Setting the initial load shed frequency at a relatively high value, such as 59.5
hertz, also tends to limit the maximum frequency deviation. Values higher than 59.5 hertz are
not advised because of the need for coordination with automatic underfrequency loading of
some hydro and other peaking units.

There is also an argument for setting this first load shedding step at about 59.0 hertz.
Above this frequency setting the turbine can operate for 3.3 hours up to continuous operation
at 59.4 or 59.5 hertz. If the frequency should level off in this range, as shown in the -0.2
per unit curve of Figure 20.26, the operator will have time to remedy the situation by starting
rapid-start generating units or manually tripping nonessential load.

The second variable is the number of steps at which load will be shed and the amount
to be shed at each frequency step. Utilities have experimented with load shedding steps in the
range of three to six. The larger number of steps requi res the use of more relays, but the steps
are all smaller, both in the frequency spread between steps and in the amount of load to be
shed at each step.

We illustrate the method of computing the settings of underfrequency relays by the
following example.

EXAMPLE 20.2
Anunderfrequency turbineprotection schemeis tobe designed fora systemwherethe largest disturbance
is assumed to be a suddenload increaseof 0.6 per unit. The average systemparameters for thisexample
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are as follows:
K; == 0.95

TR == 8.0
FH == 0.3
H == 3.5

D == 1.0

R == 0.06
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Two protection plans are to be designed and compared. The first plan is shown in Table 20.5. It consists
of four equal load shedding steps of 0.0625 per unit, for a total load shed of 0.25 per unit.

TABLE 20.5 Frequency Settings of a Four Step Pro-
tection Plan

Relay Frequency Load Trip Delay

fI 59.5 Hz 0.0625 per unit 0.1 s
f2 59.2 Hz 0.0625 per unit 0.1 s
f3 58.9 Hz 0.0625 per unit 0.1 s
f4 58.6 Hz 0.0625 per unit 0.1 s

The second plan is shown in Table 20.6. It consists of six load shedding steps of unequal size, and
taken at steps that are closer together than the first plan, but with the same total load shed. Note that the
larger steps are taken first, followed by smaller steps of load shedding.

TABLE 20.6 Frequency Settings for a Six Step Protec-
tion Plan

Relay

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6

Frequency

59.5 Hz
59.3 Hz
59.1 Hz
58.8 Hz
58.5 Hz
58.2 Hz

Load Trip

0.048 per unit
0.048 per unit
0.042 per unit
0.040 per unit
0.036 per unit
0.030 pcr unit

Delay

0.1 s
0.1 s
0.1 s
0.1 s
0.1 s
0.1 s

Both load shedding plans use a time delay of 0.1 s, or six cycles, for each load shedding step. A
comparison of the two plans is shown in Figure 20.27, which is a close-up view of the time frame when
the load shedding is being initiated. Note that the two schemes do not present very different results.
which indicates that the total amount of load shed is more important than the exact time of shedding. It
is important to detect the need for shedding very quickly, however, and to accomplish all load shedding
before the frequency can decay to a hazardous level.

The result of the two load shedding schemes is better viewed over a longer time period, as shown in
Figure 20.28. Clearly, the two schemes are so nearly the same, having shed the same total load, that they
are hardly distinguishable over the longer time frame. The net effect is about right, since the frequency
does not fall below 57 hertz, although it does come close. Note that we can't wait until 1 second after
the disturbance to initiate load shedding, as this is clearly too late. In this example, the load shedding
is initiated at about 0.1 seconds after the disturbance. with the first blocks of load to be shed after a 0.1
second time delay, or at about 0.2 seconds. This is about the timing that we should aim for in the design
of a system. •

20.7.2.3 Load Shedding Protection Design. Wenow seek to develop a logical method-
ology for the design of a load shedding scheme that will ensure that our objectives are met.
First. we record some general observations that will guide our development load shedding
scheme:
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Figure 20.27 Comparison of the two load shedding schemes.
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Figure 20.28 Result of the two different shedding schemes.

1. We must be prepared for the worst possible system separation disturbance, since there
is no way of knowing a priori exactly how the system will separate or the magnitude
of the load imbalance.

2. It is important to determine very quickly how much load shedding is required for a
given disturbance.

3. At the moment of system separation, the initial slope is the only clue as to the mag-
nitude of the disturbance.

4. It is better to shed too much load than not enough, and the load shedding must begin
without excessive delay.

The worst possible disturbance is subject to debate, but the load shedding plan will
inherently be limited based on this assumption. It has been noted that the larger system upsets
are less probable than small upsets, but large disturbances still have a finite probability [54].
To shed adequate load for very large step disturbances, either large amounts of load must be
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(20.42)

shed at certain steps or many steps of shedding must be used. Even this strategy may not work,
since an adequate amount may not be shed soon enough to arrest the frequency decline. A
better strategy would be to shed larger amounts of load at the first step or two, based on the
observed slope of the frequency decay. This suggests an adaptive strategy that can adjust the
amount of load shed, based on observed system frequency decay.

If the load shedding is delayed too long, there is danger of exceeding the nominal 57
hertz minimum frequency. This is especially true of the larger disturbances, which cause the
frequency to decay faster than the smaller load upsets (see Figure 20.26). Therefore, as the size
of the disturbance increases, there is greater need for rapid action. One way of accomplishing
this is to trigger the first load shedding step at a given frequency, say 59.5 hertz, that is high
enough to ensure quick removal of the first step of load.

Clearly, the only observed quantity that gives any clue as to the size of the disturbance
is the initial slope of frequency decline. As noted previously, this slope is equal to

_ d ~(J) I _ 60P."itcpnl o - -- - --- Hz/s
dt 1=0 2H

where rna is defined to be the observed slope in hertz per second. Suppose that this quantity
is observed continuously, so that load shedding can be triggered when the slope exceeds some
critical value. Knowing the slope, we can determine the size of the disturbance if the inertia
constant is known. Now the inertia constant is normalized on the base of the total generation
in the island. We know its normalized value is approximately 3 to 5 seconds. This permits us
to quickly estimate the size of the disturbance to be

2Hmo .
P~tep == --w per unit (20.43)

We don't need to know this value in MW, only in per unit, in order to estimate the percent of
load that must be shed.

The final guideline addresses the question of the total percent of load that should be
shed. If too much is shed, the operator will reconnect the load in a few minutes and the
inconvenience to customers will not be great. However, if too little load is shed, permanent
damage will accumulate on all turbines, with possible long-term effects that are very expensive
to the utility and, ultimately, to the customers. Therefore, if an error is to be made, it should
be made in the direction of shedding a little too much load, rather than too little.

If we use the initial slope to estimate the magnitude of the island disturbance, every sub-
station in the island will observe a slightly different slopes, and will therefore shed load based on
different estimates of the disturbance. This is illustrated by Figure 20.29, which shows the fre-
quencies observed at several different locations in a system following loss of a large nuclear gen-
erating unit and subsequent islanding [45]. Note that one location shows a faster frequency de-
cline than the average, which is computed by the SFR model and shown by the dashed line. This
part of the system will shed more load than necessary. Other buses, however, see a decline that is
smaller than the average and will result in load shedding that is less than the desired amount. On
the average, however, all buses will observe frequency rates of change that are about right since
the trend in frequency is to follow the system average, as computed by the SFR model. It should
also be noted that, in the area where the generator was tripped, which suffers the more rapid
decay, the load shed will be greater than the average, but this is entirely proper since it will help
balance the load to the remaining generation in every locality of the system and thereby mini-
mize the transmission flows within the island. These intrasystem flows could themselves be a
source of trouble, particularly if the unbalance is great enough to cause lines to begin tripping.
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Figure 20.29 Simulated generating unit frequencies and the SFR computed average fre-
quency after islanding [44].

We conclude that, although a few stations may measure frequency rates of change that are
higher or lower than the true average rate of change, the system as a whole will probably shed
the correct amount of load, since the average frequency behavior will prevail. This assumes,
of course, that the frequency measurements and load shedding protective systems are located
at many points throughout the system. Clearly, if the measurement and protection is at only a
few locations, a rather large error might result.

Having set down the above guidelines, we must make a choice regarding the maximum
disturbance for which protection will be provided. We arbitrarily set this maximum disturbance
at 100% ofthe total generation in the islanded portion of the system. The curves of disturbances
up to and including this 1.0 per unit disturbance are shown in Figure 20.26. We also observe
that no load shedding is required for disturbances smaller than about 0.4 per unit as these
disturbances do not cause the frequency to fall below the 57 hertz threshold.

First , we assume the following system parameters are typical of any large power system.

H = 3.5 s FH = 0.3
TR = 8.0 s Km = 0.85
R =0.06 D =1.0

From these average system parameters, we may compute the undamped natural frequency and
damping factors to be

ui = DR + Km =0.27083
n 2HTR

Wn =0.5204

= W (2HR + (DR + KmFH ) TR )
~ n 2(DR+Km}

=1.6l5wn =0.84
Table 20.7 shows the computed initial slope and maximum frequency deviation for the typical
system condition:
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TABLE 20.7 Initial Slope and Maximum Deviation versus Upset

Pstep L1wmax i-:
pu puis Hz/s Hz Hz

-0.2000 -0.0286 -1.7143 -1.6438 58.358
-0.3648 -0.0521 -3.1260 -3.0000 57.000
-0.4000 -0.0571 -3.4268 -3.2876 56.712
--0.6000 -0.0857 -5.1429 -4.9313 55.069
-0.8000 -0.1143 -6.8571 -6.5751 53.425
-1.0000 -0.1429 -8.5714 -8.2189 51.781
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(20.45)

The second row of Table 20.7 represents the maximum step change of load that can be
permitted if the frequency is not to decline below 57 hertz. We set this as the limiting value.
Therefore, when the magnitude of the observed initial negative slope is greater than 3.126
hertz/s, load shedding must be triggered. Note that the initial slope for the -0.3648 ~er unit
step disturbance is -0.0521 puIs. It is proposed that we estimate the load that must be shed by
subtracting 0.0521 per unitls from the computed slope for any disturbance. Wecan do this since
the system is linear. Therefore, the incremental load shed should be equal to the following.

Pshed = Ipstepl _ 0.0521 per unitls (20.44)
2H 2H

Solving for Pshed and substituting (20.43) for the step change, we compute

I I ( Imo l ) .
f~hed == Pstep - 0.1042H == H 30 - 0.1042 per unit

where m; is defined to be the initial slope in Hz/s. From this equation, we may compute the
incremental step function of load to be shed for various sizes of the initial disturbance. The
incremental amount of load shed is therefore a linear function of the initial disturbance, and
is therefore a linear function of the initial slope.

There is a fundamental deficiency in computing the amount of load shed by (20.45).
As noted previously, it is 'prudent to begin load shedding at a frequency of 59.0-59.5 hertz.
Moreover, the relays have a finite time delay so that the actual time at which the load is shed
will be delayed. The computation (20.45) would be just barely adequate if all load were shed
at time t == O. Clearly, the computed amount is the minimum, which we can consider to be
a "static load shed amount" that ignores the dynamics of the system frequency decay up to
the actual shedding instant. Moreover, it is not prudent to shed all the load in one step, since
system conditions may change and the required amount of load shedding will also change. It
is better to shed load in several steps, with appropriate delay for each step.

The suggested total load shed is shown in Figure 20.30. The straight line labeled "Static
Load Shed" is computed by (20.45). To account for the delay in implementing the load
shedding, we add 5% to the Static Load Shed line to obtain a new line called the "Dynamic
Load Shed," which is estimated to be adequate to account for the delay in initiating the various
steps of load shedding. Actually, this precaution may not be necessary, since we have previously
observed that the amount of load shed is more important than the exact time of load shedding.
However, the additional 5% provides a factor of safety that may be considered prudent.

There is another factor that is very important, and that is the size of the various steps of
load shedding. The strategy is as follows. Let the first step of load shedding occur when the
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Figure 20.30 A load shedding strategy based on initial slope.

frequency reaches 59.5 hertz, and let the size of this first step be one-half of the total static
load shed value for any given disturbance size. Making this first step as large as possible will
make it possible to arrest the declining frequency, even for very large disturbances, well before
the 57 hertz threshold can be reached. This is important since large disturbances cause the
frequency to decline very rapidly, and there is little time to act if the frequency trajectory is to
be reversed before it is too late.

Therefore, we use the knowledge gained by observing the initial slope to shed half of the
required amount in the first step. This gives the first step of load shedding a linear relationship
with the disturbance size and also with initial slope, as shown in Figure 20.30. All steps after
the first one can be any convenient size, such as 0.1 per unit. These additional steps must sum
to the total required load and should be scheduled to occur without excessive delay. Steps of
0.1 per unit, scheduled at each 0.5 hertz of frequency deviation, seem to work nicely.

The stairstep curve for the first step ofload shedding, shown in Figure 20.30 , is a practical
alternative. This stairstep characteristic can be easily obtained by using fixed amounts between
the minimum and maximum limits of the slope. The logic can beeasily achieved using standard
protection hardware. An example will illustrate the effectiveness of the design .

EXAMPLE 20.3
The effectiveness of the protective design described above is tested by a step load disturbance of - 1.0
per unit. Show that the design concept is sound for this large disturbance and that the frequency decline
is arrested before the critical 57.0 hertz level is reached.

Solution
We use Figure 20.30 to determine the amount of load to be shed at the design load shedding frequencie s.
This results in the table of load shed values and frequencies shown in Table 20.8.

Using the load shedding steps shown in the table, we compute the frequency response using the
SFR model. The result is shown in Figure 20.31. Clearly, the frequency excursion has been prevented
from exceeding the 57 hertz limit. This is the maximum design load disturbance. All other disturbances
must be checked, however, to ensure compliance with the performance criteria. If the stairstep design is
used, the extreme right side of each step must be checked for compliance. •

20.7.2.4 Turbine Protective Margin. The load shedding protection described in Sec-
tion 20.7 .2.3 should be checked against the turbine protection described in Section 20.6 and
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TABLE 20.8 Load Shed Schedule for 1.0 Per
Unit Step

Frequency of toad
Shedding, Hz

Amount of toad Shed
Per Unit

595
59.2
58.9
58.6
58.3

Total Load Shed

0.317
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.05

0.635 x 1.05 =0.667
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Figure 20.31 Result of load shedding according to the adaptive schedule.

[52). The SFR model can be plotted agains t the turbine cumulative damage curve. Such a
comparison is plotted in Figure 20.32.

The result shown in Figure 20.32 must be interpreted with caution . First, the time scale
here is in minutes rather than seconds . This is more convenient for the turbine frequency
limitation plot. We also note that the turbine cumulative damage curve represents the total life
of the turbine, not the amount of damage that can be sustained in a single event, whereas the
frequency response is for only one such event.

From the SFR calcu lation for the case shown in Figure 20.32 , the frequency is in the
57.0-57 .5 hertz band for 1.55 seconds, whereas the turbine protective relay is set for tripping
the unit after 16 seconds has accumulated in this band . This means that this single excursion
has used approximately 9.7% of the total turbine life. After about 10 such events, the turbine
will be tripped by its protective relays and must be carefully examined for damage.

The foregoing discussion emphasizes the importance of developing a method of estimat-
ing the probability and frequency of occurrence of a load imbalance condi tion. Suppose, for
example, that we can determine from statistical records that the disturbance plotted in Figure
20.32 will occur with a frequency of 0 .0 I events per year. This means that this type of event
will occur, on the average , once every 100 years. This is far more than the intended lifetime of
the turbine , so these events would not be of great concern . However, if the freque ncy should
tum out to be 0 .1 events per year, such an event would occur once every 10 years. This is much
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Figure 20.32 Comparison of systemfrequency responsewithloadsheddingandtheturbine
cumulative damageand protection curves.

more serious, since the turbine will probably be expected to have a useful life of about 40 years .
The turbine. lifetime is, therefore, threatened by disturbances in this frequency band, which
may require a redesign of the underfrequency load shedding to avoid this band altogether.

The next higher turbine life expenditure is shown in Figure 20.32 as 1.7 minutes or 102
seconds . The frequency excursion plotted remained in this band for 0.5784 seconds on the way
down and 1.445 seconds on the way back up, for a total accumulated time of 2.023 seconds .
This represents 1.98% of the turbine lifetime of 102 seconds. Even if such events should occur
at a frequency of 0.1 per year, this is not a serious threat to the unit.

The coordination of the underfrequency protection for all levels of initiating disturbances
must be checked against the turbine cumulative damage curves and the turbine protection. If
sufficient data is available to compute probabilities and frequencies of occurrence of these
events, this would be valuable information in determining the adequacy of the protection.

20.7.3 Load Shedding Relay Connections

The connections of the load shedding relays are important since the failure to trip as
designed may lead to turbine blade damage, long outage times, and excessive financial loss.
It is important to design a system where a false trip of an underfrequency relay will not cause
the unnecessary trip of a generating unit. Consider the scheme shown in Figure 20.33 [27].

Tl Tl T2

Figure 20.33 Three-stepunderfrequency protec-
tion scheme[27].
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The scheme in Figure 20.33 can be directly extended to any desired number of frequency
steps, each with its independent trip timer. Although simple to construct, this scheme lacks
reliability, since failure of any relay fails the protection for that step. Moreover, the false trip
of any step can cause the unnecessary trip of a unit.

The weaknesses of the scheme shown in Figure 20.33 are addressed in the scheme shown
in Figure 20.34, where three relays are used for each step in a two out of three voting scheme.
In this case, a single relay failure will not cause the system to fail, whether an operational
failure or a false trip failure. However, it could be argued that this refinement is not necessary
when the load shed at anyone station is a small fraction of the total load to be shed. Many
other schemes can be devised [50-53].

-eh
A~

ALARM

BX

ex

Tl

Figure 20.34 Two out of three voting scheme using three relays and one timer per step
[271·
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PROBLEMS

20.1 Compute the maximum permissible time that the stator current of a synchronous generator
exceeds its rated value by the following stated percentages:
(a) 10%
(b) 25%
(c) 75%
(d) 100%
(e) 150%

20.2 Compute the maximum permissible time that the field voltage of a synchronous generator
exceeds its rated value by the following stated percentages:
(a) 10%
(b) 25%
(c) 75%
(d) 100%
(e) 150%

20.3 An underfrequency event causes the frequency of an island to fall to 58 hertz for 2 minutes,
recover to 59 hertz for 1 hour, and finally return to normal (60 hertz). Determine the total
percent loss of life for a turbine of manufacturer A, using the lifetime curves of Figure 20.6.

20.4 An underfrequency event on a power system results in a frequency of 57 hertz for about 1
minute. Determine the loss of life accumulated by steam turbines in the underfrequency
island.

20.5 Write the differential equations that are described in block diagram form in Figure 20.8,
and explain the meaning of the equations. Why is the inertia constant multiplied by 2?

20.6 What is a typical value of the inertial constant, H, in Figure 20.8,
(a) for an individual machine, on the machine base?
(b) for an entire island, on the base of all island machines?

20.7 Write the s-domain equations for the turbine model of Figure 20.9 and simplify by retaining
only the largest time constants. Draw a simplified block diagram for the turbine.

20.8 Write the s-domain equations for the speed governor system of Figure 20.10 and simplify
to obtain a linear model suitable for small signal analysis. Draw a simplified block diagram
for the speed governor.

20.9 Derive (20.2) and (20.3) from the block diagram of Figure 20.11.
20.10 Verify the block diagram of the SFRmodel, given in Figure 20.12, beginning with the block

diagram of Figure 20.11.
20.11 Verify (20.5).
20.12 Solve (20.8) in order to verify the time domain solution given by (20.9), (20.10), and (20.11).

Hint: Use a good table of Laplace transforms to save time in finding the transformation.
20.13 Compute the final value of the frequency deviation for the case of a step change in distur-

bance power of -0.3. See (20.23). Use data from Figure 20.13.
20.14 Write a small computer program to compute the system frequency response given by (20.9).

Using this programwill provide a way of verifying many of the results shown in this chapter.
20.15 Compute the final value of the frequency deviation in hertz, for the values of the system

parameters given in Figure 20.14. Your computation should match the observed values
given in the figure.
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20.16 Compute the initial rate of change and the maximum frequency deviation for each of the
parametric values of H given in Figure 20.16. Explain why the final value is always the
same for these cases.

20.17 Compute the maximum frequency deviation for each of the parametric values of TR given
in Figure 20.17. Explain why the initial slope and the final value is always the same for
these cases.

20.18 Compute the maximum frequency deviation for each of the parametric values of FH given
in Figure 20.18. Explain why the initial slope and the final value is always the same for
these cases. Also, provide a physical explanation as to why the frequency dip is smaller as
this parameter is increased. Why is one of the values more oscillatory than the others, and
why is this feature not noticed in any other plots?

20.19 Compute the initial rate of change, the maximum frequency deviation, and the final value
for the five cases illustrated in Figure 20.19. What can you conclude regarding the effect
of changes in the parameter D, as compared to the parameter R?

20.20 How does the introduction of spinning reserve, as defined in (20.29) change the solution of
the system of Figure 20.11 ?

20.21 Derive (20.34).
20.22 Show that we can write the power delivered to the load in Figure 20.21 by the expression

£2
PI = K --.SZ- X

Define K as a function ofe and 8.
20.23 Write the constant K of problem 20.22 as a function only of ().
20.24 Write the constant K of problem 20.22 as a function only of 8.
20.25 Derive (20.38).
20.26 Compute the size of the disturbance power for cases (1) and (2), making a table similar to

Table 20.4. The system total generation is 5000 MW.



21
Protective Schemes

for Stability
Enhancement

21.1 INTRODUCTION

A growing number of protective schemes are primarily designed for improving power system
stability or enhancing system security [1]. These schemes differ from others, such as line or
apparatus protection schemes, in that they are not necessarily applied to a particular device or
protective zone, but are safeguards designed to alter or preserve the system structure, security,
or connectivity. Other stability enhancement schemes are protections identified with individual
generating units that are designed to prevent the tripping of units under conditions where the
generator protection may see a condition that looks like a fault, but is actually just the normal
dynamic oscillation of the power system that occurs as the result of a disturbance.

Since these schemes are designed to enhance stability, we begin this chapter with a brief
review of some stability fundamentals. This is followed by a discussion of some stability
enhancement protective schemes.

21.2 REVIEW OF STABILITY FUNDAMENTALS

Power system stability is a complex subject that is beyond the scope of this book. Our discussion
here is somewhat superficial, but it deals with the fundamental concept of the stability of
dynamical systems and introduces an elementary concept that will help in understanding the
importance of protection in maintaining the stability of the power system.

21.2.1 Definition of Stability

The concept of stability is central to several disciplines in electrical engineering, physics,
and mathematics. Control systems that do not exhibit stable performance would be almost
worthless and stability theory is central to control system design and analysis. For example,
the controls for an elevator should move the passenger compartment to the correct floor and
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align it to the floor level for safe entry and exit of passengers. The system would be of little
value if this objective were not achieved.

Power systems have a number of controls and protective devices to ensure that the
response to any change in system conditions is controlled, thereby giving service to customers
that can be relied on to have reasonably constant and dependable characteristics. The system
must be robust in its design and should be able to withstand naturally occurring disturbances,
such as electrical storms, high winds, or grass fires, as well as customer-related disturbances,
such as the starting of large motors. The power system is designed to withstand events that
have a reasonable probability of occurrence and should continue to operate in anormal manner
in response to such events, except under extremely severe conditions.

What exactly do we mean by the term stability? Several definitions have been presented
in the literature [2] and a few of these will be reviewed.

Stability is the ability of a power system to remain in synchronous equilibrium under steady
operating conditions, and to regain a state of equilibrium after a disturbance has occurred [2].

The disturbance can be of any type whatsoever but, in many cases, short circuits are of particular
interest as these conditions have a reasonable expectation, are relatively severe, and have the
potential of causing instability if not removed promptly. Extremely large disturbances are
possible, and may result in cascading outages due to large power surges that result in system
separations. The power system is not normally designed to withstand these rare and unusually
large disturbances, but the anticipation of such events may lead to the design of appropriate
controlled response schemes. Underfrequency load shedding is an excellent example of such
a scheme.

Stability is also defined in a mathematical context, in which case the stability under
consideration is the stability of solutions of the differential equations that describe the power
system.

Stability refers to the behavior of the solution of the nonlinear differential equations that are used
to represent the physical power system.

In most of our work related to the stability of power systems and its reliance on system
protection, we are most concerned with the behavior of the physical power system rather
than the behavior of the system equations. However, it is recognized that analytical methods
are important in providing the capability of performing system studies in which the system
response to a given disturbance can be examined. Indeed, it is through computer simulations
that power systems design objectives are achieved.

21.2.2 Power FlowThrough an Impedance

The basic equation for power flow through an impedance is central to the concept of
stability, since it illustrates the importance of impedance or transfer admittance in limiting the
power flow through a network.

Consider the simple system shown in Figure 21.1, where we write the equation of power
flow in the direction of defined current flow.

1

ot~~\I\I\"""IIIIII---------

~LO

Figure 21.1 Power flow through an impedance.
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We arbitrarily take the voltage on the right as the phasor reference to compute

VI - V2 Vt L8 - V2 LO
I == (21.1)Z Z

where

Z==R+jX (21.2)

Z is the total series impedance between the two voltage sources, and may include several lines,
transformers, or other series impedances. I We then compute the complex power leaving the
voltage source on the left as

(21.3)

(21.4)

or

V 2
PI + jQI = Z~ (R + jX)

VtV2 .. .
- Z2-[(Rcos8 - XSln8) + J(Xcos8 + RSln8)]

We are most interested in the active power injected at node 1,which we can write from (21.4)
as

Vt
2R Vt V2 .

PI == -- - --(Rcos8 - XSln8) (21.5)Z2 Z2
In most power systems, particularly at the higher voltages, the resistance is much smaller than
the reactance, so we often write (21.5) neglecting the resistance terms as follows.

VtV2 . .PI == --sln8:= Pmaxsln8 (21.6)
X

Thus, we note that the maximum power that can be transferred between the two sources is
dependent on the product of the voltage magnitudes and inversely proportional to the total
reactance between the sources. We will make use of this important equation in establishing a
fundamental stability concept. First, however, since the case presented above is an unusually
simple system, we now consider a more general system description.

21.2.3 Two-Port Network Representation

Figure 21.2 shows the same Generator 1 connected to a more general network. We like
to think of this individual generator responding to any type of disturbance within the network
by changing its rotor angle in an effort to continue to transmit the power PI if at all possible.
The generator labeled 2 on the right may be thought of as the inertial center of the entire system
to which Generator 1 is connected. We will assume that this equivalent generator looks very
large compared to Generator 1. It has a huge moment of inertia and a very large volt-ampere
rating. Hence, the injection of power by Generator 1 has little effect on this large generator,
which we usually consider to be an "infinite bus," since it is fully capable of holding the voltage
V2 at exactly the same value at all times, no matter how severe the network disturbance. We
now derive the Generator 1 power equation in general terms, based on the two-port network
shown, with currents injected as noted in Figure 21.2. For the network, we write the matrix

JNote carefully the notation. We use the bold italic typeface to indicate phasors, such as current of voltage
phasors, and complex numbers, such as impedances. Bold Roman type is used to indicate matrices.
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Network

2

Figure 21.2 Generator 1 connected to a general
network.

(21.7)

(21.8)

(21.9)

two-port equation

[~:] = [~:: ~:~] [~:]
where all matrix quantities are complex. In particular, we may write the admittances in the
first equation as

Yll = Gll + jBll

YI2 = GI2 + JBI2

The two voltages are defined exactly as before. Since the current leaving Generator 1 is defined
by the admittance equation (21.7), we may again compute the power injected by Generator 1
by solving (21.3), with the result

PI + JQI = V?(G ll - jBll)

+ VI V2[(G I2 cos 8+ B12 sin 8) + j (G12 sin 8 - BI2 cos 8)]

From this equation we readily compute the power injected by Generator 1 to be

PI = Vt
2G

ll + Vt V2(G 12 cos e+ Bt2 sin S) (21.10)

This is the same as (21.5), except using admittance rather than impedance quantities. It is
more general than (21.5), however, since the two-port admittance description can always be
constructed from a large network, once the inertial center machine has been identified in that
network and the system impedances are known. This is not always easy in an actual system,
but the concept is valid. In many cases, the infinite bus is represented using an arbitrarily large
machine that is connected to the actual machine buses through ideal phase shifters [2], thereby
constructing a dynamic equivalent of the system.

Since the network seen by Generator 1 is only a two port, it can be represented im-
mediately by the circuit shown in Figure 21.3, using only three admittances. Any network
connecting the two generators can be simplified to this form, although it may require Y- .!:1
transformations to do so. With the system described in this way, we may write the matrix
admittances as

Yll =YI0 +YI2

Y12 = Y21 = -YI2 (21.11)
Y22 = Y20 +Yt2

where the lowercase values represent actual admittances shown in Figure 21.3 and the uppercase
characters represent matrix elements of (21.7).

Figure 21.3 The equivalent two port seen by
Generator 1.
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EXAMPLE 21.1
Consider the network shown in Figure 21.4, where we represent Generator 1by a constant voltage behind
its transient reactance. The impedance Z L represents a local load connected to the generator bus. This
bus is connected to parallel transmission lines Zu and Zv by the equivalent impedance Z E. The infinite
bus is connected to the same parallel lines by the source impedance Zs. A fault with impedance ZF is
connected to one of the transmission lines.

Figure 21.4 A network with faulted line.

This network has five nodes, numbered as shown in Figure 21.4, with the two generator nodes
numbered 1and 2, as before. To get the equation into the form of (21.10), we perform a network reduction.
Actually, there will be three network reductions required:

1. Before the fault occurs
2. DUling the fault
3. After the fault has been cleared and the faulted line opened

The process is the same, however, for each case. We begin by writing the admittance matrix
equations for the five nodes, only two of which have nonzero injection currents.

I] YII Y12 Y13 Y I4 Y I5 V]
12 Y2 1 Y22 Y23 Y24 Y25 V2

13 == 0 Y31 Y32 Y 33 Y 34 Y 35 V3 (21.12)

14 == 0 Y41 Y42 Y43 Y44 Y45 V4
Is == 0 Y5J Y52 YS3 Y 54 Y55 Vs

Here, it is noted that only injection currents 1 and 2 are nonzero. Because of the zero injections, this
equation may be reduced by Kron reduction to give the result

[11] = /[ Y11 YI2] _ [YI3 Y I4 Y ] [Y33 Y 34 Y35] [Y31
~::] I[~~]15 Y

Y44 Y 45 Y4 J12 Y2I Yn Yn Y24 Y 43
25 Y

53 Y54 Y55 YS 1 (21.13)

= [Y;I Y: 2] [VI]y;, Yn V2

where the new matrix values arc indicated by primes. In this way, any network can be so reduced to a
two-port network, with only the Generator 1 and the infinite bus represented. Obviously, the resulting
matrix depends on the condition of the faulted line, as noted previously. •
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21.2.4 The Swing Equation

The equation that determines the dynamic behavior of Generator 1 for a network dis-
turbance, such as a fault; is called the swing equation. This equation is nothing more than
Newton's second law, expressed in terms of the power system quantities. The basic system
to be considered is the generator and its prime mover, which can be described by the second
order differential equation

where J = moment of inertia (kg - m2)

o= physical angle of shaft (rad)
t = time (s)
Ta = accelerating torque (Nm)

Nm (21.14)

(21.15)

(21.17)

(21.19)

We can write the angle of the shaft in general terms as follows. Imagine a mark on the
outer radius of the shaft that identifies the shaft angle with respect to a fixed point on the shaft
supporting structure. Then the total shaft angle can be written as

o= wRt + Om + a rad (21.16)

where WR = shaft rated angular velocity (radls)
Om = torque angle (rad)
a = arbitrary angle to a fixed reference (rad)

The first term in (21.16) gives the angular position of a synchronously rotating reference.
If there were no disturbance to the shaft, the total angle 0 would advance linearly with time
and the angle Om with respect to the synchronously rotating reference would be constant. Any
disturbance would cause the torque angle 8m to vary, usually in a damped oscillatory manner
for a small disturbance, but it may increase or decrease monotonically without oscillation for
a large disturbance.

The derivative of (21.16) is the shaft mechanical angular velocity, which we can write
as

dO dOm
Wm = - = WR + - radls (21.18)

dt dt
The subscriptm is used here to indicate that this is the mechanical angular velocity of the shaft,
not the radian frequency of the electric system. Taking the derivative again gives the angular
acceleration of the shaft.

dWm d20 d20m-_. =-=
dt dt2 dt?

Thus, we see that the angular acceleration of the swing equation can be written in terms of the
acceleration of the torque angle, or as the derivative of the angular velocity. Thus, substituting
(21.19) into (21.14), we can write

d28mJ- = t; Nm (21.20)
dt2

There is a unique relationship between the shaft angular velocity and the electric system radian
frequency that depends entirely on the number of poles in the generator. That relationship can
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be written in terms of angular velocities as
p

(jJ == -(J)m
2

electrical radls (21.21)

where p == number of poles
co == radian frequency of generated voltage (rad/s)

Wm == mechanical shaft speed of generator (rad/s)

We may also write (21.21) in terms of angles. as follows.
do p dOm p

(0 == - == - - == -(jJm
dt 2 dt 2

The base values for the angular velocities can be written from (21.21) as
p

(VB == 2(jJR

(21.22)

(21.23)

where WB == electric system base radian frequency

WR == generating unit rated shaft angular velocity (21.24)

Now, taking the derivative of (21.22), dividing by (21.23) term by term, and rearranging
the result, we can compute

(21.26)

(21.25)

Nm

d20m WR d28 2 d28

-dt 2 == WB dt 2 == Pdt2
This result can be substituted into the swing equation (21.20) to express the swing equation in
terms of the electrical angle 8.

d20m 21 d28
1-- == -- == Tadt 2 p dt?

In computations involving power systems it is convenient to normalize all equations with
respect to a common system volt-ampere base. Normalizing the swing equation requires
that we find an expression for the base torque. Torque is related to power and speed by the
expression

power
Torque == -- (21.27)

speed
when expressed in appropriate units. As a base quantity, it is more convenient to refer to the
base three-phase voltamperes and the rated shaft angular velocity. Thus we can write the base
torque as

SB3 pSB3
TB == - == -- (21.28)

WR 2WB
where SB3 is the system three-phase voltampere base.

We can also write the moment of inertia in terms of the rotating energy at rated speed.

2Wk p2Wk
1 == (J)2 == 2w2 (21.29)

R R
Then the normalized swing equation can be written as

2Wk d20--- == Tau pu (21.30)
(VRSBl dt?
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This is a convenient form of the equation since 8 is the electrical angle of the generated voltage
of this generator. It has become common practice to define an "inertia constant" as the ratio

H = Wk S (21.31)
SB3

This quantity is not literally a constant, but its numerical value is usually in the range of 2-4
seconds for most generating units. Making this substitution into (21.30) we can write

28 d28 D as
--2 = Tau = Tmu - Teu - -- pu (21.32)
WB dt WB dt

where we have introduced the components of the accelerating torque that are further defined
as follows.

Tmu = prime mover mechanical torque
Teu = generator shaft torque
D dE> .
- - = VISCOUS damping torque
WB dt

Rearranging the terms, we can write

pu
pu

pu
(21.33)

2H d28 D as
-'--d2 + --d = Tmu - Teu pu (21.34)
WB t WB t

This form of the equation is convenient, but can be made even more useful for our purpose
here if we convert each torque term into a term with dimensions of per unit power. This can
be done using (21.27), which requires that we multiply each term of the equation by the per
unit angular velocity co. Thus we have

2Hwu d28 Dwu d8--- +--- = Pmu - Peu pu (21.35)
WB dt 2 WB dt

This is a convenient form of the equation since the electric generated power can be written
in terms of the angle 8, resulting in a differential equation that can be solved for the torque
angle 8. In some cases, the equation is simplified by assuming that the mechanical power is
constant, which is usually true for a short time following the initiation of a disturbance, since
it takes a finite amount of time for the speed governor to respond, change the prime mover
valve position, and for the prime mover power to change.

Returning to the system of Figure 21.4, if we neglect resistance and losses, we can write
the swing equation as

281 d281 Dl d81 •
--2 + --- + VI V2B12sIn81 = Pm l (21.36)
WB dt WB dt

Even in this simplified form, the equation is nonlinear, because of the sine function and the
nature of the disturbance. The disturbance in the system is usually provided by the term B12,

which changes abruptly when the network is changed by the disturbance. In our approximate
analysis here, we will consider the mechanical power of the turbine to be a constant. The
major force that causes the generating unit to respond to the disturbance is the rapid change
in accelerating power, which is approximately the difference between the nearly constant
mechanical power and the rapidly changing electrical power. This is often plotted as shown
in Figure 21.5, where we have plotted the mechanical power as a constant of 0.8 per unit and
the electrical power for the three conditions, pre-fault, faulted, and post-fault.

The pre-fault condition, which is the upper sinusoidal curve, shows that the system is in
equilibrium when the torque angle is 80 , For this condition, there is no acceleration and the
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(21.39)

(21.40)

(21.41)

Torque Angle in degrees

Figure 21.5 Power versus torque angle.

system is at rest. When the fault occurs, the operating angle is still 00 since that angle cannot
change instantaneously, but the electric power is now given by the lower curve, representing the
power characteristic during the fault. The shaft begins to accelerate along this P-0characteristic
until the fault is cleared at angle 0" the clearing angle . Now, the electrical power suddenly
jumps to the post-fault curve and the angle continues to accelerate to its maximum value, <h,
at which point it reverses direction. The angle continues to oscillate about the mechanical
power until it finally settles at a new equilibrium point at a new value of 01, which is given by
the intersection of the post-fault electrical power curve and the mechanical power line. Since
the total susceptance of the network is lower due to the line outage, it requires a larger torque
angle to mainta in this value of generated power.

Ifwe assume the speed is nearly constant at 1.0 per unit, we can simplify (21.35) to write
£Ill!

2H - - + Dw = Pm u - Pell pu (21.37)
dt

We now consider a special case where the damping coefficient is zero. If we neglect the
damping term in (21.37) we may write the following expression.

dco I do
2Hw- = w(Pm - Pe) = --(Pm - Pr) pu (21.38)

dt WB dt
or

dw2 I do
H- = -(Pm - Pr)-dt WB dt

where we note that the angular velocity variable is in per unit. We now integrate both sides of
(21.39) and multiply by dt with the result

1'02 162
HWB dw2 = (Pm-Pr)do

WI ~l

The left side can be evaluated directly to write

162
H(J)B(W~ - WT) = (P; - Pr)do

0,



(21.42)

(21.43)
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For a stable system, the left-hand side of (21.41) must be zero since the shaft speed must return
to its original value; otherwise, the generator would accelerate or decelerate until it separates
from the system. Setting the left-hand side of (21.41) to zero gives a criterion for stability,
which we write as

1
~2

(Pm - Pe) d8 = 0
~1

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the limits of the integration. These limits are at points
where the shaft speed is synchronous, such that the left side of (21.41) is zero. This is true at
the starting point 80 and also at the upper limit of angle travel 82

We break up the integration of (21.42) in two steps, integrating first from 80 to 8c and then
from oc to 02 as shown in Figure 21.5. However, we also recognize that the integral changes
sign at 8c to write

l
~c 1~2
(Pm - Pe)d8 = tP, - Pm)do

~o s,
But these integrals are both areas in the P-8 plane and are exactly the areas labeled Al and A2
in Figure 21.5. Thus, for stability, these areas must be equal. This effectively places a limit on
the clearing angle 8c , which must occur soon enough to limit the area Al to an amount that is
equal to or less than the maximum area available for A2, which is limited by the area between
the post-fault curve and the mechanical power level, designated as 82. In Figure 21.5, 8max is
approximately 150 degrees, so the case illustrated in Figure 21.5 is well below the stability
limit.

This simple concept has some important implications for the protective system, including
the following:

1. It is important to clear the fault as quickly as possible, thereby limiting the area Al
to as small a region as possible.

2. It would be beneficial if the faulted line could be reclosed, perhaps after a brief delay
needed to allow the arc to deionize. This would permit area A2 to extend all the way
to the upper curve in Figure 21.5, after reclosing, thereby giving a larger margin for
stability.

In the remainder of this chapter, we consider some system protective schemes that are
intended to aid system stability in different ways.

21.3 SYSTEM TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR

The behavior of the power system when confronted by large disturbances is usually studied
using stability computer programs designed for this purpose. The stability programs solve the
differential equations of the entire system, including the swing equations for all generating
units and of all transient control responses. The actions of generator excitation systems, speed
governors, SVCs, and HVDC converters are especially important, since these devices help
control the power flows throughout the system. In this section we review some of the results
of disturbances and the resulting control actions that are important from the viewpoint of the
protection engineer.
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21.3.1 Stability Test System

863

In order to illustrate the essentials of power system stability, we concentrate on a small
test system. This provides a way of illustrating typical system behavior without introducing the
complexity and data requirements of a large, interconnected power system. The test system of
interest is shown in Figure 21.6. This system has four generating units, which results in three
natural modes of oscillation. Areas 2 and 3 represent large power systems consisting of many
generators, loads, and transmission lines. These systems are represented by an equivalent
generator and load to represent those large, remote areas. Area 1 represents the system of
interest for detailed study. This system has two generating plants and three major load centers.
All the transmission lines in Area 1 are series-compensated 500 kV lines, with lines labeled
A, B, and C having 70% and the remaining lines 60% series compensation. The largest load is
located at bus 7 and the voltage at this bus is controlled by a static var compensator, or SVC,
which is rated at 1500MVA, either positive or negative. Power flows are scheduled among
the three areas to represent purchases and sales of.power among the areas. The points labeled
"M" indicate the points of measurement between areas. The underlying subtransmission and
distribution of power within Area 1are not shown, but are assumed to be present. However, the
load centers are far enough apart that there is no assumption of lower voltage interconnection
between these regions. The system is tested by applying a fault, as shown in the figure.

AREA 2
1 5

AREAl
7

Figure 21.6 A four-machine stability test system.

AREA 3

9 50,000

12,000

For illustration of system behavior, we assume a scheduled purchase of power from
Area 3 with delivery to both Area I and Area 2. The condition of immediate interest is a
purchase of 700 MW by Area I and 700 MW or more by Area 2. Note that all of the Area 2
purchase must flow through Area I. A three-phase, four-cycle fault is applied near bus 8, as
shown in Figure 21.6. The system behavior in response to this disturbance is of interest. It
is assumed that no reclosing of the faulted line is attempted, since the system design criteria
include a requirement that the system must be stable for any fault, even if reclosing should fail
to operate. This results in a higher design standard than one that assumes correct reclosing
under all conditions.
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21.3.2 Effect of Power Transfer

The effect on clearing of the fault on line E is first examined for different levels of power
transfer. The power transfer is assumed to be scheduled from Area 3, in the eastern part of the
system, to Area 2 in the west. In all cases, 700 MW is transferred from Area 3 to Area I as
a means of ensuring adequate spinning reserve to Area 1. Additional scheduled transfers are
also in effect from Area 3 to Area 2, which increases the east to west line loadings.

The dynamic performance of the system is illustrated in Figures 21.7 through 21.9 for
Generators 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Similar results would be obtained for the transmission
line system variables. The fault on line E causes an acceleration of the shafts of all generators,
with the angles of the shafts advancing with respect to the reference generator. which is taken
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to be the large inertia of Area 3, at Generator 4. Since power is flowing from east to west,
the angles of all generators to the east of the reference machine are negative and accelerate to
larger negative values following the fault. As the pre-fault power transfer level is increased, the
angular separation increa ses and its rate of change also increases. Clearl y, there is a limit to the
amount of power that can be transferred through the system, and this limit is determined, in this
case , by stability. The 1000 MW level shown in the figure is approaching the stability limit.
The amount of angular change in the oscillations and in the total angle offset increa ses with
power transfer. The power transfer shown in the figure s is increased in 100 MW increments
from 800 MW to a total of 1100 MW delivered from Area 3 to Area 2. Note that the first swing
for the 1000 MW case is very large, indicating that this is close to the stability limit. Indeed , if
the transfer is increased from 1000 to 1100 MW, instabili ty occurs and the angle of Generator
I grows monotonically in the negative direction . Note that the Generator 2 angle follows
closely the behavior of the Generator I equivalent system. Generator 3, however, shows a
different type of behavior, becoming highly oscillatory but not growing, at least until the end
of simulation at just over 6 seconds. This generator will remain in step with the reference
Generator 4 as the system separates.

The condition illustrated in Figures 21.7 to 21.9 represents a special type of instability
called a "system separation." Note that none of the four generators goes out of step due to the
disturbance, but the sys tem tends to be split in two, with the break occurring between bus 7
and bus 8. The mechanism causing this split is not yet clear, and will be investigated further.

The problem with this system is that the power transfer requ irement is too great for the
one remaining transmission line between nodes 7 and 8. At the 1100 MW level, the total
flow on the two lines from bus 8 to bus 7 is 3171 .2 MW. This is well within the capability of
only one line, as it represents ju st over 3.5 times the surge impedance loading of these lines.
However , the change from two lines to one carrying that much power does not occur graduall y,
but suddenly, due to the fault. Moreover, carrying the larger power on one line requires that
increased var support be supplied to hold the voltage , and we are not sure that this var support
is available. We now investigate further what is happening on this line.

The active power flowing along the unfaulted transmission line from bus 8 to bus 7
is shown in Figure 21. \O. Note that the power has difficulty rising above about 3500 MW,
although this should be an adequate amount of power to satisfy system requirements. As the
scheduled transfer is increased to 1100 MW, the actual transfer falls rather than increa sing and
the machines at the two ends of the system begin slipping poles . The power transfer across this
line is effectively lost at this level of transfer. However, the reason for the collapse of power
transfer is not evident from Figure 21.10.
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Figure 21.11 shows the reason for the loss of power transfer. The voltage at bus 7
collapses about I second after fault clearing when the scheduled transfer is 1100 MW. As the
transfer is increased beyond 800 MW, the voltage falls to rather low levels, and at the 1100
MW level there is no hope of sustaining the required power transfer. The 1500 MVA static
var controller at bus 7 is not capable of controlling the voltage with the larger transfers . This
is evident to some degree in all levels of transfer in Figure 21.11, but becomes increasingly
serious above the 900 MW level.
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Figure 21.11 Bus 7 voltage in per unit.

Figure 21.12 shows the susceptance of the SVC at each level of scheduled transfer. The
susceptance jumps to its maximum value immediately when the fault is applied and remains
at this maximum output much of the time. When the voltage tends to rise above the desired
value of 1.02 per unit, the susceptance is reduced to maintain the desired voltage. Much of
the time the SVC is at a limiting value of 1.0 per unit (on a 1500 MVA base) and the amount
of time at this limiting value increases as the scheduled transfer increases. Note that the dips
in the susceptance in Figure 21.12 correlate with the leveling of the voltage in Figure 21.11.
However, the voltage is not adequately controlled and collapses completely at the 1100 MW
level. The SVC does not have an adequate rating to permit this level of transfer.

For normal conditions, with all lines in service, the reactive power requirement to hold
the bus 7 voltage to 1.02 per unit is shown in Table 21.1. The SVC at bus 7 is rated at 1500MW,
which provides a rather generous rating above the normally required reactive power require-
ments under steady-state system conditions. However, when one of the transmission lines
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Figure 21.12 Susceptance of the bus 7 static var controller.
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is lost under heavy transfer conditions, the SVC is not capable of maintaining the desired
voltage.

TABLE 21.1 Steady-State SVC Reactive Power Requirements at Bus 7

Scheduled Power Transfer (MW)
Bus 7 SVC Reactive Power (MVAR)

800
721.9

900
735.9

1000
787.5

1100
843.2

As the scheduled transfer is increased above 800 MW, the SVC is required to operate
at its maximum level more of the time. At the 1000 MW transfer level and above, the SVC
is operating at maximum almost all of the time after the fault. Control of the voltage at these
higher levels of transfer would require a much larger SVC, which may not be an economical
solution. Increasing the degree of series compensation in the lines between bus 7 and bus 8
might be more economical and could be more effective. The cost of vars is lower for series
capacitors than for SVCs.

21.3.3 Effect of Circuit Breaker Speed

The effect of circuit breaker speed can be examined by assuming that one or more of the
circuit breakers on the faulted line from bus 7 to bus 8 are slow to operate. In the initial runs
described in the previous section, a fault clearing time of four cycles is assumed. Suppose that
the breaker operating time is increased to 12 or 14 cycles. This would represent a very long
time for a 500 kV circuitbreaker, but might be typical of a condition where the breaker suffers
a mechanical malfunction.

Under this delayed clearing condition, the initial effect is greatest on Generator 3, since
the fault is electrically on the high-voltage bus of this generator. Delaying the fault clearing
effectively unloads this generator, as it is not able to deliver its generated power past the
nominally zero voltage at the bus.. This causes a high imbalance between the prime mover
power output and the generator power, with this difference acting to accelerate the shaft. This
is a very large power plant, with a rating of 4400 MVA. For example, this could represent five
identical 880 MVA generators. The combined inertia of these generators is great, and they
will not accelerate rapidly. However, if the fault is not cleared for several cycles, the combined
plant will accelerate to the point where synchronism is lost and the generator will be tripped
by its protective relays due to overspeed, overvoltage, overfrequency, overcurrent, or other
protective means.

The effect of delayed clearing is shown in Figures 21.13 for generator angles and Fig-
ure 21.14 for generator angular velocity. Only Generators 1 and 3 are plotted since Generator
2 tends to follow Generator I. With 12 cycles of breaker delay time, a system separation
occurs and Generator 1 angle decreases monotonically. Generator 3 is stable and remains in
synchronism with the Area 3 equivalent. At 14 cycles breaker delay time, Generator 3 angle
advances to the point where this generator becomes unstable. The eastern and western parts
of the system separate.

Until the fault is cleared, the transmission voltage at Generator 3 is zero, so this generator
accelerates in a linear manner. At the greater breaker delay time, this acceleration has reached
the point where generator stability is lost. This illustrates that breaker clearing time is an
important parameter in maintaining stability. Circuit breakers are usually subjected to periodic
maintenance to ensure their continued performance in rated operating time.
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Figure 21.14 Effect of delayed clearing on generator angular velocity.

21.3.4 Effect of Reclosing

Fast reclosing following fault detection and clearing is a method sometimes used for
improving stability. If there is a reasonable probability that the fault is temporary and can
be removed by simply opening and immediately reclosing the faulted line, then automatic
reclosing can be very effective as a means of improving transient stability. However, the price
to be paid by unsuccessful reclosing must always be considered . In many systems that are
stability limited, automatic reclosing following fault detection and clearing is not permitted,
since the consequences of reclosing into a permanent fault may lead to widespread outages
and possible blackout. Therefore this option must be studied very carefully before making
a decision to employ automatic reclosing for stability enhancement. Automatic reclosing is
discussed in greater detail in Section 21.4.

21.3.5 Relay Measurements During Transients

The measurement of transmission line performance under fault conditions, such as
those described above, are of considerable interest to the protection engineer. The appar-
ent impedance seen by the relay is important since so many types of transmission relays utilize
some form of distance measurement. As an illustration of the apparent impedance seen by
relays of the test system, the case with 800 MW of scheduled interchange is examined.
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Figure 21.15 shows the apparent impedance for the relays at bus 7 on the unfaulted
transmission line connecting bus 7 and bus 8. Just before the fault occurs, this bus 7 relay
sees an apparent impedance in the second quadrant since power is flowing toward this relay.
After the fault is applied, the apparent impedance is less than half the total line impedance.
This line is series compensated at 60%, so we would expect the impedance to be 40% of the
uncompensated line impedance. This would not be true of the faulted line as the high currents
in that line would cause the series capacitors to be bypassed. There is little movement of the
apparent impedance during the fault, in this case, but after the fault is cleared, the impedance
jumps to a new location in the second quadrant, which is closer to the origin than the pre-fault
point due to the increased load on the line. After fault clearing, the system continues to oscillate
with each oscillation intercepting the outer relay characteristic and possibly also intercepting
the inner mho characteristic. The mho relay characteristic illustrated has a diameter equal to
90% of the total line impedance, with the circle diameter inclined at a maximum torque angle
of 75° from the real axis, noted in the figure as MTA75.
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The outer circle is a typical out-of-step relay characteristic, which is discussed in detail
in Section 21.5 . It is important to note that in moving from pre-fault to faulted , to post-
fault conditions , the apparent impedance jumps to the inside of the mho characteristic with
absolutely no time delay. This is very important as transit time provides the key to detecting
out-of-step conditions.

The system oscillations that occur following fault clearing may last for several seconds.
The simulation shown in Figure 21.) 5 shows only 10 seconds of time and therefore fails to
show the exact final impedance,

Figure 21. )6 shows the apparent impedance observed by the relay at the bus 8 end of line
7-8, also for the 800 MW level power transfer. Note that the initial impedance for this relay
is in the first quadrant since the power flow is positive in the 8-7 direction. Since the fault is
effectively at bus 8, this impedance is approximately at the origin of the Z plane . However , for a
fault on bus 8 the fault is behind the bus 8 relay, so the apparent impedance is actually in the third
or fourth quadrant and is clearly outside of the mho circle . The final oscillation of the apparent
impedance, in this case , crosses both relay characteristics repeatedly, as the system adjusts to
the new loading condition. Since this loading is very heavy, the final impedance might be very
close to falling within the mho circle for this relay. If power transfers of this magnitude are to
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be anticipated, a more restricted Z plane relay characteristic, or one using blinders, would be
appropriate.

It is also interesting to determine the apparent impedance seen by line relays one bus
away from the fault. The relays at bus 5 and bus 6 looking in the direction of bus 7 will both
be examined, both for the 800 MW transfer level.

The relay apparent impedance on line 5-7 at bus 5 is shown in Figure 21.17 with the
transfer level at 800 MW. The pre-fault impedance is in the second quadrant, well to the left
of the origin. When the fault is applied, however, the impedance jumps into the mho circle,
causing this relay to pick up. Note that after fault clearing, the apparent impedance locus,
which is off scale in the figure, oscillates in the second and third quadrants. A small portion
of this oscillation is noted on the left side of the figure. The relay at the bus 7 end of line 5-7
does not pick up for this fault . Therefore, there is no danger of tripping this line if we assume
that some type of permissive relaying scheme is used, which would be typical of the protection
on 500 kV transmission lines. The final relay of interest is at bus 6 on line 6-7, shown in
Figure 2 I. I8. This figure shows the entire relay locus from prefault to the end of the 10 second
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simulation. This type of oscillatory behavior is not uncommon, and in some cases the loci
may move large distances in the Z plane in a very short time. This bus 6 relay also picks up
when the fault is applied because the mho relay overreaches due to the series compensation in
the line. However, the relay at bus 7 of the line does not pick up, so the permissive scheme
will prevent a false trip of the line.

The foregoing Z plane loci are for the 800 MW level, which is a stable operating con-
dition . We now examine the 1100 MW transfer level, which results in an unstable condition
following the fault on line E. First, we examine the apparent impedance seen by the relay at
bus 7 on line D, which is shown in Figure 2 J .19. The impedance locus following fault clearing
moves in circular excursions, with each oscillation passing through the combined relay charac-
teristics for line D. Only five oscillations are shown in Figure 21.19, which is limited to the 10
seconds of the simulation. Some of these oscillations show the limited resolution of the sim-
ulation , which specified a data output increment of 0.002 seconds or 0.12 cycles on a 60 hertz
basis. In this small step size, it is noted in the larger circle s that the apparent impedance takes
very large steps . It is interesting that the oscillations are almost perfectly circular in shape.

Figure 21.19 Apparent impedance. relay 7. line
D. 1100MW transfer.
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The oscillatory behavior observed at the bus 8 relay on line D is similar to that shown
in Figure 21.19, except that the circular characteristics extend both in the upper as well as the
lower halfplane. The apparent impedance excursions away from the origin are even greater for
the bus 8 relay than those shown in Figure 21.19, and the movement around the circular path
is faster. Otherwise, the two characteristics are similar in their circular shape and in passing
through both of the relay characteristics. Thus , the relays at both ends of the transmission line
will observe multiple passes through their characteristic circles. The question of relay pickup
becomes one of the timing of the loci movements . This will be investigated for the first pass
through the relay circles.

To determine the performance of the protection, we focus our attention on the relay
characteristics. All of the impedance oscillations travel through both the mho and OS relay
circles, as shown in Figure 21.19. Protection for out-of-step conditions is often dependent on
timing, and on the fact that the apparent impedance requires a finite time to travel from the
pre-fault to the faulted position in the Z plane. These time delays can be used to determine
the type of system condition observed. The initial application and removal of a fault causes
the impedance to jump into and out of the mho characteristic instantaneously. However,
subsequent traverses of the mho and OS characteristics are slower, and these timings can be
used to advantage.

A close-up view of the two relay characteristics is shown in Figures 21.20 and 21.21
for the relays at bus 7 and bus 8, respectively. First, Figure 21.20 shows that the direction of
travel is clockwise and the times of crossing the relay characteristics are noted. For example,
the locus crosses the OS circle at 0.801 seconds and the mho circle at 1.074, giving a total
time of 0.273 seconds between characteristics. The total time inside the mho characteristic is
2.850 - 1.074 or 1.776 seconds. Finally, the time to cross the OS circle is 2.984 - 2.850 or
0.134 seconds.
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For the relay at bus 8, shown in Figure 21.21, the post-fault position is between the
two relay characteristics. The movement is counterclockwise. The time spent within the
mho characteristic is 3.012 - 0.661 or 2.351 seconds and the time between characteristics is
3.042 - 3.012 or 0.03 seconds, which is only 1.8 cycles. These noted times are for the first
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pass through the relay characteristics. Other passes are to follow, so the relays have several
opportunities to evaluate the need for tripping. Since this is a true out-of-step condition, the
relay logic should be adjusted to ensure tripping.

Protective relays for out-of-step detection use of the time delays observed in the apparent
impedance locus. Every passage past a relay characteristic circle causes that relay to either
pick up or reset. Measuring the time between relay pickup of the two types of relays, and
the time between pickup and reset of each relay, can provide information that is useful in
determining the type of system condition being observed. This subject is explored in greater
detail in Section 21.5.

Impedance plots such as those illustrated can be readily drawn using the data computed
in stability simulations. These plots help the protection engineer visualize the transient system
behavior from any given relay location.

21.4 AUTOMATIC RECLOSING

Automatic reclosing, or autoreclosing, is a control scheme for quickly reclosing breakers after
clearing a fault in order to restore the system to normal as quickly as possible. Sufficient outage
time must be allowed for the fault path to deionize if the scheme is to succeed . This usually
requires at least 10-30 cycles on a 60 hertz system, with the deionizing time being highly
dependent on the line voltage. See Section 21.4.3.4 for a discussion of deionization time.

Automatic reclosing of circuit breakers, after a time delay to account for deionization
of the are , can be a very effective method of preserving stability. This can be illustrated by
considering the case introduced in Section 21.3.2, where 1100MW is scheduled to be delivered
from Area 3 to Area 2, with an additional 700 MW delivered to Area I . For a fault at bus 8
on one of the lines from bus 8 to bus 7, the simulation plots of Section 21.3 .2 show that the
system is unstable. Let us reconsider this same fault condition, but with reclosing of the line
permitted on the assumption that the fault is temporary and, once reclosed, the system will be
restored to its normal condition .
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The results of successful reclosing are shown in Figure 21.22. where it is clear that the
system with successful reclosing is stable and reasonably well damped . This illustrates the
benefit of automatic reclosing following fault clearing. In this case, reclosing was completed
30 cycles after fault clearing. The scheduled transfer is 1100 MW.
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Figure 21.22 The effect of successful reclosing of the faulted line E.

Unfortunately, there is no way to guarantee that reclosing will be successful, even though
statistics show that a high percentage of faults are temporary and are successfully cleared by
opening the line and then reclosing after a time delay for deionization of the arcing fault.

To illustrate the potential hazard of automatic reclosing, the same system condition is
simulated with the scheduled transfer reduced from 1100MW to only 800 MW, and the fault is
now a permanent.three-phase fault. The results are shown in Figure 21.23, where it is evident
that Generators I and 2 are going to separate from the system. How the system splits into
islands depends on the response of many transmission line relays . Load is likely to be lost
and possible widespread blackout is possible. This is called an unsuccessful reclosing . The
fault is applied not once, but twice, which gives the system a much more severe disturbance
to overcome. Finally, the faulted line is lost. The result is a system separation.
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Figure 21.23 The effect of reclosing into a permanent fault with 800 MW of scheduled
power transfer.

Additional studies of this same system show that, with only 700 MW of scheduled
transfer, the system remains connected but suffers large voltage dips that might be considered
unacceptable. However, even if the voltage dips are allowed, the scheduled transfer limit must
be reduced from 1100 MW to 700 MW if unsuccessful reclosing is to be tolerated. However,
if reclosing is not used, up to 1000 MW can be scheduled and stability maintained.
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21.4.1 The Need for Fast Reclosing

875

Power system stability requires the synchronous operation of all the generating units in
the power system. The units do not need to have the same phase angle, but they must have
the same average speed. Units tend to oscillate following a disturbance, and sometimes these
oscillations are poorly damped. A stable system is one in which oscillations are positively
damped, such that the unit oscillations settle in a relatively short time to a new steady-state
operating condition in which all units have the same speed or frequency. In order to maintain
stability following a severe disturbance, it is necessary for the generators to have the capability
of exchanging "synchronizing power" through the transmission system. When a line or other
network branch is faulted and removed, it is necessary for the system to seek a new operating
condition, with new voltage phase angles at all generators. The generating units move toward
these new phase angles by adjusting their generated power, with the movement of each indi-
vidual unit being dependent initially on a quantity called the synchronizing power coefficient, a
parameter that determines how much the output power of the unit changes as the voltage angle
changes. In order to make the required readjustment, the generators must be able to change
their power output to achieve the new required balance. After an initial angle adjustment due
to the synchronizing power coefficient, the speed governors take over and these devices deter-
mine the final outcome of the power readjustment [31. The rescheduling of generated power
at the various units is performed by the energy control center by ordering small changes in the
governor settings, but this is a relatively slow process.

Some faults, even permanent faults with sustained line outages, do not cause system
instability. If the line that is tripped is not essential to maintaining an important path for
the flow of synchronizing power among the machines, then its outage following a fault will
probably not cause instability. Adding autoreclosing to the protective relays of these circuits
may be justified simply to restore the system to normal following temporary faults without
unnecessary delay, but reclosing is not needed for stability.

Important lines, especially tie lines that connect important generating stations, often
require autoreclosing in order to maintain system stability for a given desired operating con-
dition. This means that one or more generators will become unstable unless the system is
restored to normal in a short time, often just a few cycles. 'Since 90% or more of all line faults
are temporary in nature, this means that autoreclosing will usually be successful in restoring
these essential circuits. As a general rule, autoreclosing is used on many high-voltage lines of
the bulk power system. This practice subjects the system to the occasional double exposure
to a permanent fault, but this occurs so seldom that it may be a risk worth taking, particularly
if autoreclosing is essential to maintaining stability on the occurrence of temporary faults.
However, even if autoreclosing is used on all lines, the system design criteria may require that
the system be stable when confronted by reclosing into a fault. System design criteria may be
different from one utility to another, depending on the system structure and operating expe-
rience. In North America, regional reliability councils reach agreement on general reliability
criteria that should be employed, taking into account the general structure and sensitivity of
the interconnected system.

21.4.2 Disturbance Considerations in Reclosing

The disturbance considerations that enter into the design and installation of auto-reclosing
deal with the voltage levels of the application and the types of disturbances that are likely at
each voltage level.
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21.4.2.1 Voltage Levels. At the lower voltage levels that are typical of distribution
circuits, say up to about 34.5 kV,most of the circuits are radial and serve a limited number of
users. Autoreclosing at this level is useful in order to limit the outage time of the customers.
It may also be helpful in coordinating line switching with lateral circuit fusing, as noted in
Chapter 6. There is no consideration for stability at this level, since these circuits either have
no generation or very small generators that may be customer-owned units. If reclosing is used
in this case, it may have to be delayed to give these small generating units time to switch off
prior to reclosing. These units may become unstable when the system is faulted, but this is not
likely to be of great concern to the rest of the interconnected system.

At the subtransmission level, autoreclosing may be very helpful in keeping the system
intact without undue delay. Practices vary regarding autoreclosing at this voltage level. Some
utilities use autoreclosing on all lines and other utilities use autoreclosing only on lines that are
considered tie lines, or are in parallel with higher voltage tie lines. There may be a problem
in applying autoreclosing at the subtransmission voltage level since much of the line relaying
is distance relaying, which permits time-delayed clearing in zone 2 and fast clearing in zone
1. This means that 75 or 80% of the faults are cleared almost immediately, but end-of-line
faults are tripped sequentially. This does not lend itself to accurate autoreclosing, since the
total dead time would be different for the two ends, depending on the fault location.

At the EHV transmission level, autoreclosing is often used. At this voltage level, nearly
all of the primary line relaying is by pilot schemes, in which all line faults are tripped in a few
cycles. In this case, a timed reclosure works very well and is successful a high percentage of
the time.

The design criteria used for power systems is based on judgment and on the probability
of system disturbances. Power systems that cover large geographical areas often have long
transmission lines connecting load centers to remote generation facilities. Such systems tend
to be stability limited. If the lines are restricted to small power transfers, stability might be
ensured. But if larger transfers are required, stability following a disturbance, such as a fault,
may be at risk. Engineers test the system for stability using computer stability simulations of
faults throughout the system. The three-phase fault with small fault impedance is the most
severe disturbance, since no power can be transmitted through a zero-impedance, three-phase
fault. This provides a severe test of the system. If the system can survive a three-phase fault,
applied to the system for a specified duration, such as three to five cycles, this provides con-
fidence that the system will survive most naturally occurring disturbances, which are likely to
be of lesser severity. Sometimes a line-to-ground fault, with delayed clearing, is also checked.

Some engineers argue that the system design criteria should not assume post-fault line
reclosing. This is common for systems that are transient stability limited. The logic of this
argument is that the line rated capacity would have to be reduced to the point where the system
could survive reclosing into a permanent fault. A higher line rating can often be used if
post-fault reclosing is not employed.

The design criteria used by a given utility is a function of the strength of the interconnected
power system, which may involve many different utilities, and the relative dependence of the
system security on the transmission lines. In North America, regional reliability councils
recommend design criteria that are adequate for most system conditions. Individual utilities,
however, may have somewhat different criteria to account for special conditions unique to their
system topology, operating conditions, and protection requirements.

21.4.2.2 Fault Types. The type of fault encountered on the system also enters into the
application of autoreclosing. One way to classify the fault types is as follows [3]:
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Transientfaults are faults, such as insulator flashovers, that are quickly cleared by switch-
ing the line and do not recur if the line is quickly reclosed. The most common cause
for this type of fault is lightning, but transient faults can occur due to swinging wires or
temporary contact with foreign objects, such as trees or blowing debris.
Semipermanent faults are faults that might clear themselves if left to burn for a short
time. Examples are contacts with tree branches that sometimes occur during stormy
weather. If the contacting branch is burned away, the fault may clear itself.
Permanent faults are faults that do not clear themselves, but that must be repaired, such
as a broken conductor. Underground cable faults are almost always permanent faults.
For example, damage to the cable due to intrusion by a drag line or other excavation
machinery creates a permanent fault.

Most of the faults on EHV transmission lines are transient faults. At this level, tree clear-
ance is usually maintained with considerable care and semipermanent faults are not common.
Permanent faults can occur, but are rare.

Subtransmission lines experience more semipermanent faults, but also have a high per-
centage of transient faults. The application of autoreclosing at this voltage level may depend
on factors other than fault type. Distribution lines have more tree contact than the higher
voltages and will experience more semipermanent faults. As noted above, however, stability is
not usually an issue for distribution lines, but reclosing may be employed for improved service
to the loads served.

21.4.3 Reclosing Considerations

There are several items that require consideration that relate to the reclosing operations
themselves.

21.4.3.1 Number ofReclosures. At the EHV levelthe first reclosure is almost always
successful and single reclosures are easily justified. Multiple reclosures, however, are not
warranted at these voltage levels and are seldom used.

At the subtransmission voltage level, practices vary. It is not unusual to find two or three
reclosures on radial lines, but only one or two on tie lines [3]. If the reclosures are delayed, it
may be necessary to check synchronism prior to reclosing.

At the distribution level, multiple reclosures are almost always warranted and a high
percentage have been shown to be beneficial [3].

21.4.3.2 Reclosing Success. The success of reclosing depends a great deal on the
speed of tripping. Fast clearing of the fault ensures less damage to lines and equipment, and
also limits the ionization of the fault path. Fast fault clearing also improves system stability
and limits the shock to the system. Therefore, breaker speed is a very important factor in the
success of stability. Circuits with very high speed relays and circuit breakers will have a higher
probability of successful reclosures. This is usually the case at the highest transmission levels,
where breakers are usually fast and the relaying is high speed pilot relaying. This gives the
arcing fault little time to become well established and improves the probability of successful
deionization and reclosing.

21.4.3.3 Definitions. Following are some definitions of the terms used to describe
autoreclosing. These definitions are taken from [4], [5], and [6], unless otherwise indicated.
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Antipump (pump free) Device (power switchgear). A device that prevents reclosing
after an opening operation as long as the device initiating closing is maintained in the
closing position [6].
Antipumping. Afeature incorporated in the circuit breakeror reclosing schemewhereby,
in the event of a permanent fault, repeated operations of the circuit breaker are prevented
when the closing impulse lasts longer than the sum of the protective relay and circuit
breaker operating times [4].
Arcing time The time interval between the instant of the first initiation of the arc and
the instant of final arc extinction in all poles. For switching devices that use switching
resistors, a distinction must be made between the arcing time up to the instant of the
extinction of the main arc, and the arcing time up to the instant of the breaking of the
resistor current [6]. A similar distinction must be made between the time instant of
separation of the circuit breaker contacts and the instant of extinction of the fault arc [4].
Closing impulse time. The time during which the closing contacts of the autoreclose
relay are made [4].
Closing time. The interval of time between the initiation of the closing operation and
the instant when metallic continuity is established in all poles. Notes:

1. Closing time includes the operating time of any auxiliary equipment necessary to
close the switching device, and that form an integral part of the switching device.

2. For switching devices that embody switching resistors, a distinction should be
made between the closing time up to the instant of establishing a circuit at the
secondary arcing contacts, and the closing time up to the establishment of a cirouit
at the main or primary arcing contacts, or both [6]. Also, the time for the energizing
of the circuit breaker closing circuit to the making of the circuit breaker contacts [4].

Counting relay. A relay, often of the electromagnetic type, with a ratchet mechanism
that is driven forward one step each time its coil is energized. A contact is operated after
a chosen number of steps and the mechanism may be manually or electrically reset [4].
Dead time (autoreclose relay). The time between the autoreclose scheme being ener-
gized and the operation of the contacts which energize the circuit breaker closing circuit.
On all but instantaneous or very high speed reclosing schemes, this time is virtually the
same as the circuit breaker dead time [4].
Dead time (of a circuit breaker on a reclosing operation). The interval between the
interruption in all poles on the opening stroke and re-establishment of the circuit on the
reclosing stroke. Notes:
(A) In breakers using arc-shunting resistors, the following intervals are recognized and
the one referred to should be stated:

1. Dead time from interruption on the primary arcing contacts to re-establishment
through the primary arcing contacts.

2. Dead time from interruption on the primary arcing contacts to re-establishment
through the secondary arcing contacts.

3. Dead time from interruption on the secondary arcing contacts to re-establishment
through the primary arcing contacts.

4. Dead time from interruption on the secondary arcing contacts to re-establishment
through the secondary arcing contacts.

(B) The dead time of an arcing fault on a reclosing operation is not necessarily the same
as the dead time of the circuit breakers involved, since the dead time of the fault is the
interval during which the faulted conductor is de-energized from all terminals [6].
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Deionizing time. The time following the extinction of an overhead line fault arc nec-
essary to ensure dispersion of ionized air so that the arc will not re-strike when the line
is re-energized [4]. See Section 21.4.3.4.
High-speed reclosing scheme. A scheme whereby a circuit breaker is automatically
reclosed within one second after a fault trip operation [4].
Lockout. Afeature of an auto-reclose schemewhich, after tripping of the circuit breaker,
prevents further automatic reclosing [4]. Also, an opening operation followed by the
number of closing and opening operations that the mechanism will permit before locking
the contacts in the open position (for an automatic circuit recloser) [61-
Low speed or delayed reclosing scheme. A scheme whereby the automatic reclosing
of a circuit breaker following a fault trip operation is delayed for a time in excess of one
second [4].
Multishot reclosing An operating sequence providing more than one reciosing opera-
tion on a given fault before lock-out of the circuit breaker occurs [4].
Operation counter. A counter, usually of the electromagnetic cyclometer type, ar-
ranged to indicate the number of automatic operations, either closing or tripping, per-
formed by a circuit breaker since its commissioning r4].
Opening time tofa mechanical switching device). The time interval between the time
when the actuating quantity of the release circuit reaches the operating value, and the
instant when the primary arcing contacts have parted. Any time delay device forming an
integral part of the switching device is adjusted to its minimum setting or, if possible, is
cut out entirely for the determination of opening time. Note: The opening time includes
the operating time of an auxiliary relay in the release circuit when such a relay is required
and supplied as part of the switching device [6]. Also, the time between the energizing
of the circuit breaker trip coil and the instant of separation of the contacts (4].
Operating time (circuit breaker). The time from the energizing of the trip coil until the
fault arc is extinguished [4].
Operating time (protection). The time from the inception of the fault to the closing
of the tripping contacts. Where a separate tripping relay is used, its operating time is
included [41
Reclaim time. The time following a successful closing operation, measured from the
instant the auto-reclose relay closing contacts make, which must elapse before the auto-
reclose relay will initiate a reclosing sequence in the event of a further fault incident [4J.
System disturbance time. The time between the inception of the fault and the circuit
breaker contacts making on successful reclosing [4].
Spring windup time. On motor-operated spring-closed breakers, this is the time re-
quired for the motor to charge the spring fully after a closing operation [4].
Single shot reclosing, An operating sequence providing only one reclosing operation,
lock-out of the circuit breaker occurring on subsequent tripping [4].
Trip-free (release free) as applied to a mechanical switching device. A descriptive term
that indicates that the opening operation can prevail over the closing operation during
specified parts of the closing operation [6].

Many of the above definitions are shown in Figures 21.25 and 21.26, which show the
operating sequence of a single-shot autoreclosing scheme for transient and permanent faults,
respectively. Some of the foregoing definitions are also discussed in Chapter 3.
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21.4.3.4 Arc Deionization. An important aspect of reclosing has to do with the arc
deionization and the time required for safe reclosure of the circuit breaker. Unfortunately, arc
deionization is not a constant, but varies with voltage and other factors. Most references on
the subject define a quantity called the "minimum dead time," which is the most optimistic
estimate of the time the circuit should be dead prior to attempting a reclosure. It is imperative
that enough time be allowed for the arc to extinguish and the arc path cool sufficiently for the
reclosure to be successful.

Figure 21.24 shows estimates of the minimum dead time as given by different sources
[3-5]. The simplest formula is the linear equation [3]

V
Tmin = 10.5 + -- cycles

34.5
(21.44)

where V is the voltage in kV.Clearly, this time becomes more and more important at the higher
voltages as it extends the total operating time.
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Figure 21.24 Estimates of arc deionization time [3-5].

Figures 21.25 and 21.26 give timing diagrams for a single-shot reclosing scheme with
transient and permanent faults, respectively [3].

Reference 3 provides data regarding the probability of successful reclosure in a given
time, as shown in Table 21.2. The values in the table are interpreted as follows. At 115 kV, for
example, the probability of a transient fault being successfully cleared in 8.5 cycles is 95%,
but the probability of successful clearing in only 6 cycles is only 75%.

TABLE 21.2 Probability of Successful Transient Fault Clearing at
Specified Minimum Dead Times, in cycles on a (i0 hertz Basis [3]

Rated Line
Voltage in kV

23
46
69
115
138
161
230

Minimum Dead Time
95% Probability

4.0
5.0
6.0
8.5
10.0
13.0
18.0

Minimum Dead Time
75% Probability

3.5
4.0
6.0
7.5
10.0
14.0
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Figure 21.26 Operation of a single-shot autoreclose scheme for a pennanent fault.

Comparing this table with Figure 21.24, the 950/0 probability values align almost exactly
with the lowest curve in the figure [4]. This would suggest that the estimates of dead time that
are longer than those represented by the lower curve are very conservative, and have a very
high probability of successful realization.
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21.4.4 Reclosing Relays

There are several types of relays that should be included under the subject of reclos-
ing. These include single-shot and multi-shot reclosing relays, synchro-check relays, and the
different types of line relays.

21.4.4.1 BreakerOperation. Before discussing reclosing relays, we first consider the
mechanical operation of a circuit breaker and the sequence of operation for the main and
auxiliary contacts. A typical time sequence of events in the reclosing cycle is shown in
Figure 21.27. The auxiliary contacts 52a and 52b are both actuated directly by the main
breaker contact travel or by the operating mechanism of the main contacts. Auxiliary contact
operation occurs within a small bandwidth, shown by the hatched regions in the figure, with
these regions represent the uncertainty of the exact time of opening or closing of the contacts.
The same is true of the arc interruption by the main contacts, which depends on several factors
as discussed previously. A similar uncertainty governs restrike of the arc, should this occur.
The important time in the reclosing cycle is the relative time of operation of the "a" and "b"
contacts. Usually, the timing of these contacts is not overlapped, but separated by a small time
interval, as shown in Figure 21.27.

52a
Closed

Time
FullOpen '-- .......a-.. ~

52a
Closed

Full 1----- _
Closed

Figure 21.27 Typical circuit breaker reclosing cycle [3].

On EHV systems with high levels of fault current, the reclosing duty on the circuit breaker
can be very severe. By its very nature, reclosing requires that the breaker be able to interrupt
a fault not once, but twice, and with very little time between the two interruptions. Therefore,
the breaker must be designed for this longer, and more severe, sequence of operations. Most
of the circuit breakers at the EHV level are oil breakers or air breakers, and these types have
significantly different interruption performance.

OIL CIRCUIT BREAKERS. Oil circuit breakers are commonly used for voltages up to
about 300 kYo There are two types of oil breakers; one roughly classified as "bulk oil" and the
other as "small oil volume," where the second type has been designed to limit the amount of
oil in order to reduce the fire hazard.

The operating mechanism is almost always the "trip free" design, which means that a
collapsible link is arranged so that the breaker can be tripped even when the normal closing
action is initiated. The reclosing cycle of these breakers must allow sufficient time for the
collapsible links to reset after the first trip before applying the closing command. Various
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ingenious devices have been invented to limit this reset time. The mechanisms are usually
solenoid or pneumatically operated, with the latter being more common at the higher voltages.
Typical operating times for pneumatically operated circuit breakers of the 138 kV class [41 are
shown in Figure 21.28(a).
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Figure 21.28 Typical trip close operation for circuit breakers [4]. (a) Pneumatically oper-
ated bulk oil circuit breaker. (b) 400 kV air blast circuit breaker.

AIR BLAST CIRCUIT BREAKERS. Air blast breakers were developed for the higher
transmission voltages. These breakers are of two types: pressurized head breakers and non-
pressurized head breakers [4].

Pressurized head breakers maintain compressed air in a chamber surrounding the main
contacts. The trip signal also triggers an auxiliary compressed air supply that blasts a stream
of air past the parting contacts to the atmosphere. After the arc is cleared, compressed air is
again allowed to enter the chamber. If air pressure is lost, there is the possibility of the arc
restriking. For this reason, a series of isolators are arranged to isolate the main contacts after
tripping. These isolators must be inhibited when reclosing is used.

Nonpressurized head air blast breakers have air at atmospheric pressure surrounding the
main contacts. When a trip signal is given, high pressure air from a compressed air supply is
introduced from a separate tank. This slows the action somewhat, and this type of breaker is
being phased out. Typical operating times for air blast breakers are shown in Figure 21.28(b).
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Comparing the air blast breaker operating time with the deionization time at the higher
transmission voltages shows that the deionization time tends to predominate the dead time for
reclosing.

21.4.4.2 Single-Shot Reclosing Relays. It was noted previously that single-shot re-
closing is often used in the higher voltage transmission applications since the probability of
success is very high on EHV lines. Single-shot reclosing relays may be either of electrome-
chanical or static design and the control of the reclosing operation is different for the two
different types. Figure 21.29 shows a typical electromechanical control for a reclosing relay.
The operation is described as follows [3]:

When the breaker is tripped by protective relays, IOISC will be closed so that as 52bb closes,
reclosing is initiated. This energizes the 52X coil through the pre-closed contacts 79X, 101SC,
43, 52LC, 52LPC, and 52Y.The 52X make contact energizes the 52CC breaker close coil to close
the breaker. At the same time, another 52X make contact "seals" the 52X coil, and a third 52X
make contact energizes 79X-0 to toggle the 79X latching unit. This opens the 79X contact in the
closing circuit and closes the 79X contact in the reset motor circuit, closing the breaker and the
52a contact energizes 52Y to de-energize 52X. The 52X152Y scheme prevents pumping when the
system is closed manually into a permanent fault.

If the breaker remains closed, 52a stays closed and the motor is energized. After a preset
interval, timer motor contact 79M energizes the 79X-R reset coil to toggle the 79 unit back and
restore the reclosing relay to its normal condition, ready for a subsequent breaker trip.

If the breaker does not remain closed, 52a re-opens to de-energize the motor 79M, and the
relay is locked out. The relay remains in this state and can produce no further reclosing action
until the breaker is closed manually and the motor times out to reset 79X.

Other schemes may be used for electromechanical reclosing relays, but the one shown in
Figure 21.29 is typical.

+
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\,:J an Extra lOIT Contact Is Needed As Shown.

Figure 21.29 External schematic for an electromechanical single-shot reclosing relay [3].
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Many of the current generation of reclosing relays are of static, solid-state , or digital
design. These designs incorporate the breaker control by means of solid-state device logic.
An example , also from [3], is shown in Figure 21.30.

+

52b
Break er
Close

Circuits

Figure 21.30 Logic diagramfor a typical static reclosing relay [3).

The description of the devices numbers is given in Table 21.3. The relay is functionalIy
identical to the electromechanical device shown in Figure 21.29. The static relay logic is
described as folIows [3]:

The single- shot function provides an output during the closing stroke of the breaker, similar to the
action of a 52X contact. It has a short output immediately following a " I" output. It then reverts
to a "0", regardless of whether the input " I" is short or continuous. Thus, with the relay reset and
the breaker closed, the 52b switch is open , and a continuous " I" exists at the single-shot input with
a steady-state "0" output. For this condition, the flip-flop outputs are as shown. With the negated
input to the upper amplifier, relay CR is continuously energized, providing a closed contact CR in
the breaker close circuit.

As the breaker is tripped by the protective relays, the only open contact in this breaker close
circuit, 52bb, closes. Shortly after, 52b closes to produce a "0" input to the single shot. Then , as
the breaker recloses, 52b opens, putting a " I" on the single shot input. A short " I" output follows
to operate the flip-flop. The upper output of the flip-flop changes to a " I", putting a " I" on the
negated amplifier input and de-energi zing the CR relay. This opens contact CR in the close circuit.
The lower output of the flip-flop changes to a "0", operating the amber lamp to indicate a lockout.

If the breaker stays closed (52b open ), the two " I" inputs to AND permit an output to reset
the timer. If this condition continues for the reset interval (adjustable from 3 to 30 s), the lower
input to the flip-flop is energized. This resets the flip-flop, turns off the amber light, and closes
CR ready for the next automatic reclose operati on.

If the breaker re-trips before the reset timer times out, the closing of 52b removes the " I"
from the AND to stop the timer and prevent the reset. Further action is blocked until the breaker
is closed manually.
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TABLE21.3 DeviceDescriptionsfor Figure 21.29

Device
Number

43
43S
52a
52b
52aa
52bb
52LC
52LPC
52CC
52X
52Y
79
79M
79X

86B
101
A

DeviceDescription

Authomaticoperationcutout switch
Synchronizingswitch
Circuit breaker auxiliary switch,openwhen breaker is open
Circuit breakerauxiliary switch,closedwhenbreaker is open
Circuit breakerauxiliary switch,open when breaker is open
Circuit breaker auxiliaryswitch,closedwhenbreaker is open
Latch check switch
Breaker low pressure switch
Circuit breakerclosingcoil
Breakercontrol relay
Breakercutoff relay
Automaticreclosingrelay
Timerunit of automaticreclosingrelay
Toggleunit of automaticreclosingrelay
O-operatorcoil
R-reset coil
Contacts shownafter reset coil energized(reset position)
Bus lockout relay
Manualcontrol switch
Amber lockout indicatorlamp

Other logic circuits are possible, some of which include additional functions, such as
intentional time delay. Some relays also have the capability of equalizing the duty of the re-
closing breakers on ring bus or breaker-and-a-halfbus arrangements so that the initial reclosing
is not always assigned to the same breaker.

21.4.4.3 Multishot Reclosing Relays. There are applications where multishot reclos-
ing is desirable and multishot reclosing relays are available for these locations. Two shot
reclosing, with one instantaneous and one-time delayed reclosure is also available. Other re-
closing relays have three or more reclosures available. Still others are designed to coordinate
with synchronism check relays, for locations where system separations are likely to occur and
the two sides of the breaker are not in synchronism.

Multishot relays are not as widely used for EHV transmission protection. Hence, these
relays are not as important in stability enhancement as the single shot reclosing relays. As
noted earlier, any delay in the reclosing scheme is detrimental to stability.

21.4.4.4 Synchro-CheckRelays. Synchro-check relays are not designed for automatic
synchronization of two systems that are not synchronized. The synchro-check relay simply
verifies that the voltages on both sides of a breaker are approximately equal both in magnitude
and phase angle. The relays supervise automatic reclosing and prevent the large disturbance
that can occur from reclosing when the two sides are out of synchronism. Figure 21.31 shows
the connection of a synchro-check relay. The components are defined in Table 21.4.

Synchronism check relays of the type shown in Figure 21.31 are slow and are not capable
of performing automatic synchronism. The relay has no provision for energizing the closing
coil of a breaker. The function of the relay is to ensure that the two monitored voltages are
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Figure 21.31 Synchronism check relay schematic [31.

TABLE 21.4 Device Descriptions for Figure 21.31

Device
Number

Device Description

25
25/0
25/R
52
52b
101
]0]-0
IOI-SC

Synchro verifier relay
Operating electromagnet
Resitraint electromagnet
Power circuit breaker
Breaker auxiliary contact, closed when breaker is open
Circuit breaker control switch
Contact as shown in the off position
Contact closed during and after a close operation

nearly equal, in which case the relay contacts (25) are closed. The 52b contact in Figure 21.31
ensures that the synchro verifier contact is open immediately after tripping.

The typical characteristic of the synchro-verifier relay is shown in Figure 21.32. One of
the voltages serves as the reference voltage. If the other voltage falls within the shaded area,
the relay contacts are closed and reclosing is permitted. Both the angle and the magnitude
are adjustable. There is also a requirement that the two voltages remain within the circle for
a period of time, and not just pass through this region. The beat frequency between the two
voltages is monitored, and this frequency must fall below a given threshold, at a given angle
setting, to permit closing.

The connections for a synchro-verifier relay are shown on the right side of Figure 21.32.
Note that both VI and V2 must be closed before the relay picks up. Device 43 is the automatic
reclose lockout relay and device 79 is the reclosing relay.

21.4.4.5 Digital Reclosing and Synchronism Check Relay. Electromechanical syn-
chronism check relays similar to the one shown in Figure 21.32 have been used for many years.
However, there are a number of newer devices available that make use of solid-state and digital
technologies to expand the capability of these systems. In some cases, these modern devices
provide not only synchronism checking, but a number of additional protective functions, such
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Figure 21.32 Typical synchro-verifier relay closing characteristic and relay connec-
tions [3].

as time-overcurrent, voltage and frequency measurement, loss-of-potential identification, as
well as tripping and reclosing logic of different kinds. Event reporting arid sequence-of-event
reporting are also provided in some devices [7]. In distribution and subtransmission systems,
a typical application would find one such relay is dedicated to a given circuit breaker.

21.4.5 Reclosing Switching Options

Another important consideration in automatic reclosing is the choice of switching op-
tions. Several options are possible, depending on the system and the anticipated conditions.
A few of these options are discussed below.

21.4.5.1 Single-Phase Switching. In most cases, all three phases are opened by the
circuit breaker following a fault and all three are automatically reclosed at the same time. There
are significant advantages, however, to switching only the faulted phase (see Chapter 14). Since
most faults involve only one or two phases, the fault can usually be cleared by switching only
the faulted phases. Leaving the unfaulted phases in service permits the continued transfer of
synchronizing power on these unfaulted phases during the switching operation, which can be
a significant factor in maintaining the stability of the system.

In order to implement single-phase switching it is necessary to separate the three poles
of the circuit breaker and equip each pole with its own tripping and closing mechanisms. This
is normal with most air blast circuit breakers and for many types of oil circuit breakers.

The major disadvantage to single-phase switching is the longer deionization time. This
is due to the capacitive and inductive coupling to the faulted phase from the unfaulted phases,
which tends to sustain the voltage at the fault. This complicates the relaying and may lead to
communications interference. Also, see Chapter 14 for a discussion of this phase coupling.

Where single-phase switching is used, distance relaying works very well since both
phase- and ground-fault measuring units are provided for each separate phase and these units
readily determine the faulted phase. However, on EHV transmission systems, the lines are often
protected using unit system protection employing some type ofpilot signal. These pilot systems
simply send a trip signal to the remote end, without any identification of the phase on which
the fault is observed. If single-phase switching is to be used with pilot protection, clearly some
sort of phase identification is required. One type of phase selection relay is described in [4].
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21.4.5.2 Live Line, Dead Bus or Dead Line, Live Bus. Live line, dead bus/dead line,
live bus (LLDB/DLLB) control is sometimes used in a reclosing scheme for a transmission or
subtransmission circuit. The concept employed here is that the circuit breaker is not reclosed
unless one side or the other has essentially zero voltage. This idea is the complement of
synchronism verification, which can only be performed when both sides of the breaker are live
and in synchronism. There is no need to check synchronism when one side of the breaker sees
a dead system.

21.4.5.3 Bus Protection versus Line Protection. For the most part, reclosing is used
only for lines. The question arises as to its application on bus faults as well as line faults.
There is no technical reason why reclosing should not be used for bus faults, but it is seldom
done. One of the reasons is that buses are better shielded than lines and, therefore, suffer fewer
faults. Little would be gained by adding reclosing for the relatively rare bus fault.

On high-voltage systems, bus arrangements are used that permit one bus to be faulted
with no loss of power transfer capability through the station except, of course, during the
fault. This is true of arrangements such as double bus-double breaker, or breaker-and-a-half
bus arrangements. Since stability depends primarily on maintaining transfer power, there is
little to be gained by adding bus reclosing. Should an important circuit have a single bus
arrangement, then bus reclosing may be quite logical and would help maintain stability.

The ring bus is sometimes used, even on some EHV systems. These stations are vulner-
able when one breaker is out-of-service for maintenance, since the bus path redundancy is lost
during this period. Bus fault reclosing may help maintain stability for this situation.

21.4.5.4 Delayed Autoreclosing. On transmission systems that are highly intercon-
nected, and where the loss of a single line seldom leads to stability problems, delayed reclosing
may offer advantages. In most reclosing schemes, the designer tries to achieve the absolute
minimum timing in order to restore the faulted line as quickly as possible in order to improve
stability. However, the fast reclosing action increases the probability of unsuccessful reclosing
for some faults.

One way of improving the probability of successful reclosing is to delay the reclosing
long enough that there is a virtual certainty that full deionization has occurred. One utility
has reported a 10% improvement in successful reclosures by delaying the reclosing for up
to 60 seconds [4]. This solution is highly dependent on the network topology and is not
recommended for every system.

21.4.6 Reclosing at Generator Buses

Although reclosing is generally a valuable aid to stability, there is concern regarding
the reclosing into a permanent fault at a generator bus. This subject was thoroughly reviewed
in the 1970s, and in response to these investigations the manufacturers issued recommended
practices regarding reclosing at generator buses and the effect of such reclosing on units of
their manufacture. A good review of the subject is provided in a report published by IEEE
[8]. The concern is mostly with steam turbine-generators. These units have long shafts with
complex modes of oscillation, which could place the generating unit at risk when reclosing
into a close-in fault (also see Chapter 23).

The shaft torsional fatigue problem is complex because there are so many different
frequencies, anyone of which may become excited due to a fault clearing and reclosing event.
Figure 2] .33 illustrates a typical steam turbine-generator shaft, where the major masses on the
shaft are shown, with the masses connected by shaft segments that act as torsional springs. The
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unit pictured has four turbines, a high pressure, intermediate pressure, and two low pressure
units, plus a generator and exciter all on the same shaft. This would not be unusual for a tandem
compound unit. Different unit designs will have different numbers of masses and springs. This
type of model is called a spring-mass model and is reasonably accurate for studying the shaft
behavior. A shaft with n masses will have n - 1 natural frequencies of oscillation. These
frequencies will usually fall between 10 and 50 hertz for a 60 hertz machine.

Figure 21.33 A typical turbine generator shaft arrangement.

A fault and switching operation causes a sudden change in generator power that will
stimulate the shaft natural torsional frequencies. Should the time between the fault application
and its clearing, which represents a pulse ofpower to the generator, have a period that is related
to one of the shaft natural frequencies, that frequency will be excited and torque oscillations
of this frequency will occur that are often poorly damped. While this oscillation persists,
the autoreclosing into a permanent fault may cause either amplification of this frequency
or a partial cancellation, depending on the timing of the second pulse of generator power.
Examples have been published showing that the results may be quite different, based on this
timing, and that a change in timing of as little as 0.05 seconds can make the difference between
torque amplification and cancellation at the lower shaft frequencies [18]. Even smaller timing
changes would similarly affect the higher shaft frequencies. This would suggest that very
careful timing might be used to cause cancellation of torque, but this is not the case since any
change in timing that causes torque cancellation in one of the natural frequencies may cause
torque amplification in another frequency. Indeed, a detailed analysis of the shaft behavior is
required to determine exactly what will happen. Usually, these studies can be performed only
by the machine manufacturer, since they have detailed shaft models and the best model data
for the simulations.

The conflict is one ofbalancing the risk of equipment damage or failure against reliability
and the possible loss of customer service. On the one hand, it is argued that system stability
is well served by the practice of fast reclosing and that no generating units are known to have
been permanently damaged by this practice. On the other hand, the practice could lead to shaft
cumulative damage that is greater than necessary, and expensive repairs might be required
during the normal lifetime of the equipment.

Both the utilities and the equipment manufacturers have made detailed studies of this
problem, beginning in the mid-1970s [9-25]. As a result of the intensive industry study and
evaluation of this problem, some utilities have stopped the practice of high speed reclosing
on lines near generating stations. Others have evaluated the practice and decided to continue
reclosing on all lines because of the considerable benefit derived in terms of system stability
and reliability of service. One such utility reported that, based on their statistics, only 0.2% of
high speed reclosures would result in reclosure on a permanent three-phase fault, and an even
smaller percentage would be considered "close in" to the generating plant bus [14]. Moreover,
this same utility reported no evidence of shaft damage due to high speed reclosing practice
over a period of about 40 years.
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One solution that has been suggested is to permit high speed autoreclosing at a generating
plant only for single line-to-ground faults. This could be full three-phase reclosing or single-
phase switched reclosing, since the magnitude of the torque disturbance is about the same
either way, and is much lower than the torque disturbance for a three-phase fault. The added
complexity of equipment, controls, and testing needs to be considered when proposing schemes
that are unusually complex, however. It may be difficult to ensure proper discrimination and
operation of the more complex scheme.

The types of disturbances that can occur have been described as falling into one of the
following three classes [22]:

Class]

Class 2
Class 3

Single torsional excitation (faults, synchronizing out of phase, load rejection,
and planned line switching)
Double torsional excitation (fault clearing)
Multiple torsional excitation (automatic reclosing of a faulted line)

Each additional torque transient following the initial transient superimposes additional
torsional shocks to the shaft system. These added shocks can lead to attenuation, at best, or
severe amplification, at worst. Moreover, there is considerable uncertainty as to the exact instant
the torque transient will occur, making the result highly unpredictable. The simple clearing of
a fault can have highly unfavorable timing and result in considerable torque amplification.

Another important factor is the fault location, with the maximum shaft torque being
reduced as the fault is removed farther from the generator bus. Table 21.5 provides a rough
estimate of the torsional fatigue that may accompany different fault and switching conditions.

Because of the many variables that determine the shaft stresses and resulting torsional
fatigue, several investigators have suggested a probabilistic approach to the problem [231.
Studies have been conducted on a number of generating units in service and the results analyzed
using probabilistic methods. In analyzing these results, the following definitions have been
used (quoted directly from [23]):

Unrestricted high speed rec/osing refers to the practice of reclosing transmission line
circuit breakers at both ends of the line as rapidly as possible following a fault tripout,
regardless of the fault type. Successful reclosing cannot occur until the fault arc has
extinguished and the dielectric strength has recovered. This may require more than a
second for lines having a large amount of shunt capacitance. For short transmission
lines, reclosing times may be as short as 15 cycles.
Delayed reclosing refers to automatic reclosing of the transmission line breakers where
additional time delay is used beyond the minimum required for arc extinguishing and
dielectric recovery. A ten second time delay was used with this type of reclosing in the
study. The main reasons for adding time delay include the following:

1. To improve the percentage of successful reclosings.
2. To reduce the probability of system transient instability following an unsuccessful

reclosure back into a major fault. Time delays of one-half to several seconds are
typically used.

3. To avoid the risk of major shaft fatigue damage associated with unsuccessful
reclosing into multiphase faults. Delay times of at least 10 seconds have been
recommended for this purpose.

Sequential reclosing refers to the practice of reclosing the line first from the end which is
remote from the plant, after which, on the basis ofcheck relays (usually voltage and phase
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TABLE 21.5 Impact of Different Fault Conditions and Switching Operations on
the Torsional Fatigue of Steam Turbine-Generator Shafts [22]

Class Fault & Switching Operations Percent Fatigue
Per Incident
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(1) dP =magnitude of disturbance power
(2) V =magnitude of voltage at the fault
(3) S =successful reclosure

U = unsuccessful reclosure

angle) to ensure that the fault no longer exists, the plant end breaker is automatically
closed. One to several seconds time delay is inherent in this type ofreclosing, This type
of reclosing is therefore particularly applicable where a short delay is desired anyway
for reducing the risk of transient instability.

The effectiveness of sequential reclosing in avoiding the compounding of fatigue
damage when reclosing into permanent faults is, of course, a function of the network.
Sequential reclosing would be of little value in tight networks where the "remote" line
terminal is electrical close to the plant, or if another generating plant is located close to-
the "remote" end of the line.
Selective reclosing is the practice of distinguishing the type of fault and permitting high
speed reclosing only for single-line-to-ground and line-to-line faults. Selective reclosing
might also be applied on some other basis, such as distance from the plant, to screen out
the more severe, close-in faults.
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The computations assumed the following percentages of the different types of faults:

Three-phase faults 3%
Double-line-to-ground faults 30/0
Line-to-ground and line-to-line 940/0

It was also assumed that 300/0 of the shaft fatigue life is reserved for other possible events
such as bus faults, out-of-phase synchronization accidents, and remote line faults. This leaves
70% of the shaft fatigue life that might be considered prudently "available" for responding to
faults near the generating unit. Finally, it was assumed that the frequency of faults has a mean
value of four faults per 100 miles per year. With these boundary conditions and assumptions,
the probabilities shown in Table 21.6 are provided.

TABLE 21.6 Probabilities of Expending 700/0 of the Shaft Life in 40 Years of
Exposure Due to Reclosing Practices on Lines Connected to the Plant [23]

Type of
Reclosing

1. Unrestricted high-speed reclosing
2. Selective high-speed reclosing
3. Sequential high-speed reclosing
4. Delayed reclosing (lOs)
5. No reclosing

3% Three-Phase
Four faults!
100 milyr

0.21
0.009
0.001
0.0003
<0.0001

3% Three-Phase
Eight faultsl
100 milyr

0.70
0.20
0.04
0.015
0.001

40/0 Three-Phase
Four faultsl
100 milyr

0.30
0.014
0.002
0.0009
<0.0001

These results indicate that the frequency of faults is a very important parameter in deter-
mining the probability of loss of life. Areas that do not have very much lightning, for example,
will have a better experience than those with heavy lightning or other hazards that lead to
faults. The type of faults experienced is also important but not as important as the frequency
of faults. It is also quite clear that unrestricted high speed reclosing subjects the units to a
much greater hazard than more conservative methods. This would indicate that unrestricted
high speed clearing should be used with considerable caution and only in cases where there
are significant benefits due to this practice.

Studies have been conducted to try and establish a "screening guide" that can be used
by a utility to determine if dangerous shaft torques can result from autoreclosing at a given
location for a given generating unit. One manufacturer conducted studies of many of the large
turbine-generators of their design and computed the total magnitude of change in power ~ P
that would stress the shaft to the allowable short-circuit shear stress level for the material
[11]. From these studies, a safe allowable value of ~ P was suggested that would limit the
actual stress to one-half this maximum value. If the conditions at a particular unit indicate that
higher values might be possible, the owner should consult the manufacturer for more detailed
calculations.

An IEEE Committee has published a screening guide that is available for protection
engineers to estimate if a particular switching event is severe enough to require greater study,
perhaps in consultation with the turbine-generator manufacturer [25]. This guide is based on
the screening quantity ~ P, which is a function of both the switching angle and the system
impedance. Moreover, this quantity can be computed using conventional transient stability
programs. This screening guide, however, is limited to steady-state switching and is clearly
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not intended for emergency line switching, faulty synchronization, full load rejection, fault
clearing, or reclosing. The guide concludes that any switching event with a value of ~P that
is less than 0.5 per unit is acceptable, and no further investigation is required. If the value of
~p does exceed 0.5 per unit then further study is needed, including detailed computation of
transient electrical and mechanical torques.

21.5 LOSS OF SYNCHRONISM PROTECTION

Another type of protection that is designed as an aid to system stability is termed loss of
synchronism or out of synchronism protection. This type of protection is designed to detect
the condition following a large disturbance that may cause the generators in one part of the
system to accelerate while generators in another part of the system decelerate, thereby creating
a condition where the two parts of the system are likely to separate.

21.5.1 System Out-of-Step Performance

A simple example of this situation is shown in Figure 21.34, where a transmission line
is represented by its impedance and the power system by the Thevenin equivalent impedances
to the right and left of the line. The equivalent voltage sources are represented as phasors of
assumed equal magnitude in the upper part of the figure. The source S2 is assumed to vary
in phase from voltage SI. As S2 rotates clockwise, lagging more and more behind SI, the
locus for the voltage creates a circle in the complex plane. The voltage at the midpoint of the
transmission line is also described by a circle and we note that, when the two voltages are 180
degrees apart, the voltage at the midpoint is exactly zero in all three phases. This would be
viewed by the transmission line relays as a three-phase fault at the center of the transmission
line and the relays would pick up, clearing the line. If the voltages have swung that far apart,
separating the system may be the correct thing to do, but location of the separation can be very
important. It would be desirable to separate at a point where the remaining generation and
load at both sides would be approximately equal. This ideal is difficult to achieve in general.

21.5.1.1 Representation in the Z Plane. A more detailed description of the behavior
of the two systems on either side of the transmission line is examined in detail in Chapter 9.

:-: ..-...... -

1800 - - - __

Figure 21.34 Two equivalent systems going out of step.
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From that description, we know that the total impedance between A and B is plotted in the
Z plane as shown in Figure 21.35, with a perpendicular bisector through the point Q. This
line represents the locus of points for any angle () by which S I leads S2, when the voltage
magnitudes are exactly equal. This locus bisects the triangle APB. The point Q is the electrical
center of the system and is the point at which the voltage collapses to zero, since this is the
point where the angle Hequals 180 degrees.

x

R

(21.45)

(21.46)

A

Figure 21.35 Locus of variable angle () by which A leads B.

For this simplified description of the system, we can write the impedance seen by a relay
at R of Figure 21.34 by the equation

ZT ( . ())ZR==T l-jcot 2 -ZSI

where ZT == total impedance between A and B

As the angle () advances, the point P moves to the left. This simple result is due to the
voltages of the sources being equal. For the more general case, we define

VS1 == ne j 8
VS2

When the two voltage magnitudes are not equal, the locus of points becomes the arc of a circle
with the center of the circle lying along an extension of the line AB in the Z plane. A sample
of the resulting loci is shown in Figure 2 J.36, where we have plotted one locus for n < I and
one for n > 1. The points on the three loci that correspond to the same angle () also fall on a
circle that passes through points A and B, as shown in Figure 21.36. Thus we may compute,
for example,

P'A IVS11- - - -n (21.47)
P'B - IVs21 -

Under normal conditions, the operating point P would be expected to lie quite far to the right
or left, depending on the direction of power flow. For a fault on the transmission line, the
impedance wiII be quite close to the origin along a line determined by the impedance from
relay to fault, including the fault resistance. After clearing the fault, the operating point P
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again moves far to the right or left, but then moves along the appropriate locus as the angle
between the source voltages increase. This locus may enter a relay protective zone, causing
that relay to trip. This mayor may not be a desired reaction, and out-of-synchronism (OS)
relays are designed to supervise this transient behavior.

---

Figure 21.36 General loci of the loss of synchronism characteristic.

21.5.1.2 Protection Requirements. The fundamental objectives for OS protectionmay
be summarized by the following statements [3]:

1. Block tripping at all locations when the swinging out-of-step condition is expected
to be stable.

2. Trip lines to separate the system for a true out-of-step condition.
3. Control the separation to preserve a reasonable balance between the load and genera-

tion on each side of the point of separation and avoid shedding any load unnecessarily.
4. Block tripping or automatic reclosing at one end of the line at which separation takes

place.
5. Initiate tripping only when systems are less than 120 degrees apart and when the

angle is in the closing direction, in order to minimize breaker stress.
6. Minimize any possible OS conditions by the following precautions:

(a) Use high-speed line relays
(b) Use high-speed excitation systems on generators
(c) Use loss-of-field relays on all generators
(d) Provide adequate transmission capacity
(e) Trip generators on the loss of critical lines
(f) Apply braking resistors or insert series capacitors for critical fault conditions
(g) Use fast valving of turbines to control overspeed
(h) Use independent pole tripping to increase power flow through the fault point and

minimize separation during the fault
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These objectives represent an ideal that may never be reached on any system for many
reasons, not the least of which is cost. System planners and designers have the difficult task
of doing the best they can with limited resources. It is up to the protective system designer
to provide system protection for the system as it exists, which often falls short of the above
objectives.

The requirements for as protection are difficult to achieve. First; it is necessary to
detect a true as condition, and clearly distinguish this from a fault for which fast clearing is
always required. Knowing that a swinging of generation sources is under way, it is necessary
to determine if tripping is required. Therefore, some protective systems are designed for as
Blocking and others for as Tripping.

21.5.2 Out-of-Step Detection

The swinging of generation sources following a disturbance is often a slow oscillation
of the voltage angles between the two sources. For stable swings, these voltages will vary
in rather poorly damped oscillations with a frequency that depends on the inertia of the two
sources and the impedance between them. Usually this oscillation will be at less than 1 hertz,
with oscillations of 0.5-0.8 hertz being common. This gives a period of oscillation greater than
I second, which is a rather long time for observation of the phenomenon. If the disturbance
is large enough, however, there will be no oscillation, but a monotonic increase in angle until
the voltage collapses at some point, as noted in Figure 21.11, and relay operation takes place.
The problem is that the fault relays are not designed to determine the out-of-step condition and
may trip incorrectly at the wrong place, or in the wrong sequence.

Since the movement of the voltage angle is often rather slow, time is one system parameter
that is useful to help distinguish between a slowly changing angle separation and the jump
change due to a fault. Relays designed for this type of detection are usually Z plane devices
that can measure the apparent impedance seen from the relay location and note the sequence
by which this impedance moves past certain guideposts set up for this purpose.

One common type of detector is the "blinder." Blinders are ohm units that have a straight
line characteristic in the Z plane, such as the lines A and B shown in Figure 21.37. The trip
zone for blinder A is to its left and for B to its right, the unhatched area in each case. For
a line fault the impedance seen by the relay jumps immediately into the fault zone, thereby

X B

Figure 21.37 Typical blinder characteristics in
the Z plane.

Swing
Locus
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picking up both the fault relay and the blinders at the same time. For a swinging out-of-step
condition, however, the angle moves slowly along the locus, which picks up first the blinder A
(or B), followed by the relay at an instant later. This time discrimination can be used to tell the
difference between a fault that should be cleared quickly and a possible swinging out-of-step
condition. The fault relay characteristic is not shown in Figure 21.37, but its characteristic
usually covers the entire fault zone and a surrounding area as well.

Another type of detection, which also relies on timing for selectivity is to provide a
mho-type unit as shown in Figure 21.38. This figure shows a mho type fault relay, with its
characteristic completely surrounded by another mho type unit, which acts as the as detector.
As before, timing is used to discriminate a fault from an out-of-step condition.

x

Swing
Locus

R Figure 21.38 A mho-type out-of-step detector.

21.5.3 Out-of-Step Blocking andTripping

There are situations where it is desirable to block out-of-step tripping. For example, it is
necessary to block at locations where tripping will separate the system into greatly unbalanced
islands with large differences between load and generation. This would be true in situations
where two systems are interconnected by only a few lines, and the line being called upon to
trip for a swinging condition may be the last line holding the system together. Blocking is also
required when there is no fault on the protected line, but only a transient penetration of the trip
zone due to the oscillatory condition. For example, see Section 21.3.5.

There are other situations where tripping is necessary in response to a system disturbance
that is known to lead to instability. This may require that the system be separated into islands,
which can be stabilized and later reconnected. This action will temporarily block scheduled
power transfers that are too large to be sustained following a critical disturbance.

It is not possible to determine if tripping or blocking is desirable using fault studies. In
most cases, stability studies of the oscillatory condition following all kinds of disturbances
will be required to determine where as tripping is desirable and where as blocking should
be used. If these studies show that the system should recover from a given disturbance, then
blocking should be used.

Timing is important in the detection scheme. For a fault condition, the impedance seen
by the relays jumps instantaneously from a normal load value to a small impedance in the
fault zone, as shown in Figures 21.15,21.16, and 21.38. For a swinging out-of-step condition,
however, the impedance locus usually moves rather slowly along the swing locus path. If an
as relay is used, the swing locus enters the as zone at time t1 and does not enter the fault
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relay protection zone until time (2. This time difference permits the OS relay to pick up first
and take action to prevent tripping by the fault relay.

One way of arranging the controls to accomplish blocking is shown in Figure 21.39.
Here, the fault relay is a distance type relay (21), the blocking relay is device 68, and an
auxiliary relay is shown as device Y.When a fault occurs, the 21 contacts pick up. One set of
contacts, the one on the left in the figure, shorts the auxiliary relay coil Y to prevent blocking
and the other set of contacts trips the circuit breaker. If the disturbance is not a fault, but the
impedance enters the OS relay trip zone, relay 68 picks up first, which in tum picks up the
auxiliary relay. This relay opens the trip coil circuit, which blocks tripping. Since a fault picks
up both 21 and 68, the blocking relay is usually given a small time delay to permit tripping to
be completed for a true fault condition.

J:-
68
- -i -

21
- - :r;1

Figure 21.39 Control circuit for OS blocking
[26].
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The blocking scheme described is applicable for blocking either tripping or reclosing.
It is not ideal, however. For faults near the edge of the mho characteristic, the relay responds
slowly because of its low energy in this marginal region. However, the 68 relay has high
energy and responds quickly for this fault condition. Sometimes an additional surrounding
OS relay is added, and timing is measured as the impedance seen by the relay moves from one
characteristic to the other, thereby giving better discrimination of the out-of-step condition.

Three terminal line relaying also presents a problem because of infeed from the extra
terminal, which shortens the reach of the distance relays. This can cause pickup of the 68
relay, but not the 21 relay, thus blocking a true fault condition. Out-of-step blocking should
not be used for three-terminal transmission lines.

Another problem with the distance characteristic shown in Figure 21.38 is that the region
of the Z plane enclosed by the fault relay is large and the OS relay characteristic is even larger.
Blinders are sometimes used to reduce the OS pickup zone to a smaller area, immediately
surrounding the fault relay. Even the fault relay itself can be reduced by selecting a more
discriminating relay with a characteristic that is closer to the true fault zone, for example,
having an elliptical rather than a circular shape.

Another blocking and tripping scheme with greater selectivity is sometimes required.
One example is illustrated in Figure 21.40, where three loci, A, B, and C are shown in a
situation where distance relays are protecting a line. Zone 2 protection (21-2) will overreach
the remote line terminal and will be tripped with a time delay, whereas zone 1 (21-1) will trip
without time delay.

Swing locus A penetrates the OS distance characteristic, but only briefly and then leaves
the zone, allowing the relay to reset. Locus B penetrates both the OS and zone 2 characteristics,
and then returns to a normal condition far to the right in the Z plane. Locus C represents a
probable out-of-step condition for which tripping is desired. The question is how to distin-
guish between conditions Band C, one being a stable condition and the other unstable. One
difference is that the time spent in traversing the various zones is greater for locus C than for B.
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Figure 21.40 OSblockingand trippingschemes.

One method of providing the as trip logic for these conditions is shown in Figure 21.41.
Zone 2 of the distance relay is used in conjunction with the distance characteristic of the as
relay and several timers to provide the necessary tripping logic for a swing locus such as Locus
C in Figure 21.40.

OS
lOOms
Pickup Tl
170ms
Dropout

+
1 680 8 1 21-2 r T2

TR~AR

Trip and
TI Reclose

Block
AR

Figure 21.41 Out-of-steptrippingand blockingscheme [3].

If a fault occurs, all relays are picked up almost simultaneously. Contacts 21-2 pick up
relay AR, which shorts the as coil and timer and picks up the TR timer, which in turn times
out and trips the breakers. Should a locus enter the 680S zone and a fault occur before the 60
ms timer times out, the same result is achieved since the as coil becomes shorted, due to the
21-2 pickup, and does not operate.

On a swinging no-fault condition the locus enters the 680S characteristic, then the 60
ms as timer times out. This separates the 21-2 relay contacts from the TR timer so the only
way the breaker can be tripped is through the telephone relay T2. Also, when the as timer
times out, its contacts hold its coil in a picked-up condition as long as 680S remains closed by
separating from the AR contacts. A third set of OS contacts close to provide for the pick up of
the Tl timer if the 21-2 relay picks up. Suppose the locus does not enter the 21-2 zone. Then
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the T1 timer is never started. This would correspond to locus A in Figure 21.39. If, however,
the swing is similar to locus B or C, upon entering the 21-2 zone, relay AR picks up, which
starts the T1 timer.

After 100 ms, if the locus is still inside 21-2, the Tl contacts are closed, but the T2 timer
cannot be started because the AR back contacts are still open. If 21-2 resets before the 60 ms
time for T2, the line will be tripped as the locus leaves the 21-2 zone, which corresponds to
locus C. If, however, the locus quickly leaves the 680S zone, as in locus B, then tripping is
blocked due to the reset of 6805.

The logic is controlled by timers. The setting of these timers is critical and depends on
the speed of movement in the Z plane for various types of disturbances, and whether the system
has restoring forces or is being tom apart by the disturbance. This can only be determined by
stability studies.

The foregoing analysis is based on electromechanical relays, but similar logic can be
provided for solid-state relays using digital logic.

21.5.4 Circuit Breaker Considerations

The protective system design during out-of-step conditions should take into account the
fact that the system may be separated at the last circuit breaker connecting two large systems.
Moreover, the separation may occur when the two systems are swinging close to 1800 apart as
the breaker contacts begin to separate. This means that the peak-to-peak voltages may be as
much as four times normal across the opening contacts of the breaker. Re-ignition is possible
under these conditions. Tripping may therefore have to be delayed until the systems drift closer
together again.

21.5.5 Pilot Relaying Considerations

Much of the foregoing has considered only distance relays, since the measurement of
distance is a necessary aid to determining out-of-step conditions. We now examine the perfor-
mance of pilot relaying systems during an out-of-step condition.

21.5.5.1 Phase Comparison Pilot. Phase comparison systems respond only to the
current flowing in the line. Since the swing condition produces a through current, rather than
current components at each end directed toward an internal fault, these relays see no unusual
condition and are therefore not affected by the out-of-step oscillations.

21.5.5.2 Transfer Trip. Transfer trip relaying may be either under-reaching or over-
reaching transfer trip. For under-reaching transfer trip schemes, swings entering the circle
of either zone 1 relay will cause a trip of both terminals. For over-reaching transfer trip, the
swings must enter both zone 2 characteristics simultaneously to cause a transfer trip operation.

21.5.5.3 Directional Comparison. Swings entering a protected zone between the ter-
minals of the line will cause simultaneous high speed tripping. Swings external to the line
protection zone will block tripping.

21.5.6 Out-of-step Relaying Practice

The relaying practice of utilities is usually somewhat different than the ideal objectives
outlined earlier. A review of utility practice in this type of relaying may be summarized as
follows [26]:
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1. Initiate out-of-step relaying by line relays
2. Allow generator loss-of-field relays to trip generators during out-of-step conditions
3. Restrict relay trip sensitivity at higher power factors
4. Block tripping in selected locations
5. Block reclosing following out-of-step tripping
6. Initiate out-of-step tripping using special as relays
Clearly, there are methods available to the protection engineer who has need for OS

tripping or blocking. The need for this type of protection must be verified by stability studies
and the conditions under which the action is required can only be determined by these methods.
Once the conditions are known, the protective system can be designed.

21.6 SPECIAL PROTECTION SCHEMES

Another type of protective scheme that is designed to preserve system stability is the special
protection scheme or SPS [27]. In certain power systems, studies of system performance
may show that large disturbances on important lines or facilities can cause violent and often
disastrous effects. This may occur in systems that are interconnected by long or weak tie lines,
which may be heavily loaded. When this occurs, the system may break apart in a way that is
not predictable and with the possible creation ofpower system islands having large generation-
to-load imbalances. These poorly balanced islands may not be able to survive, resulting in total
blackout. One way to prevent this disastrous result is to separate the interconnected system
in a controlled fashion, such that the resulting islands can be assured of having a reasonable
balance between load and generation. This increases the probability of survival of the islands.

Anothercondition that requires special treatment is the occurrence ofa disturbance by one
utility that, because ofits nature or size, causes serious consequences to the transmission system
of a neighboring utility. In the interconnected systems of North America, the interconnection
is designed and operated such that this type of condition should not occur. In other words, it
is a design requirement, either expressed or implied, that one should not design a system that
creates a serious problem for a neighboring utility. This requires that prudent measures be
taken during the design process that will assure neighboring utilities that a new facility will not
cause them operating difficulties, even during unusual events such as faults or other unplanned
disturbances. An example of this second type of disturbance might be a bipole block of a
large HVDC converter station that is interconnected on the ac side to one or more neighboring
utilities. Since the HVDC system may be carrying a large load prior to its interruption, its
outage will cause the tie lines between the utilities to absorb the sudden change, with possible
tripping of sound transmission lines.

The foregoing are examples ofsituations that can be determined, through stability studies,
to be serious enough to call for preplanned control action. These actions constitute a form of
dynamic security assurance, where the actions to be taken in response to a given condition are
preplanned.

21.6.1 SPS Characteristics

The type of control scheme described above is known by various names, in addition to
SPS, depending on the originator, for example [27]:
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Special stability controls
Dynamic security controls
Contingency arming schemes
Remedial action schemes
Adaptive protection schemes
Corrective action schemes
Security enhancement schemes
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These schemes provide different types of control actions, depending on the problem
created when the disturbance occurs. Some schemes trip generators, others intentionally open
transmission lines, and some create islanded systems at predetermined locations. The schemes
have several traits in common:

1. All are dynamic security control systems and are designed to control power system
stability in cases where the uncontrolled response is likely to be more damaging than
the controlled response.

2. All are devised by off-line analysis, as opposed to on-line real-time control. The
reasons for this is that the power system response is too fast to allow time for the
usual sequential control system logic, which might be summarized as
(a) make the observations in real time,
(b) determine the scope of the disturbance,
(c) decide what action is required, and then
(d) take the needed action.

In particular, item (c) may take a relatively long time, even if it is possible to create
a logic that will always make the correct decision.

3. Many of these schemes are armed or disarmed, as required, in order to meet the needs
of the system at a particular time. In other words, the special control logic may not
be required under certain operating conditions, in which case the SPS is disarmed.

4. All of the schemes provide a particular type of remedial action that is designed to
alleviate a certain observed system condition, or to take a predetermined action when
a certain event occurs whose resulting effects arc calculated to be too serious to ignore.

21.6.2 Disturbance Events

Special protection schemes are designed to take special action in response to certain
event disturbances [28-35]. Typical event disturbances are:

• Transmission faults
• Cascading outages of lines
• Generation outages
• Sudden, large load changes
• HYDC pole or bipole blocking
• Combinations of the above

When a prescribed event disturbance occurs, the SPS will take a predetermined action.
This predetermined action is designed on the basis of computer studies of the system behavior,
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where it is noted that, without special action, the resulting system response creates serious
problems. Based on these studies, carefully designed fast control actions are also studied that
will provide more satisfactory system conditions than those that result without the special
actions. This may require drastic actions, such as shedding of load, or dropping of generation,
but even these heroic actions are much better than risking total system collapse.

21.6.3 SPS Design Procedure

The design of an SPS follows a logical procedure. It is necessary first to understand the
system responses to disturbances. Some disturbances are more serious than others, depending
on the type, location, complexity, and duration of the disturbance. Some may be found to be
very serious, and may be such that the protective devices normally used for system protection
are inadequate. This may dictate the installation of several devices, some of which may be of
special design. The following is a description of a typical design procedure.

21.6.3.1 Definition of Critical Conditions. The critical disturbances are those ex-
pected to have a devastating effect on the power system under a particular operating condition.
Their identification will probably require many stability studies, for different operating con-
ditions and different disturbance scenarios. In some cases, the engineer seeks guidance in this
search from actual disturbances that have occurred and resulted in serious consequences such as
loss of stability, islanding, loss of load, or blackout. This procedure should result in a clear defi-
nition as to the disturbances of interest, how these disturbances can be detected, and their effect.
It is also possible to devise corrective ~easures using computer simulation as a tool, including
the action to be taken, the required speed of that action, and the results of the control actions.

21.6.3.2 Definition ofRecognition Triggers. Recognition triggers are devices that are
used to identify the need for SPS response. Usually the triggers are relays of various types
and may be used in combinations. For example, line relays on two different lines, perhaps at
different locations, can be used as input triggers in an "and" or "or" logic to take a particular
action. In some schemes that-have been designed, there are dozens of such input triggers that
consist of

• AC system faults in a given location or within a given distance
• Low voltage of a given magnitude at a certain location
• Blocking one or both poles of an HVDC converter
• Close-in faults that may cause HVDe commutation failure
• Multiphase faults on a given circuit
• Apparatus faults, such as transformer faults

In some cases, these input triggers are combined in hardwired or digital logic to form
super triggers, each of which may dictate different controlled responses, such as

1. Tripping of one generator
2. Tripping of two or more generators
3. Tripping of one or more ac transmission lines
4. Tripping of HVDC transmission systems
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In a few cases, transfer trip signals are sent hundreds of miles to remote facilities to order the
desired control action.

21.6.3.3 Operator Control of SPS. SPS are often designed for operator review. The
power system operator is given guidelines, such as nomographs or computer displays, to
provide information concerning the need for "arming" a particular scheme. Operator control
is necessary because the SPS is not always required. When line loadings are light, for example,
any disturbance that causes the lines to trip may not cause large system stresses. However, when
loadings exceed some critical value, the loss of a line may require that the SPS perform some
rapid control action, such as the tripping of a generator. This means that the SPS is armed
and disarmed by the system operator in response to system conditions. A typical operator
nomograph is shown in Figure 21.42.

Arming
Not Required

Arming
Required

P2max

Figure 21.42 Operator nomograph for contingency arming.

The axes in Figure 21.42 may represent the power flowing through key facilities on
the system, perhaps through a transformer at one location and transmission line or lines at
another location. The two readings are combined to locate a point on the plane that either
requires arming or not. The operator can then take the appropriate action to activate (arm)
or deactivate (disarm) the SPS. In some cases these nomographs are simplifications that are
simply expedient, but still give the operator a reasonable tool to use for removing unnecessary
controls from service when not required. One reason for the disarming is that the arming
scheme might take the programmed action when it should not do so, which represents either a
security failure of the equipment or a design error. The arming schemes are carefully designed
to prevent this type of failure, but a probability still exists that the action could be triggered,
perhaps with serious or costly results.

21.6.4 Example of a Special Protection Scheme

A good example of an SPS is the system designed for the Intermountain Power Project
lPP) in the western United States [35]. The IPP is a project that consists of the Intermountain
lenerating Station (IGS), located in the State of Utah; the Intermountain Converter Station
rCS), also located in Utah; the Adelanto Converter Station (AC'S), located in Southern Cal-
.ornia: and a 784 km ± 500 kV HVDC transmission line connecting ICS and ACS. The
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geographic layout ofIPP is shown in Figure 21.43 . In addition to the above facilities, there are
interconnections to the existing transmission system in Utah, Nevada, and Southern California.
The lOS consists of two 827 MW generating units, and the HVDC system has a design rating of
nominally 1600MW, so that the entire output of the power plant can be delivered to Southern
California, or portions of the output can be delivered to the local transmission system.

Figure 21.43 Location of the intermountain power project [351.

In the studies that were made in the design process, it was learned that, under certain
loading conditions of the bulk transmission system, a pole or bipole outage of the HVDC system
would immediately force the generating plant output into the Utah and Nevada transmission
networks, with the possibility of creating serious voltage depression in those networks and
possible line tripping or loss of load. The SPS was designed to trip lOS units, based on
observations leading to outages of the HVDC systems near the generating station.

The SPS is required to be operative under heavily loaded system conditions, which
requires observation of several key transmission corridors in the western U.S. system. In
particular, the Pacific Intertie, linking Southern California to the Pacific Northwest, and the
Arizona to Southern California transmission corridors are very important, since these systems
are normally loaded with power flowing toward Southern California. The need for SPS arming
is determined at the Energy Control Center (ECC) of the Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power, by observing these transmission loadings.

The SPS itself consists of measurements taken at both ICS, ACS, and HVDC converter
stations at both Intermountain and Adelanto. The following input triggers are defined:

Fault type
Fault location
Voltage level
One ac line outage
Two ac line outages
Pole block
Bipole block
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There are 17 of these input triggers, located at the two ends of the HYDC system. These
input trigger states are transmitted by microwave and fiber-optic signal communications to
a computer logic unit located at generating station. There the input triggers are combined
to identify 13 single and six double (or multiple) contingency disturbances, which are called
contingency triggers. The logic is very complex and was determined on the basis of hundreds
of stability studies [351. Finally, these contingency triggers, for both normal and breaker
failure conditions, are combined by OR logic to form five "supertriggers" that are used to
trip the generators or take other measures to prevent the propagation of the disturbance into
the surrounding transmission system. The system is arranged so that other remedials can be
incorporated, if required in the future. This might include tripping lines, applying dynamic
brakes, fast ramping of the HVDC system, or other measures that are appropriate for the
observed disturbance and system condition. The entire SPS is completely redundant, so that
it is possible to remove one system for maintenance and still have a fully operational system
in service. The SPS is not designed to require agreement in the trip commands of the two
systems.

The arming of the system, which is performed at the Energy Control Center (ECC) is
also automatic, but has manual backup. The entire system is illustrated in Figure 21.44. The
arming is based on charts that have been prepared with the aid of stability studies. These charts
are organized in chart sets with each set belonging to a three-dimensional array on the dispatch
computer at the ECC. The three dimensions of the array are

Regional power flow
Configuration of the system
Supertrigger pickup

Fiber
Optic

Intermountain
Converter
Station

IGS

~------I~
Manual Arming

Adelanto
Converter
Station

ECC

Power System
Input Data

Protective
Relays

Protective
Relays

Figure 21.44 Diagram of the arming and data acquisition system (35].

The computer first searches along the regional power flow axis to obtain a column
of charts corresponding to the power flowing on the Pacific Intertie, the Arizona-California
Corridor, and the Utah Transmission Corridor. A chart set is then selected that corresponds to
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the system configuration, which is particularly sensitive to the following:

Number of IPP generating units in service
HVDe poles in operation
Major Utah lines out of service
Intermountain ac lines out of service
Adelanto ac lines out of service

Finally, each chart set contains five individual charts, one for each super trigger. A
sample chart for supertrigger 5 is shown in Figure 21.45 and is typical of the appearance of
all charts. This chart tells the operator whether he should arm the system to trip 0, 1, or 2
generating. units, depending on the de line loading and the regional transfers for which the
chart is constructed. Based on this information, the dispatch computer will send the arming
information to the stability control computer to set the arming condition. Then, when the
appropriate input trigger combinations arrive at the computer, the correct number of generating
units will be tripped automatically. This is important, since there is not time to compute the
system condition once the triggers are picked up, as stability requires prompt action, usually
within a few cycles.

2000

Insecure
Operating
Region

" StabilityLimit Line
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I
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15001000

: Trip Two Units
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0
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DC Line Power Transfer in MW

Figure 21.45 Typical contingency arming chart for supertrigger 5 and for a given regional
transfer condition.

If both the stability control computer and the dispatch computer are unavailable for some
reason, the system operator can look at the charts in a notebook and telephone the power plant
to order manual arming by the plant operator, who enters the correct arming into a push-button
panel at the plant. The computer systems are completely redundant, but the manual arming
procedure provides an additional level of redundancy, and hence improves the probability of
correct operation.

The procedure for constructing a contingency arming system such as this is complex
and involves the cooperation of many engineers, from system planning, protection, design,
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communications, and operations. It illustrates the lengths to which system designers must go
in order to ensure adequacy and security in the operation of an interconnected power system.
It also illustrates a different use for the information contained in the protective systems that
are located throughout the power system. These devices, taken collectively, have a great store
of information that is useful in many ways. We usually think of protective devices as being
dedicated to a single task, and this is often the case. However, the information regarding
the operation of a particular protection can be important in ordering preplanned actions to
literally save the system from degradation or even total collapse. The future will probably
see more of this type of mixed use of protective device information, particularly as the relays
themselves become entirely digital, which will simplify somewhat the monitoring, storage,
and communications of their states. There also seems to be a trend to delay or cancel the
construction of new transmission faci lities, which may dictate the design and implementation
of additional special protection schemes, similar to the one described here.

21.7 SUMMARY

Some power systems are stability limited, and the desired operating conditions may re-
quire that protective systems be provided in order to operate the system in a secure manner. To
meet these requirements, a number of protective schemes have been developed that have power
system stability enhancement as their primary purpose. The implementation of these schemes
requires a knowledge of the dynamic system performance, which can best be determined by
stability studies. This often requires a cooperative effort between the engineers responsibility
for stability analysis and the protection engineers. Through this type of cooperation, a pro-
tective strategy can be developed that will ensure the maintenance of system security in an
environment that could otherwise lead to system breakup and possible loss of loads.
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PROBLEMS

21.1 Review definitions of stability in several textbooks, both from mathematics and Electrical
Engineering.

21.2 Consider a 500 kV transmission line with the conductor and ground wire spacings shown in
Figure P21.2.

Figure P21.2 A 500 kV transmission line con-
figuration.

The conductor data for the line of Figure 21 .46 is given in Table 21.7.

TABLE P21.2 Conductor Characteristics of the 500 kV Line

Phase Conductors Ground Conductors

Conductor size and type

Resistance, at 25° C, 60 Hz

D~ = self GMD of wire
Radius of wire

2156 kCM ACSR
Bluebird

0.0464 Q/mile

0.0588 ft
0.07342 ft

7#8 Alumoweld

2.440 ~~/mile

small current

0.002085 ft
0.01604 It

The statement is made that the resistance term can often be neglected. Consider a 500 kV
transmission line of nominal design and determine the resistance and inductive reactance
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per unit of length of the line under study. Would you say that it is reasonable to neglect the
resistance term?

21.3 Verify (21.4) and (21.5).
21.4 Write out a complete derivation of the equal area criterion in order to develop a clear under-

standing of this important concept.
21.5 Write the swing equation (21.36) as a differential equation in terms of angular velocity, rather

than shaft angle.
21.6 The data for a turbine-generator unit is given by the manufacturer as follows: 525 MVA,

24 kv, 3600 rpm, moment of inertia = 444,000 lb-ft". What is the value of H, the inertia
constant?

21.7 It is postulated that the fault location pictured in Figure 21.6 is the most severe location. Can
you support this assumption?

21.8 It is noted in Figure 21.11 that the SVC is not capable of maintaining the voltage at bus 7,
although it has adequate rating to support this bus under steady-state conditions. Why is this
SVC inadequate?

21.9 Suppose that the decision is made to reinforce the system described in Section 21.3.2 to be
able to sustain a power transfer of 1100 MW, taking into account that faults may occur on
one of the lines connecting bus 7 to bus 8. What could be done to reinforce the system to
meet this objective?

21.10 Figures 21.15 and 21.16 show the apparent impedance seen by the relays at buses 7 and 8,
respectively, for a case where there is no instability or system separation. Is there any danger
of relay false tripping for this case?

21.11 Can you suggest a way in which the out-of-step condition pictured in Figures 21.20 and
21.21 could be detected?

21.12 The utility management has decided that reclosing line D or E into a permanent fault would
be a reasonable risk if this would not happen more than once every 10 years. Data for these
and similar lines indicate that a line permanent fault occurs approximately every m years and
that when this happens the line repairs require about r hours. Using this experience data,
will we be able to show the management that we will meet the criterion of not reclosing into
a fault more than once in 10 years? A typical value for the annual failure rate for a 500 kV
transmission line is provided by the company statistician to be 0.0001 outages per km and
the mean repair time is 10 hours.
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HVDC Protection

22.1 INTRODUCTION

High-voltage direct current (HVDC) systems are becoming more and more common in modern
power systems and their protection must be coordinated with other protective systems of the
ac network. The purpose of this chapter is to provide an introduction to the subject of HYDe
protections. The HYDe protective systems are different than those on the rest of the power
system. One major difference stems from the fact that the HYDe converter stations are pur-
chased as a complete system, including the protections. In some parts of the converter system,
it is difficult to clearly distinguish between a control and a protection, since both functions are
performed by the same or similar devices. In fact, certain HYDe protections are provided by
control actions, using the same equipment that controls the converter in its normal operation.

The emphasis of this chapter is on the two-terminal HYDe system, consisting of two
converter stations, a rectifier and an inverter, connected by a de transmission line. In some
cases the line is omitted, and the rectifier and inverter are simply connected "back-to-back."
Many of the protective systems are the same in the back-to-back system except that the line
protection is omitted or greatly simplified. Future HYDe systems will undoubtedly include
several converter stations, interconnected by a de transmission network. Such multiterminal
systems will probably include protections that are not described here, but they will be extensions
of the functions discussed below. The de transmission network will require de circuit breakers,
which are difficult to design. However, there are proposed designs for de circuit breakers and
de transmission networks will eventually be constructed.

22.2 DC CONVERSION FUNDAMENTALS

The HYDe converters designed and constructed since the early 1970s are solid-state power
electronic designs, using high-voltage, high-power thyristors for the switching elements. The
older designs used mercury-arc devices, and several of these systems are still in service. The
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principles of operation are the same in either case, since the electronic device used is basically
a switch. These are often referred to as "valves" in the literature.

22.2.1 Rectifier Operation

It has been shown that the most practical converter is the three-phase bridge, which
is sometimes called a Graetz bridge. A typical arrangement is shown in Figure 22.1, which
shows a three-phase bridge supplied by an equivalent circuit on the left, representing the supply
transformer and its leakage reactance, L e • The supply transformer bank can be connected in
either a delta or wye arrangement, with the wye connection having a distinct advantage, as will
be shown. The dc load is not shown, but is assumed to be to the right in the figure. If the currents
are flowing out from the converter, it is operating as a rectifier, and if the current is flowing in,
the operation is that of an inverter. A de transmission system must always have at least one
rectifier, but there can be multiple inverters delivering power to different points. This assumes
a de transmission network of more than two terminals, The most common arrangement is
to have one rectifier and one inverter, with a single de transmission line connecting the two
converter stations. In some cases, the line is just a few feet long, connecting two asynchronous
ac systems, in which case it is called a "back-to-back" de converter system.

3

L c i i l t
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~ b
Vb

~ C

i, t
4 6 2

Figure 22.1 A three-phase or Graetz bridge converter.

22.2.1.1 Uncontrolled Six-Pulse Rectifier Operation. For the bridge converter, there
are always two valves conducting in series. Assume, for example, that the phase a voltage is
the most positive voltage, such as during the period from zero to 60 degrees in Figure 22.2.
Then valve 1 will conduct current to the load and the return current will flow through valve
2, since phase c voltage is the most negative voltage during this period. As time moves to the
next 60 degree period, from 60 degrees to 120 degrees, phase b is the most positive, and phase
c is the most negative, so the current leaves the converter through valve 3 and returns through
valve 2. From 120 degrees to 180 degrees, phase b is still the most positive, but now phase a
is the most negative, so the current leaves through valve 3 and returns through valve 4 (see the
shaded region of Figure 22.2)

Consider the period from 120 degrees to 180 degrees, represented by the shaded area in
Figure 22.2. During this period, the voltage eb is the most positive, which will cause valve 3
to conduct. Then the commutating voltage eb is given by

eb = Em cos(wt - 120°) (22.1)

During this same period, the minimum voltage across the rectifier is that of phase a, which is
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Figure 22.2 Uncontrolled rectifier waveforms.
(a) Secondary current. (b) Voltage waveforms.
(c) Rectified voltages.

given by

o 60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 540 600
Waveform angle in degrees

ea = Em cosW( (22.2)

Then. the total voltage across the entire rectifier during this time period is

eha = eb - ea = Em [cos(W( - 2rr/3) - COSW( !
(22.3)

= -vSEmcostox + rr/6) = Jse; cox(o» - 5rr/6)

During this period, the average value of the rectified voltage can be determined by integrat-
ing the instantaneous rectifier voltage over any 60 degree period similar to that pictured in
Figure 22.2. For the area pictured. we have

3 31" 3vSVdo = - Ao = - ./3Emcos(w( -5rr/6)dw( = -Em (22.4)
rr rr ~~ rr
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where Ao corresponds to the shaded area and is equal to the integral of (22.3) over the 60 degree
interval. The actual rectified voltage is a series of pulses, shown by the heavy line on Figure
2.22(c). The average value, Vdo, is shown as the straight line in Figure 22.2(c) and represents
the value determined by (22:4). This voltage is called the ideal no-load direct voltage. Note
that the rectified waveform results in six voltage pulses every 360 degrees. Therefore, this type
of circuit is referred to as a six-pulse bridge rectifier.

We usually find it convenient to work with rms line-to-line voltages. For the converter
transformer secondary, we can write

r: ,J2VLLEm = V2VLN = -- (22.5)
J3

where VLL is the rms value of the line-to-line voltage. Then (22.4) becomes

3,J2VLL
Vdo = (22.6)

n
The converter transformer secondary current, shown in Figure 22.2(a), is made up of pulses
of current that are created by the switching of the valves. The valves are numbered such that
commutation occurs from valve 1 to valve 3, then from 2 to 4, then from 3 to 5, then from 4 to
6, then from 5 to 1, then from 6 to 2. The secondary current is made up of these square wave
pulses, which roughly approximates a sine wave. For example, for the phase b transformer
secondary current during the period shown in Figure 2.22, we can write

(22.7)

(22.9)

(22.10)

where we write the equation with the qualifying or since i3 and i« do not flow at the same time.
In Figure 22.2(a), the phase b current is shown both as a dashed sine wave and also in terms
of these pulses that-occur when valves 3 and 6 are conducting. The total secondary current
consists of large pulses, shown by the heavy lines in Figure 22.2(a). Figure 22.1 shows that
i3 and i6 are connected to phase b. The load current is always carried by two valves in series.
In this segment of the time domain, the current carrying valves are numbers 3 and 6, which
results in current pulses in phase b.

The peak inverse voltage (PIV) of the rectifier is the maximum instantaneous voltage
across the diode in the reverse direction. This can be computed by summing around the loop
consisting of the supply circuit and any conducting valve, and solving for the peak voltage
across any nonconducting valve. For example, during the period highlighted in Figure 22.2,
we can sum voltages around the loop b-3-1-a-N-b as follows.

-V3 + VI - ea + eb = 0 (22.8)

However, the voltage across valve 3 is zero, since that valve is conducting. Therefore, we can
solve (22.8) for the instantaneous voltage across valve 1.

VI = ea - eb = eab = J3Em cos(wt + n /6)
The peak value of this voltage is the peak inverse voltage for this valve.

r: TlVdo
PIV = v3Em = -- = 1.047 Vdo

3
This value can be verified by summing voltages around any loop in a similar manner during
any portion of the operating cycle of the bridge.

The peak-to-peak voltage ripple can be determined by solving for the difference in the
instantaneous voltage at peak and at its minimum value.
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(22.11)

PPR = vd(rr / 6) - Vd(O) = Ji«; (cos 0 - cos ~)

= fiEm (I - '7) = (fi - ~) Em = 0.23205 Em

The average value of direct current can be found by integrating the current pulse of magnitude
Id over its time duration.

When thyristor valves are used, it is possible to
This delay angle is usually called alpha, which

I [Srr /3 t,
l ave = - Iddwt = -

2rr . - rr/ 3 3
22.2.1.2 The Controlled Rectifier.

delay the valve conducting turn-on time.
modifies (22.4) to the following form.

I 1n I 3+0' . rr 3fi
VI = - - fiEmSin (wt + - ) dcot = - - Emcos o

rr/3 () 3 rr
= Vdocosa

(22.12)

(22.13)

This condition is shown in Figure 22.3, where the delay angle of firing of the valves is shown
as 15 degrees. This causes the square wave pulses of current to also be delayed by this same

(a)

·······························..·r···r----------------
'::::.',. i
b

. I ' i~ 1 ~::.; ci I
: i

~ .

(b)

(e)

(d )

........!

o

:...'

60 120 180
Ang le in degrees

240 300

Figure 22.3 Controlled rectifier waveforms of current and phase voltage illustrated for a
delay angle of 15° (a) Line currents . (b) Line-to-neutral voltages. (e) Direct
voltage. (d) Applied line-to-lin e voltages.
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angle. Varying the delay angle provides a control over the direct voltage and, therefore, over
the power transferred over the de line.

22.2.1.3 Rectifier with Overlap Less Than 60 degrees. The waves shown in Fig-
ure 22.3 are an idealized representation of the valve firing. In physical circuits, the commuta-
tion inductance L; causes an additional delay. This delay is necessary since it is not possible to
switch currents in an inductive circuit instantaneously. The converter transformer has inherent
inductance that makes this additional delay unavoidable. The angle of this delay is called the
overlap angle, and it is represented here by the symbol u, Therefore, the overlap time is ufco
seconds. In normal operation the overlap angle is less than 60 degrees, with typical full load
values being in the range of 20-25 degrees.

Figure 22.4 shows the effect of overlap on the number of valves conducting at any
instant of time.' When the overlap angle is zero, only two valves are conducting at any instant.
As the overlap angle increases, three valves are conducting for brief periods, but between
commutations only two valves conduct. The angle interval during which two valves conduct is
60° - u, When the overlap angle increases beyond 60 degrees, four valves are conducting for
brief periods, as noted for the 90 degree overlap condition in Figure 22.4. This is an abnormal
mode of operation that is usually avoided.

o 60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 540 600
Angle in degrees

Figure 22.4 Effect ofoverlap on the number of
valves conducting.

The normal mode of operation is for the overlap angle to be less than 60 degrees. In
this situation, two valves will conduct for a period, followed by three valves conducting. Two
valves conducting has already been analyzed, with the resulting average value of direct voltage
given by (22.9). The sum of the delay angle and the overlap angle is called the extinction angle,
and is written in this book as1

8=a+/-l (22.14)

1This notation comes from Kimbark [1] and others. Some refer simply to the sum as the commutating margin
angle.
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(22.15)

(22.16)

We can analyze the operation of the system using an example, where we examine the period
during which both valves 1 and 3 are conducting, and where valve 2 is also conducting.
Beginning at cot == a, we can write

it == Id
13 == 0

At the end of the interval w( == a + JL == 8, we have
i) == 0
;3 == Id

Referring to Figure 22.1, we can write the voltage equation around the loop N -3-1-N as
follows.

(22.17)

But

so that

Therefore,

di 1 di-;
-+-==0
dt dt

(22.18)

(22.] 9)

(22.2] )

(22.20)h' di,v3Em sm o» == 2Lc -dt
We now divide this equation by 2Lc and integrate with respect to time, setting the lower limit
of integration according to (22.15) and the upper limit by (22.16).

V3E it 1i3__m sin cot dt == di-;
2L c a/co 0

This gives the result

I s2 (cos a - cos wt) == i3 == Id - i)

where we have defined the current

(22.22)

(22.23)

From (22.22), we see that the current 13 has two components, a de term and a sinusoidal
component. At the end of the commutation period, the direct current is given by (22.16), or

(22.24)

which gives the current in terms of both the ignition and extinction angles.
We now develop a similar equation for the direct voltage with the aid of Figure 22.5.

From (22.2) we have determined that the shaded area between the voltage curves is

nVdo
Ao == -- (22.25)

3
The integration to determine the average voltage also determines the area. In a like manner,
we can write, in reference to Figure 22.5

Jr~VdAl == -- (22.26)
3
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o 30 60 90 120 150 180

Figure 22.5 Reduction in direct voltage caused by overlap.

where A I is the area lost due to overlap, which is related directly to the reduction in the average
voltage. From Figure 22.5, we can compute the area Al as follows .

Al =i8 (eb _ ea ; eb ) de =i8 (ea ; eb ) de

(22.27)
,J3Em i 8 • ,J3Em=-- smede =--(cos a - coso)
2 a 2

Then the reduction in the average voltage is given by

3 3,J3EmD. Vd = -AI = (cos a - coso) (22.28)
7r 7r

The direct voltage with overlap is given by

V V
Vdo(COS a + cos 0)

d = do cos a - D. Vd = (22.29)
2

Comparing (22.28) with the current equation (22.24) we can find a relationship between the
voltages and currents, which we can write as

D.Vd t,- = - (22.30)
Vdo 2/s2

This result can be used in (22.29) to write the average direct voltage as

Vd= Vdo (cos a - ~) = Vdocosa - ReId (22.31)
2/s2

where R; is called the equivalent commutating resistance. This quantity can be further defined
using (22.31) and (22.22) .

Vdo 3XeRe = - = 6fLe = - (22.32)
21s2 x

The current and voltage waveforms for the six-pulse bridge rectifier are shown in Figure 22.6 .
An equivalent circuit for the bridge rectifier is shown in Figure 22.7.

22.2.1.4 Rectifier withOverlapMore Than 60degrees. If the overlap angle is greater
than 60 degrees, the rectifier operation is abnormal. Reference to Figure 22.4 shows that at
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(a)

I,
I I

(b)

(c)
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o 60 120 180
Angle in degrees

240 300

Figure 22.6 Currents and voltages of the three-phase bridge. (a) Line currents. (b) Line-
to-neutral voltages. (c) Direct voltage. (d) Line-to-line voltages.

Figure 22.7 Equivalent circuit for the six-pulse
bridge rectifier.

times as many as four valves can be conducting. When four valves conduct at the same time, a
three-phase short circuit is placed on the ac source or a pole-to-pole short circuit on the de side.
When only three valves conduct, a line-to-line short circuit is placed on the ac side for a short
time. This mode of operation occurs due to overloads, de short circuits, or low ac voltage.
When an overlap greater than 60 degrees occurs, steps must be taken to stop the operation
promptly and return the operation to normal. The de controls are used to correct this abnormal
condition, and this will be discussed below.

22.2.2 Inverter Operation

For a complete HVDe system to operate it is also necessary to design an inverter, to
deliver the de power back to the ac network at the receiving end of the de transmission line.
The valves are unidirectional devices, so it is not possible to reverse the current direction.
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Therefore, the reversal of power flow through the converter is accomplished by reversing the
polarity of the direct voltage. This can be done if the delay angle is greater than 90 degrees
and less than 180 degrees. In this case, the angle of interest is called the extinction angle and
is measured in the reverse direction from the delay angle.

From the previous discussion for the rectifier, it is noted that when the delay angle exceeds
90 degrees the average value of the resulting direct voltage will be negative. Mathematically,
we can write the conditions as

00 < a < 900

900 < ex < 1800

rectification occurs
inversion occurs

(22.33)

In all practical devices, overlap is always present, so the foregoing relations depend on overlap
as well as delay angle. The value ofdelay angle at which inversion begins is called the transition
value of ex, and this can be written as

1T:-jL
at = 1T: - 8 =-- < 900 (22.34)

2
An additional small margin may be allowed for thyristor switching, which further restricts the
range of the delay angle. Figure 22.8 shows the commutation of current from valve 1 to valve
3. The current must be completely commutated to valve 3 before the angle reaches ]'{ radians,
at which time the voltage reverses direction. Failure to complete commutation before reaching
this limit is called ecommutationfailure. The commutation voltage for HVDe converters are
usually furnished by synchronous generators.

0..-.----------.-,--------------

~ Rectifier
iI

Inverter

Figure 22.8 Relationshipamonganglesof rectifierand inverteroperation.

The ignition angle has been defined as the angle by which ignition must be delayed from
the instant (wt = 0 for valve 3) at which the commutating voltage (eba for valve 3) becomes
zero and is changing in the positive direction. The extinction angle 8 is measured by the delay
from that same angle reference (wt = 0 for valve 1). For the inverter, we define a new angle
fJ as the ignition angle and y for the extinction angle, as noted in Figure 22.8. In a sense, the
angle fJ is the mirror image of the angle 8. For the inverter, the angle ex is subscripted with i
to clarify that this is an angle greater than 90 degrees as required by (22.33).
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Based on the defined angles in Figure 22.8, we can write the following angular relation-
ships.

f3 == T( - a,
y == T( - 1> == T( - {L - ai

IL == 1> - ex == fJ - y

(22.35)
(22.36)
(22.37)

It has been noted above that, for inverter operation, the inverter dc voltage must be negative.
However, when considering only inverter operation, it is common practice to write the voltage
as a positive quantity, with the understanding that it is negative with respect to the recti fier
voltage. This avoids complications due to carrying along a minus sign in all calculations.

The inverter equations can be developed in a similar manner as that used for the rectifier
equations. This is accomplished by changing the sign of Vd and making the substitutions
cos a == - cos {J and cos 1> == - cos y. Then the inverter equations can be written as follows.

Id == I.1i2 (cos Y - cos fJ)
Vdo(cos Y + cos {J)

Vd == ---2---

For constant ignition angle {J, we can write

Vd == Vdocos fJ + ReId

(22.38)

(22.39)

(22.40)

Inverters are often controlled to operate at constant extinction angle y, in which case we can
write

Vd == Y:fo cos Y - ReId

An equivalent circuit for the inverter is shown in Figure 22.9, based on (22.40).

(22.41)

Figure 22.9 Equivalent circuit for the inverter.

:- I dWV----:---In, +t =- ::§:+
-=- 1+~o cos (3 -=- V

-! J~-
The waveforms for the instantaneous voltages and currents are shown in Figure 22.] O.

which is constructed for a == ]50° and {L == 15°. This gives the other related angles as

f3 == T( - a == T( - 5JT/6 == T( /6 == 30n

y == f3 - {L == 30° - 15° == 15°
(22.42)
(22.43)

A comparison of the waveforms of the rectifier, from Figure 22.6, and the inverter, from
Figure 22.10, is instructive rI J.

1. The average voltage across a rectifier valve is negative and is called an inverse voltage,
whereas the average voltage across the inverter valve is positive.

2. In both modes of operation, the voltage across a valve is positive just before conduction
begins, but in the rectifier it is positive for a shorter time period that in the inverter.

3. In both modes of operation, the voltage across a valve is negative immediately after
thyristor blocking, but in the inverter it is negative for a much shorter time period
than in the rectifier. This time is called the commutation margin.
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o 60 120 180
Angle in degrees

240 300

Figure 22.10 Currents and voltages of the three-phase bridge inverter. (a) Line currents.
(b) Line-to-neutral voltages. (c) Direct voltage. (d) Line-to-Iine voltages.

4. Changes in voltage across the valves occur at ignition and extinction, but the voltage
jump is greater in the inverter than in the rectifier. The formulas for the major voltage
jumps are given in Table 22.1.

TABLE 22.1 Major Voltage Jumps in
Converter Operation

Operation

Ignition
Extinction

22.2.3 Multibridge Converters

Rectifier

-fSEmsin a
{3Em sin S

Inverter

-{3Em sin f3
-13Em sin 'Y

In older designs of three-phase bridge converters that used mercury-arc valves, there was
a voltage limit for the system that depended on the maximum allowable peak inverse voltage
of the valves. This is no longer true with modem thyristor valve bridges since valves can be
connected in series to provide any desired voltage. Moreover, current ratings can be increased
to the desired level by paralleling thyristors, although this is usually not necessary in modem
designs since thyristors of adequate current rating are usually available. The optimum system
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design depends on the desired power to be transmitted, the cost of the major components, and
the anticipated operating conditions of the entire system.

The most common arrangement for cascading three-phase bridges is the system shown
in Figure 22.11, where one three-phase bridge is supplied by a wye-wye connected transformer
and the other by a wye-delta transformation. This gives a 12-pulse bridge, which provides ad-
vantages in both cost and space requirements. The 12-pulse design doubles the voltage over that
obtained with only a single bridge and eliminates the lower harmonics of the six-pulse design,
such that the lowest harmonics requiring filtering are the 11th and 13th on the ac side and the
12th harmonic on the de side. The converter is usually fed from a single three-winding trans-
former rather than two two-winding banks, which saves one set of transformer circuit breakers.

abc

Figure 22.11 A 12-pulse converter station arrangement.

The system shown in Figure 22.11 is described as a monopolar system. The monopolar
system has the advantage that the return current can be carried in the earth, thereby simplifying
the transmission line. However, a bipolar system has several advantages over monopolar
designs. Figure 22.12 shows the basic differences between the two system designs.

The two poles of the bipolar design are nearly independent of each other, which provides
several advantages. First, there are very few equipment items that are common to both poles,
which increases reliability due to the minimization of common mode failures. When one pole

l
(a)

Figure 22.12 Monopolar and bipolarHVDe sys-
tem designs. (a) Monopolar system. (b) Bipolar
system.

+

(b)
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of the bipolar system is out of service for any reason, the system can operate in the monopolar
mode, using either the ground for the return current path or, by special switching arrangements,
use the overhead line conductor of the pole that is out of service. Note that the monopolar
system shown in Figure 22.12(a) uses ground return for the current path. In some cases this may
not be permitted, in which case a metallic return, similar to the bipolar system, is necessary.
Ground return currents may cause erosion of parallel pipelines, for example, leading to the
need for expensive cathodic protection of the pipe. Ground return is used on several systems,
for example, systems serving power to islands, such as found in New Zealand and in Sweden.

Harmonics are a factor that must be considered in HVDe systems and harmonics are
reduced with the 12-pulse converters stations. The harmonics generated can be express by the
formula

h = pq ± 1 (22.44)

where h = harmonic number
p = pulse number
q = an integer

Therefore, the harmonics generated on both the ac and de sides for common 6- and
12-pulse bridge systems can be enumerated, as shown in Table 22.2.

TABLE 22.2 Harmonics Generated by HVDC Converters

Pulse No.

6
12

DC Side

0,6,12,18,24, .
0, 12, 24, .

ACSide

1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19,23,25, ...
1, 11, 13, 23, 25, ...

The amplitudes of the harmonics decrease with increasing order, so it is most important
to' filter the lower harmonics. Harmonic filters are almost always required on the ac side of
the converter and may be required on the de side as well. Fortunately, the filter appears as
a capacitive reactance at the fundamental frequency of the power system, so there is some
benefit to the power system in placing filters in service, as they supply a portion of the reactive
power required by the converter station. The amount of filtering is a function of the loading
of the converter, so filters are often constructed in relatively small sizes, such that individual
filter units can be added as the load is increased and removed as load is decreased.

Harmonics can be further reduced by increasing the pulse number, say, from 12 to 18 or
24. However, these higher pulse numbers increase the complexity of the converter transformers.
It is simpler and less costly to construct 12-pulse converter transformers and to provide the
necessary ac filtering for the resulting harmonics.

There are many details that must be considered in the specification and design of a de
system. These concepts are beyond the scope of this book, but have been treated in many
technical papers and in several excellent textbooks [1-5].

22.2.4 Basic HVDC Control

The basic concept of HVDe control is to establish the desired current in the line from
rectifier to inverter by varying the de voltage at the converters. Then the desired power can
be caused to flow according to ohms law. This can be visualized by expanding the equivalent
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(22.45)

circuits developed for rectifier and inverter into the more complete equivalent circuit shown
in Figure 22.13, where the equivalent circuit has been extended to include transformer tap
changing on both converter stations and the commutating resistances are separated into rectifier
and inverter resistances.

Figure 22.13 Equivalent circuit of de line and converter stations.

Referring to Figure 22.13, the line current can be computed as

Vdor cos a - Vdoi cos(f3 or y)lei == -----------
Rcr + RL ± Rei

where the +Rei in the denominator is used with cos f3 in the numerator and - Rei in the
denominator is used with cos y in the numerator. Let us assume that beta is the controlled angle
at the inverter since this angle can be directly controlled, whereas gamma must be controlled
indirectly through the control of beta. The current flowing in the line depends only on the
terminal voltages, since the total circuit resistance is constant for any given mode of operation.
Therefore, current and power transmitted are controlled by varying the terminal voltages.

The internal voltages can be controlled by either of two methods: thyristor control or
control of the ac bus voltages. Using thyristor control, the ignition angle can be varied, thereby
reducing the internal voltage, or if a given delay is present, the internal voltage can be increased
by reducing the delay angle, up to the ideal rectifier voltage, ~f(Jr. A similar observation can
be made with respect to the inverter. The ideal rectifier voltage is directly proportional to the
applied ac voltage, which is usually controlled by changing the tap position of the converter
transformer. Thyristor control is very fast, but tap changing control requires 5 to 6 seconds for
each step change.

Manual control of the HYDC system has practical limits due to the slow human response
to sudden changes in the network. For example, a sudden short circuit in the ac network may
depress the voltage in the vicinity of the converter station, which would result is a sudden
change in de power flow. It would be preferred that the de line flow be immune from these
disturbances. This can be accomplished by providing automatic control of the converters.

The desirable features of the dc control system can be summarized as follows ( ]]:

1. Limit the maximum current to avoid damage to the valves and other current-carrying
equipment.

2. Limit the fluctuation in current due to fluctuation of ac voltages.
3. Maintain as high a power factor as possible.
4. Prevent commutation failures in the inverter.
5. Provide adequate anode voltage prior to ignition.
6. Maintain nearly constant, rated voltage at the sending end of the line to minimize

losses for a given transmitted power.
7. Control the delivered power or. in some cases, the frequency at one end of the line.
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The control characteristics of a typical rectifier and inverter are shown in Figure 22.14,
which illustrates the direct voltage and current at some point in the de system, such as the
rectifier end of the system. Several different operating conditions are illustrated in the diagram.
The solid lines represent normal operating characteristics. The upper half plane represents
positive direct voltage, the condition where Converter #1 is the rectifier and Converter #2 is
the inverter, with power flowing from #1 to #2. The bottom half plane is for negative direct
voltage, with Converter #2 as the rectifier and Converter #1 as the inverter, with power flowing
from #2 to # 1. The solid line ABHM is the normal rectifier operating characteristic with power
flowing from #1 to #2. The operating point P gives the value of direct voltage and current at
the point represented by the diagram, where Converter #1 is operating in the constant current
(CC) mode and Converter #2 operating in the constant extinction angle (CEA) mode. This
would be a normal operating condition to transfer power from Converter #1 to Converter #2.

Converter #2
(Y= 'Yn)

CEA
Reduced

/

Inverter
Voltage

----------._-G

Normal
Voltage

~B'CIA

----------------
Converter #2
(constantI d )

AI----:r------=:,-_.£....~
C

J
R~d~~e-d-/-----CIA- -
Rectifier
Voltage

oI----------t-~----t--------~Id

CC

N

R G
H'I.........__.......I

EChange in H
Current
Order

Converter #1
('Y ='Yn) M

Figure 22.14 TypicalHVDe controlcharacteristics.

The rectifier CC regulator mode is described by the straight nearly vertical line BH in
Figure 22.14. The rectifier current regulator also includes a minimum value of alpha, usually
called a.; which results in the horizontal constant portion AB of the rectifier characteristic.
Thus, the complete rectifier characteristic is the line ABHM in Figure 22.14.

For power transfer from #1 to #2, the inverter employs a constant extinction angle (CEA)
regulator, which has a characteristic similar to the line CFE extending from left to right at
some fixed distance along the voltage axis. This line usually has a small·negative slope, as
illustrated. Since there can be only one value of voltage and of current, that value is given by
the intersection of the rectifier and inverter characteristics, represented by the point P in the
figure. The rectifier current controller measures the actual current. If this current is smaller
than the desired value, the current regulator advances the firing time by decreasing the delay
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angle. This increases the rectifier internal voltage in proportion to cos ex, thereby increasing
Id and moving the current, and hence the line B"H, to the right and closer to the desired value.

This process continues until the measured current agrees with the current controller set
point. The inverter characteristic can be moved vertically in the Vd - Id plane by changing the
inverter transformer tap position, thereby varying the ac voltage at the inverter. As the voltage
is changed, the CEA regulator restores the desired value of y. This changes the internal direct
voltage at the inverter in proportion to the ac voltage since cos y is constant, and this tends
to change the direct current. The current is quickly restored to the set value by the current
regulator at the rectifier

Now consider a voltage reduction at the rectifier, which shifts the rectifier characteristic
downward from AB to J K in the figure, giving a new operating point at K. The system
operates at lower voltage, and with lower current than before, so that the power is considerably
reduced in proportion to the voltage reduction. The inverter now changes to constant current
regulation and the rectifier to constant ignition angle. If the rectifier voltage is restored to
normal, the controls quickly resume the normal system operation in response. However, if
the voltage remains at low values, the inverter tap changer will operate to slowly move the
operating point back toward its normal value.

A voltage reduction at the inverter can be analyzed by considering a lower level of the line
CFE, which moves the operating point down to the G in Figure 22.14. Under this condition,
the line operates at a lower voltage, but with approximately the same current as before such
that the power is reduced in proportion to the reduction in voltage. Should the voltage recover
in a short time, the operation is returned to normal. However, if the voltage remains at the
low level, the inverter tap changer will operate to either restore the voltage to normal or to the
maximum level permitted by the tap-changer range.

Another type of system change is caused by a change in the current order of only
Converter # 1, which results in the vertical segment moving from BH to B' H', that is, a
movement toward a lower current order. The solution for the direct voltage and current now
rests at the point R, which results in a negative voltage. This means that the power suddenly
flows in the opposite direction, which is called a power reversal. Such a reversal might
constitute a very large disturbance to the power system, occurring at two different places at
the same time. This is an unwanted type of event and must be avoided. This requires that the
current orders at the two converters must be moved together. Power reversals can be eliminated
by maintaining a minimum a, above 100° for the inverter.

The foregoing describes only one type of converter control, which is called the constant
current mode of operation. Other control options, such as constant power control, are described
in the following section.

22.3 CONVERTER STATION DESIGN

A general description of a converter station design is described in order to provide an un-
derstanding of the types of devices necessary to control and protect the de line and terminal
equipment.

22.3.1 A Typical Converter Station

A typical bipolar converter station arrangement is shown in Figure 22.15. This station
consists of two 12-pulse bipolar converters that are independently fed from identical converter
transformers. Note that the secondaries of these transformers are connected differently, one
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secondary being connected in delta and the other in wye, in order to provide the 12-pulse
rectification or inversion. Note also that the two poles making up this bipole system are
completely independent, so that one pole can continue to operate when the other pole is out
of service for any reason. This type of operation requires that the return current flow either
through the ground, using the ground electrode system, or through the unused de line conductor,
which can be switched to provide "metallic return" operation when one pole is out of service.
A network of switches is provided for this purpose. Clearly, one pole can be isolated for
maintenance while the other pole is working in a monopole mode of operation.

DC Line

ac
Harmonic

~-~
1.

Reactive
Compensation

Figure 22.15 Typical configuration of a bipole converter station [1J.

Note the wall bushings on both the ac and de sides of the converter, where the electric
conductors penetrate the wall of the building. These bushings insulate the high-voltage con-
ductor from the wall, and also incorporate transducers for measurement of current passing
through the valve building walls. The wall bushings also identify the protective zone for the
converters and other equipment located inside the valve buildings.

EXAMPLE22.1 Example of a Typical HVDCConverter Rating
The ratings of a typical HVDC converter station are given to provide a sense of the ratings available.
The Intermountain HVDC System described is located in the western United States [7], [8] and has the
following ratings:

Power rating, de 1600 MW
Direct Voltage ± 500 kV
Direct Current 1600 A

Normal control modes:
Rectifier
Inverter

Rectifier nominal firing angle 15°
Inverter nominal firing angle 17°

Constant current
Constant extinction angle
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Pole Overload Power Ratings:
One second
Continuous

2.0 per unit
1.5 per unit

Note that this system is designed for a high 1 second overload. •
22.3.2 HVDC Control Hierarchical Structure

The controls of a modem HVDe system are hierarchical in structure, as shown in Figure
22.16. The design is structured for high reliability and availability, hence many of the controls
are duplicated. The higher level controls, at the station level and bipole level include only those
functions that are absolutely necessary at those levels. Most critical functions are implemented
at as Iowa level as possible in order to minimize the effect of a control failure. The system
depicted in the figure is for a dual bipole system, but the control arrangement for a single bipole
system is similar.

t Station t ~ Bipole l t Pole l t
Level Level Level

Converter
Level

AC
System
Control

Station
Control
Desk

~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Bipole :
Controlq -l
Desk - 11

-1 1 .~_

Bipole
Control0
Desk - --

.., 1,-

I
1
1
I
I
1
I -------I
I
I
1L __

Figure 22.16 The hierarchy of typical HVDe controls with a dual bipole system illustrated
16].
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The station level of control provides control for the ac circuit breakers and disconnect
switches. It also controls the switching of ac filters and reactive compensation that are common
to both bipoles. This level also controls the total dc power order (level), and this information
is downloaded to the bipole level for implementation.

The HVDC transmission system equipment below the station level and including the
different levels of equipment at each terminal is shown in Figure 22.17.

Figure 22.17 Physical connection diagram of
HVDe equipment.

The bipole control level allocates the bipole power order between the two poles. The
actual power control is performed at the pole control level. The pole level also performs the
communications between terminals. The current control is usually at the pole level. Other
pole level controls are the frequency control (for islanded operation), power runback control,
overload control, active power modulation control, and controls for synchronizing with the ac
system. The pole level also manages overloads of the poles.

With careful design, a relatively small amount of equipment is involved at the bipole
level, which tends to make the two poles quite independent. This has the advantage that bipole
failures are rare and the individual poles can operate independent of failures in the other pole.
Typical equipment that will usually be included at the bipole level are shown in Table 22.3.
The pole level common equipment is where most of the control is executed and is where some
of the de protections are found.

The converter level controls include the converter firing control, the control pulse gen-
erator, and converter sequence controls. Reactive power modulation, minimum firing voltage,
and subsynchronous damping (see Section 22.6.3) are managed at the converter level. The
HVDC protective systems are at the converter level, for the most part, but protections also
exist at the pole level for some functions. The equipment that will typically be included in the
converter level are listed in Table 22.3.

The various controls need to be managed in some logical manner, and this function
is performed by the converter sequence controller. The location of the sequence controller
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TABLE 22.3 Subsystem Identification for HVDC Equipment Groups
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Equipment Group

Bipole
conllnon
equipment

Pole
common
equipment

Converter
common
equipment

Subsystems Included in Group

Bipole controls
Ground electrode system
AC filters
AC shunt capacitor banks
AC shunt reactors
Reactive power balance equipment
Auxiliary power systems for bipole equipment
Metallic return transfer system

Pole controls
DC filters
DC pole line 'switching equipment
power line carrier noise filters
Pole bus and neutral arresters
Neutral bus switching equipment
Pole measuring equipment
Auxiliary power systms for pole equipment

Converter controls
Converter AC connection
Converter transformers
Wall bushings
Converter arresters
Valves
Valve cooling equipment
Smoothing reactor
Short circuit current rneasuring system
Valve hall grounding switches

hierarchy is shown in Figure 22.18. The converter sequence controller receives manual orders
for required changes in the operation of the system or the maneuvers required to reach a new
control objective. The sequence controller includes telernetered communications between
the terminals and the execution of line switching operations. Examples of sequence controls
include the following:

• Rectifier/inverter control Change in the direction of transmitted power is usually
ordered manually, but can also be ordered automatically under specified conditions.

• Power control/current control Switching of current control modes can be ordered
automatically on failure of the telecommunication channel or of other control equip-
ment.

• Trip/reclose A trip order may be given manually or by the system protection to
stop operation of the converter. Reclose is given only by manual order and includes
energizing the converter transformer.

• Start/stop A start order unblocks the control pulses in the released converter. A stop
order blocks the thyristor control pulses, but the converter remains energized.

The control functions structure for a typical system is shown in Figure 22.18, where the
protection is shown with outputs directed to the converter firing control as well as to tripping
of breakers as required. The protective function receives measured information from both
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Power
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Control
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Figure 22.18 The structure of HVDe control showing the interaction of system protection
with other controls [6].

the ac and de side. The instrument transformers are shared 'with the control and monitoring
functions. Note that the protection function has outputs that affect both the sequence control
and the converter firing control functions. The control paths to the ac side are not shown in
Figure 22.18, but the protection system is connected to the ac circuit breakers as well as to the
de controls.

One function that might be considered part of the protection is the frequency control
function. This is provided in order to control the frequency on the ac side in the event of an ac
system separation, in which there may not be adequate generation for effective ac frequency
control. The frequency can be controlled within the HVDe system rating by modulating the
power flowing on the de line, and thereby helping to balance the load and generation on the
ac side.

22.3.3 General Philosophy of HVDe Protection

The philosophy of HVDe protection is similar to that for ac system protection. This
philosophy can be summarized as follows [7]:

• Security against unwanted or unnecessary trips
• Dependability in actual fault clearing
• Selectivity; separation of the minimum system around the fault
• Backup protection to guarantee fault clearing in the event of failure of the primary
protective system

• Redundancy to increase reliability
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A modem HYDC protective scheme will usually be designed to meet some or all of the
following requirements:

I. Any abnormal conditions, including faults, that expose the equipment to a hazard or
that present an unacceptable operating condition must be detected by the protective
system and the stressed equipment removed from service or otherwise relieved of
the stress imposed by the abnormality, Moreover, this action must be controlled,
such that the system will continue to operate in the best possible manner under the
emergency condition.

2. All protections must be fully redundant and, where possible, based on different de-
signs or operating principles.

3. It is essential that the removal of equipment from service, in response to a disturbance,
be limited to only those items that absolutely must be removed from service and that
no sound equipment be involved in this action, insofar as possible.

4. Precautions should be taken to make sure that no protective systems operate unless
there exists a genuine disturbance that requires protective action. In other words,
false tripping of sound items of equipment must be avoided at all times.

5. All protective systems should have dual and completely independent communication
lines to both the ac circuit breakers or to the converter valves, such that any breaker
opening or valve blocking actions can take place using either of the two redundant
communications paths.

6. The protective system should be designed with overlapping protective zones. More-
over, every fault should be detected by both primary and backup protections, which
should be based on different measuring principles and may be designed to operate at
different speeds, with the primary system being faster than the backup system.

7. All de protective systems must be coordinated with all nearby ac protections in order
to ensure the best performance of both systems, including the optimum recovery
following the clearing of a disturbance.

8. All protective systems must be arranged ·such that testing of the protective devices
can be permitted without affecting the operation of the HYDe system.

Many of the foregoing principles are restatements of design objectives for any protective
system. The HYDC system is complicated, however, by the extensive array of equipment
and the complexity of the controls. Moreover, many HYDe systems have a very high power
rating and can present a severe shock to the ac system if the de system should be suddenly
removed from service. It is especially important that the bipole outages be kept to an absolute
minimum, due to the severity of these outages on the system external to the HYDe system
itself [8-10]. Therefore, it is important that the HVDC system protections be very secure from
improper actions and that no more equipment be removed from service than necessary for any
disturbance.

Figure 22.19 shows a typical block diagram of measuring points and protections for one
pole of an HYDC system. The de current is measured by de current transducers (DCCTs) or
zero flux current transformers. Faults are always cleared by redundant protections. One fast
protection is provided by the sequence system, which provides fast blocking of the valves as
well as sending a signal to trip the circuit breakers. Another source of protection is by means
of individual protections for the various system components.
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Figure 22.19 Typical HVDC protective systems for one pole [10].

22.3.4 General Categories of HVDC Protection

The protection for the HVDe converter station can be separated into the following
protection zones [1]:

1. AC Side Protection
2. DC Side Protection

• Valve Protection
• Other DC Protections

Each of these will be discussed in turn.

22..4 AC SIDE PROTECTION

The major ac side protective zones are shown in Figure 22.20, which shows the main,protective
zones associated with only one of the two poles. The other pole will have identical ac protective
systems.

22.4.1 AC Line Protection

The ac supply for the pole may be provided by a short ac line, which will require
protection. Such a feeder line would be on the left of Figure 22.20. The type of line protection
is not shown, but it must be high-speed line protection for both phase and ground faults. In
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Figure 22.20 One-line diagram of the AC side protection for one pole [131.
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many cases, this protection will be some form of pilot relaying. The ac line breaker must
be tripped for all major pole and line faults. In some cases, there may be a short length of
line on the ac source side, in which case the breaker separates the bus protective zone from
the harmonic filter and capacitor zone. Inputs to the protection are from CT's located at the
converter terminal boundary, with current and voltage polarization for zero-sequence ground
faults from the converter transformer neutral and the bus voltage transformers.

22.4.2 AC Bus Protection

A rigid bus will normally be used to tie the supply breaker to the converter transformer.
This bus also supplies the harmonic filters and the reactive support for this pole of the converter.
The main breaker must be tripped for all bus faults.

The protected zone for the ac bus lies between the current transformers on the source
side of the breaker to the converter transformer high-voltage winding. This zone includes the
harmonic filters and reactive support, using the neutral end CT's of each shunt connection.
Bus differential relays would normally be used for this protection.

22.4.3 Converter Transformer Protection

The converter transformer is usually supplied in the form of single-phase units, with each
transformer having two secondary windings that are connected in delta for one valve group
and in wye for the other group. A fourth transformer is often provided as a spare, but is not
connected unless one of the in-service units should fail.

Each transformer is usually provided with pressure, transformer winding temperature,
oil temperature, gas accumulation, and oil level alarms. The transformer protection will
usually be provided by transformer differential relays connected as shown in Figure 22.20.
Second harmonic restraint is commonly provided to suppress tripping when the transformer is
energized.

High-speed ground fault protection is also provided across the high-voltage bushing to
ground. Overcurrent protection (not shown) is usually provided as backup for the transformer
differential protection. The phase currents are measured on the line side of the converter
transformer.
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22.4.4 Filters and Reactive Support Protection

It is common to find both harmonic filters and shunt capacitors for reactive support on
the bus supporting each pole of the converter. The filters are required for the 11th and 13th
harmonics [14]. Since the converter station absorbs reactive power in proportion to the active
power load on the pole, large capacitor banks are usually required for reactive support. The
filters are largely capacitive in nature at the power system fundamental frequency and may
supply about half of the needed reactive support.

The shunt banks and harmonic filters must have overvoltage protection. For this purpose,
the same protection can be used for both types of shunt devices.. This requires a voltage
measurement on the converter bus and an overvoltage relay. The capacitor banks have a
voltage distribution that is dependent on the number and location of failed individual capacitor
units. This is detected and an alarm signal generated to warn of serious unbalances in the
structure.

Both fundamental and harmonic frequency currents are measured in the filter branches.
Inverse-time overcurrent protection is often used.

A scheme for detecting faulty capacitor units is 'also recommended. This is accomplished
by measuring and comparing fundamental frequency currents in two capacitor chains, either
in the same branch or in two different branches. Unbalances exceeding a limiting value will
cause an alarm.

22.5 DC SIDE PROTECTION OVERVIEW

The de side protection includes equipment at the bipole, pole, and converter levels. There are
many different types of equipment and many different failure modes that require detection and
protective action. In some cases, the required protective action is to order a change in control
or operating conditions, and in other cases the protective action will block the pole or bipole,
depending on the nature of the disturbance.

Since the protections are an integral part of the control systems, the control system itself
must be redundant to guard against failure of the controller. One way this can be accomplished
is to provide two identical controllers and require that both controllers agree that a given
control action is required. This can be accomplished by designating one of the controllers as
the active controller, with the other as backup. Certain disturbances are predefined that require
confirmation by both controllers before ordering any protective action. The active controller
will monitor the usual control quantities and, having observed a predefined situation that
requires protective action and does not require fast tripping action, control will be transferred
to the redundant controller. The redundant controller then takes the required action based
on its independent measurement of the system. This prevents an error or failure in the first
controller from creating a false trip, or failing to trip in a fault condition. An even more secure
method of accomplishing this purpose would be to have three controllers, with two-out-of-three
agreement being required for any control action. It is common to require redundant controllers
at the bipole level, but not necessarily at the pole level.

In order to meet the requirements set forth in Section 22.3.3, particularly items 2 and 6,
the de side protections for both of the redundant control systems are divided into two or more
protection blocks, with each block having its own power supply. The two blocks are entirely
independent with a minimum of equipment in common. Any fault that does not require fast
tripping will be processed by a transfer to the redundant control system.
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22.5.1 Valve Protection
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The converter valves are solid-state thyristor valves in all modem converter designs.
These thyristors are the heart of the converter system and have physical limits that must not
be exceeded if valve damage is to be avoided.

22.5.1.1 General Description of the Valves. The valves are connected to form a 12-
pulse bridge circuit for each pole of the converter station. The valve protection is.provided by
microprocessor control, but the concept is similar to an analog "zone of protection" system,
similar to that found on ac systems. A diagram of the major items of equipment on the de
side of the converter station is shown in Figure 22.15. All of the valves are connected as
components in a 12-pulse circuit, as shown in Figure 22.] 1. This valve group for each pole
forms a protection zone. Several different types of protections are provided, depending on the
hazard being controlled.

22.5.1.2 Valve Short-Circuit Protection. The protection zone for valve short circuits
is the 12-pulse bridge circuit from the wall bushings on the ac side to the de wall bushings at the
neutral bus and at the smoothing reactor terminal. Similar protections are normally provided
for each pole. Short circuits across valves are phase-to-phase short circuits that occur within
the valve short-circuit protection zone. Short circuits are cleared by blocking the converter
and by tripping the ac side circuit breakers.

One type of detection scheme compares the highest current amplitude in the ac currents
at the wall bushings and the amplitude of the de currents at their wall bushings in a form of
differential current protection. If the valve operation is normal, these magnitudes are equal.
Any short circuit within the valve group results in excess current on the ac side, which is
seen as a phase-to-phase fault. A valve short circuit can occur when a sound valve is fired in
conjunction with the faulty commutation of another valve. The fault currents are maximum
for the rectifier.

The protection system should not operate for ac ground faults between the converter
transformer and the valve bridge. The protection used is a form of differential protection that
compares the maXimUITI ac current with the de currents at both the high-voltage and low-voltage
sides of the converter pole. This permits the protection to avoid operation for ground faults
on the ac conductors in the converter. The protective action is to block the faulted pole and
trip the ac circuit breakers at the ac supply bus. The protection is enabled when the following
condition is satisfied:

(22.46)

where Jac = current on the ac side of the pole
Id = de current at the dc high voltage line bushing
Idn == de current at the de neutral bushing

A small time delay of approximately 1 millisecond is usually provided. It is necessary
that fault detection be made before the third valve in a faulty three-phase group is fired.
Coordination with other protections is not considered necessary. This protection is provided
in dual redundant protection systems.

22.5.1.3 Converter Overcurrent Protection. The protection zone for converter over-
current protection is the 12-pulse bridge systems of each pole. The objective of the protection
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is to detect overcurrents that may cause unusual stress in the converter "equipment,particularly
the thyristor valves.

The overcurrent protection is provided in two parts. The first part detects de overcurrents
and gives a transfer trip after a preset delay or, in the case of high overcurrents, an instantaneous
trip.

The second part is a thermal overload protection that is a provided by a computer model
of the valve heating and cooling. The valve losses are computed by the formula

Pth = kIlJ + k2ld (22.47)

The losses are computed and the result supplied to a network representing the thyristor cooling
properties. The resulting calculation is the thyristor temperature rise. This is added to the
cooling water temperature and the result compared to a temperature threshold. The overcurrent
protection gives a trip order if the computed temperature exceeds the threshold.

The protective actions taken on pickup of the overcurrent protection are as follows:

1. Transfer converter control to the redundant system.
2. Block the pole and simultaneously fire bypass pairs.
3. Trip the ac circuit breakers.
4. Isolate the pole and line at both ends.
5. Out-of-range alarm for cooling water temperature.

Time delays are also used. The fast part of the protection has a time delay of about 4
ms. The slow part requires an inverse time characteristic to match the cooling characteristic
of the valves. Valve bypassing is the intentional firing of valves in parallel with a bridge valve
that experiences a temporary failure [2].

The overcurrent protection is provided in identical redundant systems.

22.5.1.4 Commutation Failure Protection. Commutation failure is the inability to
transfer current to the valve next in line to conduct. This may occur either because of low
voltage or distortion of the voltage waveform. Commutation failures cause no damage to
equipment and are usually temporary. Repeated commutation failures can occur, however,
and this will require either temporary or permanent pole blocking [17], [21]. A commutation
failure is not a fault, but is an indication of the failure of the valve control pulses, or of faults
on the ac side.

The protection zone for commutation failures is the 12-pulse valve bridge. The objectives
of the protection is to detect commutation failures and, if the failure persists, to remove the
bridge from service.

Commutation failures are detected on a six-pulse bridge basis. In the six-pulse bridge,
there are intervals when all ac phase currents are zero but a direct current is flowing through
two opposed valves in the bridge. These intervals are detected. Persistent faults may be due
to valve misfire, e.g., no control pulses or continuous control pulses. Intermittent faults are
usually due to ac system disturbances. These conditions are used to distinguish between the
two conditions.

The protective actions taken in response to commutation failure are the following:

1. Instantaneous advancing of the firing angle in the faulty converter to improve recovery.
2. Transfer to the redundant control system.
3. Blocking and simultaneous bypass of the faulty converter for the slow part of the

protection and tripping of the ac breakers feeding the converter.
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4. Blocking of the converter when the commutation failure is detected in only one of
the six-pulse groups.

The commutation failure protection must be coordinated with the following other sys-
tems:

(a) AC protections, where time delays must coordinate with the longest clearing time
for ac side faults.

(b) Valve misfire protection.
(c) DC harmonic protection.

Backup protection is provided by (b) and (c).

22.5.1.5 Valve Misfire Protection. In valve misfire protection, the protective zone is
the thyristor valve. The objectives of valve misfire protection are as follows:

• To detect the failure of a valve to conduct when a control pulse is applied.
• To detect unintentional valve firing.
• To prevent a valve that fails to conduct from being selected into a bypass pair.
• To select into a bypass pair a valve that is firing unintentionally.
• To supervise the system operation.

Valve misfiring is detected by monitoring the performance of the valve and comparing
this performance with the control signal arriving at the valve in the form of a control pulse,
whose duration corresponds to the required conduction time. The control pulse duration is
compared to the actual valve firing duration to determine correct firing. Valve firing outside
the desired interval is also detected to determine improper firing. The protection has a fast part
that has low sensitivity, and a slower part that is more sensitive.

The protective switching actions that result on pickup of valve misfiring are the following:

1. Transfer to redundant control.
2. Block the converter (and insert bypass pairs if an inverter).
3. Trip the ac side circuit breakers.

A time delay of 60-80 ms is used in order to coordinate with the commutation failure
protection, which should be slower than the valve misfire protection.

The valve misfire protection should coordinate with the commutation failure protection
and the de harmonic protection and should be interlocked with the ac fault protection by a "low
commutation voltage" signal.

The backup protections for valve misfire are the commutation failure and de harmonic
protections.

22.5.1.6 Voltage Stress Protection. The protective zone for voltage stress protection
is all converter equipment exposed to ac voltage. This includes the thyristor valves and the
converter transformer.

The objectives of voltage stress protection are twofold. First, it is designed to detect high
commutation voltages and to prevent further increase of voltage by interlocking the converter
transformer tap changers. Second, it takes the faulty converter out of service in the case of
persistent ac overvoltage.
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The principle of voltage stress detection is determined by observing the ac voltage
as a function of time and by noting the converter transformer tap settings. Based on these
observations, an ideal value of de voltage is computed by the protection and compared with a
preset reference value. When this computed value exceeds the reference, pickup is initiated.
When the voltage is too high, the tap changers are blocked from further operation and an alarm
is given. At a higher voltage level, the converter is taken out of service after a preset time
delay. Another protection feature compares the positions of the transformer taps and sounds
an alarm if these tap positions exceed a preset difference.

The protective actions that are taken following pickup are as follows:

1. On detection of a small overvoltage, the tap changers are inhibited from further raising
the voltage.

2. A transfer in made to the redundant control system.
3. On detection of a high overvoltage, the converter is blocked and the ac circuit breakers

are tripped.
4. If the tap changers are out of range or out of step positions, an alarm is sounded.

The voltage stress protection must coordinate to avoid unnecessary alarms or trips in
the case of permanent ac network voltage changes due to normal switching in the network.
Moreover, this protection should not operate when the converter transformer tap changers are
operating normally.

This system is a redundant protective system. Some backup is provided by the converter
transformer tap changer control equipment. Additional backup is provided by excessive delay
angle protections, which are described in the next section.

22.5.1.7 Excessive DelayAngle Protection. The protection zone for this protection
is the thyristor valves. The objective of the protection is to protect the resistors in the valve
damping circuits against overload during operation at too large a delay angle (a) and extinction
angle (y). It serves as a backup to the deminimumvoltage protection. Moreover, this protection
detects large delay angle operation due to faults in the tap changer controls or faults in the
converter firing control system.

Detection of excessive delay angles is based on the computed losses in the valve damping
circuits. When operating with excessive delay or extinction angles, the losses in these circuits
increase over normal operation due to the higher amplitudes of breakdown and recovery volt-
ages across the valve when they are fired or extinguished. The voltage across the valve is
derived from the capacitive taps in the wall bushings. This voltage is applied to an RC circuit
with the same time constant as the valve damping circuit. The resulting voltage is smoothed
to obtain a voltage proportional to the damping resistor losses. When this voltage exceeds a
preset threshold, the protection picks up.

The protective actions taken on pickup are the following:

1. Interlock the tap changer from stepping when abnormally large delay or extinction
angles exist.

2. Transfer to the redundant control system.
3. Block the converter at sustained operation with abnormal angles.

The backup protections to this protection are the voltage stress protection, if the condition
is the result of high commutation voltage, and the de minimum voltage protection.
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22.5.1.8 DC Harmonics Protection. The protective zone for the de harmonics pro-
tection is the converter. The objective of this protection is to detect abnormal harmonics in
the converter current. These harmonics are often generated by valve disturbances, by the ac
network disturbances, and by control equipment malfunctions. The de harmonic protection
provides backup for the commutation failure and the valve misfire protections.

The detection principle is based on having prior knowledge concerning the filtering of
the de current harmonics, especially with respect to the fundamental and second harmonics.
When the observed harmonics exceed these preset values, the protection is picked up. For high
amplitudes of the harmonics the pole is removed from service. This protection is designed to
have an inverse time characteristic.

The protective action of this system is as follows:

1. Transfer control to the redundant system.
2. Block the converter.

The de harmonics protection is designed to coordinate with the following other protective
systems:

• Commutation failure protection.
• Valve misfire protection.
• AC protections, particularly ac line distance protections that are expected to determine
the maximum duration of an ac fault.

The settings of the de harmonics protection depend on several factors r14], [15]. The
protection should not pick up for normal harmonics that occur with ac network asymmetries.
Any unsymmetrical ac network condition results in second harmonic currents on the de side.
For severe ac faults, the de harmonics protection should not trip before the ac protective
systems.

However, the de harmonics protection should detect current harmonics that are generated
due to persistent valve misfiring in the rectifier or persistent commutation failure in the inverter.
Also, failure of the converter firing control to provide proper firing pulses should be detected.

The settings of the de harmonics protection are based on known values of expected
normal harmonics levels. Time delays of 100 ms-3 seconds are applied, with the longer time
delay being applied prior to a converter block.

22.5.2 Other DC Side Protective Functions

DC side protection includes all protective functions on the de side except for those defined
above as valve protections.

22.5.2.1 GeneralDescription. The dc side protection includes the de line and terminal
equipment. These protections are different from those normally encountered on the ac network,
where we usually have specific protective schemes for each protective zone. The de side
protections are a part of the de control system and, in some cases, the distinction between
control and protection is somewhat obscure. In modern systems, much of the protection and
control is provided in the form of microcomputer devices that are programmed to provide the
desired function, whether a control function or a protective function. Some of the protective
systems take the form of differential measurements, while others are computer models of the
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physical system. Most are redundant systems, and some employ voting logic for reliability
and security of control action.

22.5.2.2 ConverterDCDifferential Protection. The protective zone for the converter
dc differential protection is the de side of the converter between the transducer in the de wall
bushing on the low-voltage terminal and the transducer in the de reactor on the line side (see
Figure 22.15). The objective of this protection is to detect ground faults within the protective
zone and clear the fault by initiating the proper switching actions.

The detection system monitors the de current in the neutral bus and in the high-voltage
de bus. These measurements are compared in the protective system by a differential scheme
with a significant difference in" these currents being the indicator of a ground fault in the
protective zone. The protection has one fast part with low selectivity and a slow part with
higher selectivity.

The switching actions that are taken on pickup are as follows:

1. Transfer to the redundant control system.
2. Block the converter.
3. Trip the ac side circuit breakers.
4. Isolate the pole and line at both ends.

As noted before, the protection has both a fast and a slow part. The fast part of the
protection compares the current differential to the following function.

IREFl = [0.4 + 0.2!!!-J Idn (22.48)
Idn

If the currentdifferential exceeds this reference value, the system switching is ordered following
a 3 ms delay. See (22.46) for a definition of the currents.

The slow part of the protection uses two different reference signals. The first signal is
computed as

lREF2 = [0.05 + 0.2!!!-] Idn (22.49)
Idn

Any current in excess of this reference is delayed 25 ms to ensure proper fault detection,
and then is delayed an additional 80 ms before pickup. The second slow reference signal is
computed as

l REF3 = [0.04 + 0.15!!!-] Idn (22.50)
Idn

Any current in excess of this reference is delayed 25 ms and is then delayed an additional 50
ms before pickup.

Coordination is required between the converter de differential protection and the pole de
differential protection and the dc line protection.

The backup protections for the converter dc differential protection are the pole de dif-
ferential protection, and the converter transformer differential and bus differential protection
for faults on the outdoor ac system.

22.5.2.3 DC Line Protection. The protective zone of the de line protection is the de
transmission line. The objective of this protection is to detect ground faults on the dc line
and, by means of control action, extinguish the fault current. If the fault is not permanent, the
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control action should restore power transmission after a suitable time delay to allow for fault
deionization.

The detection of ground faults is based on observations of the direct voltage at the line
terminal, using a de voltage divider circuit. A de ground fault is characterized by a voltage
collapse to a low-voltage level at a high rate of voltage change. The protection uses both the
voltage level and the rate of change to detect the ground fault on the de line.

The derivative of the direct voltage is determined by a differentiator circuit and compared
against two different reference signals, designated as Refl and Ref2. Ref2 is the lower of the
two signals and is used to open a window of time during which the derivative must exceed Refl
and, in addition, the magnitude signal must exceed its reference, Ref 3. If these conditions are
all met the control is enabled to take appropriate action. The control is further complicated to
avoid false trips of actions outside of this protection zone, such as inverter faults or traveling
waves on the line, which will also create large voltage rates of change.

The protective action that is taken is active only at the rectifier. The redundant protection
is slaved to the active protection during this period. Following a fault detection, the converters
at the rectifier are forced to a full inversion operation, thereby preventing the rectifier from
supplying any current to the fault. The inverter control attempts to maintain ordered current by
increasing its margin of commutation to about 100 degrees. When the line discharge reaches
a very low value, the inverter is brought back to minimum extinction angle and the line will
remain de-energized with neither the rectifier nor inverter feeding current to the fault until a
preset deionization time has elapsed. Following this delay, the rectifier stop order is removed
and a restart attempt is made. If this attempt fails, control is transferred to the redundant system
and this system takes over further attempts to restore the line to normal operation. Up to three
full voltage restart attempts can be made, with an adjustable deionization time between each
attempt. If all attempts fail, the pole is blocked and both the pole and the line are isolated at both
ends. The restart attempts are blocked when the telecommunications channel between rectifier
and inverter is out of service or when the system is already operating at a reduced voltage.

DC line fault protection must be coordinated with the ac system protections. In particular,
care must be taken that the de line protection does not operate for ac faults at the rectifier or in-
verter, when starting or stopping a pole, or during commutation failures in the inverter r15], r171.

The back-up protections for de line faults are the de minimum voltage protection and
the excessive delay angle protection.

22.5.2.4 DC Minimum Voltage Protection. The protective zone of the de minimum
voltage protection is the de line and all equipment connected to the de line, including the
thyristor valves and the bypass pairs. The objective of this protection is to detect ground faults
on the dc line and system, thereby serving as a backup to the primary de line protection. This
protection also backs up the voltage dependent current order limit (VDCOL) protective system.

Two different principles are involved in the detection scheme used for this protection. The
first detection system is simply to compare the observed de voltage against a preset reference
value, which is similar to the de line protection. The second type of detection is to pick up the
protection when the firing angle a is greater than about 80 degrees and the dc current is greater
than the highest allowed continuous bypass pair current.

The protective actions that are taken on pickup are described as follows:

1. Transfer control to the redundant control system.
2. Block the converter.
3. Isolate the pole and de line by prearranged switching.
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This protective system must be coordinated with the de line protection and the excessive
delay angle protection. This system serves as the backup protection for the de line protection
and the VOCOL.

22.5.2.5 DC Overvoltage Protection. The protective zone for de overvoltage protec-
tion is all quipment exposed to the de line voltage ..The objective of this protection is to detect
overvoltage on the dc line and equipment when starting a pole against an open-ended de line
[14], [15].

Overvoltages on the de side may occur for a number of different reasons and may be of
long duration, especially on peak rectification when a pole is started against an open de line, in
which case thevoltage is limited to 1.15 per unit by the overvoltage limiter in the pole equip-
ment. The de current will be v~ry low during this open-circuit condition. These conditions can
be combined to provide effective detection of the condition and to initiate proper control action.

The protective actions ordered for these conditions are as follows:

1. Transfer control to the redundant control system.
2. Block the converter.
3. Isolate the pole and line at both ends of the line.

This protection must be coordinated with the overvoltage limiter. It serves as the backup
protection for the de overvoltage protection at the other end of the line and for the overvoltage
limiter.

22.5.2.6 Pole DCDifferential Protection. The protective zone for the pole de differ-
ential protection is the de side of the converter, including the de filters. See Figure 22.15. The
objective of this protection is to detect ground faults within the protective zone and to remove
the faulted converter pole from service.

The detection principle is current differential protection between the dc current at the
neutral bus and at the de line terminal, with the two current measurements being performed
outside of the filters. Measures are taken to inhibit the protection during operation of arresters
or other transient grounding equipment. This permits the protection to ignore normal arrester
operation, but it will operate for arrester failure. This protection is designed to include a fast
and relatively insensitive detector, and a second detector that is slower, but more sensitive.

The pickup protective actions taken by the pole de differential protection are as follows:

1. Transfer control to the redundant control system.
2. Block the converter.
3. Trip the ac side circuit breakers feeding the converter.
4. Isolate the pole and line at both ends.

The pole differential protection must be coordinated with the de line protection and the
converter de differential protection. When a ground fault occurs on the de bus at the rectifier,
both the de line and pole differential protections will pick up. In this case, the fast protection
module timing should be selected to trip before the de line protection, which will try and
extinguish the fault current by reduced voltage operation and restart the system. Since the
pole differential knows that the fault is not on the line, its logic should prevail and block the
converter. If the de line fault current is low, and the fault is not picked up by the fast module of
line protection, then the line protection will attempt a restart after a preset delay. In this case,
the slow module of the pole differential protection will order a trip during this restart attempt.
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This protection is backed up by the dc line protection for ground faults that cause a
significant drop in de voltage.

22.5.2.7 Electrode Open-Circuit Protection. The protective zone of the electrode line
protection is the neutral bus equipment. See Figure 22.15. The objective of the protective
system is to detect an open circuit of the electrode line and to relieve the neutral bus equipment
from any overvoltage that may accompany an open electrode line.

The detection principle is to measure the voltage to ground of the pole neutral bus, since
overvoltage at this bus is an indicator of an open electrode line.

On detection of an open electrode line, the following actions are taken:

1. Transfer control to the redundant control system, using a voltage level at the neutral
bus that is slightly greater than that used for metallic return.

2. Check the voltages at both neutral buses and determine if they are both rising over
the metallic return level. If this is found to be the case, close the switching device
between the neutral buses and ground. This will cause the differential current to flow
to ground as the bipole continues to operate, unless an overcurrent in the ground
switch protection is detected.

3. If the neutral bus voltage rises in monopolar operation, the ground switch will be
closed and the pole blocked with appropriate isolation.

This protection must be coordinated with the bus arrester design and the withstand
capabilities of the neutral bus equipment.

This protection backs up the electrode line open-circuit protection in the other pole
when in bipole operation. When in monopole operation, this protection backs up the pole de
differential protection since, on opening the electrode line, the current will pass through the
neutral bus arrester, which is in the protective zone of the pole de differential protection.

22.5.2.8 DC Filter Protection. The protective zone of this protection is the de filter.
The objective of this protection is to detect overload on the de filter components and to relieve
the filter from being overstressed by blocking the pole. It also interlocks the operation of the
de filter switches if the filter current becomes too high.

The detection principle used for de filter protection is to measure the current through
the filter bank and compare this magnitude against a preset reference. Tripping is delayed
sufficiently to avoid operation of the protection during transient overloads that the filters are
designed to withstand.

The protective actions taken on pickup are as follows:

1. Transfer control to the redundant control system.
2. Block the converter.

This protection must be coordinated with the excessive delay angle protection when
operation is at high firing angles.

22.5.2.9 Voltage-Dependent Current-OrderLimit. The voltage-dependent current or-
der limiter (VDCOL) provides a current limitation that is dependent on the magnitude of the
measured dc voltage. Its characteristic is similar to that shown in Figure 22.21 [19]. When
the relative strength of the ac system is low, the speed of de recovery following faults must be
slowed in order to ensure successful recovery. The reason for this precaution is that weak ac
systems experience large voltage fluctuations with changes in de power level. This means that
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the rapid power control of the de system following a fault will cause rapid and large changes
in the reactive power drawn from the ac network and large ac voltage changes. The result may
be unsuccessful fault recovery in the de system due to commutation failures.

-Inverter
.......... Rectifier

25 50 75 100
DC Line Voltage, % of Rated

Figure 22.21 Voltage-dependent current order
limiter characteristic [19].

o ...---~---------------~
o

The protection zone of the VDCOL is the converter and the nearby ac network. The
objective of the VDCOL is to prevent damage to the converter equipment from long periods
of operation at large currents and low dc voltage, and to prevent the de system from causing
voltage collapse in the ac system because of excessive. consumption of reactive power by the
converter stations [16].

The VDCOL is an effective means of controlling the rate of recovery following a de
disturbance, thereby limiting the amount of reactive power drawn from the ac system. This,
in effect, limits the rate of change in the reactive power drawn by the converters, and thereby
assists in the system recovery following the disturbance.

22.6 SPECIAL HVDe PROTECTIONS

There are other dc protections that are often applied to HVDe systems, primarily as a means of
coordination with the ac system and to protect the ac system against certain unusual operating
conditions that are attributed to the de system.

22.6.1 General Description

Many dc systems are designed to transport large blocks of power over long distances.
This suggests that such dc systems will have a high power rating and that rapid changes in the
converter operation, such as pole or bipole blocks, might be viewed by the ac system as large
disturbances. This is further aggravated by the extremely fast controls available for the de sys-
tem, which have the capability of ordering changes of hundreds of megawatts of power in only
a matter of microseconds. No other power controls on the ac system have this high rate of re-
sponse and the traditional ac controls and protections were designed to view such rapid changes
as emergency conditions. This means that the integration of an HVDe system into an ac sys-
tem requires considerable planning, and that the system response to various de control actions
should be carefully examined to see how these actions might affect the surrounding ac system.

Another unique thing about HVDe systems is that many large de disturbances inject a
large change in the ac system at two locations, not just one. This further enlarges the regions
that might be affected by a de disturbance and widens the possible candidates of ac equipment
that might interact with the de controls. Some of these broad system questions are discussed
in this section.
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22.6.2 Reverse Power Protection
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One of the unique control features of a de system lies in its ability to reverse the direction
of power flow very quickly. This can be done purposely, or it can occur as the result of a failure
within the de controls, (see Section 22.2.4).

The protective zone of reverse power protection is the ac system in the neighborhood of
the converter stations at both ends of the de line, or at several terminals for a multiterminal
HVDC system. Any generating plants near a de terminal may be affected by a reverse of power
and any heavily loaded transmission lines may also be affected. The objective of reverse power
protection is to detect a reversal in the direction of power delivered by the de system.

The reverse power protection measures the de current and de voltage, from which a cal-
culation of the dc power magnitude and direction is obtained. If the calculated power direction
is not in accord with the desired direction, the pole carrying the reverse power is blocked.

The protective actions that take place are as follows:

I. Transfer control to the redundant control system.
2. Block the converter.
3. Isolate the pole and line at both ends.

This protection backs up the reverse power protection at the other end of the line.
Power reversal of a de system of high rating is a very serious disturbance, not unlike

simultaneous three-phase faults at two points in the ac network. When this occurs, very fast
action is required as the immediate remedial action, and further action may be required within
the ac system, such as tripping of generators at the sending end of the de line and shedding load
at the receiving end. The detailed actions that are required depend on the size of the disturbance
and whether this initial disturbance propagates to cause ac line outages and possible islanding
or break up of the system.

The HVDC system is capable of very fast reaction to this type of disturbance. Nearby
ac generators will be affected by the power reversal, but the these generators and their prime
movers have considerable inertia, and are often able to sustain large disturbances without be-
coming unstable. Therefore, it is not a foregone conclusion that instability will result following
a power reversal, but this possibility must be carefully checked by computer simulation.

22.6.3 Torsional Interaction Protection

In Chapter 23, it is noted that large turbine-generator shafts can be described by a spring-
mass model, with n - 1 natural frequencies of oscillation for a shaft with n masses. Most of
these frequencies fall in the range of 10 to 50 hertz, on a 60 hertz basis, and are referred to as
"subsynchronous" modes of oscillation.

The steel shaft and associated masses forms a highly tuned oscillatory system. This
means that a very small amount of energy injected into this system at exactly one of the natural
frequencies of oscillation will cause the spring-mass system to oscillate, with possibly large
amplitude. Continued operation with such an oscillation is very likely to cause permanent
fatigue life expenditure.f See Chapter 23 for additional information on shaft fatigue.

The controls of the HVDC converter are high-order control systems and have their own
natural frequencies of oscillation, just as any higher order system. Clearly, there exists the

2Fatigue life expenditure is the gradual loss of strength of a metal due to prolonged and repeated stressing, such
as bending or twisting. The endurance limit of the material occurs with the expenditure oflOO% of the fatigue life.
resulting in a crack in the metal.
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possibility of these controls having a natural mode of oscillation that is equal to, or an exact
multiple of, one of the shaft natural modes. Should this be the case, it is important that torsional
oscillation of the shaft be prevented in order to prevent shaft fatigue damage. At least one
HYDe system has exhibited the potential for torsional interaction of the type described [14],
[16], [18], [19]. Since that occurrence, all HVDe systems have been designed with special
controls to prevent this type of interaction.

The usual solution of the torsional interaction problem is to tune the controls to avoid
this type of problem. Thus, there is no special protective system for torsional interaction,
but the controls are designed to prevent this phenomenon from occurring. It has been shown
that careful tuning of the current controls of the HYDe system will eliminate the response at
critical frequencies, giving improved torsional stability [17]. Most HYDe system controllers
include a device for modulating the de line power as a system control to provide damping
of ac system oscillations. It has been shown that special damping filters may be required
in this modulation controller to improve damping at subsynchronous frequencies of interest.
Using this technique, the subsynchronous frequencies are not necessarily eliminated, but any
interaction that results can be caused to be well damped.

22.6.4 Self-Excitation Protection

When a synchronous generator is operating at a lagging power factor, the excitation
required is divided into two parts, one to produce the internally generated emf and another
part to overcome the effect of armature reaction. If the generator operates at a leading power
factor, however, the armature reaction is magnetizing rather than demagnetizing; hence, less
field current is required to hold a given terminal voltage. If the generator operates into a system
that is made more and more capacitive, a point is reached at which the field current is zero, and
the terminal voltage is still held at its normal terminal voltage by the magnetizing armature
reaction. This is a limiting condition, however, since a further increase in capacitive loading
produces an unstable condition and the voltage of the generator can become very high.

A self-exciting condition can be reached for generators located near one of the converters
of an HYDe system [21]. The filters and reactive power correction required for the dc system
operation consists of large capacitor banks. As the de system loading increases to its rated
value, more and more of these reactive support and harmonic suppressing banks must be placed
into service to provide the reactive power and filtering required by the converter. Should the
de system encounter a problem that requires the converters to be blocked suddenly, leaving the
large capacitor banks connected, any nearby generator could go into self-excitation because
of the largely capacitive load seen from the generator terminals. Moreover, the rise in voltage
is rapid and can quickly reach damaging levels. .

One way of preventing self-excitation for machines near a converter terminal is through
proper system management. This means that operating restrictions be placed on the valve
groups, filters, and machines. One type of protection monitors the field current of the generator,
and if it goes below a predetermined level an order is given to trip filters. This, of course,
depends on the number and type of machines and filters. The maximum allowable time from
detection of the condition to filter tripping is on the order of 200 ms [6]. It is also necessary to
make sure that, with the rising voltage, the filter circuit breakers will not restrike.

22.6.5 Dynamic Overvoltage Protection

The preceding section presents some of the factors relating to the large capacitor banks
and filters that are part of a large HYDe installation. The size of each switchable capacitor
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bank is limited by the strength of the ac network and is given by the equation

Capacitor bank size
~ V == -------

SCR X Pdc
(22.51 )

where ~V == the tolerable ac voltage variation for each switching
SCR == the minimum short-circuit ratio
Pdc == the rating of the HVDC system

(22.53)

(22.52)

The minimum short-circuit ratio is defined as
Minimum short-circuit MVA

SCR == r:
is a quantity known for HYDC installations as it is an important design parameter. The voltage
change is, therefore, simply the capacitor bank size divided by the minimum short-circuit
MVA.

The concept of dynamic overvoltage (DOV) is a fundamental frequency phenomenon.
The DOV that will be experienced at each switching of a capacitor bank is computed as

Capacitor bank size
DOV::::: 1+ .. . ..

Minimum available short-circuit MVA
Capacitor bank size

== 1+ pu
SCR X r:

If the ac system is weak, the minimum available short-circuit MVA will be small, leading to
high values of DOV. In such cases. the converter can be controlled to act as a static reactive
voltage controller and can control the ac voltage dynamically [lOl, [12], [14-161.

Typical values of DOV that might be permitted at the ac bus are usually in the range
of 5%. The specification may also include the amount of de power variation that may be
permitted following a capacitor bank switching event with maximum DOV.

22.7 HVDC PROTECTION SETTINGS

HVDe systems are usually delivered by an equipment manufacturer as a complete or turnkey
system, including the protective systems for both the ac and de side of the converter stations.
This means that the supplier will design all protections and provide recommended settings that
are based on the specifications. The protection engineer at the utility must ensure coordination
with the local ac system protective systems with those supplied with the HVDC engineers.
Since this interface is at an ac bus, this coordination is not unusual.

The important difference between this activity and that of normal ac system protection
is the preparation of the specification, since this is the only information that the supplier will
have concerning the ac system in which the HVDC system must operate. This must include in-
formation about the strength of the ac system at both converter locations and a statement of the
utility requirements to ensure proper reliability throughout the protective system. For example,
this would include requirements for redundant protective devices, measurement systems, pro-
cessing systems, and tripping controls. Since the controls are often digital, this should include
requirements for power supplies, digital hardware, software, and construction standards that
will assure separation of redundant systems.

Table 22.4 provides a summary of some of the HVDC protections, showing both the
main (M) and backup (B) systems.
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TABLE 22.4 A Summary of HVDC Protective Systems"

Chapter 22 • HVDC Protection

Protected Item Overcurrent Overvoltage Undervoltage Differential Ground Fault Line

AC bus protection M,B
AC filters and capacitor banks B B M B
Converter Transformers B M
Valve groups B B M
DC line and filters B M

Note: *M =main protection, B =backup.

22.8 SUMMARY

HVDC protections are unique to the equipment requirements, their design, and ratings. They
may vary from one manufacturer to another. However, the examples cited in this chapter
provide a general description of the types of protection required, the protective zones, and
the coordination of the many different devices. It is a complex protection system. A partial
summary of HVDC protections is given in Table 22.4.

HVDC protections must be coordinated on the ac side with the existing system protection
and system capabilities. This requires a coordinated plan by the utility protection engineer and
the HVDC manufacturer to ensure proper coordination and satisfactory system operation.
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PROBLEMS

22.1 As a research project, perform a brief study of high voltage direct current transmission
systems. References 1 and 2 are recommended for study.

22.2 In Figure 22. I, the supply voltage is shown as having a balanced set of wye-connected
voltages, designated ea, ei; and e. with all phase voltages having a peak magnitude of Em.
This representation is an equivalent for the converter transformer, which has a line-to-neutral
rms voltage that depends on the transformer tap ratio, a. Thus, we can write

Em
a VL N == v'2

Derive an expression for the ideal no-load direct voltage of a six-pulse rectifier in terms of
the converter transformer primary line-to-line voltage and the turns ratio a.

22.3 A six-pulse bridge rectifier is supplied from a 230 kV ac transmission system. The converter
transformer is rated 230-115 kY. Determine the no-load de rectifier voltage if the ac supply
voltage is 115 kV and delay angle is (a) 15(\ (b), 30°, (c) 45°.
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22.4 Consider the three-phase bridge circuit shown in Figure 22.1 during the time interval when
valves 1 and 2 are conducting. If the voltage of phase a is given by Em costo.r + 60°), find
the following voltages:
(a) eb
(b) e.
(c) ia as a function of the total de current, ld
(d) ib
(e) VI through V6 (the voltages across the six valves), when VI is conducting.

22.5 For the uncontrolled three-phase rectifier shown in Figure 22.2, compute the ratio of the
applied rms ac voltage to the average value of the rectified de voltage.

22.6 Find an expression for the instantaneous voltage across the rectifier from Figure 22.2. Then
find the peak inverse voltage from this result.

22.7 What is the ratio of the ideal no-load direct voltage to the applied peak phase voltage in the
three-phase bridge rectifier?

22.8 Verify (22.4) by performing the indicated integration.
22.9 Prepare a spreadsheet to determine the plotted quantities shown in Figure 22.3 for the con-

trolled rectifier with no overlap. This process is described fully in several references, with
Kimbark [1] being a recommended resource.

22.10 Prepare a spreadsheet to determine the plotted quantities shown for the controlled rectifier
with overlap, shown in Figure 22.6.

22.11 The transformer line-to-line secondary voltage of a three-phase bridge converter rectifier is
170 kV. Compute the direct voltage of the converter when the overlap angle is 15 degrees
and delay angle is (a) 0°, (b) 15°, (c) 30°, (d) 45°.

22.12 A three-phase bridge rectifier is delivering 200 MW with a direct voltage of 200 kV. (a) If
we can assume that ex = 30° and JL = 15°, what is the ideal no-load direct voltage of the
rectifier? (b) Given the conditions of (a), what is the equivalent commutating reactance of
the rectifier?

22.13 Consider the 12-pulse converter consisting of two three-phase bridge rectifiers in cascade,
as shown in Figure 22.11. The applied ac voltage of the lower bridge is assumed to lag that
of the upper bridge by 30 degrees. Thus, we can write

Vdl = .J3Em cos(w( - n /6) 0 s tot :::: 1! /3

Vd2 = -I3Em cos(w( - 1! /3) tt /6 s wt s 1! /2

(a) Compute the total voltage de voltage

(b) Compute the average value of the rectified voltage.
22.14 Prepare a spreadsheet to determine the plotted quantities shown for the controlled rectifier

with overlap, shown in Figure 22.10.
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SSR Protection

23.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter continues with a consideration of protective systems that are designed to protect
equipment against disturbances that arise on the network rather than within the equipment. The
topic of concern in this chapter is subsynchronous resonance, which is usually abbreviated
simply as SSR. SSR is not a common phenomenon and it is not of concern in some power
systems. Because of its special nature, SSR is not well known to many power system engineers.
Therefore, we begin this chapter with a brief introduction to the subject. This introduction is
followed with a description of the types of protection that may be necessary on power systems
where SSR can be shown to be a potential hazard.

23.2 SSR OVERVIEW

Subsynchronous resonance is a condition that can exist on a power system where the network
has natural frequencies that fall below the fundamental frequency of the generated voltages.
Transient currents flowing in the ac network have two components; one component at the
frequency of the driving voltages and another component at a frequency that depends entirely
on the elements of the network. For a network with only series resistance and inductance, an
isolated transient, such as switching a load, will consist of a fundamental component and a de
component that decays with a time constant that depends on the LIR ratio of the equivalent
impedance between source and load. Since loads are frequently switched on and off, the
transient currents usually appear as random noise, superimposed on the fundamental frequency
currents. The addition of shunt capacitors to the network result in new natural frequencies
of oscillation that are always greater than the fundamental frequency. In networks containing
series capacitors, the currents will include oscillatory components with frequencies that depend
on the relative magnitude of the transmission line Land C elements, but have frequencies that
are below the system fundamental frequency.

955
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A general equivalent circuit seen looking into a large network is shown in Figure 23.1.
The network seen from the generator includes transmission lines that have series compensation
to reduce the total line reactance. This accounts for the presence of the capacitor in the series
equivalent.

Generator XT R

()-f1
a\.

Infinite
Bus

Figure 23.1 The systemequivalent seenfroma generator.

We can write a general expression for the current in a simple radial R -L-C network as

i(t) = K[A sin(wit + 1/11) + Be-~W2t sin(w2t + 1/12)] (23.1)

where all of the parameters in the equation are functions of the network parameters except
WI, which is the frequency of the driving voltages of all the generators. Note the presence of
another frequency, labeled W2 in (23.1), where this new frequency is a function of the network
elements.

To understand the dual frequency condition, consider the simplified system shown in
Figure 23.2, where a switch is closed to start the flow of current. This figure could represent
the initiation of a fault on any power system with a series compensated line. A trapped charge
is assumed to exist on the capacitor. It can be shown that the total current that flows under
these conditions can be written as [1]

i(t) = is(t) + it(t) (23.2)

Em . dwhere is(t) = - sln(wt + l/J - f) = stea y-state component
Z

it (I) = Ed e-at sin fit - Em sin(rf> - ()e-at cos fit
fJL Z

= transient component

(23.3)

(23.4)

The parameters used in these equations are as follows.

Em = peak value of the supply voltage

Qo EmwL EmR .
Ed = E sinl/J - - - -- cos(l/J - ()) - -- sln(l/J - (})

m C 2 22
(23.5)

(23.6)R2 1
-<-
4L2 LC

where

z = / R2 + (WL - ~c)
2

= impedance of the circuit

R . c.a = - = damping tactor
2LJ1 R2

fJ = LC - 4L2

-1 (WL - I/WC)()=tan R
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Figure 23.2 A series R-L-C network with sinu-
soidal supply voltage,

R L C

~I---_---'
t=O ~ Qi _0_

C
e = Em sin(wt+ 4J)
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(23.7)

Note that the transient component of current has a radian frequency f3 that depends on the
network parameters. This transient component, given by (23.4), has two parts, and both parts
decay exponentially.

In power transmission lines that are series compensated, the ratio of the capacitive
reactance of the series capacitors to the total equivalent pi inductive reactance of the line is
called the degree ofcompensation. This is often written as

k == Xc == _1_
XL co2Le

where k is the degree of compensation. Typical values for the degree of compensation range
from about 0.2 to 0.8. There is a practical upper limit to the degree of compensation and values
greater than about 0.7 require careful study [2]. However, as a theoretical network of interest
in the simple circuit of Figure 23.2, the degree of compensation can have any value, with the
capacitive reactance being either smaller than the inductive reactance (k < 1) or larger than
the inductive reactance (k > 1). In power systems, only degrees of compensation less than
unity are considered.

EXAMPLE 23.1
Consider the simple circuit shown in Figure 23.2, where an R-L-C network is energized at t == 0 by
closing the switch. The supply voltage is sinusoidal with a frequency of 60 hertz. The total impedance,
exclusive of the capacitor, is the equivalent pi resistance and reactance of a 500 kV transmission line that
is 200 miles long. Compute the current that flows after the switch is closed.

The equivalent pi impedance in the transmission line is given as

z, == 5.6299 + j115.9443 Q

Calculate the current as a function of time in per unit on a 100 MVA base. Assume that the supply system
has a Thevenin equivalent impedance of 0.00 I + jO.002 per unit.

Solution
The total transmission line impedance in per unit is computed by dividing the ohmic impedance by the
base impedance for 500 kV on a 100 MVA base.

5.6299 + j 115.9443
Zrr == 2500 == 0.003226 + jO.069502 pu

Let the degree of compensation be set at k == 0.4. Then the total line reactance is reduced to 0.04170 per
unit. Now, as a practical matter let us assume a system source impedance of

Zsys == 0.001 + jO.002 pu

This gives a total network impedance of

Z == 0.004226 +- jO.071502 pu
The applied voltage has a phase angle that can be any desired value. Let this phase angle, ljJ, be 25
degrees, an arbitrary choice. The impedance phase angle of the total impedance, (J, is computed from
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(23.6) to be

(
0.071502 )e= tan" 0.004226 = 84.476°

Given the stated values of all parameters, the steady-state current, the transient current, and the total
current are computed , with the results shown in Figure 23.3. The steady-state current is represented by
the solid line, and it is displaced from the integral cycle markers by the arbitrarily selected angle rP - e.
The transient current, shown by the line with short dashes, has an initial value that is exactly the negative
of the steady-state current such that the total current will start at zero. Note that the transient current
has a lower frequency than the steady-state current. For the case plotted, this frequency is 37.9 hertz.
The transient component is lightly damped. As the degree of compensation is increased, the transient
component frequency increases and would reach a value equal to the fundamental frequency of the applied
voltage for k = 1, since this would result in a purely resistive network. For degrees of compensation with
k > 1, the transient current component has a frequency that is greater than that of the applied voltage.
The total current is shown in Figure 23.3 as a line with long dashes, and is the sum of the two components.
Note that the total current reaches maximum values that exceeds the steady-state peak values, as would
be expected .

30 -+-----------,------------; - - - - - - - - - -I- -~ - - - - - - --- - - -:- - - - - - -- -- - - - , -- - -- -- - -- -- -: - -- -- - -- - -- - , - - -- - -- -- - - - , - - -- - -- -- - - 1

20

- 20

- 30

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
Time in Cycles

4.0 4.5

Figure 23.3 Network steady-state, transient, and total currents . •
Currents similar to (23.1) flow in the stator windings of the generators and are mathemat-

ically reflected in the generator rotor according to Park's transformation. This transformation
makes the 60 hertz component appear to the rotor as a de current, in the steady state, but
the currents of frequency W2 are modulated into currents of frequencies containing the sum
(WI +W2) and difference (WI - W2) of the two network frequencies. The difference frequencies
are called subsynchronous frequencies . The subsynchronous currents may induce high shaft
torques on the turbine-generator rotor. The forced frequencies of oscillation of the shaft are
seen to be the fundamental complement of the network subsynchronous resonant frequency.

The presence of subsynchronous torques on the generator is of interest because the
turbine-generator shaft itself has natural modes of oscillation. A typical lumped spring-mass
model of a steam turbine-generator shaft is shown in Figure 23.4, which represents a shaft of a
typical steam generating unit with a high pressure, intermediate pressure, and two low pressure
turbines, the latter designated LPA and LPB. Other shaft components are the generator and a
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shaft connected exciter. Like any spring-mass system, this shaft system will oscillate wit~ dif-
ferent "modes" of oscillation. For an n mass system, there exist n -1 distinct-modal frequencies
of oscillation and most of these frequencies for a turbine generator shaft are subsynchronous.
In practical turbine-generator shafts, these natural frequencies are usually between 10 and 50
hertz for a 60 hertz generating unit. As described in Chapter 20, the mechanical system is
subject to torque amplification if driven by oscillatory torques at frequencies that are close to
one of the natural frequencies of oscillation.

OJ
IP

tn
LPA

(t)

LPB
w
EXC

E~

Figure 23.4 Spring-mass model of a steam turbine-generator shaft.

Should the forced subsynchronous torques coincide with one of the shaft natural modes
of oscillation, the forced oscillations of the shaft at this natural frequency will occur, sometimes
with high amplitude. This condition is called subsynchronous resonance, which can cause shaft
fatigue life expenditure and possible shaft damage or even failure.

EXAMPLE 23.2
A typical generating unit has a synchronous generator driven by a steam-turbine prime mover consisting
of a high-pressure and low-pressure turbine sections. A diagram of the physical system is shown in
Figure 23.5. The equations of motion for the shaft system can be written in matrix form as follows:

where J == a 3x 3 diagonal matrix of mass moments of inertia
D == a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix of damping constants

K == a 3 x 3 nondiagonal matrix of spring constants
T == a 3x 1 vector of applied torques

The data for the equations of motion are summarized as follows:

J, == 1216Ibf-ft-s2

12 == 6975 Ibf - ft - S2

./1 = 4060 Ibf - ft - S2

K 12 == 35.28 X 106 lbf - ft
K23 == 70.40 x 106Ibf - ft

The damping constants are unknown and are usually found by an iterative process [3]. Find the modal
frequencies for the shaft system.

Figure 23.5 A three-mass shaft system [31.
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Solution
We can write the system equations, given the numerical data, as follows.

[

1216.0 ] [~l] [Dl
6975.0 02 +

4060.0 e3

+106 [~:0;~~8 ~~:.~~ -7~.40] [::] = [~:]
-70.40 70.40 03 T3

The three equations are coupled through the spring constant matrix. The damping constants are unknown,
but these constants are relatively small and can be neglected with little error in the computation of modal
frequencies. This is done bycomputing the eigenvalues of the system, which are found to have the
following values for the modal frequencies.

WI = 196.53 rad/s
Wz = 151.24 rad/s
W3 =0.00

II = 31.29 Hz
12 = 24.08 Hz

Each modal frequency corresponds to a particular eigenvalue. The third mode is the shaft rigid-body
mode, where all masses on the shaft move exactly together as one solid body. Note that there are only two
modal frequencies for the shaft, although there are three masses. The modal frequency numbers do not
correspond to the inertia numbers, but are simply a means of identifying the different modal frequencies.
The modal frequencies are subsynchronous, which is typical for a turbine-generator shaft system. •

23.2.1 Types of SSR Interactions

There are several ways in which the system and the generator may interact with subsyn-
chronous effects. A few of these interactions are basic in concept and have been given special
names. We mention three of these that are of particular interest [3]:

• Induction generator effect
• Torsional interaction
• Transient torque

Each of the above effects will be discussed briefly.

23.2.1.1 Induction Generator Effect. Induction generator effect (IGE) is caused by
self-excitation of the electrical network. The resistance of the generator to subsynchronous
current, viewed looking into the generator at the armature terminals, is a negative resistance
over much of the subsynchronous frequency range. This is typical of any voltage source
in any electric network. The network also presents-a resistance to these same currents that
is a positive resistance. However, if the negative resistance of the generator is greater in
magnitude than the positive resistance of the network at one of the network natural frequencies,
growing subsynchronous currents can be expected. This is the condition known as the induction
generator effect. Should this condition occur, the generator may experience subsynchronous
torques at or near a natural shaft frequency, which may cause large and sustained oscillations
that could be damaging to the shaft.
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23.2.1.2 Torsional Interaction. Torsional interaction occurs when a generator is con-
nected to a series compensated network, which has one or more natural frequencies that are
synchronous frequency complements of one or more of the torsional natural modes of the
turbine-generator shaft. When this happens, generator rotor oscillations will build up and
this motion will induce armature voltage components at both subsynchronous and supersyn-
chronous frequencies. Moreover, the induced subsynchronous frequency voltage is phased to
sustain the subsynchronous torque. If this torque equals or exceeds the inherent mechanical
damping of the rotating system, the system will become self-excited. This phenomenon is
called torsional interaction (TI).

The network may be capable of many different subsynchronous natural frequencies,
depending on the number of lines with series compensation and the degree of compensation
installed on each line. Moreover, switching of the network lines can cause these natural
frequencies, as viewed from the generator, to change. The engineer must evaluate the network
frequencies under all possible switching conditions to determine all possible conditions that
may be threatening to the generators. Another condition that can greatly increase the number of
discrete network subsynchronous frequencies is the outage of series capacitor segments. The
series compensation in high-voltage systems usually consists of several capacitor segments that
are connected in series, with each series segment consisting of parallel capacitors as required
to carry the line current. This permits individual segments to be removed from service for
maintenance and still permit nearly normal loading of the lines. However, individual segments
can fail, thereby changing the network natural frequencies and greatly increasing the number
of possible frequencies that can be observed from an individual generator. This increases the
work required to document and analyze the network frequencies as seen by each generating
station.

Another possible source of subsynchronous currents is the presence in the network of
HVDe converter stations. The controls of these converters are very fast in their control of
de power, but the controls can have other modes of oscillation that may be close to a natural
mode of oscillation of a nearby generator. Systems that include HVDe converters also must
be carefully checked to see if these controls might induce subsynchronous currents in the
generator stators, leading to torsional interaction. See Chapter 22.

23.2.1.3 Transient Torques. Transient torques are torques that result from large sys-
tem disturbances, such as faults. System disturbances cause sudden changes in the network,
resulting in sudden changes in currents with components that oscillate at the natural frequen-
cies of the network. In a transmission system without series capacitors, these transients are
always de transients, which decay to zero with a time constant that depends on the ratio of
inductance to resistance. For networks that contain series capacitors, the transient currents
will be of a form similar to (23.1), and will contain one or more oscillatory frequencies that
depend on the network capacitance as well as the inductance and resistance. In a simple radial
R-L-C system, there will be only one such natural frequency, which is exactly the situation
for (23.1). If any of these frequencies coincide with the complement of one of the natural
modes of shaft oscillation, there can be peak torques that are quite large and these torques are
directly proportional to the magnitude of the oscillating current. Currents due to short circuits,
therefore, can produce very large shaft torques both when the fault is applied and also when
it is cleared. In a real power system there may be many different subsynchronous frequencies
involved and the analysis is quite complex.

Of the three different types of interactions described above, the first two, IGE and TI,
may be considered as small disturbance conditions, at least initially. The third type, transient
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torque, is definitely not a small disturbance and nonlinearities of the system also enter into the
analysis. From the viewpoint of analysis, it is important to note that the induction generator
and torsional interaction effects may be analyzed using linear methods. Eigenvalue analysis is
appropriate for the study of these problems and the results of eigenvalue studies give both the
frequencies of oscillation and also the damping of each oscillatory mode. The other method
used for linear analysis is called the frequency scan method, where the network seen by the
generator is also modeled as a function of frequency and the frequency is varied over a wide
range of subsynchronous values. This requires that the generator be represented as a tabulation
of generator impedance as a function of subsynchronous frequency, which must be provided
by the generator manufacturer. This is considered the best model of the generator performance
at subsynchronous frequencies, and is often the preferred method of analysis, with eigenvalue
analysis used as a complementary check on the frequency scan results.

23.2.2 A Brief History of SSR Phenomena

SSR was apparently identified for the first time in 1971 in the United States. Two separate
shaft failures occurred at the Mohave Generating Station in Southern Nevada. The first failure
occurred in late 1970 and the second in late 1971 [4], [5]. These failures were at first thought
to be due to generator self-excitation due to induction generator effect. Both failures occurred
when one unit at the generating station was operating radially from the network, at the end of
a single series-compensated transmission line, and with exactly seven out of eight of the series
capacitor segments in service. Observations of line currents and the resulting vibration were
similar in the two cases, with a 30.5 hertz component noted in the generator current. After
the second failure, however, it was noted that the induction generator hypothesis could not be
correct, since having all eight series capacitors in service would provide even larger negative
resistance than that experienced with only seven segments in service, and would therefore
sustain induction generator action. However, the unit at Mohave had operated in the identical
radial configuration on several occasions, with all eight capacitor segments in service, and no
subsynchronous oscillations were noted for that operating condition. This realization led to a
more careful analysis of the Mohave system with the result that the condition was identified
as a resonance between the natural frequencies of the network and the generator rotor, the first
case of subsynchronous resonance in torsional interaction. .

Following this early experience, the industry initiated several projects to better under-
stand and prevent this type of hazard. The work was largely carried out by engineers from the
major electric equipment manufacturers and from utilities in the western United States, where
series compensated transmission lines are widely used. One major focus for organization of
the work was the IEEE Task Force on Subsynchronous Resonance.' This group held symposia
at major IEEE meetings to inform engineers as to the causes-of SSR and the types of analysis
required to determine the possible hazard to a generating unit. They also published a report
giving valuable information on the phenomenon [4]. Later, they established a set of common
terms and definitions for SSR so that precise meaning could be conveyed by a given terminol-
ogy [6-8]. They have also published helpful bibliographies of technical papers dealing with
the subject [9-12]. In 1981, the IEEE Working Group published a summary of known types
of countermeasures that can be used to control SSR [13], [14]. Finally, they published two
benchmark models to be used to verify computer programs used for the analysis of the SSR
phenomenon [15], [16]. The work of this group helped a great deal in providing understand-

1This group later became the IEEE Working Group on Subsynchronous Resonance and still later the Subcom-
mittee on Torsional Effects, under the System Dynamic Performance Committee.
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ing of the problems associated with subsynchronous oscillations and in learning how to deal
effectively with these problems.

The early emphasis on subsynchronous resonance was in connection with series com-
pensated transmission systems. This was appropriate since the only known turbine-generator
failure occurred because of resonance in such a transmission system. In 1977, however, an
incident occurred in North Dakota where a turbine-generator torsional vibration occurred on
a generating unit that is close to an HVDC converter station. Tests were in progress at the
Square Butte HVDC converter to analyze the effect of a power modulation controller. These
tests showed that the controller destabilized the first torsional mode of a turbine generator at
the nearby Milton Young Generating Station r17]. This led to a special investigation to more
fully understand this problem and to provide suitable corrections to the HVDC controls [181.

The western United States is not the only region that has reported interest in SSR control
and prevention. Several countries that have reported studies on the subject including Argentina
[19], Brazil [201, Canada [21], [22], Italy [231, Japan [24], South Africa [25], Sweden [26],
and Turkey [27]. In the United States the series compensation and HVDC systems were first
introduced in the western states. HVDC is becoming much more common as new systems
are designed and installed. Series compensation has been added to certain high voltage lines
in the eastern interconnected system of the United States [28 J. As series compensation and
HVDC transmission become more common, more will be learned about SSR and additional
countermeasures will probably be devised. Recent transmission developments include fast
solid-state controls of series compensation, phase shifters, and other devices [29]. These new
devices will replace the discrete frequencies of older series compensation systems by a band
of frequencies that may cause problems in many different turbine-generator shafts, but the
control of the series compensation also provides hope of a new control of this phenomenon.
Therefore, it appears that subsynchronous resonance analysis will become a necessary activity
in the design of the protective systems for many steam turbine-generator units. Note that it
is only the steam turbine-generator shafts that are subject to damage by SSR. Hydrogenerator
shafts have been shown to be immune to this type of damage [30].

Another potential cause for subsynchronous torsional interactions has been identified
with static reactive compensators, or static var compensators (SVCs) [31], [32]. Studies have
been made in conjunction with the extensive HVDe interconnections between the northeastern
United States and the Canadian Province of Quebec. Developments in this region involve
both HVDC converter stations and a large SVC installation. It has been shown that, if the
SVC has a large control variation that is comparable in magnitude to nearby generating units,
there can be torsional interactions between the SVC and the generating unit under certain
conditions. Special filters for the SVC controls can be designed to mitigate the effects. This
is an example of still another potential problem that can arise, and that may require special
study and countermeasures to provide a fully satisfactory solution. SVCs are also becoming
more common, which emphasizes the need for careful analysis of possible SSR effects in many
different systems.

23.3 SSR SYSTEM COUNTERMEASURES

The protection provided for turbine-generator units against the possibility of SSR damage is
a class of devices known as SSR countermeasures [13], [14]. There are several types of SSR
countermeasures, which are presented here under two classifications: system countermeasures
and unit countermeasures. The system class of devices is discussed in this section. Unit
countermeasures is presented in the following section. System countermeasures are controls,
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filters, and operating strategies that are applied to the power system, rather than being located
to effect only one particular generating unit. This means that these system countermeasures
may affect the operation of more than one turbine-generator unit, although the primary intent
may be to provide protection to a certain nearby unit.

23.3.1 Network and Generator Controls

Since SSR is caused by interactions between the network and the generator, one coun-
tenneasure that may be feasible is to simply alter the network in some way when potentially
damaging SSR currents flow. Another way of protecting a generating unit from SSR induced
damage is simply to remove the unit from service. These countermeasures are described below.

23.3.1.1 System Switching. There are many different ways in which the network can
be altered by switching various network elements and some of these options may be feasible
and cost effective as countermeasures. Some switching actions may simply change the SSR
alert to an emergency of another nature, which suggests that any network altering scheme must
be carefully examined under a wide range of system conditions.

One type of system switching that is feasible in some cases is to bypass the series
capacitors under certain generating plant loading conditions. It is well known that turbine-
generator modal damping increases with plant loading. In some cases, torsional interaction
may only be a problem when the plant loading is below a certain minimum level and damping
is poor. If this concept is applicable, a very inexpensive countermeasure is simply to bypass the
transmission line series capacitors when the plant loading is reduced below this critical level.
This is feasible if the series compensation is not required at the lower loading. Removing the
series capacitors, or even a portion of the total series compensation, may not be a workable
solution in all cases, but it is a good solution when the conditions warrant its use [33].

23.3.1.2 Series Capacitor Voltage Control. Another form of network switching is a
controlled series capacitorbypass resistor that is timed to suppress subsynchronous components
in the transmission line current. This device is referred to in the literature as the NGH scheme/
[34-37]. The concept behind this scheme is relatively simple and may be explained with
reference to Figure 23.6.

In Figure 23.6(a) a fundamental voltage wave, represented by a solid line, is combined
with a de voltage, illustrated as a dashed line. The sum of the two waves, represented by the
short-dash line, consists of halfcycles that are alternating longer and shorter in duration than the
fundamental. In Figure 23.6(b), the fundamental voltage is combined with a subsynchronous
voltage. Again, it is noted that some half cycles are shorter and some are longer than those of
the fundamental. Clearly, if there were no de or subsynchronous components at all, then all
half cycles would be exactly the same length. An effective method of determining the presence
of a subsynchronous current in a series capacitor, then, is simply to measure the time between
zero crossings of the voltage across the capacitor. The current through a parallel resistor bypass
circuit is controlled by monitoring the time between zero crossings. On each half cycle that
exceeds the normal duration, the zero crossing can be caused to arrive sooner by forcing a
reduction in the capacitor voltage thereby forcing the voltage to more nearly approximate a
pure fundamental wave.

The control circuit for this scheme is shown in Figure 23.7. A linear resistor is arranged
in series with back-to-back thyristors, with the series combination connected across the series

2The scheme was named using the initials of its inventor, Narain G. Hingorani.
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Figure 23.6 Combining a fundamental voltage
with a de voltage or a subsynehronous voltage.
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compensation of the transmission line. At each zero crossing of the capacitor voltage, the
timer is set to begin counting the time until the next zero crossing is found. If the elapsed
time exceeds the one-half cycle period, the thyristor is fired to discharge the capacitor through
the resistor, thereby bringing the capacitor voltage zero crossing sooner. The thyristor stops
conducting when the capacitor voltage, and the resistor current, reaches zero. A new cycle of
counting and control action follows immediately.

Figure 23.7 Control circuit for theNOH scheme.
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A test installation of the NGH scheme has been installed in Southern California, near
the Mohave Generating Station and its operation is being evaluated [38].

23.3.1.3 Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitors . The thyristor controlled series ca-
pacitor is similar in concept to the NGH scheme, but uses thyristor control of a inductor bypass
circuit rather than a resistor. Several different types of systems have been under development
and others are likely to emerge as the technology becomes more mature 139-43]. One typical
arrangement is shown in Figure 23.8.

The thyristors for this duty must be sized to meet the high fault current bypass require-
ments and the high di/dt during turn-on for protective action during faults . The currents flowing
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Bypass Breaker

Figure 23.8 Thyristor controlled series capaci-
tors [39].
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in the thyristors are caused to flow in controlled pulses, as shown in Figure 23.9. If the current
flowing in the transmission line has a subsynchronous component, the capacitor voltage will
also have a subsynchronous component. This will cause the zero crossing of the voltage to be
delayed past its normal crossing time. However, if the thyristors are pulsed at the right time,
the pulse circulates in the L-C loop, forcing the voltage to zero. This causes the capacitor
current to carry the pulse in addition to its normal current. These effects are shown clearly in
Figure 23.9, which is a recording of a field test of a thyristor controlled series capacitor installed
on the Bonneville Power Administration system. Note the shape of the voltage wave, which
would appear to have a subsynchronous component that would lead to a delayed zero crossing.
However, by timing and sizing the thyristor pulse correctly, the capacitor current is also pulsed
and the capacitor voltage goes through zero as the current pulse reaches its maximum value.
The capacitor current pulse is rich in higher harmonics, but with a synchronous component as
well. The high-frequency harmonics see the capacitor as a very low impedance path, which
explains why the current pulse tends to circulate through the capacitor. The line current shows
no evidence of the current pulse. Careful field measurements have shown that the harmonic
content of the line current is changed very little from its value with the capacitors completely
bypassed. This tends to support the observation that the pulse of high-frequency current is
largely restricted to the inductance and capacitance loop.

Thyristor controlled series capacitors have been installed in a few locations as of the
mid-1990s, and most of these installations are experimental [39-43].

One way to control the thyristor controlled series capacitor to force the required zero
crossing of the capacitor voltage is to use that voltage as the input to a controller, as shown in
Figure 23.10. At higher line loadings with greater current, the capacitor voltage will increase,
which requires larger current pulses to force the required zero crossing.

In order to qualify as an SSR countermeasure, the protective system must have been
installed in the field and tested to assure compliance with one or more of the objectives of
countermeasures:

1. To respond to system conditions that are capable of causing a subsynchronous tor-
sional response by the protected generating unit,

2. To provide positive damping of a turbine-generator torsional mode, and,
3. To ensure that the countermeasure is capable of limiting generating unit damage to

the protective levels required.

The thyristor controlled series capacitor is not yet considered an SSR countermeasure
as the technology is new and largely untested, although the technology shows considerable
promise. It must be realized, however, that this may not provide adequate protection for
all generating units unless all compensated transmission lines were equipped with thyristor
controlled series capacitors. This would be expensive and is not likely to be the best solution.
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However, if only a few lines are identified as posing a threat to a given generator, adding
thyristor control to the capacitors in those lines may provide a reasonable solution.

23.3.1.4 Unit Tripping. Tripping a generating unit that experiences SSR oscillations
is a measure that will not usually be taken except as the last resort. The generating unit is
surely needed for its capacity and voltage support or it would not be in service in the first
place. Removing a steam generating unit from service to solve a temporary problem should
only be done if the unit is under high stress and in danger of loss of life. Removal under these
conditions may be controlled by SSR relaying, which is discussed in Section 23.4.2.

One reason for not tripping a steam generating unit is that it may be several hours before
the unit can be restarted. It is often impractical to suddenly ramp a fossil steam unit back to a
low load level without the unit tripping as a result of the steam generator upset. One reason
for this is that the steam generator is not as stable in its operation at light load. Nuclear units
are usually capable of bypassing the steam past the turbine and directly into the condenser,
but this is not true of most fossil steam units in North America.' Experience with large fossil
steam units shows that there are many possible delays in restarting the boiler and fuel systems,
as well as the many plant auxiliaries, in attempting to get the unit back to its norrnalloading
after a unit trip. Delays of 10 to 12 hours are not unusual. The loss of the unit for such a long
time can have serious economic penalties, especially if the lost energy must be supplied by
emergency purchase from neighboring utilities.

In the final analysis, it is clear that damage to a generating unit can be prevented by
tripping the unit. This is not always an economic solution and must be carefully examined
for its possible costs and other consequences. Indeed, the sudden tripping of the unit also
contributes to the loss of life of the unit because of the sudden stresses that this action imposes.
However, unit tripping schemes have been devised by utilities as one of the measures taken to
prevent unit damage due to SSR [38].

23.3.2 Generator andSystem Modifications

Another method of preventing SSR problems is to make modifications in the system or
generating unit design. These countermeasures may be taken in addition to other measures
and may provide additional benefits at a modest cost, if initiated early enough in the design
process.

23.3.2.1 Turbine-Generator Modifications. It is not possible to design the turbine-
generator so that the SSR hazard is completely eliminated. However, certain design features
may be taken that will provide improved unit behavior. One hazard that can often be solved
by design improvements is the induction generator effect.

Induction generator effect occurs when the net system resistance, including the generator,
is negative at frequencies corresponding to system series resonance. In some cases, calculations
showing several ohms of negative resistance have been documented [44]. This effect can
often be improved by the addition of pole face amortisseurs to the generator rotor. These
low resistance bars can reduce the effective rotor resistance by a significant amount and the
reduction may be sufficient to completely eliminate induction generator effect as a problem.
This must be determined early enough -in the design so that appropriate studies can be made
and changes in the manufacturing process initiated in a timely way.

3It should be noted that bypass valving is often used in Europe, where once-through steam generators are
common and bypass valving is part of the control strategy for these units.
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Another change that may be required is not in the generator, but in the step-up transformer.
An excellent location for certain filters or other SSR countermeasures is at the neutral of the
generator step-up transformer. The neutral is a good location since the voltage to ground is
low at this point and any added devices will not require high-voltage insulation. The basic
insulation level (BIL) of the transformer neutral may have to be increased, however, to account
for additional impedances connected between the neutral and ground. This change also must
be determined early in the design phase, and may be considered a good investment even if the
requirement for neutral connected countermeasures are not to be pursued initially, but may be
needed later in the life of the unit.

23.3.2.2 Generator Circuit Series Reactance. One form of generator circuit series
reactance modification is described above in Section 23.3.1, where the series compensation is
removed under certain system conditions. This is likely to be applicable only in cases where
the unit is radially connected to the bulk power system.

Another way of modifying the generator series reactance is in the form of a dynamic
filter, which varies the voltage across a series transformer that is placed in the generator leads.
This type of counter measure is discussed below under the "Dynamic Filter" category.

It is not practical to increase the generator stator reactance to limit the flow of sub-
synchronous currents, because any such increase will have greater effect on the fundamental
frequency current than to the subsynchronous currents. This means that any modification of
the generator series circuit reactance must be done by some sort of filtering, such that only the
subsynchronous currents are affected. To date, no schemes for doing this have been proposed
and this option for controlling subsynchronous current has not been used as a countermeasure.

A variation of series reactance modification is the insertion of filters in series with the
windings of the generator step-up transformer. This type of countermeasure has been used and
is described in the next section.

23.4 SSR UNIT COUNTERMEASURES

The second classification of countermeasures are devices that are installed in connection with
a particular generating unit. In a sense, one may think of these countermeasures as a form of
turbine-generator protection. Their purpose, however, is not to remove a generating unit that
has suffered from internal damage, as most protective devices are designed to do. Instead, the
purpose of these countermeasures is to protect the generating unit from damaging interactions
with the power system, and to do so before a substantial fraction of the turbine-generator life
has been lost due to the interaction. The reason for this philosophy is that turbine-generators are
very expensive to repair if shaft damage is sustained, and any necessary repair will force the unit
to be out of service for a very long time. It is simply not acceptable to allow conditions on the
network that will damage the turbine-generator units in view of this costly and time-consuming
repair process. If such conditions should appear, for any cause whatever, the source of the
damaging interaction must be found and controlled. However, when such an interaction first
appears, it is very important to protect the affected generating units from permanent damage.

There are two general classifications of this type of unit protection countermeasure. The
first type is a family of filters and controls that are designed to shield the generating unit from
those frequencies that would cause torsional interaction or self-excitation. The second type is
a family of relays that are the last line of defense for the unit, and will trip the unit if any form
of subsynchronous interaction should occur.
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23.4.1 Filtering and Damping

Several types of filtering and damping countermeasures have been described in the
technical literature, but only of few of them have actually been installed at generating stations.
Some of the promising ideas and practical implementations of filters and dampers are described
below.

23.4.1.1 StaticBlockingFilters. Static blocking filters have been designed for SSR
protection of a generating unit. These filters are connected at the generator step-up transformer
neutral or on the high-voltage side of the transformer. The filter consists of L -C filter segments
that are tuned to each of the shaft torsional frequencies. This arrangement essentially isolates
the machine from the system insofar as the critical subsynchronous frequencies are concerned.
It does this by combining the filter characteristics with the system impedance to produce
a parallel resonance at the rotor complementary frequencies. The result is a control over
torsional interaction and transient torque effects. Moreover, since the filter is tuned to the
natural frequencies of the generating unit, it is not impacted by system changes or by future
system development [13].

One such static blocking filter has been installed at the Navajo Generating Station in
Northern Arizona since 1976 [45-47]. The Navajo generating station has three identical
turbine-generators with a total plant rating of 2250 MW. Each unit has five natural torsional
modes of oscillation. The electric system frequencies corresponding to these natural torsional
modes are computed as (Ie = 60- 1m). For the Navajo units, these electric system frequencies
are shown in Table 23.1.

TABLE 23.1 Electrical Frequencies
Corresponding to the Navajo Natural
Frequencies of Oscillation [39]

Natural Electrical
Frequency Frequency

Mode Number (Hz) (Hz)

1 15.8 44.2
2 20.2 39.8
3 26.0 34.0
4 33.2 26.8
5 51.5 8.5

Studies of the Navajo system showed that the subsynchronous frequencies of the system
can shift for a change in the number of units on line, for lines out of service, and for changes in
the amount of series compensation in the lines. For this reason, it was decided that any electri-
cal system frequency from 10 hertz to 45 hertz could be possible, which means that the system
could be tuned to any of the first four natural modes of the units. Therefore, without some
form of countermeasure, the units were at risk of torsional interaction and possible damage.

The solution to this problemwas to construct a static blocking filter with the configuration
shown in Figure 23.11. The filter for each phase consists of four separate filters in series, with
the assembly connected to each phase of the neutral of the step-up transformer, Each filter
section has a high Qparallel resonant circuit that is tuned to block the electric currents at the
frequency corresponding to the first four torsional modes, but to present negligible resistance
to 60 hertz currents.
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Transformer Neutral
of One Phase

Bypass
Switch

Figure 23.11 The Navajo SSR blocking filter [46J, [47].
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Passive filters, such as the one described above, are subject to detuning as capacitor
elements fail and as the ambient temperature changes. If the filter segments are sharply tuned,
calculations should be made of the effect of the detuning to make sure that sufficient resistance
is still available at the modal frequencies when the filter tuning is not optimum. For the higher
subsynchronous frequencies and requirements for high apparent resistance, the quality factor,
Q, of the filter must be quite high, generally greater than 150 [48]. Such a filter will be very
sharply tuned and may require automatic tuning if the device is to be effective. If the filter
becomes detuned, it may be necessary to add an additional countermeasure to overcome this
deficiency.

Another proposed type of static filter consists of a shunt series or parallel passive filter
connected from the generator leads to ground, as shown in Figure 23.12. The filter is simply
a series resonant circuit connected from line to ground at the generator terminals. The filter
shown is a series filter, although a parallel-tuned connection will work as well [491. Such a
device is capable of adding damping to a critical shaft frequency. Tuning is computed according
to the phase modulation theory [50], [51). Although effective for damping a critical frequency,
these devices are probably not practical because of the relatively high power rating required.

Protected
Generating

Unit
H----'9-"'----"<~HO

System
Equivalent

Figure 23.12 A passive shunt countermeasure [491.

23.4.1.2 Line Filters. Filters can also be connected to the transmission lines them-
selves. One scheme provides a shunt across the series capacitors in each phase, which is de-
signed to act as an Inductive and resistive bypass path to the flow of subsynchronous currents
[521. This type of arrangement is particularly effective in counteracting induction generator
effect because it introduces substantial resistance to the flow of subsynchronous currents for
frequencies up to about 90% of the fundamental.

The filter arrangement consists of a damping resistor in series with the parallel combina-
tion of a reactor and a capacitor that are tuned to the system fundamental frequency. Since the
filter is a parallel tuned circuit, it has high impedance and carries little current at the fundamen-
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tal frequency. However, at other frequencies the parallel tuned circuit has reduced impedance
and carries higher current through the resistor, thereby increasing the resistance seen by a
generator that might otherwise experience induction generator effect. The scheme requires
rather expensive components due to the high-voltage level of the installed equipment, but it
has been employed at several locations. If only one torsional frequency is critical, on a single
circuit, the bypass damping filter is also effective for torsional interaction as well as induction
generator effect.

Another line filter scheme is designed to reduce the amplitude of the subsynchronous
mmf in the machine [53]. The basic concept is based on the fact that the rotating mmf wave
in a synchronous machine is purely a circular wave when created by balanced stator currents.
If the stator currents are not balanced, the mmf wave created is of lower amplitude. If the
subsynchronous currents are unbalanced currents, the mmf wave created by these currents
will produce subsynchronous torques of lower magnitude. The line filter, then, must be de-
signed to present balanced impedances to the fundamental frequency currents, but unbalanced
impedances to the subsynchronous currents.

The basic concept can be realized by either series or parallel resonance compensation
systems, as shown in Figure 23.13. Part (a) of the figure shows the normal balanced series
compensation impedances. Part (b) shows a series compensation that creates an unbalance
by series connected components. Part (c) accomplishes the unbalance by using a parallel
connection of components. These two schemes are called the series resonant and parallel
resonant circuits, respectively [53].

PhaseA--fEe- .IffiL--f( C lEePhaseA
L a

Phase B--iEe- a
I(e Phase B

Phase c--iEe- .IffiL--f(C lEe-Phase C
L cc

(a) (b)

------...-.........---t~cPhase A
52

___---tt--......-1(C52PhaseC

(c)

Figure 23.13 Series and parallel resonant compensation schemes [51]. (a) Conventional
series compensation. (b) Series resonant compensation. (c) Parallel resonant
compensation.

SERIES RESONANT SCHEME. For the series resonant scheme, phases a and c are mod-
ified, but phase b is unchanged. The modified phases are changed by connecting a resonant
L-C circuit in series with the normal series capacitor. The parameters of the resonant circuits
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are governed by the equation

973

(23.8)

where co; == natural resonant frequency of the series network

Therefore, each resonant frequency has only one independent variable. The ratios C/ Ca and
C/ Cc represent the degrees of asymmetry and also determine the amount of decoupling of the
electrical and mechanical systems at the subsynchronous frequencies.

The resonant frequencies of the modified phases with respect to the unmodified phase
resonant frequency We is given by

k == G, C (23.9)

PARALLEL RESONANT SCHEME. For this scheme, shown in Figure 23.13(c), two of
the phases are modified by shunting a portion of the compensating capacitance by parallel
resonant circuits. The inductance and capacitance of the resonant circuits are still governed by
(23.8), which ensures that the three phases are kept symmetrical at the fundamental frequency.
At any other frequency, however, the three phases will have unsymmetrical phase reactances.
The degree of asymmetry is controlled by tuning the resonant circuits.

The advantage of these types of countermeasures is that they consist entirely of passive
elements. There is no requirement for any monitoring or control of the compensating elements,
hence no control equipment to tune or maintain. It is also possible that the parameters can be
optimized for a given installation to provide the maximum effect.

23.4.1.3 Dynamic Filters. A "dynamic filter," as the term has been used in the liter-
ature, is an active series filtering device that is used to control subsynchronous currents [13],
[14]. One device was proposed soon after the first incidence of SSR in the western United
States [54], [551. The basic structure of this dynamic filter is shown in Figure 23.14. The
filter is placed in series with the generator and is controlled to null subsynchronous voltages
generated by rotor oscillation.

Subsynchronous voltages produce armature currents that always tend to enhance the
rotor oscillations. The dynamic filter is arranged to detect these voltages and, with proper

Step-Up
Transformer

Transmission Line

Figure 23.14 One phase of a dynamic filter using a cyc1oconverter.
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control, introduce a voltage that is in phase opposition and of sufficient magnitude to cancel
the subsynchronous rotor induced voltage. If the dynamic filter can overpower the voltage due
to rotor oscillation, it will provide positive net damping.

The dynamic filter is effective in preventing self-excitation of the generator due to tor-
sional interaction. Moreover, it is not affected by off-normal system frequency operation and is
largely immune to system changes, including the number of series capacitors in service at any
given time. It is not capable of providing protection for transient torques without a very large
expenditure for a powerful countermeasure rating. It also requires a rather complex control
system and a separate power supply. Dynamic filters have been demonstrated in the laboratory,
but no devices of this type have been placed in service [13].

A dynamic filter similar to that described above has also been described and tested in
the laboratory by other investigators [56]. They also provide stability analysis to show that the
dynamic filter provides protection for both the induction generator effect as well as torsional
interaction.

Another type of dynamic filter has been proposed in the form of a thyristor controlled,
static phase shifter [57]. The phase shifter is connected in series with the generator step-up
transformer on the high-voltage winding. It provides discrete steps of phase change to modify
the active power transferred. The controller uses generator speed as the input signal and
employs a bang-bang control strategy. The designers conclude that four discrete steps of 0.6%
each are adequate to provide damping of all unstable shaft torsional modes of the IEEE First
Benchmark Model [15].

23.4.1.4 Dynamic Stabilizers. The "dynamic stabilizer," as the term has been used
in the literature [14], is an active shunt device that is designed to control subsynchronous
frequency currents at the generator terminals and prevent these frequencies from entering the
stator windings. Several different types have been proposed and one system has been installed
and successfully operated for several years. A few different types of devices that can be
classified as dynamic stabilizers are discussed below.

THYRISTOR-CONTROLLEDREACTOR. The first dynamic stabilizerdescription appeared
in the early 1980s [13], [14]. The device is connected as a shunt at the generator terminals,
as shown in Figure 23.15 [13]. It consists of a thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR) that is
connected to the generator leads. Control is achieved by modulating the thyristor firing angles in
response to measured turbine-generator speed oscillations. In the absence ofrotor oscillations,
the TCR presents a constant reactive load to the generator. The unit is sized to provide
subsynchronous current at the generator terminals that cancels the current from the transmission
system.

Step-Up
Transformer

Figure 23.15 Schematic of a dynamic stabilizer
arrangement [14].
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The theory of the dynamic stabilizer has been proven by extensive derivation and field
tests [58], [611. The advantages of this type of countermeasure are as follows [14]:

1. Connection as a shunt device eliminates the requirement for carrying continuous
generator current, so the device can have a much smaller rating than a series-connected
scheme.

2. The TCR provides damping for shaft oscillations initiated by any means, making it
relatively easy to check system performance.

3. The dynamic stabilizer is not sensitive to variations in the system fundamental fre-
quency and is unaffected by ambient temperature.

4. It provides protection for all modes of torsional oscillation within the bandwidth of
the control circuit.

5. The system is relatively easy to maintain and can be readily disconnected from the
generator for testing.

On the negative side, the dynamic stabilizer does not provide protection against induction
generator effect or for transient torque problems. It will provide damping of oscillations under
these conditions, however. The connection to the generator leads is rather difficult, and care
must be taken to minimize the possibility of faults in this part of the network. The device also
generates harmonics that must be controlled.

Another type of dynamic filter using thyristor-controlled reactors is shown in Fig-
ure 23.16 [62], [63]. Computer studies have shown that it is possible to damp modal oscillations
using turbine and generator speeds as input signals with a compensating filter to control the
inductor-converter unit.

abc Machine Bus

+

V';.lc

Figure 23.16 A line commutated inductor-converter countermeasure [58].

Still another type of reactive power controller uses a TCR system, similar to the static
var controller that is used for transmission voltage control [64]. This type of countermeasure
is shown in Figure 23.17.

One of the advantages claimed for this type of dynamic filter is that it has the capability
of damping all oscillatory modes at all compensation levels. It is also possible that this type of
control may be effective in preventing generator self-excitation that may occur at high levels
of series compensation.

DYNAMICALLY CONTROLLED RESISTOR BANK. Another type of dynamic filter is de-
scribed as a "dynamically controlled resistor bank," which uses a line commutated converter
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(a)

a

(b)

Figure 23.17 Application of a TCR for damping
SSR oscillations [57]. (a) System connection. (b)
Schematic of TCR system.

connected to the generator terminals or step-up transformer [65]. The system arrangement is
shown in Figure 23.18. In operation, the converter power is modulated according to a derived
control law to add damping to the torsional modes of shaft oscillation. The basic idea of this
scheme is that power dissipation in the resistor bank is increased whenever the incremental
generator speed or the incremental speed of a torsional mode exceeds zero. Computer studies
used a resistor bank rated at 5.6% of the generator rating. Clearly, damping can be added
by this means, and would appear to be effective for both torsional interaction and transient
torques. A somewhat similar system is described in [56].

(a)

a

(b)

Figure 23.18 Dynamically controlled resistor
bank. (a) System connection. (b) Schematic of
resistor control.

The dynamic filters described above are but examples of the types of controls that can
be designed using modem solid-state technology. This is an active area of investigation, and
other schemes will almost certainly emerge that will merit consideration.

23.4.1.5 Excitation System Dampers. The voltage regulator amplifiers that are part
of the generator excitation system are readily accessible, and it is easy to inject new supple-
mentary control signals at the voltage regulator. Therefore, it is not surprising that a number
of efforts have been made to use the excitation system as a means of damping subsynchronous
oscillations. In these schemes, the excitation system is modulated in response to torsional
oscillations of the turbine-generator shaft. If these modulations are properly phased and of
adequate magnitude, it is possible to improve the damping of shaft oscillations. In some cases,
excitation system dampers are used as supplementary damping enhancements to assist other
methods [44].

Early studies ofexcitation damping schemes were published in the mid- to late 1970s
[66-71]. One method that shows promise is based on linear optimal control theory [72-74].
The optimal controller is designed to shift the eigenvalues of the shaft modes as far as possible
to the left in the complex plane. The result is a very good improvement in the damping of the
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torsional modes. It is noted that the studies cited have assumed a very fast static excitation
system with very small time constants.

This method of control is not practical for all units due to the relatively large time
constants associated with the exciter. For rotating exciters utilizing either dc or ac rotating
machines, the time constants are not small enough to provide effective control in the sub-
synchronous frequency range of interest. Stated another way, the machine transfer function
seen looking into the voltage regulator is a low-pass filter with its magnitude falling off at
frequencies below 1 hertz. Machines with these exciters are not good candidates for excitation
system dampers.

Excitation system dampers are effective in reducing self-excitation due to torsional inter-
action with low-level oscillations. To be effective, however, the excitation system must have
a high initial speed of response [13]. The effectiveness is also dependent on the following
factors:

1. The relative position of the exciter mass on the shaft.
2. The capability of the exciter to induce subsynchronous voltages in the armature cir-

cuits.
3. The power rating of the excitation system.

Excitation dampers are not fast enough to prevent unit damage due to transient torques
from large disturbances and the damping provided is not significant when the oscillations are
large in magnitude. Clearly, the excitation system damper is a supplemental type of control
that is usually used together with another countermeasure.

Excitation system dampers have been in service since 1976 [75]. Moreover, field tests
of the devices have shown that the excitation system damper is very effective in controlling
torsional interaction [76], [77].

23.4.2 Unit Relaying and Monitoring

The last line of defense against subsynchronous resonance is a protective relay that can
detect the problem and trip the unit before shaft fatigue has accumulated to a significant level.
Most of the other countermeasures are designed to make sure that there is good damping of
subsynchronous oscillations and to shield the turbine-generator unit from experiencing these
oscillations, insofar as possible. Despite all precautions, there may be occasions when a
generating unit will be exposed to subsynchronous oscillations. There is always the possibility
that conditions are not ideal. The countermeasures in service may not be working correctly,
or may be disabled. Should such an unforeseen event occur, it is not an acceptable risk that
the generating unit should be caused to sustain long or growing subsynchronous oscillations.
Therefore, SSR relays are usually installed to make sure that the unit life is preserved, even
under conditions that are extremely rare. In some cases, where the risk of SSR damage is
limited or the dangerous conditions are rare, the relay may be the only SSR countermeasure
required.

23.4.2.1 SSR Protective Relays. Three different types of SSR relays have been pro-
vided to meet the requirements of detection of potential damaging oscillations and removal of
the unit. Two of the relays are based primarily on the monitoring of the frequency content of the
generator currents. The third relay models the mechanical behavior of the turbine-generator
shaft. Each of these relays will be briefly described.
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ARMATURE CURRENT SSR RELAY. The first SSR protective relay was designed by
protection engineers of the Southern California Edison Company soon after the first SSR
incident at the Mohave Generating Station [78]. Edison protection engineers noted that, on the
two Mohave SSR incidents, negative-sequence relays protecting the generating units issued
alarms, indicting the presence of negative-sequence currents. This indicated that the negative-
sequence relay design might be sensitive to subsynchronous frequencies. Laboratory tests of
a similar relay confirmed this characteristic, in fact, the negative-sequence relay produced a
signal at 30 hertz, even without the presence of any negative-sequence current. This concept
became the basis for the design of a new SSR relay, that was later designated the TEX relay,
by the addition of suitable band-pass and blocking filters. The TEX relay has the following
design features [78]:

1. Detects positive-sequence currents in the 20-40 hertz range,
2. Provides two subsynchronous current level detectors that are separately adjustable,
3. Is relatively insensitive to low system frequency operation,
4. Is relatively insensitive to generator negative-sequence currents, and
5. Has sufficient time delay to override SSR currents associated with normal system

operations, such as system faults and series capacitor switching.

A schematic diagramof the TEX relay is shown in Figure 23.19. The three-phase currents
enter the relay at terminals 3, 5, and 7 and leave at terminals 4, 6, and 8. A voltage is developed
between terminals 15 and 17 that is dependent on the phase current frequency, magnitude, and
sequence of phase rotation. Current level detectors, DI and D2, are contained in the full wave
rectifier, which is connected across terminals 16-17. The relay has three filters, designated
F1, F2, and F3• F, is a dual tuned filter that is designed to bypass the 60 hertz components
of positive- and negative-sequence currents and also to block any subsynchronous current
components, thereby forcing the subsynchronous currents through the level detector circuits.
F3 is a synchronous rejection filter, which works with FI to ensure high subsynchronous current
detection sensitivity and low response to both positive- and negative-sequence currents at or
near synchronous frequency. F2 is a harmonic band-pass filter that is added to ensure that
higher harmonics will not interfere with the relay operation.

Figure 23.19 Schematic diagram of the TEX relay [78].

The minimum pickup current is set at 0.16 amperes, but this setting can be increased by
increasing the size of resistor R4 . Detector D2 can be further adjusted by varying its bypass
resistor. The contacts corresponding to detectors D, and D2can be used to trip the generator,
a transmission line, or a transformer, as required.
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The shape of the current pickup curves is adjustable and, if required, the shape at a given
subsynchronous frequency can be changed by a minor modification of the filter network. It is
important that precautions be taken so the relay will not pick up during system underfrequency
conditions that may persist following a system separation, and that may persist for several
minutes.

The relay time response varies between three and 10 cycles, on a 60 hertz base. External
timers may be required for a particular application in order to provide coordination with other
protective devices. The exact settings to be used will usually depend on the application. The
manufacturer of the generator should be consulted to learn the allowable subsynchronous
generator current that can be permitted. Subsynchronous currents due to faults, line switching,
and series capacitor switching should be studied to determine the limits of subsynchronous
currents under a variety of operating conditions. All of these factors have a bearing on the
proper settings of the relays.

TEX relays have been installed at a number of locations and were the primary protection
at some locations at the time they were first designed. Since that time, newer designs have
been developed and these newer devices have begun to replace the TEX installations.

TORSIONAL MOTION RELAY. The torsional motion relay was developed in the late
1970s and was first applied at the Navajo Generating Station in northern Arizona. The relay
is designed to detect any of the following conditions [79-821:

• generator self-excitation
• torsional interaction
• torque amplification

These three processes are quite different and require unique approaches to their detection. The
principal variables required for detection are shown in Figure 23.20.

System i: - Generator
Electrical _ Va Electromagnetic
Dynamics Dynamics

(a)

Capacitor ia
Fault Induced

Voltages

Generator
Electromagnetic

Dynamics

(b)

Generator
Electromagnetic

Dynamics

(c)

Turbine Tm
Mechanical
Dynamics

Figure 23.20 Principal variables for the SMF SSR relay application [75J. (a) Electrical self-
excitation. (b) Torsional Interaction. (c) Mechanical torque amplification.

When electrical self-excitation occurs, the method of detection requires the use of only
electrical quantities, as noted in Figure 23.20(a). Each self-excitation event will generate a
component of generator voltage and current at a frequency below 60 hertz that is superimposed
on the normal 60 hertz quantities, and that increases with time. The TEX relay recognizes
self-excitation, but the device is frequency dependent in the frequency range of interest (usually
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30-60 hertz) and the sensitivity deteriorates as the frequency approaches 60 hertz. This is the
opposite to the required sensitivity under self-excitation conditions.

Torsional interaction is a phenomenon that requires the use of both electrical and me-
chanical quantities for its detection. As with self-excitation, the generator appears as a negative
resistance and oscillations are enhanced by the mechanical system. Detection requires finely
tuned pickups at the natural shaft resonant frequencies and the monitoring of shaft mechanical
variables to detect the torsional behavior. This monitoring must be sensitive to the shaft stress
at the critical frequencies of oscillation in order to provide adequate protection of the unit.
This can be accomplished by filtering the speed signal at the critical frequencies to develop a
signal proportional to shaft stress [79].

Torque amplification measurement is an open-loop process, as shown in Figure 23.20(c).
Torque amplification occurs when the turbine-generator mechanical system responds' to the
discharge of energy from the series capacitors in the faulted transmission lines, with the maxi-
mum response occurring one-half second or so following the fault. The relay must be designed
to recognize that the torque is growing and will cause damage. In some cases this requires
very fast tripping of the unit, perhaps within the first half cycle of torsional response [82]. The
torque response must be determined from speed measurements on the shaft, possibly at both
ends, and this information must be processed very quickly to provide timely relay action.

The torsional motion relay is constructed with modules for analog processing and a
digital tripping logic. Diagrams of these sections are shown in Figures 23.21 and 23.22,
respectively [79]. The modal speed sensing consists of three functions: the speed sensor, the
differential speed transducer, and the modal speed filters, as shown in Figure 23.21. The speed
sensor consists of a rotating toothed wheel with magnetic pickup. Speed sensors are commonly
located at both ends of the turbine-generator shaft. The pickup coil voltage for constant rotor
speed is a constant amplitude sinusoid with frequency proportional to the generator speed
times the number of teeth in the pickup wheel. When the speed includes torsional shaft
motion, the torsional frequencies modulate the fundamental output voltage. This voltage is
processed by the differential speed transducer to produce an output that consists of a dc voltage
proportional to the fundamental speed and ac components due to the differential torsional shaft
motion. This signal is processed by the modal speed filters, which are band-pass Butterworth
filters that are tuned to each of the turbine-generator shaft natural frequencies. The output
of each filter represents the separated modal speed components present at that toothed wheel
location. Measuring the speed at different locations provides adequate data to' compute the
shaft displacement at shaft locations other than the point of measurement.

Speed Differential Modal
Sensor Speed Transducer Speed Filters

Q AUL l{; ~mm (t)
FM

Discriminator
{,Hz

Figure 23.21 Torsional motion relay analog of speed sensing and analysis.

The digital tripping logic, shown in block diagram form in Figure 23.22, includes four
features: the detection of single modal amplitude response, the modal stability, the dual mode
response, and the transient response. The modal tripping is directed by 16 level detectors, four
for each modal filter, which drive all but the transient protection logic.
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Single Mode Amplitude
Response Time Delay Trip

Single Mode Instability
Detection

Dual Mode Response

Transient Time Response
Minimum Time Delay Trip

Figure 23.22 Torsional motion relay digital tripping logic.

Tripping can be directed by anyone of four functions, as shown in Figure 23.22, namely:

• Single mode trip logic
• Steady-state instability trip logic
• Dual mode trip logic
• Transient mode trip logic

Each of these logical trip modes is described briefly.
Single mode trip logic. The single mode trip logic provides protection for unstable

and growing responses, for limit cycle oscillations, and for stable transient responses. It
accomplishes this function by using four different level detection circuits to detect oscillations
at four discrete levels, thereby approximating an inverse time characteristic, as shown in
Figure 23.23.

Level

Ll

L2

L3

L4 b
c

----------------------~Time

Figure 23.23 Single mode trip pickup levels.

This provides protection for (a) unstable and growing responses, (b) transient start limit-
cycle responses, and (c) stable transient responses. This logic provides protection for the three
types of response shown in Figure 23.23, but is not able to distinguish between them. This
function is provided by the next logic, the steady-state instability trip logic.
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Steady-state instability trip logic. The steady-state instability trip logic provides fast
tripping of the generator for a transient-free unstable oscillation, thereby allowing generator
tripping before substantial damage can accrue. Detection is provided by timing the interval
of transient response growth between level 4 and level 3. The logic is based on the fact that
a stable fault induced transient response usually achieves its maximum value in less than 1
second. Therefore, if the transient time between level 4 and level 3 is greater than or equal to
1 second, the response is unstable and tripping can be ordered without further testing.

Dual mode trip logic. The dual mode trip logic is designed to recognize the possibility
that more than one mode of transient response may occur during a single incident. During
a single mode response, one particular shaft section will be undergoing greater damage than
other sections. The limit on a given shaft section may not be the same for all modes. Under dual
mode response using only single mode trip logic may result in extracting more than a desired
life, say 10 percent, from this shaft section for a single event. The dual mode trip scheme
looks at all possible pairs of modes, taken from the output of Figure 23.21, and provides a trip
when any two modes pick up the level 2 detectors simultaneously and remain picked up for a
time greater than one-half the time limit for either single mode trip. This helps to minimize
the total machine damage for any multimodal responses that may occur.

Transient mode trip logic. The transient mode protection logic provides basic protec-
tion for low level transients that decay more slowly than a preset rate, or that are unstable. In
many cases, the basic transient mode protection is provided by other equipment, such as a static
or dynamic filter. The transient protection mode provides backup for the primary protection
equipment, which may fail during a significant transient event that is of greater magnitude
than the equipment was designed to withstand. The transient protection mode also provides
protection to the unit when other protection equipment or filters are out of service.

The transient protection logic must detect the loss of primary protection in less than 0.5
second. The philosophy is to detect total shaft torque on the principal limiting shaft sections
and trip with minimum time delay when this torque exceeds a preset value. In many cases there
are known to be limiting shaft sections that will be stressed heavily during transients. These
shaft sections can be associated with oscillatory modes that are the controlling factors for the
known stresses. The modal responses of interest are detected at the toothed wheel by a wide
pass-band filter, which rejects unwanted modes as well as 60 hertz energy. Transient protection
of these filtered signals can be triggered if the signal exceeds the norrnallevel of signal that
would occur if the primary protection is in service. Usually, the critical signals without primary
protection will be an order of magnitude higher than normal if that protection is out of service,
making the detection for this mode of transient protection easy to set with confidence.

Torsional motion relay experience. Relays have been installed at many locations through-
out North America, where there is possible hazard to turbine-generator shafts due to either
series compensated transmission lines or to nearby HVDe converter stations. Over a decade
of experience has been accumulated with these relays and a number of unit trips have resulted
due to stresses on unit shafts that would have caused excessive damage [80], [82].

SUBSYNCHRONOUS CURRENT RELAY. The subsynchronous current relay utilizes a spe-
cial technique to detect very low values of subsynchronous currents and employs a special logic
to determine if these currents represent a potential danger to the turbine generator [83-87]. A
schematic diagram of the relay detection system is shown in Figure 23.24.

It is important to note that the subsynchronous frequency components of armature cur-
rent are directly related to both the magnitude and frequency of the electrical torques and the
resultant mechanical stresses in the turbine-generator shafts [83]. The stator currents of fre-
quency fer interact with the machine flux to produce air-gap torques that cause the generator
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Figure 23.24 Schematic diagram of the subsynchronous current relay (83].
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rotor to oscillate at a frequency (fo - .t~r). These air-gap torques decay at the same rate as
the transient currents. If, however, the frequency of the air-gap torques should correspond to a
torsional natural frequency fn of the turbine-generator shaft, growing oscillations will result.

The system shown in Figure 23.24 is the signal extraction circuit. Phase current mea-
surements are modulated by positive-sequence phase voltages for phase locking. The output
of these multipliers will typically include a de component plus other components that oscillate
at frequencies of (/0 + .fer) and (fo - fer), where fer is the positive-sequence subsynchronous-
frequency component of the phase current and I; is the system fundamental frequency. This
doubling of the frequency components provides an excellent opportunity for filtering out any
de component as well as the supersynchronous components, leaving only the required sub-
synchronous components. This filtering is performed by the wide band filter, shown in Fig-
ure 23.24. These filtered signals are directed to three different types of circuits:

The self-excited trip detection (SET) circuits
The transient trip detection (TT) circuits
The induction generator effect detection (IGE) circuits

Two of these special circuits are shown in greater detail in Figure 23.25. The relay is
capable of detecting either a growing or decaying subsynchronous signal. A decaying signal
is detected by the transient trip module (TT) shown in Figure 23.25. However, a signal whose
frequency is growing or constant is detected by the self-excited trip (SET) module. If the
signal is constant or growing, and with frequency anywhere in the subsynchronous range, this
signal is detected by the induction generator effect module (JOE), which is identified as JOE
in Figure 23.24.

Referring to Figure 23.25, the transient trip module includes two different detection
schemes. The first is an instantaneous transient trip (ITT) function, which will initiate a trip
if the subsynchronous signal is greater than a prescribed threshold value. The input to the TT
module, which includes the MRTT, described below, is the output of the wide-band filter. This
signal is essentially a representation of the electrical torque, Te and will usually be a signal
that is decaying exponentially, as shown in Figure 23.26.
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Figure 23.25 Subsynchronous current relay signal detection [78].
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Figure 23.26 The MMRT trip characteristic.

THETT MODULE. Shaft damage is likely to occur if the frequency of the TT signal is
close to one of the shaft torsional modes and if the magnitude is greater than a threshold level.
Therefore, the MRTT trip is based on meeting the following two conditions:

1. The frequency of Te is within ±3 hertz of a modal frequency.
2. Two peaks of the rectified Te exceed the exponentially decaying guard signal.

The relay time must also be limited to about 0.05 second (3 cycles at 60 hertz) to protect
the shaft in worst-case situations. This requires that the frequency ofoscillation and magnitude
of signal be checked simultaneously. The frequency is checked by counting the time between
zero crossings. The magnitude of two full half cycles, corresponding to three zero crossings,
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is checked. If two half cycles are above the guard signal magnitude and the period of three
consecutive zero crossings is within ±3 hertz of a torsional, the relay initiates a unit trip.

In addition to the MRTT section, the TT module has an ITT section. This section initiates
a relay trip instantaneously whenever T; :::: ITT, irrespective of frequency. The quantity ITT
is the relay setting for the instantaneous trip section.

THESET MODULE. The SET module consists of a narrow-band filter tuned to a tor-
sional mode, a full wave rectifier, and logic components to detect either a slow rate-of-rise
(SRRT) or a relatively jasr rate-of-rise (FRRT) of the oscillating torque signal. The SRRT is
intended to protect the unit against subsynchronous currents whose magnitudes are either con-
stant or growing slowly with time. The FRRT section is intended to provide protection against
currents with rapidly growing magnitudes that cannot be detected by SRRT. Since the SET
module gets its input from a narrow-band filter, it should only respond to subsynchronous sig-
nals that correspond exactly to the shaft natural torsional frequency to which the narrow-band
filter is tuned.

The SRRT monitors the subsynchronous oscillation over a period of time given by

(23.10)

where T == time to initiate trip
To == fixed time delay

The parameter T} can be determined for a given subsynchronous current /s by solving
the integral equation

K =iTI lsdt (23.11)

where K is a preset constant and Isis the time-varying magnitude of the peaks of the subsyn-
chronous current.

For the special case where the subsynchronous current has constant magnitude

ls == lsc
then

K
T==To+- (23.12)

/se
The SRRT circuit will generate a trip signal when the subsynchronous current satisfies the
following criteria:

1. The current Is must be greater than a threshold, designated Iss to start a timer that
measures the trip time T,

2. Each succeeding peak of Is, following initiation of the timer, must be equal to or
greater than the peak immediately preceding it, or

(23.13)

where Ip(ll) == peak value of Is at the nth peak
IPlf/ l- l ) == peak value of Is at the (n + l)th peak

3. At time t == T, Is must be greater than a threshold level/sF

The FRRT detection is similar to the SRRT, but is designed to give a shorter trip time for
a subsynchronous current with a rapid growth rate. The trip time, in this case, is designated
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T2 and the requirements for detection are:

1. The current Is must be greater than a threshold, designated IS F R
2. Each succeeding peak of Is, following initiation of the timer, must be greater than

the preceding peak by a selected ratio (1 + 8), i.e.,

Ip("+l) ~ (1 + 8)Ip(n ) (23.14)

3. After completing the time Tz, one more rising peak must be encountered before
permitting a trip to be generated.

It should be noted that FRRT and SRRT do not preclude each other. A subsynchronous
signal could be first detected by SRRT and then FRRT, and if the rate of growth has slowed so
as to not pick up FRRT, SRRT could eventually trip the unit. However, for any occurrence, the
maximum trip time, as given by (23.10) is T, and the minimum trip time is Tz. The trip time
could fall in between the two limits, as in the case where a signal spends part of its growing
time as an SRRT case and the remainder as an FRRT case.

MULTIFREQUENCYRESPONSE. Some events will generatemultiple frequency responses
in the electrical torque signal, and these present a more. difficult challenge to the detector cir-
cuits. To analyze this situation, consider a subsynchronous current with components at two
frequencies, WI and W2, i.e.,

I (t) = II sinWIt + 12sinW2t (23.15)

We assume that the narrow-band filter is set to pass only the frequency WI. There are several
different conditions that are of interest to investigate, as follows [77-78]:

Case 1: II = 12 and WI » W2
Case 2: It = 12 and WI > W2

Case 3: II =1= /2 and WI » W2
Case 4: 11 =1= 12 and WI > W2

Typical waveforms for cases 1 and 3 are shown in Figure 23.27 and for cases 2 and 4 in Fig-
ure 23.28. For cases 1 and 3, shown in Figure 23.27, the frequencies are widely separated and
the filter will successfully reject the signal component of frequency .W2, at least when those
signals are of constant or slowly growing magnitude. If the unwanted signals are growing
rapidly, the transient detection scheme should detect them on the basis of their growing mag-
nitude. Figure 23.27 shows that the zero crossings can be quite different depending on the
magnitudes of the two components, but the gross frequency detection (GFD) function should
still be able to successfully identify thefrequency of interest. See Figure 23.25.

When the two frequencies are close together, as shown in Figure 23.28, the narrow-band
filter may not be able to distinguish the frequencies, This situation can be analyzed further as
follows. We use a following trigonometric identity to write in terms of the sum and difference
of the two frequencies. This leads to the following new equations.

sin x ± sin y = 2 sin ( x ~ y ) cos ( x ~ y )

For case 2, when 12 = It, we can rewrite (23.15) as
I = II [sin(wlt) + sin(w2t)]

= 211sin (WI ~WJ.)t) cos (WI ~wz)t)
This is similar to an amplitude modulated signal with carrier suppressed.
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Figure 23.27 Multimodal oscillations for cases 1 and 3. Case 1: / (t)
/, sin cot, Case 3: 1(1) == 4/1 sin 30)( + II sin cot,

II sin 3(ot +

Case 2

Case 4

Figure 23.28 Multimodal oscillations for cases 2 and 4. Case 2: / (r) == /1 sint I. IUJt) +
/1 sin o». Case 4: /(t) == 1.5/1 sin(1.Jwt) + /1 sin o».
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For case 4, when h =1= II , we can rewrite (23.15) as

tz =k!1

I = It [sin(wl t) + k sin(w2t)]
+It sin(Ul2t) - II sin(Ul2t)

21 . ((WI +Ul2)t) ((WI - Ul2)t)= I sm cos2 2
-(It - !z) sin Ul2t

Equation (23.19) is also an amplitude modulated waveform, but this equation has a term with
the carrier present.

When the two frequency components are constant or growing slowly with time, there
will be magnitude peaks and valleys that may cause variations in the trip time . When the
period of the slow component is too small for the SRRT module to complete a trip, the FRRT
may eventually generate a trip, as shown in Figure 23.29, which illustrates a waveform at the
output of the narrow-band filter.

; : : .. . :: : ; : \I ~ .

. . . . .. . : : : .

Figure 23.29 A multimodal self-excited case.

SUBSYNCHRONOUS CURRENT RELAY SETTINGS. The relay settings of the subsyn-
chronous current relay are based entirely on a knowledge of the turbine-generator modal
frequencies, and the electrical and mechanical characteristics at these frequencies. The basic
philosophy ofthe method is to limit the loss-of-life ofthe shaft at one frequency, in ,to less than
1% ofshaft life per incident. The loss-of-life is estimated based on a shaft fatigue curve similar
to that shown in Figure 23.30, which shows the general shape of the stress versus number of
cycles for a generating unit. They are based on the equation

Nj = A (~:)8 (23.20)

where 10 = subsynchronous current that produces shaft torques
equalling the endurance limit of the shaft, pu

Is = subsynchronous current, pu
A = a constant, typically about 106

B = a constant (shown in Figure 23.30 as 6.64)
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Figure 23.30 Fatigue life curve for a turbine-generator unit 187] .

Then, it is required to maintain N according to the constraint

n IL: - < 0.0 1
j= 1 N ,

(23.2 1)

where n = fnt e
f" = natural torsional frequency of a turbine -generator unit , Hz
t; = time for the percent loss-of-life to reach l t.

when current grows exponentially from I SF

I L = subsynchronous current that will produce shaft torques
equalling the elastic limit of a critical shaft section, pu

In the plot of Figure 23.30, it is presumed that

l t. < Is < 10 (23.22)

The following assumptions are required for the relay setting [87J:

I . Shaft shear stress can be converted to torque based on using linear elastic formulas.
2. The turbine -generator unit is oscillating at a torsional natural frequency so that shaft

torque can be direct ly related to generator oscillati on by use of a mode shape and the
shaft spring constant.

3. As the oscill ation grows, the relation between the electrical torque of the generator and
the shaft torque is the same as it would be for a steady-state oscillating torque applied
at the generator. This means that the instantaneous generator oscillating velocity is
equal to the applied torque divided by the modal damping factor.

4. The generator is operating at 1.0 per unit flux level, so that the oscillating current and
electrical torque are equal in per unit.

5. The per unit loss-of-life per cycle in the shaft for any level of subsynchronous current
is equal to the reciprocal of the corresponding number of cycles to failure .

The subsynchronous current corresponding to the endurance limit is defined as 10 . This
means that, when the oscillating current is below this value, there should be no loss-of-life
to the turbine -generator shaft due to oscillations at the torsional frequenc y L; Therefore, the
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relay setting of the SET and IGE modules should be

I SF = 10
. I SFIss < ISF , typically - 2

The value of K in (23.11) and (23.12) should be chosen such that a constant subsynchronous
current of magnitude of 210 will cause less than one 1% loss-of-life before the unit is tripped,
including relay and circuit breaker time. This gives the value of K to be

[
O.OI A ]K = 210 -B- - tb
2 in

where tb = sum of relay and circuit breaker operating times, s

The settings for the FRRT are chosen so the relay can provide protection against os-
cillations that are growing too fast for detection by the SRRT. This must trip the unit before
permanent damage can occur. This setting is based on a parameter 8 that is defined by the
following equation.

(23.25)

where o; = critical value of undamping, S-1

Then the critical value of undamping must be solved from the following equation [87].
In(1+ K ac/ Iss) In(1+O.OlABac/ in) In(lsf / Iss)

tb + = + (23.26)
~ B~ ~

where all parameters have been previously defined. The relay pickup value should be set to a
value between Iss and [SF such as

ISFR = O.9/SF

The transient trip module assumes that the transient currents are in the form

Is = IFe-ae1 sinwnt

(23.27)

(23.28)

where IF = initial value of the decaying sinusoid
Wn = a torsional natural frequency

The shaft torque oscillation will have this same frequency and the envelope of the oscil-
latory torque wave will have a form:

t, ~ ltK , (1- e-u,t) (23.29)
ae

where the constant K 1 is determined by the mechanical design of the shaft system. Examples
of these settings are given in the literature [87], [88]. Other methods of computing the settings
of the subsynchronous current relay have been developed [85] and are recommended for study
by the protection engineer.

23.4.2.2 SSR Monitors. The foregoing SSR countermeasures and protective relays
are designed to detect and protect the turbine-generator from permanent damage that may
occur for any reason. These devices, however, do not have the capability of recording the total
life history of the turbine-generator shaft oscillations such that the remaining life, following
many different incidents, may be estimated. Since shaft fatigue damage is cumulative, it is
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necessary to record the nature of all severe oscillatory events over a long period of time in order
to make a remaining life estimate. The shaft monitor is designed to perform this task. This
rounds out the total unit protection by providing records of all types of oscillations that occur.
These records are valuable for assessing the impact of each event, and their cumulative effect.
However, they are also useful in providing a check on SSR computer simulations that are made
to estimate the types of events that might occur. This provides a useful survei11ance role on
the unit life experience, including the results of unusual system switching configurations that
have not been studied or simulated and that might cause unexpected damage.

The SSR monitor design should include at least the following features .

I . Shaft speed deviation detectors
2. Other metering required to construct a shaft analog model
3. Methods of processing the continuous data and to decide if an event of significant

magnitude has occurred and should be recorded and analyzed
4. Suitable recording equipment, alarm functions, and signal processing required to

analyze the recorded data

A block diagram of a typical monitor is shown in Figure 23.31. Other types of monitors
are discussed in the literature [92-991 . The monitor design shown in Figure 23.31 uses speed
signals at both ends of the turb ine-generator shaft , plus the generator power output to derive an
electrical analog of the mechanical shaft system. This mathematical model provides estimates
of the oscillations that occur at each of the shaft sections, and these signals are directed to
detector. recording, and alarm circuits.

- - -Eie~t~fcaf :
Analog :

Torque

Data for
Analysi sOscillation

Detector

Instantaneous t-.-+--.~

Detector ~~~~r~=

Alarm

Alarm

Figure 23.31 Block diagram of a typical torsional monitor 186J,

The speed signal for the monitor is derived from a toothed wheel at each end of the shaft
with magnetic pickups to sense the passing of each tooth . The output is a frequency modulated
signal, with carrier frequency of 3600 hertz for 3600 rpm machines, and with velocity deviation
information contained in the modulation. A phased-locked loop demodulator provides the
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required velocity deviation signal. Note that two pickups are used for each measurement, with
these devices located 180 degrees apart. The velocity deviation signals of the two are added
together to cancel noise introduced by lateral vibration.

The output signals from the FM decoders are directed to the electrical analog of the
mechanical system. The output of this process is a signal proportional to the shaft torque
oscillation at each shaft section. Data on the torsional stress history of the shaft can be stored
by the monitor for later retrieval and analysis. The recorded data gives the number of torque
oscillation cycles at various torque levels that are experienced by each shaft section. These
torque waveforms are often very complex and appropriate rules for counting the material
damage are required. The equipment counts the reversals of torque according to a defined
methodology that has been derived by metallurgical engineers and used for fatigue studies.

The historical data provides a cumulative record that may be used with stress-life curves,
similar to the one shown in Figure 23.30, to determine possible loss-of-life. These curves
are modified to include the effects of shaft size, notch stress concentration, surface finish,
environmental effects, and average loading.

Alarms are generated from the detectors to alert the operators of potentially damaging
experiences of the shaft. Two different types of alarms are provided. For very high level
torques, an instantaneous alarm will be triggered. The level of this alarm can be set to corre-
spond to the desired portion of the stress curve that has been exceeded. A second alarm is to
alert the operator of sustained oscillatory torques. These alarms are set to sound before the
oscillations grow to a large enough value to cause high fatigue damage.

Other torsional monitor designs place speed detectors at each shaft section, thereby
avoiding the necessity of mathematically modeling the shaft system [94]. This requires the
addition to the shaft of a metallic band with holes in the band that are accurately spaced. The
difference in reluctance can then be used in a magnetic pickup to provide a signal for the speed
at that shaft section. Other methods have been devised to add shaft speed measurements to a
shaft that has no previous provision for such measurement [100].

23.4.2.3 Comments on SSR Relays. The early solution to providing a protective relay
that can respond to the presence of subsynchronous current was the TEX relay, which was im-
provised from a negative-sequence relay. This was not considered an adequate nor permanent
solution to the need for generating unit protection against unforeseen subsynchronous currents
that could be damaging to a unit. Having recognized that need, the industry has developed
two relays that are specifically designed to recognize and respond to potentially damaging
subsynchronous currents. The two relays, the torsional motion relay and the subsynchronous
current relay, operate on different principles to provide the kind of protection that is considered
necessary. Setting the relays requires an extra effort by the protection engineer, as the settings
introduce the need for knowledge of the turbine-generator torsional behaviour. These relays
are now applied in many locations where there is a perceived threat of SSR.

23.5 SUMMARY

Subsynchronous resonance is a complex phenomenon that requires serious study by the pro-
tection engineer. In many cases, this will be a team effort, involving engineers who specialize
in steam turbine-generator systems, in system measurements, and in the analysis of power
system dynamics. The extra study is well worth the effort, however, since the benefits of series
compensation are often great. It is also rewarding to study and master the complications of
this intriguing subject.
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PROBLEMS

23.1 Verify (23.4) for the time domain solution of transient current in an R-L-C circuit.
23.2 Write the differential equation for the simple series R-L-C network shown in Figure 23.2.

Solve this equation using Laplace Transform methods.
23.3 Write the differential equation for the fault current flowing in the left loop of the system

shown in Figure P23.3. Include the effect of the pre-fault power flowing from the source on
the left to the source on the right.

Solve the differential equations for this circuit after the switch closes at t = O. The
circuit contains two storage elements, an inductor and a capacitor and the initial inductor
current and capacitor voltage can be obtained from the pre-fault system solution. Let the
external equivalant voltage be taken as the voltage reference. The pre-fault Thevenin source
voltage leads the reference by l/J radians or, in the time domain we have the source voltages

e = Em sin(wt + </»

eo = Emo sin(wt)

Thevenin Source
Equivalent

Fault
Applied
at t = to

Compensated
Transmission Line

External Thevenin
Equivalent

Figure P23.3 Fault applied to a small power system.

23.4 Develop a spreadsheet to provide a numerical solution for problem 23.3 using the numerical
data given below. Theory tells us that the solution of the differential equations will exhibit
two frequencies, one due to the frequency of the driving voltages and another that depends
only on the parameters of the network. This latter frequency is a subsynchronous frequency
as long as the degree of compensation is less than unity, which is always the case in power
transmission systems.

R; = 0.01 pu
K; = 0.10 pu
R = 0.003226 pu
XL = 0.0695016 pu
k =0.4
Rs = 0.001 pu
Xs = 0.005 pu
Emo = 1.500 pu
Em = 1.500 pu
c/J = 30°
to= 0.015 s

external ckt resistance
external ckt reactance
(200 mile 500 kv line)
(200 mile 500 kv line)
degree of compensation
source resistance
source reactance
external source Emax
source Emax
source voltages angle
switching time of fault
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23.5 A model for a turbine-generator shaft is shown in Figure P23.5. The turbine masses are
arbitrarily numbered from one to n, and adjacent turbines are connected by a spring, with
spring constant K, and a dashpot of damping D. These parameters represent the material
behavior of the shaft section connecting the masses. Another set of dashpots from each mass
to the reference represent the damping due to the relative motion of the turbine blades.

Turbines Generator Gear Box Exciter

Figure P23.5 Lumped spring-mass model of a turbine-generator shaft.

Each turbine provides an accelerating torque T, shown as positive in the counter-
clockwise direction viewed looking at the shaft from the left end. A positive acceleration
due to this torque results in an angular acceleration in the counterclockwise direction and in
an instantaneous angular velocity, as shown in the figure. The generator is denoted by the
subscript g in the figure with its torque Te shown as positive in the direction opposite to the
driving torque of the turbines. This means that the electromagnetic torque of the generator
represents a load or retarding torque to the turbines. The generator angular velocity is mea-
sured as a positive quantity in the same direction as the turbines, namely, counterclockwise.

A shaft mounted exciter is also represented at the far right end of the shaft, with its
parameters denoted by the subscript x. The exciter torque is also represented as a load torque.
A ~ear box is also represented between the generator and the exciter, having moments of
inertia Ja and lb. No load torque is represented for the gear box as any losses in the gears
should be small compared to the rated torques under consideration. The gear ratio is given as

WaRc == - > 1
Wh

(a) Make a table of all quantities under consideration, including the name of the quantity,
its symbol, its units in the mks system, and its dimensions in the [VIT] (voltage, current,
time) system.

(b) Write the differential equations of the shaft system.
23.6 In the shaft system of the previous problem, we are usually concerned about the power, or

the ability to do work. Convert the torque equations to power equations.
23.7 Referring to problem 23.6, normalize the power equations by dividing by the base voltam-

peres of the system, which is taken as the rating of the generator.
23.8 We now extend the shaft problem even further. We are only interested in very small deviations

of the problem variables. Suppose that we define all variables in the form

x == xo + ~x

where x is a generic representation of any variable. Convert the derived shaft equations to
incremental equations in the incremental variables ~x. Justify in words why this is possible.

23.9 Construct a block diagram of the Laplace equations for the shaft system. Use an ellipsis
"..." to indicate that the number of turbine masses is unspecified.
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24.1 INTRODUCTION

The reliability of protective systems is extremely important for the secure operation of a power
system. Random failures are certain to occur from time to time, especially when extremes in
weather or other causes present hazards that the power system was not designed to withstand.
Even during these extreme conditions, it is not acceptable that the power system be permitted
to collapse and cease operating. Therefore, protective systems are designed to accurately
determine the cause and location of a failed component and to selectively disconnect these
failed circuit elements in a controlled manner.

Reliability in protective systems has always been provided by careful design based on
sound judgment of experienced engineers. These methods have served remarkably well and the
high availability of the power systems shows that protective system design has been carefully
planned and implemented. For the most part, these systems have not been designed using
reliability mathematics or models, but are mostly the result of experience and sound judgment.
Indeed, reliability mathematics is not a substitute for sound judgment, but is a useful tool
that provides the protective system designer additional information regarding a design. This
information, and the methods described in this and the following chapters, give the protection
engineer valuable concepts for design and powerful methods for analyzing the design reliability.
Reliability methods also provide important analytical tools that can be used to evaluate and
compare alternative designs of both the power system and the protective systems.

This chapter presents the necessary background mathematics from probability and re-
liability theory. These are concepts that will be familiar to most engineers and, if this is the
case, this chapter will serve as a reference and will document the notation used in this book.
For the engineer who has not made a formal study of probability and reliability, this chapter
should serve as an introduction to the subject. It should be recognized, however, that this brief
introduction is far from a complete treatment of probability and reliability. The interested
reader will find many excellent texts on probability and reliability for further reading (e.g., see
references r1-71 at the end of the chapter).
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24.2 PROBABILITY FUNDAMENTALS
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(24.1)

(24.2)

There are several ways in which probability theory can be developed, but one of the simplest
and most satisfying is the axiomatic approach [1], [2].

24.2.1 The Probability Axioms

We assign to each event A a number Pr(A) which we call the probability of the event A.
This number is chosen to satisfy the following three conditions:

1. Pr(A) 2: 0
2. Pr(S) = 1
3. If AB = {OJ, then Pr(A + B) =Pr (A)+ Pr(B)

where the space S is the certain event. 1 Elements of the probability space are often called
experimental outcomes. The subsets of the space S are called events. The axioms (24.1) are
the basis of the theory of probability, and all conclusions are based either directly or indirectly
on these axioms. The following properties can be developed from the axioms.

1. The probability of the impossible event is zero. This is stated mathematically as
Pr{0} = 0
{0} = The empty set or impossible event

2. For any event A
Pr(A) = 1 - Pr(A) ~ 1

where A = the complement of A
= the set consisting of all elements of S not in A

3. For any A and B
Pr(A + B) = Pr(A) + Pr(B) - Pr(AB) ~ Pr(A) +Pr(B)

(24.3)

(24.4)

FREQUENCY INTERPRETATION. In engineeringworkwe must deal with real-world prob-
lems that are defined in terms of a physical system. The description of a real world experiment
must be compatible with the axioms. The physical experiment can usually be defined in the
following way.

~ nA
Pr(A) = -

n
(24.5)

where nA = total number of outcomes favorable to A
n = total number of times the experiment is repeated

The reader should be able to determine that this definition of probability is not in conflict with
the axioms.

24.2.2 Events andExperiments

The mathematical model of probability requires a clear definition of an experiment and
the set of all possible outcomes of the experiment. In elementary games of chance, such as

1In this book, we use the common notation "Pr" to indicate probability. This notation will avoid confusion with
the letter P, which is used as the symbol for power.
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tossing a die, the outcomes are clearly defined and may be enumerated. In more complex
physical problems, a careful definition of the experiment is required.

Let us identify the elements ~ as the elementary outcomes of an experiment E. Therefore,
in a given experimental trial we observe the single outcome, ~i' Now, define the event A as

(24.6)

or we say that a trial that has outcome ~i is the event A. Probability theory is concerned with
the probabilities of events, and the concept of a well-defined experiment E helps us determine
the events of interest.

The set S, sometimes called the "basic set," is the set that contains all possible outcomes
of the experiment. In many cases we are interested in events that contain one or more elements
~i and a certain experimental outcome selects a particular set of elements comprising a subset
of the basic set.

Events are also defined in tenus of some given proposition and a particular event is said
to occur whenever that proposition is true. If we let nA represent a proposition concerning
elements ~ in the basic set S, we write

(24.7)

which we read as "A is the set of ~ for which the proposition JrA (~) is true," and we say that
the event A occurs iff (if and only if) ~ is a member of the set A. Here, we distinguish between
the elementary outcome ~ and the elementary event {~}. The certain event S occurs at every
trial of an experiment since S contains all possible elements. Also, the impossible event 0
never occurs. The event A + B occurs whenever A or B or both occur since A + B contains
all elements in A or in B or in both A and B.

24.2.3 Venn Diagrams

A Venn diagram is a pictorial representation of a sample space, where the sets or exper-
imental outcomes are represented by an area within the diagrammed space. We usually call
these sets events. Examples of Venn diagrams are shown in Figure 24.1, which illustrate two
different situations pertaining to the events A1 and A2. In Figure 24.1(a) the two sets share
the common subset C3 . For the sets shown in Figure 24.1(b) there is no common subset, in
which case we say that these events are disjoint.

s
(a)

s
(b)

Figure 24.1 Venn diagrams illustrating two situations for events A t and A2. (a) Two sets
with common subset. (b) Two disjoint sets.

In some experiments it is possible to define the events in such a way that they completely
fill the sample space S. Examples of this are shown 'in Figure 24.2, where the sets are the
individual cards in a common deck of playing cards and the sample space is the collection of
all 52 cards that might be used in an experiment, or in a particular card game.
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(c)

Figure 24.2 Venn diagram showing events for a deck of playing cards. (a) Sample space
representing cards in a deck. (b) Events for the suits; spades, hearts, diamonds,
clubs. (c) Events for the card face values; 2-10, J, Q, K, A.

The events shown in Figure 24.2 are examples of the sample space being partitioned
into nonoverlapping sets that completely fill the sample space.

24.2.3.1 Union ofEvents. The union of two events Al and A2 is that portion of the
sample space that contains all elements of Al and all elements of A2 or of both Aland A2•
Figure 24.1(a) provides a good example of the union of the events Al and A2. Here the two
events are depicted in terms of the disjoint subsets CI , C2, and C3, where C1 is that portion
completely within AI, C2is that portion completely within A2 , and C3 is common to both Al
and A2 . Thus, we may write the union of Al and A2 as the new event B, where

(24.8)

Note that we often write the union as a sum, using the plus sign rather than the union symbol.
The union of the events Al and A2 of Figure 24.1(b) is defined to be the event D and is given
by ·

D = Al U A2 = Al + A2 (24.9)

The result (24.9) appears to be the same as (24.8), but referring to the Venn diagram we see
that this is not the case. In many problems, it is convenient to think of the areas of the Venn
diagram as having mass that corresponds· to the fraction of the total area of the sample space,
that is, the mass of S is unity. Using this concept, we see that (24.9) is clearly greater than
(24.8) because of the overlapping mass represented by C3 and which is only counted once in
(24.8) but is counted twice in (24.9).

24.2.3.2 Intersection of Events. The intersection of two events Al and A2 is that
portion of the sample space that is contained in both Al and A2. Referring to Figure 24.I(a),
we see that the intersection of the events Al and A2 is exactly the event C3 or

(24.10)

This result also shows that we often write the intersection as a product in engineering work.
When two events have no common elements, such as the two events shown in Figure 24.I(b),
we say that these events are disjoint or mutually exclusive.

24.2.4 Classes and Partitions

A class of events is a set of events. For example, define a class of events Aby

Ii = {AI, A2, A3 , A4} = {Ai: i E J}, J = {I, 2, 3, 4} (24.11)

where the given class has four member events. We define the union and intersection of events
in Ii in a straightforward way. Thus we write the union and intersection of the member events
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in (24.11) as

A 1 U A2 U A3 U A4 == U Ai
iEJ

A1nA2nA3nA4== n Ai
iEJ

1007

(24.12)

(24.13)

The union and intersection are defined more formally in the next section. The class Ii is said
to form a complete system of events if at least one of them is sure to occur, e.g., for a class of
n member events

n
U Ai == S
i=1

(24.14)

The mutually exclusive set of member events is of particular interest and is given the name
partition. A class of events is said to form a partition if one and only one of the member events
must occur on each trial. A partition divides the Venn diagram into non-overlapping sets. (See
Figure 24.2.)

24.2.5 Rules for Combining Probabilities

There are several rules that occur so commonly in practice that they should be stated for
emphasis [3], [8].

24.2.5.1 Rule 1 Independent Events. Two events are said to be independent if the
occurrence of one event does not affect the probability of occurrence of the other event. If two
events A and B are independent, then we may write

Pr(AB) == Pr(A)Pr(B) (24.15)

EXAMPLE 24.1
Tossing a pair of dice is a classical example of two independent events. The face of the first die that
shows upward does not affect, in any way, the face that will occur on the toss of the second die. •

24.2.5.2 Rule 2 Mutually Exclusive Events. Two events are said to be mutually ex-
clusive, or disjoint, if they cannot occur at the same time. Thus, when event A occurs, event
B cannot possibly occur. For mutually exclusive events, their intersection is zero.

or
AB == 0

Pr(AB) == 0

(24.16)

(24.17)

EXAMPLE 24.2
Consider tossing a coin. If heads appears in any toss, then tails cannot possibly appear. These events,
heads and tails, are disjoint and their intersection is the null set. •

24.2.5.3 Rule 3 Complementary Events. Two events are said to be complementary if,
when one outcome does not occur, the other must occur. If the events A and B are comple-
mentary, then we may write the following.

Pr(A) + Pr(B) == 1 (24.18)

EXAMPLE 24.3
In tossing a coin, the events head and tail are complementary since, if heads does not occur then tails
must occur, and vice versa. Also consider the deck of playing cards whose sample space is shown in
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Figure 24.2. Clearly, the sum of all events, in any of the three cases shown, completely fills the sample
space and the probability of all events is unity. This is true no matter how the sample space is divided,
i.e., whether by individual card faces, by suits, or by face values •

24.2.5.4 Rule 4 Conditional Events. Conditional events are events that occur on the
condition of the occurrence of another event or events. Consider two events A and Band
the probability of event A occurring only on the condition that event B has occurred. This is
depicted mathematically by the following equation.

Pr(AIB) = Pr(A n B) (24.19)
Pr(B)

In words, we say that the probability of A, given that B has occurred (or A given B), is the
probability of the intersection of A and B, divided by the probability of the event B. Refer
again to the deck of cards shown by the Venn diagram in Figure 24.2. What is the probability
of drawing the 5 of hearts from a full shuffled deck? Clearly, the answer is 1/52. However,
if we reword the problem to ask the probability of drawing the 5 of hearts from the full deck,
given that a heart is drawn, the answer is 1/13. The answer is quite different because the
problem was restated to add a condition that was not present in the original problem statement.
Note that conditional probabilities can be zero, for example, the probability of drawing the 5
of hearts, given that a spade is drawn.

We can now define the probability of intersection Pr(AtAz) in terms of conditional
probabilities. We write

Pr(AtAz) = Pr(At)Pr(AzIA I)
Pr(AIAz) = Pr(Az)Pr(AIIAz)

(24.20)

(24.21)

We interpret these equations from the Venn diagram of Figure 24.1(a). First, we see by
inspection of that figure that Pr(AIAz) = Pr(C3) since the intersection refers to the region
where the two events overlap, or C3. Now consider the concept of uniform mass density with
the total mass of the sample space being unity. Then we write, from the first form of (24.20),

(
MC3 )Pr(AtAz) = (MCI + M c 3) = MC3 = Pr(C3)MCI +Mc3

Clearly, for the probability Pr(AzIA I) the probability space is not S but is only CI +C3,which
gives the second mass ratio term in (24.20).

24.2.5.5 Rule 5 Simultaneous Events. The simultaneous occurrence of two events A
and B implies the occurrence of both A and B. There are two cases of interest.

A andB independent If the events are independent, then the probability ofoccurrence
of one event is not influenced by the occurrence of the other. Then we write

Pr(AB) = Pr(A)Pr(B) (24.22)

A and B dependent If A and B are not independent, then the probability ofoccurrence
of one is affected by the occurrence of the other and (24.20) applies.

24.2.5.6 Rule 6 Occurrence ofOne 01Two Events. The occurrence of at least one of
two events A and B is the occurrence of A or B or both. In terms of the Venn diagram of
Figure 24. 1(a) we write

(24.23)
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(24.24)

There are three special cases to consider: events that are independent but not disjoint, events
that are independent and disjoint, and events that are not independent. Disjoint events are
events that have no common elements.

(a) Events that are independent but not disjoint First we write the probability and
reduce the resulting expression.

Pr(A 1 U A2 ) = Pr{A I OR A2 OR BOTH Al AND A2 l
= 1 - Pr{A 1 n A2l
== 1 - PreAI ) P (A 2)

== 1 - (1 - Pr(A 1) ) (1 - Pr(A 2) )

== Pr(A I) + Pr(A 2) - Pr(A I )Pr(A 2)

This result can be more easily found by reference to the Venn diagram of Fig-
ure 24.1(a). Considering the uniform mass distribution, we see clearly that the
probability of the union is not just the sum of the probabilities, since this sum would
cause the intersection to be counted twice. Hence the probability of the intersection
must be subtracted from the sum.

(b) Events that are independent and disjoint If the events are disjoint, their inter-
section has probability zero, as shown in Figure 24.1 (b). In this case we write

(24.25)

(24.26)

This is always true when the two areas of the Venn diagram do not overlap.
(c) Events that are not independent Dependent events form the third special case.

For this case we may write

Pr(A) U A2 ) == Pr(A 1) + Pr(A2) - Pr(A I n A2)

== PreA I) + PreA2) - PreA 21AI)PreA I )
== Pr(A 1)+ Pr(A 2 ) - Pr(A t1A2)Pr(A2)

EXAMPLE 24.4
What is the probability that a card drawn from a full deck is a red card, a face card, or both? To solve
this problem, define the following events.

A == {red}
B == {face card}

Then
Pr(AIB) == 6/12
Pr(BIA) == 6/26

Pr(A) == 26/52
Pr(B) == 12/52

Then, using the first form of (24.26), we compute

Pr(A U B) == (26/52 + 12/52) - (6/26 x 26/52) == 32/52
Pr(A n B) == Pr(AIB)Pr(B) == Pr(BIA)Pr(A)

== 6/12 x 12/52 == 6/26 x 26/52 == 6/52
The reader can repeat the computation using the second form of (24.26). •

24.2.5.7 Rule 7 Conditional Probability. Consider an event A that is dependent on a
number n of disjoint events Bi, From (24.20) we write

Pr(AB) == Pr(AIB)Pr(B) (24.27)
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If we write this equation for each of the events B i and sum the results over all n disjoint events,
we have the following result.

n n

LPr(ABi) = LPr(AfBi)Pr(Bi)
i=1 i=1

(24.28)

But the right side of (24.28) must include all contributions to the probability of the event A,
or this is just Pr(A). Thus, we conclude that

n n
Pr(A) = LPr(ABi) = LPr(AIBi)Pr(Bi)

i=1 i=1
(24.29)

The reader can readily justify this equation by constructing an elementary Venn diagram that
includes a partitioned space with an event that intersects all partitions.

24.3 RANDOM VARIABLES

An important concept in probability theory, and in its application to protective systems, is the
concept of a random variable. We now consider this concept and will introduce definitions
and nomenclature that will prove useful in applying this concept to practical problems.

24.3.1 Definitionof a RandomVariable

A random variable or TV is a real function of the elements of the sample space S. In
this book, we represent the random variable by capital italic letters (e.g., X, Y, or T) and any
particular value of that random variable by the lower case italic letters (x, y, or t). Consider
an experiment conducted in the sample space S, where weassign to every outcome ~ of that
experiment a number X (~), according to some rule. We then call X (~) a random variable (rv).
One can think of this process as mapping all elements of the sample space into points on the
real line.r

EXAMPLE 24.5
The experiment consists of tossing a die and flipping a coin. If a head shows on the coin, the random
variable X is given the value shown by the top face of the die, however, if a tail shows on the coin, then
X is given the negative of the die face value. Thus we map all outcomes into 12 points on the real line,
six of which are positive and the rest are negative. •

Note that it is not necessary that all points in the sample space be mapped into a unique
point on the real line. For example, in the foregoing experiment we could map the die values
all to the same point every time the coin face is heads (or tails). The rules of the experiment
determine these mappings. The random variable can be almost any type of function, but we
require that it not be multivalued.

We now present a formal definition of a random variable [2].

Definition. A random variable X is a process of assigning a number X(~) to every
outcome ~ of an experiment. The resulting function must satisfy the following two conditions
but is otherwise arbitrary:

2Random variables can also be complex, but we will limit our discussion to real random variables. Complex
random variables are discussed in the literature [2], [8].
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1. The set {X S x} is an event for every x.
2. The probabilities of the events {X == oo} and {X == -(X)} equal zero, i.e.,

1011

Pr(X == 00) == 0 Pr(X == -00) == 0

The second condition states that, although infinity values are allowed for some outcomes
of the experiment, we require that the probabilities associated with these outcomes constitute
a set with zero probability.

A discrete random variable is an rv having only discrete values. The example cited above
is a discrete random variable. There should be no confusion regarding the sample space and the
values assigned to the random variable. Sample spaces may be either discrete or continuous,
and random variables can be assigned values that are either discrete or continuous from either
type of sample space. Moreover, some rv may be mixed, that is, they may be assigned some
values that are discrete and some that are continuous.

24.3.2 The Distribution Function

The mathematics of random variables is based on the outcome of an experiment that
is an event. For the event {X S x} we assign the probability Pr{X S x} of that event. We
call this probability by a special name Fx(x), which we define as the cumulative probability
distribution function of the random variable X.

Fx(x) == Pr{X S x} (24.30)

In many references this function is called the cdf, or simply the "distribution function." The
argument x can take on any value in the range of -00 to +00.

The distribution function has the following properties, which are derived from the fact
that this function is a probability. These properties are [8]:

I. Fx(-oo) == 0
2. Fx(oo) == 1
3. 0 s Fx(x) s 1
4. FX(Xl) ~ FXCX:2) if Xl < X2
5. Prlx. < X S X2} == FX(X2) - FX(XI)
6. Fx(x+) == Fx(x)

(24.31 )

The distribution defined by (24.30) is a nondecreasing function of the random variable X that
always starts at zero, on the extreme left, and moves toward unity, on the extreme right.

24.3.3 The Density Function

The probability density function is defined as the derivative of the distribution function.
Probability density functions are usually denoted by fx(x) and are computed as follows.

dFxex)
fx(x) == dx (24.32)

The probability density function is often called the pdf or simply the "density" of the random
variable X. The density function exists for continuously defined random variables, but there
may be values of x where the density does not exist for discrete random variables. At these
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points, the density may have abrupt spikes, and may be zero at all other points. The properties
of a proper density function can be stated as follows.

1. 0 ~ fx(x) for all x

2. f: fAx)dx = 1

3. Fx(x) =[~ fx(u) du

4. Pr(xI < X < X2) = fX
2
fx(x) dx

Xl

24.3.4 Discrete Distributions

(24.33a)

(24.33b)

When X is a discrete random variable, which is the case of interest for many power
system application, the distribution will have a stairstep form, which is given mathematically
by the equation

N

Fx(x) = LPr{X = Xi}U(X - Xi)
;=1

(24.34)

(24.35)

where U is the unit step function and N is the number of discrete states. The magnitude of each
step in this stairstep function will be the probability of that value of X where the step occurs.

The discrete density function is the derivative of (24.34) and is given by
N

!x(x) = L Pr(xi)8(x - Xi)
i=1

where (, is the unit impulse function and N is the number of discrete states.
The joint distribution of the two variables X and Y may be written as

Fxy(x, y) = PrIX :::s x, Y :::s y} (24.36)

The special case where the two random variables are independent is often applicable. In this
special case, (24.36) becomes

Fxy(x, y) = Fx(x)Fy(y) = PrIX ~ x}Pr{Y ~ y} (24.37)

The quantity (24.37) still obeys all the rules for a distribution function, but instead ofmapping
to the real line it maps to a two-dimensional area in the x-y plane.

EXAMPLE 24.6
The experiment is the rolling of a single die and the outcome of the experiment is the value of the top
face of the die after it comes to rest. The sample space in this experiment has six elements, ~l, ~2, ~3, ~4,

~5, and ~6 where gi implies that face i was the outcome of that toss. For this simple experiment, there is
a rather obvious way in which we can define a random variable, namely, by letting the value of the rv be
equal to the value on the upward face of the die. Note that we have established a rule that assigns to each
outcome, which is not a number, a real number. The probability of each outcome of this experiment is
1/6, assuming that the die is fair. We can now evaluate the distribution function for this rv.

For x < 1, we have

Fx(x)=Pr{X~x}=Pr{0}=O x -c ]

For 1 ~ x < 2,

Fx(x) = PrIX ~ x} = Pr{~d = 1/6 1:::::x<2
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For 2 ~ x < 3

1013

Fx(x) == PrIX ~ x} == Pr{~I, ~2} == 1/3
and so forth. A summary of all possible outcomes is as follows:

2:sx<3

°]/6
1/3

Fx(x) == PrIX ~ x} == 1/2
2/3
5/6
1

x < 1
1~x<2

2~x<3

3~x<4

4~x<5

5:sx<6
6:sx

(24.38)

This distribution function is plotted in Figure 24.3. Note that this function obeys all of the requirements
for a distribution function given by (24.31). We can write this function in a more compact notation using
the unit step function. From (24.33), we write for this example function

1 6
Fx(x) == - L u(x - i) (24.39)

6 ;=1

The distribution function shown in Figure 24.3 is typical of distributions for discrete random variables.
These functions may have jump discontinuities depending on the definition of the random variable.

Fx (x)

1 - - - - - - - - -" - - - - - - - -" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .-...---

1/2

1/6

o
F, (x)

1 2 3 4 5 6 x

o
1I6t_~_~_~_~_~_~

1 2 3 4 5 6 x

Figure 24.3 Graph of the example distribution and density functions.

The density function for this random variable is a series of delta functions each of strength 1/6 and
occurring at x == 1, 2, ... , 6. •

24.3.5 Continuous Distributions

Some distributions are described by continuous random variables rather than discrete
random variables. An example of a continuous rv is given by the following example.

EXAMPLE 24.7
Business calls at an office are received at random during the interval (0,1), which represents the time of
the normal business day. The experiment is to monitor the received business calls during the day and
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assign a number to each call that is the exact time of the call arrival, measured from the beginning of
the business day, and normalized such that the total time of the day (8 hours) is equal to unity. In this
case, both the experiment outcome and the random variable are represented by the same number. The
probability that the time that a call is received falls between 11 and 12is given by

Pr{11 ~ X ~ 12} = 12 - 11

Since calls cannot be received before the office opens in the morning, we note that

Fx(x) = Pr{X ~ x} = Pr{0} = 0 x < 0

During the day thedistribution function is given by

Fx(x) = Pr{X ~ x] = Pr{O ~ t ~ x]

After the office closes for the day, all calls have been received and we write

Fx(x) =Pr{X ~ x] = Pr{O ~ t ~ I} = I x < 1

This distribution is continuous, although it has points where the slope changes abruptly. The distribution
and density are plotted in Figure 24.4.

Fx (x)

Figure 24.4 Example of continuous distribution and density functions.
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24.3.6 Moments

Moments are important in the study of random variables. The nth moment is defined by
the equation

m; = E{Xn } =i: xn fx(x) dx (24.40)

The first moment is called the mean or expected value of the random variable and is computed
with the parameter n = 1. The mean is often given a special symbol, which we shall call '1.

The variance or dispersion of an rv is defined as the second moment. [2]

u 2 =i: x 2 fx(x) dx (24.41)

The central moment is defined by the integral equation [2]

J1.n = E{(X - J1.t} =i:(x - J1.)n fx(x)dx (24.42)

where

J.-t=E(X)
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24.3.7 Common Distribution Functions
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(24.43)

(24.46)

(24.45)

Several distribution functions occur so often in practical problems that they are given
special names and their characteristics are well known. A few of these distributions that are
useful in engineering work are described below.

24.3.7.1 Discrete Distributions. There are several discrete distributions that are fre-
quently used in practical probability problems. The most common of these are the following.

THEDISCRETE UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION. The discrete uniform distribution is valuable
in describing experiments such as those dealing with coin tossing, dice rolling, and other
games. In these games, the discrete random variable x has a uniform distribution if

I n
.fx(x) == - L 8(x - x;)

n ;=1

This distribution is limited to values of X taken from the n values XI, X2, ... , Xn , each with
probability l/n. The distribution function for this case is found by integrating (24.43) to get

1 n
Fx(x) == - L u(x - Xi) (24.44)

n ;=1

THE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION. The binomial distribution has many applications in
engineering. This distribution is useful in cases where a large number of experiments, n, result
in two possible outcomes, which are often designated as success p or failure q. The binomial
distribution can be represented by the general polynomial expression (p + q)n, where p is
the probability of success, q is the probability of failure, and n is the number of trials. To be
applicable, four conditions are required:

1. There must be a fixed number of trials so that n is known,
2. Each trial must result in either a success, p, or a failure, q, i.e., only these two

outcomes are possible and p + q == I;
3. All trials must have identical probabilities of success and failure; i.e., the values of p

and q are constant; and
4. All trials must be independent.

Such trials are called Bernoulli trials.
The expression (p + q)'l can be expanded in polynomial form to give the following

result.
ntn - 1)

(p + q)" = p" + np"-I q + 2! p"-2q2 + '"
n(n - 1) ... (n - r - 1) n-r r n+ p q + ... +q

r!
In this polynomial expansion, the coefficient of the (r + 1)th term represents the number of
ways or combination that exactly r failures and, therefore, a total of (n - r) successes can occur
in n trials. This coefficient is the familiar quantity designating the number of combinations of
n things taken r at a time, usually written as 11C, where

n!
nCr == ----

r!(n - r)!
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Then the probability of exactly r successes or (n - r) failures in n trials is computed from the
expression

n!
Pr{exactly r successes} = prq"?' = nCrpr qn-r

r!(n - r)!

The density function for the binomial distribution is given by the expression

(24.47)

(24.48)
n

tx(x) = I>ckl(l - p)n-k8(x - k)
k=O

The binomial distribution function is the integral of the density function and may be written
as follows.

n
Fx(x) = LnCkl(l - p)n-ku(x - k)

k=O

The mean or expected value of the binomial distribution is given by

(24.49)

n

E(X) = LknCkpk(l - pt-k = np
k=O

Finally, the variance of the binomial distribution can be shown to be equal to

E(X2) - E2(X) = np(l - p)

(24.50)

(24.51)

Examples of the binomial density function for n = 9 and varying p are shown in Figure 24.5.
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Figure 24.5 The binomial density function for n = 9 and variable p .

The binomial distribution function is the integral of the density . Examples corresponding
to the densities of Figure 24.5 are shown in Figure 24.6.
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Figure 24.6 The binomial distribution for n = 9 and variable p.
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The peaks of the density function occur near the expected value I1p and fall off on each
side of this value. When p = 0.5, the falloff is symmetrical, but it is asymmetrical for p either
larger or smaller that this value.

When p is fixed and n allowed to vary, the density function behaves as shown in Fig-
ure 24.7. Again. the peak occurs near the mean and falls off on either side, and the peak
becomes smaller for larger values of 11 .

0.3 _ .. .. Ip~O~21 " I;:J.~ I "
. . .

•.. ·.. I;:5.~ 'I ·
0.2 -

8642o8642o864

I .
2o

0.0 -+-+-+-f--lH'-T-i--;---i

0.1 - ....

Figure 24.7 The binomial density for p = 0.2 and variable 11.

Since many statistical studies involve repeated Bernoulli trials, this distribution is ofgreat
practical importance. In power system reliability analysis, the binomial distribution is widely
used in computing the reliability of large systems of generators or other system components
that can be considered as either the up (success) state, with probability p, or in the down
(failed) state, with probability q . Because of its wide usage, the binomial distribution has heen
tabulated in several sources [9].

THEPOISSON DISTRIBUTION. The Poisson distribution , named for the French mathe-
matician Simeon Denis Poisson , has the following density and distribution functions .

00 bk
Ix(x) = e-bL ,8(x - k) (24.52)

k=O k.
00 bk

Fx(x) = e- h L - u(x - k) (24.53)
k=O k!

where b > 0 is a real constant.
Plots of the Poisson density function with various values of the parameter b are shown

in Figure 24.8.
Note that the peak of the density function is near the value of b and with falloff on either

side . Symmetry begins to develop as b becomes larger. Values of the Poisson distribution are
often read from tables.

The Poisson distribution applies to many counting type problems, such as the number
of telephone calls made or received during a period of time or the number of faults occurring
on the power system in a given period [10], [II] .

EXAMPLE 24.8
We compare the binomial and Poisson distributions by the following problem (from [12]) . Assume
that a large static var system is protected by digital protect ive devices, which have the capability of
checking their cpu 's to determine their ability to function properly. Three such devices are specified
for the protective system under study and two implementation schemes have been suggested. The first
scheme places the three protections in parallel. with anyone of the three then being able to identify a
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I I I
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(24.54)

o 2 4 6 8 10 0 2 4 6 8 10 0 2 4 6 8 10

Figure 24.8 The Poisson density function for various values of b-.

fault and take appropriate action . The second scheme places only one device in service, with the other
two switched off on the theory that the nonenergized device will have a lower failure rate. One of the
standby devices will be switched into service if the active device fails its self-check test. We would like
to know which arrangement has the higher probability of failure.

Solution
The first arrangement is described by a binomial distribution since it has all of the features required for
this distribution. For the three devices in service, the probability of success is given by adding all the
terms in the binomial expansion that include at least one p. This gives

Pr{success parallel} = p3+ 3p2q + 3pq2
= p3 _ 3p2 + 3p

where p is the probability of successful operation of one device.
When arranged in the cold standby configuration, the binomial distribution does not apply since

the probability of success depends on the failure of the preceding unit. Here, the Poisson distribution
applies and we compute

b2
Pr{success redundant} = e- b + be- b + 2! e- b (24.55)

To compare the two results . we assume that the probabilityof a single unit in the parallel case is equal
to the probability of success of a single standby unit, or

p = e- b = 0.9
b = 0.10536

and

Pr{success parallel} = 0.99900
Pr{success standby} = 0.99982

It is easier to compare the probabilities of failure.

Pr{failure parallel} =0.00100
Pr(failure standby} = 0.00018
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Thus , we see that the probability of failure of the parallel system is about five times greater than that of
the standby system . •

24.3.7.2 Continuous Distributions . Another important class of distributions is repre-
sented by continuous functions of the random variable . Several of these are very important in
all areas of science and engineering.

THE NORMAL (GAUSSIAN) DISTRIBUTION. The normal distribution is often called
Gaussian , after the German mathematician.' A random variable is called Gaussian or normal
if its density function has the form

(24.56).fx(x) = I e - (X- li x )2(20 ;

J2na;
where ax > 0 and - 00 < J1.x < 00 are real constants. The shape of this curve is the well-
known bell-shaped density function of Figure 24.9. The factor J1. is called the mean and a is the
standard deviation of the normal distribution. The bell-shaped curve is always symmetrical
about the mean and the standard deviat ion determines the shape of the density, with small
values of a leading to a density with most of its weight concentrated close to the mean.
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Figure 24.9 The normal or Gaussian density function (top) and distribution function (bot-
tom), plotted for Ii = 5.

JThe normal distribution is said to have been first published by De Moivre in 1733 and was known to Laplace
no later than 1744, but through historica l error has been attributed to Gauss , whose earliest publication on the subject
occurred in 1809.
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The distribution function is given by

Fx(x) = 1 IX e-(u-lJ-d/2ui du (24.57)J2Jrui -00

This integral has no known closed form solution and must be evaluated using numerical meth-
ods. The distribution is shown in the lower part of Figure 24.9, which is found by integrating
the density traces of the upper part of the figure.

The numerical evaluation of the normal distribution would always be required for prob-
lem solving except for the fact that published tables are widely available. These tabulations
are usually prepared for the unit normal distribution, which is computed by substituting u for
x in (24.57), where u is defined as

x-J1;
u=--

a
(24.58)

(24.59)

(24.60)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

This reduces (24.57) to the unit normal form

1 IX 2F(x) = - e" /2 du
21l' -00

which has a standard deviation of unity and a mean of zero. A tabulation of the ordinates and
several areas of interest are given in Table 24.1.

The areas given in Table 24.1 are designated by the shaded regions in the plots above
each column. Thus, if we designate ~ as the random value of a unit normal variate, with x ~ 0,
then we can find the following relationships.

Pr(~ ~ x) = F(x)
Pr(~ ~ x) = 1 - F(x) = R(x)
Pr(~ ~ -x) = F(-x) = 1 - F(x) = R(x)
Pr(I~1 ~ x) = F(-x) - R(x) = 2R(x)
Pr(-x ~ ~ ~ x) = W(x)

Proof of these relationships is left as an exercise.

THEUNIFORM DISTRIBUTION. The uniform density and distribution are defined by the
following functions.

(24.61){
1/(b - a) a .s x ~ b

fx(x) = 0 elsewhere

{

o x < a
Fx(x) = (IX - a)/(b - a) a ~ x < b (24.62)

x~b

These functions are plotted in Figure 24.10. The uniform distribution has many practical uses
in engineering.

THEWEIBULL DISTRIBUTION. The Weibull distribution, developed by W. Weibull of
Sweden, has the important property that it has no definite shape and .can take on a number
of different shapes depending on the values of its parameters. The density and distribution
functions are as follows.

{
{JxfJ-l [(X )f3J}!x(x) = --;;r exp - ~ u(x) (24.63)

(24.64)
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TABLE 24.1 The Unit Normal Distribution and Areas of
Integration [13]. [14]

~ ~ ~~ .o,
x x x -x x - x x

x f(x) F(x) R(x) 2R(x) W(x)

0.0 0.3989 0.5000 0.5000 1.0000 0.0000
0.1 0.3970 0.5398 0.4602 0.9203 0.()797
0.2 0.3910 0.5793 0.4207 0.8415 0.1585
0.3 0.3814 0.6179 0.3821 0.7642 0.2358
0.4 0.3683 0.6554 0.3446 0.6892 0.3108

0.5 0.3521 0.6915 0.3085 0.6171 0.3829
0.6 0.3332 0.7257 0.2743 0.5485 0.4515
0.7 0.3123 0.7580 0.2420 0.4839 0.5161
0.8 0.2897 0.7881 0.2119 0.4237 0.5763
0.9 0.266 1 0.8159 0.184 1 0.3681 0.6319

1.0 0.2420 0.8413 0.1587 0.3173 0.6827
1.1 0.2179 0.8643 0.1357 0.2713 0.7287
1.2 0.1942 0.8849 0.1 151 0.2301 0.7699
13 0.1714 0.9032 0.0968 0.1936 0.8064
1.4 0.1497 0.9192 0.0808 0.1615 0.8385

1.5 0.1295 0.9332 0.0668 0.1336 0.8664
Hi 0.1109 0.9452 0.()548 0.1096 0.8904
1.7 0.0940 0.9554 0.0446 0.0891 0.9109
1.8 0.0790 0.9641 0.0359 0.0719 0.9281
1.9 0.0656 0.9713 0.0287 0.0574 0.9426
2.0 0.0540 0.9772 0.0228 0.0455 0.9545
2.1 0.0440 0.9821 0.0179 0.0357 0.9643
2.2 0.0355 0.9861 0.0139 0.0278 0.9722
2.3 0.0283 0.9893 0.0107 0.0214 0.9786
2.4 0.0224 0.9918 0.0082 0.0164 0.9836
2.5 0.0 175 0.9938 0.0062 0.0124 0.9876
2.6 0.0136 0.9953 0.(lO47 (J.0093 0.9907
2.7 0.0104 0.9965 0.0035 0.0069 0.993 1
28 0.0079 0.9974 0 .0026 (l.O05 1 0.9949
2 9 0.0060 0.9981 0.0019 0.0037 0.9963
3.0 0.0044 0.9987 0.0013 0.0027 0.9973

!xIx)
1
b-a

a b x

1 .0 - ---- - - - - -- --

a x

where

Figure 24.10 The uniform density and distri bution.

x 2: O. ex > O. f3 >O

The Weibull distribution, because of its variable shape, is often used in the analysis of statistical
data. Special graph paper, called Weibull paper. is available for plotting data and the paper
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is designed so that the parameters can be easily determined. Plots of the Weibull density and
distribution are shown in Figure 24.11. The parameter f3 is called the "shape parameter" for
this distribution.
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Figure 24.11 The Weibull density function (top) and distribut ion (bottom) for various
Weibull parameter values.

Some of the characteristics of the WeibuII Distribution can be summarized as follows
[15]:

(24.65)
x < a

x>a

I. For values of 0 < f3 < 1, Weibull distribution is suitable for representing early-type
failures where the failure rate decreases with age.

2. For f3 = I the function is suitable for chance failures and the useful-life period failure
rate of items.

3. For f3 > I , the function is suitable for wear-out types offailure.
4. The value of a is often called the characteristic life parameter, or sometimes the scale

parameter.

THE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION. The exponential distribution is one of the most
important distributions in the reliability of engineering systems. It is a special case of the
Weibull distribution where f3 = I and is very important in many physical systems . The
exponential density and distribution functions are stated as follows .

{

I - (x - all b-e
fx(x) = b

o
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where

{
I - e -(x -tJ) /1J

Fx(x) = 0 .

- 00 < a < 00

x >a
x < a

b >O

1023

(24.66)

The exponential distribution is ilIustrated in Figure 24.12.
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Figure 24.12 Exponential density (top) and distribution (bottom).

We will investigate the exponential distribution more carefulIy when we consider relia-
bility theory in Sect ion 24.5.

24.3.8 Random Vectors

In some experiments it is possible to define more than one random variable for a given
problem . In such problems it is convenient to use the concept of a random vector x(~) defined
in an n-dimensional Euclidean space R" . Thus x maps S into R" where we define

Moreover, if we let r E R" then we can define an event as

(~ : x(~) E r}

(24.67)

(24.68)

As in the scalar case , we define x such that we may associate a probability with each ~ in S,
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and this may be done if the event {g} is such that for every r in R" such that x(g) :::; r. We
may then state the following [12].

Definition. A real valued random vector is any vector function x that maps S into R"
such that

1. {~ : x(~) ::s r} is an event for every r in R", and
2. Pr{~ : x(~) = -co} = Pr{~ : x(~) = +oo} = 0

This random vector definition may be particularly interesting in power system applications
since it is often appropriate to develop an n-dimensional vector representation of an n-bus
system. This provides an orderly method of identifying or noting events at different buses.

24.3.9 Stochastic Processes

Stochastic processes are important in the study of probability and reliability, and certain
processes are important in power system protection.

Definition. A stochastic process x(t) is a family of random vectors {x(t), tET} indexed
by a parameter t belonging to an index set T.

It is clear from the definition that when t = ti is specified, X(ti) is a random-variable
vector, and {X(ti) ::::: a} is used to represent the set of outcomes for which x at t = t, is less
than or equal to a so that

{X(ti) ::::: a} = {g : X(ti, g) :::; a}
is an event for every tiET and 8ER" .

(24.69)

(24.70)

Definition. The probability distribution function of the stochastic process x(t) is defined
as

Fx(a, t) = Pr{x(t) ~ a}
for all a E R" and t E T.

Because the Poisson distribution is central to the analysis of power system protection, we
investigate this interesting distribution more thoroughly.

In order to characterize the probabilistic nature of power system disturbances, it is helpful
to introduce the counting process {N(t), t ~ OJ, which counts the number of points in an
interval, the points having been distributed by some stochastic process. The process begins at
t = 0, the time when the observations are begun, and are observed on the interval (0, t), during
which time the value of N(t) is observed. A typical graph of N(t) is shown in Figure 24.13.

Since the counting process N(t) changes as a function of time in a random manner, the
observed value is a random variable and the family of random variables {N(t), t ~ O} is an
integer-valued stochastic process.

If we let tl, ti. ... represent the times at which the value of N(t) changes, then we can
compute the random variables

(24.71)

Tn = tn - tn- l

which are called the "inter-arrival times."
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Figure 24.13 The counting function for a typical Poisson process.

The Poisson Process is an important integer-valued process if the following assumptions
on {N(t), t ~ O} are made:

1. N (r) has stationary independent increments.
2. For any two instants of time, designated tm and tn and with tm < t« the number
N(tn ) - N(tm ) of counts in the interval t; - tm is Poisson distributed with mean
'A(tn-tm ) ·

Then for k == 0, 1,2, ... the following may be computed [10].

Pr{N(tn) - N(tm) = k} = [v(tn - tm)]ke-V(tn--tm)
k!

(24.72)E[N(tn ) - N(tm ) ] == v(tn - tm )

Var[N(tn ) - N(tm ) ] == v(tn - tm )

The Poisson process is characterized by stationary independent integer-valued unit jumps.
Examples include the following:

Accidents, traffic counts, and misprints
Demands for service, maintenance, sales, and admissions
Counts of particles suspended in liquids
Shot noise in vacuum tubes
Number of calls per minute at a telephone exchange
Number of accidents per year under stable conditions
Number of disturbances on a power system in a given time

This process is a natural choice of stochastic process to characterize the occurrence of
disturbances on a power system. Therefore, we examine the axioms that define the process
as well as a test that can be applied to data to verify our assumption regarding power system
disturbances.

Consider events occurring in time on the interval °to 00. For t > 0, let N (r) be the num-
ber of events that have occurred on the interval (0, t]. Then N (t) ~ °and N (t + k) - N (r) > 0
for any k > O. We now state the following axioms [10]:
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Axiom 1 Since we begin counting at t = 0, we define N(O) = O.
Axiom 2 The process {N(t), t ::: O} has independent increments.
Axiom 3 For any t > 0,0 < Pr{N(t) > O} < 1, or in words, in any interval, no

matter how small, there is a positive probability that an event will occur, but
it is not certain that an event will occur.

Axiom 4 For any t ~ 0,
r Pr{N(t + h) - N(t) ~ 2}
h~ Pr{N(t + h) - N(t) = I} = 0 (24.73)

In words we interpret this to say that, in sufficiently small intervals, at
most one event can occur, that is, it is not possible for events to occur
simultaneously.

Axiom 5 The counting process N(t) has stationary increments, that is, for any two
points t; > tm > 0 and for any h > 0, the random variables N(tn ) - N(tm )
and Nit; + h) - N(tm + h) are identically distributed.

There are various modifications of the definition of a Poisson process that have been
found useful.

(a) Ifaxiom 4 is dropped, we have a "generalized Poisson process."
(b) Ifaxiom 5 is dropped, we have a "nonhomogeneous Poisson process."

By definition, the counting process {N(t), t ~ 0) that satisfies axioms 1 to 5 is the
Poisson process defined by (24.72).

24.3.10 Power System Disturbances

We presume that the counting of power system disturbances begins at some arbitrary
time t = 0 and that axiom 1 is satisfied. One could argue that power system disturbances may
occur simultaneously, but the probability of exact simultaneity is zero. In this regard, power
system disturbances are no different from the processing of incoming telephone calls or the
answering of signals from competing customers for an elevator in a building. These events
have in common the fact that some type of hardware must receive the request for service (or
counting) and that this hardware can process only one request at a time. Therefore, even if
two disturbances occur so nearly together that we would have difficulty measuring any time
difference, our counting of the events would record the one disturbance before the other, just
as in the other examples cited. We conclude that, although axiom 4 may not be strictly obeyed,
we are unable to detect any violation.

Axiom 5 deals with stationarity. Certain power system disturbances, such as the failure
and disconnection of generating units are probably stationary since there is no evidence to the
contrary. Line faults, however, are probably not stationary because so many faults are caused
by inclement weather, which is seasonal. In transmission reliability, this is often solved by
keeping two different sets of line outage statistics, one for fair weather and one for stormy
weather. Stationarity can be logically assumed as long as one deals with only one of these
types of statistical data.

24.4 FAILURE DEFINITIONS AND FAILURE MODES

We now consider the concept of failure and define more precisely what is meant or implied by
this term.
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24.4.1 Failure Definitions
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First we introduce several definitions that are taken from the U.S. military standards for
reliability [16].

Failure The event, or inoperable state, in which any item or part of an item does not,
or would not, perform as previously specified.
Failure, catastrophic A failure that can cause item loss.
Failure, critical A failure, or combination of failures, that prevents an item from per-
forming a specified mission.
Failure, dependent Failure which is caused by the failure of an associated item(s). Not
independent.
Failure, independent Failure which occurs without being caused by the failure of any
other item. Not dependent.
Failure mode The consequence of the mechanism through which the failure occurs,
i.e., short, open, fracture, excessive wear.
Failure rate The total number of failures within an item population, divided by the
total number of life units expended by that population, during a particular measurement
interval under stated conditions.

These are applicable definitions to power systems. In addition to the above, we find the
following failure definition in the IEEE standards [17].

Failure The termination of the ability of an item or equipment to perform its required
function. Note: Failures may be unannounced and not detected until the next test or
demand (unannounced failure), or they may be announced and detected by any number
of methods at the instant of occurrence (announced failure).
Failure rate The mean number of failures of a component per unit exposure time.
Dsually exposure time is expressed in years and failure rate is given in failures per year.

The IEEE definition of failure is particularly important in protective systems, where
failures are often unannounced and not detected until the next inspection. This may also
be true of protection-related components such as voltage and current transducers, which are
installed as part of the protective system. For example, current or voltage transformers that
are used for normal metering of electrical quantities, where these quantities are transmitted to
a central control center, will have announced failures since the loss of the required metering
will be detected. However, similar transducers dedicated exclusively to protective systems
may have only unannounced failures. The reliability modeling for the two conditions is quite
different. This wilI be explored later.

24.4.2 Modes of Failure

The foregoing discussion about the reliability of an item has tacitly assumed that the item
is either working or failed, or, in other words, the item may exist in either of two states. Some
items, however, exhibit more than two states. A common example is an item, such as a resistor
or a capacitor, that can fail shorted or fail open. Whether this causes failure of the system
in which the component is installed depends on the circuit configuration and the designed
purpose of that circuit. Some complex components have many different failure modes. A
good example in system protection is a circuit breaker, which can fail to open on command,
to close on command, to make a current, to break a current, etc.
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As an example of a component with two modes offailure, consider a diode, which can fail
either shorted or open. Figure 24.14 shows two different diode connections that might be of in-
terest. For the diodes, we define the following states, using the overbar to indicate a failed state.

Xn = normal
Xs = failed shorted (24.74)
Xo = failed open

Since these states are disjoint and are the only possible states, we may write

Pr(x n + Xs+ xo ) = Pr(xn ) + Pr(xs) + Pr(x o) = 1 (24.75)

The reliability R of a single diode is defined as the probability that the diode is neither open
nor shorted.

R =Pr(xn+Xs+ xo) = Pr(xn ) +Pr(xs) + Pr(xo) = Pr(x n ) (24.76)

Figure 24.14 shows two diodes in either a series or a parallel arrangement. System success is
defined as the existence of a unidirectional path from left to right. For the series arrangement,
the system is failed if either diode fails open or if both fail shorted. Then

Rs = Pr{success(series)} = Pr(xnlxn2 +XnlXs2 + Xn2Xsl) (24.77)

For the parallel arrangement, the system is failed if either diode fails shorted or if both fail open.

Rr = Pr{success(parallel)} =Pr(xnlxn2 + XnlXo2+Xn2Xol) (24.78)

This concept is very important in system protection. Relays are often installed in redundant
pairs, just like the diodes in parallel in Figure 24.14. Moreover, relays always have contacts
that can fail either shorted or open, exactly like the diodes. Therefore, the previous equations
apply directly to two relay contacts that are installed in parallel.

Figure 24.14 Diodes in series and parallel.

When relay contacts fail shorted, we often refer to this event as a "security failure," since
this causes an unnecessary tripping of the protected circuit. When relays fail open, they are
unable to trip when needed and that is the reason relays are often installed in parallel. This
subject is discussed in greater depth in Chapter 26.

24.5 RELIABILITY MODELS

This section presents some basic definitions and concepts of reliability that will be found
useful in this and the following chapters. We begin with some basic definitions and show how
reliability is based on probability theory. Then we present several concepts and terms that are
an essential part of reliability assessment and prediction.

24.5.1 Definition of Reliability

There are many different definitions of reliability and many of them have become IEEE
or ANSI standards. This is because many different technical disciplines find it necessary to
define the term "reliability" as it applies to that particular discipline. Textbooks on reliability
also define the term, often in somewhat different ways [4], [6], [7], [12]. The following
definitions are all appropriate.
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Reliability (IEEE standard) The ability of an item to perform a required function under
stated conditions for a stated period of time [17].
Reliability (Military standard) (1) The duration or probability of failure-free perfor-
mance under stated conditions. (2) The probability that an item can perform its intended
function for a specified interval under stated conditions. (For nonredundant items, this
is equivalent to definition (1). For redundant items, this is equivalent to the definition of
mission reliability) [16].
Reliability (textbook) The probability of remaining in the operating state as a function
of time, given that the system started in the operating state at time t == O.

Other definitions are found in the literature. Note that the definition includes a requirement for
operation over a specified period of time. This is an important requirement in thedefinition,
since no systems are capable of operating indefinitely without failure.

24.5.1.1 The Failure Process. The definitions all embrace the concept of time as an
important element in reliability. Mathematically, we define the random variable T as the failure
time of an item." The probability of failure, then, is given by the equation

Pr(T ::s t) == FT (t ) (24.79)

where T, the failure time, is a random variable. This equation relates the probability of the
failure event to the distribution function. We define reliability as the probability of success in
terms of the failure distribution as follows.

R(t) == Pr{success} == 1 - FF(t) == Pr(T > t) (24.80)

where R(t) is called the reliability of the item. The failure density function is the derivative
of the failure distribution

dFT(t)IT (t) == -----;[t (24.81)

Consider a large population of N items all of which have the same failure density. Over time,
the items fail independently all with a probability of failure given by (24.79). Let X (t) be a
random variable that represents the items surviving at time t, then X has a binomial distribution
with p == R(t). Then we may write, from (24.47)

N'Pr{X(t) == n} == . [R(t)]n[l - R(t)]N-n (24.82)
n!(N - n)!

where

n == 0, I. ... N
At any time t, the number of items still working is a random variable, but we can compute the
expected number of the survivors by finding the expected value of X (r), that is

Solving for R(t), we have
net) == E[X(t)] == N R(t) (24.83)

R(t) = net) (24.84)
N

Stated in words, the reliability at time t is the average fraction of survivors at that time. We
can also relate this result to the distribution function. From (24.80)

Fr(t) = I - R(t) = 1 _ net) = N - n(t) (24.85)
N N

4The word "item" is a nonspecific term used to denote any product, including systems, materials, parts, sub-
assemblies, sets, accessories. etc.
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The density is computed from (24.81).

fr(t ) = dFT(t) = _..!.- dn(t) = lim n(t) - n(t + t1t)
dt N dt ~t~O N 6.t (24.86)

Equation (24.85) expresses the average fraction of units failed, and (24.86) is the slope of
this average fraction. Note that the failure density is normalized in terms of the size of the
population N. The failure density function is described as follows.

The function f (t)dt is the probability that the component failure occurs during the interval
[t, t + dt), given that the component was new and working or was repaired to as good as new at
time zero.

24.5.1.2 The Hazard Rate. We have seen that the failure density is a normalized
quantity, where normalization is based on the total population of items. In many cases, it is
more important to normalize the result in terms of the number of survivors n (t ). Using (24.86),
we write the hazard function as

h( I
· n(t) - n(t + t1t)

t) = 1m ------
~t~O n(t) 6.t

where the quantity h(t) is called the hazard function or hazard rate. We can relate the hazard
function to the density function by observing from (24.86) and (24.87) that

h(t) = Nfr(t) = fr(t) = fr(t)
n(t) R(t) 1 - FT(t)

The hazard rate is further defined as follows.

The hazard or failure rate is the probability that the component experiences a failure per unit of
time at time t, given that the component was new or was just repaired at time zero and has survived
to time t.

The quantity h(t)dt is the probability that the component fails during the interval
[t, t + dt) given that the component age is t, where the term age means that the compo-
nent was working at time zero and has survived to time i. This assumes the continuation of
the normal state to time t, i.e., no failure has occurred in the interval [0, t]. Clearly, the hazard
rate is a conditional probability, which is conditioned on the fact that the component remains
normal to time t .

Now, from the definition of the reliability function, we write

R(t) = 1 - FT(t) = 1-1/ h(~) d~ (24.89)

where ~ is a dummy variable of integration. We may also write the hazard function in terms
of the survivor function as follows.

h(t) =[f(t)] [R~t)] = [ - ~ d~;t)] [n~)]
d

= --lnn(t)
dt

or

lnn(t) = -1/ h(~)d~ + c

where ~ is a dummy variable and c is a constant of integration. Then

n(t) = eC exp [-1/ h(~) d~ ]

(24.91)

(24.92)
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Inserting the initial conditions

gives

and substituting into (24.83)

nCO) == N == eC

n(t) = N exp [-I t

h(O d!;]
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(24.93)

(24.94)

(24.96)

(24.97)

R(t) = exp [-I t

h(!;) d!;] (24.95)

This completes the relationships among the variables reliability, hazard, and failure density. It
is particularly important to note that, if the hazard function is constant, we have the following.

h(t) == "A == a constant

t h(!;) d!; = t Ad!;= Atin io
R(t) == e:" == 1 - FT(t)
fT(t) == "Ae--A1

We will see later that this is a very important special case.
The hazard function varies with the operating lifetime of the item, with the form of that

variation depending on the type of equipment and the modes of failure. One description that
is often used is described as a "bathtub curve" because of the function shape. Examples of
such curves are shown in Figure 24.15. Figure 24.15(a) is typical of electrical and electronic
systems where, following system start-up and debugging, the hazard rate is nearly constant for
much of the total lifetime until the components begin to fail due to aging. Mechanical systems,
as shown in Figure 24.15(b), tend to wear out constantly, although the lifetime can be extended
by preventivemaintenance programs where components are replaced as soon as excessive wear
is noted. Preventive maintenance returns the item to nearly a condition approaching the lowest
hazard that can be achieved. If this is repeated throughout the system lifetime, as shown by
the "life extension" line on the right of Figure 24.15(b), then the hazard rate can be held at a
nearly constant value.

~
~ Debug:
"'0
~
aj
N
aj
:Jj

Normal
Wear

(a)

Aging

time

Debug:..
j

: Wear
j Out
j

·······r--E--
(b)

Preventive
Maintenance
Life Extension

time

Figure 24.15 Typical hazard function variation with age. (a) Electrical item. (h) Mechan-
ical Item.

The foregoing analysis is a probabilistic description of a failure process, which may be
described as a birth to death process [7]. A component at birth is in a new condition, with
a reliability of unity. As the component ages, the reliability R(t) declines, but at all times
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represents the probability of survival up to and including the time t. We have noted that this
is equal to the number of survivors of a population of components, all placed in service at the
same time, to the total population of components. The unreliability F(t), on the other hand,
is the probability of failure (death) up to, but not including, age t , and is equal to the number
of failures divided by the starting population.

24.5.1.3 The Mean Time To Failure. Another parameter that is important in charac-
terizing the failure process is the time to failure, which is designated as the lifetime, T. The
time to failure is the time elapsed from time zero, at which time the component jumped to a
reliability of unity, to the first failure of that component. Since T is a random variable, it is not
possible to predict exactly when the failure will occur. However, we can compute the expected
value or mean of this quantity from the first moment. It is customary to call this result the
mean time to failure, or M1TF, or simply the variable m.

MTTF = m =100

tfr(t)dt

This is an important parameter for the failure process of a component and is information that
is often available from component manufacturers.

24.5.2 The Repair Process

The preceding analysis is based on the concept that the items, whose reliability is de-
scribed by a time-to-failure distribution, are not repairable or the repair of the failed item is
not considered. Nonrepairable items are defined as those that cannot be repaired, where repair
is not economical, or where the item lifetime up to the time of catastrophic failure is the point
of interest. This is appropriate for many items, such as light bulbs, fuses, and similar low-cost
items where repair is not even considered.

In power systems we are often dealing with very expensive items that cannot economi-
cally be replaced in the event of a failure. Such items are repaired routinely. We also recognize
two different types of restoration activities. The first is called preventive maintenance, where
the item is taken out of service on a regular schedule for inspection, cleaning, and replacement
of questionable parts. This practice tends to keep the item in a condition that is nearly "as
good as new," at least on the average. If preventive maintenance is performed often enough,
serious failures may be reduced considerably. Preventive maintenance is performed regularly
on many different types of power system equipment, such as generators, turbines, boilers,
circuit breakers, and protective devices of all kinds.

The second type of repair takes place following the detection of failure. In this case
the failed item is inoperable and must be restored to working condition. This activity is often
referred to simply as "repair."

24.5.2.1 Ideal Repair. One model of repair is called ideal repair, where the repair time
is assumed to be zero. One example of ideal repair is the case where failed components are
replaced immediately. An example of this is so-called two- or three-shot fuses, which are
sometimes used on distribution circuits. Since most faults are temporary, a fault will cause
failure of the first fuse, which is immediately replaced with a new fuse element by the fuse
holding equipment. If the fault was temporary, service is restored with only a very short
interruption and with no service call.
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(24.99)

(24.100)

From the definition of the time-to-failure density, we may write, for the item called A,

FT(t) == Pr{A will fail prior to t} == Pr{T:::: t}
.fT(t)dt == Pr{A will fail in the interval [z, t + dt)}

where T is the random variable corresponding to the time to failure of the item. Stated in
words, we say that FT(t) is the probability that the item fails during the interval [0, t), given
that it is new or was repaired at time zero. Now define the following .

.fTI (t) == density function to the first failure

.fT2(t) == density function to the second failure

Assume that the first failure occurs at T < t, so that we have the second lifetime as t - T.

Then the probability that the second failure will occur in the interval [t, t + Az) for a given T

is given by

(24.101)

Then for any t > T, the density of the second failure is computed by the convolution integral

fT2(t) =1/ fTl(-r)~r· fTl(t - t idt (24.102)

This process can be repeated over and over again, if necessary. This is not a problem of great
interest in system protection, but there are applications as noted above.

24.5.2.2 Repair and Preventive Maintenance. Let us define "repair" to mean that the
item has failed and repair personnel are dispatched immediately to determine the cause of the
failure and to correct the problem. For power systems, which often span large regions, this
may include relatively large time periods for travel, for locating spare parts, and for making
the actual repair to correct the failure. All of these times, for all similar types of item failure,
must be averaged to determine the mean repair time. Since all items fail eventually, the item
lifetime may be a series of UP and DOWN states representing periods of service and of repair.

Preventive maintenance requires that time be scheduled for inspection and repair of an
item. This is usually done periodically. The repair time now becomes a random variable and
the element lifetime becomes a series of UP and DOWN states, with the item sequentially in
service and in preventive maintenance, in addition to periods of repair to correct failures.

24.5.2.3 Probabilistic Repair Parameters. The repair process can be described in
terms of probabilistic parameters in the same way the failure process is described in terms
of the failure distribution, failure density, hazard rate, and MITF. For the repair process it is
appropriate to define a repair distribution, which is defined as follows [71.

G(t) == repair probability at time t (24.103)

The repair distribution is the probability that the repair is completed before time t • given that
the component failed at time zero. This is a cumulative distribution of the same type as the
failure distribution F (r); that is, it is a monotonically increasing function starting at zero at time
zero and increasing to unity as time approaches infinity. A component that is nonrepairable
has a repair distribution of zero.

It is also appropriate to define a repair density function, as follows.

g(t) = dG(t) (24.104)
dt

The repair density is described more precisely as follows.
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The quantity g(t)dt is the probability that the component repair is completed during the interval
[t, t + dt), given that the component failed at time zero.

We may also define the repair rate n(t), as follows.

n(t) = repair rate (24.105)

The repair rate is the probability that the component is repaired per unit time at time t given that
the component failed at time zero and has been failed to time t.

When the repair rate is not a function of time, it is simply designated as n. In this case, the
component has the same probability of being repaired irrespective of the time of failure. A
nonrepairable component has a repair rate of zero.

It is also appropriate to consider the repair time T as a random variable. Since it is not
possible to predict this time, we compute the mean time to repair as the first moment of the
repair density.

M1TR = r =100

tg(t)dt

This parameter is often referred to in the literature as the M1TR, or simply as r.

24.5.3 The Whole Process

(24.106)

The whole process consists of repeated cycles of failure and repair; that is, the repair-
to-failure process and the failure-to-repair process are repeated indefinitely. This concept is
introduced in [7] as means of presenting the total system process in an orderly manner. We
begin by assuming that a component jumps to the normal state at time t = 0, or it is as good
as new initially. As time progresses, different components fail and are repaired repeatedly. At
any given time, or during any given interval, this will usually find some components working
and others failed, and undergoing repair. This means that, in order to characterize the whole
process, a new treatment of the meaning of time is required, since the previous treatment of
the two processes both considered the time to start at time zero.

For the whole process it is convenient to think in terms of the availability of the system,
A(t), where availability is defined as follows.

The availability is defined as the probability that the component is normal at time t, given that it
was as good as new at time zero.

Availability is the ensemble average of those components that are working at time t. It is,
therefore, greater than the reliability, which is unity immediately after repair, but monotonically
approaches zero from that point onward. Thus, we can write, for repairable components,

A(t) ~ R(t) (24.107)

For nonrepairable components, the two quantities are equal.
Another quantity that is useful in characterizing the whole process is the unavailability

U (t), which is defined as follows.

The unavailability U(t) is the probability that a component is in the failed state at time t, given
that it jumped into the normal state at time zero.

The unavailability is the ensemble average of those components that are failed at time t. Now,
we know that the reliability and failure distribution are related mathematically. Since the
component is either available or unavailable, the probability of one or the other is unity.

A(t) + U(t) = 1 (24.108)
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We also know from (24.84) that

R(t) + F(t) == 1
Combining (24.102) through (24.104), we find that, for repairable systems

F(t) ~ Vet)

For nonrepairable components, the equality holds.
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(24.109)

(24.110)

24.5.3.1 The Conditional Failure Intensity. We now define an important parameter,
which is called the conditional failure intensity of the whole process [71.

A(t) == conditional failure intensity (24.111)

The conditional failure intensity is the probability that the component fails per unit time at time t,
given that it is in the normal state at time zero and remains normal until time t.

This parameter is further described as follows. The quantity A(t)dt is the probability that the
component fails during the interval [t, t + dt), given that the component was as good as new
at time zero and normal at time t. Note that this is very similar to the quantity h(t)dt, but the
two are not identical. The term A(t)dt requires the continuation of the normal state to time t .

i.e., there may be no failure in the interval [0, t].
The following special cases are of interest. For the general case we must conclude that

A(t) =1= h(t) For the general case (24.112)

For a nonrepairable component,

A(t) == h(t) Nonrepairable component

For components with a constant failure rate Awe may write

A(t) == A Constant failure rate

(24.113)

(24.114)

(24.116)

24.5.3.2 The Unconditional Failure Intensity. The conditional failure intensity is
conditional on the health of the component at time t. If this condition is not considered, we
can define the unconditional failure intensity, as follows [7].

llJ(t) == unconditional failure intensity (24.115)

The unconditional failure intensity is the probability that a component fails per unit time at time
i, given that it jumped into the normal state at time zero.

Stated another way, the quantity w(t)dt is the probability that the component fails during the
interval [t, t+d t), given that the component was as good as new at time zero. If the component
is not repairable, the unconditional and conditional failure intensities are equal.

Note that both the unconditional and conditional failure intensities are failures per unit
time, but they assume different populations. Both assume that the component is as good as
new at time zero, but the conditional intensity adds the qualification that the component still
be normal at time t. An example of the difference in definitions is shown in Figure 24.16.

From Figure 24.16, we may write the following.
xdt

A(t)dt == M
xdt

w(t)dt == N
The unconditional failure intensity is often referred to as the frequency of failure [4]. This
concept is discussed further in the next chapter.
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~xdt~

Components
Failing
at Time t

Components
Functioning
at Time t

I.. M Components --...-.i3~

N Components

Figure 24.16 Definition of conditional failure intensity A(t) and unconditional failure in-
tensity w(t) [7].

24.5.3.3 The Expected Number ofFailures (ENF). The expected number of failures
is denoted as follows.

W(t, t + dt) =expected number of failures (24.117)

W(t) is the expected number of failures during [r, t +dt), given that the component jumped into
the normal state at time zero.

(24.118)

(24.119)
nonrepairable component
large t ; repairable component

This parameter is most useful if integrated over an interval. Thus, the integral

112W(tl, t2) = w(t)dt
II

gives the number of failures on the interval [tl, t2). Two values of interest are the following.

W(O, t) =11

w(t)dt

= {F(t)
~ 00

24.5.3.4 The Conditional Repair Intensity. The conditional repair intensity is defined
as follows.

JL(t) = conditional repair intensity (24.120)

The conditional repair intensity is the probability that a component is repaired per unit time at
time t, given that it jumped into the normal state at time zero and is failed at time t.

(24.121)

The conditional repair intensity JL(t) is not the same as the repair rate n(t). Their relationship
is similar to the relationship between A(t) and h(t). In particular, we can write

JL(t) = n(t) = 0 nonrepairable components
JL(t) = JL = h constant repair rate h

24.5.3.5 The Unconditional Repair Intensity. The unconditional repair intensity is
defined as follows.

v(t) =unconditional repair intensity (24.122)

The unconditional repair intensity is the probability that the component is repaired per unit time
at time t, given that it jumped into the normal state at time zero.

The conditional and unconditional repair intensities are different in exactly the same sense
that the conditional and unconditional failure intensities differ, i.e., they involve different
populations.
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24.5.3.6 The ExpectedNumber ofRepairs. 'Theexpected number of repairs is defined
as follows.

v tt , t + d t) == expected number of repairs (24.123)

The expected number of repairs during [t, t + dt), given that the component jumped into the
normal state at time zero.

The integral over a given interval gives the number of repairs over that interval.

112

V(fl, (2) == v(t)dt
11

The following special cases are of interest.

V(O. t) = rv(t)dt10
for nonrepairable components
for large f

(24.124)

(24.125)

24.5.3.7 The Mean Time Between Failures. The mean time between failures is the
sum of the MTTF and MTTR.

MTBF == MTTF +MTTR == m + r (24.126)

The MTBF is sometimes called the "cycle time," which implies that the component cycles up
and down between working and nonworking states, with an average total cycle time of MTBF.
The inverse of this cycle time is the period.

24.5.3.8 Summary ofWhole Process Variables. Table 24.2 summarizes the relations
among the variables for the repair-to-failure process.

TABLE 24.2 Repair-to-Failure Process Probabilistic Parameters Relations [7]

(1) R(t) + F(t) = 1
(2) R(O) = I, R(oo) = 0
(3) F(O) = 0, F(oo) = 1

(4) r(t) =EF(t)
, dt

(5)f(t)dt = F(t + dt) -f(t)

(6) F(t) = J~ f(u)du

(7) R(t) = J(7 F(u)du
(] 3) R(t) = e:"
(15)f(1) = Ae-At

(8) MTTF = f; tf(t)dt
(9) h(t) = J(t)

1 - F(t)

(10) R(t) = exp f-J~ h(u)duJ

(11)F(t)= 1- expr-J~ h(u)dul

(12) f(t) = h(t) exp r-J~ h(u)du1

(14) F(t) = 1 - e-At

(16) MTTF =111 = IIA

Table 24.3 summarizes the relationship among the variables for the failure-to-repair
process.

Table 24.4 summarizes the relationship among the variables for the whole process.

24.5.4 Constant Failure and Repair Rate Model

An important special case that is often applicable in the analysis of physical system is
the case that considers the failure and repair rates to be constant parameters. This special case
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TABLE 24.3 Failure-to-Repair Process Probabilistic Parameters [7]

(1) G(t) =g(t) =n(t) =0
For nonrepairable item

(2) G(O) =0, G(oo)=1
(3) g(t) = dG(t)

dt
(4) g(t) =G(t +dt) - G(t)
(5) G(t) = f~ g(u)du

I 12(6) G(t2) - G(tt) = 1 g(u)du
I

(7) MTTR =I; tg(t)du
(8) n(t) =--.lJ!L

1- G(t)

(9) G(t) = 1- exp [-I~ m(u)du]

(10) g(t) =n(t) exp [-f~m(u)du]

.J :tcg II (11) G(t) =1- e-p,1

8 ~ (13) MTTR=r =YP,

(24.128)

(24.127)

TABLE 24.4 Probabilistic Parameter Relations for the Whole Process [7]

Repairable Non-repairable

(1) A(t) + U(t) = 1 (1) A(t) + U(t) = 1
(2) A(t) > R(t) (2) A(t) =R(t)
(3) U(t) < F(t) (3) U(t) = F(t)

(4) w(t) =f(t) + f~ f(t - u)v(u)du (4) w(t) =f(t)
tI)

(5) v(t) = f~ g(t - u)w(u)du
(5) v(t) =0c::

0 (6) W(t, t + dt) =w(t)dt.l:2
('l3 (6) W(t, t + dt) =w(t)dt (7) V(t, t + dt) =0]

(7) V(t, t + dt) =v(t)dt I 1
2~ (8) W(tl, t2) = 1 w(u)du

~ I 1
2(8) W(tt, t2) = 1 w(u)du I

Q,) =F(t2) - F(tl)
~

I

I 1
2 (9) V(t 1, t2) =0c:: (9) W(tt, t2) = 1 v(u)du

& I (l0) U(I) =W(O, t) =F(t)(10) U(t) =W(O, t) - V(O, t)

(11)'\(t) =~ (11)'\(t) =~
1 - U(t) 1 - U(t)

(12) J.t(t)=V(I)
(12) J.t(t)=0

U(t)

(13) MTBF =MTTF + MTTR (13) MTBF =00
~tI) (14) 0 < A(oo) < 1,0 < U(oo)< 1 (14) A(oo)=0, U(oo)=0
c:: Q,) (15) 0 < w(oo)< 1,0 < v(oo)< 1 (15) w(oo)=0, v(oo)=0o :s
.l:2 "a (16) w(oo)=v(oo) (16) w(oo)=v(oo)=0.fi >
tf.) (17) W(O,00)=00,V(O,00)=00 (17) W(O,00)=1, V(O, 00)=0

tI) (18) w(t) *- A(t), v(t) "I:. J.t(t) (18) w(t) "I:. A(t), v(t) =JL(t)= 0
~e (19) A(t) "I:. h(t), J.t(t) "I:. n(t) (19) A(t) =h(t), JL(t) =n(t) =0
Q,)

(20) wet) *-f(t), vet) "I:. g(t) (20) w(t) =f(t), v(t) =g(t) = 0~

assumes the following constant parameters.

h(t) = A
n(t) = JL

If we substitute these constant values into (10-12) of Table 24.1, we compute the following.
F(t) = 1 - e->..t

R(t) = e->..t

f(t) = Ae->..t
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Then the MTTF is computed from (8) of Table 24.2 to be

100 'At 1
MTTF == m == t'Ae- dt == -

o 'A
In a similar way we solve for the repair-to-failure parameters, with the following result.
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(24.130)

G(t) == 1 - e-jlf

g(t) == ue!"
1

MTTR == r == -
It

Knowing these probabilistic variables of both failure and repair processes, we can solve for the
unconditional failure intensities and the expected number of failures and repairs. The results
of this analysis for a constant failure and repair rates are summarized in Table 24.5.

TABLE 24.5 Results for the Constant Failure and Repair Rate Model (7)

Repairable

h(t) = A
R(t) = e-At
F(t) = I - e--At

I(t) =Ae-At
MTTF= lIA

nit) = JL
G(t) = l-e--J1.t
g(t) = JLe-/-Lt
MTTR = lIJL

vet) = _A_ rI - e-(A + J1.)t1
A+JL

A(t) =~__ + _A_ e-(A + J1.)t
A+JL A+JL

w(t) =~ +~ e-(A +/-L)t
A+JL A+JL

v(t):::: ~ rI - e~(A +/-L)t!
A+JL -

W(O, t) =~t +-~ r1 -- e--(A + J1.)t]
A + JL (A+ JL)2

V(O,t)= ~t-~ll-e-(A+J1.)tl
A+ JL (A+ JL)2

dU(t) = -(A + JL)U(t) + A, V(O) = 0
dt

V(oo) = ~ = _r_
A+JL m+r

A(oo) =~ =~--
A+JL m+r

w(oo) =~ = _1_ =frequency
A+JL m+r

v(oo)=~ =w(oo)
A+JL

__V(t) =0.632 for t = _1__
V(oo) A+ JL

0= -(A + JL)U(oo) + A

Non-repairable

h(t) = A
R(t) = e-At
F(t) = I - e-At

I(t) = Ae-At

MTTF= lIA

n(t) = JL
G(t) = 1 - e:"
get) = JLe-J1.t
MTTR = 1/JL

U(t) = I - e-At :::: F(t)
AU) = e-At=R(t)
w(t) = Ae-At

v(t) = 0
W(O, t) :::: 1- e-At= F(t)
V(O, t) = 0

d~~t) :::: -(A + JL)U(t) + A,

V(O) = 0

V(oo) = I
A(oo) = 0
w(oo) = 0
v(oo)= 0 = w(oo)

Vet) =0.632 for t = ~
V(oo) A
0= -AV(oo) + A
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PROBLEMS

24.1 An experiment consists of tossing a coin three times and recording the resulting head or
tail by the notation H or T, respectively.
(a) How many elements are there in the probability space S?
(b) What is the probability of tossing a tail on the second toss?
(c) What is the probability of tossing a head on the first toss?

24.2 Distinguish between an elementary event and an elementary outcome of an experiment.
24.3 Consider a toss of a pair of dice, with the outcome consisting of a 2 and a 4, giving a total

face value of 6. Distinguish between the event and outcome related to this experimental
result.

24.4 What is the probability of tossing an even number with one die?
24.5 How many possible outcomes exist in the tossing of a pair of dice?
24.6 What is the probability of tossing a 7 when tossing a pair of dice?
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24.7 An electrical manufacturer purchases components from three different suppliers, which can
be considered as providing products that can be considered independent. The manufacturer
has prepared specifications for the acceptability of the components that can be determined
by testing. Let A be the event that a component meets specification, and let B, be the event
that the component comes from supplier number k(k == 1,2, or 3). Write out an expression
for the probability that a given component meets the specifications.

24.8 What is the probability of drawing a four or a club from a deck of cards in a random draw
from a well-shuffled deck?

24.9 What is the probability of drawing a 4, given that a club has been drawn? Write your
solution as a conditional probability.

24.10 A university department seeks to hire two new faculty members. One applicant is an
experienced teacher who is a leader of research in his field. The second is a young lady
who is just completing her graduate studies and who is perceived as wanting very much
to work with the more experienced applicant. It is estimated that the older applicant has
a 50-50 chance of accepting an offer. If he accepts the offer, the younger person has a
90% chance of accepting, but if he does not, then this chance drops to an estimated 40%.
(a) What is the probability that the young lady will accept an offer, and (b) what is the
probability that both wilJ accept?

24.11 A protective device in a power plant is designed such that it has a high probability of
operating successfully when a given dangerous plant failure occurs and it also has a high
probability of not operating when the given dangerous plant failure does not occur. Let
F be the failure event and let W be the event where the protective device works. Also
let Pr(F / W) == P and PreF/W) == q. It is desired to make p and q as near to unity as
possible. These conditional probabilities are based on a given knowledge of the event of
the dangerous plant failure. For brevity, let Pr(F) == PF, which is assumed to be small.
(a) If P == q == 0.98 and PF == 0.001 compute Pr(F / W) == p.
(b) Compute Pr(FW).
(c) What conditions must be satisfied to make Pr(FI W) greater?

24.12 Statistics show that, when thunderstorms are present, the probability of a transmission
line faulting is 75%, but this probability falls to only 10% during fair weather. Moreover,
weather statistics show that the probability of thunderstorms is 25%. (These are fictitious
statistics.) What is the probability that a thunderstorm is present, given that the transmission
line is faulted?

24.13 Test the function shown in Figure P24.13 to see if it can be classified as a valid density
function.

gix)

b -----------------

Figure P24.13 A possible density function. xo+a

24.14 Pascal's Triangle has been devised to simplify the determination of the combination of n
things taken r at a time, which is written as

.c, == (n) == n!
\r r!(n -- r)!

Investigate Pascal's Triangle, construct a sample triangle, and explain its usage.
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24.15 A small island is served by a power system consisting ofonly three generators, two 30 MW
units and one 50 MW unit, giving a total capacity of 110 MW when all units are in service.
Use the binomial distribution to determine the probability of the following.
(a) For the 30 MW units, find the probability of zero, 1, and 2 units out of service if their

probability of outage is q =0.02.
(b) Make the same calculation for the 50 MW unit, with q = 0.02.
(c) Combine the calculations of (a) and (b) to construct a probability outage table with

stepwise increasing values of outage and their associated probabilities.
24.16 Consider the problem of cars arriving at a service station for gasoline and assume that their

arrivals are Poisson distributed. The arrivals are estimated to occur at a rate of 50/hr and the
station has only one pump. If all cars require 1minute for refueling, what is the probability
that a waiting line will occur at the pump?

24.17 A small factory has installed 10 identical machines that are used in a manufacturing process.
The machines are loaded by workers and, once ready, are turned on to process the product.
Each machine runs on the average of 12 minutes per hour. If the machines are placed
into service randomly, we can model their operation as a binomial process, in particular
with the probability of exactly k machines being in service at the same time express as a
binomial distribution. What is the probability of seven or more machines requiring power
service at the same time? If the supply transformer has a rating that will accommodate only
six machines operating simultaneously, what is the probability of overloading the supply
transformer?

24.18 Verify the result given by (24.58).
24.19 Verify the results given by (24.60).
24.20 A resistor manufacturer produces 100 ohm resistors with a tolerance of ±10%. Assuming

that resistance values are normally distributed with a standard deviation of 5 ohms, what is
the probability of any particular resistor being out of tolerance?

24.21 The pickup time for a digital relay A is determined by thousands of tests to be 27 ms with
a standard deviation of 5 ms. Similar tests of relay B give a pickup time of 30 ms with a
standard deviation of 2 ms. Which is the more reliable relay for situations where a clearing
time of 30 ms is required?

24.22 Repeat problem 24.21 if the required pickup time is relaxed from 30 ms to 34 ms. Comment
on the difference in the results of this and the previous problem.

24.23 The conductor specified by the design department of a utility for a new transmission line
has a published tensile strength of 1100 pounds with a standard deviation of 120 pounds.
(a) What portion of wire samples will survive a tension of 1300 pounds?
(b) What is the probability of a conductor breaking if the average tension is 800 pounds?
(c) What portion of conductors will survive a tension of 850 but not 1320 pounds?

24.24 A population of capacitors is known to fail according to a Weibull distribution with char-
acteristic life a = 20,000 power-on hours. Evaluate the probability that a new capacitor
will fail by 100, 1000, 20,000, and 30,000 hours, for the cases where the shape parameter
f3 is 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 [16]. Comment on the computed results.

24.25 The probability distribution has been described by the expression

ebe-b = 1

Use this expression to compute the probability of exactly k failures will occur in a system.
24.26 Verify (24.77) and (24.78). Use the state enumeration approach.
24.27 For the capacitors described in problem 24.24, calculate the failure rates at these times for

the three shape parameters specified.
24.28 Verify (24.110).



25
Reliability Analysis

Chapter 24 provides the basic mathematical foundations of reliability. This chapter presents
several techniques that are useful in the analysis of physical systems. The first section treats
simple methods that are intuitive but still useful in many engineering applications. This is
followed by methods that are more powerful, providing the capability of analyzing complex
systems, such as protective systems.

25.1 RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAMS

In all physical systems, the reliability is dependent on the system configuration, that is, on the
arrangement and connection of the various components that make up the system design. The
physical arrangement leads to an evaluation of the logic that describes a given failure mode.
This logic can usually be described in general ways, and equations can be written to compute
the reliability of that logic. It should be emphasized that it is the logic that is being analyzed
rather than the physical arrangement.

Reliability block diagrams are graphical representations of a physical system, the opera-
tion of which can often be represented as a network of objects with each object representing a
certain operation or function. For example, we might represent a digital controller as a series
connection of two objects, one representing the digital hardware and the other the software.
Since the failure of either the hardware or the software would result in an inoperable system,
we would conclude that these objects are logically in series. The analogy to a series electrical
network is rather obvious, since two electrical components in series must both be working for
the series path to work. Note that we are attempting to represent the logic of the system, not
necessarily its physical connection of hardware (or software) items. Such graphs that are in-
tended to represent the reliability of a system are called network diagrams or, more commonly,
reliability block diagrams (RBD).

A group of items connecting two points in a reliability block diagram is called a path. A
path represents one means of accomplishing a given task. Some paths are redundant, in which
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case the failure of one path does not result in the failure of the system. If a path is redundant,
it has at least one functional duplicate such that the failure of a path does not cause system
failure.

The basic items in a path are called elements,which may be components, circuits, items
of equipment, or even entire systems or subsystems. If an element is redundant, it has at least
one functional duplicate.

The notation used in reliability block diagrams is directed toward finding the reliability
of the system represented by the diagram. The following terminology may be helpful.

R = reliability, or probability of system success

Q = unreliability, or probability of system failure

p = reliability of an element

q = failure of an element

In some cases, it is convenient to identify elements by letters of the alphabet, such as A, B, C,
etc. In this case, we can write

Pr (A) = the event: success of A = Pr {A works}

Pr (A) = the event: failure of A = Pr {A fails}

In thinking of the RBD as an analog of an electric network, the failure of interest, in some
cases, is to determine if a path becomes open, with an open circuit or removal of the path
being interpreted as a failure. Clearly, there are other modes of failure for an electric network.
It could fail shorted to ground or reference, in which case a signal is not transmitted at all,
similar to an open path. However, in the RBD, failure is represented as the removal of the
element, which is representative of an open failure in an electric network analogy. Reliability
block diagrams have been largely replaced by fault trees, because of the greater versatility of
the fault tree in analysis. However, the RBD is an effective way of viewing simple hardware
configurations and of analyzing their reliabilities.

25.1.1 Series Systems

Consider a system of elements At, A2, ... , An, as shown in Figure 25.1. We call this
system a series system, not because the elements are physically connected in series, although
they might be, but because all of the elements must be working for the entire system to work.
Diagrams such as Figure 25.1 are often called network diagrams or reliability block diagrams.
It is important to emphasize that this is not necessarily the physical connection of elements,
but a pictorial description of the system operating logic.

--ffi--rn- ...~-
Figure 25.1 A series system of n element.

If we assume that all n elements of the series system are independent, then the entire
system operates successfully only if all n elements are in the success state, i.e., all elements
are working. Let Ai indicate the success of the ith unit.

Then the reliability of the series system of independent units is given a

Rs = Pr (A 1A2 . . . An) = Pr (AI) Pr (A2) ... Pr (An)
n

= Rt R2 · · · Rn = nR;
i=1

(25.4)
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Clearly, for the series system, the failure of anyone element causes the failure of the entire
system.

EXAMPLE 25.1
Consider the simple electric circuit shown in Figure 25.2.

1
Supply
System

2
Switch

6
Fuse

3

Branch Circuit

5

4
Load

Figure 25.2 A single-phase circuit supplying a load.

The load is served by a single-phase circuit with a switch for controlling the load and a fuse for
the circuit protection. Consider only failure modes that cause the circuit to fail open, that is, ignore short
circuits and consider only open circuits.

Solution
The components in the circuit can be readily enumerated:

1. Supply system
2. Switch
3. Branch circuits
4. Load
5. Fuse

An open circuit in any of these components will block the flow of current and cause service to the
load to fail. We define the failure events as follows.

E, == {Component i open}

Then

Pr {Ed == Pr {Component i Open}
and the reliability of any component can be expressed as

Ri == ] - Pr {Ed

(25.5)

(25.6)

(25.7)

(25.8)

We assume that the component failures are independent. Clearly, there may be dependent failure modes,
such as overheating of the circuit wiring causing eventual melting of the fuse. We shall ignore this type
of failure with the assumption of independence of the five components. Then the reliability of the circuit
is computed as follows.

6

R == nR;
I

This circuit has several different ways it can fail, with one failure mode associated with each component.
If one of the components has a high probability of failing open, the reliability will be low because the
reliability of that one element is low. The reliability of the series system can be no higher than the
reliability of the least reliable component. This example could be expanded to consider short-circuit
failure modes as well. •
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25.1.2 Parallel Systems

For some systems, certain elements are in parallel logic. As a general case, consider the
system shown in Figure 25.3, where n elements have a parallel logic. System success occurs
if anyone of the n elements works.

Figure 25.3 A parallel system of n elements.

(25.9)

The probability of success of the parallel system is given by the probability of the union
of the n successful events

Rp = Pr (AI + A2+ ... + An)
= [Pr(A}) + Pr(A2) + ... + Pr(An)]

- [Pr(A tA2 ) +Pr(A2A3) + ... +Pr(AiAj)i#j]
+ ... + (_l)n Pr(A}A2 ••. An)

For the parallel logic, it is easier to compute the probability of failure rather than the probability
of success. Stated in words, we can say that all elements must be failed for the system to be
in the failed state.

n

Rp = I-Pr(AtA2 •••An } = 1-'Qp = 1-no.
i=I

(25.10)

(25.11)

Clearly, if anyone of the parallel elements is working, the system works.
Many complex systems can be modeled as an interconnection of series and parallel logic

subsystems. One can derive formulas for series-parallel, parallel-series, and other combina-
tions.

EXAMPLE 25.2
Consider a microwave communications system used in conjunction with a protective system. Since the
reliability of the transmission of information is very important, the transmitters at a particular site are
redundant. If each transmitter has a probability of failure given by Pr(F;), write an expression for the
reliability of the system. '

Solution
Using (25.J 0), we write the following expression.

R = 1 - Pr(F)F2)

This expression says that the system must experience failure of both transmitters to cause the system to
fail. If the transmitters are completely independent of each other, with independent power supplies and
with separate antennas and other auxiliary equipment, then the reliability expression can be written as
follows.

(25.12)

. The designer of the system should consider ways to avoid overlapping failures of the two transmitters.
For example, using transmitters of different design, supplied by different manufacturers, will avoid
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simultaneous failures due to a flaw in the design. Also note that, when one of the transmitters is down
for inspection, the redundancy is lost. •

25.1.3 Series-Parallel and Parallel-Series Systems

Systems can be organized in such a way that several parallel systems are connected
in series, as shown in Figure 25.4. This connection is called a series-parallel system. Each
parallel system is analyzed using (25.10) to compute the success probability of that parallel
connection. These probabilities are then considered as a series connection and analyzed using
(25.4).

Figure 25.4 A series-parallel connection.

••• •
•

A special case of the series-parallel connection can be defined to consist of exactly m
identical elements of reliability p in each parallel group and with n such groups connected in
series. For this special case, the reIiability is given as follows [11.

(25.13)

For constant nand p , the reliability R increases as m increases, but when m and p are fixed,
R decreases as n increases. It has been noted that reliability improves slowly for p > 0.8 as
m increases beyond 3 [11.

Another variation is to have several series connections connected in parallel, to form a
"parallel-series" connection, as shown in Figure 25.5. This is also analyzed in two steps, first
for the individual series connections, and finally considering the parallel connection of the
interim results for the series combinations.

• • •
••

• • •
••

• • •Figure 25.5 A parallel-series connection.

A special case of this arrangement is to have n identical elements of reliability p in
each series group and with m such groups in parallel. For this arrangement, the reliability is
computed as follows.

(25.14)

With nand p fixed in this arrangement, R increases as the number of parallel paths m increases,
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but for m and p fixed, R decreases as n increases. For p < 0.5, however, increasing m results
in negligible increase in R.

25.1.4 StandbySystems

Figure 25.5 shows a parallel arrangement of components, which is sometimes called a
redundant system since the system works as long as anyone of the parallel paths is working.
A variation of this basic parallel arrangement is to consider one of the parallel elements to be
in standby, with the additional requirement that a switch be arranged to connect the standby
element when the working element fails. This arrangement is shown in Figure 25.6, where
the normally working element is called the "hot unit" and the standby element the "cold unit."
These terms are used to indicate that, in many cases, the standby unit is not energized. This
would be advantageous if the standby unit has a lower failure rate when not energized. It is
assumed that the switch is controlled by a logic system that detects the failure of A and orders
the switch to operate.

Hot Unit

Cold Unit Figure 25.6 Standby redundancy.

There are two aspects to consider in this switched system. One approach is to ignore
time, and work with the average long-time probabilities of failure of the components A, B, and
the switch. This can take into account the different modes of switch failure, e.g., the switch
operates when not required and the switch fails to operate when required.

A second approach, which is not pursued here, is to take the time of failure into account.
With this more detailed approach, the failure of each element is represented by a failure density
function. The standby unit can be represented by different failure densities when operating on
standby. The different failure modes of the switch can have different densities. This approach
is left as an exercise, but is acknowledged to be more rigorous [1].

The switch shown in Figure 25.6 may be considered to be both a decision and switching
device, i.e., the switch (or some switching logic not illustrated) must determine correctly
when to switch and must perform the switching operation without failure. The analysis of
standby redundant system requires knowledge of the probability of correct operation of the
switching element. For the general non-time-varying case, we can analyze the reliability using
the conditional probability approach.

Pr {failure} = Pr {failure given switching works} . Pr {switching works}
(25.15)+ Pr {failure given switching fails} ·Pr {switching fails}

If we let the letter Q designate the probability of failure, then (25.15) may be written as

(25.16)

where Ps = Pr {switching works}
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EXAMPLE 25.3
Consider that the switch in Figure 25.6 is perfectly reliable and compute the reliability of the standby
redundant system if the two components are identical.

Solution
The system described is the same as an equivalent single unit, which is allowed to fail once [1]. If A fails,
B is switched into service so the system does not fail. The system fails only when the second failure
occurs, that is, when B fails following the failure of A, where we assume that A is nonrepairable. This
situation can be described by a Poisson distribution, where we write

Expanding, we have

Therefore,

(At)X e:"
Pr {x components fail in time t} == -----

x!

Pr {no components fail} == e-At

Pr {one component fails} == Ate-At

(25.17)

R (r ) == e-At + Ate-AT == (I + At) e--AT (25.] 8)

This approach is readily extended to a standby system with two or more redundant elements. •

25.1.5 Bridge Networks

Another type of network that sometimes occurs is the bridge network, shown in Figure
25.7. This network can also be analyzed using the conditional probability approach by writing
the following expression. Let Rs be the reliability of the system and RE the reliability of
element E. Then we write

Rs == Rs {given E is good} RE + Rs {given E is bad} (1 - RE ) (25.19)

The statement that E is "good" implies that E is working and the component E can be replaced
by a short circuit. However, if E is "bad," this implies that the component is failed (open) and
there is no connection through the component labeled E. It is helpful to sketch the network
for the two parts, as shown in Figure 25.8. The sketch for the part where E is good will show
E being replaced by a short circuit and the sketch for the part where E is bad will show E
replaced by an open circuit [1-3].

EGood EBad
Figure 25.7 The bridge network. Figure 25.8 Effect of the two conditions for element E.
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The solution for the first part of (25.19), when E is good, requires that we write an
expression for two parallel systems. This is most easily done by writing the equation in terms
of the failure of the components.

Rs {given E is good} = (1 - QAQB) (1 - QeQD)

where Qi = failure of component i

(25.20)

The solution for the second part of (25.19), when E is bad, requires the analysis of a parallel
arrangement of two series circuits. Series circuits are most easily analyzed in terms of their
success, or reliability R. Note that the system will fail only if both parallel paths fail. Therefore,
we may write the following equation for the reliability with E bad.

Rs {given E is bad} = 1 - (1 - RARe) (1 - RBRD) (25.21)

The system reliability is given by (25.19), which is the sum of (25.20) and (25.21). If the
reliability of all components are identical and are equal to R, this sum reduces to the following.

Rs = 2R2 + 2R3 - 5R4 + 2R5 (25.22)

There are other techniques that can be used, such as the cut set method, described in the next
section.

EXAMPLE 25.4
Consider the breaker-and-a-half switching station shown in Figure 25.9. The station designer is particu-
larly interested in the reliability of a particular power transmission through the station, which normally
enters the station on line 1 and exits on line 5. Since the power transfers are usually large, a high financial
penalty accompanies loss of this path. Construct a reliability block diagram of the station components
between terminals 1 and 5.

1 ....EE--------

2

3

Figure 25.9 A breaker-and-a-half switchingstation layout.

=-4

5

6

Solution
The construction of the 1-5 path is shown in Figure 25.10. Six different pairs of station terminal nodes
result in a reliability block diagram with the same general structure, and these similar arrangements
are noted in Figure 25.10. Clearly, this is a bridge network, exactly like the one in Figure 25.7, but this
is not the only connection topology and it is not the only bridge connection. The others are left as exercises .

•
25.1.6 Cut Sets

The cut set method provides a convenient tool for complex network analysis. A cut set
is defined as follows.
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1

Similar
Arrangements:

1-5
1-6

5 2-4
2-6
:3-4
:3-5

Figure 25.10 Reliability block diagram of Figure 25.9 from line 1 to line 5.

Definition. A cut set is a set of components whose failure:

(a) Results in system failure, or
(b) Results in loss of continuity between the input and the output of the reliability block

diagram.

Cut sets are usually easy to describe, especially where a network diagram is available.

EXAMPLE 25.5
Consider the bridge network of Figure 25.7. We can define the cut sets by inspection, as follows:

AB,CD
AED, BEC, ABE, ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD, CED
ABED, ABCD, ABCE, ACDE, BCDE
ABCDE •
A minimal cut set is a set of components whose failure results in system failure and the

removal of any of its components results in a set that is no longer a cut set. All components of
a minimal cut set must be failed to cause system failure.

EXAMPLE 25.6
For the bridge network of Figure 25.7, the following are the minimal cut sets.

AB, CD, AED, BEC

The bridge network can be analyzed by placing these four parallel systems in series and analyzing
as a parallel-series system, as shown in Figure 25.11.

Figure 25.11 Minimal cut sets for the bridge net-
work.

C
1

C
2

C
3

C
4

If we let Qs be the probability of system failure, we can write this probability in terms of the cut
sets. Since the same components appear in more than one cut set, the probability of failure is not just the
series system probability.
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The probability can, however, be stated as the probability of the union of all cut sets. In writing
this union, we take advantage of the fact that some cut sets are disjoint. In the present example, this is
true of CI and C2 only. Therefore, we write the failure probability as follows.

Qs = Pr (C I U c, U C3 U C4)

= Pr «» + Pr (C2 ) + Pr (C 3 ) + Pr (C4 )

- Pr (C I n C3 ) - Pr (C I n C4 ) - Pr(Cz n C3 ) - Pr (Cz n C4 )
- Pr (C3 n C4) + Pr (C I n Cz n C3) + Pr (C I n c, n C4 )

+Pr(C3 n C3 n C4 ) - Pr(Cl n Czn C3 n C4 )

This is the general expression for the probability of failure of the bridge network. •
EXAMPLE 25.7
In many physical systems, the probability of joint failures of two.ormore components may be very small.
When this is true, it is possible to approximate the probability of failure to simply the sum of the failure
probabilities of the cut sets.

No, =L Pr (Cd = Pr (Cd + Pr (C2) + Pr (C3) + Pr (C4 )
;=1 (25.24)

= QAQB + QCQD + QAQEQD + QBQEQC

This approximation may be necessary for large and very complex systems, where the number of cut sets
may number in the thousands. This will be discussed further in the section on fault trees, where computer
programs have been prepared to determine the cut sets and to evaluate the probability of system failure.

For the special case where the components of the bridge are identical, the probability of failure
reduces to

(25.25)

Note that this special equation incorporates the assumption underlying (25.24) and the relative magnitude
of joint failure probabilities. •

EXAMPLE 25.8
Consider the bridge network for the breaker-and-a-half switching station, shown in Figure 25.10. Find
the minimal cut sets for this bridge network.

Solution
The minimal cut sets for the connection from 1to 5 are as follows: (AB), (Ae), (DF), (EF), (AGF), (AHF),
(AIF), (DGB), (DGC), (DHB), (OHC), (OIB), (OIC), (EGB), (EGC), (EHB), (EHC), (EIB), (EIC). There
are 19 cuts in this minimal set. This result should be compared with the solution to Example 25.5 to see
if there is agreement. The difference is that some of the branches of the system of Figure 25.10 have
more than one component. •

25.2 FAULTTREES

Fault trees provide a very flexible and powerful method for the reliability analysis of complex
systems. The technique was first proposed by H. A. Watson of Bell Telephone Laboratories
in 1961 to analyze the Minuteman Launch Control System. The concept has been expanded
and refined by others. The technique is now widely used and has proven valuable in many
different types of analysis [2-4]. For example, this method of analysis is often used for the
analysis of protective system designs for nuclear power plants [3], [4].
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25.2.1 Fault Tree Conventions
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The construction of a fault tree provides a method of defining the events leading to a
particular failure event of interest, with this failure event being the top of the tree or the "top
event." The branches of the tree consist of fault events that lead to the top event, and these
lower events are, in turn, described in terms of still more detailed fault events. Finally, at the
end of each branch of the tree are the basic failures attributed to components.

Fault trees provide a convenient method of graphically visualizing causal relations be-
tween events. This is done by constructing building blocks that are displayed as either gate
symbols or event symbols. The gate symbols employed are summarized in Table 25.1. These
gate symbols are used to connect events according to their causal relationships. A gate can
have two or more input events, but only one output event. Table 25.1 describes the causal
relation that must exist among the input events in order for the output event to occur. The
causal relation expressed by the AND gate or the OR gate is deterministic since the occurrence
of the output is controlled completely by the input events.

TABLE 25.1 Fault Tree Gate Symbols

Gate Symbol Gate Name Causal Relation

Q AND Output event occurs if
gate an input events occur

simultaneously

G OR Output event occurs if
gate anyone of the input

events occurs

<>
Inhibit Input produces output
gate when conditional

event occurs

G Priority Output event occurs if
AND all input events occur
gate in the order from

left to right

Q Exclusive Output event occurs if
OR one, but not both, of
gate the input events occur

e m out of 11 Output even occurs if
gate m out of 11 input

events occur

The inhibit gate, however, represents a probabilistic causal event. The event at the bottom
is the input event and that at the side is the conditional event, which is conditioned by the input
event. For this gate, the input event causes the output event with the probability of OCCUITence
of the conditional event.

The priority AND gate is the logical equivalent to the AND gate, with the restriction that
the inputs must occur in a definite order. If these inputs should occur, but in the wrong order,
there will be no output event.

The exclusive OR gate has an output when either one, but not both, of the input events
occur.

The m out of n voting gate must have at least In of its inputs occur for an output to occur,
but the order is of no importance.
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In many problems, the entire fault tree can be constructed using only AND and OR gates.
The other gates are required for more complex problems.

The other graphical aid used in the construction of fault trees is the event symbol. These
symbols are shown in Table 25.2. Used together, the gate symbols and event symbols permit
the engineer to completely describe how the occurrence of a particular failure mode of a given
system can occur.

TABLE 25.2 Fault Tree Event Symbols

Symbol Name Meaning of Symbol

6 Circle Basic event with
sufficient data

<> Diamond Undeveloped
event

0 Rectangle Event represented
by a gate

6 Oval Conditional event
used with the
inhibit gate

[) House House event. Either
occurring or

"66
not·occurring

Triangles Transfer symbol

25.2.2 System Analysis Methods

In order to put fault trees in perspective as one of the methods of reliability analysis, it is
helpful to review the basic concepts that have evolved for the analysis of large systems. Much
of the analytical work can be summarized as being of two basic types: forward analysis and
backward analysis [2], [6], [7].

Forward analysis, often called "bottom-up" analysis, begins with basic failure events
of components and determines the consequences of these failure events, combining results
to reach the top event representing a particular mode of system failure. Analytical methods
that utilize forward analysis include event tree analysis, failure mode and effects analysis,
criticality analysis, and preliminary hazards analysis methods [2]. These are examples of
inductive analysis, where the analysis begins with the individual events and works toward a
generalization.

Deductive analysis, on the other hand, constitutes reasoning from the general to the
specific. This "backward analysis," or "top-down" analysis, begins with the top event that
represents system failure mode of interest and identifies the causal relations leading to that
event. Fault tree analysis is a deductive process. Using this concept, the analyst works down-
ward through the fault tree to the basic failure events. Note that fault tree analysis does
not identify the top event, nor does it provide a method of identifying all possible hazard
events for the system. The top event is presumed to be given or postulated prior to the anal-
ysis. Clearly, some systems can have different top events, with large or complex systems
having a very large number of system hazards that may be of interest for particular stud-
ies. Although fault tree analysis is often considered a backward analytical method, computer
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programs have been constructed that perform the analysis using both forward and backward
methods (21.

25.2.3 System Components

A system is composed of components that are arranged to permit the achievement of a
particular objective [2]. The system may also require materials (feed stocks or fuels), informa-
tion (measurements or computed controls), and personnel (operators and repair or maintenance
personnel). All of these things may have an impact on the hazard defined as the top event. The
fault tree must clearly show the interaction of components, through the system topography, to
produce failure events. The same components may have different characteristics in different
physical systems. Usually, the interrelation among the components can be determined through
piping, wiring, or other diagrams as well as drawings that show the location and connection
of the components.

The environment, plant personnel, and aging of components provide the mechanisms
that may lead to failure, and it is only through the components that these external forces provide
causal means of failure. This is shown graphically in Figure 25.12.

Plant
Personnel

Environmental
Disturbances t------I~

Aging

Figure 25.12 Causal means of failure [Z],

System
Hazards

For example, a key parameter of a component may drift away from its design value due
to aging, and this may cause a system hazard or may cause the failure of a related component
that leads to the top event. Components located in the same vicinity may be destroyed by a
common mode failure, such as a fire, leading to the system hazard under study.

25.2.4 Component Failures

Component failures are classified as primary failures, secondary failures, or command
faults [2], [4).

A primaryfailure is defined as the component being in a nonworking state for which that
component is held accountable. A primary failure requires repair action on the component to
restore it to a working state. Primary failures occur when the component is working within
its design envelope and is hence "accountable" for working under these conditions. Aging or
random environmental stress is often the cause of primary failure. For example, a transmission
line conductor is struck by lightning, is thereby faulted to a tower, and bums down. A diode
is capable of passing factory acceptance tests, but later its parameters drift a bit and failure
occurs when carrying rated current (within the design envelope).

A secondary [ailure is the same as a primary failure, but the component is not held
responsible for the failure. This type of failure is due to excessive stress being placed on the
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component caused by operating conditions that are out of design tolerance due to environmental
conditions, by related components, or by human operator actions (or inactions). For example,
a power transformer has voltage ratings that are calculated to provide long life, but excessive
overvoltage causes insulation failure due to operation outside of the apparatus rating (outside
the design envelope). An operator may be the cause of a secondary failure, if the operator has
a means of relieving an overload condition, for example, but fails to take the required action
to provide the needed relief in a timely manner.

A command fault is defined as a condition where the component is in a nonworking
condition because of incorrect control signals or noise. Repair is not usually required to
correct command faults, which can usually be corrected by control or operator action to return
the component to a working state. For example, an operator causes power to an important
load to be lost because the wrong breaker is opened during routine switching for repair of a
neighboring circuit. Service is restored by correcting the switching error.

These component failure characteristics are further described in Figure 25.13, where the
possible causes of the failures are shown in the outside circle.

Figure 25.13 Component failure characteris-
tics [2].

A term that is widely used in fault tree analysis is the term fault. The events pictured
in the fault tree are often referred to as "faults." A distinction must be made between a fault
and a failure. A failure is a basic abnormal occurrence for a component. It is an inoperable
state, in which a component is not able to perform its intended function [6]. A fault is the
immediate cause of failure [6]. It is a general type of occurrence, which may not refer to the
complete loss of an item, but just an improper action or operation of that item. For example, a
relay may close without command, due to physical or seismic shock, but this does not imply
failure of the relay, since the component is not damaged by the action, although the event may
be unwanted. Thus, we say that all failures are faults, but not all faults are failures [4]. This
distinction is important to observe in analyzing power system protection, where it is common
to refer to short circuits or other events requiring protective action as faults. More precisely,
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a temporary short circuit should be termed afault, but a permanent short circuit is efailure.
The general usage of the term fault will usually be clear from the context.

25.2.5 Basic Fault Tree Construction

Fault tree construction has evolved to the point where definitive rules of construction
can be provided. These rules are stated as follows [41:

1. Enter statements in the event boxes as faults; state precisely what fault has occurred
and when it occurs.

2. Examine each boxed event statement and ask the question, "Can this fault consist of
a component failure?"
(a) If the answer to the question is "Yes," classify the event as a state-of-component

fault, terminate the event in an OR gate and look for primary, secondary, and
command modes of failure.

(b) If the answer to the question is "No," classify the event as a state-of-system fault,
then terminate the event in an appropriate gate, as required, and look for the
minimum necessary and sufficient immediate cause or causes of the fault.

3. Observe the "NoMiracles Rule." If the normal functioning of a component propagates
a fault sequence, then assume that the component functions normally.

4. Observe the "Complete the Gate Rule." All inputs to a particular gate should be
completely defined before further analysis of anyone of them is undertaken.

5. Observe the "No Gate-to-Gate Rule." Gate inputs should be properly defined fault
events, and gates should never be directly connected to other gates.

The first rule is sometimes called a "what-when" rule. The "what" condition describes
the faulted state of the component or subsystem, and the "when" condition describes a limiting
system condition that makes this particular state a fault. Sometimes. it is necessary to write
rather long statements in order to convey precisely the fault condition. Abbreviate the words,
but not the concepts.

The second rule helps the fault tree builder organize the construction work. If the stated
fault can be caused by a component, this event is near the end of the tree branch, which will be
terminated as a primary failure, secondary failure, or command mode fault of that component.
This always requires an OR gate, as shown in Figure 25.14.

Figure 25.14 Fault tree of a component failure.

Aprimaryfailure is any failure of the component that occurs in an environment for which
that component is qualified, i.e., the operation takes place within the design envelope of the
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component. For example, a circuit breaker fails to interrupt a current that is lower in magnitude
than the interrupting rating of the breaker. The root cause of the failure may be due to different
basic failure mechanisms, but the breaker has suffered a failure due to an occurrence of some
kind that caused fault interruption to fail.

A secondary failure is any failure of a component that occurs in an environment for
which that component has not been qualified. For example, a circuit breaker fails to interrupt
a current that is greater than the interrupting rating of the breaker. The breaker is not designed
to interrupt this magnitude of current, hence its failure rate in attempting to do so will be
considerably higher than a primary current interruption failure rate. Such secondary faults
may be of interest in certain types of analysis, but are often omitted from the fault tree in order
to restrict the scope of investigation.

A command mode fault implies a proper operation of the component, but at the wrong
time or the wrong place. For example, a relay closes without a command signal from the relay
logic, perhaps because the case is bumped by a person working near the relay cabinet. Another
example is the tripping of a transmission line for a fault outside the primary protection zone,
which is due to improper setting of the relay reach. In this case, the relay operates correctly,
but the setting is incorrect. In both cases, the failures noted are not random occurrences of a
basic failure mechanism. These faults are grouped together under the name "command mode
faults." No repair of the component is required to correct command mode faults, but other
actions may be required to ensure that these faults do not persist or reoccur.

In some fault trees the secondary failure or command fault may be of little significance, of
very low probability, or outside the scope of study, in which case these events may be omitted.
The primary failure is always present, however. Note that the secondary failure shown in
Figure 25.14 is an undeveloped event (hence, the diamond icon). It may be necessary to add
several additional branches to the fault tree to complete the analysis of this event. Command
faults, if present, are shown as events (square boxes), and this implies an extension of the fault
tree below this level to other primary basic events.

EXAMPLE 25.9
Consider the network shown in Figure 25.15, showing an electric motor and its supply circuit [2], [3],
[8]. To construct a fault tree for this system, the first thing to define is the top event. In this case, the
basic system hazard is that the motor fails to start on command.

Switch

Supply
System

Motor
Circuit

Motor

Figure 25.15 An electric motor and its supply system.

The fault tree for this system is shown in Figure 25.16 [2], including all primary, secondary, and
command fault events.

The primary or basic failures are all shown on the left side of the tree and the secondary failures,
which are undeveloped, are on the right. The primary failures are random failures due to normal aging or
deterioration of the components. The secondary failures are due to environmental conditions (overheating,
etc.); out-of-tolerance conditions (vibration, thermal stress, etc.); or improper lubrication or maintenance.
The command faults are due to inadvertent control signals, which in the first case is motor power failure.
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Figure 25.16 Fault tree for the system of Figure
25.15.
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These failures are not due to the motor but to the failure of support systems to control the power
supply to the motor. •

EXAMPLE 25.10
Consider the system shown in Figure 25.17 [4]. The function of the control is to regulate the pumping
of water from a reservoir to a pressure tank. It takes an average of ]0 minutes to completely fill the tank
to the desired pressure, and a timer T is set to trip the pump should it run longer than ]0 minutes. As a
backup protection, a pressure switch is used to monitor the tank pressure and open the motor circuit on
overpressure. The pressure switch contacts are closed when the tank is empty and remain closed until
the critical tank pressure is reached.

When the tank is empty, the pressure contacts P are closed. The operator closes momentary contact
SW to fill the tank. This picks up relays K1 and K2, which starts the motor. Should the motor run longer
than 10 minutes, the timer times out, opening contact T, which drops out K1 and stops the motor. Also,
if the pressure exceeds the setting of the pressure switch P, this opens contact P, which drops out K2 and
stops the motor. The fault tree for this system, with no secondary failures illustrated, is shown in Figure
25.18. The top event of interest is the rupture of the pressure tank. •
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K2 rr- Pressure
Switch

T ac -lK2 P

P Motor
Supply

SW~

T K1 JJ
Control Circuit

Large
Reservoir ...... ---1

Outlet
Valve

Figure 25.17 Pressure tank control and protection system.

3

Figure 25.18 Fault tree for example,25.10.

25.2.6 Decision Tables

The fault tree construction method described in the previous section is heuristic and
requires judgment on the part of the engineer to construct a correct and useful tree. This can
be a difficult and tedious process for complex systems, and it may lead to errors. Methods
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have been developed to make the fault tree construction more rigorous and less likely to result
in costly errors. One such method is to use decision tables.

The decision table method requires that sufficient information regarding the process be
known, and that a library of component models exists. If these conditions are met, the tree
construction process can be fast and systematic. A computer program is even available that
will automate the tree construction [9], [10]. The process is described as follows:

1. A set of events, called output events, is assigned to each output from each component,
which gives the possible states of the component. For example, an electromechanical
relay may be characterized as having contact states normal, failed shorted, and failed
open. Any number of states that are required to completely specify the output of that
component can be used.

2. A set of input events is also assigned to describe the states of the input of each
component. For example, the relay input may be described as voltage applied or no
voltage applied to the relay coil.

3. Inputs from the system environment are considered basic input events. Inputs from
other components are state-of-system or state-of-component events.

4. Each component is modeled by a decision table, which is similar to a truth table. This
table gives the rules as to how an output event occurs as the result of certain input
events. A component may have several input events, but it has only one output event.

5. The connection of the various components defines the system. This is done by
connecting the inputs to a component from the outputs that drive that component.
The top event output is the hazard of interest.

The decision method of fault tree construction is demonstrated by example.

EXAMPLE 25.11
Consider the relay control circuit shown in Figure 25.19. A single overcurrent relay is set to pick up for
faults on a radial line and the relay is connected in a control circuit to open the line circuit breaker. To
analyze this system using decision tables, we construct input and output tables for four components: the
breaker, the trip coil, the relay contacts, and the relay.

Figure 25.19 Relay system for decision table
analysis.

Source err

Control
Circuit

Load

Fault

The top event for this system is the failure to trip when there is a fault on the line. With this system
hazard defined, the four decision tables are examined to determine those basic events that lead to this top
event, with the results shown in Table 25.3.

1. The Circuit Breaker decision table shows that the top event, No Trip, occurs under three different
input conditions, the last two of which are basic events. The event "Inadequate Force" on the
trip mechanism is due to the low output of the Trip Coil.
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TABLE 25.3 Decision Tables for Four Components of the System

1. Circuit Breaker 2. Circuit Breaker Trip Coil

Input

Adequate force
Inadequate force
52a open
Battery failed

Output

Trips
No trip

Input

Current OK
Current low
Trip coil faulted
Trip coil open

Output

Adequate force
Inadequate force

3. Relay Contact 4. Relay

Input

Relay pickup
No relay pickup
Contact bent

Output Input

Current OK Overcurrent
Current too low No Overcurremt

Relay failed
Wrong setting
CT failed

Output

Relay pickup
No relay pickup

2. The Trip Coil decision table, under Inadequate Force, identifies three input events that will lead
to this result. The last two of these are basic events, but the event "Current Low" is due to the
control circuit components.

3. The Relay Contact decision table shows an output that gives low current. This event is caused
by either of two input events, the second of which is a basic event. The event "No Relay
pickup" is due to the relay component.

4. The Relay component decision table shows the output No Relay pickup. This event is due to
any of four input events, the last three of which are basic failure events. The first event, No
Overcurrent, is of no interest, since there is no need to trip the overcurrent relay when this event
occurs. Therefore, this event is ignored.

The fault tree resulting from this analysis is shown in Figure 25.20. The words along the left side
identify the component fault corresponding to the event described in the square boxes. •

25.2.7 Signal Flow Graphs

Signal flow graphs are a useful aid in the construction of certain fault trees. One appli-
cation of signal flow graphs that is particularly appealing is in the analysis of feedback control
systems, and certain protective systems fall into this category. For example, in Chapter 22 it
was noted that the HVDC controls and protections are implemented using the same equipment.
Signal flow graphs may be helpful in analyzing such protections. There are many examples of
protective control systems in power plants and other industrial systems. For example, a pump
is used to maintain the proper level of a fluid in a tank, and is designed to prevent overflow of
the tank. Clearly, this control system may be also viewed as a protective system.

Signal flow graphs were introduced by S. J. Mason as an alternative to control system
blockdiagram construction [10]. The method provides a very general way ofwriting the system
equations, which may be integrodifferential equations, Laplace domain algebraic equations,
or sampled data equations. In all cases, the form of the equations is

Effect at j = L (transmission from k to j)(cause at k) (25.26)
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Circuit
Breaker

Trip
Coil

Relay
Contact

Relay

Figure 25.20 Fault tree for the relay system of
example 25.11.
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Mathematically, the equations will be written as
N

Xj == LtkjXk j == 1,2, ... N
k=l

where tkj == transmission function from k to j

(25.27)

The transmission function represents the contribution of the variable Xk to the value
of the variable x i : In the signal flow graph, the variables are represented as nodes and the
transmission funct.ions as directed branches. The construction of t.he signal flow graph is a
matter of following the cause and effect relations throughout the system and relating each
variable to itself and to the other variables.

The solution for the functional relationship between any input and the output. variables
is found using the general gain formula of Mason [11], which is stated as follows r11-14].

M __ ~MkDkL...J (25.28)
k D

where Mk == gain of the kth forward path
D == 1 - L v.; + L Pm2 - L Pm3 + ... (25.29)

m m m

and where Pmr == gain product of the mth possible combination
of r nontouching loops

D, == value of D for that part of the graph not touching
the kth forward path
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The technique in constructing fault trees,is to introduce new variables, representing the failure
of the system variables. One can then compute the total system gain with any variable failed.
Moreover, a fault tree can be constructed to represent failure of variables or transmission
functions. This technique will not be pursued here in detail. The interested reader is referred
to the treatment in [2].

25.3 RELIABILITY EVALUATION

The previous section provides several methods of constructing logic diagrams and trees to show
how failure may occur. These graphical methods are very useful in providing fundamental
information regarding the characteristic of a system failure. This section presents methods of
evaluating these constructions to determine the adequacy of the system design. Two types of
evaluation are presented: qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis.

25.3.1 Qualitative Analysis

In many systems, a qualitative analysis is very useful in evaluating the effect of vari-
ous component failures on the top event. An engineer with experience and good judgment
can sometimes determine whether design changes are required without performing numerical
analysis, once the basic failure events and effects are structured in a fault tree. This graphical
structuring of the failure events provides useful insight into the system performance that is
sometimes difficult to achieve by writing equations. This section presents several techniques
that are often used by engineers to evaluate qualitatively the design of a system relative to its
likelihood of failure.

25.3.1.1 Cut Sets. Cut sets were introduced in Section 25.1.6, where the application
of the cut set concept was illustrated using network diagrams. Cut sets are also useful in fault
tree analysis both for qualitative and quantitative evaluation. Computer programs have been
prepared to determine the cut sets of complex fault trees [2], [3], [15]. It is very important to
note that only the minimum cut sets are of interest. This is because of the very large number of
cut sets that are typically generated from a fault tree. It has been observed that a system with
a few hundred components may have billions of cut sets. The minimal cut set is one in which,
should any basic event be removed from the set, the remaining events no longer constitute a
cutset.

Several methods have been used for this type of evaluation. The methods are usually
characterized as either "bottom-up" or "top-down" techniques. One top-down method is
described in [2] and is presented here to illustrate the concept of qualitative analysis. The
method described is applicable as long as there are no mutually exclusive events in the fault tree.

It has been observed that OR gates increase the number of cut sets, but AND gates enlarge
the size of the cut sets. A top-down procedure for finding the minimal cut sets is described as
follows [1]:

1. Alphabetize the gates.
2. Number each basic failure event.
3. Locate the uppermost gate in the first row and first column of a matrix.
4. Iterate either of the fundamental permutations (a) or (b) in a top-down fashion.

(a) Replace OR gates by a vertical arrangement of the input to the gates, and increase
the cut sets.
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(b) Replace AND gates by a horizontal arrangement of the input to the gates, and
enlarge the size of the cut sets.

5. When all gates are replaced by basic events, obtain the minimal cut sets by removing
supersets. A superset is a cut set that includes some other cut sets.

This technique is illustrated using an example.

EXAMPLE 25.12
Determine the minimal cut sets for the fault tree developed in Example 25.10. This fault tree already has
the gates alphabetized and the basic failure events numbered, as shown in Figure 25.18. Therefore, the
only remaining tasks are those identified above as 3, 4, and 5.

We begin with the upper left comer of the matrix, where we place the top event, i.e.,

A

The gate below A is an OR gate, so we replace A with a vertical arrangement of the inputs to gate A,
which gives the following array:

1
B

Note that we always place the basic failure events on top. Now, gate B is also an OR gate, with inputs 2
and C, so the matrix now has three rows, but still just one column, as follows.

I
2
C

Gate C is an AND gate, so we expand the matrix to include a new column. The inputs to Care 3 and 0,
which replaced C in the above array.

I
2
3 D

Now gate D is an OR gate with inputs 4 and E. This expands the array vertically, with the result

1
2
3 4
3 E

Finally, gate E is an OR gate with basic event inputs 5 and 6. Expanding vertically again, we have the
following.

1
2
3 4
3 5
3 6

Then the minimal cut sets for this fault tree are the following.

{I} {2} {3,4} {3,5} {3,6}

Note that there are no supersets, so this is the final result. •
For large fault trees, this task is much more difficult. One of the available computer

programs may be used for these large problems [2].
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25.3.1.2 Qualtitative Importance. Suppose- that the minimal cut sets of a fault tree
have been determined. An understanding of the relative importance of the various cut sets can
be determined by first listing the cut sets in order, beginning with the single component cut
sets and moving down through the multiple event cut sets. Such an ordering was obtained in
Example 25.12.

Now make a rough estimate of the order ofmagnitude of the various component failures.
Suppose, for example, that most of the failures are of the order 10-3. Then each single
component cut set will have a probability on the order of 10-3, two component cut sets will
have a probability on the order of 10-6, etc. One may often conclude from this kind of
estimation that the cut sets of only the single components are significant. This focuses the
designer's attention on these single points of failure. If these can be eliminated by design
changes, the total system probability of failure will be improved.

25.3.1.3 Common Mode Failure Analysis. The primary failures in a fault tree are not
necessarily independent. In many cases there are single basic causes of failure that may affect
more than one component. This common cause of failure may be environmental, such as fire,
flood, or earthquake. It may be due to a common design flaw that affects identical components
of the same design. The common cause may be due to improper maintenance or adjustment
of components by personnel who are following improper instructions or practices.

In some cases, we can identify the common cause of failure and can examine this cause
to estimate its effect. For example, in the system of Example 25.10, there are four relays and
the effect of failure modes having a bearing on the top event were analyzed in that example.
However, all of these relays are supplied by the same battery power supply. Therefore, failure
of the single battery must be considered, even though the probability of battery failure may be
quite low.

To identify the minimal cut sets that are susceptible to common cause failures, we must
first define the common cause categories that can cause component failure dependence. Table
25.4 lists several common cause categories that might be of interest for evaluation.

TABLE2S.4 List of Com-
mon Cause Categories for
Evaluation [3]

Manufacturer
Location
Seismic susceptibility
Flood susceptibility
Temperature
Humidity
Radiation
Wear-out susceptibility
Test degradation
Maintenance degradation
Operator interactions
Energy sources
Dirt or contamination

For each common cause category, we identify the components that are susceptible to
failure under that category, for example, all components of a particular manufacturer, or all
that are located in a flood plain. Some analysts prefer to code the component names, using
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a code that identifies those categories that should be considered for each, and entering this
code on the fault tree near that component basic failure event. Having the codes established,
one can identify the potentially susceptible minimal cut sets that are potential problems. For
example, this method will identify those cut sets whose primary failures all have the same
element of a given category. Finally, a screening should be made to determine those cut sets
that may require further analysis. The screening can be based on a rough numerical analysis
or on engineering judgment. If one needs to be absolutely sure of the analysis, as in a safety
investigation, then every possibility should be carefully investigated.

25.3.1.4 Other Qualitative Methods. There are other methods of qualitative analysis
that are used for special types of systems. Fault trees that contain exclusive OR gates, for
example, are called noncoherent fault trees and they require special methods of analysis. One
such method is called prime implicants. The method is based on a technique called consensus,
which is based on the use of decision tables [2].

Systems with control loops may require special study, since such systems are not readily
described by simple Boolean functions [2]. In such systems, the order in which the component
failures occur may be important and the analysis is much more complex.

25.3.2 Quantitative Analysis

Quantitative analysis is often required before a given design can be approved as adequate,
or capable of meeting a design specification. This section presents several methods of analysis
that are often used. The emphasis is on fault tree analysis.

25.3.2.1 Top EventAnalysis. One of the most important types of quantitative analysis,
especially for complex systems, is the quantitative analysis of the top event of a fault tree. The
definition of system failure can be expressed as the top event, which is determined by combining
all failure modes or hazards in an OR gate, as shown in Figure 25.21. System success, then,
is defined as the nonoccurrence of all failure modes. In some studies, only one particular
failure mode is of interest, in which case that top event is the only one for which a fault tree is
constructed.

Figure 25.21 A fault tree for system failure by
different failure modes.

The probabilistic parameters, developed in Chapter 24, can be used to describe the system
failure, whether of the top event for the system or for a particular hazard or failure mode of
interest [from 2].

System availability As(t) The system availability is the probability that the top event
does not exist in time t. This is the probability of the system operating successfully
when the top event is an OR combination of all system hazards. It is the probability of
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the nonoccurrence of a particular hazard when the top event is that of a single system
hazard.
System unavailability Us(t) The system unavailability is the probability that the top
event exists at time t. This is either the probability of system failure or the probability
of a particular system hazard at time t, depending on the definition of the top event.
The system availability and unavailability are complimentary, and obey the equation

As(t) + Us(t) = 1 (25.30)

System reliability Rs(t) The system reliability is the probability that the top event does
not occur over the time interval (0, t]. The definition of system reliability requires the
continuation of the nonoccurrence of the top event and obeys the following inequality.

(25.31)

The reliability is often used to describe the top event for catastrophic or non-repairable
system failures.
System unreliability Fs(t) The system unreliability is the probability that the top event
occurs before time t. This is the complement of the system reliability, or the following
identity holds.

Rs(t) + Fs(t) = 1

The system unreliability is equal to or greater than the unavailability.

Fs(t) 2:Us(t)

(25.32)

(25.33)

System failure density fs(t) The system failure density is the first derivative of the
system failure distribution.

fs(t) = dFs(t) (25.34)
dt

fs(t) dt is the probability that the top event occurs during [t, t + dt), given that it does
not occur before time t.
System conditional failure intensity hs (r) _ The system conditional failure intensity is
the probability that the top event occurs per unit time at time t, given that it does not
exist at time t. A large value of the conditional failure intensity means that the system
is near failure.
System unconditionalfailure intensity ws(t) The unconditional failure intensity of the
system is the probability that the top event occurs per unit time at time t. The quantity
ws(t) dt is the probability that the top event occurs during [t, t + dt).
Expectednumberoftop events Ws (t, t+d t) The expected number of top events during
the interval (t, t + d t] is given by the relation

Ws(t, t + dt) = ws(t)dt (25.35)

The expected number of top events during the interval [t1, t2) is given by the integral
12

Ws(tt, t2) = f ws(t)dt
tl

(25.36)

Mean time to failure MTT Fs The mean time to first failure is the expected length of
time to the first occurrence of the top event. This corresponds to the average human
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lifetime and is a suitable parameter for catastrophic system hazards. This parameter is
given by the following equation.

00

MTT Fs =! t fs(t)dt
o

(25.37)

We now apply the foregoing definitions to fault trees. Unless otherwise stated, it is
assumed that all primary events are mutually independent. First, however, it is necessary to
review the basic rules of Boolean algebra.

25.3.2.2 Boolean Algebra. Fault trees are usually easy to construct, and this exercise
forces the analyst to think clearly about the failure modes of the system under study. Once
constructed, the logic of the fault tree can be analyzed using Boolean algebra. This is an
invaluable tool, both for preparing computer programs to analyze fault trees, and to evaluate
complex protective systems. (See Table 25.5).

TABLE 25.5 Boolean Algebra Rules"

Boolean
Basic Laws Intersections

Expressions For

Unions

I. Commutative
2. Associative
3. Distributive
4. Idempotent
5. Absorption
6. Complementation
7. de Morgan's law
8. Operations with cP and ,0

9. Reduction

X·y=y· X

X . (Y + X) = (X . Y) + (X· Z)
X·X=X
X' (X + Y) =X

(x:-Y) = X+ Y
cP' X= </>
u: X = X
(b=!1
X + (X . Y) = X+ Y

X+Y=Y+ X
X + (Y + Z) = (X + Y) + Z
X + (Y . Z) = (X + Y) . (X + Z)
X+X=X
X + (X' Y) = X

(X+Y)=X·Y
</>+X=X
fl + X = fl
fl=</>
X. (X + Y) = X. y= (X + Y)

*The symbol fl indicates the universal set and </> indicates the empty set. In engineering notation,
!1 is often replaced by 1 and cP is replaced by 0 (zero).

25.3.2.3 Availability and Unavailability. The following development pertains to fault
trees with independent basic events. This assumption is applicable to many physical systems.

INDEPENDENT BASIC EVENTS. Events are said to be independent if the occurrence of
one event does not in any way influence the occurrence of the other events. Consider the events
8 1, B2 , •.• Bn , which are independent events. Then we may write the following expression
for the intersection of the events.

(25.38)

SYSTEM WITH ONE AND GATE. Consider a system with one AND gate, as shown in
Figure 25.22. For this system we write the unavailability as follows.

Us (t) == Pr (B 1 n B2 n ... Bn ) == Pr (B}) Pr (B2) ••• Pr (Bn ) (25.39)
Clearly, the assumption of independence is essential for the AND gated fault tree. The

availability can be computed as follows.
As (t) == 1 - Pr (B)) Pr (B2 ) ... Pr (Bn ) (25.40)
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SYSTEMWITH ONEORGATE. Consider a system with one OR gate, as shown in Figure
25.23. For this system, we may write the following expression for the system unavailability.

Us (1) =Pr(B I U B2U···Bn ) (25.41)

Figure 25.22 Gated AND fault tree. Figure 25.23 Gated OR fault tree.

(25.42)

(25.43)

(25.44)

The system availability is computed by taking the compliment of the unavailability, with
the following result.

As (1) = Pr (111 n B2 n En)
= Pr (E1) Pr (E2) Pr (En)
= [1 - Pr (Bl)] [1 - Pr (B2) ] • .• [1 - Pr (Bn ) ]

Then the unavailability can be evaluated as follows.

Us (t) = 1 - As (t)
= 1 - [1 - Pr (BI ) ] [1 - Pr (B2) ] .•. [1 - Pr (Bn ) ]

The evaluation of the unavailability requires the expansion of (25.43). For n = 2, the result is
readily computed as follows.

Us (t) = Pr(BI U B2)

= 1 - [1 - Pr(B1) ] [1 - Pr(B2)]

= Pr (BI) + Pr (B2) - Pr (Bl) Pr (B2)

The reason for subtracting the intersection of the two probabilities is readily explained using
a Venn diagram. This is left as an exercise.

SYSTEM WITH m OUT OF n VOTING GATE. The fault tree for a system with m out of
n voting, shown in Figure 25.24, produces an output if more than m components are detected
as failed. This type of system is often used in protective systems where it is essential that a
spurious signal or operation of anyone of the components will not lead to system failure.

As an example of this type of system, consider a two out of three system. In this case,
we can construct the fault tree using ordinary AND and OR gates, with the result shown in
Figure 25.25.

The m out of n system can always be decomposed into a system of equivalent AND and
OR gates. A more direct approach for a system of identical components, however, is to use
the binomial distribution. Let Q be the probability of failure of anyone of the components.
Then, we may write the probability of failure as the probability of m outcomes favorable to
failure from n trials, summed over all successful occurrences of failure [2].

n

Us (t) = Pr(m ~ k .s n) = LnCkQk (1 - or:'
k=m

(25.45)
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Figure 25.24 An m out of n voting
system. Figure 25.25 A two out of three voting system.
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25.3.2.4 Quantitative Importance. The concept of the importance of a component or
a cut set to the occurrence of the top event has received quite a lot of attention. The analysis
of importance is somewhat like a sensitivity analysis and is often useful in considering system
design and optimization. Several importance measures have been devised and are described in
the literature [191. Two importance measures that are often used are the Birnbaum basic event
importance and the Fussell-Vesely (F-V) importance.

The Birnbaum evaluates the structural importance, which is quantified as the change in
top event unavailability with a given component failed. The F-V importance determines the
probability of a given component contributing to the cut set failure. This topic is not pursued
here in detail, but the interested reader is referred to the literature for a complete analysis of
the subject [19].

25.3.2.5 Top Event Prevention. In many complex systems it is important to identify
a collection of design elements that is necessary and sufficient for achieving a level of perfor-
mance that is deemed satisfactory. This may involve a required level of service to the public
as well as the optimization of the investment in the system design. This idea has led to the
concept of a prevention set of components, which specifies combinations of basic events that
can prevent the occurrence of the top event of the fault tree. A technique called "Top Event
Prevention Analysis" has been developed for finding these prevention sets. This technique has
been applied to nuclear power plant design and similar problems [201, [21].

The basic idea of the prevention set is to find a set of components that, if prevented from
failure, would provide a specific level of protection against the occurrence of the top event.
This can be extended to find a minimal prevention set, which is a set of events having the
property of being collectively both necessary and sufficient to preclude the occurrence of the
top event at the desired design level.

25.4 OTHER ANALYTICAL METHODS

The foregoing discussion of quantifying the availability or unavailability is based on a given
fault tree. Quantification can also be performed using system descriptions other than fault
trees. A few of these alternate methods of analysis are mentioned below.
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25.4.1 Reliability Block Diagrams

The reliability block diagram (RBD) or network diagram provides the same information
of the system as a fault tree, at least for simple systems. In many problems, the reliability block
diagram is easy to construct, provides excellent understanding of the system, and is relatively
easy to analyze. The construction and use of the reliability block diagram is best explained by
an example.

EXAMPLE 25.13
Consider the radial circuit feeding a motor that is described in example 25.10. The hazard of interest is
the failure of the motor to start. The reliability block diagram depicts the compliment of that failure, viz.,
the successful starting of the motor. The components shown in the block diagram are those that must
work correctly in order to ensure successful motor starting. The RBD is shown in Figure 25.26.

A jJ c Jj

IS(J{thH F~~e H C~~tH M3~r r-- ~~~~
Figure 25.26 RBD for the system of example 25.9. •

The system of the preceding example is very simple, but it illustrates several points of
difference between RBDs and fault trees. First, the RBD depicts the success of the system,
rather than the system failure. Second, only the primary basic component success states are
implied by the blocks of the network, whereas the fault tree explicitly shows both the primary
and secondary failures. Third, command faults are not explicitly shown in the RBD, for
example, the inadvertent closing of the switch is not considered.

Suppose we define the following basic failure events.
A = basic failure of switch to close on command
B = basic failure of fuse to carry current
C = basic failure of circuit to carry current
D = basic failure of motor

If we let S be the successful start of the motor when the operator closes the switch, then the
top event of the fault tree can bewritten as the failure Q of the system due to the failure of any
of the series-connected components.

Q=AUBUCUD
The RBD expresses the compliment of (25.46), or the success of the system.

S=AniJncniJ

(25.46)

(25.47)

This is intuitively correct, since it is clear that all of the components must be free of failure for
this simple system to work.

EXAMPLE 25.14
It is proposed that the system of the preceding example might be improved if the circuit feeding the
motor is made redundant, as shown in Figure 25.27.' Construct the RBD for the new system and write
the expression for system successful motor starting.
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Switch Fuse 1 Motor circuit 1

MotorMotor circuit 2

Common return

Fuse 2

Supply
system

Figure 25.27 Motor circuit with redundant fused supply circuits.

Since there are no new types of components, the nomenclature described previously is still ade-
quate, although it is necessary to distinguish between the items in circuit 1 and those in circuit 2. The
RBD can be drawn by inspection, with the result shown in Figure 25.28.

Motor
Starts

Figure 25.28 RBD for the revised motor system.

The failure of this system will not occur unless both of the circuits are failed, which is often called
"overlapping" failures. We assume that the motor common return is perfectly reliable. Then the failure
is written as follows.

(25.48)

The RBD expresses the success of the system, which can be written in terms of the basic failure events
as follows.

(25.49)

Note that the AND and OR operations are simply reversed between the two expressions. Stated in words,
system success occurs if the switch works and either circuit 1 or circuit 2 works and the motor works.
Each circuit works if both the fuse works and the circuit works, i.e., each is capable of carrying the
current. •

In many cases, the engineer can write the statement in words and then convert that
statement into a mathematical expression.

25.4.2 Success Trees

A success tree is the mathematical dual of a fault tree. In a success tree, the top event
is the successful working of the system, rather than its failure. This is sometimes helpful,
especially for complex systems where it is easier to define success than failure. This difference
is conceptual, as there is no difference in the amount of detail or the amount of work involved.
The choice of which logic tree to use, in this case, is a matter of personal preference. In most
cases, a success tree can be changed to a fault tree by changing all OR gates to AND gates,
and changing all AND gates to OR gates. More complex gates require careful examination.
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In the foregoing example, it was noted that the reliability block diagram is a network
description of success of the system. Success trees can be constructed that convey exactly the
same information. This is left as an exercise.

25.4.3 Truth Tables

A truth table is a tabular expression of all states of basic events in a system that lead to
either the occurrence or the nonoccurrence of the top event and the corresponding probabilities
of these events. The sum of the failure probabilities from the table gives the probability of
failure of the system.

Consider the two gates shown in Figure 25.29. Figure 25.29(a) is an AND gate with
two basic events B1 and B2• The truth table for this gate is shown in Table 25.6. If we let Us
be the system unavailability, this is given by the first row of Table 25.6, or we may write the
unavailability as follows.

(25.50)

Figure 25.29(b) is an OR gate with two basic failure events. The truth table for this gate is
shown in Table 25.7.

(a) (b)
Figure 25.29 Gated (a) AND and (b) OR fault
trees.

TABLE 25.6 Truth Table for an AND Gate with Two Basic Events

State Basic Event Basic Event Top State
No. B. B2 Event Probability

1 Exists Exists Exists Pr(B 1)Pr(B2)

2 Exists Not exist Not exist Pr(B1)Pr(B2)

3 Not exist Exists Not exist Pr(B1)Pr(B2)

4 Not exist Not exist Not exist Pr(B t)Pr(B2)

TABLE 25.7 Truth Table for an OR Gate with Two Basic Events

State Basic Event Basic Event Top State
No. B. B2 Event Probability

1 Exists Exists Exists Pr(B t)Pr(B2)

2 Exists Not exist Exists Pr(B I )Pr(B2)

3 Not exist Exists Exists Pr(B1)Pr(B2)

4 Not exist Not exist Not exist Pr(B 1)Pr(B2)
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(25.52)

From Table 25.7, the system unavailability is given by states 1, 2, and 3. This is written
mathematically as follows.

Us (t) == Pr (B)) Pr (B2)+ Pr (B)) Pr (82) + Pr (81) Pr (B2)
== Pr (B)) Pr (B2) + Pr (B)) [1 - Pr (82) ] + [1 - Pr (B 1) ] Pr (B2) (25.51)
== Pr (B)) + Pr (B2) - Pr (B)) Pr (B2)

which agrees with (25.44).

EXAMPLE 25.15
Consider the motor supply circuit of Figure 25.27, where each circuit consists of a fuse and the circuit
wiring to the motor. Develop a truth table for the states for only the fuse and supply circuit components
of the motor supply system.

Solution
Since there are four components, and each component is assumed to have two states, working or failed,
there are 24 unique states. The truth table for these states are given in Table 25.8, where we use the
notation W for working and F for failed.

TABLE 25.8 Truth Table for the Motor Fuse and Circuit System

State Fuse Curcuit Fuse Curcuit System
Number 81 C) 82 C2 State

W W W W W
2 F W W W W
3 W F W W W
4 F F W W W
5 W W F W W
6 F W F W F
7 W F F W F
8 F F F W F
9 W W W F W
10 F W' W F F
11 W F W F F
12 F F W F F
13 W W F F W
14 F W F F F
15 W F F F F
16 F F F F F

If the probability of being in the working and failed states are known, then the probability of the
system for each state is known. The probability of the system being found in the working or failed states
can be determined by summing the contributions to each state from the last column. The availability of
the system can be written as follows.

As(t) = LPr(Rows 1,2,3,4,5,9, 13)

=: Pr (B 1) Pr (CI ) Pr (82) Pr (C2) + Pr (B 1) Pr (CI ) Pr (82) Pr (C2)

+ Pr (81) Pr (CI ) Pr (82) Pr (C2) + Pr (B 1) Pr (C1) Pr (B2 ) Pr (C2)

+ Pr (81) Pr (C1) Pr (B2) Pr (C2) + Pr (81) Pr (C1) Pr (82) Pr (C2)

+ Pr (81) Pr (CI ) Pr (B2) Pr (C2)

The unavailability can be computed as the complement of (25.52). •
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The truth table method requires the construction ofan exhaustive state enumeration of the
system, and this is often a tedious process. However, it is a reliable method of computation that
forces the analyst to clearly develop each state of the system. For systems with n components,
there are 2n states, and this makes the truth table very large for systems of even moderate size.

25.4.4 Structure Functions

The structure function method describes the state of each basic event and of the system
by a binary indicator variable. Suppose that we assign the binary indicator variable Yi to the
basic event i, then we may write [2]

Y
i
= { 1, when the basic event i occurs

0, when the event i does not occur (25.53)

The top event is associated with the binary indicator variable 1/1 (Y), which is related to the
state of the system by the structure function, 1/1, where

1/1 (Y) = { 1,
0,

when the top event is occurring
when the top event is not occurring (25.54)

(25.55)

is the structure function for the top event and where

Y = [Y1, Y2, ••• , Yn ]
= vector of basic event states

The event unions and intersections correspond to the Boolean OR and AND operators, and to
algebraic operations, as shown in Table 25.9.

TABLE 25.9 Event, Boolean, and Algebraic Operations [2]

Event

B;
B;
«r-»,
B;uBj

BIn nBn

B1U uBn

Boolean

Y;= 1
Yj=O

r;/\ lj=1
Y;V lj= 1
Y1 /\ ••• /\ r, =1
Y1V···V Yn =1

Algebraic

Y;= 1
Y;=O
Y;lj =1
1 - (1 - Y;)( 1 - Yj ) =1
Y1X ... X Yn = 1
1 - (1 - Y1) X ... x (l - Yn ) =1

Notes*
Event i exists
Event i does not exist
Pr(B; n B) = E(Y;/\ lj)
Pr(B;U Bj) =E(Y;V lj)
Pr(B l n n Bn) =E(Y1/\ ••• /\ Yn)
Pr(Bl U uBn) =E(Y1V···V Yn)

Note: E(x) =expected value of x, a probability.

The Boolean operators can be manipulated following the rules reviewed in Table 25.10.
Using these rules, the top event can be represented in terms of the structure function.

For the AND gate fault tree shown in Figure 25.22, the top event exists if and only if
all input basic events exist. This may be written in terms of the system structure function as
follows.

(25.56)

In this expression, Yi is the indicator variable for the basic event Bi, Expressed in terms
of algebraic operators, we may write (25.56) as follows.

n

1/1 (Y) = nYi = YlY2 •.. Yn
i=1

(25.57)
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TABLE 25.10 Rules for Boolean Manipulations [2]
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Laws

Identities:
BVB=B
B/\B=B
Commutative laws:
B I V B2 = B2 V B I

BI/\B2=B2VBI

Associative laws:
B I V (B2V B3) = (B} V B2) V B3
BI /\ (B2 /\ B3) = (B I /\ B2) /\ B3
Distributive laws:
B) /\ (B2 V B3) = (B I /\ B2) V (B} /\ B3)
B I V (B2 /\ B3) = (B I V B2) /\ (B I V B3)

Absorptive laws:
B{ /\ (B I /\ B2) = B) /\ B2
BIV(BI/\B2)=B t
Set definitions:
B/\l=B
B/\O=O
BvO=B
BV] = 1

Algebraic Interpretation & Remark

1 - (1 - Y)( 1 - Y) = Y
IT= Y

1-(1-- YI)(l- Y2) = 1-(1- Y2)(l - YI )
YIY2 = Y2Y I

Can be written as B I V B2V B3
Can be written as B I /\ B2 /\ B'j

Y jY jY2 = Y jY2
1 - (1- Y1)(1- YIY2) = YI

y. 1= Y

Y'O=O
1 - (1 - Y)(1 - 0) = Y
1 - (1 - Y)(1 - 1) = I

The gated OR tree of Figure 25.23 indicates that the top event, system failure, occurs if any of
the input basic events occur. In this case, the structure function is written as

or, in algebraic form

n

l/J (Y) == 1 - n(1 - Yi )
i=l

(25.58)

(25.59)

EXAMPLE 25.16
Consider the fault tree shown in Figure 25.25 for a two out of three voting system [2]. Assume that the
probability of all of the basic events occurring are equal to 0.6, which we may write in terms of binary
indicator variables as follows.

(25.60)

Compute the probability of the top event for the two out of three system and compare this result with
another system that is simply a two component parallel connection of components.

Solution
For the two out of three system, we may write the probability of the top event as follows.

l/f (Y) = (fl 1\ f 2) V (f2 1\ f 3) V (Y3 1\ YI)

= 1 - [1 - (fl 1\ Y2) ] [1 - (Y2 1\ f 3)] [1 - (f3 1\ fl)]

= 1 - [1 - f l Y2 ] [1 - Y2Y3] [1 - f 3Ytl

(25.61)
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This can be expanded and simplified using the absorption laws as follows.

[
1 - Y1Y2 - Y2Y3 - Y3Y1 + Y1Y2Y2Y3 + Y2Y3Y3Y1 ]1/1 (Y) = 1 -
+Y3Y1YtY2 - YtY2Y2Y3Y3Yt (25.62)

=Yt Y2+ Y2Y3+ Y3Yt - 2Y1Y2Y3
The probability of the top event is then expressed as the expected value of the binary indicator variable
lfr·

Qs (t) = E (1/1 (Y» = E (YtY2) + E (Y2Y3) + E (Y3Y1) - 2E (Yt Y2Y3)

=E (Yt>E (Y2) + E (Y2) E (Y3) + E (Y3) E (Yt>

- 2E (Yt ) E (Y2) E (Y3)

= 3 x (0.6)2 - 2 X (0.6)3 = 0.648

This can be compared with the parallel system of only two components by computing the expected value
of that system top event.

o, (t) = E (l{! (Y» = E (ft> + E (f2) - E (Yt ) E (f2) (25.64)

If the components have the same probability of failure as above, the result is computed to be

Qs (t) = 2 x 0.6 - (0.6)2 = 0.84 (25.65)

Thus, it is seen that the parallel system has an 84% chance of experiencing the top event (system failure),
but the two out of three system has only a 64.8% of system failure. •

25.4.5 Minimal Cut Sets

The system unavailability or top event can also be computed using minimal cut sets.
Consider a system that has m minimal cut sets, defined as follows.

CI = {BI,I, B2,1, ... , Bnt,l}

(25.66)

Cm = {Bl,m, B2,m, ... , Bnm,m}
Now, denote the event Bij by the indicator variable Yij. The top event occurs only when all of
the basic events in any of the cut sets occur simultaneously. Moreover, any cut set causes the
top event to occur. This can be expressed using the indicator variable as follows.

1/! (Y) = ,v [.~ Yij ] (25.67)
J=I 1=1

In algebraic form, we may write (25.67) as

1/f (Y) = .~ [il Yii ] =1 - Ii [1 - il Yij] (25.68)
J 1 i=1 j=l i=1

This equation can be expressed as a fault tree, but its construction is left as an exercise.

25.4.6 Minimal Path Sets

A minimal path set is the dual of a minimal cut set. A minimal path set is a collection of
basic events. If none of these events occur, then the top event will not occur. Let us represent
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the minimal path sets by the notation

PI == {B 1, 1, B2,1, ••. , B; 1,1 }
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(25.69)

Pm == {B1,m, B2,m, ... , Bnm,m}
where the Bi, represent the basic events for the path set. These events can also be represented
by indicator variables. The top event occurs if at least one basic event in all minimal path sets
occur. Thus, we write the structure function as follows.

m ["j ]1/J (Y) == /\ .V Yij
J=I z=1

(25.70)

The minimal path set solution can also be represented as a fault tree. This is left as an exercise.

25.5 STATE SPACE AND MARKOV PROCESSES

The foregoing treatment of the reliability of a protective system has omitted any discussion as
to how the repair of failed components enters into the reliability modeling. This will now be
considered, and a model will be developed for protective system performance including repair.

25.5.1 The Markov Process

Markov models are functions of two variables, the state of the system and the time of
observation. This leads to four kinds of model formulations, where either variable can be
considered to be either discrete or continuous. The Markov process describes the transition
in time from one state of a system to another state during a small time interval ~t and the
probability of a transition occurring during this time interval. The occurrences are discrete
and time is continuous; therefore, we describe this process as a discrete-state, continuous-time
process. The following basic assumptions are necessary in deriving the Markov Process:'

1. The probability that a transition occurs in time t:1t is h (t) /),.t, where h (t) is the hazard
function associated with the two states in question. When h(t) == Ais a constant, the
process is called homogeneous. If the hazard functions are time dependent, then the
process in nonhomogeneous.

2. The probability of more than one transition in time ~t are infinitesimals of a higher
order and can be neglected.

The Markov model is defined by a set of probabilities Pi} that define the probability of
transition from any state i to another state j. The transition depends only on the states i and
.i and is completely independent of all past states except the last one, state i .

The Markov process can be specified by a set of differential equations and the initial
conditions for these equations. Since the transitions depend only on the last state, the differen-
tial equations are always first order. The constants are determined from a transition probability
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matrix, where the rows represent the probability of being in a state i at time t and the columns
represent the probability of being in state j at time t + t1t. A typical transition matrix for a
system with n + 1 states is given in Table 25.11.

TABLE 25.11 A Typical Transition Matrix

so(t + ~t) St(t + ~t) s2(t+ ~t) sn(t + ~t)

so(t) Poo Pot P02 POn
St(1) PIO Pll PI2 PIn
SO{t) P20 P21 P22 P2n

Sn(t) PnO Pnl Pn2 Pnn

The elements in the transition matrix represent the probability that in time t1t the system
will undergo a transition from initial state i to final state j. 'The terms on the diagonal represent
the probability that the system will remain in its initial state. The case of greatest interest is
that in which the hazard rates are all constants. This means that the failure and repair rates are
described by exponential distributions. (See Section 25.5.4.)

For example, consider a system with only two states, as shown in Figure 25.30. This
system has two states, labeled 1 and 2. The probability of making a transition from one state
to the other in time t1t is shown as the transition rate multiplied by the time, as noted on the
diagram. The probability of remaining in either state 1 or 2 is the probability of not making
a transition away from that state. The process depicted is a repairable process. State 1 is the
UP or working state and state 2 is the DOWN or failed state. The transition rate from UP to
DOWN is the failure rate 'A and the transition rate from DOWN to UP is the repair rate JL.

1 -A~t

(25.71)

(25.72)

Figure 25.30 Markov graph for a system with two states.

By inspection of Figure 25.30, and using conditional probability concepts, we may write
the following equations:

PI (t + t1t) = PI (t) (1 - 'A tit) + Pz (t) (JL ~t)

P2 (t + ~t) = P2 (t) (1 - JL ~~) + PI (t) ('A ~t)

where Pk is defined as the probability of residing in state k. Rearranging, we have the following
differential equations in the limit as ~t approaches zero.

PI (t + t!..t) - PI (t) = J.LP2(t) _ API (t) = dPI (t)
~t dt

P2 (t + t!..t) - P2(t) = API (t) _ J.LP2(t) = dP2(t)
tit dt

These equations may be solved for the two state probabilities as functions of time, with the
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following result.

(25.73)

J1, e-(A+Jt)t
PI (t) == -- + [API (0) - JLP2 (0)1

A+JL A+JL
A e-(A+Jt)t

P2 (t) == -- + [/l'P2 (0) - API (0)]
A+JL A+JL .

We must make some assumption regarding the initial probabilities of the two states in order
to get a complete solution. It is common to assume that the system is in the working state
initially. Therefore, the probability of being in state 1 initially is unity, which makes being in
state 0 an impossibility.

PI (0) == I

P2 (0) == 0
(25.74)

Then, we compute

(25.75)

JL Ae-(A+Jt)t
PI (t) == -- +---

A+JL A+JL
A Ae-(A+JL)t

P2 (t) == -- - ---
A+1l A+J1,

A plot of these functions is shown in Figure 25.31. The probability of state 1 is called the
availability, A(t), and that of state 2 the unavailability, U (r ), Note that the availability falls
off from its initial (new) value and asymptotically approaches a constant value.

.i:_ ,____________________________________________
A+lt

1 .0

o

Figure 25.31 State probabilities as a function of time.

25.5.2 Stationary State Probabilities

(25.76)

The limiting state or stationary probabilities can be found from (25.75) by letting the
time parameter approach infinity, in which case we compute

J1,
PI == PI (00) == --

A+ JL
A

P2 == P2 (00) == --
A+JL

For the exponential distribution, we know that the failure rate is the inverse of the mean time
to failure. We can also compute the mean time to repair as the inverse of the repair rate. Thus
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(25.79)
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we write
1

MTTF =m =-
A
1

MTTR =r=-
JL

It is common practice to refer to the probability PI as the availability of the system and
the probability P2 as the unavailability. It is important to clearly distinguish between the
availability, as defined above, and the reliability, which is given by

R (t) = e" (25.78)
The availability is the probability of beingfound in the operating state, whereas the reliability
is the probability of remaining in the operating state. Note that the sum of the probabilities PI
and P2 of the two states is equal to unity.

25.5.3 General Algorithm for Markov Analysis

The determination of the differential equations that represent the state transition process
represented by the Markov model can be determined in a general form that is applicable to
systems of any size and complexity. The one practical limitation is that the transition intensities
must be constants. If the transition intensities are not constant there are methods that can be
used, but the process becomes more difficult [17]. In the following development, we consider
these transition intensities to be constant failure and repair rates.

The state probabilities of the proposed Markov model can be computed using matrix
differential equations, which can be constructed using the following rule [2].

dp, (t) . () (i fl .) ( fl f .)-- = Pi t = In ow to state I - out ow rom state I
dt

= L (rate of transition to state i from state j) x p j
j#i

-L (rate of transition from state i to state j) x Pi
j=f;i

where Pi (t) = probability of system state i at time t

We can write (25.79) in matrix form as

jJ=Tp

where T = matrix of state transitions

(25.80)

The state transitions are the constant failure and repair rates associated with the transitions
noted on the Markov graph and can be determined by inspection of that graph.

The solution of the vector differential equation (25.80) can be written as [18]
p (t) = poeAt (25.81)

where' Po = a vector of initial conditions of all states

The exponential function
t2 00 Aktk

eAt = I+At+A2
, + ... = 1+L -k'
2. k=I.

converges absolutely and uniformly in any finite interval of the time axis [2].

(25.82)
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The initial conditions may be chosen such that the system is in some state with a certain
probability and other state probablities having a probability of one minus the chosen state
probability. It is common practice to assume initial conditions as that state where all compo-
nents are UP with a probability of unity all other states have probability zero. The differential
equations can be integrated step by step until convergence to a final value is achieved, which is
determined when all variations in the state probabilities become arbitrarily small. The result is
a timewise record of the transient solution of the state probabilities over time to the steady-state
solution. The initial conditions have no influence on the final result.

In many cases, we are most interested in the final values of the state probabilities. This
corresponds to the condition where the derivatives of (25.80) vanish, or we have the algebraic
system of equations

0== Tp (25.83)

Usually, the transient solution is of no particular interest as the final value is the condition
sought. This may not be true for protective systems where self-testing is used, but this has not
been explored in any detail.

Now, it can be shown that all columns of T sum to zero, so the determinant of T is zero,
which means that the equations are not linearly independent. However, we can discard one of
the equations and substitute the equation

(25.84)

since we know that the sum of the state probabilities is a certainty. We can clarify the resulting
equation as follows. Suppose we write the transition matrix as

T == [~~:. ~~~ ~~: ] (25.85)

t; 1 t-a tnn
The off-diagonal elements of T are the failure and repair rates that represent the transitions
between states of the system; the diagonal elements are the transitions out of each state (but
with a negative sign).

Making the substitution of (25.84) for the nth row of the T matrix, we get a new transition
matrix that we identify with the subscript n to distinguish it from (25.85) to write

t12

((n--1)2

1

(25.86)

Then, we can write the new steady-state equation as

t12

((n--l)2

1

(25.87)

where we recognize that the right-hand side, now designated b, is no longer zero, but is changed
due to the insertion of (25.84) as the nth equation. Then the final solution of the steady-state
condition can be written

(25.88)
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to give the probability of every state in the system. The inverse of the transition matrix can be
found using any desired method. Modem software solutions are readily available to compute
numerical results.

If the system is not too large, it is often possible to obtain a Laplace transform solution of
(25.80) in closed form, which gives an expression for the probability of each state in the system
as a function of time [17]. However, this is not practical on systems where the dimensions of
the matrix T are large. Systems that can be described by a set of linear, constant coefficient
differential equations can be solved using modem computer software.

The Markov model is a very useful tool for the analysis of even rather large systems.
Since the probability of each state in the system is determined, the solution can be used in
many different ways, such as the computation of the system reliability, availability, mean time
to failure, and other measures of performance. These computations usually require that the
system logic be considered, for example, whether the elements are in a series, parallel, or other
type of logical arrangement. For example, if a series logic is assumed, then all components
must be in the operating state for system success, which will be expressed in the probability
of only one system state. Parallel or other more complex system logical descriptions will
provide the information to determine the definition of reliability or other factors of interest.
However, the basic information, to compute these measures of system performance is the state
probabilities, which is provided by the Markov model.

25.5.4 Model of Two Repairable Components

Consider a system that consists of two repairable components, where the components
are not identical and have their own unique failure and repair rates. For this case the state
space diagram is shown in Figure 25.32.

Figure 25.32 State Space diagram for two re-
pairable components.

(25.89)
o ] [PI (1)]ILl Pz (t)
ILz P3 (t)

- (ILl+ ILz) P4(1)

The procedure for developing the state-space diagrams is relatively simple, but one
needs to be sure that the total of all states completely defines the system and the total of all the
probabilities is unity. This is just another way of saying that there are no undefined states.

Following the algorithm described in the previous section, we can write the Markov
differential equations by inspection of Figure 25.32, with the following result (also see problem
25.35).

[

~: ~~~] _ [- (A~7 A2) _ (A~~ 11-2) ~I
P3 (1) - Al 0 - (A2 + tLt>
P4 (1) 0 Al Az
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The definition of availability for the system of two repairable items depends on their
connection. If connected in a series logic, the failure of either one of the items constitutes a
total system failure; therefore, states 2, 3, and 4 are all failure states and only state 1 is an
operating state. On the other hand, if the items are connected in a parallel logic, both items
must be failed simultaneously for system failure to occur, which means that only state 4 is the
failure state and the other three states are all operating states.

25.5.5 Markov Models with Special Failure Modes

The Markov modeling process is readily extended to special cases; for example, one
component may have a partial outage state and a full outage state. This is not likely to occur
for a single component, but may well occur for a system or a subsystem. The state space
diagram is shown in Figure 25.33, which is the diagram for the failure modes of a transformer
that has oil pumps and air circulating fans that are required in order to obtain full rated output
of the transformer. If only the fans or pumps fail, the output is derated, but the transformer
still operates at this lower rating.

Figure 25.33 Markov model of a system with
partial failure.

Note that this example requires a third failure rate in addition to the failure rates for
fans and pumps. This failure rate represents all types of failure that cause the transformer
to be placed on full outage without making the transition through a partial outage state, for
example, a transformer core or winding failure. We also observe that there may be several
fans and several pumps, in which case there may be multiple derated states for each item and
the Markov graph becomes more complex. The procedure for constructing the graph is still
straightforward, however.

Some examples of systems of interest to the power engineer that exhibit partial outage
states are boilers, generators, and HVDe converters. For system protection, most of the
systems and subsystems are either up or down, with no intermediate states. There can be
outages of redundant items, but most of the items in the protective system are not subject to
a partial outage. A possible exception may be in a digital protective device where a partial
memory failure may disable some protective functions, but may leave other functions operable.

25.5.6 Failure Frequency and Duration

Consider the case of a single component and its state space diagram, shown in Figure
25.30. If we should observe the history of this repairable component over a long period of
time, we would see a sequence of up and down cycles, similar to that shown in Figure 25.34.
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T

1
m tJr m tJr m _Ir, .. • '......Io---1.~, ...........----t-~L,. -,

Down

Up

Figure 25.34 One componentfailureand repair history.

The top portion.of the component history shows the actual cycles of up and down times.
The mean time to failure, m, is the mean or expected value of the up times. The mean time to
repair, r, is the mean of the down times. These mean values are shown approximately in the
lower diagram, which also shows the period T of the average of the up-down cycle, which is
often called the mean time between failures (MTBF). Thus, we can write

1
m= MTTF =

A
1

r=MTTR=-
JL

1
T = MTBF = m + r = -

w

(25.90)

(25.91)

where w is the frequency of failure (and also the frequency of repair). We can now write the
probabilities of the up and down states in terms of the frequency of failure, as follows.

m m 1 w
Po=--=-=-=-

m +r T AT A
r r 1 w

Pt = -- = - = - =-
m + r T JLT JL

Then we may write the frequency as

w = POA = PIJL (25.92)

This result, although derived from a very simple example, is perfectly general. Stated in words,
the frequency ofencountering any given state is computed as the probability ofresiding in that
state times the rate ofdeparture from that state. In some systems, there may be several rates
of departure, in which case they must be added together. For example, the two-state system of
Figure 25.32 has the rates of entry and departure shown in the following Table 25.12 [15].

TABLE 25.12 Rates of Departureand Entry for a TwoComponentSystem

State Component Component Rate of Rate of
Number 1 2 Departure Entry

1 up up AI +A 2 J..tl + IL2
2 down up A2 + ILl Al + JL2
3 up down AI + IL2 A2 + ILl

4 down down ILl + IL2 A} +A 2
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For this same system, the steady-state probabilities of the four states and the frequencies
of encounter are given in Table 25.13 [15]. Again, it can be verified that frequency is the
product of probability and departure rates.

TABLE 25.13 State Probabilities and Frequencies"

State
Number

1

2

3

4

State
Probability

J.LIJ.L2/D

AIJ.L2/D

JLtA2/D
A. 1A2/D

Frequency of
Encournter

ILtJ.L2(AI +A.2)/D
AtIL2 (ILl + A. 2)/D
JL tA.2 (A. I + JL2)/D

A.}A. 2 (J.LI + J.L2)/D

Frequencies and durations are important measures of a system's reliability performance.
Probabilities are decimal numbers and, in many cases, the probability of success is a decimal
that begins with several nines (0.9999xxx). With such numbers, it is difficult to understand
the effect of a given system change or to compare two different system changes.

Frequencies and durations of failure are more easily understood. Weget a betterjudgment
of the importance of a failure if we compute that it is expected to occur several times a year,
for example, or only once in ]0 years or once in 100 years. Such numbers help one decide
if it is worthwhile to budget large expenditures to improve the system. Failure durations are
especially important to the user of a piece of equipment, or of a source of power. For example,
if failure durations are long, it may be economical to invest in an alternate or standby source
of supply.

Note that the frequency is the limiting value of the independent failure intensity defined
in Section 24.5.3.2.
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PROBLEMS

25.1 Consider the small system shown in Figure 25.2. Let

Ei = {component faulted to ground}

Compute the reliability of the system assuming all failures are ground fault failures.
25.2 Assume that, for the simple system of Figure 25.2, the only failure modes of interest are

components failing open and failing faulted. With this assumption, compute the reliability
of each component against both kinds of failure, and compute the reliability of the system
against both kinds of hazard.

25.3 Let Pibe the reliability of component i of a series system. Then we can write the unreliability
of the component as

qi = 1- Pi
Derive an expression for the reliability of the series system that uses the unreliability of
each item rather than the reliability. Also find the reliability for the special case when all
components are identical.

25.4 Consider a series system with six identical components, each of which has a reliability of
0.95. Compute the .system reliability
(a) Using the exact formula
(b) Using the approximate formula derived in problem 25.3.

25.5 Repeat problem 25.4 if the reliability. of all components is 0.98.
25.6 A parallel system consists of three identical components. Compute the reliability of the

system under the following conditions.
(a) The element reliabilities Pi = 0.95.
(b) The element reliabilities Pi = 0.99.
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25.7 Derive a general formula for the reliability of a series-parallel system where each parallel
subsystem has m elements in parallel and there are n of these parallel subsystems connected
in series.

25.8 Develop an approximate formula for the series-parallel system reliability of identical ele-
ments, each having a small value of q.

25.9 Derive a general formula for the reliability of a parallel-series system where each series
system has n elements and there are In such series groups connected in parallel.

25.10 Develop an approximate formula for the parallel-series system reliability of identical ele-
ments, each series string having a reliability of r.

25.11 Three components of a system are connected in parallel: However, the system is considered
successful if two or more of the components are working. Determine the reliability of this
system if the components have different reliabilities.

25.12 Determine the reliability of the system described in problem 25.11 if all three components
are identical.

25.13 For the system of three identical components in parallel, let the reliability of a component
be P == 0.95. Compute the reliability for the following conditions:
(a) All three elements are required for successful operation.
(b) Only two out of three elements are required for successful operation.
(c) Only one element is required for successful operation.

25.14 Consider a system with standby redundancy, with elements A and B as shown in Figure
25.6. We define the following types of switching failure:
1. The switch works when required, with probability Pw.
2. The switch switches without command, with probability qs.
3. The switch refrains from switching unless required, Pro
4. On switching the contacts make successfully, probability Pc.
Determine the reliability of the system.

25.15 Refer to the breaker-and-a-half switching station pictured in Figure 25.9. A power transfer
through the station from line 1 to line 6 is of interest. Prepare a reliability block diagram
of the station between these two terminals.

25.16 Distinguish between afault and afailure.
25.17 Distinguish among the following: a primary fault, a secondary fault, and a command fault.
25.18 Define clearly what is meant by inductive analysis as opposed to deductive analysis.
25.19 Is fault tree analysis an inductive or deductive approach to system analysis?
25.20 Distinguish among the following: a failure mechanism, a failure mode, and a failure effect.
25.21 Complete the following table that describes the controls for the flow of fuel to an engine.

The subsystem of interest consists of a valve and the valve actuator. Classify the events as
viewed from the system, subsystem, valve, or actuator level [6]. The entries in each of the
right-hand columns should be "mechanism," "mode," or "effect," or no entry at all.

TABLE P25.21 Controls for the Flow of Fuel to an Engine

Event

No flow from subsystem
when required

Valve unable to open

Binding of actuator stem

Corrosion of actuator stem

System Subsystem Valve Actuator
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25.22 A positioning system, shown in Figure P25.22(a), is powered by a de motor, which is
controlled by the operator depressing a toggle switch to move the motor shaft load to the
desired angular position.
The basic fault tree construction rules are stated in Section 25.2.5. Apply rule #2 to this
system. Identify as many system faults as you can and classify each fault as being either state
of component or state of system. Do this under two different sets of system environments:
(1) system operating, and (2) system in standby.

System
Impedance Toggle Switch

--'-
.--....-----~-~--.......------- ...----..

+
E-=-

Reversing
Switch

Figure P25.22 (a) A motor-driven positioning system.

Load

Control
Circuit

52CT

Rl

CT

R2__f 52a

----------1' I -
+ 11--------'

Source

Figure P25.22 (b) Overcurrent protection with redundant relays.

25.23 Reconsider the overcurrent relay systemdescribed in example 25.11, but modify the system
to have redundant relays as shown in Figure P25.22(b). (a) Construct decision tables for
this system. (b) Construct the fault tree.

25.24 Determine the minimum cut sets for the fault tree constructed from problem 25.23.
25.25 Sketch a Venn diagram of two independent events, B} and B2 , where the areas of the two

events, as pictured in the Venn diagram, overlap. Show that this confirms (25.44). What is
the significance of the overlap of the two events?

25.26 Evaluate .the top event for the fault tree shown in Figure P25.26 using the method outlined
in Section 25.3.1. Determine the minimal cut sets for this system.

25.27 Develop a success tree for the system described by the fault tree in problem 25.26.
25.28 Tabulate for each state in the fault tree of problem 25.26 the binary indicator variables, Yi ,

and the structure function, 't/J(Y). There are exactly 2n unique states for n basic events, or
32 states in this case.
The reader can complete Table P25.28. Note that this task is usually performed by a
computer program.

25.29 Develop the fault tree that is the equivalent of (25.68).
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Figure P25.26 A fault tree of a physical system.
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TABLE P25.28 Fault Tree States for the Fault Tree
of Problem 25.26

State Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Ys ~J(Y)

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 1 0
3 0 0 0 1 0 0
4 0 0 0 1 1 1

25.30 Develop the fault tree that is the equivalent of (25.70).
25.31 Sketch a Markov graph for a system consisting of two identical components, each with

failure rate A and repair rate JL. Develop the transition probability matrix for this system
and evaluate the limiting state probabilities.

25.32 Continue with the system described in problem 25.3] and examine the special cases de-
scribed below. In each case determine the availability and the unavailability.
(a) The two identical components are connected in series.
(b) The two identical components are connected in parallel.

25.33 Develop a Markov graph for a system consisting of three nonidentical components.
25.34 A Markov model of a system can be constructed using the following set of rules [2]:

1. The probability of a transition in time ~t from one state to another is given by h (t) ~t,
where h(r) is the hazard function or transition intensity associated with the two states
in question. If all the h(t)'s are constant, h(t) == A, the model is called homogeneous.
If any of the transitions are functions of time, the model is nonhomogeneous.

2. The probability of more than one transition in time ~t is an infinitesimal of a higher
order and can be neglected.

Use this basic model to write the state transition equations for the system shown in Figure
P25.34 and show that the result is a system of differential equations in the limit as ~t

approaches zero.
25.35 Repeat the procedure of problem 25.34 for the system described by the Markov graph of

Figure 25.32.
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Figure P2S.34 Markov graph for two distinct
nonrepairable elements.

25.36 Modify the Markov equation given by (25.89) to correctly model the transformer described
by the Markov graph of Figure 25.33.



26
Reliability Concepts
in System Protection

26.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents some fundamental concepts of reliability as they apply to power system
protection. We begin by considering disturbances that occur on the power system and treat the
occurrence of these disturbances as random variables with certain probability distributions.
We also examine typical protective system configurations and analyze the basic failure modes
of these systems. Then we examine the sequential operation that occurs following the pickup
of a protective device through the tripping of the circuit breakers, and describe these sequential
operations as a stochastic process.

26.2 SYSTEM DISTURBANCE MODELS

Protective systems are designed to recognize certain types of power system disturbances and to
isolate those parts of the system on which the disturbance occurs. The first task in developing a
reliability model is to understand the power system disturbance as an event. This concept will
help us develop a probabilistic model of disturbances and to think in terms of the probability
of occurrence of a certain event, such as a fault on a transmission line, a generator overheating,
or a system underfrequency event.

26.2.1 A Probabilistic Disturbance Model

Power system disturbances are caused by component failures [1J. This process can be
used to generate random variables since disturbances are events and with every event we can
associate a certain probability. In order to formalize the process, we will find it helpful to
define certain quantities.

1093
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It is noted in Section 24.3 that a random variable is a function X that assigns to each
outcome ~ of an experiment a real number X (~) = r. It is convenient to think of this process
as a functional mapping of events in an event space S to numbers r on the real line R. Thus,
the element r, a real number, is called the value of X at ~. However, it is not sufficient to know
the value of r. In order to qualify as a random variable, we must also know something about
the event described by the element ~. Probabilities are defined for events in terms of elements
~ in the event space S. This mapping procedure can be visualized as the process depicted in
Figure 26.1.

s

R Figure 26.1 Mapping outcomes ~; in S to ele-
ments r, in R by X(~;) = rio

To each element r there corresponds a set of elements ~ in S that are called the inverse
image of r. For example, the inverse image of rl is given by

X-I (rl) = {~I, ~2} (26.1)

It is also useful to define the indicator function for an event. Suppose that we let E be any
event, or any subset of S, then we define the indicator function IE (~) for E as follows.

{
0 if ~ ¢ E

le(~) = 1 if ~ E E (26.2)

This mapping is shown in Figure 26.2, where we illustrate the event space E and it's comple-
ment E C •

~eS

______....w.. ---IK-- R
o 1 r eR Figure 26.2 Indicator function mapping.

These concepts are applied to power system disturbances or failures by using the failure
to generate random variables. This is possible since disturbances are events with which we
can associate a probability. For example, suppose we let the event space S consist of all shunt
faults that might occur at any bus. Since the buses and bus faults are distinct and mutually
exclusive, the event space contains subspaces Ai (i = 1 to n) that partition! the space S. Thus,

IA class of events is said to form a partition if one and only one of the member events must occur on each trial.
A partition divides the Venndiagram into nonoverlapping sets.
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we can let the random variable X be defined as

X (~i) == I: r, f Ai (~i)
iEJ

1095

(26.3)

and each event ~i maps through X (~i) into a single point r, on R. This is depicted graphically
in Figure 26.3.

,
Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 , Busn,,,

I
j,,,,

Figure 26.3 Mapping bus events to the real line
by the indicator function. 1 2 3 n

R

It is clear that the condition described by (26.3) is a random variable since all the elements
of the definition of a random variable are satisfied. We also note that the probability of an
event ~ E Ai is given by

Pr (A i) == Pr (X == r;) == Pi (26.4)

This idea can be extended to include in the description a separate accounting for the different
kinds of shunt faults at any bus. Suppose that we consider the following types only:

1. One-line-to-ground fault
2. Two-line-to-ground fault
3. Line-to-line fault
4. Three-phase fault

Then the event space is further partitioned, as shown in Figure 26.4. This new mapping
can be performed by a random variable similar to (26.3) but with Ai replaced by Aik where

k::=1,2,3,4 (26.5)

1 2 3 n

Figure 26.4 Mapping of bus faults to the real
plane R2 of bus shunt fault location and fault type.

Type 4
~--tt-+--~-"""""''--~---I''''''

Type 3
~----it-+-+--""""-+---I-owIl-+---+

Type 2
~'-o¥-+--~-+-~t...I---+~--...".

Type 1
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The above definition of a random variable for shunt faults assumes that the event space S
consists only of this type of disturbance, Le., that the union of all Aik is the entire space
S. Since shunt faults represent an important type of power system disturbance, this choice of
events is logical. However, it should be noted that this concept for generating a random variable
can be extended to other disturbances. For example, suppose that we define the following types
of disturbances that result from system component failures of different types:

1. Shunt faults (short circuits)
2. Longitudinal faults (open lines, series compensation failures)
3. Step changes in bus power injection (generator loss)
4. Step changes in load (load or tie line loss)

One can readily envision the expansion of the event space to include all of these additional
types of disturbances. The event space structure is well defined, and probabilities are definable
on this space. As long as we avoid any consideration of simultaneous faults, the problem
is well posed. Simultaneous faults have a very low probability, so this does not present a
serious restriction to the basic concept. It is also clear that we can add transmission lines to the
disturbance space, and defining probabilities for various kind of shunt and series disturbances
for lines.

A standard definition for a disturbance is [2]

A disturbance in a power system is a sudden change or a sequence of changes in one or more of
the parameters of the system, or in one or more of the operating quantities.

When disturbances occur, the protective system must determine, based on the observed pa-
rameters that it monitors and the protective device logic, whether this event has the precise
characteristics for which protective action is required. The protective system, then, has two
choices:

1. Take the predefined protective action for which it was designed, or
2. Refrain from any action, i.e., ignore the event.

In some cases, the action (1) may require concurrence of other protective system ob-
servers prior to initiating any action. Since system disturbances, either large or small, are
occurring almost all the time, the protective systems must make the above decision continu-
ally. In most cases, the correct decision is (2), but when (1) is the desired action, it must be
performed according to design, which usually requires prompt action.

26.2.2 Disturbance'Distribution

Disturbances occur on the power system all of the time. Loads are switched on and
off constantly, and faults occur as items fail due to any cause. These events are all discrete
random events that must be modeled using discrete distributions. As noted in Chapter 24, this
type of discrete event is described by the Poisson distribution. This distribution describes the
probability of isolated events occurring a specified number of times in a given time interval
when the rate of occurrence, or hazard rate, is constant. Only the occurrence of the event is
counted, the nonoccurrence is not counted.

We write the Poisson distribution with time as the independent variable as
(At)n e:"

F; = (26.6)
n!
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(26.7)

where n is the number of failures in the time interval of interest, F11 is the probability of exactly
n failures in time t ~ and Ais the failure rate.

The expected value of the Poisson distribution is computed as follows where, for sim-
plicity, we let b == At.

00 00 nb" e"
E(n) == L nF11 ==L--

1l==0 11=0 n!
00 nbfle-b

- '"'" since the n == 0 term is zero-~-n!-

n=1

00 bn-1 e-h
==bL ==b

n=I (n - I)!

where the last term is unity since the summation of probabilities for all n must be unity. Since
the hazard rate is constant, the expected value of failure in an interval t may be written as

b == At
and the probability of n failures is given by (26.6).

(26.8)

EXAMPLE 26.1 Transmission Line Failures
A certain type of transmission line has a constant failure rate of 0.002 failures per kilometer-year. What
is the probability of a given number of failures on lines of various lengths for a period of 1 year?

Solution
We arbitrarily take line lengths that are multiples of 50 km. Then we compute the hazard rate A in failures
per year for the entire line by multiplying the length L in km by 0.002 failures/krn-yr. Then

where L == length of line in km

h == At == Akm L (1 yr) == O.G02L (26.9)

The annual results are shown in Figure 26.5.
We observe that, for short lines, there is a very high probability of zero failures, but this probability

becomes smaller as the length of the line increases. For a line length of 450 km, the probability of one
fault is almost as high as that for zero faults annually and the probability for as many as four faults is
emerging as having a probability large enough to consider. •

From Example 26.1 we see that, as the line length increases, the expected value of
failure increases, the probability of zero failures decreases and that for one or more annual
failures increases. Common sense would arrive at this same general conclusion, but the Poisson
distribution allows the engineer to make numerical estimates that are consistent with the laws
of probability. Also note that, as the time interval increases, the nurnber of failures would be
expected to increase. This can be easily verified by comparing Figure 26.5 with Figure 24.8,
which is plotted for larger values of the b parameter.

26.2.3 Disturbance Classifications

One way in which disturbances can be described is by a "topological classification," as
shown in Table 26.1 [1].

Series disturbances are caused by changes in the system longitudinal structure or control.
This may occur due to open conductors, to changes in transformer taps, phase shifter controls,
or HVDC converter controls.
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Figure 26.5 Poisson distributions for transmission lines annual failures.

TABLE26.1 Topological Classification of Power System Dis-
turbances

Series Disturbances

One line open
Two lines open
Three lines open
Change in impedance
Change in controlled line flow

Shunt Disturbances

One-line-to-ground fault
Two-line-to-ground fault
Line-to-line fault
Three-phase fault
Change in nodal injection

Shunt disturbances affect the network physical relationship between phases or between
phases and ground at a given point in the transmission system structure. The most severe types
of shunt disturbances are short circuits, but changes in injection, such as a change in generation
or load, is also a shunt disturbance as this event changes the effective shunt impedance between
a node and the reference (considering a generator to be a Thevenin equivalent impedance with
negative resistance). Disturbances in HVDe systems or in series compensation systems are
series disturbances, which also require protective system response.
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It is possible that both types of disturbances occur at the same time, for example, if two
lines become entangled with the result that one line is burned open and one or both are faulted
to ground at the same time.

Another classification of disturbance is to consider the disturbance location as either
affecting a network branch or a node. Such a classification is shown in Table 26.2 [2].

TABLE 26.2 Disturbance Location Classifications

Branch Disturbances

Open lines
Shunt line faults
Series impedance changes

Node Disturbances

Open bus or breaker poles
Shunt bus faults
Shunt injection changes

The various classifications are presented to instill the sense of these disturbances as
events, with each event having a given probability of occurrence. These probabilities or the
failure rate associated with a given type of disturbance can be determined by observing the
system over a long period of time. Disturbance events are considered to be randomfailures of
the power system, each with a certain probability of occurrence. It is due to the random nature
of these events that reliability modeling and prediction are possible.

26.2.4 Probabilistic Model of Disturbances

We now develop a probabilistic model of system disturbances. We describe the distur-
bances as random variables and develop the associated probability functions.

The different types of disturbances have different probabilities of occurrence, and the
disturbances occur at random locations and at random times. Therefore, a given disturbance
is described by its type and location as a joint probability. We illustrate the technique for line
faults, but it could be repeated for bus faults, generator faults, or failures of other types of
apparatus. The line fault is described by the type of fault and the location, or the line on which
the fault occurs. These events are described in terms of their probability density functions
(P4f) and cumulative probability distribution functions (cdf).

Suppose we describe fault locations by the random variable X, and fault types by the
random variable Y. Combining the distributions for fault locations and fault types, we may
compute the joint distribution of the random variables X and Y, which are defined on a three-
dimensional probability space.

Since these two discrete random variables are independent, we may write the joint
probability distribution as

Fxy(x, y) == Fx (x) Fy(y) == Pr {X :s x} Pr .{Y :s y} (26.10)

The quantity (26.10) obeys all the rules for a distribution function, but instead of mapping to
the real line, it maps to a two-dimensional region in the x-y plane, as shown in Figure 26.4.
The joint density function can also be found for the two random variables. This is left as an
exercise. The example given has been restricted to two random independent variables, but the
same concept can be extended directly to define random variables for other network parts, such
as buses, and to other disturbances, such as series faults.

EXAMPLE 26.2 Line Fault Type and Location
Consider the three-node power system shown in Figure 26.6. OUf objective is to describe line faults that
occur during a particular year on the four lines of that system.
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1

1
2

2

3 4

3
Figure 26.6 Example system with three nodes
and four branches.

We assume that the four lines are not exactly alike and have different probabilities of failure, due
to differences in line length and line design. Let us also assume that the line fault probabilities for one
or more faults over a certain period of observation are given in Table 26.3.

TABLE 26.3 Failure Probabilities for Transmission Lines in Figure 26.6

Line Number Probability Line Number Probability

Line 1
Line 2

0.300
0.300

Line 3
Line 4

0.175
0.225

Since these four lines represent the entire system and the period of observations is long enough
so that faults are observed on all lines, the probabilities must add to unity as these probabilities define
the entire sample space. The density function for line faults is shown in Figure 26.7. In this figure, the
vertical jumps at each of the discontinuities represent the probability of that line being faulted in the
system consisting of four lines, with these probabilities having the values given.above.

21o
fy(y)

fx(x)

002:i_tP_Ll~_L2t_PL3t_PL4~
3 4

0.50

0.25

y

PF4
432

PFI

1
O~-----t-----+----.....----.----~
o

Figure 26.7 Probability density functions for random variables X and Y.

Wecan also describe the type of fault that occurs by a distribution function. Let us assume that only
four types of faults are possible, with those types and their probabilities defined as shown in Table 26.4

(The probabilities are fictitious and are chosen for ease in plotting rather than to describe any
real situation. Usually the probability of the one-line-to-ground fault is greater than 0.6.) The density
functions for the two random variables are also shown in Figure 26.7, and the cumulative distribution
functions are plotted in Figure 26.8, but to a different scale. These distributions are very similar in form,
but the numerical data for the two are different.
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TABLE 26.4 Fault Type Probabilities for Transmission Lines in Figure 26.6

1101

Fault Type

One line to ground
Line to line

Probability

0.600
0.200

Fault Type

Two line to ground
Three phase

Probability

0.150
0.050

1.00

0.50

o

-----------------------------------I
...- ,PL4

-----..'P L3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J . _
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Figure 26.8 Cumulative distribution functions for X and Y.

Both distributions obey the rules stated above for distributions of any random variable. As in the
previous case, the size of the jump in the distribution is equal to the probability of that type of fault,
considering that only the four types of faults listed above are possible occurrences. Obviously, this
concept could be extended to consider all possible types of faults, either series or shunt, as described in
Tables 26.1 and 26.2

One could also define a third random variable that defines the location of a fault along the length
of any transmission line, as an alternative the fault location could be modeled as a uniform distribution,
making faults at all locations of equal probability. This third random variable gives us three experiments
for which the set of all possible outcomes are the sample spaces SL, SF, and SK. Each fault represents
the simultaneous occurrence of one outcome in each of these experiments and is, in effect, an event in
the sample space formed by the Cartesian product of SL, SF, and SK. With this sample space given as

and the fault events are given by

(26.11 )

m==(i,j,k) (26.12)

The variable D represents the occurrence on all lines i of all type j faults in all line sections k. To complete
the specification of this joint experiment, probabilities must be defined for these events. Suppose we
defined the probabilities Pr(A;), Pr(B j ) , and Pr(Ck ) as the probabilities of events A;, B, and Ci . We
recognize that the probability of occurrence of the joint event Pr(A; x B, x Ck) cannot, in general, be
obtained from the individual probabilities unless the events are independent. For our experiment, the
events are independent, so we can write

(26.13)
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This concept can be extended to obtain the joint distribution and density functions from the relationships

(26.14)

and similarly for the density function. Since ZL is also discrete, the joint density and distributions can
be expressed as triple summations.

Ifwe assume independence exists between the random variables XL and YL, then assuming that the
line identification is independent of its type, the joint distribution and density functions can be obtained
by multiplication of the individual functions. In this case, the density and distribution functions can be
written as follows.

!XLYLZL (r, s) = PLIPFI() (r - 1) ()(s - 1) + PLIPF2() (r - 1) ()(s - 2)

+PLIPF3() (r - 1) 8 (s - 3) + PLIPF48 (r - 1) 8 (s - 4)

+PL2PF18 (r - 2) ()(s - 1) + PL2PF28 (r - 2) 8 (s - 2)

+PL2PF38 (r - 2) 8 (s - 3) + PL2PF48 (r - 2) ()(s - 4)

+PL3PFI() (r - 3) ()(s - 1) + PL3PF28 (r - 3) 8 (s - 2)

+PL3PF38 (r - 3) 8 (s - 3) + PL3PF48 (r - 3) 8 (s - 4)

The joint distribution of the two variables X and Y defined previously may be written as

Fxy(x, y) = Fx(x)Fy(y) =Pr{X:::S x}Pr{Y ~ y}

N M

= L L Pr (xn) Pr (Ym) U (x - xn) U (y - Ym)
n=l m=l

(26.15)

(26.16)

(26.17)

Expanding for values ofM and N equal to four, we have

FXLYLZL (r, s) = PLIPFIU (r - 1) u (s - 1) + 'PLIPF2U (r - 1) u (s - 2)

+PLIPF3U (r - 1) U (s - 3) + PLIPF4U (r - 1) u (s - 4)

+PL2PFIU (r - 2) U (s - 1)+ PL2PF2U (r - 2) U (s - 2)

+PL2PF3U (r - 2) U (s - 3) + PL2PF4U (r - 2) U (s - 4)

+PL3PFIU (r - 3) U (s - 1) + PL3PF2U (r - 3) U (s - 2)

+PL3PF3U (r - 3) u (s - 3) + PL3PF4U (r - 3) U (s - 4)

The magnitude ofeach pulse of the density and each step of the distribution is the product ofprobabilities,
which is characteristic of joint probabilities. In this discussion, we ignore the third random variable in
order to simplify the problem and to be able to plot the results in three-dimensional space, but recognize
that the third random variable could be included in the analysis. The results of the joint density and
distribution are shown in Figures 26.9 and 26.10, respectively. Note that the joint probabilities for line
number and fault type occur as products in (26.15) and (26.16). These products can be computed from
the given probability data of Tables 26.3 and 26.4. The joint probabilities are shown in Table 26.5.

Combining the distributions for fault locations and fault types, we may compute the joint distribu-
tion of the random variables X and Y, which must be defined in the three-dimensional probability space
shown in Figures 26.9 and 26.10. The numerical values shown in Table 26.5 can be seen in these figures,
at least approximately.

This joint distribution is plotted as a three-dimensional distribution in Figures 26.9 and 26.10. The
quantity (26.16) still obeys all the rules for a distribution function, but instead ofmapping to the real line
it maps to a two-dimensional area in the x-y plane.

The joint density function of two random variables is given by the second derivative function.

a2F (x y)
f (X ) = X,Y ,
X,Y ,y ax ay

This relationship is evident from the two-dimensional plots of Figures 26.9 and 26.10.

(26.18)
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Figure 26.9 The density for random variables of Figures 26.7 and 26.8.
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Figure 26.10 The distribution random variables of Figures 26.7 and 26.8.

TABLE 26.5 Joint Probabilitie s for Faults of All Types on All
Lines

LinelFault Fault I Fault 2 Fault 3 Fault 4

Line I 0.18000 0.06000 0.04500 0.01500
Line 2 0.18000 0.06000 0.04500 0.01500
Line 3 0.10500 0.03500 0.02625 0.00875
Line 4 0.13500 0.04500 0.03375 0.01125

4

•
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26.2.5 Disturbance Joint Probability Density

Consider a power system where a family of different types of disturbances requiring
protective system recognition are to be analyzed. The various density functions derived above
are meaningful only for the particular sample space defined for the random variables involved.
Integration of any of these over a particular region of the appropriate sample space gives the
absolute probability of those events represented in that region. However, if the class sample
spaces are combined to form an overall sample space representing all reasonably possible
disturbances, the probabilities as calculated above are actually conditioned upon the probability
of which class of disturbance occurs. As such, these must be multiplied by this probability
in order to obtain the overall absolute probability. This is accomplished by generalizing and
combining the above densities to form the total density.

As a first step in this process, the random variable W is defined to distinguish between
the various classes of disturbances. In keeping with the previously used method of defining a
random variable, the sample space of disturbances is defined, somewhat arbitrarily, as

Sc = {81, 82, ... , 86} (26.19)

where we define 8} = faulted line
82 = open line
83 = faulted bus
84 = open bus
85 = faulted load
86 = faulted generator

(26.20)

Obviously, other definitions could be proposed. The events of interest are of the form

eLm = {8m } (26.21)
which occur with probability PcLm • The random variable W is therefore defined as

W (em) = Wm = m (26.22)
associating with each class of disturbance its class number. The density function

6
fw (w) =L pc Lm8 (W - wm ) (26.23)

m=J

can be integrated to obtain the probability of any particular group of system disturbances. In
terms of the random variable W, the previously derived density functions can now be written
as absolute densities in the proper form as conditional densities. For example, for line faults,
we can write

L 4 M

!XLYLZLIW(r,s,v)lw=l = L L L PLi PFj PKk8 (r - i) 8 (s - j) 8 (v - k) (26.24)
;=1 j=1 k=1

where the indices i, i. and k refer to faults on line i of type j in line section k. Similar
conditional probability densities can be written for other types of disturbances.

26.3 TIME-INDEPENDENT RELIABILITY MODELS

The analysis of certain aspects of the reliability of a system can be performed independently
of time. The arrangement of the components in the system and the interaction of the com-
ponents are often independent of time. In such cases, a time independent analysis of the system
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structure is very helpful in understanding the system reliability. This section presents some
basic concepts of this type of analysis for protective systems.

Consider the basic protection for a transmission line shown in Figure 26.11. This pro-
tection system has redundant items of hardware for all functions except for the circuit breaker
itself. The instrument transformers, relays, trip coils, circuit breaker a contacts, and even the
batteries are redundant. This is about the maximum practical redundancy, since duplicating
the circuit breaker, by placing two breakers in series, would be quite expensive.r We will use
this protective system to study the technique for developing reliability models for protective
systems.

CT2

CT1'--__....
TC2

~
- 52-2 52a-2

Transmission Line

Figure 26.11 Transmission line protection with
redundant components. VT2 Battery #2 +

Clearly, either subsystem 1or 2 can operate the circuit breaker and clear any fault detected
by the relay logic. Note that there is no way in which relay 1 can operate trip coil 2, or vice
versa. The two systems are wired in such a way that each system is complete and separate.

26.3.1 The Protection and The Protected Component

Consider a power system component, such as a transmission line or transformer, rep-
resented by item C in Figure 26.12. The component C is completely surrounded by circuit
breakers that can isolate C when it becomes faulted. The circuit breakers are controlled by

Figure 26.12 Protected component C and pro-
tection zone Z.

;4---------------~,
IS~ ~SI

Station:81 Protected Component C Y8:
A :8~ ~8:

~~f-------l-------,~)
Protection Zone Z

Station
B

2A series connection of two circuit breakers is sometimes required. One example is for the switching of large
shunt capacitor banks, where the possibility of voltage doubling may require series breakers to prevent restrike.
Another example is in connection with a non-utility-owned generator, where both the generator owner and the utility
require their separate and independent circuit breakers for safety and operational reasons.
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protective relays located at the component terminals. These relays sense the component con-
dition by means of input sensors or transducers, such as current and voltage transformers,
located at the component terminals. Some protective systems utilize direct connections or
communications between protective devices at the terminals to assist in accurately detecting
a fault condition in C. The protective system consists of the input transducers, the relays, the
communication system, the circuit breaker trip coils, and the physical contacts of the circuit
breakers, all of which are referred to here as simply as the "protection," or by the letter P.

The protected component C is surrounded by a protective zone, Z, shown as the dashed
line in Figure 26.12. The boundaries of the protective zone are defined by the location of
current transducers just outside the circuit breakers that are used to isolate the C. Any ancillary
equipment inside of Z and connected to C are observed by the protection and are therefore
included as part of C. This includes the circuit breaker enclosures as well as other equipment
such as voltage transformers, lightning arresters, wave traps, or other devices needed for
measurements or other purposes. Disconnect switches, S, are provided to isolate the circuit
breakers for maintenance. These switches are a part of C since they are inside zone Z. In
some cases,. the current transformers that define Z may be circuit breaker bushing current
transformers.

Note that the circuit breaker is included in both C and in P. The circuit breaker case
and the high-voltage bushings of the breaker may be involved in faults that will be detected
by P, resulting in isolation of C (and perhaps of adjacent components). The circuit breaker
mechanism is a necessary part of P, since it is only through this mechanism that isolation of
C can be achieved. It is conceivable that the breaker mechanism could he faulted to ground,
making this device a part of both C and P.

When P operates as designed, any C failure that causes abnormal currents and voltages
will be detected by P. This will result in command signals being sent to the circuit breakers
to open and isolate C. The isolated C may then be inspected, repaired, and returned to
service.

The question naturally arises as to what exactly is included in the failure rates Ac and
Ap for the C and P, respectively. All apparatus inside the breaker positions around Care
clearly included and are sometimes identified in data bases as "terminal related" faults (as
opposed to line-related faults). Bushing faults of the circuit breakers would be included in this
category. However, failures of the breaker mechanism due to any reason, except faulting to
ground, should correctly be included in the computation of the failure rate of the protection.
We conclude, therefore, that parts of the circuit breaker are identified with the protective system
and parts of it are identified with the protected components on either side of the breaker. Circuit
breaker failures that cause pickup of C will be included in the statistics that determine Ac and
circuit breaker failures that contribute to the failure of P will be included in the statistics that
determine the failure rate Ap. The circuit breaker is unique in that it "belongs" to both C and
to P.

26.3.2 System Reliability Concepts

We now review briefly some important concepts of reliability theory that will form
the basis for analyzing systems such as that shown in Figure 26.11. Clearly, the concept of
redundancy is important. It takes no special study or knowledge of reliability theory to see
that the redundant system of Figure 26.11 is more reliable for tripping the circuit breaker than
a system that has no protection redundancy. Redundancy provides more than one way of
successfully accomplishing the required task.
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(26.25)

(26.26)

(26.27)

(26.28)

The following notation is often used in reliability engineering [3-6]. Let

R == Pr{success of a given system} == reliability

F == Pr{failure of a given system} == 1 - R == R
where the superior bar over a probability is interpreted as the not or complement of that
probability, in this case, the unreliability of the system.

We also adopt the following notation to represent the behavior of a given item or element
of a system.

Pi == Pr{success of element i} == r,
qi == Pr{failure of element i} == ri

It is also convenient to use the following notation in considering the outcome of the event A.

Pr(A) == Pr {A works} == PA
Pr(A) == Pr {A fails} == qA

We shall now utilize these mathematical symbols for developing a mathematical model for
redundancy. Before analyzing any system, however, it will be helpful to first develop some
general expressions for common element configurations that are found in almost all hardware
systems.

EXAMPLE 26.3 Analysis of a Redundant Relay System
We apply the series and parallel reliability concepts to analyze the protective system control diagram of
Figure 26.11, which permits us to sketch the RDB of Figure 26.13. First, we note that subsystem I is a
series logic consisting of battery BA I, voltage transformer VTI, current transformer CTI, relay R1, trip
coil TCl, and breaker front contact 52a1. Failure of anyone of these items will cause failure of relay
system 1; therefore, this is a series system logic. A similar conclusion can be drawn for relay system 2.
The circuit breaker main contacts, denoted as CR, are not redundant and must be treated separately from
the relay systems. Compute the reliability of the total system.

Figure 26.13 Reliability block diagram for the system of Figure 26.11.

Solution
We adopt the following notation introduced earlier to indicate the success or failure of an item. Therefore,
for subsystem 1, since the separate hardware items are independent, we compute the reliability as the
product of the individual items.

R 1 == Pr{BAI works}Pr{VTI works}Pr{CTI works}
x Pr {RI works} Pr {TCIworks} Pr {52a I works}

== PBAIPVTIPCTIPRIPTCIPS2a1
In a similar fashion, we may write for subsystem 2,

R2 == Pr {BA2 works} Pr {VT2 works} Pr {CT2 works}

x Pr {R2 works} Pr {TC2works} Pr {52a2 works}
== PRA2PVT2PCT2PR2PTC2P~a2

(26.29)
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Since subsystems 1 and 2 are in parallel logic, the total system fails only when these two systems fail
simultaneously, which is the product of the failure probabilities of the two parallel items. Thus, we write

(26.30)

Since system success and failure are complementary events, the system reliability is given as the com-
plement of the unreliability.

(26.31)

We can also write a special equation for the case where all elements in each of the two systems are
identical. If we assume this to be the case we can simplify the above result to write

R12 = 2R1 - Rf (26.32)

The failure of the circuit breaker causes failure of the system; therefore, this is a series logic and the
reliability of the total system, Rs, is the product of the reliabilities of the redundant protection components
and that of the circuit breaker.

Rs = (2R1 - R;) RCB

Clearly, a low reliability of the circuit breaker will result in a low reliability for the system.

(26.33)

•
26.3~2.1 Dual Failure Modes ofProtective Systems. We now consider a feature of

protective systems that is not true of all physical systems-that of dual failure modes. A
Markov graph for a system with dual failure modes is shown in Figure 26.14. The transition
rates for the two failure modes are not necessarily the same.

Figure 26.14 Markov graph for a system with
two failure modes.

For protective systems, these two modes of failure are defined as follows [7].

Failure mode 1 The system fails to operate when a fault occurs in the protected zone.
Failure mode 2 The system operates unnecessarily, either when there is no fault, or for
a fault outside of the protected zone.

For simplicity, we call failure mode 1 an operational failure, and failure mode 2 a
security failure [8]. Clearly, connecting two protective systems in a parallel logic, similar to
that ofFigure 26.11, greatly increases the probability ofa security failure, since either relay can
cause an unnecessary trip even though the other relay systemmaintains the proper restraint and
selectivity. We also note that a security failure might create a serious disturbance for the power
system, especially if the line loadings are high, or when some components are out of service for
maintenance. In this case, any disruption may place the entire system at considerable hazard.
It has become the practice in the reliability literature to identify these two failure modes as the
Fail Dangerous (FD) and Fail Safe (FS) modes of failure [9], [10]. Fail Dangerous is the same
as the operational failure and Fail Safe is the same as the security failure. These terms have
their origin in the protection of nuclear reactors and chemical processes, where an operational
failure may indeed lead to a dangerous condition, but where a security failure results only in a
safe shutdown of the facility. In this book, we will use both names for the two failure modes.
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These two failure modes are sometimes required to analyze electronic components that
may be placed in series or parallel in order to increase the rating or otherwise enhance the
design. Solid-state diodes, for example, can fail either open (similar to an operational failure)
or shorted (similar to a security failure). Placing two such diodes in parallel in a circuit design
is similar in concept to having dual redundant relays in a protective system. In general, any
device that performs switching can experience these two, quite different, modes of failure.
This is true of diodes, thyristors, relays, and circuit breakers.

26.3.2.2 Operational Failure (Fail Dangerous). Consider a protective system similar
to that shown in Figure 26.11. This system has been analyzed for operational failures in
example 26.3. If we use the subscript 0 to indicate operational failure, we may write the
probability of failure of the dual redundant system as

(26.34)

where qol == Pr{failure of system # I}
qo2 == Pr{failure of system # 2}
qo == qot == Qo2 for identical systems

For a more general system, consider n nonidentical relay systems in a parallel connection,
where the different systems all have their separate trip coils and breaker front contacts (a
straightforward extension of Figure 26.11). We also assume that each system is designed to
perform the same type of protective function. In this more general case, the probability of
operational failure may be written as follows:

n n

r: == nqoi :::::n(1- Poi)
i=) i=)

where Poi == Pr {success of system i in avoiding operational failures}

Also,

R; == Pr {system operational success} = 1 - F;

(26.35)

(26.36)

(26.37)

Thus, we observe that parallel redundancy improves the system reliability in terms of lowering
the probability of operational failure. This is apparent due to the product of failure probabilities
in (26.35), each of which is a number less than unity, such that the product of terms is an even
lower number and is always less than the failure probability of the least reliable member. With
failure a very small number, success will be closer to unity, as shown in (26.37).

26.3.2.3 Security Failure (Fail Safe). Again considering the redundant relay system
of Figure 26.11, we note that either relay may cause a security failure, independent of the other
relay system. The parallel physical arrangement creates a series logic, which we can describe
by a series network. That is, the security failure of either relay causes the security failure of the
entire system. We use the subscript s to represent the unnecessary operation due to security
failure. Then we define

Psi == Pr {success of system i in avoiding security failures}

and, using the series logic, we can write
n

R, == Pr {no security failures} ==nPsi
i=l

(26.38)

(26.39)
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and the probability of failure is given by
n n

F, = 1 - R, = 1 - nPsi = 1 - n(1 - qsi)
i=1 i=1

Obviously, the larger the number of redundant relay systems, the greater the probability of
security failure.

26.3.2.4 Optimization [5J. Since operational and security failures are mutually ex-
clusive, we may write the probability of failure considering either failure mode by adding the
two failure probabilities. The total probability of failure then is given by

or the reliability is

n n

F = 1 - n(1 - qsi) +nqoi
i=1 i=1

(26.41)

(26.42)

(26.46)

(26.45)

n n

R = n(1 - qsi) - nqoi
i=1 i=1

If the elements of the system are identical, (26.42) simplifies to

R = (1 - qs)n - q; (26.43)

This reliability can be optimized by taking the derivative or R with respect to n and solving for
n to determine the optimum number of parallel connected elements. If we call this optimum
value ii the result is as follows.

[
lnqo ]

In In(l - qs)n= (26.44)

InC~oqs)
A system designer who has general knowledge of the range of values the different failure
probabilities can use this formula to gain understanding of the role of the different failure
modes. One important thing that this does not tell the protection engineer is the severity of
the failure caused by the different failure modes. Failure to clear a fault, for example, might
be judged more serious than a security failure. On the other hand, there are usually backup
devices to provide assurance of clearing the fault, whereas there is often no hardware provided
to prevent the security failure.

26.3.2.5 Dual Redundant Systems. Since duplicate relaying systems are quite com-
mon, we write the formulas for the probabilities of both operational and security failure for
this special arrangement.

For operational failure of a dual redundant system, we write

F; = QolQo2

Ro = 1 - F; = 1 - qol Qo2

For security failure or unnecessary operation, of the dual redundant system, we write

Fs = 1 - PsIPs2 = 1 - (1 - Qsl) (1 - qs2)

R, = 1 - F, = (1 - Qsl) (1 - Qs2)

It is important to note that the network diagrams and fault trees for operational and security
failures are entirely different. Even the elements in the network diagrams are often different
since some elements are not capable of causing a security failure.
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EXAMPLE 26.4 Probabilities of Operational and Security Failures
Consider the dual redundant protective system shown in Figure 26.11 and the protection zone of Figure
26.12. Add to these items a model of the circuit breaker. Analyze the entire system for the probabilities
of hoth operational and security failures.

Solution
OPERATIONAL FAILURES. First, we create a model of the system for operational failures. The

system has three elements;

1. Relay system 1
2. Relay system 2
3. Circuit breaker (item 3)

Due to relay redundancy, the relaying will fail only when the two relay systems experience over-
lapping failures. Failure of the circuit breaker to open on command will also fail the system. Therefore,
the network diagram for the operational failure of this system, including the circuit breaker, is shown in
Figure 26.15.

Relay 1

Figure 26.15 Network diagram for operational
failure. Relay 2

Circuit
Breaker

For operational failure, the system is in a failed state if 3 fails or if 1 and 2 have overlapping failures.
We can clarify the mathematics by use of a Venn diagram to depict the various failure probabilities
graphically [3], as shown in Figure 26.16. First, we represent the failure events of the three systems in
a probability space S as the three areas in Figure 26.16. The simultaneous failure of relay systems qol
and qo2 is represented by the intersection of the ovals labeled 1 and 2, and this corresponds to the region
shown with hatching (\ \ \). This intersection represents the simultaneous or overlapping failure of the

s

Figure 26.16 Venn diagram for operational failures.
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two relay systems and is given by

(26.47)

The failure of the circuit breaker is shown by the large hatched oval with hatching (III). This failure is
represented by Qo3. The system failure is represented by the union of the two hatched regions and is
given by

(26.48)

The first term represents the first hatched region. The second term represents the large circuit breaker
failure region. The final term, representing the double-hatched area, must be subtracted to avoid counting
the crosshatched region twice.

SECURITY FAILURES. For security failure, the system will fail if either of the relays
fails or if the circuit breaker fails in a security failure mode. The network diagram for this
mode of failure is shown in Figure 26.17.

Relay 1 Relay 2
Circuit
Breaker

Figure 26.17 Network diagram for security fail-
ure.

This is a simple series logic or we have the result for security failure as follows. First,
we compute the probability of, success of the system, that is, the probability of no security
failure. This can only occur if all elements are free of this type of failure.

R, = PsIPsZPs3

or the probability of security failure is given by

Fs = qsl + qs2 + qs3

-qslqsZ - qszQs3 - Qs3qsl

+qslQszqs3

(26.49)

(26.50)

This result may be clearly explained by the use of a Venn diagram, and this task is left as an
exercise.

Now let us assume some numerical values for the failure probabilities and examine the
results for sensitivities. Arbitrarily, we assume the two relay systems are identical and set the
following probabilities of failure.

qol = qo2 = 0.01

{
0.01

qo3 = 0.10
qsl = qa = 0.05

{
0.01

qs3 = 0.10

Note that we will choose two different values of failure for the circuit breaker to see how much
difference this makes in the final result. Using the formulas from (26.47) and (26.49), we
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compute

1113

{
0.0101 qo3 == 0.01

F; == 0.0001 + 0.9999qo3 == 0.1001 qo3 == 0.10

{
0.1074 Qs3==0.01

F, == 0.0975 + 0.9925qs3 == 0.1969 qs3 == 0.10
For operational failures, improving the breaker operational failure rate by a factor of 10 im-
proves the total system failure rate by about that same factor. However, for security failures,
improving the breaker security failure rate by a factor of 10 improves the system failure rate
by about a factor of 2. This is because the total security failure rate is largely determined by
the relays, which are configured in such a way as to dominate this mode of failure. •

In the foregoing example, both the relay systems and the circuit breaker system are
assumed to undergo both operational and security failures. One might question how the circuit
breaker can fail in the security failure mode. Since the breaker has moving contacts that can be
forced to open or close by some means other than current flowing in the trip or close coils, we
must conclude that breakers are indeed subject to security failures. Not all elements are capable
of this failure mode, however, and each component in a system must be examined to determine
the physical possibility of security failure. All components are subject to operational failure.

26.3.2.6 Fault Tree Analysis. As an example of fault tree construction, Figure 26.18
shows a fault tree for failure of the protective system shown in Figure 26.11. Almost the
entire fault tree is constructed of OR gates, which indicates that there are many different items
that can cause the failure of a protective system. The only requirement for the AND gate
is in connection with the relays themselves, which are fully redundant. Note that the event
breaker mechanism fails is not fully developed in this fault tree because information relevant
to the event is not available. The nature of this type of failure may be different for breakers of
different designs. A second undeveloped event is shown for the event #2 System Fails. This
event would be a duplicate of the # I system failure event and must be evaluated, but is omitted
to simplify the figure.

26.3.3 Coherent Protection Logic

The protective system having dual failure modes can be described more rigorously by
using coherent logic [10). For a system to be described as coherent, the following three
properties must hold.

1. Causality: The protection should not pick up if none of the relays picks up. This
should be true whether the relays are connected in series, parallel, or some other
logical connection.

2. Nonnegative contribution: If the protective system is picked up due to the pickup of
one of the relays in that system, the system should not drop out if another relay picks
up.

3. Relevance: Each relay should have a chance to trigger pickup of the protective system.

A protective system logic is coherent if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) The system can be represented as a logic diagram, including only AND or OR gates,
and

(b) Each relay output is connected to at least one gate of the system fault tree.
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Trip
Coil
o en

Breaker
Elements
Fail

"a"
Contact
Fails

#1
System
Fails

Relay
System
Fails

#2
System
Fails

Figure 26.18 Fault tree for one of the protective systems of Figure 26.7.

Coherent logic is applicable for protective systems having two or more relays arranged
in some type of logical configuration to cause system pickup under the target hazard condition.

26.3.3.1 Two-Relay Systems. First we consider a protective system that utilizes two
relays. We are interested in defining the conditions under which the protective system picks up
under different system conditions and with different relay logic arrangements. Figure 26.19
shows the two types of logic for systems of two relays. Since there are only two relays, they
can be connected in two ways, either is (a) series or (b) parallel. The series logic requires
two-out-of-two for system pickup, whereas the parallel system requires only one-out-of-two

Relay 1 Relay 2
(a)

Relay 1 Relay 2
(b)

Figure 26.19 Protective systems with two relays.
(a) Two-relay series system. (b) Two-relay par-
allel system.
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for system pickup. In these logic diagrams, we read x / y to mean "x out of y" required for the
top event to occur.

Figure 26.19 does not indicate the environment in which the relays are found. The system
can be Fail Save (PS) only in an environment where no hazard (fault) is present and can be Fail
Dangerous (FD) only in an environment where a hazard exists. Therefore, a complete system
description should indicate the existence of a hazard.

FS FAILURE. The protective system can fail safe only in an environment where no
hazard is present. Consider the series connection of relays, as shown in Figure 26.19(a). The
FS condition for a two-relay series logic in an environment with no hazard present requires
that both relays FS simultaneously, requiring a pickup logic using an AND gate, as shown in
Figure 26.20(a). For the series system to FS, the minimal cut set is

{1,2} (26.51 )

For the series connection, the system is FS if both relays are FS, that is, tripping cannot occur
unless both relays pick up.

Figure 26.20 Fail Save fault trees for two-relay
systems in an environment with the absence of a
hazard. (a) Two-relay series system. (b) Two-
relay parallel system.

Environment:
Absence of Hazard

Relay 1 Relay 2
(a)

Environment:
Absence of Hazard

Relay 1 Relay 2
(b)

For a parallel connection of the two relays in the absence of a hazard, the pickup logic
requires the use of an OR gate, as shown in Figure 26.20(b). In this case, there are two minimal
cut sets.

{I}, {2} (26.52)

For the parallel connection, the system is FS if either of the relays is FS.

FD FAILURE. The two-relay protective system can fail dangerous only in an environ-
ment where a hazard is present. The series relay connection for this case is shown in Figure
26.21(a), for which the top event is system pickup. However, the system is FD if and only if
it fails to pick up in the presence of a hazard. Thus, the top event that we need to consider
is the complement of the top event shown in Figure 26.21(a), which is obviously "no system
pickup." Therefore, the fault tree for the series connection in the hazardous environment is
shown in Figure 26.2I(b).

A comparison of the fault trees representing the FS condition, Figure 26.20(a), and the
FD condition, Figure 26.21(b), brings out the following observations:

1. The environment is complemented.
2. The top event is complemented.
3. The AND gate is replaced by an OR gate.
4. The basic events are complemented.
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Environment:
Presence of Hazard
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Environment:
Presence of Hazard

Relay 1 Relay 2
(a)

Relay 1 Relay 2
(b)

Figure 26.21 SeriessystemFD fault trees in the
presenceof a hazard. (a) Series system,pickup.
(b) Seriessystem,no pickup.

The first comparison is due to the difference in the definition of the environment for the
two types of failure. The remaining three differences are a statement of De Morgan's law,
which can be stated in equation form as follows.

1 AND 2 = IOR2 (26.53)

From Figure 26.21(b), we can determine that the minimal cut sets for series system FD failure
are

{I}, {2} (26.54)

The series system is FD if a relay is FD, i.e., if either relay fails to pick up in the presence of
a hazard.

Next,consider the parallel connection of two relays in the presence of a hazard. The
pickup logic is shown in Figure 26.22(a). As before, it is necessary to complement the top
event to obtain a top event that represents failure to pick up, as shown in Figure 26.22(b). Note
that we have again complemented the environment and used De Morgan's law to complete the
fault tree (b) from (a).

Environment:
Presence of Hazard

Relay 1 Relay 2
(a)

Environment:
Presence of Hazard

Relay 1 Relay 2
(b)

Figure 26.22 ParallelsystemFDfaulttreesin the
presenceof a hazard. (a) Parallelsystem,pickup.
(b) Parallelsystem,no pickup.

The FD fault tree of Figure 26.18(b) gives a single minimal cut set.

{I,2} (26.55)

Thus, the parallel system fails dangerous if both relays are FD.
Table 26.6 gives the minimal cut sets for a two-relay system. The series system has

fewer FS failures than the parallel system, but the parallel system has fewer FD failures.

26.3.3.2 Three-Relay Systems. Two-relay systems are commonly used in power sys-
tems for applications such as line or transformer protection. However, some systems require
a higher level of reliability and security and are usually protected by more complex systems
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TABLE 26.6 Minimal Cut Sets
for a Two-Relay Protective System
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Failure
Mode

FS
FD

Series
System

{1,2}
{I}, {2}

Parallel
System

{I}, {2}
(I,l}

using three or more independent protective devices, connected in an appropriate logical man-
ner. Protecting a nuclear reactor from a scram.' shutdown is an example of a system that must
have high resistance in both FS and FD conditions. Certain important transmission lines may
also require this more failure resistant protective system design.

Three-relay systems can exist in several different configurations, for example,

1. Series system
2. AND-OR system
3. 2-out-of-3:G system
4. OR-AND system
5. Parallel system

The notation 2-out-of-3:G means 2 out of 3 good, which distinguishes this from 2-out-
of-3 failed. These five protective logics are shown in Figure 26.23.

(1) (2) (3)

(4) (5)

Figure 26.23 Coherent protective systems using three relays rIO]. (l) Series system.
(2) ANDIOR system. (3) 2-out-of-3: G system. (4) OR/AND system.
(5) Parallel system.

The analysis of the three-relay systems for both FS and FD modes of failure is carried
out in the same manner as for the two-relay systems. The results are summarized below.

3A scram is the rapid shutdown of a nuclear reactor.
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The FS fault trees are summarized in Figure 26.24 and the FD fault trees are summarized
in Figure 26.25. Both results are summarized in Table 26.7.

For the three-relay system there are two extremes, represented by the series and parallel
systems. The series system is not FS unless all three relays are FS and this is the best system
insofar as FS events are concerned. The parallel system, on the other hand, requires that all
three relays be FD before the system is PD. The other three systems lie in between these two
extremes. The order of ranking for FS events is (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5), with (1) best for
FS failures. For FD failures, the order is reversed, with the parallel system being best and the
series system worst.

26.3.3.3 Analysis of Coherent Systems. It has been shown that fault trees can be
constructed for relay systems containing two and three relays. The same concepts can be used
to extend the analysis to systems of four or more relays. In every case, the top events can be
computed if the basic events can be evaluated quantitatively. This requires the introduction of
quantitative parameters at the basic event or relay level, and eventually extending the analysis
to the system level.

RELAY LEVEL PARAMETERS. At the relay level, there are three states: normal, FS,
and FD. Moreover, the FS state is conditioned by the absence of a hazard, but the FD state is
conditioned by the presence ofa hazard. The normal state is conditioned by either the presence
or the absence of a hazard.

We introduce the following probabilistic parameters for the three states [10]:

Conditional FS probability, a; The conditional probability that relay i picks up, given
an environment without a hazard.

Environment: Absence ofHazard

(1) (2) (3)

(4) (5)

Figure 26.24 FS fault trees for three-relay systems [10]. (1) Series system. (2) AND/OR
system. (3) 2-out-of-3: G system. (4) ORlAND system. (5) Parallel system.
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Environment: Presence of Hazard
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(1) (2) (3)

(4) (5)

Figure 26.25 FD fault trees for the three-relay system [10]. (1) Series system. (2) AND/OR
system. (3) 2-out-o£-3: G system. (4) ORlAND system. (5) Parallel system.

TABLE 26.7 Minimal Cut Sets for the Three-Relay System

Mode Series AND-OR 2-out-of-3G OR-AND Parallel
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

FS {1. 2, 3} { 1, 2} {],2} { 1} {1}
{I, 3} {2,3} {2,3} {2}

{3. I} {3}
FD {1 } {I} {I,l} {I,l} {1.2,3}

(l} (2:.3} fl,3} (f,3}
(3} {J,l}

Conditional FD probability, b, The conditional probability that relay i does not pick
up in an environment with a hazard.
Demand probability, p The probability of occurrence of a hazard, i.e., the probability
of a fault occurring for which the protection should operate.

We also define the following additional parameters.

Unconditional FS probability, a; The unconditional probability that relay i is FS when
it is placed in an unknown environment. The event occurs (1) if the environment happens
to contain no hazard, and (2) if the relay falsely picks up and causes a system trip. Thus

a; == at (1 - p) (26.56)

Unconditional FD probability, b7 The unconditional probability that relay i is FO when
placed in an unknown environment. The event occurs (I) if the environment happens to
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contain a hazard, and (2) if the relay fails to pick up and clear the hazard. Thus

b7= biP (26.57)

(26.58)= 1 - a7 - b;

Reliability, R, The unconditional probability that relay i responds correctly when
placed in an unknown environment. The correct response occurs in two cases: (1) the
environment happens to contain no hazard, and the relay is not FS; or (2) the environment
happens to contain a hazard and the relay is not FD. Thus

R, = (1 - ai) (1 - p) + (1 - bi ) P

EXAMPLE 26.5
A set of 200 relays are purchased and tested in a controlled test where all relays are placed, for a given
time period, in environments either with or without a hazard present. Under these test conditions, 10
relays were found to be FS and five relays were found to be PD. Then the conditional probabilities for
these relays are computed as follows.

10
a, = - =0.050

200

5
b, = - =0.025

200
Note that the environment for the two tests is different, so the two probabilities do not necessarily sum
to unity and may have a sum greater than unity. •

EXAMPLE 26.6
Compute the unconditional probabilities and the reliability of the relays described in Example 26.5.

Solution
The data required for the solution are known. Therefore, we can substitute into (26.35)-(26.37) to obtain
the reliability parameters.

a; = a, (I - p) = (0.05) (1 - 0.0001) = 0.049,995
b; = b.p = (0.025) (0.0001) = 0.000,0025

Ri = 1 - a; - b7
= 1 - 0.049995 - 0.0000025
= 0.9500025

The numbers used in these examples are not necessarily typical of actual hardware, but are selected to
make a sensible example. •

SYSTEM LEVEL PARAMETERS. The relay level parameters can be extended to the
system level, as follows. Let the subscript"S" stand for "system."

Conditional FS probability, as The conditional probability that the relay system picks
up, given an environment without hazard.
Conditional FD probability, bs The conditional probability that the relay system does
not pick up, given an environment with a hazard.
Unconditional FS probability, as The unconditional probability that the relay system
is FS when placed in an unknown environment. The event occurs (1) if the environment
happens to contain no hazard, and (2) if the relay system incorrectly picks up in this
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environment. Thus

a~ ==as(l- p)

1121

(26.59)

Unconditional FD probability, b~ The unconditional probability that the relay system
is PO when placed in an unknown environment. Thus

(26.60)

System reliability, Rs The unconditional probability that the relay system responds
correctly when placed in an unknown environment. The correct system response occurs
exclusively in cases where (1) the environment happens to contain no hazard and the
relay system is not PS, or (2) the environment happens to contain a hazard and the relay
system is not FO. Thus

Rs == (] - as) (1 - p) + (1 - bs) p

== 1 - a; - b~

Unreliability, Q s The complement of reliability.

Fs == 1 - Rs == as (1 - p) + bsp
== a~ + b~

(26.61)

(26.62)

EXAMPLE 26.7
Compute the system conditional reliability parameters of a two-relay system with relays having parame-
ters computed in example 26.6. Make the computation for two conditions: (a) a series system, and (b) a
parallel system. Compute the unconditional system parameters and the system reliability if the demand
probability is estimated to be 0.0001.

Solution
(a) The Series system. The minimal cut sets for the series system is given in Table 26.3 to be {I, 2} for

the FS failure and {I} and {2} for the FO failure. Therefore, we compute the conditional system
probabilities.

== (0.05) (0.05) == 0.0025
bs == b, + b2 -- h)h2

== 0.025 + 0.025 - (0.025)2

== 0.049375

From the conditional probabilities and the demand probability, we can compute the unconditional
system probabilities for the series system.

a~==as(l-p)

== (0.0025) (I - 0.0001)

== 0.00249975
b~ == hsp

== (0.049375) (0.0001)
== 0.00000494
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Finally, we compute the reliability and unreliability for the series system.

Rs= 1 - a; - b~

= 1 - 0.00249975 - 0.00000494

= 0.997495

Fs = 1 - Rs
= 1 - 0.997495

= 0.002505

(b) The parallel system. The minimal cut sets for the parallel system are given in Table 26.3 to be {I}
and {2} for the FS failure and {I, 2} for the FD failure. Thus, we write the conditional probabilities
as follows.

as = al + a2 - ala2

= 0.05 + 0.05 - (0.05)2

= 0.0975

bs = b1b2
= (0.025)2

= 0.000625

From the conditional probabilities, we compute the unconditional probabilities for the parallel system.

as = as (1 - p)

= (0.0975) (1 - 0.0001)

= 0.09749025

b~ = bsp
= (0.000625) (0.0001)

= 6.25 X 10-8

The reliability and unreliability of the parallel system are computed as follows.

Rs = 1 - a~ - b~

= 1 - 0.09749025 - 6.26 x 10-8

= 0.90251

Fs = 1 - Rs
= 1 - 0.90251

= 0.09749

The parallel system is noted to have a lower reliability than the series system for the data used in this
example. •

It is observed that the reliability is not an adequate parameter to use in evaluating the
performance of protective systems since it treats the FS and FD failures with equal weight.
Actually, FD failures have the potential of being much more costly than FS failures, since FS
failures may cause only an inconvenience or a small cost, depending on the system conditions.
A more realistic parameter, called the expected loss, has been proposed [16]. This parameter
is defined as follows:

FS loss Ca : The loss caused by one FS failure of the protective system
FD loss Ci: The loss caused by one FD failure of the protective system
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(26.63)

Expected loss Is: The expected value of the sum of the FS and FD losses, computed as

Is == CaG~ + Chb~

== CoGs (1 - p) + Chbsp

This concept permits a more realistic evaluation of the cost of failure. For example, consider
a protective system for a synchronous generator. A FS failure will trip the generator unnec-
essarily, and it may be several hours before the machine is inspected and put back in service,
with the lost generation replaced by emergency purchase of energy at a high cost. The total
loss could be many thousands of dollars. Compare this with aFD failure, where a permanent
loss of generator life is experienced due to the FD failure of the protection. This results in the
generator being rebuilt years ahead of schedule, at a loss of millions of dollars.

EXAMPLE 26.8
Compute the expected loss for the previous example if the following loss factors are given.

C, = $100

Cb = $10,000,000

Solution
Substituting into (26.63), we compute the following expected loss for the series and parallel systems.

For the series system,

Is = Caa; + Chb~

== (100) (0.00249975) + (10,000,000) (0.00000494)

= 0.2499 + 49.375

== 49.63

For the parallel system,

Is == Caa; + Cbb~

== (100) (0.09749025) + (10,000,000) (6.25 x 10- 8)

== 9.749 + 0.625

= 10.374

The reliability calculation shows the series system to be the most reliable by a wide margin. However,
depending on the relative costs of FS and FD failures, this may not be the best choice. For the costs used
in this example, the expected loss for the parallel system is about one- fifth that of the series system. •

Table 26.8 summarizes the reliability parameters for a two-relay system.

TABLE 26.8 Probabilistic Parameters for a Two-Relay
System

Parameter Series System
(1)

as Q1QZ
bs b, + b.,- blb2
Rs 1 - QsO - p) - bsp
Qs as(l - p) + bsp

Is Caas(l - p) + Cbbsp

Parallel System
(2)

a l + a2 - QlQ Z

blb2
1 - as(l - p) - bsp
Qs(l - p) + bsp

CaQs(1 - p) + Cbbsp
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A comparison of the series and parallel arrangements for the two-relay system is an
interesting exercise. If the relays are identical and have identical probabilistic parameters, one
can show the following :

I. The series system is superior to the parallel system if

Is series < Is parallel
We can show that (26.64) hold approximately when

CbP a
<-

Co (1 - p) b
2. The parallel system is superior to the series system if

Is series > Is parallel
We can show that this relationship holds approximately if

CbP a>-
Co (1 - p) b

Proof of these expressions is left as an exercise.

(26.64)

(26.65)

(26.66)

(26.67)

EXAMPLE 26.9
Plot the unreliability as a function of the probability of system hazard for various values of the parameters
a and b. A typical plot is shown in Figure 26.26, where the parameters have the fol1owing values:

a = 0.05
b =0.01,0.001 , and 0.0001

The plots labeled Qs are the system unreliability for the series connection, and those labeled Q p are for
the paral1el connection. In each case, three values of the b parameters are used in the calculation.
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Figure 26.26 Plot of system unreliability versus probability of hazard.

Al1 the plots in Figure 26.26 are linear with the probability of system hazard, but the results cover
so many decades of values that semilogarithmic plots show the variations more clearly. For the values
of the parameters chosen, the three curves for the parallel connection are almost identical, with the only
difference being at values of p very close to unity, which is a part of the curve that is oflittle interest since
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p is usually close to zero. Note that, for values of p less than about 0.2, the parallel connection is the
higher unreliability for all values of the parameters selected for study. For p =0, the series connection
has an unreliabili ty of a2• which is equal to 0.0025 for the cases plotted. We conclude, therefore, that the
series connection has the higher reliability and should be chosen if this is the only criterion governing
the selection. •

EXAMPLE 26.10
Plot the Expected Loss, Is. for the same parametric values used in example 26.9 and using the following
values of the Loss Parameters .

C, = I .n

Ch = 10.000

These values are chosen to reflect the fact that the FD failure is much more costly than suffering a FS
type of failure. The result is shown in Figure 26.27. The cost of the series-connected systems is greater
than that of the parallel connected protective system . This is true for all values of the parameter b.which
confirms that the commonly used parallel connection for protective relays is probably the best choice
in most situations, even though it may be true that the series system has a higher reliability considering
both FS and FD types of failure. For any given application, the results should be checked. however, to
be sure that the parallel connection is the best choice .
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Figure 26.27 Cost of protection failure versus probabi lity of system hazard.

26.3.4 Protective System Analysis

•

We now examine a variety of common protective system arrangements to determine
their reliability block diagrams. We will develop logic or network diagrams for these typical
systems so that the reliabil ity of different configurations can be observed and computed.

26.3.4.1 Protective System Configurations . We examine common protective system
configurations and define their functions . In this analysis, we define three systems that will
be considered in the analysis : . the main protec tive system, the local backup system, and the
remote backup system.

MAIN PROTECTIVE SYSTEM (MPS) . Three different protection control configurations
are examined and compared--each having differe nt degrees of redundancy. These systems
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are shown in Figure 26.28. Each control configuration assumes only a single battery, a single
breaker mechanism, and redundant relays. Different degrees of redundancy are assumed for
the other components.

Figure 26.28 Block diagrams of three typical
power system relay and circuit breaker control
configurations. (1) Redundant relays. (2) Re-
dundant instrument transformers and relays. (3)
Redundant instrument transformers, relays, and
circuit breaker trip coils.

Control configuration (1) assumes redundancy only in the relays. Configuration (2) has
redundant relays and instrument transformers. Configuration (3) adds redundant trip coils.
These configurations are typical of industry practice. The degree of redundancy depends on
many factors, with a tendency to offer higher degrees of redundancy for the more important
circuits and the higher voltage levels, which often are designed to carry very large power
transfers.

The other important factor in the protective system layout is the station arrangement.
Three different arrangements will be considered, and these are shown in Figure 26.29. In our
analysis, we will consider the clearing of the fault F on line HR at Station H. For the single bus
arrangement of Figure 26.29(a), this requires the tripping of breaker Z, However, for both the
ring bus of Figure 26.29(b) or the breaker-and-a-half scheme of Figure 26.29(c), fault clearing
requires the tripping of both breakers 2 and 3. We assume that breaker 8 at Station R always
operates correctly.

Note that the proper fault clearing for station arrangements ofFigure 26.29 (b) and (c) are
also affected by the choice of control configurations, since they require the successful operation
of two relay-breaker controls for the successful clearing of the fault. This will require a modifi-
cation ofthe control schematic, and these modifications will depend on the station arrangement.



(c)

Figure 26.29 Typical transmission switching station arrangements. (a) Single bus at station
H. (b) Ring bus at station H. (c) Breaker-and-a-half at station H.

The dual breaker arrangements also mean that, in the logic diagram for successful fault
clearing (or in the fault tree), the two breaker trips will be in series logic since failure of either
will cause failure of the main protective system (MPS).

All control configurations shown in Figure 26.28 provide redundancy in fault detection,
but not in the circuit breaker mechanism. This is common in the industry due to the high
cost of the circuit breakers. Should the breaker mechanism fail, or should all relay operations
fail, we rely on backup protective systems for fault clearing. Two types of backup are usually
employed, a local backup system (LBS) and a remote backup system (RBS).

LOCAL BACKUP SYSTEM (LBS). The application of a LBS will be illustrated by means
of an example [11]. Consider the switching stations of Figure 26.29 with a fault F on line HR
and assume that breaker 2 fails to operate, that is, it remains permanently closed. This is
sometimes called a "stuck breaker" condition or failure to open on command [14].

For the single bus arrangement of Figure 26.29(a), a failure of breaker 2 requires the
local backup system to trip all breakers (3, 4, and 5) connected to bus H. This splits the system
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at bus H, and may have serious consequences for the integrity of the power system, but it does
clear the fault at F.

For the ring bus arrangement of Figure 26.29(b), the control logic requires the tripping
of breakers 2 and 3 to clear fault F. Since breaker 2 is inoperative, the LBS must trip breaker
4. This leaves the fault connected to line GH and requires the delayed tripping of breaker 1 at
G by remote backup. Note, however, that lines HS and HT are still connected together at H
and the system is not completely severed at bus H.

Now consider the breaker-and-a-half scheme of Figure 26.29(c) and the control logic
for tripping breakers 2 and 3. Since breaker 2 has failed, the LBS must trip breaker 5 and any
other breakers connected to rack bus A. This clears the fault and leaves all lines in service
except the faulted line HR. Moreover, all other lines connected to bus H remain in service.

The foregoing example illustrates the improvement in performance that results from
more complex switching arrangements. This is achieved at greater cost. It also imposes
an interesting requirement, namely, that every fault at bus H must be successfully cleared
by not one, but two circuit breakers. Since a faulted condition places a high stress on the
circuit breaker, the probability of failure under these conditions may be high compared to the
switching of normal load currents. Requiring two successful switchings to take place for every
fault may lead to more breaker failure events than simpler switching schemes. However, the
more complex switching schemes are effective in maintaining maximum system connectivity,
which is very important to system stability and security.

Now consider the breaker-and-a-half station with breaker 3 stuck and the same fault
illustrated in Figure 26.29 (c). Breaker 3 is the center breaker in the breaker-and-a-half con-
nection. This causes the local backup system to trip breaker 4, thereby disconnecting the sound
line from H to S. Failure of the center breaker of a breaker-and-a-half scheme is similar to a
breaker failure for a Ring Bus, in that it will always result in the loss of a sound circuit element.

This illustrates the importance of the local backup system, in combination with the station
switching arrangement. It also illustrates some of the reliability effects that must be considered
in protective system evaluation.

A simplified Local Backup System is shown in Figure 26.30. The main protective
system (MPR) relay contacts close upon fault recognition and this picks up either contacts 62X
or 62Y or both, in addition to the trip coil (52T). Relay 50 is a multiple- contact instantaneous
overcurrent relay, whose contacts remain closed as long as the fault is uncleared, thus allowing
62X or 62Y to energize the timer 62. Device 94 is an auxiliary tripping device. When the
timer completes its timing cycle, contacts 62 close, energizing breaker failure relay 86. Relay
86 has multiple contacts that initiate tripping of all breakers adjacent to the failed breaker. The
timing of the various devices is shown in Figure 26.31.

+

94~1 2

94 62Y

+
T62 I62* I 62 I62*1

IC~ X X Y Y
11 12 10 50

"'--...-......_ ............-...6 *For Second
ICS Breaker,
62 If Needed

86BF~....L.....L. ....L.
86 , ••••,

.......----Contacts to Local
Breakers, If Needed

Figure 26.30 Schematic for breaker failure and local backup protection [11].
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Figure 26.31 Breaker failure local backup timing.

REMOTE BACKUP SYSTEM. In addition to the MPS and the LBS, a complete protective
system strategy must include a remote backup system (RBS). This is necessary, in many cases,
to completely isolate the fault. For example, consider the configuration of Figure 26.29(b),
with the ring bus and with the failure of breaker 2. The LBS acts to open local breakers 3 and 4,
leaving the fault radial from bus G (again, assuming that breaker 6 operates correctly). Remote
backup clearing of breaker 1 at bus G is required to complete the fault isolation. The fault is
well beyond the primary protective zone of the line relays at G, but delayed clearing will take
place to clear the fault. The coordination of the RBS relays with the MPS and LBS relays may
be achieved by time coordination using delayed clearing of the remote breakers. Examples of
this type of coordination are shown in Figure 26.32. For the cases illustrated, the coordination
is achieved by sequential tripping, with a suitable coordination time interval (CTI) to ensure
proper relay operation and coordination. This means that the fault clearing will be somewhat
slower than normal, 4 but this is not a high price to pay for a double contingency consisting
of a faulted line and a failed breaker. If these events are independent, the probability of the
combined event, which is the product of the individual probabilities, will be extremely low.
However, if these two events can be considered common cause, for example, the high fault
current causes the breaker failure, the probability will be much higher. (This will be the case
if the breaker does not have adequate interrupting rating.)

26.3.4.2 Total System Operational Failure. Consider a protective system strategy
that incorporates all three relay systems, the main protective system, the local backup system,
and the remote backup system. Moreover, we assume that these systems fail only by FD or
operational failures, which we designate here as the "failure mode," as opposed to the security
mode. For this section, we ignore security failures, but these failures can be evaluated using a
similar technique.

The three protective systems under consideration will usually have a control configuration
similar to those shown in Figure 26.28. Backup systems may be simpler due to the omission
of redundant elements. In any case, we note the series logic of these systems. The logical
pattern is always as follows:

4ft is possible that the remote backup can be made faster by means of transfer trip using pilot channel signaling.
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Figure 26.32 Remote backup at bus G breaker 1 for a fault F on line HR. (0) overcurrent
relays. (b) Distance relays.

1. Instrument transformers and battery
2. Relays
3. Trip coil(s)
4. Breaker mechanism

For analysis, we group these components into two groups, a protective relay (electrical)
group and a circuit breaker (mechanical) group. Somewhat arbitrarily, we include (1), (2),
and (3) in the relay subsystem, and (4) in the circuit breaker subsystem. This simplifies the
notation for computing reliabilities. The subsystems thus defined are shown in Table 26.9.
Note that any of these subsystems may consist of more than one element, depending on the
control configuration (Figure 26.28) and the bus arrangement (Figure 26.29).

We now define the event

{SFC} = {successful fault clearing} (26.68)

TABLE 26.9 Protective Systems and Defined
Subsystems

Subsystem MPS LBS RBS

Relay main local remote
subsystem protective backup backup

relays relays relays
(MPR) (LBS) (RBS)

Breaker main local remote
subsystem circuit circuit circuit

breakers breakers breakers
(MCB) (LCB) (ReB)
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and compute the protective system reliability as

R =: Pr{SFC}

1131

(26.69)

(26.70)

Tocompute this probability we first compute the reliability of each subsystem and then combine
the result. In order to simplify the notation, we write

RMPs =: Pr {MPS works}
=: Pr {MPR works and MCB works}

Since the MPR and MeB are independent systems, we simplify (26.70) to write

RMPS =: Pr {MPR works and MCB works}
=: Pr{MPR works} Pr{MC.B works}

=: RMPRRMcB

We also define

(26.71)

(26.72)
FMPS =: Pr {MPS fails} =: 1 - RMPs

=: FMPR + FMCB - FMPRFMCB

The LBS and RBS have definitions similar to (26.71) and (26.72), with only the subscripts
changed.

To compute the reliability (26.69) we evaluate the probabilities associated with both
the local systems and the remote systems. Clearly, one or the other must work correctly for
successful fault clearing. If we let LPS designate the "local protective systems" and RBS the
"remote backup systems," we may write

R =: Pr {LPS works}+ Pr {RBS works}
- Pr {LPS works and RBS works}

In compact notation, and taking advantage of independence, we write

R == R LPS + RRBS - RLPs RRBS

(26.73)

(26.74)

Now the LPS consists of both the main protective system and the local backup system,
with control configuration assumed similar to Figure 26.33. Note that the local backup system
depends on successful primary relay operation. This gives the logic diagram of Figure 26.33,
for which we compute

(26.75)

Local Protective Systems

I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - -'

Figure 26.33 Network diagram for successful fault clearing.
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where

RLBS = RLPRRLCB

Combining (26.75) and (26.76) we compute, after some algebraic manipulation

R = RMPRRMCB + RMPRFMCBRLBS

+RMPRFMCBFLBSRRBS + FMPRRRBS

which agrees with the success tree result derived by others [12].

(26.76)

(26.77)

26.3.4.3 Block Diagrams of Operational Failure. Protective systems are designed
in different equipment configurations, and these different arrangements have different relia-
bilities. The objective here is to develop a method for comparing different protective system
arrangements by construction of a network diagram, from which an analysis of the configura-
tion can be made. Network diagrams are constructed for the three different switching station
arrangements shown in Figure 26.29 and for the three control configurations shown in Fig-
ure 26.28. Other arrangements can be evaluated using the same techniques, but these nine
unique arrangements will illustrate the method. To simplify the analysis, we examine only
the local protective system of Figure 26.33, but the remote backup system can be added in a
straightforward way.

As an example of the technique, refer to control configuration 1 of Figure 26.28 and the
single bus, single breaker station arrangement shown in Figure 26.29. The local protective
system has redundancy only in the relays, and the entire system network diagram is shown in
Figure 26.34.

Figure 26.34 Network diagram of control configuration 1 for the successful clearing of
faults at breaker 2 of a single breaker system.

This simple diagram clearly shows the redundancy of the relays, with their parallel logic,
and the series logic of the separate subsystems. This example also illustrates the need for a
clear numbering system to denote which relays and which breakers are being depicted. This
is accomplished using subscripts as noted in Table 26.10.

For the system of Figure 26.34 all of the subscripts are the same since the relays control
only one breaker, breaker 2. Backup relaying systems sometimes control different breakers
that those controlled by the primary relays, hence the need to distinguish between the two.
The subscripts show the locations of measurements or control actions.

For Figure 26.34, we can write the probability of successful operation as follows.

R = Pr {successful primary fault clearing}
= Pr{BA n VT n CT n (Rl U R2) n TC n BM} (26.78)

= RBARvTRcT (RRI + RR2 - RRI RR2) RTCRBM

Most relay schemes employ local backup to ensure fault removal in the event that the local
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TABI.JE 26.10

Abbreviation

BAH
VT x

CT x
RI HR
R2HR
TC x
BMx

Subscript x
Subscripts H, R

Abbreviated Apparatus Designations

Subsystem

Battery at station H
Voltage measurement at bus x

Current measurement on line HR
Primary relay 1 for protective zone HR
Primary relay 2 for protective zone HR
Trip coil for protective on breaker x
Breaker mechanism of breaker x

Location of rneasurement or control action

Identification of relay protective zone

breaker(s) do not open for any reason. Following the same example analyzed above, the breaker
failure trip logic of Figure 26.30 is used to trip all breakers adjacent to the failed breaker 2. The
logic of Figure 26.30 gives the network diagram shown in Figure 26.35. The network diagram
shows clearly the redundant nature of the local backup clearing for breaker failure. In normal
operation, the trip coil of breaker 2 will be energized and breaker mechanism 2 will open the
faulted line. However, should this system be inoperative, the timer 62 will time out and, if the
fault persists (50 remains picked up), the 86 contacts will close to trip breakers 3, 4, and 5.
This type of control logic is an example of "standby redundancy," since the backup system in
not switched into service unless the primary system fails, with the timer used to detect failure
of the primary system.

Primary Clearing

Figure 26.35 Cold standby arrangement of primary and local backup protection systems
using control configuration 1.

Figures 26.36, 26.37, and 26.38 show network diagrams of the three control configu-
rations applied to the single bus-single breaker, ring bus, and breaker-and-a-half schemes,
respectively. Writing out the reliability expressions, similar to (26.78), is a straightforward
extension of previous work. Analysis of operational failures can also be performed by other
methods such as event trees r13]. This is left as an exercise.

The foregoing procedure provides a method of analyzing the reliability of a given pro-
tective system configuration. The reliability analysis requires that the probability of successful
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(2)

* Time-Delayed Clearing

(3)

Figure 26.36 Networkdiagramsfor the protectionof line HR at StationH using a single
bus-single breakerswitchingarrangement. (1)Redundantrelays, (2) redun-
dant instrumenttransformersandrelays,(3) redundantinstrumenttransform-
ers, relays, and circuit breaker trip coils.

operations be known for all subsystems. This requires knowledge of each subsystem, a relia-
bility model for that subsystem, and data to support the reliability model. Appropriate models
for this type of equipment are discussed in Chapter 24.

The foregoing analysis conveniently ignores the element of time. Reliability is a time-
dependent quantity, and the analysis of systems often requires that time be included in the
system analysis. This is the subject of Section 26.4.

26.3.4.4 Block Diagrams of Security Failure. In considering security failure of a
protective system, it is necessary to examine the security of the primary system, the local
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Figure 26.37 Network diagrams for the protection of line HR at Station H using a ring
bus switching arrangement. (I) Redundant relays, (2) redundant instrument
transformers and relays, (3) redundant instrument transformers, relays, and
circuit breaker trip coils.

backup system, and the remote backup system. It is also necessary to clearly define what is
meant by failure. In this case, it is appropriate to define failure as follows.

Security failure is the unnecessary or fail safe disconnection of the primary protected
component due any cause or causes in the absence of a hazard.

The focus should be on the primary protected component, such as the protected line,
transformer, or bus section. This immediately removes remote backup systems from.consid-
eration, since these remote protections trip circuit elements other than the primary protected
element. This may be cause for concern, should the remote backup system suffer a false trip,
but it has no direct impact on the primary protected element. This narrows the focus of attention
to the primary and local backup systems.
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Figure 26.38 Network diagrams for the protection of line HR at Station H using a breaker-
and-a-half switching arrangement. (1) Redundant relays, (2) redundant in-
strument transformers and relays, (3) redundant instrument transformers,
relays, and circuit breaker trip coils.

As an example of security failure, consider the control configurations of Figure 26.28.
Clearly, any of these control configurations can be the cause of an unnecessary trip of the
primary breaker(s) at one terminal of a protected element, thereby qualifying as a security
failure. Not all of the components in the three different control configurations are capable of
contributing to a security failure, however. Table 26.11 reviews the possibilities of security
failures for each component.

The current transformers, battery, and circuit breaker trip coil are not security failure
risks. It is difficult to conceive that current will somehow be forced through a trip coil, of
sufficient magnitude to trip the breaker, unless one or more of the relay contacts are closed. It
is possible that a fault in the control circuitry could cause this to occur, but this would have to be
considered rare. Failure of the battery could cause operational failure, but not security failure.
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TABl,E 26.11 Security Failure Capability of Control Components

Component Security Failure Comments

1137

Current transformer
Voltage transformer
Battery
Relay I
Relay 2
Trip coil
Breaker mechanism

Not a security failure risk
Security failure risk for distance protection
Not a security failure risk
Security failure risk
Security failure risk
Not a security failure risk
Security failure risk

Failure of the current transformer will usually cause loss of current sensing, not increased
current output.

Of the elements that are candidates for security failure risk, the relays and the breaker
mechanism are the most likely, due to their moving contacts that can be forced into a change
from their normal open/close position. This could occur due to a severe mechanical jolt., for
example. The voltage transformer is a possible security failure risk in the case of distance
protection. Failure of the voltage transformer will usually result in zero voltage input to the
relay logic, which would cause distance protection logic to equate this to a close-in fault. This
would not affect overcurrent protection or many other types of primary protection. In the final
analysis, the engineer must examine the various protective device components and determine
their possible security failure risks in view of the type of protective system installed. The
ROB for the protective system components is shown in Figure 26.39, since any of the four
components can be the cause of security failure.

Figure 26.39 RDB of control components for se-
curity failure.

*For Stations With
Two Breakers Serving
Protected Element

This analysis of control components neglects the effect of the switching station arrange-
ment. Consider the station arrangements shown in Figure 26.29, and examine the risk of
security failure on the line from Station H to Station R. Security failure of either relay or the
voltage transformer, for distance protection, will result in line HR being tripped irrespective of
the station arrangement. For the single bus arrangement of Figure 26.29(a), this will result in
breaker 2 being tripped unnecessarily, and for the ring bus or breaker-and-a-half arrangements
of Figure 26.29(b) and (c), the security failure will trip both breakers 2 and 3. This is not true
for the breaker mechanism security failure. When there is only one breaker, as in the single
bus arrangement, the line will be opened at bus H. For stations with two breakers serving the
protected line, however, both would have to suffer security failure simultaneously in order to
open the line at bus H. This conclusion leads to the ROB for the protective system components
shown in Figure 26.39, since any of the four components can be the cause of security failure.

From Figure 26.39, it is observed that the voltage transformer or either relay can be the
sole cause of a security failure. If the protected line is served by only one circuit breaker, the
security failure of that breaker will result in an open line and a security failure of that line. If
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the protected line is served by more than one breaker, all local breakers for the protected line
would have to suffer overlapping security failures to cause unnecessary opening.

We conclude that security failure analysis requires a complete examination of the pro-
tective system components and the station arrangement, taking into consideration the type of
protective scheme employed. In most cases, there are several components for which security
failure is either impossible or highly unlikely. An examination of typical failure data shows
that the relays are the most likely cause of security failure, and human intervention is often the
cause of security failure.

26.3.5 Specifications for Transmission Protection

As an example of the application of reliability concepts to a practical system encountered
in power system protection, consider a typical EHV power transmission system. For circuits
of the EHV voltage levels, the transmission lines carry large blocks of power. Loss of these
lines can have serious financial consequences; therefore, measures must be taken to ensure that
security failures, and the accompanying unnecessary line openings, be kept at a minimum. On
the other hand, faults on these circuits cause very large upsets to the system, and the danger
of instability and possible cascading of line outages might occur if faults are not removed
promptly. Therefore, these protective systems must have the very highest possible speed and
security.

26.3.5.1 Relay Specifications. In order to provide high probability of clearing all
faults on the lines, it is necessary to employ completely independent protective systems. The
relay systems usually employed on EHV transmission lines are advanced permissive systems
that require the concurrence of a tripping decision from the two ends of the line in order to
avoid a false trip. This requires the use of fast communications between the two terminals
of the protected line. Moreover, to be completely independent the communications systems
must employ different communications media, not just different channels of the same medium,
and should also employ different detection logic to assure reliable operation. In summary, the
principles on which these systems are based are the following:

1. At least two independent relaying systems
• Independent relays
• Independent voltage transformers
• Independent current transformers
• Independent circuit breaker trip coils

2. Independent and different communications for each system
3. Different types of detection and analysis methods for each system

26.3.5.2 Switching Station Specifications. It was noted previously that the network
diagrams for the various switching station arrangements are quite different. The different
station arrangements result in a different selection of breakers that must be tripped in the case
of a fault. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 give one-line diagrams for a variety of different switching
station arrangements. These different station arrangements lead to different failure modes.

Station failure can have serious consequences for the power system. This suggests
that the design of the station cannot be adequately specified without considering the effect of
station failures on the power system as a whole. For example, consider the effect of a stuck
breaker. We have noted that different station designs result in different system switchings,
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depending on which breaker fails. It is also clear that some station designs are less likely
to cause a system separation than others. The point is that the station reliability is only one
factor in system reliability and the inherent reliability of the station and the reliability of the
transmission system must be studied together. This may require power flow, reliability, and
system stability studies, for example, to determine the effect of a station failure. If the results
are hazardous, a more robust station design may be warranted, even though such an alternative
may be more expensive. Knowing the frequency of a given type of failure and the cost of each
failure occurrence, the engineer can compute the effectiveness of the various alternatives.

Station failure is also dependent on the failure modes of the circuit breakers and other
devices in the station. Circuit breakers are critical items and have many different modes of
failure.

CIRCUIT BREAKER FAILURE MODES. One of the unique features of stations is the many
different failure modes, especially of the circuit breakers. IEEE Standard 500 [14] lists the 12
different failure modes of circuit breakers, interrupters and relays. These are listed, together
with their failure rates in failures per million hours and in failures per million operations, in
Table 26.12.

TABl~E 26.12 Average Failure Rates for Circuit Breakers [14]

Failure Rate*

Failure Mode

All modes
Catastrophic failure

I . Does not close on command
2. Does not open on command
3. Closes without command
4. Opens without command
5. Does not make current
6. Does not break current
7. Fails to carry current
8. Breakdown to earth (internal)
9. Breakdown to earth (external)
10. Breakdown between poles
11. Breakdown across open pole (internal)
12. Breakdown across open pole (external)

Degraded failure

FaillMhr

4.83
1.59
0.76
0.35
0.03
0.16
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.09
0.02
3.24

FaillMops

882.
379.
243.
118.

7.58
11.4

503.

*Failure rates are given in failures per million hours and in failures
per million operations

Since stations have a large number of switching devices that can fail in any of these
modes, the total number of possible failures is very large.

The IEEE standard gives values for many of the different failure modes. Failure rates
are given in the standard based on time of service as well as the number of operations.P Table
26.9 gives the recommended failure rates of circuit breakers from all voltage classes to use in
system studies. The average repair rate is given by the standard as 12.1 hours for all modes of
failure.

5IEEE Std 500 gives three values for each item, which are called the low, recommended, and high values. Table
26.9 gives only the recommended values.
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The failure rate of all modes for circuit breakers is highly dependent on the voltage class
of the breaker, with the higher voltage classes having higher failure rates. Table 26.13 shows
a breakdown of failure rates by voltage class. Note that almost all modes experience a higher
failure rate as the voltage class increases.

TABLE 26.13 Circuit Breaker Failure Rates by Voltage Class [14]

Failure Rate, failuresIMhr

Failure 63-100 100-200 200-300 300-500 Over
Mode* kV kV kV kV 500kV

All modes 2.4 6.62 10.28 24.0 17.6
Catastrophic 0.46 1.83 2.97 5.25 12.0

1. No close on command 0.46 0.97 1.31 2.31 4.36
2. No open on command 0.08 0.30 0.72 1.36 3.27
3. Closes w/o command 0.02 0.02 0.11 0.10 0.00
4. Opens w/o command 0.03 0.11 0.30 0.34 2.18
5. No make current 0.01 0.02 0.17 0.10 0.00
6. No break current 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.27 0.00
7. Fail to carry current 0.01 0.08 0.05 0.34 0.00
8. Internal ground 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.00
9. External ground 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.13 0.00
10. Fault between poles 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 1.09
11. Internal fault across pole 0.02 0.15 0.15 0.13 1.09
12. External fault across pole 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.10 0.00

Degraded 1.94 4.79 7.31 18.7 5.59

*See Table 26.9 for a complete description of each failure mode

The tabulations of failure rates for circuit breakers show that failure to close on com-
mand is usually the most prominent failure mode, and this is true for all voltage classes. This
is somewhat surprising, since there is little stress on the circuit breaker for a closing oper-
ation. At the EHV levels, station arrangements are often used that Serve each circuit with
two circuit breakers at both terminals, so a complete failure to close either end of the circuit
would require the overlapping failure to close on command of both circuit breakers at one
end. This makes the failure to successfully connect the circuit a rather low probability event.
When such failures occur, repair personnel would be dispatched to determine the cause of the
failure and take corrective action, but the power system will not be adversely affected due to
the failure of one breaker to close on command in stations with two breakers serving each
line.

Failure to open on command is usually second in the ranking of failure rates. When
the circuit breaker fails to open, this may be during a fault condition when the circuit breaker
is operating under high stress, perhaps near its interrupting rating. Failure to operate leaves
the fault connected to the station, and backup protection must operate after a suitable time
delay. This leaves the fault connected longer, with possible destabilizing results. Moreover,
if the fault magnitude is close to the circuit breaker rating, the damage to the breaker may be
substantial, which will require a more extensive repair.

STATION FAILURE MODES. Consider the effect of a fault on one of the circuits con-
nected to a given station. When a fault occurs, the protective systems are designed to recognize
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the fault and initiate its removal as quickly as possible. This will require the successful opera-
tion of all circuit breakers that are connected to the faulted component. This, in tum, requires
that all the support systems within the station are working as designed.

Simple station arrangements have only one breaker connected to the faulted circuit, but
more complex arrangements have two or more breakers on each end of each circuit, all of which
experience the stress of fault interruption. Because of this stress, there is a greater probability
of breaker failure on the more complex stations since more than one breaker must operate
successfully at each terminal. This is, therefore, a series logic since the failure of anyone of
the breakers results in the failure to trip the faulted circuit. It is common to have four breakers
on each circuit, two at each end. If all have the same failure rate, the rate of failing to clear
the circuit is four times that of a single breaker. Some station designs, such as the ring tripod
or the ring bridge, have three breakers on each circuit, which raises the failure rate to as much
as six times that of a single breaker (see Chapter 5 to review these station arrangements). As
noted in Section 26.3.4, the more complex stations are favored for the higher voltage circuits
since they have a higher probability of leaving the unfaulted circuits connected following the
loss of a faulted circuit.

This complexity is not without problems, however, since the larger number of breakers
tends to increase the failure modes of the station. Data on the effect of terminal-related
transmission failures has been accumulated for many years by a group of North American
utilities [15]. An analysis of the data for a six-year period is summarized in Table 26.14.

TABLE 26.14 Terminal-Related Failures Rates for Stations [151

Voltage> 230kV 345kV

Station
Configuration

Single bus, single breaker
Ring bus
Breaker and a half

Failure Rate Duration Failure Rate Duration
(per term - yr) (hr/term - yr) (per term - yr) (hr/term - yr)

0.084 1.052 0.020 0.282
0.130 0.996 0.045 0.160
0.178 0.074 0.192 0.068

These data indicate that the terminal-related failure rates on the more complex station
configurations are greater than on the simpler station arrangements, which is a direct result of
the increased complexity required of the control and protection systems on the more complex
designs. In contrast, however, the average duration of outage per terminal- year has the opposite
effect, with the more complex station designs having the lower outage durations.

The stuck breaker, or failure to open on command, is the most serious breaker failure
mode and is the only one for which special protective systems are designed. It is common,
at the EHV level of transmission, to require reliability at the level delivered by at least the
breaker-and-a-half arrangement, and important stations may require double breaker-double
bus switching to minimize the hazard of system breakup following stuck breaker failures.
These EHV stations usually supply each outgoing feeder by two or more circuit breakers. This
provides high reliability in the sense that the line can be fed normally with one of the circuit
breakers out of service for either planned or forced outage. It also gives greater reliability
against failure of the circuit breakers to close on command, but clearly this type of failure is
often of little concern.

Some station arrangements are subject to serious system breakup due to a stuck breaker
failure. This is true of the ring bus and, to a lesser extent, of the breaker-and-a-half scheme.
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26.3.5.3 Communications Specifications. EHV transmission lines usually employ
protective systems that utilize high-speed communications between the relay equipment at the
two ends of the line. These systems are usually designed to provide high levels of reliability
against both operational (FD) and security (FS) failures, and the communications between the
two ends of the line are an important contributor to this reliability. In many cases, these pro-
tections will utilize two different types of communication, for example, one using microwave
(MW) and the other using power line carrier (PLC), to provide both redundancy and indepen-
dence for the communications media. Fiber-optic communications are sometimes available
on either the phase conductors or the static wires of transmission lines, and are available for
protective system communications. The older systems of the 230 kV or lower voltage classes
often use only PLC protection systems.

The specifications for communications should include the following requirements:

1. Independent transmission media
microwave
fiber optics
power line carrier
telephone circuit

2. Independent power supplies
3. Redundant equipment for

transmitters
receivers
communications channels
antennas (to minimize microwave fading)

In addition to the requirement for independence and redundancy, there is often a require-
ment for cross-wiring of communications. This means that the protective system utilizing
communications medium 1, will send its messages on both medium 1 and medium 2 at the
same time. This provides additional protection against a communications failure or fading of
signal strength.

26.4 TIME-DEPENDENT RELIABILITY MODELS

In many reliability problems, time is an important variable. This is true of protective system
where timing of relay operations is controlled to provide correct coordination of devices. It is
also important in a given protective strategy that calls for the sequential operation of several
different devices.

The equations that describe the reliability of a system may be written to include the time
variable. For example, consider a parallel system of two elements, for which we may write

Rp (t) = 1 - q1 (t) q2 (t)
=PI (t) + P2(t) - PI (t) P2(t)

(26.79)

Equations for other configurations may also be written to recognize that time is an important
variable. We now develop some of the basic reliability mathematics that describe the time
behavior of systems.
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26.4.1 Failure Distributions of Random Variables
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(26.80)

Let TA be a random variable (rv) corresponding to the time to failure of a given system
A. Then we define

TA == time from the moment A was placed
in service until it fails

FA (t) == Pr {A will fail prior to t} == Pr {TA :s; t}
d FA (t)

fA (t) ==~

These distributions have the mathematical properties usually associated with probability dis-
tributions (see Chapter 24).

Now let C represent a composite system formed by combinations of other elements,
A and B, and with joint distributions defined as follows. If we define a random variable TB
corresponding to the time to failure time of element B, we can define similar distributions for
this element exactly as in (26.80). We may then define the joint distribution

(26.81)

(26.82)

(26.83)

Clearly, we must keep track of the two time measurements separately. We now examine some
elementary composite systems that are of interest in system protection.

26.4.1.1 Series Connection of A and B. If two elements are connected in a series
logic, such that both must work in order that the series system work, the composite system
will fail if either A or B fails. Consider the first element

PA (t) == Pr{A works}
== I - Pr {A fails}

== I - Pr {TA < t}

== Pr {TA > t}

== I - FA (t)

and similarly for element B. Similar equations may also be written for the composite
system C.

Pr {C works} == Pr {both A and B work}

== Pr {TA > t and TB > t}
== Pr {TA > t} P {TB > t}

where the last line of (26.83) can be written if the two systems are statistically independent.
Combining the results, we may write

(26.84)

or

(26.85)

Obviously, from (26.83)

(26.86)

which is intuitively correct.
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The failure density of the series system is computed by taking the derivative of the failure
distribution (26.85) .

fe (1) = fA (1) + fB (1) - FA (1) fB (1) - FB (1) fA (1)
= fA (1) [1 - FB (I)) + fB (1) [1 - FA (1)]

EXAMPLE 26.11 Series System
Prepare a sketch of the region in the tA, t8 plane representing the failure time of a series connection of
components A and B.
Solution
We construct the times to failure as the axes of a two-dimensional space as shown in Figure 26.40. The
failure region is the shaded region below, which corresponds to the value of TA, and is shown in this
example as the smaller of the two failure times.

Figure 26.40 Failure region for a series-connected system of A and B. •

26.4.1.2 Parallel Connection ofA and B. If two elements are connected in a parallel
logic, such that the system works when either A or B works, the composite system C will fail
only when both A and B fail. For this situation, we may write

Pr{C fails} = Pr{Te ~ I}

= Pr {A fails and B fails} (26.88)
= Pr{TA s 1 and TB s t}

If A and B are independent, then

Pr{C fails} = Pr{TA ~ I}Pr{TB ~ I}

or

Fe (t) = FA (1) FB (1)

This requires that

(26.89)

(26.90)

(26.91)

The failure density function for the parallel connection is computed as the derivative of (26.67),
with the following result.

fe (t) = fA (t) FB (1) + fB (t) FA (1) (26.92)
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EXAMPLE 26.12 Parallel System
Sketch the region in the tA, tH plane representing the failure time of a parallel connection of items A and
B.
Solution
We construct the times to failure as the axes of a two-dimensional space, as shown in Figure 26.41. The
failure time of the A system is the maximum of the two failure times . The shaded area is the region of
failed operation of the parallel system .

Figure 26.41 Failure region for a parallel connection of A and B. •

The preceding examples help to visualize the failure distribution for the series and parallel
systems . The failure distribution of the total system, in each case, is the mass of the shaded
region in the plane.

26.4.1.3 Standby Redundancy. For some composite systems, it is important to note
that certain redundant elements are on standby and that no operating time accumulates for
these elements until the primary element fails. This situation is shown in Figure 26.42 . We
assume that the switching is perfect.

Figure 26.42 Standby redundancy with element
B on standby.

Backup relaying is a form of standby redundancy. The backup system B is not required
to operate unless a predesigned condition occurs, at which time this protective system is placed
in operation. The switch, in this case, comprises contacts that are closed by a timer, or other
device .

In terms of the time of operation, we view the redundant system as shown in Figure
26.43 . We assume that element B does not fail when de-energized, an assumption that may
not always be acceptable. If this is a valid assumption, then the system will be successfully
operating at time t if either of the following conditions are met:
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A
(l)

(2)

o

B

A
B B

Figure 26.43 Success options for a standby system.

1. A succeeds up to time t .
2. A fails at time TA < t and B operates successfully from TA to t .

These conditions are depicted graphically in Figure 26.43. Since we assume that the
switch is perfectly reliable, we may write

~=~+~ ~~

This equation represents the sum of two random variables. It can be shown that the failure
distribution in this case is given by the convolution integral, i.e.,

I

Fe = FA+B ='f FA (t - u) [e (u) du (26.94)

o
where we convolve the distribution of A with the density of B. This concept has applica-
tions in power system protection if the stated assumptions are correct for the system under
consideration.

EXAMPLE 26.13 Standby Redundant System
Sketch the region in the tA, tB plane representing the failure time of a standby redundant connection of
components A and B. Perfect switching logic and operation are assumed.
SolutIon
We construct the times-to-failure variables as the axes of a two-dimensional space, as shown in Figure
26.44. The failure time of the total system is the sum of the two failure times. The shaded area is the

Tc

Tc = '4 + r, ta Figure 26.44 Failure region for a standby redun-
dant system.
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region of failed operation of the standby system for the condition that system B docs not fail when it is
on standby. •

26.4.1.4 Sequential Operation . Another time-dependent situation of interest in sys-
tem protection is a sequential operation. The hardware configuration is shown in Figure 26.45.
Here, we assume the following conditions apply :

Figure 26.45 System arrangement for a sequen- ----0----;~
tial operation.

I. A is placed in operation at t = 0; B is idle .
2. A logical decision in A determines if switch S should be closed (ideal switching

assumed) .
3. B is placed in operation at t = Tx, where Tx is a random variable.

The composite system C fails if either of two conditions, illustrated in Figure 26.45, are
satisfied :

(i) Failure occurs at t < Tx due to failure of A, i.e., TA < Tx .
(ii) Failure occurs at Tx > t, due to

(a) failure of A; TA S t
(b) failure of B; Te + Tx - t .

The success of either condition is shown by the shaded region s in Figure 26.46 . Each of
the above possibilities must be examined.

(i)

o

A

B

(ii)
A

B B

Figure 26.46 Time-to-failure possibilities of sequential operation.

(i) Failure occurs for Tx > t . For this condition, designated as C, the system C fails
in mode I. i.e.,

Pr{Cd = Pr{TA .s t . Tx > t} (26 .95)
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Assuming that TA and Tx are independent, then

Pr{el } = Pr{TA .s t}Pr{Tx > t}

or

FC l (t) = FA (t) [1 - Fx (t)]

(ii) Failure occurs for TB + Tx ~ t. We compute the success mode 2 as

Pr {success} = 1 - Pr {failure} = 1 - FC2 (t)

But
Pr {success} = Pr {A succeeds and B succeeds and Tx ::s t}

=Pr{TA > t}Pr{Tx + TB > t}Pr{Tx::S t}
1 - FC2 = (1 - FA) (1 - FxB) Fx

(26.96)

(26.97)

(26.98)

(26.99)

Now, since the operations (i) and (ii) are disjoint, we may add the two probabilities, with the
following result.

where

Fc = Fe l + FC2
= FA (1 - Fx ) + 1 - (1 - FA) (1 - FBX ) Fx
= 1+ FA - Fx (1 - FXB + FA Fx B )

(26.100)

(26.101)

t

FXB = FTx+TB = f Ix (u) FB (t - u) du
o

Protective systems have elements and subsystems that operate sequentially, making the above
analysis ofdirect interest. The operating times and the waiting times are not exactmeasures, but
are random variables. For example, the main protective relay (MPR) subsystem and the main
circuit breaker (MeR) subsystem operate sequentially as elements A and B in the foregoing
analysis.

26.4.2 Composite Protection System

We apply the concepts of the preceding section to a practical protection system at one
terminal of a transmission line. The network diagram for this system is shown in Figure
26.47. The system illustrated includes the main or primary protection (M), the local backup
protection (L), and the remote backup protection (R). We add switches to the diagram to serve
as a reminder that the system operates sequentially. In some cases, these are literally switches

R
Figure 26.47 Network diagram for fault clearing
at one-line terminal.
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or relay contacts, in other cases they may be solid-state devices or logical controls. We must
also associate a random operating time with each of the switches. The identification of the
components in the boxes may be determined from Figure 26.33 and the station arrangement.
Here these functions are assigned letters for simplicity of notation, so that single subscripts
can be used for each type of device.

26.4.2.1 The Main Protection System. As the first step in the analysis of Fig-
ure 26.47, we analyze the main protective system (M), which consists of the topmost line
of items labeled A, B, and C, plus the switch Sl. The M system consists of a MPR system
and a MCB, as noted in Figure 26.33.

MPR. For this subsystem let the random operating time be assigned the random
variable TMPR, which is the random time to failure of the MPR.

The MPR system consists of two parts, labeled A and B in Figure 26.47. The A part
consists of all elements in series logic, such as the battery and instrument transformers. The
B parts are the relays, which are connected in a parallel logic.

For the protective relays of the parallel B elements, we know that the random operating
time is given by

(26.102)

(26.103)

and

FB == Pr {B fails}
== Pr {B 1 fails and B2 fails}

== Pr {TB 1 S t} P {TB2 ::: t}
== FBI (t) FB2 (t)

The last line of (26.103) is true since the two relays are independent. For elements A and B in
series, we write

(26.104)

These two systems are also observed to be independent systems and the random variables IA
and TB are statistically independent.

MPS. The MPS consists of all elements A, B, and C, plus the switch Sl. The total
operating time of this system will also depend on the random operating time of the switch,
which we designate as TI • Now, the actual time switching time T1 depends on the time of the
fault Tx and the relay time TMPR, which are both random numbers, that is,

(26.105)

where the time of the switch itself is considered negligible. Actually, the switch depicted in
Figure 26.47 is a part of the MPR, the last action of which closes relay contacts to permit
current to flow through the circuit breaker trip coil. It would be possible to treat the contact
operating time as a third random switching time, but it is simpler to consider this time to be
a part of the total MPR time. Since Tx is measured in days and TMPR, in cycles, for practical
purposes (26.105) reduces to only the time of the fault, or

(26.106)

FAILUREMODES. The sequential system has two failure modes, which are summarized
in Figure 26.46. We now examine these two failure modes.
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1. Failure mode 1, Tx > t.
First, we define the quantity

{M I } = {failure for Tx > t}

Then,

(26.107)

Pr (MI ) = Pr {TMPR :s t and Tx > t}
= Pr{TMPR :s t} P {Tx > t} (26.108)

= FMPR (t) [1 - Fx (t)] = FM1 (t)
where we again take advantage of statistical independence. Finally, then

TMI = TMPR :s t < Tx (26.109)

2. Failure mode 2, Tx :s t.
Here, we define

{M2} = {failure at i, :s t}
Then

Pr{success} = 1 - Pr(M2) = 1 - FM2(t)
But

Pr {success} = Pr {MPR works and MCB works and Tx :s t}
= Pr {TMPR > t} Pr {TMPR + TMcB > t} Pr {Tx :s t}

Now define
t

Fxc =! fMPR (u) FMCB (t - u) du

o
Wemay write this equation as

1 - FM2 (1) = [1 - FMPR (1)] [1 - Pxc (1)] Fx (1)

Then

and

TM2 = min (TMPR , Tx + TMCB )

where

(26.110)

(26.111)

(26.112)

(26.113)

(26.114)

(26.115)

(26.116)

(26.118)

(26.117)

TMPR > Tx
Combining the two failure modes and noting that they are disjoint, we compute

FMPS (t) = FM I (t) + FM2 (t)
= 1+ FMPR - Fx (1 - Fxc + FMPRFxc )

The random time of system failure is given by

TMPS =min (TM I , TM2)
= min [TMPR, min (TMPR, Tx + TMCB)]

= min (TMPR, Tx + TMcB)

The other subsystems in Figure 26.47 can be e~aluated using similar techniques.
These are left as exercises.
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(26.) )9)

26.4.2.2 Random Time Evaluation. In a Monte Carlo simulation of the operation
of a power system, the simulation moves along the time axis in discrete steps, evaluating the
system performance at each step. An operating history accumulates for all system components
and average failure rates can be computed. For any given component, the probability of failure
increases with time. Consider a given component A, whose reliability can be described by an
exponential distribution. Then the probability of failure of that component is given by

Pr (failure before time t} == Pr {TA :s t}
== FTA (t)

== 1 - RA (t)
== 1 - e-AAt

where A is the constant failure rate of that component. For the exponential distribution, the
mean lifetime of the component is the inverse of A.

For power system components, we would expect to use equipment that has long mean
lifetimes, say at least a few years, and we perform periodic maintenance to keep the component
operational and almost as good as new for many years. However, we assume that maintenance
is scheduled for important subsystems on a regular, but not on a daily, weekly, or even monthly
basis. In some cases, even annual maintenance may not be achieved, which means that certain
components always exist for which failure has a relatively high probability. A Monte Carlo
simulation can be used to simulate these random failures, inspections, and repairs.

As the simulation steps through time, certain disturbances will be scheduled, and some
components will be found to have failed due to random events. For protective systems, there
is always the probability that some portion of the protective hardware has failed and any fault
will have to be cleared by either local backup or remote backup equipment.

Let us assume that a given disturbance type and location are known and the identity
of any random equipment failure has been determined. We now direct our attention to the
disturbance clearing and the time sequence of the protective system operation. This clearing
sequence will then be the determining factor for the power system performance.

On the time scale of the disturbance occurrence and component failure, which may
be measured in hours, days, or even years, the elapsed time of the disturbance clearing is
very small and is usually measured in cycles. We arbitrarily let the disturbance clearing time
consist of three distinct parts, which are shown in Figure 26.48. These parts are defined by the
equation

Tr == TR + TD + TB cycles

where Tc == total clearing time
TR == relay time
TB == breaker time
TD == delay time

(26.]20)

All are assumed to measured in the same units, such as cycles. Note that all of these times
are random variables. For primary protection, the intentional delay time is often zero, but for
either local or remote backup protection there will be intentional delay for proper coordination.

Figure 26.48 shows typical measures of the clearing time for both normal clearing and lo-
cal backup clearing. Remote backup must also include the transfer trip or other communication
signaling time.

It is important to note that the random time variables in (26.120) are statistically inde-
pendent associated with independent items of equipment.
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Fault
Occurs

Time

50
Reset

Normal Clearing
Time

.~ ....-----~
~
CJ
~

~z

62X.Y 62 86BF Backup Breaker
Interrupting Time

Local Backup Breaker
Interrupting Time

Breaker Failure Local Backup Total Clearing Time

Figure 26.48 Components of the fault clearing time.

It would be reasonable to consider these variable to be Gaussian random variables, each
with mean JL and standard deviation a. Since the distribution of the sum of normal random
variables is also normal we can compute the sum and its statistical properties [16], [17]. One
way of describing a normal random variable is to write the density as follows.

1 [_(t- JL)2]In (t: u, a) = a"fiii exp 2a 2 (26.121)

Then, using appropriate subscripts defined in (26.120), we can write the distribution of the
sum Tc as

[c (t) = n (t : JLe, (1C) (26.122)

where JLe = JLR + JLB

= JLR + JLB + JLD

for primary relaying
for backup relaying

(26.123)

and

(26.124)
(j2 = a~ + (1~ for primary relaying

= a~ + (1~ + (1~ for backup relaying

This means that the total clearing time will always be the sum of the mean operating times
of the protective devices involved in the clearing. It also means that the variance of the total
clearing is increased substantially, due to the law relating to Gaussian random variables.
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PROBLEMS

26.1 The Poisson process is of critical importance in modeling power system disturbances.
Review the axiomatic definition of the Poisson process. Hint: see any good text on random
variables and stochastic processes. What kind of special Poisson process does the power
system fit?

26.2 The argument might be logically made that power system disturbances should be restricted
in their distribution to a "generalized" Poisson process. What argument can you put forward
to the effect that this restriction is not necessary.

26.3 A random variable defined by the notation XL is hypothesized for faults on transmission
lines. Write out a description of the sample space, the events of interest and any restrictions
placed on the definition of XL as a random variable.

26.4 Consider further the proposition of the previous problem that faults on a transmission line
can be represented by random variables. For this to be possible it must be possible to define
a probabilities for the line faults. Devise a method for computing the probability of line
faults.

26.5 Having defined a random variable for line faults and having shown that line faults can be
represented as a random variable X [" determine the probability distribution of transmission
line fauIts.
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26.6 Based on the result of problem 26.5, determine also the density function for the random
variable XL'

26.7 Develop expressions for the distribution and density of fault types occurring on a transmis-
sion line. For simplicity, assume that only four types of faults occur:
1. One-line-to-ground
2. Two-lines to-ground
3. Line-to-line
4. Three-phase

26.8 Based on the construction derived in problem 26.7, how do we interpret FYL (3.5)?
26.9 Equations (26.11)and (26.12)describe a random variable that locates the fault along a trans-

mission line. Develop this description further and write the failure density and distribution
for a transmission line that we arbitrarily divide into M equal segments.

26.10 Consider the disturbances arising from the inadvertent opening of lines in a network. This
could be due to a failure mode of circuit breakers in which the breaker opens without a
normal open command, or it could be due to false trips of protective relays. Let SL be the
set of all lines in the system and let RL be a random variable associated with the probability
of line opening. Write the corresponding density and distribution functions associated with
these probabilities. Assume that there are three types of open lines: one phase open, two
phases open, and three phases open.

26.11 Buses in the power system are also subject to the four types of faults defined in the text for
line faults. A random variable is required describing the location of the faults, according
to the bus number identification. Let the random variables XBand YB be defined on
appropriate sample spaces to model the faulted bus number and the fault type, respectively.
Write expressions for the probability density and distribution for both random variables
and also write equations for the joint density and distribution of a particular type of fault
on a particular bus.

26.12 Determine the conditional density for faulted buses.
26.13 Sketch and explain a Venn diagram to depict the probability of security failure in a system

having three elements connected in series, as shown in Figure 26.17 The equation for the
probability of security failure is given by (26.50).

26.14 Consider the 3-out-of-4:G system shown in Figure P26.14. Develop the FS and FD fault
trees for this system. Hint: develop the FS fault tree first and modify it appropriately to
find the FD fault tree.

Figure P26.14 A 3-0ut-of-4:G system.

26.15 A set of 1000 fire alarms is tested in the laboratory under both FS and FD conditions, with
the following results:
(a) Under FS conditions, 50 units created a false alarm.
(b) Under FD conditions, 10 units failed to alarm.
Determine the conditional FS and FD probabilities and their sum. Does the sum add to
unity?

26.16 Repeat problem 15, but assume that under FS conditions 500 units created a false alarm
and under FD conditions 600 units failed to alarm. Answer the same questions as in prob-
lem 15.
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26.17 Given that the demand probability of a hazardous condition is 0.001, compute the uncon-
ditional FS and FD probabilities for the system described in problem 26.15.

26.18 Given a demand probability of 0.001 ,compute the unconditional probabilities for the system
described in problem 26.16.

26.19 Compute the reliability of the system described in problem 26.15.

26.20 Compute the reliability of the system described in problem 26.16.
26.21 A series system consists of two sensors with the conditional probabilities computed in

problem 26.15. Determine the minimum cut sets for FS and FO failure and the conditional
system probabilities for this. system.

26.22 A parallel system consists of two sensors with the conditional probabilities computed in
problem 26.15. Determine the minimum cut sets for FS and FD failure and the conditional
system probabilities for this system.

26.23 Verify (26.65) and (26.67)
26.24 Consider the system shown in Figure P26.26, where a single overcurrent relay is used

to protect a line from short-circuit conditions. The fault tree of this system for a faulted
environment is shown in Figure 25.20. Construct a decision table and a fault tree for this
system for an environment that contains no short-circuit hazard.

26.25 Construct an event tree for an overcurrent relaying system that includes one breaker mech-
anism, one trip coil, one set of sensors (CT and VT), and redundant relays. Consider the
battery to be perfectly reliable in order to reduce the complexity of the tree.

26.26 Evaluate the following for the local backup system of Figure P26.26.

----fMCB1-------_--

,..------------------
1; : 1; :

~J_~~~~ t~~~J_j
LBS

Figure P26.26 Logic diagram for a standby redundant local backup system.

(a) The random time to failure of only the local backup system, TLBS
(b) The random time to failure standby redundant pair, TsR, that includes the main circuit

breaker and the local backup system.
(c) The random time to failure of the the main protective system and the standby redundant

pair, TCLS that we designate the "combined local and primary system" or CLS.
(d) The failure distribution of the CLS.

26.27 Extend the analysis of the previous problem to include the remote backup system RBS. The
system components are shown in Figure P26.27.

--r--------t CLS 1-------..---

Figure P26.27 Standby redundancy logic for the
remote backup system. RBS



27
Fault Tree Analysis

of Protective Systems

27.1 INTRODUCTION

A power system is a very complex structure and it is difficult to generalize the protective system
requirements. Protection design at the distribution level is quite different than protective
systems for subtransmission and transmission systems. Apparatus protection is even more
specialized. From a reliability modeling viewpoint, it is not possible to formulate general
rules for reliability modeling, since the system has so many different components with quite
different protection requirements.

It has been noted that the reliability modeling of a system depends on several factors,
including:

1. System component monitoring
2. Repair policy and performance
3. System inspection and maintenance policy

Systemmonitoring is important in reliability modeling since we are dealing with a system
of repairable components. However, repair cannot be initiated unless there is knowledge of
component failure. This kind of knowledge is usually provided by some kind of monitoring.
At the distribution level, circuit outages will usually be promptly reported by the customer and
repair crews can be dispatched in response. At the bulk transmission level, all lines, stations,
and generators are monitored by a computer-controlled energy management system, so that
outages are observed and the operator is given appropriate alarms of failures. In both of the
foregoing cases, the failures of components are announced. At the intermediate voltages, such
as subtransmission systems, failures may not be announced because the components are not all
monitored and it may be some time before a particular failure is noticed. This may be true of
equipment that is used only occasionally, for example, in some types of switched devices such
as capacitors or reactors. Itmay also be true of lines or other components that are not monitored,
but are part of an interconnected transmission system such that an outage may go undetected
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for a time. This introduces the concept of failures that are unannounced, which complicates
the reliability modeling. Note that protective device failures are usually unannounced.

Repair policy and repair performance are also important in determining the availability
of a repairable component. This includes logistics and spare parts policy. It also includes
the size of the repair staff and their home base location. Power systems often span many
hundreds of kilometers of distance from one boundary of a system to another. The repair crew
may be a long way from the site of a particular failure and travel time may be a significant
part of the outage time. The stocking and location of spare parts is equally important. Also,
the availability of a repair crew of adequate size to respond to the failure may be important,
especially when natural disasters such as storms or earthquakes can cause multiple failures
spread over large parts of the power system. This means that the MTfR of a component may
vary significantly depending on the component location, the availability of spare parts, the
location of spare parts, and the size of the repair crews. All of these parameters affect the
MTTR and the availability of the system.

Systemmaintenance policy is important since some components on the power system are
out of service for significant periods for preventive maintenance. This is especially important
for generating units and may also be true of some transmission lines where washing insulators,
or similar routine maintenance, is required. This affects the availability of the component that
is subject to such maintenance. Routine inspection is important for protective systems since
this is often the only way of ensuring that the protective system is in an operable condition.
This raises the question as to the optimum timing of inspection and preventive maintenance for
protective systems. The time between inspections is an important parameter in the reliability
modeling of protective systems. This is investigated in Chapter 28.

All of the foregoing conditions are a necessary part of reliability modeling. In modeling
a protective system for reliability analysis, the components are not all the same in terms of
their monitoring, repair cycles, and inspection cycles. This means that the analytical technique
used for reliability analysis must be robust enough to permit the use of a variety of components
having quite different types of reliability models. One technique that has the required capability
is the fault tree methodology. For this reason, this chapter is devoted exclusively to fault tree
analysis. An example will be chosen for analysis that will use a variety of different reliability
modeling techniques.

27.2 FAULT TREEANALYSIS

Chapter 25 presents the basic rules of fault tree construction and describes several methods
of fault tree analysis. For fault trees of large or complex systems, it is desirable to have
analytical methods that employ a computer. Most of the methods used for complex systems
are computer based methods, and most of these use some form of minimal cut set analysis
[1], [2], [3]. Although it is not essential that the user of one of the computer programs
understand all of the details of the computation, it is desirable to have a basic understanding
of the process. Therefore, this section reviews some of the concepts used in fault tree analysis
with the motivation of providing the engineer with an overview.' The method described here
is based on kinetic tree theory, which us~s minimal cut sets to determine the probability of
the top event of the tree. This method is limited to fault trees consisting of AND, OR, and
INHIBIT gates, and these methods are generally satisfactory for protective systems. Other
methods are available that are more general [3] and permit the evaluation of common cause

1This development follows closely that of [2], which is recommended for further reading.
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failures. This may be important in some types of protective system evaluations, for example,
where it is necessary to evaluate the failure of the power supply system that may affect several
different components or subsystems of protective hardware.

27.2.1 System Nomenclature

Before developing the equations, it will be useful to establish a system nomenclature that
will clearly indicate whether a variable refers to a component, a cut set, or to the system as a
whole. The basic guideline used here is that an unsubscripted variable refers to the component,
a variable with the subscript "C" refers to a cut set, and a variable with the subscript "S" refers
to the entire system. Therefore, it will be possible to discuss a variable, such as unavailability,
at the component level, at the cut set level, and at the system level. Several of the variables of
interest are summarized in Table 27.1.

TABLE 27.1 Reliability Variables for Fault Tree Analysis

Name Definition Component Cut Set System

Unavailability Probability of a failed state at time t Vet) Ve(t) Us(t)

Unconditional Expected number of failures per unit wet) we(t) ws(t)
failure intensity time at time t

Unconditional Expected number of repairs per unit vet) ve(l) vs(t)
repair intensity time at time t

Conditional failure Probability of a failure per unit time at h(t) he(l) hs(t)
intensity time t, given no failures up to time f

Conditional repair Probability of a repair per unit time at n(t) nc(t) ns(t)
intensity time t, given no repairs up to time t

Expected number of Expected number of failures during W(O, f) WeCO, f) Ws(O,f)
failures in [0, t) time interval [0, t)

Expected number of Expected number of repairs during V(O,f) Vc(O, t) \tS(0, t)
repairs in [0, t) time interval [0, f)

Unreliability ProbabiJty of one or more failures in F(t) Fe~(t) F.s(f)
the time interval [1, t)

It is possible to determine exact time-dependent reliability parameters at the level of the
component or the cut set. For the system as a whole, however, this is not always possible, in
which case upper- and lower bounds are computed that bracket the parameters of interest. This
is adequate for most systems and often provides a good estimate of the system parameters. In
most cases, it will be assumed that the system component can be described by constant failure
rates Aand repair rates u,

27.2.2 Calculation of Component Parameters

The computation of all fault tree parameters is based on the calculation of unconditional
failure intensities from given densities, then the expected numbers Wand V, then the avail-
ability A and unavailability U, and finally the conditional intensities, hand n. The process is
illustrated in Figure 27.1 and assumes that the failure and repair densities are known.

27.2.2.1 Component Unconditional Intensities. From the failure and repair densities,
the unconditional intensities may be computed, as follows. It is assumed that the components
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Figure 27.1 Flow chart for computing proba-
bilistic parameters [2].

that fail during the interval [t, 1 + dt) are of two types, where these two types are illustrated
in Figure 27.2.

Type 1 This type of component was repaired during [u, u + du) and has been normal
(N) to time 1, then fails (F) during [1, 1+dt), given that the component jumped
to the normal state at 1 = O.

Type 2 This type of component has been normal to time 1 and fails during [1,.1 + dtv,
given that the component jumped to the normal state at 1 = O.

N = Normal
F =Failed

N
Q)
~

ti F
00
d
~No
~

S
8F

Type 2 Component j

j I
r---I·-----I~/

I
j

j,
j

j

I
I

o u u+du
Time, t

t t+dt

Figure 27.2 Types of components failing during [t, t + d t).

For the Type 1 component, the failure event probability is

Pr{type I} = v(u)du . 1(1 - u)dt (27.1)

This result is explained as follows. The first part v(u)du is the probability that the component
is repaired during [u, u + du), given that it is as good as new at t = O. The second part of
(27.1), f(t - usdt , is the probability that the component has been normal to time t, and failed
during [1, t + d1), given that it was as good as new at t = 0, and was repaired at time u, since
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the component failure characteristics depend only on the survival age t - u at time t, and do
not depend on the history before time u.

The probability for the second type of component is computed as

Pr{type 2} == f (t)dt (27.2)

This is determined by definition of what is meant by the relationship (27.2), as given by (24.99),
which corresponds to the Type 2 failure event.

The desired result is wet) dt, which is the probability that the component fails during
[t, t + dt), given that it jumped to the normal state at time zero. This probability is equal to
the sum of the two parts. Therefore, we write

w(t)dt = f(t)dt + dt it v(u)f(t - u)du (27.3)

or

wet) = f(t) + it v(u)f(t - u)du (27.4)

The components that are repaired during [t, t +dt) consist of the following type of components.

Type 3 Components that are failed during [u, u + d u ), have been failed to time t ; and
are repaired during [t , t +dt), given that the components jumped to the normal
state at time zero.

This type of component is illustrated in Figure 27.3.

Type 3 Component

/

,,/

Figure 27.3 Component that is repaired during
[t,t+dt).

o u u +du
Time, t

t t +dt

For this type of component, following the same type of reasoning as given previously,
we compute

v(t) = rw(u)g(t - u)du (27.5)in
Therefore, (27.4) and (27.5) give the unconditional failure intensity UJ(t) and unconditional
repair intensity vet) in terms of the respective densities. The convolution integrations can be
computed by numerical integration when the densities are given. The Laplace transform can
be used to determine these unconditional intensities analytically, if desired. This is left as an
exercise.

27.2.2.2 Expected Number ofFailures and Repairs. The expected number of failures
is computed as the integral of the unconditional failure intensity, as given by (24.118). Thus,
for the number of failure during (0, t] we compute

Wen, t) = it w(t)dt (27.6)
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Similarly, for the number of repairs during (0, t) we have, from (24.124),

V(O, t) =11

v(t)dt (27.7)

Both (27.6) and (27.7), the number of failures and repairs over a given period, are excellent
performance measures of a protective system.

27.2.2.3 Component Unavailability. The unavailability is computed as follows. Let
x (r) be defined as an indicator variable, defined as follows.

_{I if the component is in a failed state (27.8)
x(t) - 0 if h ..

1 t e component IS In a normal state

XO,l (t) =number of failures to time t
(27.9)

Xl,O(t) = number of repairs to time t

Then

x(t) =XO,l (t) - XI,O(t)

Now compute the expected value of (27.10) as follows.

E(x(t» = E(XO,l (t» - E(xl,o(t»
= 1 x Pr(x(t) = 1) + 0 x Pr(x(t) = 0)
=Pr(x(t) = 1) = U(t)

But, by definition

E(xo,t(t» = W(O, t)
E(xl,o(t» = V(O, t)

so that
E(x(t» = E(xo, 1(r) - E(Xl,O(t»

U(t) = W(D, t) - V(D, t)

(27.10)

(27.11)

(27.12)

(27.13)

or the unavailability can be computed directly from the number of failures and repairs on the
interval (O,t). Also, from definitions (27.6) and (27.7), we compute

U(t) =11

[w(u) - v(u)]du (27.14)

Finally, from the definition of unavailability (24.108), we can compute the availability.

A(t) = 1 - Vet) (27.15)

This completes the computation of all parameters in Figure 27.1 except the conditional inten-
sities.

27.2.2.4 Component Conditional Intensities. The conditional failure intensity h(t)
has been described as a conditional probability. From the definition of the conditional proba-
bility rule (24.20) we may write.

Pr(A n C) = Pr(C)Pr(AIC) (27.16)

Now, suppose that all events C under consideration have a certain property W which alters the
conditional probability rule as follows.

Pr(A n CIW) = Pr(AIC n W)Pr(CIW) (27.17)
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where we can define the events
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(27.19)

(27.18)

(27.22)

(27.21 )

C == component is normal at time t
A == component fails during (t, t + dt]
W == component jumped into the normal state at time zero

Now, at most one failure can occur during a sufficiently small interval of time. Also, note that
event A implies event C. Hence, (27.17) can be simplified since the simultaneous occurrence
of A and C is just the occurrence of A. Therefore, we can write

Pr(AIW) == Pr(AIC"n W)Pr(CIW)

Now, from the definition of the various probabilistic parameters, we may write

Pr(A IW) == UJ(t)dt

Pr(AIC n W) == h(t)dt
Pr(CIW) == A(t)

Therefore, we compute the conditional failure intensity as
UJ(t) UJ(t)

h(t) == - == (27.20)
A(t) 1 - Vet)

When the hazard rate is constant and is a known quantity, we can alter the computation as
follows. First, we have

h(t) == A == a constant

From this constant and the unavailability, we can use (27.20) to compute

UJ(t) == A[l - Vet)]

which is simpler than the evaluation of the convolution integral (27.4).
The conditional repair intensity. is given as

vet)
net) == - (27.23)

Vet)
When the conditional repair intensity is known and is a constant u, we can compute the
unconditional repair intensity from (27.23), i.e.,

vet) == jlV(t) (27.24)

If the failure and repair rates are time varying, then (27.22) and (27.24) cannot be used, and
the convolution method must be used to determine the unconditional intensities.

27.2.3 Computation of Minimal Cut Set Parameters

A cut set occurs if all of the basic events in the cut set occur. The probability of a cut set
occurring at time t is defined as the unavailability Uc(t) and is computed from the intersection
of the basic events in the cut set.

27.2.3.1 Cut Set Unavailabilities. The computation of unavailabilities is usually
straightforward, given unavailabilities of the components and the definition of the cut sets.
For a cut set of n members, we can write the unavailability of the cut set in terms of the
unavailability of the cut set members.

11

Vc(t) == Pr{B) n B2 n ... n Bn } ==nUk(t)
k=)

(27.25)
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(27.29)
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where n = number of cut set members
B, = basic event i for cut set k

Uk(t) = Pr{kth basic event occurring at time t}

The computation of the cut set unavailability must take into account the physical con-
figuration of the components. For example, if the components are in series logic, then each
component is a cut set and the cut set unreliabilities are just the component unreliabilities.

UCk(t) = Uk(t) k = 1, ... , n For a series system (27.26)

If the components are all in parallel, a cut through all components is the minimal cut set.

Ue(t) = UI (t)U2(t) ... Un(t) For a parallel system (27.27)

27.2.3.2 Conditional andUnconditional Intensities . The computation of conditional
and unconditional intensities can be approached as follows. First, consider the conditional
failure intensity of the cut set. In words, we can write the following definition.

h (
_ {occurrence of the cut set per unit time at time t,}

e t) - Pr . h here i .&. ·1 .given t at t ere IS no cut set rat ure at time t

Moreover, we can write

_ {cut set occurs during the time interval [t, t + dt), }
hc(t)dt - Pr. h h d ..given t at t e cut set oes not exist at time t

Rewriting in mathematical symbols, we write

he(t)dt = Pr(Ke(t, t + dt)IKe(t»
Pr(Kc(t, t + dt) n Kc(t»

=
Pr(Kc(t»

Pr(Kc(t, t + dt»
=

Pr(KeCt»

(27.30)

where we define the events
Ke(t, t + dt) = {occurrence of the cut set during [t, t + dt)}
Ke(t) = {nonexistence of the cut set failure at time t}

The last line of (27.30) is true since the first term in the numerator implies the second term,
i.e., if the cut set occurs during the stated interval, then its nonexistence at the beginning of
that interval is ensured.

We can analyze the cut set occurrence as follows [2]. Cut set failure occurs if and only
if one basic event in the cut set does not exist at t and this basic event occurs from t to t + dt ,
and all the other basic events exist at t.

~ {baSiCevent j occurs in t to t + dt }
Pr(Kc tt , t + dt) = f:t Pr and the other basic events exist at t (27.31)

Since all basic events are disjoint, the above equation can be written as

~ {basic event j } {other events}
Pr(KC<t, t + dt» = ~Pr occurs in t, t + dt Pr exist att

n n (27.32)
=L wj(t)dt . nUk(t)

j=l k=l
ki=j
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Then (27.30) can be written as

(27.34)

(27.33)

n nL wj(t)dt . nUk(t)
j=1 k=1

ki=J
hc(t)dt == -------

1 - Uc(t)

Each term in the summation of the numerator is the probability of the jth basic event occur-
ring during [t, t + dt) with the condition that the other basic events already exist at t. The
denominator is the probability of the nonexistence of the cut set failure at time t. Now, using
(27.20), but applied to cut sets, we recognize that (27.33) is exactly

h t _ wc(t)
c( ) - I - Uc(t)

where
n n

UJc(t) == L Wj(t) . nUk(t) (27.35)
j=1 k=1

ki=j

In a similar manner, we compute the cut set parameters related to repair, with the following
results.

Vc(t)
nc(t) == --o-« (27.36)

n n

vc(t) == L Vj(t) .n[1 - Uk(t)]
j=l k=1

ki=j

(27.37)

27.2.3.3 Expected Number ofFailures and Repairs. The expected numbers of cut set
failures and repairs over the interval (0, t) are readily obtained from the differential parameters,
with the following results.

Wc(O, t) = 1/ wc(u)du
Vc(O, t) =1/ vc(u)du

27.2.4 Computation of System Parameters

(27.38)

(27.39)

Having computed the reliability parameters for the cut sets, it is possible to extend the
computation to the system level [2].

27.2.4.1 System Unavailability. To compute the system unavailability, we first define
an event d, as follows.

d, == all basic events in the ith minimal cut set exist at time t.

Then the i th minimal cut set failure exists at time t. The top event S can be expressed in terms
of d, as

Nc

S ==Ud i

i=l

(27.40)

where Ni- == total number of minimal cut sets
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Then the unavailability of the system can be expressed in terms of the probability of existence
of the minimal cut sets.

(

NC ) Nc Nc i-I
US(t) =Pr ~di = t;:;Pr(di) - 6f;Pr(di ndj )+

. ·. + (-l)NCpr(dl n d2n ... n dNc )
The mth term on the right-hand side of (27.41) is the contribution to the unavailability from m
out of Nc minimal cut sets being simultaneously failed at time t, The computation involves
intersections rather than unions, which makes the work somewhat easier, at least for small
systems.

For large systems with complex fault trees, the computation of the exact system unavail-
ability by the method of (27.41) is very time consuming. In these cases, it is easier to compute
upper and lower bounds of the unavailability. There are several methods of computing the
upper and lower bounds. One method uses the "inclusion-exclusion principle" to obtain the
following result [2].

Lower bound ~ Us(t) ~ Upper bound

Nc Nc i-I NcLPr(di ) - LLPr(di ndj ) s Us(t) ~ LPr(di )
;=1 ;=2 j=l i=1

This result can be written in terms of the cut set unavailabilities, as follows.
Nc Nc i-I NcL UCi(t) - L LnU(t) ~ Us(t) ~ L UCi(t)
i=1 i=2 j=1 i.] i=1

(27.42)

(27.43)

(27.44)

where Oi,j is the product of the U(t)'s for the basic events that
are members of either cut set i or j.

There are othermethods employed in the various computerprograms used for fault tree analysis.
Some of the approximate methods are exact when the cut sets are disjoint sets of basic events.

27.2.4.2 System Unconditional Intensities . Considering the entire system, the uncon-
ditional intensity ws(t) is the expected number of times that the top event occurs per unit time
at time t. Therefore, the quantity ws(t)dt is the expected number of occurrence of the top
event in the interval extending from t to t + dt.

Define the following event.

. _ {the event that the i th cut set failure}
e, - occurs in the time from t to t + dt

Then

Prte.) = wCi(t)dt (27.45)

If the top event is to occur in the interval [t, t + dt), then none of the cut set failures can exist
at time t and, moreover, one or more of the cut set failures must occur during the interval
[t, t + dt). Mathematically,

ws(t)dt = Pr (AnQei ) (27.46)
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where A == {the event that none of the cut set failures exist at 1}
NrUe, == {the event that one or more cut set failures occur at 1}
i=1

We can also write (27.46) in terms of the cut sets that fail to occur at t

ws(t)dt = Pr (Qe) -Pr ( BQe)
_ UNC . _ {UniOn of events of the jth cut set}

where B - a dJ - '1 .. .
';=1' fai ure exrstmg at time t

(27.47)

(27.48)

From (27.47), we can think of the system intensity as having two components, which can be
identified as follows.

11)S(t) == UJ~l)(t) - w~2)(t) (27.49)

The first term is the contribution from one or more cut sets failing during the period [1, t +dt).
The second term represents the contribution from one or more cut sets failing during the interval
[r, t +dt) but where other cut sets are already failed and have not been repaired. This second
term can be considered a second-order correction, which can be ignored in many cases without
sacrificing greatly in accuracy if the events are of low probability.

Expanding the first term of (27.49), we write

w~1) (t)dt = Pr (Qe)
Nc Nc i-I (27.50)

== LUJCi(1) - LLPr(ei nej)+
;=1 i=2 j=l
'" + (-1)Nc - 1pr(ej n ei n ... n eNc )

The first term of the expansion is the enumeration of the contributions from each of the cut
sets occurring individually. The second and following terms are the simultaneous occurrence
of two or more cut sets, where these events do not exist at time t, and then all simultaneously
occur during the interval [t, t + dt). This equation can be used to get useful bounds on the
intensity. If only the first term is used, an upper bound is found and if the first two terms are
used, a lower bound is computed. This method of bounding the intensity is often adequate and
greatly simplifies the computation.

27.2.4.3 Other System Parameters.. Once the unconditional intensity and unavailabil-
ity are known the other parameters of interest can be readily computed. From the basic equation

ws(t)dt == [I - Us(t)]hs(t)dt (27.51 )

we readily compute the conditional failure intensity of the system.

h 5(t) - ws(t) 27
· 1 - Us(t) ( .52)

We can also compute the expected number of system failures from the integral of the uncon-
ditional intensity.

(27.53)
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In cases where the unconditional intensity is represented by an upper or lower bound, similar
bounding is computed for the above parameters. This is often an adequate solution if the range
between the two bounds is not too great.

27.2.4.4 ShortCut Methods. Short cut methods have been developed that permit quick
estimation of the system parameters [4]. The methods require that the failure and repair rates, A
and JL, ofeach component be given and the minimal cut sets be known. It assumes exponential
distributions of the component failure and repair rates and independence of the component
failures. All of the basic equations are given in Table 24.4.

For a nonrepairable component, we compute the unavailability as

Vi = 1 - e-A j t ~ Ait (27.54)

If the component is repairable, the unavailability depends on the repair rate as well as the
failure rate.

A'Vi = --'-[1 - e-(Ai+J.ti)f] (27.55)
Ai + JL;

Now, if t is large and if the failure rate is much less than the repairrate, which will almost
always be the case, we can simplify (27.55) as follows.

V. ~ _A_i_ =::= Ai (27.56)
, - Ai + JLi - JLi

These simplifications usually predict an unavailability that is a bit larger than the true value,
and is therefore a conservative estimate.

To predict the cut set unavailability, we write
Ne

o; =nUi
i=1

From (27.35) and (27.22) we may write
Ne Ne

wc(t) = L[1 - Uj(t)]hj(t)nUk(t) (27.58)
j=l k=l

kf:.j

Now substituting (27.57) and assuming that the unavailability is very small compared to unity,
(27.58) becomes

Ne A'
WCi(t) ~ UCi(t) L --.L

j==l U,

The cut set failure rate can be computed as

(27.59)

(27.61)

WCi
ACi = (27.60)

1- VCi
Finally, the system parameters are computed approximately from the cut set parameters.

Ne
u, ~ LUCi

i=1
Ne

As ~ LACi
;=1
Ne

Ws ~ LWCi
;=1
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Certain restrictions for the use of the approximate equations apply. These restrictions are stated
as follows [2]:

Nonrepairable components:

Repairable components:

Ait < 0.1

t>2/{Li

(27.62)

(27.63)

Sample studies indicate that system unavailability can be determined to a reasonable
accuracy for certain systems. Clearly, as with all engineering approximations, these equations
should be used with care. However, it is often valuable to obtain a rough solution without
spending a great amount of time, which would often be required to get an exact solution.
Moreover, in some cases, the input data may not justify the larger effort for high precision.

27.3 ANALYSIS OF TRANSMISSION PROTECTION

The application of fault tree analysis in system protection will be illustrated by constructing a
detailed fault tree for a transmission line protective system. In constructing the fault tree, all
the basic rules of fault tree construction will be carefully followed [1]. The protective system
to be analyzed is based on the system described in Section 13.5.2, with a few exceptions.
The protection employs redundant relays and utilizes both power line carrier and microwave
communications for transfer trip pilot signaling. This system is typical of EHV transmission
protection designs that have been installed in North America.

27.3.1 Functional Specification for the Protective System

The basic PLC protective system is shown in Figure 27.4, which is a variation of the
configuration of Figure 13.44. The microwave system for this study is exactly that shown
in Figure 27.5. The PLC system to be analyzed, shown in Figure 27.4, separates the various
signal requirements onto the three phases of the transmission line. In the analysis, it is assumed
that the system is designed to operate as follows:

1. The transmission line is divided into three zones:
One zone covering approximately 90% of the left end of the line
One zone covering approximately 900/0 of the right end
One zone covering the middle 80% of the line

(Hereafter, the two ends of the transmission line will be referred to as the "left" and
"right" ends and the equipment items at each end will be thereby clearly identified).

2. The protection logic is a non-unit system using permissive underreaching distance
protection and supplemental transfer trip. This means that the relay logic at each
end can accurately pick up only for a zone 1 fault. Faults beyond 90% of the line
length away from the relay are cleared with zone 2 time delay. To avoid time delay in
clearing these end-of-line faults, the relay logic at the end near the fault will pick up
without time delay and this relay will also initiate immediate tripping at the remote
end. This is accomplished in two ways, first by sending a relay trip permissive and
also by initiating a transfer trip action to the remote relays.
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#t and #2 on Phase B
#3 and #4 on Phase A
#5 and #6 on Phase C

Figure 27.4 Transmiss ion line with power line carrier signaling.

Figure 27.s Transmission line with microwave pilot system.
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3. Faults that are in the middle portion ofthe line initiate a response by all the line relays
at both ends. In this case the relays at both ends of the line will see the fault as a zone
I fault and all relays should initiate tripping by local breaker, by permissive signaling
to the remote relay, as well as by transfer trip signaling.

4. We assume that there are two relay systems; one using PLC communications as
shown in Figure 27.4 and the other using microwave as in Figure 27.5. The relay
hardware and signaling for the two systems are independent with few common modes
of failure. Positive tripping is enhanced by configuring each relay to send a transfer
trip to the relay at the other end of the line every time the relay sends a trip signal to
its local breakers. This concept is extended by having the transfer trip signal sent not
only over its normal communications link, but also over the redundant relay system's
communications link. This cross tripping ensures a higher reliability should either
transfer trip path fail. See the cross-trip boxes in Figure 27.4 that show the signal being
sent from the relay logic to the microwave transfer trip (2L (or 2R) MWTT Eqmt)
and also a transfer trip input from the microwave transfer trip logic (relay 2L (or 2R)).

5. Transfer trip is, by its very nature , somewhat subject to security failures, such as
a noise signal that may be interpreted as a trip signal by the receiving relay logic .
Security is improved by requiring that transfer trip signals over two separate channels
both be received before tripping is enabled by the receiving relay. In Figure 27.4,
both channels 3 and 5 are required for left to right transfer tripping and both channels
4 and 6 are required for right to left transfer trip.

We assume that Figures 27.4 and 27.5 and the foregoing description adequately define
the functional specification of the relay operation for a transmission line fault. The other
information that is required is a specification of the relay control circuits. This is shown in
Figure 27.6 for the local circuit breaker controls and Figure 27.7 for the relay de control circuits
for the left terminal. The right terminal is identical, except for labeling.

The control circuit shown if Figure 27.6 consists of the battery power supply, the protec-
tive relay contacts C I and C2, the trip coils of the circuit breakers, and the circuit breaker front

-=- +
~

CT
12L
CT
221.

Right Terminal

+

Figure 27.6 Control circuit for the transmission Relay.

+
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62
Z2

S IL
52a -1L

52-1L
TC-llL

- -From MW Relay Xmtr #2
11------FromMWT-TriPXmtr#4
- - - - - - -From MWT-Trip Xmtr #6

Signals from Right Terminal

TC-12L
52-1L

52a-2L
S2L

62
Z2

Figure 27.7 Left terminal control circuit showing permissive and transfer trip signaling by
bothPLC and MW.

contacts 52a. A seal-in relay S is also shown, which provides a means of maintaining current
in the trip coil should the C contacts open prematurely for any reason . It is assumed that there
are two circuit breakers at each end of the line, as shown in Figure 27.4, and that there are two
relay systems, each with its own zone I C contact as shown in Figure 27.6. Moreover, the relay
systems are completely redundant, with redundant current and voltage transducers, as well as
redundant circuit breaker trip coils . For the PLC system, we identify the relay contacts as
CI(L or R), with C2(L or R) being the contact for a companion microwave protective system.
Note that either relay contact will cause the opening of both local circuit breakers I and 2.
A similar control circuit is assumed to be present at each end of the transmission line, and
these will be referred to as the left control circuit and right control circuit, respectively. The
dc common connection at each end is usually grounded at only one point, but is shown by
triangles in Figure 27.6 to avoid complicating the figure.
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The de control circuit for tripping the circuit breakers is shown in Figure 27.7 for the
left terminal. Under normal conditions, the right terminal relay transmitter sends a guard tone
to the left terminal relay using signal channel 2. This picks up the normally closed guard
contacts, thereby preventing unwarranted tripping of relay receiver 2. When a zone 1 right
fault is detected by the relay 1R, the zone 1R contacts C1R picks up to order tripping of the
local circuit breakers and the relay PLC transmitter 2 shifts its transmitted tone from guard to a
permissive tone, picking up the Left UT contacts thereby allowing the relay at the left terminal
of the line to trip the breakers at that end. Exactly the same action is taken by relay 2R, which
picks up contacts C2R, sending trip signals to the local breakers, and shifting the transmitted
microwave permissive tone from guard to trip. In addition, both relays lR and 2R cause tone
shifts to be made in the transfer trip channels 4 and 6, which permits both the PLC and MW
transfer trip systems to also pick up.

Therefore, for a fault near the right terminal that would normally be a zone 2 fault for
left terminal relays, three modes of fast tripping of the left terminal breakers are placed in
operation. First, the permissive tone shifts from the relay guard CD to trip UT frequency.
However, the PLC and MW transfer trip circuits also perform a tone shift from guard to trip
on channels 4 and 6. The transfer trip will not operate, however, unless the tone shift is
received on both channels of either transfer trip system. This logic is shown in Figure 27.7
as mechanical contacts, but in many modem systems the actual switching is performed using
solid-state electronic devices. Control circuits similar to Figure 27.7 can be drawn for the right
terminal. Development of these control circuits is left as an exercise. There are differences in
the receiving end hardware that depend on the form of signaling, the transmitters and receivers
used, and different trip coils that are energized.

Figures 27.4 through 27.7 specify the resolution or level of component detail that is to
be considered in the fault tree evaluation. The various systems shown include both active and
passive components that are considered to be a part of the protective system. The passive
wiring that connects the components could be considered in the analysis, but these items will
be ignored here. Only the major items identified in these figures are to be considered in the
fault tree analysis.

27.3.2 The Top Event

The top event of any fault tree represents the undesired failure event. The description of
this event must define the top event precisely including what the "fault" is and when it occurs.
The undesired event, in the case of clearing a transmission line short circuit, is "failure to
clear the fault by the primary relays in a specified time." Therefore, it is also necessary to set
a specification as to the time required for normal tripping of a fault. The normal tripping time
has several components, which are often identified as follows.

(27.64)

where Tc == total fault clearing time
TR == relay time
TB == breaker time
TM == margin for coordination

The time to clear the fault is usually measured in cycles.f The relay time is usually small,
say one cycle or even less. Breaker time depends on the type of circuit breaker, the type of

2See Tahle )3. J for typical fault dearing and pilot signaling times.
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mechanical design of the breaker, the method of forcing contact separation, and the mechanism
used for extinguishing the arc. For EHV lines, the fastest breakers are about one cycle, with
two or three cycles being commonly used. The margin time is added to account for various
physical problems that may cause the total time to vary from the ideal, such as the contact
operating time, the differences in opening time due to varying fault current magnitudes, the
ambient temperature effects, humidity effects, and other factors. As a practical consideration,
one may consider that any margin time is divided in some logical manner between the relay
time and the breaker time, so that only these two times need to be specified as the limiting
design specifications for the relay and breaker subsystems, respectively. The important thing to
note, insofar as the fault tree construction is concerned, is that the clearing of the transmission
line fault will be considered a failure if the time to clear exceeds Tr ; where this time limit is
specified as follows.

(27.65)

where TPM = protective relay operating time margin
TBM = breaker operating time margin

and where each of these time specifications include a suitable margin. Therefore, we can state
the top event of the fault tree as follows.

Failure to Clear
Transmission Line
Fault in t < Te •

It is assumed that Tc is a specification of the protective system and is a given quantity. Note
that the top event must include a "what" and a "when." In this case, the "what" is failure to
clear transmission line fault and the "when" is the time restriction t < Tc . The top event
will be avoided only when all four of the circuit breakers trip in a timely manner in response
to correct relay detection and coordinated commands between the protective relays and also
between the relays and the circuit breakers at both ends of the line.

The time restriction might be used to purposely disqualify the delayed clearing of the
line. For example, in a pilot system similar to that described above, the relay reach might
be incorrectly set resulting in relays at both ends of the line viewing the fault as a zone
2 fault. The line will tripped, but not within the specified time, hence violating the time
restriction.

Having defined the top event, the next question to ask is "Can this top event consist of a
component failure?" For this system, there are several components that can cause the top event
to occur, but the fault (i.e., the short circuit) itself is not a protective system component failure.
Therefore, we classify the top event as a "state-of-system" fault and look for the minimum
necessary and sufficient immediate cause or causes leading to the top event [1], [2]. This gives
the fault tree shown in Figure 27.8, where the time limit subscripts BM and PM refer to the
breaker margin and protective margin, respectively.

This directs our attention to two major subsystems that must work in a coordinated way to
clear a transmission line fault; the breaker failure subsystem (BF) and the protection subsystem
(PS). Each of these subsystems is now considered separately.
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Failure to Clear
Transmission Line
Fault in t < Tc

Circuit Breaker
Fails to Open
in t<TBM

Protective System
Fails to Work
in t < T pM

1175

Figure 27.8 Events leading to the top event. BF PS

27.3.3 Failure of the Circuit Breakers

The 'breaker failure branch of the fault tree will now be constructed. It is recognized
immediately that the fault event of the breaker failure subsystem (BF) will occur if any of
four circuit breakers terminating the transmission line should fail to open or if the battery at
either terminal is failed. This gives the fault tree construction shown in Figure 27.9. The items
described here as "batteries" are usually systems that include multiple battery cells, battery
chargers, and ancillary equipment. For the present analysis we will treat the battery as a simple
component with a known basic failure "rate. The circuit breakers are rather complex systems
that often need more detailed component modeling depending on the purpose of the study.
The breaker model is described below.

BF

Circuit Breakers
Fail to Open
in t < TRM

Figure 27.9 Circuit breaker failure tree.

The first failure events of Figure 27.9 to be evaluated are those due to the batteries at
the left and right terminals. The fault tree for battery failure at the left terminal is shown in
Figure 27.10, where the basic event is tagged Y1. Note that an identical fault tree can be drawn
for the right battery failure, which will have its basic event tagged as Y12, as noted by the
parentheses. Hereafter, all primary failures for the circuit breaker failure events (BF) will be
designated Y1, Y2, etc. The battery fault could be due to secondary failures, such as failure
of the battery charger. Command mode failures, such as operating at the wrong time or in the
wrong sequence, are not likely for the battery systems. We will not pursue secondary failures
in this investigation, but they could easily be added to the fault tree.
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Figure 27.10 Fault tree branch for battery faults
at the left terminal.

Each of the breaker failure events of Figure 27.9 is a fault with several types of failures,
including basic component failures. It is noted that some of these failures are associated with
the breaker itself and others with the type of control used. Therefore, we separate these two
functions as we extend the fault tree in Figure 27.11 for left terminal only. The fault tree for
the right terminal will have an identical structure.

Al

Left Terminal
Breaker Failure
in t < TBM

Left Breaker
Fault Interruption
Failure in t < TFl

Bl

Left Breaker
Control System
Failure in t < Tcs

B2
Figure 27.11 State of component fault for the
circuit breaker IL.

The circuit breaker subsystem A1 consists of two subsystems: a fault interruption sub-
system and a control subsystem. The fault interruption system consists of the breaker operating
mechanism and associated components that are needed to extinguish the arc. The breaker oper-
ating mechanism consists of the main current carrying contacts and the mechanism that causes
these contacts to move apart to interrupt the circuit. We shall refer to this entire subsystem as
the "breaker mechanism" although it must be recognized that this includes both the means of
moving the contacts apart as well as that for lengthening, cooling, and eventually extinguish-
ing the arc. There is the tacit assumption that the breaker is initially latched closed and, once
triggered by the trip coil, a well-defined action takes place. This action may be complex and
interesting, but is beyond the scope of analysis here.

The breaker interruption control consists of the breaker front contacts (52a) and the trip
coils. The front contacts are designed to have the same position, open or closed, as the circuit
breakermain contacts. Since the protected line is assumed to be in service prior to the line fault,
then both the main contacts and the front contacts are initially closed. If the front contacts are
closed, current can flow through the trip coils once any of the protective relay or transfer trip
contacts close to complete the breaker operating circuit. Some circuit breakers are provided
with more than one trip coil, and the breakers under study here will be assumed to be of this
type. This is shown clearly in Figures 27.6 and 27.7. The trip coils and the front contacts are
part of the control system as shown in the control diagram of Figure 27.6.
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In Figure 27. ] 1, the time specification has been separated into two parts, one part for the
control system and the other for the fault interruption. These actions are not concurrent, but
are additive.

(27.66)

We now expand the fault tree branch B1 relating to circuit breaker fault interruption failure.
This type of failure can be caused by a failed component. Therefore, below each of the failure
events, following the procedure for fault tree construction, we immediately construct an OR
gate and look for the primary, secondary, and command modes of failure for the circuit breaker,
as shown in Figure 27.12 (I]. Note that failure to interrupt the fault current in either left terminal
circuit breaker constitutes a system failure, since all breakers must perform correctly to avoid
failure.

Bl

Left Breaker
Fault Interruption
Failure in t < Tn

Left Breaker 1L
Fault Interruption
Failure in t < TF/

Left Breaker 2L
Fault Interruption
Failure in t < T Fl

Figure 27.12 Left terminal circuit breaker fault interruption failure.

Clearly, the breaker mechanism can be in a stuck closed condition, which is a primary
failure, represented by the circled event, and there may be several different failure mechanisms
leading to the stuck breaker condition. These mechanisms are not explored further here, but
the failure rates for all such conditions can be added together to obtain the stuck breaker
failure rate, which is identified in Figure 27.12 as the primary failure Y2. The breaker arc
interruption equipment may also fail, which is designated as primary failure Y3. The breaker
may also suffer secondary failures to clear the fault, where the secondary failures are defined
for conditions where the breaker is operating outside its design envelope. This might occur,
for example, if the fault current to be interrupted is greater than the interrupting rating of the
breaker. Secondary failures are represented by diamond boxes and will not be explored further
in the present evaluation, but the fault tree could be expanded in a straightforward way to
investigate the effect of secondary failures. The third type of fault noted is a command fault.
This type of fault involves the proper operation of the breaker, but at the wrong time or in the
wrong sequence. For example, the breaker may open without a proper opening command due
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to mechanical failure. Another example of a command fault could be a false operation due
to relay setting error. These failure modes will not be explored further, so the event is shown
in a diamond-shaped box. This brings us to the terminus of this branch of the fault tree. The
bottom events are basic failures for which failure and repair rate data are known, such that the
probability of each basic failure can be computed.

The circuit breaker control systems are defined in Figure 27.6. Consider the trip coils
and front contacts (52a) for the breakers lL and 2L at the left end of the protected line. The trip
coils and 52a contacts associated with the two breakers are shown with adifferent perspective
in Figure 27.13. The system is designed such that no single component failure will cause'
failure of both breakers to be successfully tripped. Failure of this system requires overlapping
failure of two or more components. Since there are six control components in this group at
each end of the protected line, an exhaustive consideration of overlapping failures requires that
we consider the various combinations of multiple component failures that might occur 2, 3,
4, or 5 at a time. There is no need to consider six at a time as that event is assured to cause
failure of both breakers lL and 2L. By considering all of the various outage combinations, we
can assemble the results shown in Table 27.2.

Breaker lL .1.
52a-lL

TC
21L

TC
12L

Protected Line

Breaker 2L T 52a-2L Figure 27.13 Trip coil and 52a contacts for left-
end breakers.

TABLE 27.2 Left Terminal Failures Due to Multiple Component Outages

Overlapping 6! No Breaker lL Only 2LOnly lL&2L
Outage,r r!(6 - r)! Failures Failures Failures Failures

2 15 8 3 3 1
3 20 2 6 6 6
4 15 0 2 2 II
5 6 0 0 0 6

The system design is robust, since eight of 15 ways that two overlapping component
outages can occur result in no failures of the circuit breaker operation. As the number of
overlapping component outages increases, however, the breaker failures increase rapidly. An
exhaustive analysis that considers all of these multiple outages is the correct way to analyze the
effect of breaker failures due to random failure of front contacts and trip coils. However, we also
recognize that the probabilities associated with multiple failures is small, and the probability
of more than two outages at a time is very small and can usually be ignored with little error. We
chose this approximate method of analysis where we consider only two overlapping component
outages, but recognize that extending the fault tree to provide a complete analysis is entirely
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possible. Therefore, with this assumption, we construct the fault tree shown for the left terminal
breakers in Figure 27. 14. A similar fault tree can be drawn for the right terminal hreakers.

B2

Circuit Breaker
Control System
Failure in t < T('s

Figure 27.14 Fault tree branch for circuit breaker control system failure.

Each of the fault events of Figure 27.14 identified as C I and C2 can be caused by com-
ponent failures. Therefore, following the rules of fault tree construction r11, we can construct
an OR gate below each of these events and add events representing primary, secondary, and
control mode faults. Note that certain components associated with breaker 2L are involved in
the fault tree for the control of breaker IL, and vice versa. Basic failures are considered two
at a time and proceed through AND gates. There is only one way that both breakers can fail
due to loss of two of these components, and that is the loss of both front contacts (branch C3).

Since all the fault trees represented by Figures 27.11 through 27. 14 all terminate in basic
primary and secondary component failures, this terminates these branches of the fault tree.
We can simply create these fault trees by ignoring the secondary and command mode failures,
since these events are not considered in the present analysis. The analysis of command mode
faults may be of interest in some studies. Command mode faults for breaker auxiliary contact
can occur due to proper relay contact operation, but at the wrong time or in the wrong sequence.
For example, a workman performing repairs near the relay cabinet may jar the relay mounting,
causing mechanical relay contacts to operate. Another example of command mode faults is
due to the relay logic having an improper reach, and thereby initiating pickup correctly, but
for a fault on an adjacent line.
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Figure 27.15 summarizes the analysis of the breaker failure branch of the top event for
breakers 1Land 2L. This completes the analysis of the fault tree construction, beginning with
Figure 27.11, for the left terminal. Since the right terminal is assumed to be identical in its
component makeup to the left terminal, the fault trees will be identical, although it is possible
that the fault tree basic failure events for the other terminal may require different reliability
data. We assume that these fault tree branches are identical to those shown in Figures 27.9
through 27.15.

F

Circuit Breakers
Fail to Open
int <TBM

Left Breaker Left Breaker Right Breaker Right Breaker
Fault Interruption Control System Fault Interruption Control System
Failure in t < TFI Failure in t < Tcs Failure in t < TFI Failure in t < Tcs

Breaker IL Breaker IL Breaker IR Breaker IR
Y2 Stuck Breaker Y652a-IL YI3 Stuck Breaker Y1752a-lR
Y3Arc Interrupt Y7TCIIL Y14Arc Interrupt YI8 TCIIR

YBTC I2L YI9TC I2R
Breaker2L Y952a-2L Breaker 2R Y2052a-2R
Y4 Stuck Breaker Yl5 Stuck Breaker
Y5Arc Interrupt Breaker2L YI6 Arc Interrupt Breaker 2R

Y652a-IL Y1752a-IR
YIOTC2lL Y2I TC2lR
YII TC 22L Y22TC 22R
Y952a-2L Y2052a-2R

Figure 27.15 Summary of breaker failure data for all circuit breakers.

Rather than construct three additional fault trees, we can summarize these results by a
tabulation of the basic event tags for all breaker failure (BF) fault trees. This tabulation is
shown in Figure 27.15. Based on the assumed breaker and control configurations, it requires
22 basic failure events to describe the BF portion of the fault tree. Note that it is not possible
to separate the breaker controls according to breaker number because breaker trip coils are
assigned to different relays and are supplied from different batteries. This makes the control
system more reliable.

27.3.4 Protective System Failure

In addition to circuit breaker failure, the failure of the protective relay system represents
another way in which the top event can be reached. We now examine the contribution of
protective system failures to the top event. This leads to the second fault event shown in
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Figure 27.8, viz., the protective system fails to work in the specified time TPM, which includes
the protective relay time plus an allowable margin. We abbreviate this system as "PS" in the
analysis, as noted in Figure 27.8.

The faults associated with the protective system must be divided according to the trans-
mission line zones of protection, since different components of the protection hardware must
operate for transmission faults in these different zones. This constitutes state-of-system events
leading to the failure event for system protection. First, however, we evaluate the communi-
cations links as these are required for all successful protective system operations.

27.3.4.1 Modes ofPilot Signaling. The protection has two basic modes of signaling,
a permissive trip mode and a transfer trip mode. Both modes use the same technique, but use
different hardware items to accomplish the objectives. Both of the pilot signaling techniques
assume that a guard tone is transmitted from relays at one end of the line to relays at the other
end. If a fault is sensed and a time delay, if any, expires, then the tone is shifted from the guard
frequency to an operate, or trip, frequency.

The first mode of operation is referred to here as the permissive mode. If a fault is
sensed by relay tL at the left terminal, the permissive signal is sent by transmitter 1Lover PLC
channel 1 (PC 1) to relay receiver 1R at the right terminal and to the relay lL logic, shifting
the transmitted tone frequency from guard to trip. If the fault is sensed by relays at the right
terminal, the tone shift is initiated by the relays at that terminal but using PLC channel 2 to
signal the relay at the left terminal. The signaling channels are noted in Figure 27.4 for PLC
only. The permissive mode can be summarized by the hardware items noted in Figure 27.16,
which shows the signaling equipment only in the direction from left to right. The lower part
of the figure shows relay 2L signaling relay receiver 2R over microwave channell. A figure
exactly like 27.16 can be drawn for the signal channels between relays at the right terminal
and those on the left, which use channel 2 for both the PLC and MW signals, as noted in
Figures 27.4 and 27.5.

Figure 27.16 The permissive mode of left terminal protection signaling.

The second mode of signaling makes use of the transfer trip capability of the system
design. This mode is depicted in Figure 27.17, which again shows only the hardware used
for signaling from the left terminal to the right terminal. A similar diagram can be sketched
for right-to-left signaling, which uses different hardware items throughout. Note that each
left terminal relay, 1L or 2L, signals the remote terminal through both the power line carrier
and microwave media. An additional requirement, not evident in the figure, is placed on the
received signal transfer trip logic, which requires that both channels be received before tripping
can take place at the receiving end. See Figure 27.7 for a detailed description of the remote
tripping logic.

One further complication of the signaling is that both the actions shown in Figure 27.16
and in Figure 27.17 occur simultaneously, and the reception of the tone shift in either the
permissive or the transfer trip systems will initiate tripping of circuit breakers at the right
terminal. This means that anyone relay, working correctly, will pick up for a zone 1 fault and
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Figure 27.17 The transfer trip mode of left terminal protection signaling.

will trip all four circuit breakers, assuming that all components are working and each relay has
both the permissive and transfer trip methods of accomplishing the fault clearing.

27.3.4.2 Transmitter and Receiver Modeling. The transmitters and receivers shown
in Figures 27.16 and 27.17, as well as those shown in Figures 27.4 and 27.5, will be modeled
as basic events in the reliability analysis. If detailed design information is available, these
system models can be expanded to account for the complexity of design, but that will not be
pursued further here. If the relays are working correctly but both signaling systems are failed,
tripping will still occur, but the time limitation will be violated, which will be considered a
failure in this analysis.

27.3.4.3 Communication Links. As noted in Chapters 13 and 14, complex relay sys-
tems used for high-voltage transmission protection employ communications between the relays
at the two ends of the line to ensure proper fault clearing with the required selectivity. There-
fore, the communication links become an essential part of the relay hardware and must be
analyzed as part of the protective system. Not only are the communication links essential to
system operation, communication failure will cause failure of the protection system. This is
due to the need for dropping the guard signal in order to permit tripping in the specified time.
Before analyzing the system protection, it will be helpful to first understand the communi-
cations links. Different types of communication links may be used in a given transmission
protection system and all of these links require analysis. Fortunately, however, many of these
links are identical in their hardware configurations, which may simplify the analysis.

Consider the power line carrier protective scheme shown in Figure.27.4. This protective
scheme employs six different communication links, labeled 1 through 6 in the diagram. Note
that all of these links utilize exactly the same type of equipment, but certain failures will affect
more than one link. An example of this common mode failure is the failure of transmission
phase A, which will cause the failure of communication links 3 and 4. The CVTs and hybrids
are also single points of failure for more than one link.

A general fault tree for any power line carrier communications link is shown in Fig-
ure 27.18. Secondary failures and command faults have not been shown in the figure, but
could be considered in a straightforward manner.

To simplify the notation in the fault tree, the following abbreviations have been used in
the figure:
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Figure 27.18 Fault tree for a PLC communica-
tions link from j to k.

i = Line Phase; a, b, or c
n = Communication Link Number

m.= 0 (Ch 1 & 2)
ni = 5 (Ch 3 & 4)
m. =10 (Ch 5 & 6)

CVT == capacitive voltage transformer
HY == Hybrid
n == communication link number
i == transmission phase, Q, b, or c

i. k == transmission network node numbers

Only two types of terminal hardware are employed in this example. The CVT is used to
couple the carrier frequency on to the transmission line conductor, where wave traps prevent
the transmitted frequency from propagating throughout the power system. The hybrids are
impedance matching devices that present a low impedance for transmission to the remote
receiver and high impedance to prevent a transmitted signal from being absorbed by the local
receiver. The only other component in the system is the transmission conductor. A complete
system also has transmitters and receivers, but these are considered in this analysis to be part
of the terminal equipment.

Note that all gates in the fault tree are OR gates. This is a series logic, which means that
the failure of anyone of the components causes the failure of that communications link. It also
means that the failure rate of the link is equal to the sum of the failure rates of the components.

In summary, then, we write the failure rate of the power line carrier (PC) communication
link from .i to k for any phase x as

APC == ACVTxj + AHYxj + ATLx + ACVTxk + AHYxk (27.67)

where the subscript T L refers to the "transmission line" conductor over which the carrier
current is designated to flow' Four failure rates are due to the equipment at the two ends. The
remaining failure rate is due to the transmission line conductor and this failure rate will vary
with line length and with the complexity of the line terminations.

3 It should be noted that the communications signal may be successfully transmitted even if the transmission
line fails. This is not at a1l reliable, however, and should not be depended on.
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If the equipment at the two ends are identical, which might often be the case, then the
equation can be simplified to the following form.

APC = ATLx + 2ACVTx + 2AHYx (27.68)

In this case, there is no requirement to keep track of equipment at each end separately. The
important thing to note is that there are five items of equipment that are capable of causing
failure of the PLC communications link, Table 27.3 shows the variable labels that will be used
for the basic events for the PLC Communication links. Some reliability databases account
for transmission line failure rates as either terminal-related or line-related failures. Such data
includes line failures that are due to failed terminal equipment. The data needed in (27.68) is
the failure rate for just the line itself.

TABLE 27.3 Basic Events for PLC Channel Component Failures

Channel Phase L-CVT L-HYB LINE R-CVT R·HYB

I and 2 B PI P2 P3 P4 P5
3 and 4 A P6 P7 P8 P9 PIO
5 and 6 C PII PI2 PI3 P14 PI5

The microwave communications link is quite different than the PLC link, as noted in the
descriptions of Section 13.5.2. The microwave system has terminal equipment such as anten-
nas, filter-isolators, mixers, IF amplifiers, FM detectors, baseband amplifiers, and transmitter
klystrons [5]. Some of the equipment is installed in duplicate, with one system operating
in hot standby mode for high reliability. Between the terminals are a number of microwave
"hops" that depend on the number and location ofmicrowave repeaters. Each repeater contains
essentially the same type of equipment. In many cases, two.receiving antennas are separated
vertically by 10 to 15 meters on the repeater tower to utilize what is called "space diversity."
The basic concept is that, should one receiver fail to receive a strong signal due to atmospheric
fading, the other receiver at a different elevation will likely succeed in reception.

A possible fault tree for the MW communications link is shown in Figure 27.19, which
represents the equipment in a single hop between a transmitter and receiver. The representation
of the terminal microwave equipment is similar to the PLC scheme. The signal transmission
failure representation is quite different, however. Whereas the PLC system has only the one
transmission medium, the MW link has a series of hops, with the number being variable
depending on the distance and terrain. Each hop, however, consists of a tower-to-tower signal
transmission system that consists of a transmitter, the line-of-sight path, and the receiver.
The transmitter and receiver at a given tower share a power supply system, which is usually
redundant. The failure rate of the MW communications link is computed as follows .

.AMC = AMWXMj + AMDj +L AHi + AMWRCk + ADMk (27.69)

where the subscript notation is identified as follows.

MWXM = microwave frequency transmitter
MWRC = microwave frequency receiver

M D = input signal modulator
DM = output signal demodulator
H = microwave repeater equipment
i = hop number

j, k = communication link node numbers
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MWHopi
Repeater
Failure

n == Communication Link Number
i == Microwave Link Hop Number
m == Channel Variable (Table 27.4)
* Receiver Space Redundancy Assunled

Figure 27.19 Fault tree for a MW communications link from j to k.
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Table 27.4 shows the variable labels that will be used for the basic events for the mi-
crowave communication links. This is a simple analysis of the microwave system. Analysis
of an existing system must include all equipment in order to provide the basis for a detailed
fault tree of the system.

TABLE 27.4 Basic Events for Microwave Channel Component Failures

Chan Xmj Modj RCt RC2 Elec AF RepX Modk Rcvrk

I MI M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9
2 MI MIO MJI MI2 MI3 MJ4 MI5 M16 M9
3 MI Ml7 Ml8 MI9 M20 M21 M22 M23 M9
4 MI M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M9
5 MJ M31 M32 M33 M34 M35 M36 M37 M9
6 Ml M38 M39 M40 M41 M42 M43 M44 M9

Multiply above by number of hops

Clearly, there are multiple failure modes for the communications links used in trans-
mission protection. There is no redundancy in the systems represented here, and redundancy
is not always used in practice. The entire protective scheme is redundant, however, if both a
PLC system and a MW system are used in a redundant protection configuration. Experience
has shown that many protection failures are due to loss of communications. A more detailed
model of the microwave repeater stations is recommended if the details of the equipment at
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each location are known. This equipment varies with the construction date and manufacturer
of the systems.

Hereafter, in this chapter, the analysis of the protective system reliability will refer to
communication links by number, and the failure of these links will be treated as hardware failure
modules with known fault trees. The failure rates for the communication links are based on
the fault trees shown in Figures 27.18 and 27.19 and on (27.68) and (27.69). The repair times
will always depend on the location of the failure, and will vary across the span of distance
from one end of the line to the other, and on the logistics ofmoving repair personnel and spare
parts to the various locations. In some cases, the weather may even play an important part in
these logistics-for example, where mountain-top microwave repeaters might be completely
snowed in for several months each year. It is assumed that the repair times can be estimated,
based on the distance, terrain, and recorded experience in making repairs on a link or one with
similar physical characteristics.

Line protection is to be analyzed based on the distance protection scheme shown in
Figure 27.20, where the line is terminated at stations called "Left" and "Right," as shown in
the figure. Relays at both ends have reach settings ofnominally 80-90% of the total line length,
with faults within this reach considered as zone 1 faults. This divides the line into three zones,
which are designated zone 1 Left, zone 1 Center, and zone 1 Right.

Left
Bus

__~ Zone 1 ......_
Center

Left-End Relay Reach

Right-End Relay Reach

Figure 27.20 Identification of line protection zones.

Right
Bus

We now consider how the protective systems can contribute to system failure. In doing
so, we note that either relay at either end of the line has the ability, by design, to trip all
four line breakers in response to a zone 1 fault. Therefore, failure implies loss of all of these
systems, since all line faults must appear to be zone 1 faults to relays at either the left or right
terminals. This logic requires an OR gate and leads to the fault tree of Figure 27.21. Relay

S

Protective System
Fails to Work
in t<TpM

Fails to Clear
Zone 1 Left
Faults in
t<TpM

Fails to Clear
Zone 1Right
Faults in
t<TpM

:A6

Figure 27.21 First step in the protective system fault tree.
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setting errors, shown as secondary failures, are human errors, which have often been ignored
due to the difficulties in modeling. Recent advances now show promise for including human
errors in fault trees [21. However, relay setting errors will be ignored in the present fault tree
development in order to concentrate on the hardware failures.

The primary failure events depicted in Figure 27.21 are not related to any specific com-
ponents failures, so these are state-of-system events. Therefore, we immediately look for the
minimum ~ecessary and sufficient immediate cause or causes for each of these events. Faults
near one end of the line are zone 1 faults for protective equipment at that end, and protective
equipment at that end is relied on to clear the fault in the prescribed time limit.

27.3.4.4 Failure to Clear Left End Zone 1 Faults. Referring to Figure 27.21, con-
sider the failure to clear zone 1 left fault. We construct the fault tree segment A5, shown in
Figure 27.22 where the events B5 and B6 under the AND gate are state-of-system events.
Therefore, we seek the minimum necessary and sufficient immediate cause or causes leading
to these events. Basic failure L1 is a failure of left zone 1 of the transmission line, which can
be determined a fraction of the total line failure rate proportioned according to the length of
line that is not reached by zone I relays at the right end of the line. For faults in this zone the
system is wholly dependent on the left-end protection system for detection and clearing within
the prescribed time specification.

1\5

Fails to Clear
Zone 1 Left
Faults in
t<TpM

Figure 27.22 Fault tree for failure to clear close-in left end fault.
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From Figure 27.22, it is clear that branches B5 and B6 are identical in structure, but model
different relays and different permissive signaling equipment. The transfer trip equipment is
the same for the two branches, although relay lL considers the microwave system as cross-
trip equipment, labeled CT under gate D2, whereas relay 2L labels the power line carrier
system as cross-trip. However, the transfer trip hardware for the two relays are identical in
their operation and in their fault tree construction. Note that the two transfer-trip systems are
connected through an OR gate, due to the connection of the contacts at the receiving end, as
shown in Figure 27.7.

Since either of the two left relays is capable of performing this fault clearing, failure
occurs only if both relays fail, hence the AND gate at A5. The fault trees for B5 and B6 are
identical in structure but refer to different relays. Relay 1L is a failed system if the relay itself is
failed, which is identified as event Cl in Figure 27.22. However, in order to complete faulted
line removal in the required time constraint, it is essential that pilot signal transmission be
available, either in the form of permissive or transfer trip signaling. If both of the permissive
and transfer trip pilot systems are failed, the 1L relay system fails to achieve the require speed
of response. For transfer-trip signaling, both the carrier and microwave systems must both be
received, so the failure of either mode of signaling causes transfer trip failure.

Figure 27.23 gives the fault tree for failure of relay lL failure, which is identified in
Figure 27.23 as C1. This includes the basic failure events for all components plus secondary
and command fault failures of this relay system. The basic events are described by a numbering
system that is written as Xl , X2, ... , X8 for all basic events. Secondary and command faults
are not pursued further in the analysis.

Figure 27.23 Fault tree Cl for relay IL failure.

An interesting failure event included in Figure 27.23 is the failure of relay software,
which is appropriate only if the relay employs digital equipment. Caution must be used in the
treatment ofdigital computer software, because it does not obey the same rules as hardware. For
example, redundancy is often used to improve the reliability of hardware items, but redundant
identical computer software does not improve reliability if both computer codes contain the
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same errors. However, if there are redundant digital devices, it would be possible for each
device to use different software, perhaps using a different approach to the computation. In this
analysis we treat software failures as a basic event.

Figure 27.24 shows the fault tree for relay lL permissive signaling failure, identified as
D1 in Figure 27.22, which terminates in basic failure events, indicating the end of this branch
of the fault tree. We identify failures due to loss of communications or failure of equipment
items at the receiving relay on the right line terminal. The fault tree for permissive failure of
relay 2L is identical to that of Figure 27.24 except that relay 2L uses microwave pilot. That
subtree would be labeled D3, will communicate with relay 2R, and will have a communications
subtree labeled MC2. However, the basic failure events for the terminal equipment will be the
same as those of Figure 27.24.

Figure 27.24 Fault tree for relay IL permissive
failure.

A summary of basic event identifiers for all relays is presented in Table 27.5. This
table also assigns basic event numbers to items located at the remote terminal, and associated
with equipment at the receiving location that are operated by command from the transmitting
relay. These four permissive items are not included in the fault tree of Figure 27.23, but are
included with other pilot equipment items in Figure 27.24. Table 27.5 does not include failures
attributed to transfer-trip communications. These failures are summarized separately below.

TABLE 27.5 Relay Basic and Permissive Failure [tern Tags

Sending Relay Basic Items Permissive I terns

OW SW PS CTI CT2 VT Cx Sx Ch# XM RC GD UT

IL Xl X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 PCI X9 XIO XII X12
2L Xl3 XI4 XIS XI6 Xl7 Xl8 XI9 X20 MCI X2I X22 X23 X24
IR X25 X26 X27 X28 X29 X30 X31 X32 PC2 X33 X34 X35 X36
2R X37 X38 X39 X40 X41 X42 X43 X44 MC2 X45 X46 X47 X48

We now address the failures associated with transfer-trip pilot, shown in Figure 27.22 as
El and E2 for the PLC and MW systems, respectively. The El subtree is shown in Figure 27.25.

Wegroup together the events that constitute failure of the transfer trip terminal equipment.
These groups are identified as 1LTX for the relay 1L transfer-trip transmitter equipment, which
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lRTR

Figure 27.25 Fault tree for relay 1L PLC
transfer-trip failure.

is shown in Figure 27.26, and lRTR for relay lR transfer-trip receiver equipment, which is
shown in Figure 27.27. Secondary faults are not shown in these fault trees but could easily be
added, if desired. These two fault trees terminate in basic events, which indicates that this is
the termination of this branch of the fault tree.

Figure 27.26 Fault tree of the transfer-trip module lLTX.

Table 27.6 expands the fault trees shown above to identify basic failures for other transfer-
trip logic modules. A total of 44 basic failure events are required to represent these transfer-trip
systems.

Command mode faults of the transfer-trip system may require special study by the
protection engineer. The communications link is often considered the most failure-prone
subsystem in pilot relaying. The communications may be corrupted by noise that may make"
correct reception difficult. IIi some system studies it may be important to place a high failure
rate on communications channels to determine the effect on the protective system. This type
of analysis is not investigated here, but it might be an important study in some cases, especially
if a particular system has experienced difficulty.
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Figure 27.27 Fault tree for L-R transfer-trip receiving system 1RTR.

TABLE 27.6 Basic Events for Transfer-Trip Logic Failure

Sending Terminal Receiving Terminal

Left-Right Left Logic Xmtr 3 & 5 L-R Rcvr 3&5 Right Trip Contacts

PC lLTX Tl T2 T3 T4 T5 IRTR T6 T7 T8 T9 TIO TIl
MC 2LTX TI2 TI3 T14 TI5 T16 2RTR T17 TI8 TI9 T20 T2I T22

Right-Left Right Logic Xmtr4 & 6 R-L Rcvr 4&6 Left Trip Contacts

PC IRTX T23 T24 T25 T26 T27 lLTR T28 T29 T30 T31 T32 T33
MW 2RTX T34 T35 T36 T37 T38 2LTR T39 T40 T41 T42 T43 T44
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27.3.4.5 Failure to Clear Right-End Zone 1 Faults. The fault tree for failure to clear
close-in right-end faults, shown in Figure 27.28, is exactly the same as that developed above
for close-in left-end faults. The hardware items used in clearing the right-end faults are the
same type, but are different hardware items. Therefore, the numbering and identification is
different and must be determined with care.

The failure to clear right-end faults is conditioned by the line failure in zone 1at the right
end of the line. This failure rate will usually be determined based on a proportion of the line
failure rate to the length of right-end zone 1 as a proportion of the total line length.

27.3.4.6 Failure to Clear Midline Zone 1 Faults. The final event leading to the Pro-
tective System (PS) gate is the failure to clear midline zone 1 faults. This type of failure results
when a fault occurs in the center of the line where relays at both ends of the line view the fault
as a zone 1 fault. Since relays at both ends should recognize and initiate clearing of this type
of fault, failure can only occur when protective systems at both ends fail, either due to relay
failure or due to pilot system failure, where pilot performance results in failure meet the top
event time restriction. The fault tree for midline zone 1 faults is shown in Figure 27.29. Note
that this fault tree terminates in basic events for equipment items that are the same as those
used in clearing zone] faults.
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1\6

Fails to Clear
Right End

Zone 1 Fault
in t < TpM

Figure 27.28 Fault tree to clear zone 1 right-end faults.

Fails to Clear
Mid-Line

Zone 1 Fault
in t < TpM

Figure 27.29 Failure to clear midline zone 1 faults.
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The foregoing description of a permissive and transfer-trip pilot system is intended as
an example as to how fault trees for a complex protection system can be developed. The pro-
tection engineer will need to vary this procedure to match the actual equipment in the system
under study.

27.4 FAULTTREE EVALUATION

The evaluation of the fault tree is accomplished by evaluating the tree structure using Boolean
algebra. The notation is simplified by using the alphanumeric shorthand identifiers for each
event. Algebraic notation is used, rather than the Boolean notation. Table 25.9 compares the
two types of notation. In engineering work, the algebraic notation is more common.

A top-down evaluation" of the fault tree is started by writing the algebraic equation for
the Figure 27.7. Referring to the top event simply as TOP,we write

TOP == BF + PS

27.4.1 Breaker Failure Evaluation

(27.70)

The breaker failure event (BF) is evaluated first. This branch of the fault tree is sum-
marized in Figure 27.9 for one of the circuit breakers. From the fault tree, we can write the
following equation.

BF == Al + A2 + A3 + A4 (27.71)

for simplicity in the analysis, we assume that the equipment associated with each breaker is
of the same type and in the same arrangement. Some of that equipment is not only the same
type, it is the same equipment. For example, on each end of the line, there is but one battery.
The battery at the remote end is the same type of equipment, but it is a different battery and
the failure of that remote battery must be identified as a different event. This means that the
primary component failure events must be carefully noted.

An equation can be written for each of the B level events of (27.71 ). From Figure 27.11
we can write the following

A! == BI + B2 (27.72)

The event B1 focuses attention on the left terminal fault interruption. The fault tree for this
event is given by Figure 27.12, which allows us to write

Bl == Y2 + Y3 + Y4 + Y5 (27.73)

Event B2 is the circuit breaker control system failure event, which has the fault tree shown in
Figure 27.14. We can write this event in terms of the basic event data as follows.

B2 == (Y6 . Y8+ Y7 . Y8 + Y7 . Y9) + (Y6 . Y9)
+ (Y9 . YIO+ YIO . YII + Y6 . YII)

(27.74)

Then, A1 can be written in terms of basic events by substitution.
Event A2 is the left terminal battery, which is modeled as a basic event, for which we

write

A2 == YI

4Fault tree evaluation can also he conducted using a bottom-up rnethod.

(27.75)
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With this result, we can summarize the events leading to failure of the left terminal as the sum
of (27.72) and (27.75).

5

Al + A2 = LYi + (Y6 . Y8 + Y7 . Y8 + Y7 . Y9) + (Y6 . Y9)
i=l

+ (Y9 . YIO + YIO . YII + Y6 . YII)
(27.76)

This completes the A I and A2 branches of the tree, since all events are given in terms of
component primary failure events, in this case, in terms of events YI through YII. Note that
our notation is such that all breaker component primary failures events begin with the letter Y
and terminate in a unique number.

The foregoing process is continued for branch A3, for which the following events are
identified.

A3 = B3 +B4 (27.77)

Note that event B3 is not the same as BI, the two events refer to breakers at opposite ends of
the line. However, since we assume the breakers at the two ends to be identical types, with
identical fault trees, the form of events B3 and B4 will be similar to Bland B2, respectively.
Therefore, we immediately write these results as follows, with help from Figure 27.15.

B3 = YI3 + Y14 + YI5 + Y16

B4 = (YI7 . YI9 + YI8 . YI9 +YI8· Y20) + (YI7· Y20)
+ (Y20· Y2I + Y2I . Y22 +YI7 . Y22)

(27.78)

(27.79)

(27.80)

We also observe that event A4 is simply the basic failure rate Y2. Using this fact together with
the two equations for the right terminal, we can write

16

A3 + A4 = LYi + (YI7· YI9 +YI8· YI9 +YI8· Y20)
;=]2

+(Y17· Y20)
+ (Y20· Y21 + Y2I . Y22 +YI7· Y22)

Then the breaker failure event BF is the sum of (27.76) and (27.80).

BF = Al + A2 +A3 +A4
5

= LYi + (Y6 . Y8 +Y7 . Y8 + Y7 . Y9) + (Y6 . Y9)
i=l

+(Y9 . YIO + YIO· YII + Y6 . YII)
16

+ LYi + (YI7 . YI9 + YI8· YI9 +YI8· Y20
i=12

+ (YI7· Y20)
+(Y20· Y2I + Y2I . Y22 + YI7 . Y22)

(27.81)

The greatest contribution to the result is the single failure rate terms. The product terms, being
products of small numbers, will not likely contribute nearly as much to the "event BF. The
important terms, therefore, are the breaker mechanism failure rates and the arc interruption
failure rates. Faults occurring as a result of control system components are the terms in the
result that are second-order terms.
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27.4.2 Protective System Failure Evaluation

1195

The protective system failure event is identified in Figure 27.8 as PS. This event can
fail in three ways, as shown in Figure 27.21, where the three failure modes refer to the failure
to clear left-end, right-end, or midline faults. These events are designated A5, A6, and A7,
respectively, in Figure 27.21. From this figure, we write the following Boolean expression.

PS == A5 + A6+ A7 (27.82)

Any line fault can be cleared by proper action of anyone of the four relays, providing that
all circuit breakers, controls, and communications work correctly. Circuit breaker failures are
described by (27.81) and need not be repeated here. Therefore, we concentrate on the line
protective systems, consisting of the relays, the communications, and the control devices at
both line terminals.

27.4.2.1 Failure to Clear Left End Zone 1 Faults. Failure to clear left-end faults are
described in the fault tree of Figures 27.22 through 27.27. If only the component primary
failures are considered, the results are summarized in Figure 27.22, for which we may write
the following Boolean expressions.

A5 == I.. 1 . B5 . B6 (27.83)

Event L1 refers to the failure of this segment of the transmission line, which results in the need
for protective system pickup. Event B5 refers to the relay equipment associated with relay
1Land B6 to equipment associated with relay 2L. Since either relay IL or 2L are capable of
clearing such faults, failure to clear zone 1 faults will occur only during the overlapping failure
of the line segment and both relay systems, which is described by an AND gate and by the
product of the three events in (27.83). Event B5 refers only to the equipment associated with
relay 1L, as described in Figure 27.22. For this system we write

B5 == CI + C2 == CI + (01 ·02) == CI + 01 . (EI + E2)

where the individual events are defined as
8

Cl == L == Xi
i=1

12

01 == PCI + LXi
i=9

Also,

El == ILTX + PC3 + PC5 + lRTR

where, from Table 27.6

5

ILTX == LTi
i=l

and
11

IRTR == LTi
i=6

(27.84)

(27.85)

(27.86)

(27.87)

(27.88)

(27.89)
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Also, from Figure 27.25,
II

El =PC3+PC5+ LTi
i=l

and

E2 = 2LTX +MC3 + MC5+ 2RTR
where

16

2LTX= LTi
i=l
22

2RTR= LTi
i=17

Then
22

E2=MW3+MW5+ LTi
i=12

Combining (27.90) and (27.94), we get
22

D2 = EI +E2 = PC3 +PC5 +MW3 +MW5 + LTi
i=l

In summary, then, for B5 we get

B5 = CI + DI . (EI +E2)
8

=LXi
i=l

+ (pcI + ~Xi) (PC3+PC5+MW3+MW5+t Ti)

We follow a similar procedure to compute B6.

B6 = C3+C4 = C3+D3 . D2 = C3+D3 . (E1 + E2)

where
20

C3 = LXi
i=13

and
24

D3 =MCI + LXi
i=21

or
20

B6= LXi
i=13

+ (MCI + i~Xi). (PC3+PCS+MW3+MW5+t Ti)

Finally, then, A5 is computed as the product given by (27.83).

(27.90)

(27.91)

(27.92)

(27.93)

(27.94)

(27.95)

(27.96)

(27.97)

(27.98)

(27.99)

(27.100)
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27.4.2.2 Failure to Clear Right End Zone 1 Faults. The event A6 is constructed in
the same manner as A5 since it describes an identical system, but installed at the right terminal,
with right-to-left pilot signaling. From Figure 27.28 we can write

A6 == L2 . B7 . B8 (27.101)

where B7 and B8 are found in a manner similar to that followed above for B5 and B6. B7
depends on the basic failures associated with relay 1R given by C5, the permissive signaling
items for that relay given as 05, and transfer-trip signaling items given by 06 in Figure 27.28.
For B7 we can write

B7 == C5 + C6 == C5 + 05 ·06 == C5 + 05 . (E3 + E4)

where
32

C5 == LXi
;=25

36

05 == PC2 +L Xi
;=33

Using the logic of Figures 27.25 to 27.27 and Table 27.6, we can write

E3 == lRTX + PC4 + PC6 + lLTR
27 33 33

== L Ti + PC4 + PC6 + L Ti == PC4 + PC6 + L Ti
;=23 ;=28 ;=23

and, similarly,
44

E4 == MW4 +MW6 + L Ti
;=34

(27.102)

(27.103)

(27.104)

(27.105)

(27.106)

Then (27.103) through (27.106) can be used to construct B7 in terms of basic events.
In a similar manner, we can write the equations making up B8 as follows.

and, finally,

B8 == C7 + C8 == C7 + 07 . (E3 + E4)
44

C7 == LXi
;=37

48

07 == MW2 +L Xi
;=45

A6 == L2 . B7 . B8

(27.107)

(27.108)

(27.109)

(27.110)

27.4.2.3 Failure to Mid-Line Zone 1 Faults. The failure to clear midline zone 1 fault
is described in Figure 27.29 and all of the component failures contributing to this event have
already been found. Thus, we can write

A7 == L3 . (B5 . B5) . (B7 . B8) (27.111 )

The fault tree representing PS failure is now complete. This fault tree is, therefore, in a proper
form for evaluation of the top event. The fault tree branches representing circuit breaker failure
and protective system failure can be combined to give the complete fault tree representing the
failure to clear a fault on the transmission line in the allotted time.
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27.4.3 Determination of Minimal Cut Sets

Now that the complete fault tree for transmission protection is known, it will be evaluated
to determine the minimal cut sets for the system. This can be done following the procedure
of Section 25.3. For complex fault trees this process is tedious and prone to human error.
Therefore, we shall determine the minimal cut set of the case under study using a computer
program.

There are several computer programs that are available for fault tree analysis. We shall
use the program SETS, which is available commercially [7]. The program permits entering
the representation of the fault tree using a personal computer and, once the data is entered,
provides several editing, quantification, and reporting functions that are generally useful in
fault tree analysis. For the problem at hand only the cut sets will be determined as a function
of the basic event alphanumeric tags.

The analysis of the transmission protection fault trees presented in the previous sections
can be used to determine the number of minumum cut sets for the system. These results are
shown in Table 27.7.

TABLE27.7 Minimum Cut Set Results of Fault Tree Analysis*

Gate Name

No of min.
cut sets

AS

12,458

A6 A7

12,458 42,384,802

PS BF TOP

42,409,698 24 42,409,722

* The author is indebted to Richard Worrell of Logic Analysts, Inc. for computing the
number of cut sets in the fault tree using the SETS computer program.

It is apparent, from viewing the results of the analysis, that a great many minimum cutsets
are created in the analysis of a problem of this size, and that it would be almost hopeless to
perform the evaluation by hand computation. The results for the breaker failure portion of the
tree, shown as BF in the table, are not difficult to evaluate because there are 24 basic events and
most of the gates are OR gates. However, there is no need for hand calculation or counting,
since computer programs are available for this type of tedious evaluation.

The protective system, labeled PS in the table, is much more complex. The PS fault tree
contains nine different AND gates. This greatly expands the number of cutsets and minimum
cut sets. The event PS occurs when A5, A6, AND A7 occur. These AND gates cause a great
many multiple outage events that lead to the TOP event of the system. In order to get some
understanding of the A5, A6, and A7 branches, they were evaluated separately with the results
shown in Table 27.7. The A5 and A6 results are identical since the structure of these trees are
identical. Most of the minimum cut sets occur in gate A7, where many of the gates are AND
gates.

Table 27.8 shows the order ofminimum cut sets in the fault tree. The BF branch consists
of only first- and second-order failure events, and these can be readily enumerated by examining
the fault tree. The PS branch has a large number of higher order failures because of the AND
gates. These are failures where multiple order overlapping failures of basic events result in
system failure. Note that the highest order of failure in both A5 and A6 is only sixth order, but
branch A7 has higher order events, up to the 10th order. The futility of hand computation for
such a complex system is evident from these quantifications of minimum cut set numbers.

No numerical data is used in this example of fault tree analysis, but if data were to be
provided for all basic events, then numerical results could also be determined. OUfmotivation
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TABLE 27.8 Summary of Fault Tree Analytical Results

Event TOP BF PS AS A6 A7
Order Event Subtree Subtree Branch Branch Branch

1 10 10 0 0 0 0
2 24 14 10 0 0 10
3 648 0 648 138 138 392
4 49,974 0 49,974 10,962 ]0,962 28,050
5 4,]30,820 0 4,130,820 1.320 1,320 4,128.180
6 28,943,550 0 28,943,550 38 38 28,943,474
7 8,332,940 0 8,332,940 0 0 8,332,940
8 907,272 0 907.272 0 0 907,272
9 43,700 0 43,700 0 0 43,700
10 784 0 784 () 0 784

here is to describe the method of fault tree construction for a typical complex protective system,
and this objective can be accomplished without numerical computation. In practical problems,
the numerical results may be of great importance, especiaJIy if comparisons are to be made
of different hardware systems used to make up the integrated line protective system. The
manufacturers of the various components can provide failure rates for their equipment and the
maintenance section of the utility can provide practical estimate of repair times. Used together
with the fault tree, all of the measures described in Section 27.2 can be computed.

It is also important to determine the importance measures and especially the vulnerability
of the top event to specific types of failure. Work has also been performed to provide strategies
for top event prevention. This concept is important as it can provide useful guidance as to the
basic events that have the greatest influence on the top event, and investing in more reliable
components for these basic events can be given high priority.

27.4.4 Constant Failure Rate-Special Cases

In many cases it is possible to approximate the failure rate of most power system com-
ponents as having constant failure rates, leading to an exponential failure distribution. This
makes it easy to compute the component availability and unavailability, assuming a Markov
model for each component. This process has been described in Section 25.5.

One of the strengths of the fault tree method is that the individual components need
not all have the same type of mathematical model as long as the probability of the failure
event can be computed by some process. We limit our discussion to repairable components,
but within that limited classification there are different ways of modeling the unavailability,
and these differences are extremely important in protective systems. Two different models
are often used that are applicable to the protective system problem. These two cases are: (1)
equipment is monitored, such that failures are always announced failures; and (2) failures are
not detectable until a periodic inspection or test is performed, or when use of the system is
demanded.

Monitored components always provide a means of sending the operator an alarm or
signal of some kind to announce that the failure has occurred. In this case the operator will
take appropriate action to have the component inspected and, if necessary, replaced or repaired.
This process always leads to prompt detection and repair of components. For the power system,
this will be the case for most of the power generating and transmission components, at least
at the higher voltage levels, where modern control centers monitor all lines and generators by
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sophisticated on-line computer systems. Some subtransmission and distribution circuits may
not be continuously monitored, but this situation varies from one utility to another and will
often vary within any given utility since some circuits serve more essential load than others.

Some of the key components in the protective system are not monitored at all, for
example, many of the relays and associated detection and control equipment. The circuit
breakers are monitored, at least at the higher voltages, but the ability of the breaker to operate
is often unknown. The situation may arise where a given breaker has not operated in quite a
long time, and its ability to perform is uncertain. Even if the breaker is capable of interrupting
normal load currents, this is no assurance that fault current interruption will be successful. We
must conclude, therefore, that both the circuit breakers and the protective system will suffer
unannounced failures. Such failures will not be detected until the next scheduled inspection
for many types of protection equipment. However, modern digital protective devices can be
considered continuously monitored.

27.4.4.1 MonitoredSystems. For monitored systems, each component is modeled by
constant failure and repair rates, resulting in the familiar exponential unavailability distribution.
If we define the failure rate as Aand the repair rate as u, we can write the unavailability of the
component from (22.69).

A Ae-()..+Jl)t
U(t) = -- - (27.112)

A+J,t A+tt
In most practical cases, this function quickly reaches the asymptotic value, which is often
written as follows:

U(t) __A AT_D_
A+J,t I+ATD

where TD = mean down time =MTTR

In many cases, this equation can be conservatively approximated by

U(t) ~ ATD

(27.113)

(27.114)

because the product ATD is small compared to unity. This approximation is within 10% if the
product (27.114) is less than 0.1.

For power system protection reliability evaluation, the monitored components are usually
the transmission lines and generators or other important items of system equipment. In some
cases, the circuit breakers may be considered to be monitored, depending on the utility practice.

27.4.4.2 Periodically TestSystems. For components that are inspected and tested pe-
riodically, a different model is required that includes the time between inspections. If we let T
be the time between periodic tests, the unavailability is zero (item 100% available) immediately
after an inspection, but it increases steadily to the next scheduled test.

U(T) = 1 - e-)..T ~ AT (27.115)

If we approximate the exponential by the linear function, then we can say that the average
unavailability between tests is given by

AT
Uave = 2' 0 < t < T (27.116)

This average value is applicable to fault tree evaluation if we assume that the demand on the
component occurs uniformly at any time during the interval between inspections [1].
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When an inspection shows that a component has failed, then that component will remain
unavailable until its repair can be completed. This extends the down time of the inspection
and repair period and permits us to estimate the total average unavailability as follows.

AT
U(t) == "2 + ATR (27.117)

where TR == mean repair time

Note that the units must be consistent. If time is given in hours, then the failure rate must
be given in failures per hour. Note that the repair time is not the same as the total downtime,
which includes both repair plus the undetected downtime from the time of failure to the time
of detection. Usually the repair time is small compared to T, in which case the unavailability
may be estimated by (27.116).

For repairable components, the unconditional failure intensity w(t) is a complex function
of time as noted in (27.4). However, this function approaches Aas time elapses and the constant
failure rate is often considered accurate enough for fault tree evaluation. Thus, we often see
the approximation

w(t) ~ A

and this applies to both repairable and nonrepairable components [1J.
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PROBLEMS
27.1 Determine the Laplace Transforms of unconditional failure intensities given by (27.4) and

(27.5).
27.2 Determine the failure and repair density functions, f(t) and g(t) for the case where the

failure and repair rates are constants, expressed by the Greek letters A and JL.

27.3 Find the simultaneous solution of the Laplace equations from problem 27.1, under the
conditions of constant failure and repair rates found in problem 27.2.

27.4 Compute the expected number of failures over the interval from (0, 1) for the system de-
scribed by problem 27.3.
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27.5 Computed the expected number of repairs over the interval from (0, t) for the system
described by problem 27.3.

27.6 Determine the unavailability and the availability of the system described by problem 27.3.
27.7 From Table 24.4, (11), we are given an expression for the conditional failure intensity A(t)

in terms of the unconditional failure intensity w (t) and the unavailability U (t). Check this
for the case where the failure rate is constant, using the results of problems 27.3 and 27.6.

27.8 Determine the stationary or limiting state probabilities of the system described in problems
27.6 and 27.7. Then construct a Markov graph of the system.

27.9 Consider a Type 1 component, as defined by Figure 27.2, with a failure rate of 0.001
failureslhr. Determine the following reliability parameters as a function of time:

R(t), F(t), f(t), U(t), A(t), w(t), vet), W(O, t), YeO, t)

Do this for times t = 10, 100, 1000, and 10,000 hours using a spreadsheet, under the
following assumptions:
(a) The component is not repairable.
(b) The component is repairable with MTIR = 10 hr.

27.10 Repeat problem 27.9 for a component having a failure rate of 0.002 failures/hr and an
MITR of 30 hr.

27.11 Repeat problem 27.9 for a component having a failure rate of 0.003 failures/hr and an
MTTR of 60 hr.

27.12 Compute the cut set parameters for a three-component series system, where the three
components are those from problems 27.9, 27.10, and 27.11.

27.13 Determine the cut set parameters for a two-component parallel system consisting of com-
ponents 1 and 2 from problems 27.9 and 27.10.

27.14 Determine the cut set parameters for a three-component parallel system consisting of com-
ponents 1,2, and 3 from problems 27.9,27.10, and 27.11, respectively.

27.15 A series system consists of the nonrepairable components described in problems 27.9 and
27.10. Compute the following for the system:
(a) The upper bound for the unavailability at t = 100 hr.
(b) The lower bound for the unavailability at t = 100 hr.

27.16 Extend problem 27.15 in two directions:
(a) First, repeat the calculation of upper and lower bounds of the series system, assuming

nonrepairable components, but calculate for t = 10 hr and 1000 hr.
(b) Next, repeat the same calculations for the same components, but assume that they are

repairable.
(c) Tabulate the results and comment on any trend observed.

27.17 Let basic events be represented by the capital letters B1, B2, ••• , Bn , and their existence at
time t. Moreover, let the probability of the event B, given by Pr(B), be the unavailability
of the basic event U(t). Now, a system is described by n basic events connected to a single
AND gate. Define the top event as the unavailability of n basic events B1, B2 , ••• , B; that
are defined as being independent. Write the expression for the unavailability of the system.

27.18 The n basic events described in the previous problem are connected to a single OR gate.
The top event exists at time t if and only if at least one of the basic events occurs at time t.
Determine the system unavailability.

27.19 Consider the fault tree shown in Figure P27.19, where the gates are identified by number
and the basic events by letter. The top event is T.
(a) Write out the expression for the top events in terms of the basic events, with the

understanding that the letter designation is equal to the probability of the basic event.
(b) Compute the probability of the top event if each basic event has a probability of occur-

rence of O. 1.
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Figure P27.19 A fault tree.
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27.20 Repeat problem 27.9 if the basic event D is identical to basic event F.
27.21 Consider the small network shown in Figure P27.21 [6]. Nodes Band C are supplied from

A, and A is the only source of supply. The modes of failure of the power system are defined
as follows:
1. The system fails if either B or C are not supplied.
2. The system fails, due to line overload, if all the load at Band C must be supplied by

only one line.
Assuming the only failures of interest are line failures, enumerate the state space of successes
and failure states.

1
2

B

4
5

c

3

A

Figure P27.21 A small segment of a transmission system.

27.22 Construct a fault tree for the system of Problem 27.21.
27.23 (a) Evaluate the top event for the fault tree shown in Figure P27.23. Note that the event D

is repeated. This suggests that the fault tree can be simplified.
(b) Determine the simplified construction of this fault tree.

27.24 Write out the solution to problem 27.15 for the case where there are only two basic events.
Illustrate this result using a Venn diagram.

27.25 A 2-0ut-of-3:0 system consists of three basic components, B 1, B2 , B3 • Determine the
minimal cut sets for this system.

27.26 Write out the solution to problem 27.15 for the case where there are three basic events and
illustrate your solution using a Venn diagram.

27.27 Consider an m-out-of-n: gate where the top event is the failure of the system, which consists
of basic events PreB1) == PreB2 ) == ... == PreBn ) == Q or all basic events are identical.
Find the unavailability of top event.

27.28 Compare the computation of unavailability using fault trees and reliability block diagrams.
Make the comparison for a series system of two basic components and for a parallel system
of two basic components. Hint: note that the RBD is a success diagram, whereas the fault
tree is a failure diagram.
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Figure P27.23 A fault tree.

27.29 Figure 27.14 gives a fault tree branch that describes failures associated with relay contacts.
A relay contact primary failure is the basic event, which means that the relay contacts fail
to close when operating in an environment for which the relay is qualified. Two types of
secondary faults are also described: (1) a relay contact secondary failure, and (2) a relay
contact command fault. Describe these secondary faults more fully.

27.30 Verify all of the entries in Table 27.2.
27.31 Verify equation (27.81).
27.32 Verify equations (27.94) and (27.98).



28
Markov Modeling

of Protective Systems

28.1 INTRODUCTION

The mathematical model of protective systems must consider the system being protected as
well as the viability of the protective equipment to work as designed. As time moves forward,
the probability of the protected component failing will increase or, in other words, the protected
system availability gradually falls from its initial value of unity. This same trend occurs for
the protective system itself, and it may suffer a complete failure so that, when the protected
component fails, the protection does not operate. Since failures of the protection are often
unannounced, it may not be possible to know if a failure has occurred unless an inspection of
the protection is conducted. Usually, such inspections are made periodically at predetermined
intervals. To simplify the notation between protected system and protective system, we shall
henceforth refer to the protected system as the plant, or the protected component and the
protective system as simply the protection.

One way of characterizing the entire system is to compute the expected number of failures
of that system, including the protection, over a specified period. The computation is based
on the "demand rate" on the protection, which is the frequency at which the plant is expected
to fail [1]. Another factor is the availability of the protection to perform its function, which
is sometimes called the "fractional dead time" [21. Then the expected number of failures is
computed as

W == kD (28.1)

where k == fractional dead time
D == demand rate on the protection

The fractional dead time, k, is literally the fraction of the total time during which the
protection is in a failed condition. This can be considered the long-term expected value of the
protection being unavailable. The demand rate is the rate at which failures occur on the plant,
which would require protective action. For example, if the demand rate is given in occurrences

1205
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per year then the expected number of failures W will be in failures per year. The demand rate
should apply only for those types of failures to which the protection is designed to respond.

It should be noted that the protection has a failure rate A, but the protection can not be
linked to the plant by a simple AND gate because the fractional dead time is a function not
only of A, but also of the time at which the demand occurs. Protective systems are usually
inspected periodically, at fixed intervals T. Therefore, the fractional dead. time is a function
of both A and T, as well as the rate of restoration of the protection following inspection. We
usually assume that the protection is restored to as good as new condition at each inspection.

As a general rule, we can make the following assumptions regarding the mathematical
modeling of protective systems.

(a) An exponential distribution is usually applicable to the protective system compo-
nents, so that constant hazard rates can be used.

(b) The Markov process is an applicable foundation for modeling.
(c) The plant is defined by a protection zone, shown in Figure 26.12.

Before applying these basic assumptions to protective system models, some observations
regarding the testing of systems are presented.

28.2 TESTING OF PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS

Protective systems are unique, in comparison with other types of power system equipment, in
that they normally execute no control actions. The decision-making logical elements of the
protection are, of course, continually active, but the output is usually restrained from action. It
is only on those rare occasions, when faults occur within the protection zone, that the protection
should respond, and it should do so dependably and with high reliability. Unfortunately, there
is always the possibility that the protective system will already be in a failed condition when the
fault occurs. This suggests that frequent testing of the protective system would be beneficial.

Consider a protected power system component that experiences periods of being up, or
working, and periods when it is down, or failed, as shown in Figure 28.1, where the record

Up Plant
Down

Scheduled Protection Inspections

AandB
Up t-----........---... t+-----+---...

Down
Up Protection A

Down
Up Protection B

Down

o 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 28.1 Time line of up and down periods for a protected element and the associated
redundant protective systems A and B.
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of these fluctuations is shown as the top trace. The protective system associated with this
component is scheduled for inspection and testing at regular intervals, which are labeled
simply 1,2, ... in the figure. At each scheduled inspection, both protective systems A and B
are inspected in a staggered manner. The figure shows A being inspected first (/1/), followed
immediately by the inspection of B (\\\). Since the inspections are staggered, the plant is
usually ensured of having adequate protection. Just prior to inspection epoch 2, however, the
protective systems fail sequentially, so there exists a brief period when both A and B are down,
which is labeled "A and B" in the figure.

There is no system failure, however, since there is no failure of the plant during this
overlapping protection failure. Now examine the condition just prior to inspection epoch #4.
In this case the plant fails during an overlapping protective system failure. This causes the
plant fault to be cleared by backup protection, which results in a more severe disruption to the
power system. Since the protective systems are assumed to be independent, the probability of
such an overlapping failure is given as

Pr{A n B down} == [(._A_) _(_A_) e-(A+/d t ]2 (28.2)
A+ll, A+fl

where the equation assumes that the protective systems are identical, and have failure rate A
and repair rate fl.

The system is in a somewhat exposed condition during the testing of protective systems.
Consider a system shown in Figure 28.1. Clearly, only one of the protections is undergoing
inspection at any given time. However, during the tests of either A or B, the protective system
is in a precarious condition, since the system is without its designed redundancy. In fact, during
this hrief period, the probability of failure is given by

Pr{failure} == (_A_) _(_A_) e--(A+/L)f (28.3)
A+/L A+fL

This probability is much greater than that of (28.2).
Testing is also subject to human error due to test personnel manipulating the protective

equipment, which is itself a hazard since workers can cause unwanted action that is difficult to
predict [31. Worker error may leave the system in a nonoperable condition due to some flaw
in their testing procedure or instructions, due to a human misdeed, judgmental error, bungling,
or just a mistake in carrying out the task. As a result of human and other testing hazards, the
failure rate during testing is considerably greater than normal. This suggests that it may not
be beneficial to test often, as was previously concluded.

Another factor that must be considered in power system protection is the effect of the
weather on the protection demand rate. It is well known that transmission lines have a higher
failure rate during foul weather. For this reason, testing of the protection of transmission lines
is usually postponed if the weather is bad.

It is postulated that there should be an optimum frequency for performing tests of pro-
tective equipment and that the tests themselves should conform to an optimum test duration.
These parameters, frequency and duration of testing, are related to the test methodology and
may be computed by application of reliability theory. It is conceivable that a testing scheme
can be developed and calculations can be performed so that the testing can be planned in the
most intelligent manner possible.

It should also be recognized that many protective system designs are based on digital
technology, and enjoy the advantages of stored program devices. This suggests that tests could
conceivably be performed often and that the tests themselves could be very brief. This J11ay
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require that the testing be automatically performed in order to accommodate a requirement for
both high frequency and short duration. We address this possibility and discuss a mechanism
for designing tests, whether they be manual or automatic, or some combination of the two.

28.2.1 The Need For Testing

It should not be necessary to defend the need for testing of a protective system, since the
failure of the protection may have serious consequences. Briefly, we can state the purpose of
testing as follows:

• To ensure that protective system reliability goals are maintained.
• To reduce the exposure time due to failed, but undetected, protection components.

We assume that any protective systemhas been designed to comply with certain reliability
criteria. For example, a typical criterion may require that the protective system not fail with
a frequency of more than once in n years. The only way to make sure that this performance
is maintained is to test the system regularly. This procedure serves two purposes. First, it
ensures that any failed components are replaced or repaired. Second, it provides one method
of computing the probability of protective system failure corresponding to a particular testing
schedule, assuming that this schedule is constant. If the protective system is found to have a
high probability of failure, then the interval between inspections is obviously too great, and
appropriate measurt?s can be taken to correct the schedule. These tests must be regarded as "as
found" tests, since all components continue to age and to draw nearer to failure each passing
day. Thus, testing may not restore the system to "as good as new" condition, but it does ensure
that the system is still operational at a particular time. Also, with proper replacement of any
worn mechanical parts, the system can be maintained in nearly as good as new condition since
electronic components in the protection maintain a nearly constant failure rate.

To examine the testing situation more carefully, consider the time line shown in Fig-
ure 28.2. The figure depicts the time line between the kth test and the (k - l)st test, where the
scheduled time between inspection visits is defined as T. We define the following quantities.

T; = duration of undetected failures
T = time between inspections
TF = time to failure (a random variable)
1 = the time variable

(28.4)

Since failures are random, the time to failure is a random variable and we may write the
probability of failure in terms of the failure distribution.

P{TF::: I} = FTF(t) = the failure distribution (28.5)

If we assume an exponential distribution, which would be common for electrical or electronic
equipment, we have the following distribution.

{
I - e-At t > 0

FTF (t) = 0 t < 0 (28.6)

where it assumed that the equipment is placed in service at time zero. The mean time to failure
is the expected value

1
E(l) = m = -

A
(28.7)
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(k-l)T
'""" T

kth test
kT
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I

Failure

I

(28.8)

Figure 28.2 Time line of testing and protection failure.

where the expected value is the mean time to failure, m. The duration of undetected failure is
of particular interest, since the power system is in some jeopardy during this time and it may
be a long time to the next scheduled inspection visit. This time is computed as follows.

T,~ == kT - ]'p k == 1,2, ...
OST,fS T

The time duration of undetected failures, Tu , is also a random variable since the time to failure
is random. However, this duration is bounded by the time between inspection visits.

Let us assume the following:

1. Inspection is periodic with period T.
2. As a result of inspection, the protective system is restored to as good as new condition

at each inspection visit.

This means that we can effectively reset the clock to zero following each inspection visit, and
the time line simplifies to that shown in Figure 28.3. Under these conditions, we can rewrite
the repair-to-failure distribution as follows from (24.79).

Pr{TF :s T} == FTF (T)
== Pr{failure occurs before T} (28.9)

== 1 - e-AT ~ AT

where the final approximation is true if AT « 1.

o

(k-l)T Failure kT
I

~tE ,1Tu
TF

Figure 28.3 Failure time line with clock reset to zero.

The probability that a failure does not occur is called the reliability and is computed for
the exponential distributed case as

R(t) == e-At

The duration of undetected failures is given by

Tu == kT - TF

(28.] 0)

(28.11 )

We can bound T; by reducing the time between inspection visits. For example, if T is 1 year,
we could have very long periods of undetected failure. Since failures are random, the time of
undetected failures could be as large as 1 year, even though the mean time to failure is much
larger, usually many years.
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For example, if the protective system failure rate is one failure per million hours, this
equates to 0.00876 failures per year with a mean time to failure of 114.15 years. Annual visits
are, on the average, quite frequent compared to the mean time to failure. However, if the
system is defective and the failure rate is one failure per thousand hours, this equates to 8.76
failures per year, or about 0.7 failures per month. This results in a failure every 1.37 months,
which would indicate that annual inspection visits are not adequate.

When a protective system fails, one of the following events is likely to occur:

(a) Detection of the failure does not occur until the next scheduled inspection visit
because no fault occurs during the intervening period that would require operation
of the protection.

(b) Detection of the failure occurs prior to the next scheduled inspection visit due to:
(i) Catastrophic failure due to a fault and, with the protective system failed, requir-

ing backup protection operation. This is followed by an investigation, which
identifies the failure.

(ii) Routine station inspection (daily, weekly, etc.) shows that, even though faults
have occurred, no relay targets appear on the failed equipment.

(iii) Protection self-testing, which is available on some modem devices, and is able
to alarm the fact that a protective test has failed.

(c) Repair is initiated to fix or replace the failed equipment.
• Normal mean time to repair is the elapsed repair time
• The clock is reset to zero on this protective system

During periods of good weather, faults may be infrequent and condition (a) will likely
occur, but there is no guarantee that this will be the case. It is always possible that a fault, even
a momentary fault, will occur and the failed protective system will not work. This emphasizes
the importance of checking the relay targets regularly to ensure that all faults are observed by
all of the proper relay systems. The exposure to undetected failures depends in some degree
on the inspection practice of the utility.

28.2.2 Reliability Modeling of Inspection

Research has been performed to optimize the availability of a protective system, including
the routine testing of the system, in order to identify and correct any hidden failures. One of
the early reports, by Jacobs [3], shows that it is possible to find an optimum interval between
inspections depending only on the failure rate of the protective system and the time required to
complete the inspection. That study assumes that the units being inspected are unavailable to
the system during the period of inspection. Others [4-10] have elaborated on this basic idea.

Another aspect of the problem is the management of maintenance of the protective
system. This has also been addressed by several researchers [5], [7], [11-17] who have added
significantly to the literature of this area. Veseley and Goldberg [11] describe a computer
program that is used to predict the time-dependent system unavailability, including the effect
of different testing schemes. Kontoleon [7], [12], [14], [18], [20] has investigated the use of
computer techniques to optimize the availability for a given k-out-of-n:G system, for example,
to determine the optimal order of supervision for a given test interval. He was one of the first
to introduce the terminology of Fail Safe (FS) and Fail Dangerous (FD) modes of failure for
a protective system, and has produced computer algorithms to demonstrate the optimization
techniques.
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A group of Japanese authors, principally Inagaki, Inoue, Kohda, Kumamoto, and Takami
have contributed generously to the technical literature dealing with inspection scheduling of
protective system consisting of multiple units with staggered inspection schedules [15], [191,
[21-29]. They have shown, for example, that it is possible to improve the availability by
staggered testing, dividing the units into subgroups, with staggered subgroup inspections,
where the entire process can be optimized using mathematical programming techniques. They
also introduced the concept of cost effectiveness as an integral part of the optimization process.

Much of the work described above has been performed to improve and optimize the
performance of protective systems for nuclear power plants, where the cost of failure is great and
where rather complex multiple unit protective systems are required. The concepts, however,
are applicable to any type of protective system and are recommended for study by any engineer
charged with improving the performance of a protective system.

Another group of technical papers have addressed the reliability of systems used for
protection of transmission, distribution, and conventional power plant apparatus. Singh and
Patton [30] present a unique Markov model for a transmission protective system that takes
into account the fact that a failed unit may go undetected until the next inspection. They refer
to this as the "unreadiness" probability and present a method of computing this quantity. 1 A
contribution, by Yip, et a1. [31], presents an analysis of a particular distance protection system,
and shows how the availability of this system is improved by monitoring and self-checking of
the equipment. These techniques are relatively new, but are considered important in the long
term, especially as digital protective systems become more common. These concepts have
also been discussed by CIGRE working groups, who have published summary papers on the
subject [321, [33].

It is not possible to present all of these concepts here, but some of the basic ideas are
presented in the following sections. The interested reader is encouraged to examine the cited
literature for additional information. The subject is very important in many types of protective
systems, and the practicing protection engineer can benefit from the study and application of
these concepts.

28.3 MODELING OF INSPECTED SYSTEMS

This section presents examples of probabilistic models for protective systems, all of which
include the concept that the protective units must be inspected periodically. There are many
ways of doing the inspections. For example, consider a protective system that consists of
several units that work either independently, or in some logical interconnection, in order to
achieve a certain protection objective. The several units could all be tested simultaneously,
although this may leave the protected plant exposed. The unit inspections, therefore, are
usually staggered in some manner. The scheduling may be simple if the units are identical and
have identical failure distributions, but the best schedule is not at all obvious for the general
case. It is also recognized that some types of protective units can be inspected while the
protection is in operation, although there are obvious hazards in this practice. However, if the
units are to be disconnected for inspection, what is the best order of performing the task? If
the inspection takes a given amount of time for each type of unit, what is the optimum period
between inspections of that unit? Moreover, failure of the protective systems are costly, with
some types of failure costing more than others. How can the cost of the various options be
taken into account? Some of these questions will be addressed in this section.

IUnreadiness probability is examined further in Section 28.5.
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28.3.1 Optimal Inspection Interval

For any given protective system it is possible to optimize the system availability by
making the proper selection of the inspection interval corresponding to a given inspection
duration .. As with any analytical procedure, it is necessary to first state the assumptions of the
study. The following assumptions are appropriate for the problem at hand.

1. The protective system is composed of individual protective units, which are usually
arranged in a redundant configuration. The total number of units depends on the
particular system and the protective system design, but the units are not necessarily
identical.

2. At the beginning of the study period, all units are assumed to be good, and during the
inspection all failed units are assumed to be repaired or replaced by new units.

3. Protective units are independent and are assumed to be either good or failed.
4. Protective unit failures can be described by exponential distributions, such that con-

stant failure rates are known for each unit.
5. Inspection is perfect such that failures are detected without affecting the power system

in any way.
6. The inspection duration is short compared to the interval between inspections, and

this duration can sometimes be neglected, if necessary, without introducing serious
error.

7. All protective units of a given component are inspected and repaired, if necessary,
at each inspection visit. The order in which the unlike units are inspected must be
specified.

8. Testing is not permitted during periods of high component risk, such as foul weather,
which may slightly modify the test schedule.

Assumption (1) describes the protective system in general terms, but in all studies this
description must be made more precise. Most protective systems are redundant, often with
unlike protective units. This system configuration must be made clear prior to any analytical
study. Assumption (2) states that the system is operating perfectly at the start of the study
period. Assumption (3) is usually valid, but may not be true if there are common cause failures
that can fail all redundant units. Assumption (4) is true for most electronic equipment and may
be a reasonable approximation for many types of protective devices. Other distributions can be
specified, however, if the failure distributions are known, although this will probably make the
analysis more complex. Assumption (5) is not always true, and special studies may be made
to determine the effect of inspection error. Assumption (6) may be desirable for some studies,
but is not necessary or.desirable for others. However, it is important to recognize at the outset
whether operator error is to be taken into account. Finally, assumption (7) is a statement that
will usually be true. The order in which the units are to be inspected is sometimes important.
Where the units are not identical, it is important to specify the exact order of inspection of all
units. Assumption (8) states a practical limitation, but this has little effect on the analysis as
the disruption to the test schedule is not great.

The concept of optimizing the interval between tests can be described more clearly by
computing the average availability of the protective system over time, including the fact that
the protective unit is unavailable during the test period [4]. Consider a protective system
inspection that removes the entire system for simultaneous inspection. Figure 28.4 shows two
examples of the availability of the protective system plotted over multiple test intervals, each
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Figure 28.4 Comparison of long and short inspection intervals.

of length T. The example in the top of the figure shows three complete test intervals, each
of which consists of an operating period, during which the availability declines exponentially,
followed by the inspection period t , which removes the protection from service for testing and
any required repair or replacement. For the entire period shown, the protection is completely
unavailable for a total period of 3r and is available with a certain probability for the rest of
the time. Should the test interval T be increased, the reliability becomes lower as described
by the exponential availability function.

The lower part of Figure 28.4 shows the same system, with the interval between inspec-
tions, T, much shorter than before, but with the same test duration, r , Comparing the total
period with the previous example, the lower plot shows a period of six r when the protection is
completely unavailable due to the inspection, although the availability averages to a somewhat
higher value during the operating periods.

In both cases, it is assumed that the failure rate of the system is constant, the inspection
time is constant, and that the protection is restored to as good as new condition following each
inspection. During the operating period, the availabi lity declines gradually until the test period
begins, at which time the availability falls to zero for the duration, r , of the inspection. If the
interval between inspections should be further decreased, the total time the system has zero
availability is increased and, in the limit, the protective system would be on inspection all of
the time, resulting in zero availability. On the other hand. if the interval between tests is made
very long at a constant t , then the system would have a low average availability. This suggests
that there should be an optimum test interval that would maximize the availability over the test
interval.

Consider one cycle of the operate and inspection sequence, shown in Figure 28.4. It is
assumed that the failure rate of the system is constant, with a value Aand that the availability
of the system is described by an exponential function of time. The inspection is accomplished
in a period of duration t , which is defined as follows.

Inspection duration == r == dv + dt: + r (28.12)

where dv == visual inspection duration
de == experimental testing duration
r == repair time, if required
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The visual inspection duration is the time required to make an inspection of the protective
device, which might reveal components that appear to have suffered damage, wear, overheating,
or other obvious signs that may make replacement advisable. The experimental test duration
is the time required to make mechanical, electrical, or other field tests, using appropriate
instruments and recorders, to verify the performance of the protection to stimuli that are
characteristic of system faults that the device is designed to detect. Finally, the repair time is
the average time required to repair or replace components, or the entire protective device, if the
unit fails to respond as required. Note that the total inspection time, T, does not include logistics
time, such as the time required to reach the inspection site. This time may be significant , if
the site is far removed from the test personnel offices, but should not be charged against the
total inspection time because the protection is assumed to be operating during logistics time.
It is noted, however, that the inspection personnel will probably charge their time, including
logistics, to the testing of the protection, and these time charges , if used to estimate T , will
distort the true inspection time.

Referring to Figure 28.4, we compute the average availability over the entire period T
as follows :

1IT- r 1- e - A(T-r)
A =- e -Audu =-----

T 0 AT
The unavailability is more interesting to plot than the availability. The unavailability is

easily computed as the complement of the availability.
AT + e-A(T-r) - I

U=l-A=------
AT

This function has a value of unity for an inspection interval, T, equal to the inspection duration,
T, and reduces gradually to a minimum as T is increased . For very large inspection intervals ,
the unavailability again goes to unity. Plots of the unavailability of a single protective system
is shown in Figure 28.5, where all plots are made for a test duration of ]0 hours, which is
probably typical of the inspection time required for protective systems . As the failure rate of
the protective system is reduced from one failure per thousand hours to one per million hours,
the optimum time between inspections increases, as shown in the figure.

....
~
.S

'I 'I

102 103
Inspection Interval, T, in Hours

Figure 28.5 Unavailability of a protective system with r = JO hours and for variable
failure rates,
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The limiting case shown in Figure 28.5 occurs for a perfectly reliable protective system,
i.e., with A = O. The equation for this line is determined by taking the limit of (28 .14) as A
approaches zero, with the following result.

e -A(T - r) _ ! . [ 1 - A(T-r)I - 1 r
lim U (T) = lim = lim = -
A->O A-"O AT A-->O AT T

(28.15)

This function is a straight line on the log-log plot of Figure 28 .5. Clearly, as the failure rate is
reduced, the optimum test interval increases and the unavailability is reduced as the minimum
moves downward and to the right.

Figure 28.6 shows a different parametric plot of the unavailability, where the inspection
duration is the varied parameter and the failure rate is held constant at 0.000 I fai lures per
hour (a mean time to failure of 10,000 hours) . This family of plots shows clearly that shorter
inspection durations result in lower unavailability, but more frequent inspections are required
if the optimum unavailabil ity is to be achieved. The lowest curve in the family corresponds to a
test duration ofO. I hours or 360 seconds. Such a short duration might be achieved through the
use of dig ital automatic test equipment, where tests of short duration are performed frequently.
Clearly, using brief and frequent tests, coupled with the use of equ ipment with low failure rates,
can result in a protective system with a very low unavailability. This approach illustrates how
the engineer can alter the test interval for a system of a given failure rate in order to optimize
the performance of the system.
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Figure 28.6 Unavailabilit y of a protective system with A= 0.0001 failures per hour and
for variable inspection durations.

The optimum inspection interval from (28 .14) can be found by differentiating that equa-
tion with respect to the inspection interval and setting the resulting derivative equal to zero .
This results in the following equation for the optimum inspection interval

(28 .16)

where the inspection interval has been subscripted with the letter " 0" to indicate an optimum
solution. Unfortunately, this equation cannot be solved explicitly for To. However, the equation
can be solved expli citly for r as a function of To. Thi s can be done by taking the logarithm of
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each side of (28.16), with the following result.

AT = 'ATo -In(1 + 'ATo) (28.17)

or

r = To - (~) In(1+ 'ATo) (28.18)

Thus, the optimum inspection duration can be determined directly for a given inspection
interval. We can also determine the minimum unavailability corresponding to the optimum
condition by rearranging (28.16) to write

1
e- ).(To-T) = (28.19)

1+ 'ATo
This result can be substituted into the unavailability equation (28.14) to give the following
optimal solution.

(28.20)Vo = ---:--11+-
'ATo

An approximate solution to (28.16) can be obtained by assuming that the exponents 'ATo and
'A r are small, and replacing the exponential with the first two terms of the exponential series
expansion . This results in the approximate formula

To=If (28.21)

A comparison between the exact solution (28.16) and the approximate solution (28.21) is
shown in Figure 28.7. The result (28.21) always gives a test interval that is smaller than the
optimum, but it makes a good starting point if one wishes to use (28.16) to iterate toward a
more accurate solution.
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Figure 28.7 Comparison between exact and approximate solutions for To .

In many cases, the approximate solution is quite adequate. Usually, the inspection
duration is known and, given the failure rate, 'A, the quantity 'Ar can be computed . Then the
value of 'ATo can be read from the curve.
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EXAMPLE 28.1
Compute the optimum value of the test interval, E; for each of the curves shown in Figures 28.5 and
28.6.

Solution
The optimum test interval can be computed by trial and error from (28.16) for any given failure rate to
find To and this result substituted into (28.20) to find the resulting minimum unavailability. The results
for the four curves of Figure 28.6 are shown in Table 28.1, which gives the optimum inspection interval
for the four different failure rates. These results can be clearly observed in Figure 28.5.

TABLE 28.1 Optimum Inspection Interval and Minimum
Unavailability for Figure 28.6

A, flhr

1.0E-3
I.OE-4
1.0E-5
I.OE-6

T, hr

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

148.41
454.86
1422.26
4491.76

0.14841
0.045486
0.0142226
0.0044916

0.12899
0.04359
0.01402
0.00447

Figure 28.6 uses the inspection duration as a parameter, but with fixed failure rate. The computed
optimum values of inspection interval and the resulting optimum unavailability are shown in Table 28.2.

TABLE 28.2 Optimum Inspection Interval and Minimum
Unavailability for Figure 28.7

A,hr T, flhr To ATo Urnio

10.0 1.OE-4 454.86 0.045586 0.04359
1.0 I.OE-4 142.59 0.014259 0.01406
0.1 1.OE-4 44.70 0.004470 0.00445

The result is interesting in that it shows that a change in either the failure rate or the inspection
duration of two orders of magnitude results in an improvement in the unavailability of about one order
of magnitude. •

28.3.2 Optimization for Redundant Systems

The foregoing analysis is performed for a single protective system that is removed from
service once every T hours for inspection and maintenance, with the total period of the inspec-
tion requiring i hours. This shows clearly that an optimum inspection period can be computed
for the protective system, based on the failure rate of the system and the duration i of the
inspection.

We now consider a more practical case where redundant protective systems are employed
for the protection of a particular power system component. For simplicity, we assume that the
redundant protections are identical, but the method is equally applicable if the two systems
have different failure rates and different inspection durations.

The timing of the inspections are shown in Figure 28.8. The inspection interval is stil1
T, as in the case for the nonredundant protective system. At each inspection visit for the
redundant case, however, both System A and System B are inspected in a staggered manner.
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Figure 28.8 Availability of identical redundant protective systems A and B with inspection
interval T and inspection duration r.

(28.25)

For the case shown in Figure 28.8, System A is inspected first, immediately followed.by the
inspection of System B. Note carefully, however, that the in-service period for each system is
still T - T and this period is immediately followed by the inspection time T.

For System A, we compute the average availability over the entire period as follows.

1I T - r 1 - e-)..(T-r)
Pr(A) = - e-)..udu = (28.22)

T 0 AT
In a similar manner, we may compute the average availability of System B.

1 jT 1 _ e-)..(T-r)
Pr(B) = - e-)..(u-r)du == (28.23)

T r AT
It should not be surprising that these two results are identical, since the period of in-service
and out-of-service times are exactly the same. The average availability of the total system,
then, is given by the union of the two probabilities.

A == Pr(system available)
= Pr(A) + Pr(B) - Pr(A)Pr(B) (28.24)

Solving (28.24) for the average availability, we compute

2 (1 -)..(T-r))2A = -(1- e-A(T-r)) _ _ t.: _
AT AT

Finally, the unavailability is the complement of the availability.

U == I-A (28.26)

This unavailability is plotted in Figure 28.9. Compare the scale of the y-axis with that
of Figure 28.5 to see the effect of redundancy in reducing the unavailability.

For small values of the exponent, the exponential can be replaced by the first two terms
of the series expansion. Thus, for very small failure rates the unreliability becomes

(28.27)

The comparison between this result and that of Figure 28.5 for the single protective system is
instructive. First, we note that the slope of the limiting case in the redundant system falls off
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Figure 28.9 Unavailability of redundant protective systems with I = 10 hours and for
variable failure rates.

at twice the rate, in the log-log plot, of that for the single protect ive system. This is because
the limit ing unavailabil ity of the redundant case is the square of that for the single protection.
The opt imum time interval s for constant inspection duration for each value of failure rate are
exactly the same as for the single system. This interesting result is explained as follows. For
the single protective system, we can write the unavailability as

VI = I - Pr(A) (28.28)

and the optimum value of the unavailability is

dVI = _ dPr(A) = 0
dT dT

Simil arly, for the dual protective system, we can write

V2= I - [2Pr (A) - (Pr (A))2] = ( I - Pr(A) )2= V~

Therefore, the optimum of the redundant system may be computed as
dV2 au,
- =2V, - =0
dT dT

(28.29)

(28.30)

(28.31 )

or
dV I-= 0
dT

(28.32)

which is exactly the same result as (28.29) . Therefore, the opt imum values of unavailability
for the redundant system occur at the same values of T as determined for the single protecti ve
system. The numerical values of the unavailability for the redundant system are the square
of the unavailabil ity for the single system. This results in a significant improvement in the
optimum values, as noted by comparing Figure 28.9 with 28.5.

EXAMPLE 28.2
Compute the optimum values of unavailability for the redundant protective system shown in Figure 28.9.

Solution
The result can be taken dire ctl y from the values computed in Example 28.1and squaring the unavailability.
Thi s gives the result s shown in Table 283.
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TABLE 28.3 Optimum Inspection Interval and Minimum
Unavailability for the Redundant System of Figure 28.9

A, f/hr 'T, hr To ATo Umin

1.0E-3 10.0 148.41 0.14841 0.01664
1.0E-4 10.0 454.86 0.045486 0.00190
1.0E-5 10.0 1422.26 0.0142226 0.00019
1.0E-6 10.0 4491.76 0.0044916 0.00002

The tabulated values can be confirmed approximately by observing the minima of the four curves
of Figure 28.9. •

28.3.3 Optimal Design of k-out-of-n:G Systems

Many different protective systems can be described as having a k-out-of-n:G operating
logic. Therefore, a general solution of the optimal design of such systems has wide appli-
cability, from simple 1-out-of-2 systems that are so common in transmission and distribution
protection to more complex multiple-sensor systems used in nuclear power plants and other
hazardous industrial applications. This section presents a general optimal design of the k-out-
of-n:G system. The optimal configuration is based on an evaluation of the cost of failures,
whether fail safe (FS) or fail dangerous (FD) types. The optimal values for k, n, and the
inspection interval are derived, based on the 'cost evaluation technique of Takami, et al. [25],
where the total cost includes both the initial cost as well as the expected loss due to failure.
The method also includes an evaluation of common cause types of failure, which may be a
problem in many types of protective systems.

In the following discussion, the protected system will be referred to as the "plant," where
the physical system being protected could be any component in the power system.

28.3.3.1 Assumptions. The following assumptions form the basis for the probabilistic
evaluation.

1.. The k-out-of-n:G system is made up of n protective units, and the plant is tripped if
k or more units pick up.

2. FD protection failures are detected by inspection and cannot be detected in any other
way.

3. Inspections of the protective system are conducted at regularly scheduled intervals.
4. Protective units are inspected in sequential order, and the unit being inspected is

removed from service during inspection. Following the complete inspection, the
entire protective system is assumed to be as good as new.

5. FS failures are detected on their occurrence, and when this type of failure occurs, repair
is initiated without delay. While undergoing repair, the protection being repaired is
removed from service.

The notation used in the derivation is as follows:

A1 = independent FD failure rate
ACl = common cause FD failure rate
A2 = independent FS failure rate
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AC2 == common cause FS failure rate
J1, == protective unit repair rate
D == plant demand rate
T == inspection interval of the k out of n system
r == inspection duration of a unit
TM == mission time of the plant
WFD == expected frequency of FD occurrences in the mission time
wFS == expected frequency of FS shutdowns in the mission time
w* == upper bound of w
11J~ [) == upper bound of W FD

w~s == upper bound of U)FS
n F D == number of F D failures in mission time TM
n FS == number of FS failures in mission time TM
Tt, T2* == lower and upper bound of T, t; :s T :s T2* ,

where T2* is the plant inspection interval
CFD == loss per FD occurrence
CFS == loss per FS occurrence
CT == cost per inspection of a unit
Cu == cost of a unit
J == cost functional
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28.3.3.2 Probability of FD Failures. An F D type of failure occurs when n - k + I
units have failed and a hazard occurs for which the system should operate. The probability
that the k-out-of-n system suffering an F D failure at time r is computed as follows.

Pr(FDr ) = . t C)(e-Airt-i(l ~ e-Alr)i + 1 - e--A,lr
l=n-k+1

(28.33)

(28.34)

The probability density function of the F D failure at time r is the derivative of the probability
(28.33). We call this density i1 (r), where

dPr(FDr )
iI(r) == --d-r-

The probability density function for the conditional probability that the FD failure occurs at
time t under the condition that the k-out-of-n system fails at time r is given by

Define the event

t ~ r

t > r
(28.35)

{FD T } == {FD Occurs in time 0 ~ T}

Then, the probability that the F D event occurs in the interval between inspections, from 0 to
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T, is given by

Pr(FDT)= iT dt ith(tlr)f,(r)dr
Usually, it is quite accurate to make the following assumptions.

1 - e-A1T ~ A1T
1 - e-AC1T ~ AC1T
1 - e-DT ~ DT

(28.36)

(28.37)

(28.39)

(28.38)

Then, we can approximate (28.36) by

(
n ) DAn-k+l T n- k+2 A DT2Pr(FDT ) ~ 1 + _C_l__

n-k+l n-k+2 2
Usually the probability Pr(FDT ) is very small and is approximately equal to the frequency of
occurrence of FD failures. Therefore, we write, approximately, the number of occurrences
during a mission time TM as the fraction TM / T of the frequency, or the number of FD type
failures is given by

(
n ) DAn-k+l T T n- k+1 A DT T

W rv 1 M + Cl M
FD = n-k+l n-k+2 2

28.3.3.3 Probability ofFS Failures. Security failures of type FS occur when any k
units all generate trip signals, thereby causing an unnecessary or spurious trip of the plant.
The frequency of occurrence of such FS trips is determined by a Markov model of the system
[25]. The Markov graph for the k-out-of-n system is shown in Figure 28.10.

(n-k+l)A 2

(k-l)Jl
Figure 28.10 Markov graph for F S failures of a
k-out-of-n system.

It has been shown that the mean time between failures for F S failures for a k-out-of-n
system is given by [26]

k-l 1 j

MTBF= L . LPr
j=O (n - ] )A2Pj r=O

where

and

Po = 1

For the case where JL » A2 this simplifies to
JLk- 1

MTBF=--

G)kA~

(28.40)

(28.41)
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(28.42)

The frequency of FS failures caused by independent failures of protective units is the reciprocal
of the MTBF, or

WFS = G) :;!,
The number of failures in mission time TM caused by independent unit failures is computed as

. _(n) kA~TM
Wmd - k /Lk--I

and the number of common cause failures in the mission time is given by

(28.43)

(28.44)

The total number of failures in the mission time is given by the sum of (28.43) and (28.44).

WFS = [G) :;_;, + AC2] TM (28.45)

28.3.3.4 Optimization. To optimize the design of the k-out-of-n protective system,
four different kinds of cost are to be considered [25].

1. The expected cost due to FD failures of the k-out-of-n system during the mission
time.

2. The expected cost due to F S failures of the k-out-of-n system during the mission
time.

3. The cost of inspections during the mission time.
4. The installed cost of the n units that make up the k-out-of-n system.

The cost (1) is proportional to the number of F D events during the mission time and this
number is given by (28.39). The cost (2) is proportional to the number of FS events during
the mission time and this number is given by (28.45). The cost (3) is inversely proportional to
the inspection interval, and this can be thought of as the cost of assuring the reliability of the
system. The cost (4) is the initial installed cost of the k-out-of-n system.

The frequency of F D events depends on the inspection interval, so this interval must be
optimized in order to determine the best overall design of the k-out-of-n system.

The optimization problem, then, is to determine the values of n, k,.and the inspection
interval T that minimize the cost functional [25]

(28.46)

(28.47)

subject to

1 ::;n ::; n"
1 ::; k ::; k*
WFD 2: W;D
WFS ::; W;s
t; ::; T 2: T2*

where the terms on the right-hand side of (28.47) are judiciously selected. From [25], the
optimization can be determined by the following procedure.
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Step 1 When the values of nand k are fixed, the solution for the inspection interval can
be found that will minimize J. Since the practical upper limit of n is about 5,
this task is not unreasonable to perform by exhaustive search.

Step 2 The combination of n, k, and the inspection interval T that will minimize J is
the optimal solution.

EXAMPLE 28.3
Use the model described above and compute the cost functional for a variety of system conditions. First,
vary the protective unit configuration and reliabilities, as follows.

1. Examine the following configurations, with failure rates as specified in the following table.
Three configurations of protective units are to be considered:

1-out-of-2
2-out-of-3
2-out-of-4"

The failure rates of the protective units will be varied over four decades. Common cause failure
rates will be set to zero in Case (a), but will be set to a constant 10-7 for Case (b). This variation
will provide a broad examination of the sensitivity of the cost functional to failure rate. The
assumed system data are given in Table 28.4.

TABLE 28.4 Basic Parameters for the k-
Out-of-n Example

Case n k A1=A2 ACt =A C2

(a) 2 1 10-6 0
3 2 10-6 0
4 2 10-6 0

(b) 2 1 10-6 10-7

3 2 10-6 10-7

4 2 10-6 10-7

2. The rest of the problem variables will be held to constant values, and set as shown in the
following table.

TABLE 28.5 Other Parameters for the k-Out-of-n Example

1095 2.0 10.0 0.05 1.00

Cr
pu

1.0

Cs
pu

100

The foregoing constants are selected as typical of those found in actual power systems. The costs
are selected to place a somewhat high cost on FS failures, which would tend to favor those protective
systems with high redundancy.

Solution
Sampled results are plotted in Figures 28.11 and 28.12, where the protection failure rate is one failure
per million hours and the inspection duration is 8 hours. For both cases plotted, the 2/3 system has the
lowest cost for inspection durations of less than about 0.3 years, but for inspection intervals of greater
than this amount, the 2/4 system has the lower cost. If the inspection interval is 1 year, the 2/4 system
has much lower costs.
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Figure 28.11 Cost functional variation without common cause failures .
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Figure 28.12 Cost functional variation with common cause failures.

For the failure rates shown in the illustration, the 112 system always has the highest cost. Thi s is
not always the case . For example, if the protection failure rate is one failure every 10,000 hours, then the
1/2 system has the lowest cost if the inspection interval is greater than about 6 months.

There are many variations that can be studied, using the data provided in this example. The reader
may wish to try different variat ions in the data to determine how the cost functional varies.

Clearl y, the common cause failure increases the total cost significantly. Also note that, with
common cause failu res included, the cost rises rapidly as the inspection interval increases. This suggests
that, if common cause failures are a significant problem , reducing the inspection interval may be quite
effec tive in reducing the total cost. •

The forego ing example illustrates that there are many factors that enter into the cos t
evaluation of a protective system. The important parameters are the failure and repair rates of
the protecti on, as well as the failure rate of the plant and the installed cost of the protect ive
equipment. Reliabil ity evaluation provides a method of analyzing these costs, once the various
parameters are known. Even if the paramet ers are not known precisely, reasonable ranges of
the parameters can be examined, and the effect on the total cost functional can be determined.
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Moreover, the computation is readily carried out using a spreadsheet. The cost of failure is an
important parameter. Surveys have shown the cost of protection failures can be very high [34].
The technique discussed here provides a means of minimizing the total cost. Other examples
of protection optimization have appeared in the literature and are recommended for further
study [27-29].

28.4 MONITORING AND SELF TESTING

In the foregoing analysis, it has been assumed that the protective equipment is not monitored
and that all failures are unannounced. In some cases, certain types of failure may be alarmed
so that maintenance personnel can investigate the failure. This is possible for those parts of the
protective system that are always active, such as the power supplies. This is not possible for
some types of equipment, such as the relay logic, which may suffer noncatastrophic failures
that leave the system working, but not correctly. Another limitation to alarms is that they are
effective only at locations where personnel are on duty at all times, so that the alarm can be
observed. Many protective systems are located at remote places that are unmanned, making
the response to an alarm difficult, if not impossible.

Clearly, redundancy of protective equipment is an important concept for improving the
performance of the system. This could be carried to a higher level, wherein the components
within the protective device are redundant, or where standby circuits are designed to take over
if the main circuit does not meet certain standards of performance. This type of redundancy
in the internal design is not usually practiced because of the excessive cost and complexity
that this concept introduces. However, this concept can be used by the designer if a reliability
design objective is provided that warrants the added cost of redundant circuitry.

Another method that is used for improving the reliability of protective equipment is to
design built-in monitoring and self-checking facilities. These facilities are designed to detect
any failure inside the relay as soon as possible and to cause an alarm to operate, thereby
notifying the operating personnel that the relay requires immediate attention. Techniques
for designing such built-in monitoring facilities have been described in the literature and the
benefits of this approach have been evaluated [31].

28.4.1 Monitoring Techniques

Monitoring techniques are usually designed to operate continuously. They can be used
for the following purposes [31]:

• To detect unavailability of a module
• To reduce a tendency for false tripping
• To prevent false tripping

At least two methods of achieving the monitoring function are:

1. Monitor those circuits that should have constant outputs, irrespective of the input
conditions to the relay, e.g., a power supply.

2. Detect illogical operation of a module, e.g., in a distance relay, the pick up of zone I
with no pickup of zone 2.

Monitor systems have a topology similar to that shown in Figure 28.13. Figure 28.13 shows a
typical connection of a monitoring system.
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Figure 28.13 Typical structure of a monitoring
application.

28.4.2 Self-Checking Techniques

Output to
Other Modules

1--------3~Al arm
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Self-checking systems do not operate continuously, as do monitoring facilities, but op-
erate only periodically and for a very short time. These facilities are designed to determine
if the protective system is operative. When the self-testing is being performed, the protective
system may be either completely or partially out of service. There are several methods of
self-checking that have been discussed [32]:

1. Apply artificial voltages and currents to the protective system inputs to apply a specific
condition for which the protection should respond.

2. Apply test signals to only the input stages of the protective system circuits.
3. Force the relay comparators to operate by temporarily changing the relay setting to

create a condition for which pick up should occur, e.g., expand the circular charac-
teristic of a distance relay to pick up for normal load conditions.

4. Invert the operating criterion of the comparator so that the measuring element is
changed from the normal restraint state to an operate state.

Note that the last two methods described make use of currents and voltages from the power
system input transducers. This effectively includes these input transducers in the check of the
relay module.

Self-checking systems have a topology similar to that shown in Figure 28.14. This
arrangement provides for disabling the module output, performing the desired test, and then
restoring the system back to normal operation. Note that the self-checking circuit injects
signals into the module under test and then checks the output to determine if the response is
correct.

Figure 28.14 Typical structure of a self-checking
application.

Output to
Other Modules

t----~~Alarm

Both monitoring and self-checking have the ability to reduce the average unavailability
of the protective system by reducing the duration and increasing the frequency of testing.
Moreover, some of these systems may also reduce the probability of security failures of the
protective system. There are some disadvantages, however. It may be very expensive to
apply these techniques to every part of the protective system. Also, self-checking removes
the protection from operation, which increases the unavailability for the duration of the self-
checking activity. Effective use of these concepts requires excellent design of the monitoring
and self-check systems.
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28.4.3 Monitoring and Self-Checking Systems

The reliability of a protective system that employs monitoring or self-checking facilities
can be determined by applying the conditional probability approach/ [32], [33]. This can
be expressed in general terms as follows. Consider a protective system A, which contains a
component B. Then we may write

n

Pr(A) = LPr(AIB;) . Pr(B i )
;=1

where A = failure of system A
B, = the ith mutually exclusive state of component B
n = the total number of mutually exclusive states of B

(28.48)

(28.49)

For monitoring circuits, consider a module A having a failure rate AA,where this failure
rate is interpreted as the rate of encountering a failure-to-trip state. Also, let T be the time
between periodic inspections. Then, we may write the unavailability for an exponentially
distributed system as

1 iT 1 - e-AAT A TU = - (1 - e-AAU)du = 1 _ ~ _A_
ToT 2

where the approximation applies when AAT « 1.
Consider a protective system A with a monitoring circuit M, which has a failure rate

AM and let AM represent the module A together with monitoring system M. Then, using the
conditional probability approach, we may write

(28.50)

This assumes that the repair time is negligible compared to the total time that the protective
system is in service.

EXAMPLE 28.4
Compute the probability of failure of a monitored protective system that has a failure rate of 0.1 failures
per year, a testing interval of 1 year, and a monitoring system that has only 20% the complexity of the
total protective system.

Solution
Since the monitor has only 20% the complexity of the total protective system, we approximate its failure
rate as (0.2)(0.1) = 0.02 failures per year. Then we compute

AAT 0.1 x 1.0
VA = - = =0.052 2

UAM = C~T) .C~T) = 0.05 x 0.02; 1.0 = 0.005

The system unavailability is improved by a factor of 10 by monitoring. •

2This development is from [29], which is recommended for further study.
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Now consider a protective system A with a self-checking circuit S that has a single failure
mode with failure rate As. Let the self-testing interval be denoted as Ts and let As represent
the module A together with-the self-checking facility S. Then, we may write

PreAs) == Pr(AsIS) . PreS) + Pr(AsIS) . PreS)

= (AA2T~') .(I _A~T) + (A~T) .(A~T) (28.51 )

This equation is developed based on the assumption that the time required for the self-checking
is negligible compared to the time between successive self-checking periods.

EXAMPLE 28.5
Compute the probability of failure of a self-checked system where the protective system has a failure
rate of 0.1 failures per year, the testing interval is 1 year, the self-checking interval is 1 week, and the
self-checking system failure rate is 0.02 failures per year.

Solution
We apply the conditional probability method to compute the unavailability when self-checking is used.
From (28.41), we write

UAS = CA2Ts ) . (I _A~T) +C;T). (~~T)
= (0.1 X//52) . (I _ 0.02

2
x I) + C·12XI).(0.02

2
x I)

= 0.00145

(28.52)

The unavailability without self-checking is computed in Example 28.4 to be 0.05. Therefore, the self-
checking system improves the unavailability by a factor of about 35. •

An example for an actual distance relay is given in [32], which shows that monitoring
circuits tend to reduce the unavailability of the protection by 38 to 61%, with the wide range
depending on the type of fault. Moreover, adding self-checking in addition to monitoring
reduces the unavailability by another 7-12%. This study also shows a substantial reduction
in potential false trip failures, which were reduced by 55%. These figures are for only one
particular relay design and the application of special monitoring and self-check circuits to that
design. However, the results show that these methods can be very effective in improving the
performance of protective systems.

28.4.4 Automated Testing

It has been noted that increasing the frequency of testing also increases the chances for
human error and a resulting security failure of any protective system. This is especially true
if the tests are permitted only during the late night hours, when the workers have been busy
for unusually long periods and are therefore not at their peak effectiveness. These conditions
reinforce the concept of making inspection and testing as automatic as possible.

Automation of testing also opens the possibility of making the tests shorter, which pro-
vides additional advantages, as previously noted. This must be weighed against the following
negative factors:

(a) The added cost of automation.
(b) The possibility of failure of the automatic test equipment (ATE).
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Fortunately, item (b) can be minimized in at least three ways:

1. Require that the supplier of the ATE comply with acceptance testing requirements
defined by the utility.

2. Require that the supplier of the ATE also provide diagnostic procedures that are
designed to check the correct operation of the ATE equipment.

3. Cycle the ATE prior to each test in a nonoperational pre-test trial to assure proper
operation of this equipment.

If the test automation can be realized at a reasonable cost, it helps to solve several
problems and will result in more reliable protective systems. ATE equipment is available
from a number of manufacturers, and considerable experience has been. accumulated in the
application of this type of test equipment in a variety of industrial and military applications.
Power industry committees have also been active in the investigation of equipment that can be
used for automatic testing, as well as for monitoring and self-checking of protective apparatus
[32], [33]. One report has been provided to document the advantages of automated testing of
a protective relay [36].

It is difficult to translate the foregoing concepts into mathematical models that include
all the desired features. The models described in this chapter represent the state of the art at the
time of writing. These models include some, but not all, of the features that might be desired by
some protection engineers. Modeling the protection to include all of these features is a difficult
task, and more remains to be done in the search for full-featured protective system models.

(28.54)

28.5 THE UNREADINESS PROBABILITY

A unique concept for the analysis of the reliability of protective systems was introduced by
the idea of an "unreadiness probability," which was first described in a scholarly paper by
Singh and Patton in 1980 [30]. The time of occurrence of an undetected fault is not known,
and the protection failure rate and mean duration can not be estimated directly. However, the
authors point out that an unreadiness probability can be estimated from field data, where this
probability is defined as follows:

Unreadiness Probability The probability that the protective system fails to respond
when called upon to operate in the presence of a fault.

It is further asserted that this probability can be estimated as the following limiting ratio, which
is given the variable identification C.

number of times the protection has failed to respond
C - (28.53)
- number of times the protection is called upon to respond

This is really a conditional probability, which might be further defined as follows.

C = Pr(AIB)Pr(B)

where we define the following events.

A= {the protection is not operable}
B = {afault occurs}

Even though the protection is in a nonoperable condition, it is not known to have failed
as long as there is no need for it to operate. Indeed, it is not possible to assert that the protection
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has failed until it is either called upon to operate, or is tested, with the result that it is found to
be in a failed state. Thus, the concept of an unreadiness probability is an appropriate measure
to apply to protective systems and is more meaningful than the unavailability.

The transition diagram for the protective system and protected plant is shown in Fig-
ure 28.15. The five states are defined as follows:

State 1
State 2
State 3
State 4
State 5

The plant and the protective system are both UP
The plant is DOWN but the protection is UP.
The plant is UP and the protection is DOWN.
The plant and the protection are both DOWN.
The plant is UP and the protection is on inspection.

Plant IJP Plant DOWN

Protection
UP

Protection
Being

Inspected

Protection
DOWN

Figure 28.15 State transition diagram of plant and protection states [30].

The following assumptions are considered to be appropriate for the system under study [30].

1. Testing detects the failure of the protective system with certainty.
2. Testing the protective system does not cause plant failure.
3. When the plant is failed, the protection cannot fail.
4. Failures of the protective system are statistically independent of the failures of the

plant.

Now, if we let PI, ... , Ps be the steady-state probabilities of the five states, we can
compute these steady-state values. The system presented in [30] leaves the type of reliability
distribution unspecified, such that a variety of distributions can be studied. Here, we are
interested in the exponential distribution. The state probabilities are found to be the following.

(28.55)

(28.56)

(28.57)
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The original publication of this method investigated the exponential, gamma, and uniform
distributions. Our interest here will be restricted to the exponential distribution.

The unreadiness probability is defined in terms of the states of the Markov model,
described above. The original definition of this probability was given as follows [30].

C = unreadiness probability = P3 (28.61)
PI + P3

The probability of state 3 can be written as

[ (
Gs ) ] (kIGS-Gp)P3 = PI k l G p - 1 = PI Gp

where

and
As

Gs = - - -
Op + As
As+ApGp = ---~-

Op + As + x,
-With the foregoing preparation, we compute the unreadiness probability as follows.

klGs - Gp

C = P3 = Gp = klGS -Gp

PI+P3 1 ktGs-Gp ktGs
+ Gp

or, simplifying,

(28.62)

(28.63)

(28.64)

(28.65)

(28.66)

Gr (()P+AS) Ap
C = 1 - k,Gs = 1 - ()p + AS +Ap = ()p + AS +Ap (28.67)

The only variable in this result that the engineer has much control over is the inspection rate
()p, since the other parameters are statistical failure rates of the plant and protection, and are
not easily changed. The inspection rate is the inverse of the-mean time between inspections,
which can be varied if there is reason to make a change in protective system inspection policy.

Figure 28.16 shows a plot of the unreadiness probability plotted as a function of the time
interval between inspections for specific values of the failure rates. As the interval between
inspections is increased, the probability of the protective system failing to respond to a fault
increases monotonically until, at very high intervals, the probability levels off. The limiting
value can be computed by setting the value of ()p in (28.67) to zero, which corresponds
to never inspecting the protective system. On the other hand, increasing the frequency of
inspections always causes a reduction in the unreadiness probability. Note that, according to
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the unreadiness probabi lity definition , the time required to complet e the inspection is not a
factor in the result.

,
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Figure 28.16 Unreadiness probabil ity as a function of inspection interval.

The mean durat ion of an undetected fault is the duration of residing in state 3 of the
Markov graph . This duration is computed as follows.

£111 = p~~p =L[(As ~ AI' ) (~:) - I] = e
p
~ As (28 .68)

The duration increases as the mean time between inspection increases, or as the inspection rate
e1' , becomes small. This means that, if the protective system is not inspected very often, there
will be long periods during which faults will not be detected by the protection. If plotted, this
function will have the same shape as the unreadiness probabil ity, reaching a limiting value that
can be determ ined by setting ep equal to zero. This limiting value is the mean time between
failures of the plant.

28.6 PROTECTION ABNORMAL UNAVAILABILITY

The abnormal unavailability is a probabili stic measure of the inability of a protected system to
recognize and respond to a component failure because of protective system unreadiness . This
index of performance provides a direct and physically significant definition of unreadiness,
and can be computed based on typical system transition rates for an exponentially distributed
system. Using this model , it is possible to estimate the optimal value of the protection inspection
interval. i.e., the time between inspection s of the protection . The model takes into account the
operation of backup protection, the removal of the protection for inspection, the failure and
repair of the protected component, and the occurrence of common cause failures, in additi on
to the normal clearing of a faulted component [35], [36J. The physical system is assumed to
consist of a protected component and its associated protection zone, as defined in Figure 28.17.

The protection zone shown in Figure 28.17 represents a typical situation for a transmi s-
sion line. but it could just as well represent a transformer or other type of apparatus. Usually,
the clearing of a fault on component C will require current measurements of appropri ate system
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Figure 28.17 A protected componentand the protection zone.

variables at the terminals of C, the pickup of one or more protections assigned to C, and the
correct operation of all circuit breakers. In most cases, the protection will consist of redundant
protective devices, often with redundant measurement transducers, that will command opera-
tion of one or more circuit breakers. We assume redundant protective systems, identified as
PI and P2. The reliability of the protective systems are to be represented in this analysis by
failure and repair rates of the two redundant protective systems.

28.6.1 Assumptions

The system consisting of a single component protected by redundant protective systems
is assumed to adhere to the following assumptions, which are stated in terms of a protected
compo~ent C and two redundant protective devices PI and P2 [35].

1. An inspection of a protective device or a fault on the protected component C must
occur in order to detect the failure of the protective device.

2. A protective device must be taken out of service to be inspected.
3. Inspection always detects protective device failure.
4. Repair always restores the protection to as good as new.
5. The time required to test a protective device is equal to the time required to repair

or replace a failed device.
6. Common mode failures of C, PI, and P2 can occur.
7. Common mode failures and repairs of PI and P2 can occur.
8. Common mode failures of C and PI only, or of C and P2 only cannot occur.
9. When C fails, PI, P2 , or the backup protection isolates C before any other event can

occur. In this analysis, the backup protection is assumed to be perfectly reliable.
10. The repair of C takes much longer than protection inspection and repair.
11. PI, P2, or both can fail or be inspected while C is isolated for repair or maintenance.
12. When C is in the UP state, PI and P2 will not be inspected simultaneously.
13. When C is isolated, PI and P2 can be inspected simultaneously using overlapping

or common mode inspections.
14. C will not be brought back into service if both 'PI and P2 are known to be in the

DOWN state.
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The definitions of the states for which C, PI, and P2 can reside are as follows:

1235

UP The element is operational.
ON The element is in an announced-failed state. In the case of protective devices,

transition to this state occurs when the device is removed for inspection or when
C fails but the protection fails to respond because it was in the unannounced-
failed state.

DU The element is in the unannounced-failed state. Only protective devices can
fail unannounced. These failures are determined by regular inspection or are
discovered when the protective device fails to respond to a demand caused by
the failure of C.

ISO This state represents a condition in which the faulty component C is isolated
from the rest of the system so it can be repaired. If PI and P2 fail to isolate
C, the backup protection is called on to remove C from service. The operation
of backup protection results in the removal of additional components X, which
can only be restored to service by manual switching.

The definitions of the transition rates used to construct the Markov model are as follows:

Ac,JLc

ApI, JLpI

AP2,ILP2

ACC

App, JLpp

fJP I , fJ p 2
fJpp

o/N
1/18
1/IM

failure, repair rates of protected component C
failure, repair rates of protective device PI
failure, repair rates of protective device P2
common cause failure of C, PI, and P2
common cause failure, repair rates of PI and P2
inspection rates of PI and P2
common cause inspection rates of PI "and P2
normal switching rates initiated by P, or P2
backup switching rates initiated by backup protection
manual switching rate to isolate C and restore X

The Markov model of the system involves four states of the component C and multiple
transitions between these four states. One way to view this situation is to identify these four
states as layers, with defined transitions between layers. These layers are shown in Figure 28.18.
The layers are defined as follows:

Layer 1:
Layer 2:
Layer 3:
Layer 4:

CisUP
C is DOWN
C is ISOLATED
C + X are ISOLATED

When C fails there is a transition from layer 1, the UP state, to layer 2, the DOWN state,
with a transition rate of Ac, as shown in Figure 28.18. The other layer transitions are switching
rates, as defined above, except for the transition from the C ISOLATED to C UP state, which
is the repair rate for C. The status of the protective devices is not shown in the figure, but is
discussed below.

When C transits from layer 1 (UP) to layer 2 (DOWN) with rate Ac, the system states
depend on the status of the protections PI and P2• Once in the DOWN state, C will be
ISOLATED, i.e., moved to layer 3, using the normal circuit breaker switching rate 1/IN, if at
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Figure 28.18 Subdivision of the state space into
four layers.

least of one protective device is available . However, if both PI and P2 are in a failed state,
either announced or unannounced, then C + X will be isolated using the backup protection
with a switching rate 1/18, which results in a transition from layer 2 to layer 4. The system
remains in layer 4 until a manual switching, with rate 1/1M , returns the system to layer 3, where
X is restored and C remains ISOLATED. This manual rate depends on the system operation.
It may be performed by a system operator, using switching commands from a control center,
or it may require visual inspection prior to any physical switching or, perhaps, both. This
transition may require several minutes to even hours to complete. However, once C is in layer
3, repair can be completed with a transition rate IJ-c back to layer 1. It is important to note that
the transition of C to layer 1 will not be permitted unless at least one protection is available.

The Markov model for the system is shown in Figures 28.19 to 28.21. The system has 32
states and III transitions. Figure 28.19 shows all possible states in layers 1 and 2, as well as
the states that interface with these layers from layers 3 and 4. The transitions between layers ,
defined in Figure 28.18, are all shown in Figure 28.19. Any state not shown in Figure 28.19

14
C DX
P1DU
P2UP Figure 28.19 Markov model for layers I and 2,

with interface to 3 and 4.
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Figure 28.20 Markov model for layer ) where C is
ISO.

Figure 211.21 Markovmodel for layer 4where C+X
arc ISO.
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ind icate s that the transiti on from that stale 10 anothe r in layer I is not possible, accordi ng 10
the assumptions.

Figures 28 .20 and 28 .2 1 show the rest of the Markov model , spec ifically the transitions
between states in layers 3 and 4. respectively. The number of states and transitions between
states are identical in eac h of these figures. Th e only difference is the fact that C+X is isolated
in layer 4. whereas only C is isolated in layer 3. A tran sition o/M occurs between each of the
co rres ponding sta tes in these figures. for example. from state 24 to state 15. These models are
the direct result of Assumption II . which states that the protective devices can fai l and/or be
inspec ted while C is iso lated. If this assumption is changed, these transitions wi ll he d ifferent.

Th e matri x of sta te transit ions is shown in Figure 28.22 . where the diagonal terms have
been omitted due to space restri ct ion s. but arc computed as speci fied in Chapt er 25 by (25.79) .
Th e steady-state probability of resid ing in each state of the Markov model can be computed
using the theory of co ntinuous Markov processes described in Chapter 25. Solving the Markov
equation for the steady-s tate co ndition, we obtain the probabilities of each of the 32 states of
the Markov model. We can then identify tho se sta tes that result in the abnormal unavailahil ity
condition, which we ca n ident ify as

We can also compute the unreadiness probability. PuR, as the quantity

W I/I"
PUR = - - --

WI/ I" + llI l/

where W,ll = AcePI + Ad Ps+ P7 + Ps)
= frequ ency of prot ective sys tems not

responding when ca lled upon to do so

and
WII = Ad PI + P2 + P~ + P4 + P6)

= frequ ency of protecti ve sys tems
responding when called upon to do so

(28 .69)

(28 .70)

(28 .7 1)

(28 .72)
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Figure 28.22 State transitional probability matrix for redundant protection .

Then
(Acc/).,dPI + Ps+ P7+ Ps

PUR = (28.73)
(1 + ACc/Ac)PI + P2 + P3 + P4 + Ps + P6 + P7 + Pg

The steady-state probabilities for each system state can be computed from the state transition
matrix using typical values of the various transition rates. The numerical solution can also be
used to determine the optimum interval between inspections of the protection, which is the
inverse of the inspection rate, assuming the inspection rates for the two protective systems to
be equal. The other transition rates are assumed to be as shown in Table 28.6.

If the inspection rate is changed, the system can be solved repeatedly to determine the
abnormal unavailability as a function of the inspection rate. The result of this calculation,
using the given numerical data, is shown in Figure 28.23, where two indices of performance
are plotted as a function of the inspection interval.

The results of Figure 28.23 show that the abnormal unavailability provides a method of
finding the optimum inspection interval for the system, which corresponds to the minimum
value of the abnormal unavailability. If the inspection interval is too short, the protection is
on inspection nearly all of the time, forcing the abnormal unavailability to a value of unity.
Moreover, if the inspection interval is too large, the result is an abnormal unavailability that is
much higher than the optimum value. Fortunately, the minimum is not sharply defined, giving
the protection engineer a reasonable latitude in choosing the inspection interval but the index
rises very fast if too much testing is set as the normal schedule.
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TABLE 28.6 Transition Rates Used in Calculations

Transition Transition Rate Mean Time

Ac
!-tc

A"I = Ap2
!-tP I =!-tP2
App=Acc

!-tpp

11" 1= IIp2
<PN
<Pn
<PM

2 fai lures/year
175 repairs/year
0.1 failures/year
876 repairs/year
0.00876 failure/year
500 repa irs/year
12 inspections/year
43200 operations/hour
21600 operations/hour
0. \ operations/hour

0.5 years
50 hours
10 years
10 hours
1 million hours
17.5 hours
730 hours
5 cycles
10 cycles
10 hours

10~ 1~ 1~ 1if
Proteetion Inspection Interval , in Hours
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Figure 28.23 Variation of performance indices with inspection interval.

Figure 28.23 also shows the unreadiness probability. which is noted to become smaller
as the inspection interval is reduced. Thi s makes sense. as high inspection rates confirm
the readiness of the protection often. but having the protection out of service so often is not
beneficial if the rate is excessively high. The abnormal unavailability offers a better index of
performance as it provides a method of optimizing the inspection interval or its inverse. the
inspection rate.

We now examine the sensitivity of the Markov model to var iations in the system failur e
and repair rates. Figure 28.24 shows the abnormal unavailability plotted for three different
values of the component failure rate. The variation in abnormal unavailabil ity is not great.
with all curves having a similar shape and with all finding the optimum at exac tly the same
value of inspection interval.

Figure 28.25 shows the effect of changing the repair rate of the component C . The varia-
tion of this parameter does affect the inspection interval that results in the optimum value of ab-
normal unavailabilit y. with the optimum interval being longer for the smaller repair rates (longer
MTTR ). However. the optimum interval is not sharply defined with respect to the repair rate.

We now examine the sensitivity of abnormal unavailabil ity with respect to variations in
the failure and repair rates of the protection . Figure 28.26 shows the result for different values
of the inspecti on failure rate. In this case the optimum value varies significantly with respect
to the protection failure rate and with the lowest rate (M7TF = 100 yr)J he protective sys tem is
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Figure 28.26 Sensitivity to protection failure rate.

so reliable that the inspection interval can be extended almost indefinitely. This is a reasonable
result, since the equipment has a very high availability when the failure rate is this low.

The sensitivity of the result to a variat ion in the protection repair rate is shown in Fig-
ure 28.27. Here , the optimum inspection interval is also highly dependent on the protection
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repair rate, with very fast inspections favoring much smaller intervals between inspections.
This is consis tent with the concept of automated testing of modem digital equipment, which
can be tested very often, and with each test requiring only a small time interval. The highest
rate examined here is one repair per hour, which would not be adequate for the replacement of
failed equipment.

Finally, we examine the sensitivity of the common mode failure rate where one event
causes failure of the component as well as both protective systems . This result is shown in
Figure 28.28 for a fivefold increase in the failure rate.

: r-. 1- Ace= 0.00876 r/~ I
<,

- - . Ace = 0.04380 flyr

~ :-,
•\

:~ - - - - - -;::.---

,

10-2 100 102 104 10"
Protection In spection Interva l, in Hours

Figure 28.28 Sensitivity to common mode failure of C and P .

Increasing the common mode failure rate causes a rather large increase in the abnormal
unavailabi lity, but the optimum inspection interval is not changed. Moreover, the value of the
performance index for very large inspec tion would appear to be merging , although the two
never become equa l for the range of values used here.

28.7 EVALUATION OF SAFEGUARD SYSTEMS

The protective systems for power system components are designed to respond to failure of a
component and to isolate the failed component so that the remainder of the power system can
operate in a nearly norma l way. Many protective systems can be described as performing this
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type of responsive action. In most cases, protective system is not able to control the component
operating environment or to prevent the failure of the component in any way.

Another type ofprotective system is designed to control the component environment and,
therefore, prevent a particular type of catastrophic failure. These systems are sometimes called
safeguards, and will be so designated in this book. In power systems, and particularly in thermal
power plants, there are protective systems that can be described as safeguards, for example,

• Transformer overpressure relays
• SSR countermeasures
• Fire sprinkler systems
• Pressure relief valves
• Nuclear reactor scram systems

These systems are designed to recognize a hazard that would probably cause failure of
the plant and to take action to preserve the life of the plant by eliminating the hazard. Some
of these systems actually change the component environment to eliminate the hazard, which
is the case for fire sprinkler systems and pressure relief valves.

The objective of this section is to describe a method for computing the expected number
of failures of safeguard systems. The method provides a probabilistic description of both the
protected element, the "plant," as well as the safeguard. This model embraces the concept
of protective system periodic testing and allows for redundant protective equipment. It does
not include the duration of testing explicitly, but it could be argued that this time is small
(hours) compared to the test interval (weeks or months). The model was developed forthe
purpose of evaluating protective equipment in chemical plants [1], but is equally adaptable to
the protection of power system elements.

28.7.1 Definitions and Assumptions

The objective in this development is to derive a probabilistic model for a safeguard
system.' First, we define the following variables that will be used in the development.

1. L: L = length of life of the plant, a random variable. We write the expression L = t
to mean that the plant failure, for which protection is required, occurs at time t.

2. S: S = length of life of the safeguard system, a random variable.
3. T: T = the inspection interval for the safeguard system.
4. W: W (0, T) = the expected number of plant hazards that occur between 0 and T.
5. D: D = the demand rate on the safeguard system.
6. w: w(t) = expected number of plant hazards at time t per unit time.
7. H: H(t, t+dt] = the event wherein the plant hazard occurs in the interval (t, t+dt],

or t < L ~ t + dt.
Note that the variables 1, 2, and 3 have units of time. Variables 5 and 6 have units of

inverse time.
The following assumptions further define the system.

(a) The protective system is redundant with n identical, independent protective devices,
all of which have the constant failure rate A. Therefore, we may write

3This derivation closely follows that found in [1], which is recommended for study.
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(28.74)

where n is the number of identical protective devices.
(b) The probability distribution of plant lifetime, L, is dependent on the lifetime of the

protective system, S.

Pr{L :::: tiS = u} = {~ _ e-D(I-"j
t ~ u
t > u

(28.75)

The interpretation of (28.75) is as follows. If the safeguard is functioning, then
t S u, and there will be no uncleared hazards on the plant, hence the probability of
failure is zero. Note that this would not be true of some types of protective systems,
but is true of safeguards, which are designed to remove hazards. The second part
of the equation shows that, after failure of the safeguard system (t > u), the plant
failure probability is exponentially distributed, with failure rate D, which shows
that the probability of not suffering from the hazard begins to decline following an
exponential distribution, once the safeguard is no longer available to remove the
hazard.

28.7.2 The Unconditional Hazard Rate

From the definition of the unconditional failure intensity, we write the probability of the
plant hazard occurring in an jncremental interval.

UJ( t )d t == Pr{H (t , t + d t ]}

It can be shown that this probability can be written as

Pr{H(t, t + dtll = .uo»:«:"11

e(D-/j,,(\ - e- ic ,,)" -- Idu

Therefore, we can write the unconditional failure intensity as

28.7.3 Expected Number of Failures

(28.76)

(28.77)

(2R.78)

(28.79)

The expected number of failures, W(O, T), is probably the most useful of all reliability
parameters and is, therefore, an important parameter to compute. From the definition of
W(O, T) we can write the following equation.

Wen, T) = iT w(t)dt = DnA iT e DI11

e(D-ic)"(l - e-ic,,)"- Idudt

The right side of (28.79) is evaluated as follows. We can expand the term in parentheses to
write

(28.80)



(28.82)
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This result can be substituted into (28.79) with the following result.

n-l (n - 1) . n ( De-(i+l)AT)W 0 T - -1 I Ae- DT -(, )- t:; i ( ) D - (i + 1)).. i + 1
(28.81)

+ I:(n . 1)(_I)i (~)
;=0 l l + 1

It can be shown that the second summation of (28.81) is equal to unity. Therefore (28.79) can
be written as

W(O, T) = 1+I:(n . 1)(_I)i ( n. ) (Ae- DT _ _De_~_(i+_l)A_T)
i=O 1 D - A(l + 1) 1 + 1

Note that this result gives the expected number of system failures, integrated over the period
T between inspections of the safeguard.

In some cases, the engineer may be interested in the long term average hazard rate. This
can be computed as follows.

W(O, T)
w=

T
The result W(O, T) has several interesting properties.

(28.83)

1. Let us assume that AT « 1 and DT « 1. These assumptions are usually valid
because the hazard rates are small. Under these conditions, we make the following
approximations:

(28.84)

Then

(28.85)

(28.87)

Substituting these approximations into the integrand of (28.79), we have the follow-
ing.

e-Dte(D-A)U(1 - e-Au)n-l ~ (1 - Dt)[1 + (D - A)U]An-lUn- 1
(28.86)

Substituting (28'.86) into (28.79) and integrating, we get the following result.

iT it DAnTn+1
W(O, T) ~ DnAnUn-1dudt = ---

o 0 n + 1
This result provides a simpler solution to evaluate if the approximations regarding AT
and DT are satisfied, which will often be the case. The approximate model is quite
close for small values of inspection period T, but the error increases for large T.

2. From (28.82) we can compute an approximation of the number of failures for limiting
values of D. First, for large values of D, we compute the following limit.

lim W(O,T) == 1+I: (n ~ 1)(_1); (ne~(i+tl)AT)
D~oo ;=0 l 1+

(28.88)



(28.91)

(28.90)

(28.89)
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We can also compute an approximation for very small D.

11-1 ( I) ( )lim W(O, T) = 1+L n -:- (-lr -._n_ == 0
[)---*O ;=0 1 1 + I

This result shows that the protected plant takes on the characteristic of the safeguard
system when DT is large.

3. We can also compute an approximation of the number of failures for limiting values
of A,with the following results.

lim W(O, T) = 1+ I: (n -:- 1)(_I)i (~) e-[)T == I - e- DT
A-H)() 1=0 1 1 + 1

11-1 ( 1) ( )lim W(O, T) = I +L n -:- (_I); -._n_ == 0
A~O 1=0 1 1 + 1

This result shows that the total system takes on the characteristic of the protected
element alone when the protection has high unavailability, which is the case when
there is no protection. However, if the protection has extremely high availability, it
reduces the number of failures to a very low value.

The computation of the expected number of failures of a protective system is an excellent
way to evaluate or compare competing systems. This requires that the unconditional hazard
rate (28.78) of the system be known. Integration of this unconditional rate gives the expected
number of failures.
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PROBLEMS

28.1 Verify and explain (28.2).
28.2 A protective device is known to have the following failure and repair rates:

A == 0.1 failures/yr
fl == 0.1 repairs/hr

Compute the failure rate of the protection system under the foJIowing conditions:
(a) The protection is not redundant.
(b) The protection is redundant.
Determine these failure rates at times of 10, 100, 1000, and 10,000 hr. Assume that the
protection was good when installed at time t == O. Experiment with doubling the failure
rate and the repair rate and note the effect on the probability of failure.

28.3 Show that the expected value of an exponentially distributed component is the inverse of
the failure rate, as given in (28.7).

28.4 Verify (28. I3).
28.5 Verify (28.16).
28.6 Verify (28.20).
28.7 Verify (28.27).
28.8 Construct a spreadsheet to analyze the unreadiness probability described in Section 28.5.

Using your spreadsheet, plot the value of C for a system failure rate of 0.5 failures per year
and a protection failure rate of 0.05 failures per year.

28.9 Using only the definitions of the state probabilities for the unreadiness probability problem,
prove that (28.68) is correct.

28.10 Derive (28.33).
28.11 Verify the computation of the state probabilities for the system of Figure 28.] 5.
28.12 A method is given in reference 40 to determine the probabilities of the various states of a

Markov graph using the concepts of graph theory. Use this method to determine the state
probabilities of the system of Figure 28.15.

28.13 In their paper on unreadiness probabilities, Singh and Patton introduce the parameters E,
and E; that are defined as follows:

f}pE s == --_.
, (}p + As

Op
E p == -------

()p -+ As -t-Ap
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Show that the following are true.

As+ Ap (1 -e, 1-e, s, )D=-- --+--+-
As As J.Ls J.Lp

1
PI =Jj

28.14 A model of a power system component protected by only one protective system has been
investigated in [35]. The Markov graph for that model is shown in Figure P28.14.

This system is small enough that it is possible to write explicitly the probability of
all system states. One method for doing this is a graph theory concept, described in [37].
Use this method to write out the probability of states 1-8 and prepare a plot of the abnormal
unavailability of the system.

fJ Component
E
Up : Com/onent Down

CP f
f
f

Figure P28.14 Markov graph of a component with only one protection.

28.15 Verify (28.80).
28.16 Use the results of problem 28.15 to evaluate the inside integral of expression (28.79).
28.17 Use the result of problem 28.16 to complete the integration of (28.79).
28.18 Property 1 for the expected number of failures of a safeguard specifies that both DT « 1

and AT « 1. Prove the result given by (28.87).
28.19 Property 2 for the expected number of failures of a safeguard specifies that D is very large.

Use this assumption to prove (28.88).



Protection Terminology

There are many terms and definitions used in power system protection that must be clearly
understood prior to any detailed discussion of the subject. This appendix presents some of the
terms that are required for a preliminary understanding. Other terms are defined throughout
the text.

Terms and definitions related to the general subject of power system protection are
presented first. This is followed by terms used in relaying and a classification of relays used
in the industry. Finally, circuit breaker terms and definitions are discussed.

A.1 PROTECTION TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

There are many terms used in the publications and discussions associated with power system
protection. We present here some of the basic terms and provide formal definitions of each.

We begin with definitions associated generally with power system protection. These
definitions have been presented formally in the IEEE standards related to nuclear power gen-
erating stations. Several of these general definitions form an excellent basis for power systems
in general. These definitions follow:

Protection system The electric and mechanical devices and circuitry, from sensors of
the process variable to the actuation device input tenninals, involved in generating those
signals associated with the protective function [1], [2].
Protective function The sensing of one or more variables associated with a particular
generating station condition, the signal processing, and the initiation and completion of
the protective action at values of the variables established in the design bases [1], [3], [4].
Protective action The initiation of the operation of a sufficient number of actuators to
effect a protective function r1], [2-51.

In some complex process industries, such as electric power generating plants, there
are many systems that require protective system surveillance and action. Examples include
the plant electric systems, hydraulic systems, pneumatic systems, safety systems, and others.

1249
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Electric power transmission and distribution system protection deals almost exclusively with
electric system protection. This is also an important aspect of electric power generating
stations. This book concentrates on the protection of electric systems, although many of the
principles can be applied to other problems.

The protective function, in electric system protection, is provided by relays, which are
defined as follows:

Relay (general) An electric device that is designed to interpret input conditions in a
prescribed manner and, after specified conditions are met, to respond to cause contact
operation or similar abrupt change in associated electric control circuits.
Note A Inputs are usually electrical, butmay be mechanical, thermal, or other quan-
tities. Limit switches and similar simple.devices are not relays.
Note B A relay may consist of several units, each responsive to specified inputs, the
combination providing the desired performance characteristic [1], [6-11].

The actuator that provides the protective action, in an electric system, is usually a device
called a circuit breaker, which is defined as follows:

Circuit breaker (general) Amechanical switching device capable ofmaking, carrying,
and breaking currents under normal circuit conditions, and also, making, carrying for a
specified time, and breaking currents under specified abnormal circuit conditions, such
as those of short circuit [1], [12], [13].
Note 1 A circuit breaker is usually intended to operate infrequently, although some
types are suitable for frequent operation.
Note 2 The medium in which circuit interruption is performed may be designated by
a suitable prefix, such as, air-blast circuit breaker, air circuit breaker, compressed-air
circuit breaker, gas circuit breaker, oil circuit breaker, vacuum circuit breaker, etc.
Note 3 Circuit breakers are classified according to their application or characteristics
and these classifications are designated by the following modifying words or clauses
delineating the several fields of application, or pertinent characteristics:

~igh-voltage power Rated 1.0 kV ac and aboye
Low-voltage power Rated below 1.0 kV
Other (see ANSI Standards [14])

Finally, we introduce a general term that is often used in system protection.

Switchgear A general term covering switching and interrupting devices and their com-
bination with associated control, instrumentation, metering, protective, and regulating
devices, also assemblies of these devices with associated interconnections, accessories,
and supporting structures used primarily in connection with the generating, transmission,
distribution, and conversion of electric power [1].

Switchgear is a broad term that covers all of the hardware usually associated with the
protective system, including both function and actuation.

A.2 RELAY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

In addition to the protective system definitions, it is important for the student of system pro-
tection to be familiar with definitions used in connection with the relays themselves. These
definitions are, for the most part, taken from IEEE Standard 313 [11], which contains many
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definitions associated with relaying and protective systems in general. We cite here only those
that are considered necessary as a beginning. Other definitions are introduced throughout the
book as needed.

Auxiliary relay A relay whose function is to assist another relay or control device in
performing a general function by supplying supplemental actions.

Relay logic is often designed with more than one relay required to achieve the desired
action. Auxiliary relays are often used to provide the necessary supplementary action, such
as providing additional current-carrying capacity, providing a seal-in function, adding time
delay, or providing some kind of interlock.

Burden The load impedance imposed by a relay on an input circuit, expressed in ohms
and phase angle at a specified condition.

The relay represents an electrical load to the input device; for example, an overcurrent
relay has its input supplied by a current transformer. The input device has a rating that states
its capability of providing the required quantity. The relay burden gives the impedance of the
relay, such that the rating of the input device can be determined.

Contact A conducting part that acts with another conducting part to make or break a
circuit.
Back contact ("b" contact) A contact that is closed when the relay is reset.
Front contact ("a" contact) A contact that is closed when the relay is picked up.
Contact opening time The time a contact remains closed while in process of opening
following a specified change of input.

Contacts are depicted in relay circuit diagrams as shown in Figure A.I. Note that the
"a" contact is always shown in drawings with the contact open, even though the contacts
may be normally closed during operation. Similarly, the "b" contact is always shown as
normally closed, even though its normal operating state may occur with the input quantity
having sufficient magnitude to hold the contact open.

Figure A.I ANSI standard graphic sytnbols for
"a" and "b" contacts [15]. (a) "a" contact. (b)
"b" contact. (a) (b)

We usually think of a contact as one of the precious metals (gold or silver) that is caused
to connect or "make" with a second contact to complete a circuit mechanically. Actually, this
can also be accomplished electronically, for example, by means of a thyristor.

Dropout A term for contact operation (opening or closing) as a relay just departs from
pickup. Also, the maximum value of an input quantity that will allow a relay to depart
from pickup.
Input A physical quantity or quantities to which a relay is designed to respond.
Memory action A method of retaining an effect of an input after the input ceases or is
greatly reduced so that this (stored) input can still be used to produce the relay response.
Pickup The action of a relay as it makes designated response to progressive increase
of input. Also, the minimum value of an input quantity reached by progressive increase
that will cause the relay to reach pickup state from reset.
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Polarization A term identifying the input that provides a reference for establishing the
direction of system phenomena, such as the direction of power flow or direction to a
fault or other disturbance.
Relay An electric device designed to respond to input conditions in a prescribed manner
and, after specified conditions are met, to respond to cause contact operation or similar
change in associated electric control circuits.
Electromagnetic relay An electromechanical relay magnet element, which is energized
by the inputs quantity.
Static Relay A relay (or relay unit) in which the designated response is developed by
electronic, solid state, magnetic, or other components without mechanical motion. A
relay which is composed ofboth static and electromechanical units in which the designed
response is accomplished by static units may be referred to asa static relay.
Reset The action of a relay as it makes designated response to decrease in input. Reset,
as a qualifying term, denotes the state of a relay when all response to decrease in input
has been completed. Reset is also used to identify the maximum value of an input
quantity reached by progressive decreases that will permit the relay to reach the state of
complete reset from pickup. (Note: In defining the designated performance of relays
having multiple inputs, reset describes the state when all inputs are zero and also when
some input circuits are energized, if the resulting state is not altered from the zero-input
condition.)
Electrically reset relay A relay that is so constructed that it remains in the picked-
up condition even after the input quantity is removed; an independent electric input is
required to reset the relay.
Hand reset relay A relay that is so constructed that it remains in the picked up condition
even after the input quantity is removed; specific manual reset action is required to reset
the relay.
Self-reset relay (automatically reset relay) A relay that is so constructed that it returns
to its reset position following an operation after the input quantity is removed.

The terms pickup, reset, and dropout are further described with the aid of the following
discussion. Consider the two relay contacts shown in Figure A.2 and imagine that these
contacts are part of an electromagnetic relay that is actuated by current to close a clapper on
an electromagnetic relay circuit. Neglecting saturation, the force f acting on the member that
holds the moving contact varies as the square of the current. The moving part is restrained
from moving to the right by the spring "~." The contacts shown are "a" contacts since they are
normally open when there is no current, hence no external force actingin the closing direction.

Spring Friction

Fixed
Contact

Figure A.2 Diagram of the contacts of a simple
electromechanical relay.

Now imagine that an input current flows that is just sufficient to hold the contacts closed.
This value of current is called the "pickup" current. A slight reduction in this input current
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will cause the contacts to part, but they do not return to the rest position since there is still
sufficient current and friction to balance the force of the spring. Under this situation, we say
that the relay has "dropped out." If the current is not reduced such that the relay movable
contact returns to the rest position, opening the contacts, we say that the relay has "reset," and
the value of current that just permits this to occur is the reset value. Reset action will occur,
after a time delay, once the spring force exceeds the electromagnetic force of the current, plus
any restraining forces such as friction, stiction, and other mechanical restraints.

(We note that, in tnagnetic devices that reduce an air gap when picking up, the current
that will hold the relay in a picked-up state may be less than the pick-up current, since the air
gap reduces during operation, requiring less current to produce the same force.)

Note that the rest position defined in Figure A.I is not necessarily the zero current
position. For example, it may be part of the relay design that a set of "b" contacts are attached
that just open when the current exceeds that corresponding to the rest position. Any current
below that which con"esponds to the rest position current will cause the "b" contacts to remain
closed.

Seal-in relay An auxiliary relay that remains picked up through one of its own contacts,
which bypasses the initiating circuit until deenergized by some other device.
Setting (noun) The desired characteristic, obtained as a result of having set a device,
stated in terms of calibration markings or of actual performance bench marks, such as
pickup current and operating time at a given value of input.
Trip~free relay An auxiliary relay whose function is to open the closing circuit of an
electrically operated switching device so that the opening operation can prevail over the
closing operation.

The foregoing definitions are used repeatedly in the study of relays and protective systems
in general. For additional definitions, the reader is referred to IEEE Standard 313 [Ill and the
IEEE Dictionary [I].

A.3 CLASSIFICATION OF RELAY SYSTEMS

Relays and relay systems may be classified by functions, by input, by operating principle, and
by performance characteristics. The following tabulations give examples ofeach classification.
The tabulations are not necessarily exhaustive, but are presented to illustrate the various forms
of usage that have evolved in this discipline. We begin by presenting a classification of relays
by functions, which are necessarily rather broad classifications. These classifications are
presented in Table A.I, on the following page.

A second classification is according to the input quantities to which the relay responds.
The terms "over" and "under" are qualifying terms which may be used to prefix the input
quantities, thereby classifying the relay on a performance basis. Other qualifying terms are
"ground," "residuaL" and "neutral." Classifications according to input are given in Table A.2.

A third classification is according to operating principle or structure. A list of the
members of this classification are given in Table A.3.

Table A.4 classifies relays by the relay performance characteristics. In Table A.4, the
general performance prefix "over" indicates that the relay will operate for values of the input
in excess of a predetermined threshold, while the prefix "under" indicates operation for input
less than a given threshold. In sOlne cases the relay operates for values both greater than and
less than a predetermined value and are called over-and-under input relays.
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TABLE A.I Classification of Relays by Function [11]

Function

Protective relay
Regulating relay
Monitoring relay

Programming relay

Auxiliary relay

Examples

See Tables A.2, A.3, A.4
See Tables A.2, A.3, A.4
Alarm, fault detector, network phasing,
synchronism check, verification

Accelerating, initiating, network master, phase
selection, reclosing, synchronizing

Blocking, closing, control, lockout, receiver,
seal-in, timing, trip tree

TABLE A.2 Classification of
Relays by Input [11]

Current relay
Flow relay
Power relay

Pressure relay
Temperature relay
Voltage relay

TABLE A.3 Classification of Relays by OperatingPrinciple
or Structure* [11]

Balance
Current balance
Electrically reset
Electromagnetic
Electromechanical
Gas accumulator
Gas pressure
Hand reset

Hannonic restraint
Latching
Mechanically reset
Multirestraint
Notching
Percentage differential
Phase sequence
Product

Quotient
Replica temperature
Restraint
Self-reset
Static
Sudden pressure
Thermal

*Add the word "relay" to each entry

TABLEA.4 Classification ofRelays by Performance
Characteristics* [11]

Conductance
Definite minimum time
Definite time
Differential
Directional overcurrent
Directional power
Directional
Distance
Frequency
Ground
High speed
Inverse time
Linear impedance

Mho
Modified impedance
Negative sequence
Neutral
Open phase
Overcurrent
Overload
overvoltage
Phase balance
Phase comparison
Phase
Phase reversal
Phase undervoltage

Positive sequence
Power
Rate of change
Reactance
Residual
Resistance
Reverse current
Sector impedance
Susceptance
Time overcurrent
Undercurrent
Undervoltatge
Zero sequence

*Add the word "relay" to each entry
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In addition to the above there are some general classifications that are often useful. These
are given in Table A.5.

TABLE A.S Some General Relay Classifications

Classification Types

Speed Slow speed
High speed (50 ms or faster)

Intelligence source Local
Local plus relnote
Global

Computation Analog
Digital

Response designation Static
Mechanical action

Nature of response Instantaneous
Tinle delayed .
Definite titnc
Inverse time versus cun-ent

A brief study of the various relay classifications gives an indication of the extent of
the effort that has been invested in this activity, both in protective device design and in the
application of relay devices. This book is Inore concerned with applications, but it is obvious
that some knowledge of available equipment is necessary.

A.4 CIRCUIT BREAKER TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

This is not a book with principal emphasis on circuit interruption or arc extinction. Nonetheless,
these topics are important in the science of protection and deserve at least a brief consideration.
A few definitions are presented here that will clarify the terminology related to circuit breakers
and circuit interruption. Most of these terms are from ANSI Standards r16], [] 7], although the
wording has been changed in some cases to make the definitions more readable in the present
setting.

Circuit breaker A circuit breaker is a device for closing, carrying, and interrupting a
circuit between separable contacts under both load and fault conditions as prescribed in
(C37.4) standards.

Circuit breakers are further defined in terms of the medium in which its contacting
members and the circuit closing and interruption occur. This includes oil circuit breakers,
air circuit breakers, compressed air circuit breakers, magnetic air circuit breakers, and oilless
(other than oil) circuit breakers.

Circuit breakers are also classified in terms of voltage.

Operating voltage The operating voltage of a circuit breaker is the rms line-to-line
voltage of the system on which it is operated.
Recovery Voltage The recovery voltage is the voltage that occurs across the terminals
of a pole of an ac circuit interrupting device upon interruption of current.

The phenomenon of interruption, or failure of the interruption process, is of considerable
interest. Thus we define the following:
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Restrike A restrike is a resumption of current between the contacts of a circuit inter-
rupting device during an opening operation after an interval of zero current of 1/4 cycle
at normal frequency or longer.
Reignition Reignition is a resumption of current between the contacts of a circuit
interrupting device during an opening operation after an interval of zero current of less
than 1/4 cycle at normal frequency.

It is well known that, when a fault occurs on a three-phase system, the cu'rrents in the
three phases immediately following the application of the fault will exhibit dc offset in varying
amounts, depending on the exact time of the fault with respect to the fundamental ac current
wave. This requires the following definitions relating to circuit breaker currents.

Total short-circuit current (asymmetrical) The total short circuitcurrent is the combi-
nation of the symmetrical component and the de component, if any, of the short circuit
current.
Symmetrical component (ac component) The symmetrical component of the short-
circuit current is the normal-frequency ac component of the total current in rms am-
peres.
DC component The dc component of the normal-frequency short-circuit current is
that portion of the total short-circuit current that constitutes the asymmetry.
Degree ofasymmetry The degree of asymmetry of a current at any time is the ratio
of the dc component to the peak value of the symmetrical component, determined
from the envelope of the current wave at that time.

Making current The making current of a circuit breaker, when closed on a short circuit,
is the rms value of the total current, which is measured from the envelope of the current
wave at the time of its first major peak.

Another group of definitions deals with construction details of the circuit breaker and its
auxiliary control circuits. Since the relay system interacts directly with some of these auxiliary
control circuits, these definitions are of direct interest.

Auxiliary switch An auxiliary switch is a switch operated by the main switching device
for signaling, interlocking, or other purposes.

Auxiliary switches in circuit breakers are classified as "a," "b," "aa," "bb," and ,"Le" for
the purpose of specifying definite contact positions with respect to the main circuit breaker
contacts. Thus, we have the following terms:

"a" auxiliary switch An "a" auxiliary switch is one that is openwhen the main switching
device contacts are open.

As an aid to the memory, think of "a" meaning in "agreement" with the main circuit
breaker contacts.

"b"auxiliary switch A "b" auxiliary switch is one that is closedwhen the main switching
device contacts are open.

As an aid to the memory, think of "b" as meaning "backwards" from the main circuit
breaker contacts.

"aa"auxiliary switch An "aa" auxiliary switch is one that is open when the main switch-
ing device operating mechanism is in the de-energized or non-operated position.
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"bb"auxiliary switch A "bb" auxiliary switch is one that is closed when the main
switching device operating mechanism is in the de-energized or non-operated position.
"LC"auxiliary switch An "LC" auxiliary switch is one that indicates the readiness of
the mechanical linkage of the operating mechanism to close the breaker.

The abbreviation "LC" means "latch checking." A latch checking auxiliary switch is
closed when the circuit breaker mechanism linkage is relatched after an opening operation of
the breaker.

Circuit breaker fnechanism A circuit breaker mechanism is the complete assembly of
levers and other parts that actuates the movable contacts of the circuit breaker.

The circuit breaker is constructed so that it may be operated electrically to initiate either
closing or opening of the circuit breaker switching device. This action is initiated by causing
current to flow in coils provided for both closing and tripping.

Closing Coil A closing coil of a circuit breaker is a coil used in the electromagnet that
supplies power for closing a circuit breaker.
Trip Coil A trip coil of a circuit breaker is a coil used in the electromagnet that initiates
the opening of a circuit breaker.

It is also useful to consider certain functional definitions, such as the following:

Autofnatic tripping (automatic opening) Automatic tripping of a circuit breaker signi-
fies the tripping of a circuit interrupter under predetermined or other conditions without
the intervention of operating personnel. In other words, not manual tripping.

There are several types of automatic tripping that are of interest in system protection.
The major types are the following:

Series overcurrent tripping Series overcurrent tripping signifies the tripping of a circuit
breaker from a trip coil in series with the main circuit, responsive to an increase in the
main circuit current above a predetermined value.
Shunt tripping Shunt tripping signifies the tripping of a circuit breaker by a trip coil
energized from the same or a separate circuit or source of power; the trip coil circuit
being closed through a relay, switch, or other lneans.
Transformer overcurrent tripping Transformer overcurrent tripping signifies the trip-
ping of a circuit breaker from a trip coil in series with the secondary windings of a current
transformer whose primary winding is in series with the main circuit current above a
predetermined value.

In addition to automatic tripping, the circuit breaker may be operated manually.

Non-automatic tripping Non-automatic tripping signifies the tripping of a circuit in-
terrupter only in response to an act of operating personnel.

There are also several definitions regarding the term "trip free" as applied to circuit
breakers. These definitions include the following:

Trip Free A circuit breaker is trip free when the tripping mechanism can trip the breaker
even though the nonnal closing action is applied.
Mechanically trip .free A circuit breaker is trip free when the tripping mechanism
can trip even though:
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1. In a manually operated circuit breaker, the operating lever is being moved toward
the closed position, or

2. In a power-operated circuit breaker, the operating mechanism is being moved to-
ward the closed position either by continued application of closing power or by
means of a maintenance closing lever.

Electrically trip free (anti-pump) An electrically operated circuit breaker is electri-
cally trip free when the tripping mechanism can trip even though the closing control
circuit is energized, and the closing mechanism will not reclose it after tripping until
the closing control circuit is opened and again closed. However, the breaker may be
held closed by the maintenance closing lever, unless it is also mechanically trip free.

It is important that circuit breakers be trip free for safety reasons. Suppose, for example,
a breaker is positioned in a substation and protects a radial line. Suppose further that the
line is undergoing maintenance and is permanently grounded by the maintenance personnel.
Electrically, the line has a permanent three-phase fault to ground. Now, should an operator
attempt to close the circuit breaker by manually energizing the closing coil, a trip-free breaker
will trip the breaker even though the operator continues to hold the closing switch handle in
the closed position.
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Protective Device
Classification

The devices in switching equipment are referred to by numbers, with appropriate suffix letters
when necessary, according to the functions they perform.

These numbers are based on a system adopted as standard for automatic switchgear by
IEEE, and incorporated in American Standard C37.2-1970. This system is used in connection
diagrams, in instruction books, and in specifications.

B.1 DEVICE DEFINITION AND FUNCTION

1. Master Element is the initiating device, such as control switch, voltage relay, float
switch, etc., which serves either directly, or through such permissive devices as
protective relay system, except as specifically provided by device functions 48, 62,
and 79 described later.

2. Time-delay starting, or closing relay is a device which functions to give a desired
amount of time delay before or after any point of operation in a switching sequence
or protective relay system, except as specifically provided by device functions 48,
62, and 79 described later.

3. Checking or interlocking relay is a device which operates in response to the position
of a number of other devices, (or to a number of predetermined conditions), in an
equipment, to allow an operating sequence to proceed, to stop, or to provide a check
of the position of these devices or of these conditions for any purpose.

4. Master contactor is a device, generally controlled by device No.1 or equivalent,
and the required permissive and protective devices, that serves to make and break.
the necessary control circuits to place an equipment into operation under the desired
conditions and to take it out of operation under other or abnormal conditions.

5. Stopping device is a control device used primarily to shut down an equipment and
hold it out of operation. [This device may be manually or electrically actuated, but
excludes the function of electrical lockout (see device function 86) on abnormal
conditions.)

1259
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6. Starting circuit breaker is a device whose principal function is to connect amachine
to its source of starting voltage.

7. Anode circuit breaker is one used in the anode circuits of a power rectifier for the
primary purpose of interrupting the rectifier circuit if an arc back should occur.

8. Control power disconnecting device is a disconnective device such as a knife
switch, circuit breaker, or pullout fuse block, used for the purpose of connecting and
disconnecting the source ofcontrol power to and from the control bus or equipment.
Note: Control power is considered to include auxiliary power which supplies such
apparatus as small motors and heaters.

9. Reversing device is used for the purpose of reversing a machine field or for per-
forming any other reversing functions.

10. Unit sequence switch is used to change the sequence in which units may be placed
in and out of service in multiple-unit equipments.

11. Reserved for future application.
12. Over-speed device is usually a direct-connected speed switch which functions on

machine over-speed.
13. Synchronous-speed device, such as centrifugal-speed switch, a slip-frequency re-

lay, a voltage relay, and undercurrent relay or any type of device, operates at ap-
proximately synchronous speed of a machine.

14. Under-speed device functions when the speed of a machine falls below a predeter-
mined value.

15. Speed or frequency-matching device functions to match and hold the speed or the
frequency of a machine or of a system equal to, Of approximately equal to, that of
another machine, source or system.

16. Reserved for future application.
17. Shuntingordischarge switch serves to open or to close a shunting circuit around any

piece of apparatus (except a resistor), such as a machine field, a machine armature,
a capacitor or a reactof. Note: This excludes devices which perform such shunting
operations as may be necessary in the process of starting a machine by devices 6 or
42, or their equivalent, and also excludes device 73 function which serves for the
switching of resistors.

18. Accelerating or decelerating device is used to close or to cause the closing of
circuits which are used to increase or to decrease the speed of a machine.

19. Starting-to-running transition contactor is a device which operates to initiate or
cause the automatic transfer of a machine from the starting to the running power
connection.

20. Electrically operated valve is an electrically operated, controlled or monitored
valve in a fluid line. Note: The function of the valve may be indicated by the use
of the suffixes.

21. Distance relay is a device which functions when the circuit admittance, impedance,
C?f reactance increases or decreases beyond predetermined limits.

22. Equalizer circuit breaker is a breaker which serves to control or to make and
break the equalizer or the cqrrent-balancing connections for a machine field, or for
regu~ating equipment, in a multiple-unit installation.

23. Temperature control device functions to raise or lower the temperature ofamachine
.or other apparatus, or of any medium, where its temperature falls below, or rises
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above, a predetermined value. Note: An example is a thermostat which switches
on a space heater in a switchgear assembly when the temperature falls to desired
value as distinguished from a device which is used to provide automatic temperature
regulation between close limits and would be designated as 90T.

24. Reserved for future application.
25. Synchronizing or synchronism-check device operates when two ac circuits are

within the desired limits of frequency, phase angle or voltage, to permit or to cause
the paralleling of these two circuits.

26. Apparatus thermal device functions when the temperature of the shunt field or the
annortisseur winding of a machine, or that of a load limiting or load shifting resistor
or of a liquid or other medium exceeds a predetermined value; or if the temperature
of the protected apparatus, such as a power rectifier, or of any medium decreases
below a predetermined value.

27. Undervoltage relay is a device which functions on a given value of undervoltage.
28. Flame detector is a device that monitors the presence of the pilot or main flame in

such apparatus as a gas turbine or a steam boiler.
29. Isolating contactor is used expressly for disconnecting one circuit from another for

the purposes of emergency operation, maintenance, or test.
30. Annunciator relay is a non-automatically reset device that gives a number of sep-

arate visual indications upon the functioning of protective devices, and which may
also be arranged to perform a lockout function.

3]. Separate excitation device connects a circuit such as the shunt field of a syn-
chronous converter, to a source of separate excitation during the starting sequence;
or one which energizes the excitation and ignition circuits of a power rectifier.

32. Directional power relay is one which functions on a desired value of power flow
in a given direction, or upon reverse power resulting from arc back in the anode or
cathode circuits of a power rectifier.

33. Position switchmakes or breaks contact when the main device or piece of apparatus,
which has no device function number, reaches a given position.

34. Master sequence device is a device such as a motor-operated multicontact switch,
or the equivalent, or a programming device, such as a computer, that establishes
or determines the operating sequence of the Inajor devices in an equipment during
starting and stopping or during other sequential switching operations.

35. Brush-operating, or slip-ring-short-circuiting, device is used for raising, lower-
ing, or shifting the brushes of a machine, or for short-circuiting its slip rings, or for
engaging or disengaging the contacts of a mechanical rectifier.

36. Polarity or polarizing voltage device operates or permits the operation of another
device on a predetermined polarity only or verifies the presence of a polarizing
voltage in an equipnlent.

37. Undercurrent or underpower relay functions when the current or power flow
decreases below a predetermined value.

38. Bearing protective device functions when the current or power flow decreases
below a predetennined value.

39. Mechanical condition monitor is a device that functions upon the occurrence of an
abnormal mechanical condition (except that associated with bearings as covered un-
der device function 38), such as excessive vibration, eccentricity, expansion, shock,
tilting, or seal failure.
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40. Field relay functions on a given or abnormally low value or failure ofmachine field
current, or on an excessive value of the reactive component of armature current in
an ac machine indicating abnormally low field excitation.

41. Field circuit breaker is a device which functions to apply, or to remove, the field
excitation of a machine.

42. Running circuit breaker is a device whose principal function is to connect a ma-
chine to its source of running or operating voltage. Thi~ function may also be used
for a device, such as a contactor, that is used in series with a circuit breaker or other
fault protecting means, primarily for frequent opening and closing of the circuit.

43. Manual transfer or selector device transfers the control circuits so as to modify
the plan of operation of the switching equipment of some of the devices.

44. Unit-sequence starting relay is a device which functions to start the next available
unit in a multiple-unit equipment on the failure or on the non-availability of the
normally preceding unit.

45. Atmospheric condition monitor is a device that functions upon the occurrence of
an abnormal atmospheric condition, such as damaging fumes, explosive mixtures,
smoke, or fire.

46. Reverse-phase, or phase-balance, current relay is a relay which functions when
the polyphase currents are of reverse-phase sequence, or when the polyphase cur-
rents are unbalanced ~r contain negative phase-sequence components above a given
amount.

47. Phase-sequence voltage relay functions upon a predetermined value of polyphase
voltage in the desired phase sequence.

48. Incomplete sequence relay is a relay that generally returns the equipment to the
normal, or off, position and locks it out if the normal starting, operating, or stopping
sequence is not properly completed within a predetermined time. If the device is
used for alarm purposes only, it should preferably be designated as 48A (alarm).

49. Machine, or transformer, thermal relay is a relay that functions when the tem-
perature of a machine armature, or other load carrying winding or element of a
machine, or the temperature of a power rectifier or power transformer (including a
power rectifier transformer) exceeds a predetermined value.

50. Instantaneous overcurrent, or rate-of-rise relay is a relay that functions instan-
taneously on an excessive value of current, or on an excessive rate of current rise,
thus indicating a fault in the apparatus or circuit being protected.

51. Ac time overcurrent relay is a relay with either a definite or inverse time char-
acteristic that functions when the current in an ac circuit exce,eds a predetermined
value.

52. Ac circuit breaker is a device that is used to close and interrupt an ac power
circuit under normal conditions or to interrupt this circuit under fault or emergency
conditions.

53. Exciter or dc generator relay is a relay that forces the de machine field excitation
to build up during starting or which functions when the machine voltage has built
up to a given value.

54. Reserved for future application.
55. Power factor relay is a relay that operates when the power factor in an ac circuit

rises above or below a predetermined value.
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56. Field application relay is a relay that automatically controls the application of the
field excitation to an ac motor at some predetermined point in the slip cycle.

57. Short-circuiting or grounding device is a primary circuit switching device that
functions to short circuit or to ground a circuit in response to automatic or manual
means.

58. Rectification failure relay is a device that functions if one or more anodes of a
power rectifier fail to fire, or to detect an arc-back or on failure of a diode to conduct
or block properly.

59. Overvoltage relay is a relay that functions on a given value of overvoltage.
60. Voltage or current balance relay is a relay that operates on a given difference in

voltage, or current input or output of two circuits.
61. Reserved for future application.
62. Time-delay stopping or opening relay is a time-delay relay that serves in conjunc-

tion with the device that initiates the shutdown, stopping, or opening operation in
an automatic sequence.

63. Pressure switch is a switch which operates on given values or on a given rate of
change of pressure.

64. Ground protective relay is a relay that functions on failure of the insulation of a
machine, transformer or ofother apparatus to ground, or on flashover ofa de machine
to ground. Note: This function is assigned only to a relay which detects the flow
of current from the frame of a machine or enclosing case or structure of a piece
of apparatus to ground, or detects a ground on a normally ungrounded winding or
circuit. It is not applied to a device connected in the secondary circuit or secondary
neutral of a current transformer, or in the secondary neutral of current transfonner
connected in the power circuit of a normally grounded system.

65. Governor is the assembly of fluid, electrical, or mechanical control equipment used
for regulating the flow of water, steam, or other medium to the prime mover for such
purposes as starting, holding speed or load, or stopping.

66. Notching or jogging device functions to allow only a specified number ofoperations
of a given device, or equipment, or specified number of successive operations within
a given time of each other. It also functions to energize a circuit periodically or for
fractions of specified time intervals, or that is used to pennit intermittent acceleration
or jogging of a machine at low speeds for mechanical positioning.

67. Ac directional overcurrent relay is a relay that functions on a desired value of ac
overcurrent flowing in a predetermined direction.

68. Blocking relay is a relay that initiates a pilot signal for blocking or tripping on
external faults in a transmission line or in other apparatus under predetermined
conditions, or cooperates with other devices to block tripping or to block reclosing
on an out-of-step condition or on power swings.

69. Permissive control device is generally a two-position, manually operated switch
that in one position pernlits the closing of a circuit breaker.. or the placing of an
equipment into operation, and in the other position prevents the circuit breaker or
the equipment from being operated.

70. Rheostat is a variable resistance device used in an electric circuit, which is electri-
cally operated or has other electrical accessories, such as auxiliary, position, or limit
switches.
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71. Level switch is a switch which operates on given values, or on a given rate of change,
of level.

72. Dc circuit breaker is used to close and interrupt a de power circuit under normal .
conditions or to interrupt this circuit under fault or emergency conditions.

73. Load-resistor contactor is used to shunt or insert a 'step of load limiting, shifting,
or indicating resistance in a power circuit, or to switch a space heater in circuit, or
to switch a light, or regenerative load resistor of a power rectifier or other machine
in and out of circuit.

74. Alarm relay is a device other than an annunciator, as covered under device No. 30,
which is used to operate, or to operate in connections with, a visual or audible alarm.

75. Position changingmechanism is amechanism that is used for moving a main device
from one position to another in an equipment; as for example, shifting a removable
circuit breaker unit to and from the connected, disconnected, and test positions.

76. Dc overcurrent relay is a relay that functions when the current in a dc circuit
exceeds a given value..

77. Pulse transmitter is used to generate and transmit pulses over a telemetering or
pilot-wire circuit to the remote indicating or receiving device.

78. Phase angle measuring, or out-or-step protective relay is a relay that functions
at a predetermined phase angle between two voltages or between two currents or
between voltage and current.

79. Ac reclosing relay is a relay that controls the automatic reclosing and locking out
of an ac circuit interrupter.

80. Flow switch is a switch which operates on given values, or on a given rate of change,
of flow.

81. Frequency relay is a relay that responds to the frequency of an alternating electrical
input quantity.

82. DC reclosing relay is a relay that controls the automatic closing and reclosing of a
dc circuit interrupter, generally in response to load circuit conditions.

83. Automatic selective control or transfer relay is a relay that operates to select
automatically between certain sources or conditions in an equipment, or performs a
transfer operation automatically.

84. Operating mechanism is the complete electrical mechanism or servo-mechanism,
including the operating motor, solenoids, position switches, etc., for a tap changer,
induction regulator or any similar piece of apparatus which has no device function
number.

85. Carrier or pilot-wire receiver relay is a relay that is operated or restrained by
a signal used in connection with carrier-current or dc pilot-wire fault directional
relaying.

86. Locking-out relay is an electrically operated, hand or electrically reset relay that
functions to shut down and hold an equipment out of service on the occurrence of
abnormal conditions.

87. Differential protective relay is an electrically operated, hand or electrically reset,
relay that functions to. shut down and hold an equipment out of service on the
occurrence of abnormal conditions.

88. Auxiliary motor or motor generator is one used for operating auxiliary equipment
such as pumps, blowers, exciters, rotating magnetic amplifiers, etc.
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89. Line switch is used an a disconnecting load-interrupter, or isolating switch in an
ac or dc power circuit, when this device is electrically operated or has electrical
accessories, such as an auxiliary switch, magnetic lock, etc.

90. Regulating device functions to regulate a quantity, or quantities, such as voltage,
current, power, at a speed, frequency, temperature, and load, at a certain value or
between certain (generally close) limits for machines, tie lines or other apparatus.

91. Voltage directional relay is a relay that operates when the voltage across an open
circuit break or contactor exceeds a given value in a given direction.

92. Voltage and power directional relay is a relay that permits or causes the connection
of two circuits when the voltage difference between them exceeds a given value in a
predetennined direction and causes these two circuits to be disconnected from each
other when the power flowing between them exceeds a given value in the opposite
direction.

93. Field changing contactor functions to increase or decrease in one step the value of
field excitation on a machine.

94. Tripping or trip-free relay functions to trip a circuit breaker, contactor or equip-
ment, or to permit immediate tripping by other devices; or to prevent immediate
reclosure of a circuit interrupter, in case it should open automatically even though
its closing circuit is maintained closed.

95. 96, 97. Used only for specific applications on individual installations where none
of the assigned numbered functions from 1 to 94 is suitable.

B.2 DEVICES PERFORMING MORE THAN ONE ·FUNCTION

If one device performs two relatively important functions in an equipment so that it is desirable
to identify both of these functions, this may be done by using a double function number and
name such as

50/51 Instantaneous and Time-Overcurrent Relay

8.2.1 Suffix Numbers

If two or more devices with the same function number and suffix letter (if used) are present in
the same equipment, they may be distinguished by numbered suffixes as for example, 52X-I,
52X-2 and 52X-3, when necessary.

B.2.2 Suffix Letters

Suffix letters are used with device function numbers for various purposes. In order to prevent
possible conflict each suffix letter should have only one meaning in an individual equipment.
All other words should use the abbreviations as contained in the latest revision of ANSI Y1.1,
or should use some other distinctive abbreviation, or be written out in full each time they are
used. The meaning of each single suffix letter, or combination of letters, should be clearly
designated in the legend on the drawings or publications applying to the equipment.

Lowercase (small) suffix letters are used in practically all instances on electrical diagrams
for the auxiliary, position, and limit switches. Capital letters are generally used for all other
suffix letters.
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43
A

or

The letters should generally fonn part of the device function designation, are usually
written directly after the device function number, as for example, 52CS, 71W, or 490. When
it is necessary to use two types of suffix letters in connection with one function number, it is
often desirable for clarity to separate them by a slanted line or dash, as for example, 2-D/CS
or 20D-CS.

The suffix letters which denote parts of the main device, and those which cannot or need
not form part of the device function destination, are generally written directly below the device
function number on drawings, as for example,

52
CC

8.2.3 Separate Auxiliary Devices

x
Y Auxiliary relay 11
Z
R Raising relay
L Lowering relay
o Opening relay or contactor
C Closing relay or contactor
CS Control switch
CL Auxiliary relay, open (energized when main device is in open position)
OP Auxiliary relay, open (energized when main device in open position)
U "Up" position-switch relay
D "Down" position-switch relay
PB Push button

8.2.4 Actuating Quantities

These letters indicate the condition or electrical quantity to which the device responds,
or the medium in which it is located, such as

A Air, or amperes or alternating
C Current
D Direct or discharge
E Electrolyte
F Frequency, or flow or fault
H Explosive
J Differential
L Level, or liquid
P Power, or pressure
PF Power factor

1In the control of a circuit breaker with so-called X-Y relay control scheme, the X relay is the device whose
main contacts are used to energize the closing coil or the device which in some other manner, such as by the release
of stored energy, causes the breaker to close. The contacts of the Y relay provide the antipump feature for the circuit
breaker.
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Q Oil
S Speed or suction or smoke
T Temperature
V Voltage, volts, or vacuum
VAR Reactive power
VB Vibration
W Water, or watts

8.2.5 Main Devices
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These letters denote the location of themain device in the circuit, in which the device is used
or the type of circuit or apparatus with which it is associated, when this is necessary, such as:

A Alarm or auxiliary power
AN Anode
BBattery, or blower, or bus
BK Brake
BL Block (valve)
BP Bypass
BT Bus tie
C Capacitor, or condenser, compensator, or carrier current or case or compressor
CA Cathode
CH Check (valve)
D Discharge (valve)
E Exciter
F Feeder, or field, or filament, or filter, or fan
G Generator, or ground2

H Heater
L Line or logic
M Motor, or metering
N Network
P Pun1p or phase comparison
R Reactor, or rectifier, or room
S Synchronizing or secondary or strainer or sump or suction (valve)
T Transformer, or thyratron
TH Transformer (high-voltage side)
TL Transformer (low-voltage side)
TM Telemeter
LJ Unit

2Suffix "N" is generally used in preference to "G" for devices connected in the secondary neutral of a nlachine
or power transformer, except in the case of transmission line relaying, where the suffix "G" is more commonly used
for those relays which operate on ground faults.
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8.2.6 Main Device Parts

These letters denote parts of the main device, divided into the two following categories:

1. All parts, except auxiliary contacts, position switches, limit switches, and torque
limit switches.

BK Brake
C Coil, or condenser, or capacitor
CC Closing coil
HC Holding coil
M Operating motor
MF Fly-ball motor
ML Load-limit motor
MS Speed adjusting, or synchronizing, motor
S Solenoid
SI Seal-in
TC Trip coil
V Valve

2. All auxiliary contacts, position and limit switches for such devices and equipment
as circuit breakers, contactors, valves and rheostats, and contacts of relays. These are
designated as follows:

a Contact that is open when the main device is in that standard ref-
erence position, commonly referred to as the non-operated or de-
energized position, that closes when the device assumes the oppo-
site position

b Contact that is closed when the main device is in the standard ref-
erence position, commonly referred to as the non-operated or de-
energized position, and that opens when the device assumes the
opposite position

aa Contact that is open when the operating mechanism of the main
device is in the non-operated position and that closes when the
operating mechanism assumes the opposite position

bb Contact that is closed when the operating mechanism of the main
device is in the non-operated position and that opens when the
operating mechanism assumes the opposite position

B.3 STANDARD REFERENCE POSITIONS OF SOME
TYPICAL DEVICES

Device
Power circuit breaker
Disconnecting switch
Load-break switch
Valve

Standard Reference Position
Main contacts open
Main contacts open
Main contacts open
Closed position
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Device
Gatc
Clutch
Turning gear
Power electrodes
Rheostat
Adjusting means]
Relay2
Contactor2

Relay (latched- in type)
Contactor (latched-in type)
Temperature relay3
Level detector3

Flow detector3

Speed switch3

Vibration dectector3

Pressure switch3

Vacuum switch3

Standard Reference Position
Closed position
Disengaged position
Disengaged position
Maximum gap position
Maximum resistance position
Low or down position
De-energized position
De-energized position
See 2-9.7.2 (C37.2-1970)
Main contacts open
Lowest temperature
Lowest level
Lowest flow
Lowest speed
Minimum vibration
Lowest pressure
Lowest pressurc, i.e., highest vacuunl
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Note: If several similar auxiliary switches are present on the saBle devicc, they should
be designated numericaJ1y, ], 2, 3, etc., when necessary.

The simple designation "a" or "b" is used in all cases where there is no need to adjust
the contacts to change position at any particular point in the travel of the main device or where
the part of the travel where the contacts change position is of no significance in the control or
operating scheme. Hence the "a" and "b" designations usuaJ1y are sufficient for circuit breaker
auxiliary switches.

8.3.1 Other Switches

These letters cover all other distinguishing features or characteristics or conditions,
which serve to describe the use of the device or it contacts in the equiprnent such as:

A Accelerating, or automatic
B Blocking, or backup
C Close, or cold
D Decelerating, detonate, down, or disengaged
E Emergency or engaged
F Failure, or forward

IThese may be speed, voltage, current, load, or similar adjusting devices coolprising rheostats, springs, levers,
or other components for the purpose.

2These electrically operated devices are of the non-latched-in type, whose contact position is dependent only
on the degree of energization of the operating or restraining or holding coil or coils which 111ay or may not be suitable
for continuous energization. The de-energized position of the device is that with all coils dc-energized.

3The energizing influences for these devices are considered to be, respectively, rising temperature, rising level,
increasing flow, rising speed, increasing vibration, and increasing pressure.
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H
HR
HS
L
M
OFF
ON
P
R
S
T
TDC
TDO
U

Appendix B • Protective Device Classification

Hot, or high
Hand reset
High speed
Left, local, low, lower, or leading
Manual
Off
On
Polarizing
Right, raise, reclosing, receiving, remote, or reverse
Sending, or swing
Test, or trip, or trailing
Time-delay closing
Time-delay opening
Up

8.3.2 Representation of Device Contacts on Electrical
Diagrams

On electrical diagrams the "b" contacts of all devices, including those of relays and
those with suffix letters or percentage figures, should be shown as closed contacts, and all "a"
contacts should be shown as open contacts.

For those devices that have no de-energized or non-operated position, such as manually
operated transfer or control switches (including those of the spring-return type) or auxiliary
position indicating contacts on the housings or enclosures of a removable circuit breaker unit,
the preferred method of representing these contacts is as an "a" switch. Each contact should,
however, be identified on the elementary diagram as to when it closes.

In the case of latched-in or hand-reset locking-out relays, which operate from protective
devices to perform the shutdown of an equipment and to hold it out of service, the contacts
should preferably be shown in the normal non-locking-out position. In general, any devices,
such as electrically operated latched-in relays, which have not been specifically covered in
the above paragraphs should have their contacts shown in the position most suitable for the
ready understanding of the operation of the devices in the equipment, and sufficient description
should be present, as. necessary, on the elementary diagram to indicate the contact operation.



Overhead Line
Impedances

This appendix presents impedances that may be used for overhead lines of a wide variety of
voltages and physical arrangements.

The positive sequence reactance for a three phase line is computed from the formula [1],
[2].

Dm
Xl ==O.1213ln- Q/mileDs

I
==0.12131nDm +0.1213In- Q/mileDs

(C.I)

where Xa == inductive reactance due to flux linkage out to one foot radius
Xd == inductive reactance due to flux linkages beyond one foot radius

The quantity Xa is tabulated in wire tables, such as C.I and is often given in ohms per mile.
The quantity Xd is a function only of the wire spacing. Clearly, Dm and Ds in (C. I ) must be in
the same units.

For distribution lines, where shorter line lengths are common, the inductive reactance
is often given in ohms per thousand feet, as noted in Table C.I. In this case, it is convenient
to compute the wire spacing in inches rather than feet, because of the closer spacing used at
distribution voltages. With Dm in inches, we write from (C. I)

elm
xd==O.J2J3In12 Q/mile==0.12131nDm -0.3014 Q/mile

== _1_(0.12131nDm -0.3014) Q/kft==O.02297InDm -0.057 Q/kft (C.2)
5.28

== 0.0528910g lo Dm - 0.057 Q/kft

The plot shown in Figure C.I is convenient for use on problems where the spacing is measured
in inches, such as distribution lines. Tables C.2a and C.2b give the resistance characteristics
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TABLEC.l Characteristics of Open Wire Distribution Lines

Wire Size Diamin Mass ApproxAmp Resistance Reactance Xl
AWG Strands kCM inches Ib/kft Capacity (1) in a/kft (2) in a/kft (3)

Copper - Hard Drawn

8 (1) 16.51 .128 50 50 80 .656 .126
6 (1) 26.25 .162 80 70 110 .413 .121
4 (3) 41.74 .254 128 110 161 .263 .114
2 (7) 66.37 .292 205 145 210 .167 .109
1 (7) 83.69 .328 258 170 245 .132 .106

1/0 (7) 105.5 .368 326 200 285 .105 .1035
2/0 (7) 133.3 .414 411 240 335 .083 .101
3/0 (7) 167.8 .464 518 280 390 .066 .098
4/0 (7) 211.6 .522 653 330 450 .053 .095

(19) 250.0 .574 772 375 510 .045 .092
(19) 300.0 .629 926 425 575 .037 .090
(19) 350.0 .679 1081 475 635 .032 .088

AI/Steel ASCR

6 6/1 26.25 .198 36.2 55 85 .675 .128
4 6/1 41.74 .250 57.6 75 120 .425 .125
2 6/1 66.37 .316 91.6 110 165 .267 .126

1/0 6/1 105.54 .398 145.6 150 225 .168 .124
2/0 6/1 133.1 .477 183.7 175 260 .134 .122
3/0 6/1 167.8 .502 231.6 210 305 .106 .118
4/0 6/1 211.6 .563 292.1 245 355 .084 .110

26/7 266.8 .642 366.8 290 410 .066 .088
26/7 366.4 .721 462.4 340 480 .053 .086
26/7 397.5 .783 546.4 380 535 .045 .084
26/7 477.0 .858 655.7 430 605 .037 .082
26/7 556.5 .927 765.0 480 670 .032 .080
26/7 795.0 1.108 1093.0 620 850 .022 .076

(Strands) All Aluminum - Hard Drawn

4 (7) .232 39.0 75 115 .424 .114
2 (7) .292 62.0 105 160 .267 .109

1/0 (7) .368 98.5 145 215 .168 .103
2/0 (7) .414 124.3 170 250 .134 .101
3/0 (7) .464 156.7 200 290 .106 .098
4/0 (7) .522 197.6 240 340 .084 .095

(7) 266.8 .586 249.1 280 400 .066 .092
(19) 336.4 .666 315.7 330 465 .053 .088
(19) 397.5 .724 373.0 370 520 .045 .086
(19) 477.0 .793 447.6 425 590 .037 .084
(19) 556.5 .856 522.0 465 645 .032 .082
(37) 795.0 1.026 746.0 605 820 .022 .079

Size Copperweld - Copper

8A .199 74.3 60 90 .664 .127
6A .230 101.6 84 120 .418 .123
4A .290 161.5 115 165 .263 .118
2A .366 256.8 185 220 .166 .112

(1) Conductor at 80 C, 40 C ambient, emissivity =0.5 for Cu, 0.2 for A.
Lower current values correspond to still air, higher values to air moving at 2 ftls

(2) Resistance of conductor in Qlkft at 60 Hz, 25 C
(3) Reactance of conductor out to one ft in Qlkft at 60 Hz

Total reactance =xa + xd where xd =external rea.ctance beyond 1 ft obtained from curve in Figure C.l.
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Figure C.I External reactance as a function of equivalent delta spacing of conductors in a
three-phase line.

for a wide range of ACSR conductors, which are often used for high voltage translnission
lines. Tables C.3a and C.3b give the inductive reactances Xa for bundled conductors, which
are commonly used for high-voltage transmission lines.

In Table C.3 we adopt the following notation for the bundled conductor circuits. Xu is
the component of inductive reactance due to the magnetic flux within a 1 foot radius. The
remaining component of inductive reactance, Xd is that due to the other phases. The total
inductive reactance per phase is the sum of X a and Xd.

The following formula can be used to calculate additional values of Xa .

Xa == O.27941og 10 [ I liN] Qlmile
[N(GMR)AN--J]

(C.3)

for N >A== ----

where GMR == geometric mean radius (ft)
N == number of conductors per phase

S
2 sin(n IN)

S == bundle spacing (ft)

The value for Xd is obtained from the formula

Xd == O.279410g I0 (GMD) Q/mile (C.4)

where GMD is the geometric mean distance between phases in feet. Tables C.3a and C.3b
provide reactances Xa for 2 conductor bundles. Table C.3c provides data for 3 conductor
bundles. Tables C.4a and C.4b give the inductive reactance spacing factor Xd. Finally, Table
5 gives data for common types of static wires.
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TABLEC.2a Resistance of ACSR Conductors (Q/mile)

Code Area Strands Diam. DC AC-60Hz
emil AL ST in 2SC 25C SOC 75C lOOC

Expanded 3108000 62/8 19 2.500 0.0294 0.0333 0.0362 0.0389 0.0418
Expanded 2294000 66/6 19 2.320 0.0399 0.0412 0.0453 0.0493 0.0533
Expanded 1414000 58/4 19 1.750 0.0644 0.0663 0.0728 0.0793 0.0859
Expanded 1275000 50/4 19 1.600 0.0736 0.0736 0.0808 0.0881 0.0953
Kiwi 2167000 72 7 1.737 0.0421 0.0473 0.0515 0.0552 0.0593
Bluebird 2156000 84 19 1.762 0.0420 0.0464 0.0507 0.0545 0.0586
Chukar 1780000 84 19 1.602 0.0510 0.0548 0.0599 0.0647 0.0696
Falcon 1590000 54 19 1.545 0.0567 0.0594 0.0653 0,0707 0.0763
Lapwing 1590000 45 7 1.502 0.0571 0.0608 0.0664 0.0719 0.0774
Parrot 1510500 54 19 1.506 0.0597 0.0625 0.0686 0.0744 0.0802
Nuthatch 1510500 45 7 1.466 0.0602 0.0636 0.0697 0.0755 0.0813
Plover 1431000 54 19 1.465 0.0630 0.0657 0.0721 0.0782 0.0843
Bobolink 1431000 45 7 1.427 0.0636 0.0668 0.0733 0.0794 0.0856
Martin 1351500 54 19 1.424 0.0667 0.0692 0.0760 0.0825 0.0890
Dipper 1351500 45 7 1.385 0.0672 0.0705 0.0771 0.0836 0.0901
Pheasant 1272000 54 19 1.382 0.0709 0.0732 0.0805 0.0874 0.0944
Bittern 1272000 45 7 1.345 0.0715 0.0746 0.0817 0.0886 0.0956

Grackle 1192500 54 19 1.333 0.0756 0.0778 0.0855 0.0929 0.1000
Bunting 1192500 45 7 1.302 0.0762 0.0792 0.0867 0.0942 0.1002
Finch 1113000 54 19 1.293 0.0810 0.0832 0.0914 0.0993 0.1080
Bluejay 1113000 45 7 1.259 0.0818 0.0844 0.0926 0.1019 0.1090
Curlew 1033500 54 7 1.246 0.0871 0.0893 0.0979 0.1070 0.1150
Ortolan 1033500 45 7 1.213 0.0881 0.0905 0.0994 0.1080 0.1170
Tanager 1033500 36 1 1.186 0.0885 0.0915 0.1010 0.1090 0.1180

Cardinal 954000 54 7 1.196 0.0944 0.0915 0.1060 0.1150 0.1250
Rail 954000 45 7 1.165 0.0954 0.0963 0.1080 0.1170 0.1260
Catbird 954000 36 1 1.140 0.0959 0.0978 0.1090 0.1180 0.1270

Canary 900000 54 7 1.162 0.1000 0.0987 0.1120 0.1220 0.1320
Ruddy 900000 45 7 1.131 0.1010 0.1020 0.1130 0.1230 0.1340
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TABLEC.2b Resistance of ACSR Conductors (Q/mile)

Code Area Strands Diam. DC AC-60Hz
emil AL ST in 25C 25C 50C 75C lOOC

Mallard 795000 30 19 1.140 0.111 0.114 0.125 0.]37 0.147
Drake 795000 26 7 1.108 0.112 0.1]4 0.125 0.137 0.147
Condor 795000 54 7 1.093 0.] 13 0.115 0.127 0.]38 0.]49
Cuckoo 795000 24 7 1.092 0.1 ]3 0.114 0.127 0.137 0.148
Tern 795000 45 7 1.063 0.114 0.116 0.128 0.139 0.150
Coot 795000 36 I 1.040 0.1]5 0.117 0.129 0.141 0.152
Redwing 715500 30 19 1.081 0.124 . 0.126 0.139 0.151 0.164
Starling 715500 26 7 1.051 0.125 0.126 0.139 0.151 0.164
Stilt 715500 24 7 1.036 0.126 0.127 0.141 0.153 0.J65
Gannet 666600 26 7 1.014 0.134 0.135 0.149 0.162 0.176
Flamingo 666600 24 7 1.000 0.135 0.137 0.151 0.164· 0.177

653900 18 3 0.953 0.140 0.142 0.156 0.171 0.184
Egret 636000 30 19 1.019 0.139 0.143 0.157 0.172 0.186
Grosbeak 636000 26 7 0.990 0.140 0.142 0.156 0.170 0.184
Rook 636000 24 7 0.977 0.142 0.143 0.157 0.172 0.186
Kingbird 636000 18 1 0.940 0.143 0.145 0.160 0.174 0.188
Swift 636000 36 1 0.930 0.144 0.146 0.161 0.175 0.189
Teal 605000 30 19 0.994 0.146 0.150 0.165 0.180 0.195
Squab 605000 26 7 0.966 0.147 0.149 0.164 0.179 0.193
Peacock 605000 24 7 0.953 0.149 0.150 0.165 0.180 0.195
Eagle 556500 30 7 0.953 0.158 0.163 0.179 0.196 0.212
Dove 556500 26 7 0.927 0.160 0.162 0.178 0.194 0.211
Parakeet 556500 24 7 0.914 0.162 0.163 0.179 0.196 0.212
Osprey 556500 18 1 0.879 0.163 0.166 0.183 0.199 0.215
Hen 477000 30 7 0.883 0.185 0.190 0.209 0.228 0.247
Hawk 477000 26 7 0.858 0.187 0.188 0.207 0.226 0.245
Flicker 477000 24 7 0.846 0.189 0.190 0.209 0.228 0.247
Pelican 477000 18 1 0.814 0.191 0.193 0.212 0.232 0.250
Lark 397500 30 7 0.806 0.222 0.227 0.250 0.273 0.295
Ibis 397500 26 7 0.783 0.224 0.226 0.249 0.271 0.294
Brant 397500 24 7 0.772 0.226 0.227 0.250 0.273 0.295
Chickade 397500 18 1 0.743 0.229 0.231 0.254 0.277 0.300
Oriole 336400 30 7 0.741 0.262 0.268 0.295 0.322 0.349
Linnet 336400 26 7 0.721 0.265 0.267 0.294 0.321 0.347
Merlin 336400 18 1 0.684 0.270 0.273 0.300 0.328 0.355
Ostrich 300000 26 7 0.680 0.297 0.299 0.329 0.359 0.389
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TABIJEC.3a Inductive Reactance Xa of ACSR Bundled Conductors in ohms per
mile for 1 foot radius at 60 Hz

Code Area Strands Diam. GMR Single 2 - Conductor Spacing (In.)

emil AL ST in ft. CORd. 6 9 12 15 18

Expanded 3108000 62/8 19 2.500 0.0900 0.2922 0.1881 0.1635 0.1461 0.1326 0.1215
Expanded 2294000 66/6 ]9 2.320 0.0858 0.2980 0.1910 0.1664 0.1490 0.1355 0.1244
Expanded 1414000 58/4 19 1.750 0.0640 0.3336 0.2088 0.1842 0.1668 0.1532 0.1422
Expanded 1275000 50/4 19 1.600 0.0578 0.3459 0.2150 0.1604 0.1730 0.1594 0.1484
Kiwi 2167000 72 7- 1.737 0.0571 0.3474 0.2158 0.1912 0.1737 0.1602 0.1491
Bluebird 2156000 84 19 1.762 0.0588 0.3438 0.2140 0.1894 0.1719 0.1584 0.1473
Chukar 1780000 84 19 1.602 0.0536 0.3551 0.2196 0.1950 0.1775 0.1640 0.1529
.Falcon 1590000 54 19 1.545 0.0523 0.3580 0.2211 0.1965 0.1790 0.1655 0.1544
Lapwing 1590000 45 7 1.502 0.0498 0.3640 0.2241 0.1995 0.1820 0.1685 0.1574
Parrot 1510500 54 19 1.506 0.0506 0.3621 0.2231 0.1985 0.1810 0.]675 0.1564
Nuthatch 1510500 45 7 1.466 0.0486 0.3670 0.2255 0.2009 0.1835 0.1699 0.1589
Plover 1431000 54 19 1.465 0.0494 0.3650 0.2245 0.1999 0.1825 0.1689 0.1579
Bobolink 1431000 45 7 1.427 0.0470 0.3710 0.2276 0.2030 0.1855 0.1720 0.1609
Martin 1351500 54 19 1.424 0.0482 0.3680 0.2260 0.2014 001840 0.1704 0.1594
Dipper 1351500 45 7 1.385 0.0459 0.3739 0.2290 0.2044 0.1869 0.1734 0.1623
Pheasant 1272000 54 19 1.382 0.0466 0.3721 0.2281 0.2035 0.1860 0.1725 0.1614
Bittern 1272000 45 7 1.345 0.0444 0.3779 0.2310 0.2064 0.1890 0.1754 0.1644
Grackle 1192500 54 19 1.333 0.0451 0.3760 0.2301 0.2055 0.1880 0.1745 0.1634
Bunting 1192500 45 7 1.302 0.0429 0.3821 0.2331 0.2085 0.1910 0.1775 0.1664
Finch 1113000 54 19 1.293 0.0436 0.3801 0.2321 0.2075 0.1901 0.1765 0.1655
Bluejay 1113000 45 7 1.259 0.0415 0.3861 0.2351 0.2105 0.1931 0.1795 0.1685
Curlew 1033500 54 7 1.246 0.0420 0.3847 0.2344 0.2098 0.1923 0.1788 0.1677
Ortolan 1033500 45 7 1.213 0.0402 0.3900 0.2370 0.2124 0.1950 0.1815 0.1704
Tanager 1033500 36 1 1.186 0.0384 0.3955 0.2398 0.2152 0.1978 0.1842 0.1732
Cardinal 954000 54 7 1.196 0.0402 0.3900 0.2370 0.2124 0.1950 0.]815 0.1704
Rail 954000 45 7 1.]65 0.0386 0.3949 0.2395 0.2149 0.1975 0.1839 0.1729
Catbird 954000 36 1 1.140 0.0370 0.4000 0.2421 0.2175 0.2000 0.1865 0.1754
Canary 900000 54 7 1.162 0.0392 0.3930 0.2386 0.2140 0.1965 0.1830 0.1719
Ruddy 900000 45 7 1.131 0.0374 0.3987 0.2414 0.2168 0.1994 0.1858 0.1748
Mallard 795000 30 19 1.140 0.0392 0.3930 0.2386 0.2140 0.1965 0.1830 0.1719
Drake 795000 26 7 1.108 0.0373 0.3991 0.2416 0.2170 0.1995 0.1860 0.1749
Condor 795000 54 7 1.093 0.0370 0.4000 0.2421 0.2175 0.2000 0.1865 0.1754
Cuckoo 795000 24 7 1.092 0.0366 0.4014 0.2427 0.2181 0.2007 0.1871 0.1761
Tern 795000 45 7 1.063 0.0352 0.4061 0.2451 0.2205 0.2030 0.1895 0.1784
Coot 795000 36 I 1.040 0.0377 0.3978 '0.2409 0.2163 0.1989 0.1853 0.1743
Redwing 715500 30 19 1.081 0.0373 0.3991 0.2416 0.2170 0.1995 0.1860 0.1749
Starling 715500 26 7 1.051 0.0355 0.4051 0.2446 0.2200 0.2025 0.1890 0.1779
Stilt 715500 24 7 1.036 0.0347 0.4078 0.2460 0.2214 0.2039 0.]904 0.1793
Gannet 666600 26 7 1.014 0.0343 0.4092 0.2467 0.2221 0.2046 0.19] 1 0.1800
Flamingo 666600 24 7 1.000 0.0355 0.4121 0.2481 0.2235 0.2061 0.1925 0.1815
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TABLEC.3b Inductive Reactance x{/ of ACSR Bundled Conductors in ohms per
mile for 1 foot radius at 60 Hz

Code Area Strands Diam. GMR Single 2 - Conductor Spacing (In.)

cmil AL ST in ft. Condo 6 9 12 15 18

653900 18 3 0.953 OJ)308 0.4223 0.2532 0.2286 0.2111 0.1976 0.1865
Egret 636000 30 19 1.019 0.0352 0.4061 0.2451 0.2205 0.2030 0.1895 0.1784
Grosbeak 636000 26 7 0.990 0.0335 0.4121 0.2481 0.2235 0.2061 0.1925 0.1815
Rook 636000 24 7 0.977 0.0327 0.4150 0.2496 0.2250 0.2075 0.1940 0.1829
Kingbird 636000 18 1 0.940 0.0304 0.4239 0.2540 0.2294 0.2119 0.1984 0.1873
Swift 636000 36 1 0.930 0.0301 0.425 1 0.2546 0.2300 0.2125 0.1990 0.1879
Teal 605000 30 19 0.994 0.0341 0.4099 0.2470 0.2224 0.2050 0.1914 0.1804
Squab 605000 26 7 0.966 0.0327 0.4150 0.2496 0.2250 0.2075 0.1940 0.1829
Peacock 605000 24 7 0.953 0.0319 0.4180 0.2511 0.2265 0.2090 0.1955 0.1844
Eagle 556500 30 7 0.953 0.0327 0.4150 0.2496 0.2250 0.2075 0.1940 0.1829
Dove 556500 26 7 0.927 0.0314 0.4200 0.2520 0.2274 0.2100 0.1964 0.1854
Parakeet 556500 24 7 0.914 0.0306 0.423 J 0.2536 0.2290 0.2115 0.1980 0.1869
Osprey 556500 18 1 0.879 0.0284 0.4321 0.2581 0.2335 0.2161 0.2025 0.1915
Hen 477000 30 7 0.883 0,()304 0.4239 0.2540 0.2294 0.2119 0.1984 0.1873
Hawk 477000 26 7 0.858 0.0289 0.4300 0.2571 0.2325 0.2150 0.2015 0.1904
Flicker 477000 24 7 0.846 0.0284 0.4321 0.2626 0.2335 0.2161 0.2025 0.1915
Pelican 477000 ]8 I 0.814 0.0264 0.4410 0.2596 0.2380 0.2205 0.2070 0.1959
Lark 397500 30 7 0.806 0.0277 0.4352 0.2626 0.2350 0.2176 0.2040 0.1930
Ibis 397500 26 7 0.783 0.0264 0.4410 0.2639 0.2380 0.2205 0.2070 0.1959
Brant 397500 24 7 0.772 0.0258 0.4438 0.2681 0.2394 0.22J9 0.2084 0.]973
Chickadee 397500 18 1 0.743 0.024] 0.4521 0.2647 0.2435 0.2260 0.2125 0.2014
Oriole 336400 30 7 0.741 0.0255 0.4452 0.2676 0.2401 0.2226 0.2091 0.1980
Linnet 336400 26 7 0.721 0.0243 0.4511 0.273J 0.2430 0.2255 0.2120 0.2009
Merlin 336400 18 1 0.684 0.0222 0.4620 0.2712 0.2485 0.2310 0.2175 0.2064
Ostrich 300000 26 7 0.680 0.0229 0.4583 0.2581 0.2466 0.2291 0.2156 0.2045
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TABLEC.3c Inductive Reactance Xa' of ACSR Bundled Conductors in ohms per
mile for I foot radius at 60 Hz

Code Area Strands Diam. GMR 3 - Conductor Spacing (In.)
emil AL ST in ft. 6 9 12 15 18

Expanded 3108000 62/8 19 2.500 0.0900 0.1535 0.1207 0.0974 0.0793 0.0646
Expanded 2294000 66/6 19 2.320 0.0858 0.1554 0.1226 0.0993 0.0813 0.0665
Expanded 1414000 58/4 19 1.750 0.0640 0.1673 0.1345 0.1112 0.0931 0.0784
Expanded 1275000 50/4 19 1.600 0.0578 0.1714 0.1386 0.1153 0.0973 0.0852
Kiwi 2167000 72 7 1.737 0.0571 0.1719 0.1391 0.1158 0.0977 0.0830
Bluebird 2156000 84 19 1.762 0.0588 0.1707 0.1379 0.1146 0.0966 0.0818
Chukar 1780000 84 19 1.602 0.0536 0.1744 0.1416 0.1184 0.1003 0.0854
Falcon 1590000 54 19 1.545 0.0523 0.1754 0.1426 0.1193 0.1013 0.0866
Lapwing 1590000 45 7 1.502 0.0498 0.1774 0.1446 0.1213 0.1033 0.0885
Parrot 1510500 54 19 1.506 0.0506 0.1768 0.1440 0.1207 0.1026 0.0879
Nuthatch 1510500 45 7 1.466 0.0486 0.1784 0.1456 0.1223 0.1043 0.0895
Plover 1431000 54 19 1.465 0.0494 0.1777 0.1449 0.1217 0.1036 0.0889
Bobolink 1431000 45 7 1.427 0.0470 0.1797 0.1469 0.1237 0.1056 0.0909
Martin ]351500 54 19 1.424 0.0482 0.1787 0.1459 0.1227 0.1046 0.0899
Dipper 1351500 45 7 1.385 0.0459 0.1807 0.1479 0.1246 0.1066 0.0918
Pheasant 1272000 54 19 1.382 0.0466 0.1801 0.1473 0.1240 0.1060 0.0912
Bitteln 1272000 45 7 1.345 0.0444 0.1820 0.1492 0.1260 0.1079 0.0932
Grackle 1192500 54 19 1.333 0.0451 0.1814 0.1486 0.1253 0.1073 0.0925
Bunting 1192500 45 7 1.302 0.0429 0.1834 0.1506 0.1271 0.1093 0.0946
Finch 1113000 54 19 1.293 0.0436 0.1828 0.1500 0.1267 0.1087 0.0939
BJuejay 1113000 45 7 1.259 0.0415 0.1848 0.1520 0.1287 0.1107 0.0959
Curlew 1033500 54 7 1.246 0.0420 0.1843 0.1515 0.1282 0.1102 0.0954
Ortolan 1033500 45 7 1.213 0.0402 0.1861 0.1533 0.1300 0.1119 0.0972
Tanager 1033500 36 1 1.186 0.0384 0.1879 0.1551 0.1318 0.1138 0.0990
Cardinal 954000 54 7 1.196 0.0402 0.1861 0.1533 0.1300 0.1119 0.0972
Rail 954000 45 7 1.165 0.0386 0.1877 0.1549 0.1316 0.1136 0.0988
Catbird 954000 36 1 1.140 0.0370 0.1894 0.1566 0.1333 0.1153 0.1005
Canary 900000 54 7 1.162 0.0392 0.1871 0.1543 0.1329 0.1130 0.0982
Ruddy 900000 45- 7 1.131 0.0374 0.1890 0.1562 0.1310 0.1149 0.1001
Mallard 795000 30 19 1.140 0.0392 0.1871 0.1543 0.1330 0.1130 0.0982
Drake 795000 26 7 1.108 0.0373 0.1891 0.1563 0.1333 0.1150 0.1002
Condor 795000 54 7 1.093 0.0370 0.1894 0.1566 0.1338 0.1153 0.1005
Cuckoo 795000 24 7 1.092 0.0366 0.1899 O~1571 0.1354 0.1157 0.1010
Teo1 795000 45 7 1.063 0.0352 0.1914 0.1586 0.1326 0.1173 0.1026
Coot 795000 36 1 1.040 0.0377 0.1887 0.1559 0.1330 0.1145 0.0998
Redwing 715500 30 19 1.081 0.0373 0.1891 0.1563 0.1350 0.1150 0.1022
Starling 715500 26 7 1.051 0.0355 0.1911 0.1583 0.1310 0.1170 0.1031
Stilt 715500 24 7 1.036 0.0347 0.1920 0.1583 0.1359 0.1179 0.1036
Gannet 666600 26 7 1.014 0.0343 0.1925 0.1597 0.1364 0.1184 0.1046
Flamingo 666600 24 7 1.000 0.0355 0.1934 0.1606 0.1374 0.1193 0.1080
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TABLEC.4a Inductive Reactance Spacing Factor, Xd

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 -0.2794 -0.1953 -0.1461 -0.1112 -0.0841 -0.0620 -0.0433 -0.0271 -0.0128
I 0.0 0.0116 0.0221 0.0318 0.0408 0.0492 0.0570 0.0644 0.0713 0.0779
2 0.0841 0.0900 0.0957 0.101 I 0.1062 0.1112 0.1159 0.1205 0.1249 0.1292
3 0.1333 0.1373 0.1411 0.1449 0.1485 0.1520 0.1554 0.1588 0.1620 0.1651
4 0.1682 0.1712 0.1741 0.1770 0.1798 0.1825 0.1852 0.1878 0.1903 0.1928
5 0.1953 0.1977 0.2001 0.2024 0.2046 0.2069 0.2090 0.2112 0.2133 0.2154
6 0.2174 0.2194 0.2214 0.2233 0.2252 0.2271 0.2290 0.2308 0.2326 0.2344
7 0.2361 0.2378 0.2395 0.2412 0.2429 0.2445 0.2461 0.2477 0.2493 0.2508
8 0.2523 0.2538 0.2553 0.2568 0.2582 0.2597 0.2611 0.2625 0.2639 0.2653
9 0.2666 0.2680 0.2693 0.2706 0.2719 0.2732 0.2744 0.2757 0.2769 0.2782
10 0.2794 0.2806 0.2818 0.2830 0.2842 0.2853 0.2865 0.2876 0.2887 0.2899

II 0.2910 0.2921 0.2932 0.2942 0.2953 0.2964 0.2974 0.2985 0.2995 0.3005
12 0.3015 0.3025 0.3035 0.3045 0.3055 0.3065 0.3074 0.3084 0.3094 0.3103
13 0.3112 0.3122 0.3131 0.3140 0.3149 0.3158 0.3167 0.3175 0.3185 0.3194
14 0.3202 0.32] I 0.3219 0.3228 0.3236 0.3245 0.3253 0.3261 0.3270 0.3278
15 0.3286 0.3294 0.3302 0.3310 0.3318 0.3326 0.3334 0.3341 0.3349 0.3357
16 0.3364 0.3372 0.3379 0.3387 0.3394 0.3402 0.3409 0.3416 0.3424 0.3431
17 0.3438 0.3445 0.3452 0.3459 0.3466 0.3473 0.3480 0.3487 0.3494 0.3500
18 0.3507 0.3514 0.3521 0.3527 0.3534 0.3540 0.3547 0.3554 0.3560 0.3566
19 0.3573 0.3579 0.3586 0.3592 0.3598 0.3604 0.3611 0.3617 0.3623 0.3629
20 0.3635 0.3641 0.3647 0.3653 0.3659 0.3665 0.3671 0.3677 0.3683 0.3688
21 0.3694 0.3700 0.3706 0.3711 0.3717 0.3723 0.3728 0.3784 0.3740 0.3745
22 0.3751 0.3756 0.3762 0.3767 0.3773 0.3778 0.3783 0.3789 0.3794 0.3799
23 0.3805 0.3810 0.3815 0.3820 0.3826 0.3831 0.3836 0.3841 0.3846 0.3851
24 0.3856 0.3861 0.3866 0.3871 0.3876 0.3881 0.3886 0.3891 0.3896 0.3901
25 0.3906 0.3911 0.3916 0.3920 0.3925 0.3930 0.3935 0.3939 0.3944 0.3949
26 0.3953 0.3958 0.3963 0.3967 0.3972 0.3977 0.3981 0.3986 0.3990 0.3995
27 0.3999 0.4004 0.4008 0.4013 0.4017 0.4021 0.4026 0.4060 0.4035 0.4039
28 0.4043 0.4048 0.4052 0.4056 0.4061 0.4065 0.4069 0.4073 0.4078 0.4082
29 0.4086 0.4090 0.4094 0.4098 0.4103 0.4107 0.4111 0.4115 0.4119 0.4123
30 0.4127 0.4131 0.4135 0.4] 39 0.4143 0.4147 0.4151 0.4155 0.4159 0.4163
31 0.4167 0.4171 0.4175 0.4]79 0.4182 0.4186 0.4190 0.4194 0.4198 0.4202
32 0.4205 0.4209 0.4213 0.4217 0.4220 0.4224 0.4228 0.4232 0.4235 0.4239
33 0.4243 0.4246 0.4250 0.4254 0.4257 0.4261 0.4265 0.4272 0.4272 0.4275
34 0.4279 0.4283 0.4286 0.4290 0.4293 0.4297 0.4300 0.4307 0.4307 0.4311
35 0.43J4 0.43) 8 0.4321 0.4324 0.4328 0.433] 0.4335 0.4342 0.4342 0.4345
36 0.4348 0.4352 0.4355 0.4358 0.4362 0.4365 0.4368 0.4375 0.4375 0.4378
37 0.4382 0.4385 0.4388 0.4391 0.4395 0.4398 0.4401 0.4408 0.4408 0.4411
38 0.4414 0.4417 0.4420 0.4423 0.4427 0.4430 0.4433 0.4439 0.4439 0.4442
39 0.4445 0.4449 0.4452 0.4455 0.4458 0.4461 0.4464 0.4470 0.4470 0.4473
40 0.4476 0.4479 0.4482 0.4485 0.4488 0.4491 0.4494 0.4500 0.4500 0.4503
41 0.4506 0.4509 0.45] 2 0.4515 0.45] 8 0.4521 0.4524 0.4530 0.4530 0.4532
42 0.4535 0.4538 0.454 J 0.4544 0.4547 0.4550 0.4553 0.4558 0.4558 0.4561
43 0.4564 0.4567 0.4570 0.4572 0.4575 0.4578 0.4581 0.4586 0.4586 0.4589
44 0.4592 0.4595 0.4597 0.4600 0.4603 0.4606 0.4609 0.4614 0.4614 0.4616
45 0.4619 0.4622 0.4624 0.4627 0.4630 0.4632 0.4635 0.4640 0.4640 0.4643
46 0.4646 0.4648 0.4651 0.4654 0.4656 0.4659 0.4661 0.4667 0.4667 0.4669
47 0.4672 0.4674 0.4577 0.4680 0.4682 0.4685 0.4687 0.4692 0.4692 0.4695
48 0.4697 0.4700 0.4702 0.4705 0.4707 0.4710 0.4712 0.4717 0.4717 0.4720
49 0.4722 0.4725 0.4727 0.4730 0.4732 0.4735 0.4737 0.4742 0.4742 0.4744
50 0.4747 0.4749 0.4752 0.4754 0.4757 0.4759 0.4761 0.4766 0.4766 0.4769
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TABLEC.4b Inductive Reactance Spacing Factor, Xd

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

51 0.4771 0.4773 0.4776 0.4778 0.4780 0.4783 0.4785 0.4787 0.4790 0.4792
52 0.4795 0.4797 0.4799 0.4801 0.4804 0.4806 0.4808 0.4811 0.4813 0.4815
53 0.4818 0.4820 0.4822 0.4824 0.4827 0.4829 0.4831 0.4834 0.4836 0.4838
54 0.4840 0.4843 0.4845 0.4847· 0.4849 0.4851 0.4854 0.4856 0.4858 0.4860
55 0.4863 0.4865 0.4867 0.4869 0.4871 0.4874 0.4876 0.4878 0.4880 0.4882
56 0.4884 0.4887 0.4889 0.4891 0.4893 0.4895 0.4897 0.4900 0.4902 0.4904
57 0.4906 0.4908 0.4910 0.4912 0.4914 0.4917 0.4919 0.4921 0.4923 0.4925
58 0.4927 0.4925 0.4931 0.4933 0.4935 0.4937 0.4940 0.4942 0.4944 0.4946
59 0.4948 0.4950 0.4952 0.4954 0.4956 0.4958 0.4960 0.4962 0.4964 0.4966
60 0.4968 0.4970 0.4972 0.4974 0.4976 0.4978 0.4980 0.4982 0.4984 0.4986

61 0.4988 0.4990 0.4992 0.4994 0.4996 0.4998 0.5000 0.5002 0.5004 0.5006
62 0.5008 0.5010 0.5012 0.5014 0.5016 0.5018 0.5020 0.5022 0.5023 0.5025
63 0.5027 0.5029 0.5031 0.5033 0.5035 0.5037 0.5039 0.5041 0.5043 0.5045
64 0.5046 0.5048 0.5050 0.5052 0.5054 0.5056 0.5058 0.5060 0.5062 0.5063
65 0.5065 0.5067 0.5069 0.5071 0.5073 0.5075 0.5076 0.5078 0.5080 0.5082
66 0.5084 0.5086 0.5087 0.5089 0.5091 0.5093 0.5095 0.5097 0.5098 0.5100
67 0.5102 0.5104 0.5106 0.5107 0.5109 0.5111 0.5113 0.5115 0.5116 0.5118
68 0.5120 0.5122 0.5124 0.5125 0.5127 0.5129 0.5131 0.5132 0.5134 0.5136
69 0.5138 0.5139 0.5141 0.5143 0.5145 0.5147 0.5148 0.5150 0.5152 0.5153
70 0.5155 0.5157 0.5159 0.5160 0.5162 0.5164 0.5166 0.5167 0.5169 0.5171
71 0.5172 0.5174 0.5174 0.5178 0.5179 0.5181 0.5183 0.5184 0.5186 0.5188
72 0.5189 0.5191 0.5193 0.5194 0.5196 0.5198 0.5199 0.5201 0.5203 0.5204
73 0.5206 0.5208 0.5209 0.5211 0.5213 0.5214 0.5216 0.5218 0.5219 0.5221
74 0.5223 0.5224 0.5226 0.5228 0.5229 0.5231 0.5232 0.5234 0.5236 0.5237
75 0.5329 0.5241 0.5242 0.5244 0.5245 0.5247 0.5249 0.5250 0.5252 0.5253
76 0.5255 0.5257 0.5258 0.5260 0.5261 0.5263 0.5265 0.5266 0.5268 0.5269
77 0.5271 0.5272 0.5274 0.5276 0.5277 0.5279 0.5280 0.5282 0.5283 0.5285
78 0.5287 0.5288 0.5290 0.5291 0.5293 0.5294 0.5296 0.5297 0.5299 0.5300
79 0.5302 0.5304 0.5305 0.5307 0.5308 0.5310 0.5311 0.5313 0.5314 0.5316
80 0.5317 0.5319 0.5320 0.5322 0.5323 0.5325 0.5326 0.5328 0.5329 0.5331

81 0.5332 0.5334 0.5335 0.5337 0.5338 0.5340 0.5341 0.5343 0.5344 0.5346
82 0.5347 0.5349 0.5350 0.5352 0.5353 0.5355 0.5356 0.5358 0.5359 0.5360
83 0.5362 0.5363 0.5365 0.5366 0.5368 0.5369 0.5371 0.5372 0.5374 0.5375
84 0.5376 0.4378 0.5379 0.5381 0.5382 0.5384 0.5385 0.5387 0.5388 0.5389
85 0.5391 0.5392 0.5394 0.5395 0.5396 0.5398 0.5399 0.5401 0.5402 0.5404
86 0.5405 0.5406 0.5408 0.5409 0.5411 0.5412 0.5413 0.5415 0.5416 0.5418
87 0.5419 0.5420 0.5422 0.5423 0.5425 0.5426 0.5427 0.5429 0.5430 0.5432
88 0.5433 0.5434 0.5436 0.5437 0.5438 0.5440 0.5441 0.5442 0.5444 0.5445
89 0.5447 0.5448 0.5449 0.5451 0.5452 0.5453 0.5455 0.5456 0.5457 0.5459
90 0.5460 0.5461 0.5463 0.5464 0.5466 0.5467 0.5468 0.5470 0.5471 0.5472
91 0.5474 0.5475 0.5476 0.5478 0.5479 0.5480 0.5482 0.5483 0.5484 0.5486
92 0.5487 0.5488 0.5489 0.5491 0.5492 0.5493 0.5495 0.5496 0.5497 0.5499
93 0.5500 0.5501 0.5503 0.5504 0.5505 0.5506 0.5508 0.5509 0.5510 0.5512
94 0.5513 0.5514 0.5515 0.5517 0.5518 0.5519 0.5521 0.5522 0.5523 0.5524
95 0.5526 0.5527 0.5528 0.5530 0.5531 0.5532 0.5533 0.5535 0.5536 0.5537
96 0.5538 0.5540 0.5541 0.5542 0.5544 0.5545 0.5546 0.5547 0.5549 0.5550
97 0.5551 0.5552 0.5554 0.5555 0.5556 0.5557 0.5559 0.5560 0.5561 0.5562
98 0.5563 0.5565 0.5566 0.5567 0.5568 0.5570 0.5571 0.5572 0.5573 0.5575
99 0.5576 0.5577 0.5578 0.5579 0.5581 0.5582 0.5583 0.5584 0.5586 0.5587
100 0.5588 0.5589 0.5590 0.5592 0.5593 0.5594 0.5595 0.5596 0.5598 0.5599



TABLEC.5 Electrical Characteristics of Overhead Ground Wires)

Resistance (OhmslMile) 60 Hz Reactance @ 1 ft

Alumoweld Small Currents 750/0 of Cap. Inductive Capacitive 60 Hz GMR
Strand2 dc-25°C 60 Hz-25° dc-75°C 60 Hz-75° Q/mile !2-miles ft

7 No. 5 1.217 1.240 1.432 1.669 0.707 0.1122 0.002958
7 No. 6 1.507 1.536 1.773 2.010 0.721 0.1 ]57 0.002633
7 No. 7 1.900 1.937 2.240 2.470 0.735 0.1191 0.002345
7 No. 8 2.400 2.440 2.820 3.060 0.749 0.1226 0.002085
7 No. 9 3.020 3.080 3.560 3.800 0.763 0.1260 0.001858
7 No.]O 3.810 3.880 4.480 4.730 0.777 0.1294 0.001658
3 No. 5 2.780 2.780 3.270 3.560 0.707 0.1221 0.002940
3 No. 6 3.510 3.510 4.130 4.410 0.721 0.1255 0.002618
3 No. 7 4.420 4.420 5.210 5.470 0.735 0.1289 0.002333
3 No. 8 5.580 5.580 6.570 6.820 0.749 0.1324 0.002078
3 No. 9 ·7.040 7.040 8.280 8.520 0.763 0.1358 0.001853
3 No. 10 8.870 8.870 10.440 10.670 0.777 0.1392 0.001650

60 Hz Reactance @ 1 ft
Resistance (OhmslMile) Inductive

Single Layer DC 60Hz OhmslMile at 75 C Capacitive
ACSR3 25C 1=04 1=100 1=200 1=0 1=100 1=200 MQ-Miles

Brahma 0.394 0.470 0.510 0.565 0.500 0.520 0.545 0.1043
Cochin 0.400 0.480 0.520 0.590 0.505 0.515 0.550 0.1065
Oorking 0.443 0.535 0.575 0.650 0.515 0.530 0.565 0.1079
Dotterel 0.479 0.565 0.620 0.705 0.5]5 0.530 0.575 0.1091
Guinea 0.531 0.630 0.685 0.780 0.520 0.545 0.590 0.1106
Leghorn 0.630 0.760 0.810 0.930 0.530 0.550 0.605 0.113]
Minorca 0.765 0.915 0.980 1.130 0.540 0.570 0.640 0.1160
Petrel 0.830 1.000 1.065 1.220 0.550 0.580 0.655 0.1172
Grouse 1.080 1.295 1.420 1.520 0.570 0.640 0.675 0.1240

Steel 60 Hz Reactance @ 1 ft

Conductors Resistance (OhmslMile) Inductive

(7-Strand) Dia. 60Hz OhmslMile Capacitive
GradeS In. 1=03 1=30 1=60 1=0 1=30 1=60 MQ-Miles

Ordinary 1/4 9.5 1] .4 ] 1.3 1.3970 3.7431 3.4379 0.1354
Ordinary 9/32 7.1 9.2 9.0 1.2027 3.0734 2.5146 0.1319
Ordinary 5/16 5.4 7.5 7.8 0.8382 2.5146 2.0409 0.1288
Ordinary 3/8 4.3 6.5 6.6 0.8382 2.2352 1.9687 0.1234
Ordinary 1/2 2.3 4.3 5.0 0.7049 1.6893 1.4236 0.1148
E.B. 1/4 8.0 12.0 10.1 1.2027 4.4704 3.1565 0.1354
E.B. 9/32 6.0 10.0 8.7 1.1305 3.7783 2.6255 0.1319
E.B. 5/16 4.9 8.0 7.0 0.9843 2.9401 2.5146 0.1288
E.B. 3/8 3.7 7.0 6.3 0.8382 2.5997 2.4303 0.1234
E.B. 1/2 2.1 4.9 5.0 0.7049 1.8715 1.7615 0.1148
E.B.B. 1/4 7.0 12.8 10.9 1.6764 5.1401 3.9482 0.1354
E.B.B. 9/32 5.4 10.9 8.7 1.1305 4.4833 3.7783 0.1319
E.B.B. 5/16 4.0 9.0 6.8 0.9843 3.6322 3.0734 0.1288
E.B.B. 3/8 3.5 7.9 6.0 0.8382 3.1168 2.7940 0.1234
E.B.B. 1/2 2.0 5.7 4.7 0.7049 2.3461 2.2352 0.1148

lOata compiled from EHV Transmission Line Reference Book.
2Data compiled from E.O. 3015 - Copperweld Steel Company.
3Data conlpiled from "Resistance and Reactance of Aluminum Conductors" - ALCOA.
4Conductor Current in Amperes.
50ata compiled from "Symmetrical Components" Wagner & Evans (Book) McGraw-HilI.
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Transformer Data

TABLE D.I Impedances for Two-Winding Power Transformers

Impedance Limits in Percent

ClassOA
OWOAIFA* Class

High-Voltage Low-Voltage OAIFAIFOA* FOAFOW
Winding Insulation Winding Insulation

Class kV Class kV Min Max Min Max

15 15 4.5 7.0 6.75 10.5
25 15 5.5 8.0 8.25 12.0
34.5 15 6.0 8.0 9.0 12.0

25 6.5 9.0 9.75 13.5
46 25 6.5 9.0 9.75 13.5

34.5 7.0 10.0 10.5 15.0
69 34.5 7.0 10.0 10.5 15.0

46 8.0 11.0 12.0 16.5
92 34.5 7.5 10.5 11.25 15.75

69 8.5 12.5 12.75 18.75
115 34.5 8.0 12.0 12.0 18.0

69 9.0 14.0 13.5 21.0
92 10.0 15.0 15.0 23.25

138 34.5 8.5 13.0 12.75 19.5
69 9.5 15.0 14.25 22.5
115 10.5 17.0 15.75 25.5

161 46 9.5 15.0 13.5 21.0
92 10.5 16.0 15.75 24.0
]38 I J.5 ]8.0 J7.25 27.0

196 46 10.0 15.0 15.0 22.5
92 11.5 ]7.0 ]7.25 25.5
161 12.5 19.0 18.75 28.5

230 46 11.0 16.0 16.5 24.0
92 12.5 18.n 18.75 27.0
161 14.0 20.0 21.0 30.0

Source: Westinghouse Electric Corp. Used with permission.
* The impedances are expressed in percent on the self-cooled rating ofONFA and OAIFAIFOA.

Definition of transformer classes:
OA - Oil-immersed, self-cooled OW -- Oil immersed, water-cooled.
OAIFA - Oil-immersed, self-cooled/forced-air-cooled/forced-oil-cooled.
FOA - Oil-immersed, forced-ail-cooled wth forced-air cooler.
FOW - Oil-immersed, forced-oil-cooled with water cooler.

Note: The through impedance of a two-winding autotransformer can be estimated knowing rated circuit voltages, by multiplying
impedance obtained from this table by the factor (HV-- LVIHV).
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TABLED.2 Approximate Distribution Transformer Impedances

2400/4160 Y to 4800/8320 Y to 7200/12470 Y to 14440/24940 34500 GrdY/
120/240 Volts 120/240 Volts 120/240 Volts GrdY-120/240 V 19920t to 120
60 Hertz 60 Hertz 60 Hertz 60Hz /240 V 60 Hz

kVA %IR 0/0 IX %IZ %IR %IX %IZ %IR %IX %IZ %IR %IX % IZ %IR %IX % IZ

5 1.9 1.6 2.5 2.2 1.6 2.7 2.2 2.2 3.1 2.5 2.2 3.3
10 4.4 1.0 1.7 1.4 1.0 1.7 1.4 1.0 1.7 1.6 1.0 1.9 1.4 1.0 1.7
15 1.2 1.2 1.7 1.2 1.2 1.7 1.3 1.2 1.8 1.4 1.7 2.2 1.4 1.7 2.2
25 1.1 1.3 1.7 1.1 1.3 1.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 1.3 1.8 2.2 1.3 1.5 2.0
37.5 0.9 1.4 1.7 1.0 1.4 1.7 1.1 1.4 1.8 1.1 1.6 1.9 1.2 1.7 2.1
50 1.0 1.2 1.6 1.0 1.2 1.6 1.1 1.3 1.7 1.1 1.8 2.1 1.2 1.5 1.9
75 0.9 1.3 1.6 1.0 1.2 1.6 1.0 1.5 1.8 1.1 1.9 2.2 1.0 1.6 1.9
100 0.9 1.6 1.8 0.9 1.4 1.7 0.9 1.4 1.7 1.0 2.0 2.2 1.0 1.5 1.8
]67 0.9 1.7 1.9 0.9 1.7 1.9 0.9 1.7 1.9 0.9 2.1 2.3 0.9 1.8 2.0

240480 240480 240480 240480 240480

250 0.8 2.9 3.0 0.8 2.9 3.0 0.8 2.9 3.0 0.8 2.9 3.0 0.8 2.9 3.0
333 0.8 3.2 3.3 0.8 3.2 3.3 0.8 3.2 3.3 0.8 3.1 3.2 0.8 3.1 3.2
500 0.7 3.2 3.3 0.7 3.2 3.3 0.7 3.2 3.5 0.7 3.3 3.4 0.7 3.3 3.4

When only one of the two low voltage windings is loaded, the %IR and %IX (on kVA base equal to capacity of that winding,
or one-half nameplate kVA) are approximately 0.75 and from 0.6 to 1.25 of full winding %IR and full winding %IX, respectively.
t 125 kV (From General Electric Company. Used with permission.)

TABLED.3 Full Load CUlTents for Distribution Transformer
Single-Phase Circuits

Circuit Voltage

kVA 120 240 480 2400 4160 4330 4880 6600 6900 7200 7620 11.5 k 13.2 k

1.5 ]2.5 6.3 3.1 .63 .36 .35 .3] .23 .22 .21 .20 .13 .11
2.5 20.8 ]0.4 5.2 1.04 .60 .58 .52 .38 .36 .35 .33 .22 .19
3 25.0 12.5 6.3 1.25 .72 .69 .63 .45 .43 .42 .39 .26 .23
5 41.7 20.8 10.4 2.08 1.20 1.16 1.04 .76 .72 .69 .66 .43 .38
7.5 62.5 31.3 15.6 3.13 1.80 1.73 1.56 1.14 1.09 1.04 .98 .65 .57
10 83.3 .41.7 20.8 4.17 2.40 2.31 2.08 1.52 1.45 1.39 1.31 .87 .76
15 125 62.5 31.3 6.25 3.61 3.46 3.13 2.27 2.17 2.08 1.97 1.30 1.14
25 208 104 52.1 10.4 6.01 5.77 5.21 3.79 3.62 3.47 3.28 2.17 1.89
37.5 313 156 78.1 15.6 9.01 8.66 7.81 5.68 5.43 5.21 4.92 3.26 2.84
50 417 208 104 20.8 12.00 11.55 10.4 7.58 7.25 6.94 6.56 4.35 3.79
75 625 313 156 31.3 18.00 17.32 15.6 11.4 10.9 10.4 9.84 6.52 5.68
100 833 417 208 41.7 24.00 23.10 20.8 ]5.2 14.5 13.9 13.1 8.70 7.58
150 1250 625 313 62.5 36.10 34.64 31.3 22.7 21.7 20.8 19.7 13.0 11.4
200 1667 833 417 83.3 48.10 46.19 41.7 30.3 29.0 27.8 26.2 17.4 15.2
250 2083 1042 521 104 60.10 57.74 52.t 37.9 36.3 34.7 32.8 21.7 18.9
333 2775 1388 694 139 80.00 76.91 69.4 50.5 48.3 46.2 43.7 29.0 25.2

500 4167 2083 1042 208 120. 115.47 104 75.8 72.5 69.4 65.6 43.5 37.9
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TABLE D.4 Full Load Currents for Distribution Transformer
Three-Phase Circuits

Circuit Voltage

kVA 208 240 480 2400 4160 4330 4800 6900 7200 8320 11.5k 13.2k 33k

4.5 12.5 10.8 5Al 1.08 .62 .60 .54 .36 .38 .31 .23 .20 .08
7.5 20.8 18.0 9.02 1.80 1.04 1.00 .90 .61 .63 .52 .38 .33 .13
9 25.0 21.7 10.8 2.17 1.25 1.20 1.08 .73 .75 .62 A5 .39 .16
10 27.8 24.1 12.0 2A] 1.39 1.33 1.20 .80 .84 .69 .50 A4 .17
15 41.6 36.1 18.0 3.61 2.08 2.00 1.80 1.20 1.26 1.04 .75 .66 .26
22.5 62.5 54.1 27.1 5.4] 3.12 3.00 2.71 1.80 1.88 1.56 1.13 .98 .39
25 69A 60.1 30.1 6.0] 3A7 3.33 3.01 2.00 2J)9 1.73 1.26 1.09 A4
30 83.3 72.2 36.1 7.22 4.16 4.00 3.61 2Al 2.51 2.08 1.51 1.31 .52
37.5 104 90.2 45.1 9.02 5.20 5.00 4.51 3.01 3.14 2.60 1.88 1.64 .66
45 ]25 108 54.1 10.8 6.25 6.00 SAl 3.60 3.77 3.12 2.26 1.97 .79
50 139 120 60.1 12.0 6.94 6.67 6.01 4.01 4.18 3A7 2.51 2.19 .87
75 208 180 90.2 18.0 lOA 10.00 9.02 6.01 6.28 5.21 3.77 3.28 1.31
100 278 241 120 24.1 13.9 13.33 12.0 8.02 8.37 6.94 5.02 4.37 1.75
112.5 312 271 135 27.1 15.6 15.00 13.5 9.02 9Al 7.81 5.65 4.92 1.97
150 416 361 180 36.1 20.8 20.00 18.0 12.0 12.6 lOA 7.53 6.56 2.62
200 555 481 241 48.1 27.8 26.67 24.1 16.0 16.7 13.9 10.0 8.75 3.50
225 625 541 271 54.1 31.2 30.00 27.1 J8.0 18.8 15.6 ] 1.3 9.84 3.94
300 833 722 361 72.2 41.6 40.00 36.1 24.1 25.1 20.8 15.1 13.1 5.25
450 1249 1083 541 108 62.5 60.00 54.1 36.0 37.7 31.2 22.6 19.7 7.87
500 1388 1203 601 120 69.3 66.67 60.1 40.1 41.8 34.7 25.1 21.9 8.74
600 1665 1443 722 144 83.3 80.00 72.2 48.1 50.2 41.6 30.] 26.2 10.5
750 2082 1804 902 180 104 100.01 90.2 60.1 62.8 52.0 37.7 32.8 13.1
1000 2776 2406 1203 241 139 133.34 120 80.0 83.7 69A 50.2 43.7 17.5
1500 4164 3609 1804 361 208 200.0] 180 120 126 104 75.3 65.6 26.2



500 kV Transmission
Line Data

For the purpose of illustrations and examples used throughout the book, it is convenient to
use data that are consistent and realistic. Since many of the examples cited pertain to power
transmission lines, it is appropriate to use the same line parameters for all illustrations. This
makes the various examples consistent, and ensures the reader that comparisons between
examples are not due to the choice of transmission line parameters.

The transmission line parameters chosen for illustration are almost exactly those of lines
that exist in the western United States. All frequency-dependent data for the standard line is
based on a frequency of 60 hertz.

E.1 TOWER DESIGN

The transmission towers are lattice steel construction with a spacing between conductors as
shown in Figure E.l.

The conductors of the standard line are horizontal twin bundled 2156 kCM (1.092 mm2) 1
ACSR (Bluebird), with a stranding of 84/19. The conductors have an outside diameter of
4.475 cm (1.762 in). The horizontal spacing between adjacent phases is 9.754 meters (32 ft)
and the horizontal spacing between conductors of the same phase bundle is 45.7 cm (18 in.).
The shield wire is 7#8 alumoweld conductor. The horizontal separation between the shield
wires is 12.2 m (40 ft), and the shield wires are centered at an elevation 8.23 m (27 ft) above the
phase wires. The height of the phase wires above the ground is nominally 27.4 m (90 ft), but
base extension structures are used to raise the tower height, as required, for ground clearance.

The line is constructed with approximately 2 towers per km. For the sake of illustration,
the capital cost of the transmission line is taken to be US$350,000 per km.

IThere are 1974 circular mils in 1 square millimeter [1].
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Figure E.I Tower configuration of the standard
line.

E.2 UNIT LENGTH ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The following unit length parameters are given for the standard line:
z = 0.01864 + jO.3728 = 0.373288 QIkm LO.3728 rad
= 0.0300 + jO.6000 = 0.60075 Q/mile LO.3728 rad
y = 0 + j4.4739 JlS/km
= 0 + j7.200 JlS/mile

The characteristic impedance and admittance of the line are computed as follows:

1 ~ 0.01864 + jO.3728
- Zc = Yc =" y- j4.4739 X 10-6

= 288.765275 - j7.214626 Q = 288.855388 Q L - 1.431203°
The propagation constant is also computed from unit length parameters.

,=a+jf3 = ~
= 0.00003228 neperlkm + jO.00129190 radianslkm
= 0.00005195 neper/mi + jO.00207911 radiansImi

E.3 TOTAL LINE IMPEDANCE AND ADMITTANCE

(E.1)

(E.2)

(E.3)

(E.4)

Let the length of the standard line be set to 320 kIn (about 200 miles). Then we can compute
the following.

l = 320km
,f = 0.0103287 neper + jO.4134077 rad

(E.5)
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Then the total nominal line impedance and admittance can be con1puted as
Z == zi == 5.965163 + j119.303269 Q

Y == yf == 0 + j 1431.639227 /-LS

E.4 NOMINAL PI

1289

(E.6)

The nominal pi is an approximate model for the transmission line, which sets the total line
impedance, given in (E.6), for the series impedance between the ends of the line and divides
the total susceptance into two equal susceptances of one-half the total amount, with these two
susceptances located at the ends of the line. The arrangement is shown in Figure E.2.

Figure E.2 Nominal pi circuit for the transInis-
sion line.

+ +

(E.7)

Using the data computed above, the parameters for the nominal pi line are as follows:
Z == 5.965163 + j 119.303269 Q

Y/2 == +j715.8196J4 J1S

E.5 ABeD PARAMETERS

Another convenient way of representing the transmission line of Figure E.2, is by the use of
the two-port network equations, particularly theABCD equations, which are used for analyzing
cascaded two-port networks. These equations are written as

(E.8)

(E.9)

For the case where the transmission line is represented as a symmetrical pi, that is, with equal
shunt susceptance at each end of the line, we have

A == cosh ,f B == Zc sinh ,i
C == Yc sinh,f D == A

The ABCD parameters for the standard transmission line, with varying lengths, are given in
Table E.l (see page 1290).

E.6 EQUIVALENT PI

For long transmission lines, the equivalent pi is preferred to the nominal pi for transmission
representation in system studies. This line is pictured in Figure E.3.

The parameters of the equivalent pi circuit for the 320 km line are computed as follows:

Zrr == Zc sinh ,i == B
== 5.629872 + j 115.944278 Q

(E.lO)
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TABLEE.l ABCD Constants for the Standard Transmission Line with Varying Length

{kin ReA ImA ReB,n ImB,n ReC,J!S ImC, J.1S {mi

0 1.00000oo 0.00000oo 0.00000oo 0.00000o 0.00000 0.00000 0.0
20 0.9996664 0.0000167 0.3727398 7.455627 -{).OOO50 89.46750 12.4
40 0.9986659 0.0000667 0.7449823 14.906293 -{)'()()398 178.87532 24.9
60 0.9969992 0.0001500 1.1162305 22.347039 -{).01342 268.16379 37.3
80 0.9946673 0.0002664 1.4859886 29.772913 -{).03180 357.27337 49.7
100 0.9916718 0.0004158 1.8537623 37.178974 -{).06208 446.14458 62.1
120 0.9880146 0.0005981 2.2190591 44.560293 -0.10720 534.71816 74.6
140 0.9836984 0.0008129 2.5813892 51.911958 -{).17008 622.93499 87.0
160 0.9787258 0.0010599 2.9402655 59.229075 -{).25363 710.73622 99.4
180 0.9731002 0.0013389 3.2952046 66.506777 -{).36071 798.06329 111.8
200 0.9668254 0.0016495 3.6457270 73.740218 -0.49417 884.85791 124.3
220 0.9599055 0.0019912 3.9913575 80.924586 -{).65682 971.06219 136.7
240 0.9523451 0.0023636 4.3316258 88.055098 -{).85142 1056.61860 149.1
260 0.9441493 0.0027662 4.6660673 95.127008 -1.08070 1141.47007 161.6
280 0.9353236 0.0031984 4.9942227 102.135611 -1.34733 1225.55997 174.0
300 0.9258737 0.0036597 5.3156395 109.076241 -1.65394 1308.83219 186.4
320 0.9158060 0.0041495 5.6298717 115.944278 -2.00310 1391.23118 198.8
340 0.9051272 0.0046670 5.9364805 122.735150 -2.39733 1472.70194 211.3
360 0.8938444 0.0052116 6.2350350 129.444339 -2.83909 1553.19011 223.7
380 0.8819651 0.0057825 6.5251120 136.067377 -3.33075 1632.64198 236.1
400 0.8694972 0.0063790 6.8062973 142.599855 -3.87466 1711.00453 248.5
420 0.8564490 0.0070003 7.0781852 149.037426 -4.47305 1788.22546 261.0
440 0.8428291 0.0076454 7.3403798 155.375802 -5.12810 1864.25322 273.4
460 0.8286468 0.0083136 7.5924946 161.610765 -5.84192 1939.03709 285.8
480 0.8139113 0.0090038 7.8341534 167.738163 -6.61652 2012.52713 298.3
500 0.7986325 0.0097152 8.0649908 173.753916 -7.45383 2084.67430 310.7
520 0.7828206 0.0104467 8.2846519 179.654019 -8.35570 2155.43044 323.1
540 0.7664861 0.0111974 8.4927935 185.434542 -9.32389 2224.74831 335.5
560 0.7496399 0.0119662 8.6890839 191.091636 -10.36007 2292.58163 348.0
580 0.7322932 0.0127520 8.8732035 196.621534 -11.46581 2358.88512 360.4
600 0.7144574 0.0135538 9.0448449 202.020552 -12.64259 2423.61450 372.8
620 0.6961446 0.0143703 9.2037135 207.285095 -13.89177 2486.72655 385.3'
640 0.6773669 0.0152004 9.3495278 212.411654 -15.21462 2548.17912 397.7
660 0.6581367 0.0160430 9.4820195 217.396816 -16.61232 2607.93117 410.1
680 0.6384669 0.0168969 9.6009339 222.237258 -18.08593 2665.94280 422.5
700 0.6183707 0.0177607 9.7060302 226.929755 -19.63640 2722.17524 435.0
720 0.5978613 0.0186334 9.7970818 231.471181 -21.26457 2776.59094 447.4
740 0.5769524 0.0195135 9.8738765 235.858508 -22.97116 2829.15353 459.8
760 0.5556579 0.0203999 9.9362166 240.088811 -24.75680 2879.82790 472.2
780 0.5339921 0.0212912 9.9839196 . 244.159272 -26.62197 2928.58016 484.7
800 0.5119693 0.0221862 10.0168177 248.067175 -28.56707 2975.37775 497.1
820 0.4896042 0.0230834 10.0347588 251.809915 -30.59236 3020.18936 509.5
840 0.4669116 0.0239815 10.0376059 255.384995 -32.69798 3062.98505 522.0
860 0.4439068 0.0248792 10.0252379 258.790031 -34.88395 3103.73618 534.4
880 0.4206050 0.0257751 9.9975496 262.022750 -37.15018 3142.41549 546.8
900 0.3970218 0.0266678 9.9544515 265.080995 -39.49644 3178.99711 559.2

cosh Ii - 1 A-I .
Y1C/2 = = -- = 0.527286 + J726.184687 JLS (E.11)

Zc sinh~i B
Values of the equivalent pi parameters for lines of different length are given in Table E.2. Note
that the nominal pi is in error by only about 1% for a line of 200 kIn length, but the error is over



Figure E.3 Equivalent pi circuit for a long trans-
mission line.

+

TABLEE.2 Standard Line Impedances and Admittances for Varying Length [3]

ekm ReZnom,il ImZnom,il ImYnom ' J.1S ReZtr,il ImZtr,il ReY,/2, J.1S ImYtr /2, J,lS

0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0000000 0.00000
20 0.37282 7.45645 44.7387 0.37274 7.45563 0.0001244 44.74121
40 0.74565 14.91291 89.4774 0.74498 14.90629 0.0009955 89.49736
60 1.11847 22.36936 134.2161 1.11623 22.34704 0.0033620 134.28338
80 1.49129 29.82582 178.9549 1.48599 29.77291 0.0079768 179.11427
100 1.86411 37.28227 223.6936 1.85376 37.17897 0.0155983 224.00507
120 2.23694 44.73873 268.4323 2.21906 44.56029 0.0269936 268.97093
140 2.60976 52.19518 313.1710 2.58139 51.91196 0.0429395 314.02706
160 2.98258 59.65163 357.9098 2.94027 59.22908 0.0642252 359.]8881
180 3.35540 67.10809 402.6485 3.29520 66.50678 0.0916543 404.47169
200 3.72823 74.56454 447.3872 3.64573 73.74022 0.1260473 449.89134
220 4.10105 82.02100 492.1259 3.99136 80.92459 0.1682433 495.46361
240 4.47387 89.47745 536.8647 4.33163 88.05510 0.2191032 541.20456
260 4.84670 96.93391 581.6034 4.66607 95.12701 0.2795114 587.13046
280 5.21952 104.39036 626.3421 4.99422 102.13561 0.3503791 633.25785
300 5.59234 111.84681 671.0808 5.31564 109.07624 0.4326465 679.60355
320 5.96516 119.30327 715.8196 5.62987 115.94428 0.5272859 726.18469
340 6.33799 126.75972 760.5583 5.93648 122.73515 0.6353045 773.01871
360 6.71081 134.21618 805.2970 6.23503 129.44434 0.7577478 820.12343
380 7.08363 141.67263 850.0357 6.52511 136.06738 0.8957029 867.51706
400 7.45645 149.12909 894.7745 6.80630 142.59986 1.0503017 915.21820
420 7.82928 156.58554 939.5132 7.07819 149.03743 1.2227251 963.24592
440 8.20210 164.04199 984.2519 7.34038 155.37580 1.4142066 1011.61978
460 8.57492 171.49845 1028.9906 7.59249 161.61077 1.6260368 1060.35982
480 8.94775 178.95490 1073.7294 7.83415 167.73816 1.8595677 1109.48665
500 9.32057 186.41163 1118.4681 8.06499 173.75392 2.1162177 1159.02147
520 9.69339 193.86781 1163.2068 8.28465 179.65402 2.3974768 1208.98611
540 10.06621 201.32427 1207.9456 8.49279 185.43454 2.7049120 1259.40304
560 10.43904 208.78072 1252.6843 8.68908 ]91.09164 3.0401731 1310.29547
580 10.81186 216.23717 1297.4230 8.87320 196.62153 3.4049995 1361.68736
600 11.18468 223.69363 1342.1617 9.04484 202.02055 3.8012269 1413.60348
620 1] .55750 231.15008 1386.9005 9.2037] 207.28509 4.2307943 1466.06943
640 1].93033 238.60654 1431.6392 9.34953 212.41165 4.6957527 1519.11177
660 12.30315 246.06299 1476.3779 9.48202 217.39682 5.1982733 1572.75800
680 12.67597 253.51945 1521.1166 9.60093 222.23726 5.7406567 1627.03667
700 13.04880 260.97590 1565.8554 9.70603 226.92976 6.3253436 1681.97740
720 13.42162 268.43236 1601.5941 9.79708 231.47118 6.9549248 1737.61103
740 13.79444 275.88881 1655.3328 9.87388 235.85851 7.6321542 1793.96960
760 14.16726 283.34526 1700.0715 9.93622 240.08881 8.3599608 1851.08650
780 14.54009 290.80172 1744.8103 9.98392 244.15927 9.1414631 1908.99653
800 14.91291 298.25817 1789.5490 10.01682 248.06718 9.9799844 1967.73599
820 15.28573 305.71463 1834.2877 10.03476 251.80992 10.8790695 2027.34279
840 15.65855 313.17108 1879.0264 10.03761 255.38500 11.8425024 2087.85653
860 16.03138 320.62754 1923.7652 10.02524 258.79003 12.8743269 2149.31865
880 16.40420 328.08399 1968.5039 9.99755 262.02275 13.9788678 2211.77252
900 16.77702 335.54044 2013.2426 9.95445 265.08099 15.1607546 2275.26361
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4% for a line of 400 kIn length. Longer lines have progressively larger errors, if represented
as a nominal pi.

From (E.7) it is seen that Zrr is equal to B. However, the other ABeD parameters are
not so simply related to the parameters of the equivalent pi circuit. It is easily shown that the
following relations apply:

A = D = 1 + ZrrYrr
2

(E.12)

(E.13)

E.7 SURGE IMPEDANCE LOADING

The surge impedance loading of a transmission line is described in Chapter 2. For the standard
500 kV line, the surge impedance loading is computed as follows.

V2 (500)2
SIL = L-L = =865.755 MW (E.14)

Rc 288.765275
Note that, if the voltage is given as the line-to-line voltage in kV, and the surge impedance is
given as a pure resistance in ohms, then the SIL is in MW.

E.8 NORMALIZATION

(E.15)
ZB = 2500 Q
YB = 400 JLmho

In many computations, it is convenient to normalize all quantities. Many system analysts
prefer to normalize the electric system equations to a 100MVA base. For the 500 kV line, this
gives the following base qu.antities.

SB = 100MVA
VB = 500kV
I B = 115.4701 A

(E.18)

(E.17)

(E.16)

Then any quantity can be normalized by dividing by the appropriate base quantity. For example,
the equivalent pi parameters are given in per unit as follows for a line 320 kIn long. First, the
characteristic impedance in per unit is

Zc = 288.765275 - j7.214626 = 0.115506 - jO.OO28858 pu
2500

The equivalent pi series impedance is computed in per unit as follows:
. 5.62987 + j 115.94428 n

Zrr = Zc sInh ,i = 2500

= 0.002252 + jO.046378 pu
= 0.046432 pu L87.220089°

The per unit admittance for the equivalent pi line of 320 km length is
cosh,l - 1 .

Yrr /2 = = 0.52729 + J726.1947
Zc sinh,i

= 0.0013182 + jl.8154617 pu
= 1.8154622 pu L89.958397°
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E.g LlNE RATINGS AND OPERATING LIMITS

(E.20)

(E.21 )

(E.19)

(E.22)

Transmission lines are designed to a rated voltage and all apparatus connected to that line are
also designed to specified voltage ratings. The ratings are usually given in terms of a design
value, plus a maximum operating limit that should not be exceeded. For the nominal 500 kV
translnission lines, these ratings are given as follows.

V == 500 kV.nominal voltage
== 1.0 pu

V == 525 kV operating voltage [2]
== 1.05 pu

V == 550 kV maximum continuous operating voltage
~ 1.10 pu

V == 576 kV maximum design voltage [2]
~ 1.15 pu

The current-carrying limit for a transmission line may be based on several factors. The con-
ductor current carrying capability per phase for the line is 3610 amperes based on a maximum
conductor temperature of 75°C, ambient temperature of 25°C, and a wind speed of 0.609 mls
(2 ftls). This corresponds to 3118 MW, which is nearly four times the SIL for the standard line,
an unreasonably high level. Since it is not reasonable to operate the line at such a high current
level, the physical line design may impose a lower limit based upon conductor sag. Conductor
sag must be limited to provide adequate separation between the high-voltage conductors and
the earth's surface or objects passing under the line. Since current flow increases conductor
temperature, which increases sag, the line current capacity may be sag limited. The line itself
may have a high current limit but the line terminal equipment may impose a lower limit. This
is particularly true where series capacitors are applied, since series capacitor costs vary as
the square of the current magnitude. Therefore, it may not be economical to provide series
capacitors with an unusually high rating unless the line is expected to accommodate such high
power flows on a regular basis.
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A
ABCD parameters

of long, mutually coupled
transmission lines, 447-453

of relay apparent impedance,
329-332

of faulted system, 332-336
Abnormal unavailability, 1233-1241
Admittance

circles of
constant m and variable (),

357-358
diagrams, 355-356
input, 358-361
input loci, 356-357
input plot, for various operating

conditions, 360
loci

for constant m, 357-358
for constant ljJ, 358-359

relay characteristic, 359-364
AND logic, 105
Anti-pumping, 22
Apparent impedance

of distance relay, defined, 258
Argand diagrams, 283-285
Asymmetry factor, 155-156
Automatic circuit reclosers, see

reclosers. 84-89
Automatic line sectionalizer, see

sectionalizer, 89-90

B
Backup, 8

relays, defined, 9-10
Blocking, 489-492

directional comparison, 490-492
scheme, direct, 489-490

Burden,24,150-160
defined, 24, 150
in undereized CT, 159-160
maximum, by calculation, 159-160

Bus differential protection, 649-653
concepts and problems, 650-653
CT selection, 649-650
high impedance, 657-663

example, 657-663
with linear couplers, 655-656
with overcurrent relays, 653-654
with percent differential relays, 655

Bus fault statistics, 646
Bus protection, 645-670

auxiliary tripping relays, 669-670
combined bus and transformer, 664
differential, 649-663
directional comparison, 669
requirements, 647-648
using auxiliary CT's, 644-669
using backup line relays, 648-649

c
Capacitive potential devices, 30-32
Carrier current, 477
CCVT,30-32
Circuit breaker, 21-22, 77-84

air, 77, 82-83
arc extinction, 82-84
asymmetrical current, defined, 78
asymmetry factor, 81
compressed-air, 84
control circuit, 21
de current component, defined, 78
definitions, 77-79
designs, 82-84
fluids, 82-83
graph of operating time, 79
latching current, defined, 78

Index

live tank vs. dead tank, 84
magnetic-air, 84
making current, defined, 78
manual operation, 21
oil, 77,83
oilless, 83-84
operating time, defined, 79
operating voltage, defined, 78
operation, 22
permissible tripping delay, 82
rated permissible tripping delay, 82
rated voltage range factor, 80
rating, rated quantities, 79-82

symmetrical current method,
79-80

total current method, 79
ratings, 79-82
recovery voltage, defined, 78
reignition, defined, 79
restrike current, defined, 79
restrike voltage, defined, 78
standard operating duty, defined, 81
sulfur hexaflouride, 77
symmetrical current component,

defined, 78
vacuum, 77

Circuit switchers, 90-91
Clearing time, 7
Coherent logic, 1113-1125

2-relay system, 1114-] ] 16
3-relay system, 1116-1118
analysis, 1118-1125

Comparator, 127-139
alpha and beta planes, 129
amplitude, 128-] 29, 132-133
distance relay, 135-137
general equations, 129-132
phase, 133-135
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Comparator, (Continued)
phase and amplitude, 128-129
relay design, 127

Compensation theorem, 186-189
applications, 189-193

Complex line protection, 531-570
multiterminallines, 539-546
mutually coupled lines, 547-570
single-phase switching, 531-539

Complex Z and Y loci, 283-314
admittance inversion, 296-299
circle equations, 294-296
conformalmapping, 307-308
half plane mapping, 287-293
impedance at the relay, 312-314
impedance inversion, 284-286
inversion of a circle with center at

(1,0),302-304
an arbitrary circle, 304-306
an arbitrary straight line,

301-302
line through (1, 0), 299-301

line and circle mapping, 286-293
line equations, 293-294
orthogonal trajectories, 308-312
properties of, 286-287
summary of line and circle

inversions, 307
with respect to the unit circle, 285

Connection
90 degree, 20

Contacts, 18
a,18
b,18
back, 18
front, 18
graphic symbol for, ]8
normally closed, 18
normally open, 18

Control configuration, redundant, 35
Control circuit, 19-21, 35

dc, 19
de, for circuit breaker, 20
series trip, 21
typical configurations, 35
X-Y, 21

Coordination
defined,9

Coordination time interval (CTI)
defined, 231

CT and VT graphic symbols, 17-18
CT, 17-18,24,29-34,230-231

burden defined, 24
bushing type, 29-30
delta connection, 31
equivalent circuit, 24
graphic symbol for, ]8
markings, 29

optical, 32-34
optical, types, 34
polarity conventions, 29
saturation, 23-29, 159-160

ANSI standard accuracy class
method, 23-24

ANSI standard CT accuracy
class method, 25-27

excitation curve method, 25-26
formulamethod, 26-27
simulation method, 28-29
C-Rating, 159-160

terminal markings, 29
wye connection, 30

CTI, coordination time interval
defined,228

Current
let-through,47

Current transformer, see CT
Cutout

distribution, 44-45

o
Definitions

protection, 9-10
Degree of series compensation

defined,576
Digital relay logic, 115-126

Kalman filter, 125
overcurrent, 123
substation protection, 124
transformer protection, 124
generator protection, 124
unique concepts, 124-125
Walsh function, 125

Digital circuit, 91-93, 109-112
sampling of analog signals,

109-110
the AIDconverter, 110-112

Digital fault recorders, 91-93
Digital logic circuits, 104-112

AND,105
buffer, 107
exclusive OR, 106
flip-flop, 109
graphic symbols, 105
NAND, 108
NOR, 107
normal, 104
NOT,107
OR, 106
reversed, 104
time delay, 108

Digital relay, 120-126
Digital signal processing, 116-120

common discrete sequences, 116 .
data window method, 120-121
fast Fourier transform, 119-120

Index

frequency response, 118
linear transformations, 117
periodic sequences, 118-119
phasor method, 121-123
relaying applications, 123-125

Directional comparison, 490-495
blocking, 490-492
ground fault protection, 495
high speed rec1osing, 494-495
power swing blocking, 495
selectivity, 493-494
switch-onto-fault function, 495
unblocking, 492-493

Disjoint, 1005-1006
Digital relay applications, 123-125

distance protection, 123
example, 125-126
generator protection, 124
Kalman filter, 125
transformer protection, 124
logic, also see relay logic

Distance protection, 257-268,
379-417

analysis, 379-417
description, 257-268

Distance relay, 57-58, 257-268
apparent impedance

ground faults, 389-394
line-to-line line fault, 386-389
three-phase line fault, 382-386
typical Z plane plots, 400-406.

characteristics, 257-262
coordination, 57-58,412-414
dependence on system parameters,

258-260
effect of fault resistance, 265-267
ground protection, 410-412
R-X plane display, 259
reach, as a function of system

conditions, 259-260
sequential tripping, 258
settings, GCX example, 406-410
trip threshold, 258
types, 261-262
underreach,259-260
zoned, 262-265

Distribution feeder, 201-207
coordination, 203-207
main and lateral, 202
sectionalizing, 202
also see "Radial"

Distribution transformer
fusing, 202

Disturbance, 11-12, 1093-1 104
classification of, 11-12, 1097-1099
defined, 11
joint probability density, 1104
probabilistic model, 1093-1096,

1099-1104



Index

probability distribution, 1096-1097
also see "System disturbance"

E
Environmental effect in protection

analysis, 1115

F
Fail dangerous, 1109
Fail safe, 1109-1110
Failure

control of, 4
definitions, 1027

Failure modes, 1027-1028,
1109-1116

definition, 1027-1028
dual, .1108-1109
operational (fail dangerous),

1109-1110
optimization, 1110
security (fail safe), 1]09-1110

Failure to trip
defined, 10

False tripping
defined, ]0

Faraday effect, 32-33
Fast Fourier transform, 119-120
Fault characteristics, 148-152
Fault current, 150-] 59

initial dc component, 158
measurement of, 150-15]
near synchronous machines,

152-159
synchronous generator, example,

]55-157
unloaded generator, 157

Fault current computation, 168-172
description, t 68-169
2 line-to-ground, 170-171
3-phase, ]69-170
line-to-line, 171
n-port sequence network, 168-169
one line-to-ground, 171-172

Fault recorders
digital, 91--93

Fault tree analysis of protective
systems, 1157-1201

analytical methods, 1158-1169
conditional intensities, 1162-1163
parameters, 1159-1163
unavailability, 1162
unconditional intensities,

1159-1161
evaluation, 1193-120 I
expected number of failures and

repairs, 1161-1162
minimal cut set parameters,

] 163-1165

rules and methods of analysis,
1158-1169

system nomenclature, 1159
system parameters, I 165-1169
transmission protection,

1169-1193
breaker failure, 1175-1180
functional specification,

1169-] 173
minimal cut sets, 1198-1199
protection failure, I 180-1193
special cases, 1199-1201
the top event, 1173-1175

Fault trees, 1052-1064
analysis methods, 1054-1055
component failures, 1055-1057
construction, 1057-1060
conventions, 1053- I054
decision tables, 1060-1062
signal flow graphs, 1062-1064
systems and components, 1055

Faults on power systems, 147-160
calculation of, ]50-152
characteristics of, 148-149
near synchronous machines,

152-159
FM, see frequency modulation
Frequency, effects of, 807-847
also see "system frequency"

Frequency modulation, 508-509
for pilot communications, 509
principles of, 508

Front contacts, also see "contacts," ]8
Function numbers

of devices, 17-18
Fuse,44-56,220-222

characteristics, 44-56
coordination, 51-55

example, 55-56
current limiting, 46-47
cutout, 44-45
defined, 46-48
distribution, 44
E rated, 48-49
electronic, 48
expulsion, 46
filled, 46
heating and cooling cycles,

220-222
link, described, 45
link, example of, 45
power, 44, 49
protected, 52
protecting, 52
ratings, 48, 49
special types, 47, 48
speed ratio, 50
time-current characteristics, 48-55
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types, 44-48
types K and T, 50-52
vacuum.vlf
zero current clearing, 46

Fusing, special, 47-48
capacitor banks, 47-48
parallel, recommendation, 48

G
Generator protection, 713-745

bearing failure, 738-739
breaker failure, 743-745
coolant failure, 739
excitation, loss of field, 732-737

induction generator effect, 732
loss of field, 732-737

fire protection, 739
loss of plant auxiliaries, 739-740
loss of voltage measurement, 739
motoring, 737-738
overspeed,737
rotor protection, 728-731

grounded field winding,
729-731

open field winding, 731
overheated field winding, 731
shorted field winding, 729

stator, 715-728
backup protection, 728
ground fault, 717-724
open circuit, 724-725
overheating, 725
overvoltage, 726
phase fault, 716-717
tum to turn fault, 724
unbalanced current, 726-728
stator protection, 715-728
summary, 740-745
types of protection, 714-715

unit generator-transformer
protection, 740-743

overview, 740--74 I
protective devices, 742
trip modes, 742-743

vibration, 738
Graphic symbols, 17-18
Ground fault protection, 270-277

characteristics of, 271-272
importance of, 270-271
relay polarization, 272-276
types of ground relays, 276-277

Ground relay polarization, 272-276
using current, 273-276
using voltage, 272-273

H
High-voltage direct current (HYDe)

protection, 913-952
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HVDe ac side protection,936-938
ac bus, 937
ac line, 936-937
convertertransformer, 937
filtersand reactivesupport, 938

HVDe conversion,913-929
basic controlconcepts, 926-929
control structure,931-934
converterstationdesign, 929-936
inverteroperation,921-924
multibridgeconverters,924-926
protectioncategories,936
protectionphilosophy, 934-935
rectifieroperation,914-921

HVDe de protection,938-948
commutationfailure, 940-941
converterovercurrent,939-940
de filter, 947
de harmonics,943
de line, 944-945
dc minimumvoltage,945-946
dc overvoltage, 946
de side differential,944
electrodeopen circuit, 947
excessivedelay angle, 942
pole de differential,946-947
valvemisfire,941
valveshort circuit, 939
valves,939-943
VOCOL,947-948
voltagestress, 941-942

HVDe fundamentals, 913-929
HVDe protection,913-952

ac side, 936-938
de side, 938-948
dynamicovervoltage, 950-951
reversepower,949
self-excitation, 950
settings,951-952
torsional interaction,949-950

Impedance,317-349, 356
input, 356
seen by relay,317-319

Impedancematrix, line, 420-430
mutual symmetry, 427
of a transposedline, 423

Importance,1066, 1071
Inductionmotor,751-799

acceleratingtorque, 761-763
analysis,752-769
equivalentcircuits,756-761
heating,769'-782

conduction,769-772
fundamentals, 769-773
convection,772-773
radiation,773

problems,782-788
externalhazards, 783-788

low supply frequency, 787
low supply voltage,786-787
reversedphase sequence,787
single phasing,785-786
stallingdue to excessive

load, 787-788
unbalancedsupplyvoltage,

784-785
internalhazards,782-783

startingperformance, 763-769
thermalmodel,773-782

electric analog,776
limits, 779-780
lumped,775-777
parameters,777
pedormance, 777-779
thermal relay,780-782

Inductionmotor analysis,752-769
normalization, 753-754
symmetricalcomponent

transformation, 754-756
the swingequation,752

Inspectedsystemmodeling,
1211-1226

Instrumenttransformer, 17-18, 23-34
analysis,23-34
connections,28-34
graphic symbols, 17-18
selection,23-28

K
k-out of-n G systems, 1220-1226

L
Line fault

analysis,380-381
definitionof d phasor operators,

392
equivalentcircuit, 380
ground, 389-394
one-line-to-ground, 389-392

tabulationof results, 391
phase-to-phase, 386-389

tabulationof results, 388
sequencenetworkreduction,

381-382
three phase, 382-386

tabulationof results, 386
two-line-to-ground, 392-394

tabulationof results, 394
Line impedance,167-168,420-423

earth resistivity, 422
equations, 167-168
matrix, self andmutual,420-423

Index

Load imbalancedefinition,836-837
relay characteristics,835-846
relay connections,846--847
turbineprotectivemargin, 844-846

Load sheddingprotection,834-846
criteria, 835-836
designconcepts, 839-844
example,837
example illustratingsettings,

838-839
Local backup relays

defined, 10
Logic

defined,97
Logic analog,99-104

activefilter, 103
comparator,100-101
electronic,99-112
integrator, 102-103
isolator, 100-101
leveldetector, 100-102
op amp, 100
summer, 102

Logic, digital, 104-112
AID,111
AND, 105
Boolean, 104-105
buffer,107
exclusiveOR, 106
flip-flop, 109
NAND, 108
NOR, 107
NOT,107
OR, 106
sampling, 110
time delay, 108

Long transmissionline,~5-465
isolated line, 445-447

equations,445
ABeD parameters,446-447

mutuallycoupled lines, 447-453
distanceparameters,447-451
identicalparameters,451-452
representation, 453

Equivalentcircuits,453-461
admittancematrix,453-457
type 1 equivalent,459-460
type 2 equivalent,460-461
type 3 equivalent,457-459

solutionfor long lines, 461-465
sequencenetworks,461-463
sequenceirnpedances,463-464
currents and voltages,464-465

Loss of synchronismprotection,
894-902

circuit breaker considerations, 901
out-of-stepblockingand tripping,

898-901
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out-of-step detection, 897-898
out-of-step performance, 894-897
out-of-step relaying practice,

901-902
pilot relaying considerations, 901

M
M matrix, 317-322

for relay impedance, 317-319
M parameters, 319-322
Markov modeling, 1205-1245

abnormal unavailability,
1233-1241

modeling inspected systems,
1211-1226

monitoring and self testing,
1226-1230

safeguard systems, 1241-1243
testing, protection, 1206-1211
unreadiness probability, 1230-1233

Measurements, 17-39
circuit breaker controls, 21-22
control configurations, 34-36
graphic symbols, 17-18
instrument transformers, 23-34
optical communications, 36-39
relay connections, 18-21

Minimum operation current (MOC),
229-233

computed example, 233
defined,229

Monitoring and self-testing,
1226-1230

modeling of inspected protective
systems, 1211-1226

testing of protective systems,
1206-1211

k-out-of-n G systems,
1220-1226

optimal inspection interval,
1212-1217

redundant system optimization,
1217-1220

Motor classifications, 788-790
by location, 789
by service, 788-789

Motor protection, 790-799
bearings, 797
for large motors, summary,

798-799
multifunction, 797
rotor, 796-797

heating, 796
problems in detection, 796-797

standards for, 751
stator, 790-796

ground fault, 791
locked rotor, 791-792
overload, 792-793

phase fault, 790-791
reversed phase rotation, 794
synchronous, loss of excitation,

795
synchronous, loss of

synchronism, 795
synchronous, supply voltage

restoration, 795-796
unbalanced supply voltage, 794
undervoltage, 793-794

Multiterminallines,539-546
3-tenninal example, 543-545
common configurations, 540-541
distance protection with three

terminals, 542-543
pilot protection, 545-546

Mutual coupling, 419-465
basic equations, 419-420
effect of, 430-437
equivalent circuit for short lines,

437-444
equivalent circuits for transformers,

439
equivalent networks Type 1, 2, and

3,439-443
examples of, 430-437
general network equivalents for

short lines, 437-439
general network equivalents for

long lines, 453-461
line impedances, 42D-430
short lines with susceptance,

443-444
solution of the long line case,

461-465
Type 1 networks, 439-441
Type 2 networks, 442
Type 3 networks, 442-443

Mutual impedance
lattice network equivalents,

437-439
Mutual induction

air-core transformer equivalent,
420

equivalent circuit for, 420
Mutual induction, basic equations, 419
Mutually coupled lines protection,

547-570
measurement errors on the parallel

line, 566-568
Types I, 2, and 3 defined, 547-548
Type 1, ground distance protection,

548-568
guidelines for settings, 557-562
reach error, 554-557
Zone 2 settings, 562-563

Types 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, 551-554
Type 1.3 problems, 563-567
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Type 2, distance protection,
568-569

Type 3, distance protection, 570

o
Operational amplifier, 99-100
Optical cables

described, 37-38
splicing, 38

Optical communications, 36-39
Optical fiber transmission, 36-37

interstation, 38
intrastation, 38

Optical transducers, 37
Optical transmission, 37-38

attenuation properties, 37
modes, 37
sensor requirements, 38

OR logic, 106
Overcurrent relay

described, 56-57
need for directional element,

250-252
time dial, 230-231

p
Phase comparison, 499-507

described, 499-501
dual, transfer trip, 503
dual, unblocking, 502
segregated, 504-507
single, blocking, 501-502

Phasor measurement, 73-74
Pilot protection, 469-527

EHV line example, 509-515
description, 510-515
general considerations, 509-510

general description, 470-472
monitoring pilot performance,

525-527
non-unit pilot schemes, 482-499

blocking and unblocking,
489-493

directional comparison, 482
directional comparison

selectivity, 493-494
distance schemes, 482-483
hybrid schemes, 495-499
other features, 494-495
transfer trip schemes, 484-489

physical systems, 472-481
classifications, 481
communications selection, 480
communucations problems,

480-481
fiber-optic pilot, 479
general concepts, 473-475
microwave pilot, 478-479
PLC pilot, 477-478
wire pilot, 475-477
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Pilot protection, (Continued)
pilot settings, 515-522

current reversal, 519-520
distance element, 516-517
echo keying, 520-521
instrumental transformer, 516
loss of potential logic, 521
maximum torque angle, 516
phase overcurrent, 517-518
residual overcurrent, 518-519
switch onto fault, 519
weak infeed logic, 521

traveling wave relays, 522-525
unit schemes, 499-509

longitudinal schemes, 507-509
phase comparison, 499-507

PLC, power line carrier, 477
Polarization

of ground relays, 272-276
Potential transformers, see voltage

transformers, 18,30-32
Power circuit breakers, 77-84

definitions, 77-79
design, 82-84
ratings, 79-82

Power line carrier, 474, 477-478,
511-513

Power system characteristics, 147-193
available fault current, 168-172
compensation theorem, 186-189

applications, 189-193
faults, 147-160
faulted system equivalents,

172-186
solutions, 193

line impedances, 167-168
station arrangements, 160-166

Power system equivalent circuit, see
system equivalent, 172-186

Prevention set, 1071
Primary relays

defined,9
Primitive impedance

defined, 421
Probability distribution, 1015-1023

binomial, 1015-1019
exponential, 1022-1023
normal, 1019-1020
Poisson, 1017-1018
uniform, 1015, 1020
Weibull, 1020-1022

Programmable logic device, 126
Protected component, defined,

1105-1106
Protection, 4-7

economical design, 4
reactionary, 4-6
safeguards, 6-7

Protection design concepts, 469-470

Protection design considerations, 8-9
Protection equivalent

M parameters, 319-322
Protection logic, coherent, 1113-1125

analysis, 1118-1125
defined,1113-1114
2 relay system, 1114-1116
3 relay sustem, 1116-1118

Protection of series compensated
lines, 575-642

Protection strategy, 8
Protection zones

defined, 9
Protective device

ratings, 44
Protective device characteristics,

43-93
circuit breakers, 77-84
fault recorders, 91-93
fuses, 44-56
reclosers, 84-89
relays, 56-77
sectionalizers, 89-90
switches, 90-91

Protective device operation, 7
Protective relaying

defined,9

R
Radial distribution coordination,

203-207
Radial line

lLG fault, 210
2LG fault, 209-210
branch fault example, 217-218
branch faults, 215-217
delta- and wye-connected systems,

208
example of fault calculations,

211-215
fault current calculation, 207-218
fault impedance, 209
L-L fault, 210
line impedance formula, 209
main line faults, 208-215
normalization of impedance, 209
positive sequence impedance, 209
summary of fault current formulas,

211
three-phase faults, 209
zero sequence line impedance, 210

Radial line protection, 201-239
Radial system

coordination example, 226-228
coordination of phase and ground

relays, 228-232
coordination of reclosers and fuses,

220-225
example of recloser-relay

coordination, 224-225

Index

example of relay coordination,
232-235

heating and cooling of fuses, 222
instantaneous relay setting

example, 238-239
protective strategy, 218-220

Recloser-relay coordination, 223-224
Relay coordination, 225-239
Relay coordination procedure, 226

setting instantaneous relays,
235-237

Radial system study, 203-207
available fault current, 203
data requirements, 204
protective equipment data, 205
step-by-step procedure, 207
substation data requirements, 204
system data, 205

Radial system, coordination example,
211-214

Random variables, 1010-1026
common distribution functions,

1015-1023
continuous distributions,

1013-1014
definitions, 1010-1011
discrete distributions, 1012-1013
moments, 1014
random vectors, 1023-1024
stochastic processes, 1024-1026
the density function, 1011-1012
the distribution function, 1011

Reactionary devices, 4-6
Recloser, 84-89

defined,84
definition of operating times, 85
electronic, block diagram of, 88
ratings, 85
time-current characteristics, 85-89

Reclosing, auto, 873-894
advantages of high speed, 875
arc deionization, 880-881
at generator buses, 889-894
bus protection vs. line protection,

889
definitions, 877-879
delayed, 889
description, 873-875
digital devices, 887-888
disturbance considerations,

875-877
fault types, 876-877
voltage levels, 876

number of reclosures, 877
probability of success, 877
switching options, line and bus

check systems, 889
switching options, single-phase

switching, 888
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Reclosing relays, 882-888
breaker operation considerations,

882-884
multishot, 886
single shot, 884-886
synchro check, 886-887

Relay, 43-75, ]27-139
adaptive, 73
as a comparator, 127-139
blinder, analysis of, 65--66
characteristics, 56-75
differential, 57, 70-7 ]
digital, 71--77

advantages of, 73
configuration. 74-75
functional block diagram, 74
history of, 72--74

directional, 57
distance, 57, 394-406
electromechanical, 59-66

balanced beam, 64
induction cup. 64-65
induction cylinder. 65-66
induction cylinder, blinder, 65
induction disk, 60-64
directional overcurrent, 64
equations of motion, 61-62

instantaneous, 60
inverse overcurrent, 63
inverse overcurrent. numerical

parameters, 63
inverse overcurrent, time-current

curves, 63
nondirectional, 56
overcurrent, 56
overcurrent, characteristics, 57
percentage differential. 70-71
pilot, 58
solenoid type, 60
static, 66-70

advantages of, 66
overcurrent, 67-68
typical characteristic curves, 69

Relay apparent admittance, 355-372
admittance characteristics,

359-364
example, 360-364

admittance diagrams, 355-356
input loci, 356-359
parallel lines, 364-368
summary, 371-372
Y plane characteristics, 368-371

Relay apparent impedance, 317-349
a special case, 336-340
construction of M circles, 323-329.

340-344
equivalent 2 port, 329-336
for distance relays, 394-406
mathematical model. 3 17-3 19

M parameters, 319-322
phase comparison, 344-349
the faulted system, 332-336
the unfaulted system, 330-332
Z loci, 322-323

Relay characteristics, 56-75
Relay connection

typical, 18-21
Relay control configurations. 34-36
Relay logic, 97-139

analog relay logic, 112-1 15
directional comparison pilot,

114-115
instantaneous overcurrent,

112-113
phase comparison distance.

112-114
definitions. 97-98
digital relay logic, 115-126

description, 115-116
digital signal processing,

116-120
linear transformations, 117
frequency response, 118
periodic sequences. 118-1 19
fast Fourier transform,

119-120
data window method. ]20-] 2]
phasor method, 121-123
protection applications,

123--125
overcurrent, 123
distance. ]23
transformer. 124
generator, 124
substation, 124
other types, 124
unique concepts, 124-125

example. 125-126
electromechanical logic, 98-99

overcurrent, 98
distance. 98--99

electronic logic circuits, analog,
99--104

active filters, 103
comparator, 100-102
integrator. 102-103
isolator. 100.
level detector, 100-102
op amp, 99-100
summer, 102

electronic logic circuits, digital,
104-112

AID converter. 110-1 12
AND. 105
Boolean logic, 104-105
buffer. J07
exclusive OR. )06
flip-flop. 109
NAND. 108
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NOR, 107
NOT. 107
OR. 106
sampling, 109-110
time delay, J08

hybrid relay logic, 126-127
Relay problems due to series

compensation, 611-632
mutual induction, 624-625
phase unbalance, 613
reach measurement, 625-632
subsynchronous resonance (SSR).

613-614
transient phenomena, 611-613
voltage and current inversions,

614-622
voltage inversions, 623-624

Relay characteristics, 60
induction disk, 60
solenoid type, 60

Relay tap. 41, 230, 276
Reliability, 1003-) 245

analysis, minimal cut sets, 1078
minimal path sets, 1078-1079
reliability block diagrams,

1072-1073
structure functions. 1076-1078
success trees, 1073-1074
truth tables, 1074-1076

basic concepts, )003-1039
coherent logic, 11 J4
Markov process, 1079-1087

basic concepts, J079-1081
failure frequency and duration,

1085-1087
general algorithm for

computation, 1082-1085
model of two repairable

components, 1084-1085
special failure modes, 1085
stationary state probabilities.

1081-1082
probability fundamentals,

1004-1010
classes and partitions,

1006-1007
combinatorial rules, 1007-1010
events and experiments,

1004-1005
the axioms. 1004
Venn diagrams, 1005-1006

random variables, )010-1026
Reliability concepts in protection,

1093--1152
system disturbance models,

1093-1097,1099-1104
disturbance classifications.

1097--1099
disturbance density and

distribution, 1099-1103
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system disturbance models,
(Continued)

disturbance distribution,
1095-1097

disturbance joint density, 1104
general probabilistic model,

1093-1095
time dependent models, 1104-1142

coherent protection logic,
1113-1125

protection vs. protected
component, 1105-1106

protective system analysis,
1125-1138

specifications for protection,
1138-1]42

system reliability concepts,
1106-1113

time independent models,
1142-1152

composite protection systems,
1148-1152

failure distributions, 1143-1148
Reliability block diagram, 1043-1052,

1125-1138
common control and bus

arrangements, 1125-1 t38
of common protective systems,

1043-]052
bridge networks, 1049-1050
cut sets, 1050-] 052
parallel systems, 1046-1047
series systems, 1044-1045
series-parallel and parallel-series

systems, 1047-1048
standby systems, 1048-1049

Reliability evaluation, 1064-1071
Boolean algebra, 1069
qualitative analysis, 1064-1067
quantitative analysis, 1067-1071

system availability, 1067
system reliability, 1068
system unavailability, 1068
system unreliability, 1068

Reliability model of protection,
1]04-1152

time independent, 1104-1142
time dependent, 1142-1152

Reliability models, 1028-1039
constant failure and repair rate

model, 1037-1039
definition of reliability, ]028-]032
the failure process, 1029-1030
the hazard rate. 103D-l032
the repair process, 1032-1034
the whole process, 1034-1037

Reliability, 1003-1245
analysis, 1043-:-1087
basic concepts, 1003-1039
concepts in protection, 1093-1152
fault tree analysis, 1157-1201
Markov models, 1205-1245

Reliability specifications
for transmission protection,

1138-1142
Reliability state space,

frequency and duration, 1085-1087
general algorithm, 1082-1084
Markov processes, 1079-1081
special failure modes, 1085
stationary state probabilities,

1081-1082
two repairable components,

1084-1085
Restoration strategy, 8

S
Safeguard devices, 4-6, 1241-1245
Saturation,

ofCT's, 23-28, 62, 71, 15D-151,
159-160,516,613,637,647,
649-657,662,664-670,791

of relays, 62
of power transformers, 682-685,

695
Seal-in relay, 19
Sectionalizers, 89-90

application example, 90
Security, 7

defined, 9
failure, 1028

Selectivity, 8
defined, 9

Sensitivity, 9-10
defined, 9

Series capacitor bank protection,
59D-611

bank configuration, 591-592
bypass systems, 592-598

bypass gaps, 593
metal oxide varistors, 594-595
gaps and varistors, 595-596
typical system, 597

fundamental frequency varistor
model, 598-601

relay quantities including bypass,
601-604

effect of system parameters,
604-611

assumptions, 604-606
external impedance, 606-608
source impedance, 608
fault impedance, 608-611

Index

Series capacitors, unbypassed
578-590

end-of-line capacitors, 578-586
bus-side voltage, 578-585
line-side voltage, 585-586

mid-line capacitors, 586-589
conclusions regarding effects,

589-590
Series compensated line protection,

632-635
current phase comparison, 632
directional comparison schemes,

632-635
hybrid schemes, 632-633
distance schemes, 633-634
traveling wave schemes,

634-635
directional overcurrent ground, 635

Series compensated line protection
problems, see Relay problems
due to series compensation

Series compensated line protection
experience, 634-635

autoreclosing problems 637
effect of transient phenomena, 636
effect of phase impedance

unbalance, 636
effect of voltage and current

inversions, 636
effect of fault location error,

636-637
effect of transducer error, 637
recommended system studies, 637

Series compensation, reasons for,
575-576

Short circuits, also see "faults," 4-6,
11-12

Shunt reactor protection, 700-704
dry type, 701-702
oil immersed type, 702-704, 888,

891
Single-phase switching, 531-539

control of secondary arcs, 532-536
secondary arcs, untransposed lines,

536-539
single-phase switching, 888, 891

Speed ratio, 50-51
defined,50
examples, 51

Subsynchronousresonance,955-992
also see SSR

history of SSR, 962-963
overview of problem, 955-963

example, 957-958
mathematical model, 956-957
spring-mass model, 959

SSR system countermeasures,
963-969
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generator and system
modification, 968-969

generator circuit resonance,
969

turbine-generator
modification, 968-969

network and generator controls,
964--968

capacitor voltage control,
964-965

system switching, 964
thyristor controlled

capacitors, 965-968
unit tripping, 968

SSR unit countermeasures,
969-992

filtering and damping, 970-977
dynamic filters, 973-974
dynamic stabilizers, 974-976
excitation system dampers,

976--977
line filters, 971-973
static blocking filters,

970-971
unit relaying and monitoring,

977-992
comments on SSR relays,

992
SSR monitors, 990-992
SSR protective relays,

977-990
armature current relay,

978-982
subsynchronous current

relay, 982-990
Stability, 853-909

automatic reclosing, 873-894
introduction, 873-874
need for fast reclosing, 875
disturbance considerations,

875-877
fault types, 876-877
voltage levels, 876

reclosing considerations,
877-881

arc deionization, 880-881
definitions, 877-879
number of reclosures, 877
reclosing success, 877

reclosing relays, 882-888
breaker operation, 882-884
digital reclosing and

synchro-check relay,
887-888

multishot reclosing relays,
886

single-shot reclosing relays,
884-886

synchro-check relays,
886-887

reclosing switching options,
888-889

bus vs. line protection, 889
dead line-live bus, 889
delayed reclosing, 889
live line-dead bus, 889
single-phase switching, 888

reclosing at generator buses,
889-894

loss-of-synchronism protection,
894-902

circuit breaker considerations,
901

out-of-step blocking and
tripping, 898-901

out-of-step detection, 897-898
out-of-step relaying practice,

901-902
pilot relaying considerations,

901
system out-of-step performance,

894--897
protection requirements,

896-897
representation in the Z plane,

894-896
review of fundamentals, 853-862

definitions, 853-854
effect of impedance, 854--855
the swing equation, 858-862
two-port representation,

855-857
special protection schemes,

902-909
design procedure, 904-905

critical conditions, 904
operator control, 905
recognition triggers, 904

disturbance events, 903-904
example of an SPS, 905-909
SPS characteristics, 902-903

system transient behavior, 862-873
effect of power transfer,

864--867
effect of circuit breaker speed,

867-868
effect of reclosing, 868
relay measurements during

transients, 868-873
stability of test system, 863

State, 4-5
abnormal,5
action, 5
block diagram, 5
nonnal,5
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outage, 5
restorative, 5

Static var compensator, also see SVC,
673-674,705,863,866,963,
975

Station arrangement, 160- I66
4 x 6 network, 166
breaker-and-a-half, 164
breaker-and-a-third, 166
crossed ring, 166
double bus, double breaker, 163
double bus, single breaker,

162-163
main and transfer, 161-162
pyrimid,166
ring bridge, 166
ring bus, ]63-164
ring tripod, 166
single bus, single breaker, 160-16]

Strategy,8
protection, 8
restoration, 8

Substation computer, 75-77
block diagram, 76
hierarchy, 75

Subsynchronous resonance, 955
SVC protection, 704--708
Switching stations, see "station,"
Synchro-check relay, 886-887
Synchro-verifier relay, 887
Synchronous motor, 788

loss of excitation, 788
loss of synchronism, 788

System disturbance model, 1093-1104
disturbance classifications,

]097-1099
disturbance distribution,

1096-1097
disturbance joint density, 1104
example with 3 bus system,

1099-1103
probabilistic disturbance model,

1093-1096
probabilistic model distribution,

1099
System protection equivalent,

172-186
4 port, 185-186
3 port, 184--185
2 port parameters, 178
2-port representation, 174--]76
2-port equivalent, 176-178
for protection studies, 172-186
for series faults, 179-180
general description, 172-173
line with shunt fault, 178-179
multiport, 183-186
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System protection equivalent,
(Continued)

numerical example, 181-182
open-circuit impedance matrix,

173-174
series faults, 179-180
two port, 176-177

System frequency, 807-847
abnormal frequency, 807-847

effect of overfrequency on
turbines, 808

effect of underfrequency on
turbines, 808-810

effect on generators, 808-809
effect on turbines, 810-813
operation, 807

load shedding protection, 834-847
off normal, load shedding, 834
off-normal protection, 831-832
off-normal turbine protection,

832-834
System under frequency protection,

834-847, also see "load
shedding," 835

typical turbine protection, 834-835
System frequency response model,

813-831
effect of

damping, 825
disturbance size, 819
governor droop, 821-822
high pressure fraction, 823-824
inertia, 822-823
reheat time constant, 823

mathematical model, 813-831
normalization, 819-820
refinements, 827-829
slope of response, 820-821
validation, 825-826
various model comparisons,

829-830
System state, see "state"

T
Threshold (of protective action), 5,

7-9
Time (of protective action), 7, 471

action, 7
clearing, 7
comparison, 7
decision, 7
operating, of protective equipment,

471
Time constant

of fault current decrement, 149
Time to failure

as a random variable, 1143
composite protection system,

1148-1152

distribution function, 1143-1148
parallel logic, 1144-1145
sequential logic, 1147-1148
series logic, 1143-1144
standby logic, 1145-1147

probability distribution, 1143
Transfer trip, 484-489

direct overreaching, 487-488
direct underreaching, 484-486
permissive overreaching, 488
permissive underreaching, 486-487

Transformer fault protection,
philosophy,680-681

Transformer faults, 674-681
external, 674-675
internal,675-680
internal, active, 676-680
internal, incipient, 675-676

Transformer protection, 673-708
discussion, 673-674
magnetizing inrush, 681-684

current harmonics, 683-684
current magnitude, 681-683
in parallel banks, 684

protection against active faults,
687-697

differential protection
connections, 687-690

current transformer ratios,
688-689

delta-wye bank CT
connections, 687-688

example, 689-690
differential protection

discussion, 690-695
autotransformer protection,

694-695
differential relay problems,

695
parallel transformer banks,

694
percent slope of differential

relays, 690-692
suppression of magnetizing

inrush, 692-693
three-winding transformer

protection, 693-694
overcurrent protection of

transformers, 695-696
ground fault protection of

transformers, 696-697
protection against incipient faults,

684-687
external incipient faults,

684-685
overheating, 684-685
overfluxing, 685-686

internal incipient faults,
686-687

Index

regulating transformer protection,
699-700

shunt reactor protection, 700-704
discussion, 700-701
dry type reactors, 701-702
oil immersed reactors, 702-704

failure modes, 702-703
protection practices,

703-704
static var compensator (SVC)

protection, 704-708
discussion, 704-705
SVC protection requirements,

705-708
typical SVC system, 705

transformer and line combined
protection, 697-699

examples, 697-698
non-unit protection schemes,

698
unit protection schemes,

698-699
transformer faults, 674-681

external faults, 674-675
fault protection philosophy,

680-681
internal faults, 675-680

active faults described,
676-680

incipient faults, 675-676
Transmission faults, bypassed series

capacitors, 601-604
Transmission fault, series

compensated line, parameter
effects, 604-611

Transmission faults, unbypassed series
capacitors, 578-590

center line capacitors, 586-589
conclusions, 589-590
discussion, 578
end-of-line capacitors, bus side

voltage, 578-585
end-of-line capacitors, line side

voltage,585-586
Transmission line, mutual induction,

423-453
long line, 445-453
short line, 423-424

Transmission line fault
analysis of, 379-394

Transmission line mutual impedance
example of 500 kV line, 425-428

Transmission protection, 249-278
distance relay protection, 257-268

distance relay characteristics,
257-262
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zoned distance relays, 262--265
effect of fault resistance,

265-267
summary of distance concepts,

267-268
ground fault protection, 270-277

importance, 270-27J
ground fault characteristics,

271-272
polarization of ground relays,

272-276
voltage polarization,

272-273
current polarization,

273-276
types of ground relays, 276-277

introduction, 249-250
overcurrent relay protection,

250-257
loops with one source, 252-254
loops with multiple sources,

254-257
summary, 277-278
unit protection, 268-270

Transmission OC protection, 253-257

example of loop OC relay
coordination, 253

example of looped system
coordination, 255-257

loops with multiple sources,
254-257

OC relay procedure, 255--257
Trip free, 21-22
Type I networks

defined,439-440
with fault on one line, 441

Type 2 networks
defined, 442

Type 3 networks
defined,442-443

U
Unblocking, 489-493

directional comparison, 492-493
Undesired tripping

defined, 10
Unit protection

replica concept, 269
Unit schemes, 499-509

longitudinal differential, 507-509
phase comparison, 499-507

Unreadiness probability, 1230-1233
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v
Varistor, fundamental frequency

model, 598-601
Voltage inversion

example, 433
in mutually coupled transmission

lines, 431-433
Voltage profile, on series compensated

lines, 577-578
Voltage transformer, see VT, 30, 32
Voltage transformer descriptions,

30-32
Voltage transformers, 30-32

graphic symbol for, 18

w
Wire pilot systems, 475-477

z
Z loci, 284-293

line and circle mapping, 286-293
the liZ transformation, 284-286

ZR loci construction, 323-329
k and l/J circles, example, 328-329
k circles, 324-326
l/J circles, 326-327
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